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THE LUCK OF THE DAEEELLS.

By JAMES PAYN,

Author of "Lost Sir Massingberd," "The Canon's Wakd," "Some Literary
Recollections," etc., etc.

CHAPTER I.—ON THE PLATFORM.

THE tidal train has just steamed slowly

into the Charing Cross station. The
proportion of foreign passengers as com-

pared with the native element is large, for it

is early summer, and we English are not

even pruning our Avings for the Continent,

far less returning from it. As one listens to

the jabber on the platfoi'm it is possible to

imagine that the Channel tunnel has been

long completed, the prophecies of the alarm-

ists fulfilled, and our beloved metropolis in

the hands of the alien. On the other hand,

the new arrivals have by no means the air of

conquerors ; a few, indeed, who are familiar

with London, or residents there, step quietly

into the carriages awaiting them and leave

their servants to look after the luggage,

but the majorit}-, Avith anxious and sub-

missive looks, await the tardy distribution

of bag and box. The Avonien glance appeal-

ingiy from official to official, or, in language

not understanded of the porters, endeavour,
Avith beAvitcliing Parisian smile, to attract

their attention. The men, Avith curses not

loud but deep, tAvirl their moustaches and
affect a philosophic calm. There is no " Hi,

there ! that is my portmanteau
;

" " Where
the dickens are j'ou going Avith that Idox 1

"

they are on foreign soil, and depressed in

spirits. EA'cry one who leaves his OAvn

country undergoes a certain temporary
degradation of character : Englishmen most
of all, because they have most independence
to lose. On the other hand, the ncAvly-arriA^ed

foreigner in England is generally dejected by
the effect of recent sea-sickness.

Quite apart from the characteristics of race

XXVI—

1

j

it is as easy to distinguish the native element,

by their mere manner among this surging

throng, as from a flight of Avhite SAvans to pick

out a fCAV black ones. One of these latter, a

young girl, stands out in especial contrast to

the majority of her felloAv-passengers. She
is very young, and of a form sp slight that,

but for the Avholesome colour on her cheek,

it might AAxll suggest delicacy of constitution.

The eyes too have a brightness that, as re-

gards health, is but too often as misleading
as the Avildfire of the marsh ; in her case,

hoAvever, it is only caused by pleasurable

expectancy. She is charmingly pretty, her
face full of expression, and instinct Avith a

roguish humour peculiar to English girls,

though rare enough even Avith them. She
has left her carriage, like the rest,

stands beside it looking: to r'.eht and
Avith an eager air that presently fades

one of disappointment. Her f?(;e is so

pressive that this change of feeling is as

apparent as the fall of evening upon a fair

landscape. The deAv comes into her blue

eyes, the A^ery tint of her bright hair seems
to become less golden, her red lips lose their

sunny smile. It is as clear as though she had
told you that the person she has been expect-

ing is A^ery dear to her and has not arrived.

The croAvd around her are much too occupied

Avith their OAvn business to pay any attention

to her, and Avould probably have been so had
her distress of mind been far more poignant

and pronounced. What is a girl that has

been left till called for, and not been called

for, compared Avitli a portmanteau that has

been called for and does not appear 1 No,
Messieurs Ics Franrais are a polite people as

far as lifting the hat is concerned, but as for

but,

left

into

ex-
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lifting a finger to help a fellow-creature

in trouble till their own affairs are regu-

lated, Scqyristi/ they are not imbeciles, not

they.

One person, however, though she is quite

unconscious of the interest she is exciting in

him, is watching her very attentively. He
is a tall, fine young fellow, as fair com-

plexioned as herself by nature, but whom
Indian suns have browned almost to copper-

colour; he too has blue eyes, just now as

he looks pityingly toAvarcls her, almost as

tender as her own. On occasion they have

flashed far otherwise, for they have had the

light of battle in them. One hand is in a

sling, for he has returned wounded from
the wars, but with the other he plucks in-

decisively at his short, tawny moustache.
" Shall he offer to assist her, or shall he

wait a little longer to give time for her father

to put in an appearance ? " He knows for

whom she is waiting, for he has been her

fellow-passenger across the Channel and in

the train from Folkestone, and so far she has

confided in him. He was fortunately able to

be of some little help to her on board the

steamer ; he had an extra rug which was of use

to her in the rough passage, during Avhich

she had insisted on remaining on deck quite

cheerily, while every one else was engaged,

and very unpleasantly engaged, below.

Tlieir other fellow-passengers in the carriage

had been foreigners, Avhich had imperceptibly

assisted in drawing the two young people to-

gether ; it had induced a sense of isolation as

though they had been alone, yet without the

embarrassment of being alone. They had not,

however, got on cjuite so fast together as some
3^oung people I wot of woidd have done under
similar circumstances. Hester Darrell was far

too simple and natural a young woman to be

shy ; her manners, though by no means
reserved, were modest and quiet ; they had a

dignity which neither good birth nor good
training (though she had had the advantage

of both) can bestow. The young fellow, on
his part, who had the good sense and good
feeling to recognise this fact, had made no
attempt at flirtation. He had neglected,

in fact—or such would have been the

general opinion of his class—to avail him-
self of his opportunities. He had, never-

theless, contrived to make a favourable im-

pression upon his companion, of which he
was not wholly unconscious ; and they had
parted with an unexpressed regret. Hester
had even shaken hands with him, which,

perhaps, she would not have done had she

possessed more knowledge of the world ; but

when he had offered to look after her luggage
at the terminus she had declined his help,

because, she said, her father was to meet her.

It would have been a great satisfaction to the

young gentleman had she mentioned her

father's name, but Hester had not thought it

necessary to do so ; she had, I think, a secret

consciousness that in holding out her hand to

this young gentleman she had told him
quite enough ; nevertheless, in doing so she

had signified to him that she wished him
good-bye for good and all, and it required

some courage (of a different kind from that

of which he had given his proofs) to make
any advances to her anew. The distress in

her pretty face, however, became presently

insupportable to him to witness, and he came
up to her, raised hat in hand.

"Since there seems to have been some
mistake about your father's coming," he said

respectfully, "will you alloAvme to look after

your luggage ?

"

It is ahvays the luggage on these occasions

;

a hiimorous Avriter has, I hear, wiitten an

essay upon the Malignity of Inanimate

Objects; and, certainly, the manner in which
they disappear when most Avanted Avould

seem to be due to Avilful Avickedness, but

some inanimate objects, as in this case, have

been knoAA'n to do young people a good turn.

One cannot say to an angel avIio has been

entertaining us unaAvares (and no one could

have been less conscious of her OAvn charm
than Hester DarrcU), "Let me look after

you ; let me see your precious self into a four-

Avheeler
;
" but a good deal of affectionate

interest can be displayed about her boxes.

Our hero's proffer of assistance was made
just at the right moment. A minute before

Avould have been too soon, Hester's mind
AA'ould have been disturbed by the prospect

of her father's still possible arrival. The
presence of a stranger Avould have interfered,

she Avould have felt, AA-ith their rapturous

meeting ; and a minute later ATOuld have been

almost too late. The deAV of disappointment

in her eyes Avould by that time have reduced

itself into tears, a circumstance that Avould

have been embarrassing. As it Avas the tones

of a voice she kneAv, though ever so little,
* 1 •

AA'cre very Avelcome to her m a perplexity

Avhich Avas fast assuming the j^roportions of

a calamity.
" You are very good," she ansAA-^ercd, blush-

ing. " I cannot think Avhy dear papa has

not come. I am afraid," she added naively,

but Avith a smile, too, "that he has forgotten

all about me."
" That is not at all likely," said the young
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soldier, simply. " But in Loudon peojile are

not always masters of their time."
" I suppose that must be it," she replied,

still looking piteously towards the entrance-

gate: "he must have had some pressing

engagement. But, indeed, you must not

trouble yourself about my goods and chattels

;

you are the last person," and she glanced

significantly at his wounded hand, "to be

jostled in a crowd like this. It will be worse
than Ramnugger."
He had told her on the journey, after the

manner of all heroes since Othello's time, of

certain incidents of the late campaign in

India in which he had taken part ; he had
done so quite naturally and without boastful-

ness, he had even omitted to say that his

share in the proceedings had gained him the

Victoria Cross ; but, nevertheless, his nar-

ration had interested her, she had even
remembered the name of one of the

battles.

" In these home conflicts," was his laughing

reply, " we fight by deputy."

A significant look, which to the official

mind betokened haK-a-crowu at least, at

once brought a porter to his side, who, deaf

to all foreigTi blandishments, had had his

eye on the yoimg soldier from the first.

" This young lady will give you the ticket

for her luggage, just see to it, and put it on
a four-Avheeled cab."

Hereupon ensued some opportunity for

conversation.
" I hope I am not keeping jon from your

friends," said Hester, hesitating.
" Oh, no—not that that would matter—

I

mean," he stammered with the consciousness

of having been on the brink of eflfusion,

" that I have no friends in London ; I have
been so long aAvay from England, 3-ou see ; and
as for the dear old governor, he lives in the
country."

" Then j'ou are going into the country 1

How I envy you. I cannot think how people
can stay in London this summer weather
Avhen they can help it. For my part,

though I have had little experience of it, I

love life in a country house, especially if it is

an old one."
" Then you should see ours. It is very

old, large, and rambling ; to say the truth, a
little too large, it reminds me of barracks."

" How wicked of you to talk so of your
o'v\Ti home."

" That's what the governor would say.

He adores it even to its very discomforts

—

the draughts, the mouldy tapestry, the here-
ditary ghost."

" Has it a ghost ? Oh ! that is delicious,

indeed. We have no ghost in our family,

but only a ghostly sort of motto : a tradition."
" And Avhat is the tradition ?

"

And again Hester hesitated; if she told the

tradition she must needs tell her name, and
would Madame Langlais, her late preceptress,

who had given her so many detailed direc-

tions as to her conduct eii wi/age, quite

apj^rove of confiding such a matter to a
perfect stranger ?

" There is an old sajang," she said, " in our
family, that the luck of it,

' whate'er it may be,
Shall go by the sea, and shall come by the sea.'

That is rather weird and eerie, is it not ?

But still it is not so good as a ghost.
"

"Well, I don't know," replied the young
man, with an air of reflection. " One wants
cheerful society in a house to counteract a

ghost—especially Avhen it is a female one, as

in this case—ladies' society." In his sj)eech

he dealt with generalities, but in his looks he
was more particular ; they seemed to say to

his companion, " Now you would be the very

person to counteract our ghost."
" And I dare say you have plenty of ladies'

society," said Hester, in a tone of indifference,

which, however, contended with a blush.
" Well, no ;" here he sighed. " The fact is

we have none at all, though things did not

use to be so. The fact is, I am sorry to

say ;'

At this moment, to the relief of the young-

man's very obvious embarrassment, appeared

the obsequious porter with his barrow full of

luggage, wliich, under Hester's inspection, he

proceeded to place upon the cab.

"I am greatly obliged to you," said Hes-

ter to her polite companion ; and once more
she held out her hand.

" What address shall I give the cabman ?

"

he inquired.

The question would have seemed a simple

one enough to a much more ^vily person than

she to whom it was addressed : but there was
an air of interest and expectancy in the

young soldier's tone that gave the inquiry a

tone of significance, and put Hester on her

guard. She felt that she had trodden on

the very verge of Madame Langlais' line of

propriety in giving him her hand tmce over :

to have furnished him also with her address

would have been to overstep it.

" I will not trouble you any further," she

said with a grateful smile, but also in a suffi-

ciently resolute voice.

The colour mounted high into the young-

man's face, and he wdthdrew at once with a
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respectful how. Then she turned up her

pretty face towards that of the weather-

beaten cabman's, and murmured, in a low

sweet tone (for the young soldier was still

Avithin earshot), "Piccadilly, 299a."
" Eh !

" echoed the cabman, protruding his

great head from his great-coat as a turtle

does from his shell.

" 299a," repeated Hester.
" All right, miss : " the porter closed the

door without slamming it (which showed
what a fee he must have got from somebody)
and the cab, top heavy as a hermit crab, but
not so speedy, crawled away with her,

CHAPTER II.—IN THE CAB.

I AM inclined to think, judging from my
own experience, that a good deal of mental
work is done in cabs. Circumstances are not
favourable to reading in them ; conversation

is impossible, and their intex'nal decoration is

not sufficiently artistic to distract the mind.
In the short journey that now lay before her,

Hester Darrell gave herself more up to reflec-

tion than she had done in the whole transit

between Paris and Charing Ci^oss. She had,

indeed, more to think about. In the first

place, there was her father's non-arrival at

the station, which, in the case of most
daughters, would have given some rise to

apprehension ; and secondly, there was the
acquaintance she had made with the young
soldier. The latter incident, it must be
admitted, made much more impression on
Ler than the former. She loved her father

dearly, but she also knew his character, or
come parts of it, exceedingly Avell, and the
fact of his not having arrived in time to

meet her did not at all astonish her.

Colonel Eichard Darrell had many good
points, if they could not have been abso-

lutely called virtues ; but punctuality was
not one of them. He was often late even
for his pleasures—and the welcoming of his

daughter to her new home would certainly

have been one of them ; while as to other
appointments which had any tinge of un-
pleasantness in them, such as business ones,

he might possibly be induced to make one,

but it was contrary to his nature to keep it.

No one could say that he exhausted himself in

any line of action; but he was capable of some
effort in order to avoid facing anything of a
disagreeable natui'e—an admirable plan, if

'the disagreeable thing can be avoided, and
«mt only postponed; but in real life this

seldom happens.

The system is exactly the reverse of that
which obtains among children at pudding-

time ; they pile into a corner of their jjlates

all the plums for a bonne louche at the finish :

the gentlemen I have in my mind eat all

their plums at first, and trust that their

fate will not compel them to swallow at

last all the less agreeable material they
have thus accumulated. Alas, it is not so

;

they have to clear their plate to the last

morsel, and find their "stickjaw" anything
but improved by keeping.

Colonel Eichard Darrell was as bold as a
lion, but he had never looked a difficulty in

the face, or even so much as conquered a
whim. He had served with some repute, but
his chief military renown, while it lasted, was
that he had been the youngest lieutenant-

colonel in the British army. It did not last

long, for almost immediately, on obtaining

that rank, he had sold his commission and
entered another calling, in which he also ac-

quired considerable distinction ; at the time
our story opens he was held to be the best-

preserved " man about town."
The Colonel "knew everybody"—a phrase

which indicates at most some five hundred
people all of one pattern—and had many
friends, a few of whom to his face and many
behind his back called him Dick Darrell. In
his youth so attentive had he been to the

gentler sex, that the name of " Look and
Die," which passes from one man of this

stamp to another, like the succession to a
throne, Avas universally accorded to him ; and
yet he had not made the great match Avhich

unquestionably lay in his poAver to make,
but married for love an oi'phan girl Avithout

doAver. This circumstance Avas urcred, not
AYithout reason, or at all eA^ents not Avithout

plausibility, in his favour. He could not,

men said, be a self-seeldng or greedy man

;

he must, said Avomen, have something of un-
selfishness, or even self-sacrifice, in his nature
to have so acted. As it happened they Avere

quite right ; but in my opinion his marriage
did not prove it. Hester Grantham Avas

simply one of the whims Avhich he could not
conquer, and Avhich, indeed, completely con-

quered him. He made (as she fondly thought)
the best of husbands, and Avhen she died,

Avhich Avas in giving birth to his only daughter,
he Avas inconsolable for Aveeks. Little Hester
became her father's darling, the most precious

possession he had in the world, but also one
the custody of Avhicli was exceedingly incon-

A^enient. Some men, though not many, haA^e

a natural gift for the guardianship of children

;

but Avith Avell-preserved men about toAvn it is

far from common.
As ]\Irs. Darrell had left surA^vmg
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sister, it might well be thought that she

ATOulcl have been some help in this per-

jjlexity ; but the Colonel and Harriet

Grantham " that Avas " (for her marriage had
taken place soon after his own) were not on

good terms. She had taken a very different

view of her sister's union from that adopted

by the world at large ; when people hinted

at the Colonel's self-sacrifice, she told them
in plain terms that he Avas " a godless

gambler," in Avedding Avhom her unhappy
sister had imperilled her immortal soul. A
remark Avhich had generally the effect of

closing the conversation. If it Avere true,

she Avas clearly right in concluding that the

obligation (if any) lay upon the other side.

For the rest the Grantham blood Avas at

least as good as that of the Darrells'—

a

circumstance Avliich Harriet dAvelt upon Avith

some inconsistency, considering that the

future Avas so all important Avith her as com-

pared with matters of this Avorld—and as

for the money, though the Colonel had at

the time been in good circumstances, his

habits Avere such as to render the continu-

ance of his prosperity very doubtful. She
had opposed herself to the marriage tooth

and nail, and Avhen it took place, in spite of

her, had severed all relation betAveen herself

and her sister.

To some women this Avould have been
difficidt to do, for Hester had no other re-

lation in the world, and clung to her Avith

pitiful pertinacity ; but Harriet possessed

high principles far out of the reach of

sentimental pleading, and cut her cable,

as it were, with a hatchet. " Since you have
chosen to ally yourself Avith a AAacked man,"
she said, " you and I have shaken hands for

ever." And as even sAveet-tempered Hester
could not stand her husband being called

a Avicked man, the desired separation Avas

effected.

Perhaps, when his Avife was dead, the

Colonel might have let bygones be bygones,

and appealed, for his child's sake, to he-r

aunt ; but in the meantime another gulf had
been opened betAveen them. Harriet had
mamed, as the Colonel thought, beneath
her ; that is to say, a man of large fortune,

but AAdio had had the misfortune to make it

himself, and in the City. Mr. Abraham Barton
Avas presumedly not a bad man ; but it must
be admitted that his spiritual qualities were
not on the surface. It Avas probably not from
religious principles, but from the inferior but
very natural motive of securing for himself

peace and quietness, that he had taken up
his Avife's quarrel; but, at all events, the

breach betAveen the tAVo families Avas com-
plete.

Under these circumstances little Hester
had been of necessity from her earliest

years committed to the care of hireling's,

and on the Avhole they had done their duty
by her. Her sAveet temper a:ad bright Avays

had endeared her to most of them with

Avhom she had come in contact, and not

least to Madame Langlais, under Avhose care

she had been placed for many years. Madame
was an EnglishAvoman, Avho had once filled

the post of governess to Mrs. Darrell Avhen

Hester Grantham, and had afterAvards set np
as a schoolmistress on her oaati account. It

is as natural for governesses to do so as for

butlers to take public-houses, and only too

often Avith the same disastrous result. The
cause of Madame Langlais coming to grief Avas

her marriage, in compai\atively late life, with

an absinthe-loving Frenchman who, before he

drank himself to death, contrived to dis-

sipate almost all her little property. She
had been compelled to break up her educa-

tional establishment in BaysAA'ater and re-

move to Paris, Avhither some of her old

pupils, including Hester Darrell, had joined

her. Hester had been residing there for

the last tAvo years, living a very quiet but

not unpleasant life, cheered by pretty fre-

quent visits from the Colonel.

Contrasted with her monotonous, colour-

less existence these had been like gleams of

sunshine in a Avintry day. She always asso-

ciated her father, Avho took her to the opera

and theatres, and loaded her AAdth presents,

with gaiety and pleasure ; she repaid him
Avith the most genuine love and gratitude, but

Avith a certain modesty in her expectations

very unusual in "a father's darling." She

felt that there Avere some things not to be

looked for in him : though he never forgot

her, he Avould sometimes disappoint her ; his

instability of character Avas perfectly well

known to her, though under a euphonious

I>Griphrasis which made it almost a virtue.

"Dear papa could never say 'no' to any-

body."

She kncAv that he Avas dreadfully care-

less and haphazard in ordinary matters, and

had a suspicion that he was rather extrava-

gant in his habits and fond of high play;

but she never thought of such matters in

relation to herself at all. They were Aveak-

nesses of " dear papa's," of course, but being

part of himself she could not find it in her

heart seriously to deplore them. A great

philosopher has told us that Avhen Ave once

find the limits of our friend he straightAvay
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becomes a pond, but to Hester her father

was still an ocean, into which, although she

had discovered its shores, still ran the full

river of her love.

She was not displeased, and certainly

not surprised, that the Colonel had not

met her at the station. It Avas a circum-

stance, in fact, not worth thinking about, one

way or another. Before the four-wheeled

cab had reached Trafalgar Square, she had
turned her thoughts—no—her thoughts had
chosen for themselves another channel.

Although the young soldier she had just

left at the railway station was, and of course

could be, nothing to her, he was the last

object on the retina of her mind, and it

retained it. When traA^ellers come from the

Pole and the Antipodes we often find them
thus concerning themselves \A-ith some inci-

dent of their journey which has only just

happened to them, and Avhich seems to us

stay-at-homes sufficiently commonplace and
uninteresting. But to Hester Darrell her

late companion was certainly not an unin-

teresting subject of thought, though it is

probable she could not haA^e made him a topic

of conversation. He was very different from
the military persons she had occasionally

seen in her father's company. Even as a

child thej^ had struck her as carpet knights,

less fitted for the field of iDattle than for the

racecourse, and who preferred Pall Mall to

active service ; but this young fellow had
looked every inch a soldier, and spoken of

his profession with enthusiasm ; he had been
Avounded too, for AAdiich in a competitiA-e

examination conducted by women, the can-

didate gets high marks ; he had been very
kind to her, and thoughtful for her comfort

;

he had noticed and sympathised Avith her

recent embarrassment, and at the same time

had behaA^ed AA'ith great delicacy and respect.

She felt that she had been rather hard upon
him in declining to confide to him her ad-

dress, which as the Colonel had taken a fur-

nished house for the season, could not be

obtained from the Court Guide. Her re-

serve, it is true, Avou.ld, she felt, meet Avith

Madame Langlais' aj)probation, but that did

not pre\'ent her from feeling a touch of

remorse. She feared that this young gentle-

man must think her a little prudish, and
even a little ungrateful. He Avas certainly

—Avell, not handsome perhaps—but distin-

guished-looking. He had been very bright

and genial throughout the journey, and then
just at last, as he Avas taking leave of her,

his manner had altered, he had looked sor-

roAvful and depressed Of course that could

have had nothing to do Avith their parting

;

such an idea was too preposterous to be en-

tertained for an instant. It must haA^e been
some allusion that she had unconsciously

made to his oavti affairs, and Avhich had
given him pain, poor felloAv. It had been
certainly but a poor return for his kindness.

The cab Avas in Piccadilly noAv, presumedly
within a fcAv doors of her destination, and
yet her thoughts continued most unaccount-

al)ly to chvell upon her late companion. It

Avas when he spoke of his OAvn home, she

reflected, that his tone had become so graA-e
;

a large old-fashioned house, it seemed, such as

she herself delighted in ; she had passed a

winter at Fromsham Hall, belonging to her

father's friend. Lord Buttermere, and had
enjoyed it immensely ; the house had been
full of companj', and there had been private

theatricals in Avhich she had taken part

among the J'oung people. Perhaps his home
Avas like that. But he had said, AA'ith a sigh,

that his father saAv no company, "though
thin2;s did not use to be so." Noav AA'hat

could he liaA^e meant by that 1 Perhaps,

poor felloAv, the family had become im-

poverished.

All future suggestions, however, in ex-

planation of the change in affairs in this

nameless young gentleman's unknoAATi coun-

try house, were abruptly cut short by the

stopping of the four-Avheeled cab exactly

opposite Apsley House.
" My good man," exclaimed Hester, put-

ting her head out of the AvindoAv, " Avhat are

you about ? This is not my address."

"I've druv as far as I can go, miss, and if

it ain't this it's noAA'here."

"ButItoldyou299ff."
' "That's just where it is, miss. I larnt

my figures at school like other people, and
I've kept my eyes open all doAvn the street,

and there ain't no such number in Picca-

dilly."

CHAPTER III.—FATHER AND DAUGHTER.

The situation in Avhich our heroine noAv

found herself AA-as embarrassing enough ; to

have traA' elled alone from Paris to London,
to have found no one to meet her, according

to promise, at the station, and then to dis-

coA'er that the address at which she ought
to have arrived had no existence, Avould to

most girls of eighteen have seemed little

short of a catastrophe. But Hester Darrell

was not like " most girls." Her nature was
so simple that she had been nicknamed
amongst her school-felloAvs Daisy Darrell, a

sobriquet t(J AA-hich their imaginations had
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been doubtless assisted by her delicate com-

plexion ; but her simplicity was not of that

sort which is akin to folly. She had indeed

a quite unusual stock of "saving common
sense," and what is still rarer in persons of

her as;e and sex, a verv keen sense of humour.
Indeed it is so very rare, that before confess-

ing that it was this sense which now came
uppermost with her, I must, in justice to

Hester, remind my readers that she was no
mere country girl, Avho finds herself for the

first time in London and alone. She had
friends, though apparently not in Piccadilly,

to Avhom she could have gone if necessary

and awaited events, and the consciousness of

this fact no doubt enabled her to take a

cheerful vieyv of matters. At all events it

struck her as so exceedingly funny that the

cabman should have selected Apsley House
as her jDlace of residence, that she could

hardly restrain her mirth.
" Lideed you are quite wrong," she pro-

tested, almost with tears in her eyes, as the

caliman was about to drive within the great

gates. It was no more likely to be her papa's

home, than the eqiiestrian statue over the

way was likely to be her papa. Indeed,

since he was in a cavalry regiment, the latter

suggestion was on the whole the less mon-
strously improbable one of the two.

"All I know is," said the cabman, with
the dogged pertinacity of his race, "that
there is no 299a anywhere, and we have
come to the end of Piccadilly."

There was really some sort of logic in this

;

the poor man had at least driven as far as

he could in the desired direction, and perhaps
concluded that the stately pile before him
comprised within itself a sufficient number
of tenements to make up the requisite

amount.
While Hester was debating in her mind

as to which of her few London friends she

should apply in this emergency, whether to

Lady Buttcrmere who lived comparatively
near, or to Mrs. "West in Bayswater, who
though more removed as to distance, was
nearer to her in social relation, and while
the cabman Avas regarding her from his box
%vith sidelong composure—for the difficulty

was none of his—she saw a friendly face

pass by.

"Mr. Langton, Mr. Langton," she called

out, a little louder than gentlemen are in the

habit of being addressed in Piccadilly, but
in sweet, plaintive tones nevertheless.

The gentleman, who had quick ears, turned
round at once. He was a tall middle-aged
man abtired in what almost might be called

flowing garments ; his coat flew looselj' back,
his white waistcoat was large and loose, his

trousers flapped against his roomy boots.

He had the air of a man who was prepared
to sacrifice (and indeed had done it) all

appearances to comfort. And yet there was
no mistaking Philip Langton for anything
but a gentleman ; nay more, he had an
appearance of great distinction. Though of

good family, he was not by birth an aristo-

crat ; though moderately well provided for,

he was not rich ; though above the average

of intelligence, he was rather plodding than
brilliant ; and yet with little beyond these

negative qualities there were few men
more sought after and made much of in

London.
The secret of this social success lay in a

singular combination of amiabilitj^ Avitli

strength of mind ; he was kind even to gen-

tleness, but also very inflexible of purpose.

A foolish and audacious person, deceived by
his pleasant ways, had sometimes ventured
on taking a liberty with him, but it had never

been repeated; that, too, had been years ago;

he was far too well known for such an occur-

rence to be possible noAv. He Avas respected

in a certain way even in circles Avhere respect

for any one Avas almost unknoAvn ; and Avhere

good fellowship reigned he AA^as held to be its

prime minister. Young gentlemen of fashion

just introduced to club society thought it the

proudest moment of their lives Avhen Philip

Langton took their arm as he Avalked down
St. James's Street, and in that doubtfid

neighbourhood they could hardly have been

in safer company. He Avas detested by the

scoundrels of society, Avho laughed at his

easy clotlies, and mimicked his somewhat
old-fashioned manners behind his broad back,

but all that Avas best in clubland had a good
word for him. He Avas her father's oldest

friend and had been her first playmate. It

was his boast that his gold Avatch chain had
helped her to cut her teeth.

" What, you here. Miss Hester, and alone ?"

he said, hurrying up to the cab door. "I
thought you Avould have been making your

father's afternoon tea by this time ?
"

" I Avould be if I knew Avhere to make it,"

she replied, " but he has given me the wrong
address. Look here," she said, pointing to

an open letter, "he has AA'ritten it quite

plainly, 299a."

The face of her companion became for a

moment very grave, then expanded—no, it

did not quite do that, it permitted itself the

relaxation of a dry and humorous smile.

"It's a mistake for 99a," hs said. "I
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think I know how it came about. If yon

can make room for me on the back seat I will

be your convoy, so far." Then with his foot

upon the step he said to the cabman, " 99rt,

my man."
" It ain't a mossel of use," was the unex-

pected rejoinder from the box. " 0' course I

thought the young lady had made that mis-

take, and kept my eye upon the doors as we
came along ; 99 there is, but as to 99a, there

ain't no such number, except," he added

surlily, as thoiigh ruffled by a reminis-

cence, " except in the Metropolitan police

force."

"You drive where I tell you," said Mr.
Langton in a tone that admitted of no denial,

though his face was genial enough when he

turned it to his fair comjDanion. " The fact

is the man is right enough as to the house

your father has taken not being in Piccadilly.

It is not the rose, but only near the rose,

being round the corner in Welham Street, to

which it properly belongs."

"Then what becomes of No. 1, Welham
Street 1 " inquired Hester.

" Oh, that's ever so far from you ; there is

99&, Piccadilly, and, for all I know, 99c,

between you and it. The advantages of a

good address, my dear Miss Hester, are not
confined to persons, but extend also to

places."

"Still, is it not something like passing

under an alias?" inquired Hester with humor-
ous gravity.

" There is certainly an analogy, however.

An alias is a matter of great convenience,"

admitted Langton. "Eoyal personages use

it when they go abroad, when it is called an
incognito."

"But the incognito of Welham Street

seems to me just the other way," argued
Hester. " We pretend

"

"Here we are at home," exclaimed Mr.
Langton with precipitancy, "and there is the

Colonel, like Noah at the first floor Avindow

awaiting the return of his dove."
" I hope papa wants to see me more than

Noah wanted to see the dove," was Hester's

laughing rejoinder.
" To be sure. I had forgotten," said Mr.

Langton. "The parallel, I must confess, is

not so complete as it might be."

He bit his beard (which was a long one),

and looked a little annoyed ; he was a man
not accustomed to make mistakes, or at all

events to be detected in them; nor per-

haps would he have made this one but for

a sleeping trouble in his mind which had
been awakened by Hester's words, and

throAvn it off its usual balance. Hester flcAv

up-stairs, and the next moment was clasped
in her father's arms.

" How nice and bright you look
!

" she cried

admiringly as she kissed him again and again.

"The more I see of you the more I am con-

vinced that you are not my papa at all, but
my elder brother. If you go on like that,

constantly going backward, you will be my
younger brother. In a few years I feel that

I shall have great responsibilities about send-

ing you to college.—He does not look like

my papa, does he, Mr. Langton ?

"

Indeed he did not, nor like anybody's papa.

Of all roles on the stage of life—so far at

least as appearances went—for that of the

parent Colonel liichard Darrell was least

fitted. It was not only that he looked very
unlike a heavy father ; he did not resemble
even a light one. He seemed to be standing
" where the brook and river meet " in the life

of a young bachelor, just on the brink and,

that was all, of being a man about town. Of
course he was " preserved," but nature had
done so much for him that he hardly needed
the appliances of art. His brown hair was
still glossy and tolerably thick. His mous-
tache smooth and silken as a hoy's ; even his

complexion had the hue of youth, except
where the razor, in obliterating the whiskers,

had darkened the cheek. His figure, set offj

however, by a tightly-buttoned frock-coat,

was faultless. But for the Colonel's eyes in-

deed one might have taken him for five-and-

thirty, or even less ; in their tell-tale corners

Avere to be seen faint traces of "the envious

crow ;" also, though they were br-ight enough,
there was occasionally a look of anxiety in

them very foreign to the rest of the face.

They did not wear it now, but expressed a
certain tender penitence, a meek shamefaced-

ness, which did not misbecome him. Eichard
Darrell was essentially a man to misbehave
himself and be forgiven.

"It is quite true that I am not fit to be a

papa, Hester, whether I look like one or

not," he said in remorseful tones. " I shall

never forgive myself for not having met you
at the railway station. But the fact is

"

—

here he looked towards his old friend with
comical embarrassment—" that horrible train

you know was half an hour late again."
" I suppose you mean the train from San-

doAvn," said Langton drily.

" Yes, Philip knows how unpunctual it is,

my dear," continued the Colonel, artfully

extracting from the other's speech what best

suited his pui'pose. Langton had reproved

him enough he thought, and could never go
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the length of telling Hester that what had
detained him from his daughter's arms had
been a race meetina;.

"I tried to catch the 4.30, but just missed
it."

" What does it matter," said Hester, " since

I have got you at last, you dear old young
papa 1 It is not to be expected, nor would
it be right, that you should give up your own
engagements, perhaps important ones"—("It
was rather important," put in the Colonel,

sheepishly)—" just to humour a mere school-

girl."

" But you are not a mere school-girl now,
Hester," observed the Colonel with precipita-

tion. " You are a very fine young woman,
and going to be the belle of the season. Is

she not, Philip ?

"

Langton, thus appealed to, regarded Hester
with the air of a connoisseur who inspects a

picture. Hester dreAV Iierself up, crossed her
arms, and looked at him, head aside, in her
turn, with a charming expression of meek
defiance.

"And what have you got to say, sir ?" she

inquired. " Speak out ; I can see that there

is something amiss Avith me."
"Well, I only wish "

" Then there is something," she interrupted

with pretended chagrin.
" Yes ; but you can't mend it. I was

going to say that I only wish I were twenty
years younger."

The young girl made him a SAveeping curt-

sey. " I had no idea that you paid compli-

ments, Mr. Langton."
" Nor does he usually," put in the Colonel.

" No, I'm hanged if he does," he added, as

though recalling some personal experience to

the contrary. " But Philip would not do, my
dear, even if he Avere ever so juvenile. He
is Avhat we call—that is what some people
call
—'not good enoua;h.'

"

" Nay, I call that rude, papa," said Hester,
with a quick blush. Even in fun she did not
like to hear her old playmate, whom she
looked upon as a second father, abused.

"It is quite true, my dear Hester, in

every sense," said Mr. Langton gravely.
" Seriously, hoAveV-er," he continued, " it has
been determined by your father that you are

to marry a Prince of the Blood Eoyal; it

Avill require an Act of Parliament, but that
can be got over; and noAv you know the
reason Avhy he has taken No. 99a, Piccadilly,

instead of No. 1, Welham Street."

"HoAv can you talk such rubbish, Lang-
ton 1 " said the Colonel, fuming and tAvirling

his moustaches.

" I call that hard," observed Hester
solemnly. "Papa thinks the idea of my be-

coming a Princess rubbish.
,
It is something,

hoAvcver, that I have got a grievance against

him at last ; I have been looking for one all

my life."

"And never found one, my darling?"
inquired the Colonel softly.

"Never."
" By heavens, she is an angel ! " cried the

Colonel.

Mr. Langton said nothing, he had moved
to the AvindoAV and Avas lookina; out of it

—

not nito Piccadilly.

" But do you knoAV, my darling, that there
are some people avIio think you very ill-used,"

continued the Colonel significantly; "who
say, for instance, that I neglect you?"

" You ! What, my dear old young papa ?

Then they must be mad people," said Hester,

Avith indignation. " They should be put in

a padded room."

Such filial loyalty might well have pro-

A'oked a smile, but the faces of her com-
panions were both very grave. There A\'as

silence for a moment, and then her father

said, in his tenderest tone, " We are quite

forgetting all this tirae, my child, that you
have just arrived from a long journey, that

your dresses are all j^acked up, and that Ave

dine in half an hour."

"That is plenty of time for me, papa;
au revoir then ; Avhen you see me next, gentle-

men, I shall be resplendent in crimped—that

is crumi^led muslin."

CHAPTER IV.—THE TWO FRIENDS.

For a full minute afterHester left the room
the tAvo men kept their respective positions

Avithout speaking. The Colonel AA'as the first

to break silence. " You see, she expects you,

Philip ; of course you Avill dine Avith us."

"Of course I shall do nothing of the

kind," Avas the dry response. "It is only

right that you and your daughter should be

alone together the first evening after her

return. You will have plenty to talk about."

"I suppose I shall," said the Colonel

doubtfully.

"You ought to have; and at all events

she Avill make up for your deficiencies. If you
feel no interest in your daughte:-'s affairs,

which are quite as important to her as the

odds against Lancaster are to you, I entreat

you to assume some. If you fail to gain her

confidence noAV, remember you Avill never

gain it. It is your first and best, if not your
only chance."

" Tut, tut ! did you not hear her speak of
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me just now ? The dear girl is devoted to

me."
" She loves you, Eichard, but she does not

knoAv you."
" That's a pleasant speech from an old

friend," exclaimed Darrell bitterly.

" It is because I am so old a friend that I

speak so plainly. Moreover, you may write

it doA\Ti on the other side of tlae ledger, that

though I know you better than any man
knoAvs you, I am still your best friend."

"I believe that, Philip," admitted the

Colonel, lighting a cigarette and walking im-

patiently up and down the little drawing-

room. "But what would you have me do ?"

" I would have you put that cigarette out.

This room, remember, is your daughter's

only sitting-room."
" Oh, that's nonsense. Hester is much too

sensible and well-brought-up a girl to have
any objection to tobacco."

" No doubt ; but the people who call upon
her will perhaps object to it. The societ}-

you intend her to mix with is not, I conclude,

to be exclusively composed of young gentle-

men of fortune."

The colour rushed into the Colonel's cheeks.
" There is no other man in the world," he
said with vehemence, "who would dare to

talk to me like that, Langton."
"And there is no other man in the world,

Darrell, Avho would care to do so," was the

quiet reply. " You have many friends, and
your daughter will have many lovers ; but
who will love your daughter for her father's

sake save me ? For her to love you is easy

enough, since it is easy for others ; but I

want her also to respect you. If she kneAV

Avhat I kneAV of you that would be difficult."

" As far as that goes," returned the Colonel

grimly, " it Avould be difficult for any Avoman,

if she really kneAv him, to respect any man."
"Perhaps," ansAvered Langton coollj^,

"though it is possible you generalise from
insufficient data. But I knoAv enough of

Hester to be assured that if her respect for

any one should be lost, much else Avould go
with it."

"But you liaA'e no idea hoAv very re-

spectable—that, of course, but I mean hoAv

thoughtful and particular I am going to be,

Langton."

.
" I cannot say that you have begun very

well as regards thoughtfulness. I think, for

example, you might have given up San-
doAvn races just for one afternoon for your
daughter's sake."

"That's very true. I feel that I ought to

have met her at the raihvay station. On

the other hand, the dear girl is so Avell ac-

customed to take care of herself."

"No girl Avith her good looks, Darrell,

should be permitted to go about alone in

London, if it can be aA'oided."

"Well, perhaps not. I admit it was
thoughtless of me ; still she had only to drive

to this address."

"Which you had not even given to her
correctly. She Avas put to great embarrass-

ment and even some distress in consequence."

"What do you mean? I Avrote to her

most distinctly. I remember I took great

pains to be distinct to say that I had taken

99a, Piccadilly, for the season."
" You meant to do so, no doubt ; but Avhat

you did Avrite, for I have seen it, Avas 299a,

and I can easily guess the reason. It Avas

not your daughter's return to tOAATi, but your
number in the Derby lottery that you were
thinking about."

" Is it possible I could have been such an
idiot ? That ticket, hoAvever, Avas a rare

stroke of luck, Avas it not 1 though heaven
knoAA's it AA*as OAved to me. The idea of such

a beggarly thing as 'a sweep ' turning up
trumps ! The odds against my draAving Lan-
caster Avere literally tAvo hundred to one, you
know, and now by hedging against him I am
certain to pull off a good stake."

" Which you Avill never do," Avas the other's

quiet reply.

" But I must do it if I only hedge."
" Yes, but you Avon't hedge."
" Well, you see I have A'ery good reports

of Mason's horse," said the Colonel persua-

sively. " I don't believe in tijjs in a general

way ; but——

"

" You have got some particular informa-

tion," put in the other.
" Then you knoAV about it ; that's odd, for

Digby Mason told me in the greatest confi-

dence."

Langton laughed aloud.

"For forty -five you are certainly the

youngest man I knoAv ; the idea of any one

out of his teens believing in ' particular infor-

mation ' about a race-horse."

"But it comes from Digby Mason I tell

you."

"Then I should certainly hedge."

"Ah, I forgot, you "have a prejudice

against that young felloAv. I do assure you,

hoAvever, he is as straight as a die."

" A loaded one."

"For shame, Langton— I really don't

knoAv what you mean. Even betAveen friends

thin^rs should not be said like that."
_

" I say nothing ; only if you must play
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cards with Mason I wish you'd stick to

whist."

"I do generally. Though it is true I

sometimes take a hand at picquet with him.

You ask any man who knows, and he will

tell you I am the better player."

"I did not say you were not ; but Mason
is the more luck}^ one."

" Well, luck cannot last for ever."

"Just so," returned the other signifi-

cantly. " When it does, it ceases to be luck."
" I can't staml this, Langton, and I won't,"

exclaimed the Colonel with irritation. " I

don't mind being taken to task b)^ you,

because I know you mean me nothing but

good ; but I will not have my friends spoken
of in this manner behind their backs."

"Mr. Mason is very well aware of my
opinion of him," said Langton coldly.

" And you don't speak to one another in

consequence ; under these circumstances it

is surely very bad form to speak against

him."

For one instant Philip Langton's brow
grew dark as a thunder-cloud, and his eyes

flashed fire : but the next moment his face,

though it had slightly paled, was as unruffled

as ever.

"Let us talk of something else, Dick," he
said gently. " AVho is to be Hester's chape-

ron ? She cannot live here alone with no-

body but nurse Askell to take care of her."

"Then her father counts for nothing I

suppose," said the Colonel.

It was evident by his tone as well as by
his flushed face that, unlike his companion,
he had not yet recovered his equanimity.

.

"Of course when you are at home it will

be all right, my dear fellow; but do you
propose to be always at home—in the after-

noons, for instance ?"

" Well, perhaps not every afternoon."

"Just so ; noAV it is in the afternoon that

people call."

" To be sure ; I had never thought of

that ; I am ever so much obliged to you for

speaking of it. Mrs. West, however, Avill be
constantly looking in, no doubt. However,
as you say " (Langton had said nothing, but
he Avas looking volumes), "it won't do to

trust to that. The dear girl must have a
chaperon."

Philip Langton shrugged his shoulders.

Bachelor as he was, it struck him as amazing
that the necessity for such an arrangement
had not occurred to the Colonel. In spite of

himself and of his desire to bear lightly upon
his friend's shortcomings, he also felt a little

indignant upon Hester's account.

"It will require some judgment, Darrell,"

he answered gravely. "You can't hire a

chaperon—or at least, if you did, she would
be Avorse than none at all—-as you hire fur-

nished apartments."
" Of course not; I Avill talk that over with

Hester."
" Quite right ; it is she who ought to have

the chief voice in such a matter."
" No doubt. On the other hand, there are

some things about Avhich she knoAvs very
little, and which it is nevertheless essential

that she should understand."

The Colonel said this with the air of a

man who has a good deal to say, then sud-

denly stopped short. He looked at his com-
panion interrogatively, almost appealingly

;

but though the other's face Avas attentive

enough, it Avas also imperturbable ; he made
no reply. "The fact is, you see," continued

the Colonel, Avith an air of great perplexity,
" though Hester is the dearest of girls, and
Ave have ahvays been devoted to each other,

I have ncA^er spoken Avith her about the state

of my afiairs. I am afraid she thinks I am
a rich man."
Langton shook his head.

"Well, if she doesn't, so much the better
;

if she knoAvs hoAV I am situated that's half

the battle."

"Do you knoAv hoAvyou are situated your-

self ?" inquired the other drily.

"Well, of course—that is to say generally

—what 5'ou may call in round numbers.

Perhajis ten thousand pounds."

There Avas a stifled groan from Langton.

Since the last statement of accounts the

Colonel had lost half his fortune.
" And Avhat do you pay for your present

quarters ? " inquired the other, looking round

the room, which, though gaudily furnished,

and fit to be placed on the stage in a drama
of society, looked very unlike what Ave call

" home."
"A hundred pounds a month. It is a

largish figure, but I look upon it under the

circumstances as a good investment. Then
there AA^ill be five thousand more coming to

Hester from the Phoenix."

"Which, Avhile you live, hoAvever, will be

only another drain upon your resources, as

you have to pay the premiums."

"I am ahvays very particular about them,"

said the Colonel complacently.
" And I trust you always Avill be. To fail

in that, Richard, would be the Avickedest act

that a man in your position could commit."

"Good lieaA-ens ! do you suppose I don't

feel that 1
"' returned the other, with irrita-
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tion. " If I thought myself capable of leav-

ing my Hester unprovided for I should not

be fit to live ; and, perhaps, as it is," he

added desperately, "I am better out of the

world than in it."

"Hush ! hush !" said Langton, pointing to

the ceiling, from which there had proceeded

more than once a dull heavy thud, indicative

of boxes. " It is idle to deny that your posi-

tion is a very unpleasant one, but what I fear

about it is that it may be also precarious. The
fortune you have to-day, small as it is, may
be gone to-morrow."

"No, no, my dear fellow 3 on the con-

trary, my lawyer assures me it is invested

admirably, and quite safe."

" Safe ! as if anything was safe with a man
who plays picquet for five shilling points,

whist for fivers, and backs his own judgment
on the race-course !

"

" But I am not going to do so any more.

Lancaster is the last horse 1 mean to back."

"You said just now you were going to

bet against him."

"Did I? Well, perhaps I shall. I feel

that, under the circumstances, I ought to

stick to certainties—-I don't mean 'morals,'

they always come off wrong—and avoid risks.

Come, I promise you I'll hedge my money

;

whatever I have I'll keep, you may take that

much for granted. But even as it is, matters,

as you were sajdng, are very far from cheer-

ful, and that brings me back again to Hester.

I want somebody to hint to her—in the most
delicate way in the world, that things are in

short as they are, and that her best, indeed,

her only chance—it's a precious unpleasant

thing for me to broach to her—but you must
see it yourself, Philip, as clear as daylight."

"I think I do," said Langton quietly.

" You want this young girl to set her heart

—no, that's not quite the expression—to

marry for money."
" That is a needlessly blunt and offensive

way of putting it," said the Colonel, in an

aggrieved tone ;
" why should a rich young

fellow be less desirable as a husband than a

poor young fellow 1"

" He generally is," observed the other sen-

tentiously ;
" he is spoilt and selfish to begin

"with ; but, by the way, Avhy shoiild it be a

young fellow at all ?

"

" Eh ! well, I don't know, only it seems
more fitting."

" I am glad you are thinking of fitness. I

thought, perhaps," and here he looked at the

Colonel very sharply, "you might have had
some particular young fellow in your eye for

Hester."

" Certainly not ; no," answered the other,

reddening. " She will be free to take her
own choice ; that is, within limits. We can-

not quite throw the handkerchief to whom
we like."

"A rich marriage is, in fact, the only thing

that can reimburse you for your losses."

" I am not thinking of myself, or even my
losses, so far as they regard myself," returned
the Colonel earnestly. " So help me heaven
it is so, nor do I take any credit to myself

for that ; for, to tell you the honest truth,

old fellow, things have come to that pass

with me that I don't much care what be-

comes of me."
" You must havehad verybad paper lately,"

Baid the other drily.

"Yes, I have," returned the Colonel
naively; " nothing but twos and threes. But
that's not it—at least, though of course it

makes bad worse, it is not the worst of it.

The life of a man like me is like a cigar, very
pleasant until one gets near the end, and
then there's something bitter

—

aliquicl amari,

as we used to say at Eton. One is sometimes
almost tempted to throw it away."

Langton regarded his friend with astonish-

ment. He knew that his disposition was risky,

in the sense of speculation, but he had never
seen in it any approach to recklessness, still

less had he observed in him the sHghtest dis-

position to moralise.

"Look here, Dick," he said presently, "if

things are as you say with you—not only as

regards your affairs, I mean, but you—and
as only a rich marriage can mend matters,

why not marry, yourself 1

"

The Colonel rose, nay, jumped from his

chair.

" Marry ! I marry ! good heavens !

"

" Well, w^hy not 1 yon are a young man
yet, much too yoimg indeed for your paternal

position. Though you wear your coat so

tight, you are not like old Sir Archibald, who,
when a button bursts, goes all to pieces.

There are half-a-dozen women I know, all

with money, who would be ready to jump
down your throat."

One would have thought one of them had
done it, for the Colonel looked half-choked.

" What horrible nonsense you talk!" he
gasped.

" Nonsense ! Only give me authority to

treat with them, that's all. I'll do it with-

out any compunction—and you'll see whether
it's nonsense. Of course I can't guarantee

youth, that would be contrary to that sense

of fitness which you just expressed. It can't

be ' a companion to 3'our dear girl,'—such as
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Sir Archibald wanted for his girls, only they

wouldn't have her—with respect to age, but
they shall have money, I promise you.

There's Lady Marabout for one."
" I'd rajther hang myself," said the Colonel

vehemently.
" Very good ; she will make excellent

settlements and you will hang yourself after-

wards. It sounds unfeeling, but j^ou have
just said you didn't care what became of you."

" I couldn't do it," said the Colonel posi-

tively, "one must stop somewhere, remember,
even in self-sacrifice."

Langton smiled sardonically; the smile

seemed to say, " How on earth should you
know that, since you are utterly unacquainted

with the subject ? " But the other did not

notice it. "The proposition is not to be
thought of," he went on ;

" how would you
like it yourself 1

" Phihp Langton's face had
suddenly grown grey and cold as a stone.

" Well, I don't mean that, of course, but your
suggestion is impossible. My habits are

—

confirmed. I must have my rubber pretty

often. I have not been Avhat people call

"at home" till two in the morninar for the

last twent}^ years. I have always smoked all

over the place. Yes, everi/tvhere," added the

Colonel with ferocious vehemence, "I can't

go to sleej) without tobacco."

A smile flickered upon Langton's face, but
only for a moment. There was something
on his mind—a word unaAvares had thrown
it there—which was antagonistic to mirth.

"A'^^iat must be must be," he sighed.

*'When it comes to self-sacrifice it is the

woman that has to make it, that is their

common lot."

" I don't see that Hester, if you mean
her, need sacrifice anything," muttered the

Colonel. " One Avould think I was going to

sell her to the highest bidder."
" No, to do you justice I do not think

that ; if I did think so I should not be talk-

ing to you as I am now."
"I am sure you would not; you would

give me a piece of your mind and turn your
back on me for ever, and quite right too,"

said the Colonel energetically. " Come,
Philip, do stay to dinner. I have not time
to dress any more than you. Indeed, for that

matter, you would be just as welcome in an
ulster."

"No," said Langton, but with the air of a

man who gives up something pleasant too.

"It would not be right. You and your
daughter should be alone the first evening,
especially as you have something serious to

say to her."

"Yes, that's just it," murmured the Colonel
complainingly. "I have never spoken se-

riously to the dear girl in my life. It's very
hard upon me."

" Take care you are nol hard upon her,"

said Langton warninscly.
" I hard upon my little girl ! What sort

of brute do you take me for 1

"

Langton nodded kindly—an ample reply

to his friend's question—and hearing a light

step and a trailing garment on the stairs

hurriedly quitted the room.

As he closed the front door behind him,
his face was full of anxious thought. "There
will be trouble in that house," he sighed to

himself. " ' Not to the highest bidder,' said

Darrell, which is doubtless true enough,
but to dispose of her by private contract

might be even worse. ' A young man,' he
said ; he had some one in his mind, I know.
Heaven forbid it should be the one I have
in mine."

CHAPTER V.
—"MOSTLY PRENCH."

I AM always in difficulties when I have to

describe apparel ; it is a thing which does

not interest me, which I regret as I regret

any other deficiency in my nature. In my
youth I have had contemporaries Avho have
been literally "wrapped up" in their clothes,

and have envied them their satisfaction. It

distresses me to reflect that at the same
epoch some of the gentler sex may have
taken some pains in this direction for my
unworthy sake, which must have been
utterly thrown away. It is not only that I

have not appreciated it, but I have not seeji

it. Yet I have no reason to believe that I

am colour-blind. If they had attired them-
selves in purple and fine linen, I think I

should have noticed the purple ; but any-

thing less pronounced escapes my observa-

tion.

It is for this reason that my pen is utterly

inadequate to describe Hester Darrell as she

descends into the drawing-room of No. 99a,

Piccadilly. She is, of course, not splendidly

arrayed, for such things are not done merely
to please j^apa, yet she gives one the impres-

sion of perfect taste. And this is surely the

intention of dress ; it ought to have the

same eff'ect as a soft carpet, that is to say,

should produce a general impression of satis-

factoriness without any sense of pattern or

particularity. I must needs confess (though

it may not be to her advantage) that Hester's

dress also suggested costliness ; it was white,

but it was not muslin as she threatened it

would be ; it was, I am thankful to say, not
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silk, a material that makes a noise distress-

ing to the nerves, and which sets my teeth

on edge to think of ; it was not stiff at all

but soft and fluffy. She looked as innocent

and as perfectly at home in it as a bird in

its nest.

" How nice my little girl looks
!

" exclaimed

the Colonel, Avith involuntary admiration.

"Let me forget for the moment the fact that

I have not yet paid the dressmaker's bill."

"That need not detract from your admira-

tion in this case," was the I'ejoinder, " for I

made it myself."
" It is impossible," cried the Colonel in-

credulously. "You would persuade me that

the amateur is superior to the professional

;

as a matter of fact, though some foolish

people maintain the contrary, the game-

keeper always shoots better than his master,

and the gentleman rider is eclipsed by the

jockey."

"Nevertheless, I made the whole of it,"

persisted Hester, extending her Avhite arms

to express completeness, " seam and gusset

and band, band and gusset and seam.

Madame Langlais Avill corroborate the

fact."

"No doubt, just as the drawing-master

will aver that his pupil's performances are all

her OAvn for his OAvn credit. I never dispute

a lady's word, my love, but, I reserve for

myself the right of private judgment."

"You are very rude, papa. In Paris Avhere

I come from, sir, the gentlemen are more
polite."

"You Avill find them polite enough here,

my dear," replied the Colonel, with involun-

tary significance. He could have Avell belieA'ed

that Hester Avould have turned out a pretty

girl ; but he had not been prepared for such

exceptional grace and beauty. She had a

charm, too, much rarer, that of freshness

and naturalness. His life suddenly ebbed
back again twenty years.

" You remind me of your mother," he

said softly,

Hester went up to him and kissed him,

with the tears in her eyes.. " You Avill not

be lonely any more, papa," she whispered,
" I Avill do my best to fill her place."

This simplicity—for her attempt to fathom
his thoughts Avas rather Avide of the mark

—

touched him very much. His face grew
very tender—and older. He was almost

upon the point of giving Avay to a bui'st of

emotion. There were some things, however,
notAvithstanding Avhat folks said to the con-

trary, that Colonel Richard Darrell felt that

he CDuld not afford to indulge in.

" There is the gong, my dear ; let me take

you doAvn to dinner."

Father and daughter Avent cIoaati the nar-

roAV stairs together.
" We are A^ery scant of room in ijiis house,"

he said ; "in selecting a chaperon for you,

Ave must look out for a slim one."
" A chaperon ! " she exclaimed in alarm.

"What do I Avant of chaperons AA'hen I have

my papa ?

"

"He is too young," ansAvered the Colonel,

smilins;.

They spoke in the French tongue, Avhich

Avas familiar to both of them, because of the

butler, an ecclesiastical-looking personage of

the proper type; he had been secured, having,

by a great stroke of fortrme been "out of

employ " at the time, " by the job."

"But that is the very reason Avhy there

should be no chaperon, papa. It Avould be

scandalous. It is my first duty to protect

your reputation,"

The Colonel shook Avith laughter. This

Avas just the sort of daughter that delighted

him. He had ahvays loved her, but had not

hitherto recognised in her this pleasant drol-

lery and intuitive knoAvledge of the Avorld,

He sighed to think that, thanks to his OAvn

folly, she Avas a luxury that he could not

afford to keep for his OAvn pleasure.

"I hope you are not sorry," she continued,
" that this dragon of a daughter has come
home to exercise surveillance over you."

"No, my dear, I am not sorry," he

answered, AAuth a loving look. "Eut there is

on my side, too, a sense of responsibility.

Though Avhat is called an idle man, I am not

A\dthout my engagements, and shall not be

able to be at home AA"ith 3'ou every hour of

the day, as—ahem !—of course I would much
prefer to be,"

Hester laughed aloud. " Such deA^otion,

my dear papa, could, I am sure, haA'e no
other end than martyrdom. In less than a

Aveek you would be bored to death."
" Not at all," said the Colonel eagerly, but

AA-ith eA'er so little of a blush.
" What !

" She held up a pink finger as

though reproving some four-footed pet. Her
laughter gi'eAv louder, like a brook swollen by
the summer rain, and the Colonel's cheeks

greAv redder and redder. "What an audacious

young papa it is," she said, " to try and make
me believe that he Avould not soon get tired

of the society of a bread-and-butter school-

girl
!

"

"You are not the least like anything of

the sort," exclaimed the Colonel coufi-

dently.
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"But this is only the first half-hour of

me," she persisted. " And besides, you are

dining. Imagine to j^ourself a whole after-

noon with me—six afternoons, and three of

them wet ones—instead of at the club !

"

The Colonel's jaw fell. He tried to keep
it up but he couldn't.

" I Avill not continue the domestic picture,
'^

concluded Hester, " the details would be too

painful ; but just conceive your feelings at

afternoon tea, when j'our friends are be-

ginning their rubber."

"I deny your pi^emises altogether," said

the Colonel ;
" but whatever truth may be in

them only strengthens my own position. You
cannot be left here alone to receive callers."

" But I don't Avant callers, dear papa. I

have promised IMadame Langlais to pursue
my studies, and I mean to get you to sub-

scribe to the circulating libraries for all the

nice books—for one reads nothing, you know,
in France—and as for companionship, Avhen

I want to talk I'll make nurse Askell come
and sit in the drawing-room till you come
home to dinner."

"But nurse Askell won't do to receive

visitors. Suppose Lady Buttermere calls,

for instance 1

"

"Why shouldn't I receive her 1 She won't
bite me in London any more than she bit me
in the country, will she ? I am not the least

afraid of Lady Buttermere."

"I don't think you ai'e," said the Colonel
admiringly, "though I knov^ a good many
girls who would shake in their shoes at the
mere sight of her. But there are other
people—yes—who would think it very odd.

No, clear, yon must have a chaperon. Now
don't you think your friend, Mrs. West, could
be induced to come ?

"

"What! and leave her home and her girls

to look after me, papa 1 I am quite sure
she would not."

"To be sure. I forgot that she had a
family. And one could hardly make it worth
her while, could one ?

" inquired the Colonel
indecisively.

"You could not hire her, if you mean that,

papa. Goodness gracious ! what an idea !

"

"But how do young girls get chaperons 1

It's a thing Avhich comes altogether ncAv to

me, you see."

"Well, I suppose so," said Hester comi-
cally. "You have never had occasion to

advertise for such a thing on your own
account, no doubt. ' Wanted, a chaperon.
Apply to Colonel Eichard Darrell. The
highest references as to character supplied by
Philip Langton, Esq., Megatherium Club.'

"

"I wish you Avould take things a little

more seriously, Hester ; but still, what you
say has some sense. Perhaps I had better

advertise."

" That will be capital
!

" cried Hester,
clapping her hands. " An army of doAvagers

Avill file in to No. 99a betAveen tAvo and four,

to be intervieAved and cross-examined as to

their qualifications. I can see my dear young
papa at it. One of them—the oldest and
ugliest—AAdll faint in his arms, like Mrs.
Bardell. There Avill be employment for

gentlemen of the long robe, as the papers
say. You Avill have to compromise for ten
thousand pounds, or give me a step-mother."

" That Avould be one Avay out of the diffi-

culty, certainly," said the Colonel ruefully.
" Well, I Avill speak about it to Mrs, Braba-
zon."

" Oh dear ! you are not going to propose
to her to come, papa, I do hope !

" exclaimed
Hester in alarm.

"My dear girl, hoAV can you talk such

nonsense ! But a lady of her position and
strong religious principles

"

"Eh?"
It Avas only a monosyllable, but there Avas

a Avorld of significance in it.

" My dear child, Avhat do you mean ? Do
you venture to imply that Mrs. Brabazon is

not religious 1 Why she goes to church—as

I am informed—even on Aveek-days. Her
vieAvs, in fact, are supposed to be a little too

extreme—lighted candles in the daytime."

"Just as you have at the club," murmured
Hester.

"My dearest girl," exclaimed the Colonel

earnestly, " I enti^eat of j-ou not to be flip-

pant Avhen speaking of persons of rank and
fashion. They are not proper objects of

satire, even of playful satire."

" But they are sometimes so funny, dear

papa," pleaded Hester.

"I don't deny, my dear, that they are

very often supremely ridiculous. But it is

not Avise, and it is not safe to laugh at them.

'It is dangerous,' says the Scripture, to do
so 'even in one's bedchamber, for birds of

the air may carry the matter.'
"

"And yet I have heard Mr. Langton make
great fun of Mrs. I'rabazon, and even of Lord
Buttermere, witheat your expressing disap-

proval, papa," observed Hester demurely.
" My dear child, Philip Langton is Philip

Langton, a man with a certain position of his

OAvn, such as it is; but you—well, you are a

young girl Avho has to make her own Avay in

the Avorld."

" I don't understand," said Hester softly,
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and with a frightened air. She looked in-

vohmtarily round the shoAvy little ajmrtment,

which, more like a French than an Eiigiish

dining-room, was decorated almost in draw-

ing-room style. " We are not so very poor,

are we, papa ?

"

" We are not paupers, of course, my dear

;

if anything were to happen to me, you would
not have to go out as a lady's maid. I don't

mean anything of that sort at all. But rela-

tively to our position we are very far from
rich ; the fact is, Hester," continued the

Colonel earnestly, " fortune has been rather

unkind to me. Investments which I had
heen led to believe were perfect morals

—

"

" Morals ? " inquired Hester.
" It is a Ijusiness phrase, my dear, mean-

ing indubitably secure; well, they have

proved very unfortunate. I have acted on
the best advice."

"Dear papa," interposed Hester, her beau-

tiful eyes wet \Adth tears, "I am sure you
liave. Do not distress yourself "wdth the

remembrance of our misfortunes. I am very

much obliged to you for confiding in me

;

and now that I know the real state of your
aftairs will take care to l)e as little expense
to you as possible. This dress Avhich you
praised so much, for instance, though it is not

so expensive a one as you imagined, ought
never to have been put on this evening, only

I wanted to look nice in your dear eyes."
" You look lovely, darling," put in the

Colonel with enthusiasm ;
" and I beg that

I may never see you less becomingly attired.

The more it costs the better, if only the efiect

produced can be improved in proportion."

"But, my dear papa, I don't under-

stand."

"That is the worst of a poor girl not

having a mother," murmured the Colonel

plaintively. " I dare say that after the con-

fession that I have just made, it surprises

3^ou that I should have hired this gilded

bower, that six feet two of pompous inanity,

who, thank heaven, has left us at last alone,

and surrounded you Avith the unnecessary
luxuries which you found above-stairs."

"It surprises me very much, papa." The
girl's tone Avas suddenly become graA'e ; her
face had lost its childish look and assumed
an air of anxiety. It was a transformation
A^ery much for the Avorse, yet it Avas not un-
Avelcome to the Colonel, for it convinced him
that his unpleasant task of explanation Avas

over ; that she had guessed what he had to

tell. At the same time his heart Avas touched,
nay smitten, by the girl's obvious distress of

mind; he felt it melting Avithin him, and

hai=tened to put on that armour of paternal

authority, which to say tru: i
• fitted him but ill,

"My dear child, the duty you have to

perform is that of every girl in good society,

only in your case it is a necessity. It is only
a fcAv girls AA^ho can indulge in the foolish

luxury of Avhat is called a love match ; that

is to say, Avho can select from a croAvd of

suitors, among whom perhaps there is not
one pin to choose in other respects, the least

eligible as regards fortune. Your tender
heart AA'ill never be distressed by having to

reject any one on account of his poverty, for

I shall make it my business that no detri-

mental shall have the chance of throwing
himself under your chariot Avheels. You
have a A^ery good position in the Avorld to

start AAdth, and, if a father's fondness does

not utterly blind me, you Avill in a few Aveeks

have all the golden youth of London at your
feet. They are not very bright, you may
think, in spite of their gilding, but perfection

in lovers is not to be found out of a fairy

tale ; nor is it to be forgotten that young
gentlemen who are poor may be every Avhit

as dull as the others. You AAdll have as good
a chance or nearly so, as the richest heiress

of the season, only, unlike her, you cannot

afford to take much time in choosing. I

have not the income for more than one cam-

paign. If I had, Hester darling, if I Avere

only a rich man, I Avould say. Heaven knoAA^s,

take your time and take your choice, and if

you don't find the lover to suit you doAA^n to

the ground, then remain Avith your dear

father, Avho loves you like the apple of his

eye, for ever and ever."

Never had the tones of Colonel Eichard

Darrell, not even Adien he had been knoAvn

as " Look and Die," been more tender and
pleading ; it is also probable that they Avere

much more genuine than when used on some
previous occasions. He tAvirled his moustaches

with both hands (AAdiich shoAved a great agita-

tion) and aAvaited his daughter's reply.

"Dear papa," said Hester, after a long

silence, " I cannot conceal from you that you
haA'e given me great pain. I am afraid I am
not fit for the position, which (but for our

poverty) 3'ou tell me that Ave fill in the

Avorld. I had rather—much rather—that

Avhile still loving me as much as I am sure

you do, you Avould spend no money on my
account, and keep me in obscurity. Save

that I saAV your dear face so seldom, I Avas

very happy and contented at ]\Iadame Lan-

glais'. A simple life is Avhat suits me best,

Avhile you,"—she hesitated, the comparison

AA^as difficult to draAV— " I mean Avhy should
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you not still continue to be as you deserve to

be, the idol of all who laiow you, the welcome
guest of the great and powerful, and put me
somewhere out of sight, but still where you
can come and see me, when you feel in-

clined."

"Don't, don't!" broke in the Colonel,

greatl}^ agitated. " It is very natural, but it

is rather hard, and you might spare me,

Hester."
" Spare you, father !

"

" "NMiy, of course, I know that such a pro-

posal as you have made could only have

arisen from my own thoughtlessness and
neglect of you."

" "\\1io dares to say so ? " cried Hester,

starting from her chair.

" I do," said the Colonel simply.

Hester burst into tears and threw herself

into her father's arms. "Yes, my dear," he
murmured mournfullj', "if you were to

smother ,me AWth reproaches instead of

caresses, I should deserve them. What you
suggest as a scheme for your future, does not

surprise me in the least, though it brings

home to me for the first time the sense of

my O'VMi ill behaviour. It is, however,

utterly imi^racticable. You are now gro'wn

up and cannot be put out Ts-ith a baby farmer;

we must live together, and my life—and I

am too old to change it—must be your life. It

seems artificial to jon now, no doubt; a month
or two hence it vrill seem quite natural.

Perhaps in my wish to put the matter plainly

before you, I may have Avounded, Heaven
knows what tender and innocent feelin2;s. I

am a man of the world, my child, ignorant

of your thoughts, as you are (I hope) of mine.

Forgive me if I have caused you pain. It

was absolutely necessary to be explicit ; but
do not imagine things to be worse than they
are. You are not a Circassian in the slave

market of Constantinople, no, nor even, as

you picture to yourself, a female fortune-

hunter. You can pick and choose for your-

self Hke any other young lady, only "SA-ithin

certain hmits. We do not bind ourselves, as

they say at the War OflSce, to take "the
highest or any tender." Only I felt that I

must speak in time, lest in spite of my pre-

cautions your aff"ections should become
entangled where of necessity thej^ could not
be permanently placed, and cause you pain
in the sunderance. I almost regret, since it

has distressed j'ou so, that I spoke at all.

I have done it I am afraid very clumsily. I

knew I should, but Philip positively declined
to do it for me."
XXVI—

2

" Philip ? Does Mr. Langton know then,

that 3"ou were about to speak to me upon
this matter ?

"

" Well, yes, I always, or nearly alwaj^s
"

(the Colonel was thinldng of his "invest-

ment ") " take Philip's advice about every-

thing."

"This indeed
!

" gaspedis humiliation,

poor Hester.

Her father did not hear ; but he saw that

she was deeply pained, "dreadfully put out,"

as he afterwards expressed it to his old

friend.

" I shall never forgive myself, my dear,"

he sighed, " for my awkwardness of expres-

sion. If it had been PhiHp instead of me
everything would have gone like oil. If I

could only recall my words, so that you might
feel they had never been spoken."

She shook her little head, ah, so sadly and
so wearily

!

" If I could, I say, I SAvear to you I Avould

do it. After all, the risk of your throAnng

yourself away without knomng, as it were,

that you could not aflTord it, would have been

infinitesimally small. (It was fifty to one

against the dark horse," he murmured plain-

tively, " and I ought to have risked it.) Nay,

my darling child, try to forget all about it

;

consider, what is indeed the fact, that you
are here to enjoy yourself. There is neither

scheme nor plot in the matter. Look like

your SAveet self again, I implore you, for

your father's sake ; and let him feel that he

is forgiA'en."

She wiped her eyes and did her best to

smile and please him, but to be herself—the

self of half an hour ago—Avas impossible ; the

gaiety of heart and of youth had departed

;

the spring, on which all her being had hitherto

moved with so marvellous a grace, was OA^er-

burdened and refused to act. Her father

talked—no, he made couA^ersation, wliich is

a very different thing from talking—upon
A'arious trivial matters, and she ansAvered him
cheerfully, but very briefly ; it no longer

gave her pleasure to pour out her thoughts

before him, as the fountain rejoices in the siui

:

on one point, indeed, she became absolutely

reticent, and unaccountably so, even to herself.

He asked her about her joiu'neyand thefelloAv-

passengers she had met Avith in the train. It

Avould haA^e been surel}^ only natural for her

to speak of the young soldier from the Indies,

who had .been so kind in looking after her

luggage
;
yet all she said Avas, " The carriage

was full of passengers, but they Avere mostly

French."



In Camp on the Himalayas.

UP THE HIMALAYAS.
<|Kottntamcfring on the Enbian ^lTi<rs.

By W. W. graham.

FIRST PAPER.

HOW often have I had the question asked
of me :

" "Wliat's the good of moun-
taineering ? It's very dangerous, and when
you've done it, where 's the benefit 1

" And
then they give an irritating chuckle and
think that they have silenced you. And in

truth they have ; for it is hopeless to argue
with such people, and silence is the only
remedy. Still, a pursuit which has been
eagerly followed by such men as Euskin,
Tyndall, Leslie Stephen, not to mention a

host of lesser names, must have something
in it ; and at the risk of repeating an oft-told

tale, I will say a few words in defence of

this fascinating pastime. That it stimulates

mind and body alike, in a way that no other
sport can do, is, I think, imdeniable ; it

teaches endurance and self-reliance, and brings
the body into the most admirable condition.

Nor are its effects upon the mind to be
slighted.

" The fairest views of earth are giren
To him who nearest climbs to heaven."

Even the most commonplat^e of natures must
have felt higher and nobler Avhen gazing,

from the summit of some Alpine peak, at

the fair earth spread beneath him, or watch-

ing the summits at dawn, each rose-tipped

by the rismg sim. But, say "our opponents

W grant all this : but it's so dangerous.

Look at the annual list of accidents, and then

tell me if you have any right to risk your
life in this way." To this we might reply

tliat the same applies to every sport, and,

indeed, to every business or trade, and that

if the percentage in climbing is slightly

higher, it is because an accident is almost

necessarily fatal. But I would go further,

and say that Alpine climbing, properly con-

ducted, is, on the contrary, one of the safest

as it is one of the most exciting pursuits.

There are a very few simple rules :

First, the proper use of the rope.

Second, careful choice and sufficient number

of guides.

Third, attention to the weather.
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Fourth, Bot to be too ambitious at first

;

begin with small things and go on to greater.

If these be properly obeyed, the dangers

are reduced to almost a minimum, as I shall

show by a feAV figures.

From 1856 to 1S84, 29 years inclusive,

there have been on the High Alps 47 fatal

accidents, resulting in the deaths of 88 per-

sons. Of these, no less than 38 accidents,

resulting in 60 deaths, arose from the breach

of one of the first three laws. So that there

remain only 9 'accidents and 28 deaths, as

the actual measure of danger of a whole
generation of climbing, during which these

ascents can only be counted by thousands.

So much for the danger. One last thing is,

that Alpine climbing is attended by no de-

struction of animal life, as are so many other

English pastimes ; nor can it damage the pro-

perty of others, or interfere with their enjoy-

ment.

It has not been without benefit to science

;

many interesting problems in geology have
been solved by its votaries. The whole
theory of glacier action, Avhich has played so

important a part in the world's history, has

been worked out by men who were also

climbers, and great additions to knoAvledge

have been made in the realms of physiology,

botany, mineralogy, &c. However, with this

bi'ief and, I trust, unnecessary defence of the

great principle of Alpine climbing, let me
pass from precept to j^ractice and gi^'c a short

account of an expedition into the greater

Indian Alps of Kumaon and Gurhwal.
It was in June, 1883, that I started for

this expedition. Sixty hours' continuous
travelling by rail and carriage took me from
Calcutta to Eanibagh, at the foot of the hills,

and sixty hours' travelling in the hot weather
is no joke. Then comes a delightful change,
for in India at least, " Coelum non animum
mutant qui mare transcurrunt," does not hold
good. The green luxuriant foliage of the
hills is no more like the parched, burnt plains,

than is the mental state in which one views
them respectively. The path now winds
in zigzags up the steep hill-side ; on the top
is a small bazaar ; Ave turn a corner, a glitter-

ing green lake, circled with towering hills,

bursts upon the view, and we are in Naini Tal.

The suddenness of the change and the rare

beauty of the scene reminded me forcil^ly of

my first glimpse of Grasmere from the top of

Red Scar. Yet beautiful as is our own lake-

land, it must yield to its Indian rival. • Nest-
ling in its long, drowned-out crater, hills

rising steeply for 2,000 feet from the water's
edge, yet wooded to their very summit with

all the profligate luxuriance of a tropical

forest, no wonder that Naini Tal has been
chosen as one of the most favoured hill

stations. Alas ! beneath all its smiling

beauty is hid an ever-present danger ; those
hills encircling the emerald lake and threaten-

ing almost to fall into it, may, at any time,

carry out their threat; nay, they have already
done so in one instance, and awful was the

ensuing catastrophe.

Here I proposed to Avait till my companion;^
arrived, and perhaps I should say a fcAv words
about them. First and foremost, was Emil
Boss, one of the best mountaineers living,

extremely M^ell educated, speaking seven
languages equally fluently ; a captain in the

Swiss army, he is a splendid companion and
I deemed myself fortunate to have his com-
pany. He brought Avith him Ulricli Kauff-

mann, of Grindehvald, a first-rate guide,

though, perhaps, not so Avell knoAvn as some
others. It may be remembered that these

tAvo Avent to New Zealand Avith Mr. Green,

Avhen they achieved the splendid ascent of

Mt. Cook, for which, in conjunction with his

Indian achievements. Captain Boss received

the Back grant from the Royal Geographical

Society.

The next morning we rose early and pro-

ceeded to climb Chini, Avhich rises some 3,00C

feet above the lake. After a long pull Ave

reached the top and, like good little boys, re-

ceived the reAvard of our labours in our first

vieAv of the Himalayas. Far, far away, floating

in a sea of golden mist, their snoAvy summits
flashing back a Avelcome to the rising sun, as

far on either hand as the eye could reach, till

shape and hue were alike lost and blended

with the eastern sky, ran the SnoAvs, the abodes

of the Indian gods. Right north toAvered up
the huge Trisuli, whose three rocky peaks, on

this side at least, no mountaineer will ever

scale. Black and threatening as night, they

rise, one huge scarped rock face ; here and

there bordered and touched with snow, they

stand like mail-clad Avarriors around their

queen. Within their iron ring rises Nanda
Devi, surely the most beautiful peak in the

chain, as she is the highest. A grey granite

obelisk, robed in a right royal ermine of snoAV,

her height toAvering above her consorts, she

is set off by her more immediate companion,

Dabi Kote. Over the shoulder of Trisuli peeps

the noble peak of Dunagiri, and far aAvay to

the north even of these, toAvers the mighty

Kamet. WestAvards again, rises the gigantic

Avail of the G: ng lotifi range Avith its many
peaks ; here is ilie iibode, par excellence, of the

gods. The Rudru Himaleh toAA^ers above the
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rest as a citadel within its battlemented wall.

Eastwards, run peak upon peak, chain behind

chain, far into the unknown regions of

Nepaul, terminating in an enormous misty

mass, wliich is probably the giant Dhaolagiri.

But glorious as the view was, it only increased

m.y desire to be near them and among them,

and great Avas my delight to receive a tele-

gram from Boss, announcing the arrival of

himself and Kauffmann, and that they were

coming up from Bombay. On Saturday, the

23rd, they arrived, and we immediately set

about packing up and preparing for a start

on the morrow. Thirty-five coolies sufficed

to carry our baggage, &c., not that we
had any superfluities, but the Kumaon coolie

is a very inferior beast of burden ; about

thirty pounds is as much as he cares to

carry, and even then he does nothing but

sriimble. Four annas per

but as

diem IS the

I was going-Government regulation,

off the beaten tracks, and naturally they as

well as we avouM have to undergo some
amount of hardship, I agreed to give them
six, conditional on good behaviour. A cook,

at least he professed to be such, Avas also

engaged, Avhile four stout ponies were to carry

us until Ave reached the actual scene of action.

We started on the 24th, accompanied by
M. D^cle, a French member of the Alpine

Club. As for a feAV days Ave Avere on a

comparatively beaten track, I Avill hurr}'

over our preliminary marches. Khyrna,
Ranikhet. Dourahst, RaAvari, ISTarambagas,

Nandak Ganga, Ramni camp, Pana, Avere

our successiA'e halts. The rains AA^ere just

beginning, and we Avere much troubled b}^

that aAvful Indian plague, the hill-leech ; in

length about an inch, and about the thick-

ness of a knitting-needle, the blood-thirstiness

of this tiny pest is horrible ; it is no uncom-
mon occurrence to find tAAxnty at one time

on one's legs, and nothing keeps them out.

A more serious difficulty was in obtaining

provisions. The recognised method is as

folloAvs : TraA'ellers obtain from the Com-
missioner, a chupra'ssie (courier) with a

purAvannah (order) directing the head-men of

each village to supply coolies and proA'isions

at a fixed tariU. This is an excellent plan

Avere it not for the inherent corruption of the

genus chuprassie. 'No matter what the afiair

be, Avhatever passes through his hands leav^es

a considerable portion sticking there. The
result is that villages plead poverty, inability,

&c., and great is the difficulty of obtaining

supplies. On our return Ave relied on the
almighty dollar instead of the " purAvannah,"
and never had the slightest trouble.

Well, at Pana, Decle was fairly done up
Avith our various troubles, and decided to

x'eturn; so next morning, Ave divided our

goods and separated.

It AA^as exactly the parting of Abraham
and Lot. Decle was returning to the flesh-

pots of Egypt, so to speak ; i.e. to the

dances, polo, and flirtations of Naini Tal.

I Avas on my Avay to a land, neither pro-

mised nor promising, from a comfortable

point of vicAv at any rate. We rode up the

hill and they Avent doAvn it ; the last Auew
that I had AA^as that of two men staggering

along under Decle's tent, always a heavy
one, and noAV doubly so, being soaked with

Avater. For a Avonder the Aveather Avas fine,

and we had a perfect banquet of straAvberries,

Avhich grcAV in great profusion. Here we
first met the traders from Tibet, bringing in

salt and borax ; all tliis is carried on sheep

and goats. They are beautiful animals, the

goats at any rate, Avith long silky hair and
finely tAAasted horns, and seem to make
nothing of a load of thirty to forty pounds,

Avhich is packed saddlewise on their backs.

Independent they are too, and imagine that

they have a sole right to the path, and con-

sequently make not the slighest attempt to

get out of your way. For the next tAvo days

Ave met them constantly, and I imagine that

the trade, all of which is brought over the

Niti Pass, must be A' ery considerable. After

crossing the ridge Ave dropped a little and
then passed one of the most exquisite falls I

have ever seen. The Pirigudh, a tributary

of the Bireh Ganga, dashes Aaolently doAvn

the steep slope of the west of Trisul, then

plunges into a cavern and falls some 400 feet

to the path beloAv. It is a most singular

fall, emerging through a perfect hollow

channel, probably worked by a huge stone in

an eddy, for there are still traces A\diere the

former bed ran over the roof of the channel.

We hoped to cross the Kuari Pass this day,

but the road Avas A^ery bad, and the leeches

gave the coohes a good deal of trouble, so

Ave finally Aveut into camp some 300 feet beloAv

the pass. The actual height of the pass is

12,400 feet, but as this is beloAv the limit of

trees it was neither cold nor unpleasant, but

deliciously bracing.

Next morning I had intended to go to

Eini, where I proposed to have a permanent

camp, it being some fifteen miles from the

SnoAA^s. i did not then know the tremendous

diflSculty of the ground in the side valleys.

Boss, hoAvever, had not been very Avell, and

as there was a doctor at Joshimath, we de-

cided to lose a day and take that route.
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was
through

We readied Joshimath early, passing

through a beautiful forest nearly all the way
down, and found, to our delight, a dak bun-

galow, of which we promptly took possession.

Joshimath is a quaint little \'illage, in fact,

a town in this province, and is considered to

be very sacred by the Hindoos. We made
arrangements here with the bunniah for a

supply of flour, and Avent on our Avay up
the valley. All along it were traces of

gigantic glacier action
;

gigantic blocks of

gneiss strewed on the slopes at least 1,000

feetabove the

river. One
was laid
across the
path, . and
made a per-

fect tunnel.

This block

84 feet

in

its narrowest

sense, and
what its
weight in

tons must be
I was afraid

to conjecture.

About two
miles up we
saw on the

left a valley

running due
north. This

is the pilgrim

route to Bad-
rinath, the

Mecca of the

Ganges pil-

grimage. On
its east the

rocks rose

sheer to some
13 or 14,000
feet, making
the most
superb aiguilles, quite as impossible-looking

as, and twice the height of, the well-known
Chamounix range, whilst the dazzling white
snow peaks of Gangootri formed the back-

ground. At Tapobane we found several

singular tombs ; they are in shape like the

Buddhist temples, with a single dark chamber
within. A little farther up we came to some
hot sulphur springs, and enjoyed a bath in

their bubbling waters.

As we advanced up the valley the hills drew
closer together, finally rising in sheer cliffs

Emil Boss

from the river, which was thundering down at
twenty miles an hour between them. I now
began to see that reaching the peaks would be
as difficult as the actual climbing them. Even
here the track was entirely artificial, being
made of planks supported on beams driven
into the rock. Suddenly, in a very dark place,

the rock overhanging many feet, the path
descended to the water, and apparently
stopped. I at first supposed that it had been
carried away by the stream, now in full flood,

and so indeed most of it had. One plank was
left, however,
about a foot

under water,

and the ci'oss-

ing it was
rather a deli-

cate matter
for the laden

coolies. After

this, about an
hour's march
brought us

to Rini, our
destination.

Here two
violent gla-

cier streams,

the one fed

by the Nanda
Devi group,

the other
flowing from
the foot of

Kamet, meet
and mingle
their waters

a tre-

d o u s

The
valley is very
narrow, with
almost pre-

cipitous cliffs

on every side,

and right
ahead rose a black peak 17,000 feet, which
fell to the stream in one sheer precipice of

about 7,000 feet, and seemed to block up all

further approach to the valley.

The next day, 6th, we wished to start for

Nanda Devi. As the crow flies it is some
20 miles, but, seeing the nature of the ground,

we decided to allow at least a week to reach

the foot of the peak. On inquiring for a

guide we were told that the valley was im-

passable, no sahib had ever been up it, &c.,

&c. ; we took most of this cum gram, but

with

men
roar.
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found, alas ! that it was only too true. After

getting up some 4 miles we came to an un-

expected obstacle. A glacier had once run

due north from Trisul to the river ; it has

now retreated, leaving a bed with sheer per-

pendicular walls some 400 feet in depth.

We tried up and doAvn to find a place where

we could cross. Below, it fell sheer some

1,500 feet into the river ; above, the bed only

got deeper and deeper. lb was a mighty

moat of Nature's own digging to guard her

virgin fortresses. We gave it up, and re-

turned rather disconsolately to Eiui. That

night we held a council of war, and finally

decided that as Nanda Devi seemed rather a

tough nut we would be modest and attack

Dunagiri first.

Accordingly we selected the seven best

coolies, and taking ten days' provisions Ave

started. The route lay up the north branch

of the Dhauli Eiver for some 6 miles. This is

a regular traders' track, and in fine condition.

Half-way up we noticed a spring bubbling

out, and on tasting it found it to be true

Seltzer water and very good, so Ave promptly

passed the Avord for a " peg." We now turned

off the track, up a A^alley to the east, and, of

course. the •gomg Avas much deteriorated.

One village lay before us, Tolam, a beautiful

little spot emboAvered in Avild fruit-trees

—

apricot, peach, and plum, and supporting more
bees to the square foot than any place I ever

saAv. The inhabitants live chiefl}^ on their

honey. After this the path as a path ceased,

though there were still occasional traces of a

kind of foot-track along the precipices which
overhung the stream. We encamped on a

beautiful little ledge some 7 feet Avide, a cliff

above and a clift' beloAV ; here the gorge Avas

not more than 40 yards in Avidth, and the

stream descended some 500 feet in a feAv

bounds. Hitherto Ave had followed as well

as Ave could the course of the water ; noAV an

immense rocky rib came down in front of us,

falling sheer into the Avater, and apparently

quite impassable. We considered it so, and
toiled up the mountain side, intending to

take to the ridge and Avork up along it. To-

wards our left the ridge broke out into a

succession of aiguilles of the most formidable

description; toAvards the east, in the direc-

tion of the peak, it looked easier, and though
I felt uncertain about it, it was the only pos-

sible route that Ave could see. We Avorked

up for six or seven hours, then leaving the

coolies we went on to the top, rather over

17,000 feet. Here Ave found ourselves cut

off by a deep gulley, and had accordingly to

descend again. I AA^as in great distress about

my feet. When swimming at Khyrna I had
made an aAvlavard cut on my right foot

against a sharp rock, and had foolishly ne-

glected it, hoping that it Avould heal up. The
exceedingly rough ground over Avhich Ave had
to pass Avas most detrimental to this pro-

cess, and the result Avas that it formed a

nasty ulcer, and Avalking became very painful.

I sat doAvn. at the top to rest and enjoy the

AdeAv Avhile Kauffmann and Boss proceeded to

stalk a coui^le of "thar," which we saw at

some distance in the rocks. Kauffmann un-

fortunately had a touch of fever on liim, and
made a brace of most unaccountable misses at

not more than 60 yards. We then crossed the

aforesaid rocky ril3, and descended the ridge

on the other side.

While going ahead to find out the Avay

Boss suddenly grasped my hand and said,

"A tiger !" I knew, of course, that no tiger

could be at that height, but there certainly

Avas a large animal crouched behind a rock,

and cA-idently watching us. As we stopped

to fire it turned and fled, only to receive its

coup de grdce from Boss, Avho made the most
masjnificent shot with a 12 smooth-bore. The
shell took it behind the shoulder, and it fell

about 100 feet and lay motionless. On pacing

the distance Ave found it to be 150 yards, and
the animal Avas many feet above us. It proved

to be a magnificent female snow leopard,

measuring 7 feet 4 inches as it lay, one of the

rarest animals in India. The fur is a beau-

tiful Avhite, on Avliich are black markings

exactly like the common leopard ; but the

tail differs much, being bushy like a Persian

cat. We skinned our prize, and descended

again to the river, to find to our disgust that

Ave had only gained about a quarter of a mile

in actual distance, though Ave had had a most

fatiguing and prolonged day. Just as Ave

Avere camping we heard a shout, and saAV a

little man leaping doAvn the rocks like a

chamois. He proved to be a shikari from

Tokam, Avho had heard that Ave Avere up this

way, and folloAved us in hopes of a job. We
at once closed Avith his offer to take us to

Dunagiri, and a most fortunate meeting it

proved to be. Next day we started afresh,

once more up the guile}'', and this time turn

ing eastAvards up a very narroAV crack Avhich

had escaped our notice. The route was worse

than ever ; in many places a most broken

slope of rock and grass, Avitli a precipice above

and another beloAv
;
places where Ave had to

hang on all we knew, and Avhere the coolies

had the greatest possilJe difiiculty.

We again crossed the ridge rath-jr over

17,400 feet, and were moAdng gaily over a
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grassy slope, when the shikari Avho was lead-

ing suddenly dropped, and we saw some
500 yards off a large herd of " thar," headed

by one jet-black. A stalk was immediately

organized, but man proposes and the weather

disposes. A dense mist swept across just as

we were in range, and when it cleared the

herd had disappeared. We were much dis-

gusted,—for one doesn't get a black " thar
"

every day,—but went on to our camp, which
we pitched just beloAV the Dunagiri glacier.

The next morning we had intended to rest,

and go up to our sleeping place in the after-

noon, but on rising the coolies came with

great apologies and groans, and informed me
that they had notliing to eat. I had taken

ten days', rations, a seer, 2 lbs., per man per

diem, and had laid in more at Tolam, and
here they were all eaten in four days. I

swore at and threatened them, but that was
no use ; we couldn't take them up the moun-
tain without food, but fortunately the shikari

came to the rescue. He knew of a village

inhabited in the summer on the other

be

to-

the

we
for

side of

able to

morrow,
others

;

proceeded

the peak.

We started

eleven, and I

way in which

the

reach

We
then

to

great

summer on
ridge they would

that to-day and return

retained two and sent off

sending down for wood,
load ourselves and start

for the foot of the glacier at

could not help admiring the

the shikari led us. A little

thickset man, with a strongly Tibetan cast of

features, he went up the steep hill with little

short quick steps, carrying his load like a

feather. As Boss said admiringly, he went
like a chamois. At last we got on the ice,

and what a change immediately came over
him ! It was as if the legs were cut away
from imder him ; he slipped, panted, and
finally implored us not to go farther. At
4 P.M. we reached the height of 18,500 feet.

Here the two aretes of the peak swept down
enclosing the head of the glacier which formed

Eight
'

guide.our guide. Kiglit m front of us rose the

western face of the peak like a wall, alter-

nate bands of black cliff and snow slopes.

Here the serious climbing was to be2;in, and
here Ave decided to halt for the night'. The
natives didn't like it at all, and their faces

brightened when we told them that they
might go doAvn, only to fall again when we
added that they must come up again to meet
us the next clay. We found a beautiful hole

under a stone about 5 feet square and 2 feet

high. With stones and snow Ave Availed it

in, and when s^jreacl Avith our blankets, it

Avas

south-Avest areie, and this

requiring plenty of step-cutting.

though

couragmg.

granite

setting

dozen aiguilles not

SAvitzerland even the aiguilles

(To be continued.)

looked quite a luxurious chamber. After a
good dinner, Ave sat and smoked and drank
in the glorious vieAv in silence. I don't
think A\'e looked much at our peak. There

obviously only one route up, by the

steep and

g,, was not dis-

But to the noith and Avest what
a glorious panorama Avas spread before us !

Some tAventy-five miles to north, the mighty
Avail of Kamet rose into the air, its grey

precipices shining like gold in the
sun. Round it were set at least a

one of which was less

than 20,000 feet, and whose precipitous snoAv-

less sides no animal even could scale. Due
Avest toAvered the Gangootri peaks, prominent
amongst them the gigantic Eudru Himaleh.
Pure ice are these, but ice lying at such an
angle as none of us had imagined possible.

Here, again, came the rock aiguilles, all

second-class peaks as compared Avith their

giant neighbours, all equally black and all

equally impossible. I knoAv from my limited

experience that "impossible" is a strong

Avord, but the powers of man are limited,

Avhile the forces of nature are hardly so. In
which rarely

than 1,000 feet of hard climbing,

long resisted the assaults of the most expe-

rienced and daring climbers, and only yielded

after a long day's attack. What then shall

be said of these rock turrets AA'hich are at

least equally steep, and beside AA^hich the

Matterhorn itself Avould stand a mockery
and a chv^arf ? Surely for the present race of

men, the Avord " impossible " may be still

retained in the Alpine dictionarj^ As I sat

and gazed on the vieAv, a strange medley of

thoughts passed through my mind. In the

intense silence of this height, there was
something Avhich almost appalled, and Avhich

forbade speech. We Avere at last AAdierc I

had so ardently desired to be, at the foot of

the great giants against Avhom I

desired to measure myself, and yet all

of uncomfortable fselings intruded them-
selves. Would the cold of the night, sleep-

ing as Ave Avere, perhaps, as high as ever man
has slept, would this cold overpoAver us 1

Avoukl the so-much-discussed rarity of the

air drive us back, or worse ? We would see.

MeanAvhile prevention is better than cure,

so wrapping ourselves in extra clothing till

we resembled a band of Esquimaux out on
the loose, Ave rolled ourselves in our blanket

bags, and squeezing into our hole, slept the

sleep of the just.

give more

had so long

sorts



PICTUEES FEOM WHITBY.

By MAEY LINSKILL,

Author of "Between the Heather and the Northern Sea," etc.

^pHE quaint and ancient sea-town of Whitby is

J- probably one of the most picturesque towns in

England, and its picturesqueness is by no means its

solitary attraction. Not only the artist, but the anti-

quary, the geologist, the historian, one and all find

interest in the neighbourhood of

—

" High Whitby's cloister'd pUe,"

from whence St. Hilda's Abbess and "her five fair

nuns " set sail for the Holy Island on that errand
known to the readers of " Marmion." Sir Walter
Scott, with his usual keen appreciation of legendary
lore, has hardly left untouched one of the more im-

portant of the legends of Whitby. In the notes to
" Marmion " may be found a brief account of the

founding of the Abbey of St. Hilda. Mr. Green, in

his " Shoi't History," preferred to call her St. Hild
;

and he does large justice to tlie " Northumbrian
Deborah, whose counsel was sought even by bishops

and kings." Mr. Stopford Brooke adopts the same
spelling, which is doubtless more correct, but at first

it is a little strange to ears accustomed from childhood

to the frequent and familiar mention of the saint as
" Lady Hilda." She is, as it were, the central figure

round which the unic[ue history of ancient AVhitby

arranges itself.

The Abbey stands on the top of a cliff, which is

approached from the town by two hundred stone steps.

The ruin is magnificent, and can be seen not only from the Avide waters of the Northern
Sea, but from almost every part of the country round about. The architecture is Gothic, of

various dates, perhaps the earliest being 1140, and the latest 1400. Originally the building

Vipond's Lane.
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was cruciform, and extended in length from

east to west 300 feet, in breadth from north

to south 150 feet. The south aisle of the

choir and the south transei)t have dis-

appeared; indeed, strange to say, the south

side has altogether suffered more than the

north. The tower, which was supported by

four immense pillars, each with sixteen

clustered columns, fell so lately as 1830. A
clerical friend, who remembers the occurrence,

tells me that the fall of this huge mass of

masonry could be distinctly heard all over

the town, and some distance beyond it. The
day was fine, and perfectly calm.

There are,

it is sad to

believe, even

at the present

day, people
who suppose

that this splen-

did ruin is the

ruin of the

monastery
built by the

Saxon saint,

Hilda. The
perusal of

Char 1 ton's
" History of

Whitby" must
certainly tend

to confirm any
one in this

mistake. His

description of

the tower,
t h i r 1

3'^ - fi V e

yards high,

and of the

forty superb

Gothic pillars,

is sufficient to

awaken the
suspicion of any one at all acquainted with

the Saxons and their way of life in the

middle of the seventh century. Truth to

tell, probability is strongly in favour of the

supposition that Hilda's monastery was built

of wood, and roofed with thatch.

The parish church, dedicated to St. Marj',

stands on the same chfF-top, and is sur-

rounded on all sides by the last resting-places

of the ancient townsfolk. Not toivnsioik, all

of them, since so many of their lives Avere

spent in going do^vn to the sea in ships,

and doing business in great waters. " Sup-

posed to have perished in the Greenland
Seas ;

" " Who suffered with the rest of the

Ihe old ruwn H

crew of the brig Amelia ;
" " Drowned by the

upsetting of the life-boat :
" so run the in-

scriptions on the grave-stones ; and many a

touching history is recorded in brief words
there.

How difficult it is to get away from the

top of that eastern cliff, to descend into the

yards and ghauts and lanes of the old town !

The four ancient gates or ways—Floregate,

Baxtergate, Hakelsougate, Kirkgate, keep

their names with but slight modification.

Kirkgate, it need hardly be said, is Church
Street, the long street wliich runs parallel

with the river, from the church steps to the

dockyards at

the inner end
of the toAvn.

This street, so

far as its archi-

tecture is con-

cerned, may
be taken as

typical of the

others. It is

narrow, irre-

gular, and not

unpicturesque.

NoAV and then

you come upon
a wharf or

ghaut, which
gives you a

glimpse of the

harbour, with

its rippling
waters, its tall

ship- masts,
and its sway-

ing boats. A
curious feature

of the old

toAvn is the

wooden gal-

leries which

lead to the upper tenements of houses,

which are let in flats. Sometimes you

may see three or four of these galleries,

one above another, each approached by a

flight of wooden steps. As we have said, the

houses are built in the cliff-side, and the

difficulties of such an arrangement are

obvious. It is in noting the various ways in

which these difficulties have been surmounted

that the \asitor finds much of his amusement.

The yards or entries which lead up from the

street to the topmost houses are often dark,

always narrow, and, as a rule, consist mainly

of flights of steep stone steps. The yards of

Whitliy rejoice in such names as Cockpit
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A Whitby Street.

Yard, Elbow Yard, Loggerhead Yard, Vi-

pond's Lane, and others equally suggestive

and euphonious. It is worth while to go up
and down a few of these narrow ways.

Among much that is noisy, dirty, and
generally objectionable, there is also much
that is interesting. Here and there you
come upon a few square feet of garden, full

of wallflowers and marigolds; a flight of

beautiful white pigeons come Avheeling out
from some dingy garret-window overhead ; or

you suddenly find yourself standing before an
open door, wondering at the old oak furni-

ture, or the ancient china displayed within.

Between, above, or below the houses in

many of these yards are the small, unhealthy
shops where much of the jet-work is done.

There are larger and airier establishments,

where the health of the men is cared for, but,

unfortunately, these are not the rule. You
may hear the sound of whirring wheels as

you pass up and down the narrow ways, and
if you do not mind running the risk of being
half-choked by jet-dust, rouge, lamp-black,

&c., you will generally find yourself welcome
to enter and watch the various processes

through which the coal-like mineral passes
before it becomes an artistic ornament.

So far as I am aware, the question, " What
is jet?" has never been quite satisfactorily

answered. Mr. Martin Simpson, the Curator
of the Whitby Museum, who is an accepted
authority on matters geological, has given
the following as his opinion :

—

"Jet is generally considered to have been wood;
and in many cases it lias undoubtedly been so ; for
the woody structure often remains, and it is not
unliljely that comminuted vegetable matter may
have been changed into jet. But it is evident that
vegetable matter is not an essential part of jot, for

we frequently find that bone and the scales of fishes

have also been changed into jet. In the Whitby
Museum there is a large mass of bone, which has
the exterior converted into jet for about a quarter
of an inch in thickness. The jetty matter appears
to have entered first into the pores of the bone, and
then to have hardened, and during the mineralizing
process the M'hole bony matter has been gradually
disjDlaced, and its place occupied by jet, so as to

preserve its original form."

Another authority says :

—

"That jet has been formed from a distillate from
what is called the jet rock is supportedby these facts.

Experiments tried on portions have been successful,

and proved that at least ten gallons of oil could be
extracted from one ton of the shale, and that this

pure oil gave out a clear and brilliant light when
burnt. A piece of jet on fire gives out a similar

brilliant clear light. Again, the substance is always
found in scams, detached, and in a horizontal posi-

tion, and spreads itself out in shallow layers, as

water or fluid substances always do. The two kinds
with which we are acquainted are the hard and soft;

these are evidently of distinct species. The jet rock
occurs in the lias formation. This formation, com-
mencing at the Peak, about eight miles south of

Whitby, traverses the whole coast to about fifteen

miles north of Whitby. . . . The rock dividts into

the upper and lower lias, with a marlstone series in-

tervening, in the upper part of which we have the

Cleveland ironstone. Then comes the "dogger" or

jet rock; and it is here where our "hard jet" is found
in compressed masses or layers of various lengths and
thicknesses, some having been found of an inch or

two long and one-eighth thick, to masses thirty

inches wide, six feet long, and four inches thick. It

appears that the largest piece ever found was six feet

four inches in length, four-and-a-half to five-and-a-

half inches wide, and one-and-a-half thick. The net

price was ten guineas ; for this sum it was offered to

the Curator of the British Museum ; he declined to

pui'chase it ; and the specimen was afterwards sold

for fifteen guineas, and cut into four-inch crosses."

Jet-mining is a hazardous occupation, but

accidents, fatal or other, have, perhaps, been

fewer than might have been expected, con-

sidering the perilous nature of the work.

At one time over twenty jet-mines were

being worked, needing the labour of from

two hundred to three hundred men; but

owing to various causes, notably the intro-

duction of Spanish jet, there is a falhng off

in the quantity of jet extracted from the
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cliffs and hills of the Whitby district. The

Spanish jet—in the rough state, of course

—

is brought to Whitby and sold in large or

small quantities, to suit the purchaser, who
may be some poor man, working in his own
^arret on liis oAvn account, or some com-

paratively rich man, -svith large, light Avork-

shops, the latest improvements in machinery,

and workmen at his command in numbers to

suit the business he may be doing. Of late

years fortune or. fashion has caused con-

siderable fluctuation in the trade, and the

distress amongst the poorer jet-workers has

often been very great. But it is patiently

borne—for the most part patiently and

silently. One sees rather than hears how it

is with the pale, sad-looking, ill-clad men
who wander about by the lanes and . on the

cliffs by twos and threes, few of them

being able to turn their hand to any other

trade.

Themaking of j etornaments

is an ancient craft. Charlton,

in his quaint "History of

Whitby," says :—
" I myself have lately viewed

the ear-ring of a lady who had
most certaialy beea buried in one

of these houes * long before^he
time of the Danes' arrival in

Britain ; it is of jet, more than
two inches long, and about a

quarter-of-an-inch thick, made in

the form of a heart, with a hole

to its upper end, by which it has

been suspended to the ear. It lay,

when found, in contact with the

jaw bone, and if any credit be due
to antiquity, must assuredly have
belonged to some Bi-itish lady
who lived at or before the time
the Romans were in Britain,

when ornaments of this sort were universally worn."

And recently, perhaps ten years ago.

Canon Greenwell, of Durham, excavating on
the Goodmanham Wolds, found in one of these

tumuli, " A jet pendent ornament, associated

with a good knife, and some capital skulls."

There is a brief reference to jet in an old
" Treatise on Jewels," translated by Camden.

"Peat stone almost a gemm, the Lybians find,

But fruitftil Britain sends a wondrous kind

;

'Tis black and shining, smooth, and ever light.

'TwlU di'aw up stra-ws if rubb'd tUl hot and bright."

This peculiarity of magnetic attraction

may be tested by any one who happens to

have at hand a brooch or bracelet of good
jet. Tear a few morsels of paper of some
light kind, rub the plainest jet article you
possess smartly on some woollen substance

until it is quite hot ; then hold it near, and

* Houss, tumnU.

•. ,5«tV*^«>i^'

Eemoving the " Skin-

you will have the amusement of seeing the

scraps of paper fly as by magic to the heated

surface ; and they will adhere for some time.

It is said that there is enough electricity in

jet to gi^^e curative or preventive power, in

Cases of rheumatism, to jet bracelets worn
continually on the arm ; but certainly if

there are such tilings as " shooting stars " in

therapeutics tliis may be one of them.

The liistory of jet from before " the Danes'

arrival " to the present day would make a

long article of itself, so I must hasten on.

Undoubtedly the manufacture of jet orna-

ments has been one of the industries of this

industrious town for several centuries ; as

the name of John Carhll, jet-worker, 1598,

occurs in an old title-deed of a house near

the bridge. About 1814 a Frenchman
named Bingent, or Bingant, came over from
France, and settled in Whitby as a manufac-

turer of jet, and helped in

developing the local trade.

And considerable impetus

was given to it by the late

Lady JSTormanby, who intro-

duced jet at the court of

Queen Victoria. Subse-

^^ quently, for many years, a

\ ^, period of court mourning
meant a period of prosperity

for the town of Wliitby.

A few words must be said

as to the mode of converting

a piece of black and russet-

tinted mineral into a glitter-

ing brooch, or necklace, or

bracelet, which when worn
with suitable dress may have

such a really good effect.

The first thing to be done is to remove
a tliin incrustation or " skin " from the

outer surface of the piece of jet selected

;

this is done Avith a chisel. The next process

is to saw or chop it into little blocks of size

and shape to suit the articles to be made,

each of which is ground on a grindstone

until its surface is sufficiently smooth to re-

ceive poHsh. If any carving or chasing is

intended this is the next stage ; the stage at

which art comes in, and consequently the

most interesting of all. Immense improve-

ments in the matter of design have been

made during the past twenty years; and
many people were surprised by the beauty

of some of the ornaments exhibited at a

recent local exhibition in the St. John's

schoolroom. There is almost infinite variety.

One of the most effective styles, a carved

head, or group of foliage, unpolished, sxu"-
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'iM m^S!. hall dockyards at the inner end of the harbour
frequently ; and though the past year has

been one of great depression, it is hoped that

signs of better things are appearing.

It is sometimes supposed that Captain
Cook, "the prince of navigators," as a local

historian terms him, Avas born at AVhitby
;

but the honour of being his birthplace be-

longs to Marton, a small village in Cleveland.

His father, whose name was the same as his

own, James Cook, was an agricultural

labourer; and the future discoverer was one of

nine children. He was born October 27, 1728.

The entry in the parish register runs thus;

—

" 1728, nobr. 3. James, ye son of James
Cook, day labourer, baptized."

The parents seem to have been simple,

thrifty, reverent-minded people; and pre-

sently a somewhat better day dawned for

them. The father became hind, or foreman,

on the farm of Airyholm, and James, the

son, was sent to a day school at Ayton. He
did not distinguish himself there, says one

who had talked with some of the lad's school-

fellows, " except by a resolute adherence to

his own plans in preference to any proposed

Polishing.

rounded by a highly polished and faceted

setting, requires very great skill on the part

of the carver. Heads of Dante, of Shake-

speare, of Milton, are attempted ; and the

likeness to accepted portraits is, as a rule,

admirable. This carving is usually done

with no other tool than a short, sharp knife,

set in the rudest of wooden handles. Mono-

grams also afford opportunities for the dis-

play of great ingenuity ; and strange, but also

sad to say, there are men who can interweave

three or even four initial letters on the surface

of a locket or brooch, and carve them with

most dainty and exquisite skill, but who yet

cannotwrite theirown name. We are changing

all that; but after all, "the feet of the years"

seem slow when one looks in the direction of

educational advancement among the poor.

Since the middle of the twelfth century,

Whitby has been noted for the number of its

fishing boats. Leland, who visited the place

in 1538, calls it " a great fischar toune," and
subsequently it became famous for its ship-

building. Dibdin declared that "the best

and stoutest bottoms used in England " were

built at Whitby. But though the clatter of

the shipbuilder's hammer is still heard, the

wooden ship is a thing of the past. Iron ships

of large burden are launched from the White- Carding. ,
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by his comrades." This '" inflexible firm-

ness " is not seldom found to underlie the

character of him whose fate it is to

" Breast the blows of circumstance,
And grapple with Lis evil star."

At sixteen years of age Cook was appren-

ticed to Mr. William Sanderson, a haber-

dasher at Staithes, a fishina; villasre about

twelve miles to the north of Wliitby. His

leisure hours were often spent out on the

waters of the North Sea, in the fishing cobles

of the place ; so often, indeed, that the strong

sea-passion had doubtless entered into him
before the day of that memorable incident

which was as it were the turning point in his

career. The flood tide in his affairs came in

the shape of a young woman who one day
entered the little shop, made her purchase,

and put down on the counter a new and
shining shilling. As most people will admit,

there is something about a new and perfectly

unworn coin which is curiously attractive,

more especially if capacity for attraction of

that kind be inherited. The shilling tempted
young Cook, not to steal it, but to exchange
it for one of his own ; and almost inevitably

this exchange led to a charge of dishonesty

;

for the master's eye had caught sight of the

coin at the time the payment was made ; and
he afterwards missed it from the till. Of

Whitby Harbour.

course the lad repelled the charge, and in-

dignantly, so indignantly, indeed, that the

matter led ultimately to the cancelling of his

indentures ; and the youth was taken to

WTiitby, and bound apprentice to Mr. John
Walker, shipowner, and master-mariner. He
sailed on his first voyage in the Freelove, a

vessel of about 450 tons, engaged in the coal

trade.

It was during this apprenticeship that he
spent his Avinters in Whitby; living there

with liis master's family in the house by the

harbour-side, which appears in the centre of

our first picture. The studious side of his

temperament began to develop itself during
these long winter evenings, and we have a

quaint little picture of Maiy Proud, Mr.
Walker's housekeeper, allowing the young
seafarer a table and a candle "that he might

while the other

idle talk or
read or ^mte ])y himself,

apprentices were engaged in

trifling amusements." That the youth knew
then and after how to make to himself fii-m

friends is worthy of note.

His subsequent career, with all its suc-

cesses and dangers, its honours and uses,

may be read in various lives of him. It is

full of interest of many kinds. One brief

story may be told here, which will at least

show that the successes of his later life had

not hardened his heart greatly.

In 1768, the government of the day had

been petitioned to send out a ship, "Avith

proper persons," to the South Sea Islands,

for the purpose of observing he transit of

Venus. The petition was granted, and

Lieutenant Cook chosen to command the

expedition. A Whitby ship, the Endeavour,
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was purchased, and manned by eighty-fonr

seamen ; armed with ten carriage guns, and
twelve swivels. The scientific men who
embarked with the Lieutenant were Dr.

Solander, Mr. Green, and Mr. Banks, after-

wards Sir Joseph Banks. While the Endea-
vour was yet lying in the Thames, a small

Stockton trader "ran athwart her bow,
and did considerable damage. The master
of the trader was called on board the Endea-
vour, and Lieutenant Cook began to reprove
him sharply for his negligence ; when, the

other making himself known as an old school-

fellow and companion, the reprimand was
succeeded by acts of kindness ; memory re-

called with fondness the scenes of early life,

and the two friends recited with mutual
pleasure their juvenile feats and the tales of

their native home."
The last sad scene of Captain Cook's life

is less easy to tell of. Though it happened
so long ago it strikes sharply to one's heart.

He was not old, but he was full of honours

;

and was doubtless hoping to end his days in

that "easy retirement" of which he had
written in a letter to his old friend and
master, Mr. Walker. But this was not to be.

He sailed on his last voyage, spent some
months in friendly intercourse with the
natives of the Sandwich Islands, particularly

with those of Owhyhee. And then came a
wretched quarrel on the latter isle, concern-
ing some stolen property—a pair of tongs !

a chisel ! a few nails ! This might not be
overlooked. Captain Cook Avent ashore wdth
a few of his companions ; a crowd gathered

;

a tumult arose; a cry was heard, "It is

war!" Presently shots were fired, spears

darted, stones hurled, dreadful yells rose on
the air! Captain Cook, who by accident.

mischance, or mistake was left alone upon a
point of rock, was making for the ship's

pinnace, which was close in shore, when "a
chief named Karimano, following him, after

some hesitation struck him on the back of

the head with a large club ; and then pre-

cipitately retreated. Stunned by the blow,

Captain Cook staggered a few paces, fell on
his hand and one knee, and dropped his

musket. As he was rising, a wretch called

Nooah, stabbed him in the back of his neck
with an iron dagger ; and he fell into a bite

of water about knee-deep ; here the natives

crowding upon him, tried to keep him under,

but struggling powerfully with them, he got
his head up, and cast a look toward the

pinnace, which was only five or six yards
off, yet Avas unable it seems to save him.
The natives again pressed him down in

deeper water ; he was able, however, to get

his head up once more, and turning to the

rock, tried to cling to it, when another blow
with a club deprived him of his life."

So the end, at fifty-one years old.

The wife of his youth lived for fifty-six

years after ! She died in 1835, aged ninety-

three. But she had had to mourn the loss

of her three sons in a few years after the

unhappy fate of her husband.

Whitby has brighter pictures than these.

Some day we may find time and space to

write of them. The two Scoresbys, father

and son, lived here, leaving the brightness

of their name upon the place ; and there are

old-world stories connected with Whitby
and the neighbourhood which seem woithy
of a wider recognition than they have had
opportunity of gaining. Is it fanciful to fear

that the old picturesqueness of life and life's

environment is forsaking us year by year ?

PEOFESSOR EAWCETT.
By J. ALLANSON PICTON, M.P.

WHAT is it that in some cases of public loss

adds to regret the tenderness of pri-

vate sorrow ? The existence of such a feel-

ing is surely an infallible indication of some
special and intenselyinteresting characteristics

in the departed. That there is a great dif-

ference in the emotions with which note-

worthy men are mourned, is palpably evident

to any one who will reflect upon the obituaries

of even the last few j^ears. But as com-
l^arisons are difiicult where the departed
still live in the memories of survivors, let us

ask if it is conceivable that Milton and

Shakspeare were mourned with precisely

the same emotions. The lighter poems of

the great Puritan did little to relieve the

austere majesty of his fame. But even Hamlet
did not lift "sweetest Shakpeare, fancy's

child," out of the familiarities of afiection.

Now, it must be apparent to all who take any
note of the ordinary signs of general feeling,

that on the decease of the .late Professor

Fawcett the mingling of private sorroAV with
the realisation of public loss Avas unusually

manifest. Perhaps those Avho were privileged

to come Avithin the range of his immediate
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personal influence may be tempted to impute

their own emotions to all around them ; but

surely there was more than this. From the

Sovereign and her Ministers to the poor little

telegraph-boys of St. Martin's-le-Grand, all

testified their sorrow in such modes that it

was evident personal affection was almost as

much present as admiration and gratitude for

public ser^-ice. The reasons for this wide-

spread and unusual emotion are evident

enough in certain noteAvorthy and interesting

features in the character of the man.

The parHamentary leaders, who first gave

utterance to public feeling, dwelt with special

admiration upon the heroic courage of their

departed colleague. The same note has been

taken up by almost all wTiters in the daily

and weekly press. Of course the special cir-

cumstance which most impressed ]\Ir. Faw-

cett's contemporaries with this noble feature

in his character, was his resolute and patient

triumph over the tragic calamity which, in

early manhood, deprived him of his sight.

But a man capable of such a mastery over

adverse fate, could not but exhibit the same
characteristic in all situations of duty and

responsibility. It was no doubt his marvel-

lous energy in conquering the disadvantages

occasioned by his loss, which first called

attention to his heroic qualities. But it was
impossible to watch his career even for a few

months without recognising how large an

element in his public worth was constituted

by his fearless adherence to principle. And
this is a quality admired not merely I^y the

romantic few but by the democratic many.
The self-complacency with .which we reflect

on British appreciation of " pluck " has more
facts to support it than some other aspects of

our national vanity. We might or might
not agree with Mr. Fawcett's opinions, but

when we saw the man who had conquered

blindness boldly inveighing against what he

thought the inconsistencies of his mightiest

political leaders ; when we saw him grap-

pling with the complicated problems of Indian,

government, and burdening himself Avith the

Avoes of tAvc hundred and fifty million sub-

ject jDeople ; when we marked hoAV the loss

of a hardly-Avon seat in Parliament Avas to

him as a feather in the scale where conscience

was concerned ; AAdien AA^e observed how he

carried and maintained his hold upon one of

the most democratic constituencies in the

country, not by any arts of the demagogue,
but by honest' exposition of common-sense
politics ; Avhen we found him capable, not

only of grasping aU the details of a vast ad-

ministratiA'e department, but of introducing

reforms scarcely second to that of Rowland
Hill—it Avas impossible to repress an admira-

tion such as is only yielded to heroic men,
and where it is given kindles sometliing of

loA'e as AA'ell as wonder.

There was also sometliing in Mr. Fawcett's

personal presence, attractive address, and
ubicj^uitous actiAdty, Avhich helped to make his

noble cjualities familiar to millions. His

commanding form Avould have been notable

under any circumstances. It Avas such as to

make the passer-by involuntarily turn and ask

Avho that remarkable man could be. But the

conspicuousness of his appearance was per-

haps increased by his blindness. Accom-
panied by his secretary or some other friend,

and always conversing in eager, cheery tones,

he was one of the best^known and eagerly-

sought fioures among the notabilities watched
for by the croAvds frecjuenting the precincts

of ParKament. Fond of athletic exercise, he

ahvays preferred walking when time Avas not

too precious, and out of all the busy multi-

tudes of the metropolis, there must be fcAv

indeed aa-Iio cannot recall meeting him on his

visits to the City and the East, or in the

haunts of the West-end. An uncharitable

observer in NeAv Palace Yard, who saAV

Mr. Gladstone arrive on foot, amidst the

cheers of the people, Avas heard to ob-

serve to a companion, " Look at that now
;

he always Avalks, it is one of his dodges."

But not the most malignant poHtical ad\'er-

sary ever attributed popularity-hunting to

Mr. Fawcett, as the motive of his peregrina-

tions. Not less familiar was liis well-known

form to boaters on the Cam, or to skaters on

the Fens in times of frost. His marA^ellous

courage was seen in tilings small as w^eU as

great. SAvimming, roAving, and skating, as

well as riding, were amongst liis accomplish-

ments, and Avhatever skill he possessed Avas

pardonably exaggerated by the admiration of

sympathising beholders.

When to this general familiarity with his

stalwart figure is added the unfailing kindli-

ness and cheerfulness of his manner to every

one, AA'hether high or low, it becomes easy to

understand why in his case the public loss has

been mourned vvdth something of the tender-

ness of private sorroAv. His memory for the

tones of a voice Avas remarkable, and people

AA-ho had only spoken to him once or twice

Avere astonished, as Avell as gratified, to find

that when they addressed him again they had

no need to remind him of their names, for

scarcely had a word been spoken before the

j

hearty response shoAved the readiness of his

j
recognition. Now- every one likes to think
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that the impression he has made upon a

notable man is sucli as cannot lightly pass

away ; but when this impression seems to

have been made only by the tones of the

voice, and needs no aid of sight to revive

it, it seems to be peculiarly gratifjdng ; and
in this way doubtless Mr. Fawcett's memory
for sound greatly enlarged the circle of his

enthusiastic admirers.

The circumstances of his career are already

so universally known in outline that until a

detailed l)iography appears it seems almost

unnecessary to refer to them. Nevertheless,

as a basis of the further observations we may
make in appreciation of the departed states-

man, it will be necessary to our purpose to

recall the most important steps of his rise to

eminence. He was born in Salisbury, in the

j^ear after Old Sarum had lost its absurd
and monstrous privileges. His father, still

living at an unusually venerable age to

mourn his unspeakable loss, was and is one
of the most respected citizens of that town.

In his earlier days the elder Mr. Fawcett
exercised a great local influence on politics,

and always in the interests of progress.

From a local school the young Henry
was sent to Queensland College, in Hamp-
shire, where for a time he came under
the influence of Professor Tyndall, who was
a teacher there. Thence he repaired to

King's College, and at the age of nineteen he
entered Trinity Hall, Cambridge. Amongst
his own circle he was already regarded as a

youth of considerable promise, who might
probably distinguish himself in the profession

of the law ; but it does not appear that any
one presaged the eminence to which he actu-

ally attained. However, in 1856, he came
out in the Mathematical Tripos as seventh

wrangler. Making all allowance for the rais-

ing of the standard in mathematical honours
since that day, the position was a very high

one, and suggested unusual capacity for

science or philosophy ; but his ambition lay

in other directions. He already felt an in-

tense interest in politics, and was determined,

if by any means it were possible, to enter on
a parliamentary career. Like many others,

he seems to have intended making his way
to Westminster through the Inns of Court,

and accordingly he went to London to pui'sue

his legal studies. In September,- 1858, came
the terrible calamity which at first threatened
to extinguish all youthful hopes in the black
darkness of despair.

Even at this distance of time it is impos-
sible to think without tearful sjonpathy of

the bright-eyed, splendidly-gifted youth, who

went out with his father for a day's sport

in the fields to return wounded and blind,

shut out for evermore from the chief avenue
of knowledge, never to look again on the

beautiful world he loved so well. How
strange are the caprices of imagination ! For
tragic situations to exercise our profoundest

emotions we go back to the shadowy ages of

mythic story, and the adventures of impos-

sible beings. Yet, at any one hour of con-

temjDorary time there are always a hundred
homes in which the struggle of patience,

hope, and devotion against adverse destiny is

grander than in any woes of " Thebes or

Pelops' line," though it finds not a singer to

set it forth. But the sublime courage of this

young man found better expression than that

even of ^schylus. It found voice in a life

the fruit of which will be immortal. For
some few terrible hours, physical suffering

and weakness, combined with the agony of

sudden and hopeless darkness, threatened to

paralyse all resolution, and to make the

future a blank. But the man was too strong,

too great, too noble, to succumb even to such

a trial.

" Oh, well for him whose will is sti-ong

!

He suffers, but he will not suffer long.
He suffers, but he cannot suffer wrong.
For him nor moves the loud world's random mock

;

Nor all Calamity's hugest waves confound
;

Who seems a promontory of rock
That, compassed round with turbulent sound,
in middle ocean meets the surging shock.
Tempest-buffeted, citadel- crowned."

No career ever recorded in history is a nobler

living comment upon these lines than the

life and work of Henry Fawcett. It is said

that the first distinct dawn of hope came
to him through the suggestions contained in

a letter from the late Professor Hopkins,

under whom he had studied. His former

tutor reminded him that blindness was
favourable rather than otherwise to abstract

thought, and he pointed out certain branches

of Fawcett's favourite studies which might

perhaps be pursued with special advantage in

the reflections of a blind man. But the re-

cipient of the letter gave a far Avider scope to

its suggestions. What may have been his

spiritual resources is known only to his most
intimate connections, and may perhaps be

revealed in his biography. Like all strongest

and most earnest men, he was reticent on such

subjects. All we know is that liis physical

strength revived, and when it was possible

to go forth into the darkened world, he had

matured a definite purpose to become as

nearly as possible all he had determined to

be when in possession of sight. His methods

of study were necessarily changed, and like-
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wise his methods of composition, yet even

here the change was not so great as might

have been imagined. He had indeed to use

the eyes of others for reading, and the pens

of others for writing. But it is curious that

on great occasions of pubhc utterance he was

accustomed, Hke most careful speakers, to

write down what he was going to say ; and

this manuscript he followed as nearly as pos-

sible verbatim. But whatever modifications

were necessary in the methods he used, his

ultimate purpose remained the same. He
determined to have a voice in the counsels

of the State,

and by his in-

fluence in Par-

liament to

urge the appli-

cation of those

political and
economic prin-

ciples Avhich

his own studies

had led him to

value.

Meanwhile
he returned
to Cambridge,
and devoted

himself by the

aid of a reader

to the further

study of poli-

tical economy.
AVithin a year

he delivered,

at the British

Association
meetings, a re-

markable ad-

dress on the

young Fawcett won golden opinions l)j' his

modest firmness and respectful Ijoldness. At
this period he showed much interest in

questions affecting labour, and excited much
criticism from high authorities b}^ the strenu-

ousness with which he maintained the possi-

bility that permanent good, otherwise unat-

tainable, might be the result of strikes. To
the end of his too brief career Mr. FaAvcett

was always a champion of the rights of

labour. He was very far indeed from en-

dorsing all the rules or the doctrines of

trades unions, and he never concealed his

points of dis-

agreement
with the ob-

jects of his

sympathy. But
it is equally

honourable
both to the

working
classes and to

himself that

his indepen-

dent straight-

forwardness
never in the

slightest de-

gree lessened

the attachment
of his trades

union
tuents.

His

Professor Fawcett.

IFrom a Photograph by J. E. ilJi/all, 161, New Bond Street, London.'j

on
economic
effects of the

then recent

gold d i s

-

coveries, and
attracted general attention b}^ the accuracy

'

of his facts and the strength of his reason-
|

ing. After this he was for some years

a constant attendant at such e;atherin2;s, !

and his utterances were looked for lAath
\

the greatest interest. Many remember still

the unassuming courage and modest confi-

dence with which he dared to diff'er from the

encyclopaidic Dr. "WTiewell. An encounter
of this kind with an indisputable superior is

in many respects a good test of character for

a young man. The weakling is sure to be
either presumptuous or deprecatory ; but
XXVI—

3

consti-

first

attempt to

enter Parlia-

mentwas made
in SoutliAvark;

but though he

appeared as a

candidate, he
did not go to

the poll. In
1863 he stood

forCambridge,
but notwithstanding the rapid growth of his

reputation there, at least in University circles,

he was defeated in the contest for the borough.

He probably found sufficient consolation in

his appointment during that same year to

the Chair of Political Economy in his Uni-
versity, and at the same time he issued his

"Manual of Political Economj'." It is not.

intended here to offer any criticism of his

position as an author on such subjects, but
this, at any rate, must be said, that this

book probably did more to populaiise the

study than almost any other that has l>eeu
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published. At his first attempt to win a seat

for Brighton he had again the mortification to

be defeated. But indeed his Avas one of those

unconquerable natures to which defeat seems

only to give a fresh impulse towards victory.

And though he may have been disappointed,

perhaps mortification is scarcely the word to

use. In 1865 Brighton distinguished itself

by opening liis way into Parliament, and here

he very soon showed that he was a force to

be reckoned with. His first speech Avas one

in support of the ineffectual Reform Bill in

1866 j but his main attention was given to

economic and social questions, including the

interests of education. As a parliamentary

speaker he was didactic and argumentative

rather than I'hetorical. As an exponent of

great principles which the public mind was
ripe to receive he was always welcome and
effective ; but Avhere he was either ahead of

opinion, or out of its main current, his pro-

fessorial insistance on abstract principles,

sometimes, made his senatorial hearers a little

impatient.

The changes that occurred at the general

election of 1874 are too memorable to be

easily forgotten ; but amongst all the dis-

aster that happened to the Liberal party,

none excited more general regret, irre-

spective of party interests, than the de-

feat of Mr. Fawcett. Fortunately he Avas

not long left out of Parliament. The ab-

sorption of Sir Charles Reed's time and ener-

gies in the great Avork of the London School

Board led him to retire from the representa-

tion of Hackney ; and to the credit of the

borough the excluded member for Brighton
was at once and enthusiastically selected as a

candidate. The present Avriter was then
brought into personal contact Avith him for

the first time, having presented to him the

pulilic requisition to become a candidate.

One incident that took place is Avorthy of

note as illustrating Mr. FaAvcett's character.

It Avas known that he was in favour of

opening the national museums on Sunday.
Whether he Avas right or Avrong in this

opinion is not noAV the question here ; but in

the vieAv of a large and important section of

the electors, it was considered a serious ob-

stacle to hife return. Accordingly before the
first great meeting that Avas held he Avas

interA'ieAved on the subject. A prominent
representative of Nonconformist opinion
urged upon him the desirability, if possible,

of suppressing his vieAvs, and at least, it Avas

suggested, he might undertake liot to vote
either way. His proposer ventured to say
that such a policy Avould do more damage

to him than straightforward utterance
;

that his opinions Avere knoAvn, and that if

there Avas a division of feeling, even his

opponents on this point Avould respect his

firmness. With this xiew he entirely

agreed ; and accordingly, Avhen the ques-

tion Avas asked he pi'omptly and decidedly,

Avitliout the slightest circumlocution, de-

clared that he should vote in favour of his

opinion. As Ave left the Toavu Hall about
three o'clock in the morning after the declara-

tion of his triumphant return, he said Avith a
sort of tAvinklo of humour in his A'oice,

" Straightforwardness was the best after all,

Avas it not ?
" This Avas not the only point

on which his constituents shoAved a generous
disregard of minor differences. He never
could understand the trouble Avhich Dissenters

made of the notorious tAventy-fifth clause in

the great Education Act ; and this Avas sug-

gestive of wider divergences between himself

and his jSTonconformist supporters. But it

was felt that he Avas at one Avith them in the

broad principles of ecclesiastical justice, and
they Avere proud to be represented by a man
of pre-eminent capacity.

His presence anyAvhere in the borough
Avas sure to attract an enormous crowd, and
one of the pleasantest recollections of those

years, at least to the present Avriter, is the

opening of a great board school at which
the popular member Avas the most conspicu-

ous figure. His exuberant physical energy
Avas shoAvn by his insistance on Avalking from
the Shoreditch Station, Avhere he arrived

from Cambridge, all the Avay out to Stam-
ford Hill, Avhere he Avas to stay for the night.

The incessant flow of his conversation, the

keenness of his perception in regard to CA'ery-

thing of local interest, and the perpetual

geniality and freshness of his spirits Avere

something to he remembered. The lural

names of localities resounding Avith the noise

of a great population, suggested to him ob-

servations on the enormous growth of Lon-

don, and the jDortentous demands of popular

education amidst such a multitude. The
long walk, the croAvded, stifling meeting, the

energetic speech, the talk continued till long

after midnight, seemed not to make the

slightest impression upon his exhaustless

poAvers ; and early in the morning he was as

lively and vigorous as though the previous day

had been spent in relaxation and "rest. The
devotion of his constituents Avas shoAvn in

1880 by his return Avith a majority of 8,000,

and at the loAvest cost reported from any

contested borough.

Mr. Fawcett's action in opposing the fonner
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Gladstone Government on the subject of

Irish University reform Wtas not regarded

with unanimous favour ; and it need not be

discussed here. But it was so transparently

honest and fearless as well as vigorous, that

his reputation Avas greatly enhanced even

amongst those who differed from him. When
the Liberal Government came into power
again, personal force like his was felt to be

of priceless value. His appointment to the

Post Office a little startled some who did not

know his business capabilities. But he soon
.-^howed a mastery of detail and a union of

benevolent enterprise with economic sound-

which won
encouragement

him
he

sreneral admiration.

gave to thrift, and
ness

The
the establishment of the parcels post, his

cautious yet liberal treatment of the tele-

graph and telephone controversy, all together

made his administration of the Post Office an

epoch that is likely to be memorable. The
sympathy called forth by the terrible illness

through which he passed betAveen tAvo and
three years ago, showed how profoundly the

A^alue of his public service Avas appreciated.

HoAV little did we think then, that so vigor-

ous a constitution Avas soon to succumb to a

sudden and rapid attack of disease ! On
Saturday, November 1st, he rode fourteen

miles in the environs of Cambridge. On the

folloAving day he suffered from a cold, Avhich in

a feAv hours showed symptoms of pleurisy and
congestion of the lungs. Until Tuesday no
one anticipated danger ; but on Thursday
eA'euing a telegram was handed in the House
of Commons to Mr. Gladstone, Avho there-

upon shoAved unmistakable signs of profound

agitation. In a moment, and a,lmost more by
the silent contagion of sorrow than by articu-

late Avords, the sense of the great loss that

had fallen upon the nation ran from bench to

bench, and it seemed as if a heavy cloud had
filled the House. He is mourned by a nation's

gratitude and love; and his record Avill teach

to yet unborn generations hoAv strength of

Avill and loyalty of soul may wrest from the

most adverse circumstances opportunities of

splendid service to mankind.

ON A EING-PLOYER FOUND DEAD IN TYEEE.

August, 1884.

IN a holloAv of the dunes
Its Avings Avere closed in rest,

And the florets of the eyebriglit

Stood guard around its breast.

The glorious light and sun
Were on it Avhere it lay.

And the sound of ocean murmurs
Passed o'er it from the bay.

No more its easy pinions

Would gleam along the sand,

No more in glancing courses

Sweep all the pleasant land.

No more its tuneful Avhistle

Would mingle Avith the surf

;

Its busy feet Avere idle.

Once nimble on the turf.

No ruffle marred its plumage.
No struggle stretched its head

;

It lay in perfect slumber,

The happiest of the dead. ^

So could. I Avish that Death
Woidd make his lair for me

Among the list'ning pastures

And margins of the sea. ARGYLL.



THE SINS OF CHEAPNESS.
Et the EDITOK.

AS a rule, there is nothing really cheap.

When a price is charged Avhich cannot

remunerate the seller of the article were it

genuine, the buyer has paid full value for the

imitation. He has not procured what is

cheap, but has bought goods that are neces-

sarily adulterated, and probably dear at the

money. Or, if he has received them at a

rate which is really below their legitimate

value, some one else must have paid the dif-

ference. The underpaid workman and the

pool' seamstress have contributed, out of their

flesh and blood, to the " bargain " over which
the purchaser may be congratulating himself.

These two principles—adulteration and under-

paid labour—are the chief "sins of cheap-

ness."

I do not question the fact that there may
be undue profits in certain classes of business,

and a cheapness which, comparatively, may be
perfectly legitimate. The Co-operative Stores

represent a movement produced by a belief

in the excessive character of the profits reaped
by retail dealers ; and the success which has

attended that movement, has proved the pos-

sibihty of supplying genuine articles at a

comparatively low charge. The credit system,

and that of ready-money payments, must
also affect the cheajmess or dearness of the

sales.

Nor do I question the benefits which have
followed the legitimate cheapening of fabrics

by other appliances, whereby the person of

limited income can, in the present day, procure
many beautiful and useful articles that were
formerly beyond his resources. The use of

machinery, and the wideness of the field

opened up for the disposal of products, have
placed within the reach of our artisans many
objects which were reserved only for the

wealthier classes among our ancestors. These
are achievements which properly excite con-

gratulation.

But it is not of the bright side, but of the
dai-k ; not of what is legitimate, but of the
immoral and cruel elements in the cheap trade
of the country, that we are now treating.

The economical aspects of the question are

connected with the law of Supply and
Demand, and it may be asserted that as

long as the demand exists there will be
the supply, let philanthropy moralise as it

may. This is quite true; but there are

methods by which the action of the law of

Supply and Demand is modified, and can be

modified still further, in reference to many
branches of trade. Legislation interferes with
that law when it forbids the employment of

women and cliildren, or Avhcn it limits the

hours of labour. Combinations of workmen
limit cheajmess of production in other direc-

tions. And the demand for cheapness may
be also modified by a healthy tone of public

opinion. In the event of other, and more
directly coercive methods being found im-

possible, the force of opinion may affect the

evils complained of, even more powerfully

than external j^ressure. At all events, the

first step towards amelioration is to inform
the public and thereby arouse conscience.

Among the many evils connected with ille-

gitimate cheapness, it will be sufficient for

our purpose to select two : (1) the dis-

honesty it induces in the manufacturer and
retailer by tempting him to meet the demand
for Avhat is cheap by supplying "shoddy"
and adulterated imitations ; and (2) the

cruelty it entails on large classes of work-
people through inadequate remuneration.

1. There arc probably no persons more
ready to confess the evils of cheapness than

manufacturers and salesmen. They know
too well the position in which they are

placed. They are pressed on all sides by
competition, and they cannot hope for a mar-

ket except by conforming to the prevalent

custom. They consequently become in-

volved in a system which is essentially

immoral. The trickeries by which inferior

material is mixed with that quantity of ge-

nuine which may serve to conceal the adulte-

ration ; the ingenuity whereby machinery is

brought to imitate the strong products of

handicraft, while actually supplying what is

loose and thriftless ; the methods by which

worthless fabrics are thickened into the con-

sistency of solid and valuable goods—these

and numerous devices of a similar character,

are only too familiar to those who are inti-

mately acquainted with many branches of

our manufactures. And, following on this

^'icious system of manufacture, we have the

no less vicious system of sale ; from the lying

advertisements that proclaim the " giving

away at an enormous sacrifice" of goods called

genuine, but l^mown to be worth not one

fraction more than is charged, down to the

petty falsehoods of Avarehouse employes, who
have to support the imposition by personal

assurances.
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It is easy to denounce as unprincipled the

whole system of " cheap sales," from the

inventor and maker of the adulteration down
to its vendor. But it may be asked whether

the blame is to be laid entirely at their

doors 1 Are the manufacturers and mer-

chants alone responsible for evils which are

eating as a canker into the commerce of the

country 1 Is the salesman Avho, with plaus-

ible tongue, palms off the counterfeit—shelter-

ing himself under what is termed " the habit

of trade "—to be alone chargeable with the

immoralities which that habit has imposed?

Must the tissue of customary frauds, daily

perpetuated in factory and warehouse, be

imputed solely to those immediately engaged

in them 1 Assuredly not. If you were to

question these persons they would tell you
that it is the public demand which has forced

competition to such a degree, that it is impos-

sible to conduct business in any other way
without incurring ruin ; that were they to act

differently they would lose their market;

that the public insists on having goods at a

certain price, and as the genuine article

cannot be so supplied, they are compelled to

give what may best imitate it.

Without accepting such excuses as at all

exonerating those who make them, we are

led to attribute at least an equal share of

the guilt to the public which is thus " art

and part " in the commission of the evils

condemned. The craving for what is cheap

arises from many causes, but is to be traced

chiefly to the influence of an age of great

wealth, and to the spirit of social ambition

pushing one class closely on the heels of

another. It undoubtedly springs sometimes
from a lurking unwillingness to spend the

price which the purchase of genuine articles

would render necessary. No one who has

ever watched the crowd of carriages con-

greg:^,ted near a fashionable Co-operative

Store, or which presses towards the portals

of some warehouse where a " cheap sale " is

going on, can doubt that the desire for cheap-

ness is not confined to those whose limited

means compel them to be economical. We
do not allude to the commentary afforded

on the adage noblesse oblige, as we notice how
those, who ostensibly can so well aftbrd the

fair profits which the regular shoj^keeper is

entitled to expect, put themselves to no
small inconvenience in order to secure a petty

saving. These, however, are questions with
which we have at present nothing to do. We
allude to the spectacle, because it shows
the existence in society of a widespread
desire for cheapness. It has become even

fasliionable. There are wealthy people now-a"

days Avho delight in hunting after " bargains,'

and who are as much elated at the pur-

chase of a cheap article, as a sportsman over

a successful day after " big game." But this

habit arises from other causes. The love of

display which permeates all classes ; the

ambition to appear "like other people"—that

is, like people in a higher social scale or

richer than their own—the imperious de-

mands fashion makes on every rank ; these

are largely the causes why so many are

willing to purchase at a low rate, the shoddy
imitations of what the wealthier classes can

alone command.
We have no hesitation therefore in con-

victing the public which insists on having

everything "cheap" of an equal share of

the guilt which falls on the unprincipled

trader, who determines to win his profits let

the method cost him morally what it may.
Nay, if the vendors seem culpable, there ap-

pears something even Avorse in the public

when, assuming the airs of high principle, it

denounces the dishonesties of trade, for-

getting that it is its own demand which has

promoted the system of trickery. If the

merchant is guilty of practical falsehood,

assuredly the runners after " bargains " are

his accomplices. It ought therefore to be a

matter as binding as truth with Christian

people to insist on honest transactions, and
to pay honest prices, and to do their best to

put down the villainy of lying advertisements,

and the knavery of adulteration.

2. But " cheap sales " have another aspect

that is full of cruelty. We have already said,

that if it is possible sometimes to obtain

articles below their intrinsic value, it can

be accomplished only by some one else having

had to pay the diiierence. The " some one

else " is unfortunately a member of a class

that is helpless. Legislation protects, and

trades unions also protect, the rights of labour

in many branches of trade; but there are

other branches, where cheapness is reached

only at the cost of terrible human suffering.

Many years have passed since Hood wrote

the " Song of the Shirt," which roused the

conscience of the country to the cruelties

endured by poor seamstresses. Many years

have also passed since Charles Kingslcy, in

"Alton Locke," laid bare the horrors of the
" sweating system." Something has been

done since then to modify these evils in

certain directions, but it does not require an

actual knowledge of the miseries, still endured

by similar classes of workpeople, to convince

us that these miseries exist. We have but
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to consider the prices charged in nian.y ware-

houses, for made-up clothing and various other

articles, iu order to reahse the fearful cost at

which these prices are obtained. It rouses

cur indignation when we picture the un-

princi])lecl thoughtlessness with which the

]jublic rushes after cheap products, without

the slightest consideration of the sufferings

of which each one of these products is the

representative. The petty gain is, forsooth,

secured, and " the bargain " purchased ; biit

oh ! how different would be the sentiment, if

a glimpse were for a moment afforded of the

untold wretchedness, undergone in frightful

dens, before the petty saving, over which the

buyer congratulates himself, has been made

possible. And yet it would be better if we

could limit the evils to those only who are

engaged in the "cheap trade;" but unfor-

tunately there are those who make large

profits by selling at full value the results of

the same underpaid labour.

We will put iDefore our readers some facts

taken from London, but which are not worse

than those found in other great centres of

trade.

A woman receives at the rate of 8d. for

sewing a child's suit of clothes, and by work-

ing sixteen hours she can manage to win

Is. 4d. a day. For making men's trousers

she gets 6d. a pair, and can sew two pairs in

the day. One penny a dozen is paid for

making button-holes in collars, and by com-

mencing at 5 A.M. and labouring till dusk the

seamstress can earn 4d. A shirt is made for

•2d., the maker finding her own thread, and

by toiling from 6 A.M. till 11 p.m. she can

win Is. There are other branches of trade

in which labour is equally underpaid.

From i^d. to 5id. a thousand is the rate paid

for making paper-bags, averaging a net

wage of from 5s. to 9s. a week. Match-

box makers get 2^d. the gross of 144 boxes,

and by working sixteen hours Is. may be

earned.*

We will quote from the journal of a

trustworthy visitor among the London poor,

which was sent to us privately along with

other documents of a similar character.

" I called on Mrs. I saw her a fortiiiglit

ago, whea she was in bed suffering from debility

caused by insufficiency of food. She is very young,
and has two little children. Her husband is out of

work, and she, to make a living, works at children's

* We are quite aware that there are manufacturers who
pay higher wages to their match-box makers than the

scale given above ; but this does not invalidate the terrible

fact we have there stated ; as little as the knowledge of estab-

lishments which adequately remunerate their seamsti'esses

weakens the terrible evidences of the sufferings of the under-
paid.

ulsters with her sewing-machine. These ulsters

have to be made nicely and neatly, with button-

holes and a lined hood, five long seams, and sleeves

with cuffs. For making each of these she gets 2|d.

"We thought of the buyers and sellers of such things

when they had to meet that poor woman before God's

judgment-seat. She told us that if she worked very

hard and kept close to it she could make three

ulsters in the day and earn Sid. ; and that when she

did this she felt very thankful. I spoke to her

about God, but she said, ' I have trusted and lioped

in the Lord, but when things come to the last, and I

don't know wliich way to turn, I don't know how to

trust any more.' We hardly knew what to reply.

We gave her a little money. She seemed quite

overwhelmed, such a small sum being to those poor

souls an unexpected joy."
" Mrs. works at brush-maMng, piercing holes

in the wooden backs, then putting through the hairs

and wiring them, and afterwards cutting them even

with a large pair of scissors. She is paid |d. per 100

holes, and by keeping close at work she can make
from 3s. to 4s. a week."

These illustrations might be multiplied

indefinitely. We cannot, however, forbear

quoting from an eloquent speech made by

the Rev. G. S. Reaney of Stepney at the Con-

gregational Union of England and Wales, in

May, 1884, and which shows how often cheap

labour goes to sAvell large profits.

"I want to prove to you," he said, " in as few
words as I can that if there is no ' outcast ' London,
there is a very large London that is underpaid and
overworked, badly housed, and badly fed. I want
to show you the sort of work that is done by hun-

dreds and thousands of people in London, and how
much they are getting for it. I have some of the

work before me, and you shall see it. This may be

called an object lesson ; but if you had to look upon
this object lesson, as some of us have to do, and if

you are men and women, I think your eyes would

get a little blurred, and your hearts if you are right-

hearted people would ache. Here is a pretty little

pinafore : the woman who made it receives 9d. a dozen

for pinafores of this kind. (' Shame.') They are sold

at the other end for 8s. 9d. per dozen. Here is another

little pinafore for which the same woman gets Sd. a

dozen : the sale price being 7s. 9d. per dozen. Here
is another not quite so elaborate. The woman who
made it receives 7d. per dozen, and the selling price

is 6s. 9d. per dozen. Here is another for which she

is paid 4d. per dozen. I have also here a still more
homely and commonplace garment—an Oxford shirt.

It is sent out just cut the required length, and the

collar is made, and then the slm-t is finished for o^d.

The woman spoiled it by accident in making it, and
they charged her 2s. 3d. Here, also, is a shirt made
for fd., and if that had been spoiled the woman
would have been charged Is. 6|d. I think, then, I

have proved not only to your ears, but to your eyes

and to your hearts, that there are thousands of people

in London who are underpaid. Now let me take

you to a room in the East-end of London. There

are two women, sisters, in it—one of them I knew
when she was in far better circum?- "tices than she is

now, a widow. The widows, the unmarried, the

forsaken women of the East-end of London com-

pose a large mass, and I can assure you that the

difficulty of helping them is not only a difficulty of

getting money to assist them with, but the difficulty
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of iinding tliciu out ; for they do not obtrude them-

selves, they do not make a noise in the streets, they

have no newspapers in their pay, they have no

trades unions to help them. I'he only union that

can help these women is the union of every Chris-

ti:in Church in London and in other great cities.

Think of these two women. They work twelve,

thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, and I have known
them to work eighteen hours a day, and the largest

wage the two together earned in one week amounted
to 17s., out of which they have to paj- 3s. 6d. for one

room. I will not admit that this is not a subject

that concerns us. When we sent a message to

America years ago about the black slaves, did they

not send a message back about our white slaves ?

You think you have a cheap loaf; but the cheapest

loaf in London is dear to these people, and very

hard to get."

These are but specimens of a miserj^ -which

afiects many thousands of the population in

all our manufacturing cities. We have sta-

tistics beside us which prove the existence of

similar evils in Glasgow, and we believe that

it is quite the same elseAvhere.

Now when we calculate what must be

paid by these poor people for lodging, amount-

ing in London to three shillings a week even

in the most wretched hovels, we may ask

how the barest necessaries of life can be

pi'ocured. Can we wonder should intoxi-

cation be sought as a relief for these wasted

bodies, or if immoralities of the direst kind

should be resorted to in this despairing

struggle for existence 1 May we not further

ask whether these evils are not fairly charge-

able upon the so-called Christian community,
which secures its profits out of these horrors ?

" Cry aloud, spare not, lift up thy voice

like a trumpet, and show my people their

transgression, and the house of Jacob their

sins. Yet they seek me daily, and delight

to know my ways, as a nation that did

righteousness, and forsook not the ordinance

of their God : they ask of me the ordinances

of justice ; they take delight in approaching

to God. ... Is not this the fast that I have

chosen 1 to loose the bands of wickedness,

to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the

oppressed go free, and that ye break every

yoke."

But when it is asked how are these evils

to be removed, we confess that it is ex-

ceedingly difiicult to suggest a remedy.

Undoubtedly the community, if roused to a

sense of its duty, could effectually change
the whole system by "boycotting" every

trader engaged in it, while paying proper

prices to all who can produce evidence of

their having given just remuneration to their

labourers. A trades union for these underpaid

workers might be of advantage, but it would

be exceedingly difficult to establish such a

union among starving women ; and, unfor-

tunately, even were it established, the fa-

cilities for procuring manufactured articles

from the Continent are so great, as to render

complete success doubtful. We cannot ask

the present employers to cease giving out

work, for that would be the total destruction

of the poor; and if you ask them to give

higher Avages without securing them higher

returns, they say, with truth, that the margin
of profit is so cut do^vn by competition in

"the cheap trade," that there is no room
for increased pay to labour. There are

certainly retailers who do make large gains

out of the miseries of the poor, so that

even when a full price is paid, one can-

not always feel sure that the labourer has

reaped any proportionate advantage. It is

not impossible, however, to make such in-

quiries as may satisfy the purchaser even on
this point. But if there is no security for

just wages having been paid when full prices

are charged, there is a certainty that the

horrors we have described are coiniected with

the production of those "bargains" offered

at prices which never can, by any possibility,

afford adequate remuneration to labour.

Whatever measures of a compulsory cha-

racter may be taken to counteract these ter-

rible evils, it is the duty of each individual

who cares for the moralities of life, to do his

utmost to buy honest articles, paying honest

pieces for them ; and to avoid, as he would
avoid deadly sin, the running after the cheap

products of necessarily underpaid toil. It is

surely enough to deter us from such things

when we remember the terrible cost at which

these articles are really supplied :

—

" Oh. men with sisters dear,

Oh, men with motliers and wives,

It is not linen you're -n-earing out.

But human creatures' lives."

We ought also to do what we can to pro-

mote a healthy public opinion regarding

these social wrongs, and, if legislation is

found possible, to support it with our whole

might; or if some philanthropic and Aviso

enterprise is devised for the amelioration of

these sufferings, to help it on as we have op-

portunity. Good may be done even by the

exposure of the terrible sores Avhich are eat-

ing into the life of the community. The
more that they are dragged into the light,

and the conscience of the nation aroused to

consider them, the mors hope is there of

some remedy being found for this opjiressive

and cruel bondage. In the meantime it is

one of the dark shadows of our civilisation.
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By ALEXANDER ANDERSON.

T^EOM hill-encircled Windermere,
-^ And all through happy Ambleside,

Where every nook and spot were dear,

A gentle Spirit was my guide.

He put his hand within my own,

I felt his footsteps keep with mine

;

He spoke, and in his voice's tone

Were whispers that were half-divine.

He spoke of one—an early friend

—

Who led me into perfect calm.

And brought me to that noble end
Where all this earth is like a psalm.

He show'd me wisdom in the touch

Of mute things which we daily pass

;

I blush'd with shame to find how much
Was in a single blade of grass.

He took me to the grand old hills

That bare their foreheads to the sky
;

We wander'd by the singing rills

And felt their inmost melody.

And when he found that I could see

In his own light stream, hill, and glen.

He touch'd my breast and said to me,
" Now share thy love for these with men."

Then Avalk'd I forth in quiet wise,

Communing as I went along.

Nor heard, far off, the breakers rise

And dash on rocks of other sonc:.

But as I wander'd on, and youth
Shot the full pulses into play,

Alas ! I lost the higher truth.

And bent the knee to other sway.

Then faded from the hills a calm,

A splendour from the sunset's gleam
;

A simple note from some grand psalm
Was heard no more within the stream.

I could not look behind the flower.

Nor see deft fingers weaving there

The name of that mysterious Power
That breathes in earth and sky and vaw

I lost that music, soft and clear,

The inner harmony of things

Which sea and sky and winds can hear
And know that it divinely sings.

I lost that love of calm, the bliss

Of quiet things that cannot fail.

And, in my heart, instead of this,

Were ever echoes of the rail.
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I heard on either side the clang

Of engines clad in smoke and glare

—

The rush of wheels, the wires that sang

And quiver'd in the heedless air.

What wonder that within this strife,

Along this narrow land of steam,

I could not keep my double life,

But lost, alas ! my higher dream

;

That daily dimming with the years.

And fading from beyond my reach,

I saw through mists of hidden tears

Its dying sunset without speech :

That only in some gleams of calm

I heard, as from a distant hill,

An echo of the Master's psalm,

A sound of that old worship still.

And now the Master came again

;

He put his hand within my own

;

He spoke : his voice was one of pain,

And there was sadness in its tone.

He laid his finger on my heart,

And at its touch the pulses stood :

—

"Ah ! thou and I are far apart.

For thou hast fever in thy blood.

" It beats not as of old when wed
To that sweet calm of early prime

;

Thou strugglest, with no lights ahead,

And in the currents of thy time.

" I feel the throb of wilder deeds.

Of thoughts that, like the knights of old,.

Strike the hung shields of all the creeds.

Lay lance in rest and, over bold,

"Fight, only to be overcome;
And, stricken, hear theirdeath-doom knell'd.

And know each bitter wound was from
The splinters of the lance they held.

"All this has been, and may be still;

But in thy vain and blinded dream
Was there no meaning in the hill.

No liquid glory in the stream 1

/^y.- i%z--r

" No converse with the humbler things
To soothe thee into quiet rest,

When nature, like a mother, sings

And lays thee kindly to her breast %
"

" Yea, master," thus I made reply,
" I come, for having stood without

The pale of thy sweet worship, I

Am stronger, having had my doubt.

" For like to him who still will yearn
The face of some old friend to see^

So from false lights that sank I turn

And joy to find no change in thee.
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" And tlius am I like one who sees

Some instrument lie fain would try
;

He runs his fingers o'er the keys

To waken some old melody.

" But finding as he touches still

That all are mute save only one,

He strikes that chord with simple skill,

And wonders why it keeps its tone.

" Thus in my heart, though mute and dim,

Was still that worship of the past.

To waken into one grand hymn
When lifted up and touch'd at last.

*' And thou once more art by my side

;

I fling the storms of youth away,

And turn my back upon that pride

Which led my eager feet astray.

*' I catch the visions of those years
;

They yet are mine. My bosom fills,

And in my heart are joys and tears

Like lights and shadows on the hills.

" And that new meaning—ever old

—

Again is on the waving tree

;

It breathes from sunset's dying gold,

And touches everything I see.

" What joy for me to Avalk once more
And hear thy gentle footsteps fall.

To pass with thee through Nature's door,

And see the Father of us all

:

" To know and feel in some dim wise

That is not clear to mortal ken,

The calm yet splendid destinies

The ages sloAvly shape for men

;

" And best of all to understand,

That death, who makes this life to cease,

But takes that other by the hand.

And leads it into perfect peace :

" To know the purpose of the leaves

That come with spring to clothe the trees.

And why the grass in silence weaves
A deeper green on graves like these."

For now we stood among the dead,

And each green mound beside my feet

Seem'd unto some high purpose wed.
And that high purpose, as was meet.

Mingled with everything I saw,

Stream, lake, and tree, and distant hill

;

The sunshine had a tender law

It was a pleasure to fulfil.

And ever as the truth of this

Grew up within me, I could hear

The Spirit whisper words of bliss

And comfort in my eager ear.

His hand was firmer on my own,

His voice grew sweet and sweeter still

;

A something in its very tone

Made stronger all my Aveaker will.

It ceased, like summer winds that pass.

And I was left alone to stand.

Watching the sunshine on the grass.

And yearning for that Spirit's hand.

The Eotliay sang ; there came to me
One murmur of its gentlest wave

;

The sunshine fell on grass and tree,

And at my feet Avas WordsAvorth's grave.

THE EELIGIO^Ts OF THE WOELD.
By the Eev. H. E. HAWEIS, M,A.

I.^—BRAHMANISM.

I
HAVE but one object in giving some ac-

count of the Religions of the World.

This : I Avish to shoAV the essential unity and
solidarity of the religious consciousness in

man.
Once it used to be said, " Christianity is

true, and all other relis;ions are false." We
noAv say of them all, Avhilst recognising the

peculiar supremacy of the religion of Christ

—

" They are but broken lights of Thee,
And thou, O Lord, art more than they."

There Avas a truth revealed to Peter Avhich

has been ignored for about eighteen hundred
years It is this : "God is no respecter of

persons, but in every nation he that feareth

Him and Avorketh righteousness is accepted

Avith him." It is hardly too much to say

that every Christian sect has denied this

Avith all its might and main. Such a singular

fact should open our eyes once for all to the

difference betAveen Christianity and the re-

ligion of Christ as Peter understood it.

Christianity is not an isolated phenomenon.

It stands related to Judaism and Paganism.

It claims affinity Avith the laAV of Moses, and

Avith the Daimoii or inspiring guide of Socrates

—Avith the personal sacrifice of Buddha—AAdth

the Judge and the judgment seat in the Book
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of the Dead, and even with the gnomic utter-

ances of Confucius, whose cardinal doctrine

of " Eeciprocity " is summed up in the

faniihar words, "Do unto. others as ye would

they should do unto you."

In every religion there is something sacred.

Each in its own way utters the eternal " cry

of the human," and reveals that secret but

sublime yearning after the true and unknow-

able God.
Max Miiller tells us that a study of com-

parative religion will show that some of the

vital articles of our faith are the common
property of the race, and that as there is no

entirely new language so there is no entirely

new religion, all religions being more or less

combinations of the same few radical ideas.

Tliis is so because religion has not been in-

vented but only discovered by man. Man, it

is true, has invented its various forms and

disguises, but he has not invented its essence.

If a distinction between Christ's religion and

others is to be dra^vn, it will not be correct

to say that His is all true, whilst the others

are all false. It would be better to say,

" Other religions, as far as they are true, were

discovered by man ; Christianity, as far as it

is untrue, was invented by man ; but the

religion of Christ was revealed to man."

Let us be consoled. The Divine Spirit,

the Great Oversoul, has always been in contact

with the human spirit. This, and not the

dead ancestors theory, or any merely utili-

tarian doctrine of the greatest happiness of

the greatest number, explains .such recurrent

Avorld-thoughts as the Intuition of God; sense

of human weakness, combined with a belief

in a divine government and the trust in a

Saviour ; the distinction between good and
evil; the mj^stery of sacrifice; the joy-hunger

and the hope of a future life.

Historically Christianity is an offshoot of

Judaism as Buddhism Avas of Brahmanism, or

as Mahometanism was of Christianity, but

the true place of Christ in history can only

be understood when His religion is compared
not only with Judaism, but with the religious

aspirations of the whole world.

Brahmanism was the ancient faith of India.

The Brahmans over three thousand years ago

conquered the aborigines, and imposed upon
them their faith and rule, as in later days
the English subdued the Hindu and tried to

do likewise. Some six centuries before Christ

Buddhism supplanted Brahmanism and ruled

supreme for one thousand years. At the

present time about four hundred and seventy

millions, or one-third of the human race, are

Buddhists. Buddha reigns from Nepaul to

Ceylon, invades China, Central Asia, Siberia,

and Lapland.

The Brahmans have left no monuments,
only the Vedas—their sacred books. The
Eigveda, a collection of hymns, some 1 200 B.C.,

or 1500 B.C., is the oldest of them. The Sun
Prayer, " We meditate on Thee, the desirable

light,"&c.,is probably the oldest extant prayer

in the world. Centuries of oi^al tradition

may have preceded the written Vedas ; but,

roughly speaking, we may believe that about
the time that Agamemnon was celebrating

his nujitials Avith Cassandra, the daughter of

Priam, and quaffing the loving cup, perchance
one of those golden goblets unearthed bj''

the industry of Dr. Schliemann, and exposed
to our nineteenth-century gaze at the South
Kensington Museum ; about the time that

Gideon was girding on his sword to go up
against the Midianites, the Brahman priestwas
formulating his solemn liturgy on the banks
of the Ganges, spreading his prayer-carpet

toAvards the rising sun, and pouring forth

that ancient hymn, " We meditate on Thee,

the desirable light " !

TheVedas have preserA^ed for us sufficiently

AdA'id glimpses of the old life of the Penin-

sula, Avhich after the lapse of thirty centuries

seems to have but little changed in many of

its outward aspects. Certain passages of these

religious and poetic idyls might haA^e been
Avritten yesterday. The rivers are still seen

rushing from the snoAvy Himalaya—the Avolf

and tiger lurk in the thick jungle or scour

the plain. We see the elephant trampling

through the thinned and fire-scorched Avoods.

Peacocks, c[uails, and parrots brighten the

tropical forest in spring. The cattle cross

the SAvelling fords in droves, or are driven

doAATi from the liills to the sacrifice. There

are the Hindu villages Avith their hurdle-

surrounded houses ; the \dllage goldsmith is

at his filigree AA^ork ; the carpenter bends

above his primitive lathe ; the Sudra groans

beneath his bales of merchandise ; the people

sit at their doors eating their simple food of

curds, honey, banyan, and barley porridge,

or at the close of day quaff from Avooden

goblets the refreshing but intoxicating soma.

On feast days, the king comes riding abroad

in his silvei'-decked chariot, draAA^n by white

mules, and accompanied by his Brahmanic
counsellor ; the priest seated on his golden

prayer-carpet utters mystic incantations, or

recites the Vedic hymns.

We find at a A^ery early period the Brah-

manic teachers already established in colleges

and leading their troops of disciples by the

shores of the Ganges, Avhat time the Indian
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girls watch their Httle fire-boats dancing

down the sacred flood, which also bears on

its heaving bosom the half-charred corpses of

the poor who cannot afford a more complete

cremation.

The figure of the priest, the typical priest

of all ages, stands out clearly. He has

evidently made himself, with his rites and
mysteries, first indispensable, and then, like

the Jewish and Catholic priests after him,

intolerably burdensome to the people.

Preacliing and the recitation of the sacred

books were in early times the priest's great

power. His tongue, we read in the Vedas,

is a bowstring ; his voice is as the barb ; and
his wind-pipe Hke the arrow points surrounded
with fire—the priest pierces the scorners of

the gods !

The " collections " after the sermon don't

seem to have been always satisfactory. We
come upon constant allusions to " men who
wished to give nothing." " So niggardly !

how hard," exclaimed the preacher, "is it to

melt the heart of a close-fisted miser." So
we see how the common doctrine, that the

people were invented only to keep the clergy

fat, is after all a very ancient heresy—like

most others.

If we shift our inquiry from How did they

beg ? to What did they teach ? the answer is

more satisfactory.

They spoke of a "Power of Contemplation"
(spirit of God), or thought, which produced
the world out of darkness (moving in the

midst of what was darkness mthout form
and void). They spoke of a Parusha, a

supreme God, who was also a victim, and
produced the Avorld by offering up himself in

sacrifice. They spoke of Agni, the sublime

God of Light--yet the friendly sympathetic

being who stooped to consort with, comfort,

cherish, and gladden mankind. They spoke

of Manu, a mysterious prophet of the elder

time, who escaped from a mighty flood with

seven persons, carrying with him seeds and
animals to stock the earth what time the

waters should abate.

The old Brahmanism was undoubtedly
polytheistic in the sense of worshipping many
subordinate gods, or rather symbolic imper-

sonations of nature ; but the further we study
it the oftener do we come upon the deejj

monotheistic note jDroclaiming a central source

from which all power flows. The fire, the

water, the wind, the earth-gods—all come
from this unknowable central Brahma, the

source of thought, who had many names,
many manifestations, but alone is, and from
whom alone all are.

Fire, Agni, we are told cannot burn; Vata,

wind, cannot blow ; Indra, water, cannot pour

or drown without Brahma, who is constantly

viewed as acting through one and another of

these divine agencies, so as to be spoken of

now and again as identical with one or

another of them.
" In the beginning," says the grand old

Vedic hymn, " there arose the source of

golden light."

" Who is the God to whom we should offer

sacrifice ?

" He who brightens the sky
;

" He who makes firm the earth
;

" He who measures the air
;

" He is the God to whom we shall offer

sacrifice.

" Who is the God," &c.
" He who looks over the water clouds

;

" He A\'ho is the only life of the bright earth

;

" He wlio kindles the altar flame
;

"He is the God to whom we shall offer

sacrifice."

Who can fail to be reminded of words
uttered some hundreds of years later :

—

" Offer sacrifices unto the Lord your God ;

"

or those other words uttered more than a

thousand years afterwards, " God is light
;

"

" Our God is a consuming fire "
1

But how did man stand related to this

awful being, who was at once an avenging

and a purifying fire ? That question, which
has knocked so imperiously at the door of

every religious temple, found its answer in

the strophe and anti-strophe of the follow-

ing sublime Brahmanic litany, a fragment

of which only I can afford to give. Man found

himself convicted of frailty and sin in the

presence of God's awful righteousness. To
Agni, the pure and true purifier, ascended

the continuous and penitential wail:

—

" May our sin, Agni, be repented of,

Let us not enter into the house of clay,

Have mercy, Almighty, have mercy

!

If I go about trembling.
Like a cloud di-iven by the wind,

Have mercy. Almighty, have mercy

!

Through want of strength, thou strong, bright God,
Have 1 gone to the wrong shore.

Have mercy. Almighty, have mercy I

Whenever I commit an oii'ence

Before the heavenly host.

Have mercy. Almighty, have mercy

!

Thirst came upon the worshipper.
Though he stood in the midst of the waters.

Have mercy. Almighty, have mercy !

"

But from the terrible sifter and purifier of

men's actions, the Brahman was able to con-

duct his trembling disciple to an inward and
more peaceful vision. God, the sympathiser,

in the person of Kreeshna, is the Emmanuel
of Brahmanic theology. He is that " God
manifest in the flesh" for whose presence

man perpetually craves—belief in whom he
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reiterates in every one of his creeds, ancient

or modern. Kreeslma stands close to the

elect prince and warrior, Arjoon, as a mys-

terious but divine counsellor. He teaches

him wisdom, patience, hope, ti'ust. He is

the minor personality, the human side of

G )d revealed, acting with us, and moving us

to action. How close is Kreeshna, how vigi-

lant, how full of sympathy—not far from any

one of us, about our path, and about our

bed, and spying.out all our ways. Thus he

speaks :
" I am the worship, I am the sacri-

fice, I am the fire, I am the \dctim, I am
the father and mother of the world, I am
the living way. The comforter, the witness,

the asylum, the friend of man. Amongst the

secret I am silence, amongst the wise, wis-

dom." Every clause of this description might

be paralleled with texts referring to Christ.

Lastly, there follows this remarkable and

far-reaching sentence, to be matched only by
those words of Peter in the Acts, before

alluded to.

" They who serve other gods with a firm belief

in doing so, involuntarily worship me."

The later hymns and fragments of the

Upanishads give us the liveliest glimpses into

the thoughts and conversations of the Brah-

man teachers with their bands of disciples.

By the river in the cool of the day, or

beneath the electric brilliancy of the tropical

moon, we can hear them chant together this

hymn when they meet

—

" From the unreal lead me to the real,

Prom darkness lead me to the light,

From death lead me to immortality."

Then follow many deep and subtle question-

ings as, " "WTience did the world arise 1
"

" How is the knowledge of Brahma to be

gained ? " " What are the rules for the dis-

cipline of man ?

"

The Brahman's talk was not long-Avinded

and discursive, but more like that of Con-
fucius, the oracular or conversational utter-

ances of Socrates, the gnomic sayings of the

Hebrew prophets, and I may add the suc-

cinct and didactic phrases of Jesus Christ.

Sometimes the teacher speaks of an un-

known yet blessed world where beyond all

" these voices there is peace."
" The world of Brahma, which is free

from decay, will be the portion of them in

whom there is no crookedness or lie."

Sometimes the soul is described in lan-

guage fully as poetical as the "Psyche"
parable of the Greeks, but far more spiritual.

" Soul is the essential life of the body.
As all the bees go out when the queen bee
goes out, and all remain when she ^remains.

so all the senses come in and go out with
the soul." Or referring more directly to the

divine home of the spirit, "As the birds

repair to the tree to roost, so do all souls

to the Supreme Person."
" There is no death ; what seems so is

transition," sings the chief of American
poets.

" 'Yama' or death," says the Brahman,
" doth open the mind to that imperishable

and unchanging world Avhere alone perpetual

glory is to be found." We can almost read

back into the words the Christian collect,

" Through the grave and gate of death we
rise to the life immortal."

Of the knowledge of God it is declared :

" He who knows Brahma, for liim there is

neither rising nor setting sun, but eternal

day." Into which I read, " This is life eternal,

to know Thee, the only God."

The teacher and his pupils approach the

study of religion with hearts and minds at

leisure. They come together already absorbed

in profound meditation, and before they part

they confirm and strengthen one another

with such lofty and spiritual utterances as

these

—

" He who has reverence acquires faith :

" He who controls his passions has reve-

rence :

" The quiet alone have reverence :

" Lord, I seek the eternal quiet of the

soul."

Then the disciples arise and embrace the

teacher, saying :
" Thou art our Father !

"

and disperse by river and woodland. I

almost seem to hear the voice of another

master addressing other disciples beside

other waters, " Arise, let us go hence."

To enter here more deeply into the deve-

loped philosophy of Brahmanism would be

quite beyond the scope of this bird's-eye

view. The essence of it, cleared of ancient

metaphysic, although so much mystery is

supposed to surround it, is not hard to grasp.

It is this :

—

"Soul is the only reahty in man which lasts.

" Soul is here on earth separated from, yet

dependent on, Brahma (Oversoul).
" Soul struggles whilst Avorking out an

individual destiny to be delivered from

matter—but is in this struggle forced to ally

itself with matter.
" The soul-struggle is either upwards or

downward." Here comes in the doctrine of

Transmigration, which provides for the re-

incarnation in man or animals of the human
spirit. For the very bad various hells are

provided ; for the very good aKwrption into
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Brahma, the soul into the Oversoul, is the

rcAvard ; for the indifFerent, a return into

various bodies according to their moral state,

is taught.

Six systems of pliilosophy aim at showing

how absorption into Brahma may be accom-

plished, and they deal inferentially with the

conduct of life and the Avhole duty of man.
Buddhism, which I may call the Broad

Church Reform of Brahmanism, which took

place about B.C. 620, must form the subject

of a separate chapter.

The ascetic Brahman of later days, himself

at last without feelings, had grown insensible

to the sufferings of others.

The praying Brahman had turned himself

into a mere praying machine, like the praying-

wheels now imported from Thibet.

The sacrificing Brahman retained not a

vestige of care for the spiritual meaning of

all sacrifice in the subjection of the human to

the divine will.

The contemplative Brahman had degene-

rated into a trance lunatic, without thought.

All conduct had got to be regulated by
self-seeking motives, and all chai'ity by
mechanical and time-serving considerations.

In a word, the whole of Brahmanism—and
this was its sovereign corruption—had be-

come centred in the priests ; to that caste all

the others were steadily and consistently

sacrificed. One vast ecclesiastical tyranny
had spread itself throughout the whole of

the Peninsula, more pitiless than Mahome-
tanism, more formal than Romanism, more
gloomy than any form of Paganism. The
masses of the people were oppressed and the
rich squeezed by the extortion of the
Brahmans. Notliing could be done without
them, yet what they did seemed of no use
to any one. The whole head was sick, and
the whole heart faint ; such was the spectacle

which met the eyes of Prince Buddha when
he drove out of his palace gates six hundred
years before Christ, determined to look upon
the wide outer world for himself.

"What he saw, what he was, what he did,

shall be told in my next chajiter.

HOW AND WHEN STIMULANTS AEE HUETFUL.
By J. MORTIMER GRANVILLE, M.D.

^0 affirm that "stimulants are injurious"
-- without explaining how, and showing
when, they are so, is to broaden out the pro-

position until it becomes false. Truth maj^

be transformed, by extension, into untruth.

There is nothing we more need to under-

stand and bear in mind, while tracking the

path of i^rogress in science and general

knowledge in this " go-ahead " age, than the

relatiA'ity of truth. The worst errors are

made by truth-seekers. The greatest and
most deplorable misconceptions of fact are

commonly formed by those who, in their

eager but unwise endeavours to " get at the

bottom of things " or to take "broad views,"

either mistake the particular {e.g., the indi-

vidual), for the general (i.e., the universal), or

construe and apply the general as if it were
the particular. For example, in this matter
of stimulants, it may be relatively true in

reference to an individual that they are inju-

rious, that is to the one person ; but tliis, fact

as it is in the individual case, may not be a

fact, and therefore not true, in a general or

universal sense. This must be remembered.
It is not, however, the point I am ^ ex-

pressly intent on placing before the reader in

this little paper. "What I have to say may be
said in a few sentences, and it had better be
so said than lost in a cloud of words ; for it

is especially desirable that it should be takeii

into serious consideration by everybody,

whether total abstainers, moderate drinkers,

or free livers. Let me try to cast what I

have to communicate into a few aphorisms.

If I can so make them they shall be axioms.

A stimulant stirs to activity ; sensation is

heightened, force or power is increased by
stimulation. This is the direct or immediate

effect of a stimulant, and, in a strict sense,

stimulants do not, in truth cannot, produce

any other, or secondary, effects. It is a fallacy

to say that stimulants are first exciting and

then depressing. What occurs after the ex-

citement is not the effect of the stimulant, it

ar-ises out of the condition of the organism

stimulated, and varies with its state. Sensa-

tion is a faculty of knoiving. We know the

properties or qualities of the objects around

us by seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and

feeling. These are faculties or functions of

relation, that is," they bring the Conscious-

ness into relation with the external world.

^Vhen one or all of the sensory faculties are

heightened by stimulation, that effect is

brought about by the excitation of the organ

or organs of sensation. So with action,

the organs of movement may be stimu-

lated, and when they are so stimulated the

effect is produced by excitation. This is the
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whole story of stimulation, and it will be

seen that, inasmuch as the sensations and
activities are natural, stimulation cannot in

itself be injurious. Now comes the important

])oint upon v.'hich I ask the reader to bestow
his best attention.

Stimulation cannot either give power or in-

crease strength. It simply calls into activity

what alreadj^ exists in the organism. To speak

accurately, it converts potential energy into

kinetic (from klv^w, I move) force. Energy
is power held in reserve, force is poAver in

action. Stimulants provoke a discharge of

energy, and in so doing of course they reduce

the stock in hand by just so much as they con-

sume in action. Sometimes it is good and wise

to stir up the energy of a torpid organism,

and to compel its conversion into active

force. Activity may relieve a too tense, or, if

I may so express myself, a turgid, state of the
" nervous centres," which are the generators,

accumulators, and reservoirs of energy.

Meanwhile, it Avill be evident that stimula-

tion must be injurious Avlien it excites an
organism which is deficient in energy to

discharge its almost exhausted reserve of

force. This Avill take us a step further.

Stimulation consumes energy and tends to

exhaust. This is strictly and universally the

fact, and if nothing more than we have
yet seen existed and claimed to be taken
into account, the one rational and inevitable

conclusion must be that stimulants are

injurious without stint or limitation. There
is, hoM^ever, more to be said. The fact that

energy, or strength, or power—call it what
we please—is produced and stored in the
organism ready to be called out by excita-

tion, implies the existence of faculties of

production and storing. And, as a matter
of fact, these re-creative faculties may be,

and are in health, stimulated by the same
agent that excites to the conversion of energy
into force ; so that not only is strength con-
sumed, but a fresh supply of strength is called

into existence by stimulation of the energy-
making faculty. This brings us to the root
of the question.

Stimulants may simply provoke an expen-
diture of strength without creating or elicit-

ing a new supply. In this Avay and when
they so act they are injurious. When, how-
ever, they stir the recuperative faculty to an
activity Avhich replaces the energy they con-
sume, they are not injurious, but, on the
contrary, useful, inasmuch as it is bettfer that
the organism as a Avhole, and every part of it,

should act, than that it should be inactive.

All living matter feeds in proportion as it

works, and only as it feeds and works can it

be healthy. Now let me endeavour to set

down a few maxims which will, on consider-

ation, be found to groAv out of what we have
thus briefly reviewed.

1. Never take stimulants in moments of

extreme exhaustion. That is precisely the
time and state Avhen there is especial peril

of discharging the last remains of energj'-, and
leaving the nervous centres too exhausted
and powerless to recuperate. There is in

nervous action, as in mechanical motion,
a dead point at Avliich inertia becomes
imminent.

2. Never take more of a stimulant than Avill

suffice to stir the energies gently. If you
Avant to incite a horse to action, you must
not Avhip him more than Avill suffice to

rouse him. If more than tliis be done,

strength Avill be exhausted by irritation.

3. Never forget that stimulants are ex-

citants, and only Avhen they excite to recu-

peration

—

i.e. to the formation of neAvreserA'es

of strength—as well as to the consumption
of the strength in hand, can they be useful

or even safe.

4. Never persist in the use of stimulants

for the alleviation of feelings of mental or

muscular Aveakness or Aveariness, if the relief

obtained is folloAved by " depression of

spirits," "coldness of the feet," or "pros-

tration" either of mind or body; because

AA'hen these consequences ensue after a tem-

porary re\'ival of tone and poAver it is mani-

fest that the recuperative faculty is either

not properly stimulated or is itself exhausted,

and harm instead of good is being done by
the stimulation.

What I have tried to show tends obviously

to the conclusion that extreme vieAVs on the

subject of stimulants, Avhether those of the

total-abstainer or those of the free-liver, are

fallacious. The truth lies midway between

the two contending parties ; and yet it is not

Avith the moderate drinkers any more than

it is Avith the extremists on either side,

unless they recognise the "hoAv" and the
" AA'hen " of injurious stimulation. Wine Avas

given to make glad the heart of man, and it

would not have gladdened his heart unless it

had been stimulating and capable of quicken-

ing the floAV of blood through his organism,

and of heightening his sensibilities and aug-

menting his poAver of action ; but an intelli-

gent instinct, free from passion and greed, must
determine the mode and extent of its use, or

it AAdll not add to the sum of his happiness,

or render him more fit to live and labour, to

labour and live.
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CHAPTER L

MESSRS. MCINTYRE & JOLLIFFE.

HE sun is still hot upon the front of the Pelican

B/eAvery, though in the south yard work is

almost over for the day. But in the dray-j'ard,

Adhere two drays are standing, waiting to be

paited from the patient horses, the noise of SAvee])-

ing, scrubbing, unharnessing, and pumping is stiil

almost at its height.

It is Saturdaj^ afternoon, and no one could look on

the Pelican noAv AA'ithout being aware of the fact. The Axry

pigeons proclaim it by the Avay in Avhich they risk their lives

under nosebags, and at open corn-bins, and close to SAveeping

brooms, with all the air of desperate marauders Avho knoAv that the

next day Avill be a day of dearth.

Among the dogs belonging to the draymen and brewery workmen, there i>;

unusual activity, and more disputes have to be settled on this afternoon than

any other ; more bones to be hidden, and friendly consultations to be held.

All this is much to the inconvenience of busy stable-men, and the profound disgust

of Hector, the great mastiff, Avho, chained to his kennel, is spending the whole force of

his character in pretending not to see his inferiors vaunting their liberty before him in

every possible and most hurtful Avay.

The south yard, on the other side of the house, has just been washed, and is drying

in cool grey patches. The great outer gates stand open, and the yellow-footed ducks, on

their way home from the common, have turned in to drink the Avater still lying betAveen

the huge uneven stones. Their trespass is seen by Grab, the Scotch terrier, on the

counting-house steps, and they return to the public highAvay in less dignity than they

deserted it. The inner gates are also open, revealing the interior of the breAvery, all in

cool, yeasty-smelling, Eembrandt shadoAv. Far back in that darkness is a narroAV door,

making a strip of light, and giving a glimpse of Avhat seems a forest of apple, blossom.

Half in the darkness of the interior, and half in the sunshine of the outer yard, is a great

gathering of scarlet-capped heads, reminding one of a patch of Brobdignagian poppies.

Such a gathering at this hour is rather an unusual phenomenon, for Avork being over,

and Avages paid, generally signifies vacancy in the outer yard.

On this particular Saturday afternoon, hoAvever, there seems to be some charm about

the Pelican, in its clean repose, that keeps its aproned servitors still lingering Avith their

thumbs in their bibs, or in the custody of small messengers sent to tell father "tea's

ready." It may be the penny pieces, pats, and admiring glances bestoAved on these

messengers, causing the men to linger, shreAvdly guessing their delay Avill bring other

messengers as small and as pretty in search of them also.
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"Saturday afteruoon."

At this very moment the Hercules of the

brewery is erecting himself in his leather-en-

cased legs, and extending his bibbed chest,

more proudly in the knowledge (though he
appears oblivious) that a pair of minutest
feet in the outer yard are toddling in his

direction, climbing laboriously over the rough
stones, " doing them," in fact, as though they
were the Alps that lay between the small
climber and her father.

There is the brewery patriarch, oldWharton,
XXVI—

4

seated on the diminutive cask, called " a
pin," whilst at his side on a firkin stand his

yellow basin of tea and plate of bread and
butter. His pretty daughter, the laundress,

has just brought him this repast, and is

still standing watching his enjoyment of it,

with a basket of clean linen under her arm,

while a barrow full of more baskets waits at

the top of the yard.

Mr. Wharton feels himself a person of

no little consequence to the Pelican, since on
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him devolves the duty of seeing the hrewery
closed, and delivering the keys into the

watchman's hands. He looks at the men
across the saucer of steaming tea balanced on
his finger tips with the superior air of a

domestic pigeon watching the gathering of

swallows for migration.

Another and ^trange reason for the loiter-

ing of the men is suggested by the glances,

some impatient, some ciirious, some calmly

expectant, which several of them direct to-

Avards Mr. Wharton's countenance. They
may be waiting to hear his sage opinion on
certain engrossing topics of the week. His
apparent unconsciousness of anything of the

kind being expected of him does not neces-

sarily dispel the idea, for all who know him
are aware that it is just when he is in pos-

session of brewery secrets of more than
ordinary importance, and when his mind is

most powerfully exercised by them, that his

pale, watery blue eye is fullest of the in-

nocency of childhood and his sunken mouth
.seems smitten by a sort of imbecile silence.

This afternoon, his eyes appearing more
than ever infantine in expression, and his

mouth more innocent of either teeth or

speech, it may be reasonably supposed that

some matter of unusual consecj^uence is in his

thoughts.

"Come, Mr. Wharton," says a voiceless

giant who can only speak in a large whisper,

having lost his voice by carrying great

weights against his chest. " You don't mean
to say as we're not a-goin' to see the young
master agen ? I'd a walked twenty mile to

a shook hands with him."

"Ay, and so ud I, I reckon," echoed three

or four voices emphatically.
" Some says he went last night, some says

he didn't," is the not very lucid comment of

old Wharton as he stares into his basin of

tea.

" I reckon as the Pelican ull feel the miss
on him—more ways nor one," declares the

Hercules, better known as AVilliam Treloggan,
the Somersetshire man. His little child

has reached him and is now in his arms,
crushing the splendours of his scarlet cap.

" It's this day ten years ago I saved him
from bein' crushed to death by the furnace
wheel," says a stout cask-washer. •

" Well, and that were fright of his father
as made him hide there," observes a stable-

man Avho has stopped on his way to the dray
just drawn up, to listen. "Ay, and it's

nothing but his father's bullyin' as drives

him away now."
"Id'zeem there'll be na luck for na one

here when he's a-gonned," says William
Treloggan.

" Ain't it most a pity," queries the voice-

less giant, " as he couldn't make up his mind
to give in, and marry the young lady, as old

Mclntyre vfants Mm to, and bring a lot o'

money into the firm ? It's wanted bad
enough by all accounts—eh, Mr. Wharton ?

"

Old Wharton's blue eyes gleam round at

the men with an excitement which expresses

itself without movement of the lips.

" She Avur most growed up when Master
Allan were that 'igh," and he holds his shak-

ing hand about half a yard above the stones.
" Oh, come noAV, father," protested the

pretty laundress, " she's only ten years older,

and I don't see as they mightn't a bin very
happy, and I shud a had the washin' an' all."

" It Avouldn't a prospered you if you had.''

" Oh, don't tell me!" answers his daughter,
throwing off her shyness in the ardour of her
professional feeling. " She'd have bin just

what I like—livin' at home, and all to do
regler. None of them goin' abroad, or leavin'

you ^\iih more on your hands all at once
than you can manage, and another time
without a blessed pocket'ankercher, or a
havin' of her things powdered and machined
to rags by some French Madam Somebody,
and blaming it to you. No ; for everythink
always, and always certain, she'd a bin the

nicest bit o' washin' I ever had, and I ain't

no patience with your young master, that I

ain't."

And the pretty laundress grasps her basket
closer under her arm and declares she must
be going. But a pair of appealing brown
eyes, belonging to a younger brother of

William Treloggan, seetn to keep her linger-

ing still, and to show that the Pelican is not
"without the old, old story going on—older

than the brewery stones, new as the blossoms

at the far back open door.

A cart is standing there now, and the hot
grains come raining cloAvn into it from the

back window above, dimming the lustre of

the orchard blossoms with steam, and sending
a warm aroma up the brewery yard, accom-
panied by the fragrance of the hlac just out-

side the brewery door. The two scents

minghng seem to typify the spirits of labour

and of rest which meet each other at the

Pelican just now.
" Hark !

" exclaim.s old Wharton suddenly,

suspending his basin of tea midway between
liis mouth and the firkin.

There is a simultaneous movement among
the men, for a well-known voice is heard ;it

the outer gates shouting

—
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" Hollo ! there. Tom, come and hold my
horse, will you 1

"

Tom, Wharton's son, runs up to the gates.

All the others turn with respectful and rather

gloomy interest towards the new arrival.

He at first goes in the direction of the

house, but seeing so many of them collected

together, comes up to them instead.

" Stripling " is the word that occurs to one

at first sight of that tall, hthe figure, which
evidently has not been in the world more
than twenty years at most. But the face,

though pohshed as marble in its smoothness

and clearness, and most delicately cut, has

the strength, courage, determination, and
nerve of a young Bonaparte, whose portrait,

indeed, it strikingly resembles. All these

quahties are brought to the surface now by
some powerfully restrained excitement, ex-

citement so restrained, indeed, as to appear

almost like a fine repose.

"Well, my men," he says, striding in

amongst them, " I am glad you are still here.

get mI have been riding like Old Nick to

time to shake hands and wish you good-bye

before I'm off."

" Then is it true, sir ? Surely it ain't

true 1
" cry a dozen voices at once. " You

never mean you're a-goin' to leave us for

good, Mr. Allan ?

"

" Yes, it's true enough, my men," answers

the young master, as the hand-shaking goes

on with rapidity. " And, Bowdon, you can

have my coUey if you like. My father doesn't

want it, he says. And, Hardy, your children

can have the pigeons. I dare say Mr. Jolliffe

will let you keep them where they are. And
there's the old gun for you, Wharton
—it's in the office somewhere. Now good-

bye all. I have hardly a minute to see Mr.
Jolliffe. Do you know where he is 1

"

" He's in the house, sir—in the balcony

room," answer several voices at once, not
very steadily.

The tall young figure goes through the

inner doors, and through the yeasty-smelling

darkness towards the narrow door that opens
on the orchards. A few strides bring him to

the bottom of some rustic steps. He clears

these in an instant, and comes upon the

balcony outside the favourite sitting-room of

his father's partner, Mr. JolHffe. '

The Pelican dwelling-house, occupied by
Mr. Jolliffe and his family, has been an old

manor-house, and is spacious and pleasant,

especially here at the back, where if looks

out on the old manorial garden and orchards.

Jolliffe is known as the business partner of

the firm of Mclntyre and Jolliffe, Mclntyre

residing two miles away at a lonely house
on the hill, called the Poplars, and being
seldom seen at the brewery.

Allan Mclntyre finds Mr. Jolliffe seated at

the end of the balcony, shaded by monthly
roses in full bloomj reading his Guardian, and
sipping sherry.

Jolliffe is in young middle-age, of a ruddy
and white countenance, and easy and affable

of manner. His wife, who sits at needlework
just inside the sitting-room, is dark-eyed,
stout, and ddhonnaire. Some flaxen-haired

children are shouting in the buttercups of

the meadow beyond the orchard with voices

as sweet as anything in the summer air.

" I have come to wish you good-bye," said

Allan Mclntyre, looking from one to the other
of the comely pair with affectionate eyes,
" and to thank you for all your kindness to

me."

Mrs. Jolliffe shakes hands with him first,

then sinks back in her chair with the baby's

pinafore, which she is making, at her eyes.

Jolliffe next holds his young friend's

hand and looks at him with great kindliness.
" Must it really be, Allan ?

"

" Yes, the break has come," answers Allan.

"It is time it had."

"Your poor father," says Jolhffe, still

holding his hand.

At this appeal Allan's eyes kindle with
something besides courage and determina-

tion.

" Mr. Jolliffe," he says, " I could do an}^-

thing for him,' but I will not stay to foster

his foibles. They have killed my mother,

they would soon destroy any good there may
be in me. It is quite as well that he has

urged me to do this, which I have a right to

refuse, and if my refusal brings on me his

anger and dismissal, I cannot blame myself,

as I should if I went away in cool blood. I

long to get away and am thankful something-

has come to part us. It is time we were
parted."

And Allan shakes Jolliffo's hand in a way
that shows no more must be said on the sub-

ject. Jolliffe pours him a glass of sherry,

which Allan declines. He takes up his hat

^0 go, looking very reluctantly and gratefully

round the bright little room.
" I have spent some of the very happiest

hours of my life here," he says with a sigh

—

the only one that has escaped him at the

thought of going from home.

It has been in this room he has had lessons

from Jolliffe, who Avas a Cambridge man and
had studied with a view to entering the

Church. But the lessons had been rather
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pleasurable than profitable to young
Mclntyre, Avho was more for action than

study.

"Then good-bye, my boy," says Jolliffe,

" and may the Father whose vnW you may
not disobey be ever watching over you."

Allan does not wince at the implied though

gentle rebuke. But his eyes soften as he

says,—
" It is for my father's sake more than for

my own that I am disobeying him how."

"How did you part, my lad? Not in

anger ?

"

"Yes, we did. He refused to wish me
good-bye."

"Well, I cannot say you have not been

patient with him till now."
" And now," says Allan, " patience would

only be weakness and misery for both, and
others. Good-bye. I shall run and kiss the

bairns."

The next minute Mrs. Jolliffe could see

through the pear-trees the white sun-

bonneted babies being dragged up to the

palings for a farewell hug in the arms that

had so often nursed them.

A few cheery, ringing " good-byes " to the

men, and presently the sound of the horse's

feet in the dusty road is heai'd, and Jolliffe

and his wiie look at each other, and she

shakes her head, and he sighs.

"Fancy marrying a lad hke that for

money ! " he mutters, standing still, with his

hand on the balcony. " And to a woman ten

years older than himself !

"

• "And all to satisfy his own insane ambi-

tion to get into parliament," adds Mrs.

Jolliffe, alluding to the elder Mclntyre.

"Well," says Jolliffe, turning round as the

last soimd of the horses' feet is d}dng away.

"Poor lad, he was not much at mathe-

matics, and would never have been but a

poor classic, but he has in him the germs of

a first-rate business man. And what is

extraordinary with that, he is the soul of

honour."

"And he's left the firm," sobs Mrs. Jolliffe,

" and I should like to know how it's to

pi'osper now."
"The backbone has gone from it, certainly,"

says Jolliffe, contemplativelj'.
" And what's to become of the poor

children who have nothing else to look to ?

"

"We must hope for the best, my love,"

answers Jolliffe, taking the sherry declined

by Allan. " There's a silver lining to every

cloud."

Although the gloom left by Allan Mcln-

tyre's departure pervaded the Pelican for

some weeks, the silver lining prophesied by
Jolliffe perhaps made itself felt in the greater

freedom enjoyed by all, now that the acti\'e

figure was no longer appearing at all titoes

and seasons in the yards and offices, and the
keen eye Avas no more to be dreaded in its

quick discovery of neglected duty.

All seemed to go on more smoothly and
comfortably. The elder JMcIntyre's visits

had been few and far between before, now
they were very rare events indeed.

The head clerk had it all his own way in

the offices, but then he was so perfectly

trustworthy, so Messrs. Mclntyre and Jolliffe

had always agreed ; and even Jolliti'e was
obliged to own that it Avas no wonder he
should have rather resented Allan Mclntyre's

interference with his method of managing his

accounts.

So the years glided smoothly on. The
blossoms in the Pelican orchards came and
fell, leaving all things much the same.

Jollifie's own household blossoms also

drooped (in some childish malady), and he
was left with but one of the little ones
Allan had kissed when he went away, a

little girl who had become the apple of his

eye. His grief for his lost ones had been
like his nature, gentle ; and he said to his

wife that there would be one corner in the

next Avorld not altogether strange to them
both when they should go there.

But on the whole he was as happy as ever,

enjoying life to the utmost, and troubling

himself Avith business as little as need be.

Mclntyre up at the Poplars was still living

much the same land of life as Avhen Allan

left him. And even his son's place in his

household Avas filled -up. The lady he had
AAashed him to marry had died of consump-
tion, and left her fortune to a nephew, of

Avhom she had made Mclntyre guardian.

This necessarily distracted his attention

still more from the brcAvery, which was left

entirely in Jolli^e's hands.

CHAPTER II.
—"STANDING AT BAY."

The orchards about the Pelican are in

blossom for the twentieth time since the

young master came that June day to take

leaA'e of his friends there.

That the brewery is in difficulties is pretty

Avell knoAvn, not only in Stoke Bassett, but

for a A'ery wide circuit round that respectable

but stagnant old market toAvn.

It bears its decline as it bore its prosperity,

joAdally, and goes the road to ruin Avith gaily-

painted drays, and fat glossy horses that
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shake their manes and silky fetlocks in defi-

ance, however it may be hinted that they are

eating their heads off and that Mclntyre and

Jolliffe have no right to keep them.

Mclntyre is deeper than ever in his plans

for getting into Parliament and having the

malt tax abolished, so giving the Pelican a

chance of rising to its former prosperity.

Once in six months or so a friend gives him

a lecture as to the state of the business, and

he comes down in a panic to rouse Jolliffe, and

tell him there must be a stronger hand held

over things.

Poor Jolliffe, who, what with gout and

want of ready cash, has not a very strong

hand to hold over anything, says, " Quite so,

quite so," and gets out the sherry, and the

partners go drifting off into dreams of the

Malt Tax Bill being passed and all difficulties

ended.

]\Irs. Jollifie coming in to inquire whether

they have arranged anything, Jolliffe rubs

his hands and looks at Mclntyre, and says—
" I suppose it must be another loan from

Lovibond, just to tide over again ?

"

" Exactly, just to tide over," says Mclntyre,

only too glad to get out of Mrs. JoUiffe's

way, and back to his own dusty den of news-

papers, blue-books, and pamphlets.

Things go on easily till the hop merchant

or some one else is unreasonable enough to

come and worry Jollifie about " that long-

standing account," whereupon Jolliffe dons

his broad, easy walking shoes and limps off

to the Poplars with a chaos of business papers

in his little black bag.

All at the Pelican soon know the result of

his expedition—a letter, lying ready for

the afternoon's post, addressed " C. Lovibond,

Esq., Solicitor, Lincoln's Inn."

All tMs Avould have been far more dan-

gerous and blamable in the partners if there

did nof> happen to be something known
to themselves, more than the commercial

world, or indeed the Avorld in general knew,

concernmg their affairs ; something that might

be said perhaps to excuse, if it did not exactly

justify their conduct.

Jolliffe's daughter, who was herself heiress

to a small fortune in the event of her marry-

ing with her parents' consent, was engaged

to Mclntyre's rich ward. It was quite an

understood thing that the young people were

to take shares in the business. As Lovibond
was an old friend of the family, it is possible

the knowledge of these matters had some-

thing to do with his readiness to advance
loans ; but that may be more apparent here-

after.

And now all waited for the young people

to make up their minds when the marriage

was to take place. But, as is usually the

case, all parties concerned being perfectly

agreeable to, and decidedly anxious for, the

marriage to take place, seemed to prove an

obstacle rather than an inducement to their

arranging for an early day.

Keith Cameron was twenty-five, Sophie

Jolliffe twenty-three years of age, and they

had been engaged two years, and seemed too

happy to be in any hurry to change their

condition.

They sang, played tennis, boated, rode and

walked, and spent nearly half their time to-

gether. Jolliffe, though happy in their en-

gagement, used to allow it was very pro-

voking.

"Here," he said, "had the fairy prince,

who was to wake the business from its long

torpor, arrived and kissed the princess, but

now it appeared as though all was to be

allowed to fall asleep again."

Still Jolliffe tried to keep up his own
spirits and his wife's on the matter, and told

her he felt sure that this second spring of

their engagement would bring things to a

crisis. He had a new Brussels carpet in the

drawing-room, and the garden done up at

some expense, and went about humming in

his silvery voice Avith much joyous anticipa-

tion :

—

" The summer days are coming, Jane,

And the bloom is on the 176."

One day he appeared before Mclntyre at

the Poplars in a most unusual state of agita-

tion.

"Now," he "exclaimed, "what's to be

done 1 " And he tlu'ew his little black bag

on the floor.

"What's the matter?" inqidred the

recluse, almost invisible amidst his piled-up

books. "Don't disturb me more thau you

can help with business to-day, Tliis proof

ought to be in the printer's hands to-

morrow."
" The matter," answered Jolliffe, with less

than his usual gentleness, "is, here's LoA-i-

bond standing at bay. He refuses another

loan !

"

"Bless me," exclaimed Mclntyre, pushmg

back his books a little and thrusting his

finsiers through liis hair. "Just now. Why,

is the man nisane i

"Or coming to his senses ?" said Jolliffe,

" which is about as bad for us. At least he

refuses another shilling unless we agree to

his putting a business man on the premises
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to look through the books and take the

whole nianagement of the place till he can

report the exact state of things to Lovibond."

"What is to be done?" asked Mclntyre
after a pause.

"T haven't the least idea," declared

Jollifte, rather curtly for him.
" Can't we," said Mclntyre, with much

hesitation and some childish complaining in

his voice, "can't we—concede to his pro-

posal ?

"

"Mrs. Jolliffe declares it's impossible."

"Ah, yes. No doubt—no doubt. But
business is business, you knoAv. What does

he say about the man he wants to send ?

"

Jolliffe handed him the lawyer's letter.

Mclntyre ran his eye over it and read aloud

the last paragraph.
" You will find Mr. Pascal the right man in

the right place. He is of gentlemanly address

and feeling, has been in the army and seen some

rough service and is a thorough martinet, just

ivhat you want at the Pelican."

"Well," remarked Mclntyre, returning

Jolliffe the letter, "mj^ brain is so be-

wildered with night work and day work I

must get you to decide. I suppose we must
submit 1

"

"I don't see how we can help ourselves,"

answered Jollifte. He spoke almost gloomily

and added :
" But I don't know how Mrs.

Jolliffe will endure it ; the very idea has made
her quite ill."

" Need he be in the house 1

"

" If he comes at all we must receive him
with good grace," ansAvered Jollifte. " Good
morning, Mclntyre; I will not disturb you
any longer."

He spoke rather Avearily, and less cordially

than usual. Mclntyre looked vaguely dis-

quieted, and followed him to the door.
" Assure Mrs. Jolliffe of my deep sympathy

in this new trial," said he, more feelingly

than he had spoken for a long time.

Poor Jolliffe dreaded his return to his wife

more than he cared Mclntyre to know. He
made the best of things, howevei-, and set

her an example of patience and meek endu-
rance that none could quite ignore.

"It won't be for long, my love," he
reasoned cheerily, " Keith and Sophie
seemed very serious, I thought, as I saw
them together in the garden just now. De-
pend upon it, things will all l3e settled sud-

denly, and we shall frighten Lov'ibond's

martinet away with wedding bells. Come
and see how they are getting on with the

new geranium bed," and he patted Mrs.
Jolliffe's ample shoulder as they Avent doAATi

the rustic steps and hummed his favourite

song-
" The summer days are coming, Jane,
And the bloom is on the rye."

CHAPTER III.—RUMOURS IN THE YARDS.

Again there is a gathering of scai'let caps

round the afternoon tea equipage of the

brewery Methuselah, Mr. Wharton. He is

once more AA^atching the men preparing to

depart for the Aveek, for it is Saturday after-

noon. EA^dently he feels as much at home
as in his OAvn cottage, and eyes with the

complacency of a proprietor the clean casks

neatly piled under the malt-house windoAV,

the open coolers above, and the cobwebbed
window in the corner barricaded Avith sugar

casks.

His eyes also turn affectionately toAvards

the coujiting-house steps, up Avhich occasion-

ally labours a heavy-limbed drayman, or

doAvn Avhich trips a curly-headed clerk to

investigate the newly-arrived dray himself,

and to set right some mistake as to " returns
"

or " empties."

Old Wharton has seen much the same
thing going on this last tAventy years as Avell

as tAventy before, Saturday after Saturday
;

yet he Avatches, A\dth as much interest as

ever, Hopkins the drayman's admiration of

the clerk's superior intelligence as he counts

over the casks, pointing with the tail of his

pen, and settling the difficulty, as Hopkins
says, " in less than no time." Such sharpness

would be Avonderful enough in the old dray-

man's estimation even had the youth given

his whole attention to the task. It Avas

infinitely more so, considering that all the

time there Avere the glances of the jDrettiest

girls in Miss Vickory's school to be returned

with interest, as the long file went past the

Pelican with a sound of tongues like the

babble of a running brook, and the fragrance

of Avild hyacinths, of which the young ladies

had gathered great sheaves in the Stoke
Bassett Woods.

Miss Vickory should surely have noticed

that the babbling grew louder as the file

passed the office windows, as if to give the

faces inside a chance of peeping over the

wire blinds. But doubtless Miss Vickory
Avas herself too much occupied in trying to

ascertain from under her sunshade Avhether

a certain highly respectable iron-grey head
AA^is by any chance looking in her direction

from the AvindoAV by Avhich the head clerk

had a desk.

It is only when Hopkins sees the back-

AA^ard tossing of heads and glances from the
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disappearing file, that it occurs to him there

may have been.some other motive than mere
attention to business brought young Mr.

Popham out to the dray. As the idea docs

slowly daAvn upon him his big shoulders

begin to shake like jelly, and he goes strad-

dling from stone to stone towards the group

in the south yard, remarking, with much low,

wheezy laughter

:

" Oh, this 'ere risin' gineration !

"

Just now, as on r certain Saturday twenty
j'^ears ago, it is quite evident that Mr.

Wharton's opinion upon, or further elucida-

tion of, some important matter is being

anxiously awaited by the men standing

round him.

WilHam Treloggan, as much of a Hercules

at forty-two as he was at twenty-two,

watches Mr. Wharton, Avith a good-

humoured twinkle in his eye, his broad

Somersetshire face but little disturbed by
the curiosity evinced by the others. His

two brothers are in the group. The elder,

Obadiah, about fifty years old, has perhaps

the most deeply anxious, though decidedl}'

the most furtive, interest in Mr. Wharton's
expected communication. The younger,

Silas, is as fresh-complexioned and blue-

eyed as Wilham ; but the rounded smiling

under-hp, which in William only expresses

easy good-nature, in Silas appears to indi-

cate weakness and vacillation of character to

any extent.

Even now, as his eyes glance from one

brother to another to read their opinions as

to the sphinx on the " pin," may be seen the

sudden changefulness of feehna;. Looking
at William, he seems to immediately share

his easy honest indifierence to all opinions
;

but as his eyes turn again to Obadiah, they

as quickly fill with a look of vague dis-

quietude. The three brothers are great

favourites vnth. Mr. Jolliff"e, having been
exported from the Somersetshire parish of

which his only brother is rector.

" Eh, Maister Wharton," saj's Obadiah,

acting at last as spokesman, " be yer tap o'

news a runned al dry thic week ?

"

Obadiah's face is pale and almost sur-

rounded by a thin fringe of black licard and
whiskers, and the mouth, wliich formed so

plain an index to character in his brothers,

is nearly concealed by a moustache. His
eyes are dark and small, bright, intelligent,

and furtive, darting as he speaks glances of

almost angry questioning at Wharton's face.

A slight movement among the surround-
ing forms shows with what interest the result

of his question is awaited.

There is Hopkins, who for size and im-
pressiveness reminds one of three ideal dray-

men done into one, standing with his thumbs
in the bib of his apron, apparently regarding
AYharton only as an enjoyable study of

character. Even he, at the question just

j)ut, evinces a curiosity not entirely free from
uneasiness. To an observant eye, curiosity

lends his face an intelligence rather at vari-

ance with his character for hopeless stupidity,

which is the alleged excuse for his day-book
being in the state of confusion in which it is

usually found.

The question of Obadiah Treloggan as to

Wharton's news being exhausted has the

desired effect. The oracle puts down his

basin of tea, and his blue eyes glance with a
childish awe and an air of retrospection from
face to face, and his thin high-pitched voice

says, in a sort of vague appeal

—

" A gre't age ! It's a gre't age, is ettj'-

two !

"

This is well known to be a precursor to

news of no mean import, and immediately
arrests any attention that may for the moment
have wandered. A munnur of soothing

assent, in which nearly all join, follows the

remark and wins the still more portentous

one of

—

" You may see a deal o' changes by the

time you're etty-two."

"Well, ray ancient old venerable, and
what change is in the wind now ? " inquires

Hopkins, his eyes watery with apparently

uncontrollable mirth as he winks round at

Wharton's attentive audience.

Those, however, who know Wliarton well

are aware there is a certain extent of retro-

spection to be gone over before their curi-

osity can be satisfied as to any event of

present interest. They know that leaving

this Avithout interruption is the way to have

it over most promptly.
" Yes ; deal o' changes," goes on Wharton.

" Sixty years ago, when first I came to the

Pelican, Saxby were the master then. He
druv out hisself the only dray we had. And
used to take the missis to the races in it too.

But we throve. Ay, Saxby throve. He
made lots o' money. Twenty year after he

came he sold the business. Ay, and he drm-

away in a carriage an' pair to retire on a

fortune, till he choked hisself with a fish

lionc at the Lord JNIayor's dinner. Deal o'

changes
!

"

Mui-miirs of sj^mpathy at Saxby's tragic

though distinguished end rather hasten than

retard his flow of half-complaining, half-

boastful reminiscences.
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"Ay, then comes Mclntyre wi' lots o'

money and the brewiis is made an 'obby on.

It ain't a business, it's an 'obby. We eats

oar 'eads off. Then comes in JollifFe and
lives in the old house, and sees after things,

and we're a business again. Deal o' changes

Avhen you lives to etty-two."

"All, it tvur a business, by all accounts,

then," remarks a by-stander, to keep Whar-
ton from relapsing into purely personal topics,

as he is prone to do when touching on his

age.
" When ]\lclntyre and Jolliffe's drags

stood ready to start on a Monday morning,

they measured from the brewus tap to the

King's Arms," declares Wharton, looking

round for the usual expressions of surpiise

and admiration, though the assertion has

been made by him in the hearing of the

latest engaged hand a score of times.
" And then," says some irreverent listener

who knows nothing of the Pelican's private

affairs ; " then comes in the old tale o' the

prodigy son, don't there, to pull the business

down ?

"

Wharton fixes on the speaker a gaze of

stony severity and answers

—

" I've lived to etty-two, but I never said

nothing agen a man as was underground or

over the seas."

At this William Treloggan lights up with
a rich honest glow that reminds one of the

sunshine on his native pastures in buttercup
time, and standing more in front of Whar-
ton, responds in a voice loud enough to be
heard in the remotest parts of the Pelican

—

" That be drue enough, Maister Wharton.
Ever sense I a gummed to thic plaace you've
a zed a good word var the young skipper.

An' if z'be as I aver meets wi' en I'll zay en
to hes vace, var zarten, I wull."

Wharton puts down his basin of tea. He
has evidently been much moved at the slur

cast by a stranger on his former favourite.

Looking round with eyes that begin to fill,

with a look of real solemnity, almost of pro-

phesy, he says

—

"The Lord bides his time, and there's that

a-comin' on the Pelican as- may bring queei-

things to light yet. I've seen a deal o'

changes, and maylie I'm to be spared to see

some more 'fore I go. Yes, I've lived to

etty-two, but I never thought to see the
Pelican in the hands o' the la' ! Deal o'

changes ! Deal o' changes coming now."
The vagueness of this long - waited - for

communication adds considerably to its

terrors. The secretive face of Obadiah Tre-
loggan becomes pale, and after a hasty

glance at his younger brother Silas, who also

turns pale, demands, not Avithout some pas-

sion in his eyes and voice

—

" An' wotzomdever be the la' a-gummin'
an us var 1

"

" I d'zeem," murmurs Silas, who has not
been long from his native home, "as how
twer a zight better var we t'bide wher' we
wer."

"Eh, lad," says William in a loud, and for

him angry tone, " the la' caan't hurt vokes

as be honest, nat as I knows on."

At this moment a voice from the step

calls

—

" Hopkins
!

"

The drayman, whose hilarity has alto-

gether disappeared since the mention of law

in connection with the Pelican, turns as

quickly as his bulk permits and ascends the

steps. He is met there by Mr. Popham, who
beckons him in by imperious jerks of his

curly head.

CHAPTER IV.-—RUMOURS IN THE OFFICES.

Mr. Popham led the way to the chief

office, not the sanctum sanctoi'um of the head
clerk, a little sombre den, but the more airy

one of Mr. Fernyhaugh, the Adonis of the

Pelican.

That young gentleman, who is said to

have blighted the prospects of three of Miss
Jolliffe's governesses, is standing with his

back to the grate, apparently forgetting there

is no fire there this warm May day, and his

coat tails under his arms. He has sandy
hair, described as " paley gold " in the valen-

tine verses of his fair admirers, and light

blue eyes that have rhymed with "azure
skies " in lines on similar occasions. His
nose is slightly curved upwards, and, with
the mysterious reputation for high birth

which somehow attaches to him, gives him
the unfortunate appearance of having more
contempt for his inferiors than he really feels.

Indeed, every one at the Pelican admits that

for aU his airs young Fernyhaugh is a good-

natured fellow.

As Hopkins enters, one of Mr. Ferny-
haugh's subordinates is sketching the out-

line of a jiretty face that went by in Miss
Vickory's school ; the other is languidly

scanning the columns of the Times.

"Now Fernyhaugh," says Mr. Popham,
introducing the drayman with a flourish of

his pen, "here is Hopkins, and you'd better

speak to him yourself. I've quite enough
on my shoulders without having other

people's blunders to answer for."

Mr. Fernyhaugh arranges his eye-glass
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and surveys the new-comer in a manner
that, as Hopkins afterwards describes, makes
him "think o' the blessed scriptur's, and
^nsh for the wings of a dove."

"' I tell you what it is, Hopkins," says

Mr. .Femyhaugli, " you'll get yourself into

serious trouble if you go on in the Avay

you're going. AVhere's that book, Popham ?

Here, now, what do you mean by this sort

of thing 1 " And Mr. Eernyhaugh conde-

scends to point out with his taper finger

some curious specimens of book-keeping in

the columns of the volume between them.
" Here, you see it's been going on Aveek

after week; it's perfectly disgraceful."
" I'm awares, sir, as there's a slight con-

fusion," stammers Hopkins, " but
"

" Slight confusion ! " repeats Mr. Ferny-
haugh. " I should think so, indeed ; and,

in fact," settling liis eye-glass and trying to

look very severe, " I'm not quite sure,

Hopkins, whether it is arithmetic or morals

are most at fault here."

Hopkins returns his scrutinising look with
a gaze so humble and bewdldered, that Mr.
Fernyhaugh's severity somewhat relaxes,

which the drayman is quick to see ; and,

throwing unspeakable admiration of his ele-

gant form into his expression, says, defe-

rentially, " I'll do my endeavours to set it

hall right, sir, for the footur'."

" I fear, Hopkins, you are a most incor-

rigible humbug," answers Fernyhaugh, try-

ing to look sterner than ever. " There, take
that precious book, and understand the

firm's not going to put up with this sort of

thing any longer."

The two subordinates exchange a look of

gloomy foreboding. Some threatened change
in the management of the Pehcan is evi-

dently felt here no less than in the yards.

Eeceiving the object of his constant trouble

with great respect, Hopkins returns to the

little group outside with a beaming coun-
tenance.

" You let that man off too easy. Ferny,"
says the artistic subordinate, holding his

sketch up to the light.

"Yes, Ferny, you're too good-natured by
half," agrees the other from the pages of the

Times.
" What's the use of being hard upon a

poor fellow like that," argues Mr. Ferny-
haugh, " while the mischief really lies at the
core of the whole system ? I am glad there
is to be a thorough overhauling. It's vcr}^

well for you fellows with your daily routine,

but for me the responsibihty is too great.

I feel it breaking my spirit. If anything

was to happen here while I have the brunt
of the management, what would be said at
Whitehall 1 Where would be my chances
Avith the Gov 1

"

Mr. Fernyhaugh having a "Gov" at
Wlntehall and great expectations of a Go-
vernment appointment, in the eyes of the
other clerks gives the sombre offices of the
Pelican a distinction they have never known
before. And as he never assumes coolness
or reserve, on the strength of such supe-
riority, and is alwaj's ready to dine with his
" subs," even at their expense, he is regarded
as a miracle of good-nature and humility.
He is not above being treated to a day at

Gravesend. In fact, it is believed he would
rather do anything than be much thrown on
his ovm family, to which he says his present

employment makes him feel liimself too
great a contrast.

" What the Gov would tliink if there was
to be a disgraceful smash up here, after my
being here two years, I dare not imagine,"
remarks Mr. Fernyhaugh, looking down on
liis long legs in pensive admiration.

" But you don't really think there'll be a
smash up, Ferny ?

"

" If there isn't it will be this very new
arrangement you are all grumbling at that

will save us."

" Come now. Ferny, tell us all about it,"

says Mr. Betts, putting the sketch in his

pocket, to be finished during the sermon,
when the original will be in her best attire

in Miss Vickory's pew. "We know you
had a long confab with old Jolliffe this morn-
ing, and must have heard everything."

" Yes, Ferny," pleads Mr. Wilkins, looking

up from the Times. " You know it's doosid

awkward for us to be in the dark, and this

overhauling coming upon us."

"As for JolHfFe," says Mr. Fernyhaugh,
"he simply wants to find out whether I

shall desert my colours under present cir-

cumstances ; but I tell him I shan't leave

the firm in the lurch, if the firm don't leave

me in the lurch by being smashed up."
" I know," Mr. Betts observ-es with de-

fiant sulldness, " Jolliffe may look out for

seeing the last of me, if you was to leave,

Ferny. What do you say, Wilkins ?

"

"Why, I say," responds Mx\ Willdns,
" that it's only Ferny that gives any tone or

aclaw to the place, and I'd leave if he left,

even if it was only to go to the dogs hke
shot."

]\Ir. Fernyhaugh, not ungrateful for such

evidences of esteem, reassures liis alarmed

colleagues by promising again not to forsake
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the Pelican in its hour of trial, unless com-

pelled by order of the " Gov."
" But as for this wedding, it's so long com-

ing about, I don't know what to think about

it," he adds.

"It's my behef, Wilkins," declares Betts

mysteriously, with a glance aside at Mr. Ferny-

haugh, "there's a good reason for the delay."

" I know what you mean," replies Wilkins,

glancing admiringly in the same direction

;

" you mean that you have an idea the lady

concerned looks highei\"
" Thai's it."

"Well, young Cameron is here enough,"

remarks Mr. Fernyhaugh, affecting not to

see, though evidently gratified by the com-

pliment.

"Yes," remarks Betts sulkily, "and enjoys

himself as if life was made for nothing else, till

it's enough to make a felloAv wonder what
another fellow's done that he should be so

different."

The 3^oung gentleman's reflections on the

contrasts of destinies, in Avhich he was very

fond of indulging, are interrupted by a sum-

mons from Mr. Trafford to all three of the

clerks in Mr. Fernyhaugh's room to attend

him in his office, as he has something of im-

portance to communicate to them before

closing for the day.

CHAPTER V.

—

JOLLIFFE'S SPEECH.

Mr. Popham's light curly head is glancing

about in the outer yard again, meeting another

returned dray.

The group assembled there still remains.

Mr. Wharton has finished his tea, and, taking

out his pipe, accepted a pinch from a roll of

tobacco offered him by the voiceless giant,

and accepted also a lighted match from
another of the men, when suddenly there is

a stir among the men, such as a strong

autumnal breeze might make in the patch of

poppies they resemble.

This sound is the voice of Mr. Jolliffe, and
proceeds from the narrow door where he is

calling to the men to stop shovelling down
the grains while he passes through. As it is

seen that he has caught sight of the group
before emerging from the darkness of the

interior, no decided attempt at breaking up
the assemblage is made. The men only show
their respectful consciousness of the master's

approach by changes of position and a twitch-

ing of the right hand denoting a readiness

tp be lifted to the cap when he shall appear
in the daylight of the outer yard.

" Well, my men," he says rather more
loudly and with a somewhat more forced

cheerfulness than usual, "I am glad to see

you here together, as I have] something I

wish. 3^ou to attend to well and take in good,

part."

The hands go to the caps again, and from
those who only remember a speech from Mr.
Jolliffe on the occasion of the annual bean-

feast, there are murmurs of " Hear, hear."
" I wish to tell you," explains Mr. Jolliffe,

" that from this day the business will be
under new management."
He jjauses, and during that pause an eye-

witness might notice what could not have
been seen a moment before, that bright scarlet

caps are trying to the complexion, making
some faces appear suddenly purple, some
red, some ghastly, some even elongated.

" You will find the new manager," con-

tinues Mr. Jolliffe, "whom I am expecting

this evening, a man "\Adth whom you must do
your very best—as, let us hope and belieA^ e,

you always have done, and always mean to

do. But I Avarn you, he is one who will not

be trifled with. You aWII begin with him
on Monday morning, and I hope, and so

does Mclntyre, you will all regard and obey
him as your master, as, indeed, all the gentle-

men in the offices have promised to do as

theirs. I wished to speak to-day that you
might have Sunda}^ to think the matter

over, and that such of you "—Jolliffe's plea-

sant, unaffected voice becomes here a little

deeper and kindlier—" such of you as know
of anything Avrong (we all do know wrong-

things have been going on ; but Mr. Mclntyre
dislikes to be either suspicious or severe, so

do I, but there are things beyond question),

and such of you as know of these wiW, I

trust, be advised by me to let them con-

tinue no more, but begin with a clear con-

science and a light heart under the new
management."

Jolliffe's speech has not been studied,

except in the kindly desires of his peace-

loAang heart to put his men. on their guard,

and he toddles back up the outer yard,

choosing the smoothest stones on which to

deposit liis gouty foot, with the feeling he

has not at all said what he could have
wished. Quite enough, however, of his real

meaning has been understood to cause much
trepidation under certain of the canvas bibs

in the south yard. Others have, on the con-

trary, been left swelling with something as

like wrath as any words from the gentlest

master in the world could cause.

The wooden shoes go homewards a little

more slowly and heavily on account of what
has occurred. The long evening settles
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Jown soft and fair, yet scarcely do the

gardens over Troutbeck Common, where
most of the brewery men live, yield so great

a charm as usual. Their wallflowers and
pinks perfume miles of the orchards and
cabbage-fields and gorse^-covered flats round
Stoke Bassett. But the Pelican workmen
appear one and all disinclined for garr'.ening,

and sit moodily at their doors. There are

eyes among them that fill with gloom as they
contemplate a small cask secreted under a

tub of pig-wash on pretence of making a
stand for it. There are others that rest

anxiously on a brood of fat chickens, wliich

can hardly be kept up to their present

condition when all surreptitious pocketfuls

from Pelican bins are to be suddenly stopped.

Children are sent to bed almost unnoticed,

wives receive short, cold answers, which
perhaps bring down some blistering drops
on the Sunday best shirt-front they may be
ironing. Vainly from snowy door-steps to

tiny gates do pansies, pinks, and overhanging
lilacs put forth their subtlest charm in the

pleasant evening air. Honesty's sudden roll-

call has sent a chill through rustic Arcadia.

And not there only. In the brewery
offices a similar depression has been felt.

Never has closing-time on Saturday arrived
with less pleasurable results. The clerks

pocket with more than usual freedom the
business stationery for love-letters and other
literary purposes, feeling, doubtless, that, as

the line is now to be drawn, it matters not
how things are left on the past-side. Even
the exemplary Mr. Traff"ord, though he de-

clares no change of management makes the
least difference to him, is sufficiently aff'ected

by Mr. Joiliffe's announcement to take, in

his absence of mind, a shilling instead of six-

pennyworth of postage stamps from the office

supply ; and the tails of his respectable coat

swing with more than ordinary dignity from
the extra number of thick office candles, with
which he can so much better see to write to

Miss Vickory than by those supplied in the

humble home of which he has hopes of her
becoming mistress. Altogether, every one
connected with the house asjrees there has
never been such gloom over it since the day
Mclntyre was turned from his home and came
to the Pelican to wish them all "good-bye."

HOW INSECTS BEEATHE.

PERHAPS in the entire range of insect

anatomy there is no point more truly

marvellous than the manner in which the

respiratory system is modified, in. order to

suit it to the pecuHar requirements of its

©\\Tiers.

In many ways the structure of the insects

13 wonderful enough. They are gifted with
muscles of extraordinary strength, and are

yet destitute of bones to which those muscles
can be attached; they possess a circulatory

system, and are yet Avithout a heart; they
perform acts involving the exercise of certain

mental qualities, and are yet without a brain.

But, more remarkable still, the}^ breathe at-

mospheric air "without the aid of lungs.

Aiid this for a very good reason. It caxi be
neither too often nor too strongly insisted upon
that, throughout animated nature. Structure
is in all cases subservient to Haloit. If in

any animal we find some singular develop-
ment in bodily form, we may be quite sure
that there is a peculiarity in the life-history

wliich renders such development of particular

service, and so may often gain xery complete
information Avith regard to the habits by a
mere glance at external characteristics. If,

for example, the general shape is cylindrical,

the toes webbed, and the hair set closely

against the body, we may safely conclude that

the animal is one intended for a life in the

water. If the form is conical, the limbs short,

aiid the claws large and strong, that it is one

which burrows m. the earth. If the jaws are

large and massive, the teeth long and sharply

pointed, and the muscular poAver is concen-

trated principally into the fore-parts of the

body, that it is a beast of prey. And so on
Avith minor details.

And this rule holds equally good in the

case of the insects, Avhich are devoid of lungs

for the A''ery sufficient reason that those organs

are necessarily Aveighty, and consequently un-

suitable to the requirements of beings which

are in great measure creatures of air. In all

animals intended for a more or less aerial ex-

istence every particle of superfluous Aveight

must be dispensed Avith, in order that the

strain upon the muscles of flight may be re-

duced to the least possible degree. Take the

bats, and see hoAV the skeleton has been at-

tenuated until it scarcely seems capable of

affording the necessary rigidity to the frame.

Take the birds, and see how a large portion

of the body is occupied by supplementary

air-cells, Avhich permeate the very bones
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themselves, and thus minimise the weight

without detracting from the strength. And
so also with the insects, but in a different

manner.
For in them the very lungs themselves are

taken away, and replaced by a respiratoiy

system of great simplicity, and yet of Avon-

derful intricacy, which penetrates to every

part of the structure, and simultaneously

aerates the whole of the blood contained in

the body. In other words, an insect is one

large Lung.

If we take any moderately large insect,

say a. Avasp or a hornet, we can see, even with
the naked eye, that a series of small spot-

like marks runs along either side of the body.

These apparent spots, which are generally

eighteen or twenty in number, are in fact the

apertures through Avhich air is admitted into

the system, and are generally formed in such

a manner that no extraneous matter can by
any possibility find entrance. Sometimes
they are furnished Avith a pair of horny lips,

Avhich can be opened and closed at the Avill

of the insect ; in other cases they are densely

fringed with stiff, interlacing bristles, form-

ing a filter, Avhich alloAvs air, and air alone,

to pass. But the apparatus, of whatever
character it may be, is ahvays so wonderfully
perfect in its action that it has been found
impossible to inject the body of a dead insect

Avith even so subtle a medium as spirits of

Avine, although the subject was first immersed
in the fluid, and then placed beneath the

receiver of an air-pump.

The apertures in question, Avhich are tech-

nically knoAvn as " spiracles," communicate
Avith tAvo large breathing-tubes, or " tracheae,"

Avhich extend through the entire length of the

body. From these main tubes are given off

innumerable branches, which run in all direc-

tions, and continually divide and subdivide

until a Avonderfully intricate network is

formed, pervading eA^ery part of the structure,

and penetrating even to the antennae and
claAvs.

Physiologists tell us that if in the human
frame the nerves, the muscles, and the veins

and arteries could be separated from one
another, Avhile retaining their oAvn relative

positions, each Avould be found to possess the
perfect human form. In other Avords, there
Avould be the nerve-man, the muscle-man, and
the blood-vessel-man, as well as the bone-
man which supplies the framcAvork of the
AA-hole. In the same Avay we may speak of the
tracheal, or breathing-tube insect ; for the tAvo

main tubes and the endless ramifications of

their branches, if they could, be detached
from the surrounding tissues while themselves

suffering no displacement, would exhibit to

us the form of the insect from Avhich they Avere

taken, and that so exactly that in many cases

Ave should almost be able to recognise the

species.

In the smaller branches of these air-A'essels

considerable variety is to be found. Some
retain tlieir tubular character to their very
termination. Others assume a curious beaded
form, dilating at short intervals into small

chambers; Avhile yet others abruptly re-

solve themselves into sac-like reservoirs, in

Avhich a comparatively large cjuantity of air

is stored up. From the larger vessels are

throAvn off" A^ast numbers of exceedingly deli-

cate filaments, so small that a very poAverful

microscope is necessary in order to detect

them, which float loosely in the blood, and
furnish it A\ath the constant supply of oxygen
necessary for its purification.

Now, we may well ask ourselves hoAV it is

that these tubes, Avhich are of almost incon-

ceivable delicacy, should remain open during

the A^arious movements of which the flexible

body is capable. Why is it, for instance,

that the air-supply of the loAver leg is not cut

off Avhen the limb is bent at the knee-joint 1

or from the head, when that important part

of the frame is tucked away beneath the

body 1 How does the EarAvig contrive to

breathe Avhile folding its Avings by the aid of

its tail-forceps ? or many of the Cocktail-

beetles Avlien curled up in their peculiar atti-

tude of repose ?

The ansAver to these questions is simple

enough, and may be discovered by a glance

at one of the most familiar of our OAvn inven-

tions—the flexible gas-tube. This preserves

its tubular form no matter to Avhat degree it

may be bent or twisted, for coiled closely

AAathin it is a spiral AAdre, Avhich obliges the

interior of the pipe to retain its diameter

almost unaltered alike Avhen straight or

curved. And as Avith this, so wdth the tracheae

of the insect, whose Avails are formed of a

double layer, the one lying inside the other,

while betAveen the tAvo, and surrounding the

inner, is coiled a fine but very strong elastic

thread, Avhose convolutions alloAv the vessel

to be bent in any required direction without

losing its cylindrical form. By the exercise

of a little care the anatomist can often un-

Avind an inch or two of this spiral thread from

a single branch of the trachecc of a tolerably

large insect, so closely is it coiled, and so

elastic its character.

It AA^ill thus be ..een that each expansion of
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the respiratory muscles causes the air to rush

to every part of the body, the entire bulk of

the blood being consequently aerated at each

respiration. This fact is a most important

one, for, as it is not necessary that the blood

should be brought to a definite centre, as in

the higher animals, before it can be re-Advified,

and then dispatched through another series

of vessels upon its errand of invigorating the

frame, the necessity for a circulatory sj^stem

is almost wholly at an end, and a large amount
of weight consequently dispensed with. In-

sects have neither veins nor arteries, one

principal vessel running along the back, and
the blood passing slowly through this, and
flowing between the various organs of the

body until it again enters it at the opposite

extremity to that from which it emerged.

Nor is this all. With ourselves, as with

the higher animals in general, nearly one-

half of the blood, the venous, is always effete

and useless, requiring to pass through the

lungs before it can again be rendered

fit for service. When this is vivified and
pumped back hy the heart into the system,

that which was before arterial becomes

venous in its turn ; and so on. But not in

the case of the insects. The Avhole bulk of

their blood is arterial, if we may use the

expression in speaking of animals which do
not possess a vascular system. In other

Avords, being incessantly sd\'ified throughout
the body, owing to the comprehensive cha-

racter of the respiratory apparatus, no portion

of it becomes at any time efifete from the

exhaustion of the contained oxygen. Blood
so thoroughly and continually aerated, there-

fore, can practically perform double work,

and need be far less in volume than in beings

whose circulation is conducted upon different

principles. The tracheal structure, conse-

quently, while itself detracting from rather

than adding to the substance of the body,

permits of the abolition, not only of lungs,

but also of veins and arteries and of a con-

siderable proportion of the blood, so that the

wei2;ht of the insect is reduced to the least

possible degree.

There is yet another point to be considered,

and that a very curious and at present un-

explained one. Upon careful investigation

we find that the tracheae extend beyond the

limits of the circulation, showing that they
must serve some secondary purpose in addi-

tion to that generally attributed to them. For
nature provides nothing in vain, and would
not without good and sufficient reason have
carried the breathing-tubes farther than neces-

sary for their primary object of regenerating

the blood. As to what this purpose may be,

however, we have no certain knowledge, and
can only conjecture that it is in some way
connected with ihe olfactory system. It is

well known that the sense of scent is in many
insects very highly developed, enabling them
to ascertain the position of their food Avhile yet

at a considerable distance. Buryiug-beetles

and blow-flies, for instance, will detect the

faintest odour of putrid carrion, and will

wing their way without hesitation to the spot

whence it proceeds. Ivy-blossom, again, will

attract almost every butterfly and moth in

the neighbourhood, and this clearly by reason

of its peculiar fragrance.

It may be, therefore, that the perfection of

the organs of scent in insects is due to the

fact that they are distributed throughout the

body, instead of being locaHsed as is the case

with animals higher in the scale. That they

must be connected with the respiratory

apparatus would seem, judging by analogy,

to be indisputable, for, so far as we know, an
odour cannot be appreciated unless the air

containing it be allowed to pass more or less

rapidly over the olfactory nerves. And in

no other part of an insect's structure could

this requisite so well be observed as in the

trachese themselves, through which a stream

of air is continually passing, and which pene-

trate to the remotest parts of the body.

With so wonderful a respiratory system, it

naturally follows that an insect must be par-

ticularly susceptible to the effects of any
poisonous vapour, which, being immediately

carried to all parts of the body, must speedily

be attended by fatal results. And tliis is the

case in a very marked degree. A moth or

beetle, which will live for hours, and even

days, after receiving an injury Avhich would
cause instant death to a more highly organ-

ized being, Avill yet succumb in a few seconds

to the fumes of ether or chloroform, OAving

to the fact that the deadly influence is simul-

taneously exerted upon all the nerve-centres

of the body, instead of being confined to one

or tAvo alone.

So much for the respiratory system of

insects as a group. We have seen how air is

admitted into the body, how the entire bulk

of the blood is continuously aerated, and hoAv

eA^'ery particle of needless Aveight has care-

fully been dispensed Avith. There are many
species, hoAvever, Avhose mode of life renders

necessary certain further developments, in

order that respiration may be carried on

under circumstances Avhich Avould otherwise

render it impossible. Such, for example, arc
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the various aquatic insects, which, Avhile

spending the greater part of their existence

beneath the surface of the water, must yet be

enabled to command a continual supply of

atmospheric air. They are not, as a rule,

furnished with gills like the fish, for it is

necessary that they should be able to leave

their ponds and streams at will, and become

for the time terrestrial or aerial beings, subject

to the same conditions as others of their class.

But they are, nevertheless, provided with

certain modifications of structure, which
enable them to breathe "with equal ease,

whether submerged in the water, crawling

upon the ground, or flying through the air.

Even in these modifications there is con-

siderable variety, dependent in all cases upon
the requirements of the individual species.

The Water-beetles, for instance, which must
be able to lurk concealed among the weeds,

&c., until a victim comes Avithin their reach,

and then to pursue and overtake it, carry

down with them a supply of air in a kind of

reservoir, situated between the body and the

wing-cases. The former of these is concave

and the latter convex, so that a chamber of

considerable size is formed, containing suffi-

cient for their requirements during a tolerably

long period of time. And in these insects

the spiracles, instead of being situated along

tha sides of the body, are placed upon the

upper surface of the abdomen, so that they
open into the air-chamber itself, and allow

the respiration to be carried on without the

slightest difficulty or inconvenience.

There is only one drawback to this arrange-

ment, and that is, that the inci-eased buoyancy
prevents the insect from remaining beneath
the water excepting at the expense of active

exertion^ unless it can find some submerged
object to which to chng. Even this disadvan-

tage, however, is more apparent than real,

for, while on the watch for prey, it is neces-

sary for the insect to remain as motionless as

possible, and, when engaged in swimming,
the peculiar action of the oar-like limbs neu-
tralises the tendency to rise towards the

surface.

Upon an average, a water-beetle remains
from fifteen to twenty minutes without
requiring to breathe ; this period being
capable of considerable extension should
occasion arise. I have forced one of these

insects, for instance, to stay beneath the
surface for nearly an hour and a half, by
alarming it as often as it attempted to rise.

Generally speaking, however, before the first

half-hour is over, the beetle allows itself to

float to the surface, protrudes the tips of the

wing-cases, and expels the exhausted air

from the cavity beneath them; a fresh supply
is then taken in, and the insect again dives,

the entire operation occupying barely a

second of time. •

The Water Scorpion affords us an instance

of a perfectly different structure.

Here we have a being, feeding upon living

prey, which it must capture for itself, and
yet sluggish and slow of foot. By stratagem

alone, therefore, can it hope to succeed, and
it accordingly lies hidden among' the dead
leaves, sticks, &c., at the bottom of the water

until some luckless insect passes within reach

of its jaw-liks fore-limbs. But this may not

occur for hours, and it is imperatively neces-

sary that no alarm should be given by fre-

quent journeys to the surface in search of air.

So, the extremity of the body is furnished

with a curious organ consisting of two long

filaments, which are, in reahty, tubular, and
which serve to convey air to the spiracles.

The extreme tips of these project slightlj-

above the surface when the insect is at rest

at the bottom of the pond, so that respii'ation

can be carried on without difficulty, and
without necessitating the slightest change of

position.

A still more curious structure, although of

very much the same character, is afforded us

by the grubs of the common Drone-fly. These

are inhabitants of the thickest and most fetid

mud, dwelling entirely beneath its surface,

and consequently cut off from all personal

communication with the atmosphere. But
from the end of the body proceeds a long

tube, which can be lengthened or shortened

at will, somewhat after the manner of a

telescope, and which conveys air to the

spiracles just as do the tail filaments of the

water scorpion. Unable to change their po-

sition, these " rat-tailed maggots," as they

are popularly called, are yet independent of

any alteration in the depth of the water

above them, for the air-tube can be instanth'

regulated to the required length, and so

insure an uninterrupted supply of air.

Yet another sj^stem we find employedIn
the case of the grub of the Dragon-fly, Avhich

stands almost alone among insects in its

power of extracting the necessary oxygen
from the water itself. This is one of the

most rapacious of living beings, ever upon
the watch for prey, and securing its victims,

not by stealth and fraud, but by open attack.

Its swimming powers, consequently, are of a

very high order, and are due to an organ

wliich serves the double purpose of loco-

motion and respiration, and which is one of
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the most wonderful pieces of stmcture to be

found in the whole of the insect world.

If a dragon-fly grub be even casually

examined, a curious five-pointed appendage

will be noticed at the extremity of the bod}-.

If these five points be carefully separated

they mil be seen to surround the entrance

to a tubular passage, of about the diameter

of an ordinary pin. Tliis passage runs

throughout almost the entire length of the

body, and, by the expansion and contraction

of the abdominal muscles, can be opened and

closed at will.

When open, of course, it is instantly filled

with water; when closed,, the contents are

di'iven out with some little force. Conse-

quently, the action of the ejected fluid upon

the surrounding water drives the insect

sharply forward, just as a sky-rocket rises

into the air owing to the action of the

Asexpelled gases upon the atmosphere.

soon as the effect of the first stroke is at an
end a second contraction of the body takes

place, and the operation is repeated as often

as necessary. The water, while in the swim-

ming tube, however, is exhausted of its

oxygen, for the entrances to the respiratory

system are inside instead of outside the body,

and act in much the same manner as do the

gills of a fish. The insect, therefore, is not

obhged to visit the surface of the water at

all, and can continue to search for prey with-

out interruption.

Such are some of the many modifications

brought about in insect structure by the

requirements of the respiratory organs alone.

Each, as will be noticed, is specially adapted

to indi^ddual Avants, and each is absolutely

perfect in its own way, insuring a continual

supply of oxygen for the purification of the

blood, whatever the conditions under which
life may be carried on.

THEODORE WOOD.

WHEN THE BOATS COME HOME.
'^FHERE'S light upon the sea to-day,

-- And gladness on the strand

;

Ah ! well ye know that hearts are gaj''

\\Tien sails draw nigh the land !

AVe followed them with thoughts and tears,

Far, far across the foam

;

Dear Lord, it seems a thousand years.

Until the boats come home !

We tend the cliildren, live our life,

And toil, and mend the nets

;

But is there ever maid or wife

Whose faithful heart forgets ?

We know what cruel dangers lie

Beneath that shining foam,

And watch the changes in the sky
Until the boats come home.

There's glory on the sea to-day,

The sunset gold is bright

;

Methought I heard a grandsire sav,

"At eve it shall be light!"

O'er Avaves of crj-stal touched with fire,

And flakes of pearly foam.

We gaze—and see our hearts' desire

—

The boats are coming home.
SARAH DOUDNEY.

CO-OPEEATIO]^ IjST Elv^GLAI^D.

By THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C.

EIRST PAPER.

THERE would be something comic, and

even grotesque, were it not for its sad

side, in the loud wail which has been rising

from all parts of Great Britain and her de-

pendencies during the past year over the de-

pression, stagnation—imminent collapse and
ruin, as many doleful prophets will have it

—

in every branch of British trade and industry.

Not within the memory of our elder genera-

tion, to which I belong, probably not since

the years of evil fame which followed the

annus mirabilis of 1815, has our poor, sturdy,

dogged, old John Bull been so puzzled and
angry over the condition and prospects of

his unwieldy family and estates. In 1817
Sir W. Scott's clever jeti, d'esprit (does one

in a hundred of our readers of this gene-

ration know it?) "The Search after Hap-
piness, or the Quest of Sultan Solimaun,"

gave a vivid picture of John's state of mind
wnen that used-up potentate is supposed to

come as a last hope to England, to procure

the shirt of the one really happy man—

.

Happy ? my tenants breaking: on my hands.
Unstccked my pastures and untilled my lands,

Sugar and mm a drug, and mice and moths
The sole consumers of my good broadcloths.
Happy ? why, cursed war and rackicg tax
Have left us scarcely raiment to oiu- backs."
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And now in 1884, after nearly seventy years

of the most AYonderful progress in all direc-

tions, John is still in the same mind—at his

wits' end to know what ails him, for assuredly

it cannot in this last year of grace be fairly

laid to the door of " cursed war and racking

tax."
" ^Vhy am I ruined 1 What in the

world is the matter with me 1 " he pleads,

and at intervals roars, to his most trusted

advisers and most successful children. " Mat-

ter ! Why, don't you see you've got too

much cotton 1" replies one ;
" Too much tea

and sugar," cries a second ; and a third, " Too

much com ;" while the most solemn and pro-

found of the chorus answers with severe and

assured front, "Too much labour. If you

want ever to be the hearty chap you once

were, you've got to bundle out about a third

of your producers."

In vain he turns on his Job's comforters

with, " Why, bless my soul, didn't you tell

me that all I wanted was wealth 1 And now
what do you call cotton, and tea, and sugar,

and corn, and labour 1 Ain't they Avealth ?

Did any fellow ever pile themup as I havebeen

doing these last fifty years, since FatherAdam's

time 1 And now you tell me I'm ruined

because I've got too much of them all roimd
!"

To which obviously pertinent remonstrance

John gets no coherent reply from any trusted

adviser or successful child that I can hear of,

though some kind of confident speech in

quite a different key does no doubt arise from

a considerable and growing section of those

same producers whom he has been told to

"bundle out." It is to this speech that I

hope to call attention presently. Meantime,

I would beg the candid reader to look quietly

at the present situation all round, and if he

does not see the absurdity of it to go on to

the next article.

Why, if Dean Swift were to appear amongst

us again, and put it as it stands into a new
chapter of "Gulliver's Travels," we should

almost certainly cry out, " Bad art." The
war of the Bigendians and Littleendians over

which end of eggs should be cracked at break-

fast, is fair satire and fair fun. There is

scarcely a nation in the world which hasn't

fought over such causes : for plots of earth

"whereon the numbers could not try the

cause, which were not tomb and continent

enough to hold the slain ;" but to give us a

nation shouting "Kuin!" because it has got

hold of too much of all the good things of

the world is not satire, but extravagance

—

not fun, but foolery.

Nevertheless into such an absurd position

John undoubtedly does believe himself to have
got ; and, if we only grant the hypothesis

that a nation can own too much good food,

clothing, and shelter, while the vast majority

of its members are still wretchedly clothed,

fed, and lodged, into such a position John
has actually got in these days. Let us look

for a moment at the methods by which he
has arrived there.

For the first fifteen years of this century
England was the only European country which
was safe from invasion, just at the time when
labour-saving processes were making a revo-

lution in production.- The start in the in-

dustrial race which was thus gained in those

years lasted well on for a generation, during

which this country, though suffering in many
ways, more than held its omti as the world's

workshop. Then came a struggle for free

trade, which resulted, forty years ago, in the

supremacy of the middle class, and the throw-

ing open of our markets to all Avho cared to

come to them. I have no space to argue

whether it was " propter hoc " or " post hoc,"

but at any rate, as a fact, material prosperity

increased " by leaps and bounds," to use the

Premier's famous phrase, from about that

time, and, with fluctuations, has continued

up to the present day ; until it is beyond all

doubt and question that the products of the

whole earth—both natural and artificial—can

be had to-day in England in greater abun-

dance and on easier terms than anywhere else

under the sun. And yet it is this triumphant

middle class, our merchants and manufac-

turers, who, in spite or in consequence of

their unexampled success, are so seriously

menaced, and see ruin .staring them in the

face—who seem to be driven by some inex-

orable fate to go on in the struggle, which

one would think must be rousing very seri-

ous thoughts and misgivings in the minds

even of those of them who feel that, Avhen

the law of the survival of the fittest has

worked itself out, they will surely be found

amongst the survivors. Can it be an exhila-

rating or even an endurable thought when
it comes to this naked issue, that their own
prosperit}'- is only to be secured at the cost

of the ruin of their neighbours ? But that is

really what our modern English industrial

system has practically come to in these days.

But I am getting on too fast, and must
return to the time of the free trade victory

forty years ago. Side by side with the great

and true principle of free trade stood the doc-

trine of " free competition " upon the banners

and in the manifestoes of the triumphant host.

The economists of the hour formulated that
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doctrine, and declared it to be "a law," that

in the case of labour as of commodities gene-

rally, supply and demand must be left to

themselves—that supply can only be ap-

portioned to demand by free competition. So
thoroughly was this doctrine accepted, that

for some years no protest of any serious kind

Avas raised against it, either in the press or

on the platform, by any section of the upper
or middle classes. Only from the ranks of

the labourers themselves was still heard the

specious cry of " a fair day's wage for a fair

day's work," to which here and there, in

the midlands and in the north, starving crowds
marched now and then to the sack of bakers'

shops and the destniction of macliinery.

They were met as " people who know not
the law " must be met—by the police, the

soldier when necessary, and the county gaol.

Here and there, moreover, in those same
years a silent and more effectual protest

Avas beginning to be put on record. The
Rochdale Pioneers, and other scattered as-

sociations, were founded by men who felt

that, " law or no law," free competition Avas

ruining them and their families, and must be
resisted to the death.

The year 1848 came upon this state of

things, and with it, in England, the collapse

of the Chartist movement and the disclosures

of the condition of the London poor, side by
side. " The Cry of Outcast London " has
been startling and alarming comfortable
England in the last year, but those Avho can
remember the revelations of 1848—9 Avill

know well enough that the worst lies well

behind us. The conscience of the upper and
middle classes was deeply touched, and phil-

anthropic activity roused as it had never been
before. Many movements which have done
untold good got their first impulse then ; but
we are only concerned with that one which
has noAv got the name (and one could wish it

a better) of the co-operative movement.
Some forty small societies, of Avhich the
Rochdale Pioneers was by far the best knoAvn
and most successful, were already in existence
in the northern and midland counties,

unrecognised by law, and without any con-
nection with each other. Every society

stood alone, and was at the mercy of any
member who Avas rogue enough to plunder it,

and clever enough—an easy matter—to keep
clear of the criminal laAv.

At this crisis, in 1849, a society Avas

formed by Mr. Maurice, then chaplain of

Lincoln's Inn, for the promotion of Avorking
men's associations. It Avorked in several
ways : (1) by establishing associations of
XXVI—

5

tailors, shoemakers, and other trades in

London; (2) by visiting and corresponding
Avith the existing societies Avith a vicAV to

bringing them into union ; and (3) by the
publication of tracts and a ncAvspaper for the
spread of its principles.

Men of all faiths Avere in its ranks, for

although the founders Avere " Christian

Socialists," no questions Avere asked of any-
one ready to take a share in the Avork.

The Avork of the society throve in all direc-

tions ; AA'ithin little more than a year, there
Avere some fifteen Avorking associations

in London, and the stores had increased

to upAvards of three hundred. Conferences
had been held of delegates from the societies

to deliberate on their common interests, and
to seek means of more intimate connection
and felloAvship—the forerunners of the Co-
operative Congresses. A Central Co-operative

Agency had been founded in London, the fore-

runner of the present Wholesale Society, by
Mr. E. V. Neale, the General Secretary of the
present Co-operative Union, on the principle

that " trade, exchange, the distribution of

goods, are trusts to be administered alike in

the mutual interests of producers and con-

sumers, not to be conducted as matters of

speculation." Tavo Committees of the House
of Commons on the Savings of the Working
Classes had been induced to report in favour
of such an alteration of the laAV of partnership

as would sanction and facilitate trade com-
binations of working people. And, lastly,

the publications of the society, the " Tracts

on ChrisLan Socialism," and the Christian

Socialist neAvspaper, had attracted attention

in all quarters, and had draAvn on the society

the fire of almost the Avhole press, from the

Edinhirgli Revieio to the organ of the hcensed

victuallers.

Upon the discussion Avhich then arose I

must dAvell shortly, as at no time has the

great controversy been so thoroughly threshed

out, or the true meaning of Avhat is knoAvn

as the co-operative movement in England,

been brought into such Avhite light. And
the position then taken has never been
abandoned.

Let us first look at the ground taken up
by the Society for Promoting Working Men's
Associations. Its object Avas stated in one

sentence, "to diffuse the principles of co-

operation as the practical application of Chris-

tianity to the purposes of trade and indus-

try." This formula had been accepted, not

only in London, but in the north, Avith

entire assent Avhen proposed by Mr. Maurice.

Speaking to the first large gathering at
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Manchester, he illustrated it thus :
" We

admit the natural tendency," he said, "to

warfare wliich exists amongst men, but

believe that there is a ])ower adequate to

control those tendencies, and to enable them
to work together as God intended them.

AVe detest this competitive system because it

is destroying the moral energy of our land.

We feel that either trade must be reformed,

or it will drag down everything to its own
level. Either it must be raised up by being

brought into connection with the highest and
deepest moral principles, or those principles

will cease to be recognised amongst us."

8uch thoroua:ha;oing and resolute defiance

of current economic dogmas soon roused

the press of all shades. • The first attacks

were led by the Ileasoncr (which I sup-

pose one would now call the organ of

Agnosticism). " To mix up Christianity

with socialism," it argued, "is to shelter

its errors from legitimate attack, and to

take an unfair advantage of us." "By all

means let them advocate Christianity, as

wc do the rejection of it ; but let them con-

fine it to its proper place, and keep the

proselytism of the Church distinct from
social and political reform." To which the

editor of the Christian Socialist, Mr. Ludlow,
now Registrar of Friendly Societies, replied,

" We cannot confine our Christianity to our

tracts or ' some proper place.' We started

by saying this is the place for it ; this trade

and industry of yours have become corrupt

and tyrannical simply because they have not

been carried on in the love of God and man
;

this religion of ours has become effete and
dead simply because it has confined itself to

churches and chapels ; because it has dis-

tinguished between places that were proper

and places that were improper for it; because

we have forgotten that our Lord was sent

into the world, not that the Church, but that

the world might be saved."

Next came the religious newspapers, the

Guardian and Record especially, who at first

half patronisingly, but soon angi'ily and bit-

terly, attacked the movement, and especially

Charles Kingsley—whose "Cheap Clothes

and Nasty," and "Alton Locke," had
thoroughly exasperated them^—choosing him
as the rej)resentativc of the movement. Li
those early days " Parson Lot " was before
all things a fighting man, and by his side were
Mr. Ludlow, as trenchant if not as eloquent
a writer, Mr. Neale, and other converts full

of enthusiasm and faith in their great cause.

For a time a semblance of good will was kept
up in this section of the press, Avhich tried

benevolently "to make the Christian socialists

understand themselves." " We agree at bot-

tom," it was urged; "we are as much op-

posed as you to the abuses of competition,

and that is all you really mean. You are

educated men, and no more deny the laws
of supply and demand than we do."

When the reply came again and again in

the most resolute and uncompromising form,
" No ; it is not to the abuses of competition

but to the principle that we are opposed,"
with some such additions as this of Mr.
Ludlow: "Your competitive system is one
in which the labourer's hire is kept back by
fraud ; in which false weights and measures
are the delight of the trader ; in which it is

made a fundamental axiom of economical
science that men should seek their own
interests and do their own will instead of

doing the will of their Father and loving

their neighbour as themselves ; in which it is

the rule that the more a man asks the less

shall be given him, the more he shall need
the more advantage shall be taken of him,"
it was felt on all hands that the battle had
become internecine, for the life itself.

The controversy was summed up by Mr.
W. R. Greg in the Edinburgh Review. That
powerful and generally cautious writer began
hy dividing the philanthropists into the
" feelers " and the " thinkers," the Christian

Socialists being amongst the former, and the

latter being the economists, political economy
being " benevolence under the

science.'

ing assumption

guidance

To this preamble and its astound-

the reply was easy, that

according to the highest authorities political

economy was definable as "the science of the

production and distribution of wealth," there-

by narrowing its true etymological sense of

"the law of the State's household," and alto-

gether ignoring the men and women of whom
the household was composed.
The revicAver went on to denounce the

notion of endeavouring to proportion the

supply of labour to the demand, for "how
could this be ascertained at all except by
free competition, which would soon show
which branch of labour had the most and
which the fewest labourers in proportion

to the demand for their produce ? If any
kind of labour did not pay, this was a sure

sign that it would be abandoned." "Con-
cert, as a substitute for competition in solving

the problem of the wisest distribution of

labour, must be either a chimera or a tyranny.

'

To which it was replied that concert had
already solved the problem in the case of the

highest kind of labour, that of Governmcut.
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"The Queen and Parliament sitting in com-

mittee settled the number of workmen re-

quired in each department of the public

service, from the Queen herself, the sole

workwoman required or allowed in the

solemn labour of reigning, to the doorkeepers

and messengers ; and had the right of warn-

ing off all others by such methods as chop-

ping off heads, in case any one should attempt

to solve by competition the wisest distribution

of the labour of reigning." That so far from

competition causing branches of labour which
were not remunerative to be abandoned, it

did precisely the reverse. The slop-workers

were the worsl>paid labourers, and so the men
instead of abandoning it dragged in their

wives and children, which was never done in

the trades that paid good wages.

I have indicated as shortly as I can the

main lines of the controversy, which, as I

have already said, was fought out at that

time with singular thoroughness. In the end
(1&52). the combatants drew off, each side

by this time knowing its own mind perfectly

well, and assured of victory. For the-

moment the champions of free competition
had the advantage. They could point to the
failure in infancy of almost all the productive
associations, and to the want of union amongst.
the stores, with a scornful " Solriiur ambu-
lando; why, you can't even get a few trum-
pery little grocers' shops to hang together
in their business.'' *' SGh-itur pjubulando, by
all means," was the confident retort ; "your
free competition can cnlj- bring you ever in-

creasing stocks of unsaleable produce and un-
saleable labour. Give us a generation, and
then let us see who is on the right track."

A generation has now passed, and for thcs^c

thirty years each side has been working cut
the problem on its own lines. Competition
has never been so keen and so free in all de-

partments of trade and industry controlled by
the upper and middle classes. On the other
hand the working class has been trving its

experiment of controlling trade, by concert.

^yhat results the two systems have to show wo
hope to set side by side in a future number.

SUNDAY EEADINGS.
By the Eight Hev. the LORD BISHOP OF ROCHESTER.

January 4th.

PBalm xc. 2 Samuel xix.

AHEBREW courtier once asked his sove-

reign, " How long have I to live 1

"

Do not hastily condemn the question. On
the one hand, self-respect does make, ought
to make us, slow in prematurely confessing

the loss of that will, freshness, and power
which help to make \Tigorous manhood. It

is at least an honourable error which tempts
some men to persevere bravely, if hopelessly,

with tasks which have grown beyond them.
AVe can also appreciate and respect an old

man's unwillingness to parade his tottering

limbs before strangers—to intrude himself,

where his presence could only be a burden to

the selfish, a jest to the churlish, and a sort

of shame to himself.

A man of the world may of course put the
question in a kind of callous inquisitiveness,

quite aware that there is no chance of his

getting an answer. And indeed it would be
convenient in many ways. Money, pleasure,

friendship, study—in fact the substance and
disposition of all our worldly afiairs would
be vitally affected by the precise knowledge
of the time of our end. As for religion, and
what IS commonly understood by our pre-

j

paration for eternity, the sting of our Lord'.s-

i

warning in the parable of the rich fool

I would disappear, could the answer come.

\
The question may also be asked in an

Epicurean indifference, or in a bitter an<l

scornful unbelief. "How long have I to livef''

" Oh, ever so long, and I shall enjoy myself
while I mav." "How long have I to live V
" Who cares, for no one will miss me ? Indeed
I am not sure that I much care myself.

Perhaps the best thing that can happen to

me may be to escape from a past full of mis-

takes, and a present seamed with anxieties,

into a future about which no one can really

j

prove anything, and which can hardly be

^

worse than the condition in which I find my-

j

self now.

'

i

The Cjuestion also may not unreasonably,

!
and not cpiite irreligiously, be asked in a

gentle sadness by hearts too manful and
brave ever to put it into words :

" How
long have I to live 1" "It cannot be long,

it may be very short, and I am honestly

soiTy. Life seems to be more precious and
beautiful and noble than it ever Avas. When
I have just had enough of it to discover its

value, I am told that I must go. Now that

I can be of some real use, my opportunity is

taken from me. When I have something to
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tell and to give the world to help it to be

better, my lips must be sealed in the silence

of the grave." How then should a Christian

ask it ? First, he should put the question

in a si:)irit of humility. " How long have

I to live V " Certainly not so long as I once

had. What is gone I cannot recover. The
opportunities I have missed, the hours that

I have wasted, the resources that I have

used for self, and not for God, the precious

souls that have claimed, or at least deserved

help and sympathy from me and have not

received it—these make me humble and self-

'"eproachful. Nevertheless they must not

depress me with melancholy, nor crush me
into despair. Forgetting the things Avhich are

behind, I will reach on to the things which
are before. The shorter my time, the better

use I must make of it." Then he should

put it in a spirit of soberness and good sense,

by Avhich I mean the faculty of appreciating

the right proportion of things. " Thou and
Ziba divide the land." It did not seem
worth so much then, as once it had seemed.

Certainly it was not worth fighting about.

As life goes on, and the end approaches, we
have tried and tasted many things in turn,

and found them out to be too often vanity

and vexation of spirit. Certainly they cannot

satisfy. Only in Christ is the secret of the

soul's rest.

Then it is quite possible to put the ques-

tion cheerfully, knowing what the answer must
T)e, in the reason of things, though duty still

.being done fills life with a true dignity, and
the love of children and friends gives it a

tender joy. It is wonderful how sorrow, and
pre-eminently the sorrow of bereavement,

loosens the tightest cords that fasten our

tents to the earth. AVe think of friends

within the veil and we want to join them.

So much is behind us of anguish and desola-

tion that once cut us as with sharp knives,

.
suddenly, and also lingeringly, that to go

through it all again and again is more than

we could quite make up our mind for, even

if we had the chance. Our treasiires are in

heaven, and they are constantly multiplying.

To heaven let us go.

Thus let us feel, as we look up through the

-darkness to the face of our God, Who sitteth

-on the throne, and put this question to Him,
as His children, who approach Him Avith the

deep reverence of trustful lore. The answer
that will come back, gentle, clear, awful, yet

smoothing, shall be like this. It is not good
for us to know the exact number of our

days, nor of our neighbour's days. Neither

20od for our discipline, which that knoAvledge

might seriously imperil, nor for our innocent

happiness, over which the certainty of the

coming end would hover as a pall of ghastly

darkness. Let us make our life full, long,

calm, fruitful by the activities of love, coming
to us day by day, as His providence sends

them. We will not think of death, we will

think of Christ and of the glory of His

! kingdom. We will be sowing for the eternity,

in which we are living already, though we
may not understand it ; and we Avill re-

member that all true work, and spiritual

discipline, and human charities, and holy

worship shall accompany us as very part of

our being, into that heaven, Avhich Ave are

making for ourselves, as well as He, our

Saviour, is preparing for us. We need not too

miich care for mortifying interruptions of

duty, for great tasks unfinished, for legacies

of thought and action bequeathed to those

that come after us ; nor Avaste natural but

useless regrets over the fact of being mortal.

We have inherited the unfulfilled tasks of

others ; we must be ready to bequeath ours

in turn. " One soweth and another reapeth."

Only let us be careful to earn the joy of

harvest whether for sowing or reaping ; and
it shall not disappoint us, for the servant

there as here shall be as his Lord, and his joy

as the Lord's joy.

January 11th.

Psalm xcvii. Luke ix. 28—46.

Holy Scripture often mentions clouds.

Sometimes they have been an indication of

the divine Presence. When Moses Avent out

from the camp to the Tabernacle for com-

munion Avith God a cloud rested on the

Tabernacle. Occasionally they have accom-

panied the diAdne acceptance of something

consecrated to God's service. When Solo-

mon's Temple Avas dedicated a cloud filled the

house, and the priests Avere unable to minister

on account of the glory. On one occasion

they Avere the heralds of a divine revelation.

As Ezekiel mused by Chebar a cloud came
out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire

unfolding itself, and a brightness about it.

They have been used as the vehicle of a

divine departure, and they are to be used in

the pomp of a divine return. When the

Lord ascended into heaven "a cloud received

Hini out of their sight." At His return for

judgment—"Behold, He cometh Avith clouds."

We, too, have our clouds coming in the

providence of God in this shape or in that,

chilly and gloomy, often in sharp contrast

Avith preAdous times of brightness and pri-

vilege, as ineAdtable in the order of the spiri-
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tual world as in that of the natural
;
quite as

beneficent and kind.

It is these clouds, so typical of uncertainty,

obscurity, and solitariness, that make many
of us timid as we enter the darkness of a new
year. If we do not know what a day may
bring forth, still less do we know what a year

may bring. It is true that the mercies of

the past should make us hopeful and cheerful.

Still we are like bruised and foot-sore travel-

lers, whose experience and memory prevent

too much buoyancy of heart. Our wounds
may be healed, but their marks are left, and

we are certain to have more.

What are we to understand by the clouds

of life, and what are we to do with them 1

Sometimes we are troubled with doubts, and

even with nnhdlef. The best Christians, as

we gather from their personal history, are

now and then left, as once the apostles were,

alone in the darkness, and Jesus is not with

them. The reading of a sceptical book, or

grave depression, may be, in the first in-

stance, perhaps altogether physical, or the

direct suggestion to distrust the di\ine justice

and mercy, or a conversation which first

unsettled and then disturbed, bring clouds

that are very terrible ; for when a Christian

has lost liis touch of God to whom can he

go 1 Is this in store for us ? Or there may
be the cloud of intense and harassing anxiety

either about earthly affairs, or the discharge of

onerous duties, or the life, welfare, orconduct of

one who is bound up with our life. We need

not be too sorry about this. Where there is

no sympathy there is indeed no suffering, but

the lack of the anxiety may mean the death

of the heart. Or what cloud is there like the

cloud into which we pass xvhen Jesus sends

for one whom we tenderly love as our very

own soul ? Perhaps the worst moment is

when we are tempted to reproach the Lord
for not ha^-ing spared us the sorrow. " Lord,

if thou hadst been here my brother had not

died." Then there is the cloud towards which
we are all of us ever drawing neai'er (and

some of us may be very near to it now), tfie

cloud of death. The very thought casts a

chill on us, though the sting is gone. We
ought to feel awe, sinful and unworthy as

we are, at the thought of seeing God, though
His wonderful goodness makes us bold to call

Him Father; though the precious blood, in

wliich is our life, our hope, our righteousness,

can make the worst of us whiter than snow.

Now, how shall tee interpret these clouds 1

What shall xoe do with our own ? First let us

observe that it was Avhen the Transficjuration

was over, and Moses and Ehjah were depart-

ing, that the cloud came and wrapped them
round. Was not the recollection of that

glory, so marvellous, so transfiguring, so

close, meant to console their spirits when the

awful gloom of the Cross overshadowed them
afterwards ? The memory of it was to be a

possession for ever, for all the trials of their

faith that were to come. Thus sometimes

the soul after great privileges needs quiet-

ness, shadow, and discipline. St. Paul had
his thorn in the flesh after his admission

into the third heaven. What was needful

for him must be indispensable for us.

Again, observe that Jesus was with them
in the cloud ; and if they lost the company of

the prophets, they had the presence and
society of the Lord. Whatever our cloud

may be, Ho is with us in the midst of it.

The earthly sun is often baSled in its effort

to penetrate the clouds and mists of earth.

No darkness can shut out the sun of righte-

ousness from the hearts of Christ's people. We
may not see Him, nor feel Him, nor hear

Him, but He is there, seeing us, trying us,

helping us, watching over us while we think

ourselves forgotten ; strengthening us at the

moment when we seem lost and ready to die.

Another thing to be noticed is, that as it

came after pri\alege, it was in front of duty.

We remember Peter's wish to remain on the

Mount in the brightness, and to prepare three

tabernacles for the Lord and His servants.

That was impossible. There was a cross to be

borne, and a work to be done, before it would

be time to think of glory.

The first thing that encountered them on

descending the hill was the poor demoniac,

whom the disciples were powerless to heal.

If the glory inspired them with joy, the

cloud braced them for duty. Reaction is

ineWtable after excitement ; the best stimu-

lant is instant work.

Once more, as on the sky of heaven clouds

come and go, so it is in the spiritual life.

Our past is what more or less our future will

be. If things are bright vnth. us now, they

AviU not always be bright; if they are gloomy

now, the sunshine is at hand. But Jesus

Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, and for

ever. The Eternal Son abides through the

hurrying years. The unchangeable Saviour

looks do^vn from His throne on us children

of mortality, in our tears and smiles, our

struggles and perplexities, our comings and

goings, our weariness and our repose, not with

disdain for our weakness, but ^Wth an infinite

and tender pity for ovir sorrows and our con-

flicts. As we go into the new year He whispers

to each of us, "Fear not; I am with thee." If
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we tremble as we enter the cloud, it need be

only for a moment. One Who loves us stands

on the shore watching us. Soon, John says

to Peter, "It is the Lord."

January 18.

Psalm xlix. John ix. 1—12.

The place is Jerusalem, somewhere near

the Temple. The day is the Sabbath ; and a

little group is gathered round a blind man,

who lives by alms. The group is made up of

some bystanders, the disciples, and the Lord.

A question put to Christ furnishes the oc-

casion of an act of healing, and of a strange

expression of necessity laid on the Redeemer's

part. His answer to the odd question about

the sinfulness of the blind man or his parents

is given, so far as it could be given, by the

intimation, that that long blindness had had
its place in the eternal counsels of God for

tiie illumination of the world. The expla-

nation of what He was presently to do, was
simply, that He could not help Himself. The
Maker of the Avorld had His moral necessities

as we have ours. The Ancient of days, who
was before all things and by Whom all things

consist, was hampered as we are by the

shortness of time, and by the limitation of

opportunities. He had His day, but it was a

waning day, with an end to it. For Him as for

us "the night cometh, when no man canwork."

First, we are to see that God has sent each

one of lis into the world ivith a certain worh to

do, for Him and far each other. " The work
of Him that sent me." No one need live a
useless life, for no one can truthfully say,

" God hath given me nothing to do." Our
proper work always lies nearest to us. It

may be preaching the gospel. It may be
sitting on a stool for ten hours a day in a

merchant's office. It may be teaching duU
or restless or fretful children. It may be

making an aged parent happy in the declin-

ing years. It may be patiently and tenderly

watching by a sufferer. It may be lying on
our own sick bed, never to leave it. Our first

duty must be to find out what our task is, our
second to do it with our might. As some
one has observed, even if Ave were cast on a

desert island, there would still be room for

communion with God and for the disciphne
of our own spirit.

The second lesson is that God not only

(jives us each our work to do, hut strength to

do it unth, and time to do it in. He is

wise, and He knows, both what gifts are

needed for the work, and how far we are

qualified for our own. He is righteous, and
He never lays on us a burden that we are

unable to bear. He is tender, and He wouki
have us happy in His service. Also we need
never fear that there wiU not be leisure

enough for the doing of it when it really

comes. The actual secret of being fussed,

and driven, and hurried is, that we are trying
to do work that is not our proper work, and
so work for which strength is not pledged.

Our Lord was never in a hiuTy. Day by day
He met calmly and obediently and trustfully

eachwork His Fatherappointed Him, not other
work, not more. It was done, all done, done
in the best way, done with joy. If in vanity
or emulation of others, or self-will, we change
our tasks from what He has given us, or add
to them, it is our own affair, and we must
talie the consequences, only let us not lay to

His door, as if He were chargeable for them,
exhaustion, failure, or disappointment. Again
observe, that we may or may not use the time

allotted to us. It is offered, and no one com-
pels us to use it. But if we do not, it never

comes again. Yesterday's work cannot be
overtaken to-day, nor to-day's work properly
done to-morrow. This thought covers a
vast area of life. " While it is day." Day
means- the presence of the opportunity. Each
period of life has its own task and duty.
Youth is the time for forming habits, for

laying foundations, for accepting discipline.

Manhood is the time for activity, age for

counsel; but all and each of tliem for

walking with God. A time is coming, when
work iMl he over, and night will he here. "The
night cometh."—Either of sickness, when all

power is gone, and, like a ship tossing un-

easily in the airless waters of the equator,

we long for deliverance, and it cometh not.

Or of old age, when service is finished,

and we say with Barzillai, "How much
longer have I to hve?" Or of the g7-ave,

where the eye once so bright is closed ; the

lips so eager and tremulous are white and
silent ; the hand that once grasped ours,

chills when we touch it, like ice ; where the

form that once meant for us all that could

impress us ^vith dignity, or win us witli

sweetness, has quickly to be put away, and
hidden beneath in the earth. Or, worst of

all, of moral and spiritvAl paralysis, when the

quick sense of duty is gone, and conscier-ce

slumbers, and the heart rejoices in its melan-
choly cleverness of evading sacrifices and
denying mercy, when God leaves to itself the

soul, that has asked Him to depart, until it

goes to see His face.

Oh, the glory of %oork ! This is what the

Eternal Son of God came into the world to do.

"My Father worketh hitherto, and so I work."
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All kinds of work are honourable, if only they

be what God has chosen for us. In all kinds

of work we may increasingly learn, resemble,

and serve Him, if we set the face of our heart

towards His blessed will. The noblest of all

kinds of duty, however, is that of helping

souls into the light and love of God. Blessed

are they who aim at this. Blind are they

who do not see it to be their calling. If

some have a more direct vocation, a more
solemn responsibility, and a more thorough

equipment for it than others have, all are

to shine as lights in the world, all are to con-

fess their Loi'd, by their goodness. But if

the time is short, we need not make it shorter

by wasting it ; rather let us make it full and
fruitful by diligence and prayer. It is the

purpose of God that we keep His command-
ments ; what they are for us. He will show
us if we really wish to know. Let us have
peace, for He doeth all things well ; and
nothing is helped while much is hindered by
restlessness. Let us hsive patience. "Long
sleejis the summer in the seed." Let us have
ciraimspedimi. As life goes on and physical

strength decays, and friends ea.sily make
excuses for us, and indulgence is lightly given

for supposed infirmity, our great and subtle

foe is deterioration, both of will and con-

science, and mind and heart. All ages have
their own snares ; but the snare of growing
old is letting our love grow cold.

January 25,

Psalm cxxsviii. Phil. iv.

When St. Paul met the Ephesian elders at

Miletus, the one desire which seems to have
iaken most hold of his soul was, that he
might finish his course with joy. Was this

.somewhat bold, and unreasonable; passing

the bounds if not of a proper humility, at

least of a sober experience 1 When the heads-

man's axe flashed in the sunlight to give him
his dismissal, would joy be likely to thrill

through him; or awe ? At the best an "un-
profitable servant," even though he were the
chief of the apostles, he might speak with
chastened and humble thankfulness of his

end, and of his judgment—but joy ; was joy
the right word from even the saintliest and
loftiest lips, at the prospect of the Face of

the Lamb?
Yes, we are sure it was, or he would not

have thought of using it ; and what is more, if

it was meet for him, it may be meet for us.

Not only as an apostle did he speak this, but
as a Christian ; not only about an unique
career, which has changed the face of the
world, but about a life, which in its earliest

history was (in his own language) that of " a

blasphemer, and a persecutor, and injurious."

So my last question is this : Shall we finish

our course, whatever it may be, with joy 1

For observation shows us that not all Chris-

tians do, even exemplary and active Chris-

tians. Sometimes towards the sunset clouds

and mists envelop the horizon ; instead of

peace at the close there is disquiet, instead of

thankfulness there is melancholy, at eventide

it is not light. There is not indeed positive

unbelief or despair, but God is not glorified,

man is not edified ; as we go from the death-

bed, we feel to have missed something which
we expected to receive. Then the thought
comes. How will it be with us too, when we
come to the swellings of Jordan ourselves 1

JVhat ought thejoy to he ? First, I think, that of

wonder, that we have survived so many
dangers, resisted so many temptations, en-

dured so many conflicts, accepted so many
duties ; and are still true, faithful, beloved,

conquerors. When we look into ourselves,

and look back at the way we have come,

strewed with the strayed and fallen, we are

dumb with amazement. Who are we to have

got through ? When we look up, and see

the blessed face hanging over us with untold

tenderness, we understand it all ; we wonder
still, but no longer so much at our salvation,

as at His goodness. Then the joy becomes

a joy of gratitude. " Unto Him that loved

us, and washed us from our sins in His own
blood." What the rapturous love of the

saved soul will be to the seen Lord who saved

it, no human lips can say. It will be also

what St. Paul elsewhere calls the joy of faith

—that the seed sown shall have its harvest,

that the battles fought shall retain their

victory, that all through the ages the good
we have tried to do shall be renewing

and accumulating its results, and that our

own joy is no solitary joy, but shared by

myriads of other Christians as insignificant

and unworthy as ourselves. How joy like

this will expand and transfigure the soul. It

will also be the joy of hope. If there is joy

about the past, may there not be joy about

the future 1 If joy for what He has done and
has given, shall there not be joy also for that

He will do, and will give ? How little as yet

we know of Christ ; how tiny is the cup of

heavenly gladness these mortal lips can taste

now ! In the new heavens and the new earth,

Mdiere the glory of God doth lighten it, and
the Lamb is the light thereof, it will be joy

indeed : joy for sin forgiven and conquered ;

joy for sorrow tasted and. transmuted; joy

for duty done, and ever being done; joy over
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sacrifices accemplished, and righteousness

learned
;
joy for reunion with the saints, for

fellowship with angels, for the vision of

Christ, and the fruition of God.
The real question is, Hoiv shall this jmj he

ours? First, let us clearly recognise, firmly

grasp, constantly use, and unflinchingly con-

fess that glorious gospel of the grace of God,

by which a full and free and present salvation

is given to us by God, in His fatherly and
unspeakable mercy, not for any deserving of

ours, but for Christ's sake, on our sincere

and humble faith, which ])elieves His love,

honours His character, trusts His promises,

and moment by moment commits our soul

to Him, for holiness and victory, for guidance

and provision, certain that He who hath

begun the good work will complete it unto

the day of Christ—assured of His pardon,

discerning His providence, loving His com-

mandments, expecting His glory. Nothing
gives the conscience peace, the will freedom,

the heart fire, the understanding satisfaction,

but the gospel. Here is the only secret of a

joyous, child-like heart, not only at the end

of life, but all through it. This, too, is what
enabled our great apostle to say, as his own
life was drawing to its end, "1 know in whom
I have believed, and I am persuaded that He
is able to keep that which I have committed
unto Him against that day."

The gospel is the glad tidings of great joy

to all people. But this gospel means holi-

ness, living, growing, deepening personal

hohness. There is no joy worth having

without holiness. The deeper, the simpler,

the freer it is, the more joy there will be in

it ; also the more entirely that the gospel is

received, the more thoroughly will be its sal-

vation seen to be deliverance, not only from
the punishment of sin, but from its power.

He who truly receives Christ as Saviour

longs to be like Him, seeks to glorify Him in

the world. Salvation, in fact, is holiness.

The gospel shows us Christ, gives Him to us,

and transforms us into His image. Is there

any joy like the joy that goes with character 1

Again, joy at the last will depend, more
than we think of, not onl}^ on the general

aim of our mere life, but on the details of it

;

not merely on its outward consistency, but
on its hidden forces and aims. " Thou hast

a name that thou livest, and art dead."

Where Christ becomes less loved, honoured,
served, confessed, thought of, rested in, wor-

shipped, hoped for, the windows of the soul

are darkened, and His presence cannot shine

through. Certainly there can be no joy.

and HeAt last the Saviour is sought for.

comes back, for there is no humility, no
patience, no power of forgiving until seventy
times seven, like His. The Christian goes
home, and he finds his place there ; but to

be " scarcely saved," is not quite the same
thing as to finish our course with joy.

One other admonition I will insert here
;

homely no doubt, and perhaps mundane, but
of some moment, and in danger of being for-

gotten. The body is the temple of the soul^

too often its iDrison-house. It has its laws,

and if they are violated it knows of no prin-

ciple of atonement, but claims its uttermost
farthing. Neglect of health, unwise regimen,

insufficient sleep, overtaxed powers, all tell

on the spiritual part of us, and make their

protest felt, often by utter prostration of the

nervous power. A Christian sometimes goes

to his clergyman for ad\dce when he ought to

go to his doctor ; or, still better, learn to take

care of himself. As the years multiply we
are apt to forget the need of irksome precau-

tions and cramping rules. If Ave forget, it is

at our own cost. The Lord of nature and
the Lord of the Bible is one Lord. When
we obey Him entirely, and recognise all His
authority, then, and then only, do we honour
Him ; then, and then only, are we really

capable of joy. Finally, if we would finish

our course with joy we must be careful " with

joy to draw water out of the wells of salva-

tion ;" we must recognise, as so few Christians

seem capable of doing, that joy is at once a

duty, a privilege, and a power. liCt us wait

on Christ in His Word and at His holy table,

in the fellowship of His people and in the

secret intercourse of prayer. Let us serve

Him in works of charity and usefulness, of

humility and sacrifice ; in making the young
happy, in making the care of the poor and
the friendless our own. Joy is a divine at-

tribute, for Ave read of the joy of the Lord

;

it is a lofty privilege ; the joy of the Lord is

to be our strength; it is a moral force, for

Avhen Ave love our duties Ave have tAvice the

poAver for doing them, and it was Christ's

own cordial for enduring the cross. It may
be ours if Ave ask for it ; it must be ours if

Ave seek it according to the will of God : if

for a time it be denied to us, as it Avas denied

to the Lord, there will be a deep under-

current of blessedness beneath the trouble on

the surface that Avill keep us in the peace of

God. Christ's Hfe is the secret of joy. His

Cross is the method of it. His ordinances

are the conduits of it. His Spirit sheds it

into our hearts. His personal government is

the blessed discipline of it. His glorified

presence shall reveal its fulness.
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CHAPTER VI.

—"THE PICK."

HESTER retired early, which, as matters

had turned out, was a relief to her
father ; but nevertheless he regretted it. It

had been his intention to inaugurate a new era

of domestic life by devoting this evening to his

daughter's society ; and when a man has just

once and away made up his mind to self-

sacrifice he does not like to be baulked of it.

In spite of all his virtuous resolves, it Avas

now necessary that the Colonel should go to

his club an hour or two earlier than he would
have done, at all events. As became his

position and pursuits, he, of course, belonged
to many such societies, but when he spoke of
" the club " he meant the picquet club. This
was a small, select establishment close to

Walham Street, a circumstance Avhich, in

spite of his new resolutions, had no doubt
influenced his choice of a residence. With
the exception of a guardsman or two, its

members were almost all men of his own
class, without any profession, but who pur-

sued their pleasures with a diligence and
punctuality that would have been a credit to

them in any calling ; indeed, as almost the

sole object of their attendance at " the Pick
"

(by which name, by a playful abbreviation,

the club was known among themselves) was
the acquisition of coin, the difference between
it and a place of business was inconsiderable.

Small and of unobtrusive appearance, the
house afforded a marked contrast to the great
clubs in Pall Mall and in St. James's Street,

with their palatial fronts and swinging doors,

and crowds of cabs or carriages always in

attendance. A "wicked brougham" would
now and then drive up to the little portico

to deposit its cargo, or more rarely a mail
phaeton ; but the majority of its frequenters
dropped in on foot from four in the afternoon
or so, before which time the house might
have been let for any purpose without dis-

cover}' by its members, like the apartment of

Box and Cox in the play.

The "Pick" encouraged industry, for a
cab-stand in the vicinity was entirely sup-
ported by it ; the drivers made their hours
to suit their employers and plied their trade
up to four in the morning ; nor were they
ever heard to complain of not being re-

munerated for overtime. Though so quiet
in external aj^pearance, the club was luxu-
XXVI—

6

riously furnished, had a staff of six-foot ser-

vants, noiseless and respectful, and a hall-

porter (without a hall) of the gravest demea-
nour, and above all a treasurer, who sat in

the card-room and, with urbane alacrity,

issued sheaves of notes and coal-scoops of

sovereigns to the cry of, "Dobson, I want
some money."
To an uninformed spectator it would have

seemed indeed that, despite all pessimist

theories, a Utopia, where money could be
had for the asking, had been found at last

in this modest establishment, with Dobson
and his cornucopia for its sign and token

;

but as a matter of fact their advances were
limited in each case to fifty pounds, and
did not abrogate the necessity of an occa-

sional 1. 0. U. or so. These, however, only

passed between intimate friends, the esta-

blishment, like the stores (though in other

respects there was little similarity), being

conducted upon strictly ready-money prin-

ciples. I can fancy persons of weight, who are

nevertheless much in favour of keeping things J
as they are, denouncing the poor little "Pick" .

-^

and all belonging to it ; but what has an idle

and aristocratic class (their country's pride) to

do with their money if they are not allowed to

risk it ? We are a nation of shopkeepers, as in-

deed are all nations pretending to any civilisa-

tion, and none of us exempt from the desire

of turning an honest penny. The uppermost
one thousand, however, cannot conveniently

keep shops, and to venture on the stock

exchange, they have a shrewd suspicion, is

like playing at a public table where the

recognised odds are six to four against them.

That, indeed, would be downright gambling,

and nothing made the more respectable

portions of " the Pick " more angry than to

hear it spoken of as a gambling-house. Never-

theless, to those who remember what the

haunts of hazard-players used to be, its little

drawing-room, as Colonel Eichard Darrell

enters it to-night, is not altogether unlike

one.

A moderately large room lit with subdued
light, and full of men who make no sound

;

this of itself is full of suspicion, for just as a

materfamilias says to herself when there is

silence in the nursery, " There is something
here :

" so is it when men are

without speech. The
furniture consists solely of chairs and tables.

wrong
gathered together
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The latter are, for the most part,. half the

size of card-tables, and each of them has a

small green lamp which, however, by no
means acts as a danger signal ; on the con-

trary, it attracts the human moth to its

destruction. They look innocent enough
these tables, shining like glow-worms in an
atmosphere of gloom ; but they have lost the

Colonel, \vithin the last twelve months, six

thousand pounds. There are, it is true,

two whist-tables, table-lands of comparative

safety, where you can, more or less, foresee

the extent of your calamities. But they have
small attraction for him. Just as your toper

will take wine when he cannot get brandy,

so your picquet player will play at whist

if he can't get picquet, but not otherwise.

It used not to be so with the Colonel, he
used to be content enough with his rubber,

but he has passed the Rubicon in more senses

than one, and loves the perils of the passage.

He nods to Langton who is playing whist,

and declines his dumb invitation (nobody
speaks) to join the table, and passes to one

of the little tables where a man sits alone,

idly enough, but with an interrogative air

like one at the seat of custom.

The other tables are full and there is no
choice but to play with Captain Gilford ; had
there been a choice the Colonel would as soon

have played with him as with anybody,
though the Captain has the reputation of

being one of the best players in London.
He is also, which is quite as serious a factor

in such a matter, one of the richest men.
The stakes are a bagatelle to him, like six-

penny points at wliist to a country squire.

Some readers, by the way, may imagine that

five-shilling points at picquet are the same as

regards the risk as they are at whist. Where-
as in one deal (five minutes of time, say) it is

possible to lose one hundred and seventy of

them. The Colonel, as was not unusual with
him, though he was a fine player, was under
an evil star ; he fell into every pitfall that

the game is honeycombed with
;
pique and

repique, capot and rubicon, did their worst

with him, but he never turned a hair. His
good temper was inexhaustible, though his

balance at his bankers, unlike that of his

adversary, was by no means unlimited.

Everybody kneAV him for a good fellow, and
after awhile his case be2;an to awaken, what is

an almost unknown feeling in a card-room,

sympathy. Men who had had enough of play,

that is to say, who had either won or lost such
sums as their various theories compelled them
to stop at, gathered round bistable andwatched
his losses with regretful enjoyment. Captain

Giff"ord was also well-liked enough, but it

offended their sense of the fitness of thina-s,

that a man who had inherited a million by an
off" chance, should have such luck, when play-

ing with a poor fellow like Darrell with (as

they imagined) his mere two or three thousand
a year. Among them was a new-comer, a

young man of about thirty or so, Avith a face

almost as white as the cards themselves,

except where a small black moustache inten-

sified its paleness ; it was a handsome face,

with the sort of impassive look upon it that

is hardly an expression at all, and Avhich is

considered to be a sign of good loirth ; his eyes

were bright and piercing, and with a slight

cast in them which often, but not always,

marred his comeliness; when he smiled, which
was very seldom, he did it so pleasantly that

you forgot it. It was the rarity of this smile

which perhaps made Mr. Digby Mason un-

popular, or helped to make him so ; as far as

the present company were concerned at least,

he was too lucky to be liked. We know
what Philip Langton thought of his luck,

but his suspicions were unshared by any one
else, and had only been hinted at to his

friend under circumstances which seemed to

demand urgency. As a matter of fact cheat-

ing at cards at a club is exceedingly rare,

and also, though that, let us hope, is not the

cause of its infrequency, exceedingly diffi-

cult.

"Luckseems againstyou. Colonel, " observed
Mason ; his voice Avas as soft as a woman's,
with ever so little a drawl in it, but it was
distinct enough nevertheless.

" Yes, it has been so all night. It can't be
said that I have thrown away my chances,"

added the Colonel with a tinge of bitterness,

"for I have not had any. You could have
made nothing out of such cards yourself."

" Perhaps I should have had better luck,"

was the quiet reply. " Vv^ill you let me
play for you for a partie or so ?

"

" Well, you can't do worse for me than I

have done for myself," returned the other

woefully, " and if Giftbrd has no objection."
" I took that for granted," put in Mason,

smiling ;
" with such a run of luck in his

favour it is not likely that he will want to

balk it."

Captain Giffbrd looked at his watch, an
action transparent in its pretence, since time

was notoriously of no object to him ; he was
turning over that idea about balking luck in

his own mind—eventually, however, it seemed
to offer the same appearance with which it

had been represented to him.
" One can't go to bed at twelve o'clock," he
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said, with the air of a man Avho enunciates

a truism, " and it don't much matter whom
one plays with."

This was not very complimentary to Mr.

Mason, nor was it intQnclj^ to be so ; he was
not a favourite with the^Captain, who was
also not well pleased t!iat any alteration of

affairs, when everything seemed going for the

best, should take place at all. On the other

hand it did not really much matter to him
;

he was not one of those players who pick

and choose their men ; moreover, were it not

for Darrell's bad luck there were few more
formidable adversaries than the Colonel him-

self. The game under its new and somewhat
unusual condition attracted considerable at-

tention. It seemed to be one of those rare

occasions which should prove whether there

was really anything in luck or not. The
Colonel stood behind his proxy Avith folded

arms, but with a look of interest which belied

his attitude. Over his shoulder towered the

tall form of Philip Langton, who had left

the whist table, and watched with lynx eyes

every turn of the game.

CHAPTER VII.—REGRETS.

In the very first deal the run of the cards

began to alter ; they were in fact only equal,

but the contrast between their former ine-

quality made the change very marked. It

would have been difficidt to find two antago-

nists better matched ; their play was abso-

lutely faultless, but though nothing was
amiss in the Captain's discards they were
not so fortunate as Mason's. He seemed
never to select a point without its being

increased by the cards which he took in.

When he speculated, at what seemed a sacri-

fice, for four knaves, he got them. For the

first time that he had been a member of "the
Pick," the public sympathy was "with him

;

at the conclusion of the partie, in which
GifFord got " rubicunded," there was a

hushed murmur of admiration.
" He has certainly the luck of the old

gentleman," admitted the Captain ; an obser-

vation he had never made when the good
fortune had been his own.

The next game Mason very narrowly
escaped being " capotted ;" he did escape it,

but as it were by a miracle. " Now I am
going to get my money again," thought the
Captain to himself (meaning the Colonel's

money). " I felt that matters could never
go on in this monstrous way."
But immediately afterwards he was " ca-

potted " himself, without the intervention of

any miracle in his own favour.

"Perhaps you would like to double the
stakes," said the Captain grimly, when he
had lost the second partie.

"It is not my affair," said Mason coolly.
" AVhat do you say, Darrell ?

"

The Colonel shook his head, as he well

might. He had already lost his balance at

his bankers, and was reflecting ruefully that

he would have to realise one of his "safe

investments."
" There is no reason why you should not

have something on upon your own account, I

suppose," said Gifford acidly ; like all very
rich men he resented losing; it seemed to

him like the infringement of a patent.
" Xot I," said Mason, laugliing, " I daren't

back Darrell's luck."

A smile at the Colonel's expense went
round the company. Perhaps Mason really

meant what he said, or perhaps the unaccus-

tomed pleasure of finding himself on the

popular, as well as the winning side, im-

pelled him to go on as he had begun.

In three hours Mason had won all the

Colonel's money back for him and a couple

of hundred pounds to the good. Then with

an involuntary execration (for the poor fellow

had lost nearly two days' income), the Cap-

tain threw do^vn the cards and declined

further combat.
" It was really very good of you, Mason,"

said the Colonel gratefully, as he pocketed

his notes; "you have been my guardian

angel."

"I only wish they were two thousand,"

said the other, and with a nod an-d a smile

he left the room.

The Colonel looked round for Langton,

who was engaged with the treasurer.

" I want," he said, " some club cards " (i.e.

cards that have been played with, and of

course are not used again).

A young guardsman heard him and burst

out laughing ; he was only eighteen, so there

was some excuse for him, but a reproving

murmur of " hush, hush," arose from the

players.

"The idea of your wanting club cards,

Langton, as though you were a family man !

"

It was unusual, and indeed was considered

rather "bad form," for any member of "the

Pick " to come under this category.

"Yes," said Langton, imperturbably, "I
have some grandchildren about your age who
are learning picquet—no, not those cards;

I will have the same that Captain Gifford

has been playing with."

They were wrapped in paper for him and
he put them in his pocket.
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"Well, Philip," said the Colonel, " IVe

had a queer night. You were at your whist

or else the thing would have amused you."

And he told him about his change of luck,

to wliich the other listened as though it were

news to him. " I think you must allow," he

added, "that it was exceedingly good-natured

of Mason."
" I am not sure of that," was the laconic

repl}'.

" But, my good fellow, he had nothing to

gain by it."

"He had something. It may be well

worth his while to stand in with a man like

you who may be a good friend to him at a

pinch."

"How can that be when his position is

better than mine to begin with 1 And what
pinch is he likely to feel that I can remedy 1"

To this Langton gave no other reply than

a shrug of his shoulders.

"You are certainly the most prejudiced

man, Philip, in England."

"And you are the most superstitious."

" How so ?

"

" Well, you told me yourself only to-day

that you were as good a player at picquet as

Mason, and yet you ask him to play for

you."
" Nay, I did not ask him ; he very kindly

offered to do so. And at all events since he
won, it only proves what you call my
superstition to be well founded. No, Langton,

you maysay what you like" (they had got into

the open air by this time and were walking
dovni Piccadilly), " but there is something in

luck that is not dreamt of by your philoso-

phers. Though there was comparatively but a

small sum at stake, I knew that I was going

to win to-night."
" You were a long time about it," said

Langton drily.

" Just so ; things looked very black, which
only strengthens my theory."

" What theory 1
"

"Well, Avhenever anything goes wrong
with one in other matters I always notice

that one wins at cards. It's the doctrine of

compensation, I suppose."
" A very comfortable doctrine if it is to be

credited. But what went wrong with you to-

day that made you think you would win to-

night?"
" Oh, nothing particular," said the Colonel.

But the gaslight under which he passed at

the moment showed a flush on his face.

" Nothing has, what one can call gone wrong,
only my little talk with Hester this evening
was not altogether a success."

" Indeed !
" Langton stopped short and

gazed with anxiety into his companion's face.

" Tell me about it before you go in."

" Well, there is not much to tell. It was
the manner with which she took the thing.

Five minutes before she was as gay and
bright as a lark, and when I had told her

what I had to say she turned, just like

yonder window when the light has gone out

—all blank and white. She was not like the

same girl."

"Poor girl, poor girl ! Hester is not like

you and me, Darrell, who are accustomed to

conceal our feelings or to have none. She is

nature itself, and the notion of having to

play a part, for that is what it comes to
"

"But I expressly told her that she need

not do that," interrupted the Colonel ;
" that

she might favour whom she pleased almost."

"But she does not want to favour any-

body. Love comes by nature, and it is

odious to a girl like Hester to have it repre-

sented as a necessity."

" Then why in heaven's name did you tell

me to do it ? " inquired the Colonel plain-

tively.

" For fear of something worse ; and I did

not tell you to thrust the thing down her

throat. No Avonder it choked her, poor

dear."
" Now upon my word, Philip, this is too

bad," exclaimed the Colonel. "It was by
your advice that I spoke at all. I asked you
to speak for me and you declined. I did

my best, and now you blame me for it."

" You must have put the thing too baldly,"

said Langton, taking no notice of this out-

burst. His tone was that of a man who
is reflecting to himself, or is speaking of a

third person. "It was a matter that re-

quired very delicate handling, and above all

things you should have wrapped up the idea

of compulsion so that its very shape should

be unrecognisable. The poor girl imagined

that life was to be a holiday spent with her

father, and now she finds that she has come
home to take part in a business transaction.

No wonder she resents it."

" I wish she did," put in the Colonel vehe-

mently. " I would ten thousand times rather

she had reproached nie for the selfish reck-

lessness and extravagance that have created

this necessity—for it is my own conduct which

has brought her to this pass, Philip
"

He hesitated, perhaps in hopes of some
words of comfort ; but the other answered

nothing ; a silence significant enough.
" I say I had rather she had flung out at

me as many a Avoman would do than taken
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it as she did. All her youth and spirits have
gone I tell yon, have put their faces to the

wall and died as it were."

There was a long pause. The Colonel's

cigar had gone out in his excitement, and he
was biting the cold wet end of it. "It is

certainly a most terrible business," he went
on presently; "but I suppose she'll come
round. Girls always do fall in love, I sup-

pose, whether they are asked to do it or not,

and she has, as I told her, almost an un-

limited choice."
" Are you quite sure, Darrell," inquired

the other gravely, " that Hester has not
chosen for herself already ?

"

" Chosen 1 What, at Madame Langlais' 1

Why there's only the page. She watches
over her young ladies as a hen looks after

her chickens. No, that misfortune—which
would be a catastrophe—has at least been
spared us, I am quite sure of it."

" Then it is my opinion, as you say, Dar-
rell, that she will come round."

" You really think so ? " said the Colonel,

brightening up.

"Yes, I think she will. What is so ex-

cellent about Hester, if one may be allowed
to say so of one's own god-daughter

"

"To be sure, you were her godfather," put
in the Colonel.

"Yes, and I am still. Your good wife

chose me for that office, little knowing
(heaven help me) the man she chose."

The speaker's tones were very bitter, and
were accompanied by a sharp discordant
laugh.

" I am sure I am well satisfied that it Avas

so, Phihp," said the Colonel gently ; "I know
no man "

"That's just it," interrupted the other
sharply. " Neither of us knows anybody
that is not good-for-nothing. That is a

matter beyond dispute and not worth talk-

ing about. We were speaking, however, of

Hester—a very different subject. You have
not told me what you have arranged about a

chaperon."

"To be sure, I had forgotten. The fact is

the other matter drove it out of my head, as

gunpowder might drive out a pith pellet. I

did speak of such an arrangement; but Hester
was dead against it. She thinks I am amply
sufficient as a resident watch-dog. The poor
little thing knows nothing, you see, of the
ways of the world."

" And what did you tell her about them ?

"

Langton's tone was cynical, almost to piti-

lessness ; but in reality it was not against his

friend that he was bitter, but against himself.

If he thought ill of him, he thought worse of

himself ; for his temptations, as he reflected,

had not been so great ; he had become what
he was—and he despised what he had become,

more of his own proper motion. If he had
put the matter boldly to himself he would
probably have said, " I was born with more
sense."

Nevertheless there were great excuses,

or at all events one great excuse, to be made
for Philip Langton. It was no more his

custom to moralise and reproach himself

than it was with those who lived as he did

and reflected less. But Hester's case—and
he loved her almost as much as her father

did, and in the same way—had touched

him to the core. Something of this, though
in a vague sense, the Colonel understood

;

so that his friend's tone in no way angered

him. He had been accustomed to be

schooled by him, though it had been to

very little purpose, all his life. He knew
that in the garish and artificial world in

which he lived, there was at all events

one genmne and wholly trustworthy fellow-

creature, whose name was Philip Langton ; a

man of pleasure, but with a heart of steel and

yet tender. It seemed quite natural for him,

though he was Hester's father, that he should

thus be giving an account of his stewardship

in her affairs to his friend and hers.

" Well, I told her that some sort of com-

panionship with one of her own sex and
position was indispensable, and suggested

Mrs. West."
"A widow lady without encumbrance,"

remarked Langton.

"I forgot how she was situated, it is true,"

murmured the Colonel apologetically. " I

know I am a most selfish, thoughtless per-

son."
" My poor old fellow," said Langton softly,

" I did not mean to be hard upon you."

He laid his broad hand upon the other's

shoulder, as he had not done since he had

sauntered with him in the playing field at

Eton thirty years ago. Shakespeare himself

could not have expressed his feelings more
significantly. "Then I thought of Mrs.

Brabazon," continued the Colonel, with the

same air of contrition.

There was a slight knitting of his com-

panion's brow, but he put up his hand to

hide it. He was resolved to say nothing

more, save what was kind and encouraging.

"And also of Lady Buttermere, who you
know has promised to do anything for my
Hester. In the end we came to the conclu-

sion that their united help may be sufficient
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in the matter, that one might come one day
and one another to spend the afternoon with
her, and take her out with them; from what
I know of them, and from what they have
said to me, I don't think there will be any
difficulty abdut that. And Hester would
greatly prefer it to any more permanent
arrangement, even if one could be made."
"Very good, Darrell; you have done your

best for her, and there is no more to be said.

I think you will find things in better trim

to-morrow when she will have had the night

to think about them. Good night, old fellow."

"Goodnight, Phihp."

They had been walking up and down
Piccadilly for the last half-hour, and now
parted at Darrell's door.

Langton strode away, leaving his com-
panion latch-key in hand, but when he was
gone the Colonel stepped back across the

little street, and looked up at his daughter's

window. He had an uneasy notion that a

candle might still be burning there, but it

was not so ; then with a sigh of thankfulness

he let himself softly in.

Langton's lodgings were in a quiet street

out of Park Lane, only a few hundred yards

away, but late as it wa.s he was in no mood
for slumber; when his mind was ruffled he
was wont to wear it smooth by physical

exercise. Cigar in mouth he paced the silent

streets, filled with unaccustomed thought.

They were not selfish thoughts, though he
had plenty to think about on his OAvn

account ; he had suffered in his dearest affec-

tions, and a wasted life (though he had never
made that apology for it) had resulted or

partly resulted from it.

He was thinking of another's life, his

friend's ; not indeed because it had been also

wasted, but on accnunt of the ovil that had
come of it-upon an innocent head.

•"Though I used to think otherwise," he
muttered to himself, " I wish now that she

were like other girls, the Wests, or even the

Crummock lot. By the way she has taken
it, it is clear that it has been a bitter blow.

It is not a question of rubbing the bloom off,

but of laying the verj' . bone bare. The
Hester we looked for, the Hester we knew,
is gone for ever. Perhaps I was wrong in

advising him to make a clean breast of it. Per-

haps I was too late. 'Her youth and spirits,'

he said, 'have just put their faces to the
wall and died there.' What an expression for

a man like him—a man like me—to make
use of ! It seemed to be wrung from him in

spite of himself. I am sure it was the truth.

Is it possible that such distress of mind could

have arisei, from the mere nev.^s her father

had to fcell her, that she was not so well off

as she thought she was, and that therefore

she should not marry a beggar 1 for, after

all, that was all it came to. Can she possibly

have chosen for herself already 1 In that

case all is bad indeed. Poor girl, poor girl !

unhappy man—beggar or no—that weds her

!

What imborn generations have to curse us

for these pleasant vices of ours ! There is

ruin on the road I see, unless she falls in

with her father's views. And if she does, still

ruin. What a fool he has been! Bah ! What
a fool I am to say so. ' How difficult it is,'

as old Johnson said, ' to clear one's mind of

cant.' If a gambler is a fool, then statesmen,

and warriors, and rulers of men in all ages,

have been also fools. One can only say, ' The
pity of it. Oh ! the pity of it.' What a fine

fellow he is, too, under the mud. He is like

a thorough-bred, who is unhappily also a

bolter. To stop him is impossible ; to guide

him next to impossible; his head is set

straight for the precipice. Heaven knows, if

I could alter his course by so doing, I would
dash at the reins and let him roll over me.

To save the girl, though Dick is so dear to

me, I would risk losing the father's friend-

ship ; but what Avould it avail to lose it, and
3^et not save her ? There is nothing to be

done."

His wanderings to and fro here brought

him to his door, where he felt for his latch-

key. In doing so the pocket of his summer
great-coat swung somewhat heavily against

his leg ; it was weighted with the two packs

of cards he had bought at the club.

" I had forgotten," he murmured to him-

self with sudden cheerfulness, " there is still

something to be done. I am quite sure there

is if I could only find the way of doing it.

Mrs. Brabazon talks of life with a mission,

henceforward that is mine."

CHAPTER VIII.—CHAPERONS.

The Colonel had not counted without his

host of friends in concluding that among
them his Hester would find sufficient frag-

ments of a chaperon to make up a whole. As
a rule, the fable of the hare Avith his large

circle of acquaintances is only too true a

picture of Avhat happens when misfortune

befalls, and it becomes necessary to try the

metal of our fellow-creatures. But Avhen

it is only an inconvenience that has to be re-

medied, and at no great inconvenience to

themselves, they are prompt enough to serve

us. It Avas, indeed, a pleasiu^e to every one,

and by some Avas held even an honour, to
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serve Eicliarcl Darrell. Though he had not

the reputation of his friend Langton for force

of character, he was more popular with the

other sex. The days of his " good fortune
"

were over, but there remained for him an

attraction of mien and manner which few
men possess. He somehow made it evident

that his heart was a tender one without a

whisper or a pressure of the hand ; there was
even, or so it seemed to Avomen, a strain of

chivalry about him, rare almost to extinction.

It was no wonder, then, that Avhen, for the

first time, he asked a favour, it should be

granted him. And this favour was so pleasant

to grant. To have a hand in the introduction

of such a girl as Hester to the world of fashion

was of itself distinction.

" It is too great an honour for the likes of

me," was the humorous quotatioxi. with which
good Mrs. West accepted her part of the

trusteeship. She had daughters of her own
to marry and settle, but it was clear to her
that their interests would never clash with
those of Hester Darrell. She was of good
birth, though her husband had been in trade

(" allied with commerce," was the euphonious
term for it, now that he was departed) ; but
her means were moderate, and she lived in

Bayswater. Her girls were very nice and
rather pretty, but she was not so foolish as

to imagine they would marry into the peer-

age ; she looked for good husbands for them,
but on the same round of the social ladder

as she stood herself. " You are dear little

gazelles," she would playfully tell them, "but
you are not giraffes who can reach to the top

of the tree." Now Hester was a giraffe in her
eyes, though without spot. She had literally

"the highest opinion" of her. Grace and
Marion, her daughters, had been at school

with Hester, and she was a great favourite of

theirs, but she was a still greater favourite

with their mother.

Mrs. West had the same quick eye for a

good girl that a man has for a pretty one
;

she was the best of mothers, and without
the least consciousness of that circumstance,

understood what a terrible disadvantage it

is to a girl to be deprived of a mother's
care ; and considering what she called the
" haphazard way " in which she had been
brought up, she thought Hester a marvel.

"If she marries a duke," she Avould say,
" she will not be spoilt ; and if she marries
an author"—Mrs. West was not literary,

and, I am sorry to say, placed a,uthors,

like a herald, on a very low rung of the
social scale—" she will make him a good
wife." Though she had a good deal of sim-

plicity of character, she had seen much of
the Avorld, and had plenty of common sense.

Without a word having been spoken between
Colonel Darrell and herself concerning Hes-
ter's position, when he made his proposal to
her, she understood a great deal more about
it than he gave her credit for. " Of course
I will come and keep her company," she
said, " when no better woman is at leisure to

do it."

" That is impossible," said the Colonel, in

that tone which had done so much for him.
" I know no better woman."

" Then I am afraid you must have lived a
very bachelor life," said the lady rebuke-
fully.

"If I have not yet become a saint, my
dear Mrs. West, you see that I at least turn
to the saints for succour."

I am not quite sure if Mrs. West, who,
though not young, Avas still far short of the

age of canonisation, thought the remark
wholly complimentary, but she received it

with a good grace, and undertook all that

was demanded of her.

Mrs. Brabazon was even more complaisant,

though in another way. She was a Avidow

of fashion and of considerable fortune. At
one time she had not thought it impossible

that she might have been Hester's step-

mother ; but she felt no grudge against the

Colonel because this arrangement, Avhich

Avould have suited her very Avell, had not

come off. She had become resigned to a

state of single blessedness, and only indulged

her turn for matrimony in getting up matches
among other people. She saw the intention

that lay beneath the Colonel's proposition as

plainly as Mrs. West had done, but not the

necessity for it. The existence of poverty

among people of her OAvn class was a thing

that never entered into her mind. She h^id

been born Avith a silver spoon in her mouth,

but so had all the folks Avith Avhom she Avas

acquainted ; and any transmutation of it into

a loAver metal was beyond her experience.

She knew, of course, that even great people

sometimes threw the silver spoon aAvay and
came to utter grief ; but it was altogether an

exceptional occurrence, and Avhen they did it

she knew no more of them, nor Avasted a

thought upon hoAv they got on Avith pewter

spoons. She had never heard a Avhisper of

the Colonel's having thus disposed of his

family plate.

Her affections were of the conventional

type, and concerned themselves almost Avholly

Avith her OAvn belongings ; and as these con-

sisted at the present time of an only uephcAV
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—for though she had others they were out

of the country, and out of sight Avas out of

mind with her—she fancied herself devoted

to him, and he had considerable influence

with her even when what he wanted ran

counter to her own wishes. She was fairly

good-natured, and the notion of chaperoning

Hester Darrell pleased her vastly. Though
long past the flower of her youth herself,

she liked its gaieties, and foresaw that with

so attractive a companion she would be every-

where a welcome guest. She even proposed

to carry Hester oS" at once to her own house,

and thereby relieve the Colonel from all his

responsibilities.

" She shall be to me as my own daughter,"

she said effusively, " and she shall be married

from my own house to no one under aviscount

or with a rent-roll less than five thousand a

year."

This dazzling offer, however, the Colonel

declined. Had it been made a few days

earlier, before the girl had come home and
gladdened him with her love as well as her

youth and beauty, it is possible he might
have acceded to her request ; but his heart

had opened widely and responsively to her,

and she lay in its very core.

Lady Buttermere, as became a woman of

her rank and position, had shown none of

this eSiision when appealed to, but she, too,

had very readily agreed to become one of

Hester's sponsors at the font of fashion. "She
shall have a seat in my carriage, my dear

Colonel, in her drives in the park; and
whenever I have a reception my doors shall

not only be open to her, but I myself will be
her chaperon."

In taking that duty upon her she even
gave it some extension in her own mind, and
resolved to take good care that her daughters,

the Lady Jane and the Lady Gertrude,

should not, as regarded any eligible parti,

suffer by competition with one so beautiful

and distinguished-looking as her yoimg friend.

It should be her part, not only to guide her
affections aright, but to prevent them from
taking an inconvenient direction ; and espe-

cially to " head " them if they should seem
disposed to turn towards her son and heir,

Lord Crummock.
With these three godmothers to answer

for her, not, indeed, in abjuring the pomps
and vanities of the world, but in judiciously

accepting them, Hester Darrell may surely
have been considered fortunate—though,
alas ! not thirty such godmothers are equal
to one mother.

Within three days of Hester's arrival in

London there was a ball at Crummock
House, and Mrs. Brabazon called for her by
appointment, and took her thither in her

carriage. In spite of her pleading on behalf

of nurse Askell, a dressmaker had in person

superintended her attire, and it certainly did

her credit. No masculine eye, however,

could have been attracted for a moment to

the elegance of her apparel from the charms

it was intended to enhance ; an impression

of some graceful drapery of white lace and a
" glimmer of pearls " was all that art had
power to convey. For where innocence and

beauty reign supreme they brook no rival.

And yet to those who had seen Hester but

a few days ago, and had eyes to recognise the

change, there was something wanting which

had then belonged to her. She had not the

same air of naturalness. A sense of some-

thing being expected of her weighed upon
her spirits and toned them down. As
Langton had foretold, she had "got over"

the shock of her father's news ; but she was
not the Hester Darrell that Madame Langlais

had known, or whom the young soldier had
met in the train at Folkestone. It is pro-

bable that every girl of her age entertains

some thought, however dim, of the day she

will be wooed and won, and even of the

Prince Charming who will be her proud pos-

sessor ; but that is a very different thing to

being told that she must needs be quick

about it, and that no one who is not a prince

AviU serve her turn. The fruit of the tree of

knowledge, of which Hester had so unwill-

ingly eaten, had turned her out of the Para-

dise of her oiATi happy and simple thoughts.

On the other hand, if she had not gathered

wisdom from it, it had perhaps better fitted

her for the society in which she was about

to appear, in which innocence and natural-

ness, if not absolutely discredited, are open

to misconstruction.

It is not, however, to be supposed that

the few words that had dropped from her

father's lips had made a match-seeker of

Hester ; the effect they had had on her in

that way was wholly of a negative kind.

She understood that she was not at liberty

to consult her own inclinations in a matter

which she had naturally hoped would have

been left to them; and whereas she had

hitherto looked forward to her first London
season with innocent pleasure, it had now lost

all its attractions, and become as spiritless as

a dance without music.

Crummock House, as every one knows, is

in Crummock Square, from which it stands

apart, with its courtyard in front, and behind,
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its extensive gardens. It is on the north

side of the park, where the other house-

property of Lord Buttermere is also situated

;

a circumstance which doubtless had its influ-

ence in the opinion he so often expressed,

that Belgravia is as damp as it is dull, and

exposed to all the fogs of the river. His lord-

ship Avas a personage who, independent of

his great position, is worthy of some par-

ticular mention. His father, the first lord,

had been a banker, and in bequeathing his

huge wealth to his son, took the shortest way
to his heart and ensured his filial afi"ection

beyond the grave. For the transmitted title

he cared nothing—except so far as it helped,

as it did in many ways, to increase his reve-

nues. For all mere gauds and tinsel he cared

nothing. Many orders had been conferred

upon him by a succession of discerning

ministers, but he held above them all a little

cross (the outlandish title attached to it went
for nothing) given to him by the potentate

of an inconsiderable foreign state, because it

was genuine gold. The notion of the regard

of his own gracious sovereign being conveyed
to him in sham jewellery, of whatever form,

was abhorrent to his practical mind. Yet,

with curious inconsistency, his own bene-

volences, which were vast and notorious,

closely followed the royal example. He had
a large well-meaning face with three chins,

and a voice the unctuousness of which well

suited with that sjonpathy for human sorrow
which he was so fond of expressing. His
charities on paper were boundless, but they

were never on stamped paper. He took the

chair at scores of philanthropic meetings, but
he gave nothing except his countenance. His
name was always at their service but not his

autograph.

Nevertheless, so naturally do men bow the

knee and doff the hat to greatness. Lord
Buttermere was generally well-spoken of ; he
Avas very good-natured, and without a pai'ticle

of pride : he Avould talk to his butcher as

affably as to a cabinet minister ; and would
have shaken hands with him in his most sym-
pathetic manner, if by that process he could

have cheapened hismutton a farthing a pound.
If he had been a bachelor he would probably
have let Crummock House, gone into lodgings

and established a first>class position as a

money-lender, on unexceptional security ; but
he was hampered by his position. No one
but himself knew what he suffered from the

receptions which were given once a "VYeek at

Crummock House ; her ladyship impressed
upon him that they were " absolutely essen-

tial to getting the girls off," and as he under-

stood that the expression meant getting them
provided for at their future husbands' expense,
he endured the tortures of the operation, but
in his heart of hearts he would rather have
seen the ladies Jane and Gertrude Crummock
disposed of by public auction.

His bills were necessarily considerable, but
were larger than they need have been, because

he generally disputed them. He would always
rather go to law than pay anything, a cir-

cumstance which made him very popular
with gentlemen of the long robe. Those
creditors who imagined that the Earl of But-

termere would never allow his name to be
dragged into court for a paltry sum, reasoned

on false premises indeed ; he saw the force of

their logic but arrived at a very different

conclusion. It was of course " most painful

to a man in his lordship's position (said his

lordship's counsel) to dispute so inconsider-

able a claim, but he did so on public grounds."

It was, perhaps, by the frequency of these

proceedings, accompanied by this form of

defence, that Lord Buttermere had really got

to believe himself to be a person of patriotic

spirit, as well as of unquestionable benevo-

lence. At all events, he was on excellent

terms with himself ; and when his wife, in

support of some scheme of extravagance,

insisted upon it that it was " due to his

order," he would take high ground, indeed,

and remind her that he was a jjhilanthropist

first, and a peer afterwards.

Not a word of these little peculiarities of

her noble host, though he knew them all,

did Colonel Eichard Darrell disclose to his

daughter : the only hint he gave her of the

danger of trusting to appearances at Crum-
mock House, was a warning against the wine
at supper. " If you wish your days to be long

in the land, Hester," he said impressively,
" don't touch one drop of Buttermere's

champagne, for it's a brand that agrees with

nobody."
One would have imagined that on an

occasion of such peril, a father would him-

self have been present to see that the poison-

cup never approached his daughter's lips
;

but there were many things (and they were,

unhappily, getting more numerous) that the

Colonel " could not stand," and one of them
was a public reception. If Lord Buttermere's

invitation had been to dinner, he would for

his daughter's sake have risked the con-

sequences and dined early beforehand ; but

the idea of going to a ball where " all the

Avorld and his wife," or, at all events, " every-

body who Avas anybody " was sure to be

found, appalled him. It was not, indeed.
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beyond his powers of self-sacrifice—as will

hereafter be made abundantly manifest

—

but it would have been a sacrifice altogether

disproportionate to the result ; and, indeed,

upon the whole, considering what had passed

between Hester and himself he felt that she

would get on better, that is, feel less con-

straint and behave more like herself, at the

entertainment in question, without him.

CHAPTER IX.—THE BALL.

With the exception of the workhouse,

Crummock House is by far the largest

and highest house in the parish in which it

stands. I do not know who built it, nor do I

want to know, for I Avould entertain no more
disrespect for the dead than is absolutelj^ ne-

cessary ; but whoever did must be sorry for

it, if bad taste is, as we are so often told, little

better than bad morals. It is a huge whity-

brown pile which time itself declines to have

to do Avith, refusing even the ministrations

of decay. The rooms, however, are spacious

enough, and on ball nights, when the lack of

furniture is no loss, have a really splendid

appearance. The great conservatory, which
occupies the whole breadth of the front floor

on the western side, is perhaps the finest in

London, and as it is fed at little cost from
the family seat at Fromsham, there is no
trace of the trail of the serpent economy, so

evident elsewhere in the mansion, to mar its

effect. The northern balconies command
the garden, which on reception nights is

lighted up, though so 'inefficiently as to

remind one of similar arrangements at a

circus.

For the first half-hour it was the cus-

tom of the Earl and Countess to stand at

the entrance of the blue drawing-room at the

top of the stairs to receive their visitors, and
Mrs. Brabazon had arranged to come early

in order that her young chargo should meet
with their public recognition. Lord Butter-

mere saw so manj'' people and cared so little

about any of them—to use his own expres-

sion, " they went in at one eye and out at

the other,"—it was absolutely necessary that

her ladyship should stand behind him to

point out " who was who." As Hester had
lieen a guest at Fromsham for two months
the summer before last, she thought, however,
it was unnecessary in her case to take this

precaution. The lord recognised her face,

as indeed even an ape would have done, but
for the life of him he could not recall her
name.

" I need not tell you who this is," said the

Countess, as she gi'eeted her young guest

with something more than hospitable warmth;
" is she not getting the very image of her
mother ?

"

His lordship, with every feature of his

countenance beaming welcome (for he had an
eye for beauty if not for identification), held

out both his hands. " The very image indeed.

How is your mother, my dear 1

"

"Dead," whispered Lady Buttermere be-

hind her fan. " You surely know Hester
Darrein"

" Of course I do, and how's the Colonel ?

"

continued the Earl, proceeding with much
presence of mind with the other parent. " I

don't ask why is he not here, because I know
his wicked habits; but perhai)s he will honour
us with his presence later on."

There Avas aljout as much chance of it as

of his late wife's arrival " later on," and his

lordship knew it, but he flattered himself

that by that gracious speech he had atoned

for his unfortunate error. Poor Hester was,

however, a good deal distressed ; it was not so

much the reference to her lost mother that

pained her as the reflection the mistake sug-

gested of the sort of people she was coming
amongst, and with whom her existence would
henceforth have to be passed for an indefinite

time, or perhaps even for ever. She was
formed by nature for a home life and its

simple but genuine ministrations
;
pretence

and affectation were abhorrent to her ; for a

moment she shrank from the glittering throng
around her, among whom " the hushed amaze
of hand and eye " was already excited by
her marvellous beauty, and longed to be

back at home with her father, or if that

might not be, even with faithful old nurse

Askell. ISTo time, however, for such thoughts

was given her, and hardly knowing what
was taking place, she found herself going

through the form of an introduction.

"This is my nephew Digby, Hester,"

said Mrs. Brabazon, " and I think upon the

strength of our relationship you may let him
shake hands with you."

Hester held out her hand with a little

blush.

The gentleman thus introduced to her

pai'ticular attention was young, tall, and
handsome, he had not only "a love of a

moustache," but a very pleasant smile beneath

it, and Avhen he spoke there was a mixture

of tenderness and respect in his tone which
could hardly fail to please a young girl's ear.

" My aunt is a dear," he said, " but I would
prefer to make your acquaintance as a friend

of your father's rather than as anybody's

nephew."





' I need not tell vou who this is '.

" said the Countess.
Page S2.
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" You know papa, do you ?
" said Hester,

brightening up as a child lost in the crowd
welcomes a face which has some reflex of

home in it ; it was pleasant to her to find

in that alien throng some link with her o^vn

little world.

"Yes, indseed ; I think I may even venture

to call myself an intimate friend of Colonel

Darrell's." As Hester's face still looked in-

terrogative, for she had never heard her

father speak of Mr. Digby, he added modestly,

"It is true that- 1 am only a club friend of

his, and I am aware that young ladies are

rather apt to ignore such people, if not to

absolutely disapprove of them."

"At all events that is not my way," said

Hester earnestly ;
" there is one club friend

of papa's who is as great a favourite of mine
as he is of his. I dare say you knoAv him,

Mr. Philip Langton."
Her companion's face flushed ever so little.

"Every one knows Philip Langton," he said

drily, " as every one laiows Colonel Darrell,

though not quite in the same way. Your
father, Miss Darrell, is the most popular

man—and justly too—in all London."
In her pleasure at this praise of her parent,

Hester almost lost sight of the depreciation

of his old friend with which it was diluted

;

the colour mounted to her cheek, and her
eyes softened and brightened like the sun-

dew.
" He is always kind and pleasant to every-

body I do believe," she said gently. Then
as if suddenly reminded that neither time
nor scene were adapted for emotion, she

added indiff"erently, " Have you seen papa to-

day, Mr. Digby?"
Her companion smiled, as it seemed, in

spite of himself.

"Not this afternoon, no! , The fact is -I

do not go much to the club in the after-

noons."
" I am glad to hear it. I don't blame papa

of course, but it always seems to me that for

young men to spend their afternoons in that

way "

"But I am afraid it is not that," put in

her con^panion quickly. " I should be sorry

for you to have the impression that I was at

all a pattern young man. Indeed I am
quite the wrong pattern, as some people
would tell you. I even keep a race-horse or
two."

"But you are not cruel to them, I'm
sure 1

"

" Cruel ! There is nothing taken so much
care of, or treated so tenderly, in this coun-
try as a race-horse

"

" Then you don't allow them to be whipped
or spurred 1

"

" Never; they are sometimes a little hustled
—that is done with the bridle, you know—at

the finish."

" But then I am afraid you bet on themV'
" Nay," here he smiled drily, " I don't

think many people accuse me of that."

Mrs. Brabazon, who had been en£ca2;ed

with numerous acquaintances, now struck
into the conversation.

" You must not monopolize Miss Darrell,

Digby, in this manner. I have been already
importuned for as many introductions to her
as there are dances on the card, and much
more eligible partners than you, sir."

" Nevertheless, you -sviil give me a dance,

I hope. Miss Darrell," said the young man
with a pleading look.

She consented, of course.
" I do not wish to be served before my

betters," he added, pointing to a dance low
down on the programme.

This modesty increased the favourable

impression Hester had already formed of

him ; the true explanation of his humilit}-,

however, was that he was one of the best

dancers in London, and was very willing that

she should find it out for herself in the most
convincing manner, namely, by comparison.

If dancing were a declaration, Mrs. Braba-
zon would have had reason to be proud of

the triumph of her proUgie, for the suitors

for her hand were as numerous as bees about
a bunch of mayflowers. It was necessary for

her to give a hint to Hester to reserve at

least one or two waltzes on her list, upon the

same princijile that a judicious landlady,

however pressed for room, always keeps a

suite of apartments disengaged in the case

of the arrival of somebody " very particu-

lar ; " otherwise, in her simplicity, the good-

natured girl would have allowed herself tc

be bespoken for the whole entert-ainment.

This was fortunate, for the heir of the house
wovdd have been himself left out in the cold.

Lord Thirlmere was not a young man to

hurry himself for the sake of any young
person, however highly spoken of by other

people. He, of course, had heard of Hester's

beauty ; but he had been on the Continent

making the grand tour, as it was once called

(but which every Cook's tourist now accom-

plishes for a ten-pound note), when she had
paid her visit to Fromsham, and had never

happened to see her. His sisters had warned
him of her attractions, for though his little

heart, thanks to its thick coating of selfish-

ness, was as well protected against the tender
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passion as a submarine cable from friction,

it -was their humour to suppose it very

"susceptible." But he did not much bc-

Ueve in what he called " women's beauties ;"

he said they always praised the plain ones,

and saw nothing in any girl who was worth

looking at; an assertionwhich, though coarsely

expressed, has, it must be confessed, some

truth for its foundation. He never put

himself out in order to appear early at his

mother's receptions, but having smoked an

after-dinner cigar or two had dropped in, as

any other young man might have done, to

see what was going on. He was exchanging

greetings with his acquaintances with a

languid air very unlike that of a son of the

house doing its honours, when his eye sud-

denly lit upon a revolving couple, who in-

stantly attracted his attention.

" There, that's a fine pair of steppers,"

he whispered to his next neighbour, a young
gentleman of his own age. "Who is the

filly V
" That's more than I can tell you," was

the reply. "All I know is that she's the

prettiest girl in the room. As she is dancing

with Mrs. Brabazon's nephew the old lady

will probably be able to tell you all about

her," and he nodded to where the dowager
was seated.

Perhaps Mrs. Brabazon, whose ears were
still acute, had caught the injurious terms

m which she had been spoken of, or perhaps

there was some other reason for her reti-

cence ; at all events, when appealed to, she

did not afford the desired information.

"I really don't know all my nephew's

partners. Lord Thirlmere," was her dry

reply. " If you want an introduction, you
had better ask mamma,"

There was a significance in the two last

words which would not, perhaps, have escaped

the young lord's notice—for he was by no
means wanting in a certain sort of intelligence

—had he been in his usual philosophic frame

of mind; but the sight of Hester had agi-

tated it as a stone thrown into a pond dis-

turbs its placidity; nay, the metaphor may
be even extended, since—for an instant^
the stone makes a ring. The idea indeed at

once suggested itself to him that she was the

sort of girl, so far as looks went, worthy of

becoming Lady Thirlmere.

Lady Buttermere happened to be in the

same room—for there were several appro-

priated to dancing—in %vhich Hester was at

the time disporting herself, and very well

I lew to whom his inquiry as to " that un-

common pretty girl in white yonder " re-

ferred. She had had half a hundred similar

questioners, and (notwithstanding Lord
Thirlmere's cynical remark) of both sexes

in the course of the evening, and had had
no difficulty in satisfying their curiosity, yet

when her son came for the like information

she was by no means so ready to impart it.

" There are really so many girls in white,

Algey."

"But I mean that one," and I am sorry

to say he pointed with his finger, " the one

with the hair of an angel and the eyes of

a saint. There she is, coming quite close to

us."

" Why, you surely don't mean Hester Dar-

rell," exclaimed her ladyship in pretended

amazement, " the little girl—though, to be

sure, she's grown up now—who stayed with

us the summer before last at Fromsham 1"

" I don't know anything about a little girl

at Fromsham," returned the young man im-

patiently, " but I have never seen any one

half so charming ; and I do beg, mother, that

you Avill introduce me to her at once."

This was a thing which Lady Buttermere

was by no means desirous to do, yet one

which could hardly be avoided.' If Lord
Thirlmere did not get introduced to Hester

by his mother he could find plenty of other

people to perform that office for him ; in-

deed, when she had invited the girl to the

ball she knew that that ceremony must
needs take place. Though aware that Hester

was a very pretty girl, she had no idea,

however, that she would have made such

"a success," and in fact rather resented it,

for her daughters, the Lady Jane and the

Lady Gertrude, had, she remembered, made
their debut without causing any such sensa-

tion. It was absurd to think that a young
man in her son's position with his good sense

and experience (terms which her ladyship

Avould have been unwilling to exj^lain in

detail) could suffer any serious damage from

such a chit of a girl, but she had certainly

never seen him so excited. She was a mas-

terful Avoman as regarded most matters and

most people, but in her secret heart, though

she loved him as the apple of her e^e, she

was a little afraid of her Algey, who some-

times displayed a determination of character

—in other words, the obstinacy of a mule

—

which she had found herself quite unable to

cope with. She had no alternative but to

obey his behest.

Hester had finished her dance, and was
talking to her partner with animation. She

was not out of breath, nor pink, nor pal-

pitating, as was the case with most of the
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other waltzers. She had been taught dancing

by the best teachers, but their aid had been
scarcely necessary to her, for it had come
almost by nature. She did not think of the

time, or her steps, or how she was looking,

or even of her partner, when she danced, but

gave herself up to the sheer pleasure of har-

monious motion. Mr. Scales, the diner-

out (a ready man with his tongue though
men did call him Vesprit d'escalier) had
already observed of her that she had the

grace of Terpsichore with the simplicity of a

May Queen ; and his high-flown compliment
for once was not misplaced.

" My dear Hester, you have not yet made
the acquaintance of my son, I think," said

Lady Buttermere in her most natural, and,

therefore, her most unwonted manner. " Lord
Thirlmere, Miss Darrell."

It seemed the most natural thing in the

world to Hester to hold out her hand to this

young man, with whose family she was so

well acquainted, yet the action evoked a

frown upon two faces. Lady Buttermere
thought it a very forward movement indeed,

and Hester's late partner, notwithstanding

that she had treated him with similar favour

when introduced to himself, disapproved of

it even more highly. His lordship himself,

though far from displeased, thought it an

evidence of weakness in the citadel which he
had made up his mind to besiege, and re-

solved to conduct his approaches accordingly.
" May I hope for the next dance V he mur-

mured with just the least trace of his usual

drawl ; and as the next dance happened to be

one of those which Mrs. Brabazon's foresight

had caused Hester to keep in reserve, she

replied, " Yes, with pleasure."

Fortune had endowed the heir of the House
of Crummock with so many gifts that there

were but few arts which it had been worth
his while to acquire, and that of dancing was
not one of them. He could walk through a

quadrille with the faidtlessness of a soldier

on parade, but in a round dance he was "no-
where," and needed a good partner indeed,

to prevent her finding herself in the same
position. He was not, it is scarcely necessary
to say, one of those tearing waltzers whose
course resembles that of the monsoon of the
desert, and whose track is marked by ruin
and dismay, but his progress was slow and
tortuous, and consequently subject to incur-

sions and encounters. Poor Hester was com-
pelled to be both stroke and coxswain, to give

the time and steer him, but with all her skill

was unable to avert collisions. When these

took place Lord Thirlmere uttered some sup-

pressed monosyllable, under the circumstances

fortunately unintelligible, but which nobody
could mistake for apologies ; and to no other
words did he give utterance, so great were
the demands of his occupation upon his at-

tention. Upon the occasion of their third

misadventure his lordship's patience, much
tried, if not in the furnace, broke off at

the hilt.

"It is impossible to dance in such a mob
as this," he said. "Let us take a turn in the

conservatory."

"Very good," said Hester, not sorry to

escape from the perils of the mazy throng,

and quite unconscious that she was accepting

a proposal for a flirtation, all the worse—as

it always is, unless serious mischief is meant
—because the young gentleman was by no
means good at it.

THE LONE HOUSE.
By the Author of " John Halifax, Gentleman.

{For an Irish air, " There is a Lone House")

T HAVE a lone house on the side of the
-*- moor,

Its walls and its roof they are grey

:

There my father and mother lived happy
and poor.

Till they left it for the churcliyard clay.

My love owns a mansion fine

Lowered in roses and woodbine.

But she says that she does not care. to stay.

She Avill come in at the door

Of my lone house by the moor,

—

I wish she were here to-day !

I'll deck my lone house with the best that I

can.

And strengthen the walls old and grey
;

Laying down at her feet the true heart of

honest man.

To love her till it moulders into clay.

So she shall ne'er repine

For her roses and woodbine,

Her lordly roof and chambers rich and ga}^

;

She shall dwell content, secure,

In my lone house by the moor,

And turn its dreary darkness into day.
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%ht Jfxtuniicr of ^tofh's ganks.

By JOHN RAFi, M.A., Author of " CoNTEMroRARY Socialism."

CO-OPERATION, it is said, has its nation-

alities ; every country grows its own
specific kind of association ; England has her

stores, France her productive societies, and
Germany her people's banks. The remark
is not absolutely correct, for there are many
co-operative stores in Germany and many
productive associations in England ; still there

is a basis of fact in the statement, and it is

worthy of note. The reason, however, must
not be sought in any subtle bias of race, but
merely in certain local and temporary cir-

cumstances that started the movement in one

direction rather than in another. We have
no people's banks in England, because the

co-operative movement here has sprung out

of the requirements of factory operatives, who
have no need of credit for productive pur-

poses ; whereas those banks have thriven so

greatly in Germany because their founder
happened to live in a community of small

tradesmen and artisans working on their own
account, to whom credit Avas the very breath

of their nostrils. Delitzsch is one of the

humblest of the to^vns of Germany ; its popu-

lation even now is not more than 8,000, and
thirty years ago it was much less ; but from
small beginnings among the shoemakers of

Delitzsch, in 1850, Hermann Schulze has by
faith and patience created one of the most
remarkable social structures of the century.

When ho died in the spring of 1883 there

were 3,500 co-operative societies in Germany
organized under his own control, besides

thousands more in Austria, Italy, Russia, and
Belgium, which owed their origin to his ex-

ample, and looked up to him as their father.

Those 3,500 societies had a membership of

12,000,000, a share capital of £10,000,000,
deposits amounting to £21,000,000, and did

a total business of £100,000,000 a year.

Here, then, Ave have a Avork and a man it

is Avell to knoAv a little more of.

Schulze-Delitzsch was bom in 1808, in the

little provincial toAVTi already mentioned,
whose name has for more than thirty years

been part of his OAvn. The family surname
was Schulze, but that surname is so common
in Germany that, like Smith in this country,

it hardly serves the office of name at all.

When our Schulze was sent to the National
Assembly in 1848 as the representative of

his native place, there Avere others of the

same name there, and they Avere usually

distinguished, in official documents as well

as ordinary speech, by annexing to their re-

spective names the names of the constitu-

encies they represented. Hence, Hermann
Schulze became, for parliamentary purposes,

Hermann Schulze-Delitzsch, and Hermann
Schulze-Delitzsch he has remained since and
evermore. When he re-entered Parliament
in 1861, it Avas for one of the divisions of

Berlin, and he was accordingly described for

a time in the minutes as Schulze-Berlin, but
even official rigour Avas obliged at last to

relax, and the clerks adopted the name the

public had come to honour, and which Avas

already Avritten in a more enduring roll than
theirs. The toAvn of Delitzsch Avas at the

time of Schulze's birth a quiet country place

of some 3,000 inhabitants, dependent mainly
on agriculture and the ordinary small in-

dustries, especially shoemaking for the neigh-

bouring Leipzig market. His father, Justiz-

rath Schulze, Avas burgomaster of the tOAvn, as

his ancestors had been for generations before

him, and he held besides the appointment of

patrimonial judge on various estates in the

vicinity, that ancient feudal office surviving

in Germany till 1848. It was not without
an influence on Schulze-Delitzsch's future

career that he Avas brought up in the homely
life of a small borough, where one comes into

closer personal contact Avith different condi-

tions of men than is possible elscAvhere, and
Avhere one acquires a sounder knoAvledge of

their real wants and a more solid sympathy
Avith them ; nor was it of less importance

that he belonged to a professional and culti-

vated family in Avhich a healthy public spirit

had groAvn hereditary, and Avhich had long

guided the local affairs of the citizens with
the interest and feeling of being also citizens

themselves. Schulze-Delitzsch indeed, on a

memorable occasion, made a touching acknow-
ledgment of the influence exercised on his

public life by the spirit he had breathed in

his father's house. He Avas speaking at the

celebration of his father's jubilee as patri-

monial judge in Delitzsch, Avhich took place

shortly after his own retirement from the

public service in consequence, as Ave shall

see, of vexatious restrictions on his inde-

pendence as a citizen ; and he pointed out

what a great diflference existed betAveen the

functionaries of the generation that was
leaving the stage, and the functionaries of

the generation that then occupied it. The
latter, he said, were a caste apart, looking
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solely to the hand that fed them, and moving

with disdain among the people whose affairs

they administered. But the older generation

—his father and his father's contemporaries

—Avhile they were servants of the State were

at the same time citizens of the nation,

belonging to the same ranks as their neigh-

bours, through possessing local property and

practising private professions, and standing

shoulder to shoulder with them in a feeling

of common right and public duty. And,

therefore, in ren-ouncing his own place and

career as he had recently done, he said he

felt sure that he was walking in the ways of

his fathers and that whatever future lay

before him he would carry into it the paternal

blessing and the venerated household gods.

Schulze grew up in inspiring times. The
great battle of German emancipation was

fought when he was a boy, and fought a few

miles from his own home, in the city of

Leipzig, to Avhich he was shortly afterwards

sent for education at school and university,

and where he found the great ideas of free-

dom and a united fatherland rustling every-

where in the air he breathed. From
Leipzig, Schulze went to Halle to study

Prussian law, which was not taught at the

Saxon University. Halle was then at the

height of its reputation, and was, among
other things, the chief seat in Germany of

those Liberal opinions both in theology and
politico which he afterwards professed. At
the university he lived the sociable, open-air

life of the corps-student. He rode and
fenced, and held high discourse on life and
philosophy, and drank deep of the delights

of friendship, for which his warm, honest

nature was made. In the vague enthusiasm

of the student clubs of this period were laid

the germs of the ideas and impulses which
broke all over Germany in 1848.

In 1830 Schulze entered the Prussian judi-

cial service ; but in 1835 he returned to

Delitzsch for two years to assist his father

in his work as patrimonial judge, and in 1840
he settled in Delitzsch for good in the same
capacity. A patrimonial judge is an officer

unknown here and no longer known in Ger-

many ; he was appointed by a landlord, and
was intrusted Avith all the more public side

of the administration of the estate. He
decided civil and criminal suits, and looked
after all the various interests of police, church,

roads, schools, and poor. No work could

make one better acquainted with the con-

dition of the people. During the ten years

he performed these duties, Schulze won
unusual confidence by his patience, his com-

mon sense, and his manifest pains to be just.

He was the life and soul, too, of every organ-

ization for culture or amusement among his

townsfolk, taking a leading and personal part

in their musical entertainments, joining them
in their country excursions, and moving out
and in among them as one whose heart and
interests were like their own. He had views
at this time towards literature. In 1838, he
even published a volume of poems, not with-

out merit, but now chiefly interesting because
it contains a poem expressing, thus early, the

resolution to devote his energies to the relief

of the wretched. And circumstances were
already drawing him to this work. The dis-

tress of 1846 afforded an opportunity of

proving his faculty for organizing practical

and efficient measures of amelioration. He
got a committee together and collected

subscriptions. To save the middlemen's pro-

fits, which, when wheat rose in price, ivere

apt to rise along with it, they liired a meal
mill and baker's oven, ground their own com,
baked their own bread, and then gave it

for half-price or for nothing according to

need ; and the result Avas that, while excesses

were committed in most places around, not a

bakehouse in Delitzsch was attacked, and
when a detachment of military was offered,

Schulze answered that it was not required.

The years 1840—1848 were signalised in

Prussia by an agitation for a political consti-

tution. With that agitation Schulze strongly

sympathised, and when a national assembly
was summoned in Berlin for the purpose of

joining with the King in framing a constitu-

tion, he was sent up as the representative of

his native town. The assembly recognised

his interest in the social question and his

efforts to grapple with it in Delitzsch, by
appointing him chairman of a commission to

consider 1,600 petitions that had been pre-

sented by labourers in distress ; but the dis-

solution of the assembly interrupted the

deliberations of this commission before any
results were reached. His political attitude

was long misunderstood. He was an English

Liberal of the Cobden and Bright type,

rather than a Continental Democrat, and he

was really in that assembly, just as he wa-s

a number of years later, as stout an oppo-

nent of the revolutionary as of the reactionary

party. But it happened that in some of

the most prominent divisions of the session,

he, as a friend of constitutional government,

was in the same camp for the time with the

more extreme faction. When the revolution-

ists proposed to expunge the phrase Dei Gmtid
from the title of the King as a relic of des-
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potism, Schulze made a speech, long after-

wards remembered against him, in which

he said that, while he would never have

thought of raising a purely verbal question

of that character, yet once it was raised he

was bound to say that the business of the

new constitutional monarchy ought not to be

carried on under the name of the old bank-

rupt firm of absolutism. And when the

assembly itself was dispersed by military

intervention, on the 10th of November, it

was on the motion of Schulze-Delitzsch that

a resoliition was carried declaring it to be un-

justifiable to levy taxes from the people as

long as their representatives were not allowed

freedom to deliberate. For this motion he

was tried on a charge of high treason on 8th

February, 1850, and after a spirited and
manly defence conducted by himself, was
unanimously acquitted, and welcomed home
to D.elitzsch with torchlight processions,

cavalcades, and every demonstration of en-

thusiastic admiration. After dispersing the

assembly the King took the matter of the

constitution into his own hands, and decreed

one based, not on universal suffrage as was
proposed, but on the three-class system, which
divided the people according to their pro-

perty, and gave the few rich as much power
as the many poor. This was resented by Libe-

rals of all types. They refused to serve under
the new constitution, either as electors or de-

puties, and for the next ten years reaction had
all its own way. But in the case of Schulze-

Delitzsch, those ten years of retirement from
parliamentary life were the most fruitful of

lasting public benefit in liis whole career.

They began, however, in a severe private

trial. The office of patrimonial judge having

been abolished in 1849, Schulze had re-

entered the service of the Cro^vn at the

moment Avhen his parliamentary speeches

had incurred ministerial displeasure, and, to

be out of the way of Delitzsch, he was sent

to a post at Wreschen, in Posen, among
Polish Jews, who were supposed to be in-

sensible to German aspirations. He ac-

cepted the post, and married. After a year's

unusually hard work he asked a short leave,

and was at first refused, but was eventually

permitted, on the express condition that he

would not visit Delitzsch while away. He
accepted the leave, but ignored the condition,

feeling that no government had a right to pro-

hibit a man from visiting his father and his

early friends. The Minister of Justice

punished this offence by the deduction of a

month's salary, and Schulze, rather than ac-

cept the punishment, surrendered his career,

returning to Delitzsch, where he began to

practise as a laAvyer, and soon made an income
equal to the salary he resigned. He returned,

not to plot revolution, but to plant institutions

that are the best bulwarks against it, and
perhaps but for his return to Delitzsch at this

juncture we should not now have had the

people's banks. The J ews of Wreschen might
possibly have taken up his ideas after a time,

but in Delitzsch he already had the ear of

the people, and a thorough acquaintance

with their wants and character. He had
indeed, while formerly in Delitzsch, started

some co-operative societies, a sick and burial

fund, a shoemakers' society for the supply
of stock in trade ; a loan society ; but when
he came back now he found these societies

on the point of perishing. They had been

founded, he saw, on a wrong principle.

Their original funds had been contributed

as donations by philanthropic persons outside,

who looked for no interest, nor perhaps for

repayment of the principal, and funds given as

a charity are administered as a charity. No
sufficient examination is made into the sol-

vency or personal character of the borrower,

while he, in turn, feeling safe from compulsorj'

measures for repayment, makes no haste to

meet his obligations ; the capital costs nobody
anything, and nobody is careful in using it.

Schulze at once perceived that societies can-

not be expected to prosper on such a system,

and that the only sound principle v/as the

principle of nothing for nothing. He accord-

ingly determined to found a new form of

society, which should renounce all gratuitous

help, whether from the State or from indi-

viduals, and should begin in a humbler but

surer way, by basing its operations on the

contributions of its own members, and on

loans which should be acquired in the open

market on the members' joint liability,

and under promise of adequate interest.

Self-help, and nothing but self-help, was his

motto. Nobody knew or would believe in

its resources before it was tried ; when it suc-

ceeded people thought the thing so simple

that they called it a second egg of Columbus.

The principles on which the new loan society

was founded were : 1st. The creation of its

capital, at least in part, by its own members,
because all credit should have a certain real

basis. No difficulty Avas found in getting

this share capital paid up, because the share-

holders were to receive credit as well as divi-

dends in proportion to their shares. In

Delitzsch the money was subscribed in

monthly instalments of sixpence, in other

places of a shilling. And nothing could
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exceed the surprise shown by the labourers

when they found what a power for their own
ease and comfort they Avere creating by the

little savings that seemed so insignificant. 2nd.

The acquisition of loan capital on the principle

of joint liability. A single labourer, however
honest and capable, has no monetary credit,

because he may fall sick or die, but join ten

such labourers together and make them
answerable for one another's obligations, and
you practically destroy that risk, and create

for them a credit that will be recognised in

the ordinary money market. This joint

liability was at first unlimited, and Schulze

thought it essential that it should be so ; but

when the banks became established, he

adopted the principle of limited liability,

which has been found in practice to aflford

quite sufficient security to creditors. Depo-
sitors were paid i: per cent, interest above the

rate paid in the savings' banks of the district,

but then they were obliged to leave their

money for a fixed period, and could not

Avithdraw it when they liked as from the

savings' bank. However, tliis additional

penny in the pound of interest was enough
to bring to the people's bank most of the
XXVI—

7

small savings of the district. At first 90 per

cent, of the working capital of the banks

consisted of these deposits, but the propor-

tion of share capital has been gradually rising,

and not more than 75 per cent, is now made
up by deposits and loans. 3rd. As a rule

business is restricted to members, although

since the institution has become a financial

success, some of the societies open credit ac-

counts with persons outside, and others have

become mere joint-stock companies of the

ordinary kind. The maximum loan granted

to individuals differs in different places. At
Dehtzsch it was at first only £8, but in 1867

it had risen Avath the rise in the resources of

the bank to £350, and in some places it is as

high as <£1,700. The usual term is three

months, but the loan may be renewed a

second or third time, in some places indefi-

nitely. A very high interest was charged at

first, 14 per cent, per annum, but now the

rate is 5 per cent., with + percent, fixed com-

mission on each loan, bringing the whole up
to about 7 per cent, per annum. This Anil

be considered a very high rate here, but in

Germany it seems moderate because of the

usurious charges of private lenders.
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Each bank is managed by a skilled clerk

and a board chosen from the members, and
though occasional losses are incurred, the trade

done is an unusually safe one, the credit being

given for short terms only and to persons well

knoAvn to the board. The report for 1877
happens to lie before me, and in that year

the total losses suffered by the people's banks

of all Germany did not come to £1 per

<£1,000. The trade is not only safe, but
most profitable. The i^te of profit varies

very much. In 1877 one of the banks de-

clared a dividend of 50 per cent., while

another declared only If per cent., but all

declared something, very few indeed less

than 5 per cent., a large number over 10 per

cent., and not a few over 20. The average

dividend of the Avhole nine hundred and
twenty-six banks was 8f per cent., and it

must be remembered that this dividend re-

presented only two-thii'ds of the profits ac-

tually made by the banks in the course of

the year, because one-third was set apart to

be added to the reserve fund, and a sum of

£1,200 was, according to the laudable custom
of the banks, voted as subscriptions to

charities or public causes unconnected with
their own immediate objects. The shares of

the people's banks constitute, therefore, an
excellent investment, independently altoge-

ther of the special advantages which the banks
have been called into existence to confer on
tlieir shareholders—the advantages of credit.

The normal or par value of a share is dif-

ferent in different banks. In Delitzsch it is

at present £15 ; in Ermsleben, where the 50
per cent, dividend was declared, it is <£7 10s.;

in other places it is lower still, or, on the

other hand, higher than at Delitzsch. But
let us s:ippose a small tradesman holding a

DelitzFch share. His £15 bring him a profit,

at 8f per cent., of 25s., and at the same time
entitle him to obtain on his own personal

security (unless the board has reason to

doubt his integrity or solvency), a loan of

£30 at 7 per cent., and on additional ap-

proved securities, material or other, a fur-

ther loan of as much as £350, for use in his

business. By means of an investment which
already yields him a return most stock-

holders would envy, he is transformed into

a considei'able capitalist, fi'ee to turn his

abilities and opportunities to the best account.

Such is the magic of creating capital out of

character.

The example of Delitzsch was soon fol-

loAved in the other towns of the neighbour-
hood, under the zealous and ungrudging
guidance of Schulze, who felt that a great

movement had begun, and therefore set on
foot a direct propaganda in the press, first

by means of varioiis pamphlets on the subject

of co-operation, then by a weekly column of

news on the subject, which he contributed

without remuneration to a Leipzig journal,

and, finally, by a special newspaper edited by
himself. By 1860, there Avere already 210
people's banks, mainly in Central Germany,
and in the following year, at a congress held

at Halle, it was resolved to unite them all in

one organization, with a paid manager, adviser,

and promoter, whose salary was to consist of a

certain percentage on the profits of such of

the banks as were already paying dividends.

Schulze-Delitzschwas asked to accept this post,

and for love of the movement did so, though
the salary was not more than a fourth of that

of a legal functionary in a middle-class Ger-

man town. Of course as the movement grew
the salary grew along with it, but Schulze

himself then proposed a new arrangement, by
which the salary was fixed at £300 a year

Avith £180 for office expenses, and again

when business continued to increase, a third

arrangement Avhich made the salary £375 a

year with £420 for office expenses. In 1864
the organization was further consolidated by
the creation of provincial federations, under
separate managers, though subordinate to

Schulze, the manager of the whole ; and in

1865 by the foundation of a co-operative

bank in Berlin, for the purpose of providing

individual societies with their borrowed
capital on favourable terms, and of transact-

ing their larger banking business. This bank
has now a capital of about half a million

sterling.

The success of the people's banks in Ger-

manyand Austriahasno doubtbeen accelerated
by the fact that the peasant proprietors in those

countries already made large use of credit,

but paid very exorbitant rates for the accom-

modation. But peasant proprietors, after all,

form but a small proportion of the members
of these credit societies. Only 23 per cent,

are cultivators, 31 per cent, are small handi-

craftsmen, 10 per cent, arc wage-labourers,

9 per cent, are shopkeepers, and 17 i^er

cent, are manufacturers or professional men.

These banks do nothing for the factor}^

operatives, who need no credit for productive

purposes—the trade union and the store are

the hope of these classes—and they do nothing

for the strata of unskilled labourers below,

whose hope has not yet been discovered; but

for a large class in every country they are

effectual means of comfort and success. They
would in our oAvn country greatly soften
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the lot of such people as the Highland fisher-

men and crofters, whose miseries are now so

much in the mouth of the world, nor would
their novelty be any insurmountable obstacle

to their estabhshment. When Professor Vi-

gano first proposed to introduce them into

Italy, he was met on all hands by the objec-

tion that such institutions might do verywell

among the thriftj-^ and industrious nations of

the north, but that the Italians wanted the

habits on which their success would depend.
" Then," said Vigano, " the habits must be

formed ; " and formed they were with such

effect that in a few years Italy had more
than 130 people's banks.

AAliile Schulze was engaged in this social

work, changes occurred in the domestic poli-

tics of Germany wliich led to his resump-

tion of parliamentary life. The accession

of a new king (the present William) in

1859, had given, as such accessions often do,

new life and hope to the popular party. A
Liberal ministry was called to power for the

first time since the revolution, and the event

was commonly spoken of as " the new era."

The Italian war, with its result, a united

Italy, had at the same moment stirred pro-

foundly the popular aspirations after Ger-

man unity; and under the influence of

these renewed movements towards freedom
and a united fatherland, Schulze-Delitzsch

and some political allies founded the "Na-
tional Union," which, for many years after-

wards, exercised such an important effect on
the politics of Germany. In 1861 he was
returned at a bye-election for one of the

divisions of BerHn. In the Diet he joined

the band of earnest Liberals, who soon after-

wards established the Progressist party; and
for twenty years Schulze, as one of the

leaders of tliis party, rendered most effective

service in promoting constitutional reform.

When Schulze returned to Parliament, his

position was still so much mistaken by those

in authority, that King William was reported

to have said, "We shall see in the end who is

stronger, Schulze-Delitzsch or I." His conduct
in 1849 had not been forgotten, and his organ-

ization of banks and stores was only looked
on as a possible source of political danger.

But presently the Socialist agitation broke
out in 1863, and this rebel and his legions of

co-operators were found to be really the van-

guard of social defence. Wherever Lassalle

went his chief opponents were the mem-
bers of Schulze-Delitzsch societies, and
Schulze himself undertook to warn the

working men of Berlin against his fallacious

ideas, in a course of lectures which were

afterwards published as "The Working Man's
Catechism," and provoked from Lassalle the

bitter and trenchant reply, "Herr Bastiat

Schulze." Schulze had ;^lways looked for-

ward to i^roductive associations as the crown
of the co-operative movement, although he
thought they could not be successfully estab-

lished until their members had first acquired
the necessary habits of management in the

administration of the simpler organs of co-

operation, the credit society and the store.

But he was fundamentally opposed to the

establishment of productive associations by
means of State loans, as Lassalle advised,

because he held that State loans would en-

feeble the industry, thrift, and careful manage-
ment by which alone such associations could

permanently prosper. State help, by legis-

lation, he did not reject, but State advances
of money he considered incompatible with
the principle of self-help, which he rigidly

guarded as the very ark and instrument of

the people's safety.

It was now felt that the time had come for

a recognition of liis long, fruitful, and disin-

terested labours for the public good, and on
the suggestion of President Lette, a sum of

£7,000 was soon collected to insure him some-

tliing of the pecuniary independence he so wil-

lingly sacrificed to the cause of co-operation.

The only fear was that Schulze might decline

it ; but his friends made a skilful appeal to

the example of Cobden and to his o"\vn great

principle of nothing for nothing, which, they

said, forbade him declining the wages since

he had done the work. In a modest and
manly reply he accepted this unique testi-

monial, but would only keep £1,000 for him-

self, with which he should buy a house in

Potsdam, where he had now come to reside;

of the remaining £6,000 he would use the

interest to pay for an assistant in his office,

and for travelling expenses in the interest of

co-operation, but would leave the principal

under trust for the support of social reformers

and the promotion of social reform. His reason

for this course is remarkable and character-

istic ; he held that a moral and social guide

of the people was bound to self-denial and
simplicity. " He who preaches to the people

self-help, self-responsibility, self-reliance as

the conclition of their economic independence

and political freedom, must, in the first place,

practise these principles in his o^v^l life. That
man will gain most inf- aence over the labour-

ing class 'tvho earas hiS own living as they

do."

And so Schulze preserved his personal in-

dependei;ice and his public authority. It is
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impossible here to give any adequate account

of his most multifarious public activity in the

cause of education, of freedom, of German
unity, of social progress, of international peace.

He was a good speaker both in the Diet and on

popular platforms ; in private life a warm
and hospitable friend, fond of music and
poetr}'', and while not orthodox in his religious

views, was pervaded with a deeply religious

spirit and a love of all that was just and
noble and upright. His achievements in life

were less the fruit of talents—though his

talents were high—than of character, of a

rare force and purity of purpose, and that

practical wisdom wliich is as much of the

heart as of the head. He was buried with

unusual honour in the churchyard of Potsdam
on Ascension da}'^, 1883.

NAME CHOOSING.

I.

NOT a great many months ago, a little

maiden, born at West Derby, Liver-

pool, to the surname Pe])per, was registered

in the following personal names, five-and-

twenty in number, viz.

—

Ann, Bertha, Cecilia,

Diana, Endly, Fanny, Gertrude, Hypatia, Inez,

Jam, Kate, Louise, Maud, Nora, Ophelia,

Quince, Rebecca, Starkey, Teresa, Ulysses, Venus,

Winifred, Xenophon, Yetty, and Zeus. No
doubt the child's father—a laundryman

—

aimed at originality in conferring these

designations ; and he must be allowed to have
hit it. It is not conventional in England to

apply to girls the appellations of male charac-

ters, nor do many precedents exist for the

bestowal of twenty-five names of any kind.

But after all, in making the selection, Mr.
Pepper, or his wife—for the maternal mind
may have conceived the denominational

prodigy—sought inspiration from no source

more recondite than the alphabet, and was
probably led into some anomalies merely by
ignorance of the resources of personal nomen-
clature. The initials of the names chosen are

the twenty-six characters brought home to

infant minds by delineations of various in-

teresting objects from the ape to the zebra,

only the letter P—the initial of the surname

—

being unrepresented in the series of prcenom-

ina ; and if a glossary of Christian names had
been consulted in the course of'the selection,

it would have been found easy to complete
the execution of the nominal plan devised,

Mdthout resort to masculine appellations.

This case of extreme eccentricity in name-
choosing has suggested to the writer—who
happens to possess exceptional opportunities

for studying questions of individual nomen-
clature—to note some of the motives, ordi-

nary and otherAvise, by which English parents

are impelled when they act as name-choosers.

Each motive, doubtless, often operates singly,

and hence any traceable incentive invites

separate mention ; but it need scarcely be

said that in name choosing, as well as in a

good many other human j^roceedings that

might be referred to, motives are a little

liable to become mixed. The facts about

to be dealt with, it should be stated, are

drawn entirely from the civil registers which

have been kept in England and Wales by
statutory provision since the year 1837.

It shall be shown at the outset how far

the case cited is exceptional as to the numler

of designations given ; in other words, how
many names English infants are now usually

receiving. Of this, the following table yields

a fair idea. In preparing it, three hundred
birth registers, from ten representative neigh-

bourhoods, have been taken exactly as they

stand in the national name-roll for the

quarter ended 30th September, 1883 ; and

its figures set forth the numbers of children

to whom, in those registers, the different

numbers of names were found to belong.

The unnamed children are such as had died

or had not been baptized or named, before

civil birth-registration took place.

Numbers of Names given to 3,000 English Childfen diu'ing

the quarter ended September 30th, 1883,
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Not to be too minute in inference from a

table wliich lays no special claim to scientific

construction, it may safely be concluded

therefrom :—(1) that a substantial majority

of English children now receive two names
apiece

; (2) that, nevertheless, the older and
simpler plan of giving but one name is still

largely followed, while in certain' districts

inhabited mainly by the working classes it

prevails ; and (3) that as many as three

names are borne by a small minority, and
more than three only by a minute fraction of

the population.

I. The tendency to repeat familiar names is

undoubtedly that in obedience to wliich most
appellations among us are given ; and for

these, name-choosers usually go to relatives

and friends. And not only an existing

relationship or affection, but a memory or

even a tradition of fond kinsliip or friendly

regard, is likely to supersede other causes

which may influence the selection. The
meaning of a praenomen preferred on such

grounds—and it may be an unpleasing mean-
ing—will be unexplored or made light of

;

its ordinary associations will be forgotten.

No matter if the name be common, out of

fashion, or ugly—the single personal or family

reason for the choice of it will frequently

suffice to outweigh all such objections to its

adoption. And other reasons besides those

mentioned unite in furthering the result of

name-repetition. To repeat a familiar desig-

nation is, rightly or wrongly, thought by
"plain people" to be more unpretending
than to use an unaccustomed one ; it is less

troublesome than to choose a novelty ; and it

yields opportunity for paying a comphment,
or what is meant to be such.

The prevalence of the habit of name-
repetition is closely connected with the

present commonness amongst us of a fe^v

baptismal names which became popular many
centuries ago. The writer once pointed out*
that of 100,000 children registered in 1866-7,

viz.—50,000 boys and 50,000 girls, 65,892
possessed between them as a first or leading

name only 25 di2"erent appellations ; and the

inference was drawn that two-tliirds of the

entire contemporary babyhood of England
would answer to one or other of those 25
denominations. Mary was sho'wn to be the

commonest name of all. It distinguished

6,819 girls out of the 50,000 called as wit-

nesses, and designated a larger number of

indi^dduals than any other appellation, male

• In the OornhUl Magazine for March, 1871, Art. "Chris-
tian Names in En-rland and Wales." The basis of the
statement was a table prepared at the General Register
Office.

or female. William came next, naming 6,590
out of the numbers mentioned. The pre-

dominance of these two names may ere tliis

have been rendered somewhat less striking

than it was ; but it is unlikely to have been
largely modified. It forcibly exemplifies the

way in which the passing on of prsenomina
for personal reasons will efface their original

associations. Mary is the great saint-name

of the later Middle Ages, owing its original

popularity to the exaggerated reverence paid
in those days to the Mother of our Lord.

Yet the Reformation itself, followed by
Puritanism, was powerless to dislodge it from
the position which pre-reformation views had
assigned to it, for it had alreadybecome deeply
endeared to the people by family usage.

Hence the denominational expression of

Mariolatry was lately, and probably is now,
the commonest name in Protestant England.

JFilliam came to this country as a baptismal

appellationwith theConqueror, whose "might
made right eight hundred years ago." It

was pre-eminently unlikely, considering the

conditions of its introduction, to secure

popular approval. But in time, personal

association won for it a victory as decisive as

its ducal bearer had won for Normandy at

Hastings. The many leading men who bore

the Conqueror's name passed it on largely no
doubt to those of lower rank who loved their

service ; the same went on in humbler circles

still. At last, by repetition, JFilliam became
so common that it originated, as it is said,

more surnames than any other baptismal

appellation. A statement of its chief cogno-

minal derivatives may interest some readers.

There are Williams, and Williamson, to begin

with. Then the abbreviation Will has pro-

duced Willes, Willis, Wills, Willson, and

Wilson. The diminutive G'uillemot or Gwil-

lot, has led to Gillett, Gilliat, Gillot, Gillott

and other forms ; while WiUiamot, the more
Enghsh version of that diminutive, has given

Willatt, Willet, Willert, WilJott, Wilmot, Wil-

mott, &c. Again, in connection with the pet

shapes of the name are the surnames Bill,

Billson, Bilson, Weeks, WicJcens, Wickensan,

Wickerson, Wickeson, Wilcock, Wilcocksov,

Wilcox, Wilcoxon, Wilkins, Wilkinson, Wilks,

Willcocks, Willey, Willy, and Woolcock*

Allo\ving for the fact that both William and

Mary must have been additionally used as

Christian names during the last three cen-

turies in reference to royalty, e.g. at the time

of the Revolution, it is clear that the repeti-

tion-principle in naming is mainly responsible
* See "English Stimames," ,by the Eev. C. W. Bardsley,

p. 44 (Chatto and Windus) ; also Lower's " Patronyroica
Britannica," Art. " William.''
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for their prominence in the name-list of nine-

teenth-century England.

It may be mentioned that the chief sui'-

name-dcrivative of JVilliam (viz. Williams)

stands third in point of commonness among
English cognomina, only Smith and Jones ex-

ceeding it in frequency of occurrence.*

The results of a general habit of naming
on the repetition principle become inconve-

nient as population increases, and where sur-

names are few, as in Wales, the inconve-

nience must of necessity be most strongly felt.

The best cure for it would be a large use of

novelties in the way of names. But this

would be nothing less than the abandonment
of the habit ; and people are slow to abandon
it. One remedy of modern days has been

the borrowing of a name from two people

instead of from one. Hence the Anna Marias,

the David Owem, the JoJm Thomases, the 3Iari/

Anns, and Sarah Janes, &c. Such combina-

tions of course give some relief from the

difficulty which they are meant to meet ; but

their employment only further confirms the

custom of name-repetition. Another more
recent expedient has been, while retaining

the well-worn titles as first names, to add
others more or less novel as second names.

The appellation of The Sorcerer—Mr. John
Wellington Wells-—is typical of the class of

denominations so created. The second name
is frequently a surname ; in the case of the

first-born that, prol^ably, of the mother's

family. Most novelty seems to find readier

admittance to the second name-place than to

the first ; so that it may be said of personal

nomenclature as of wider and weightier mat-

ters—-" begiimings are ahke ; it is ends which
differ."

II. If established usage supplies the names
of most English children, current fashion fur-

nishes those of many, and the designations

now being commonly handed on by repeti-

tion represent the fasliions of past ages. At
the outset appellations may become fashion-

able for various reasons ; but the concern

here is not with the causes which make them
so, but with the practice of following in per-

sonal nomenclature fasliions already created.

There are many people who take pains to

adopt the latest style of coiffure or the newest
form oifichu, and there are many who are care-

ful to use modish designations for their chil-

dren. In this, as in other matters, the fashion

necessarily moves through society downwards,
the lower ranks picking it up as the higher

drop it. But the story of a name that has

once been the mode does not end Avhen it

,
* Eegistrar General's Annual Report for 1853.

ceases to be so. Wherever the prsenomen has
appeared there it is likely more or less to

last, on account of the repetition-habit already

considered. The fashion as a fashion passes

on, and at length disappears ; but some per-

manent marks of it remain where it has trod.

A few years ago the Anglo-Saxon prefix JEthel

came to be used, somewhere high up in

social life, as an independent female name in

the form of FAhel. The word is one of noUe
meaning, and of sound pleasing to most ears.

Whether for the latter reason or for some
other 'that cannot be traced, this name be-

came fasliionable ; and it has now reached,

and is largely used by, quite the lowest ranks,

while those higher, or such among them as

care for the fasliions, are looking about for

what is newer and more styhsh. Ethel is cer-

tain to be much repeated in the next genera-

tion, and its position as a common national

name may be taken to be assured. Hilda,

Mabel, Olive, and Winifred have been in vogue
concurrently with Ethel, or nearly so, though
of these only the last was in any sense a

novelty, the rest having been in local and
partial use before their general acceptance.

Irene and the more precise Eirene are a later

fashion than the foregoing, and Gladys is,

perhaps, at this moment the latest of all

fasliions in female names. The personal de-

fects of society-leaders have not unfrequently

been consciously imitated by the votaries of

fashion ; but few who have chosen Gladys for

their children "vvill have associated it with the

lameness which it probably commemorates.
An au^thority on Christian names, however,

identifies it with Claudia, as being the British

version of the Roman- word, of which the

adjective claudus is believed to be the basis.*

Male names are less afTected by fashion

than female names. This would be expected.

The boys of a family, who "will be the trans-

mitters of its cognomen, generally have a

larger share of the family prsenomina than

do the girls ; moreover by common consent

greater freedom for the exercise of taste and
fancy is allowed in naming the latter than the

former. Nevertheless the particular influ-

ence in question is not without its effect on
masculine names. The following male appel-

lations are among those which may be said

to have been the fashion in recent years

:

Basil, Cecil, Cyril, Gerald, Norman, Oswald,

Percy, Sidney, and Wilfrid. Three of these,

viz. Cecil, Percy, and Sidney, are distinguished

surnames, the two last not being strictly

Christian names at all. Wilfrid, or Wilfred,

* Miss Yonge's " History of Christian Names," vol. i. pp.
312, 313.
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as it is often spelt, is much in use just now

;

but though mere fashion has no doubt as-

sisted in giving it its position, another cause

for its wide acceptance is certainly in opera-

tion, which would frequently place it in the

list of hero-names to be spoken of hereafter.

Names now and then become the fashion

in certain districts without becoming generally

so. At East Grinstead, Ticehurst, Hailsham,

Rye, and many other places in Sussex, and
also to some extent in the neighbouring county

of Kent, Philadcl])liia has obtained apparently

in this Avay a firm footing as a woman's name,

which it possesses nowhere else. It came
into vogue in the quarters named long enough
ago, at any rate, to be applied to people now
dying at advanced periods of life.

This example suggests the question, " Who
sets the mode in names V The inquiry is for

the most part difficult to answer; but in

general cases the stream of fashion may not

seldom be traced to royalty. Among the

twenty-five appellations already referred to

as having been found to be the commonest
in England, appear all the names of past Eng-
lish sovereigns since the Conquest save two,

Ste])hen and Richard; and several other of

these twenty-five designations probably had
their rise from royal sources. But it must
be conceded that some of these denomina-
tions—notably Mary, already spoken of—ac-

quired their hold ou popular usage apart from
royal considerations. In our own days Albert

was at one time the fashion through associa-

tion with the Prince Consort, and Albert Ed-
ward became more recently a favourite com-
bination, which, of course, had reference ori-

ginally to the Prince of Wales. Victoria,

although it has continuously appeared on the

national name lists to a moderate extent,

cannot be said to have come into fashion at

any time. This is remarkable considering the

unparalleled popularity of our present sove-

reign. The name, however, does not lend

itself kindly to the process of familiar abbre-

\aation, which appears to be so necessary

among English folk ; and while Bertie is agree-

able to almost every ear (and is indeed fre-

quently registered in this shape), Vickie is

felt to be awkward and unpleasing. Of the

names of the other members of the royal

family, Maud and Beatrice may be mentioned
as having most distinctly become fashionable

in their turns. The history of the usage of

Alfred and Arthur in reference to the princes

is not clear, on account of these names having
obtained much acceptance before they were
applied to the Queen's sons, the former by
continuous usage from Anglo-Saxon days

downwards, the latter
_
as a hero-name, that

of the Duke of Wellington. But there can
be no doubt that both have found increased

favour through their association with royalty.

Leopold has never become fasliionable ; but
since the young prince's lamented death it

has appeared more often than before.

As has been seen in the case of Arthur, an
heroic appellation may occasionally create a

fashion, being ultimately used by many merely
because it is "the thing." But in such in-

stances there is doubtless frequently, for a

time, a direct reference also to the hero him-
self. The same admission must, indeed, be
made to some extent with reference to royal

names that become the mode. And here is a

reminder of the mixed nature of the reasons

for which names are often chosen. Beatrice

has no doubt named many children, partly at

the behest of fashion, partly out of loyal in-

terest felt in the Queen's youngest child, and
partly from other causes. So in many another

case. When the source of a fashionable name
is not some prominent personage, the reasons

for its first distribution must differ from those

which lead to the primary usage of a royal

or hero-name ; and they are necessarily too

occult and involved for discovery and un-

ravelment.

III. Supposing that parents can free them-
selves from predisposition to name their chil-

dren after themselves, their relatives, or

friends; supposing, too, that they do not

care to be fashionable in the matter of name
choosing, they will very probably select just

those prcenomina lohose sound happens to please

them. Usually when people speak of " liking"

names they mean only that they fancy them
for this reason. They cannot explain their pre-

ferences, and are seldom agreed about them.

Mrs. A., having a boy to name, says over to

herself many appellations together wdth the

family surname to try their several eff'ects,

and from them selects (let it be supposed)

Ernest, as being on the whole unmatched in

beauty of sound. Mrs. B., who has just

enthusiastically chosen Norman as her infant

son's name for an exactly similar reason,

marvels at Mrs. A.'s choice, and is thankful

for the superiority of her own ear ; a like

wonder and thankfulness moving in the mind
and heart of Mrs. A. with respect to Mrs. B.'s

selection at the same time. Such diversities

of taste, however, though not based upon
any tangible principles, are certainly for the

public convenience.

The more educated classes do not venture

to create names for the sake of gratifying their

tastes in sound, but a good many droll in-
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stances are to be found in the registers in

which people of lower rank have apparently

invented appellations to suit their own sense

of the beautiful. Here are a few specimens

culled from recent registers : Ahina, Anna-
renia, Oinamenta, Claura, Cleardelinda, Derendo,

EmUetta, Johnanna, Margelina, Petina, Frethe-

nia, Suvillia, and Trietta. All these names have
been applied to females, not excepting the

masculine-sounding Derendo, which was al-

lotted to a little girl of the surname Heaton,

whose birth was recorded at Pemberton, near

Wigan, during the last quarter of the year

1882.

EDWARD WHITAKER.

TETHEKED.
I.

A^N open lake with room for all the sky

:

Northward wide slopes and then the tall blue chain;

To east the depths of pines and, closer by,

Willows that net the ripples, warping oaks.

Cedars, dense elms that hold the wood-doves' cry

;

And stretching to the sun, a boundless plain.

On the free lake, on the free river,

The swans drift by at rest.

Breast the Avind's waves in strong endeavour.

Break the clear calm with smooth slow strokes :

To north, to south, to east, to west,

Swans on lake and river.

A careful garden where the ivy spreads,

Lending a rustic touch to shadowing walls

;

And, in the centre space, the patterned beds,

Catching the noonday sun, bloom red and gold

;

And pollard limes send sweetness o'er our heads

;

And there's green lawn, save where their shadow falls.

Lilacs blow first, then carpet posies,

Crisp asters find their turn :

Proof of each season it encloses,

(Even though sparrows are too bold)

The garden with the fountain urn,
;

With the shapely posies.

III.

Swans on the river, on the lake's blue deep :

In the walled garden Avith the limes arow
A swan sits in a corner, half asleep,

^

A swan that Avears a chain upon his limb,

Measured tlie length that he may come and go •

And he can reach the urn, and has his keep.

On the free lake, on the free river.

The SAvans go Avho knoAvs Avhere :

Guest of the garden, guest for ever.

Room in the fountain's batli for liiui.

The chain's full length to take the air,

SAvan enchained for ever.

One shoAved a life's long secret, pitying thus,

" Poor swan ! 'tis like a tetherecl soul of us."

AUGUSTA WEBSTER.
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UP THE HIMALAYAS.
Mountaineering on the iniian gllps.

By W. W. graham.
SECOND PAPER.

f\N the morning of the 11th July—18,500 feet high—we
^-^ woke early, having had a capital night's rest.

It was a lovely morning, though I did not like the wind,

which blew cold and clear. There had been a hard frost

in the night, and our breath hung in icicles on our chins

and bags. Still I was much surprised at the comparati\e

warmth of the weather, having suffered greater cold at some

of the recognised Alpine gites. Owing to the breeze we hail

some difficulty in lighting a fire, and the result was that we
did not get fairly under weigh until nearly 5 A.M., a delay

which ultimately proved fatal. 1 may remark en passant that

the extreme shortness of the days, there not being at most

fifteen hours of light, say from 4.15 A.M. to 7.15 P.M., is the

most serious drawback and will probably prove a great

obstacle to the climbing of these enormous peaks.

(
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Well, we started up a snow-slope, Kauff-

mann leading, and in half an hour reached

the foot of the spur up which we meant to

climb. For some two hours there was no

particular difficulty, though the general slope

was rather steeper than is usual. The way
ied up over very large loose blocks of gneiss,

which required great care to avoid dislodg-

ing, mingled now and then with a short slope

of nev6. After mounting some distance the

rocks disappeared, and a steep snow-slope

took its place. The spur, too, gradually

narrowed into a broken arete, and at last an

immense gendarme stopped the way. Down
and round this the axe had to be called into

play, and we now found ourselves on the

north side of the arete. Here we made our

first mistake. The top of the arete was

formed of loose snow piled up very steeply,

and we decided to go along its side instead

of (jHmbing to the top. The snow was. too

soft to cut steps that would bear, and every

footing had to be kicked out and patted into

something like consistency. Meanwhile the

sun had come out, and now beat upon us

with a furnace heat. The reflection from

the snow Avas very painful ; we literally

panted for breath, and I thought I was going

to faint. At last we gained the ridge, and

fell fairly exhausted on the snow, it having

taken us more than an hour to rise about

one hundred feet. Our hands and faces rose

in great blisters, as though seared with hot

iron, owing to the intense reverberated heat.

We now worked up a little higher, and sat

down to breakfast in the shade of an over-

hanging rock. Up to this point I had felt

confident of success, bat an entirely unex-

pected obstacle presented itself. KaufFmann
had been in difficulty for some time, and now,

quite overcome by the heat, he found him-

self unable to proceed. He had felt rather

feverish at the start, but had foolishly said

nothing, hoping that it would work off, and

that the climb would do him good. We
consulted, I was very reluctant to leave

him, and almost equally reluctant to abandon
the ascent. Finally yfd put him comfortably

in the shade, left our provisions and whiskj^,

and Boss and I went on for the peak, Avhich

was now less than two thousand feet above
us. The slopes became very steep, cer-

tainly as steep as the so-called wall on the

Strahleck, which I believe to be about bQ°.

Boss cut away at a great pace, wliilst I

hacked out each step into a kind of bucket,

for I must admit I was reflecting with some
concern that Ave had to come doAvn again.

Clouds had been gathering and Ave Avere now

great height to Avhich

Ria;ht above

in a thick mist, but the slope guided us, and
for three hours Ave Avent steadily upAvards.

Suddenly the sun burst through the fog, and
Ave Avere immediately made aAvare of the

we had attained,

us Avere some black rocks

Avhich Ave kneAV formed the top, whilst

towards the south-east a splendid perk, a 21,

Avhich is by the Trigonometrical Survey
22,516 feet, lay Avell beloAV us, as Ave Avere

able to see a third peak, a 22, Avhich is 21,001

feet, over its summit. We Avere at the eleva-

tion of at least 22,700 feet, and the summit
looked quite close. "In an hour," cried Boss,

" Ave shall be there," and Ave redoubled our

exertions accordingly. But it Avas not to be.

DoAvn came the mist again, wrapping us

in darkness like a cold shroud. Unlike the

Iron Duke at Waterloo, I Avould have given

anytliing for another hour of daylight.

Worse than ever, it began to snow and hail

A'ery fast, whilst a Avind rose that chilled us

to the marroAv. We halted and held a

council of war. There was no question as

to the possibility of reaching the top ; there

it Avas straight ahead of us, as Ave had seen a

feAV moments before; the question was, if Ave

go on shall Ave ever get doAAoi again 1 Like

LongfelloAv's Alpine climber, whose ignorance

of climbing appears to have been equalled

only by his bad grammar, Ave Avanted to be
" Excelsior," but Ave did not exactly see our

Avay to lying up there pale and motionless,

even if not beautiful. In fact, Ave did not

see the object of such a proceeding.

It AA^as past tAvo P.M., and hard though it

was to have victory snatched from our very

grasp, still it Avas a case pf Adctory and death,

and no Westminster Abbey to folloAV, and
accordingly Ave were obliged to turn. Hoav
we came doAvn those ice slopes I shall never

knoAV. It Avas a place Avhere no single man
could have held up another, and I Avas moving
mechanically, like a man in a dream, almost

crying with vexation and disappointment;

nor do I think Boss Avas in a much more
cheerful mood. We reached KaufFmann, tied

him on again, and putting a little life into

our frozen bodies by the rest of the Avhisky,

started aneAV for the descent. The snoAv and
hail Avere Avorse than ever, almost blinding us,

and in crossing a small ice couloir I missed a

step. DoAvn I Avent, Boss's foothold gave

Avay, and he folloAved Avith a crash on to me,

and had not a small rock caught me in the

ribs I think Ave should have gone to the

glacier beloAV in about the quickest time on
record. My axe fleAV out of my hand and
lodged some hundreds of feet beloAv, of coui'se
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in the most awkward place it could find.

I wanted to abandon it but they wouldn't

hear of it, and we finally paid Kauffmann out

with a double rope of 120 feet and recovered

it. This little accident naturally made us

lose our way. We found ourselves suddenly

on the brink of a terrific void, nothing \'isible

below, and had to retrace our steps. Fortu-

nately we came across a jersey of Boss's

which he had left on a rock, it being too

warm, and knew that we were right again.

Finally, after many slips and mistakes, we
reached our hole, stumbling over the boul-

ders in the dark, very tired and wet, and,

if the truth must be told, in a very bad
temper. Here a neAv trial awaited us. The
snow above had been sloet below, and it had
drifted into every hole, and our blankets,

clothes, firewood, everything was soaked.

I wanted to go further down, but Boss very

properly wouldn't hear of that, and we had
to stay where we were.

I had taken the precaution of carrying a

few matches in a waterproof box, and we
tried to hght a fire with paper, sticks, etc.,

soaked in kerosene from the lamps. The
Mdnd was very high, and the sleet lashed us

like a whip, go where we would, and one by
one the matches failed to strike or the wood
to catch. Finally we came to the last match.
I could not help thinking what a picture we
should have made then, cowering in a little

hole, and dependent on one tiny piece of

wood for food, comfort, and perhaps life it-

self. It burnt, and the kerosene caught fire.

Every countenance lightened as did the

match ; at least we should get something
warm to face (he night. But short-lived was
our joy ; the aay was doomed to be one of

disappointment. A worse blast of wind
howled round the comer, and scattered our
last hope far and wide. There was nothing
but raw flour and rawer wliisky ; water was
not to be had at these frozen heights ; and
wet and hungry we had to slink into our
wringing blankets. To make matters Avorse,

Kauffmann chose to take offence at some re-

proof of Boss, and took himself off in the

darkness, to sleep by himself—a proceeding
which Avould have been fatal to most men in

his state. We called and shouted for him to

return ; no answer. It was impossible to

find him in the dark, so we had to leave him
to his ovax de\ices and turn in ourselves. I

was very tired, but Boss wouldn't let me
sleep, and kept stirring me up ; for which,
though I was very angry at the time, I was
afterwards very thankful, as I really believe

that sleep in that weather at that height

would have been "the sleep that knows no
wakins;."

Oh, how slowly the hours passed ! how
I longed for daylight ! At last it broke over
the eastern peaks. We hurried out, packed
up the swag, and stiff and hungry though we
were, rushed down the glacier. Half-way
down we met the shikari and the coolies

coming up to look for us. The little man
showed a delight wliich was as genuine as
it was ludicrous. He rushed at me, kissed
my hands, and explained that he thought
" Dhup " had taken us; "We were his father

and his mother," etc. We promptly trans-

ferred our loads, and made on for the lower
camp. Once there, what a feed we did
make ! Was ever cold meat so tender and
juicy ? were chupatties ever so hot and muf-
finy ? I really think that our voracity

astonished even the coolies, and it takes a
big performance in the matter of gastronomy
to do that.

Not till now did we have time calmly to

discuss our late failure. Defeated we were,
but, I trust, not disgraced. We had over-

come all the difficulties of the peak, and half

an hour, or, at most, an hour of fine weather
was all that was needed to have made the
first great ascent in the Himalayas. But man
proposes and the weather disposes. At any
rate we had set at rest, as regards ourselves

at least, the vexed question about the rarity

of the air. And here, perhaps, it may be of

some interest to describe our feelins-s. I

had never believed in the impossibility of

.

breathing at these great heights, else I should
not have been foolish enough ever to attempt
them, but when one reads so many accounts

of bleeding at the nose, panting for breath,

&c., one is obliged to pay some credence to

them. Now the first thing that struck me
was this : Eead any old account of the ascents

even of Mont Blanc or Monte Eosa, the tra-

veller always dwells on the rarefied air which
caused this, that, and the other symptoms.
Yet in these later days these peaks are mere
highways, ascended by young and old, male
and female, the blind if not the halt ; and,

strange to say, without any inconvenience

worth mentioning. Why is this ? Surely

the air cannot have become less rare, nor can

the race of man have become endowed with
better lungs. There are probably two rea-

sons : first, the public believed in distress

from rarefied air, and looked to have it satis-

fied accordingly. Thus men, finding that

they were distressed at the end of a long

climb, put it down to the effects of a rarefied

atmosphere, forgetting that if they had to do
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the same amount of exertion even at sea

level, on a treadmill, say, they would be
quite as much harassed for want of breath.

Secondly, dietary and pace are so much
better understood. Nowadays a man under-

stands that he must start with a satisfied

stomach, a thing not always easy to do when
the very air seems to feed you ; also guides

understand pace so much better, and do not
now start as if walking for a wager. I can-

not do better than quote here a few lines

from Mr. Whymper's delightful work which
have a bearing on the subject. "As a rule,

amateurs and particularly novices, will not

keep their mouths shut. They attempt to
' force the pace,' they go faster than they can

go Avithout being compelled to open their

mouths to breathe, they pant, their throats

and tongues become parched, they drink and
perspire copiously, and becoming exhausted
declare that the dryness of the air, or the

rarefaction of the air {everything is laid upon
the air) is in fault."

I should perhaps add that both Boss and
myself found it impossible to go with our
mouths shut and that we are therefore of

the " puffing Billy " order. As, however, we
only open that useful organ to expire, and
respire through the nostrils, we have always
escaped the other above distressing symptoms.
Now, as regards ouro"vvn feelings. KaufFmann's
sickness was due to starting out of sorts, and
not to any effect of the air. Boss and I as-

cended certainly to 22,700 feet, and neither

there nor at any point of the ascent, did we
feel any inconvenience other than the natural

loss of breath consequent on every ascent.

Nor was the ascent a mere up-hill walk ; on
the contrary, it presented quite as many
difficulties as any ordinary Alpine peak, and
on the rock occasionally demanded very
great exertions. It is my deliberate opinion

that any man in sound health and fair train-

ing, may work and be capable of great mus-
cular exertion with no more inconvenience

when the barometer stands at 13" than when
it marks 30". At any rate, we could not
detect any difiference, whilst all such symp-
toms as nausea, bleeding at the nose, loss of

sight, &c., were conspicuous only by their

absence. One organ and one only appeared to

be in trouble, and that was curiously enough
the heart, not the lungs.

The beating of the heart became very per-

ceptible, and when we attained a great
height, quite audible. It was also slightly

increased in pace, though not enough to cause
any great disquietude. For this reason, I

would recommend any one desirous of reach-

ing great heights, to undergo a preliminary
medical examination, a precaution which I

took myself. Finally, I do not believe,

given the data of a healthy man in training,

that the rarefied air will cause any insupei-

able obstacle to the ascent of even the highest
peak in the world, provided the actual diffi-

culties are superable.

To return to our travels. We started

on the back track and reached our pre-

vious camp in the day, the coolies being
lightly loaded. I was in great pain from
my foot, which was now so swollen that

I could not force it into my boot. Ac-
cordingly I had to Avalk in a thin pair of

sambur skin slippers, tied on sandal fashion,

and the scrambling along the very nar-

row, dangerous ledges gave me intense

pam. AVhen we reached camp. Boss and the

shikari went out after some thar which we
had noticed in a very precipitous place.

Darkness fell and they did not return, and
we got very anxious about them. At last I

heard their voices, and presently Boss turned
up. He had been having a very lively time
of it. The climb had been longer than they
expected, and when they reached a place

above the thar they were benighted. It

would have been better to stay where they
were, but he feared that we should be anxious
and accordingly descended the cliff. The
way the shikari had come down had increased

Boss's admiration immensely. " Climbed like

a goat," he said. Of course he had the ad-

vantage of knowing the ground, and on a
subsequent occasion when they met on equal

terms, it was soon seen who was the better

man. We passed under the place next day,

and a more awkward climb, even in daylight,

I should not care to attempt. We travelled

down to Rini, and right glad Avas I to see

headquarters again. We decided to rest a
day or two, to give my foot some chance of

healing, and I lay about in the tent, and
appreciated for the first time what the Egyp-
tians suff'ered from the plague of flies. Boss
took some of the coolies down to Joshimath
to bring up flour, the merchant having of

course neglected to send any up as he had
promised. He returned next day heavily

laden.

We started for Nanda Devi, July 15th.

This time, we made up the northern side of

the Eishi Ganga. The way was sufficiently

steep, there being no road, and we had pour-

ing rain the whole time. On the evening of

the second day, we reached a lovely httle

tableland called Dunassau. The last day's

route had been extremely wild, running
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along the southern face of the ridge, some-
times with a sheer drop to the river below,

some 7,000 to 8,000 feet. Such wild rocks

and broken gulleys I had never met with
before, and they reminded me forcibly of

certain illustrations to Dante's " Inferno," by
that weirdest of all artists, Gustave I)or6.

Dunassau is surrounded on all sides except

the north by a rocky ridge topped with occa-

sional peaks. The highest of these is rather

over 17,000 feet, and the elevation of the

plateau about 15,800. Yet great as is this

height, it is used as a summer pasturage, and
here we found a great herd of sheep and
goats tended by two exceedingly unclean
shepherds. On the next day, the 19th, it

snowed heavily and we were confined to the

tent, but on going out towards evening, we
found that ten of the coolies had run away.
I suppose the weather was too much for

them. We climbed the ridge and had a

lovely sunset. Now we saw the north side

of Nanda Devi, the distance being only some
twelve miles as the crow flies. Inaccessible

as the peak looks, and probably is from east,

west, and south, we were delighted to see

that here it looked feasible, at any rate, for a

very long way. The last 1,500 or 2,000 feet

still looked black and threatening, but a
splendid spur ran up to an elevation of nearly

25,000 feet, and did not appear to offer any
insuperable difficulties.

Next morning we sent off the government
chuprassi with money to fetch more coolies,

we ourselves intending to proceed meantime.
However, the spirit of dissatisfaction was, I

suppose, catching, for he never returned, and
to his desertion, more than anything else,

must be ascribed our failure on Nanda Devi.
We got some sheep from the shepherds and
swagged all our things up to the ridge, then
down to a steep ravine through which a
stream was dasliing, which gave us some
trouble to cross. This stream is marked on
the map as a glacier, one of those many
mistakes which are unpardonable in a survey
scale one inch to the mile. Our progress
was very slow, partly owing to our having
to work double stages, there being fifteen

loads for nine of us all told, and partly owing
to the nature of the ground, which not only
was very broken and precipitous, but quite

terra incognita to the whole party. We finally

camped at a place cp,lled Debritigurh, on the
southern spur of the range running south
from Dunagiri. Of course there are no vil-

lages or anything of that sort here. I suppose
it is some shepherd's name. Just as we were
starting next day, we were overtaken by a

hill man who had been very kindly sent
after us by a fellow-sportsman we met below.
He had been the guide of the surveyor who
is responsible for the map of these regions,

and professed to know all about it, with
what truth shortly appeared.
We went along the spur, here a veiy steep

grass slope strewed with moraine boulders,
and shortly came to a steep gulley of which
no trace appeared in the map. Crossing
this occupied some time, and when on the
other side the guide appeared confused, and
on being questioned, said he didn't know
any more. The surveyor sahib had turned
back from here. I had been suspecting this

for some time, but I had not imagine(l that
a man would map a really large sheet of

country entirely out of his own head. Yet
this is the case. The whole of the map,
No. 21, comprised between the latitude of

30° 15' to 30° 25', and longitude 79° 45' to

80°, an area of over 150 square miles, and
containing no less than nine summits of the

first rank, from 20,842 to 25,669 feet, is

utterly imaginary in its main features, and
has only been filled in by what can be seen

from the ridge north of the Rishi Ganga.
One whole ridge of mountains has been
suppressed, gullies half a mile wide, and
1,000 feet deep, are omitted, glaciers are put
in where no glaciers ever did exist, and
where are trees three hundred years old. In

short, the map is a very pretty picture, but
of no account from the map point of view.

Since the above was written, I hear that

a well-known mountaineer, who was up in

Kumaon shortly after I left, fully corroborates

this. He describes the map as " beautifull}^

inaccurate."

The guide thus failing us was dismissed,

and Boss took up the lead as guide. Guiding
in its strict Alpine sense was wanted here

;

sharp rocky ridges ran down from the peaks

to our north, and fell with high precipices

sheer into the stream, some 5,000 feet below.

Occasionally, we had to hang on by a tuft of

grass or a bunch of Alpine roses, and I do
not exaggerate when I say that for half the

total day's work, handhold was as neces-

sary as foothold. By nightfall, after twelve

hours' work, we had gained some three miles

in absolute distance, and this perhaps better

than anything will give an idea of the labour

involved in working along these slopes. We
camped on a little space, the only one we
could find, which was not quite so steep as

the rest, and after building a wall of stones

to prevent us rolling into the river, turned

in. I found, however, that sleej^ing at an
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angle of 30° is not conducive to comfort.

Time after time did I dream that I was roll-

ing over the precipice, and woke to find my-
self at the bottom of the tent on the top of

Boss, or vice versa (we took it in turns in a most
impartial manner to roll down first and make
a bed for the other who speedily followed).

On the morrow Kauffmann took the coolies

back to bring up the other load, and Boss

went forward to explore the route. I lay an
interesting invalid in the tent, my foot giving

me great pain still, and being quite unable

to wear a boot. In fact I had been walking
in stockings with a Avisp of straw rolled

round my feet, ever since Ave started. Dur-
ing the morning, I Avrote letters, my journal,

&c., and pottered about collecting firewood

(our only fuel was Alpine rose and rhododen-

dron, we being considerably above tree level,

which is here some 14,500 feet), and botan-

ising
;
great Avas my delight to find some beau-

tiful Edehveiss, of a size that I had never

seen, in its Avilcl state, though in gardens it

attains a great size. I was the more pleased

as I had not knoAvn before that it inhabited

this great chain. Curious is the eflfect which
this little Avliite furzy flower produces ; what
memories of exciting scrambles and Alpine

bivouacs does it not recall !
" Noble and

white," no wonder it is the national flower of

that gallant race of freemen, Avho nestle neath
the mighty peaks of Avhich it is no unfitting

emblem, and yet strange to say, it produces

almost an equal enthusiasm in t)ie breast of

the alien mountaineer. Certainly to myself

it always is a kind of moral tonic, a visual

ozone.

Next day, we worked along the spur,

following Boss, who had seen a place where
he thought we could cross the river. When
above this, we descended to it, the hill being

A^ery steep and covered with thorny jungle.

Rain began again, and we found oiirselves

on the banks of the stream shivering and
Avaiting for Boss, who had gone after some
pheasants. This little delay effiBctually settled

our chance of crossing. The stream rose

some feet in an hour, and though we tried

very hard to bridge the flood, everything
Avas washed away as soon as laid in position.

Boss stood up to his knees on a slippery rock,

Avith the water rushing by at some tAventy

miles an hour, and worked like a horse, but
it was of no avail. Once, indeed, I thought
he was gone as he slipped and nearly fell.

Needless to say that to fall into that torrent

would have been certain death, to be battered
to pieces against the tremendous rocks that

blocked the Avay. At last, soaked to the

skin and very tired, we gave it up and pitched

under an overhanging boulder.

Next day Kauffmann and the coolies re-

turned to fetch up the rest of the jDrovisions,

Avhilst Boss and I Avorked along the river to

see if Ave could find a crossing. About half

a mile up, Ave came to a most magnificent

gorge, one of the finest specimens of water

erosion to be seen. Two hundred feet

above, the rocks nearly met, their black,

smooth, shiny sides overhanging considerably.

Through this tunnel roared and raved the

torrent, here pent in, in very narroAv limits,

and raging Avith a sound of thunder. Yet in

this fearful din and turmoil we saw a curious

thing. On a tiny ledge, just aboA'e the

dashing waves, a pigeon had built her nest,

and there lay the tAvo white shining eggs in

perfect security ; no enemy could touch them
there. We carefully examined the stream

up to the point Avhere it descended the cliff'

in a grand fall, and found that noAvhere in

its present state could a crossing be effected.

It Avas proA^oking : Ave Avere halted right

under the great cliff's of Nanda Devi, Avhich

rose almost perpendicularly above us, and we
could see, so near and yet so far, the spur by
which Ave had hoped to climb. To cross,

hoAA^ever, was out of the question with our

limited appliances, and we reluctantly decided

to return. I may mention, en passant, that

the whole of this valley is marked as a glacier

on the map ; another proof of the singular

care taken by the subordinate who con-

structed the map. We Avere engaged in

cooking—Ave did all our own cooking noAV

—

and I managed to make a fair hand at chu-

patties. These are a kind of damper, i.e.

flour and Avater baked on an iron plate, and

require a peculiar knack to roll them into a

true thin circle. Suddenly enter on the scene

Kauffmann and the shikari.

" Well, Kauffmann, when are the others

coming 1

"

" H6las, monsieur, ils sont tons partis."

It was only too true ; the coolies had evi-

dently planned the affair, and as soon as they

had got out of sight of camp had fairly bolted.

Kauffmann's face was so lugubrious, that,

serious as the matter was, I couldn't hel])

bursting out in laughter. HoAvever, this settled

what we had previously almost decided ; so

we abandoned everything that Avasn't abso-

lutely necessary and managed in a couple of

days to SAvag back to Debritigurh. The
Aveather now cleared, and Ave determined to

have a little more climbing. MeanAvhile, Ave

sent the shikari 1 -ack to find some more coolies.

Hevowed to bring them back in three days, and
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offered us his heavy silver bracelet, his most

prized possession, as a pledge for his return;

and here I cannot resist saying a word or

two about this Httle. fellow. To say that he

was far and away the best native I met in

India, would be comparatively small praise.

The way he stuck to us when abandoned by

every one else, and we absolute strangers to

him, Avas splendid; always cheerful, ever

ready to help in cooldng, to carry any burden,

however heavy, to show game, &c., always

encouraging the coolies, he proved a true

friend in need. I think he felt a real friend-

ship for us, as we certainly did for him, and

sorry indeed were Ave all when the time came

to part. It is only in times of adversity like

these that the true metal in a man comes

out.

Meanwhile Ave started to ascend averynoble

peak, nameless unfortunately, and onlyknown
by a number (a 21), as if it were a couAdct.

The peak is south-east of Dunagiri and is of

a very curious shape, but one fairly common
in the Himalayas. It is built just like a

Avedge with a level top, perhaps a quarter of

a mile long, AA'hilst the eastern and Avestern

sides are slopes of 60° to 70°, and of course

utterly inaccessible. During the ascent to

our sleeping-place, some 18,000 feet above the

sea, we put up a great many of the beautiful

snoAv-pheasant called " monal " in India, and
Impryan pheasant in England ; so many Avere

there that we called our peak Mount Monal.

The ascent from the south-eastern arete pre-

sented no difficulties, and Ave reached the top,

22,516 feet, again Avith perfect freedom from

any unusual distress. This was the highest

ascent on record up to date, though Ave our-

selves passed it by some 1,500 feet AA^hen we
ascended Kabru some ten Aveeks later. Almost
due east, lay yet a third peak, (a 22), one of

the A^ery finest aiguilles I have eA^er seen.

I could not suppose that it would be possible,

but as it Avas the only one within reach, I

thought we might at least have a try. We
accordingly swagged up our things, meaning
to sleep in a cavern Avhose mouth Ave saw
some 4,000 feet above us ; Ave reached its

mouth and Boss entered to explore. He had
gone in some Avay Avhen Ave Avere startled to

see him suddenly sliding out on his back at rail-

Avay speed. The floor of the caA^ern Avas pure

ice, and on examination I found it to be a most
singular place, a true subterranean glacier.

The ice rose and the roof fell, meeting about
100 feet from the entrance ; but the smooth
planed rocks and the little perpetual stream

from the foot, to say nothing of tAvo or three

little crevasses, left no doubt as to its true

character. It was quite delightful to see this

little glacier, about a hundred feet by tAventy,

exhibiting in miniature all the phenomena
of its larger brethren. We slept Avell, though,

OAAang to the neighbourhood of the ice, it Avas

very cold. HoAvever, we started very early

next morning, as I Avished to investigate the

cause of the glacier below. About 800 feet

of steep, loose moraine was passed and then
Ave reached the top of the arete and imme-
diately the peak stood before us, rising more
than 2,000 feet aboA^e, AA-ith not a line or trace

of snow. AMiere the arete joined the peak
it flattened out, and here A'ery deep snow
Avas lying, for AA'hich there Avas no visible

outlet, so that I was forced to come to the

conclusion that it AA^as connected with the

underground glacier, which thus formed, as

it were, the Avaste-pipe of the basin. The
whole presented a A^ery curious phenomenon,
and I could not at all understand hoAV the

excaA'ation could have been produced through

full 800 feet. Well, we looked at our peak,

and the more we looked the less we liked it.

Certainly, on our side, there was no ascending,

but on the other eastern spur it looked

possible, so we decided to cross the face ; to

do this Ave had to descend the other side of

the arete on Avhich we stood, and then cross

a long and difficult bit of broken rock.

Three hours saAv us on the eastern arete,

and just about as high as we had been before.

Kaufihiann led up a reaUy difficult bit of

rock, getting steeper and smoother eA'ery

moment. We were within one thousand feet

of the top, and only some one hundred and

fifty feet of difficulty intervened between us

and a snoAv ridge in wliich the arete ter-

minated, Avhen KaufFmann suddenly stopped.

I asked the matter, and he said that he could

get no farther. The ledge on which he stood

Avas too narrow for tAvo, and straight above

him the rock rose eight or nine feet, quite

impossible without help. There Avas nothing

for it but to return, which Ave did, with some
considerable difficulty. "\Miile doing this

Boss discoA-ered a magnificent ibex, Avho was
watching us intently, probably never having

seen a human being before. He Avas a splen-

did fellow, as large as a pony, Avith huge

horns curling back to his stern, and as he

stood on a ledge, with liis grey coat against

the black rock, he looked just like a noble

marble statue of nature's oaa^u handiAvork, It

Avas too late to try any more, so Ave returned,

Kauffmann bringing the sleeping bags, Avhilst

Boss and I tried a short cut to camp. Like

all short cuts it proved rather long, as we
suddenlv found ourselves in full vieAV of the
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tent, but with a ravine yawning between us,

to pass which demanded from us two hours'

hard work. Being naturally very hungry, we

finished all our provisions, as we expected

the shikari to turn up every minute—but no

such luck. Next morning we were almost

like " the three sailors of Bristol citee who

had but one split pea," for we had but one

chupatty, which was amicably divided for

breakfast. We then divided our forces,

KaufFmann returning to our last stage to

fetch up some meat tins which we had aban-

doned. Boss going forward to find the shep-

herds at Dunassau, and I up the hill again to

get monal for supper. However, I had no
luck ; the birds seemed to know that I was
on the war path. Yesterday we could almost

have stoned them; to-day, when I had a

gun, every bird rose more than one hundred
yards ofi". Kauff"mann returned with some

Naini Tal.

provisions, and we made a great dinner

ready. Boss, however, didn't turn up, and
we began to get anxious. At last we heard
shouts across the ravine, and in about two
hours he and the shikari turned up soaking
wet. The stream Avhich flowed from the

Dunagiri glacier had risen so much that it

was above Boss's waist, and much too strong
for the little hill-men, who are less than five

feet in height. Added to this was the plea-

sant intelligence that he thought one of the

coolies must be dead, as the fellow had fallen

down the rocks, and he could hear nothing

of him. Next morning, however, the stream

abated, and they were enabled to cross early,

bringing with them the man whom we sup-

posed defunct. He had had a marvellous

escape, as he had fallen or bounded more
than one hundred feet, and only received

a few scratches and been stunned. He had
been carrying half a sheep on his back, which

broke his fall, and on which he collapsed.
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"We proceeded to pack and start on the back

trail, the forward coolies getting over the

stream, again. Then out came the sun, and the

water rose so fast that three coolies with our

blankets and tent were cut off and left on
the other side. We went on to Dunassau,

thoroughly drenched, and took up our quai'-

ters in the goat-herd's hut, where we were
hospitably, I might almost say, ravenously

received by its numerous inmates. In short,

a hut eight feet square and five high, with a

fire which, contrary to the old adage, is all

smoke—we drenched to the skin and almost

eaten up with fleas—does not exactly form a

place in which to spend a happy day, or night

either. Everything comes to the man who
can wait, and morning came to us, and a lovely

dawn it Avas. We bathed, and dried in the

sun, and were soon joined by the rearguard
;

and then all took to the steep little path again

which led over the mountain to inhabited

parts once more.

This completed our mountaineering trip

in Kumaon ; and we now joined the pilgrim

track, and returned by easy stages from
Joshimath. Our route lay past Chamoli,

Nanda Prayag, Karam Prayag—all very
sacred spots, to Lobah. The road is always
beautiful, the hills being very steep yet

covered with trees, principally wild olive. I

cannot help wondering why the olive is not

cultivated in Kumaon. The climate is ad-

mirably suited for it, and the demand for

the oil would be far greater than the supply.

I trust we may see it tried instead of the

tea plantations, which are not very success-

ful in Kumaon. From Lobah we returned

by our previous route to Naini Tal, which
we reached on August 12th, after a very

pleasant though somewhat unlucky trip.

{To he continued.)

CHEISTIANITY AND SECULARISM.

" T HARDLY know how we are to tackle

JL you," said the president of a secular

society, in a tone of unfeigned surprise, to a

clergyman who had been explaining his own
position in relation to secular efforts for the

amelioration of human life, "for, in so far as

our methods are constructive, you appear to

be as enthusiastic a Secularist as any of us,

although you are a Christian." '^ Becmise I

am a Christian," replied the clergyman

;

" and my only wonder is that this should

appear to anybody to be surprising." Pro-

bably, however, it would appear surprising to

a great many people. There is a -widespread

opinion that "Christianity" and "Secularism"

are mutually exclusive terms. On the one

hand, it is commonly supposed by good Chris-

tian people that a man who proclaims himself

a Secularist can by no possibility be a Chris-

tian also ; and, on the other hand, it has been

gravely affirmed by a Secularist, whom cir-

cumstances have placed in a position of pecu-

liar prominence, that the principles of Secu-

larism necessarily involve atheism. Under
such circumstances, a few observations in-

tended to qualify this popular opinion may
not be without interest to the general reader.

What is Secularism 1 Well, that is a ques-

tion which has received various answers,

although the phenomenon concerning which

it inquires is tolerably simple. I will not

attempt formal definition, lest I meet the fate

of the traditional divine who presented a

XXVI—

8

simple parishioner with a copy of his expla-

natory notes on the Book of Job :

—
" I am

extremely grateful," said the ingenuous dame,

when tendering her thanks for the gift ; "I

have read the whole of the text, and I think

I understand most of it ; and I hope, after a

few more readings, that I shall understand

the notes also." Secularism is rather a spirit

than a creed ; and a spirit is better illustrated

than defined. Here, then, is a well-known

German fable, which shall serve to suggest

the nature of our subject :

—

An did German farmer, lying at the point

of death, called his sons around him, and

faintly gasped, " My sons, in our fields there

hes a treasure buried." "Whereabouts?"

cried all the sons at once. "Dig for it,"

replied the farmer; and died. As soon,

therefore, as the old man was buried the

sons proceeded to dig ; and they dug so ear-

nestly and they dug so well that soon no

space of ground belonging to them remained

unturned. But no treasure did they find.

So when they had completed the task a first

time without success they went through it a

second time, and with greater care than be-

fore, but still no treasure ; and at last they

gave up the search. But behold, when the

season of harvest came in its course, their

long-neglected fields brought forth with sur-

prising fruitfulness ; and a succession of

abundant harvests proved to them that in-

deed their fields had contained a treasure, a
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treasure all the more valuable because of the

consciousness that they had themselves con-

tributed to its creation.

Now this fable appears to me to be con-

ceived in the true spirit of Secularism. Let
the field be the world, and the sons of the

farmer the children of humanity, and there is

no mistaking the moral of the stoiy. There
lies before humanity the possibility of a higher

good, which is attainable in the present world

—that is its first point ; and the second is

that this good is to be neither miraculously

bestowed nor accidentally stumbled upon,

but is rather to be wrought out by work of

human heart, and brain, and hand. And
these thoughts may be said to represent the

distinctive teaching of Secularism. It is

affirmed that such teaching necessarily in-

volves atheism ; but surely it might as reason-

ably be affirmed that it necessarily involves

cannibalism. That such teaching should ever

be separated from the highest sanctions of

religion is greatly to be deplored, for religion

is its natural basis, faith is its justification,

and Christianity is the noblest expression of

all the truth which it contains.

Consider first of all, since it touches the

most fundamental doctrine of religion, the

emphasis which Secularism places upon the

fact that the good must be realised by means
of appropriate labour—that the treasure is the

natural result of the toil. " Use the means
at hand," it says, " and labour for the good,

and then the good will ever grow, and life

Avill be gradually made better than it is."

Most true ; but is this a principle of atheism ?

If so, it can never be shown to be true. The
forces which move the world are so numerous,
the influences which affect human life'operate

in so many indirect and incalculal)le ways,

that it is impossible to foretell, even apjDi'Oxi-

mately, the entii'e result of a single action.

How, then, do we know that our efforts for

the good may not result in the perpetuation

of the evil ? The Secularist has no answer to

this question except that he is compelled to

believe that it will not be so. A sufficient

answer, doubtless, but nevertheless one re-

quiring for its adequate justification not
merely a Theistic, but even a Christian basis.

Such a belief can be justified only on the

supposition, as the ground of things, of a

moral power and consciousness, which is one
with the moral consciousness of man, and
which is ever worldng ^vith and through man
tor the certain realisation of the good. In
truth, consciously or unconsciously, the Secu-
larist is as one of the sons of the old German
farmer, and labours because he hears in his

inmost consciousness the voice of the Uni-
versal Father, calling to him to dig, and
assuring him that he shall not dig in vain.

The second point which Secularism empha-
sizes is that it seeks a present good—a good
to be realised on earth, and ajjpertaining to

the natural life of man. Doubtless the rela-

tion to Christianity of this aspect of Secu-

larism requires very careful consideration.

It must be observed that, whether agree-

able with Christian teaching or otherwise.

Secularism, in this second aspect, is a natural

and necessary outcome of the civilisation of

thecentury. The growthof the scientific spirit,

the recognition of the invariability of cause

and eff'ect, and the application of this principle

to purposes of practical life, have modified the

conditions of civilisation, and necessarily in-

fluenced the mental type of the age. The
loftiest intellects, which once found scope for

their exercise chiefly in the fields of theology

and metaphysics, are noAv deeply engaged in

the various departments of science, and in

the application of scientific discovery to pur-

poses of ordinary life; while, on the other

hand, the masses of the people, who breathed

of old a semi-supernatural atmosphere, have

become, by the combined pressure of science

and civilisation, in the main confined within

the limits of the visible world. In such a

state of things it is inevitable that the theo-

logical and the metaphysical Avill occupy a

secondary position in human thought, and
that the political and practical—the things

immediately aftecting the present life—will

chiefly engage the attention, and excite the

interest of a community.
Undoubtedly this mental bias carries AAdthin

itself the danger of an intellectual perversion

against which it is the duty of Christianity

to'guard her converts. To a certain extent,

therefore, she must necessarily place herself

in opposition to the secular spirit of the age

;

but there is much greater danger of her

exaggerating the extent of this duty, than

of her under-estimating its importance. If

Christianity can do nothing more than simply

resist the secular aspirations of the age, if she

has no sympathy with the spirit which seeks

the general improvement of life, then she

must be resigned to the extinction, or at all

events to the temporary cessation, of her in-

fluence. But it is an unfathomable mystery

—unless indeed some of those who " profess,

and call themselves Christians," are to blame

in the matter—how the idea of such a want

of sympathy can have arisen, and prevailed.

Christianity, no sympathy -with the pursuit

of earthly good ! In a very real sense she
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hfis been pursuing earthly good from the first

days of her organized existence. When the

early Church took up the cry that Christ was
to come again, was it not that it might con-

sole itself in the midst of tribulation with the

prospect of better things to come 1 And has

not this expectation continued to be the in-

spiration of Christendom through the cen-

turies ? And has it not, within most ortho-

dox limits, expressed itself in fantastic forms
of material millenarianism 1 From these latter

very secular anticipations the Christian con-

science has indeed commonly recoiled—not,

however, on account of their secularity,

but rather on accoimt of their gross mate-

rialism.

This distinction between the secular and
the material introduces what is perhaps the

most important consideration in connection

with the subject of the relation of Secularism
to Christianity. There is an element in

modern Secularism which is strikingly sug-

gestive of that material millenarianism from
which the cultured conscience of Christendom
has recoiled. The "present good" which
Secularism seeks is too largely a good depen-
dent upon external conditions. When the

inventor of the phrase, " the greatest happi-

ness of the greatest number," tells us that
" everybody knows what happiness is," he is

necessarily thinking of a condition of mere
sensible satisfaction which is common to

every stage of human, and indeed of animal
development ; and the Secularist disciple of

Bentham appears very commonly to have no
higher ideal than this. I by no means sug-

gest that in his anticipated millennium he
ignores the importance of personal character

;

but whatever importance is attached to it

would appear to be due to the fact that it is

a necessary condition for a state of general

comfortableness. It is a means rather than
an end.

Now it must be at this point, if any-
where, that Christianity and Secularism di-

verge from one another ; for with the former
personal character is ever the end, and not
the means. For the Christian the highest
realisation of the good is in man, rather than
in the life around him. He believes that the
highest privilege of humanity is to know
God, in His aspect of perfect manhood. He
conceives that the Divine character lies as a
vague ideal within the spirit of every man,
requiring only the external manifestation to
impart to it distinctness of form ; and he
affirms the realisation of that ideal to be the
ultimate aspiration of humanity. Among the

advantages which the sons of the German
farmer derived from their pursuit of the
hidden treasure, he Avill enumerate, as far

above the material prosperity following the
abundant harvests, the health and strength
they would gain, the power of endurance and
self-control they would develop—in a word
the higher manhood which is commonly the
result of labour. And this higher manhood
is the "present good" which the Christian
Secularist seeks. He finds it easy to con-
ceive a state of merely sensible satisfaction in

a very low stage of human development

—

indeed he finds it possible to imagine, Avithout

any outrageous violation of pi'obability, that
in some unknown African Avild there may
exist a society of anthropoid apes who have
contrived so to adjust their social relations as

to produce sometliing not unlike the greatest

happiness of the greatest number ; and he is

conscious that he would not l)e satisfied Avitli

their condition. He aims not at a life of

material comfort, passed in green pastures,

and beside still waters ; but rather at a life

in which the noblest faculties of the soul shall

have full scope for their exercise, and an
adequate recognition of their nature, a life in

which, through every variety of condition,

and every degree of station, truth shall be
honoured, justice respected, and love supreme.

Nevertheless the Avise Christian cannot
forget that the inner life and the outer cir-

cumstance are in immediate relation to each
other, and that the ideal manhood at which
he aims requires an ideal environment for its

manifestation. Every reasonable aspiration,

therefore, of the most material Secularist

will be his aspiration also ; but not his

highest aspiration. He will welcome every

social change which will increase the temporal

happiness of the world, and will throw all his

soul into the struggle to lessen the Avrongs

and miseries of life ; but at the same time he
will seek, with, it is believed, a profoundor
insight into the causes of things than some
reformers and philanthropists manifest, to

eradicate from the human heart those baser

qualities from Avhich all wrongs and miseries

have flowed, and to create in the Avorld, by
slow degrees, a higher and purer manhood :

—

" To kindle generous ardours, feed pure love

;

Beget the smiles that have no cruelty;

Be the sweet presence of a good diffused,

And in diffusion ever more intense,"

—

and so—by the diff'usion of the higher good
Avithin the soul of man—to join

" The choir invisible,

Whose music is the gladness of the world."

FRED. W. FORD.



A NEW ENGLAND WINTER
By the Rev. J. G. WOOD, M.A.

"AH! there is the real American sky at

ix last!"

If I heard these words once, I heard them
fifty times as American passengers came on

deck on the morning of Oct. 28, 1883. The
sunrise was lovely, and by degrees, as the

stars paled before the growing light, the sky

liecame the purest azure, slightly tiecked with

light snowy clouds. All my transatlantic

fellow-voyagers took an opportunity of telling

me that I should see the sun for the first time

in my life, and that, throughout the winter,

clear blue sky and bright sunshine would be

the rule.

Never were propliecies more utterly at

fault. While the morning was still young, a

misty haze began to dim the sky,, the little

white fleecy clouds darkened and spread, and
before mid-day the atmosphere was as dull

and depressing as if we had been off London
Bridge and not in Boston harbour. There
was certainly one point in which American
cities are superior to ours. There is practi-

cally no smoke, even in the depth of winter,

the anthracite coal which is in general use

being smokeless.

Towards the afternoon a slight drizzle set

in, which by degrees changed to confirmed

rain. However, those of my fellow-passengers

who took up their quartei's at the same hotel

were unanimous in saying that this weather
was exceptional, and that the morrow would
be worthy of the country. Next morning
told a different tale. Rain was descending in

steady torrents, and the sky was so black,

and the air so foggy, that at 11 A.M. the gas

was lighted throughout the hotel.

This was a foretaste of the weather which
prevailed for more than five consecutive

months, and which, on universal testimony,

was absolutely unparalleled in the history of

the States.

One day, Tremont Street afforded a remark-
able instance of the vicissitudes of New Eng-
land temperature. On the east, there were
high banks of snow which had been partially

melted and then frozen into ice. In the

middle of the road there was snow-slush
more than a foot in depth, and on the
westet-n side the dust clouds well-nigh blinded
the foot passengers.

Repeatedly the temperature sank to 15°

or 20° below zero (Fahr.) within the city,

and to 30° below zero on the coast. Yet,
the atmosphere is so bracing that I have

suff'ered far more in England when the

thermometer was at 25° above zero, than I

did in Boston with it at 20° below.

Until this last winter, I never realised the

value of the human ear.

Did the reader ever hear of " ear-muffs
"

or of " pantiles " as articles of costume ? I

never did until lately.

Ear-muffs are kidney-shaped cases, made
of seal-skin or velvet, lined with wash-leather.

They are slipped over the ear and held in place

by an elastic band passing under the chin.

Pantiles are closely fitting caps made of

felt, which leave the eyes, nose, and mouth
free, but cover the ears and sides of the face.

Hats or ordinary caps can be worn over

them, and they are much used by the drivers

of hack-carriages and horse-cars. Those who
cannot afford a fur cap, ear-muff, or pantile,

tie a handkerchief over their ears, no one
being foolish enough to leave the ears ex-

posed to the wind.

For those who are obliged to brave the

cold winds for any length of time, three ar-

ticles of dress are necessary, all made of fur.

First comes the cap, which has a peak that

falls well over the eyes when folded down,
side pieces which guard the ears and cheeks,

and a hind flap which partly protects the

nape of the neck. This may seem to be suffi-

cient for all purposes of warmth, but a still

further protection is needed. No matter
how thick or how ample may be the cap, the

north-west wind will force its icy way under-

neath it. So it is necessary to have a large

fur collar, or semi-cape, the coUar of which,

when turned up, reaches above the ears, and
diverts the course of the wind.

Lastly, we come to the feet. Ordinary
boots are useless in a New England winter.

The extraordinary vicissitudes of temperature
cover the ground with successive layers of

melted snow and ice, and make the pave-

ments, which always slope considerably, as

slippery as if they were well-used slides.

Nothing but india-rubber wiU give the

slightest security of footing, and in conse-

quence there is an infinite variety of rubber
boots and shoes.

Tlie regulations with regard to snow* are
admirable. No sooner does snow fall heavily,

than ploughs traverse the main streets, fol-

lowed by snow carts. The ploughs clear away
the snow from the centre of the streets, and
fling it towards the sides, whence it is removed
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by the carts. But, during this last winter, a

most remarkable state of things occurred.

The snow was so far in excess of previous

calculations that the plough could scarcely

l)e forced through it, and the carts could not

cope with it. So the roads presented a per-

fectly unique aspect. Every householder is

obliged to clear the snow from the front of

his premises, and does so by throwing it into

the road, whence it will soon be removed by
the carts. But, as the snow continued to

fall, and the carts were useless, a continuously

increasing quantity of snow was flung into

the roadway, where it formed a high mound
traversed by two deep channels formed by
the plough and the tram-cars.

Excepting the slipperiness of the paths

(side-walks, as they are called in America),
this state of things was rather amusing. But
when it was necessary to cross a road, amuse-
ment was changed to abject terror. The
snow wall on either side was so high, that

only in very few places could it be over-

passed. Then the roadway itself was one
mass of four-horse tramcars, sleighs, and
heavy waggons, forming an almost con-

tinuous barrier a mile or so in length. Then,
when you made a step, you had not the least

idea how deeply you would be buried in the

very uncleanly snow, or whether your foot

Avould rest on stone, ice, or plunge into a

pool of water. Once started, to go back was
impossible, and the only chance of reaching
the other side was to make a step when the

horses and vehicles permitted it, and then to

charge the opposite snow bank, and force

your way over or through it as you could.

Even in fine and calm weather this task

would be a difficult one, but when a fierce

north wind is blowing, and a heavy snow
storm falling, the difficulty is tenfold.

It was terrible work for omnibus horses.

I saw in New York three horses lying dead
within a few hundred yards, and another
which was so severely injured that it woiild

be killed as soon as the proper officer arrived.

In two of the cases the calks of the shoes had
been caught between the points of the tram-
rails, causing the horse to fall and snap the
fetlock by its weight.

Sometimes, when a four-horsed car was
pulled up, the horses were hidden by a cloud
of vapour, which presently froze and drifted

down the streets as a shower of snow. All
carriage-horses, and most of those which were
employed in carts, were clad in waterproof
housings ; while in the covered carts a sheet
of waterproofing was fastened to the upper
portion of the tilt, so as to protect the driver

from the snow. There was a hole in the

waterproof just large enough for the driver

to see where he was going, and two small

holes allowed the reins to pass into the cart.

The reader must understand that this was
not the ordinary winter's climate. It was so

wholly unexpected that no precautions could

be taken. We in old England had, on
January 18, 1881, a good example of an
ordinary blizzard, as such storms are called

in America. Not being prepared for it,

we were for a few days almost paralysed

by it. New England would have thought
little of one such blizzard, but was not pre-

pared for an almost ceaseless succession of

them. For nearly five months there was, on
the average, a fresh snowstorm every three

days, and one storm lasted continuously

for one hundred and ten hours. Trade was
in abeyance, no one venturing outside his

door if by any possibility he could remain
under shelter.

Despite all its inconveniences, the snow
had its redeeming points. No one who was
in Boston on February 29, 1884, will ever

forget the wonderful sight presented by the

Common in the early morning. It looked

like a piece of fairy-land. The trees with

which the Common is planted were so heavily

covered with snow that their branches were
bowed nearly to the ground, forming long

arcades of white. The morning sun had
melted some of the snow on the upper part

of the trees, and the water had trickled

down to the tips of the bent-down twigs.

Being out of reach of the sxxnbeams, the

water froze into icicles, each of which glit-

tered with coruscating colours as the light

shone upon them.

Above all rose the dome of the State House.

In imitation of the Invalides in Paris, the

dome has been gilded. The contractors,

with the usual honesty of contractors, sub-

stituted Dutch metal, i.e. gilt copper, for

gold leaf. The storms, and rains, and hails,

and snows of years have rubbed off most

of the gold, so that when the sun sliines the

dome glows with crimson, azure, green, and
purple, streaked here and there with gold.

Snow in New England has yet another

phase. The youth of New England would
feel that life had lost all its charm if the snow
were not plentiful, and did not endure for a

long time. About the middle of November
the streets suddenly became gorgeous with

stacks of mysterious objects, all aglow with

polished steel, scarlet, blue, green, and gold.

Many of these objects were decorated with

figures of swans, eagles, wolves, otters, dol-
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phins, and other inliabitants of land and

water, while others Avere distinguisLcd by
names of a fanciful, and generally patriotic

character. These brilliant articles were packed

together in such a manner that it was not

easy to analyse their structure, but the idea

suddenly flashed on me that the approach of

snow had been announced in the newspapers,

and that these Avere sleds, to be used in the

national sport of " coasting." As the reader

will see, this sport is necessarily restricted to

the young of the male sex, sixteen or seven-

teen being, as a rule, the maximum age for a

coaster.

Any piece of sloping ground will make a

"coast" provided that it be covered with

onow. In coasting the boy goes to the highest

point, takes his sled in his hands, runs a few

paces down the slope, so as to gain a good
impetus, flings the sled on the snow and

himself on it, so that he shoots down the hill

head foremost. He steers the sled by means
of one foot, which is allowed to trail behind.

Skill in steering is of very great conse-

quence. Sometimes eight or ten sleds may
be seen rushing down the same coast. Now,
simple as coasting looks, it is by no means
easy, as any mismanagement of the sled will

cause it to capsize, and sled and boy are pro-

jected in unexpected directions. Collisions

with the sleds that are following would be

inevitable but for the steering power, and
Avould involve no small amount of danger.

Single sleds are insufiicient for the more
ambitious minds. They do not go fast

enough, are not heavy enough, and only

hold, or rather sustain, one person. So the

double sled is constructed. Its simplest form
is two ordinary sleds, one in front of the

other, and connected by a plank. As many
as can pile themselves on this apparatus do
so, leaving the steering to the captain of the

party. The double sled enjoys a Avonderful

variety of names, according to the locality.

In some places it is called a "pair of bobs,"

in others it is known as a " double ripper,"

and in others as a "buck-boai'd." This last

title, abbreviated into "buck," seems to be
most in favour.

Some of these bucks are of very great

dimensions, and will carry fifteen or sixteen

persons. Girls often enjoy morning rides in

these machines, Avhen safety is the order of

tlie day. In the evenings, however, the real

fun takes place, the bucks racing against each
other. The owner of a racing buck is as

proud of his property as is a yachtsman of

a SAvift A^essel, and there is nearly as much
trouble taken in designing the lines of a

buck as if it were a racing yacht. They
are much too heavy to be steered by the
foot, and their course is guided by an appa-

ratus Avhich is fixed on the front of the sled,

and is ahvays in charge of an experienced
steersman, or conductor, as he is sometimes
called. These races are wonderfully exciting,

even to the spectators, the sleds roaring over
the hard suoav like thunder, and their occu-

pants shouting, bloAving horns, Avhistling,

and making all the noises Avhich are not pro-

hibited by laAv, such as pistol-firing, &c.

By a natural process of evolution the bo}''s

sled AA^as developed into the "buck," and
the buck in its turn is the precursor of the

sleigh 2)roper.

The first drive in a hack-carriage, Avhen

the runners are used instead of Avheels,

creates an indelible impression. You are so

low that you seem to be sitting on the

ground. The silent, gliding movement is

totally unlike the rattle of Avheels over the

road, Avhich as a rule is, in the cities of

America, of the roughest character. Then if

a snoAv-drift should block your passage the

driver charges it at full speed. Up you go
on one side Avith a tremendous jerk, that

knocks your head against the back of the

carriage. Before you have recovered your-

self doAvn you go on the other side, and feel

very much as if you Avere on a horse that had
balked just l^efore making his leap.

But the sleigh proper is not made for

Avheels, the whole of the metal framework,
runners included, being made of the very best

iron and steel forged together, so that they
form a single, light, elastic, and graceful frame-

Avork. Some of the smaller sleighs were made
like SAvans or eagles, and in one instance the

predominant ornamentation consisted of fox

tails. Plumes, if they can be so called, of

fox tails Avere set upright on the heads of the

horses, like the feather ornaments of the

Egyptian and Assyrian chariots, or those

Avhich may be seen at ostentatious funerals,

while a pair of fox tails Avas affixed to the

outside of each head-stall in such a manner
as to point outwards and backAvards. Fox
tails hung under the horses' throats, and the

"standards," i.e. slender upright rods, Avere

terminated by fox tails.

The handsomest and best-appointed sleigh

that I saAv Avas A'ery large, holding some ten

or tAveh^e passengers, and being draAvn by
six horses. Scarlet and silver formed the

predominant colours, and Avere relioA'ed by
the black bear-skin rugs Avhich protected the

occupants from the cold.

The framework, Avhich was singularly
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graceful in form, was of burnished silver,

and the harness Avas scarlet mounted Avith

silver. All along the outside of the traces

little silver bells were strung, Avhile the body

of eacli horse Avas encircled Avith three loose

scarlet straps, also strung Avith bells.

On the saddle of each horse was a floriated

silver standard, carrying three large bells

Avith clappers. These bells Avere beautifully

tuned, and the Avhole Avere so carefully ar-

ranged that, AAdiile the little bells on the

harness kept up a perpetual tinkle, those on

the saddles produced harmonious chimes.

One of the occupants was a skilful performer

on the horn (not the cornet-a-pistons)^ and

the six lamps Avith Avhich it Avas finished

Avere silver, Avith red glass, so that the Avhole

Avas as near perfection as could be imagined.

The ice-yacht is another remarkable in-

vention, Avhich permits amateur sailors to

enjoy their favourite sport, even though

the water be frozen,

yacht is not unlike a

pose that Ave fasten

.side by side, and at a little distance apart,

place a third skate about two feet behind

them, and connect them with a flat strip

of wood ( ; ; : • in this fashion),

we should have a good model of the hull

of an ice-yacht. The third skate reA^oh^es on

a pivot, Avhich passes through the deck, so

that a handle can be attached to it, like the

tiller of a 3"acht, the skate acting as the rud-

The hull of the ice-

"buck" sled. Sup-

a pair of skates

der. This simple hull is fitted with mast and
sails like an ordinary yacht. The cutter is

the usual rig, but I saAV a good many ice

yachts rigged as yaAvls. The pace at Avhich

these curious vessels travel is almost incre-

dible, and in a stiff breeze they heel over to

such an extent that the Aveather runner is

lifted high above the ice, and all the crew,

except the steersman, have to clamber upon
it, hold by the shrouds, and lean to Avindward

as far as they can.

Partly owing to their speed, and partly to

the length of the runners, these quaint yachts

can traverse the ice when it is scarcely strong

enough to bear the Aveight of a man stand-

ing upon it, and the steersman thinks nothing

of charging cracks a yard in Avidth, provided

that he can do so at right angles.

Sometimes skaters transform themselves

into ice-yachts, either single or double. A
sheet of canvas is stretched on slight spars,

and held in the hands so as to act as a sail,

and by this curious dcAdce the skater can

double his ordinary speed, altering his course

partly by shifting the angle of the sail Avith

the Avind, and partly by using his skate as a

rudder.

There is much more that might be said of a

NeAv England Avinter, but space is A'aluable,

and I must perforce content myseK AAdtli de-

scribing the phases of the exceptional climate

of 1883—4 which least resemble the Avinter

as Ave knoAv it in our oAvn country.

HEEE OE THEEE?

li/TAY God be near thee, friend,

When we are far aAvay

;

May His smile cheer thee, friend.

And make all light as day:

Look up ! the sky, the stars aboA^e

Will whisper to thee of His changeless love.

In distant, desert places

The " Mounts of God " are found

;

His sky the world embraces.

And makes it "holy ground :"

The heart that serves, and loves, and clings.

Hears evefyAvhere the rush of angel-Avings.

To God the " there " is here

;

All spaces are His oavq
;

The distant and the near

Are shadows of His throne :

All times are His, the neAv, the old

—

"What boots it Avhere life's little tale is told 1

Tis not for us to choose

;

We listen and obey

:

'Tis His to call and use

;

'Tis ours to serve and pray :

It matters little, here or there,

God's world is AAdde, and heaven is everywhere.

We cannot go so far

That home is out of sight

;

The morn, the evening-star.

Will say, " Good day !" "Good night
!"

The heart that loves Avill never be alone

;

All earth, all heaven it reckons as its OAvn

!

HENRY BURTON.



THE CAVES AND EOCKS OE SEEK.

By CHAELES GRINDROD, Author of "Plays from English History," etc.

ON a fine day in summer, with a smooth

sea and a bright sky, if you take a boat

and row round the seven miles of the Httle

island of Serk, you will have as fair a glimpse

of Nature at her wildest as any coast can

offer you. In other lands Nature has her
pet scenes, her places of honour ; but hero

her glory is everywhere—here she nowhere
rests herself : there are no drops in the

scenery, no breaks in the rugged grandeur

—

pliut
Brecqhou, and the Gouliot Rocks

iiy i'. uuaiiu^.

from end to end there is nothing ordinary,

nothing unworth lingering over. It is of the

caves and rocks of this small island—this

strange ocean rock-wart—that I would give

some description ; more especially of the first-

named, forming, as they do, the most remark-

able series of sea-caves in Europe, and being

perhaps nowhere rivalled, at least within

similar compass, either as regards their beauty

or their number.
From the Point du Nez at the extreme

north to the high cliffs of Brecqhou away
westward, a line of coast stretches, the wildest

and most beautiful in all Serk ; and along

this line are the three island caves best known
to fame—the Boutiques, the Moie Mouton,
and the Gouliot. The first of these, the

Boutiques, or merchants' (pirates' or smug-
* The accompanying illustrations are from photographs

ty Mr. P. Godfray, of Jersey, and Mr. B. CoUenette, of

Guernsey.

glers' ?) cave, is reckoned the largest cavern

in the island. It is best approached by its

opening on the eastern side of the Point du
Nez, and consists of a long and rather dark
tunnel, crossed at its most beautiful part by
a couple of transepts, from whence it ascends,

abruptly, by a staircase of steeply-piled

boulders, to a huge upper chamber, popularly

named the " chimney." This latter opens by
a narrow slit on to the hill above, or, more
strictly, into the middle of a rocky chasm
which leads from the sea on the westei'n side

to the high grovmd overlooking the Point.

There is no great difficulty in seeing the

Boutiques: any low tide will serve for it..

A few shallow pools to be waded thr«.ugh or

stepped, and a tough scramble over and
among boulders at either end, make the sum
of the labour. You may escape the fatigue

of the first set of boulders at the eastern
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entrance either by beginning, as many do,

with the "chimney," or by descending, as I

did on my second visit, a steep rock close to

the Point du Nez opening. In the latter

case you must look well to your footing, as

in event of a slip you will probably break

your leg, for the fall would not be a soft one.

On my first visit I was disappointed with

the Boutiques. As with most of the Serk

caves, very much depends on the fortune of

the light and the hour, and the difference is

everything. The most beautiful part is un-

doubtedly where the double transept lets in

light from the north-west on what in a great

church would be the supporting piers of the

central tower. Here the walls are of the

richest hues, like the dyes of some old mural
painting on the decayed face of a ruin.

When I last saw the cave the sun Avas stream-

ing through these transepts, and a perfect

glory of rich reds, purples, and oranges, and,

above all, a bright translucent green, mingled

in one halo of colour. The ascent from here

to the upper chamber is very remarkable. It

is like going up the broken steps of a cathe-

dral tower, but the steps are great boulders

piled in fantastic confusion, through and
over which you have to pick your way as

best you can. The " chimney " itself is a
vast chamber, grand, gloomy, and of great

natural interest. Loose rocks in the roof

appear ready to fall at any moment, and some
of the fresh-looking boulders on the floor

make you feel that in lingering here you are

taking your percentage of chance of being
crushed by the next to give way.
From here to the Moie Mouton are some

lovely little bays, and some of the grandest
rocks in the island. La Sagnie Bay lies just

below the picturesque grounds of the Seig-

neurie, and is reached from above by an.

innumerable flight of steps cut out in the red

decomposing rock which gives so fine a colour

to this inlet. Just at the western angle of

the bay are Les Autelets, a groujj of blacky

strangely-massive rocks which stretch from
the beach into the sea, standing one before

another like a row of sentries. Their square

From a photo.] Le Grand Autelet, looking south. IBy P. Godliai",

massive forms, dark colour, and isolated posi-

tions, give them an effect of boldness beyond
their size. Like so many of the metamorphic
rocks of Serk, they are singularly stratified,

and the layers are twisted and rolled into

every shape of distortion, like what is some-

times seen, but in a much less marked degree,

in the syenite rocks of the Malvern Hills.

The Moie Mouton cave is one of the finest

caverns in Serk alike for form and colour.
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but especially as regards the latter. Its chief

entrance, and the best one for effect, is by
the side of a narrow fissure on the west of

the Moie. The floor of this entrance is

strewn with great wave-polished boulders,

and, though when the water covers these

deeply a boat can go a long way in, you had
better choose a low tide, and brave the labour

"and wetting of stepping over, or rather

jumping to and from, the slippery stones, for

then only will you see the cave as it ought

to be seen. It is certainly not one of the

easiest caves to explore, but the trouble is all

forgotten in the beauty. These boulders are

of the deejiest felspar crimson, and the walls

and roof are striped with broad belts of ser-

pentine green, more vivid, when the sun

shines full on them, than the brightest mala-

chite. Other colours are here, but the eye

cannot take itself from this wondrous con-

trast, so bright yet harmonious.

The form of this cavern is curious. After

traversing a long tunnel, and wading through

a deepish pool, you come to a sort of stone

screen or parclose, in the midst of Avhich is a

trefoil opening just large enough to let you
pass. Through this you drop to a lower floor

beyond, and, after another wade up to your
knees, traverse a second tunnel, almost at

right angles to the first, and at length find

yourself in front of the cave's northern

entrance, looking out upon the Port a la

Jument.
A little south-westward from the Moie

Mouton, and just opposite the grand cliffs of

the island of Brecqhou, or L'isle des Mar-
chants, are the Gouliot caves, perhaps the most
famous of all the Serk caverns. To understand

the position of the Gouliot caves, not having

yourself seen them, you must imagine a

group of passages channelled out of a rocky

promontory, running through the latter in

an irregular direction from north to south,

Avith other passages opening westward from
them to the sea. Mainly, they may be divided

into two sets—a couple of large chambers,

parallel with one another, and joining at

their southern end ; and westward, again,

from Xhese, and also parallel with them, a

long, more or less winding corridor, or set of

corridors—the Gouliot caves proper. The
first-named two chamljers differ essentially

from these last ones, and are, though of grand
size and rich colouring in places, not very
distinct from many others of the Serk
caverns. It is in the westward or south-

westward chambers that the unique glories

of form and colour are found which have
made the Gouliot caves so famous. Owing

to their complex arrangement, it is very

difficult to give an idea of their exact posi-

tion. They may be reached by either

sea or land ; but they can only be seen, at

least to full advantage and "with perfect

safety, during spring tides. Visitors usually

approach them by a steep path which winds
down the side of the rocky cliff opposite the

island of Brecqhou. This path brings you
to the mouth of the first of the two large

chambers I have described, and which is

popularly called the "kitchen." The en-

trance is a kind of vent or slit upwards of a

huge, dark cavern which reaches southward
to the sea, looking out on the little bay of

Havre Gosselin. It is piled up from the

floor to the slit-like mouth where you enter,

with those great boulders of red felspar and
alga-coloured granite, which make so- much
of the beauty, and are so characteristic, of

the Serk caves. Down these boulders you
work your way to the floor below, and find

yourself in an irregularly-shaped chamber of

considerable height, opening to the sea south-

ward (Havre Gosselin side), and also west-

ward, opposite the Gouliot Rock. Turning
sharp round to your right, you enter another

chamber, parallel to this last, and very simi-

lar in character, which brings you back to

the shore on the same side, but at a lower

level than, where you first entered—in fact,

you find yourself on the rough beach imme-
diately below the path which led you to the

mouth of the "kitchen." In the middle of

this chamber is a short passage running south-

westward into the inner Gouliots, and which,

from being always more or less flooded liy a

deep pool of water, is called the "well."

From the beach, facing westward, you
now pass through an arched rock, and turn-

ing round to the left over a rough shingle,

which the tide usually covers, you enter a

long corridor, the first of the time Gouliot

caves, and which runs parallel with the two

outer caverns just described. This and the

other chambers and passages connected Avith

it seem to be part of a sea-fairy's palace

—

they are grottoes rather than caves, and their

walls are everyAvhere fretted and frescoed

Avith a boundless Avealth of marine life—they

may indeed he said to be living, for there is

scarce an inch of their surface uncovered by
shell, sponge, or coralline. Eoof and Avails

are gemmed Avith sea-anemones, sparkling-

like jeAvels in the slant sunlight—plum-

green and red, Avith every shade of broAA^n

and olive betAveen—Avhile patches of yelloAV

and golden-hued sponge dapple the sides, and
the surface is everywhere lined Anth a yellow-
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ish or oli^'c green, grass-looking growth, which
gives a subdued colour to the whole—every-

where, in splendid extravagance, with the

strange plant-like polypes from, whose cap-

suled branches spring the embrj^'o Medusai,

miniature resemblances of those beautiful

parachute-shaped jelly-fish, pink, and orange-

striped, and blue-tinted, that float so lazily

along the tideway, expanding and contracting

as they go, with_ their delicate fibre-tendrils

stretching out over the water. Eouoh acorn-

shells and barnacles thickly stud tlie walls,

and lich fragments of sea-weeds of every hue
make a beautiful carpet for the floor.

As }'0u wander through these half-lit cor-

ridors, Avith a sense of everlasting twilight

about them, the sound of the echoing waters,

noAv neai", now distant—you know not where,

above, below, all around—fills you with a

strange awe, part joy, part terror, especially, as

is best, if you are alone. These caves are not
dark : they are grottoes ; a labyrinth of sea-

openings, bathed with dim sunlight, mys-
terious and dream-haunting, but never gloomy
as our ideas of caverns mostly are. Here
surely, if anywhere, might dwell the fair sea-

spirits of poetry, and hold their mystic revels,

and bathe their pearly limbs in the green
clearness of the cave-pools.

Passing along this corridor j'ou come to

another chamber on your right, opening to

the sea westwards, Avhose walls and roof are

still more thickly hung with that strange
grassy covering, like half-transparent drapery,
which everywhere in these caves gives such
sombre yet harmonious colouring, soft and
beautiful as veiled light. Finally, turning
a little to the left, and arching into two pas-

sages, it brings you to the central chamber,
the Banqueting Hall, the inner glory of

this Fairy Palace, whose ante-rooms and
corridors, only, you have been traversing.

Here light more freely enters, and enables

you to see better the fresh wonders that
rise before you. The same beauties are
here, but intensified and increased. The
same grassy covering, the same corrugated
yet softly-toned surface, the same profusion
of anemones, but richer and more numerous,
and moregem-like in theglancing sunlightthat
streams in from door and Anndow. No less

than four openingsbreak into this magic cham-
ber—the passage by which avc have just en-

tered, a wide vent in the southern slope of the
dome, the inner doorway of the "well," and
an entrance, or exit, Avhich may be called the
postern of the palace, the beginning of a long,

Avinding, steep-sided passage Avhich leads into

the sea Avithout, onl}' a few yards from the

rugged base of the Gouliot Eock. This pas-

sage, because it is little knoAvn, and is also

more beautiful than all else I saw here, I

Avould fain try to picture.

To see it you niiist SAvim, for there is

ahvays deej) Avater in it, and no boat can
enter it. I judge it to be about ninety or
one hundred feet in length, the sides are A-ery

steej), and the space betAveen is extremely
narroAv, and for some distance arched across.

On one occasion, Avhen I sAvani it at rather
high Avatei', there Avas barely room to pass

under this arch, and I had a someAvhat un-

comfortable scrape through ; and at all times
it is Avell to sAvim or float carefully, as the

acorn-shelled sides are apt to leave their

marks painfully on your naked feet. Indeed,
on my second SAvim here I put on a strong

pair of climbing boots, Avhicli enabled
me to rest astride in the passage, and so

have leisure, and Avithout hurt, to examine
the beauties around and beloAV. To see these

fully, certain conditions are necessary—

a

calm day, as the sea at times runs ver}'' strong
in these cave-passages ; a rather Ioav tide, or

the rare anemones, only found here, Avill be
hidden from view ; and an afternoon or early

evening sun, according to the season, Avhen

the level rays stream in through the passage,

and into the cave Avithin, and light up the

rich colours to perfection.

The first time I sAvam this passage Avas on
a beautiful September afternoon Avhen the

sun was just sinking to the Avest, and the

Avhole place Avas filled Avith Avarm radiance.

Imagine the glory of such a scene under such
conditions. A narroAv inlet, from a yard to tAvo

yards in Avidth, Avith steep sides far above
you, and open to the sky throughout save

Avhere the one arch crosses at the farther end;
Avith some ten or fifteen feet of clear green
water beloAv you, in Avhich the brightest sea-

Aveeds—red, green, purple—are floating jo}^-

ously; here and there, magnified as by a

lens, broad clumps of golden-yelloAV and
crimson-hued sponges, every object shoAV-

ing distinct as in a case of crystal ; stream-

jets glancing across from either side from
those strange, dai'k-green sea-squirt masses,

here so luxuriant; the walls and arch

beyond Avith their rich coral-like fretAvork,

and olive-brown, grassy surface, all dancing
Avith dappled light ; and the A\diole sides,

level Avith your eyes as you SAvim, painted

Avith such hues as you had never dreamed
befoi^e—the colours of those rare actinias

only found in this one cave—patches of rosy-

tinted, magenta, bright apple-green, orange,

pure A\diite, and parti-coloured anemones,
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i'l-om a pUoto.] The Couple, with Le Tas de Serk in the distance. [By B. CoUenette.

alternating along the walls—small and
delicate, but magnificent in their broad
clusters ; some closed, others with their long

stalks and spread tentacles just bathed by
the running tide.

A fine cave, imique in its way, is to be
seen in Brecqhou, a small island opposite the

Gouliot Eock, and divided from it by a narrow
strait through which the tide runs at a fu-

rious pace. This cavern is on the south side

of the island, and requires some heavy
scrambling over boulders to get to it. It is

called the Pirates' Cave, from a tradition

that it was formerly used as a stronghold by
these free-lances of the sea. It is hardly so

nuich a cave as a kind of huge entrance-hall,

arching almost to the top of the cliff", but not

extending very far back into the rock. As
you gradually ascend to its floor over the

rough boulders, with its mighty dome arch-

ing high above you, you are impressed with
its vastness—there is a sort of oneness and
simple grandeur about it which affects you
differently from other caves.

On the south side of the Havre Gosselin

—

a charming little bay, easily reached by a
steep path from above—is a small cavern
called by the great novehst himself the
"Victor Hugo "cave. It is rich in the pre-

dominant red colouring of the Serk caverns,

and is well worth a visit ; but a calm day
must be chosen, and a sea without any swell,

as it is difficult to take a boat into it when
there is any motion, owing to the numerous
rocks at the sides and entrance.

The Coupee has been so often described as

hardly to leave anything fresh to be said

about it. It is one of those scenes which
guide-books are so apt to over-paint, and thus
spoil the pleasure of surprise. But Avhen all

has been said, it is a grand accident of Nature
—a strange freak of hers, half purposed,

half mischanced. A long, narrow, winding
track, of a few yards width, being the crest

of two precipices, it joins Little Serk with
the main island, and is the only link between
them. The sea beats on either side of this

slender causeway : on the one hand a preci-

pice of noble outline, dark, and almost sheer

down to the water ; on the other, one more
gentle, but looking over a bay full of broken
rock and rich-coloured cliff, with a far view
of many isles and headlands beyond. When
I last saw it, the sun was setting gloriously

over Guernsey, while on the Jersey side the

full moon rose over the sea with all the

splendour of clear autumn.
Many visitors are under the impression

that there is not much scenery in Little Serk.

This is an error. The group of detached
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rocks, the Bretagne and others, at its south-

western end, are among the wildest in Serk,

but they shoukl be seen, as the island alto-

gether should, from the sea. The boatmen,

who know every passage and sunken rock,

will thread you through tliis labyrinth of an

archipelago, and steer boldly where you would
think it impossible to sail, so deep does the

Avater lie within a few feet of the steep,

almost sheer coast-line.

On rounding Little Serk several fine rocks

come successively into view. The first of

th^se is Le Tas de Serk, a large mass, almost

a small island, and one of the most prominent

objects seen on approaching Serk from the
south-west or east. It is at the extreme
southern point of the island. Farther on, a
little past Breniere Point, is a bold pyramidal
rock, sprinkled thickly with white alga?,

called La Moie du Pot; and near it is Le Pot,

one of those curious hollows, open to the sky
above and communicating with the sea below,
so common to the Channel Isles, and which
are called Creux.

Beyond this are four caves, in or near to

the Coupee Bay, and all worth visiting—the

Lamentation Cave the Convache Chasm, the
"Blow Hole," and the Pigeon Cave. These

From a plioto.j The Natural Arch in Dixcart Bay. {.Hy li. Cullcuulle.

are easily seen, some even without leaving

the boat. The Convache Chasm is especially

worth a visit. It is almost like a miniature

Gouliot, and consists of a main corridor run-

ning right through the rock from the eastern

side to the beach of the Couple Bay, with a

second opening to the sea at its centre. At
low water you can take a boat through the

cave, and leave it' again by the side passage.

Here are large clusters of beautiful white
anemones, and they are seen to perfection in

this well-lighted corridor with their delicate

tentacles full expanded in the clear water.

In Dixcart Bay, one of the favourite bays
of Serk, and which has a fine natural arch

much affected by artists, are several remark-
able caves. On the eastern side, in particular,

are two caverns which I believe to be the

most extensive in the island. I found that

the boatmen knew, or seemed to know, little

about them, and having heard some vague
rumours concerning one of them, my curiosity

was excited, and I thought I»would find out
the mystery for myself. We (my boatman
and I) first explored the cave at tlie end of

the Hogsback, or Point du Chateau, and a

somewhat rough task it proved. The cave

is very dark, and strewn all along with the

most slippery of boulders. Tlie wind, too,

from a cause which we presently discovered,
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From a photo.]
lEntrance to the Creiix Derrible By P. Goclfray.

would scarcely leave our candle alight, which
made the difficulty greater. After a long,

seemingly unending scramble, light suddenly
appeared, and with it a consideralile pool to

be waded or swum through. As my boatman
was not fond of swimming, and the depth was
unproved, I made the re^t of the journey
alone, and after a long wade up to my chest,

eventually found myself looking out into the

blue water of Derrible Bay, on the other side

of the Hogsback. The cavern, indeed, had
cut right through the headland, and in an
almost direct line. There is no colour in this

cave, and not much of any kind to reward
the labour and wetting, except the surprise

at the finish, and the great extent.

In the last respect I think the other Dix-
cart cave, on the same side.hut close to the

beach, even excels it. This cave is of grand
proportions, and at its entrance has some fine

colouring, but it soon l^ecOmes dark, and it

also has a lengthy pool to be waded through,
as deep as, or deeper than, the former one.

So long a tunnel was here that I really began
to doubt whether I should
end of it. My candle
down, and I was far out of sight of my guide
on the other side of the pool, as this cave
does not run straight. At last I reached a
shingly beach, which gradually ascended to

the floor of the final chamber— a high.

ever get to the

was nearly burnt

spacious, almost circular cavern, strewn over
with innumerable small, rounded pebbles.

Though it is difficult to form an estimate

without cori-ect measurement, my own im-
pression is that this is the longest caA^e in

Serk.

Derrible Bay is one of the most interesting-

bays in the island, and has some line caves in

or near it, besides the famous Creux, one of

the two or three noted points in Serk which
most people visit. The Creux Derrible, or

Terrible, is a huge gaping chasm in the "land

above the bay, of great width and depth, and
with nearly perpendicular sides of a reddish-

brown colour. This pit is sunk nearly to the

water level, and communicates Avith the sea

by a double cave-passage. In rough weather,

with a high tide, the entering waves are said

to dash almost to the summit of the Creux,

and the effect must then be magnificent.

Between here and the eastern side of the

Point du Nez are many fine caves, of which
space will not allow a detailed description.

Chief among these are Les Ponchettes ; the

Point Derrible Caves ; the Creux Broun, or

Brown ; the Laches Cave or Creux Malzar

—

a long, dark cavern, with a large terminal

chamber, much resembling the second

Dixcart Cave ; the Chauss^e Chauchanee,
near the picturesc^ue Creux Harbour; a group
of communicating caves in La Sagnie and La
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Mazeline Bays ; the noted Creux Chien or

Dog Cave ; and more particularly the Caves
de Point Robert, a singular chain of tunnels

through half-detached rocks, at the end of

which, approached bya short corridor, is a lofty

chamber, in form and spirit much Hke some
ancient temple, and lighted dimly by a fern-

shaded window in the midst of its domed roof.

There is one cavern, the last I shall de-

scribe, that I would specially point out to

those visiting Serk, as it is not only one of

the loveliest of- the island caves, but it

is almost un-

known —• so

much so, that

I found per-

sons who had
lived in Serk
for years, yet

had never
even heard of

it. It is a gem,
and a hidden
gem, too, for

no one Avould

guess the
treasure of

beauty which
lies behind its

dark, narrow
crack of an
entrance. It

has no name,
and I used
to speak of

it, from its

prevailing
coloui", as the

"Red Cave,"

which my
boatman, to

whose kind
zeal Iowed the
joy of seeing

it, improved into "Cave Rouge." Its position
is between the Banquette Point and Les Fon-
taines Bay, and close to the Creux Relets, a
miniature of the Creux Derrible on the south-
eastern coast.

This is one of the hardest . caves to reach,
vi^hether by land or sea, as, owing to its pe-
culiar position, it can only be visited during
the lowest tides, and after a stiff scramble
over intervening rocks and boulders. The
entrance is between two black, sharp-sided,
jutting rocks, seldom left by the water ; but
this soon opens into a narroAv chamber of

impressive height, and divided about twenty
feet from the floor by a double arch spring-

The Coast of Seik. (Showing the position of the Principal'Caves.)

ing from a central colunni, for all the world
like an old Norman pier, with base and capi-

tal in rough resemblance. This column is

nearly round in front, and extends back
some ten to twenty feet, just like the
heavy piers that support the central tower
of a great church. Above the spring of

the two arches there is some rich, fresco-

like colouring, and in the midst a luxuriant
mass of green sea-fern ; while from this

point a platform extends backward, one
knoAvs not where, and which, to continue the

fancy, re-

minds one of

the triforium

gallery of

some time-

worn old min-
ster. But the

glory, the ab-

solute unique-

ness of the

place, is the

colour of this

columnand its

arches, and, to

a less extent,

the walls on
either side of

them. Bright
red in itself,

the stone is

everywhere
covered Avith

a smooth, vel-

vety alga, as

fine to touch

and sight as

the doAvn of

the most deli-

cate moss, and
of the deepest

b 1 o o d - r e d
crimson — a

hue so subtle yet splendid, when the morning

sun is shining on it, as almost makes the
" sense ache " to look on it.

If you lay your face against the Avall and
glance your eye along it, you will find, too,

that the deep crimson colouring gradually

merges, as it runs sea-ward, into a deli-

cate olive-green, in exquisite contrast to the

richer and prevailing tint.* Beautiful pebbles

of ruddy-stained quartz, rounded and polished

by the waves, with others of different hue,

form a fitting pavement for this fairest of

natural chapels.
* This second colour, if I rightly remember, is no mere

complementary effect, but a distinct and permanent rock-

stain.

krc Point

e Tas de Serk
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CHAPTER VI.—SOPHIE JOLLIFFE.

MES. JOLLIFFE, who was the only

member of either partner's house-

hold who professed a dislike for the brewery,

declared the house had been built with a

direct view to the discomfort and inconveni-

ence of its inmates.

Her chief objection to it was that the

business offices had been built in the very

centre of the ground floor, on each side the

once spacious hall of the old manor-house.

The front entrance was therefore all but use-

less to the family during business hours, and
unless in some special haste, the ladies went
round to the town through the orchard and
garden at the back.

All day the front door was understood to

belong to the business premises and to be

used b}" the family or visitors to the family

by favour. Private callers knew this, and
came with a knock of apologetic gentleness,

and glided down the passage past the offices,

with the air of tresjiassers.

But in the evening the household, as

though in revenge for having been so shut

in upon itself all day, breaks out and invades

the brewery premises without ceremony.

Servants take their work or enjoy their romp
in the silent yards, blow the yeast about in

the stallion room, make use of the clean

casks for seats, or shoe-cleaning tables, or

any purpose they like.

Windows, like so many awakening eyes,

open all over the house, letting the inner

))rightuess, concealed all day, peep out in

the glow of rich old furniture, gilt picture

frames, quaint colouring of porcelain vases,

a glow of well-bound books, rich hued cur-

tains, flowers, ethereal azaleas or dazzling

cluster of Vanthol tulips.

The kitchen door is now open and cook

sijjs her tea at the table, reviewing with a

severely critical eye her forces ranged ready
for cooking on the long dresser in sight of

the yard. But on the whole they bear the

ordeal of her scrutiny remarkably well. The
fo^^ls are certainly white and plump enough
now, Avhatever they may have been before

her skilful stuffing and trussing. The bundle
of asparagus has a beautiful blue-green bloom
that tells of its very recent arrival from the

garden, and the pared potatoes under water
have not an eye left to offend hers. As for

the shelled peas they could scarcely have

been more of a size had they all come out ol

one pod. The eyes of the silver-grey salmon
are as bright as though it still retained life

enough to resent the uncomfortable curl in

which its body is tied.

The front door is thrown open and a

bright carpet laid down from it to the warm
and cheerful interior of the house.

This pleasant change in the Pelican's

aspect had just taken place when the new
manager arrived on the evening of the Satur-

day Jolliffe had given notice of his coming.
JSTot that business was quite over yet—but

as it was time it should have been over, the

household had in a manner taken possession.

Mr. Jolliffe was still busy in his private

office, which although furnished with the

very strictest view to business, was also the

most comfortable room in the house. It.'^

leather-covered chairs, so solid and sober-

looking, had a sly luxuriousness of their own
no one suspected till seated a little while.

The low, broad-topped fender had a poM^er

of inviting and drawing the feet to the fire

which always burnt there summer and winter,

for the deep bay window, with its wire blinds

below meeting its Venetian blinds above, let

in but a subdued sunshine, that never alone

rendered the room warm enough for Jollifi'e.

The long, low, leather-covered table had
now piles of half-crowns, and piles of coppers,

and rouleaus of gold, and little hillocks of

sixpences and smaller silver. There were
also letters, bills, lush new swan-quills in

generous profusion and picturesque disorder.

The miniature sacks containing specimens

of malt, were as neatly made and tied up,

and the tiny squares of dried hops as sharply

and neatly cut, as though they had been pre-

sented for the Pelican's inspection by mer-
chants from Fairyland.

Jolliffe was short and stout, fair and florid,

blue and sanguine of eye, silver-haired. He
had fresh-looking lips that were constantly

quivering with a merry saying even though
they often dared not give it utterance. He
was possessed of " a meek and quiet spirit

"

that beamed in his comely old face and gave

one almost a reverence for his silver hair, yet

there was that about liim of unmistakable

evidence that he loved a little too much, like

Isaac, the savoury meats of life. His wife

was a scold, and her vulgarity and love of

interfering with her neighbours had very

early in life deterred JoUiffe from entering

I
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the Church, for which he had been educated.

He fell back, however, with perfect good-

humour and content on the comforts she

could give him in return for the honours he

had lost, which comfoi:ts consisted of good

dinners and perfect freedom from household

concerns. She had brought up his daughter

well, and, in short, left him to a life of ease

and comparative idleness.

Jollifte's ros}'', genial face, violet velvet

skull cap and the open cheque-book on the

table before him, added to the look of com-

fort and prosperity the room already wore.

Even Mrs. JollifFe, Avhen fully convinced

there was no avoiding the dreaded intrusion

of "Lovibond's man," had agreed, indeed

insisted, that the intruder was to be im-

pressed by everything being made the best

of. It must be owned she had lent a finish-

ing touch to the pleasing confusion of the

table in the private office, and had herself

seen to the irreproachable order of all else in

the room.
" We must awe the man into common

respect," she said, " or he will be wanting to

give us out our tea and sugar by the week,

and looking over the butcher's book. Let
him know that, whatever he does in the

brewery, I intend there shall be no stint in

the house."

It was partly to teach the new-comer how
little his arrival interfered -with the arrange-

ments of the family that this evening was
chosen for inviting a few neighbours to a

little music. If, too, he proved worth such

consideration they might afterwards let the

evening be passed off", as arranged, for his in-

troduction to Mr. Hall and his pupils. Mr.
Hall was the Messrs, Mclntyre and Jollifte's

brewer, who lived in the large newly-painted

house in the High Street of Stoke Bassett.

His pupils were generally referred to by
Mrs. Jollifte as "Hall's idiots," though Jolliffe

declared they were young men of average

intelle.ct ; and perhaps her objection to them
was rather the necessity of asking them
occasionally to Sophie's little parties than
their want of mental power.

However it might be, they were expected
on that particular Saturday evening, and
were being freely discussed by their hostess

and her future son-in-law, Mr. Keith Cam-
eron, who stood where he could command a

good view of his classical head in the draw-
ing-room mirror. If his blue eyes had kindled
and dilated when looking into Sophie's as

they did when they looked into the reflection

of themselves in the glass, she must have
been a cold-hearted girl indeed to withstand
XXVI—
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them. But that peculiar brightness came
only from a sudden encounter with them-

selves ; and the habitual languor and absent-

mindedness came back when they turned to

duller objects.

Sophie was not down yet, and Mrs. Jolliff'e

was touching the weak petals of the tulips,

which, she said, " those clumsy louts of Hall's

would be sure to knock to pieces."

Mr. Keith Cameron said he thought every-

thing about a brewery very nice except such

cads as the brewer's pupils, and gave Mrs.

Jolliff'e his heart-felt sympathy in having to

invite them into her domestic circle.

" I suppose," he observed, looking with

visible reluctance from the mirror to Mrs.

Jolliffe's plump, impatient fingers among the

Vanthols, " we shall have the seraphic tenor

in great force to-night."

Mrs. Jolliffe's brows contracted slightly,

and her double chin as slightly elevated

itself.

"Oh, as to Mr. Dwining's voice," she

answered rather quickly, " I like it very

much, and indeed if the other two were as

unaffected as he is I should not mind them.

Young Dwining's really good nature never

reminds you he has money and good expec-

tations. In fact there's not a touch of con-

ceit or vanity about him. I do so hate a

vain man."
Mrs. Jolliffe's cheeks were hot as she

finished the sentence, and she gave such a

shake to one golden cup in the Vanthol

group that it fell all to pieces, though it

might well have lasted in beauty through

the evening.
" I think Dwining is vain in one way,"

averred*" Mr. Cameron with more animation

than he usually showed. " If not he wouldn't

have presumed to ask Sophie if she were

really engaged to me. What difference

does the young cad suppose it could make to

him 1
"

Mrs. Jolliff'e stood with her head thrown

back and the fallen petals in her hand. Had
Jolliffe seen her so he would have beaten a

retreat as soon as possible, but the^ inex-

perienced Keith was not on his guard, and

added, in a more lengtheneddrawl than usual,

"If the young malt-squasher had been

worth a thrashing he should have had one

before I had the pleasure of listening to iixs

yelling this evening."

Mrs. Jolliff'e, it is true, was constantly

professing an abhorrence for the brewery,

but that others should in any way throw

contempt on it, or those connected with it,

was a very different thing. She turned,
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clenching the tulip petals in her hand, look-

ing at her daughter's betrothed with eyes

whose anger he could not easily mistake, and
said—

-

" If there is anything contemptible in

Mr. Dwiniug's pursuit, or work, or whatever

you like to call it, it is hardly good taste

for one who proposes connecting himself

vnth a proprietor of this house—to find it

out."
" 'Now, my dear Mrs. Jolliffe," cried Keith,

affecting a tone of impatience but really feel-

ing a little alarmed, " you know I like

^fhe brewery of all things, but it has its cads

Hike every other place, though of course if I

fiiad known you were so friendly towards
Dwining, I shouldn't have said what I did."

The slightly jealous tone in which the

last words were uttered aoothed Mrs. Jol-

liffe's anger, sufficiently to deter her from
giving vent to the long-gathered impatience

at what she called Cameron's " dilly-dally-

ing." She had long been, as she told Jollift'e,

Avitliin a hair's breath of giving him her

mind. As on other occasions, so now, she

reserved the gift, and contented herself with
merely wondering aloud " what could be
detaining Sophie."

"It may be difficult to decorate toDwining's

taste," suggested Keith, sinking languidly

into a chair by the open window that looked
down upon the orchaixl.

Mrs. Jolliffe's brow cleared still more. What
she most desired was to see Keith thoroughly
jealous. That might stir him. Sophie might
turn pitying, and so things be brought to a

climax.

Before she could answer Sophie came into

the room followed by JoUiflFe, rubbing his

hands Avith pei"fect self-complacency.

Sopliie Jolliffe was not an artist's or poet's

ideal of a lovely woman. She was so stout

as to make her figure, of average height,

appear much shorter. She was subject to

nervousness and sudden flushing, apt to be

abrupt and hard in manner. She was ap-

parently rather inclined to disagree than to

agree with people in ordinary conversation,

and very slow to admit fresh impressions

and ideas into her mind. These are not
attractive characteristics in face, figure, or

intellect. But they were what impressed
one at a first meeting with Sophie Jolliffe.

They were all the faults she had, and those

who knew and loved her excused even
them. It vt^as said she only seemed to dis-

agree because she knew her own slowness of

comprehension and hated false acquiescence.

She had the most rigid ideas of truth and

honesty, and would never play with either

to relieve herself or others of embarrass-
ment. She would rather appear av/kward
and rude than act a part or accept as real

the pretence or affectation of others. It Avas

more tlois sense of honour and unswerving
straight-mindedness than any other mental
attributes that gave her round English face

the really noble and restful air it Avore in

repose. It may be imagined that AA-ith this

high code of honour imposed on herself by
her oAvn free aa^II, Sophie had suffered

much in the knoAvledge of hoAV her father

and Mclntyre managed, or rather mis-

managed, business affairs. She had other

causes too for the sadness those aa'Iio knew
her thought so inexplicable, disappointments
in friendship, Avhich were sure to come to

one Avhose standard Avas so severe. She
Avould break off Avith those Avho shocked her
ideas of right, but she Avould continue to- love

and regret Avhat she had put away from her.

She had her OAvn peculiar notions that she
Avas Aveaker morally than most people, and
needed all the stei"n disciphne she gave her-

self. It AA^as a hard, commonplace, unprac-

tical sort of struggle, and she had no natural

sparkle or vivacity of spirits to help her
through it. Her sadness did not take a

spiritual or interesting aspect and deprive

her of appetite and sleep. The more miser-

able she felt the- more inclined she Avas to

fall into her father's weakness and set an
undue importance on Avhat there Avas for

dinner, and to indulge in her natural ten-

dency to heavy sleep.

Keith Cameron's love-making had brought
something of a rose hue into her life's leaden

sky, and a freshness Jind perfume to its

thick dull atmosphere. Whether it made
her happier or not she could not tell—it at

least made her knoAv Avhat she had hardly

hoped before—that happiness was possible

to her. For this she felt she oAved him
much gratitude, so much that in her high

sense of honour she was not sure she did not

owe him all she could give, her love, her life,

herself. She Avas still struggling for light

as to this, but she feared it Avas so. It Avas

the first matter of importance in her life on
Avhich she felt it only honourable to hesitate,

and in her hesitation Keith and her OAvn

people chose to take her consent for granted,

and though she ahvays shoAved a gentle de-

precation, she feared she Avas drifting into

the future they desired for her.

As she came into the draAving-room AA'ith

Jollifte, Keith, glancing listlessly round,

thought she looked prettier than usual. He
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had given her some not unnecessary hints

on taste in dress, and was flattered to see

she had folloAved them rigidly this evening.

Her black satin dress subdued her fulness

and colour and showed but half her well-

shaped but too rosy arms. Her unusually

thick and long brown hair was in neat

classic coils close to her head, and in it and
her bodice she Avore the sprays of white

heath he had given her.

CHAPTER VII.—THE NEW MANAGER.

" Oil, mamma !
" cried Sophie, with far

more than her usual animation, " I've seen

the new manager and like him decidedly.

Papa's just shown him to his room."
" He's a very nice fellow," decided Jolliffe,

rubbing his hands as he invariably did before

dinner to get them supple for his knife and
fork. " I've had a chat with liim in the

office and am quite favourably impressed."
" Of course you would be," commented

Mrs. Jolliffe, throwing the tulip petals into

the fire with an air of supreme contempt,
" because you knew you wouldn't enjoy your
dinner if you were not."

" Q,uite so, quite so, my dear," chuckled
Jolliffe, winking at Keith. " You have the

deepest insight into poor human nature of

any woman I ever knew."
" There's that Hall and his cubs," said his

wife as a prolonged knock sounded through
the house.

" Have I made the most of your flowers ?"

asked Soi^hie, sitting down in the window
where it opened on the balcony over the

orchard. This brought her almost as low as

Keith's feet. He looked pleased, and answered
with less than his accustomed languor as he
glanced round the room—

" Charming ! charming !

"

" This sheet of white out here," said

Sophie, looking over her shoulder on the

pear-trees, " seems to throw out the colours

so."

"Ye—es," replied Keith, " especially of the

roses on somebody's cheeks."
" The rosewood mahogany, you mean,"-

answered Sophie brusquely in a moment.
Keith attributed the change to the entrance

of Mr. Hall and his party. Mrs. Hall had
for once not only accepted Mrs. Jolliffe's

invitation, she often did that, but had come.
She was something of an invalid, and Mr.
Hall generally had to apologize for her when
both had promised to spend an evening at

the brewery. Somehow gentlemen who
make themselves great at small evening
parties or dinners and expect to sing thi-ee

or four -comic songs generally do have to

apologize for their wives not coming. Mrs.
JoUiftc had been so certain the brewer's wife
would not come that she really 'had no place

for her at table, but as it v.^as always uncer-

tain whether Mclntyre would come or not
she felt, as she saw Mrs. Hall's fashionably

arraj'ed figure on the landing, that after all

she might not be inconvenienced, and there
was no need to be uncivil to her if Mclntyre
kept away. He was sure to do so, she said,

as it was his duty to come.

Mrs. Hall was a large, pale, plain-faced

woman, and in spite of being generally

overdressed—fortunately she was in mourn-
ing—had all the manner and appearance of a
lady. It Avas only when she began to talk she

dispersed the pleasing illusion. She was a

good-hearted woman, kind to the pupils, and
Sophie liked her.

Mr. Hall had scarcely to speak before his

characteristics made themselves known. He
was A^ery short, very fussy, and as demon-
strative in attire, as large patterns in cloth,

eccentric breast-pins, buttons, and uncontrol-

lable linen could render him. He had large

dark Avhiskers, dark eyes, bright and small,

and a loud voice that usually prefaced its

utterances by a commanding sort of cough.

No. 1 of the three pupils Avas Ned Dwining,
athlete and dunce, AvithdraAvn by an im-

patient uncle from Avhat he called the hum-
bug of University life and sent to something
practical. He Avas broad-shouldered, well-

featured, and had blue eyes Avith all the de-

spair a failure at college and in love could

give them, against the opposing influeiice of

sound health of body and mind, a comfort-

ably full purse, and a determination not to

be a fool as Avell as a dimce.

Pupil No. 2, Mr. Todd, Avas rich, sickly,

and small, possessing a Avardrobe Avhich Mrs.

Hall declared he could never liA^e through,

and which she displayed to ladies of her

acquaintance on certain daj's AAdien he Avas

out. Hall cringed to him, and cjuarrelled

with his other pupils because they dechned
to pay him like respect.

No. 3 was Mr. Joseph Waller, the son

of a poor author, whose money Avas never

paid, and who had to Avalk a mile out of his

way to avoid the ferry Avhen he accompanied

DAvining to the cricket matches across the

river. He was tall, and fortunately pictur-

esque as to long hair and whiskers, for his

Avardrobe Avas the reverse of Mr. Todd's.

Indeed Mrs. Hall had requested that any
invitations to Mr. Waller might be sent fully

a Aveek before the time, as, she added
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mysteriously, " His circumstances re'quire the

laundress should know when he's going out."

Waller was supposed to be scribbling himself

in secret. He was much bullied by Hall,

who declared he ate three times as much as

the others. So he did, and was painfully

aware of the fact. Mrs. Hall was very kind

to liim, or, as he told Dwining, he should have
thrown himself into one of the boiling vats

long since.

Dwining and he smoked their pipes toge-

ther on a corner of the brewery leads when
Hall was out of the way, and had much
sympathy with each other, both being in

love, though the object of Waller's attach-

ment was a different one almost every week.

Hall said that with his beggarly means and
prospects he might at least keep quiet. Yet
he was the greatest tiirt in Stoke Bassett, and
Miss Vickory was constantly arriving with

love letters received from him by the young
ladies. Mr. Waller's last " craze," as Mrs.

JollifFe unfeelingly described his love, was
for a cousin of Sophie's, now staying Avith

her, but not yet arrived down-stairs.

Of course Mrs. Jollifle was charmed to

see Mrs. Hall, and praised her husband for

having persuaded her to come.
" Oh, don't give me credit," he cried, hold-

ing up his heavily ringed hands deprecat-

ingly. " It's nothing but female curiosity,

nothing else in the world."
" Oh, I'm sure, William !

" protested Mrs.

Hall as she held Mrs. Jolliflfe's hand. " You
shouldn't be a-saying of such things. What's

the new manager to me ?
"

"Well, Mr. JollifFe, sir," exclaimed the

brewer in liis loudest tones, shaking his

host's hand more heartily than was comfort-

able, " so, to use a Byronical term, here's the

Hassyrian come down like a wolf on the fold,

eh?"
"Quite so, quite so," answered JollifFe,

turning to shake hands with the young men.

"Well," continued Hall, advancing to

Sophie and Cameron, "I think we shall

prove ourselves six to his half-dozen. To
tell you the truth. Miss JollifFe, I did per-

suade Mrs. 'all to come—the best thing in

the world is to haiv these sort of fellers.

What do you say, Mr. Cameron 1 All, there's

Miss Bowerby."
" If we're not hawed," remarked Keith to

Sophie as the brewer bustled ofF to meet her

cousin, "we shall undoubtedly be hipped.

But here comes your devoted Dwining, blush-

ing like a damsel of fifteen."

Miss Bowerby made Sophie appear quite

sUm—she was a large handsome girl, very

good-natured and silly, always laughing, and
fortunately blessed with fine teeth and dim-
ples, and had dewy dark eyes, and dark
hair, which likewise might be said to dimple
with laughter, for it was all glossy waves
over the whitest of brows and behind the

daintiest of ears. She had no sooner laughed
over Hall's facetious greeting than slie went
into fresh and but ill-subdued mirth at

Waller's adoring one.

Mrs. JollifFe had only just returned Avith

the brewer's wife, having been with her to

take her bonnet ofF, when a tall figure

ai)peared at the door, and JollifFe advanced
to meet the new manager.

The first impression Sophie had of him
was that she saw a man much shaken by
hardship of some kind. Gentlemanly, sol-

dierly, even elegant, as his strikingly tall

form was, it seemed to Sophie, as it moved
with JollifFe through the several introduc-

tions, to have something of the slightly

yielding undulation of a mast that had to

bend without breaking to incessant storms.

His face Avas deeply lined imder the eyes—
dark grey—and full of light and intensity,

and from the corners of the mouth to the

nostrils. The mouth, sensitive in si)ite of

the firmest of lower jaws, and the eyes, might
have belonged to a man of tAventy ; but the

lines in the face and the touches of grey in the

dai'k hair, told plainly of twenty years more
-—twenty years more of A^ery real life, if not,

as Sophie thought, very hard and joyless life

too.

He Avent through the introductions just as

a man of the world and a man of good breed-

ing might be expected, endeavouring not to

observe the general ill-feeling towards him-

self of Avhich he Avas really fully conscious.

Perhaps he Avas over-duly conscious of it.

Sophie had an idea he AA^as so, and felt for

him. When he was introduced to her he

appeared to read this feeling in her honest

blue eyes, and to be thankful to her for it.

JollifFe observed that he still glanced about

him expectantly Avhen all had gone through

the form of introduction, and thinking he

guessed his thought, said

—

"Mr. Mclntyre promised to be here to

meet you this evening, but he's so uncer-

tain Ave never Avait dinner for him. My
dear," calling to his wife, " we Avon't wait

for Mclntyre."

"Nobody thinks of such a thing," an-

sAvered Mrs. JollifFe curtly. " It's you Ave're

Avaiting for." Upon AA'hich JollifFe gave his

arm to Mrs. Hall and led the Avay. Hall

took Miss BoAverby ; Cameron, Sophie. The
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pupils followed Mrs. JollifFc and the new
manager; Dwining, as Waller afterwards told

him, " looking gimblets beyond them into

Cameron's back."

The dining-room was the only one thing

in the house that still retained all its old ma-

norial glory. It was a really fine I'oom, oc-

cupying the whole length of the building,

and with a ceiling representing a sky scene,

and a group of flying eagles, said to be by a

master-hand. From its contrast to the other

rooms, it generally impressed those entering

it for the first time with surprise and ad-

miration, and Mrs. JollifFe quite expected

the manager would share the feelirig of most
strangers. To her surprise he hardly glanced

round it, but led her to her seat as if it had
been the most commonplace white-washed

apartment in the world.

Dinner was irreproachable. Jollifl"e conse-

quently was in excellent spirits and a most
genial host, especially to the new arrival, who
began to lose much of his reserve and painful

sense of intrusiveness.

"What do you think of him?" asked

Sophie of Cameron, as Hall was absorbing

the attention of the new manager and Jollift'e

by one of his long-winded and most extrava-

gant incidents.

" My opinion is," was the answer, with a

slight rising of the blonde eyebrows, "that

there's a screw loose somewhere in such a

fellow coming here on this business at all.

He's no cad."
" What is your definition of a cad, Mr.

Cameron V asked Mrs. JollifFe, who had over-

heard his last word only, and thought he was
alluding to Dwinine".

" Really," replied Keith, opening his eyes

to their widest and shrugging his shoulders,
" I always avoided the thing so much that I

am no authority whatever on the subject."

JollifFe did not like the prominence of his

wife's chin and the swelling of her throat,

knowing well what such signs meant ; and
hoping to prevent the conflict being single-

handed between her and Cameron, said,

" Now, Mr. Hall, this is a matter for your
experienced and discerning mind. What is

a cad ?

"

" He certainly cannot plead my excuse,"

said Keith to Sophie, though not at all in

too low a tone to be heard by whoever might
be listening. Dwining not only heard, but
saw the look of unmistakable meaning that

accompanied the words, and bent over his

knife and fork with unusual assiduity.

Hall, while pondering over some all-con-

vincing reply to his host's question, happened

to catch sight of Waller repeating a line of

poetry with his shaggy whiskers almost clos'2

to Miss Bowerby's laughing face.

" My idea of a cad," said the brewer,
looking hard at the offending pupil, "is a

fellah who enters on a career as a gentleman
and—and a scihentist without either means,
manners, or morals to hact up to it."

" Mr. Dwining has Ids opinion on the sub-

ject, I can see," observed Mrs. Jollift'e, scorn-

ing to notice Sophie's pleading look.
" Come, Dwining," cried Jollifle, trying to

laugh the matter down.
"A cad, sir," answered the young cricketer,

carefully avoiding to look at Cameron—" I

have known the best fellows I ever knew to

say, is a man who suspects all his acquain-

tances of being cads till they teach him
otherwise, sometimes in a way more convinc-

ing than pleasant."
" Perhaps," remarked Jolliffe, with a still

lingering academic wink at the ex-under-

graduate, " as Ulysses practically explained

the term to Thcrsites ;" an allusion which,

while delighting Dwining, so clouded the

subject to the general company that it was
at once dropped.

Sophie had scarcely dared to look up from
her plate for the last minute or tv/o. Her
natural nervousness came over her with un-

usual force. She could hardly struggle

against it. Raising her eyes to see if Pascal

had noticed anything of the hidden meaning
of the unpleasant turn the conversation had
taken, she found his eyes looking directly at

her, and with a deep and kindly scrutiny.

Reserved and painfully doubtful of herself

as she was, such a look from one who must
already know some of the trouble that sur-

rounded her, and who was evidently keen

enough to guess of more being v/ithin her-

self, added much to her confusion. She
hardly knew how she could have concealed it

had not her mother at that moment risen,

CHAPTER VIII.—JEALOUSY.

McIntyre was in the drawing-room when
the ladies reached it, and made a feeble ex-

cuse for not having arrived in time for

dinner.

There coidd hardly exist a greater contrast

than that presented by the two partners of

the Pelican brewery.

Donald McIntyre was a man whose present

hopes and ambitions were as a little cluster

of green growth on an almost dead tree. He
called his past dead, and would derive neither

comfort nor caution from it.

His wife had died leaving a son fifteen
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years of age. He had cherished this boy as

holding two lives instead of one, and the

whole ambition of his life had been centred

in him, and, as he considered, wrecked. For
he had opposed him in his first great ambi-

tion for himself, and opposition in his own
flesh and blood was what Mclntyre had
never been used to and could never forgive.

That happened eight years before Mcln-
tyre was asked to become guardian to young
Keith Cameron, the son of the woman he had
intended Allan to marry.

His interest in this young man was pai-t of

the top-growth of fresh leaves on his withered

tree of life. His face and form almost illus-

trated his history. The latter was thin and
dried, and the clothes hung loosely on it.

The former Avas like parchment, and made
more wild-looking by the shadowy grey hair

—not venerable white, l3ut sad. shadowy,
dark grey hair, generally pushed almost up-

right by the restless, wandering fingers, and
surrounding his head like a vapour of the

past. But in the dark, haggard eyes shone

the new interests. The new top-growth was
very apparent in them, and in the eager, un-

intentionally falsetto voice, with its faint

Scotch accent, and even in an occasional glow
of quite pure carmine on the high-boned
cheeks.

Sophie thought he looked more dreamy
and wild than ever ; and though these two
were never great friends, she often had a

longing that she might, as his ward's Avife, do
something to render his existence less lonely

and cheerless.

That evening, as she saw him increasing

the disorder of his vapoury-looking hair by
thrusting his trembling fingers through it,

and noticed that his lips were blue with cold

though the evening was unusually warm,
she felt full of aflfectionate pity for him.

She kept his cold hand in both her hands a

minute, and slipt on her chair beside him as

he sat at the window in the last glow from
the sun. He seemed surprised and touched.

" Well, little girl," he said, passing his dis-

engaged hand caressingly over her smooth
hair, " and how does the world use you ?

"

" Bewilders me rather," answered Sophie.
" Does Keith bewilder you ?

"

" Yes, as much as any part of it."

" He is a part of it then 1
" said Mclntyre

with his falsetto laugh. " I thought lovers

seemed to each other beings from different

spheres."
" If I ever forget the world a little while,"

replied Sophie, " it's certainly not when I'm
with Keith."

She spoke with an unconscious yearning
and pathos that somehow struck a long silent

string on Mclntyre's ill-used harp of memory.
He looked at her till there was really sym-
pathy in his eyes.

Mrs. Jolliffe and her visitors were at the
little tea-table in the inner draAving-room.

Sophie laid her hand again on the one she
had just relinquished.

" Mr. Mclntyre !

"

" My dear !
" He spoke the words almost

in alarm. Her utterance of his name had
been so earnest.

" Don't think me unfeeling, but I want to

speak of something you would rather not
have mentioned. But you will forgive me if

it M^ould do me good to speak of it ?

"

He drew back slightly, but Sophie per-

sisted, looking into his eyes Avith a pleading
that Avould not be refused.

"You loved yourAvife." The hand trembled,
perhaps struggled a little, but Sophie Avould

not let it go. " Your Avhole life has shoAvn
hoAv you loA^ed her. You let no one take her
place."

He stared at her in amazement, Avhich

Sophie prevented from deepening into anger
by looking steadily into his eyes.

" You loved your son. You let no one
take Jiis place."

The eyes were now riveted to hers—like

those of some poor bird charmed against its

Avill, and the shadoAvy head shook Avith a

ne2;ative to her question.
" Not Keith."

The head Avas shaken still more decidedly.

"You Avould not even let him take the

place of the noble lad you lost. But this is

what I Avanted to say. You are the only one

I ever knoAv in my life Avho has made me
really believe in love. Your poor wrecked
life

"

"My dear, my life is really only be-

ginning," and the falsetto laugh and strange

statement ended the sudden fit of confidence

and sympathy betAveen the tAvo.

Soj^hie's ideal lover became merged onco

more into the tiresome, useless partner in the

firm, Avith his absurd, dreamy notions ; and
Mclntyre's rencAved vision of true girlhood,

such as Sophie had given him for a moment
or two, changed to his normal idea of the

egotism and heartlessness of youth, that can

see no hope but in itself, recognise the worth

of no ambition but its OAvn.

" And how do you like Pascal 1 " inquired

Mclntyre, as his OAvn and Sophie's heart

drifted from each other rapidly as they had
approached.
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'• I see nothing to dislike in him yet—ex-

cept, of course, that he causes you and papa
vexation."

" Is there nothing of the bloodhound let

loose on his favourite scent in him 1
"

" Nothing whatever of the kind that I can

see."
" You don't think he is one to be carrying

this investigation farther than his instructions

compel him 1
"

Sophie looked surprised. Mclntyre never

by any chance spoke to her on business, yet

noAv he questioned her with a sort of feverish

earnestness, and gazed in anxious suspense

into her ej^es.

" I should think decidedly not," she

answered.
" Oh ! you do."
" Yes ; and I believe he "will not find his

necessary business much to his liking."

"Ah, yes. Then he would in all probability

wish to simplify his task, and get it over as

soon as possible 1
"

"That is Avhat I should think."
" Thanks, thanks."

Sophie grew still more perplexed, for

Mclntyre seemed to have forgotten her, as

he sank back in his chair, looking with wan,

dreamy eyes on his thin hands as their

fingers locked and unlocked trembhngly.
" No," he murmured, without looking at

her, " he would not be hkely to prolong or

complicate it."

Sophie Avas still looking at him in wonder,

and some increasing alarm at the wanness and
tremulousness that seemed so to have gained

upon him since she saw him last, when she

heard her father's laugh at the door, and saw
him bringing Mr. Pascal at once towards

McInt}Te.
" All, there he is !

" cried Jolliffe. " Mr.
Pascal, Ave are indebted to you for the triumph
of getting hini here to-night. How are you,

friend Hermit 1 Here's Mr. Pascal, who's

come to teach the poor Pelican the art of

.supporting her numerous progeny Avithout

draAving so much on her oavu life blood."

]\lclntyre rose and shook hands Avith the

new manager. He only gaA'e one anxious,

furtive glance at his face, then sank doA\Ti

again, saying, Avith a laugh full of depression,
" You startled us. I had forgotten all about

business, and AA'-as indulging in a fit of senti-

ment AA-ith Miss Jolliffe."

Sophie could scarcely conceal her surprise.

HoAV AA-as it the latter part of their brief

conversation had gone from Jier mind, as it

CA-idently had gone from his, and the recol-

lection of the first part returned ? Hoav had

it happened 1 When ? The transition of
thought and feeling had come in a moment

—

a moment, too, when one AA^ould haA'e ex
pected everything of the kind to have
vanished at the appearance of a stranger,

especially a stranger regarded AAdth so much
foreboding as the ncAV manager.

Sopliie, as her father spoke to Mclntyre,
glanced again at Pascal, and found his eyes
regarding her in a manner that made her
colour painfully. But the last look at liis

face had solved the mystery as to her own
and Mclntyre's change of thought to the
spirit of their brief confidence. It occurred
to her that though they had, before Pascal's

entrance, changed the subject of conversation,

they had remained in the same attitude; and
perhaps eA-en the expression of the brief flash

of confidence and sympathy remained, and
was seen by Pascal, and AA^as reflected back
for them from his face.

Pascal hardly looked at McIntjTe, but
stood listening while Jolliffe made some good-

humouredly sarcastic allusions to his partner's

fcAV and far-betAveen Adsits to the brewery.

Sophie, although Keith had come to her
side, could not help Avatching the tAvo men
Avhen Jolliffe moved aAvay and left them
together. She felt concerned for each in a
manner. Mclntyre had shoAvn her involun-

tarily, in his Aveakness, hoAv he dreaded
Pascal's intervention, and Pascal, she felt,

with a keenness of perception rather unusual

to her, had obserA'ed enough of this to cause

him to shun the nervous, haggard eyes of

^Iclntja^e, and to feel his position in a Avay

he certainly did not feel it with regard to

her father. Unused, as Mclntyre had been

for many years, to glance even mentally at

the true state of his affairs, Sophie saAV that

being constrained to do so noAv in Pascal's

presence, made him groAv more and more
confused and restless. He glanced at the

AvindoAv and shivered.
" Will you alloAv me to moA'e your chair

farther back ? " asked Pascal, stooping and
speaking Avith extreme gentleness.

Sophie thought there AA^as something of a

school-boy's timidity in addressing a much-
dreaded master. There Avas certainly fear of

repulse in his rnanner and voice.

"Thanks, thanks," ansAvered Mclntjrre,

looking up Avith almost childish relief and
gratitude.

Pascal, too, Avas evidently relieved at

receiving no repulse, and retained ]\lclntyre's

trembling hand on his arm Avhile pushing the

chair back. Both seemed more at ease Avhen,

having ensconced Mclntyre in the sheltered
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corner to the left of the window, Pascal

stood beside him, looking greatly pleased at

his little attention being accepted. Mclntyre

rubbed his cold hands, and turned his head

from side to side with something of the

growing trust of a maimed bird beginning to

understand that the discoverer of its help-

lessness intends it no injury. He seemed to

like to have the new manager standing there

with his hand on his chair-back, and when
Pascal's glance Avandered round the room
Mclntyre's Avan eyes looked up at him wist-

fully, almost confidingly, fascinated, Sophie

thought, as she had partly been, by the

mingling of strength and kindliness in the

dark, narrow face.

" The man must be a bit of a hypocrite,"

declared Mrs. Jolliffe to her husband. " He
can't have all that respect for poor Mclntyre,

knowing it's his fault the business has come
to what it is. He bends doAvn to him and

listens to what he says, as if he was hearing

his lady love's first kind words."

"Quite so, quite so," laughed Jolliffe.

" Just as I looked, my dear, when I heard

you first fondly whisper
"

"Oh, bosh ! Do set Keith to start the

smgmg. I'm tired to death of talking to

that woman."
" That Avoman," poor Mrs. Hall, still

beamed under the delusion she was being

repaid for making the effort to come out by
Mrs. Jolliffe's pleasure in her society.

Hall glanced occasionally at his Avife's rich

dress, and remai'ked to one of his pupils in

regard to Pascal that there Avas nothing like

haAving such a man. Keith Cameron got
" Sophie " to sing, and the chai'm of her rich

mezzo-soprano voice in " When sparroAvs

build " seemed to bring a Avarmer, purer

atmosphere into the room, that made it have

a summer of its OAvn to blend A\'ith the Avhite-

robed, incense-breathing summer Avithout.

Young DAvining, for the first time since

his oration on cads, ventured to look at her,

and his blue eyes, Avhich had been clouded

over with A'exation at himself, Keith, and all

the Avorld, brightened and dilated Avith a

manly and unrestrainable admiration and

pleasure. In vain Keith tried to interpose

his "stony British stare" betAveen this

honest, loving gaze, and Sophie's conscious-

ness. He saAv her look up and meet it. and

felt as irritated as even the coldest of lover«

might be supposed to feel at the sight of her

eyes growing brighter under it, and the

sound of her voice more rich and true :

changes perceived by DAvining, Keith saA\',

«uid making his ordinary-looking face, com-

mon to thousands of his age and health, posi-

tively handsome. This sort of Freemasonrj-
between their natin'es, established, Keith felt

sure, Avithout the wills of either, Avas more
provoking to him than any studied shoAv of

mutual liking could have been. Dwining's
glance seemed like a key unlocking the soul

Keith could not touch, and making it look

from her eyes and float out on her voice.

Mrs. Jollifte had Avished Keith to be
jealous, but she Avould hardly have cared to

knoAv how his usually listless fingers, turning

over Sophie's music, literally throbbed for

acquaintance Avith the fine column of young
Dwining's throat.

His natural vanity gave him coolness

enough to ask himself if any one noticed his-

cause of mortification, and he glanced round

the room Avith eyes that could scarcely even

feign languor. Mrs. Jolliffe, Hall, the rich

pupil, and Mrs. Hall were at Avhist ; Wallei

and Miss Bowerby flirting by the Vanthols.

Keith's glance grew more careless as it sought

out Mclntyre and Pascal. Scarcely though
had his eyes reached the ncAv manager, than

they Avere A\'ithdraAvn back to Sophie's musicj

gleaming Avith fresh rage.

Pascal had been regarding the group at

the piano with the utmost attention and

interest. Keith hated Dwining tAvice as

much as before on seeing this. He hardly

kncAv hoAv he had patience and presence of

mind to place another song before Sophie

Avhen she was entreated to sing again, or hoAV

he returned her smile as she looked up at

him as if things were j^lst the same between

them as before. The song Avas one she had
composed to some old A'erses that had taken

her fancy, and she sang them noAV Avith a

brightness and freshness that brought a sense

of morning in. the garden to her listeners.

" May I look at the Avords ? " asked Pas-

cal, coming up to her as she finished.

" If you can read them," said Sophie. " I

copied them as I found them," and she handed
him the song, Avhich he read.

" THE MAYDE AND THE ROSE.
" See ecbe pink leefe itself repete

Aboiive the rose's harte,
T]ie mornyne Sonne, however swete,

Is sloe to mayke them parte.

" Yet at thy louve's fii-st care'esse toche

Thou woldst a soule unclose,

And murmur that it hath as moche
Eeluctance as a rose."

" Pretty, if one could believe at all in the

idea," observed Keith, Avith more of a sneer in

his draAvl than Sophie had ever heard before.

"You don't, then?" asked Pascal, handing

back the song.



'"Does he mean it ?"

"Hardly," drawled Keith, intending his

words only for Sophie. " It's the light no
doubt in which ladies wish their hesitation

to be looked at, but it's generally supposed,
I imagine, that hesitation as to one fellow

only means that another's in the way."
Pascal glanced at Sophie but withdrew his

eyes instantly. Keith, ^Wthout daring to see

what effect his words had taken, went straight

to Dwining and asked him to sing. He
did so partly because he felt he could not
endure to hear him asked by any one else,

and partly because it was some relief to

confront him, and speak out some of his

inward passion even if it was under the veil

of a request.

Dwining was far too much under the spell

of Sophie's soft, song-inspired eyes, to notice

any more unpleasantness than usual in

Cameron's manner. The two were always

unpleasant to each other, the only difference

being that Keith was gracefully, Dwining
awkwardly so.

Mrs. Jolliffe called across the card-table to

Dwining, imperiously seconding Keith's re-

quest, and Jolliffe petitioned for " When the

bloom is on the rye."
" Not that," said Dwining as he stood by

Sophie. " I never get through it without a

break."

"I'll get you through it," she answered

with bright confidence, and Keith had to see
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how completely Dwining Avas in her hands,

ready, rather than Dispose her, to risk his

dignity—to make a fool of himself, Keith

thousrht, rather than not surrender himself

to her influence, not show his full and un-

questioning acceptance of her i^romise.

Dwining was in good voice, and his many
Idunders were concealed with consummate
skill by Sophie's accompaniment, such skill

indeed that only Keith's jealous ear detected

them.

Dwining's natural shyness disappeared in

the little fit of laughing congratulation he

and Sophie indulged in Avith their heads over

the music folio when the song was ended.

fShe was serious in her praise, he in his

thanks, yet each received the other's words
in jest and were half-grieved with each other

for doing so. The dialogue was absurdly in-

consequential in itself.

" You sang it really better than when we
practised it last week."

"You made it seem so."

" But I hope you believe me ?

"

" I believe in your kindness."

"I'd rather you'd believe in my word."

"You won't believe me when I say it was
only you saved me from utter collapse."

" No."
"Then you think I'd presume to flatter

you 1
"

" You seem to think I would you."
" Now, that is unkind."

"What could seem more trifling and absurd,

thought Keith. Yes, if he had ears only,

but having eyes also, he could see the trivial

argument was as exciting to the two engaged
on it as though it went this wise

—

"I. love your voice, it teaches my fingers

cunning."
" My voice is your slave, only to be led by

you."

"You are too proud to take my praise, I

am too proud to withdraw."
" I would have you know I mean not only

my voice but my whole being would be

guided by you to things of which it is itself

incapable. Believe me in the trifling matter

they hear us talking of. It is all the belief

I dare ask or you give. It is all, but give

me that."

Keith could fancy that any instant Dwin-
ing might have snatched Sophie's hand, or

that Sophie's eyes might become tearful—so

much in earnest had the really trivial words
been spoken. It seemed to Keith that they
were using such idle words to veil a livelier

love passage than had ever passed between
Sophie and himself. Did. it strike any one

else as it struck him 1 Yes ; again Pascal's

eyes seemed reading Sophie's blushing face,

with more interest than Keith thousiht war-
rantable in a stranger. It immediately con-

vinced him the state of things between
Dwining and Sophie must be even more
apparent than he had thought. He felt

bewildered and irritated beyond endurance.
Only a day before, when a friend bantered
him on his delay in persuading Sophie to

agree as to " the happy day," he had, with an
air of graceful vanity, if not insolence, inti-

mated that only a Avord from himself Avas

Avanting. He had done this in perfect sin-

cerity, haA'ing quite believed the hesitation

Avas all on his side.

Keith, as a rule, Avas not an impulsive
young man, but he certainly Avas to-night

much inclined to do something to humble
Sophie, as he felt she had humbled him. Yet
he told himself that the first thinsr to be done
Avas to completely conceal from her that he
Avas either surprised or irritated. He sang
and accompanied Sophie and DAA'ining in a
trio, and even persuaded the other pupils to

join in glees ; Keith condescending to sing

AV'ith them. Still, all through the evening he
saw that almost iuA'oluntary but earnest

claiming on the part of Sophie and DAvining
of their right to be confidential and to inter-

change sympathy, and something more than
sympathy, in the name of the music in which
they Avere both enthusiastic. He could have
borne it to a certain extent, but A\'hen he saAV

hoAV they dreAv each other out, and how
charmed they appeared at the result of so

doing, Keith felt A^ery much as though he
Avas being made a fool. of.

" You never go to Saint Matthias's," he
heard Dwining say to Sophie.

" No," ansAA'ered Sophie. " You know I'm
not High Church at all."

" But the singing is glorious. Have you
never been 1

"

" No, but I mean to go some day."
" Come to-morroAv ?

"

"Well, I mayas Avell then as any other day."

"YouAvill?"
" Yes, my cousin AA^ants to go."
" And you'll be there to-morrow morning ?"

"Yes."

" Really ?"

"Really."

DAAdning's Avords Avere nothing in them-
selves. It Avas the fervent entreaty in his

eyes Avhen he said, " Come to-morroAV ; " the

tender yet apologetic doubt as he asked
" Really ? " the pleasure Sophie shoAved in

stilling the doubt b}^ her honest look and
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word of assurance : it was all this made
Keith wish it would not be vulgarly eccen-

tric (to say the least of it) to throw Dwining
out of the window by which he stood. How
many times had Keith asked Sophie to go

with him to St. Matthias's, and invariably

in -s'ain, she always excusing herself on the plea

of her devotion to the old parish church.

Although it was past midnight Avhen

Mclntyre and Keith returned to the Poplars,

the good fire in the libi'ary tempted them to

enjoy the semblance of winter in the heavily

dewed summer's night.

"A very decent fellow, that man of

Lonbond's," observed Mclntyre, warming
his hands. " I'm very glad for Jolliffe's

sake ; it would have been so unpleasant for

them to have had a -snilgar or an incon-

siderate person quartered upon them."

Keith knocked off the end of his cigar

and stood looking at it with his elbow on

the mantel-piece. Mclntyre glanced at him,

wondering a little at his silence ; but his

perfect features were as usual imperturb-

able, except that they had a slightly pen-

sive expression extremely becoming. At
length he did answer, showing he had not

been oblivious to his guardian's remark.
" I fancy though," he said, admiring the

turn of his wrist as he held his cigar, and
speaking in a more inert drawl than usual,
*' there viay be unpleasantness."

"Do you?"
" I fancy it might be as Avell for me to be

out of it all."

"Out of it ? Thenwhat do you mean to do?"

" Don't know at all," lisped Keith,
" My dear boy, this is childish. What

can you mean V Mclntyre leaned back in

his chair, and looked at Keith with an alarm
in his eyes the occasion did not seem to

warrant. " Surely," he added, with his

high-pitched laugh, " you are jesting."

Keith shook his head, hiding a yawn, and
answered Avith languid decision, " No." His
weariness was not aftected. His first occa-

sion for jealousy had caused him as much
pain as it would have done a better man.
"But—but," said Mclntyre, "I surely

don't understand you. You cannot possibly

mean your affection for Miss Jollifte is to

be endangered by her father's present diffi-

culties 1"

" I fancy my plan of life Avill be entirely

changed," answered Keith calmly. "One
thing I'm resolved on ; I had certainly better

be absent while things are so out of shape at

^

the brewery. But we can talk of this next

j

week. I am keeping you up ; and if Hall's

i

funny songs have bored you as they have me,

j

you want rest. Good night."

!

"Grood night,"saidMcIntyrewithwhite lips.

When Keith had gone and his light though
languid step was heard on the stairs, the head
in the arm-chair fell forward upon trembling
hands ; then it was lifted, and the eyes looked
into the fire with all the pathos of a child

charged with some crime it can but partly

understand.

"Does he mean it?" said Mclntyre, half

aloud ; "does he really mean it, and does he
Avant his money ? And must I be ruined !

—

disgraced for the whim of a boy ?

"

UNDER A THOEN-TREE.
T\/'IFE, you see I kept them snugly,
* * Our old pictures of langsyne

—

Old ideals grow often ugly,

Not this cottage one of mine

—

Yours a colour in September

—

Wife, it seems but yestermorn
When we sketched, do you remember ?

Underneath that crimson thorn.

Yes, that large Avhite oavI was near us,

In our Avoodland painting place,

Seeming both to see and hear us
With an interested face

;

Looking, oh so Avise and Avoolly,

We coidd fancy he might say,
" Ah, I kncAV love's phrcnzy fully

In my young and heedless day !

"

Did Sir Robin too deride us

Up against that autumn sky,

On a tree Avhich could not hide us

From his bright and merry eye ?

" Bob," you said, " seems sketching boldly

In his mind, a larder bare.

With us twain both crying coldly,

' Not a crumb for Bob to spare !
'

"

Then you questioned archly, sadly,
" Must love's summer ahvays go 1

Can it be that love loves madly ?

Owl and redbreast tell us so !

"

And I dreA7 a robin peering

Through a cottage Avindow-pane,

Singing o'er his crumb-feast cheering,
" True love's summer does not wane."
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" Oh, the owl's a cynic, dearest,

And a satirist is Bob

—

Love," I said, " oft sees the clearest

All its wealth which none may roh-

If to Heaven's Gate we take it,

Asking for its blessing there,

Love will have a fount to slake it

That can keep it fresh and fair."

So M^e left that thorn-tree gaily,

Happy-plighted, hand in hand,

And our love has since been daily

To us twain a summer land.

Now the bells of age are tinkled

In our ears, my white-haired wife.

But though old love grows not wrinkled
If its summer is for life.

H. E. WARING.

Fig. 1.

TELPHERAGE.
By Professor FLEEMING JENKIjST, LL.D., F.R.S.

TELPHERAGE is a name applicable to

any automatic system of electric trans-

port, so that we may jjossibly hereafter talk

of telphering goods as we now speak of tele-

graphing messages ; but although the word
is meant to bear this extended signification,

I propose in the present article to describe

only the one form of Telpher line shown in the

illustration (Fig. 1) taken from a photograph of

a line in Hertfordshire. It will be seen that

this line consists of tM^o series of parallel rods

suspended from posts. One set forms the up
line and the other the down line. The train

in the picture is hanging from the nearest line

with a locomotive in front. Tliis train con-

sists of a series of buckets or skips joined by
wooden rods so as to keep them evenly spaced
over a distance equal to two spans. The rods
are borne by cast-iron saddles on a cross-

beam carried by braced posts. This form of

line, train, and locomotive was the first result

of an attempt to design a system of transport
in Avhich all parts should be specially adapted
to the employment of electricity as an agent
for the transmission of power.

The main peculiarity, as it seemed to me, of
this new agent was the ease Avith which
power so sent could be subdivided. With
steam we necessarily employ the power at

one spot near the heavy boiler, l)ut with
electricity we can supply fifty trains with
2 - horse power each, as easily as we can
supply one train with 100 -horse power.
By taking advantage of this subdivision,

and by distributing the weight of the

trucks over a great length of line in

many small trains, it would, I thought,

be possible to design a roadway with a sub-

structure Lighter and cheaper than even the.

lightest possiljle form of steam tramway.
I chose a suspended line in the first instance,

because insulation was thereby rendered
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vantages;
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Fig. 2.

suspended, it seemed desirable that the car-

riages should run on a single-wheel path, as

in the ordinary forms of wire tramway ; and

further that each train should itself be long, so

as to carry out the idea of distribution of

weight to the greatest possible extent. These

then are the chief mechanical features of the

new Telpher line. But electricity not only

gave the means of distributing the power, it

also gave new and
for controllins; that

easy, and this

course was fol-

lowed by seve-

ral other ad-

the

trains
were removed
from interfer-

ence, and at the

same time all

danger was
avoided of ac-

cidental injury

to persons or

cattle from the

powerful cur-

rents to be em-
ployed ; fencing,

earthworks,
bridges, and the

purchase of land

all became unne-

cessary. If the

road were to be

be

I'ie-. 2a.

controlling

arranofements. The
plied to each tram

remarkable facilities

power by automatic

current can be sup-

in just the amount
required to maintain a given speed, whether

the train is on the level, or running iip hill,

or running down hill

hill, after the current has been cut off.

When running down
"", ^

break comes into action as a further safe-

guard against excessive speed ; and it has

further seemed desirable to introduce a block

be

given

pre-

dis-

system by which one train may
vented from coming Avithin any
tance of its forerunner.

With the view of practically testing various

solutions of these problems on a scale suffi-

cient for the class of traffic contemplated,

experimental Avorks were erected by the

Telpherage Company, Limited, at Weston, in

Hertfordshire, on the estate of the chairman

of the company, Mr. M. E. Pryor. Many
forms of rope, rod, post, saddle, locomotive,

and truck, were erected and tried during

a period of more than a year. Finally a _
short line, 700 feet long, was constructed i that^ime the break was tested on another

which re-entered on itself, so that trains could short line erected at Erith before being sent

run round and round. The line con-

sisted of ten 50-foot spans bridged by flexible

round i-ods of steel five-eighths of an inch in

diameter, joined by two semicircular ends

each 100 feet long, made of stiff angle iron,

supported on posts about 10 feet apart. A
siding was also erected on to' Avhich a train

could be run at will. Two trains wci-e

somictimes run simultaneously on the

Weston line, though the dynamo employed
was not very well suited for the double

traffic ; habitually only one train was used.

The present article is not intended for the

engineer or man of science, and . the unpro-

fessional reader can form no conception of

the multiplicity of petty details to be de-

signed and redesigned before even moderate

success can be obtained with an invention so

novel in all its parts as that with which we
were en2;a2;ed. It will therefore be sufficient

to say that in the end our locomotive and
general system were so far perfected that we
were able to invite all and sundry to come
to Weston and inspect the running, and that

during somewhat more than a fortnight,

while the exhibition was held, no serious

hitch occurred. The experimental trains

weighed about a ton, and the speed was
from four to five miles an hour. This

speed cannot in my o[)inion be much ex-

ceeded with flexible lines. The block sys-

tem was in action, but the automatic break

and governor were not then applied. Since
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to South America. The successful testing

of the governor came later still, and now the

company is prepared to guarantee that a

line shall perform its work of transporting

so many tons per diem satisfactorily to the

purchaser. At the moment of writing this

article the invention has therefore reached a

transition stage. It is no longer a mere inge-

nious idea or a pretty plaything, although

when made on a small scale it forms a

singularly attractive toy. Mechanical and
scientific experiments have been tried with
success on a practical scale, the next step is

to work the lines commercial!}'.

I do not purpose to enter into any argu-

ments as to the probable issue from this

ordeal. Questions of that kind can be pro-

fitably raised only in engineering or scientific

journals. My present ol)ject is to explain

popularly how trains can run at all on sus-

pended roads, how trains can be driven by elec-

tricit}^, and how the running can l^e automati-

cally controlled (Fig. 2). The first question I

am invariably asked is this, "How do the trains

pass the posts 1 " A glance at the two views
in the second illustration ought to make this

clear. In the left-hand drawing the spectatoi'

is supposed to be standing between the two
lines and looking straight at the framed post.

A beam stretches across this post, overhanging
on either side, like a bracket. At each end of

the beam there is a cast-iron saddle, to Avhich

the rods are attached. These rods appear as

mere points at A and B, as if saAvn through
just where they leave the saddle. A pair of

trucks are shown, one on the up line and
the other on the down line ; the wheels sup-

port a bent stiff arm, which comes round
under the bracket, and carries the bucket
containing coal or ore. It should be clear

that a truck of this shape can be pulled past

the bracket without fouling it in any way.

FiQ

The weight in the bucket is far below the
point of support, and hangs from the saddle
or the rope, as a weight,

w, will hang on a stiff

curved arm, as shown in

Fig. 3.

In all this there is

nothing novel. This ar-

rangement of post and
truck has been in use

these twenty years for

lines along Avhich trains

or buckets were pulled,

sometimes by a separate continuous rope,

sometimes by making the supporting rope
itself travel with the bucket resting on it.

These overhead rojie-ways are excellent things

for short distances, but it is difficult to use
them for long distances, sharp curves, or vary-

ing inclines. On a Telpher line the trains are

pulled along by veritable locomotives, each
locomotive hauling from five to ten trucks. Xo
loss results from the alternate descent and
ascent of the trucks between each post. Each
truck is of the same weight, andwhen one is de-

scending a corresponding Aveight is ascending.

Before describing the special arrangements
used on the Telpher line it may be Avell to

explain briefly Iioav electricity can be used to

drive machines in general. When a current
of electricity flows round an iron core, Avhen,

for instance, it flows through a bobbin of

cotton-covered copper wire disposed as is

shoAATi at A in Fig. 4, it converts the iron

into a magnet. The poles are marked N and
S in the diagram. If the current is large

and the turns of copper wire numerous the
magnet Avill be poAverful. AVhen two bob-
bins, A and B, are placed as in the diagram,
with the same current floAving in each, the
attraction betAveen the tAvo magnets Avill turn
the central portion B c round, as shoAvn by the

arroAv ; the action will be assisted if there are

similar bobbins at c and D. Noav let there be
an arrangement by Avhich Avhen B comes oppo-

site A the direction of the current in B and c
is reversed, Avhile the floAv round A and D
remains unchanged ; the polarity of the
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magnet B c will be reversed ; and as the two
poles of A and B, which are close together,

will now be both north poles, these Avill repel

one another, and as the wheel continues to

revolve it will receive a fresh impulse, tend-

ing to carry on the rotation.

It is easy to imagine mechanical arrange-

ments in which these two elementary im-

pulses, due alternately to attraction and re-

pulsion, are continually repeated as B passes

a series of magnets like A, arranged in a ring.

And in this way it is clear that the ring

may be driven by means of forces depending

on magnetism due to a current received by
the motor. The actual motors employed to

receive poAver from electric currents differ

largely from the elementary form just de-

scribed ; but in all of them the action depends
on analogous changes of magnetism due to

analogous changes in the path which the cur-

rent follows.

Any motor which can be driven by re-

ceiving an electric current will, if driven

independently by a steam-engine, send a

current throu2;h the same circuit. In other

words similar machines are used to produce

and receive the current, but when used to

produce the current they are commonly called

dynamos, and when used to receive the cur-

rent they are called motors.

Any system for transmitting power by
electricity consists essentially of two dy-

namos joined by electrical conductors, so

that the current generated by the one
dynamo flows through the other. Then if

the one be kept going by a steam-engine or

water power the other will be driven in

virtue of the electric current generated. It

will be seen that the function of the electric

current is closely analogous to that of a belt

joining two pulleys ; but this electric belt, as

I may call it, may be of great length—a mile
is not more for electricity than a yard for

leather. The electricity will go up or down,
round any numljer of corners, in the air, or

underground, or below the sea. It will stop,

start, reverse a thousand times a minute. It

will split up and ramify, so as to drive a
hundred wheels in place of one. Altogether
the most wonderful gearing yet knoAvn ; not
frictionless, however, for some portion of the
power transmitted is as inevitably wasted as

if the connection were made by gross pon-
derous matter. No means exist, or can exist

in this mechanical world, by which, whether
in art or nature, power can be transmitted
Vr^ithout loss. In all cases this loss takes the
form of heat, and all the heat thus lost on
our earth is ultimately radiated into space,

whither we have no desire to pursue it for

the present.

"\Mien electricity is thus harnessed to per-

form the duty of connecting a machine which
drives with one which is driven, power
is lost in the dynamo generating the electri-

city, and power is again lost in the dynamo
driven by the electricity, these two machines
being heated by the process

; power appearing
as heat is further lost in the conductor join-

ing the two macliines. In all this, electricity

behaves precisely as shafting, spur-wheels,
belts, compressed air, or water under pressure
would behaA-e Avhen called on to perform
similar duties. In every case the power
received at the farther end of the series of

connecting links is less than that supplied at
the near end. Considering the extraordinary
distance through which electricity will play
the part of a connecting chain, the loss

entailed is not extravagant. Last year,

(1883), Marcel Desprez, using about 11^-horse
poAver to drive a dynamo at Vizelle, per-

formed work at Grenoble representing nearly
7-horse poAver. The distance betAveen the
tAA^o places Avas about eight and three-quarter
miles, and the bronze Avire used for trans-

mission Avas only .one-thirteenth of an inch
in diameter. An iron Avire about a fifth of

an inch in diameter Avould haA^e given the
same result, Avhich may be expressed by
saying that the loss from all causes Avas about
37 i^er cent, of the power developed by the
prime mover. To achieve this result Desprez
required no neAV invention. He simply
applied Avell-knoAvn laAvs, and used Avell-

knoAvn forms of dynamo. His loss would
have been still less if he had used a larger

Avire, but he seems to have set his heart on
driving home to men's minds the fact, long
since enunciated by Sir William Thomson,
that by the use of AAdiat may be called meta-
phorically high-pressure electricity, a large

horse poAA'er may be economically sent

through a small conductor. Cceteris paribus,

using the same dynamo and the same motor,

the loss in the conductor diminishes as we
increase the size of that conductor, and the

duty of the engineer, as Avas pointed out by
Sir William Thomson from the first, is simply
to use that size Avhich is most economical,

taking all circumstances into account. The
large conductor costs more than the small one,

but wastes less power.

The iron rods of a Telpher line, Avhcn thick

enough to support the train, are also suffi-

ciently massive to convey so much electric

current as aa^II drive Avith small loss many
trains simultaneously over lengths of at least
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five miles extending in any direction from the

water-wheel or stationary engine producing

the current. If the traffic were light this

distance of five miles might be considerably

exceeded, and it will hardly ever be necessary

to have stationary motors nearer to each

other than ten miles, each driving for five

miles to the right and five miles to the left.

If I may assume that the unscientific

reader has now learnt, in some degree, how a

current of electricity can turn a shaft or axle,

it will be clear to him that the shaft may by
any ordinary gearing be so connected with
the driving-wheel of the locomotive as to

haul a train along at the desired speed.

In order that these driving-wheels should not
slip on the rod, but sliould take so firm a hold

as to allow the locomotive to haul trains up
steeper inclines than can be faced by steam
tramways, two special forms of grip have
been devised and tested. In one of these

there are tAvo steel driving wheels with verti-

cal shafts, which nip the rod between them,

being pressed together hy a spring applied

in a novel fashion, so as to cause no injurious

friction tending to impair the efficiency of

the machine. In the second form of grip the

locomotive holds on in virtue of its weight,

as an ordinary locomotive holds on to an
ordmary rail ; but in order to get the desired

adhesion for steep inclines, india-rublier tyres

are used, like those of an ordinary bicycle.

The weight of the whole machine is so small

that these can be used without any rapid

abrasion taking place, and the grip of the

rubber in wet or dry weather is astonishing.

A locomotive Aveighing 3 cwt. cannot be made
to slip on the rod Avith a pull of less than

1| cAvt., and this pull Avould be ample for A'ery

steep inclines. The illustration at the begin-

ning of this ai'ticle shoAvs a locomotive Avith

one form of the first, or "nest grip," as it

Avas called ; but the details can hardly be
made out, and Avould only be interesting to

professional readers. The neAver locomotive

with the india-rubber tyres is simpler and

cheaper—it appears in the tailpiece of this

article ; it has tAvo driving-wheels, one in

front of the other, and each free to follow

any curve in the line, like the tAvo Avheels of

a bicycle. Experience has yet to decide

which of these two types will ultimately be
preferred.

I Avill now endeaA^our to explain hoAv the

electric current is supplied to the motor
Avherever the train may be. The tAvo ends
of the conductor Avorking the electro-magnets

of tlie motor, are joined by insulated Avires to

tAvo insulated Avheels of the train, the distance

betAveen Avhich is equal to the length of one
span. If then one of these Avheels is joined

by a conductor to the one pole of the dynamo
producing the electric current, Avhile the other

Avheel is joined to the other pole by a second
conductor, it is obvious that the current Avill

have a complete circuit open for it, the motor
Avill be driA'en, and the train hauled alono;.

The connection of these tAvo AA'heels Avith the

tAvo poles of the dynamo is managed after the

following fashion :

—

Each span of the line is bridged by a

separate steel rod. These rods are insulated

from each other at the saddles, but the rods

of the up line are connected Avith those of the

doAvn line hy cross wires, as shown by dotted

lines in Fig. 5, where A, A^ Ag A^ are spans

of the up line, and B, Bg B3 B^ spans of the

doAvn line, seen in plan. D is the dynamo
Avhich electrifies rod A, positively, and rod
B, negatively. Not only rod A,, but the

Avhole series of rods in connection Avith it

become positive ; not only rod B, but all the

rods in connection Avith it become negative.

No current Avill floAv until the circuit is com-
pleted by some conductor Avhich joins a

positive Avith a negative rod. Noav let the

two Avheels L and T, with which the motor
is connected, be placed as in the diagram, so

that one is on a positive section as at A„ and
the other on a negative section as at Ag ; we
shall then have a complete circuit beginning

at the positive pole of the dynamo D,,

riGS.

/:^ /)2 \/ /I,

D'^

+ E.;

'1 tms-'r-

Oa^ c"-to) + iT — B,

passing through part of A, up through the

Avheel T, along the conductor on the train,

through the motor indicated diagrammati-

cally at M, doAvn through the other wheel L

to A,, and thence back through B, to the

negative pole of the dynamo. Inspection

Avill shoAv that a second circuit is open

through the train on the down line hy the

wheels T, and L, ; further examination Avill

make it clear that on Avhatevcr spans the train
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may rest a current will flow round the motor.

(The conductorjoining the trailingwheel of the

train with the motor is seen in Fig. 1, hanging

from the stift' rods which connect the buckets.)

Any number of motors can receive each

a due share of the whole current produced

by the dynamo. Each train receives approxi-

mately the same current because the main
conductors act like large pipes, and the cross

connections through the train like small

pipes. The whole positive series and nega-

tive series of rods a^e in fact charged like

two reservoirs, able to send practically the

same current from one to the other when
joined by similar connections at any point.

This uniform distribution through a number
of cross channels from two main leads is one

of the main features of electric incandescent

lighting, and the arrangement of dynamo
adapted for this system of lighting is also

adapted for the system of propulsion just

described.

The ordinary wheels of the train are in-

sulated from one another and from the

buckets by using wood as part of the small

frame. Nevertheless, if each wheel as it

passed were allowed to rest even for a moment
on two adjacent sections it would join these

sections for that moment, so as to open a

short path of very small resistance through
Vvdiich a very powerful current would pass

without traversing the motor. To avoid this

Avaste, and to prevent the fierce flash which
would otherwise follow the passage of each

wheel, a short insulated gap piece is fixed on
each saddle between the sections. When the

two terminal wheels rest on this gap piece

the locomotive receives no current, but the

train is carried past this point by its inertia.

No inconvenience has been found in practice

when this electrical dead arc, as I may call it,

is as long as 1 5 inches. It will not often be
necessary to make it longer than 3 inches.

Several ingenious step-overs have been devised

so as to do away entirely with the dead arc,

but it has not been found necessary to employ
them. The careful reader may observe that

the current is reversed each time the train

passes from one section to the next. This
does not reverse the direction of rotation in

the motor ; a little thought will show that if

all the poles of our elementary motor shown
in Fig. 4 are reversed at once, the direction of

the forces in action between those poles is

unchanged. To reverse the direction of

motion we must change one pole and not the

other near it ; this can be effected by a change
in the connections analogous to a rearrange-

ment of valves in a steam engine.

XXVl-io

If I have so far been successful in explain-

ing how a current of electricity can turn »

wheel, and how this current can be supplied

to the locomotive running on a single-wheel

path wherever the train may be on the line,

it will be a much easier task to show how the

speed can be governed. Let us suppose that

mechanism be arranged, with the aid of a
centrifugal governor, by which, whenever the

speed exceeds the desired limit, the metallic

connection between the wheels L and M is

broken, say at C, Fig. 5 ; obviously the current

will cease to act for a little while, the motor
will exert no pull on the train, the speed will

slacken, the governor will again make con-

nection and again the train will receive its

impulse. A perfectly simple arrangement of

this kind would not, however, answer well,

because when the critical speed was reached,

the contacts at C would chatter rapidly in

close contact ; a torrent of sparks or flashes

would pass, and either the contact pieces

would be fused together by this petty light-

ning, or the surfaces would be so oxidised as

to interpose an insulating barrier; in one
event the governor would cease to act, in

the other the train would be brought to a

standstill. To avoid this a double artifice is

employed. The centrifugal governor is so

arranged that when its shaft makes, say, five

hundred revolutions, the revolving weights

suddenly fly out to a considerable distance,

breaking the contact sharply, and with a long

gap. The weights do not fall back to renew
the contact until the speed has fallen very
sensibly below that at which the weights

first diverged, say to four hundred and fifty

revolutions, then the contact is remade
suddenly and holds good till the speed again

reaches five hundred. This device allows

some variation of speed, say 10 per cent, above
and below the resulting mean velocity of the

trains, but such a variation as this is of no
importance in practice. Each time the con-

tact is broken a flash occurs attended with
heat, which occurring as it may several times

in each minute would soon oxidise metallic

surfaces. To avoid this a supplementary

carbon contact is provided. The flash slowly

burns away this carbon leaving the main
metallic contacts imharmed. In fact an
electric arc-light is produced for a moment by
each action of the governor. Hardly any
sensible wear is seen in the carbons after an
hour's run, but they require to be examined
at the beginning of each day's work. The
present is the first published description of

this governor, which is simpler in its action

than those I had previously devised.
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Next comes the method of blocking, that is

to say, the method by which each train keeps a

space clear behind itself into which no follow-

ing train can penetrate. Before the date of my

iiG.e.

+ /Is -As

Be
.^^

+ %

first Telpherage patent Messrs. Ayrton and

Perry described and exhibited before the

Eoyal Institution a wonderfully ingenious

system of protection for the trains of their

electric railways. My own system is of a

simpler kind, I provide a by-path for the

driving current at certain sections called idle

sections, as shown in Fig. 6. Habitually the

rods As and B5 are joined to the by-path by
cross connections at K K, but each train as

it passes sends back an electric signal which

breaks this cross connection. Any following

train which might arrive at the idle section

Avould find it insulated and would at once be

deprived of the driving current; it there-

fore stops. The preceding train on arriving at

the next idle section sends back a new signal

re-establishing the cross connection, the cur-

rent then again flows through the second

train, which again starts on its journey. This

plan was tried with complete success at

Weston. The signal required is no more
complicated than a single signal sent by a

Morse key to a Morse receiver. Small in-

dependent telegraphic wires are used to send

these signals, but these wires are not shown
in the diagram. It may be observed that the

main current does not habitually flow through
either K or K„ and is therefore not inter-

rupted when the cross connection is broken.

No flash therefore occurs at the break to

damage the action of the apparatus. In the

great majority of cases no block system will

be required on main lines, one train will

hardly ever overtake another, and if it does,

no harm will result.

A block system will, however, be a useful

adjunct at sidings and termini, where the

arrival of one train might be inconvenient

before the previous train had started.

The automatic brake is a still simpler
affair, being merely a centrifugal brake of

compact design, in which diverging weights
press against a fixed rim, and produce the
retarding friction. It might be supposed
that the friction due to such an arrangement
would be too small to control a train weigh-
ing at least one ton. But a very small re-

sistance opposing the rotation of the motor-

/7*

B^

shaft is sufficient for the j)urposc, because

this shaft revolves with the great velocity of

2,000 revolutions per minute ; a resistance

equivalent to the weight of 6 lbs., at the end
of a 6-inch arm, will check the

train with one horse-power.
- Moreover, the great velocity

acts favourably for our purpose
- in another way. Each pound

of matter in the diverging

weights of the governor, revolving at a mean
distance of 6 inches from the shaft, will press

outwards with a force of no less than 680 lbs.

A small and light governor is, therefore, all

that is needed as a brake.

In limiting my description to designs

which have been carried out under my
OAvn superintendence, I must not be under-

stood to suggest that these are the only

means of working out the problem. Elec-

tric railways are already successful at

Portrush, Brighton, and elsewhere. An
ingenious arrangement for the rapid trans-

mission of a light carriage has been exhibited

by Mr. Danchell. Storage batteries have

been used for tramcars. Electric haulage

for canals has been proposed by Messrs.

Ayrton and Perry, whose inventions for

electric railways are of exceeding ingenuity.

There are also many ways in which aerial

Telpher lines might be designed, worked, and
controlled. No one can yet say which form
of electric transport will be most important,

and electric transport in any form can hardly

be expected to rival the traffic conveyed by
steam. Nevertheless, when all deductions

have been made from the sanguine hopes of

an inventor, it can hardly be doubted that

the electric transmission of power will play

a considerable part in the transport of goods.

Whatever may be thought of the special con-

trivances described, it is certain that we can

conduct power with no excessive loss to places

many miles distant, that we can subdivide

that power almost at will, and that we can

control the power by automatic arrangements

of a simple kind. These are important facts,

and must lead to important results hereafter.

The aerial Telpher line described seems

suitable to half-settled countries, where roads,

railways, and canals are not as yet con-

stnicted, and where the traffic is not suffi-

cient to warrant their construction. It will

climb steep hills and go round sharp curves,

and is therefore suited for broken, hilly

ground. It may also find an application

wherever it is important not to interfere

with agriculture, and where it is necessary to

remove the conductors from possible inter-
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ference by men or beasts. The automatic

character of the arrangements will allow

these lines to be run out to Scti for a con-

siderable distance to load and unload ships

;

and the fact that machinery can be driven

in the neighbourhood of these lines by the

use of a couple of flexible conductors attached

respectively to a positive and negative section,

may lead hereafter to the establishment of a

network of these ropes not only to act as

roads, but also to supply the power to dig,

reap, and thrash on farms. All this sovmds

Utopian, but the rate of progress during

the last fifty years is encouraging for the

future. Sir John Leslie, when writing his

public dissertation for the last edition but

one of the Encydopcedia Briiannica, about

the year 1830, could smile at electricity

as a superficial science ; he alludes, in-

deed, with admiration to CErsted's great

discovery published in 1820, that the needle

of a small compass was turned aside when
brought into the neighbourhood of an elec-

tric current, but then remarks that this has

given rise to "numerous speculations that

frohc in the giddy maze of electric and
magnetic currents." In cultivating the at-

tractive sciences of electricity and its younger
branch galvanism, " Experimenters," he says,

"would seem to satisfy themselves with a

humbler and looser species of reasoning."

How far away all tliis sounds ; much farther

ofi" than the Eeform Bill. Xow we have five-

and-twenty nations meeting in Paris to settle

electric units, based on no loose reasoning

;

we have this year seen a thousand horse-

power expended night after night in lighting

one building by electricity. The world is

girdled with cables by which we trade and
govern, but the telegraph has already

ceased to be a marvel, and our merchants'

clerks think nothing of being able to hear

one another speak tlircmgh the fine network

of wires on our housetops. To-day the trans-

mission of power by electricity is still unfa-

miliar, but the laws of that transmission are

already well kno^^^l to many Avith an accuracy
which would delight good Sir John Leslie if

he were here to-day. Most assuredly before

long the transmission of power by electricity

will be an important factor in the industry

of many countries.

What degree .of success may attend Tel-

pherage remains to be seen. The cost at

which lines can be erected and worked will

determine the extent of that success. These
lines must be cheap or their use will be
restricted to certain exceptional cases. Some
hypothetical estimates have been given in a
paper read before the Society of Arts, but
mere estimates are not satisfactory. The first

cost and maintenance must be detei^mined by
the erection and working of commercial lines,

and the first of these ought to be consti-ucted

in Great Britain, so that their working can
be watched both by the public and by those

who OAvn the patents. But in Great Britain

the Telpher line has to compete with road,

rail, and water carriage, where these modes
of transport are already fully developed,

hence some delay has occurred in making a

start with practical work; moreover elec-

tricity is at tliis moment rather at a dis-

count. Our hopes of rapid progress were
raised too high in the matter of hghting, and
the check given to enterprise in one applica-

tion of electricity has acted as a deterrent to

experiment in the new field. Those among
us who are impatient, take comfort in the

old proverb, " Chi va piano va sano, e clii va
sano va lontano."

Note : Javuaet, 18S5.—Since writing the above,
a contract has been arranged by which the first

British line will be erected at Glynde for the Sussex
Portland Cement Company—to "deliver 150 tons of
clay per week.

rt?^
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SUNDAY EEADINGS.
By J. MARSHALL LANG, D.D.

February 1st.

Read Jeremiah x. 1— 16, and Hebrews i.

TN the concluding verses of Psalm cii. a
-*- pious Israelite stretches forth "lame
hands of faith." It matters not who he was
—whether David, or Jeremiah, or Daniel, or

some lonely exile during the captivity.

He has given us a most helpful " prayer for

the afflicted when he faints, and pours out
his meditation." And helpful for more than
the afflicted; for the song contains the ele-

ments of all that is best in thought, purest

in desire, and strongest in action. It is a

Psalm of Life, as to which nothing were
more to be wished than that we who read it

may be confirmed in its truth by the blessed

Spirit of God.
We observe the distinct and pre-eminent

" Thou art." The psalm sets before us the

earth with its foundations laid of old, the

heavens with their battalions of stars and
planets, the wide realm of Nature, the all-

embracing reign of law. But above the
universe, penetrating the whole system and
every part of it, conditioning everything yet
conditioned by nothing, God is

—"the high
and lofty one that inhabiteth eternity, whose
name is Holy." And to Him, the living God,
the adoring gaze of the soul ascends. There
is the felt need, and there is the felt answer
to the need. " I said, my God." St. Augus-
tine, referring to the days when, godless and
homeless, he roamed over the fields of know-
ledge and exhausted the resources of life, thus
describes his experience :

" These were the

dishes in which they brought to me, being
hungry, the sun and the moon, instead of

Thee." No such mockery is offered to the

hungering heart in the words under our view.

Sun and moon are moved aside. " Eternal,

thou art our dwelling-place in all generations."

We observe again the contrast instituted

between the Maker and the made. There
are two ways of regarding the physical world.

Let it be set over against the idea of our
existence, then there seems about it a per-

petuity which torments us. Who has not
felt at times the solemnity of " the silences

and immensities 1
" For example, the bound-

lessness, restlessness, phosphoric brilliance of

ocean, when, from the deck of the ship,

beneath the shining moon, we look down and
around on the waste of waters. Again, how
ill-timed seems boisterous mirth amongst the
long hill-sides and the deep valleys of the

mountainous land 1 The stillness and the soli-

tude are sometimes awful. We feel as if, from
the everlasting realities of the material uni-

verse, there comes the voice, half in pity, half

in scorn, " Take your moment, O creatures

of a moment, and then begone for ever."

But there is another side to the picture.

When the points of the contrast are man and
nature, nature seems the abiding. When the
points of the contrast are nature and God,
nature is only the perishing and corruptible.

Measured by the thought of Him, what is

the world 1 To the man of faith, in his
" prayer for the afflicted," it seems only one
of many vestures taken from the wardrobe
of the great King, a garment in which He
has clothed Himself, but of which one day
He will unclothe Himself, and fold it up, and
make all things new. All that is made is

being ever modified—life comes out of death,

death is the condition of life. Flux, motion,
perishableness, is written on the face of the

world. But He ? Suns may disappear,

worlds may rise and fall, He is from ever-

lasting to everlasting. It is in the thought
of God that we have the pledge of continuity

even for time. And then time and eternity

aie two separate conceptions. Eternity is

not time indefinitely prolonged. Though we
pile ages on ages, we are no nearer the con-

ception of eternity at the end of the intel-

lectual eff^brt than at the beginning, because
eternity is a state different from time. And
the inhabitant of eternity is God. Coming,
going, changing, are words which belong to

time ; they have no place in the sphere of the

eternal. "As a vesture shalt thou change
them, and they shall be changed ; but Thou
art the same."

It is in the consciousness of this living

God ; it is in the light of this contrast be-

tween the Maker and the made, that we read

the higher truth, and see the right direction

of our life. Apart from God, who, what is

man ? An old English author dwells on the

care of the ancient Egyptians for their dead,

as that care is proved by the mummies on
which their skill was spent. " Of their living

habitations," says Sir Thomas Browne, "they
made little account, conceiving of them but
as hospitia or inns, while they adorned the

sepulchres of the dead, and planting these on
everlasting bases, they defied the cnambling
touch of time and the misty vaporousness of

oblivion. Yet all were but Babel vanities.
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History sinketh beneath her cloud. The
traveller who passeth through these deserts

asketh of Time, sitting on a sphinx, who
builded the cities, and she mumbleth some-

thing, but what it is he knoweth not." So
with our striving and toil : until they are

associated with the eternal it is impossible to

escape the impression of a certain " vanity,

vanity, all is vanity." They are not "planted

on everlasting bases." Time "mumbleth
something" about the world and this hfe,

but what it is we cannot assuredly gather.

The fountain-light of our day, the master

light of our seeing, is elsewhere. Man's true

hfe is " hid with Christ in God." By this

faith the just live.

Februaey 8th.

.
Head Psalm xci., and St. John xv. 1—II.

There are wants which belong only to the

surface of our life. A\Tien they are satisfied

an addition is made to our happiness, at least

for a time ; but the soul itself, the deepest

part of us, is untouched, unblessed. There
are wants, again, which are occasioned by
social circumstances and conditions. As these

vary, desire changes its aspect; either it

discovers new objects or it renews the face

of the old. Once more, there are wants
which are created by personal taste or temper.

To one man many things seem to be neces-

sary, which scarcely fall within the line of

another's vision. In all such cases the long-

ing is only partial, and it goes down only a

little way into the inner being. But when
Christ speaks, as in St. Matthew xi. 29, of

rest to the soul. He refers us to a good in

whose direction every heart is stretching,

which all seek as the pearl of blessings. His
word meets the world's cry—let it be added,

the world's despair. For poets have simg
and prophets have preached, and philosophers

have theorised, and yet the golden age has
never come. Generation transmits to gene-

ration, as a question unsolved, "Where is

the place ; what is the truth of rest ? Is

not the experience of the past only a sor-

rowful, 'Think nothing gained till nought
remains 1

'

"

More beautiful, more gracious sentences

never fell on the ear of man than those in

which the Son of Man conveys His answer to

this question. His reply to this protest. Sub-
stantially it is that rest to the soul begins
with a sup-erne submission, and is completed
in a progressive edumtion. May His Spirit,

the Spirit of Truth, lead us into His mind,
the mind of Eternal Truth.

" Take my yoke upon you . . . and ye

shall find rest "—thus adopting a figure weU
known among the Hebrews, Christ insists

on a supreme submission. There is a note-

woilhy emphasis in the language, "my yoke"
—not only as in a well-known paraphrase,

"that Avhich I impose," but "that which is

especially mine, which I have proved, in

bearing which I\Iaster and disciple are one."

For He, too, began with the yoke. " Though
He were a Son, yet learned He obedience by
the things which He suffered." Now and
again in His life we obtain glimpses of a
forcible subjection of desire to law. "Father,

save me from this hour; but for this cause

came I unto this hour." " my Father, let

this cup pass from me. Nevertheless, not
what I will but what Thou wilt." He learned

obedience.

Now it is in this learning of obedience that

we find rest to the soul. In every age men
have understood that the root of unrest is

desire, impulsive, uncontrolled, always desir-

ing. An oriental religion which comprehends
an immense multitude of mankind, and whose
spirit is reflected in some voices not alto-

gether without influence even in our practical

western world, teaches that the only way of

blessedness is to repress desire, to deny the

will to live, to refuse this will more than is

needful for bare existence, nay, to anticipate

as far as may be the repose of not-being.

"Vain nasdom all, and false philosophy;"

but it may point us in the direction of the

real cure—not the repression of the will to

live, but the submission of the individual to

the will of God, the passing away of the old

things of self-will, and the new-becoming of

all things through Hfe in Christ who liveth

in us. " Our wills are ours to make them
Thine." Ah ! it is good to have a distinct

up-look, to have a Master, to be a scholar in

the school of Him whose sacrifice has inter-

preted the meaning and the uses of life.

Only through such obedience is the true

liberty gained ; true peace only when the

attitude of critic is exchanged for that of

learner, and under the yoke we are brought

into captivity to the obedience of Christ.

" Take my yoke upon you, and ye shall find

rest unto your soul."

This rest, begun in submission, is completed

in a progressive education. " Learn of me."

As the ox by means of the yoke is kept in the

intended course, so by means of Christ's yoke

the will is guided in the way of peace. En-

deavour is no longer desultory and fitful

;

the life possesses the unity of a great attrac-

tion. The doctrine to be learned is Christ

Himself. And there is a pith in His assertion
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which must not be overlooked. " Learn of

me, for I am meek and lowly in heart."

That is much more than the statement of the

encouragement to come ; it is really the

announcement of the lesson—and a very
needful and blessed lesson it is :—that rest is

not the product of circumstances ; that it

does not depend on abundance of things
;

that it is not to be associated Avith what Ave

have, but with what we are. It is identified

with character—7?iee^ and loiohj in heart.

Let us reflect. Is there any more fruitful

source of disquietude than that bearing to-

Avards others, towards the facts of our world,

which is the opposite of meekness 1 Hoav
we are worried, for instance, over slights

which we conceive to be offered to us ; hoAv

we are exercised about miserable trifles bear-

ing on social position, on what is due to us,

on the way in Avhich we are treated by this

one and that one, on the estimate of our

neighbours, on the criticisms of our several

circles, and so forth ! How many are the

troubles which we thus create, how many
more do we sharpen and increase ! Un-
doubtedly pride, in one form or another, is

responsible for much of our unrest. Luther
has described the world as "like a thistle-

head, which always points its prickles up on
whatsoever side you choose to turn it."

Pride will so lay hold of these prickles that

the stings remain in the flesh to Avound and
irritate ; the meek and lowly have the secret

of leaAdng them alone, or of so grasping as

to crush them. " The loAvly heart that leans

on Thee is happy anywhere."
Is there not a blessed restfulness in this

character 1 Read the Psalms, there the

question is answered. The miserere Avith

which they often begin is lost in the waiting

on God, and the close is a triumphant jubilate.

Read the life of Christ, there too the ques-

tion is answered. The last discourse before

He suffered, Avith Gethsemane and Calvary
full in His view, is charged Avith joy ; and it

is His joy that He bequeaths to all who
trust Him. Even as the point nearest the

centre of the circle is least subject to the per-

turbations acting on it, so the peace of the

mind to which the Father is revealed in the

Son " meek and lowly in heart," is the perfect

peace. In the gloAving words of the prophet,
" it shall be as a river and iiis righteousness

as the waves of the sea."

February 15th.

Read Deut. xxx. 11—20, and St. Matt. ii. 20—30.

" Behold the goodness and the severity of

God "—such is the voice of nature. Its scenes

combine the lovely and the aAvful, the fertile

plain and the barren wilderness. The storm
is a token of God no less than the sunshine.

Elements that are pitiless, no less than ele-

ments that are pitiful, do His pleasure. In
the sunny south of Europe the eye surveys
regions "Avherebrighter skies dispense serener

light ;
" curving bay, smiling toAvn Avith villa

and palace nestling amid luxuriant foliage,

the hillybackground crested by ancient castle,

and in the distance the mountain Avith its

jagged peak,—these are the features of a

landscape which compels the exclamation,
" A lovely Avorld after all

!

" Yet is it not in

these regions [that the desolating earthquake

and the consuming volcano perform their

dreadful task 1 Equally distinct is the testi-

mony of life. The same tAvofoldness in the

Divine manifestation is declared in the facts

Avhich belong to the affections of our being.

These are the source and occasion of the

purest gladness ; are they not also the source

and occasion of the most crushing sadness 1

Oh the blights of many kinds ! Oh the

broken hearts ! Oh the mystery of pain

!

Oh the tragedy of sorrow ! Oh the con-

fusions of wasted lives ! Behold the good-

ness, behold also the severity of God.
Undoubtedly Ave belong to a sphere over

Avhich both goodness and severity pi^eside.

The Apostle, in the eleventh chapter of

Romans, cites the history of Israel as the

outstanding eA'idence of this double presi-

dency. And the example which he presents

reminds us of thinos Avith Avhich we are

all familiar. We speak, for instance, of

the jjrinciple of natural selection, of the sur-

vival of the fittest, and so forth. Is not

this principle the Avitness for a Divine

severity 1 That there should be a constant

weeding out—lives seemingly selected for life

prospered in ever-increasing measures, IIa'bs

seemingly rejected, " nigh unto a curse," cast

away like branches which are gathered that

they may be burned : that everywhere, as

mere matter of fact, Ave read, " many are

called but few are chosen "—is not this a

demonstration that, in the government of

the universe, severity as Avell as goodness

has its place 1 Now, since it is the part of

Avisdom to recognise what is, let us inquire

Avhat are some of the truths or lessons sug-

gested by the contemplation of this quality

in the plan of the All-Loving and True 1

First, then, Ave may assume that each of

the tAvo factors of the Divine rule is tempered

by, and fulfilled through, the co-operation

of the other. We see enough, indeed, to

Avarrant the confidence that it is so. Our
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own experience shows us that goodness is

something else than mere good-nature ; it has

its severe tones and aspects ; it is not im-

pulsive, not capricious : the truth which it

holds in love it holds also in righteousness.

Human affection, we observe, rises to the

heio'ht of goodness in the measure in wliich

it is constant to the right, in which it is

guided by moral principle and directed

towards moral ends. And, therefore, it must
often refuse, sometimes rebuke, if need be,

it must chasten. ' The element of severity is

indispensable to its purity and strength.

And what is indispensable in human atFec-

tion is the witness for the truth of the Divine

loving-kindness. Severity is not foreign to

the goodness of God, it is the complement of

His goodness. He has set His bow in the

cloud, and in that bow can be read the sen-

tence, "Whom the Lord loveth He chas-

teneth, and He scourgeth every son whom
He receiveth."

And thus, to look at the matter from the

other side, the goodness is never far from
the severity. Even where it appears most
awful, there are subserviences to some other

and larger good, which indicate that the

intention to bless is predominant in the

world. The dire catastrophe, in consequence

of which hundreds of lives are lost, may
convert a neighbourhood into a valley of

weeping ; but it calls out the sympathies

of thousands; it unites persons, otherwise

far apart, in activities of benevolence ; it

directs attention to faults, the rectifjdng of

which saves life and economises labour for

generations to come ; it is the occasion, in a

word, of the manifold operation of goodness.

Who of us has not felt that the trial, the

sorrow which, for the moment crushed, was
no work of an enemy, but the way through
which a loving presence drew nearer to us,

seeking us for a wider and fuller blessing 1

The surgeon looks severe when he thrusts

his knife into the quivering flesh ; afterwards

when the wound is healed, do we not find

that the severity was good 1 Eichard
Baxter interprets the proximity of the good
to the severe in the fervent cry :

"

healthful sickness ! comfortable sorrow !

enriching poverty ! gainful hope !

blessed day that ever I was afflicted !

"

Of this, then, we may be assured : that
the discipline of character, the completion of

our life in the life of God, is the result of

this conjunction of goodness and severity in

the rule and way of God. " Our God is a
consuming fire." We must submit to this

fire. It burns severely but wholesomely

:

burns the self-seeking, the self-will, the
selfishness—that which love rejects ; and
thus it fits for the only real blessedness of

man—communion with and likeness to God.
Augustine worshipped the Will which sits

as the Purifier and Refiner when he wrote :

"Thou, Lord, Who madest, re-makest and
comfortest."

And what is the secret of spiritual growth?
Is not the severity of God the opportunity
of patience ? It is in suffering that character
is perfected. "The proud heart and the
lofty mountain are never fruitful." What
we all need is, a devotion to God and His
Kingdom which shall be neither fitful nor
changeful, but which shall take root in and
grow from a surrender of the living self to
Him. The root first, and then progress. Beau-
tifully is the secret unfolded in the 119th
Psalm. In sentences such as these :

" Thou
art my portion, Lord, I have said that I

would keep thy word ;

" " Oh, how love I

Thy law !
" " How sweet are Thy words to

my taste ! " "I know, Lord, that Thy
judgments are good, and that in faithfulness

Thou hast afflicted me "—we see the ex-

perience of God that is wrought by patience

leaving the will with Him, and, as the result

of this experience, the embrace of both the

goodness and the severity.

February 22nd.

Eead Psalm cxix. 25—40, and Eomans vii. 9—25.

Most of us are conscious of a friction, often

very painful, between opposing inclinations.

This friction is expressed in a wonderful
picture of the soul's life drawn by St. Paul.
" The good that I would I do not : but the evil

I would not, that I do. For I delight in the

law of God after the inward man : but I see

another law in my members, warring against

the law of my mind, and bringing me into

captivity to the law of sin which is in my
members." The preference of the real self

is in one direction, but there is " a stream of

tendency " bearing the action in another way—"into capti'saty to a law of sin." Shall it

be said that the apostle's experience is one
altogether exceptional ? Scarcely a person

Avill read this paper who does not feel its

truth, who does not feel that there is in him
a better which is thwarted, sometimes de-

feated, by a lower, by the irruption of appe-

tite, or the fit of indolence, or the burst of

passion, or the petulance of wayward temper.

Wordsworth describes our journey through
this world as a retreat, the gradual receding

of the " Heaven that lies about us in our in-

fancy." Be this as it may, there is one retreat
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of which we are all sadly aware—the retreat

from lofty purpose, from the self-denial of

love, from the dutifulness, constant and loyal,

which delights in the law of God, from

Christ's agony and Christ's heaven, into a

low-toned earthliness in which, though the

spirit may be willing, it ingloriously yields

to the flesh that is weak.

The sleep of the three disciples in the

garden, and the word of Jesus concerning the

sleep, remind us of two illustrations of the

conflict between the spirit and the flesh.

First, with regard to our sympathies. The
men who have been awakened to hear the

reproachful, " What, could ye not watch with

Me one hour," were not stolid and half-

hearted. They were sleeping for sorrow.

Their hearts were with their Lord ; but the

flesh had been unequal to the strain. Let it

be recollected that Jesus also had begun to

be very heavy ; the same sleep threatened

Him ; but the will was strong enough to

master the flesh. It was the absence in them
of this volitional strength which explained

the defeat of the willing spirit. Now is not

this a forecast abundantly verified 1 Sympa-
thies right, even earnest, but no watching

v/ith Christ. Feeling of a kind even intense,

but sleep. The sensibility is genuine so long

as the mood lasts. It represents the person

at the moment as really as the inaction

which succeeds represents him. The want is

the will to control and command. In its

aspirations, the spirit mounts up with wings

as an eagle, but the gravitation of the flesh is

not kept in abeyance :
" the spirit is willing

but the flesh is weak."

And so with regard to resolutions. This

Simon whom we behold sleeping has, only a

few minutes ago, protested his readiness to

go to prison, to meet death in behalf of his

Lord. There is one thing he declares he will

not do : he will not deny his Lord. And the

other two, all the disciples, chorused his

boldness. Now when he thus protested,

when at a subsequent period he drew out his

sword ready to fight, we may believe that he

had, at the moment, courage enough to carry

out his purpose. But he failed precisely

where we are all apt to fail. We do not take

into account the obstacles, the possible resist-

ances, the delays, the risks arising from the

weakness of the flesh. There is notliing

more interesting, more pathetic, than the

proneness to lapse from the Peter of the

spirit to the Simon of the flesh, and the

battle against this proneness to be found in

many human souls. Cranmer, for instance.

He was not, by the constitution of his mind,

a hero. He was timid, easily cowed, and
keenly sensiti^'e of pain. That he did what
he did, that he was what he was, is a most
striking evidence of " grace abounding."

Most touching was the giving way of his

spirit in the later period of his life, when
" he who would not fly when flight was open
to him," submitted and recanted. Yes, but
grand to the point of sublimest heroism, was
his bearing Avhen at length, " firm from the

naked feet to the bare head," he extended
the hand that wrote the recantation, and,

before the body was touched by the fire,

thrust it into and kept it in the flames. The
resolution had vacillated, the weak flesh had
conquered, but then came the victory—vic-

tory through Him whose tears and blood are

the assurance of strength for the willing

spirit.

Much to be pondered, ever to be remem-
bered, is the sentence uttered in Gethse-

mane :
" The spirit is willing, but the flesh

is weak !

"

It sounds the call to self-discipline. How
striking the phrase :

" Lest ye enter into

temptation ! " It was the sleep that was the

way of the entrance in the case of the three

watchers. It unfitted them for their part. It

separated them from their Master. It was
loss to Him, loss unspeakable to them. They
had to arise and go, unprepared, unready.

The fatal thing is the entrance of the self, of

the will, into temptation. There is no sin in

the temptation ; the sin is when we incor-

porate ourselves with it. Watch the entrance,

says the Lord. That is, watch the weak
part in the character, the danger that is

hidden in the environment. "Watch and
pray that ye enter not."

It sounds the call to faith—so kind, so

gentle, is the utterance :
" Why sleep ye ?"

The Lord Himself finds the answer :
" I know

it, my brethren, the spirit was willing, but
the flesh is weak ! " And there is mercy~

for the weakness ; only in the mercy there

is that which says :
" Go and sin no more."

Unreservedly may we confide in this mer-

ciful and faithful High Priest. " I have
trusted in the Lord," said the Psalmist,

"therefore I shall not slide." He could

reckon on reinforcements of help for the time

of need. Are not these reinforcements ours 1

Is not the word " nigh to us in our mouth
and in our heart ?" the word in which the

willing spirit asserts its sovereignty over the

Aveak and hindering flesh,
—"I can do all

things through Christ strengthening me."

"Thanks be unto God who giveth us the

victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."
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CHAPTER X.—THE CONSERVATORY.

TF Lord Thirlmere was heavy in hand as

•*- a dancer, he was still more difficult to

get on with as a talker. Women have the

credit of being able to lift conversation when
it flags, but there is a limit to the powers of

social science. To talk with Lord Thirl-

mere was like keeping up the ball at lawn-

tennis with a bad player ; he had a slow

delivery and every ball fell short of the net.

"You were staying at Fromsham with my
people, were you not ? " he murmured, in a

tone and manner so confidential, as to make
some of those among whom they made their

way exchange significant glances with one

another.
" Well, of course I have stayed at From-

sham ; except for the pleasure of " hearing

himself speak," thought Hester, " why on

earth should he say that 1 and es])ecially why
should he whisper it in my ear?"

"Yes," she replied, "I was there the sum-
mer before last."

" I wish I had been there too," said his

lordship, with a little sigh.

" Your sisters said that you do not care for

Fromsham."
" Nor do I. In my opinion it is a horrid

hole," was his energetic reply.
" A hole ? Why it's on a hill," said

Hester, "and commands one of the most
charming views in England."

"I wish it looked out upon a railway

station," said the young man sullenly.

" Gracious goodness ! " exclaimed Hester,
" what a very peculiar taste !

"

" Oh, it isn't that : one view—I am speak-

ing only of inanimate objects you know," he
interposed in a soft tone—"is injiiy opinion

neither better nor worse than another one;

but whenever I am at a country place in

summer, that is, when there is no hunting
or shooting, I like to see my Avay out of it

;

when there is a railway station I say, 'Come,

one can get away.'

"

Hester smiled, then rejoined with sudden
gravity, "I have felt, I own, something of

that kind myself in Paris. The sight of the

railway always comforted me a little when I

felt home-sick. 'Those iron rails,' I said to

myself, ' stretch all the way down to Bou-
logne, which is opposite dear old England,

and within a two houis' journey of home."
XXVI—11

"What a queer idea," rejoined his lord-

ship. " I shall think of that when I am in

exile. But I can't conceive any one wanting
to go aAvay from Paris."

" Not when your father and all that are

dearest to you are in London 1 " said Hester
with a sigh of reminiscence.

"Not a bit of it," returned his lordship.
" When I want anything of the governor, I

write ; that is," he added naiitely, " I write
to my mother."

" All, you are her darling, no doubt ; she
would get you the top brick of the chimney
if you wanted it."

" Well, I don't know," replied the young
man doubtfully, for this simple metajDhor

was unfamiliar to him, "not, I am sure, if

she had to climb for it."

Then he l^egan to laugh, honestly and
naturally ; a picture of Lady Buttermere upon
the house-top, with a little ladder in one
hand and a hammer in the other, suggested
itself to his not too easily amused imagina-

tion, and tickled it. Laughter was a neAV

sensation to him, as it is to many j^oung men
of his class, and like the eastern prince, he
felt grateful to the person who had conferred

upon him a new pleasure, and to whom he
had almost a mind to throw his handker-
chief.

"My mother is awfully fond of me, of

course," he continued, following up a hidden
stream of thought. "But there are some
things to which she would never consent

without a precious row, I promise you."

Why Lord Thirlmere should "promise her"

this interesting fact was a problem to Hester,

but she understood by this time that he had
odd ways of expressing himself, and only con-

cluded that this was one of them.

They had now reached the conservatory,

a stately place with quite a tropical growth
of foliage, and in Avhich only a few couples

were promenading amidst the statues and
the flowers. A fountain, surrounded with
moss and fern, rose to a great height, its

silver fall mingling not inharmoniously with
the distant dance music.

" What a Paradise !" murmured Hester, to

whom such a spectacle was as novel as it was
charming.

,

" And not without its Peri," was the gal-

lant reply.

Never before had his lordship mounted to
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such a height of comi^liment, or expressed

one in so poetical a manner. He looked so

excessively pleased with himself that Hester

could not, for the life of her, restrain a tre-

mulous little laugh, which fortunately for

her companion's amour propre was lost in the

merriment of the fountain, which indeed it

greatly resembled.
" Do you admire Moore ? " Hester in-

quired when she had recovered her gravity.

Her companion stared, as well he might,

considering that he had not the faintest

notion of his indebtedness to that poet, of

whom indeed he had never so much as heard.

Then a sudden inspiration seized him. " I

couldn't admire more if I tried," he mur-
mured tenderly.

This time Hester laughed aloud, or at

least so loud that the fountain could not be

held responsible for it; not at the joke, which
though apt enough was but a little one, but

at its incongruousness with the joker, and
what was strange enough (though not to

them who know how the master passion can

stimulate the most lethargic nature to activity)

the other perceived the reason of her mirth.

"You didn't think I was up to that?"

he observed cunningly. " Bless you, I'm

full of fun " (this was a slight exaggeration,

but excusable in the flush of a first intel-

lectual success). " If I can get the right sort

of girl to listen to me ; that is to say, I

mean," he stammered hastily, for Hester's

face had undergone a change as though a

Venus had suddenly turned into a Diana, "a
fellow does not get ever'ybody to understand

him."
" That is sometimes fortunate, for there

is such a thing as understanding without

appreciation," observed Hester drily.

The sarcasm was thrown aAvay upon the

young gentleman, but not the tone or the

manner. He had never felt so uncomfort-

able or half so much ashamed of himself,

since his first whipping at school.

"I am aAvfully sorry if I have offended

you," he said penitently.

"I did not say you had offended me,

Lord Thirlmere."

"No, but you looked it; you looked like

the governor when my college bills come in

—well, not perhaps quite so bad as that."

Hester bit her lip but the smile would
come.

"And you could not look ugly, you know,

if you tried," he added, completing uncon-

sciously his picture of the paternal wrath.

The evident genuineness of the compli-

ment might well have disarmed any woman.

and Hester had by this time called to mind
the sort of person she was conversing with,

not his expectations—for those did not weigh
one feather with her—Ijut what should rea-

sonably have been her own in such a case
;

and though that " right sort of girl " still

stuck in her throat, she blamed herself,

though surely Avith injustice, more than him
for it. As she stood with flushed cheek, her
little foot upon the fountain brim, a familiar

voice addressed her.

" Forgive me for interrupting a tete-a-tete^

Algey, but I have brought a friend who is,

very desirous to make the acquaintance of

Miss Darrell."

The speaker was Lady Jane Crummock, a
tall, neutral-tinted yoixng woman, rather

aesthetically attired, but with a gentle face

and voice. Her companion Avas a much
smaller and younger girl, dark as a Spaniard,

with a flush glowing through her olive skin,

and a manner indicative of extreme shyness.
" My name is Maria Barton, Miss Darrell,"

she murmured, in a tone that Avas almost
apologetic ;

" and Ave are cousins."

There was no question about the fact, and
yet the statement might have been made in

error, to judge by the effect it had upon the
person addressed. Upon all other matters
concerning himself, saA'e those connected Avith

club life or the race-course. Colonel Darrell

had always si)oken to his daughter Avith great

frankness ; but upon his relationship to the
Bartons he had ncA'er, or scarcely ever,

spoken. She kncAV that some sort of feud
existed betAA^een the tAvo families, and all she
had heard of her relative—and it Avas not
very recommendatory—had come from nurse
Askell. Hester unconsciously drcAv herself

up, as one Avho feels called upon to fight her
father's battle.

" I believe there is a relationship," she
said. Then perceiA-ing the colour rising yet

higher on the other's cheek, and even the
large dark eyes becoming moist Avith tears,

she added hastily, " Indeed, of course there

is; and it is very good of you to wish to knoAV
me."

"No, it is not good of me," Avas the simple

rejoinder, " since all the advantage must
needs be on my side. But hearing that you
Avere in the same room—for ever}' one is

talking of you—and haAdng no other relative

in the AA^orld but my father and mother, save

yourself, I thought I Avould venture, though
I felt it AA'as a great liberty

"

" It is no liberty at all, and a very natural

thing to do," interrupted Hester kindly.
" Do you really think so ? Oh ! I am so
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glad
!

"

answered the other eagerly. "You
looked so kind and pleasant that I thought

it might be so, so I took my courage in both
hands."

"They could not have held much," put in

Hester, smiling at the hesitating girl—she

was little bigger than a fairy ;—" but even
less would have sufficed for the occasion. I

am not a very formidable person."
" You seemed so to me, who know nobody,

and am too insignificant to attract any one's

notice," returned the other simply. " And
then I knew—though I am sure I don't know
why—that—that my people—and your papa
were not on the best of terms. That is bad
enough of itself ; but that you and I, who
are of the same blood, and have no quarrel,

should ignore each other's existence—though
of course you could get on very well without

me—seems to me so sad ; now if yoxi had
made the first advance it would have been
quite different."

" You are very modest, cousin."
" On the contrary, I feel that I have been

very pushing—and—and selfish ; but it is so

nice to hear you call me cousin. Oh ! Hester

!

Hester ! if you would but let me love you !

"

The strangeness of this appeal, which was
only surpassed by the unsuitability of the

circumstances under which it was uttered,

disturbed* Hester not a little. On the other
hand, she could not resist such pleading. It

was evident to her that some unusual motive
lay beneath the girl's impassioned words.
Perhaps she was unhappy at home, and
yearned for sympathy and affection that were
there denied her. That she had sought her
out of her own free will, and not acting

under the instructions of another, Hester felt

certain. And surely, though her father

might have reasons for declining to have
relations "wath Sir Abraham and his wife, he
could entertain no prejudice against this

innocent and simple girl.

" It is impossible to say to each other here,

my dear," said Hester kindly, " all that we
would wish to talk about ; but if you will

come and lunch with me to-morrow I shall

be very glad to see you."

"^Oh ! thank you, thank you ! But will

you be quite alone ? " asked the other hur-
riedly.

" Yes
;
papa has an engagement to-mor-

row." Here Hester coloured a little. She
felt that it would be necessary to tell him of

her appointment with her cousin, and that it

was even possible he might object to it.

" If you find it inconvenient in any way,"
returned the other, reading her companion's

thoughts, and blushing in her turn, "perhaps
you will be good enough to send me a line

to my address—I am stopping with some
friends of my father's in Brook Street."

" Then your people are not in town ?

"

said Hester. She felt that her tone expressed
satisfaction at the circumstance, though she

strove to hide it.

" No ; I am quite alone ; but I return to

Shingleton on Thursday."
So ignorant was Hester of all that con-

cerned her relations, that she did not even
know where Shingleton was ; but this fact

she did contrive to conceal. The two girls

parted Avith a cordial hand-shake ; and Maria
Barton took her departure with Lady Jane.

" Upon my life ! " said Lord Thirlmere
complainingly, "I have never been con-

demned to so long a tete a-tete with my
sister since we used to be locked up together

for stealing jam. Who, in the name of For-

tune, is your gipsy friend ?

"

" The same blood runs in her veins as in

my own, sir," Hester answered with mock
severity.

" Dear me ! I'm very sorry," stammered
his lordship.

Hester laughed, as well she might. She
had not been accustomed to people without
a sense of humour. " That is my cousin,

Maria Barton."
" Indeed ! Old Sir Abraham's daughter, is

she not ? That girl will have a pot of

money."
" Call her back and I will introduce you

to her," said Hester, smiling.
" Oh dear, no ! I am quite content with the

companionship the gods have vouchsafed to

me."
" The gods decide you haA'e had enough

of it," said Hester drily. " I have promised
the next dance to Mr. Digbj^, and here he
comes to claim it."

" I had no idea you were such old ac-

quaintances," said Lord Thirlmere, with a

little frown on his somewhat straightened

forehead.
" Old acquaintances ! I never saw him in

my life before this evening."
" Then you must have got on uncommonly

well together, since you already call him by
his Christian name."

" What do you mean. Lord Thirlmere ?

"

inquired Hester in a rapid whisper, for the

gentleman in question was approaching them
very nearly.

"Well, simply that his name is Digby
Mason," and Avith that the young man (leav-

ing Hester ready to sink into her satin shoes)
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stalked away, with a nod at the new-comer,

as slight as the human head is capable of

giving in moving from a state of rest at all.

"Jealous already," was Mr. Digby Mason's

comment to himself, as he offered his arm
to Hester. " It seems, then, that, like her

father, this young lady knows how to play

her cards. With such bread-and-butter looks,

however, it is no wonder that she should

know on which side her bread is buttered."

Depreciation of Hester was far from Mr.
Mason's thoughts ; but the fact is, he was
"jealous already" himself, and indignation at

his fancied rival had stung him into epigram.

CHAPTER XI.—INTERROGATIONS.

It is curious, considering the eulogies that

have been pronounced upon early rising, that

not a word has been said in praise of those

who sit u}) at night ; while millions of persons

are sunk in thoughtless slumber, a few thou-

sands, and those of the very highest rank,

set at nought the importunate promptings of

nature, and calmly continue their occupations

without a whisper of approbation to cheer

them, and even unconscious of their own
sacrifice. A middle-class father, when his

daughter is engaged in some scene of fashion-

able revelry, resents above all things the

notion of sitting up for her, and has even
been known to only give an unwilling con-

sent to her thus amusing herself, upon the

understanding that she and her mother are

to return home Avith the utmost quietness in

order that his slumber may not be disturbed.

Very different is the behaviour of the parent

who belongs to that aristocracy of which we
are so justly proud. At whatever time his

female belongings come home, he is ready to

receive them mth open arms, or if he is not,

it is only because he happens to return at a

later hour even than they do. So it was with

Colonel Richard Darrell, who had let himself

in with his latch-key (having passed the long

hours at his club without a murmur of im-

patience), only a few minutes before Hester
was dropped by her chaperon at his door.

" Well, my darling, and how have you
enjoyed yourself ? " was his eager inquiry, as

he rose from his arm-chair and gazed at her
at arm's length with affectionate admiration.
" To think that other people should have had
the privilege of looking at you for the last

few hours, and not your own father, makes
him downright jealous."

The rejoinder that he might have accom-
panied her if he pleased, might have occurred
to some ill-regulated minds,but not to Hester's,

or if it did, it was only to be dismissed the

next instant as disloyal and unfilial. His
obvious pride in her delighted her more than
all the incense which had just been offered

at the shrine of her beauty ; the very words
he used—so natural and aimless—pleased

her ear. Had he asked about her partners

it would have been different, for that would
have reminded her of a matter which she

was doing her best to forget.

" Yes, papa, it has been upon the whole a
very pleasant evening."

" Come, that's well, and I need not ask you
if the queen of all the garden of girls had
her sovereignty acknowledged ? As it was
not a ball at the blind asylum it must have
been so."

" At all events nothing in the way of com-
pliment has been paid to me at Crummock
House equal to that," said Hester, with the

prettiest of ciirtscys. " That could never have
been an extempore effort even of my young
papa's,"

"Never thought of it till I saw you, upon
honour, Hester ; the spectacle of your charms
evoked it. And how did old Mother Crum-
mock behave to you 1

"

"If you mean Lady Buttermere," said

Hester reprovingly, "she was graciousness

itself. So Avas his lordship, Avhen she had
once made him understand that I was the

same young lady Avho had once sta^^ed in his

house for six weeks ; but just at first he
didn't knoAv me from Adam."

" He must have laioAvn you from Adam,
my dear, though probably he would not have
done so from Eve. If you had been a secu-

rity and he had caught sight of even a dog-

leaved corner of you, he would have recog-

nised you at once. Well?"
" Then Mrs. Brabazon performed her

duties of chaperon to j^erfection."

" Left you to yourself pretty much, that

means, I suppose."
" On the contrary, sir, she took every care

of me."
" You returned to her side after every

dance as a chick moves to the hencooj), did

you ?

"

"Always, or at least almost always," re-

plied the truthful Hester, with just a tinge

of blush, as she thought of that excursion into

the conservatory. "Lady Jane and Lady
Gertrude were very kind and friendly,"

''Place mix dames, you are quite right to

speak of the ladies first. And now for the

cavaliers ; or Avere there," he added smiling,

for he AA'as very carefid to avoid all serious-

ness on such a subject, " such troops of them
that it is difficult to particularise ?

"
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" I danced every dance, papa," said Hester

demiu'ely ; " look at my shoes," and she put

one dainty foot out for his inspection.

" Cinderella's slipper cracked," he ex-

claimed, Avith an air of great concern.
" Yes, and long past twelve o'clock, papa,

into the bargain."

If the scene was not idyllic, such talk was
at least simple and homelike, and mutually
assuring ; it seemed to the Colonel that liis

old relations with his daughter were noAV re-

established, and' that he might venture upon
the subject, not indeed next his heart, but
most upon his mind.

" And did you give any of your cavaliers

more than one dance, my love ?

"

" Yes, and an uncommonly good dancer he

was. I took a great fancy to him from the

first, and no Avonder, for he told me he was a

great friend of yours."
" Indeed, you make me curious, for I

can't think of any friend answering to that

description, likely to be at Crummock
House."

" Oh ! but he was, I assure you, and I

called him by his Christian name by mistake

;

only think of that !

"

" I am thinking of it !
" said the Colonel

with amazement.
" I apologized, of course, when I disco-

vered my error, whereupon he said that he
was sorry I had found it out. A very polite

young gentleman I do assure you, Avith a

charming smile, and just enough of a cast in

his eye to give character to his face."

" Digby Mason ! " ejaculated the Colonel,

with a disturbed air; "oh, that will never
do!"
"What won't do?"
" Your calling him by his Christian name,

and so on."
" But I didn't call him by it when I found

out his surname. Mrs. Brabazon introduced
him as her nephew Digby, which of course put
him on an exceptionally familiar footing, and
then he was full of your virtues."

" Virtues ? Why, what did he say about
me?"
A terrible apprehension was in the Colonel's

mind that Mason might have told her of his

card-playing, which indeed was all that he
knew of him. He had always kept that side

of his life as much as possible out of his

daughter's sight.

" Nay, I am not a flatterer like my dear
young papa," said Hester roguishly. "I
will only say that what he said of you was
very pleasant for me to hear."

"Then he had the sense to hold hisj

tongue," was the Colonel's reflection. "Welh
and besides Mr. Mason, whom I count for

nobody," he went on aloud, " who else made
a favourable impression upon the belle of the
evening ?

"

" If you mean me, papa, nobody," was the
quiet reply. " I did not say that Mr. Mason
had done so ; I only remembered him for

your sake. As for the rest, a vision of studs,

shirt fronts, and uncommonly stiff collars

is all that remains to me."
"Do you mean to say that Lord Thirl-

mere did not dance with you ?" cried the
Colonel. His tone was aggrieved, and even
angry.

" Well, he tried to dance with me, and I

am sure he did his best, papa, but like Lord
Feenix he has very ' wilful legs.'

"

"My dearest Hester," remonstrated the

Colonel earnestly, " how can you say such
things ? There is nothing a young man
dislikes so much as ridicule."

" But I should not dream of saying it to

him," protested Hester naively. " Indeed,

he was quite aware of his deficiencies in that

way, and spent half his time with me—

I

mean his waltz time—in the conservatory."
" That was much better," murmured the

Colonel.
" Well, whilewe were there, a curious thing

happened, about which I want to talk to

you. A very nice girl, who seemed to be

more out of her element even than poor me,
came up and introduced herself as my
cousin."

" Out of her element ! she must have been
do"VATi to supper," exclaimed the Colonel con-

temptuously.

"No, she was quite correct in every

sense ; she introduced herself as Maria Bar-

ton."
" Indeed !

"—the Colonel froAvned and
twisted his moustache. " And what did she

do that for 1" he inquired curtly.

"From no motive but a good one, I am
sure," answered Hester gravely. " She said

that, except her parents, she had not a re-

lation in the world save myself, and that

she hoped above all things we might become
friends. I don't think she has a very happy
home, papa, dear."

" Your last statement is highly probable,"

was the dry rejoinder.

" And I am sure she spoke the truth about

wanting to know me, nor was it suggested to

her by any one else^ as you are thinking. She

is quite alone in London for a few days, and

since that is so I ventured to ask her to lunch

with me to-morrow. Have I done wrong ?

"
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The Colonel rose and began to pace the

room. " I don't say you have done wrong,

Hester," he replied, "though I think you
have acted a little hastily. I have had no
communication with these people since your
mother became my wife. Sir Abraham is a

self-sufficient, self-seeldng, self-made man,
and Lady Barton—well, I cannot trust my-
self even to speak of Lady Barton."

"But Maria, papa ? Why should a winsome,
innocent creature (as I am sure she is) like

her be punished for the sins of her parents?"
" It is the common lot," said the Colonel

grimly ; then, with infinite pathos, he added
suddenly, "it is ijirur lot, my poor darling."

" Do not say that, papa. Whatever hap-

pens to me I shall not think that. I can

never say, as poor Maria hinted, that I was
not happy at home. I am so much better off

than she."

The Colonel groaned.
" Yes, a thousand times better off if my

suspicion of her position is correct. If she

has not her father's love I can indeed afford to

pity her. Can I not, papa dear; can I not V
She threw her arms about the Colonel's

neck and kissed him passionately. " You
will surely let this poor girl come and see

me f " she Avhispered in his ear.

" I can refuse you nothing, Hester," he
answered, in a smothered voice, "for I can

give you so little. Yes, she may come."

No triumph of the evening (for she had
not been unconscious of it) had given her

one-tenth of the pleasure she felt in that suc-

cess. " I knew you would," she said softly

;

" I felt sure, or almost sure, you would ; and
now I must go to bed, for I am very tired,

and cannot sit up all night like my dear

young papa."

With one more affectionate embrace she

left him—full of bitter thoughts. If he had
had her, or some one like her—oh ! so like,

so like her—by his side for those long, lonely

years, would he have ever come to this

present pass 1 Cigar after cigar he lit, and
smoked, and threw away, and in the blue

wreaths they made such visions of the past

and of the tantalising might-have-been he

saw as wrung his heart. Ye fools, who think

that with the sons of pleasure there is no
hour of barbed regret, would you could have

\

seen this poor fortune's favourite as the da'HTi

broke in upon him in its youth and fresh-

ness, and drove him to his pillow !

CHAPTER XII.—THE COUSINS.

If Hester felt " very tired " after her un-

wonted dissipation, it was only the fatigue

of limb ; and perhaps even that she had a

little exaggerated to her father, whom for

the first time in her life she had not been
unwilling to part from on the occasion in

question. She had obtained the wished-for

favour at his hands, and was a little appre-

hensive that it might have been hazarded, or

at all events the grace of his permission

dashed, by any further conversation on the

subject. As for sleep at all events, she was no
more inclined for it than the Colonel himself,

which was fortunate, since she would ha^'e, as

she well knew, before she sought her couch, to

reply to the interrogations of nurse Askell.

Of course she had not been so cruel as

to keep the faithful old woman up for her,

as if she had been a lady's maid, a class who
have such work " considered in their wages,"

and have, moreover, no call to rise the next
morning much earlier than their young mis-

tresses; but the fact was that that ancient

retainer's "sitting up" by no means involved

the loss of sleep. She had been a sick-nurse

in her day, and knew how to make, at once,

the most and the least, of any spare time, by
passing it in slumber ; a gift shared by the

present writer, who, however, likes to have
his regular hours of repose also, which nurse

Askell did not require. She woke in a

moment from chair or sofa as fresh as paint,

and with a conviction, Avhich' nobody could

shake, that she had never so much as closed

her eyes. It was one of the few weaknesses
which she possessed, and Avhich Hester hailed

as evidence that the good old woman was
but human ; otherwise it would have seemed
onlynatural that she must have been snatched

away before her prime, a danger which might
now be considered passed.

If such a term can be properly applied to

old age at all, nurse Askell was a fine old

woman, straight as a dart, with a face wrinkled

indeed, but thi'ough muchsmiling; kind honest

eyes, and hair like a silver crown. She was a

dependant, of course ; she had been a pensioner

for years on the Colonel's bounty, but there

was nothing about her of the hireling. Her
world was of the smallest, but she did her

duty in it with unconscious completeness.

If the Colonel had been told that there was
a woman ready to die for him, he would have

replied, with an incredulous smile, that he

had heard the statement from more than one

pair of lips, but that was some years ago.

He had not the least idea, and would have
been rather shocked to learn it, that he was
regarded Avith such devotion hj this faithful

creature ; but Hester knew it, and loved her

for it.
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" So my precious darling has come back at

last," was the old woman's greeting as she

met her young mistress on the stairs ;
" you

must be put to bed this very minute, or all

your roses will drop oft' your pretty cheeks."

But she well knew that a young lady in

her ball dress is not so quickly disposed of,

and was looking forward mbh eagerness to a

gossip.

Hester told her little experiences, in a

diff'erent way, of course, from that she had

used to her father, and her recital seemed to

give every satisfaction.

" But was there never an admiral, my dear,

among all your partners ?" was theunexpected

inquiry.
" An admiral ? good gracious ! no; at least

no one that looked like an admiral."
" I suppose he wouldn't have worn a

cocked hat and that, even if there had been,"

murmured nurse Askell in soliloquy.
*' Why no, there was nobody in uniform."

"Ay, then you don't know for certain ?"

"Well, I really think I'm pretty certain,"

laughed Hester ; " but why did you want me
to dance with an admiral 1

"

" Because it's him as is to make you happy,

my dear. I'm sure that's the way it will

turn out

—

' The luck of the Darrells, whatever it may be,

Shall come by the sea and shall go by the sea,'

and it's high time that the good luck shall

come."
"But, my dear nurse Askell, you surely

do not seriously believe in a legend of that

kind?"
" Legend, indeed ? it's as true as the sun

;

it always has been so, and it always v^^ill be

so. Did not the first Darrell make his money
by taking the Spanish galley in good Queen
Bess's time ? Did not' another lose it by
privateering in the great French war ? Was
not the family mansion in Kent swallowed
up by the sea ? These eyes have seen it, the

garden that grew smaller and smaller, for all

that could be done to keep the hungry waves
away, and then the falling of the walls as

they eat away from underneath, till nothing-

remained of them. Was not your great-

grandfather lost, with pvery other soul on
board, in the President ? Aid now is it not
high time that the sea should begin to do
something for us. Miss Hester ?

"

"Well, if it comes by turns I suppose it

is," assented Hester, smiling.
" And mark my words, it will do it," said

the old woman solemnly.

This prophecy fell on very barren ground.

Even if her family had been much more

ancient and highly placed, Hester would
never have had the egotism to believe that

the great forces of nature concerned them-
selves in its fortunes one whit more than in

those of nurse Askell herself, but to express

incredulity would, she knew, have been to

wound her old friend's feelings.

" Talking of one's family reminds me,
nurse, that I have made the acquaintance of

a relation this evening, of whose very exist-

ence I was hardly aware ; my cousin, Maria."
" What, one of them Bartons 1 " exclaimed

the old woman ; her voice had suddenly be-

come harsh, and on her forehead quite a new
crop of wrinkles had suddenly made their

appearance.

"Well, nurse, there is only one," said

Hester quietly, "and a very nice girl she

seems. She came up to me to-night and
introduced herself to me in the kindest way."

Nurse Askell smothered an observation, in

which the word " imperence " was alone in-

telligible.

" I cannot see how there could be anything

impertinent in her so doing," continued

Hester gravely ;
" it seems to me quite

natural that she should wish to know
me."

" No doubt," returned nurse Askell with

a toss of her poor old head, that ended in a

palsied shake, "it's natural enough for her;

she's a nobody, and you are a somebody, my
dear."

At this Hester would probably have
laughed outright, had not the same senti-

ment been already exjDressed to her by Mai'ia

herself ; though she did not agree with it,

she supposed that the position and popularity

of her father did place her on some sort of

artificial eminence, when compared, at least,

with the daughter of the city knight ; and

she was too simple and honest to pretend to

misunderstand the hint.

" I confess, nurse, I see no sort of differ-

ence between ^laria's position and my own

—

except, indeed, that she is an heiress, but I

dare say that some people do think of me,

for my father's sake, more highly
"

"AYell, of course they do," interrupted

nurse Askell impatiently.

Here Hester did venture upon a smile, for

she had been about to say, "More highly

than I deserve."
" You may laugh, Miss Hester," continued

the old woman gravely, "though I don't

think the Colonel ought to be made the sub-

ject for jests ; but you may depend upon it

that when you come to tell him what has

happened to-night, I mean about this chit of
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a girl wanting to make up to you, that he
won't laugh."

"But I have told him all about it, nurse

Askell."
" You have told him ! " exclaimed the old

woman, holding up her trembling hands.
" Oh, Miss Hester, that is sad indeed. I fear

you have given master a bad night." Her
tone could not have been more horrified if

she had said, "Then you have poisoned

him."
" Well, of course I told him," said Hester

gravely. "You would not have had me re-

ceive her here without his knowledge 1

"

" Receive her here ! You
say that you asked that

don't mean to

woman's daughter

to come here ? Oh, Miss Hester, what have

you done 1
" The speaker's tone and man-

ner were so a2;itated and indicative of dis-

tress of mind that Hester, though she knew
wliat a thorough partisan her companion
was, Avas seriously alarmed, and began to

think that she had made some grave mistake

in making friends with her cousin.

"My dear nurse Askell, one would think

that I had invited Lady Barton herself."

" Heaven forbid!" returned the old woman
piously. "Things are bad enough as they

are, but surely the Colonel has not agreed to

see this—this young lady 1

"

"Well, as it happens, papa has an engage-

ment to-morrow, when she comes to lunch."

The old woman gave a sigh of relief.

" And Lady Barton's not to drop her, or call

for her, or anything of that. Miss Hester ?
"

she continued, with the air of a general dic-

tating terms.

"Lady Bar"ton is not in town, and Maria
herself only remains here for a day or two."

" Thank goodness for that," murmured the

old woman; "now get to your bed, dearie,

and dream of something better than

Bartons."

"Admirals," suggested Hester, smiling.

Unhappily dreams are not within our

own control (if they were, what goCd times

even the wretched would have for a quarter

of their existence !), and the vision of no
bronzed veteran in cocked hat and epau-

lettes, with a wooden leg, visited Hester's

pillow. Unaccustomed to such late hours,

she slept far into the morning, and Avhen

she rose the Colonel had already left the

house. So grave was the impression the

old woman's conversation had left upon her
mind, that his absence was afmost a relief to

her. If some accident had chanced to detain

him, or had Maria been a little earlier than
had been agreed upon, it was just possible

that they might have met, and so far from
the idea of such an occurrence affording her
pleasure, as it Avould have done but for those
words of warning, it gave her nurse Askell's

own favourite complaint, the "shivers," even
to think of it. This feeling, in spite of her-

self, made her not quite the Hester of the
previous evening, as regards her manner to-

wards her cousin, upon that young lady's

arrival, which happened to the very minute
agreed upon.

" How charmingly punctual you are ! " was
her greeting to her guest in place of the
more affectionate welcome she had pre-

meditated.
" I am not too punctual, am I ? " replied

Maria timidly. " You said two, and so I

came at two ; but I never know at what time
to come when people ask me in London : one
only knows that the hour fixed is not the
hour. But in our case you seemed so differ-

ent, that I really thought," stammered the
poor girl, " that you meant Avhat you said."

"And so I did," said Hester, laughing.

"Why, have I not just praised you for your
exactness ?

"

" Yes, but you see I am not at all accus-

tomed to praise," said Maria naively, "so
that it seemed to me like satire."

" Well, at all events, I hope nobody blames
you," said Hester cheerfully. "I am sure

you don't deserve it."

"Oh, yes I do, sometimes," returned the
other with great gravity. "In the first

place, I am rather stupid : that you will say
I can't help, because people are born so ; but
it is not sufficient, as mamma says, to account
for my so often saying the wrong thing

instead of the right one."

"Everyone does that, Maria. The wise

man, as papa says, is he who puts his foot in

the least number of holes."
" But there are so many holes," said Maria

plaintively.

" Of course ; life is like a rabbit warren in

that respect. But they are not so wide as a

barn door and they don't go right dovni to

the Antipodes. Some mistakes are even
creditable, like that of the Indian officer the

other day, who had spent all his life in

campaigning, and who shook the Queen's

hand when he ought only to have put his

lips to it."

" I should have dropped doA\Ti and died on
the spot, if that had happened to me," ex-

claimed Maria confidently.
" The Queen, at all events, it is said, was

very pleased with him, and if so, it did her

credit. It is better, surely, to be a brave
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soldier who only knows his duties, than to

be a courtier Avho studies etiquette."

" Oh, much better," said Maria earnestlj'.

" I feel so grateful to those who fight for us,

far away from home and friends, while we
sit at home at ease and admire them so."

" Do you know many soldiers ?
" inquired

Hester, with just the least touch of sarcasm

in her tone ; such society as she had been ac-

customed to was mostly military, and though

some of them had distinguished themselves,

they did not como up to her ideal of the

heroic life.

" Oh no, we see very few soldiers."

"Then you had some one particular in

your mind 1
" Hester's question was put

playfully enough, but the effect it had upon
her companion was remarkable. In an

instant she was one blush not like a rose

which has leaves and greenery to mitigate

it, but like a carnation. Some girls having

detected this weak point in the maiden
armour of one of their own age and sex,

would have followed up their advantage

with an arrow or two, but her cousin's

evident embarrassment and even distress

were a shield to her, for Hester was incapable

of knowingly inflicting pain. " Well, I agree

with you," she went on ; " there is something

as nearly approaching chivalry as one can

imagine, in these days, in a soldier Avho has

seen sei'vice and yet maintains a modest reti-

cence upon the subject ; it is what one seldom
finds in any other profession,"

" Never," returned Maria, with the confi-

dence of a septuagenarian who has passed his

life in society.

" The barristers may circle round the

subject of the law, like doves about a dove-

cote," continued Hester, " but sooner or later

they will settle do'wn upon it plump. The
doctors are even worse, not even our sex pro-

tects us sometimes from the details of that last

interesting case of theirs; but the poor
soldier, notwithstanding those lines about
his shouldering his crutch and showing us

how fields are won, is, upon the whole, in-

cHned to spare us. That is my experience

at least."

" And mine," assented Maria eagerly.

It was strange (but very pretty) to hear
Hester talking so dogmatically of her ex-

perience of life ; but in Maria's case it was
ludicrous (though also pretty) to the last

degree.

Her air and manner were so simple, and
though her fairylike figure was shapely and
womanly, her face was so childlike in its

expression, that her wisdom seemed the

Avisdom of a babe. And yet her enthusiasm
was as genuine as though her faith had
been founded upon a rock. Hester, whose
woman's instinct at once divined the nature
of the rock (a very soft one), was amused,
but also greatly interested, in her new-found
relative.

Maria, on her part, who had come with
the intention of making friends, found her
task a Aery easy one, and notAvithstanding

her natural timidity, felt herself before the
meal Avas completed quite at home and
inclined to be confidential. Not a Avord,

hoAvever, did Hester ask her respecting her

OAvn belongings ; all that Avas said about
them was volunteered. On the other hand,

out of courtesy to her guest, it was necessary

to interpolate noAV and then, in the other's

simple narratiA'e, something more than mere
"Yes" and "No." Hester gathered from
it that her cousin's father sat in Parliament

for Shingleton, and hoped to continue to be
its representative after the next election,

but that of this there was some doubt. He
Avas " nursing the borough " in the Liberal

interest, but found it rather refractory.

" The Darrells are on the other side, I am
afraid," said Maria.

"AVell, yes, I believe papa is a Tory,"

said Hester, smiling at her cousin's apolo-

getic tone ;
" but he is not very fierce about

it. I don't think you and I, at all events,

are likely to come to blows about such

matters."
" Quarrel, oh dear no ! Sooner than do

that I Avould at once come over to your

opinions," observed Maria simply.

"It is A'ery kind of you to say so,"

laughed Hester, " though I am afraid your

political principles are not strong enough to

make it much of a compliment."

"But how nice it is of your father not to

be fierce about them," returned the other.

It was evidently also an unexpected plea-

sure. The Colonel had been represented to

her no doubt as a very overbearing and dic-

tatorial personage. Some sense of this gave

a touch of dryness to Hester's rejoinder.

" In London," she said, "it is not, I be-

lieve, usual to quarrel about politics. It is

not, I have been told, good taste even to

argue about them; friends agree to differ.

Mr. Langton, my father's oldest friend, foi

example, is quite a red-hot Eadical, but you

and I would never guess it."

"I Avish it was so Avith us," said Maria

earnestly. "Everybody is either a blue or

a yeUow, and the colours don't mix. Dear
old Sir Eeginald, who is so pleasant in other
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ways, begins to stiffen his tail and growl like

a mastiff whenever politics are mentioned at

home."
" And who is Sir Eeginald ?

"

"Sir Eeginald Drake, our neighbour, of

whom papa bought the Castle.

" What Castle 1 You forget I know no-

thing about it."

" Medbury Castle, where we live."

" Why, you told me you lived at Shingle-

ton ! " exclaimed Hester.
" Well, it is near Shingleton," said Maria

with a faint flush, " within quite an easy

drive."
" I have surely heard of Medbury Castle,"

said Hester with interest. " It was be-

sieged in Cromwell's time, Avas it not ? I

remember a strange story of how the moat
was crossed by the Ironsides. Why, it has

quite an historical renown."

"It is a well-known place enough, I am
sorry to say, for we suffer for its reputation

—what is called a show place."

"So it was your modesty that made you
give Shingleton as your address, instead of

Medbury. I like you for that," said Hester

frankly. " I am sure our friends Lady Jane
and Lady Gertrude would never confuse

Fromsham with their post-town."

"But Medbury is not our "family seat
;"

papa bought it only the other day of Sir

Eeginald."
" And Fromsham has only belonged to the

Crummocks for one generation," said Hester.
" I am sure I wish we had never bought

the Castle," said Maria, without taking notice

of this last remark, " Poor Sir Eeginald

would rather have parted with his right hand,

and now he lives in a cottage in the park
that once belonged to his own keeper."

"Dear me, how sad ! Why, that is like

old Sir Henry Lee in Woodstock. I hope,

to complete the parallel, he has a gallant

nephew in the army in love with the heiress

of Medbury, and that, in the end, the king

or the baronet will enjoy his own again.

That Avas not quite the story, by-the-bye,

but it was something like it." Then poor

little Maria became a carnation again. Hester
would have spared her, as before ; but this

time she felt on more familiar terms with
her, and that to pursue the subject with
a little playful badinage would no longer be
an intrusion. " You shake your head," she

continued, smiling. " Sir Eeginald has no
nephew. He has, perhaps, a son. It is easy to

see I have touched a tender chord, cousin."

"Indeed, indeed, it is not as you think,"

pleaded the girl earnestly.

" You mean that there is not at present
any engagement ?"

It was wrong to press her so ; but Hester
was little more than a school-girl in years,

and naturally roguish and fond of fun.
" Oh no, oh no ; he does not even suspect

—oh dear, what am I .saying?"

"Poetry," replied Hester, "or at all events
equivalent to it.

' She let concealment, like the worm i' the bud,
Prey on her damask cheek.'

"

The cheeks in question grew more and
more damask ; the little figure began to

tremble, and, to her companion's horror, the
girl suddenly burst into tears. Hester ran
up to her and impulsively clasped her to her
bosom. She felt that she had too rudely
hajidled the delicate creature, who reminded
her of Cowper's rose, " The plentiful moisture
encumbered the flower and bowed down its

beautiful head."
" I never meant to hurt your feelings, my

dear cousin
;
pray, pray forgive me."

"It is I that should ask pardon for my
stupid folly," murmured Maria—" unless,

indeed, I may blame a kindness to Avhich I

am not accustomed, and which led me to

say more than I should have said,"

" But you have said nothing, my dear,"

said Hester soothingly; "it is only that I

have had the bad manners to guess at some-
thing, and guessed rightly. Your little secret

is quite safe with me."
"Thank you, thank you," replied the

sobbing girl ;
" but it was shameful of me to

tell it, "Hester."
" Your face told it, my dear, not you."

"Then it is awicked brazen face," exclaimed

the other vehemently.
" Eeally !

" said Hester smiling, " now I

should not have thought that unless I had
had it on such good authority. It seems to

me such a simple, innocent face," and she

touched it tenderly, as though it had been the

flower of which it reminded her,

"It was not a thing that any girl should

have told," whispered Maria remorsefully,
" He knoAvs nothing about it himself."

" Are you quite sure, my dear 1 " said

Hester playfully. " Well then, let us hope he

will find it out ; and if not, nobody will be

any the worse, at least so far as I am con-

cerned."
" I am sure they Avill not. I feel you are

so kind and tru.e, that I hardly regret having

revealed it to you. How nice it must be to

have some one in whom you can confide ! Oh,

Hester, can I not persuade you to come
down to Medbury ?

"
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"I? no." She answered gravel j^, uncon-

sciously disengaging herself from her cousin's

embrace. "In the first place I have not

been asked, and secondly," she went on still

more seriously, as the other was about to

speak, " even were I asked, nothing should

induce me to leave my father."

" That means you will never come," said

Maria despairingly; " that is visiting the sins

—I mean that is making us suffer for the

faults of others indeed. Oh, cousin, do not

cast me oK"
" Certainly not, my dear," was the quiet

but affectionate response. " I shall always

be glad to hear from you and to see you."

There came a double knock that shook the

little house. " That is Mrs. Brabazon coming

to call for me for a drive. I am afraid we
must say good-bye now."

The girl rose in haste and obedient as a

chidden child. " I will go at once ; only let

the lady go up-stairs " (for they were still in

the dining-room), "and I will slip out."

"You need not be frightened at Mrs.

Brabazon, my dear," said Hester, smiling.

*' She is only fashionable to look at, and very

good-natured."

"I am frightened at everybody but you,

Hester," said the other simply. " I am but

a poor little creature, though not I hope in-

capable of gratitude. Thank you, thank you,

for having taken pity upon me, and for all

jour kindness. May I kiss you, cousin ?

"

" Well of course you may ; have I not been

just kissing you ?
"

" Yes, but that is different," said Maria
simply.

Then she clung to her in a close embrace,

as the ivy clings to the tree, or rather the

honeysuclde clings about the wild rose, taking

its comparative uprightness for strength.

At the door she met an old lady returning

from her walk, whom the man servant

addressed as nurse Askell. As they brushed
against one another in the narrow passage,

Maria smiled an apology, but the smile was
not returned. On the contrary, the old lady

passed on Avith a certain harsh avoidance im-

possible to misunderstand.
" Even the very ser\'ants of the house

shrink from me," was the girl's piteous re-

flection ;
" I shall never get to be dear

Hester's friend."

CHAPTER XIII.—FROM EPSOM.

When Hester entered the little drawing-
room she did not find Mrs. Brabazon alone.

" I have ventured," she said, " to bring m}'

nephew with me, who wishes to inquire after

your health after the fatigues of the ball."

It was a stilted introduction enough, and
not at all characteristic of the speaker. The
fact was she had brought Mr. Digby Mason
at his own earnest entreaty, and by no means
of her free will. She did not approve of the

young man's " running after " Miss Hester

Darrell, as she termed it ; but when her

nephcAv put his smile on (which he did when
there was a necessity for it, and not other-

wise, like a glove) she could deny him
nothing. He wore it now as he addressed

his young hostess.
" You left us very earl}^ last evening. Miss

Darrell, and I am afraid you must have for-

feited many engagements."
" My dear Digby, you talk like a racing

man," said Mrs. Brabazon. " You should

I'emember that we are not all of us on the

turf."

The young man seemed to wish her under
it by the glance he flashed at her ; to give an

impression of his being " fast " in any way
was the very thing he wished to avoid with

Miss Darrell, and he felt sure that his aunt

knew it. Hester's reply Avas not of a nature

to reassure him.
" I don't know what you call early, Mr.

Mason, I thought it very late. I am not so

accustomed to turn night into day as you
gentlemen of fashion."

If his aunt had not been present, Mr.

Digby Mason Avould have protested that he

for his part liked early hours and kept them

;

but though he had great audacity it Avas not

quite equal to the assertion in the presence

of such a Avitness.

"The time may have hung heavily on

your hands, but it did not—or at least some

of it did not—upon mine. May I ask. Miss

Darrell, Avhere it Avas you learnt dancing 1
"

"I? Oh, at Madame Langlais'. The
school—though it was certainly not much
like a school—Avhere I lived in Paris. She

had a little carpet dance every Wednesday
and Saturday."

" HoAv charming !
" cried Mr. Mason.

" I dare say you Avould have liked to haA^e

been there," said Mrs. Brabazon. " As the

only male partner, you Avould have probabh'

been in recjuest."

" That is really not very complimentary

to Mr. Mason," laughed Hester, Avho took

the young man's evident annoyance for em-

barrassment, and felt a natural compassion

for him.

"It is very good of you, Miss Darrell, to

take my part," he said ; "my aunt is always
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very cruel to me ; only what I was aliout to

say about your dancing instead of what it

really is, an expression of genuine admira-

tion, will now seem to be like a return compli-

ment."
" Then don't say it," said Hester quickly.

"For my part I think dancing is a natural

gift for which nobody should be praised any
more than for having any particular coloured

hair. Practice may improve it, but— " she

hesitated.

"But never perfect it as in your case,"

put in the young man gallantly. " It is the

same with men as with women. You must
have found a great difference in your many
partners last night."

" I only remember one of them, however,"

replied Hester, " very particularly."

" Indeed," said Mr. Digby Mason, with an

innocent air, but with a flush of triumphant

j^leasure that belied it. He was convinced,

and not without reason, that so far as dancing

went, at all events, he had been the most
satisfactory partner that Hester had had.

" I suppose it would be unfair to ask the

name of this fortunate individual."
" Of course, it would be unfair," put in

Mrs. Brabazon, scandalised at this audacious

method of fishing for a pretty speech, and
still more so at the girl's readiness to bite.

"It would not only be unfair, but unkind,"

said Hester quietly; " for the reason for which

I remember the gentleman in question is, that

he danced so uncommonly ill."

Mrs. Brabazon burst into a laugh, which
would have lasted longer, but for the obvious

discomfiture visible in her nephew's face.

"Come, Hester," she said with sudden

gravity, "we can talk about Lady Butter-

mere's reception just as well in the carriage

as here. We are only Avaiting, remember,
till you are ready."

"A thousand pardons, I will not keep you
five minutes," said Hester, and left the room.

For full a minute after her departure not

a word was exchanged between the two visi-

tors. Mr. Digby Mason bit his lip, and, with

his back turned to his aunt, gazed through

the window at her steeds below, champing
their bits and tossing their heads, in their

impatience of inaction.

"Have you still a mind to drive with us,

Digby ?" inquired Mrs. Brabazon presently.

"Why should I not have ?" he answered
fretfully. "I am not aware that anything

has occurred to alter the views I expressed to

you half an hour ago."
" I am surprised to hear you say that ; at

least, if you mean it," was the dry reply.

"You have experienced no little annoyance,

I know, and you are disappointed in your
reception. You thought you had made some
impression upon this girl, and you find your-

self mistaken. The only man Avhose atten-

tions last evening she remembers was, as she

as good as told us. Lord Thirlmere, which
proves her to have a judicious and convenient

memory."
"You know that she does not care one-

halfpenny about Thirlmere, who has clearly

only made himself ridiculous in her eyes,"

answered the young man curtly, " and you
wish to make me dissatisfied with the girl."

" I wish to make you more satisfied with

yourself, Digby," was the soothing rejoinder.

" You are justified in looking a good deal

higher in your choice of a wife than to the

hand of Hester Darrell. She will certainly

have no fortune to speak of, and your tastes

and pursuits are such as to make it necessary

you shordd marry money. As to a love match
—a folly in any case, but in yours a downright
absurdity, for, indeed, my dear Digby, there

are not the materials for it in your nature

—

for that, it is above all things necessary that

the passion should be reciprocated, and it is

clear to me that your merits are not appreci-

ated by this young lady. I don't say it to

her disadvantage—though you know how
foolishly fond I am of you. How is it

possible that a girl fresh from school and
ignorant of society, should know how to esti-

mate a man like you ? Wit, talents, and
address are thrown away upon her. Take
my advice, my dear, and if you do not feel

it yourself, spare me the pain of seeing you
snubbed again before my eyes."

If Mrs. Brabazon's portly coachman, sitting

Jovelike above the thunder on his hammer-
cloth, had happened to look up at the window
at that instant, he would have seen a face so

scowling that it might well have ruffled even

his serenity,
" Come," continued the lady persuasively,

"think better of this, Digby; you hate sitting

in a carriage with your back to the horses,

you know you do. Take a walk and a cigar

instead."

The young man shifted his legs irresolutely.

His aunt's arguments were not without their

effect on his mind, but it was not these which

moved him so much as his consciousness of

the truth of what, " only cruel to be kind,"

she had so bluntly said of Hester's reception

of him. He had expected cordiality, wel-

come from her, whereas he had been almost

repulsed. Perhaps if his aunt had said no
more he would have taken the suggested
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cigar and under its judicious influence all

would have ended, literally, in smoke. Un-
happily, like many of her sex, the lady did

not know where to stop.

"Eemember, Digby," she continued, "even
if you had found yourself in a position of

advantage \\dth this girl, which is clearly not
the case, you would not as a suitor—however
much he may like you as a club friend

—

have been a j^srsona grata in the eyes of the

Colonel. I do not say for a moment that

Hester Darreli has any mercenary views for

herself, but her father is looking out for a

rich husband for her, and whomsoever he re-

commends she will, I have no doubt, duti-

fully take. There is her step on the stairs.

You must make your choice at once. No-
thing will be easier than to take your leave

of her ; indeed, she does not even know of

your intention to accompany "

"I shall come in the carriage," interrupted

Mr. Digby Mason decisively. His natural

confidence had returned to him, for some
reason wliich his relative did not compre-
hend, though she had in fact herself supplied

it. The next moment Hester entered the

room equipped for her drive.

Mrs. Brabazon was quite right in sup-

posing that Hester did not take Mr. Mason's
intention of making a third in the carriage

for granted. She did not even suspect it

;

nor, indeed, is it very usual to see young gen-

tlemen of eight^and-twenty or so lolling in

barouches in the park. She did not in her
own mind thank Mrs, Brabazon for having
brought him to Welham Street at all, and was
resolved, so far as it implied any compliment

• to herself, to ignore his coming altogether.
" I am very sorry my father was not at

home, Mr. Mason," she said ; "he Avill be
sorry to have missed you ; unfortunately he
had an engagement for the day."

" Then you actually don't know where he
has gone V exclaimed Mrs. Brabazon.

" No, indeed I do not," said Hester. The
other's air seemed ' so unnecessarily com-
miserating (as though her father was not at

liberty to go where he liked without con-

sulting his daughter) that she Avas almost
guilty of the flijipancy of adding, "Do you?"
In spite of herself Mrs. Brabazon could not
help flashing a significant glance at her
nephew, but her telegram met with no re-

sponse. He had taken to his old resource—

•

the window.
" I wonder whether I should be an insuf-

ferable bore to you two ladies if I asked for

a drive in the Park," he said; "it is abso-
lutely too hot to walk."

" Well, that's frank at all events," laughed
his aunt, " though it's not exactly gallant."

" Indeed I didn't mean that. Miss Darreli,"

exclaimed the young man earnestly. "I
meant that if you had no ol)jection it would
be a great pleasure to me."

"It is your aunt's carriage, Mr. Mason,
not mine," said Hester, mustering a smile,

which was not, however, an encouraging one.

Mrs. Brabazon was far from smiling ; her
nephew's clumsy speech—a thing of which
she had never before known him guilty—Avas

too indicative of the state of his mind, and
convinced her that he was something more
than 4pis with this (from a material point
of view) exceedingly undesirable young
Avoman. She did not, hoAvever, dare to

tliAvart him.

"If you promise to be a very good boy
and sit still, and only speak when you are

spoken to," she said, " you may come Avith

us."

If any backing of this invitation Avas ex-

pected by the young gentleman from Hester,

he was fated to be disappointed, for all she
said was, " Our stairs are A'ery narroAV, so I

must ask you to precede me ;" an observation

of course addressed to both her guests, but
AA'hich was especially directed to Mr. Digby
Mason, Avho had already crooked his arm
Avith the intention of offering himself as her
escort.

This unlooked-for presence of mind, though
by no means displeasing to Mrs. Brabazon
(who gathered that this young lady would
be a match for her nepheAv in quite another
sense than that he hoped for), a good deal

disconcerted her ; so much so, in fact, that

she found nothing to say till they were in the

carriage, and even then the A^ery last thing

that she should have said.

"What a beautiful day for the race !
" she

exclaimed, with a patronising glance at the

Green Park, intended to include Nature her-

self.

" What race ?
" inquired Hester simply.

If Mr. Digby Mason had dared, he Avould

haA'e made use of a certain popular repartee,

and ansAvered the "human race," but he

felt that matters Avere too serious. If Colonel

Darreli (as he suspected) kept his daughter in

such complete ignorance of his "goings on,"

as not even to haA^e told her that he Avas

gone to Epsom, he Avould not thank the man
Avho gave her that information. His best

plan was, therefore, to confine himself to

generalities.

"You did not knoAv, then, that it was the

Derby day ? " he answered with an indifierent
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air. " I am afraid you will find the Park
robbed of half its attractions in conse-

quence."

"Do so many people go there 1 " inquired

Hester.

"Well, a good many," admitted Mrs.

Erabazon ;
" chiefly men, however. We shall

not see many four-in-hands, no doubt. But
it doesn't make much difterence as regards

the ladies. There are many men who do not

think it wise for ladies to go to the Derby,

or, indeed, to interest themselves in such

matters at all."

She felt that she had committed an indis-

cretion, and was making reparation for it. If

Hester discovered the nature of her father's

" engagement " she would now understand
why he had not communicated it to her. She
saw that her nephew had already forgiven

her. His countenance, indeed, expressed

great satisfaction. But he was not thinking

of his aunt at all. He was reflecting that it

might some day fall to his lot to open
Hester's eyes with respect to the Colonel's

proceedings, and that the opportunity might
be advantageous to him.

" I dare say papa is gone to the Derby,"
observed Hester quietly.

This simplicity amused Mr. Mason, as

simplicity (when he believed in it, which was
seldom) always did.

" It is just within the bounds of possibility

that he has," was his sardonic rejoinder.
" Then I am glad it is such a fine day,"

returned Hester earnestly. "I sometimes

think he doesn't take enough exercise, and
spends too much of his time at the club.'^

" Then she does know," was Mr. Mason's
reflection. "I wonder how much she knows.
We are not only skating on thin ice but get-

ting near some deepish holes."
" There is so little temptation to walk in

London," said Mrs. Brabazon in that feeble

tone in which a person utters a platitude

Avhich he knows to be such.

"Do you really think so?" inquired

Hester. " For my part, one of the reasons

Avhich sometimes makes me wish I had
been born a man is that I should then be
able to walk about London by myself. Its

associations are so interesting. Scarcely

a street, except quite the modem ones,

has not been the residence of some emi-

nent men whose works we read, or whose
deeds form part of our history. The mere
fact of so many generations having lived and
passed away here, even if they did nothing
meritorious—I don't know how to express

it; but Mr. Locker's poem on St. James's

mean- -has aStreet, conveys exactly what
certain charm."

"It's very bad for the horses," murmured
Mr. Mason, who perceived that something

was expected from him in the way of sym-
pathy.

"What is?"
" Why, St. James's Street ; it's a precious

steep bit, you know. That's a fine stepping

pair by-the-bye, is it not ? " he added as a

mail phaeton drove swiftly by them. " You
are smiling at the way they are tooled, and

well you may. That's young Jephson, the

money-lender's son ; one can't become every-

thing in a day. You should get your father,

I mean any one who knows about London,

to tell you about Jephson

—

n4 Jehoshaphat,

as you would say in Paris ; a very remark-

able outcome of our high ci\dlisation."

" Indeed," replied Hester, not without a

secret reflection that a man who preferred

horses and money-lenders to all other objects

of human interest, was also a remarkable

outcome. " I never happened to hear papa
mention the gentleman."

Mrs. Brabazon perceived the direction

Hester's thoughts had taken, though she

could not fathom them. She was pleased to

see Digby " putting his foot in it," and with

so much greater completeness than she her-

self had done, that it was no longer possible

that he could reproach her.

A couple of cavaliers known to Mrs. Bra-

bazon here rode up to the carriage ; one of

them had danced with Hester on the pre-

vious evening, and she gave him the bow and

smile for Avhich he was hungering. He
divided his difficult attentions (for his horse

was fidgety) between the two ladies, but the

younger one had the larger share. The
other talked familiarly and in hushed tones

to their male companion.
" I suppose you are all right about Lan-

caster—you generally are 1

"

" Well, I was not in this case at all events,"

was the rejoinder, delivered with some
emphasis, though almost in a whisper. It

seemed that Mr. Mason -washed there should

be no sort of doubt in the mind of his friend

that he was a loser by Lancaster. Then
raising his voice, he added carelessly, "It

was a mere trifle I had on him, just to give

me an interest in the thing, but such as it

Avas I lost it."

" It will be a great disappointment for the

Col
"

"Your mare's leg is agakist the wheel,"

exclaimed Mason hastily. "Miss Darrell,

will you permit me to introduce my friend
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Mr. Armytage 1 He is well acquainted with

your father." Another bow and smile ; a

little more tittle-tattle resembling talk " only

as mist resembles rain
;

" and the occupants

of the carriage were again left to themselves.
" I am glad those highwaymen are gone,"

said Mr. Mason with an air of genuine relief.

" Nobody on horseback, unless he is the

postillion, should ever come near a carriage.

I wish Ave rode in scythe-wheeled chariots

like the ancient Britons."
" I congratulate you on your humanity,"

said Hester; "it is clelightful to see a person

so solicitous upon his friend's account."
" I didn't care tuppence about him," said

Mr. Mason frankly; " I was thinking of what
might happen to you if his horse kicked."

" Then I suppose I ought to be still more
grateful," was the grave rejoinder.

Had she caught that allusion to her father,

or had she not ? he -wondered. If her ears

were as sharp as her tongue she certainly

had. It was plain, for all her simplicit}^, that

she was sharp as a needle, but he did not like

her less upon that account. To Mr. Mason
(to use a metaphor, under the circumstances

of some audacity) when he had " set his

heart" upon anything, difficulties in the way
were only incentives. And how very beautiful

she was ! Sitting opposite to her in the

carriage was a positive luxury to him, and
luxuries were the only pleasures he cared for

;

it was one too which he knew he would not
easily find an opportunity of enjoying again,

which added to its charm.
" We were talking just now of postillions,"

said Hester presently, " a being that I have
seldom seen, and there are postillions." She
pointed to a carriage with four horses that

was rapidly approaching them.
" You will see plenty of them presently,"

said Mrs. Brabazon—" the people are begin-

ning to come back from the Derby."
The carriage was now returning home,

and as they neared Apsley House they met
many conveyances covered Avith dust, and
presenting quite a different appearance from
the spick and span vehicles of " the Drive

;

"

so great was the throng that they had to

go at a foot's-pace, and opposite the Welling-
ton Arch were compelled to stop altogether.

There was a block in Piccadilly. Up Consti-

tution Hill Avas pouring an unbroken stream
of vehicles, the vanguard of the returning
Epsom army. Their humbler occupants
were in a boisterous and excited state, and
interchanged a shower of chaff, occasionally

diversified on their oaati side Avith peas, Avith

the crowd that had assembled in the streets

to greet them. The spectacle, altogether

new to Hester, excited her amusement, some-
Avhat to the disapprobation of her stately

chajjeron, to Avhom the humorousness of a

croAvd Avas a subject Avholly contemptible.

The girl's face, hoAvever, suddenly greAv

grave enough.
" Look, look !

" she cried, " there is papa.

HoAV sad and grave he looks ! Avhat can have
happened ? " Close in front of them, moving
A'ery sloAvly, passed a well-appointed four-in-

hand ; on the box-seat sat Colonel Darrell,

wearing a pale set face, Avhich turned neither

to the right nor to the left. He had a large

cigar in his mouth, Avhich did not, hoAvever,

mitigate in the least the melancholj^ expres-

sion of face, AA'hich seemed to gaze right into

vacancy. Hester shrank back in her seat Avith

an instinctive feeling that he would not like

to be recognised, but she need not have taken
the precaution. He was blind and deaf to

all that Avas going on about him ; the present

had no existence for him, he Avas thinking of

the incurable past which he hated and the

miserable future that he feared.

The four-in-hand moA'ed on, and, Avith

scarce an interval, Mrs. Brabazou's carriage

folloAved it at a foot's-pace. Its occupants

kept silence (Mr. Digby Mason kncAv Avhat

had happened, and his aimt suspected it) ; it

was like a funeral procession. The Colonel

was dropped at the corner of Welham Street,

someAvhat to the indignation of those Avho

Avere delayed by the stoppage of his Adelaide.

And only a minute or so after he had reached

home, Hester and her friend also arrived

there. Mrs. Brabazon uttered a feAv parting

Avords Avith as much cheerful indifference as

she could assume ; and Hester replied to

them in the same strain. But her heart Avas

full of an undefined alarm. She had never

seen her father look like that, she Avas

saying to herself ; moreoA'er, he Avas the last

man in the world to shoAv his feelings Avhen

subject to the observation of others.

"A most unfortunate rencontre for the

poor girl," Mrs. Brabazon obserA'ed to her

nephcAv as they drove aAvay. " It is clear the

Colonel has been very unlucky at Epsom."
" Hard hit, I should say," was the dry

rejoinder. " A man Avho backs a horse Avhen

he ought to bet against him is likely to be

hard hit." Mr. Digby Mason was a man Avho

ahvays bore the misfortimes of his friends

Avith equanimity ; in this case he had liis

reasons for not being much distressed. The
first favourite, Lancaster, of Avhose proAvess

he himself at one time had entertained a high

opinion, had been " noAvhere " in the race.



A SONG m THE NIGHT.

THE dry leaves dropped upon the way
With constant sound, like falHng rain

;

I would give much this Aveary day
To hear that sound a2;ain.

Behind, with sharp and even rim.

Black hills of cloud possessed the sky

;

A star was glimmering far and dim
Through a faint light on high.

The woods were dark, and all abroad
The fields Avere dark, and pathways dim :

My soul yearned for the living God
Thro' the thick cloud which foldeth Him.

When all at once, up soared the moon,
W^ith sudden flood of tender light

—

A gracious flood ; and, lo ! right soon

Woods, fields, and ways were bright.

The solemn trees stretched out their boughs
And caught the light. With quiet mind,

" Surely," I said, " this is God's house
;

And where men seek they find."

Tears filled mine eyes, but they Avere sweet

;

And, standing on the shining road,

I knew Avhat Spirit led my feet

By darksome Avays to God.
NIHIMO SMITH.



CO-OPERATION IN ENGLAND.
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ACOMPAEISO?^ betAveen the two sys-

tems upon "which the trade of England
is now being carried on, and which are be-

coming more and more antagonistic every

day, cannot go back for much more than

thirty years. The Rochdale Pioneers started

indeed in 1844, and the Christian Socialists

in 1849, when the agitation took form and
consistency for such an amendment of the

law of partnership as should enable poor folk

to fight their oAvn battle in the world of

trade. But it was not till the session of 1852

that the first Industrial Societies Act was
passed, and the heaviest fetters fell from the

working mans limbs.

It was about this time that the fi^ee trade

polic}'' of 1846 and the following years was
beginning to bear its legitimate fruit in the

increase of the prosperity of the country "by
leaps and bounds," to use Mr. Gladstone's

famous phrase. And this increase corrtinued

for more than twenty years from that time,

when it culminated in 1873. Thus taking

quinquennial periods, we find from the statis-

tical tables published by Government, that

our exports and imports were, in round num-
bers, £260,000,000 in 185-5, rising in 1860
to £375,000,000, in 1865 to £488,000,000,
in 1870 to £547,000,000, and in 1873 to

£682,000,000. During these years there

had been occasional panics and fluctuations,

but the volume kept steadily rolling up. In

1874 the returns showed a considerable fall

to £667,000,000, followed in 1875 by a fur-

ther fall to £631,000,000, and in 1879 to

£611,000,000. Or, taking the value of ex-

ports only, the fall between 1872 to 1879
was from £256,000,000 to £191,000,000.

But this falhug oft' in value, or price, does

not represent a falling off" in quantity. Upon
this point, says Mr. GifFen, " We are not left

to conjecture. British and Iiish exports in

1873 were £255,165,000, and in 1877,

£198,893,000, a reduction of £56,272,000,
which is exactly in the proportion stated

"

(of the fall in prices), "so that there has been
an average falling oft' in prices of more than
24 per cent." To which testimony we may
add that of Mr. Gladstone in the Ninefeenth

Century, that the continuous fall in these

years was "a decline of price mainly," and of

Mr. Chamberlain at Cardiff in January,

1883, "What is most striking in connection
with trade is the faUing off" in price. While
XXVI—12

the volume of our business is continually in-

creasing the profits of manufacturers and
merchants are, I am afraid, continually di-

minishing." To the same effect the Economist,

in the review of the trade of 1882, writes—

-

" There has been a fair demand for manufac-
turing products both at home and abroad,

and yet there has been comparatively little

profit made," and it would bs easy to add
authoritative testimonies in almost any num-
ber to the same effect, if there were any
need to do so. I have no room for the sta-

tistics of later years, but no one will seriously

question the broad fact that the state of

things indicated above has not altered in any
material respect in the last quinquennial

period, and is not likely to alter for the bet-

ter so far as we can see. Its results may be

summed up generally in a few plain proposi-

tions.

In the third of a century during which the

present industrial system has prevailed, the

volume of our trade has increased as rapidly

as the most sanguine free traders predicted

it would.

During the earlier part of this period

very large profits were made, which went
chiefly to the capitalists and employers of

labour.

During the latter part profits have been
declining, and seem likely to decline still

further, while a larger share of them have

been going to the Avorking people.

Whether it be propter hoc, or simply post

hoc, it is the fact, that in these last years the

staple industries have been getting into fewer

hands, very large capital being necessary to

make any profit at all. The smaller capital-

ists, when not ruined and driven out of trade

altogether, have taken to combining in joint-

stock companies, in order by their united capi-

tal to be able to hold their own against the

great houses in each trade.

By these means the competition has been

steadily growing keener and keener, until

the most prosperous and able traders are

taking alarm, and showing signs of distrust

—an inclination to reconsider whether, after

all, the leaders of thought on these trade

questions in the last generation may not have

been somewhat hasty, not to say arrogant,

in their dogmas as to " unfettered competi-

tion " (as distinguished from free trade) and
the laws of supply and demand.
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If any reader is inclined to question this

I would ask him to glance at the doings and

sayings of two noteworthy gatherings which

have been held in London in these last days

of January. The first, the London Chamber
of Commerce, sat at the Mansion House, the

proper centime of the commercial life of Eng-

land. This Avas only their third meeting, so

that our English Chamber of Commerce is

probably the youngest amongst national

Chambers. Why is this, that the leading

nation in trade and commerce has only just

established such a Chamber in its metro-

polis 1 If she gained her position without

one against nations which have always had

them, Avhy make the change now ? It seems

to me that there is only one answer to this

question. To use the words of the leading-

Liberal paper, " This youngest of City insti-

tutions is in some degree a representative of,

and substitute for, some of the oldest." Pre-

cisely so ; or, put in other Avords, our metro-

politan merchants and manufacturers have

at last discovered that trade and commerce
must be organized ; and so, having alloAved

the old guilds, by Avhich our forefathers

organized them, to fall decrepit, they are

driven to found this Chamber. Eleven trades

are represented in the sections, and it seems

already clear that,the functions of the Cham-
ber Avill not be confined to external rela-

tions and promoting or opposing bills in Par-

liament.

But if the Chamber of Commerce is

cau.tious and someAvhat reticent as to the

conditions of our industrial life, this certainly

cannot be said of the other gathering. The
"Conference on Industrial Eemuneration

"

met under the presidency of a Cabinet

minister, and numbered amongst its speakers

not only Privy Councillors, M.P.s, and leading

merchants and employers, but almost all the

best-knoAvn writers on social questions, and
representatives of labour organization, aa'Iio

certainly left nothing tobe desired in the scope

and outspokenness of their discussions, AAdiich

dealt frankly enough with every phase of

industrial problems.

In passing, one may remark that while

large employers of labour, like Mr. Loav-

thian Bell, President of the British Iron

Trades Association, Sir Thomas Brassey,

and others, advocated arbitration, a sliding

scale of Avages, industrial partnerships, and
other alleviations and safety valves, only

one speaker stood courageously on the old

lines. This was Mr. HouldsAvorth, M.P.,

who sang the old song of "the great law of

supply and demand," Avhich must govern

industry, in obedience to Avhich stability of

employment Avas neither possible nor desir-

able, "the instability and unsteadiness of

trade being its best stimulant." But the

notable fact about this remarkable oatherint;

Avas the unanimous admission that the state

of British industry has fallen into a deplor-

able and unprecedented condition, Avhich it

is the duty and interest of all of us to

probe to the bottom and remedy, if remedy
can be found.

Hitherto Ave have been on the surface, but
noAV we must go a little deeper. I have been
taken to task both in public and private for

asserting that competition has given the con-

trol of trade to " unsci'upulous men," Avhose

habits and methods are dragging doAvn the

upright merchants and manufacturers to

their own level. I am neither merchant nor
manufacturer and do not claim any more
weight for my opinion than that of an ob-

servant outsider is entitled to. I A\all quote

therefore the actual Avords of persons engaged
in trade and manufactures, whose names,
hoAvever, for obvious reasons I cannot giA^e.

"Since 1864," Avrites one, "a class of men
have come to the front " (in Manchester and
Liverpool) " who have brought in a style and
system of business Avhich it seems to me
wants putting doAvn. I have incurred con-

siderable loss of income, and got a great deal

of ill-Avill, because I could not conform to the

system." Again, "These neAV cotton lords,

managers of large mills in the spinning and
manufacturing centres, are paid inadequate

salaries, Avhich leaves a Avide door open to

bribery and corruption ; for, coming as they

do to Manchester and. Liverpool and mixing
Avith men of superior means, they cannot

afford cigars, dinners, Avines, spirits, &c.,

unless someone is at hand to cater for their

Avants." " There are certain branches of

trade " (connected Avith the cotton and
Avoollen manufactures), " such as oil, in Avhich

it is impossible, hoAvever good and cheap

your article may be, to succeed unless you
get Avell in Avith the buyer, and stand ready

to treat him to all he requires. In some
cases they prefer from 3d. to 6d. a gallon in

cash, and I have known meii AA^ho are local

preachers to take this as a matter-of-course

part of their salary." Again, " In the pur-

chase of cotton I Avas told by a manager that

they knoAv exactly hoAv much they can get

from each agent, or broker, say i, I, f, or -h

per cent., and those men who, like myself,

AAdll not give, get no business." " We have

^ome large houses in the trade who have men
Avho can sing good songs, and keep as it Avere
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open house, ^vith unlimited supplies of wines,

cigars, spirits, &c., so that a man can pass a

pleasant afternoon say from 3 to 6 without

any expense save that he must be a customer.

I know one large house Avho boast that they

did 6,000 bales in one day, who do this to

an enormous extent." " I can show you a

system of making up cloth to deceiA'e the

natives of India and China, marking 33 yards

with 36, which they say only means folds,

but which Avas always understood to mean
yards. It Avas publicly talked of on the

Manchester Exchange lately that the great

leading firm of had had to fall in with.

these ways after fighting so long to maintain

the integrity of their cloths." " Such is the

terrible pressure to live that a very large

cotton broker remarked to me only a Aveek

ago in Liverjjool, that many well-known

brokerage houses had been obliged to relax

their rules and connive at irregularities, such

as playing Nap in private offices, suppljdng

drink and cigars, giving donations to mana-
gers, and other practices at which their

fathers would have been horrified."

It is needless to add to the sad tale, Avhich

I might do to any extent, alas ! in other

staple industries. But noAv before lea^dng

this side of my subject I should like to ask

the "benevolent men under the guidance of

science," Avho are claimed as the supporters

of this competitive system, hoAV they are

going to stop these practices 1 or even less

objectionable jiractices than these, such as

buying goods from needy manufacturers at

a price below the cost of production ? I

have tried again and again to understand,

even to imagine, how competition can be
kept "fair," or " honourable," without a con-

trolling poAver someAvhere ; and AAdth a con-

trolling poAA'er the " laAv " of unrestricted

competition breaks doAvn, and takes the form
of concert, co-operation.

Having made this necessarily short and
imperfect, but I hope not unfair, survey of

the competitive side of trade during the last

thirty years, it remains to glance at the co-

operative side. For the purpose of com-
parison, it Avould scarcely be fair to go behind
the first Industrial and Provident Societies

Act which was passed in 1852. For some
years even then the Avoiking peoj^le of the

North had been feeling their Avay sloAvly

toAvards association on the Rochdale system,

but there is no trustworthy record of their

numbers or progress. No sooner Avas the

Act passed and a legal position placed Avitliin

their reach, than the scattered societies began
to register and to show a Avish for closer re-

lations inter sc. Their instinct was to hold
together for common objects. Already, in

April and May, 1851, in anticipation of the
passing of the Act, conferences had been held
for the purpose of establishing an union, at

Bury in Lancashire, and in London. At
the former 44 stores Avere represented, num-
bering 3,873 members, and the names of 39
other stores not represented were handed in,

making a total of 83 already in existence in

the North. In July, 1852, a second' con-
ference Avas held in London to consider hoAv
the Act could be best turned to account for
the adA'ancement of co-operation. The re-

cords of that conference show that the total

number of societies had already risen to

upAA^ards of 150. We must pass over the
efforts at organization in these early years,

Avhich, though not syccessful, educated the
leading Avorkmen in all parts of the country to

look forward and aim at closer union. The
first great practical advance Avas not made
till tAvelve years later, Avhen, as the result of

long deliberation at many conferences, the
Wholesale Society AA^as established at Man-
chester in March, 1864.

The number of societies which combined
for this effort Avas 44, and in the first year
the business transacted amounted to £94,000.
In 1865 the number of societies rose to 59,

and the business to £143,000; and in 1868,
the year Avhen the next important step in the

movement Avas taken, the societies in union
numbered 191, doing a business Avith their

wholesale centre of £423,000. I must not
foUoAv the career of the Wholesale Society

further, though, so far as material j)rogress

goes, it is probably the part of the Avhole

movement Avhich would be most likely to

impress strangers. Develojiing as it has done
into one of the largest purchasing and distri-

buting centres in the Avorld, it has, in spite of

great temptations, committed feAver blunders

and taken less taint from the surrounding

competitive trade Avorld than could have been

fairly hoped. There has been no falling

aAvay from the central principle, that the

smallest country village store shall have pre-

cisely the same terms as the largest of the

leviathan stores in the manufactu.ring centres

of the North. In 1883 it had 663 share-

holding societies on its rolls, and did a busi-

ness of more than £4,500,000.

The Wholesale Society had been no sooner

established than it became clear that a mere
business centre, a machine for purchasing and
distributing, Avould not satisfy the aspirations

of the co-operators. They had never ceased to

proclaim their wish for and determination to
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establish an Union, which should exercise a

controlling power in the movement, hold-

ing all the societies together, enabling them
to act promptly and efficiently, settling all

disputed questions, encouraging a high stan-

dard in business, and constantly keeping

before the members the principles as to the

morality of trade, which had always been
acknowledged as vital since their adoption by
the Society for Promoting Working Men's
Associations, and the affiliated societies. After

a preliminary meeting at Manchester in 1868,

the main object of which was to advocate the

establishment of industrial partnerships, a

congress met in London in June, 1869, at

which the permanent basis of the present

Union was fixed.

In every year since there has been a con-

gress of the societies which are federated in

the Union. A central board is elected each

year, which is divided into six sections—the

midland, northern, north-western, Scottish,

southern, and western. Each section of the

board sits monthly in its own district, where
it keeps in constant touch with all the socie-

ties, and organizes local meetings and con-

ferences. The central board meets quarterly,

and reports, as does also each of the sections,

to the yearly congress, Avhich is ambulatory,

meeting in each section by turns. The con-

gress is, in fact, the Parliament of the move-
ment, and the central board the executive

government. At the last, or sixteenth, con-

gress (1884) the societies represented num-
bered 1,241, with 667,163 members, and a

share capital of .£7,585,996. They had done
a trade in the twelve months of £27,865,054,
and had paid in dividends to their mem-
bers £2,167,585, while their reserve fund
stood at £308,506. So far from the Union
showing signs of depression during the bad
years from 1873 there has been a steady in-

crease in numbers, trade, and profits, and the

only cause of embarrassment of the societies

is the accumulations of capital which the mem-
bers are desirous of leaving in their hands, and
the managing committees have some difficulty

in using satisfactorily.

The remarkable feature of this co-opera-

tive trading world, as contrasted with the com-
petitive, is not, however, this steady advance,
and the absence of times of inflation and
depression. It is yet to be seen how co-

operation \W11 comport itself when in posses-

sion of a considerable share of the great

producing industries. As yet it is only just

beginning to take hold of these, though the
grip is rapidly getting larger and firmer.

But what really strikes one as the vital dis-

tinction is the utter helplessness in the one
case, and the well-established power of con-

trol in the other. The Chamber of Com-
merce, and the Associated Employers in the

cotton and iron trades, seem helpless in the

face of such practices as those lately quoted.

If one co-operative society invades the dis-

trict of another, or indulges in any practice

which may be prejudicial to the general body,
there is an immediate appeal to the local sec-

tion of the central board, or if necessary to

the board itself. Hitherto I am not aware
of any successful attempt to defy this autho-

rity, and it seems less likely every year that

there should be any. For year by year the

propaganda grows. More and more persons

not directly connected with any society

become converts, and notably since the meet-
ing of congress at Oxford, in 1882, young
men from the Universities, Avhose only object

is the maintenance and strengthening of the

moral side of the movement, have joined

the ranks. Outside of the Union, but in

intimate relations with it, "a guild of co-

operators " offers a sphere of usefulness in

the movement to such recruits, and they
are doing, and are likely still more in

the future to do, yeoman's service in keep-

ing the Union true to its standard and its

principles, in helping weak and struggling

societies to get firmly on their feet, and
spreading the organization in parts of the

country where it has not yet taken hold.

Looking at the marvellous progress which
has been made within the memory of men
not yet old ; at the difficulties which have
been overcome, and the loyalty to principle

and resolve to allow no backslidings on
the moral side which the societies display,

and which grow stronger every year, it can
scarcely be wondered at that co-operators in

this country should look forward confidently

to developments in no distant future which
take the breath away from the average sober

British citizen, and make him sceptical as to

the wits of those who indulge in such castle

building. The co-operative Pisgah is indeed

a tempting hill to ascend, but even if space

permitted I distrust the role of prophet.

This much, however, I may be allowed to say

of those amongst whom I have spent so much
of my life, "the things they have done are

but earnest of the things that they wall

do."

There are several questions which, in con-

clusion, I would ask readers who are really

in earnest in this matter and not playing

with it for the sake of a little intellectual or

sentimental excitement, to put to themselves
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very seriously, and not to be content with

mere evasive, wash-and-wear answers.

Was free labour a pre-Christian institution,

or was servile labour a recognised and es-

sential condition, not only in the huge East-

ern empires, but in the noblest national com-
munities of the old world, in Greece, in

Rome, even in Palestine 1

Is servile labour any longer possible in

our day amongst ci\dlised nations ? If not,

Avhy 1

And if, as I firmly believe, the inquirer

must be forced to the conclusion that it is

Christianity which has Avrought this great

revolution from servile to free labour, let

him go on to the next inquiry, founded on
the state of the industrial world as it lies be-

fore him in this year A.D. 1885.

After substituting free for servile labour,

can Christianity stop there, having regard to

the confusion and misery which is admitted

on all hands to exist in industrial life all over
the world ?

If not, upon what lines is the further ad-
vance to be made ? Are the Christian prin-
ciples of righteousness, self-sacrifice, brother-
hood, love, of universal application or not ?

If not, Avhere are you going to draAv the
line ?

If yes, then apply them thoroughly and
fearlessly, in the certainty that though you
may blunder in following them, they can
never lead you wrong ; and that when you
have picked yourself out of the holes and
ditches by the roadside, into which you will
doubtless fall now and again, and wiped the
mud and Avater out of your eyes, the road
Avill be still there, lying straight before you
to the gates of the eternal city, and the voice
sounding with ever-groAving certainty, in the
Avorld around you, and in your oAvn hearts,
" This is the Avay, Avalk ye in it."

OUE NORTH-SEA FISHEEIES.

By JAMES G. BERTRAM, Author of " The Harvest of the Sea," etc.

AMONG the fishes most esteemed for table

use are some Avhich are obtained in their

greatest perfection in the German Ocean, and
Avhich are all at their best in the Avinter

months. The cod, for example, is in excellent

condition from November to March ; indeed,

that fish, it is said, never attains perfection

till it has SAA^allowed a iew mouthfuls of snoAV,

while, according to Buckland, the haddock is

not woi'th eating till cold Aveather has set

thoroughly in. " The colder the weather and
the colder the Avater the better for the cod
and the haddock." The aldermanic turbot

is likeAvise in prime condition for food during
Avinter and spring. This classic fish often

realises in the market about Christmas time
a very high figure, partly because of the

greater demand Avhich arises for it in the

dinner-giving season, but more likely because
the stormy Aveather, Avhich then usually pre-

vails, hinders its capture.

AVhile promenading, one December day,

on the pontoon Avhich borders the har-

bour of Great Grimsby, and Avhich is the
piscatorial bourse of the stormy North Sea, I

became an eye-Avitness of the sale of scores of

large cod-fish at about a guinea each, turbot
changing hands at a fcay shillings additional.

These, let it be noted, Avere Avholesale prices,

to Avhich probably 15 or 20 per cent, would
be added before the fish found a place on

the dinner-table. As a matter of fact, a cod-

fish in the dead of Avinter has, noAV and
again, been sold at a higher price than the

salmon itself, AAdien it is at its best, about the

end of May. Long ago such prices Avould

have been pronounced " impossible." But I

have knoAAm, say in the "thirties" of the

present century, a NeAvhaA'en fisliAvife sell

in Edinburgh her biggest cod-fish for as

many pence as they noAV cost shillings at

Hull or Great Grimsby ; wliilst for tenpence,

and occasionally for less money, might at the

same time haA'e been purchased a hundred
of the finest oysters for sauce—large, deli-

cious, fat, and succulent; "Avhiskered pan-

dores" from the once productive scalps of

Prestonpans. And the day has been, also,

Avhen a fine Firth of Forth turbot cost but

a shilling, the customary lobster to furnish

the necessary garnish being obtainable at less

than half that price. All readers of Sir

Walter Scott's noA'els must be familiar Avith

the Antiquary's T)urgaining Avith ]\Iaggie

Mucklebackit for the " bannock fluke " (tur-

bot), the "cockpaidle" (lumpsucker, a de-

lightful table fish), and the "partans" (crabs).

In the "thirties," most kinds of fish Avere

cheap. " Fine fresh herrin' three a penny "

AA^as a familiar cry in its season all over Scot-

land, while the dehghtful " caller haddie" Avas

not thought to be reasonable Avhen sold at
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more than a halfpenny a pound. When the

price in stormy weather, during which fish of

;xll kinds became scarce, exceeded threepence

for a four-pound fish, the fish-wife would exert

her eloquence in vain, even her favourite

expression, " haddies the day are just men's

lives," failed to induce customers to deal.

The haddock, happily for the comfort of

materfamilias, is still a plentiful, and, all

things considered, not dear fish. Haddocks,
however, as well as many of the other deni-

zens of the deep, are often taken at times

when unfit for food. It is rather unfortunate

that many of our best table fishes are only

accessible to their captors when in their worst

condition for table use, as being about to

spawn ; at which time all their flesh-forming

properties have been diverted to the forma-

tion of their milts and roes.

No authentic statistics can be obtained of

the number of cod-fish which are captured, nor,

indeed, of any of the other members of the

Gadidce family, of -which there are more than

a dozen, including the well-kno"\vn ling and
hake, as also the much-appreciated whiting

;

nor have we ever seen a calculation of the

number of turbot annually captured in our

immediate waters by British ships, or brought
to us from the North Sea by industrious

Dutchmen ; but both cod and turbot are ex-

ceedingly plentiful—as, of course, they ought
to be, considering the wonderful poAvers of

reproduction Avith which they are endoAved.

These fishes yield such vast numbers of eggs,

that it has been said, if all were to come to

the table as full-groAvn fish, one score of male
and female cod would 3deld a supply suffi-

cient for a year's consumption. It is at some
of our larger fishing ports only, that the

magnitude of the contribution made by the
" harvest of the sea " to the national com-
missariat can be properly realised. On the

pontoon of Great Grimsby already referred

to, a large portion of the fish commerce in-

cidental to the great North Sea fisheries is

transacted. There, at all seasons of the year,

can be witnessed that active selling and
buying at Avholesale, which must needs be

carried on before the piscine delicacies of

the deep waters can reach our breakfast or

dinner-tables. On the platform skirting the

harbour, known as " the pontoon," daily sales

of the fish newlylanded from the fertile fishing

fields of the German Ocean take place with
great celerity. The parcels are put up to sale

at Avhat is called "Dutch auction ; " that is to

say, the seller names a figure for his basket
of soles, or half-dozen cod-fish, and should
there be no responsive nod from some one

or other of the buyers, he reduces the price

to a figure at which some one takes the lot,

and transmits it to London or Edinburgh, or

some populous place nearer at hand. Fast
trains are Avaiting to carry away the tons upon
tons of cod, turbot, haddocks and flotmders,

Avhich the traAvlers or cod smacks may bring

j
into the harbour. Some portions of the

i cargoes are not sold at Great Grimsby, but
are at once forAvarded to Billino-sQ-ate, from
Avhence they are speedily distributed through-
out the great metropolis by the various East
and West End fishmongers. Poorer people
in the populous parishes of London are sup-

plied in the matter of fish and many other

edibles by the hard-AA'orking costermongers,

AA^ho seem to possess some magic means of

knoAving A\dien the market becomes glutted

Avith such a particular denizen of the deep as

the toothsome flounder, countless thousands
of AAdiich can occasionally be purchased at an
almost nominal figure. At such times the

coster Avill load his barroAv or donkey-cart
A\ith a considerable imrchase, and Avithin an
hour or so, Avill be found disposing of his

Avares on his oa\ti particular beat, probably

far aAvay from the market.

Returning to Great Grimsby, a noticeable

feature of the place is, that the harbour, or

rather the dock, is Avell filled Avith floating

perforated boxes containing living cod-fish.

There are several hundreds of these cod cages

to be seen, all of them croAA'ded AA'ith fish

in tolerable condition ; for a living cod-fish, be
it noted, is of greater A'alue at Great Grimsby
than tAA'o dead ones. On making inquiry I

found that no food is ever given to the

caged fish; AAdio consequently look hungry
and gape AA'ith all their might AAdien a chest

is opened for the inspection of the curious in

such matters. The cod-fish confined in these

cages range in Aveight from about tAventy to

forty-five pounds, and they can liA'e, it has

been found, in such confinement for a period

of six or seven weeks. The advantages of

keeping the fish alive are sufficiently obvious:

they can be killed as they are required, and
in stormy Aveather afford a supply Avdien fish-

ing cannot be prosecuted. With a stock on
hand the market can be fed in such a AA^ay as

to obtain the best prices. A telegram from
London or elscAvhere, received in the morn-
ing, obtains immediate attention, the boxes

are opened, the victims at once selected and
felled by a smart bloAv on the head Avith a

bludgeon, after AA'hich the fish can be crimped

and be sent off as required—a dozen, or a

hundred, according to demand. When the

boxes have all been filled it has become
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the custom to tie a few fish—say ten or a

dozen

—

loy the tail to a rope, and allow them
to remain in the dock till they are wanted.

Both of these plans for keeping cod-fish alive

seem to be somewhat cruel, and the effect of

leaving them "\nthout food must he to reduce

their weight and impair their condition.

A large fleet of fishing vessels, both liners

and trawlers, rendezvous here, and the town
generally is permeated by that ancient and
fish-like smell which indicates the business

carried on. Crowds of North-Sea fishermen

are everywhere about, the majority of them
mere lads ; but an occasional Dutchman or

two may now and again be encountered, as

well as some of those hereditary fishers whose
fathers and grandfathers, and their fathers

and grandfathers before them, sought for-

tune in the bosom of the ravening waters.

The fisher folks of the North Sea, who hail

from Great Grimsby and some other English

ports, are not as a rule hereditary fishermen,

their ranks beins; recruited from all classes

and from many parts of the country. Ap-
prentices are received from workhouses in

towns, agricultural districts, and the great

manufacturing centres, so that for one of

the old hereditary fisher folk there will be
nineteen, pei'haps, who have little know-
ledge of, and no sympathy with, the tra-

ditions as to sights and sounds of good
or evil omen which form portions of the
belief of the old school of fishermen, who can
interpret the voices of the "\vinds and read
their o^vn fate in the fantastic forms of fleet-

ing clouds. The public occasionally hear of

the lawless lives Avhich are led by some of

the fishers of the North Sea, of cruelties

inflicted on the a^^prentices, and even of

deaths by violence. Some of the fisher lads

lead, no doubt, a hard life, but on the whole
I am not prepared to say that, all over, they
fare much worse than lads on shore who are

dependent on others. Many of the boys take
to the sea in a spirit of romance, but the
coarse realities of a fisher-boy's life on board
of a cod smack speedily tones down the oft-

imagined dehghts of " a life on the ocean
wave." The prose of the situation is all too
soon realised.

Having personally seen the fishermen at
work on the North Sea, I shall now venture
to tell my readers something about the way
in which our chief food fishes are captured.
The venue where the work is carried on,
is enormous. The North Sea may be de-
scribed as one great fish farm extending
across ten degrees of latitude, and eleven
degrees of longitude, and embracinig an area

equal to 89,600,000 acres. The waters of

the German Ocean are not all fished; there

are resorts Avhich are more favoured than
others by the fishermen, as, for example, the

Dogger Bank, a fishing ground of vast ex-

tent, containing numerous submarine valleys,

populous with many kinds of fish. Eoughly
estimated, this happy hunting-ground of the
North-Sea trawlers and other fishing craft,

may be said to afford an area of about
20,000 square miles. It is divided into

various districts, each well known to those
resorting to it; such as the Well Bank,
the Silver Pits, the North-west Flats, the
Great Fisher's Bank, the South-west Flat, as

well as numerous other well-filled resorts of

the line fishing and trawling fleets.

For a long series of years these places have
been " Avorked " by the fishing craft of Great
Britain and those other nations that possess

a frontier on the North Sea. Mu-aculous
draughts of fish at certain seasons of the year
are obtained from the places I have named

;

some of the localities, indeed, literally swarm
with the finny treasures. Of soles it has
been calculated that as many as might form
a mass equal in size to St. Paul's cathedral

have been taken out of the Silver Pits during
the past twenty-five years ; and who can

count up the marvellous numbers of turbot

and other members of the Pluronectidce family

Avhicli in the same period haA^e been caught
and brought to market ? We might as well

attempt to count the individual hairs on our

head as take a census of the fish popula-

tion of the German Ocean. For three hun-
dred years and more Ave have been daily

draAving on its stock of prime cod, and,

for all Ave knoAv to the contrary, they are

probably as numerous as eA^er, or, if that be

possible, eA^en more numerous ; they exist, Ave

liaA^e been told, in "mountains." It has been

calculated that the immediate Avaters Avhich

surround the coasts and islands of Scotland

contain probably 70,000,000 of cod, ling,

and hake ; and if that be so, who Avill ven-

ture to say that there are not more than ten

times that number in the area of the great

North Sea, say 700,000,000 of the larger

members of the Gadidce family. As regards the

haddock, it is ten times more numerous than

its larger brethren, and the dainty Avhiting

is equally abundant. " Flukes " of all kinds

being captured in millions, must assuredly

exist in tens of millions ; and as nearly all

fishes are so prolific in their breeding seasons

as to yield their OA^a in tens of thousands, it

is only reasonable to expect plentiful supplies.

But notAvithstanding the pOAver of increase
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wliich is characteristic of fishes, even so great

an exjjanse of water as the German Ocean
can only breed and feed a hmited number.

The larger portion of the fish which now
enrich the national commissariat are the pro-

duce of the trawl nets. These chambers

of horror are " fixed up " in the shape of

gigantic bags of netted twine and strong cord,

wliich being trailed along the bottom of the

sea with a wide open mouth, capture all the

fish which they come upon. As a matter of

course, the net is so arranged as to have its

mouthpiece always open—yawning for prey,

whilst the meshes of the bag at the extreme
end are far too small to admit even of the
escape of very little fish ; hence it comes to

pass that tens of thousands of infantile soles,

turbots, haddocks, &c., are day by day cap-

tured, and being unfit for the market, are

thrown overboard—unfortunately suffocated

by the weight of bigger fish. No person
who has not taken part in the fishery, or

at least been an eye-witness of the hauling

in of a trawl-net, can possibly form any

Entrance to Fish Dock, at Grimsby.

idea of the enormous waste of fish life

which takes place from the cause stated. The
fact has oftener than once been made public

that the skippers of trawlers, ashamed to let

the thousands of little soles that have entered

their nets be seen, have thrown tubful upon
tubful into the sea—all dead.

A traAvler may either engage in fishing

on "its own hook," to use a common say-

of a fleet,

"its

or as one acting under the

orders of an experienced captain, who is

known as " the admiral," and who works his

squadron by means of signals, which tell the

fishers when to dip their nets and when to

draw them. As a rule, fishing of any kind is

rough work, and fishing in the German Ocean

is no exception. Strong winds usually pre-

vail, and the vessel heaves and tosses about

in a way that a landlubber thinks anything

but comfortable. The North-Sea trawlers,

when I Avas among them a feAv years ago,

were all sailing vessels, and the hauhng of

the net was veritable hard work. On the

Scottish seaboard steam traAvlers are now at

* The illustiMtions. in tlie test of this article, are from
photographs by ill". W. Garthwaite, of Grimsby.
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work and, as the phrase goes, are " making a

good thing of it." They are independent of

winds and tides, and the work is therefore

much easier, being hghter than it is in the

saihng trawlers, on board of which, however,

there is now being introduced steam cap-

stans, which help to render the work lighter.

When the trawl or "gear" has been thrown
overboard, supper is served, usually a stew

of fish and potatoes, cooked in a verj^ rough-

and-ready fashion by the lad who officiates

as cook, and whose kitchen utensils are

of the scantiest. After partaking of that

meal the crew go to bed for an hour

or two, with the exception of one of the

hands, whose duty it is to remain awake and
watch. When the signal is given to "up
trawls " the labour is considerable, or rather

used to be, when it was accomplished entirely

by means of manual work at the capstan.

The rewaixl of the workers, however, is some-

times very satisfactory, as a matter of a ton

of fish of various kinds may be secured in

one haul.

I am refraining in this, I fear, rather bald

description of the work from the use of the

technical phraseology, "fishing lingo," as one
of the men called the terms in use. All obey
the signals of the admiral. When he sig-

nals to "sail," sail is the order of the day,

each vessel of the fleet beino- handled ac-

cordinsf to the skill and resources of the

skipper,

of them
to keep
in front

but

enough
all the

are badly
well together

of the breeze

up it

resources

ci'aft, although some

is arocket goes

gears," as the nets are called, to

steered,

and forge

When the

signal for

cast overboard, generally in j^retty

deep water. As has been hinted, the
work of hauling is somewhat severe,

and used to take sometimes over two
and a half hours to accomplish. The
sight of the fish as the lot is tumbled
out on deck is interesting, the obser-

ver being on occasion rewarded
with a peep at some of the rarer

monsters of the deep. But time
flies, and there is little to spare

for the handling of the cuiio-

sities which may have been cap-

tured ; the catch has to be as-

sorted and classified ready to be
sent off" to market. For this

purpose they must first of all

be " cleaned," an operation which
is performedwith much dexterity,

and in which all the crew assist

;

then the pads or trunks are filled

manage
ahead
green

instead of the " prime " is diflnicult

with the catch and labelled with the name of

the vessel as well as the person to whom they
are consigned for sale. Curiously enough,
" Prime" and "Offal" are the two categories

into which fish are divided for market pur-

poses, and the " offal," as it is called, contains

some excellent fish. Why the toothsome
haddock, forinstance, should be classed amontr
the " offal

to understand, but so it is

Those trawlers which join the fleet ha.ve the

advantage of sending the produce of their

nets home by the steam carriers. The trans-

ferring of the trunks of fish from the one
vessel to the other is at all times a work of

considerable danger, but like other fishery

work it has to be done, no matter how bois-

terous the winds may be or how rough the

sea. The labour involved in this affair of

transhipment may be guessed, when it is

stated that during some voj^ages the carrying

steamer will take home as many as two
thousand five hundi'ed boxes or trunks.

Trawlers fishing on their own account have,

of course, to run home every now and again

The Royal Dock,
at Grimsbv.
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with their catch, which places such vessels

at a considerable disadvantage as compared

with those that remain " fleeting," say about

a fortnight or three weeks at a time.

As has been indicated, it is somewhat diffi-

cult to obtain reliable statistics regarding our

fishing fleet, either as regards the number of

vessels at work or the quantities of fish

caught. The trawl fleet which finds its ren-

dezvous in the Humber numliers some eight

hundred vessels, and the cost of a first-rate

ship for trawling purposes is about £1,600.
I have seen it stated in jH'int by a practical

fisherman that there are at least as many as

three thousand deep-sea British trawlers at

work, and that the average catch of these

vessels may be assumed as being a hundred
tons per annum, the total value of the aggre-

gate catch being about three and a half

million pounds sterling per annum.
To that sum falls to be added the produce

of those craft which go out to the North Sea

In the Graving' Dock, for Smacks, at Grimsby.

to fish with lines for cod and other round

fish. This kind of fishing goes on more or

less around the coasts of the United King-

dom all the year round—although, as I have

already stated, cod-fish are in their best sea-

son in the winter season. The cod smacks of

Great Grimsby and the adjacent port of Hull

have been greatly improved during the last

twenty years, and the size and build are

"constantly being bettered," as an old fisher-

man said to the writer. Some of the cod

craft hailing from Hull and Grimsby cannot

have cost much less than about two thousand

pounds, and happily for the owners there are

insurance offices, chiefly local and conducted

on the mutual principle, in which such ships

can be insured either against total or paitial

loss. O'ttTiers largely avail themselves of

these chances, at a yearl}' cost of about two
and a-half per cent. I am not able to state

with any degree of precision the number of

cod smacks which " work " the North Sea

fishing ground or which fish off" our imme-

,
diate coasts, but the fleet, all included, is
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a large one, and the capture wonderfullj^

large.

As a live cod-fish is worth twice as much
as two that are dead, every skipper exerts

himself to bring home as many live fish as he
possibly can, and for this purpose his vessel

is furnished Avith a well, or rather a series of

Avells, which takes up about a third part of the

craft, and into which the cod-fish are tossed

so soon as they are caught, but not till their

bladders have been deftly punctured, in order

to restore their e'quilil:»rium. Cod fishing is

more laborious work than trawl fishing, and
is also much more expensive. What makes
it so, is the large amount of money wliich

must be expended on bait and the time spent

in baiting the lines. The English cod-men as

a rule prefer to bait their lines with whelks,

but as these shell fish are becoming some-
what scarce, and consequently dear, lampreys
and herring are now used by way of supple-

menting the supplies. Scottish fishermen

are fond of the mussel as bait. They main-
tain that it is by far the most attractive lure

that can be offered to the fish. But mussels
nowadays cost a large sum of money per
voyage. Formerly the members of a fisher-

man's family were able to gather all that

were requii^ed ; but these free stocks have
long since been pretty well exhausted, aiid

the bait has to be purchased at so much per
ton. In one week the fishermen of Burn-
mouth and Eyemouth on the Scottish coast

used 61 tons of mussels in baiting their lonsr

hues, at a charge probablj^ of about fifty

shillings a ton ; but the money was well

expended, as that quantity of bait yielded

cod, whiting, and haddocks to the amount of

£2,500.

A cod line extends for several miles and
has fixed upon it a A^ery large number of

hooks ; a suite of lines for cod fishing is as a
rule 7,200 fathoms long and has fixed on it

as many as 4,680 hooks. At one period
nearly every hook would capture its fish, but
at present such good fortune is not looked
for. If ten per cent, of the hooks take a cod,

it seems to be thought pretty good fishing.

Although on some days a score

caught, yet three or four

ling,

not

cod

of fish Avill

be caught, yet three or four hundred
and ling, A^ith lots of haddocks, skate,

and halibut, are occasionally taken in the
course of a single day ; and after fishing for

about eight or ten days the smack aaqII return
to harbour Avith her cargo, embracing per-

haps three or four hundreds of living fish and
double that number of dead ones preserved
in ice, Avhich is a costly item in cod fishing.

Ou.r remarks apply to fishing in the great

North Sea as carried on by English fishing

craft, but the German Ocean is croAvded AAdth

the ships of other nations Avhich haA^e access

to it—French, SAvedish, German, Dutch, and
XorAvegian—each fishing after its ownfashion,

and all of them industrious in

that great "harvest of the sea."

gathering m

TRANSFOEMATION.
XpOLDED hands on a shrouded breast,

As though he fain would pray,

Who hath no word to his God addressed

For many a dreary day

—

Hands that utter a mute request

"V^^len the lips are closed for aye

Is there no woman about to weep
Over that lonely bed ?

Never a soul to watch the sleep

Of the newly sheeted dead ?

Yea, that face on the wall will keep
A silent watch o'erhead.

Eyes alight with a gleam of joy,

As the race of life began,

And the world held out some glittering toy,

To him who fastest ran.

Great God, was tliat the radiant boy ?

Is this the ripened man ?

Shut the books, for the tale is told,

—

He hath travelled far afield
;

Lay vexed bones in the hallowed mould
Till life's deep wound is healed,

Till the dross be purged from the precious gold,

And the image of God revealed.

The sun looked in with a cruel glare,

And the face on the wall laughed down
On the still white form that rested there

"With fixed and final fi'own,

And cries arose in the stifling air,

The cries of a wakening town.

And the day trolled on, like a weU-wom jest,

Brief jest of a summer day.

And children over the door-step pressed,

As a hearse was driven away

—

And the sun sank down in the golden west,

And the bats came out to play.

c. B,
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UP THE HIMALAYAS.
(Ittottutainccvhtg oit the Enbiixn 3lliJs.

By W. W. graham.

THIRD PAPER.

IT had always been my intention to make
an expedition into Sikhim from Darjiling,

that being the most ehgible starting point in

India, and shortly after the completion of

our Kiimaon trip, we made our arrangements

and left Calcutta on August 21st.

The journey is comparatively short—tAventy-

five hours—is undertaken by many tourists,

and should be by all who visit India ; the re^

suit being that the one train a day is usually

crowded to excess. As we roll out of the

station, the scene changes almost as by a

miracle. No more bazaars swarming with

native life, no more of the dirty bustees

(villages) which seem to be the chief com-

ponents of the self-styled City of Palaces;

we pass into what seems almost primeval

jungle, dense groups of palms and bamboos
with their shining polished trunks and
delicate feathery foliage, while uoav and then

we pass a little tank reflecting the forest

glories in its mirrored surface. Soon Dura
Dum is passed, once a thriving military

station, now doomed to extinction. Here
stand really magnificent houses with statued

and terraced gardens, once the possession

and pride of those old Anglo-Indians, who
lived in the country, and not on it ; now,
alas ! fallen into the hands of the ubiquitous

Baboo, who, Galliodike, cares for none of these things,

becomes one vast flat paddy-field, without fence, ditcli,

here and there by a few mud huts, nestling together on an artificial mound. This lasts

more than one hundred miles till the Ganges is reached at Damookdea. A steamer takes

passengers to the station on the other side, about four miles, and an aAvkward crossing

it is. The leads are constantly going in the shallow water, for this fickle river has a play-

A little farther and the scene

or tree ; the level only broken
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ful knack of changing its channel so often

as seems good in its eyes so to do, to the

great tribuhition of our captain. On the

other side, the Northern Bengal Eailway lies

in wait for the unfortunate traveller. Built on

the narroAv m^tre gauge, that greatest mistake

amongst the many errors of Indian raibvaj-

policy, a single coupling to each carriage, and
that as long as possible, the occujiant of one

of these man-traps has a pi'etty lively time of

it, the whole desire and object of the line

being apparently to afford the maximum of

oscillation compatible \Wth the minimum of

speed. However, the terminus, Siliguri, is

reached at last, and after due sustenance of

the inner man, we seat ourselves in the

wonderful hill railway, which is to caiTy us

up to Darjiling, seven thousand feet above.

With the tiny engine and two-foot gauge,

it is almost like a toy railway, but rattles off

at a great pace when started. The first eight

miles are level, and just as we are asking our-

selves how the first hills are to be passed, the

train swings to the right and begins to climb

without any hesitation or slackening of pace.

The track follows the east road, swings round

very sharjD curves till the train looks like a

snake, rushes along the edge of ravines and
precipices, all this time ascending a slope

varying from 1 in 17 to 1 in 2-5. Presently

Agony Point is reached, a sharp corner over

a high precipice and no guard rail. It is

rather startling at first, and one is inclined

to ask one's self what would happen if the

train ran off the line. We soon had a

practical answer, as a truck suddenly left

the rails. The engine was immediately

stopped, literally in its own length, a lever

taken from it (the officials are evidently

accustomed to these little trifles), the truck

lifted on again and a fresh start made in a

few minutes. The devices for rising are

very ingenious. In one place, the line makes
a complete loop of some forty to fifty yards

radius ; in others, are shunting stations,

where the train is shunted up a zigzag, at

each siding gaining a rise of eight, ten, or

twelve feet. Finally, just before reaching

Kurseong, it is rather provoking to see the

section of line which Avas passed an hour
before, lying immediately beneath. After

Kurseong, the slope decreases, though the

train passes along the brink of some tremen-

dous ravines, and Darjiling is finally reached
in about seven hours, the distance being-

some fifty miles.

Darjiling claims, not without reason, to be
one of the prettiest hill-stations in India.

From the transverse mass of Senchal and

Goom, a narrow spur shoots almost due north,

the sides marked Avith roads as steep as pos-
sible consistent Avith locomotion. Here and
there rises a shining Avhite bungaloAv, Avhile

the A\diole hillside is covered Avitli short deep-
green bushes, for Darjiling is the head-quarters
of tea-planting, the Olympus of tea-drinkers,

Avhere the best Pekoe in the Avorld is pro-

duced. There are nearly tAA'^o hundred planters

in the district, and many thousands of sturdy
Bhooteas are on coolie Avork to supply the
eA^er-groAving demand for best Indian tea.

On the extreme top of the ridge is Jella-

pahar, the military cantonment. It is a curious

fact that in India the military department, like

the monks of old, alAA^ays gets possession of

the best sites. I suppose it is one of the very
feAv connecting links betAveen the Church
dormant and the Church militant. BeloAA^,

and north of Jellapahai', the ridge steadily

sinks, croAA'ded AAdth tiny little bungaloAA^s, for

space is valuable. There are a rather fine

church, club, and various buildings used for

goA^ernment purposes Avhen the rulers of the

land take refuge in the hills. North still,

and Ave come to the Mall, the promenade of

Darjiling ; and on the other side of this is a

comparatively large demesne AA'ith a very
pretty Gothic building. This is Government
House and grounds, Avherein the king pro

tem. of Bengal delighteth to Avander. Little

trouble is it that it occupies a quarter of the

total available building space.

From the toAvn the \ueAv is magnificent, but

mount Senchal or Tiger Hill, and it is even

finer. From your A^ery feet the ground falls

almost precipitously for five thousand feet to

the Rangeet and Eammam ; the eye ranges

OA^er a succession of Avooded ranges, till it

rests, at forty-five miles distance, on theSnoAvy

Ranges, the greatest peaks in the Avorld. From
north-west to north-east, through more than

one hundred degrees, runs the mighty chain.

That cluster of peaks in the north-Avest is

Mount EA'erest(29,000ft.)Ayith his attendants,

the highest measured peak on the globe. Then
the range falls, only to rise again due north in

the superb mountains Junnoo (25,300 ft.), Ka-

bru (24,000 ft.), and the mighty double-topped

Avail of Kangchinjanga (28, 150ft). EastAA'ards

they run, peak iipon peak, chain upon chain,

till they end in the far north-east in the snoAvy

cone of Chumulari. I despair of describing

the delight Avith Avhich I gazed on this su-

perb panorama. Yet there Avas one drop of

bitterness in the cup, such as any mountaineer

Avho looks on peaks AA'ith somcAAdiat a profes-

sional eye may feel. The magnificent flow-

ing curves of the couloir, the hacked and
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battlemented front of the ice-wall, the spiked

and broken glacier Avith its towers and moats

of a translucent blue, the dark frowning pre-

cipices fill the mind with a sense of beauty

mixed with awe. There is ever present some

such sensation when we behold a grand and

venerable cathedral, save in so far as we re-

cognise the eternal and overwhelming supe-

riority of the works of Nature to those of

man. But to the mountaineer the sight

conveys something more. Those lovely

curves sweeping do^vn the couloir, which from

their very mathematical precision of form

impress the mind with some such truly aesthe-

tic feelings, as does the exquisite grace of

a Greek statue or an Etruscan vase, are yet

the tracks down which sweep volleys of

stones, the climber's deadliest enemy. Those

dark transverse arcs across the glacier tell

him of huge chasms yawning for the unwary
footstep ; those scarcely visible bands of

purest white Avarn him of the more treacher-

ous foe, the covered crevasse. The froAvning

ice-wall and the broken seracs alike menace
difficulty and danger ; this enfilades the

easiest line of ascent, that prepares him for

many an hour of toil and danger. Xay,

even the croAvning Alpine glory, the cloud-

banner, flung out proudly from the topmost

peak, has its oaa^i significance. It means
that on the height is raging a Avind threaten-

ing defeat, and possibly destruction. In

short, a hundred phenomena, to the average

spectator only so many added glories, to

the mountaineer are written symbols. They
constitute a book Avhose characters he alone

can read, and in Avhose every syllable lies a

warning and a threat.

But I am digressing : revenons a nos mouions.

Our preparations Avere soon made, and Ave

started from Darjiling on the 25th. The
caravan consisted of our three selves. Gaga,

our sirdar, a sturdy, honest Tibetan, who
had the additional advantage of speaking

Hindustani and a little English, a merry
little Bhootea cook, and tAventy poAv^erful

coolies, who made light of the 70 lbs. a man
they carried. These Indo-Chinese are rather

intractable at the best of times, and Gaga
had very little control over our men, Avho

dawdled and halted at their OAvn sAveet Avill.

The hill tracks Avere very bad—OAving to the

constant rains—and leeches Avere in sAvarms.

The extraordinary number of insects and
their aggressiveness is one of the greatest

clraAvbacks to travelling in Sikhim. Mos-
quitoes are bad enough, bamboo ticks are

worse; but the pinnacle of infamy belongs

unquestionably to the " peepsa." This is a

tiny dipterous fly, probably of the genus

Simuliu/ii., Avhose bite leaves a small spot

of extravasated blood under the skin, and
Avhether you open it or leave it alone, the

irritation is equally intense. Kerosene oil

keeps them off in some measure; but the

remedy is almost as bad as the disease. On
the other hand, there Avas something to

make up for these little troubles. The
jungle Avas magnificent—creepers, orchids,

and the most superb magnolias ; Avhile the

size and variety of the moths and butterflies

is almost beyond description. We amassed

a little collection of over tAvo hundred
varieties, and a German collector living at

Darjiling caught in one year, Avithin a radius

of thirty miles, upAvarcls of eight hundred

varieties, nearly one half of Avhich Avere

butterflies, and more than one hundred abso-

lutely new to science.

Our progress was necessarily sIoav, and Ave

did not reach Bora, at the foot of the true

mountains, till the seventh day. The dis-

tance is about thirty-fiA'e miles, but the path

traverses at least double this distance, and
crosses no less than five distinct mountain

ranges. Some idea of the road may be

formed from the fact that it involves ascents

and descents amounting to 23,000 and

16,000 feet respectively. The country is

thinly inhabited, but is remarkable for a

large number of those singular monastic

institutions, for which Tibetan Buddhism is

so famous. The largest of these, Permi-

angtse, Ave visited. It occupies a command-
ing position on the extreme summit of a

ridge, and is about 8,000 feet above the sea.

It consists of a large chapel surrounded AAdth

detached buildings, tombs, praying-stones,

&c., and gives shelter to about, one hundred

monks. By the courtesy of the prior we
attended at the service. The monks entered

in procession, the superior orders in yelloAV,

the inferior in red gowns, every man Avith a

rosary and a small praying-Avheel. Prayers

Avere chanted and responses made in almost

Gregorian tones. Incense Avas burnt and

oblations of tea made to the three images of

Buddha Avhich are seated over the altar, and

the service closed Avith the reading of a

homily by the superior. I could not.lielp

being struck Avith the strong outAvard re

semblance to the Roman Catholic ritual, and

Avell might the first Jesuit missionaries ex-

claim that some one must have preceded

them in their mission. Outside, one cannot

but remark the extraordinary variety of

appliances for praying, Avhich the Tibetans

have formed almost into a mechanical science.
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The praying-Avheel is universal, and perhaps

merits a description. It consists of a cyhnder

turning on an axis and containing a roll of

paper on which is written as often as pos-

sible the one universal, all-sufficient Buddhist

prayer, " Oni mani padnii haun" ("0 God,

the jewel in the lotus"). Volumes have been

written on the significance and symbolism of

this mystic sentence, in which is summed up
the prayers and thanksgivings, the future

hopes and fears of the largest religion in the

world. These cjdinders vary from two or

three inches in height to eight feet, containing

millions of repetitions of this phrase, and
every revolution means the repetition of their

contents. Many are placed in a stream so

that they may be constantly turning. Prayers

are printed on flags which fly from a forest

of tall bamboo poles ; they are engraved on
paving-stones and walls, so as to benefit the

passer-by. In short, if this vicarious praying-

be of any account, the Tibetans must be

c[uite the most religious people in the Avorld.

From Bora to Jongri, the way is very diffi-

cult and C|uite impassable for beasts of

burden. The successive belts of vegetation

are very interesting. Duiing the six thou-

sand feet ascent, one passes from tropical

bamboos and creepers, through walnuts,

beeches, &c., belonging to temperate climes,

then through the firs and pines, and lastly

passing the limit of trees, into a dense imper-

vious jungle of rhododendrons. Finally, the

ridge flattens out into a rolling tableland,

some fourteen thousand feet above sea-level,

and here stands a solitary little stone hut,

the habitation of the herdsmen in summer.
We found the hut occupied by a goitrous old

woman and her grandson, the joint guardians

of the herd of yak which are annually sent

up to the high pastures. A few presents

made them readily allow us to share the

house, which was certainly better than tents.

As a general rule, September is fairly fine in

the mountains, but 1883 was very abnormal,
and, to our horror, the rains set in worse
than ever. There was nothing for it but to

wait, so I dismissed most of the coolies,

retaining just sufficient to act as porters for

excursions.

On the 4th and 5th September, Ave ex-

plored the west side of Kabru and followed

the great glacier which descends from Kang-
chinjanga. Then for a fortnight came blind-

ing rains and snowstorms, and with the ex-

ception of a little shooting and some employ-
ment in botanizing and geology, we were
almost confined to the hut. I shall never
look back to that time without thinkina;

Avhat a splendid companion Emil Boss was.

Ever cheerful and ready, full of anecdote and
resource, he was the life and soul of our little

party, and it was due to him and to him only
that we did not weary of our enforced

confinement. On the 23rd we crossed

the Guicho La, 16,500 feet ("La" means
Pass), purposing to attack Pandim from the

north, but found it impracticable. I do not
know of any more formidable peak. On
the west side, it drops sheer, whilst the

other three are guarded by the most extra-

ordinary overhanging glaciers, which c^uitc

forbid any attempt. We returned on the

26th, the weather being consistently bad.

However, on the morning of the 29 th, I was
awoke by an unusual cold. I looked at my
Avatch, 4 A.M., at the thermometer, 22* in-

side the hut. There was a sharp frost, the

air as clear as possible, Avhile the stars shone

Avith no indecisive tAA'inkle, as in our northern

climes, but Avith a steady, fixed burn. The
moon Avas hidden behind the Avestern ridge

but yielded just enough light to make the

glaciers gloAv Avith a pale, unearthly, bluish

glare. Eight at the head of the valley,

Kangchinjanga shone as though armour-

clad, whilst the A^ast range of Pandim and
his attendant peaks shone Avith an almost

phosphorescent glow. Over the head of

Jubonu hung Orion, flashing as no regal

diadem can ; due north glittered the Great

Bear, the Sat Eishi of the Hindus, their cjuiet

steady flame-like eyes watching the sleeping

earth below. Well might the mystic feel

that they Avere the eyes of some all-seeing,

impassive being, gazing OA^er the croAvd of

human animalculse beloAV, bringing happiness

to some and caring not, misery to some and

feeling not, Avithout pity and Avithout change.

The biting cold soon dispelled such reflec-

tions and I turned in again, Avith the certainty

of fine Aveather coming at last. Early on

the 30th Ave started for Jubonu, Avhich lay

immediately east and above our camp. At
2 P.M. Ave reached a suitable camping place,

Avell above snoAV line, and pitched there, our

altitude being rather over eighteen thousand

feet.

At earliest daAvn next day Ave started,

leaA'ing the cooHes behind. The snoAV Avas

in good order and Kauftmann led the Avay at

a great pace. He is generally admitted to

be one of the fastest step-cutters living, and

this day he fairly surpassed himself. The
glacier was croAvned Avith steep rocks, the

edge of a noble amphitheatre formed by
Jul)onu and jSTursingh. From these, Ave

proceeded to cut steps up a steep snoAv
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couloir. This got steeper and steeper, and

at lenstli we were forced to take to the

rocks at the side. One place, greatly resem-

bling the celebrated chimney on the Breil

side of the Matterhorn, gave a good deal of

trouble, but at length we reached the little

platform at the foot of the final crags, which
rose some three hundred feet clear above us.

Fortunately, there was a small crack between
the cliff's face and the glacier, which here

fell at quite an angle of 70° for several

hundred feet. Along this we passed to the

north side of the peak, whence a short but

exceedinglj' steep slope led us to the summit.

This was incomparably the hardest ascent

we had in the Himalayas, owing to the great

steepness of the glacier, which exceeded any-

thing I am acquainted with in the S^viss

Alps. The height of the peak is 21,300 or

21,400 feet according to divergent G-. T. S.

measurements. At these elevations the sun
is felt more than is generally supposed, and
we were considerably inconvenienced by the

heat reflected from the snow during our

descent.

On the 3rd Ave carefully examined the

eastern side of Kabru, and decided on an
assault from this quarter. An attempt on
this mountain, one of the most beautiful and
renoAvned peaks of this mighty chain, had
long formed part of our projects, and a short

description of its appearance may not be out

of place. As seen from Darjiling it is in

the foreground of the chain, and rising to

the height of 24,015 feet, is, next to Kang-
chinjanga itself, the most conspicuous summit
in the group. Three aretes, all equally diffi-

cult, abut on its southern face, which pre-

sents a huge Avail of glacier and rock, aboA^e

10,000 feet in height. Above this rampart
rise tAvo more peaks, the one to the north-

west, being some hundreds of feet the higher,

the two being connected by a narroAV arete

forming the most perfect catenary.

We started on the 6th from Ahluthang,

and made our Avay due north, till we reached

the flanking moraines of Pandim. Here the

Praig EiA^er, a strong ice-cold stream, had to

be crossed Avaist deep, and a hard passage it

Avas for the coolies. We were all heavily

laden, haAdng taken extra clothing and five

days' provisions. We noAv turned due west,

and made our Avay up the eastern glacier of

Kabru. On its banks we met Avith immense
quantities of edelweiss, the climber's flower,

and success Avas prophesied accordingly.

We then had to scale the highest moraine I

have BA'-er seen, fully 800 feet, and this led

us to the foot of the eastern cliff of Kabru,

Avhicli falls here in the most superb preci-

pice. SnoAv fell heavily, and Ave pitched our

mountain tents here, the elevation being

some 16,.500 feet.

Early next morning Ave Avere on our route

upwards, intending to strike the summit of

the south-east ridge. Our progress was A'ery

sloAv, owing to the new snow. We made for

the base of a great rock buttress which fell

from the ridge; and AA^hen arrived there a

discussion arose as to our best route. I Avas

for trying to ascend under its northern face,

though the AA'ay seemed barred by a A^ery

threatening ice-Avall ; Boss voted for the

southern face, up which an easy couloir led to

the A^ery top. KaufFmann, though a splendid

man of action, is a man of few words and feAver

opinions, so that we were equally diAdded.

HowcA^er, I yielded to superior experience,

and after two and a half hours' scrambling Ave

reached the top, considerably over nineteen

thousand feet. Here my worst fears Avere

realised, as Ave found ourselves on the top of

a detached mountain, cut off from the arete

by a precipice of three hundred or four hun-

dred feet. Kauffmann scrambled over the edge,

to see if a descent was possible, and whilst

gone a great crash of rocks falling six thou-

sand feet to the glacier beloAV aroused our

worst fears, AA'hich A\-ere not allayed till his

shout came echoing back in answer to our

anxious calls. He came scrambling back,

quietly mentioning that the rock he had stood

on had given Avay, and was just as cool as

though he had not just escaped by the skin

of his teeth. There was nothing for it but

to try my route, so we descended, met the

coolies, and turned up the northern face,

finding, at last, a narroAv ledge just Avide

enough to accommodate the Whymper tents.

This was the highest elevation at which
we slept, being certainly 18,500 feet; the

night, hoAvever, Avas mild, and the coolies, AAdio

were very tired, preferred to stay up A\dth

us. I had always sent them doAvn on pre-

vious occasions, to avoid exposing them more
than necessary. At 4.30 the next morning

we three started, roped together, for the

difficulties began at once. A long couloir,

like a half funnel, had to be crossed in a

slanting direction. On it the snow was lying

loose, just ready to slide, and the greatest

care had to be taken to avoid starting an

avalanche. Then came two hours step-cut-

ting up the steep slope before mentioned,

and we reached a long snoAv incline which

led us to the foot of the true peak. Here
AA^e found a ridge of rocks cropping through

the snoAv, and up these we went as fast as
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possible, for time was precious. After nearly

1,000 feet rise, at 10 A.M. we reached the

top of the ridge, and not more than 1,500

feet above us rose the eastern summit. A
short halt for food and then came the tug of

war. All this last slope is pure ice, at an

angle of from 4.5'-'' up to 60'^. Under ordinary

circumstances, step-cutting up this would

have occupied many hours. Owing, how-

ever, to the recent heavy snow and the sub-

sequent cold, it was coated three or four

inches deep with frozen snow, and up this we
cut notches for the feet. Kauffmann led all

the way and at 12.15 we reached the lower

summit of Kabru, at least 23,700 feet above

sea. The glories of the view were beyond all

compare. North-west, less than seventy miles,

lay Mount Everest, and I pointed it out to

Boss as the highest mountain in the world.
" That it cannot be," he repKed ;

" those are

higher," pointing to t^'o peaks which towered

far above the second and more distant range

and showed over the slope of Mount Everest,

at a rough guess some eighty to one hundred
miles farther north. We were all agreed

that in our judgment the unknown peaks,

one rock and one snow, were loftier.

Looking from such a height, objects appear

in their true proportions, and Ave could dis-

tinguish perfectly between the peaks of

J-- ; ?Tm

known measurements, however shght the

differences. I learnt afterwards that these

peaks had been observed by Sir Joseph
Hooker, the famous botanist, during his ex-

plorations in Sikliim, and also by the famous
pundit, A K , during his wonderful
journeys in Tibet.

However, we had short time for the A'icw,

for the actual summit was connected with
ours by a short arete, and rose by about
three hundred feet of the steepest ice I

have seen. Soon the ridge narroAved to a
wall of ice. From my left hand I could
have dropped a pebl)le doAA^n the most terrific

slopes to the glacier ten thousand feet beloAv

;

from my right doAvn a steep slope for a hun-
dred feet, and then over Avhat Ave had seen
from beloAv to be a rock cliff of many thou-

XXVI— 13
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sand feet. The ice Avas so hard that it took

us an hour and a half before Ave reached our
Avished-for goal. The actual summit Avas ex-

actly like a great ice A\'aA'e cut about thirty

feet deep by three gashes ; into one of these

Ave climbed. A bottle AAath our names Avas

left to commemorate our ascent, and then
Ave turned to retrace our steps. Going doAvn

is ahvays Avorse than going up, and Ave had
to proceed backwards, just like descending a

ladder. At last Ave reached the rocks, and
had a glorious meal, heightened alike by keen
appetites and a delightful sense of an under-

taking successfiilly accomplished. We fixed

a large Bhootia flag to a smooth slab of rock,

and then hastened doAvnwards, the latter

part of the descent being performed in the

dark, till the moon rose and lighted us into
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camp. This we reached about 10 p.m., having

thus been nineteen and a half hours on foot.

As this was the highest of our ascents, so

was it the most dangerous. The last 300

feet were the hardest of any, yet no more
difficulty in breathing was noticed than if

they had been 10,000 feet below.

Of course, there must be some limit where
man must stop ; but I do not believe it

will ever be reached in mountaineering. Em-
boldened by our success, we thought of

attempting something even more formidable,

and carefully examined Junnoo, 25,300 feet,

but came to the conclusion that it was too
late to attempt such an ascent. We accord-

ingly gave up all further climbing, and re-

turned by steady marches to Darjiling, which
we reached on the 22nd.

CHRIST AND THE HIGHEE LIFE.
By PKINCIPAL TULLOCH, D.D.

THAT there is a higher life which we may
and ought to live, all men in whom

there is any religion may be said to feel.

They know that they ought to be better men
than they often are—that they are capable

of living more purely, simply, and sincerely

than they often do. The mere idea, therefore,

of a higher life is common enough. It rises

irrepressibly in the human heart, and keeps
haunting men even when they have thrown
aside religion. Christ is not its only preacher,

nor Paul or John its only apostles. It is with
us when we would bid it away ; it is a dream
to many who have never realised it ; it holds

the sinner in the very midst of his sins.

What is peculiar to the gospel is not the

bare idea of a higher life, but the revelation

of the true character and power of such a life

as described by St. Paul in the Epistle to the

Colossians and elsewhere. According to this

description the higher life is a life "above"

—

a divine life—a life "hid with Christ in C4od;"

and it is further declared that this life origi-

nates in an act of resurrection, and derives

all its strength from the same heavenly

Power which raised Christ from the dead. It

was the profession of the Colossians that they

"were raised together with Christ," and they

were to prove the reality of their profession

by living " above " with Him.
Let us dwell for a little on these thoughts.

I. As to the nature of the higher life.

It is a life "above." It sets its "affections

on things above "—" where Christ sitteth on

the right hand of God"—"not on things on

the earth." But is not this just what some
have objected to in the Christian life—that

it concerns itself with another world rather

than with the present—that its thoughts and
affections are set on thina;3 celestial rather

than on the improvement of things terres-

trial 1 Is not this very exaltation a weak-
ness and delusion 1 To make the present

life better; to do good now; to raise the

world and elevate and purify society and

make it happier by making it healthier and
wiser and better—what nobler ideal can
there be than this ? Can there be any other

ideal ? Is not all else visionary ? But cer-

tainly this is not the Christian ideal. Christ

indeed declared the " kingdom of heaven
"

to be " at hand "—to be nigh to us—in our
very hearts. Yet it Avas a "kingdom of

Heaven " and not of earth. It was from
above. It was a "life manifested"—"that
eternal life which was with the Father and
was manifested unto us." It was, in short,

a higher divine life that was to radiate our
poor human life and to glorify it. It was no
mere development from below—it was a

revelation from on high. Apart from this

I'eality of higher revelation Christianity has

no meaning. Cut away its divine side and
it is not merely maimed ; it is destroyed.

But let us be careful to clear our sense

;

for no doubt it is exaggeration on one side

which has bred negation on the other. The
higher divine life in Christ is not merely a

life in the future while it embraces the future.

It is concerned with another world and its

affections are set on things above—but not

in the sense of despising the present world
or neglectina: thin2;s on the earth. The
" kingdom of heaven is within us truly

speaking and not in any figure merely. It

is now, and not only a far-olf kingdom to be

reached after death—and the things "above"
are things not far away, but to be possessed

now, if only fully possessed hereafter.

What are they ? They are the things

which the apostle speaks of as the " fruit of

the spirit," "love, joy, peace, longsuffering,

gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem-

perance ;" "charity Avhich is the bond of per-

fectness;" "the peace of God ruling the

heart;" "the word of Christ dwelling richly

in us in all wisdom." They are, in short,

spiritual qualities. It is this spiritual quality,

and not any idea of locality or time, which is

the special note of meaning in the apostle's
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language. When he speaks of "things above"

and not on the earth, and of Christ sitting

on the right hand of God, he is not contrast-

ing heaven and earth as places, if they can be

ever rightly so contrasted. He is not setting

the future life against the present. But he

is contrasting, as so often in his epistles, the

spiritual life with the natural, and setting the

one against the other. The real point of con-

trast is the self-life, or what he often calls the

carnal life, on the one hand, and the spiritual

or divine life on the other hand. It is an

essential condition of the higher life no doubt
that it embraces the future as well as the

present. It is transcendent ; it is as it were
timeless, and so carries in its heart the idea of

immortality. It is " life eternal." But tliis

does not set it off from the present life, and
still less cast disrespect upon any present

interest. On the contrary, the higher life takes

up the present and glorifies it in the light of

the divine. As heaven has been said to lie

about us in our infancy—a celestial atmo-

sphere wrapping the innocence of childhood
;

so heaven is in the heart of every good man
-—a celestial atmosphere answering to the

growth of the divine within him. The higher

Christian life, rightly conceived, not only does

not separate itself from our ordinary work
here, or make the saving of the soul some-

thing distinct and apart from doing good
now, but it finds its highest develop-

ment in well-doing. It takes up into itself

every aspect of our present existence—per-

sonal, social, even political—and throws
around all its own hallowinq; lustre. It raises

our whole life by rooting it in God ; and so

far from disesteeming or belittling any real

interest of humanity, it really magnifies and
exalts every such interest. It implies the

cultivation of every noble quality and high
afFectics of our nature ; the amelioration of

human society ; the development of "what-
soever things are true, whatsoever things are

honest, whatsoever things are just, whatso-

ever things are pure, whatsoever things are

lovely, whatsoever things are of good report

;

if there be any virtue and if there be any
praise ;

" it " thinks on these things." No
language could more directly include all the

manlier and stronger, as weU as the softer

and more passive, which are sometimes sup-

posed to be the more Christian virtues ; for

the word here translated " virtue," and no-

where else used by the apostle in all his

writings, is an old heathen word evidentlj^

made use of for the very purpose of

showing that whatever real good there was
in the heathen conception of "virtue," as

specially manhood or valour, was not only not
ignored by Christianity, but absorbed and
transfigured by it. Whatever tends to exalt

or ideahse man—to make him more of a true

hero— courageous, temperate, and self-re-

strained in the hour of danger, as well as

whatever makes him meek and lowly of

heart; the zeal that works for God and
the bravery that may die for Him, as well as

the purity that can alone see Him, all

belong to the higher life. The Christian

ideal is no one-sided development of our
manifold nature, still less is it any mere
longing after a " heavenly Jerusalem

"

"with milk and honey blessed." Such pic-

tures have their use. There is good in a

vivid realisation of the heavenly state if God
grant us such a blessing. But there is a

higher good in rightly setting the affections

on things above—in the culture, that is to

say, of all good within us—the achievement

of every real virtue—the beautifying and
ennobling of the life that now is as well as of

that which is to come. This is the true life

that is hid with Christ in God—every fibre

of which is strong, and growing to be stronger,

because it is rooted in Christ. The root is

deep down. It may make little or no show
of the secret source of its strength, yet as the

tree that is fair in spring blossom, or golden

with autumn fruit, draws all its glory from
its hidden nourishment deep under ground

;

so the Christian draws every bea^ity of cha-

racter and all fruit of well-doing from the

secret life that is "hid with Christ in God."
11. But the higher Christian life is not

only divine in its character, but entirely

divine in its source and motive power. It is

no process of self-culture or mere moral dis-

cipline. While disclaiming no aid of human
effort, philosophy, or art, it is yet never

self-originated or self-sustained. It springs

only from the living root—Christ. It is a

new life rising on the extinction of the old

life of self. For " ye are dead," says the

apostle, and "your life is hid with Christ

in God." In other words, it is his clear

thought that all true virtue and beauty

of character are only found in Christ

and in the Christian Church. They only

flourish in a divine soil quickened by the

Divine Spirit. The higher life only springs

from this higher source, and otherwise it is

impracticable. It becomes a reality in those

who have died to the old life, and have been

raised together with Christ to the new—and
in no other. The same divine Power, which
raised Christ from the dead, works in those

Avho are "raised together with Him," and
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without being raised with Him we cannot

live with Him. Resurrection is no mere
phi^ase Avith St. Paul ; it is one of the most
significant keynotes of his theology, as it is

one of the deepest facts of his own spiritual

experience. Even in those who have entered

on the new life in Christ there may be much
imperfection ; but out of Christ—apart from
Him—without resurrection in Him—there is

no higher life in the Christian sense. No
one reading the New Testament can doubt
that this is its teaching.

But is it so, then, in point of fact ? Are
there not many noble and beautiful characters

who have lived apart from Christ,—have
never even heard of His name ? On the other

hand, have there not been many notable

Christians far from stainless in character—

•

proud, self-willed, unrighteous, unloving ? Can
it be reasonably maintained, therefore, that

the Christian is the only perfect type of

character 1 Do we not hear nowadays that

the higher tj'pes of character are not so much
'found in the Church as in the halls of science

and the walks of mere human philanthropy

—

among thosewho deliberately profess no higher
impulse than what they call the " enthusiasm

of humanity "
? What is to be said to all this 1

The true thing to be said, we may be sure,

is not to misjudge facts, or in any way to

speak deceitfully for God. Facts are always
to be faced, and truth to be sjjoken fearlessly.

We may, however, suggest two lines of

thought which may be useful in such diffi-

culties. First. That the Christian type of

character is always to be estimated by its

ideal as rendered by the highest examples,

and not by the conduct of many Avho may
profess or call themselves Christians. The
Christian ideal is shown in such men as St.

Paul himself and St. John, "the glorious

company of the apostles, the noble army of

martyrs
;

" such names as St. Francis and the

lilessed saints of all ages. There is really a

host Avhich no man can number ; "a cloud

of witnesses" descending all the line of Chris-

tian historj'.

It is true that even the best Christian men
and Avomen have but feebly represented

Christ Himself—they are but far-ofl' likenesses

of Him " Avho did no sin, neither Avas guile

found in His mouth." In their very efforts

to attain the ideal set forth in Him they have
too often distorted some aspect of that ideal,

and exaggerated or limited it, now on this

side, now on that. Yet, where is there any
list of worthies to be compared Avith the roll

of Christian saints, Avorkers, and teachers ?

Has not humanity taken a new beauty and

the world a neAV glory in the light of Christ 1

Where is to be found such types of higher

virtue as in the story of the Christian Church ?

Where such examples of courage, truth,

purity, self-sacrifice
—" magnanimous accept-

ance of priA^ation and suffering " for the good
of others? Where else is to be found holi-

ness—the saintliness Avhich lives above the

Avorld and yet for the good of the Avorld
—

'

that the poor may be blessed and the sinner

saved ? Can holiness even be conceived

apart from Christ and the Church of Christ

;

and have not saints from the beginning told

us that all their true life Av^as in Christ

—

that His Spirit inspired all their life and suf-

fering—that it was His grace alone that

was sufficient in them ? Is it not those Avho

have lain loAvest at the feet of Jesus, and like

Mary, if only in figure, poured their tears

around His sainted feet, Avho haA^e also risen

to the highest altitudes of human virtue and
laboured more than all for the good of their

felloAv-creatures ? The Christian man Avho

has gone fearless to the discharge of duty,

thinking only of duty ; the Christian Avoman
—gentle, courageous, kind—who has counted
not her OAvn life dear so that she could save

her child or any poor human creature from
suffering ; many unknoAvn in all ages of the

Church, Avho have shoA\Ti the poAver of their

religion not by their words but by their life,

—who have been " steadfast, immovable,
abounding in good Avorks

;

" if there are

any nobler, or more beautiful, or in any
sense better characters than such as these, I

do not know them. And all such have
declared that their only strength for good
lay in God. Their lives, while shining be-

fore men, have been confessedly hid Avith

Christ in God. They have known no other

foundation tlmn that Avhich is laid—Christ

Jesus. Apart from Him they have felt them-
selves weak and powerless for good. It is

His risen life in them which has alone lifted

and strengthened the feeble aspirations of

their OAvn Avill, and clothed Avith beautj^ and
A"igour the poor shoots of their oAvn goodness.

All their righteousness, and love, and poAver of

Avell-doing have come out of Christ and Him
only. It is the living Christ alone in which
they lived and suffered ; in Avhich they hoped
and Avorked ; and in sAveet and sustaining

communion with which they died.

Secondly. If there is goodness AAdiere the

name of Christ is unknoAvn, or Avhich refuses

to acknoAvledge Him, let us not deny it. No
theories can alter facts. The ancient idea of

splendida vitia, or uncovenanted mercy, cannot

be reasonably entertained. No vice is ever
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splendid, and the mercy of God cannot be

limited. " As the rain " it " cometh down,

and the snow from heaven, and returneth not

void." It works unknown in many a heart,

and makes it to bring forth and bud. And
if Ave must have a theoiy on sucli a subject

(I do not myself care for any theory) the

better theory is that all goodness, even when
seeming apart from Christ or professing to

have no connection "wdth Him, has yet really

its root in Him. This is its secret, un-

conscious to itself. As Luther said long

ago, " C4od is wherever there is any true

faith, hope, and love." " W^hom, therefore,

ye ignorantly worship. Him declare I unto
you." The apostle saw the divine lying dimly
in the hearts of the Athenians, in the very

excess of what seemed their idolatry. And
so all goodness rests on the divine, however
deeply covered the latter may be from view.

It comes from above—from the Christ whom
no man hath seen, and yet to whom, as a

light in the darkness, we stretch our hearts,

and who girdles us with His presence, un-

seen yet felt— the life of our hves— our

dwelling-place in all generations.

If we are to hold to rehgion at all we must
hold to it as a life beyond our own poor Hves.

We must hold to God—to Christ, the "image
of God," who died for us and rose again,

and who ever liveth ; the " Hfe that was mani-

fested," the ideal which we can never reach,

and yet without contact with Avhich wo
should perish ; and our poor humanity,

instead of struggling upwards, Avould go
doAvnwards beneath the load of its OAvn

craving desires. So felt the apostle in the

midst of all his spiritual Avell-doing. "

wretched man that I am ! " he said, " Avho

shall deHver me from the body of this

death r' "The good that I Avould I do
not : but the evil v/hich I would not, that I

do." my fellow Christian, shall ^ve do
"Without Christ Avhen St. Paul thus felt his

helplessness without Him 1 Shall we try

to climb the steeps of the higher life in our

0A\Ti strength, or by the help of anymere "reli-

gion of nature," when he was forced to say,

" In me," that is in my flesh, "there dwelleth

no good thing " ? Shall we j^revail where he

was Aveak, or triumph Avhere he failed ? Shall

we not rather say, " We thank God through

Jesus Christ our Lord !
" " Who shall sepa-

rate us from the love of Christ V " Neither

death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,

nor powers, nor things present, nor things

to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any
other creature, shall be able to separate us

from the love of God, Avhich is in Christ

Jesus our Lord."

WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT THE EAETH'S. INTEEIOE.

By professor A. H. GREEN.

" "IT' NOW, indeed ! What can we hnmv
-A^ about the interior of the earth 1

"

AA'ill be the cry, I was going to say, of many
a reader ; but that would savour of assump-
tion, perhaps of presumption ; well, then, of

a large part of those who glance at the title

of this article.

Certainly it does not look at first blush as if

there were much chance of our finding out for

certain anything about the inside of the

earth. Stars almost infinitely far away baftle

us less than the regions that lie only a few
miles beneath our feet. For we can see stars,

and we haA^e telescopes and spectroscopes to

fall back ujDon when our eyes fail us, while

notliing can give us a sight of the under-

ground realm that is so much nearer to us.

Sight cannot help us here ; none of our senses

can directly. But is the case therefore hope-

less ? Most assuredly not. If we Avere to be
tied doAAn, even in the material Avorld, to

Avhat our senses tell us, we should make but
little Avay toAvards unravelling its mysteries.

The inferenct\s of scientific reasoning overleap

the bounds of ^nse and tell us of things Avhich

no eye can see, no ear can hear, and no touch

can detect. By which of his senses did

Archimedes find out the alloy Avliich the

rascally goldsmith had introduced into the

golden croAvn, and determine its amount 1

What sense will make us aAvare of the

myriads of heat and light Avaves that Avith

ceaseless pulse are speeding their way through

the realms of space, and filling with iiever-

ending quivering regions Avhich, as far as

our means of perception go, are as still and as

empty as they are boundless 1 To come to a

homelier illustration, but one more pertinent

to our present subject. Before me lie tAvo

balls of the same size. One I have cut

across, and find it to be made of Avood all

through. The outside of the other is made
of the same kind of wood, but some one has

taken away my saw and I cannot ascertain

by actual inspection what it is made of inside.

By merely poising it in my hand I feel that
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it is far heavier than the first ball, and this

is enough to convince me that it is not all

wood, but is partly made of some heavier

material. Simple as this reasoning is, it can

be applied to the case of the earth. Its

density, taken as a whole, is about five and
a half times the density of water. Now the

density of the different kinds of rocks that Ave

find on the surface averages not more than

two and a half times that of water. Inside

the earth then we are sure that there must
be a considerable amount of matter much
denser than that which forms the outside

crust. Again, I roll my heavy ball gently

along the table ; it does not run in a straight

line, but, as it begins to stop, bends decidedly

to one side. We say at once that the heavy
stuff inside it lies, not in the centre, but on
one side of it, and we assert this without a

moment's hesitation, though we can neither

see nor feel the position of the weight witliin.

With equal confidence we say that the earth

has no bias of the kind, or else it would not
continue to rotate about the same axis. How-
ever' the dense matter within it is arranged,

there must be as much on one side of its axis

as on the other. Here, then, are two things

we do know about the interior of the earth.

Again, if we go down a deep mine we
find that the rock at the bottom is hotter

than at the top ; if we sink a very deep
well, the water comes up warm. By ob-

servations of this kind it has been found
that the earth gets hotter the deeper down
we go into it ; the rate at which the tem-
perature increases is not everywhere the

same, but on the average it may be put
at one degree Fahrenheit for every sixty feet

we go down. We have been able to get only

a very little way down into the earth, no-

where as much as a mile, and therefore we
cannot say how far down the temperature
continues to rise, or whether the rate at

which it increases is the same at all depths.

But what little we do know makes it all but
certain that the earth is very much hotter in-

side than at the surface. For consider what
would happen if we were to put a coating of

clay some inches thick round a red-hot cannon
ball. The heat from the ball would travel,

or be conducted, thi'ough the clay, slowly

because clay does not allow heat to pass

rapidly through it. Still there would be a
constant flow of heat from the ball through
the clay, and this heat, when it reached the

outside of the clay covering, would pass away
or be radiated into the air. In the end the
ba,ll would grow cold. Now in the case of

the earth, we know that we have an outside

cold shell, which corresponds to the clay

coating. Whether the earth is hot all

through like the cannon ball we are not
certain, but we have found that a portion of

it, an interior shell, is hotter than the outside

crust. The heat from this hot part must be
constantly flowing away through the outside

shell and passing off" into space, and unless

there is something which constantly supplies

fresh heat, the inside hot shell would before

this have grown as cold as the outside crust.

This has not happened, so there must be
something which keeps furnishing the shell

with heat and makes it cool much more
slowly than it otherwise would. Several

possible ways of keeping up this supply of

heat have been suggested : the most likely

explanation is that the inside of the earth is

very much hotter even than these warm
depths we have been able to get down to.

We do then really know something about
this inside of the earth which seems at first

so utterly beyond our ken ; we know that it

contains matter much denser than that which
forms the outside crust; that this heavy
matter must be arranged symmetrically about

the axis round which the earth turns ; that a

portion certainly, very probably the whole, is

hotter than the surface. This is, I fear, the

sum total of our actual knowledge ; but if we
make this a basis for speculation, can we
frame any reasonable guesses as to the pro-

bable composition and state of the earth's

interior ? First, as to the heavy stuff" inside,

what is it ? It does not seem unlikely that

it consists of one or more of the heavy metals,

and something may be said in favour of the

view that a large part of it is iron. One of

the considerations which suggest this idea is

a curious instance of the roundabout way by
which we are sometimes led to scientific in-

ferences.

Besides the larger planets there are myriads

of very small bodies careering about, some
in crowds, some singly, through space, and
from time to time some of these approach

near enough to the earth to be pulled out

of their path by its attraction and fall on
to it ; they are called meteorites. Meteo-

rites vary very much in their composition.

Some are stony ; there are others made up
almost entirely of iron. The latter always

contain a little nickel as well, and have

some other peculiarities of character. Some
of the stony meteorites can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from certain lavas that are brought

up by volcanoes from within the earth, but

till lately there was nothing known on or in

the earth corresponding to the iron me-
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teorites. Now it is not an improbable con-

jecture that some meteorites at least are frag-

ments of a planet which has been bloAvn into

bits by explosion. Granting this, and bear-

ing in mind how closely some stony me-
teorites resemble some of our terrestrial

rocks, we are rather led to think that this

planet may have resembled our earth in com-
position, not in this respect only, but in all

respects, and in that case there must be some-

thing somewhere in the earth which corre-

sponds to the iron, meteorites. But if there

be, it cannot be any^vhere on or near the

surface, for there it would be impossible for

iron to remain iron for any length of time :

it would combine with the oxygen of the air,

or, in plain language, rust. If there be any-

thing of the nature of the iron meteorites, it

must be far down in the interior of the

earth, where oxygen cannot penetrate.

"A very ingenious story, sir; does great

credit to your imagination. But you don't

surely put it before me as a scientific specu-

lation, with its 'may-have-beens,' its 'not un-

likelys,'and all that." Well, I hardly think it

could have claimed to be a speculation of the

least weight fifteen years ago, but a recent

discovery has shown that this guess, wild as

it looks, is not perhaps so very far off the

mark. In 1870 some very large masses of

native iron were discovered on the shores

of Disco Island, oflF the coast of Greenland.
They had all the distinguishing character of

meteoric iron, and at first no one doubted
that they were meteorites. Further ex-

amination of the district has made it highly
probable that this is a mistake. It has been
found that many of its rocks are lavas, and
these lavas are full of iron, from pieces of

considerable size do^vn to grains visible only
through the microscope, which have, equally
with the large blocks, all the distinguishing

character of the iron of meteorites. The
iron in the lava certainly came up from be-

low, and in all probability the bigger blocks

were also carried up from imderground, per-

haps from very deep imderground, hj the

lava. Still, even now it.is not certain that
it exists down below as iron ; there may be
there some compound or ore of iron from
which the metal may have been extracted by
a natural smelting process in the glowing
hearth of the volcano. But euoue-h of this

tissue of uncertainties ; aU we can say is that
tliere are facts which lend some support to

the view that deep down in the earth there
are large quantities of metalHc iron.

Now to follow another of the seductive
paths of speculation. If the temperature

continues to increase for far do'v\'ii at the

same rate as for the small depths to which
we have penetrated, we should soon reach a

depth where the heat would suffice to melt
nearly every substance we know, provided the

melting-point down there is the same as on the

surface. The limitation conveyed in the last

words of the jDreceding sentence was for a
long time ignored, and it was also assumed
that the rate at which the temperature rose

continued the same to all depths. Under
these circumstances the interior of the earth

must be in a state of fusion, and it is not so

long ago since every one believed that this

was the case, and that a solid shell not
many miles thick was aU that separated us

from a seething fiery mass kept in a state of

fusion by extreme heat. This theory came
in handy to account for many natural occur-

rences, such as volcanic eruptions and earth-

quakes, and its neatness and simplicity gave
it a great hold on popular favour. But it

was not long allowed to remain unchallenged.

The premises on which it rested were seen

to be unsound. It was seen that the fusing

points of most substances could not be the

same at great depths as at the surface. The
material of the interior of the earth is pressed

down by the stuff" above it with enormous
force, and in the case of most bodies the heat

required to melt them becomes greater as

the pressure upon them is increased. Un-
fortunately we do not know either the pres-

sure or the temperature or the material of

which the earth is composed at points deep

down in it, and, if we knew all thi'ee, we
should not be able to say whether the tem-

perature at any depth would be able to fuse

the material there, because we do not know
how much a certain increase of pressure

would raise the fusing point of that material.

All we can say is that inside the earth there

is great heat tending to promote fusion and
great pressure tending to hinder it ; which of

the two will gain the mastery we cannot say.

Again the theory of a thin crust and
molten interior was attacked on mechanical

grounds; it seemed doubtful whether so

limp an earth would hold together under the

forces that are for ever tugging at it and
straining it. It is perhaps not obvious at'

first sight that there are any such forces, but

a little reflection mil show that the earth is

subject to strains, and that it must have

some considerable degree of stiffness to be able

to resist them. We all know tlxat the attraction

of sun and moon pulls up the waters of the

ocean into a heap and causes the tides ; these

Iwdies pull equally at the solid part of the
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earth, and if that is not strong enough to

resist the strain, it will be dragged out of

shape and might even be broken. Sir W.
Thomson has attacked this problem and has

come to the conclusion that the solid crust of

the earth cannot be less than 2,000 miles

in thickness, and may very probably be

much more ; indeed his im^estigations lead

rather to the view that the earth is solid

from surface to centre. There are certain

weak points in Sir W. Thomson's method
of treating the question -w'hich prevent us

from looking upon his results as absolutely

conclusive ; and even if we go with him in

the belief that the earth as a whole is ex-

tremely rigid, there are yet facts which show
that the outside crust is capable of being

bent to a very considerable degree. To
these facts we will now pass.

Our dear mother earth makes good her

claim to be a goddess by the way in which
she renews her beauty }-ear by year ; what-

ever be the ravages of winter, each succeeding

spring makes them good again. Yet to those

Avho look below the surface she bears evident

marks of age. Her face is more wrinkled

and shrivelled than the face of the most
wizened old man or woman we ever set eyes

on. Her wrinkles show themselves on this

wise. A large part of the rocks of the sur-

face of the earth are made up of beds which
were laid down at the bottom of the sea.

These beds must have originally stretched

out in great level sheets, but there are very

fcAV cases in which we find them now retain-

ing their originally horizontal position. They
are everywhere bent into folds ; sometimes
they now form a succession of arches and
troughs of wide sweep and gentle curvature,

but frequently they have been squeezed and
jammed up till they became folded upon one

another over and over again and crumpled
into the most complicated puckerings. He
who sees these things cannot deny that the

crust of the earth is decidedly flexible.

Here then we are on the horns of a

dilemma. The physicist gives us good
grounds for thinking that the earth as a

whole is very rigid, the geologist brings posi-

tive proof that its crust is flexible. Of the

various hypotheses that have been put for-

ward aboiit the constitution of the interior of

the earth the following seems to meet best

the requirements of the case. Let there be
an outside solid shell of moderate thickness,

from thirty to sixty miles perhaps, and a

very large internal solid ball, and let ball

and shell be connected by numerous solid

ribs. The ribs will aid in supporting the

crust, and we shall have a structure rigid

enough to satisfy the demands of the physicist.

At the same time when forces of sufficient

magnitude are brought to bear upon the shell,

and we know that enormous pressures are

constantly called into action upon it in a way
we cannot explain here, the shell will undergo
the crumpling which we see has been pro-

duced in it, while the globe, as a whole, still

maintains its stiffness. The space between
the shell and the solid core will he divided

by the ribs into compartments, and these

may be supposed to be filled with stuff" which
is reduced to a semifused or pasty state by
the joint action of heat and heated AA'ater

aided by the great pressure that exists at

that depth. In all cases, whether fused, or

pasty, or solid, the material that fills up the

space between the outer shell and inner

nucleus will be just about the temperature

which would keep it fluid under the pressure

to which it is subjected. Its state will de-

pend upon a very nicely balanced adjustment

between pressure and temperature. The
pressure at one spot may just suffice to keep
the material sohd, and then if the pressure

be a little relaxed, it will become fused
;

elscAvhere the pressure may fall a little

short of the amount required to keep the

matter solid, and in that case a slight

increase in pressure would have the effect of

solidifying matter which had been previously

in a state of fusion. From this region of

matter, either fused or verging upon fusion,

M'e may[suppose that the lava poured out from

volcanoes is derived, and the state of things

Ave liaA^e imagined to exist there enables us

to explain, in a fairly satisfactory Avay, many
geological facts and physical phenomena Avhich

cannot be enumerated here.

This then is perhaps the best guess we
can make as to the state of the earth's inte-

rior ; but before leaving my readers I would
impress upon them A\'hat a large amount of

guess-AA'ork it contains. One great difficulty

in dealing AAdth this question arises from the

fact that we cannot in any experiments we
make get anywhere near the state of things

AA^hich exists far doAAm inside the earth. There

is no question in any branch of science, not

even in astronomy, AAdth its boundless spaces

and myriads of Avorlds, Avdiich brings home to

us so foi'cibly our own littleness and nature's

greatness.

That Ave have the courage, tramelled as we
are, to attack such a problem, is an earnest

that we are greater than Ave seem.
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HIGHLAND EESTING-PLACES.

By "SHIRLEY."

I. OUR JONATHAN OLDBUCK.

DON'T you think our Glen is at its best

in the tmhght 1

" Loud is the Vale ; the inland depth
In peace is roaring like the sea

:

Yon star upon the mountain top
Is listening quietly."

That verse incarnates the most intimate

spirit of Glen Cloy. We go out to look at

the sky, which is hardening after a day of

rain; and the rush of the stream and the

roar of the waterfall contrast vnih the peace

of the night—with the serenity of the over-

hanging and attentive heaven.

But where is this Glen of which you con-

trive to give us so charming an impression 1

(I am asked in a flattering little three-cornered

note on scented paper, which I shall put

aside and keep with my souvenirs.)* My dear

Madam (or Mademoiselle), it is not one but

many glens that you shall have to visit,

as you accompany us through the varying

year. My admirable friend, the Professor is

never happy except on the top of a moun-
tain where he can see every star in the sky

(and they are extraordinarily brilliant on the

Bel Alp), and the sheet-lightning playing

over half a continent. I am, on the other

hand, a lover of glens ; they are cosier, more
domestic, more adapted for daily life. Now
* The present series is a continuation of the papers entitled

" Alpine Resting- Places," and " Life and Letters by the Sea-

side," which appeared in Good Words during lb83 and 1884.

there are glens all over our island, and after

a lifetime devoted to the pursuit, I have found

a spring,g, a summer, an autumn, and a winter

each of them lovely in its own way,

the others as it is possible to

be. We are presently in our autumn valley

glen,

and as unlike

—a valley hidden among the

tains, and opening upon the

Tennyson and King Arthur

talised this " island valley

"where falls not hail or rain

Arran Moun-
Western Sea.

have immor-
of Avilion

"'

hold, that

will not do—the rainy Hyades are its tute-

lary stars—but it is a soft, caressing, life-

giving rain, into which the Atlantic has

breathed the mild ozone of the Gulf Stream,

and Avhich does not wet or chill as the drizzle

and mizzle of the east coast chills. So sweet

and occidental is it that the sea might fitly

bring palm-leaves and cactus blossom to our

feet, as it brought them to Columbus Avhen

he was still in mid-Atlantic ; and among the

myrtles, the fuchsias, and the hydrangeas of

this sheltered shore, brilhant tropical creatures

might find themselves at home. Yet is there

no"feebleness or effeminacy in our landscape
;

for, out of this tropical splendour of vegeta-

tion, grim granite peaks, like riven dolomites,

rise with angry energy into the sky.

Our island neighbours—the Maxwells, the

Mowbrays, the. Grahams—are away on the

Continent (ever since that summer trip of
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" languish-which you may have read, the

ment foi* skies Itahan " takes them captive

once a year, and they leave us without

remorse or pity) ; but my old friend, the

Antiquary, like a Hmpet to its rock, is con-

stitutionally adhesive. The spasmodic crav-

ing of the Alpine chmber "to sit upon an
Alp as on a throne,' is a malady from Avhich

he does not sufl^r. Without him, when May
and Mabel are absent, one would be apt to

feel lonely at times ; but the old gentle-

man is a host in himself. If not the direct

representative of the immortal Mr. Oldbuck
he must be at any rate a not remote con-

nection. Simplicity and shrewdness, clear

insight and garrulous irrelevance, immense
practical common sense and a passion for

worthless trifles (as the \ailgar esteem
them), are some of the contrasts which
make him so dear to his friends, and so

grotesque to the rest of the world. All

night long—at least till the rest of us are

a-bed—the light streams from the open
window on the other side of the glen,—so

high it seems like a star ; and there, behind
black-letter roll or massive folio, the old

gentleman is seated, like a medieval ^vizard

at his spells. He looks up as I tap at the

window, and with a cordial though someAvhat
absent welcome (he keeps a flavour of old-

world politeness, and an equal courtesy for

peer and ploughboy) ])ids me enter. Many a

pleasant day and night have I spent among
the venerable litter of moth-eaten msdom
which the room contains.

A cadet of a good old Scottish stock, he
claims kindred with more than one noble

house whose family names are familiar sounds
in Scottish history. He is proud of the dis-

tinction,—not in the vulgar, ostentatious

fashion of the British snob ; he is proud of

the old name as he is proud of a rare fifteenth-

centur}^ manuscript, or of a picture by Jame-
sone or Holbein, or of the great china bowl
in the corner, which was given to his ancestor

by the King for good service rendered in the

Gowrie House at Perth. Though a sim})le

commoner, he would have been an Earl if the

title had not been limited to heirs-male ; and
the picture of the old Lord, his granduncle,

hangs over the mantelpiece—a magnificent
masterpiece of Wilkie in his prime. It is a
picture which Titian or Velasquez would
have been proud to paint ; and I know, in-

deed, no Spanish Don by the one or Vene-
tian Doge iDy the other in which so much of

the high, mature sagacity of a serene but
vigilant Old Age has been* more nobly ex-

pressed. The white-haired old lady, on the

other canvas, is the Earl's Avife, whose
romantic story was once widely known. It

is now almost forgotten, but will bear to be
repeated.

On the bleak Buchan coast stood, in the
middle of the last century, and still stands
for anything I have heard to the contrary,

the house of Ardoch—Gordon of Ardoch
—a family long well known in these northern
parts. The castle is built on a high rock
alcove the bay, and commands a wide pro-

spect of land and sea. It was only a year or

two after the '45—a wild winter night—the

then laird and his family Avere safely housed,

but the I'ough fisher folk Avere already

gathering on the shore. For the sound of

guns at sea, heard at intervals through the

fury of the storm, showed that a large A^essel

Avas in distress not far from the land. Of
course m such a night it was hopeless to ex-

pect that any ship could live ; and before the

laird and his j^eople reached the beach the

guns had ceased, and the ship Avas in frag-

ments. Not one of the creAv reached the

land ; neither creAV nor passengers Avere ever

heard of again ; but by a strange freak of

fortune a baby's crib, in which a baby Avas

sleeping the sleep that babies sleep, Avas

carried far up the bay by a monstrous Avave,

and stranded upon the shore. The little

girl thus miraculously rescued Avas taken to

the house, and all inquiries as to her kith

and kin proving fruitless, Avas brought up
with the laird's daughters. She came in time
to be the pet of the household, and her tAvo

closest friends were Anne and Joanna Gor-

don.

The tale is perfectly true
;
yet it sounds

almost incredible. Another Avinter night,

when she had almost groAATi to womanhood,
the story repeated itself. Again there was
the wild December gale—the sound of signal

guns through the darkness—a ship again

upon the rocks. This time, however, several

of the imssengers escaped. They Avere brought
to the castle, and hospitably entertained.

Next morning at breakfast a blooming bevy
of girls entered the room where they Avere

assembled.
" Is this also your daughter 1" one of the

guests inquired of the laird, looking curiously

at the girl AA'ho had been saved from the sea

so many years before.

"Dear to me as a daughter," said the

worthy man, "but brought to me even as

you have been," and he told the story of the

first shipAATeck.
" She is the very image of my sister, Avho,

Avith her baby, AA'as lost seA-enteen years ago
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when returning from the East," was the

reply.

So they pieced the story together, until no

doubt remained that uncle and niece had

thus mysteriously, after so many years, been

brought together under the same roof.

Of course, in the end, the girl left Ardoch,

and went to reside with her uncle in Sweden.

He was a wealthy merchant of Gottenburg,

at which port Thomas Erskine, a younger

son of Erskine of Cambo, was then British

Consul. The Erskines of Cambo were

cadets of the house of Kellie, the Earldom of

Kelhe having by James VI. been conferred

upon his trusty adviser, Thomas Erskine, a

younger brother of the powerful Earl of Mar.

Two of the Gordon girls went with their

friend to Gottenburg—Anne and Joanna

—

where they were introduced to Thomas Ers-

kine and has brother Methuen. In 1771 Anne
Gordon became the wife of Thomas Erskine

;

ten years afterwards her sister Joanna was
married to Methuen. At the time of his

marriage there were a dozen lives between
Thomas Erskine as.d the peerage, yet in 1799
he succeeded to the Earldom. He left no
family, and dying in 1828 was succeeded by
his brother Methuen—the last Erskine of

Cambo, and the last of the direct line to

whom the title descended. The story was
often told at Cambo in the old Lord's time,

—

how it had needed ,so many hair-breadth

escapes to bring Anne Gordon and Thomas
Erskine together. This was the old Lord that

Wilkie painted ; and, as I have said, he never
painted a finer or shrewder face.

To-day 1 found my old friend busy at his

Notes and Queries article on Lord Crawford's

last indignant protest* on behalf of Scotch
law and Scotch jurisdiction, and his com-
ments on the famous controA'^ersy (as you
will see if you can find the paper) are as

keen as they are learned. "It is not the

first time that an Earl's coronet has been
lost," he said to me with a bitterness which
no personal injury could have roused, " has
been lost by a verbal quibble ; but it is the

first time that an impossible clause in a charter

wluch never existed, lias led to such mon-
strous injustice. Go away and look at these

volumes, while I settle Lord Redesdale."
The volumes which he pushed across the

table to me—the fac-similes of all the most
memorable of our historical manuscripts

—

are among the most princely ever printed in

this country. By-and-by they will be worth
their weight in silver, if not in gold. They
have l^ecome rare and costly already, indeed,

* " The Eai'ldom of Mar," by the Earl of Crawford.

and are hidden away in the libraries of

wealthy book-hunters. But nobody reads

them ; and yet they bring us into vital rela-

tions, into curiously direct contact, with the

Kings and Queens and statesmen and scho-

lars who Avi'ote them. If a copy could be
placed in each of our national schools, and
the teacher were able to say, This icas icrittcn

hy Mary, that hy Elizabeth, this by John Knox,

that by Argyll—history would be vitalised.

When we read, for instance, the noble plea

for freedom which the Scottish nobles and
gentry who stood by Bruce addressed to the

rope, do we not feel that the side-light thus

cast upon the patriotic struggle is more vivid

and illuminating than any amount of labo-

rious comment or picturesque description ?

Some day I may give you the notes which I

made at the rustic table outside the Avindow

(what a view of land, and sea, and sky it

commands
! ), while the old gentleman con-

tinued to pile argument upon argument, and
authority upon authority, for the discomfiture

of Lord Eedesdale. Meantime here are one

or two characteristic extracts which will serve

to show you how varied and interesting are

the contents. The first are a few noble words
(almost as fine as Barbour's, " Ah, freedom
is a noble thing ") from the aforesaid decla-

ration of the Scottish Peers ; the other, a

childish scrawl, from one whose tragic story

is not like to be forgotten. You remember
what Barl)our says :

—

" A ! fredome is a nobill thing '.

Fredome mayse man to haitf liking

!

Fredome all solace to man gifls

:

He levys at ese that frely levys '.

A noble hart may haift nane ese,

Na ellys nocht that may him plese,

Gyff fredome failythe ; for fre liking
Is yeamyt our all other thing,
Na he, that ay hase levyt fre.

May nocht knaw weill the propyrte,
The angyr, na the wrechyt dome,
That is complyt to foule thryldome.
Bot gyft he had assayit it

Than all perguer he suld it wyt

;

And suld think fredome mar to pryse,

Than aU the gold in warld that is."

Well, here is the original of that first

genuine outburst of Scottish poetry—written

in Monkish Latin, which is yet unable to

hide or obscure the fire and fervour of its

patriotism. " From these evils innumerable,

by the hc'p of Him who, after wounding,

heals and restores to health, we were freed by
our most gallant Prince, King and Lord, our

Lord Robert, who, to rescue his people and

heritage from the hands of enemies, like

another Maccabeus or Joshua, endured toil

and weariness, hunger and danger, with

cheerful mind ; to whom, as to him by whom
dehverance has been wrought for our people,

we for the defence of our liberty are bound,
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both liy right and by his deserts, and are

determined in all things to adhere. But if

he were to desist from what he has begun,

wishing to subject us or our kingdom to the

King of England or the English, we Avould

immediately endeavour to expel him as an

enemy, and the subverter of his own rights

and ours, and make another king, who should

be able to defend us. For, so long as a

hundred remain alive, we never will in any
degree be subject to the dominion of the

English. Since not for glory, riches, or

honour we fight, but for liberty alone, which
no good man loses, but with his life. Non
enim lyropter gloriam diuicias ant honores pug-

namus, set propter libertatem solummodo quam
Nemo bonus nisi simul mm vita amittit."

Could there be any doubt about the spirit of

the men (or about the issue of the struggle

in which such men were engaged) Avho ven-

tured to address these words to an all-power-

ful and more or less hostile Pope ? One can

imagine the sort of reception they would have

given to Mr. Freeman. It is just as well for

the historian that he did not visit Scotland

till some centuries later.

The letter from the little Queen of Scots to

her mother was Avritten Avhen she was about

to partake of her first communion.

"Madam,—I am very glad to have the

means of being able to write to you my news,

being in very great pain from being so long

without hearing any of yours. ]\Iadam, I have

heard that the Governor has put himself at

your will, and has restored into your hands

the principal places of the kingdom, of Avhich

I am very glad, and every day praise our

Lord for it ; and also that all the princes and
great lords have returned to you. I have

come to Meudon to Madam, my grand-

mother, in order to keep the feast of Easter,

because she and my uncle, Monsieur the

Cardinal, wish that I should take the sacra-

ment. Ipray to God very humbly to give me
grace that I may make a good beginning. I

must not forget to tell you that this present

bearer has done good and acceptable service

to the King.

"Here, Madam, I will pi-esent to you my
humble recommendations to your good fa-

vour, beseecliing the Creator to give you in

continued health a very happy life. Your
very humble and very obedient daughter,

" Marie."

-" Dieu, auquelje supplie tres humblement

me donner la grace d'i bien comvwncer." This

was written about 1.5.53, when Darnley
and Bothwell, and the Kirk-o'-Field, and the

scaffold at Fotheringay were yet in the far

distance. Eheu! eheu! Knowdngwhatweknow
now, it seems to me that sadder words, words
more pregnant with the keenest irony of con-

trast, were never written. A good beginning ?

God help her ! Had she no vision of the

end 1 * How is it that we can read backwards

so easily when v,'e have played out our lives,

but that no forecast of what is coming (though

one step follo^^s the other with remorseless

logic and awful inevitableness) should be

vouchsafed to us 1 Surely the man, who
from a single bone can piece together the

forms of extinct animals, might tell us, not

from the motion of the stars or the conjunc-

tion of the planets, but from the conditions

which surround the infant life, what Future

is in store for it 1

* Since this article was in type, Part I. [of the Calendar of
the Hatfield MSS. has been issued. It contains a remark-
able letter from"N. White to Sir Wm. Cecil." dated Feb.
26, 1569, in which the writer, who had recently visited the

Queen of Scots at Tutbury, remarks—" I noticed on her cloth

of state this sentence : En ma fin est men conune?icement, Vfhich

is a riddle I understand not." But the woman herself was a
riddle ; as time wears on, in spite of all decypLers, more and
more daflBcult to read.

LONDOJ^ OPIUM DEXS.

giotts of a tJisit to the (Ehimtman's (Enst-ffinii S)uuiit5.

By a social EXPLOEEE.

"VTIGHT had settled upon the city ; and as
-^^ I passed through its shining thorough-

fares, the noisy din of day Avas yielding to

the gentler stir of eventide. My path led

eastward, away from the spacious scenes

where luxury and fashion reign, past the

palatial buildings wherein the commerce of a

world is centred, onward, through narrower

and closer streets, into regions where luxury's

foot is rarely set and fashion's face but
seldom seen. I was to visit the opium dens
of remoter London, and, accompanied by a

kindly, courteous guide, to enter those fatal

haunts where man in vicious thraldom to an
insidious habit, is to be seen perhaps at his

weakest and his meanest. Well able was my
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veteran conductor to bring home to me every

line in that dark picture. After long and
unremitting labour among his heathen fellows

in distant China, the Rev. George Piercy is

now devoting his declining years to the wel-

fare of those stray children from the far, far

East, whom destiny brings temporarily to

these shores. Not only in his little mission-

room, where, aided by his gentle ^Yiie, he

niglitlj^ seeks to entertain, instruct, and in-

fluence those who come to him, but also in

the Home for Asiatics close at hand, in the

neighbouring dockyards, and in these very

dens of wliich I have to speak, his is a

familiar and ever-welcome figure. By his

pleasant ways, his gentle bearing, and his

ready command of their flowing tongue, he

has won the confidence and the hearts of

these poor Cliinamen.

"This is the famous Limehouse Causeway,"
my guide remarks, shortly after I have joined

him, and as we tui^n from the broader road-

way into the narrow street. " And here," he

adds, pausing before a loAv-roofed, ill-looking

tenement, " is the first of the dens we shall

enter." Over the doorway are certain mystic

signs. I ask my companion their meaning.
" They are Chinese characters," he replies,

" and signify righteousness and harmony." Be-

neatli these mendacious symbols we pass, and
stumble into a little apartment on the left,

from the open door of wliich a reeking odour
is issuing, of extreme unpleasantness, caused

by the escaping fumes of opium. The room
is of the smallest dimensions, and the ceiling

so low as almost to necessitate the removal
of one's hat. The purposes, however, to

which the room is put are by no means pro-

portionate to its size. . A rapid glance reveals

its use at once as shop, smoking-di\'an, and
grill-room. Shelves rim partly round its

walls, and a narrow counter stretches from
side to side. On the latter as on the former,

lies a most heterogeneous collection of articles,

ranging from blankets and shirts to biscuits,

soap, and coloured prints. In the farther

corner a stove is fixed, and the presence of

sundry pots and pans speaks of the prepara-

tion of a meal. Various barrels and a chair

or two contriA'e to find place within the apart-

ment. On the left, close under the \\-indow,

stands a table. Between this table and the

opposite wall, raised about a foot from the

floor, a short mattress is posted, whereon two
men are lying, the one in European garb

—

cloth trousers, pea-jacket, and fur cap ; the

other in the attire peculiar to the subjects of

the Celestial Empire. Both are Chinamen,
and both are opium-smokers. As we enter,

he in English clothing is preparing the pipe,

his companion lying back the while, languidly

watcliing his operations. Our entrance in no
way disturbs them. With the lad behind the

counterwe exchange salutations; but although
we appropriate to ourselves chairs and, sitting

do^\^i, gaze most obtrusively at the smokers,

stretching across them occasionally to inspect

their material or handle their instruments,

their disregard and indifference are complete.

The work of preparing the pipe is tedious.

Upon the mattress, between the recumbent
pair, rests a small lamp, over which a dimi-

nutive glass bell is placed, open only at the

top. Eetaining ever his reclining position,

the smoker dips his short, thin piece of steel

into the small phial of opium. The extract

of the drug, as used by smokers, is semi-

liquid and very resinous. Whatever adheres

to his wire he holds over the flame of the

lamp, until the liquidity is so far reduced by
evaporation, that a soft yet solid mass is pro-

duced. This he dips again into his phial,

and the newly-adhering quantity is subjected

to similar treatment. When sufficient has

been in this wa}^ obtained, he inserts the

whole into the bowl of his very peculiarly-

shaped pipe ; and taking care to leave a slight

aperture through the centre of the plastic

ma'ss, proceeds to indulge in the enjoyment
he has so patiently prepared for himself.

Holding the bowl of the pipe over the flame

of the lamp, he applies liis lips to the stem,

and in a few rapid whiffs exhausts the entii'e

supply. To the ordinary onlooker it may
seem surprising that men can be found en-

slaving themselves to a practice which makes
so great demand upon their time and patience.

But herein lurks the great evil of the habit.

So powerful is its fascination, so fatal its hold,

that loss of time, deferred expectancy, the

trouble of preparation, nothing can win from

that irresistible craving which, once felt, so

rarely loosens its grip.

Informed l^y my genial guide that the

o\\aier of the pea-jacket can speak a little

English, and observing that, with his pipe, his

opium supplyseems also at an end, I endeavour

to commence a conversation. Lying upon
the mattress by the side of other articles, is

one the use of which, but for my companion's

information, I should have been at a loss to

conjecture. It is a Chinese tobacco-pipe,

and very peculiar in its construction. Point-

ing to tiiis, and adopting the style of English

which I think -svill be most intelligible to the

Chinaman, I asked

—

" You smoke that ? " His answer is prac-

tical, if not articulate. Seizing the object,
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which in general appearance is not tinlike

the oil-tiu common in our engine-rooms, he

immediately proceeds to demonstrate its use.

When he has finished, and I have looked

more closely at the curious instrument, I

inquire, " \Vhich you like best—opium or

tobacco ?

"

" Oh, ees one," he replied, placing his hand
upon the long stem of the opium-pipe, and
laughing a half-guilty, self - incriminating

laugh.
" How long you smoke ?

" I continue.

" Sev year."
" Smoke no make you sick ?

"

This question seems to touch him in quite

an unexpected manner. Justice can be done to

it, it appears, only in the mother tongue; so,

turning to my companion, and breaking sud-

denly into rapid, eager tones, he declared

that he had hated it first, that he had been

often and often sick, but that now he would

be sick, now he would die, were he to leave

it off. I then bid him tell me where he first

learnt to smoke, and why. I am not pre-

pared for his answer ; its silent accusation,

conveyed in the laconic utterance, "London

;

friends," comes upon me by surprise. It

was not in distant China, in that unhappy
land where, be the guiltiness whose it may,

the fatal vice is now so widely spread, it was

not there that he had acqvured the pernicious

habit. It was here in our midst, here in

London, in these accursed haunts, almost the

only refuge of the poorer Chinaman, when
he touches upon these shores—it was here

that he had found, not only those willing

and able to teach him, but aU the appHances

necessary, the baneful extract in never fail-

ing supply, and the shelter where, undis-

turbed, he could deliver himself body and

soul to sloth and misery.

"What they say in China, when you go

back 1" I asked of him.
" They no like it," is his reply.

"You try make others smoke?" I in-

quire finally.

"No," he rejoins. "Smoke make thin;

no meat here." And, turning up his sleeve,

he reveals his puny arm. . But, conscious

as he is of the baneful workings of the drug,

he is already meditating further pui'chase

and a renewal of his exhausted store.

Leaving him to his investments, we now
proceed to explore the back and upper parts

of the house. Throughout, every possible

advantage appears to have been taken of the

very limited space at command. In the

passages we find partitions erected, forming,

with the wall, cells so narrow that the ordi-

nary mattress barely finds place Avithin. In
the rooms an arrangement is observed similar

to that which prevails on board of ships.

The mattresses are posted berth-hke, one
above the other, and thus, in a miserable

apartment barely twelve feet by eight, ac-

commodation is made for from ten to sixteen

smokers. On the entire premises of this

wretched construction as many as fifty can

be provided for simultaneously. None of the

rooms are filled, through which we wander,

and few of the couches are for the moment
tenanted. But the reasons for this are not

hard to surmise. From a remoter room
have long been issuing the excited shouts

and eager exclamations that betray the pro-

gress of a game of hazard. Entering tliis

room we find that the mattress has been
removed from the upper of two opium-
lounges, and replaced by a cloth, the board

beneath thus forming an easily-extemporized

gambling-table. Gathered around this table,

some sitting, some standing, some even squat-

ting, tailor-Hke, upon it, others stretching on

tip-toe in the background, and not a few
mounted on stools fetched for the occasion,

are three-and-twenty Chinamen. All are

intent upon the game, and it is a strildng

picture that, in the flickering glare of the

dull lamp, their eager, peering, closely-packed

faces offer. It is useless here to attempt a con-

versation. To your sweet smile and winning
inquiry, "You speak English?" not the

slightest heed is paid. Curiosity, therefore,

as to the nature of the game going on cannot

be gratified, and one's only coiu-se is to stand

awhile and watch these infatuated men,

gambling away in this miserable hole the

hard earnings of weeks of toil in the engine-

rooms and galleys of our merchant-fleet

—

saddening yet instructive sight ! Later on I

learn that the game is one particularly dear

to the Chinese player, to whom it is known
by the name of fan-tan. It is played with

dominoes, thirty-two in number, and dice.

But four take part in the game at the same
moment. The dice are thrown to decide

who shall first select his stones from the

eight piles of four into which the tliirty-two

have been arranged. A\Tien each player is

provided a stake is agreed upon, and the

stones are turned up, and the Avinning num-
bers of the game sought for. The possessor

of these clears the stakes, paying a certain

percentage on his gains to the bank, i.e. the

representative of the establishment.

Inquiries as to whether gambling was
heavy in these ruinous dens, elicited the

information that, as the Chinamen who fre-
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quented them were of the poorest class,

being all engaged either as firemen, stokers,

or galley-men on board the Glen, Castle, and

Shire lines, the sums at their command were

but small. Gambling was frequent, but not,

perhaps, heavy, speaking aljsolutely. The
stay these men make in the London docks

is not protracted. Such money as they bring

with them ashore, or such as pay-day, occur-

ring in the interval, puts into their pockets,

they gamble freely. It is all they have; but

it matters not. In these dens there is no

other course. They smoke and play, there-

fore, until their all is gone, and then they try

to sponge upon those who have won it from

them.

But, to return to the room, where the

shouts are grooving louder and more excited

than ever. One peculiar arrangement in an

angle of the wall attracts my eye, and leads

me to solicit my companion's explanations.

On a large fiat stone, fitting exactly into the

corner, stands a glass filled with oil, on the

surface of which a lighted Avick is floating.

Around this glass are arranged two or three

egg-cups, a vase, and a flower-pot. The egg-

cups are empty ; but in the vase, wrapped
in Chinese coverings, are several thin rods or

sticks, fifteen or eighteen inches in length.

In answer to my inquiries, Mr. Piercy leads

me to an adjoining room, fitted like the

others'with opium-couches. Here, in a narrow
recess, originally intended probably to serve

as a cupboard, a complete altar-table is ar-

ranged. Bright with Chinese tinsel, strips of

silk, peacock-feathers, and other ornaments,
it presents a similar show of egg-cups, vases,

incense-sticks, and lamp. This is the China-
man's temple of Vesta, and the primitive oil

and . "\vick constitute his Vestal fire. In
memory of his depaited dear ones is his

lamp ignited, and to them it is that he
occasionally fills the egg-cups with spirit,

places his incense-stick in the flower-pot,

and, lighting both, allows them to consume
away to the accompaniment of his heathen
prayers.

Having thus explored the entire house, we
descend again to the nondescript room which
we first entered. Our communicative friend

is still there. He has replenished his supply
of opium, and shows me his little phial, with
the remai'k, " Shilling." I take it from him,
and turn it round in amazement. It contains
no more than would fill, say, two ordinary
thimbles, and yet such is its price. Thou-
sands of men, earning, some, as little as one
shilling a day, are helpless slaves to this

expensive indulgence. How, then, can we

doubt the utter misery and ruin that must
follow in its wake ?

" How long this last 1
" I ask the man.

" Hour, hour half," he tells me, and takes

it from my hand.

Poor man ! Good-natured, simple-hearted,

conscious of his own degradation, yet lost,

irretrievably lost in hopeless thraldom ! Pity-

ingly we turn from him, and sally forth into

the street. Calling in at a neat and tidy

little shop, kept by a most intelligent-looking

man, also a son of Shem, although sprucely

attired in European garments, we pass on to

a second opium den. This is smaller even
than the first, and offers less accommodation.
We find some ten or twelve only gathered
here, by whom a cordial welcome is extended
to us. We explore the house, as we explored

the first. Similai'ly arranged and partitioned

it calls for no especial remark. Upon rejoin-

ing the party below, we are offered chairs

and—a cup of tea. John Chinaman is hos-

pitable, and tea is his favourite beverage. A
tea-pot stands always upon his table, and
very frequent are his potations. He requires

no milk and no sug/ir, and appreciates only

the pure and undefiled concoction. " Sugar,

milk," says our host for the occasion, "no
good ; make tea ill." I do not know that I

quite agreed with him ; but I drank his

potion, and thaijked him heartily. The good
man next shows us where he boils his water.

He has just had a new stove in, it appears,

and manifestly has not yet forgotten that it

was paid for in coins of her Majesty's realm.

DraAnng from his pocket a crumpled piece of

paper he spreads it out before us, and rue-

fully reads aloud the receipted total :
" Four

poun', fife shillin'." On the question of

opium-smoking he is a little vague. Asked
if he smoked, he answers, "Sometime."
To the inquiry, " You smoke much ? " his

answer is again, "Sometime." And when
interrogated as to whether he does not mean
to give it up, " Sometime " is his only reply.

These two dens, of which I have endea-

voured in the foregoing to give some faint

description, are not the only representatives

of their class in Eastern London. In Lime-

house, Poplar, and Shadwell there are knoAvn

to be at least six or seven of these low

haunts. The descriptions given serve for

them all. Vile, inhabitable tenements, trans-

formed into the homes of vicious, ruinous

indulgence, they constitute a pitfall and trap

to many of those simple Easterns, of whose
cheap labour we so greedily avail ourselves

for the terrible toil of the engine-rooms.

They labour for us. We pay them meanly,
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and, indifferent as to what becomes of them, one of themselves. It was late that evening

turn them loose in this great Babylon. Who when I took leave of my kindly guide, and
understands them ? AVho knows their Ian- the question that haunted me, and that

guage ? Where, then, can they go but to i haunts me still, is. Has England no duty

such haunts as these 1 And what awaits i here 1 Have those ill-paid se^^'ants no claim

them there we have heard from the lips of
,

upon our care ?

DAFFODILS IN MAKCH.

\ lEILY, fairily, floating and fluttering,

"^ Daffodils, welcomest flowers of the year !

Ye come when the hoarse winds of March are still muttering

Bleak o'er the snoAv-fleckered landscape drear.

Deep, deep in winter-sleep, Nature all wearil}^

Lay for long months, and so chill was her breath

That the cold of it crept to our heavy hearts drearily,

Hushing them, crushing them, nigh unto death !

Swing out vour golden bells, beautiful daffodils !

Swing them and ring them among your green spires

!

Ring in the spring-time ! ring in the life that thrills !

Wake to their love-songs thQ wild woodland choirs

!

He that hath ears to hear, pausing and listening,

Hears in his heart of hearts your mystic chime-;

Deep in his soul it thrills, while, with eyes ghstening,

Unto your music his heart beats time !

Swing out your golden bells, sweet dainty daffodils

!

Swing them and ring them, and ring them again,

Now is spring-tide with us

—

Come to abide with us.

Lightening and brightening o'er \'alley and plain !

O'er the cloud-shadowed hills, radiant daffodils !

Chase the dark gloom that chills, till it departs,

Pealing your mystic chime,

Ring in the glad spring-time.

Life to all Nature, and joy to our hearts !

R. ]\LVCAULAY STEVENSON.

THE NEW MANAGEE.
By KATHERIXE SATJNDEES, Author of " Gideon's Eock," " The High Mills," etc.

CHAPTER IX.—AT ST. MATTHIAS'S.

/~\N Sunday morning, as Jolliffe had signs
^^ of an impending attack of gout, Mrs.
Jolliffe decided on staying at home Avith

that he should accompany the girls to

St. Matthias's.

Pascal agreed, with the appearance of readi
ness politeness required, but Jolliffe, always
prompt to read and study' the feelings of

him, and proposed to the new manager others, fancied he detected a little disappoint
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ment when the request was made in his wife's

usual unconsciously imperious manner,
"Perhaps, my dear," observed Jolliffe,

" Mr. Pascal would rather see our old parish

church. We have been talking of poor Mrs.
Mclntyre's painted window. Keith Avill be
sure to meet the girls."

Mrs. Jolliffe was too much engaged to hear,

and Pascal, of course, made fresh assurances

of his pleasure in going with the young ladies

to St. Matthias's.

Mrs. Jolliffe could only act on one idea at

a time. She had an idea just now that it

Avould be well to make Keith jealous. She
had seen with satisfaction on the previous

evening that Sophie, though all unconsciously,

had made him jealous, and doubted not his

jealousy would drive him to do all he could

to persuade Sophie to consent to an early

marriage. It was the way in which Jolliffe

had been brought to make up his mind, and
Mrs. Jolliffe had a belief that, in matters of

courtship at least, men were very much alike.

Neither she nor Sophie felt any doubt but
that Jolliffe was right in saying Keith would
be sure to meet her and accompany her to

St. Matthias's, for though she was going there

ostensibly at young Dwining's request, she

had, in acceding to that request, also con-

sidered how often Keith had asked her, and
had consented more for his sake than Dwin-
ing's.

Sophie's bonnet was on, and she was down-
stairs before her cousin had ceased laughing
at the idea of Pascal accompanying them.

As Miss Bower1)y kept them waiting, Jolliffe

proposed Sophie should show Pascal the way
into the garden through the brewery and
orchard. They passed through the old dray-

yard. The great curtained drays, pulled into

the long dray-house, had the slumberous air

of four-post state beds, where Time, having
turned every other owner out, seemed to be
napping himself. Even the small two-wheel
dray, as it rested on its shafts with its cur-

tains hanging forward, had the look of a

spaniel that had shaken its long ears over its

cheeks in anticipation of an extra doze.

In its Sunday repose the brewery Avas a

picture of cleanliness and order. So Pascal

remarked, as he followed Sophie to the narrow
door which led them right out among the

pear-trees, now dazzling to behold in the full

morning sun. .

'

"I have seen the finest views the world
can show," remarked the new manager, gazing
round with eyes that softened as they gazed,

"but I look on this sight with more pleasure

than ever,"

"Then you have been used once to live

among orchards ?" asked Sophie.
" In my school-days—yes."

"I wish my cousin would come," said

Sophie ;
" she will make us late."

"Not if we go round by the wall and
across Trutbrook Common," answered Pas-

cal quickly.

Sophie's glance of surprise betrayed him
into showing some vexation and embarrass-

ment. "Why should this be?" she won-
dered, and immediately thought of one of the

hard things her mother had said of him. Mrs.

Jolliffe suspected Pascal to have been about

the place as a spy before he was sent formally

by Lovibond as the new manager.

While Sophie's cheek burned with this idea,

Pascal added quickly,

"I heard some one say that way was
nearer by a quarter of a mile than the road.

Is it not so, or am I under a mistake V
" No, you ai-e quite correct," replied Sophie

brusquely. "Here comes my cousin at last."

She was, indeed, unfeignedly glad to see her

companion, for a strange dislike for the so-

ciety of Pascal had come over her with the

suspicions awakened by his involuntarily dis-

closed acquaintance with the neighbourhood

he Avas supposed never to have seen before.

She determined to have some talk with her

father on the subject as soon as she returned

from church, that he and Mr. Mclntyre might

be more on their guard, both with Lovibond
and his coadjutor.

The walk to church was not particularly

pleasant. Sojihie met all Pascal's remarks

with coldness and reserve; her cousin seemed
to him insufferably silly.

Dwining, who met them near the church-

door, had to hide his pleasure, and succeeded

in assuming a seriousness that only made the

brightness of his eyes more intense.

St. Matthias's was a new church, with a

new organ, a new congregation, a new young
rector, and two new young curates. Only
the organist was old, and a master in his art.

Pascal seemed more interested in Dwining
and Sophie than in the elaborate church ser-

vice. He saw that, to Dwining, Sophie, and
not Matthias, was the patron saint of the

church ; while Sophie herself appeared soon

to forget Keith Cameron in her delight at

the music, and her sympathy with Dwining's

appreciation of it. Pascal certainly saw a

shade come over her bright face as she

glanced round her sometimes, but only,, he

fancied, indicating a girl's annoyance at a

slight offered her before the world, and not

any serious heartache.
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The church Avas uncomfortably full, and
the copies of its o^vn particular hjTnn mono-
polized, Dwining and Sophie having only one

between them from necessitj- . From necessity

certainly, but Pascal saw that such necessity

was as heaven upon earth to Dwining, and
was no special hardship to Sophie. Her face

Avas prettier than he had yet seen it ; her
voice had a happy and devout soul in it. So
had Dwining's

; and the two seemed to Pascal
to be aware, with, a kind of noble innocence,
of the healthful charm they had for each
other.

As the new hymn was being sung, Pascal,

hearing a pew-door near him opened, glanced
round and saw Keith Cameron. Dwining
and Sophie finding the hymn words new to

them were bending over the one page rather
more closely than might be pleasant to a
person in Keith's position to see. Pascal
was not surprised when Keith, after service,

mth the appearance of not ha^dng seen them,
turned down the lane that was the nearest
way to the Poplars. Sophie, looking round
at him, as though hardly able to believe her
eyes, became red and then pale in the same
moment.

Yet, somehow, the walk home was not as

depressing to her as might have been ex-
pected under the circumstances, and was
assuredly very different from the walk to
church. Dwining's elastic step seemed to
teach Sophie a lighter, gayer tread than was
usual to her. There was certainly something
very different in walking by him from keeping
pace with the languid-footed Keith. Then
too, the glance of Dwining's eager, honest,
blue eye, how it brightened Sophie's, Pascal
noticed. How promptly she understood all

he said, often catching at his meaning before
he had half expressed it ; whereas, it had been
easy for even a stranger to see that Keith's half

sarcastic, though certainly more clever com-
ments, were confusing and dispiriting to her.

Life was somewhat a heavy, leaden, sort of
thing to her. It was already stale and profit-

less to Keith. To Divining it was intensely
real for misery or joy, and in his society the
clouds cleared from Sophie's spirit, the atmo-
sphere became alive Avith sunshine and fresh
Avinds, she breathed new breath, and lived
neAv life.

When she got home she locked herself in
her OAA-n room and fell on her knees, sobbing
almost violently. This AA-as partly on account
of Keith, and because she felt she was Avrong
in alloAving herself to drift aAvay from her
allegiance to him, but it AA^as also because she
had felt too much ncAV life and feeline; comeO 1

suddenly into her heart to Ijear them in

silence. She sobbed at once for sorroAv and
for joy, that they had come. It seemed mis-
fortune and a rich gift inseparably blended
—a nameless passion she could not then
have knoAvn herself Avell enough to be able
to say it was loA^e for DAA-ining, but some-
hoAv she felt she had, hitherto, Avronged
the Avorld, life, herself, and God's poAver
and Avill to giA^e joy. She took all to her-

self noAv Avith a great passion, clasping

her arms about her heart and boAving
her head in pitiful acknoAvledgment of

haA'ing so Avronged herself, her youth, her
Avomanhood, by taking life so heaA'ily and by
so ignoring God's love and poAver and all the
glorious possibilities of life. Sophie did not
say to herself it was the loA'e of a healthful

and an upright heart that made so great a
change for her. The change was, as yet in

itself, too OA-erpoAvering for her to be con-

scious of the cause, or to try to analyse it.

But AA'hen her fit of aAA^akening and passion

Avas over, and she went doAvn into the orchard
to try to get calm, she had that exquisite

sense of gratitude felt by a good woman AA^hen

conscious of the all-poAverful and all-en-

nobling influence of a good man. She kneAV
that DAA^ning Avas no untried child of in-

nocence, she kneAV that he had seen no little

of the Avorld and neither cringed to its

pleasures nor feared its hardships.
" I can surely loA'e Keith better through

haA^ng knoAA'n him," she said to herself under
the apple-trees. It seemed so for the moment

;

but, in ti^uth, Sophie felt obliged to find some
excuse for alloAving herself to think of

DAvining, some plea for permitting herself to

recall AA-ith ncAv delight each sign of love she

had seen in his strong, earnest eyes that

happy morning.

CHAPTER X.—MORNING CLOUDS.

The neAv manager made it A^ery clearly

understood that hoAvever considerate he

might be of the feelings of Messrs. Mclntyre
and Jolliffe, and Avhatever uneasiness he may
haA'e felt on the eA^eniug of his arriA-al as to

his task, he none the less intended that on
Monday morning business should begin in

earnest. Mrs. Jolliffe heard him go out soon

after fiA'e o'clock.

Hector, a direct descendant of the Hector

of tAventy years ago, barked furiously.

"That's odd," remarked Jolliffe, yaAA^ning

at being distiu-bed so early, " for Sophie told

me she had made the tAA^o good friends

yesterday."

"WTien Mrs. Jolliffe Avent down to make
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I'm glad I told

coffee, about Avhich Jolliffe was very fas-

tidious, the maid who waited on her told her

that Hector had been barking all the morning

because there was a strange man, a cask

washer, who delighted in teasing the brewery

favourite. Mr. Wharton had said that the

new man seemed allowed to do as he liked,

and be as idle as he pleased, and if he was
the manager's choosing he was not a very

good example for the other men.

When Jolliffe came doAvn to breakfast and
heard of this addition to the Pelican staff,

he observed quietly

—

" All, yes, he's in earnest,

the men to be on their guard."
" Then you mean to say this fellow is a

detective 1 " exclaimed his wife in horror.

" I think so. A little more cream, if you
please, my love."

" How can you take things so coolly,

Jolliffe ?

"

" It's because I have taken things too

coolly that I am not exactly averse to seeing

some effort made to set them right."

"Oh, nonsense, it has always been the

same, and I'm sure we have been very com-

fortable."
" Quite so, quite so ; too comfortable under

the circumstances, I fear ; but hush ! my dear,

here comes Pascal."
" I haven't common patience to sit down

with him," declared Mrs. Jolliffe.

" Some of these sort of troubles require

uncommon patience, which you know you
have in abundance, my love."

" Good morning, Mr. Pascal," was Mrs.

Jolliffe's salutation ;
" pray, who is that

most unpleasant-looldng strange man 1

"

She had not seen the object of her inquiry

at all.

" Unpleasing duties lend unpleasing looks

sometimes," answered Pascal ;
" but I assure

you the ground shall not be cumbered by
our friend outside longer than is absolutely

necessary."

After breakfast the manager went down
immediately to Jolliffe's private office, where
a writing-table with drawers and patent lock

was placed at his disposal, and Mrs. Jolliffe

began to upbraid her husband for not oppos-

ing a course so hard as the admission of a

detective into the brewery.

"Depend upon it," she reasoned, " the best

men will leave on finding they are suspected,

and the bad ones only brazen out such
treatment."

" We are in Lovibond's hands, my dear,

for the present, and must submit," replied

Jolliffe in a tone of cheerful resignation.

Mrs. Jolliffe was much vexed. Another
matter, besides the manager's conduct,

caused her to be so that morning.

It was all very well, in fact just what she

had wished, that Sophie should make Keith

jealous. But that Keith should stay away
all Sunday, and that D-wining should happen
to find in an old Blackwood's Magazine one

of Jolliffe's prize essays, and make it an

excuse for spending all the evening with

them, made Mrs. Jolliffe angry with her

husband, D^Wning, Sophie, Blackwood, and
even the long defunct umpires who had
pronounced Jolliffe the champion in that

far remote tournament of quills.

Pascal, she said, she felt sure, was the

harbinger of endless misfortune to the

Pelican.

Miss Bowerby had told her, amid parox-

isms of laughter, that when she went to call

Sophie to breakfast that morning, Mr. Dwi-
nina; was talking to her at the little door in

the wall he had to pass on his way home
from his early walk with his dogs.

Miss Bowerby was to spend the day at

the Halls, who were, Dwining said, hoping

to see her arrive early.

"There are great preparations for the

event, I assure you," he added. "We have

all had to assist in getting up the tent, so it's

bound to be a hot day. The worst of it is

you may be the cause of my losing two
guineas, and I haven't one to spare."

" How is that V asked Sophie—her cousin

being engaged with her handkerchief in her

efforts to subdue her laughter.
" Todd and I have a bet," replied Dwining,

" upon a prize poem poor AYaller is hammer-
ing his brains over for the new paper—the

Cluh Magazine. It's only half-a-guinea, but

it's the glory of the thing, you know. It'll

be a grand start for Waller ; Todd don't

think he has a chance. I did till I heard

Miss Bowerby was coming. Now I tremble

for my two guineas ; really, Miss Jolliffe, you
must make your cousin promise she won't

hold him spell-bound quite all day."

Mrs. Jolliffe was not pleased by this early

meeting at the gate. She knew Sophie too

well to think it Avas designed ; it was an
accident as far as human motives were con-

cerned. Dwining might take delight in

Sophie's society, but would arrange no clan-

destine meeting Avith a girl engaged to

another man ; Avould hardly slacken or hasten

his steps to effect such a meeting, however
much he might wish it. Mrs. Jolliffe knew
this, and as she bent over her Vanthols

and noticed how their blooms which she had
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turned towards her last night, were again

turned to the sun, felt there was the more
significance in the early morning meeting

and that it had come to pass by some
mysterious law of nature. It threw a

diflferent light on the Saturday and Sunday's

proceedings, and made her wish her Avords

to Keith, that were to awaken jealousy,

unsaid.

Mrs. JollifFe could not remain long from
the window looking towards the road, in the

hope of Keith coming to see how Sophie was
going to spend the day in her cousin's ab-

sence. He had suggested a roAV on the river,

if the weather was fine—if not, that they

should practise some songs he had given her.

He had treated it as a matter of course that

he would come, and Mrs. Jolliff"e, heavy as

her forebodings were growing, yet felt that

all might be well in an hour or two. A
warmer welcome than usual from herself

even might set things right. JollifFe was
always the same, always genial and peace-

inspiring. The difficulty would, she feared,

be in Sophie herself. Her mother had not

much influence over her. Even the worst-

tempered people discover in time where their

bad humours or imperiousness are wasted

;

and Mrs. JollifFe had learnt, as Sophie grew
up, that one of the strong points in her

character was a determination not to be in-

juriously fettered by her mother's wilfulness

as her father was fettered. Sophie's strong

point, like most people's, involved a weak
one also, for in her shunning undue and
injurious control she often lost or resented

good and sensible advice from her mother.

Mrs. Jolliffe therefore felt it useless that

morning to upbraid her as to her treatment

of Keith.
" You might remonstrate with her," she

said to Jolliffe, who, to evade family and busi-

ness troubles, had found absorbing interest

in the columns of the Times ; " but you never

do anything but spoil her."

Sopliie came in at that moment, wearing
an air of dreamy absent-mindedness, not

usual with her. ]\Irs. Jolliffe judged it best

to appear concerned about the weather, and
thought it was too warm for rowing.

" Yes," answered Sophie, " for Keith."

And, oddly enough, a vision rose before her

of a bronzed young face and stahvart arms,

it would not be too hot for or too arduous,

but whose comeliness and strength would
appear a part of the rich summer.
"And for you too," added Mrs. Jolhffe,

unconscious of the vision, but not of the

dreamy tenderness caused by it in Sophie's

eyes. " But why didn't you wear the navy
blue suit Keith likes so much 1

"

" This is cooler ; besides, I don't see much
use in trying to please him," ansAvered Sophie
rather hastily, remembering her careful

toilette of Saturday evening.
" What's the matter Avith him 1 " asked

her mother suddenly. "Do you think Mr.
DAvining monopolized you too much 1

"

Sophie blushed and smiled, too brightly

for her mother's satisfaction.

" Did he monopolize me, mamma 1 " she

asked rather confusedly.
" Or you him, my love 1

" queried Jolliffe

mischievously.
" If I recollect, Keith didn't care to mono-

polize me himself, and so hasn't any right

to complain."
" Quite so, quite so," responded Jolliffe

soothingly. " But come here, Sophie. Your
mother is getting rather anxious about you
and Keith."

"Why should she?" demanded Sopliie,

not Avithout some pride and passion. Per-

haps the silence following her question had
more gentle reproach in it than any Avords

could haA^e expressed.

Sophie, after aAvhile, looked up remorse-

fully from her stitching and saAV her mother's

ample cliin sunk despondently on the huge
brooch, containing a lock of hair of the

person Jolliffe hacl disappointed, interAVOven

Avith one of Jolliffe's oAvn golden broAvn

curls. Sopliie saw, too, her father's bright blue

eyes gazing apparently into that futurity as

to which he usually troubled himself so

little. Sophie glanced from one to the other,

and the tears came into her eyes. Keen
recollection of business anxieties and the

infliction of Lovibond's man and of the relief

her modest marriage settlement might bring,

made her feel her careless question to have

been almost flippant, and nothing remained

in her heart but regret for her thoughtless-

ness and tenderest sympathy for the tAvo.

She rose, stepped quietly behind her father,

and takina; his silver head in her hands dreAv

it back and kissed his cheeks.

" Don't fear ; I'll make it all right with

Keith," she said.

Mrs. Jolliffe, instantly forming one of the

little tableau, also kissed Jolliffe, and, draAV-

ing Sophie forAvard from behind his arm-

chair, shed some maternal tears over her,

and said, appeahngly yet reproachfully, to

Jomffe—
"You ought to be a thousand times more

thankful than you are for such a child," and

Jolliffe, Avhose eyes also glistened Avith pride
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and tears, emitted his silvery little chuckle,

and, rubbing his spectacles, said Avith subdued

enthusiasm—

•

" Quite so, quite so !

"

CHAPTER XI.—KEITH HAS SATISFACTION.

It was this little scene (behind the busi-

ness scenes of the Pelican) that caused Keith

Cameron, when, in due time, he paid his

morning call, to be very difterently received

from what he had expected.

Sophie threw doAvn her work and went to

meet him, looking into his face as she did so

with most unusual cordiality and frankness.
" How nice of you to come so early !

"

" How kindly you remind me of my need

to apologise for doing so," replied Keith

;

" but I have to be in London tliis afternoon."

He had taken her hand less affectionately,

and released it sooner, than his custom was.

" He has been much hurt," thought Sophie
;

" what can I say 1

"

" It's a lovely morning."

"Charming."
" But too Avarm for rowing."
" I think so. The river moves like molten

lead."
" So does my heart," thought Sopliie, long-

ing to show she did not care for the cool dis-

missal of the river idea, or feel uneasy at

Keith keeping his hat and stick in his hand

as he sat down on the sofa opposite her Kttle

easy-chair by the window.
Her father and mother had gone for their

morning inspection of the garden, but were

lingering on their way under the orchard

trees, and the sight of them on the rustic

little seat gave new impetus to Sophie's

resolve to concihate Keith. The question

was how to do it. Should she treat the

affair as though she had been in fault, though

she scarcely thought she had ? or should she

geKtly reproach Keith for his impatience and

studied neglect ? Perhaps that would be

best, and certainly would come most natu-

rally.

" Keith," she said, speaking his name wdth

the familiarity of affectionate reproof, " you

have always been so kind to mo, so forgiv-

ing and gentle, when I' have been whimsical

or abrupt to you, that I have felt it keenly

you could be so aAvfully cruel as you have

been since Saturday."

Sophie seldom did things by halves, and
once having decided on letting Keith mea-

sure her affection for him by the extent of

her grief at his treatment, she waS content

to humble herself as she had never humbled
herself before to any one. To watch her one

might suppose she loved Keith passionately.

She had risen, her eyes were wet and full

of tender remonstrance. Keith must have

thought she so loved him. He rose too, but

did not hold out his hand, and his expression

was more thoughtful than emotional.
" If I felt I deserved your reproaches," he

said, " I should thank you for the kindness

with Avliich you have given them ; but as I

fail to remember anything in, my conduct

that could be so described, you must for-

give me for venturing to doubt that you,

who have so stern a sense of justice, really

seriously make such a charge against me."

It is not easy to generous natures to sud-

denly stop a warm impulse such as Sophie's

for peace and reconcihation. She had meant
to llatter and please Keith by the very un-

reasonableness of her blame, and to give him,

perhaps, an exaggerated idea of her pain at

his nei^lect. And now he had answered her

in a way that showed her he either did not

appreciate her meaning, or did not accept it.

Such a speech Avas, as Keith afterwards

expressed himself to a friend, altogether out

of his line ; but he vidshed it to answer two
purposes. He intended to deny anything

like rashness or bad temper in his own con-

duct, and to civilly ignore the unwonted
warmth of affection implied by Sophie's

manner to him. Although his reply had
chilled her to the heart—which, in her dismay

at herself for having let it drift away from

Keith of late, and in her anxiety to restore

her father's and mother's peace, she was
almost ready to lay at Keith's feet, begging

him to guard and keep it true—although she

had felt the chill, she would not let herself

see failure, but rather told herself she must
measure her own error by Keith's coldness,

and be humble accordingly.
" You said the other day we never had

one quarrel, Keith."
" I did, and am resolved to-day we never

shall."

He looked as he spoke, bowing slightly

and smiling.

Sophie did not like the smile even then,

Avhen she Avas refusing, almost obstinately, to

see any bar to their reconciliation. In years

after it haunted her as one of the most un-

pleasant things she had ever seen. She had

tAvo different poAvers of perception just then.

One saAV in every look of Keith's, and heard

in each Avord that fell from his hps, en-

couragement to her Avishes to set matters as

they were, or rather better than they ever

Avere, betAveen them. Another, and as yet a

vague and dim perception, Avhich, though
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but so dim and so vague, could make her

suffer, and send the blood to her cheek or

drive it out of it with painful hurry—and
this saw all and heard all in accordance "with

certain instincts she had always felt concern-

ing Keith. One perceptiveness read hope in

the smile, assurance in the Avords. The other

found both smile and words, cold, sarcastic,

ominous. The perception that pleased her

best ruled her o^wn conduct, as such percep-

tion does generally ride persons, even as

thoroughly conscientious as Sophie Jolliffe.

Keith had smiled into her eyes, had declared

he would never quarrel, surely, she thought,

Satan himself must be "svithin her heart if she

found an e\i\ construction possible out of

this. She took the small, low voice of instinct

for one of gloomy and unwarrantal^le doubt

and tried with all her strength to hush it.

"Keith," she said, "my mother thinks I

have been to blame, and though I know I

never meant to offend you in any way, still,

if I have done so, won't you let me say, I'm

sorry 1

"

Sophie's voice was just sufficiently tremu-

lous at that moment to render, her petition

touching, indeed irresistible it might be sup-

posed, to one in Keith's position.

Keith's feelings, however, having, as he
considered, been seriously tampered with on

the foregone Saturday, were not to be easily

exposed to fresh danger, neither were those

who had tampered with them to pass un-

punished. In reply to Sophie's entreaty

that he would let her say she was sorry he

said with prompt courtesy

—

" I beg you won't distress me by doing so,

or give yourself the slightest uneasiness."
" But I have given you uneasiness."
" If I have felt any, I assure you it is over

now, and I intend to dismiss all thoughts of

it from my mind."
" You will ?

"

" I may say I have almost done so already."
" Dear Keith, how good you are ! I am

so much obliged to you."

That outer pei'ception of Sophie's common
sense or whatever it was, told her all was
well. Keith, though still hurt, had said all

she should expect ; it was for her to be more
demonstrative, more Avarm and grateful.

Thus self-admonished, she looked up with

moist eyes to Keith and half smiling, half

beseeching lips, and laid her hand on his.

In doing this she endured actual pain, but

an indescribable kind of pain, and experienced

an almost phrenzied antipathy to him whom
she sought to win back to her. In a moment
she knew why.

Keith, as Sophie's hand lay on his left

wrist, rather faint and fluttering, like a bird

that only found a perch where it sought a

nest, touched it lightly with his right hand,
and looking into her moist eyes with a smile

v/hich, perfect as Avcre the lips it curved and
the eyes it brightened, afterwards had always
seemed to her almost demoniacal, said—

•

"And now I need not ask if you know
why I have intruded on you so earl}^, or

indeed, after what has occurred, Avhy I have
intruded on you at all."

Sophie looked a little beAvildcred. Her
heart beat violently, but she looked with
steady confidence into Keith's blue eyes.

Why should he have come up but to set

all right, or in the words that came simplest

and fullest of meaning at these times from
the days of childhood " to make it up ?

"

She looked at him steadily, Avith perhaps

something of stupid faith still in her expres-

sion, and said

—

" You came to " Then she paused, ex-

pecting, not Avith exactly pleasurable ex-

pectation, but still confidently expecting that

Keith's smiling lips Avould ansAA-er by some-

thing more affectionate than words.

But Keith only raised his fine eyebroAvs

with a look of surprise at her hesitation and
ansAvered, in his usual languid draAvl—

-

" To say good-bye !

"

The more clearly he may have read the

face before him, the more assured he must
have felt of his complete and triumphant
rcA'enge.

HoAvever it might have been Avith Sophie

before that intervioAv, it is certain that she

then knew the anguish of a sharp stab at her

girlish happiness, her maidenly dignity, and
indeed, as it seemed, at all the hope and joy

of her life. Nor was she one of those in

Avhom sudden hate could spring up to take

the place of slain or outraged Ioa'c. -She

had tried Av^ith all her might to guide hei

heart back again in spite of all opposing

currents to his, Avhere, according to all duti-

ful and natural instincts, Avas its destined

haven, and she had dashed it against a stony

rock. Stunned, and yet not stunned too

much to suffer, it noAv drifted from him
rapidly, Avidely, irrevocably.

Though Keith upon his knees had cried

to it, never had he won it back. But he

had then no Avish to do so. He had meant
to make it suffer and had succeeded, and he

boAved before Sophie Avith peiiect grace and

took his departure intensely satisfied Avith

himself. All the amoTmt of mild pleasure he

had knoAvn in liis engagement to Sophie and
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gratification at the knowledge also that he
was keeping a fervent manly heart from her,

was small and faint in comparison with the

wound his vanity had sustained, and his

whole being had been filled by the first and
last passion of his life, in the last few hours,

the passion for revenge. That passion was
now fully gratified, and he went away
with the feeling that from thenceforth he
would hold his heart and his pride and his

peace of mind entirely under his own control.

Neither love nor anger should again disturb

him.

CHAPTER XII.—A RASH CHAjMPION.

Mrs. Jolliffe on her way up-stairs having
seen Keith Cameron pass lightly down the

office steps with an unwonted smile on his

lips and all the air of a conqueror, hastened

up Avith much and happy anticipation to the

sitting-room overlooking the orchards. She
was herself the bearer of bad news to Sophie,

but scarcely doubted her child would have a

cure ready to ofler her for the evils of which
she came to tell. A light step bounded up
the stairs behind her, and turning on the

first landing she faced Dwining. His counte-

nance was unusually clouded, and she doubted
not he had heard in the brewery-yard of the

events that had reached her own ears during
the last few minutes.

" Well, Mr. Dwining," she said, " you have
heard of honest William Treloggan being

arrested, I suppose, and there's a spy in Mr.
Trafford's office now. Mr. Jolliffe's half dis-

tracted, he's gone up the back way to the

study. You'll find him there."

She pointed to the red door of the little

study and passing quickly up the three steps

leading into the room where Sophie was, saAv

her standing looking out of the windoAv with

her back towards her. Dwining did not

follow her direction and go to the study. He
had said in a less strong voice than usual,

" Mrs. Jolliffe, one moment !

" but she had
not heard him.

There were two doors to the sitting-room,

the outer one, a silent spring-door, Mrs.

Jolliffe fancied had closed behind her, but

Dwining had held it back as he spoke and
she had not closed the inner door.

" Oh, Sophie, Sophie!" she exclaimed as she

entered, " your poor father's almost broken-

hearted ! Here's William Treloggan arrested,

and a policeman in the office examining Traf-

ford's desk. Oh, that Lovibond ! if I could

coin my very heart to pay him and send his

man back to the Antipodes, where he came
from, I would do it i

"

"Mother!"
Then Dwining let the spring-door close, and

fled. He went down and waited in the
orchard. It had been as hard for him to leave

the spot as for a mother to turn away from
the crib at her child's cry betokening sick-

ness unto death ; as hard as for a brave
soldier to desert a comrade whose groans had
just betrayed to him his danger.

"Mother," said Sophie, "it has been done
-—not only the sacrifice of a heart offered,

but all my pride, almost my truth."
" Sophie !" cried Mrs. Jolliffe.

" Yes, mother, all laid with my poor eager

prayer for reconciliation—laid at worthless

feet—to be rejected, spurned !"

"My dear girl, my poor dear child, and the

young wretch went out smiling I " said Mrs.
Jolliffe in a tone of horror.

" Mother, I tried so hard. I feel so de-

graded. I begged to be forgiven if I had
vexed him. I begged harder and harder;
trying to keep down my doubts and fears

about him, and my fears that I didn't love

him through it all. I begged for reconcilia-

tion. I laid my hand on his. He let me
beg ; he let me touch his hand in entreaty

—

in loving entreaty." And the poor little hands
clasped each other with a passion of indigna-

tion. " And then," continued Sophie, " he
politely spurned me

—

intending all the while

to do so—Avhile listening to my earnest, loving

words

—

intending to reject my prayers—listen-

ing, mother, smiling, and intending to cast

me oft'. Oh, mother!" she cried, "why did

he leave me in my first surprise and degra-

dation ? Why didn't he stay a little, and let

me enjoy my triumph ? Another moment, and
he should have known the truth."

" JPliat truth, Sophie darling ?" asked ]\Irs.

Jolliffe, weeping partly for Soj^hie's troubles,

but more for her own.
" That I never loved him ; that I only

hoped and thought I loved him ; that his re-

jection of me—I mustn't be too proud to use

the right word, mother dear, it was rejection

—that his rejection of me, his -withdrawal of

his falsely called love, sets my heart free from
ice. I would have told him more—that though
I have learnt these last few days partly, and
in this last hour fully, I have not loved him, I

have learnt too more than that—I have learnt,

mother "

At this moment there was a knock, and
Dwining, after having made a step of retreat,

had again turned, and was standing in the

presence of Sophie and Mrs. Jolliffe, half way
between them and the door.

" I beg your pardon, Mrs. Jolliffe, I spoke
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to you before you came in here, but you did

not hear me."
They both looked at him in perfect astonish-

ment at his excitement, as he stood shghtly

bending forward in an attitude full of earnest

appeal ; his right hand extended imploringly,

his eyes, full of respect and tenderness and
anger, fixed on Sophie's white, indignant face.

" Mr. Dwining," said she, recovering before

her mother from her surprise, and making a

gesture of dismissal with her trembling hand,

"I am in trouble."

"I know it," he answered, "and kno-sWng

it, inadvertently, must be my apology for in-

truding."

Sophie made a movement as though to go

past him and leave the room, but Dwining

stayed her by so gentle and deferential a

gesture and look that she could only stand

and gaze at him in beA^alderment.

"If I may not speak to her, Mrs. Jolliffe,"

said Dwining, turning to her mother out of

simple reverence for Sophie's grief, " let her

hear me speak to you. I tried to speak to

you, for when I came in I was met by Mr.

Cameron with a taunt that was not only at

myself, but that I considered touched your

daughter as well. Coming into this room

after you, I found my suspicions, that he had

behaved in some wrong way to her, most

cruelly verified. I thought when I had first

seen him and heard from him the taunt, which
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I Avill not repeat, I would tell you that if he

had acted towards Miss Jolliffe as his words

seemed to imply, he should have from me
such punishment as her own brother, if she

had a brother, would inflict."

"Oh, nonsense, Mr. Dwining !" exclaimed

Mrs, Jolliffe ; "it seems to me there's been

quite mischief enough. You had really better

leave us alone now." She had not yet ceased

to regard him as the real cause of the broken

engagement. She had seen the emotion on
his face as he entered the room, with a return

of previous not unpleasant thoughts she had
sometimes indulged in regarding him, espe-

cially when weary of Cameron's coolness

;

but Dwining no sooner uttered the word
" brother " than she became impatient at his

intrusion. Sophie, on the contrary, had to

tiirn and hide her tears. She had sorely felt

the need of such manly sympathy as a brother

might have given her. In a moment she

held out her hand

—

" Thank you," she said in a voice scarcely

audible, " but it's all over now
;

please say

no more about it."

" I will do anything you say after I have
spoken to you one moment," said Dwining,
trying to retain her hand, which, however,

she gently withdrew.

"He who enjoyed the privilege," he went
on, " the acknowledged right of loving you,

and the yet more precious right of possessing

your love, has just forfeited that right in a

manner that may well make you doubt all

men. To make that doubt a little less, let

me say that one who has no privilege what-

ever, no right ever to expect the slightest

hope, has loved you with a love that has

been his greatest delight, even in its utter

hopelessness, does love you now, and will

continue loving you though you may say,

if 3^ou Avill, it must always be in utter hope-

lessness. There, I have said what I felt I must
say. If I have shocked you by my abrupt-

ness forgive me. I have not intruded on you
with any selfish view or wish. I only thought

an ou.tspoken, honest love might be some
slight, very slight, but not uuAvelcome, tri-

bute to the wor*-h that scoundrel has so

wronged. At any rate I am proud to lay it

at your feet, even though it lies there rejected

all my life ; and I will try to keep it worthy
of its place. Good-bye !

"

He did not wait for Sophie to answer, for

she had turned her head suddenly, and hid-

den her face on her mother's shoulders, where
he heard her sobbing.

" Good-bye, Mrs. Jolliffe," he said, return-

ing the warm clasp of her disengaged hand.

" If I have forfeited the friendship I have
enjoyed here, by my words just now, I can-

not help it. I may perhaps never come here

again. I would be glad to be allowed still to

be a friend—her friend ; but—but you will

never see me here again until I know her

wish."
" He is right," said Sophie, raising her head

as the spring-door was gently closed by
Dwining. " Mother, he must not come here

again."
" Don't say anything rash, dear child,"

advised Mrs. Jolliffe. " He's a noble young
fellow. I always liked liim better than Keith;

but he chose a very wrong moment for his

declaration."
" Do you think so, mother 1

" said Sophie,

looking up with some tender scorn on her lip,

and eyes full of pride and joy as Avell as tears.

"Is it such a very wrong time when a ship

has been wrecked upon the breakers for the

gallant life-boat to come up and save what
little human life is left 1 When some one
wanders blindly on a precipice, and feels the

edge give way, and staggers, is that the wrong
moment for some strong arm to clutch one
back, and bring one on to safe and steady

ground 1 When one has had a mad dog's

bite, can the wholesome fire that's to burn
the poison out be put to it too soon 1 This

last excitement coming so instantly on that

other with Keith hurts me, shocks me, but,

mother, it almost seems to me it saves my
life."

" My darling Sophie," said Mrs. JoHifFe,

really affected to tears, " I always hked Mr.
Dwining ; but why did you say he must not

come here again 1
"

" Because, mother, I love him too well to

receive him as a friend, and far too dearly to

accept him as anything nearer."
" What can you mean 1 Why should you

not accept him as sometliing nearer if you
love him ?

"

" What, mother ! Expose him to Keith

Cameron's taunt that I took him—as in my
case a thousand girls take new lovers—to

cover their slight from the old—make it

seem I accept him to spite Keith ?—never

!

or, what is worse, mother, bring on him the

taunt that I take him to save my father's

business. No, no, dear mother, I shall write

at once and tell him never, never to come
here again."

"Eeally, Sophie, you are very unreason-

able."
" Mother, I could act against my own in-

stinct with Keith, who taught me somehow
to distrust it, but never with Edward Dwin-
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ing, who has proved to me that it was true

and healthy and God-given."
" But, Sophie," said Mrs. JolKffe, following

her as she seated herself at the writing-table,

" you will only fret and make yourself

wretched."
" You mistake me, mother," Sophie

answered, looking up with radiant eyes.

" We shall be happier in our honest hope-

lessness than thousands whose hopes are fully

realised. Isn't there more of marriage in a

lo'se like ours, though Ave are divided, than

in fifty years of grudging faithfulness of the

so-called marriage state 1

"

CHAPTER XIII.—SYRINGA OR JEALOUSY.

" A BILLET-DOG for ijott, Mr. Dwining," said

Mrs. Hall, as that most promising of her

husband's pupils came down to early dinner.

Dwining took it and went to the window.

There was the dear writing. He tore it

open (taking advantage of Mrs. Hall's back

being turned while she got out the claret) to

press it to his lips.

" Dear Mr. Dwining," wrote Sophie

—

" The only way in which I can act in

accord with your noble kindness is to ask you
not to see us any more now. It is painfully

embarrassing for us to think of making new
ties, even of friendship, while my father's

affairs are so involved. I think I owe it to

your generous frankness to say I have faith

in Mr. Pascal ultimately conquering the

great e\T-ls that have existed here so long,

though my father and mother are feeling too

much distress to see his work in its true

light. But unless you hear of a great change
here—which you may do before long—it is

far better for us both that you should, as

you so thoughtfully said, not come to see us

any more.

"Good-bye. I shall often think of you
when I sing our songs.

" Yours, with best wishes,

"Sophie Jolliffe.
" Mother again wishes you good-bye."

Dwining put the letter in his pocket, and
stood looking out of the window.

Miss Bowerby and Waller were catching a

butterfly in a net in the side walk. Hall and
Todd were sitting in the tent, smoking. That
summer picture—the hum of the bees and
strong scent of the syringa close by—was
connected ever after by Dwining with the

most utterly miserable moments of his life.

Poor Sophie had thought to be kind, in

spite of what she had said to her mother as

to giving him no hope. She had meant to

explain to him, as clearly as it was at all be-

coming to do imder the circumstances, the

truth as regarded her present position. She
had intended him to see that if the business

difficulties could be removed, and there could

be no sordid motive suspected in her making
another engagement, D^vining's love need not

be hopeless. But it was altogether a delicate

thing to express, and she had expressed it

clumsily.

Dwining read it as all fatal to the least

hope, and from the minute he read it there

was no reason and no faith in him.
" Jealousy, that jaundice of the brain," had
smitten him, and he was its helpless victim

—

sick, weak, irrational, restless, most miserable.
" Pascal is the man," he said to liimself,

apparently absorbed in watching the antics

of Miss Bowerby and Waller with the net.

" She said—I heard her myself say she had
learnt within the last few days she had never

loved Cameron—and she had learnt more

—

I suppose that she could love somebody else.

He Avatched her intently all the evening on
Saturday. Pascal is the man."

" Would you call them in to dinner, Mr.
DAvinin'?" asked Mrs. Hall, "unless, tell

'em, they're a-goin' to live in the tents alto-

gether, like the patriarchs of the ancient

Britons."

DAvining went out, looking doAvn on the

grass, and thinking

—

"If Sophie learnt all that in three days

from a man she never saw before she is too

apt a scholar for me."
" You don't look Avell, DAvining," said Hall,

as his pupil delivered the first part of Mrs.

Hall's message.
" Syringa always giA^es me such a con-

founded headache," explained Dwining, "and
you have such a forest of it here."

After dinner he said to Hall

—

" I'm obliged to be off home directly. I

can't tell how long I shall be aAvay, but I'll

Avrite to you to-morrow."

Hall did not hear from him the next day.

In the course of the week he informed the

Jolliffes that his favourite pupil had decided

to give up 'the study of breAving, and Avas

going abroad. As six months' payment for

his board and instruction had been paid in

advance Mrs. Hall and himself were agreed

that things might haA'e been worse.

Sophie, Avhen she heard the news, laid

doAvn her work and Avent to the AvindoAV.

She leant her elbow on the sill and her cheek

on her hand, and looked out at the blossoms,

which in the last few days had fallen in an

almost ceaseless rain.
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" Fall do^yn, my pretty blooms," she said

to them in her heart, " rain down, rain down.

Every hope and pleasure of my life is falhng

with you."

Mrs. JollifFe, watching her not Ayithout

some maternal tenderness about the eyes,

that made her uncertain of vision, muttered,

'What a muddle these over-and-above re-

fined lovers make. What comes of all their

wonderful instincts and faith and hope in

hopelessness 1—fiddlesticks and foolery !

"

Mi\ Pascal was undoubtedly causing much
necessary and unknowingly unnecessary

misery. He remained always gently for-

bearing with Mrs. Jolliffe—most kind and
attentive to Sophie, who, in perfect innocence

as to Dwining's real malady, liked and trusted

him heartily. To Jolliife he was ready to ofier

an arm whenever he needed it, and was as

considerate as one in his position could

possibly be.

Mclntyre he seldom saw, but was, if pos-

sible, kinder to him than to JoUiflfe. He
only became stern when any of his plans for

improvement and strict discipline were re-

monstrated against by either of the partners.

Then his manner changed ; he bowed, and
told them he would write to Mr. Lovibond
on the matter ; a course they invariably de-

sired him not to pursue, and so the new
manager remained for the time being the

real master of the Pelican.

Mclntyre did not give much trouble, hoAv-

ever, at the brewery. JollifFe was greatly

concerned for him, as his health seemed to

him rapidly sinking.
" No wonder," said Mrs, Jolliffe one day

;

" it's Lovibond's sharp treatment is killing

him.'
" I fancy he's annoyed at Cameron's per-

sistency in Avanting his money," remarked
JollifFe. "He's told him it will take six

months to get the mortgage in, and the

young fellow has been very pressing and al-

most insulting about it."

" I hope, JollifFe, there's nothing wrong"
said his wife significantly.

" I hope not, my dear," he answered

;

" but Mclntyre certainly has more on his

mind than our troubles here, to Avhich he

even seems oblivious sometimes."
" He's been very odd and cool to Sophie

since she and Keith broke off," observed Mrs.

JollifFe. " I do hope there's nothing Avrong.

Poor Mclntyre looks shadowy and nervous,

and his housekeeper told Sophie he's scarcely

ever at his Avriting now. I wonder if there

is anything wrong with Keith's money."

" To change the subject, my love "—(Jol-

lifFe always did change the subject when it

turned to anything like scandal)—"Sophie
is looking very ill."

" Of course she is ; and you don't notice

me, not likely ! though you might see how
my bracelet, that used to be too tight, drops
off my wrist. I knoAv, I tell you, this new
manasrer is killing us all."

CHAPTER XIV.—CONCLUSION.

Again the orchards round the Pelican are

clothed in snoAV, not blooming, but real flaky

snoAV, diamond-dusted.

Some faint afternoon sunshine still lingers

on the front of the brewery. A group of

men stand Avhere the great doors open from
the outer to the inner yard, as they stood

there six months ago.

There are, hoAvever, several gaps in the

group since the summer. Certain familiar

faces are missing. They are of those who
have been Aveighed in the balances and found
AA^anting. Obadiah Treloggan is one Avho is

conspicuous by his absence. The arrest of

William Treloggan had only been a trap by
Avhich to secure the real thieves.

The noAV manager had (as Sophie ahvays
suspected) been on the spot before his formal
introduction on that memorable May even-

ing. He had become aAvare of the fact that

William Treloggan 's Avife Avas in the secret

of the two brothers' dishonesty, and Avas

bound to secrecy by Obadiah's Avife, Avho Avas

her OAvn ' sister. Pascal had not been mis-

taken in thinking that the arrest of William
would soon Avring the truth from his Avife as

to the bold and long-existing system of dis-

honesty carried on by Obadiah. She had
conducted Pascal, accompanied by JollifFe, to

the place of concealment, under the boards
of an outhouse in Obadiah's garden. Here
she shoAved them several barrels of beer,

which it appeared he Avas in the habit of sell-

ing on Sunday mornings and at other times

Avhen public-houses Avere closed.

"Ho! ho!" JollifFe had exclaimed to

Pascal at the sight ;
" so these are the pro-

phets Master Obadiah is hiding in the cave !"

Obadiah is noAv resting from business in

the gaol at Stoke, Avhere he is likely to spend
his Christmas holidays. His Avife and chil-

dren are Avell cared for in William Trelog-

gan's home across Troutbeck Common. Silas,

by the neAv manager's tact, was saved from
being criminally involved in his brother's

trial, to William's great and lasting gratitude,

and Avas sent back to his father's farm in

Somersetshire.
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Although the drays have all returned,

"honest Hopkins " is not in the group in the

south yard. He also has gone to Stoke gaol

to enjoy his recollections of the palmy days

of the Pelican. Several others have left, and
new men come in their places, better able,

perhaps, to endure the neAV manager's severe

discipline.

All about the brewery is in perfect order.

If a stray dog appears, it seems to see the

different state of things and endeavours to

creep out before its trespass is observed.

There are pigeons somewhere, but they

also come under the new code, and instead

of swarming and pillaging in the yards, have
taken their food at proper times and gone to

roost.

Everything looks intensely clean, proper,

orderly, and miserable.
" Deal o' change," sighs old Wharton, not

now seated at tea, as in those pleasant days

when the orchards were in blossom, and the

lilac scent came borne on the steam of the

hot grains, up through the inner yard, and
old Jolliffe went about humming " The bloom
is on the rye." No ; Wharton is wrapt in a

huge coat and comforter now, and carries his

keys in his hand, waiting for the men to de-

part, and replying shiveringly to their lamen-

tations over the loss of good old times by the

invariable complaints—
" Deal o' changes ! Time I were gone

where there won't be no more. Great age

—

Deal o' changes !"

Perhaps Mr. Femyhaugh's office is about
the only place where the withering hand of

improvement is not yet discernible. He
stands before the fire-place, which has a

fire in it now, and indulges Messrs. Wilkins
and Betts in feasting their young imagina-

tions on the Christmas festivities which he
does not tliink he will attend at the various

country seats of the " Gov's " colleagues to

which he has been pressingly invited. Betts

says that to hear of such "scrumptuous "—he
probably means sumptuous—entertainments

is enough to take away a feller's appetite for

plain beef and pudden, and wants to know
as usual what a feller's done, by Jove, that he
should be so different from other fellers, and
expresses a hope that when Femyhaugh gets

into Parliament he will alter " all that."
" To change the subject," says Mr. Ferny-

haugh, " the two gov'nors here are in an awful
funk to-night. Our esteemed manager—'yes,

I say esteemed"—repeats Mr. Femyhaugh, as

he sees signs of irreverence in his listeners at

the word. " And I can assure you the gov'

would have ordered me out of this long ago
if he had not heard of some change for the

better."
" Never mind, Ferny," says Betts apolo-

getically. " Tell us what's up to-night."
" Up ! Why here's Lovibond coming, and

the whole matter's to be gone into as to the

result of Pascal's investigations, and it's to be
decided whether we can go on, or whether we
are to shut up shop."

"But?/oti know what'11 come of it, Ferny,"
pleads Betts. " What's a feller done that

you shouldn't tell us ?

"

Mr. Femyhaugh purses up his mouth and
shrugs his shoulders.

"I have never broken a promise I made the

gov'," he declares deprecatingly. "Augustus,"
he said, " if ever you betray secrets of the

heads of your firm to your subs, remember
your hopes in a certain quarter are done for.

You'll have to remain a mercantile clerk all

your life, and I shall cut you off with a

shilling."

" Well, look here, Ferny," says Wilkins.

"I fancy old Trafford tliinks things are coming
to a bad end. He's looked as yellow all day
as yolks of eggs, and his hand shakes like

anything."
" Well, he has plenty to retire upon ; he

needn't mind it," says Betts. " But, Ferny,

how is it Pascal is so suspicious of him. He
watches him as a cat does a mouse. I've

seen liim watching liim through the venti-

lator a quarter of an hour at a spell."

" Oh ! he watches everybody," replies

Femyhaugh. " Upon my word if I didn't

think he was behind me the other night

when I went to see a poor fellow I know at

Rotherhithe. But I must have been mis-

taken. Hollo ! What's that 1

"

Something very like a scuffle was heard in

the passage outside Mr. Femyhaugh's office,

and directly afterwards the manager's autho-

ritative voice, saying,
" Mr. Traftbrd, go back to your office and

remain there till you are summoned to the

presence of Mr. JoHiffe and Mr. Mclntyre. I

am surprised at your attempt to leave when
you have had notice your presence is required

at tliis meeting."

Mr. Betts, who had gone on tiptoe to the

door, comes back with fingers elevated as

high as his ears with astonishment.
" Here's a go," he says in a very audible

wliisper. " Blest if he hasn't locked old

Traftbrd in his den."

At tliis moment there came a command to

Mr. Femyhaugh from the manager to go to

his room immediately. Femyhaugh, though
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he assumed supreme indifference, went with

a foreboding that some of the effects of the

late severe disciphne at the Pehcan were
about to fall on his usually careless head.

"I may as well tell you at once, Mr.
Fernyhaugh," said the manager as the clerk

closed the office door behind him, " that you
have been watched lately."

Fernyhaugh opened his eyes, and elevated

his nose still more than usual as he answered
without hesitation—

" I don't know that I need mind that, sir."

" You have been watched out of business

hours as well as here, Mr. Fernyhaugh."
Fernyhaugh lowered his head and coloured.
" You have been watched to Rotherhithe,

Mr. Fernyhaugh."
Fernyhaugh looked guilty. He aj^peared

to have every sign of becoming another

martyr to the new manager's rigorous in-

vestigation. He remained silent and pale.
*' You have been watched to a little house

in Cheyne Street, north of Rotherhithe,"

said the manager.

Suddenly throwing off his nervousness and
looking Pascal in the face, Fernyhaugh said

almost fiercely

—

"Well, sir, whatever /may have to answer
for, I am ashamed of notliing there."

The manager smiled as he blotted a cheque
he had been signing.

" I am glad to hear you say so, Ferny-
haugh—very glad. Yes, you were watched
by some one who was anxious to be intro-

duced to Mr. Fernyhaugh, senior, of whose
doings at Whitehall your subordinates hear

so much. Instead of to the palatial mansion
in the West End so often described by you,

you were followed to Rotherhithe, to the

house at Cheyne Street. A little clerk from
the Customs lives there. You were heard to

call him father ; he was heard to bless you
as the son who has for j^ears given up all his

earnings to keep that large family from
starving ; who is now supporting it entirely

rather than have that father overworked
and bullied. Fernyhaugh, you have been a

great help to me, and carried out all my
plans here as no one else has. I have now a

little matter I want you to see to for me to-

night. Do you think this will be of service

at that little house at Cheyne Street this

Christmas ?"

" Sir," answered Fernyhaugh, looking

down at the cheque for twenty pounds in his

hand, and passing his other hand over his

eyes, " it will be life—^^prosperity to them.
They are starving."

" Then be off as soon as this meeting is

over ; and Fernyhaugh, my good fellow,

let's hear no more about that ' Gov ' at

Whitehall. That kindly, grateful old father

of yours at Rotherhithe is worth more to you
than a dozen 'govs ' at Whitehall."

" He will be happier at any rate, sir."

" And your ' great expectations ' must for

the present, I fear, come down to the com-
mon-place fact that your salary is increased

to half as much again. Now good night,

though you'll wait here till Trafford goes."

"Good night, sir, and may your Christ-

mas be as happy as you have made oiu\s. It

cannot be much happier. And if you jDlease,

sir, if you won't say any more about it, I'll

take the opportunity to treat Betts and Wil-
Idns to-morrow night to the pantomime and
make a clean breast of it."

"Ah, do so, and introduce them to your
pretty sisters at Rotherhithe. They'll work
the better for knowing them."

The news of Mr. Trafford being locked in

his office had soon spread through the house.
" That Pascal seemed always to have some-

thing on his mind about poor Trafford," said

Jolliffe, when he heard of the event, " but I

thought it was all cleared up to his satisfac-

tion long ago."

Mrs. Jolliffe was too much crushed by her

own sorrows and anxieties to express her in-

dignation at such extraordinary treatment

of her favourite, which Trafford had always
been.

The dread with which she waited the

meeting that was shortly to take place in

Jolliffe 's private office was shared by Sophie,

who, much wasted by months of anxiety and
suspense, was propped up with pillows in her

father's easy-chair.

The year seemed, indeed, to be coming to

a sad close during the last few weeks. Busi-

ness and private tradesmen had left pooi-

Jolliffe but little of the peace he loved so

much. His daughter's health, too, caused

him great concern.

His partner's mental trouble, apart from
the business troubles, kept him very anxious

and restless. For he had much feeling for

Mclntyre, and had often pressed him to re-

lieve his mind by telling him his secret care.

But anything said on that matter caused

]\lclntyre so much agitation that he at last

refrained from mentioning it altogether.
" It's a pity Pascal insists on him coming

out on such a night," he said, looking from

the window for the return of the brougham,

which the manager had sent for Mclntyre.
" What good can it do bringing him out 1
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I tried hard to prevent it, and begged that I

might be allowed to act for him, but Pascal

said his presence was even more necessary

than mine."

The brougham arrived soon after dusk,

bearing the most helpless and forlorn-looking

of beings. The time had come when he

could no longer keep from Lovibond his

wrong use of Cameron's mortgage. He had

told him all his moral certainty of getting it

back but for his. ward's break with Sophie

Jollifte, and sudden demand. So now he had

to meet Lo%'ibond with this dishonour over

him, and take him back to the Poplars to see

how best to face his ruin, after the business

at the brewery should be over, which business

would, in all probability, mean another kind

of ruin.

"Is Lovibond here yetl" asked the faintest

of falsetto voices, as Pascal removed the

wraps from the trembling form, cold in spite

of them.
" Not yet, but he will be here soon, I

think," answered the manager, " and I have

a letter from him in case he cannot come."

He led Mclntyre into JoHifFe's room, which

looked at its best and cosiest, though pre-

pared for business so much dreaded.

Jolliife soon came down, and was seated

in the easy-chair opposite his partner, whose
weird, startled expression he regarded Avith

much sadness.
" Now," said the manager, who appeared

all calmness and decision, " we A\dll, if you
please, get through the most unpleasant part

of our evening's business first."

He went out and returned with TrafFord,

who looked like an animated corpse.

"Now, Mr. Traflford," said Pascal, "tell

your little story in as few words as you like,

and remember if it is to be given fidli/, accord-

ing to our agreement, I will certainly keep
my promise, and see that you leave the

country safely with all your savings."

The head clerk of the Pelican stood with
his hands on the edge of the table, on JollifFe's

side.

Pascal, Avith a light in his face that some-
how attracted Jolliffe's attention more than
the abject terror of TrafFord, stood intently

regarding Mclntyre.
" Now, sir, we wait," said Pascal with

military sharpness.
" I have to confess," began TrafFord, the

drops standing out on that high forehead
all had thought a very tablet on which
honesty was A\Titten, " that I haA^e been
guilty of a crime I have Avickedly kept
secret for twenty years."

Mclntyre began to lift his shadoAvy head.
TrafFord bent his loAver, and continued,

looking with AA'ild eyes on Mclntyre

—

"You may perhaps remember, sir, when
your son, Mr. Allan, Avent aAvay there Avas a
small sum remaining of the five hundred
pounds left by Mrs. Mclntyre for his educa-
tion."

Mclntj^re put his hand to his head, then
AvaA'ed it toAvards the manager impatiently,

" Why is the dead past brought back to

me 1 " he asked wearily and reproachfully.

Then the thoughts that had been aroused
in him, seemed to gain ascendancy, and he
said Avith decision—

" There Avas a hundred and fifty pounds
left of my AA^ife's money for her son at the
time he left, to be given to him Avhen he was
of age. And that he sent for and had. Yes,

I remember quite well noAV he had it."

He spoke Avith almost angry decision.

JollifFe thought that perhaps his present great
anxiety on Cameron's account made any ques-

tion as to other money transactions of peculiar

pain to him.

"Now, Mr. TrafFord," said the manager
sternly.

"Mr. Allan Mclntyre Avrote to me," con-

tinued Traflford, " leaAdng it to me Avhether I

AA'ould ask for it or not. I saAV you about it

and "

" And I gaA^e it you for him."
" Go on," said Pascal to the clerk.

"Sir, I Avas tempted to keep it and tell

Mr. Allan you would not give it then. He
AATote back and thanked me and said nothing
should ever make him ask you again for it."

" But !
" cried Mclntyre, " I saw his ac-

knowledgment of it."

" I shoAved you a note I said had come
from him, but you did not take it, sir. You
only told me to lock it up."

"And that—go on, Mr. TrafFord," said

Pascal.
" That note was, sir—it almost kills me to

say it—it was forged by me."

"That Avill do," said Pascal. "And now,
Mv. TrafFord, in return for this full confession

of your ivorst crime, we will so far pardon
your systematic fraud in this business for

many years as to let you leave the country
AA'ith your ill-gotten gains. The cab is Avail-

ing for you. I Avould advise you to make
ha.ste aAvay from this neighbourhood."

The manager opened the door and let

TrafFord out before either partner had poAver

to speak or move. On JollifFe the cftect of

the head clerk's confession had been most
curious. Instead of Avatching the guilty
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Trafford, his eyes had seemed riveted to

Pascal's face, which had become quite fine in

its increasing serenity, and—there is no other

word for the expression of the hard disci-

pHnarian's face just then—benevolence.

To Mclntyre, though he had felt the

excitement of the scene, and had roused him-

self to take his part in it, the whole reference

to his son had been but like a shoot of pain

through a numbed limb. It was, as he had
said, a thing of the dead past. His present,

living misery about Cameron overpowered

everything.

"This is sad, JollifFe," he observed, with

a distraught manner, "strange, very im-

portant too. Mr. Pascal is evidently doing
his work most thoroughly—most thoroughly
indeed—but, but pray excuse me, Mr. Pascal,

I am so very anxious to see Lovibond. What
time did you say he would be here ?

"

Never, since Trafford's departure from the

room, had Jollifie's eyes left Pascal's face.

Pascal was as attentively observing Mcln-
tyre's. He looked now into the beseeching

haggard eyes, as he stood on the rug between
the two partners. And he said in a voice

more gentle and natural and rich than they
had heard from him before

—

" May / not be your adviser instead of

Lovibond 1
"

What could be the matter with Jolliffe ?

He had risen and laid his hand on the new
manager's arm and his comely old face was
filling with a seer's inspiration and with a

good heart's most grateful and religious feel-

ing of delight and awe.

"Mclntyre," said he, stooping till one
hand touched the thin fingers on the

chair arm, while the other remained on
the manager's wrist—" Mclntyre ! JFho is

this?"

Mclntyre gazed up at Jolliff"e and then

at Pascal, with that nervous dread of fresh

troublewithwhich those labouring undergreat
mental and physical exhaustion regard any
unexpected interruption to the business of

the hour. But when his eyes had rested

a moment on Pascal's, which were looking

do"\\Ti into his affectionately and reverently,

Mclntyre laid his hand on his partner's and
his bewildered mind seemed looking up to

him for help to erase or verify some un-

believable impression.

But JollifFe turned from him, in his own
great unrestrainable joy. One plump hand
descended on Pascal's shoulder and the other

clasped liis hand, as we only clasp the hand
of one appearing out of the ciread uncertainty

and dimness of long absence—absence we
have thought would be endless.

" Mclntyre ! it's your boy ! Your noble

boy. A nobler man ! It's my Bonaparte of

fortune come back victorious ! My brave

Allan !

"
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A faint sound, a gasped word or sigh,

from Mclntyre made JollitTe suddenly curb

in his joy, remembering his partner's pre-

carious health and the danger of so great a

surprise.

He drew back a little way but he dared

not leave them, for Mclntyre sat looking so

strangely at the great, dark-faced form. It

seemed to represent the dead past he had
tried to shut from him. But now it lived,

he felt. Two warm, strong hands from it

grasped his, and sent fresh life throbbing

through him. By their aid he tried to draw
himself up, that he might look closer into

the eyes that seemed bringing the warmth of

his wife's love back into his soul. He did

draw himself up ; but still the misery of the

present—his dishonour—came between him
and that past he would now fain meet as

warmly as it was meeting him.
" Cameron," he moaned, " the mortgage

;

where is Lovibond ?

"

" My father ! all that is settled. Cameron
has his money. Concern yourself no more
about it. He knows nothing but that it is

all right."

Still the form and face of Mclntyre seemed
only to express wonder and self-doubt.

Jolliflfe laid his hand gently on his arm.
" Unbelieving Jacob !

" said he. " Can
you not see in this—this relief as to Keith's

afifairs and in those loans as to which Lovi-

bond was so mysteriously obliging—can't

you see in these the 'waggons' and good
things from Egypt that should make you
believe and bid your spirit revive !

"

He waited for no answer, but went gently

out and left them together—alone.

"My father."

There Avas a rich mellow music in the link-

ing of those two words (never so linked by
Allan before that night)—a music which
told of the tender, sole ambition, the manly
determination of the best years, the very
heart of a life-time.

The poor, weary, vapour-surrovmded head

wavered a little, then sank somehow out of

sight against Allan—sank almost as low as

the heart whose noblest efforts had been in

anticipation of this moment.
It may take the very finest qualities to

win the forgiveness and affection of one
utterly unworthy of them ; but who can tell

what greater, diviner victory, unknown here,

may not be included in that apparently small

conquest ?

Jolliffe went gently into the room where
his wife and daughter waited to hear the

results of the meetina;.

He stood before the fire, looking into it

and wiping his spectacles.

" Is it all over ? " asked Mrs. Jolhffe.

"I don't know, my love," answered Jol-

liffe with a strange depth of placidity in his

voice. " I came away because poor Mclntyre
had broken down. I left him in our mana-
ger's care. It is his son Allan. He has

come back a very wealthy man."
That night the Pehcan relapsed strangely

into its former unbusiness-like spirit. The
question of finance was never gone into at all.

Mclntyre was led up to JoUiffe's sitting-

room by the manager, who smihngly accepted

Sophie's pillowed chair for him.

"I want to speak to you a minute," he
whispered to her. " Would Mr. Dwining

be very jealous if I asked you to come into

the drawing-room with me ?

"

He very soon, almost instantly, came back
without her. Bending over Mrs. Jolliffe, he

said

—

" Dwining is there. I found out about a

grand mistake of theirs through Dwining's

friend, a pupil of Hall's, and I made Dwin-
ing see how he was wasting his opportu-

nity."

Allan gave up the management of the

brewery to Jolliffe, having, as he said, had
quite enough of it, and intending to take his

father to a more genial climate, and brighter

scenes, undimmed by any sad remembrances.

THE END.

LENT.
By the Rev. H. R. HAWEIS, M.A.

HEAET that knowest thine OAvn pain.

Sleep, sleep, Ijut sorrow waketh
j

Weary heart and weary Ijrain,

Peace thy pillow still forsaketh,

Hidden doubts and hidden fears,

Bitter tears, bitter tears.

XXVI— 15

I would lay my burden down,
Sleep, sleep, but sorrow waketh,

Leave the cross and find the crown,

Where the heart no longer acheth.

Where the weary are at rest,

Ever blest, ever blest.
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But if I am still to strive,

Sleep, sleep, but sorrow waketh,

Strengthen, Saviour, and forgive

One Avhom sin and. frailty maketh
All unworthy of thy love,

Far above, far above.

Make me thine whilst here below,

Sleep, sleep, but sorrow waketh
;

Guide my feet where they should go
Through the night till morning breaketh.

Till I make th}^ life my own.

Cross and crown, cross and crown.

SIJl^DAY EEADINGS.
By the Eey. a. GOODRICH.

March 1st.

Read Psalm xxxii. and Mark iv. 13—25.

HAVING something to hide, the wrong-
doer believes that things can be hidden.

Made conceited by his sin, the sinner flatters

himself that, though the sins of others have
been detected, he will seciu-e his sin against

detection. "We smile at the young child who
imagines he has hidden his wrong-doing,

though its evidences are very visible. But
all through life the sinful are as foolish, how-
beit not as innocent. "There is nothins;

hid that shall not be manifested, neither was
anything kept secret but that it should come
abroad." Could we realise these words of

our Lord we should be safe against that

tempting word of the evil one, " It will not be
knoAvn," or with respect to the good, " It will

be forgotten."

1. As an aid to this realisation remember
moral equalities are self-manifestive. The act

of evil lets loose certain effects Avhich declare

its evil. The guilty pose of the body, the

abashed face, the uneasy eye, the darkened
brow, the changed colour, proclaim with
trumpet tongue the evil that has been done.

As, however, evil grows in the heart, the evil-

doer becomes skilled in the command of these

declarative effects. He can practise the

secret evil and take his place in society as a

very righteous man. If accused of his evil,

with steady eye and unchanged countenance
he may deny the true charge, indeed he may
successfully assume the air of one falsely

accused. Nevertheless, even then there is

an indescribable something as it were thrown
off' from his secret evil which represses men's
confidence in him. In spite of his external

propriety, the wise and good never feel quite

satisfied ; a vague suspicion, notwithstanding
their charity, will rest on their judgment
when they think of him. By-and-by his

secret evil comes abroad. Then it is said,

" That was why one did not feel sure of him;
that was what was wrong !" On the other

hand there are men, not guiltless of indis-

cretions, who at once win confidence. It is

felt they have nothing to hide, there is trans-

parency in their character, they ring true.

The hidden man of the heart, which is the

real man, is manifested, for moral qualities

will come abroad.

2. The progressive character, moreover,

of moral qualities insures their being mani-
fested. It is possible to make points so small

that any one of them is invisible to the naked
eye, and to make sounds so slight that any
one of them is inaudible to the unassisted

ear; but if several of these come together

they are at once visible or audible. So in

life there are spots of evil so minute that to

the ordinary moral eye they are invisible,

and tones of moral wrong so faint that to

the ordinary moral ear they are inaudible.

Could the person stop at any one of these

his evil might not be manifested, but these

little evils multiply themselves, and in their

multiplication and union they become strik-

ingly audible and glaringly visible. A little

thing sometimes makes the balance of the

judgment go down against a person. In

itself the trifle could not have done that, but
already there were in the scale many other

little things to which this last gave the turn-

ing weight.

Then evil as it progresses becomes less

anxious to conceal itself. Having lost his

self-respect, the wrong-doer becomes indiffer-

ent to the respect of others. Impatient of

the restraints the attempts to conceal impose,

he makes fewer of those attempts, and these

fewer he makes carelessly. Finding he is

suspected, or seeing he is known, he becomes
reckless. At length he becomes defiant, nay,

even takes delight in the open wrong wMch
offends and shocks. " There is nothing hid

that shall not be manifested."

3. But should the hidden thing contrive

not to expose itself, God in His Providence
will make it manifest. There are diseases

which in the dull eye or fevered cheek or

languid frame at once declare themselves.

There are other diseases, no less fatal, which
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put out no such visible danger signals. The
skilled physician is needed for their detec-

tion. But one daj^, when the person was

hastening to catch a train, the hidden disease

declared itself in sudden death. There are

vices which plainly declare themselves in the

bloated face, the soddened eye, the trembling

hand. There are other sins, not less heinous,

so hidden that only the skilled eye perceives

them. But in God's righteous providence

there comes all .unexpectedly a turn in the

life, or an unusual temptation ; when, lo ! in

.some terrible fit of anger or in some palpably

dishonest deed the long-hidden evil before

all is exposed. Just as by here a scratch on

a rock and there a bone in the soil the

hidden things of the pre-Adamite earth ha'\'e

been manifested ; or just as by here an in-

scription and there a medal and there a

manuscript the hidden things of ancient

peoples have come abroad; so by many things,

preserved in the providence of God, the

hidden worth or secret wickedness of men,

and especially of leading men, have been

manifested. Men throw their evil or cast

their good into the great ocean of time, and

seeing it sink or float away think it will be

seen no more ; but He who rules that mighty
flood so rules its currents and tides, its winds

and storms, that some day it throws up on

the shore before the eyes of all the hidden

wrong or the concealed good. " For there

is nothing hid that shall not be mani-

fested."

4. But should the hidden escape manifes-

tation by what has been named, there is a

judgment to come Avhen every secret thing

will be brought into judgment. Many an
Achan who has stolen his wedge of gold and
has not here been found out will then be put

to shame. Many a good Samaritan who in

secret helped his wounded neighbour will

then be rewarded. Many a Mary who, all

unknown to her generation, has broken her

box of spikenard, very precious, over the

Lord will then be spoken of. And many a

Judas who in secret betrayed his Lord and
confessed not his guilt will then be exposed.

That day Avill bring to light the hidden
things of darkness. " For there is nothing

hid that shall not be manifested."

Our sin exposed ! the thought troubles us.

We would hide our sin. We would have it

seen no more. There is but one Avay of

hiding it. Hidden in self it burns like a fire

into publicity ; hidden by confession before

God and faith in Christ, it is for ever done
away. " Blessed is he whose transgression

is forgiven, whose sin is covered."

March 8th.

Eead Psalm Ixxiii. 1—17, and 1 Timothy iv. 1—10.

We are instructed that at certain periods

the atmosphei'e contains minute organisms,

which, attaching themselves to certain un-
sound states of the body, produce disease.

In the mental and moral atmosphere there

are also, as it were, minute organisms of

error and vice, which, if our spiritual man be
unsound in any part, make themselves therein

a home, producing moral disorder. In the

time of the apostle Paul these organisms
were abundant, producing two serious dis-

orders, viz., Judaizing and incipient gnosti-

cism. Young Timothy in the midst of these

dangers needed direction. The chief direc-

tion Paul gave him was, " Shun profane and
old wives' fables ; do not argue with or about
them; keep yourself in sound spiritual health;

receive the wholesome words of Christ
;
prac-

tise robust righteousness ; let fresh moral
breezes play about your inward life, and all

will be Avell ; exercise yourself unto godli-

ness."

The spiritual atmosphere of to-day is not

free from dangerous germs. The apostle's

exhortation, " exercise thyself unto godli-

ness " is, therefore, for us also a wholesome
word.

The Greek word for godliness in this ex-

hortation means reverence well directed.

Reverence is one of our noblest c[ualities.

The untutored may exj erience awe or won-
der ; but not a little spiritual understanding

is necessary to reverence. Faith is involved

in reverence ; we must at least believe the

person to be true ere our reverence rises to-

Avards him. A false or pretentious person

excites a feeling different from reverence.

In addition to being true, there must be that in

the person which moves deeplj'' our admira-

tion, there must be somewhat most worthy,

noble, venerable, ere our reverence is touched.

And, further, reverence is not full till the

admiration passes into holy fear, such as is

felt in the presence of sublime worth and
beauty, or of overpowering majesty and
mystery, such as is expressed in the term,

fear of God—the bowed apprehension of His

majesty and the sacred dread of all offence

to Him. This faith, admiration, and holy

fear, this reverence well directed, is godli-

ness. It is not well directed when it is

directed to brute force, or to worldly shows,

or to superstitious ceremonial. Indeed, then,

there is only the awe of the savage or the

wonder of the ignorant. Reverence is well

directed when directed to God, to truth,
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rio-hteousness. Such reverence is god-to

liness.

1. We exercise ourselves unto godliness by
exercising ourselves in the understanding of

spiritual truth. Some will not open their

eyes to the truth that surrounds us ; the}^

sleep and dream. They are the victims of

fables, fancies, vanities ; they have not rever-

ence. But others look steadfastly, and out

from the mist there gradually comes into

their view the mighty truths of God, like

mountain ranges, solemn, sublime, beautiful,

everlasting, and their life is filled with con-

tent, reverence, godliness. Exercise yourself

to that vision by hearing, by reading, but
above all by stirring up your own thought
to realise that God is the Father, and to

answer the questions, What do I think of

Christ ? What is my life 1

2. In worship private and public we also

exercise ourselves unto godliness. Worship
indeed is so prominent an element in the

exercise unto godliness that it has often been
mistaken for the whole. The psalmist fretted

his soul at the prosperity of evil-doers until

he went into the sanctuary of God. We do
not suppose that there he had thoughts or

heard a sermon satisfactorily explaining the

method of the Divine Providence. But there

in the sanctuary, in its holy calm, in its

separation from and elevation above the

world, his soul came to the consciousness of

the infinite gain of possessing God, and in

that consciousness his fretful spirit became
trustful, thankful, i-everent. From the

boasting, babbling Avorld go into your sanc-

tuary and put forth your spiritual strength

in praise and prayer, and your sense of the

worth of God, of truth, of immortality, your
worthship or worship will deepen

;
you will

exercise yourself unto godliness

3.
~

is another direct exercise unto
The doing business with men, being keen
with them in buying and selling, or the em-
ploying them simply as hands and watching
lest you are defrauded, or the serving solely

for the money ; and in all this finding out
the deceit, hardness and selfishness of men :

this, though lawful, is not helpful to a sense

of the Avorth of man's spirit ; but to work for

the good of men, to do something purely to

make men better, happier, and to bring them
to God, will exercise the good in us, will

constrain us to seek out the sood in them.

Positive religious and benevolent work
godliness.

will bring us to see in the penitence, faith,

and gratitude of the aided or restored, the

diviner side of life, and, especially as in this

working we meet with the good, will enlarge

our faith in men which we are so apt to lose,

and without which we cannot have reverence
for man. Exercise thyself unto that honour
for all men and compassion towards the sin-

ful, born of faith in man as a spiritual being,

for this is a vital part of godliness, of rever-

ence well directed.

4. But all the manifold exercises of life

rightly controlled become exercises unto
godliness. If a man pursues his business or

a youth his college course because in the
secular sphere that is the will of God for

him, and is resolved therein to do nothing
contrary to the right, the business or the

course becomes an exercise, and often a
severe exercise, unto godliness. Or if a man
forms his political opinion, and takes his

political action with the purpose of making
the national will one with God's will, his

political life becomes an exercise unto godli-

ness. Or if in our trials we flee to God, sub-

mitting ourselves anew to His will, confessing

our nuAvorthiness, and striving unto patience

and hope, the trial becomes a fine gymnastic
unto godliness. And if in our temptations
we, like our Lord, defeat the tempter, coming
up out of the wilderness with clearer views
of duty and more disciplined strength to

fulfil it, we transform the struggle with the

evil into a gymnastic unto godliness. Thus
life, the whole life, is one spiritual gymna-
sium unto godliness. If faithful to the

exercise, we shall attain a fulness of develop-

ment, a proportion of parts, a freedom of

movement, and a beauty of form in our
spiritual man such as the Greek, through his

gymnasium, attained in his physical man.
" Exercise thyself unto godliness."

March 15th.

Read Isaiah'lxi. and Romans vi. 1—11.

Faith in the death of Christ for sin ever
involves in the believer death to sin ; for the
soul whose faith accepts Christ's death as a
propitiation for sin in that faith confesses that

sin deserves death, and receives the principle

of love. This confession condemns sin, and
this principle of love executes sin. Thus,
the sentence of death to siji is passed upon
sin in the believer in the very act of faith

which justifies him. The believer necessarily

breaks with and is separated from sin. He
is "dead to sin.'' This death is fully set

forth in Romans vi. 6 :
" Knowing this, that

our old man is crucified with liim, that the

body of sin might be destroyed, that hence-

forth we should not serve sin."
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"The old man is crucified with Christ."

When we would suggest the honourable asso-

ciations that gather round age, we use the

word ancient, or aged, or elderly. The term

"old man," used here for the sinful self,

rather suggests practised cunning, persistent

evil, accumulated guilt. According, also, to

the apostle's thought, this sinful self has its

origin in the Adam of the far past, and there-

fore old, especially as contrasted with the new
life in Christ. This old man, or sinful self, is

our inward nature dominated by selfishness.

Our inward nature Ave conveniently regard as

being constitilted of mind, will, and affection.

We may, accordinglj', say that the old man is

self-conceit, self-will, and self-love. The death

of this old man, represented under the notion

of crucifixion with Christ, teaches some things

concerning the death to sin.

1. It teaches that, as crucified with Christ,

the believer, like Christ, dies voluntarily unto

sin. Some would deceive and steal, but they

fear being found out. Others, if they had
the means, or if the debauch would not leave

bad consequences, would plunge into vice. If

they could, what would many not do 1 It is

not pleasant to think how near society is to a

deluge of immorality. The restraints holding

it back need be strong. Such enforced pro-

priety has its worth, but it is infinitely re-

moved from the morality of the believer. He
is crucified with Christ. He voluntarily dies

to sinful pleasure and unlawful gain. If he

might without loss partake of them, he would
not. If there were social anarchy to-morrow,

he would not be among the plunderers or

disorderly. If hell were quenched, he would
not sin the more. Voluntarily, even with full

purpose of Avill, as Christ laid down his life,

the believer lays down to the death the

old man, his self-conceit, self-will, and self-

love.

2. The voluntariness is the more note-

worthy since the death of the sinful self as

comparable to crucifixion is painful. Exces-

sive weariness and thirst, excruciating pain,

maddening fever, all in aggravated forms
seem to have met in death by crucifixion.

Certain sins, as profanity, drunkenness and
the like, are in some cases on the exercise of

faith killed in the life as with a rifle shot

through the heart ; the pain was momentary,
if any. But the old man, the sinful self at

the back of the more open sins is not over-

come without painful experience. Augus-
tine tells us that in his struggles to overcome,
his " heart was torn, wounded, bleeding."

In the garden with his friend Alypius, he had
a sharp time of crucifying his old man. Some

know not this painful experience, because
they are content with the crucifixion of only

the more conspicuous sins ; they do not
crucify the self-conceit, self-will and self-

love ; within certain respectable limits they
allow these much life and activity. Sin ac-

cepts the compromise, and there is a false

peace. But where there is in very truth the

crucifixion of the old man, i.e., of self-con-

ceit, self-will and self-love, there are indeed
painful experiences.

3. But the shame of being crucified was to

the mind probably a pain keener than the phy-
sical sufi"ering. Crucifixion, it is supposed, was
suggested by the nailing up of vermin in a
sort of merry revenge and contempt. Men,
who as vermin infested society, Avhen caught
were nailed up, crucified, as expressive of

society's anger and contempt. The death to

sin as a crucifixion is also accompanied with
the feeling of shame. The hardened sinner

or defiant knows not shame, but the moral
nature, awakened as it is in faith in Christ,

is often distressed with shame at its sin.

Augustine, in conversing with Pontitianus,

saAv how his "old man" clung to the Avorld,

and confesses, " I was gnawed within and
exceedingly confounded Avith a horrible

shame." It is a sign Ave are crucified Avith

Christ AAdien Ave are ashamed of the evil

imaginations that Avill pass before us, ashamed
of the deceit, the vanity, the pride Ave dis-

cover in our hearts, ashamed of the foolish-

ness of our self-conceit, of the perversity and
baseness of our self-Avill, of the injustice and
meanness of our self-love.

4. Crucifixion did not kill at a stroke : it

Ava.s a very lingering death. In this respect

the death to sin is truly called a crucifixion,

for it also is a lingering death. But while

the iuAvard sin dies gradually, the outAvard

sin is abolished. This is taught in the Avords,

"The old man is crucified Avith Christ, that

the body of sin might be destroyed." The
body is the great instrument of the mind. We
can do nothing Avithout using some member
of the body. The old or sinful man Avithin can

shoAv himself in positive sin only by using

the body. But the body, as Paul ever

teaches, is not uuAvilling so to be used ; it is

the great provocative and instrument of sin.

The body of sin, then, means positive, actual

sin, sin of Avhich the body is the instrument.

The old man is self-conceit, self-Avill, self-

love ; the body of sin is the deceitful vfonl,

the dishonest deed, the unrighteous conduct.

The iuAvard sin or old man dies a lingering

death, is crucified ; the body of sin, the actual

transgression, dies at once, is abolished. The
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crucifixion of sin in the heart is the destruc-

tion of sin in the conduct. The result of

both is that "we," the true self, are no

longer in bondage to sin. And to-day faith in

Christ's death for sin does thus crucify and
destroy, for in that faith the soul renounces

all conceit in its own works or feelings for

salvation, and submits itself gladly to the

righteousness of God. The old man is cruci-

fied, self-conceit, self-will, self-love are caught,

exposed, nailed up, doomed to death. We,
therefore, though not free from impulses of

self-will and self-love, are free from the

habitual, visible self-mlled and self-loving

conduct—from the body of sin ; and though
we be overtaken in fault we are " no longer

in bondage to sin."

March 22nr

Read Psalm ii., and Romans vi. 1—11.

Crucified with Christ expresses the nega-

tive side of the Christian life ; risen with

Christ expresses the positive side. Not hav-

ing their senses exercised to discern both

good and evil, some imagine that to be risen

with Christ is to enjoy a life precisely like to

that of the risen Christ. They, therefore,

exhort us to go beyond the example of

Christ in the days of his flesh. But Christ's

risen life is altogether free from temptation
;

freedom from temptation is impossible to us.

Christ's risen life is free from the infirmities

of the flesh ; our present life cannot enjoy

such freedom. We shall avoid foolish fancies

by confining ourselves to such ideas as Paul,

in our second lesson, attaches to the term
risen with Christ.

1. The Christian life as risen with Christ

is supernatural. The power which raised

Christ from the dead was a power other than
and above nature. Had Christ on the cross

but swooned and afterward come back to

life, all would have been natural ; but Christ

verily died, life had absolutely gone out of

His body, yet in that body He came back to

life again. In this resurrection there was
power not simply great or mysterious, but
supernatural. There was the immediate act

of God, in which His personality, His al-

mightiness. His faithfulness, and His goodness
were conspicuous ; an act fitly expressed by
the Avords (v. 4) :

" Christ was raised up from
the dead by the glory of the Father." As
gradually as the eastern desert dies away
into the land flowing with milk and honey,
or as sharply as the western desert passes

into the Egyptian plenty, through long

course of spiritual education or through some
one powerful word, violently as the earth-

quake's shock or silently as the dawn's

breaking, our life in Christ may have come

;

but however it came, it came to us not with-

out at some point the supernatural touch of

the Spirit of the living God. We know not

how, we may not know when, but the glory

of the Father, the personal, merciful, mighty
act of God raised us up into this blessed life

as truly as it raised up Christ from the dead.

With meaning fuller than the ancients we
m.ay say :

" Eeverence thyself." Thou hast

a supernatural life, a life other than and
above nature. The glory of the Father is

upon thee. Thy life in its deepest place is

one Avith the risen Christ, separate from sin,

sacred, divine, destined to great glory.
" Eeverence thyself." " Stand in awe and
sin not."

2. Compared with his earthly life, the

risen life of Christ may be said to be neAV.

Christ has not now to bear the infirmities of

the flesh nor to sufler the contradiction of

sinners. The sorrow of Gethsemane and the

darkness of the cross are not noAv before him,

casting their thick shadow upon his spirit.

He has noAv the joy and power of the trium-

phant Saviour. "Like as Christ was raised

up by the glory of the Father, even so we
also should walk in newness of life." The
life risen with Christ is new, is unworldly and
elemted. A powerful mind which for long

has been idle and Avanton, becomes possessed

by a great purpose, the writing of a great book
or the effecting of some national reform. That
purpose raises the person from sloth into en-

ergy, from ennui into interest, from cynicism

into philanthropy. Ncav thoughts Avith burn-

ing heart troop through the brain ; ncAv

visions of much splendour float before the

imagination. Time which before appeared

too long, is now too short. Society,

which before was despised, is noAV loved

as a brother helper. Life AAdiich before

seemed to be a miserable hut is now felt to

be a glorious field of action. Old things

have passed aAvay ; all things have become
ncAv. A greater change, however, takes

place in the soul risen Avith Christ. A ncAv

and great purpose to live unto God dominates

the soul ; ncAv thoughts, of God, of self, of

man, of the future fill the mind; new desires

for truth, for goodness, for human salvation

possess the heart; ncAv estimates of the

Avorld, of money, of time, of life are formed

;

prayer, AAdiich Avas neglected, is noAv cA^er

ofi"ered; the Bible, which was regarded as
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rather a stiunge book, is now seen to be white

with the manna from heaven ; Christ, in

Avhom no great comehness was seen, becomes
very precious, altogether lovely. The burden
of life is gone, its unrest has ceased, its

darkness has passed away. The life is

touched, glorified with the vital light of a

holy resurrection ; like as the risen Christ

the soul " walks in newness of life."

3. " Christ being raised from the dead,

dieth no more, death hath no more dominion

over him " (v. 9). In like manner the life risen

with Christ dieth no more, it is powerful,

persistent. Being supernatural it is essentially

superior to all the powers of the natural man.
Being unworldly and elevated the allurements

of the world affect it not much more than
tinsel paper affects the full-grown man.
"Because I live ye shall live also," is Christ's

word to the soul risen with him. He gua-

rantees the power and secures the persistence

of the life one v/ith him. " He ever liveth

to make intercession for us." His grace is

always sufficient. No temptation can try us

too great for His succour ; no sorrow can

burden us beyond His strength. He will never
leave us, never forsake us. Our risen life,

therefore, will die no more. On through all

temptation and tribulation, on through death
itself, on for evermore, it "will live and will

grow. While therefore lowly in spirit be of

good courage, risen with Christ death hath
no more dominion over you.

4. "In that Christ liveth He liveth unto
God. Likewise reckon ye also yourselves alive

unto God" (v. 10, 11). The life risen with
Christ is vitally godly. Alive unto God ! A
significant term. Alive to His presence as

are the flowers to the sun, as is the friend to

his friend, quick to discern Him and to respond
to Him whether in the glory of the heavens,
or the strength of the hills, or the justness

of the commandment, or the grace of the
gospel. Alive to His truth, interested in

and diligent to know it as the disciple to know
his great Master's secret, jealous that His
truth shall not be misrepresented, and zealous

that it shall be known. Alive to His will,

not indifferent to or misunderstandina; it, but
seenig at once what the will is, even antici-

pating it, guided by " the eye," not held in
with "bit and bridle." Alive to His work,
to its presence, its needs, its dangers, labour-
ing with Him to estabhsh the kingdom in

the Church and the State, in the home
and the world. "If we have been planted
together in the likeness of His death, ^xe

shall be also in the likeness of His resur-

rection."

March 29th.

Read Job vii., and 1 Peter i. 1—9.

" What is man that thou shouldest visit

him every morning and try him every mo-
ment 1 " The design of these visits and
trials, the apostle Peter assures us, is, " that

the trial of your faith being much more pre-

cious than of gold that perisheth, though it

be tried with fire, might be found unto
praise and honour and glory at the appearing
of Jesus Christ."

1. The fire tests the gold ; if our faith be
genuine the trial reveals its reality, if coun-
terfeit it exposes its unreality. In the heated
atmosphere of a spiritual revival, one thought
he had faith and others also thought he had.

But the common trials of daily life came, its

trivial cares, its ceaseless anxieties
;

people

took no notice of his faith, treated it as if it

were not, or as if it were worthless. And
in this trial his supposed faith passed away.
Another believed in the love of God, and
talked somewhat freely of it, but when God
permitted that dear one, or that fond hope,

or those prized comforts, to die, the faith

in the love of God died too-; it could not

live in such a fire. Or in the silence and
weakness of a serious illness, the thino-s

unseen came out to the soul's eye, and faith

was exercised in God and the world to

come. But in returning health the trial

came ; the things seen then pressed in u^ion

the soul, the cares of life came trooping on,

and the pleasures of society urgently sought

him out. Soon God was forgotten ; the

faith failed, perished in the fire of that trial.

Or the spirit of scepticism abroad in this

age, searching many believing souls like an
east wind, and now and again like an earth-

quake rocking even the established in the

faith, touches the faith of some revealing it to

be not the gold.

The faith of some then is an illusion

;

but of others it is a pretence. Some peo-

ple speak as if hypocrites were confined

to religion ; but they are everywhere : peo-

ple pretending to wealth when they have

not a sixpence, assuming knowledge of

which they are ignorant, shamming a cul-

ture they are far removed from, adopt-

ing opinions they do not hold. And this

worldly habit of pretence finds its way into

religion, especially when some measure of

religion is regarded as necessary to the outfit

of the reputable life. Not a little faith there-

fore is pretence ; still more, we fear, is tra-
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ditional,—a faith handed down to them by
their parents and connections. But real

faith cannot thus, as earthly gold, be passed

on from one to another. It is a gold from

heaven Avhich each must Avin by personal com-

merce Avith heaven. There is need, there-

fore, for testing times as to faith. What
does the fire reveal our faith to be 1

2. In the fire the gold is seen to be pre-

cious ; in the trial the preciousness of faith

is realised. The fier}' trials burn up like gilded

paper many of our pretty notions, and lick

up the little pools of our earthly pleasures,

and reduce to a small heap of ashes the

palaces of worldly comfort we with infinite

pains had built
;
gone, all, before the breath

of the devoui'ing flame. But faith abiding,

proof against the fire, how precious it then

is, more precious than the fire-proof safe, dug
out of the ruins, containing the books and
papers all iminjured. " I have lost much,"
says the tried man, " but I have not lost God,

nor peace, nor righteousness, nor heaven
;

nay, I have come into their fuller possession.

I am a gainer by the fire. I feel richer,

stronger. I am more independent of the

material and temporal. I feel more secure.

How great is God, and how near ! How
precious His salvation ! How lovely fair

His truth ! How glorious the hope of His

heaven !
" More precious than gold the fire

has proved faith to be.

3. The fiery trial, moreover, purifies the

faith. In the faith of some there is much
dross. They believe in the great truths of

Christianity, but they believe quite as much
in certain prejudices, or their faith clings to

things of secondary as of primary importance,

or they hold to changing theories as to ever-

lasting facts, to a seventeenth-century theory

of redemption as to redemption itself. Spend-
ing its energy on these inferior points, their

faith has never yet realised the worth of the

indispensable truths. They, consequently,

are narrow in their views, intolerant in their

feelings, unlovely in their conduct. But the

trial comes ; doubt smites them or sorrow

bursts upon them ; they are tempest-tossed,

driven before the awful blast ; they are

idarmed, fearing they will strike the rocks.

What now saves them from shipwreck ? Not
the theories and prejudices which in fair

weather they thought to be so very im-

poitant. They are now seen to be but
little furnishings of the vessel. They now
yield no comfort, no strength, no hope.

The strong cables and the big anchors, faith

in God, in righteousness, in Christ, in im-

mortality, are now looked to, and as they,

lieing cast forth, hold the soul so that it

safely outrides the storm, the faith receives

some valuable lessons. The faith is purified,

it henceforth holds with larsre, discerning-

grasp the great truths and neglects not others,

but is not alarmed if they are menaced : it

readily distinguishes between what is and
what is not vital ; and seeing how good men,
while diff"ering in non-vital matters, hold the

great truths, it has charity, catholicity. The
faith is stronger, calmer, more gentle, more
patient, more hopeful.

4. In separating the gold from the dross

the fire increases the value of the gold ; so

trial in purifying adds to the value or force

of faith. Trial usually contracts faith as to

the number of things believed, but enlarges

its fulness and force. It is this intensive

rather than extensive faith that Ave need.

We may add a dozen articles to our creed,

and our faith be not a degree more eff"ectual,

Avhereas if we could but double the force of

our faith in God, so that henceforth we
realise tAA'ice as strongl}^ His living . presence
and holy character, Ave should straightAvay

double the peace and poAver of our life.

Among men in the kingdom of the world the

difference is chiefly in force of Avill ; in the

kingdom of God it is in force of faith.

Paul laboured more abundantly than they
all, chiefly because of the more abundant
energy of his faith. Luther Avas mightier

than Melancthon, because his faith Avas more
forceful. Trials generate the force of faith.

They provoke into energy Avhat faith Ave

have, compel it, for its life, to put forth all

its strength, and as by fire urge it Avith a holy
violence to plead, " Lord, increase my faith."

In the trials faith also receives deeper ex-

perience of the reality of the truth and of the

faithfulness of God, and having been, like

David, delivered from the paAv of the bear
and of the lion, it has courage and force to

face Goliath. God has kept me in six

troubles and He will not forsake me in the

seventh. He has brought me through greater

straits and Avill not forsake me now ; or, if

my present strait is worse than all the others,

in the others He gave me to feel that nothing
is too hard for the Lord. Thus as gold by
fire, so faith is proved by trial, that it may "be
found unto praise and honour and glory at

the appearing of Jesus Christ."
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CHAPTER XIV.—PREMONITORY.

^PHE Colonel was not in the drawing-room
-"- when Hester reached it, a circumstance

that was not surprising, since there was little

time to spare for his dressing for dinner, a

ceremony which he rarely dispensed with even
when they were quite alone ; and yet his

absence disturbed her. She was only re-

strained, indeed, by the consciousness that

it would give him annoyance, from going up
to his room at once to make inquiries, for

that something was wrong with him she

felt certain. Her suspicions, for indeed he
looked ill enough, took the direction of ill

health. She had heard him say, in days
when he no doubt meant it, that health was
the greatest of blessings ; if so he ought to

have been a happy man, for like many who
live what the doctors call "unwholesome
lives," he had known but little illness. She
could not conceive, of course, of a time
having arrived to him when he would gladly

have sacrificed his magnificent constitution

for that resignation which is sometimes found
even in the incurable, and bartered his ease

of body for peace of mind.

Hester imparted her fears to nurse Askell,

who made light of them. She had just met
her master on the stairs, who had greeted her
with his usual kindness and the smiling face

which, little guessing who had seen him
without that mask, he had put on as soon as

he entered liis own door. As to any seri-

ous misfortune having happened to him, that

she was firmly convinced could only occur
to one of his race at the seaside. She did

not understand that though " inland far
"

they might be, the Darrells had the same
cause to fear the sea of trouble as other
people, and far less what very dirty "w^eather

some folks met with upon race-courses. No,
no, the Colonel was all right, she would
warrant it, though maybe he was tired with
the long drive in the dust and heat. Hester
did not believe it, and yet such is the power
of sympathy if only it be genuine, no matter
from what humblest source it springs, that
the old woman's words and companionship
were not without their comfort.

What was much more reassuring, however,
vas the sight of her father himself. When,
after a somewhat longer toilet than usual, he
made his appearance in the drawing-room,
XXVI— 16

save for a little paleness, there was not a

trace of the trouble that had lately sat upon
the handsome face. The tone in which he
asked what she had been doing with herself

in his absence was so pleasant and cheery
that it dispelled half her apprehensions at

once. Still what she had so lately seen had
made too strong an impression upon her to

be ignored.

"Dear papa, what has been the matter 1

"

she said.

" The matter, my child 1
" His tone had

astonishment in it, but was not, she fancied,

Avithout a tinge of annoyance.
" Why you looked so ill just now, or at

least I thought so, as you sat on the
drag.

How came you to see me 1 " he inquired

quickly.
" I was in Mrs. Brabazon's carriage, and

when we were blocked in Piccadilly you
passed within a few feet of us, and we all

observed how pale and distrait you were
looking."

" All of you ? who we'.e the all ? " he asked
with a light laugh. "It is most gratifying

to hear of more than two persons taking an
interest in one's looks."

"But indeed, papa, you made me quite

miserable," persisted Hester. " You were
staring straight before you, cutting your own
daughter dead, and with a cigar in your
mouth that was not even alight."

" I am very sorry ; nothing was farther

from my intention than to cut you, but
the truth is I was tired and bored to death

with the noise and racket. I am all right

now, but it's a warning. I will never go
down to the Derby—by road—again. I am
getting too old for it."

" Pooh ! nonsense ! think of my dear

young papa talking like that !

"

She was getting thoroughly reassured ; his

natural manner and the bantering tone he

ordinarily used to her had returned to him.

She little guessed what an effort they cost

him ; she little dreamt, as she covered the sup-

posed convalescent with her artless caresses,

that every kiss was a stab to him.
" Come, here is dinner," he said, with an

air of satisfaction, as the man annoixnced it.

" You must take my arm, miss, to show you

have forgiven me—and I was very high up,

you must allow—for overlooking you in Pic-
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cadilly. I hope you have your usual splendid

appetite."
" I have got it now," she answered, in a

tone half earnest and half gay, " though ten

minutes ago I felt as if I should never care

for food again. You don't know what it is

to see the ghost of your own papa, sir."

" What spoils my appetite quite as much,
ray dear, is a Derby luncheon. You don't

know what it is to eat too much lobster-salad

on a coach-roof, with your plate on your
knee. Like the gentleman in the old song,

*I can " eat but little meat," I fear, to-day.'"

" Oh ! papa, I am so sorry."

" On the other hand, my dear," he con-

tinued playfully, "I am very thirsty, and to

continue the ditty, 'do think that I can drink

with any that wears a hood;' so we will join

in the extravagance of a little champagne."

It was, indeed, necessary that the Colonel

should excuse himself from eating, for he felt

as if a morsel of food would have gone nigh

to choke him, while on the other hand he

had never before stood in such urgent need

of a stimulant. The exhilarating liquid

—

which rarely fails to sup^ily our immediate

wants, but, hke a money-lender, generally

demands a pretty high rate of interest for

the accommodation—had the effect described.

His talk was cheerfi^l and bright throughout

the meal, and not till they had reached the

drawing-room again did he refer to that un-

fortunate rencontre in Piccadilly, the impres-

sion of which he was desirous enough to re-

move from his daughter's mind.

"You have not yet told me, by-the-bye,"

he observed in cheerful tones, " who were
your companions in the carriage besides Mrs.

Brabazon ; I suppose it was Lady Jane, who
is always eager to escape from her mother
and the family chariot."

"No, it was not Lady Jane," returned

Hester gravely, " though it was another

friend of yours. I don't think you would
easily guess his name."

" It was some gentleman, then, was it ?

Not old Sir Archibald, surely. I must really

take Mrs. Brabazon to task if she exposes

you to the fascinations of such a gay
Lothario.

'

" It was not an old gentleman at all. It

was Mr. Digby Mason."
" Digby Mason 1 Do you mean to tell me

that he was driving in the park with you ?

"

said the Colonel, knitting his brows.
" He was in his aunt's carriage, papa, and

I could scarcely turn him out of it," Hester
answered, laughing. " I cannot say, how-
ever, that'I much enjoyed his society."

" I dare say not. I should not think you
two were very sympathetic. And what did
he say when, as you tell me, you all observed
that I was looking so—so bored and head-
achy."

" Not a word."

The Colonel unconsciously uttered a sigh

of relief.

" He saw that I was distressed about you,
and therefore no doubt forebore to remark
on the subject."

" I don't think Mrs. Brabazon should have
brought him with her," observed the Colonel
discontentedly.

"I don't think Mrs. Brabazon had much
choice in the matter," replied Hester. " It

struck me that his aunt stands rather in fear

of him." As her father was evidently an-

noyed, Hester did not think it necessary to

inform him that Mr. Mason had actually

paid a visit to the house before they started,
" AVell, and before that, how did you spend

your morning ? Did your cousin come accord-

ing to promise ?

"

" Oh, yes, papa ; and I do so Avant to tell

you about her. Whatever her parents may
be like, I am quite sure Maria Barton is a
good girl. I never was more taken with any
one of my age before. She is full of tender-

ness and good feeling. I cannot say how
kind and friendly was her manner, how
eager she was that I should come down to

Shingleton, or rather to Medbury Castle

where they live. Of course, as I told her, that

is out of the question ; but I do hope you
will not put your veto against our being

friends."

" Heaven forbid, my child, that I should

oppose you in any opportunity of making
friends," said the Colonel earnestly. " There

is no knowing how soon, or how much, you
may need one."

In her delight at having so easily obtained

a permission of which she had her doubts,

the gravity of her father's tone escaped

Hester's attention.
" What a good dear papa you are ! I

suppose it's quite useless," she added coax-

ingly, " to suggest that pei'haps -in time I may
be tlae means of reconciliation between you
and——"

" Quite useless, my dear, and out of the

question," he interrupted. His tone was
decisive enough, but without the bitterness

that had heretofore accompanied it Avhen

speaking of the same subject. " So far from

preventing you from cultivating your cousin's

acquaintance," he went on, "I would en-

courage it. But as for her parents, your
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reconciliation with them, if it takes place

—

mind, I do not forbid it—mnst needs be
after I am dead and gone."

Hester looked up at him in amazement
and even in alarm. That her father should

have spoken of a reconciliation with the

Bartons as a thing not impossible, at however
distant a date, or not to be forbidden, was
astounding to her ; the reference to his own
decease, to which he had never before alluded,

filled her with vague foreboding.
" Oh, papa, do hot talk like that."
" Why so, my child ? Death comes no

nearer to us because we mention him, nor
even because we call for him. It is only

right that while I am with you, you should

know my views as to your future conduct,

should I be taken from you. You might
have imagined, for example, that it would
have been contrary to my wishes that you
should hold any communication with your
cousin's family."

" I did imagine it, papa," said Hester
gravely.

" Just so. It is well, then, that I have
spoken, and since I am upon the subject—

a

disagreeable one no doubt to you, my darling,

but we must talk of disagreeable things some-
times it seems," here he sighed, for this un-

happy fact had only recently presented itself

to his own mind—" I would say, that should

you find yourself fatherless, Philip Langton is

the man that will supply my place."
" Never, never ! " exclaimed Hester pas-

sionately, "there is no one on earth that

can do that. There is no one hke my dear

papa."
" There are much better men, my dear,"

was the grave reply, " though indeed there

are none that love you as I love you. At
least," he added with a smile, " at present,

I should say there is no one."

"Nor ever will be," murmured the girl

earnestly, " there never can be."

"Well, perhaps not," said the Colonel,

stroking his daughter's shapely head caress-

ingly, "no one to love you in the same
fashion. There is nothing like a father's love,

except what you have never known, poor
dear, a mother's. I am glad to think that i
shall have no rival, my darling. Let it be
' Eclipse first, and the rest nowhere ' by all

means. Only there must be a second in every
race, and' in this case remember that it must
be Philip. He is the firmest friend I have,
and the very soul of honour."

" I like him very much, papa," said Hester
earnestly. " I have always done so."

" You must do mor^, m.y dear, you must

falling

"Look at Sir Aixhibald Plantage-

trust implicitly in him. In my absence it is

to him that you must look for assistance and
advice. Pray remember that."

" Very good, papa, though if you had not
enjoined it upon me I think I should naturally
have done so. He has always shown such
kindness and affection for me."

" He has only shown what he feels. On
the other hand you need not fear his falling

in love "with you."
" FalHng in love with me?" smiled Hester.

" Why he is old enough, I was going to say,

to be my father ; but that's nothing, for if

you yourself were not so young and lover-

like, I should never have the heart thus to

talk to you about—about your being taken
away from me. But Mr. Langton, he is

quite a grave and reverend signor."
" Oh ! that is no bar to a man's

head over ears in love," observed the Colonel
smiling,

net."

" I never dare look at him," answered
Hester, " his trembling frightens me so. And
then his stereotyped explanation of it, 'It

isn't drink, as you think,' when of course one
is thinking nothing of the kind."

"He has twenty thousand a year," said

the Colonel in a tone wliich unconsciously

conveyed a reproof.
" And one foot in his grave," observed

Hester with a shiver.

" That makes it equal to thirty thousand,"

was the Colonel's calm rejoinder. " Not that

I wish you, my dear, to become Lady Planta-

genet, for a moment, or rather I should say

for three months, which one might reasonably

hope would see the end of him. Well, as Sir

Archibald cannot be relied upon as being, so

to speak, ' scratched ' for the Matrimonial
Ilace,'of course no one can be, so far as age is

concerned, far less a man not quite perhaps

in his premihe jeunesse like me," said the

Colonel, twirling his moustaches gallantly,

" but one in the prime of his maturity like

Philip Langton."
" It is not perhaps his years," said Hester

reflectively, " that makes me think Mr. Lang-

ton is much older than you, papa ; it is not

only that he looks, as nurse Askell put it,

' as steady as old time,' but as steadfast ; one

feels that nothing could change him. I have

no recollection of him having been other

than he is now. As to having been in love at

any period of his existence, I cannot imagine

such a state of things. He is one of the best

of men, but born to be an old bachelor."

"And yet Philip Langton is a married

man," said the Colonel gravely.
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" Married ! Mr. Langton, married ! Papa,

you must be joking."
" It is quite true, my dear, and, I am sorry

to say, not at all a joking matter. Indeed it is

a subject so sad and painful that I should never

have mentioned it to you had I not been

speaking of possibilities. With this fact in

your possession you will be relieved of all

embarrassment in dealing with him, and it

will be also less difficult to do so, for in the

secret which I have just disclosed lies the

key to his character."

Hester listened in amazement, not only at

the information itself, but at the gravity and
earnestness of the tone Avith which it was im-

parted—a tone so foreign to her father's lips

that she felt it to be dictated by something

beside the subject, however serious, which
formed its topic. The vague alarm which
had seized her at the beginning of their

talk now once more took possession of her.

That he had not hitherto revealed to her his

friend's secret did not at all surprise her ; she

was thankful for such confidences as her

father reposed in her, but without feeling

them her due. But why should he tell her

now, and after so long a silence 1

" When Philip Langton was a very young
man, my dear—and if you had seen him
then, you would have said that h^ was not

only capable of falling in love, but of in-

spiring it—he married a girl no older than

yourself and as fair to look upon. That
woman is alive now. I saw her ten months
ago : a creature hardly recognisable as a

woman, reeling from the doors of a gin-shop."

"Oh, papa, how terrible !"

" Yes, and she was worse than a drunkard

;

she disgraced and deserted him."

"Poor man !" murmured Hester pitifully
;

then, after a pause, she added, "Poor woman !"

" Do not think that he cast her off and left

her to starve," said the Colonel earnestly and
with emotion. "Philip Langton is not as

other men. She has drained his purse, as she

did his honour, to the dregs. It is a subject

there is no need to speak of further," added
the Colonel, " but it was necessary that you
should know it. Now you will understand

him better."

Hester did not speak ; her eyes were full

of tears. It seemed to her that there had
never been so sad a story.

"You must not distress yourself about it,"

he continued with an attempt at cheerfulness.
" We have most of us our troubles, more or

less ; besides, this happened so long ago that

you might as well weep for the massacre of St.

Bartholomew. Come, you must be very tired

after your short night, as I am after my long

day. Kiss me, my child, and go to bed."

The Colonel pressed her to his heart in

a long embrace, and they parted without
another word. In some respects the evening

had been a painful one to Hester, yet she

felt that she had never learned so much of

her father's chai'acter before. It had never,

indeed, seemed to her that anything was want-

ing in him ; she was too loyal for that, but
she had not hitherto suspected the existence

in him of such deep and serious feelings. It

was probable, however, that they were more
transitory than she gave him credit for ; for

though the Colonel continued some time after

his daughter left him plunged in thought, he
presently rose and let himself quietly out of

the front-door and repaired to the "Pick,"

where, in spite of his supposed fatigue, he
remained till far into the morning. As the

toper after a debauch is all the more inclined

for his favourite vice, or, as the phrase goes,

"to take a hair of the dog that bit him," so

it is with the gambler ; and the very fact of

his having lost heavily on the race-course

induced the Colonel to play higher than usual

at the club.

CHAPTER XV.—SUITORS.

There are some things of a very common-
place kind, such as the " way of a ship in the

sea," that even Solomon professed himself

unable to understand ; it is therefore no
humiliating confession to own that the attrac-

tion which certain vices possess for a large

proportion of the human race is absolutely un-

intelligible to the present writer. As regards

strong liquor, for example, though the allure-

ments to those who would fain forget their

poverty and drown their cares, if only for a

time, are obvious enough, I cannot understand
why a man in comfortable circumstances

should take to it ; one would almost imagine
that, like opium, it has some special charm for

certain constitutions which the advocates of

teetotalism have altogether left out of their

calculations. It is the same with the pas-

sion for gambling ; no one can deny the

attraction of its excitement ; within certain

limits it is even intelligible that a person with

very little money—inadequate, as he con-

siders, for his needs—should risk his all on
the chance of acquiring wealth ; but that a

n^ an who has already a competence should im-

peril that in hopes of adding to a fortune

sufficient for his requirements, seems to me
mere midsummer madness. Here, too, I

think there must be some temptation un-

dreamt of by us who do not dabble in stock
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and share, or make books upon the Derby,

which should make us more charitable in our

denunciations.

The case of Colonel Eichard Darrell, how-
ever, it must be admitted, was an excep-

tionally bad one. His present risks were
not his first risks. He had known what
it was, as we have hinted, to lose more than

he could afford, and even to endanger

the future prospects of his only daughter.

Then Fortune, seldom so pitiful, had given

him an opportunity, not indeed of recovering

what he had lost, but a portion of it, without

any risk whatever. He had drawn the

favourite in a Derby lottery which, if the

horse won, would put two thousand pounds
into his pocket. As the animal was at short

odds it would have been easy for him, as

Langton had pointed out, to make sure of a

considerable sum by hedging (i.e. by betting

against it). At the worst he could have
stood his chance of winning the whole stake

by betting nothing. He had almost pro-

mised his friend to do the one, and had pro-

mised himself to do the other. He had made
up his mind that this perfectly " safe invest-

ment " should be the last one of any moment
that he would ever make on horse or card

;

henceforth for his Hester's sake he would
risk nothing serious. And yet not contented

with the gain that would accrue to him if the

horse should win, he had actually backed the

animal for a large amount, and of course had
lost it. At the time he had persuaded him-

self that he had done it for Hester's sake, and
if he had won would no doubt have regarded
his conduct with much complacency ; but,

now that he had not won, the scales dropped
from his eyes like a glass without a string,

and he felt that what he had done was
wholly selfish and inexcusable. It was no
wonder that he had looked "so unlike him-
self" as he came back from the scene of

disaster, and had so unwontedly "bared his

heart before the crowd."

There is much misconception about
gambling, not only as regards the nature of

the thing, which is supposed to be confined

to cards or the race-course, whereas it crops

up in many other and quite as dangerous
forms, but its essence. By many persons it is

supposed that to play for money is gambling,
the irrationality of which idea has been
pointed out even by that stern moralist. Dr.
Johnson. Some, again, suppose it to be
playing for high stakes, but stakes may be
high to persons of small incomes which are

quite insignificant to rich men. The true

definition of gambling is the playing for more

than we can easily afford. To whomsoever
a game is not a mere amusement but a mat-
ter of moment, the man who plays it is a

gambler.

If Colonel Richard Darrell was not, as

some men certainly are, a gambler born,

he had become one; and henceforth "he
took his pleasure sadly." His hope, of

course, was still to retrieve his fortunes, or

rather to get some salvage out of the wreck
of them, and no one could say that he was
not diligent in his vocation. Unhappily it is

not "piquet" only in which perseverance

may avail us nothing. Proverbs which have
been so admirably defined as " the wisdom
of many and the wit of one," require some
wisdom in the " one " to be useful in their

application. There is a general impression

that if a man will only stick closely to any
one pursuit he is sure sooner or later to suc-

ceed in it ; that, to use a vulgar but very sig-

nificant saw, it is "dogged as does it;" but "to
knoAv when to stop " in a calling for which
we are naturally unsuited, is also very good
advice, and I notice that a good many people

prefer to keep on butting their heads against

a brick wall, to making a little detour

through some gate that would easily admit
them into another field.

It must be admitted, however, that there

were few gates open to the poor Colonel

;

indeed, like too many of us, he had closed

all gates that led to anywhere worth going

to with his own hand. And yet there

were elements of good about him, which
made his case more pitiable than that of

most men in the same condition. For my
OAvn part, I OAvn to a liking for him, which
makes it painful for me to dwell upon the

details of his downward career. In a material

sense, indeed, it was not all downward, or

rather it was not unbrokenly so. His descent

was like that from a rugged mountain, the

formation of which compels the wayfarer oc-

casionally to climb some spur or crag, instead

of descending ; now and then, that is to say,

flattering himself that luck had changed, his

spirits would rise accordingly, but on the

whole his course tended downwards as surely,

though not as constantly, as that of a streamlet

to the sea. Warned, however, by what had
already happened, he carefully concealed all

evidences of his ill-luck; he kept. Heaven
knows how, a fund of cheerfulness for his

daughter, and the old smile (it was the only

winning way he had) for his friends. If the

Colonel was beginning, as they said, "to show
his age a little," it was high time he should

do so ; while Hester saw only so much change
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in him as prevented her, she scarce knew
why, and still less why the fact should

trouble her as it did, from calling him, as she

had been wont to do, "her dear young
papa."

It must be remembered, too, that hope

was kept alive in him as regarded Hester,

even when things were most hopeless as con-

cerned his own affairs. Should she but make
—as he had every reason to expect that she

would do—a good marriage, all would still

be well with her, and in that case it would

be of small consequence indeed to him what
fate, nay, justice, might have in store for

himself.

Even when certain things occurred (known
only to himself) which imperilled this hope,

the Colonel, like some riven-breasted stone,

which lifts its head above the foam of the

torrent, still showed a bold front to the

world.

Hester's life, as he had planned it for her,

was very gay, and wherever she went, her
" success," as it is called, though she herself

was almost wholly unconscious of it, was
marked and brilliant. She perceived with

pleased surprise that everybody was very

kind to her ; but attributed it all, or nearly

all, to her father's popularity. Certain

attentions, indeed, were paid to her which
the most diffident and unegotistic nature

could hardljr put down to this account ; but

those she would fain have ignored. Com-
pliments and soft nothings would have had
no attractions for her in any case, but that

unfortunate discourse of her father was not

without its effect—the very reverse of that

which he intended—in causing her to receive

with coldness and distaste the attentions of

the Algeys and the Monties, among whom she

moved.
Lord Thirlmere showed his devotion to

her in many ways, none of which were very

acceptable. He was not at all to her taste,

and if he had been, the Imowledge (which

her ladysliip contrived to impart to her) that

his mother was opposed to his intentions,

would have been sufficient to make them
unwelcome. Hester's pride, though it Avas

of another sort, was fully equal to that of

Lady Buttermere. The young gentleman,

however, was far from being discouraged,

and enlisted his sisters in his cause, who
often brought about a meeting befcAveen the

young people. They themselves neither

approved nor disapproved of his intentions
;

but it was more important to them to keep
Thirlmere in good humour with them than

to conciliate their mother, of whose affections

they were secure. As to Lord Buttermere,
though he had no great opinion of his son's

intelligence, he believed him to be sane.

Had he suspected him of any serious design
upon any woman, young or old, who had
less than a hundred thousand pounds of her
own, he would have thought him only fit for

a lunatic asylum.

One day the young ladies called, as they
often did, in Welham Street, to propose a
new amusement.
"You have been almost everywhere, and

seen almost everything, my dear Hester,"
said Lady Gertrude, " but you have never
been to Hurlingham, and we mean to take
you there to-morrow."

"That is the place where they shoot
pigeons, is it not 1 " inquired Hester.

"Yes," assented Lady Jane ; "and Thirl-

mere is such a capital shot. He quite de-

pends upon exhibiting his skill in your
presence. I only hope it will not make him
nervous."

" I am quite sure it will not," said Hester
quietly. " Nothing would induce me to go
to such a place."

"But, my dear Hester, everybody goes
there. What can be your objection ? You
don't suppose we would ask you if it were
not a right thing to do ; and, though as it

happens mamma will not be with us, we
shall, of course, take a chaperon."

" I don t mean that. It is not the place I

object to, but the pigeon-shooting. I think
it is a very cruel and cowardly sport—if,

indeed, it can be called sport at all."

" My dear Hester !

"

" That is my opinion, at all events. Lady
Jane."

" Lady Jane ! I really could never have
supposed you could be so angry about
nothing at all. I am sure our brother will

never shoot at pigeons again when he hears
how strongly you feel about it. But what is

the difference between shooting a jjigeon or a

partridge ?

"

" The same difference that there is between
shooting a wild raljbit and a tame one.

Would Lord Thirlmere think it sport to

turn rabbits out of a hutch and shoot them
in the grounds of Crummock House 1

"

" But, my dear Hester," reasoned Lady
Gertrude, " you surely are not going to set

up your opinion against that of all the
world ?

"

"Nothing is farther from my intention,

except indeed the going to Hurlingham."
The topic was changed at once ; but Lord

Thirlmere's envoys perceived that it had
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been an unfortunate one. They got away

from Welham Street as soon as they con-

veniently could, and discussed their blunder

in the carriage.

" I could not have believed it possible that

Hester could have shown such temper," said

Lady Jane.
" You mean upon such a subject," returned

the other. " Her indignation is very easily

aroused : don't you remember the passion

she got into at Fromsham, about the little

boy that was sent to prison for picking up
sticks in the park ? The fact is she has been

reading some of those horrid newspapers

which are always finding fault with the

amusements of their betters, and call pigeons

doves."
" No," observed Lady Jane with gravity

;

*' the Colonel would never have encouraged

anything of that kind. My belief is her

motive was much deeper ; she was glad of

the opportunity of speaking her mind about

Thirlmere. Between you and me, Gertrude,

I don't believe she cares for him one bit."

"Is that possible V returned the other in-

credulously. "Just imagine what & parti he

would be for her."

"Quite true. At the same time—you
tnow how I like her, and how unwilling I

should be to say anything to her discredit,

but I believe Hester Darrell is quite capable

of making a love match."

This little unpleasantry did not interfere

with Hester taking part in the usual gaieties

of the season at Crummock House, where in-

deed Lord Thirlmere was to be seen less

often than at entertainments elsewhere, nor
did she refuse Lady Buttermere's occasional

offer of a seat in her box at the opera, where,

we may be sure, the heir of the house Avas

not to be found. Her relations with the

family indeed, so far from being interrupted,

were perhaps closer than before, but it was
somehow or other conveyed to Lord Thirl-

mere through his sisters that in paying at-

tentions to Miss Hester Darrell he was wast-

ing his valuable time. He confessed to himself

that it Avas a " facer," and consoled himself

as best he could.

Mr. Digby Mason was a much more per-

severing swain. He gave himself the trouble,

which his lordship would never have done, of

studying Hester's character, and if he failed

to impress her favourably, at least he never
offended her instincts. The Colonel, thou2;h,

as we have seen, very far from encouraging
liis suit, was not personally disinclined for his

society, and of late had become more inti-

mate with him. Circumstances had occurred

which made it difficult for him to resist

Mason's evident desire to gain a footing in

"Welham Street, and he had even asked him
to dinner once or twice in a friendly way.
On these occasions the young man had much
astonished his host by the familiarity he
had exhibited with literature, and matters
altogether out of his own beat. He had only
known Digby Mason as a very knowing
hand in such things as he considered prac-

tical, and had not suspected in him the exist-

ence of other accomplishments ; and if he had
chanced to overhear the sentiments to which
the young gentleman gave utterance when
conversing with his young hostess, he would
have still more wondered at them, and where
he got them from.

The fact Avas, Mr. Digby Mason was not
only a very clever fellow, but in his earlier

years had given promise of being something
much better than that he had turned out
to be. The high road to fortune, if not
to fame, had at one time been open to him,

much smoother and less hilly than it shows
itself to most, but he had deliberately

turned his back upon it and chosen a by-

way leading nowhere. It had been pleasant

enough at first, and plentifully strewn with
flowers ; he had thrown the reins upon
the neck of his desires, and they had taken
him whither they would ; but soon the

path had become choked with weeds, and
there had been disasters on the way which
he had to repair as he could ; and now the

very ground on which he stood had become
a slippery quagmire, and it was all that he
could do to keep his feet, and if he should fall,

or rather should be seen to fall, no one knew
better than himself that he would "go under,"

and be never seen of men again.

The efforts that he made to recall the

knowledge Avhich he had once taken pleasure

in, but Avhich he now despised, were pain-

ful to him, and even humiliating, but his

self-respect had suffered much Avorse things

than that, and he had rallied all the shat-

tered forces of his character, and marshalled

them, to AAan Hester Darrell for his Avife.

The Colonel shut his eyes to the fact,

though he had a suspicion of it ; there were
reasons Avhich made it difficult for him to

interfere, and caused him rather to trust

to Hester's good sense, and her knoAvledge

of his OAATi Avishes ; but secretly he chafed

and Avinced under his OAvn enforced and un-

accustomed tolerance. None the less, too,

did he resent the references which PliiHp

Langton occasionally dropped concerning

Mason's intimacy in Welham Street (albeit
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it "was much greater than he had any idea

of), nor was he sorry that Langton's per-

sonal dislike of the young man prevented his

being on any occasion his fellow-guest.

It is not too much to say that the thought of

his broken fortunes themselves was not more
grievous to the Colonel than the part he had
to play in his own house ; but he had made
his own bed (and knew it), and he must lie

on it ;• the cup of Pleasure, to those who con-

fine themselves to it solely, soon palls at best,

but when it gets near the bottom the contents

sometimes grow very bitter. Eichard Darrell

was draining it to its very dregs. As to

Hester, thus deprived of her father's shield,

and open to the attentions of a young man
in many respects attractive, and who more-

over passionately, and as far as was possible

to his nature, genuinely loved her, her maiden
affections seemed truly in some danger. She
herself hardly knew whether Mr. Mason's

visits were welcome to her on her father's

account or on her own, but they were
certainly not unwelcome. He evidently pos-

sessed the Colonel's confidence, which was a

ready passport to her favour, and she con-

fessed that his conversation was more agree-

able to her than that of most young men.

His views and opinions were generally in

sympathy ^vith her own, and if he made a

mistake in the matter he took care to repair

it, but at present at all events he had no
individual attraction for her. He felt this

himself, for Avhenever he ventured to illus-

trate a tender sentiment by a personal

application she instinctively glossed it over,

as a skater glides over thin ice. If she had
refused to approach it at all, as though it had
been a hole marked " dangerous," he would
have had better hopes of his success, for it

would at least have shown him that she had
fears for herself.

It Avas clear to him that imless he could

find the means to be on more familiar terms

with her, or if possible of establishing a mutual

confidence, his labour—which was no light

one, though it was one of love—Avould be

labour in vain.

Though he had failed as a guest there was
a chance that he might succeed as a host, the

playing of which character gives certain

opportunities to one who, like himself, knoAvs

how to take advantage of them, and is not

hampered by delicate scruples. He was not

unaware, however, that Lord Thirlmere had
essayed the same role (in that projected enter-

tainment at Hurlingham), and by no means
with success, so that it behoved him to pro-

ceed with caution. It might be difficult for

her to say " No " to his invitation, but if she

did say it, further progress with her would be
rendered impossible. In this matter. Fortune
favoured him.

CHAPTER XVI.—A GREENWICH DINNER.

The summer was getting far advanced, and
London was " thinning "—a common expres-

sion, though about as applicable a one as ifc

would be if applied to some scene of tropical

vegetation where a few gay flowers have
been transplanted elsewhere. In the absence
or cessation of the more brilliant entertain-

ments, modest little amusements found their

place, and Hester became a frequent visitor

at the Wests, where, in the garclen attached

to their house in Bayswater, lawn tennis

was played. It was a game that was ncAv

to Hester, who pursued it with the usual

enthusiasm (unintelligible to outsiders as

the passion for bezique), and as, thanks to

the exercise it aflforded, the roses on her
cheeks, which late hours had paled a little,

soon began to deepen, she was encouraged
to cultivate it.

Mrs. West even proposed that Hester
should come and stay a few days with
them, where the air, she protested, was
purer than it was in Welham Street, as

the look-out, for the house faced the garden,

was certainly more countrified. At first

Hester positively declined to leave her father^.

whose health and spirits had of late been
manifestly declining, and only consented

upon his pointing out that her so doing
would enable him to run down for a day
or two to the seaside, which he always found
to be beneficial.

To the Colonel the seaside, and indeed

the country generally, had long meant
Brighton ; he rarely left London for any
other place, and if he did, regretted it

;

but on this occasion he had been recom-
mended by some medical authority to Bog-
nor. If he found the place pleasant, it was
possible, he said, that he would take a
house for Hester and himself there for the
autumn—a preposterous notion, at which
even nurse Askell smiled. The Luck of the

Darrells might do many marvellous things

for them in connection with the sea, but
could hardly bring her master to such a pass

as that. In the meantime, and while he

pruned his wings—it must be confessed witli

as little pride as pleasure—for this brief

flight, he sent Hester to Mrs. West, where
he also paid a daily visit himself and gene-

rally dined. She was a hospitable woman,
and exercised hospitality in the best manner;
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her dinners were good, without the least

pretentiousness ; and (what is very rare

at houses where there is no male head) her

wines Avere honest—not, as the wit said,

" poor but honest."

Her income Avas modest, but sufficient for

the Avants of herself and girls, and since it

Avould suffer no decrease at her death, she

saw no reason for a strict economy. On the

other hand, she never indulged in extrava-

gances ; even dinner-parties Avere rare Avith

her ; but (Avhat is much less common than

the giving of dinner-parties) her friends were

ahvays Avelcome to drop in to dinner, and sure

of finding one. Her husband had been a

brother officer of the Colonel's, and hence his

friendship Avith his Avidow, to Avhom he Avas

attached by all that Avas best in his character.

He had even sometimes said to himself re-

specting her, " NoAv if I were a marrying

man there is the mother for my Hester
;"

but then he was not a marrying man.

Still less was Mrs. West a marrying Avoman.

She lived for her daughters—a circumstance,

hoAvever, which in no Avay made life less

pleasant to her, or prevented her from sym-

pathising Avith and doing good to others. A
man whom we hear spoken of as " a good

father," or a AVoman as " a good mother," are

too often little else that is good as regards

their relations with the Avorld at large.

Their affection for their family seems to ab-

sorb all their capabilities of tenderness

;

Avith others kindness grows wdth its growth
at home, and throws out its tendrils in all

directions ; and I verily believe that the

contemplation of her own daughters, and the

reflection of how things would be Avith them
should they become motherless, begat in Mrs.

West an affection for Hester Darrell over

and aboA^e that Avhich her OAvn merits had
won for her.

At all events, it was impossible for Hester

to imagine a kinder hostess ; Grace and
Marion, her girls, vied with their mother
in making their guest happy. These young
ladies had both pursuits of their OAvn besides

a moderate love of reading. They did

not rise in the morning with the appre-

hension that the day might not bring forth

some excitement for them ; and they had
other topics of conversation than the short-

comings of their friends. Hester had suf-

fered no ill-effects from the social atmosphere
to Avhich she had been of late accustomed,

but she felt that this one was more Avhole-

some and less artificial, more rarefied and
less airified. The young ladies she had
hitherto mingled Avith, compared with these,

Avere as the flowers in Crummock House con-

servatory to those groAvn in the open air.

Amusement Avas not so greedily grasped at

by her present friends, but when it came it

Avas quite as Avelcome to them, and enjoyed
much more fi'om its comparative infre-

quency.

"Come, girls, here is a treat for you," ex-

claimed Mrs. West, as she laid doAvn a letter

she had just received, on the breakfast table

one morning ;
" you have got an iuAritation

to a GreeuAvich dinner on Thursday."
" Oh ! mamma, how charming !

" White-
bait they kncAV ; indeed, they could cook it

admirably, and prided themselves Avith rea-

son on the accomplishment, but in its proper

habitat—GreenAvich—they had never eaten it.

" Hester smiles at your enthusiasm," said

Mrs. West ;
" she is, I am afraid, thoroughly

hlasie ; unless Ave took her for a happy day at

Rosherville I can think of no new pleasure

to offer her."

"I was only smiling because the girls

looked so pleased," explained Hester ;
" I

hope you Avill all enjoy it very much. As a

matter of fact I have never been admitted to

that brown-bread-and-butter Paradise, but

ha\'e been able to survive the exclusion. If

you Avill be so good as to let me invite nurse

Askell, whom I Avant to have a talk Avith

rather particularly, to take tea with me on
Thursday, I shall not envy you one bit."

" My dear Hester, nothing would induce

me to leave you," said Marion earnestly

;

" you shall have nurse Askell on any other

day you please ; but on Thursdaj' you and I

Avill be tete-a-tete."

" Excuse me, Marion, but it is my turn to

have Hester to myself for an evening," said

Grace quietly. "Remember I went to the

classical music the other night with mamma
Avithout a murmur."

" My dear girls, of course Hester is going

Avith us to GreenAvich," exclaimed Mrs. West.

"She is not only specially included in the

invitation, but I have my doubts Avhether, if

she had not been staying with us, we our-

selves should have been invited at all. Mrs.

Brabazon is a much greater friend of hers

than she is of ours. However, it's very kind

of her, I'm sure."
" Mrs. Brabazon ! Dear me !" said Grace,

"is it not rather unusual for a lady to give

a dinner at GreenAvich ?"

" It is unusual, you mean, for one to give

a dinner to us" returned Marion, laughing.

" Come, pray, let us have no scruples. Little

fish at GreenAvich are very sweet."

Hester Avould on the whole have been just
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as well content to remain at home with

her friends, but seeing the pleasure \\dth

which they looked forward to the entertain-

ment, she hastened to express her willingness

to join them.

Whether it was unusual for ladies to give

dinners at Greenwich or not, it is certain

that no one was ever so surprised at such a

circumstance as was Mrs. Brabazon at finding

herself the dinner-giver. She would as soon

have thought—had the suggestion of such a

thing depended on herself—of instituting a

private bull-fight at Prince's, and sending out

cards of invitation for ihat. It was not onl)^

Mr. Digby Mason's own idea, but his dinner.

" I want to pay off a few old scores in the

way of hospitality to some family folks," he

had casually remarked to her, " and I think

a dinner at Greenwich would be a good way
of doing it."

" It would be a very expensive way,"

Mrs. Brabazon had prudently observed ; but

in the end she had not only as usual given

in to her nephew's views, but had decided to

give the dinner on her ovm account.

This exactly suited Mr. Mason's views, for

though, to do him justice, he never let money
stand in the way of his inclinations, he fore-

saw that an iuAdtation from his aunt would

have a much better chance of acceptance by
the person for whom his hospitality was

planned than if it should come from himself

;

while at the same time he would have all the

advantage which the position of founder of

the feast would give him. If all the other good

people had snapped at his (white) bait "\vith

the exception of Hester Darrell it would liave

been a fiasco, and a dampish party with a

most lugubrious host woidd probably have

come of it ; but his plans, as we have seen,

were too well laid for that. Mrs. Brabazon

was not more favourable to his views as

regarded Hester than before, but such was his

influence over her when he chose to exert it,

that he had thus actually made her the instru-

ment of his wishes. She had even found out

for him that the Wests were disengaged on

the Thursday evening, so as to do away with

the risks of a short invitation.

When they and their guest were secured,

it was easy to make up the rest of the party,

for, notwithstanding that it is the fashion to

abuse Greenwich dinners, and to find fault,

not without reason, with the troublesomeness

of transit and the food when we get there,

they are in fact, especially with ladies, a very

popular institution. There is something
fresh and free about them, or, at all events,

something different from the dull, eternal

round of dinner parties in town. They have
a smack of the picnic about them without

its inconveniences, and a souppn of Bohe-
mianism without its vulgar adjimct of eco-

nomy. I am afraid, indeed, that otherwise

well-principled persons of the softer sex have
been known to throw over a previous en-

gagement of the conventional kind for the

sake of the (brown) loaves and fishes at the

Ship or the Trafalgar.

At all events Mr. Digby Mason, per his in-

dulgent aunt, found no difficulty in filling up
the table at a few days' notice with fitting

guests of both sexes. Of those known to us

the Colonel of course was invited, while

equally of course Mr. Philip Langton and
Lord Thirlmere were not. Mrs. Brabazon
(poor woman) had afterwards to explain to

Lady Buttermere, Avho would, she knew, have
enjoyed it all exceedingly (and her husband
even more so, for nothing pleased him more
than to discourse to his neighbours on the

cost of a feast which he thought their host

was not justified in incurring), that she "really

did not venture to ask her ladyship on such

a very short invitation." Every one in the

shape of a rival was carefully excluded from
Mr. Digby Mason's list of guests, though it

was almost as long as the menu itself, for he

well understood that, next to a tete-a-tete,

for an opportunity of making one's self par-

ticularly agreeable to any particular person,

is a large party.

The dinner was at a comparatively early

hour, but long before it was concluded the

shades of evening had fallen on the river, and
the stars came out, not only in the sky, but

on the forehead of the great ships going to

and fro upon the silent highway ; a time and
scene in Avhich even the Commonplace have a

tendency to become romantic, and conversa-

tion insensibly takes a tinge from the "every-

day miracles" that are going on without.

They were not without their effect on Hester,

who had never seen those huge black

steamers Anth their living freights fresh from
the wonders of the deep, returning home,
perhaps after long years, with that mono-
tonous beat which has been pulsing on ever

since they left far distant shores ; or the

merchant ships, with their unknown but
costly cargoes, towed slowly to their moor-

ings, or to swell the stately fleet that crowds

the docks, by the brave tugs panting as

though their little hearts would break. On
one side of the room stretched a huge mirror,

so that those who, like the host, had their

backs to the river, should not be depx'ived of

this fine, and indeed elsewhere unparalleled
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spectacle. There ^yas a ceaseless talk all

round the table, and Mr. Digby Mason could

speak with his fair neighbour with almost as

little chance of being overheard as though
they were alone.

" I think you enjoy this—I mean the ship-

ping and the scene without," he said. " I felt

that you would do so even before you came."
" It is impossible not to be impressed by

it," she replied; " perhaps I should enjoy it

more if I saw papa looking better. I am
glad he is going to Brighton to-morrow in-

stead of Bognor, which I am told is dull.

He seems not only unwell but distrait and in

bad spirits to-night—don't you think so?
"

She must have been very much struck by
his appearance, or she would hardly have
called Mr. Mason's attention to it ; it was a

speech the nearest approach to being a con-

fidence that she had yet addressed to him,

and his vanity caused him to mistake the

cause. He glanced towards the Colonel Avith

an air of sympathy, but could hardly banish

from his tone the exultation of his heart as

he replied, " Do you really think so ? To me
he looks much the same as he iisually does at

similar entertainments. The fact is your ex-

cellent father is rather easily bored, and with
Lady Simpson on one side of him, and Mrs.

General Burke (as she calls herself) on the

other, he is not very happily situated."

To say truth the Colonel looked quite un-

conscious of the presence of either of his

neighbours, or indeed of the company gene-

rally. His eyes were fixed thoughtfully on
the river, and a cloud of profound melancholy
sat upon his brow ; it had been so through-

out the dinner, and when now and then his

glance had wandered unobserved to his

daughter, so far from gaining comfort there

the sombre expression of his face had
deepened. It was not annoyance it mani-
fested—such as the sight of Mr. Mason's
attentions to her, which were obvious enough,
might possibly have aroused—but positive

pain.

"He is not bored," answered Hester,

gravely, "or at least it is not only that ; I

am sure there is something weighing on his

mind."
" I am afraid Fortune has not been very

kind to him lately," said Mr. Mason gently.

There was a long pause ; he was wonder-
ing whether he had made a false move or not,

in hinting ever so slightly at the Colonel's

embarrassments.

There was fear in her reply when it did
come, and also a certain hesitation in its tone,

as though she were doubtful of her right to

speak upon such a sul)jcct to any one. " Do
you mean that he has lost money—at cards ?

"

" I fear so ; and then there was that un-

fortunate Derby horse the other day. Such
things, however, must happen to everyone
who plays or makes a bet ; it is the fortune

of war ; next week no doubt things will come
all right again."

He meant to inspire cheerfulness, but his

words had a directly contrary effect. If a

week could set matters riG;ht which were
evidently so important and had had so de-

pressing an effect upon her father, it was clear

to poor Hester that he must be daily playing

for very large sums. She had shut her eyes

to this rather than been absolutely ignorant

of it, but this sudden revelation shocked her,

so much so that for the moment she forgot

that the subject was hardly one to be dis-

cussed with a third person.
" I know nothing of all these things, Mr.

Mason," she said quietly, and with a little

sigh. Her companion was one who was rarely

touched by sentiment—-he had indeed long

been lost to it—yet her simplicity moved
him.

" It is better so," he answered softly ;
" the

less young ladies concern themselves with

such matters the better."

"I am afraid dearpapa is veryfond of cards."

It was a question singularly inopportune

to his remark ; but she had hardly listened

to it, indeed hardly knew that she herself

was making one ; she was soliloquising rather

than speaking.
" Well, he likes his rubber ; so do most

of his friends, myself included. Luck varies

of course, but sometimes ill-fortune seems to

pursue a man ; who is it who has written

about it

—

' Whom unmerciful disaster

Pursues fast and ever faster ' 1

It is a very lugubrious poem."
" You know about it all, I suppose 1 " mur-

mured Hester, almost below her breath.

" About what ?
"

" About dear papa."
" I know he has been very unfortunate

;

but pray do not let that distress you. It is

only a temporary matter, and besides," here

he dropped his voice, and spoke with great

earnestness and significance, " I can promise

you, even if it should prove otherwise, that

I would—Avell, take care of him and see him
through it."

" I don't understand you."

It was no wonder. Mr. Digby Mason could

not himself understand how he could have

been such a fool as to use such terms, or
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rather to have placed himself in a position

from which he could not extricate himself

without using them, nor perhaps even then.
" I mean," he stammered out, " that I

have some little influence with him, which I

will take care to use for good."

A thought flashed across Hester's mind,

which a second's reflection would have pre-

vented her from uttering ; but she was no
longer mistress of herself. She felt as though
in the flower-strewn pathway of her existence

a chasm had suddenly opened, and a morbid
desire seized her to know its breadth and
depth. At the same instant she remembered
that it had struck her more than once that

the relations between this man and her father,

though close enough, had also been somewhat
strained. What could he mean by hinting

as he had done that he could avert misfor-

tune from him ? As to his having any influ-

ence over him for good, as he called it, she

did not believe it, and she resented the idea.

" Does my father owe you money, Mr.
Mason ? " If that emigrant ship, A King of

Diamonds, bound for Melbourne direct, which
happened to be passing down the river at that

moment, had altered its course and pushed its

huge bowsprit through the window, the cir-

cumstance could not have filled Mr. Digby
Mason with greater astonishment than this

unexpected inquiry. A practised fencer ex-

changing a few passes with a tyro could not

have felt more amazed at receiving from him
a thrust which broke down his guard and
brought the button on to his very heart.

" Money ! no," he answered bluntly. Then
like one who recovers himself after having

tripped, he added hastily, " Even if it were
so, would it be right to tell you ? What
would your father say ?

"

He could not have found a more powerful

weapon in the whole armoury of logic than

that. It was now Hester's turn to be

routed by a simple inquiry. She answered

nothing. " If I were your father's creditor.

Miss Darrell," he went on with earnest tender-

ness, "I hope you cannot imagine that I

would permit him to feel one moment's un-

easiness on that account. Even if he were

not my friend, the fact that you are his

daughter "

" I was wrong, Mr. Mason," she inter-

rupted hastily ; " I had no right to ask any
such question, and it needs no reply of any
sort," she added emphatically.

There was a lull in the general conversa-

tion, and her neighbour, a young guardsman,

on the other side, took the opportunity to

address her. He had been waiting for it for

some time, and searching in his mind for an
appropriate observation.

"Interesting, very, all these ships and
things," he said, " are they not 1 Precious
glad those poor emigrant people must be to

get home again I should think."
" No doubt, only that particular ship is

going out," said Hester, smiling ;
" you have

forgotten that we see them in the looking-

glass, and that all our sentiments are in-

verted."

"Why, so they are ?" muttered the guards-

man. " Been wasting all my sympathies for

the last two hours on the wrong people."

He spoke afterwards with great admiration
of the intelligence which had freed Hester
from this optical delusion, and also of her
readiness in repartee, but he little guessed
how much presence of mind had been really

necessary for that little speech of hers, or
what eftbrt it had cost her.

The next moment that significant smile
and bow, which is the signal for retreat

among the Amazons, was given by Mrs. Bra-
bazoh, and she Avas enabled to escape from the

table. In the ante-room she bade good-bye to

her father. " I am going down to Brighton
to-morrow, you remember, my darling," he
said, and she fancied (or did it only strike

her so afterwards ?) that his voice was tremu-
lous as well as tender.

"But you will not be there long, dear
papa ? That is, I hope you will find yourself

quite well in a very few days."
" No ; I shall not be there long," he an-

swered quietly.
" We Avill take the greatest care of your

Hester, Colonel," said Mrs. West, smiling
;

" and the longer you leave her with us the

better we shall be pleased."
" Thank you for all your kindness to her,

present and to come," said the Colonel. A
speech, or rather a whisper, which, accom-
panied as it was by a squeeze of the good
lady's hand, impressed her not a little by its

unusual demonstrativeness.

Mr. Digby Mason, in his capacity of host,

accompanied the ladies to their carriage, but
ere it drove off" the Colonel was at the window
and Hester leant out of it to give him one
more kiss. " Upon my word, Miss Hester,

you have a devoted father," observed Mrs.
West as they drove away. Her sharp eyes had
noticed tears in the Colonel's eyes, of which
a separation, caused by a visit to Brighton,

seemed certainly an insufficient explanation
;

on the other hand, after a dinner at Green-
A\dch, she reflected, it was the nature of some
men to become abnormally sentimental.
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GENIUS.

Its 3^bcrnttiott3 anb its g^csjjcrnsibilitics.

By the Author of " John Halifax, Gentleman."

THERE has been of late, tlianks to the

want of reticence of some people, and

the omnivorous curiosity of others, a perfect

avalanche of talk, earnest argument and
frivolous gossip, newspaper articles and
dinner-table fights, on the subject of genius

—its rights and its immunities, its errors

and their excuses, its aberrations and their

results. Of course, every person has a dif-

ferent opinion ; therefore it can do no harm
to advance one more, rather contrary to the

opinions generally promulgated.

We may premise, and, I suppose, take for

granted, that there is such a thing as genius
;

that inherent and inexplicable quality, which
here and there distinguishes one human being

from the common herd. Not talent, which
is the successful use of certain capacities,

possessed in more or less degree by us all

;

but genius which is original, unique ; and in

whatever form it may develop itself is the

greatest gift that can be given to man, the

strongest known hnk between the material

life we have and the spiritual life that we can

only guess at. Every great poet, painter, or

musician—every inventor or man of science,

nay, every fine actor or orator, comes to us

as the exponent of something diviner than

we know. We cannot understand it, but we
feel it, and acknowledge it.

And, in our ignorance, we are prone to

-consider it as a thing apart; and its pos-

sessor as a creature apart, not to be judged
by the same laws, or treated in the same
manner, as other human beings. A city set

on a hill cannot be hid. Once let a man be

recognised as a man of genius, and the world
is apt to regard him as something between a

divinity and a fool. His virtues, his vices,

are attributed, not to the human nature which
he shares in common with us all, but to that

something which he possesses beyond us all,

his genius.

Let us instance a late lamentable case,

over which society has fought and howled,
like dogs over garbage, for these three years

past. Two people, man and wife, of whom
one was supposed to be, and both really were,

wonderfully gifted, succeed in making one
another thoroughly miserable. Why 1 Be-
cause the woman married out of wounded
feminine pride or (she owned) for "am-
bition," a self-absorbed, egotistical, bad-
tempered man, who had ruined liis constitu-

tion by his persistent breakmg ot every law

of health. Disappointed, neglected, she does

her wifely duty in a literal sense, but she

seasons it with incessant complaints and the

cruel use of that weapon which is a gentle-

woman's instinctive defence against a boor

—

—sarcasm. He too lives a life unimpeachable
externally, but within full of rancour, malice,

and a selfishness which approaches absolute

cruelty ; his peasant nature perpetually blind-

ing him to the sufferings of his wife, more
gently born and gently bred; while her

morbid sensitiveness exaggerates trivial vexa-

tions into great misfortunes, and mere follies

into actual crimes. All this wretchedness

sprung, not from the man's genius, but

his other bad qualities, which, had he been a

brainless ass, would have made his wife's life

and his own just as miserable. Yet society

moans out the moral, "Never marry a genius
!"

or the worse one, " If you do marry a genius

you must condone all his shortcomings,

lay yourself down as a mat for him to rub

his shoes on, give him everything and ex-

pect from him nothing, not even the com.-

monest rules of domestic courtesy and social

morality."

Another example—perhaps worse—for the

hero of it broke through more than the

limits of mere social morality. Take from

Goethe the glamour which enthusiastic ad-

mirers of his great powers have thrown over

liim, and what is he ? A modern imitation

of the pre-Christian Greek, who knew no

worship but that of beaiity, and beauty in

its lowest form, unalHed with good—a Sy
barite, whose god was himself, and who did

not hesitate to sacrifice to his supposed artistic

culture manly honour and womanly happiness,

for all his love-affairs served him as mere
" experiences."

Yet there are those who declare that this

breaker of women's hearts, this artistic ex-

perimentalist, confusing hopelessly right and

wrong, was but exercising the prerogative

of all men of genius, who " learn in suffer-

ing"—generally the suffering of others—

"what they teach in song." But would not

his life have been just as culpable had he

never sung at all 1

More instances. May not many a young

Scottish exciseman, not being also a poet,

have sunk lower and lower, through tempta-

tions which he was too weak to resist, to
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find the drunkard's early and dishonoured

grave, unextenuated by all the picturesque

apologies that have been made for Eobert

Burns 1 "Was Kichard Brinsley Sheridan the

only improvident Irishman, charming, but

utterly unreliable, to whom debt is a mere
joke, and a lie only a poetical imagination 1

Yet in both cases the blame is laid, not upon
the men themselves and their innate errors,

but upon the chief redeeming quality they

possessed—their genius. For which also, by
a curious contradiction, the world excuses

them everything, declaring that

—

" The light which led astray
Was light from heaven ;

"

as if any light wliich led astray could come
from heaven

!

No ! A man's temptations spring, not

from his genius—the divine thing in him

—

but from " the world, the flesh, and the

devil," with which he, and we all, are for

ever battling our whole lives long. If he

succumbs, it is himself he has to blame

—

his poor miserable mortal nature, and not

that immortal part of him, which came, he

knows not how, and goes, whither he can-

not tell. In truth, no one can tell anything

at all about it, except that it is a possession

apart, gi^'ing keener sorrows and more
ecstatic joys—making men of genius in a

sense more responsible than other men, but

not exempting them from the common duties

and the common lot of humanity.

It is no excuse for the unworthy lover and
faithless husband of " Bonny Jean " that he

wrote some of the sweetest love-songs in

existence. It is little glory to the worshipped
moral teacher of the last half century that,

after being his wife's torment for the most of

that time (except for a few beautiful letters

—it is so easy to write letters
!
) he lamented

her with a pathetic remoree, the reality of

which no one can doubt, except that it, came
too late to convert words into deeds.

How sad a thing it is when a man of

genius has to entrench himself behind his

works, as being so much better than liis pei^-

sonality ! With a woman of genius it is

even worse. Can any -RTitiugs of the two
greatest female novelists of the age—French
and English—and one, the Englishwoman,
full of most noble qualities—atone for the

lack of that cro'wn of stainless matronhood
which should have adorned either brow,

making the life a consecration of the books,

not the books a piteous apology for the life ?

The question stands thus : Does genius

absolve either man or woman from ordinary

moral and social laws, and every-day duties ?

Is it grand and noble, or weak and cowardly,

that any one should hide behind the shelter

of his brains, saying, " This is me. You must
not expect me to be like you common mor-
tals, to eat, drink, and sleep as you do, to

pay my debts, and control my passions, to

be a decent son, husband, father, and citizen.

I have only myself—that is, my genius, to

think of. Everything must be subservient to

this. If I break all sanitary laws, and my
health gives way, it is not I who am account-

able, it is my genius, the sword wearing away
the scabbard. If I am irregular, lazy, un-

business-like, and consequently always be-

hindhand with the world, it is the world's

neglect, not my own improvidence, which has

made me poor. If I run counter to all the

decorums of society, all the doctrines of moral

right, it is not my fault ;—I was not made
like other people, and I am not to be judged

hke them."

This, put into plain English, is" the creed

of half the world concerning genius, and of

genius concerning itself. It is time that a

word should be said on the other side.

Granted that a man does possess great

capacity, if—(like one over Avhose newly-

closed grave condemnation melts into pity)

—he persists in sleeping all day and sitting

up all night, in stupefying himself with

tobacco, and maddening himself with chloral,

in leading a life wherein all moral obliga-

tions, all requirements of common sense,

are deliberately set aside—Avhat can he
expect 1 Only to end his career like that

poor soul departed, who, but for his genius,

would be utterly condemned. But was it

his genius that destroyed him ? Was it not

his sensuous or rather liis sensual nature ?

his want of resistance to all that honest,

honourable men resist ; his egotistical in-

difference to all the laws of right and wrong
that most other men obey 1 Therefore

there came upon him the inevitable end

—

the same retribution that would have come
to Tom Smith or Kichard Jones, without
any genius at all. Had they lived the life

he did, they would have died as he did,

and society would have, said, "Serve them
right !

" Why should society be less severe

unto those to whom so much more is given,

and from whom in common justice so much
more should be required 1

In speaking of the aberrations of genius,

I only use a mere phrase. I beheve the

liighest form of genius would have, and has,

no aberrations at all. It is a light so divine

that no refraction of its rays is possible.

So far from holding itself superior to the
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more
inferior organization.

common laws and duties of human nature,

it will, I believe, obey and fulfil them all,

rigorously and perfectly than any
The reall}^ great man

is also the best man. He not only sees

the right much clearer than his neighbours,

but he also does it. If, seeing it, he fails to

do it, he merits condemnation as sharply as

his neighbours. Nay, more so ; in that he

had eyes and would not see ; ears, and would
not hear.

" Narrow is the way that leadeth unto life,'

is as true of genius as of rehgion. Its temp-

tations and sorrows—like its rewards and
joys— are keener than those of ordinary

humanity, and the sympathy given to it

should be in larger proportion. But only

sympathy, never extenuation. We degrade

and humiliate genius when we make for

it those allowances wliich we refuse to make
for our fellow-creatures in general. The
line between a good man and a bad should

be drawn just as clearly, whether or not he be
a man of brains. He must earn his honest

bread, fulfil his social and domestic duties,

and carry on his Hfe with due regard to com-
mon sense and prudence, or retribution will

assuredly follow him. Ay, and he will de-

serve it, as surely as the labourer who drinks

instead of working; the tradesman who
neglects his shop ; the professional man who
lives up to the last half-penny of his income,
and having brought up his family in idle

luxury, dies, and leaves them to starvation

or to the charity of the public.

The " moods " of genius, so far from being
its honour, are its disgrace, its weakness, its

reproach. So are its neglects of the duties

and beauties of ordinary life. Happily, the
day is gone by when one's ideal porti^ait of a
poet was with bare throat, Byronic tie, and
eye "in a fine frenzy roUing ;

" or of a
hterary lady with uncombed hair, torn or
ragged gown, and shppers down at heel,

courting the Muses with upraised pen in

a rather dirty hand. Experience has proved
that a man of the highest genius may be also

a good man of business, accurate, methodical,
conscientious

; as well as an excellent hus-
band and father, citizen and friend. So
with women. The world has found out
that it is possible both to write a book
and make a pudding ; to study deeply art
or science, and yet understand that not
inferior art and science, how to keep a house
with economy, skill, and grace. Incredible
as it might appear to the last generation,
some of our best modern authoresses have
been also the best of wives and mothers;

or, failing this natural and highest vocation,

have led a very useful single life, deficient

in none of the characteristics of genius, except

its eccentricities and follies.

That a man of genius ought never to

marry is a very common creed, and a true

one, if his intellect is held to exempt him
from all the duties of humanity : that if

he be a poet, that great stronghold of virtuous

youth—the "maiden passion for a maid"

—

may allowably be frittered away into half

a hundred passions for haK a hundred maids

;

that if he marries, and heaven gives him
children—the blessed arrows in the quiver of

all other men—they should be to him only
arrows that wound his OAvn flesh, perpetual

worries, burdens, and plagues, who hinder

the development of his genius. So do his

butcher and baker, who are so unreasonable

as to expect to be paid ; so does his "wife, if

she dares to insist that he shall not victimise

the household—keep dinner waiting indefi-

nitely while he finishes a sonnet ; or, for

want of the commonest self-control—which
we ordinary folk have to exercise every day
of our hves—appear in the bosom of his family

moody, irritable, intolerable ; until the hap-

less mistress of the house requires to hint

to perplexed guests, as a great politician's

spouse is said always to whisper: "Don't
contradict him

—

we never do."

Such a man may be a great genius, but he

is also an ill-tempered, conceited egotist,

who deserves to be. shown no mercy. For
these aberrations of his generally arise, not

from his genius at all, but from something

much more commonplace. It is curious how
much a man's brains are affected by his

stomach. Even as many a sentimental young
woman has died, not of a broken heart, but

a squeezed liver, so many a promising young
man, author, artist, or musician, has "per-

ished in his pride," not of over-work, which

alone rarely kills anybody, but of over-

smoking, over-dancing, or over-dining.

Yet while refusing to acknowledge black

as white, to condone weakness, and pander

to error—let us speak the truth in love, and

never deny for one moment that genius, "with

all its shortcomings, is the one heavenly

leaven of human life, without which the

whole lump would grow corrupt, worthless,

and abominable. It deserves from us the

utmost sympathy, the warmest tenderness,

the largest allowances compatible with jus-

tice. It is entitled to all reverence—nay,

Avorsliip; but this should be a clear-eyed,

rational worship. That one man may do

things which it were culpable and contempt-
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ible for other men to do ; that one woman
may set herself agahist the laws of God and

man, and yet be admired and loved while

other women are condemned, is a creed which

all just and righteous people hold to be utterly

false and untenable. Unworthy, too. The
divine right of genius is as true as the divine

right of kings. But how do we know that

it is a divine right unless he who claims it

lives to prove it ?

And, thank God, in all times a noble

multitude have proved and are proving it.

It is invidious to name names—those hitherto

named or indicated have been exclusively

among the number passed ad majores; leaving

open records by which they may and must
be judged. But when this living generation

has become the dead, I think posterity will

find many instances to establish the law that

greatness and goodness are, and ought to be,

identical. That is, no fool was ever a truly

good man; and no bad man, be his genius

ever so wonderful, was ever a really great

man. If we divide what a man does from
what he is, we grievously and dangerously err.

Finally, I would say to all who consider

themselves " born to greatness," or who by
unwise friends " have greatness thrust upon
them"—Be a man first, a genius afterwards.

Make your life as complete as you can ; fulfil

all its duties ; deny yourself none of its law-

ful joys. Your brains—be thankful if you
have got them, and make much of them !

—

were meant, not as a shield to crouch be-

hind, but as a weapon to fight with, against

the temptations and difficulties common to

all. And you may have something which is

not common to all—a Holy Grail, wliich can

only be carried by those of pure heart and
stainless life. For genius is the utmost de-

fence which man or woman can have, not

only against sin, but also against sorrow

;

since it is for all mortal ills strength and
consolation. And according as its possessor

is greater than his fellows, so much the more
should he take care that he loses no inch of

inoral stature—that the light which he bears

is kept burning clear and bright ; that he
neither apologises for himself, nor asks others

to apologise for him, more than for other men.
He is at once too humble and too proud.

A man of genius is born to be both prophet,

priest, and king ; but if he casts his crown
to the ground, if he prefers the Circe-sty to

the temple, if he allies himself to those who
prophesy one thing and act another, he
deserves no pity, and should be shown
none ; at least, none greater than we would
show to any other miserable sinner who
had not only wandered from the right road
himself, but helped to lead others astray.

It is this which forces us into sternness,

and compels the plain-spoken justice which
seems so cruel. We cannot exag2;erate the

danger it is to the young to teach them that

genius is an excuse for error, that an author's

books are the condonation of his life ; that

what is moral turpitude in a small man, is

in a great man only a venial error, nay
perhaps (I have heard it thus argued) that

if he had been a better man he Avould not
have been so great a genius.

To such confounders of right and wrong,
what can one answer ? except to suggest that

the well-known Miltonic Personage who
decided, "Evil, be thou my good! "would
probably be to them the most satisfactory

type of transcendent genius. But we, who
humbly try to walk in the light, as followers

of Him " with whom is no darkness at all,"

we, believing that genius comes direct from
Him, and is the exponent of Him, exact from
it not a lower but a higher standard than
that of ordinary men. We feel that we are

exalting, not lowering it, when we urge upon
all who possess it to live up to this standard,

rather than accept the pity which humiliates

and the excuses which degrade. For a man
or woman of genius more than for any of

us, is written that doctrine, mysterious, appa-

rently impossible, and yet to be believed in

until death shall make it divinely possible :

"Be ye perfect, even as your Father which
is in heaven is perfect."

GENEEAL GOEDON.
By the editor.

\^7"E have nothing new to say about
* * General Gordon. Our desire is simply

to throw a tribute of gratitude and admira-
tion on the grave of the most heroic figure of

our time. All the world knows what manner
of man he was. Sprung from a family which

for generations had been represented by sol-

diers, and uniting in his veins hot Highland
blood with that of an English race dis-

tinguished for its maritime enterprise, he pos-

sessed hereditary courage. But courage is

not a rare virtue in our annals. Our Empire
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has been gained through the romantic daring

of men whose adventures form no unworthy
parallel to some of the most brilliant episodes

in Gordon's career. And although we can

name no life in which greater victories have

been won against overwhelming odds through

the bravery, wisdom, and force of character

of a single leader, yet the fascination which

has endeared General Gordon to his very

enemies has had a higher source than the
qualities necessary to any great captain. It

was the grandeur of his personal goodness
which has enshrined him in all hearts. No
knight-errant going forth to redress wrong,
no missionary spending his hfe to bless his

brother-men, ever displayed a more chival-

rous " enthusiasm of humanity." The key
to his life was his consecration to God. He

Trom a photograph]
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felt himself, " not his own,"

but was surrendered wholly
into God's hand to do what-

ever work He might appoint. This made
him dead to every motive which appealed
to self. Ambition, money, power, praise,

had no influence over him. He touches our
sympathies at every point. His very mysti-

cism has a charm, and his Calvinism—if

such it can be called—is charged with such
a rare charity and hopefulness towards all

XXVI—17

men, as to make it sweet

and beautiful, however
sternly inflexible it may

have been as regards his own path of

duty. "To me it seems," he once wrote,
" that the Mussulman worships God as Avell

as I do, and is as acceptable, if sincere, as

any Christian." Tolerant towards the sin-

cere Mahommedans, he is unsparing in his

condemnation of the inconsistent Christian.

The Christianity of the mass of people was
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to him "a vapid, tasteless thing, of no use

to any one."

There are those who have called him a

fanatic. But there is not a trace of degenerate

or morbid enthusiasm about that healthy

nature of his. He is open and simple as

the blue sky, and shows a keen sense of

the ludicrous, even in the midst of his se-

verest privations. If to have refused honours

and riches, to have avoided adulation, to

have spent his last farthing for the poor,

be fanaticism, then Gordon was an undoubted
fanatic. But if such self-sacrifice seems ex-

aggerated only because it so far excels our
ordinary standards, and approaches an ideal

Avhich many of us describe but feebly try to

imitate, then we must apply to him another

term than fanatic. He may have delighted

in a certain mystical interpretation of Scrip-

ture, and he may have carried what he called

his "fatalism" to a length wliich suggests

not a few difficulties, but he was no fanatic.

He rather combined virtues which exist only

in the rarest and choicest instances : absolute

humility with an imperious decisiveness ; a

life of ceaseless action and exciting adventure
Avith a reflectiveness and a communion with

God as unbroken as that of a recluse ; an
eye which saw through and through wicked-

ness, with a readiness to forgive which
erred from its excess ; a righteousness that

was clear in its purity as that of a saint,

united with a charity which seemed bound-
less.

We do not attempt to give a sketch of his

career. Everyone knows the miraculous tale

of his campaign against the Taipings, when,
stimulated by the spectacle of untold suffer-

ing, he led his 3,000 nondescripts with such
daring and wise strategy, that in a brief time

the devastated pro\ances were delivered and
the Empire saved. He was himself the soul of

every action. His moral conquests over men
were as remarkable as his victories in the field.

How could they help indeed being devoted to

this strange leader Avho walked through a

storm of bullets as calmly as on parade, carry-

ing no weapon but a cane, and whose unsel-

fishness and generosity Avere as romantic as his

courage 1 Had he been Avilling to receive

them, China would have heaped every pos-

sible honour and^vealth on its deliverer; but
it was characteristic of him absolutely to re-

fuse such recognitions; even his pay had been
spent upon his soldiers, so that he " left China
as poor as when he entered it."

The tAvo years he spent in Central Africa
(1874—5), and the tAvo Avhen he Avas Go-
vernor-General of the Soudan (1877—S),

were even more remarkable than his cam-

paign in China, as illustrating the genius,

the courage, and the lofty aims of this

marvellous man. It Avas his destiny to be
surrounded here, as in China, by a rare

selection of the scoundrelism of the earth.

He seldom had more than half-a-dozen

oflftcers on whose character he could rely.

Those Avho should have supported him were
frequently his greatest enemies.. Treache-

rous Pashas and A^enal Governors held the

most important posts, Avhile the representa-

tives of authority, in the shape of Bashi-

Bazouks and Egyptian soldiers, Avere either

unscrupulous brigands or cowardly 2:)oltroons.

The only people Avith AA^hom he had sympathy
Avere the Avretched natiA'es, the miserable

slaA'es, and the brave tribes against AA'hom

he had often to wage Avar. He found a

region, almost half the size of Europe, stretch-

ing from Dongola to the Albert Nyanza, soAvn

everyAvhere Avith sedition and internecine

Avarfare. Bands of Arab slave-hunters in-

fested it, in league Avith robber chiefs, who
could bring armies of 7,000, and eA-en 10,000
men into the field. It was his duty to reduce

this chaos to order, and to suppress the fright-

ful trade in slaA'es. The people Avho talk of

Gordon's " fanaticism " sometimes quote his

confession of misery, and his thought of

death being a SAveet release, as betraying

a morbid hatred of life, and an exaggerated

alienation from his brother-man. Do they
ever picture to themselves hoAV A-ery literal

AA'as the " misery " of that solitary soldier,

by day galloping for hours under the full

blaze of a tropical sun, and by night enduring

the trying vicissitudes of extreme cold ? Do
they weigh what must have been even the

physical " misery " of one exposed to such

pests as nameless vermin, "the ghastly itch,"

the devouring sAvarms of mosquitoes, the

burning thirst? Are they astonished that

this tender-hearted man, Avorn with anxieties,

struggling against untold odds, surrounded
by rogues and repulsive savages, Avitnessing

sights of ruthless cruelty and horrible suffer-

ing, should speak of the " misery " of his

life ? They ought rather to wonder at the

marvellous calm of one so situated, Avho never
lost faith and the assurance of victory, andwho
AA^as able to Avrite meditations on the holiest

themes, when fulfilling some miraculous feat

of combined courage and statesmanslaip. No
tale of old chiA'alry can excel the intrepid

boldness of some of his adventures, as Avhen

many miles in advance of the ragamuffin

and untrustworthy 300 AA^hich composed his

"army," he rode right into the camp of
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Zebehr's son, " the cub " Suleiman, and there

in the very lion's den, and surrounded by
thousands of armed Arabs, he dictated his

own terms. With similar hardihood he

climbed alone into " the mountain eyrie " of

the robber Walad el Michael. Gordon in a

brief time had the satisfaction of knowing
that he had opened a way from Khartoum
to the Albert Nyanza ; had struck a blow at

the slave-trade, which, if followed up, would
have been decisive ; had rooted out of the

province a mass of corruption and scoun-

drelism ; had freed thousands of slaves; and

had established a measure of safety, order,

and sound government where a few months
before there had raged a stormy sea of rapine

and bloodshed.

But noble as were these campaigns as

soldier and administrator, there is something

quite as grand in his six years' labours among
the poor of Gravesend. The story has

often been told, how this Colonel of Engi-

neers gave every hour spared from arduous

duty to the work of rescuing the sinful, of

feeding the hungry, and of comforting sick

and lowly paupers. " Fanaticism " may per-

haps be the proper term to apply to deeds

which shame our conventionalism. But there

is surely something that ought to roiise even

conventionalism from its selfish sloth, when
we read of this man spending his all upon the

poor ; melting his precious and hard-worn
medals in order to contribute to charity

;

making his house a centre for influencing the

worst ; ministering comfort to the sick in

hospital and workhouse
;
giving his garden

up to labourers to grow their own patches

of peas and potatoes, while he himself lived

on the hardest fare ; reclaiming the most
hopeless boys from vice to industry. It was
a happy time for him, those years of true

missionary labour. And no map ever

studied by him could have given him the

satisfaction of that map which hung there

on his wall, stuck over with pins, each

one marking the place where the ship, in

which some of liis " boys " had sailed, was
last heard of.

We fear that the details of his last and
greatest feat of arms in the defence of

Khartoum will never be fully known. We
may never learn the reason of some things

which have surprised us all—why, for ex-

ample, he should have asked that the robber

Zebehr should be restored to power. It

must be ours to trust Gordon even when we
cannot explain such matters. Nor do we
dwell on the bitter sorrow with which the

circumstances of his death must ever be re-

garded. The pathos of that defence was as

great as its heroism. All alone, feeling him-

self forsaken with a keenness, not the less

tragic because it was mistaken, he stood

there at bay, while " all the woi^ld won-
dered,"—a man " made of iron," held firm

in duty to God and the thousands given him
to shield—till in the wild rush of that morn-

ing, when treachery lifted the gates to the

flood of savagery, he fell in a sea of blood.

We may be sure that no thought of sadness

for himself occupied the swift moments
which revealed to him the betrayal of all

his hopes, and the inevitable end of his brave

defence. His grief for those whom he could

protect no longer would be the only drop of

trial in that final hour.

Let no one, however, dream that that

career was a failure. It has presented an

ideal which must touch this age of ours with

a new sense of the possibilities of life. It

has come at an appropriate time. It has

shown this generation how to rise above its

materialism, its mammon Avorship, and its

love of publicity and praise. It has recalled

the strength and freshness of heroic times.

Amid the cant of modern schools aping

heathen culture, or imitating the sickliest

aspects of medisevalism, this man with faith

in God arming him to highest duty, uniting

what was best in the old Puritan with what
was most chivalrous in ancient Knighthood

—

humble, reverent, tender, pure—is a living

gospel of Christian devotion. He has taught

our churches, as well as our sceptics, the

meaning of the kingdom of God "not in

word but in power."
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By His Grace the DUKE OF ARGYLL.

""TXTHAT is Science ?" I ask the question

T because we live in an age empha-

tically of science. The language of societ)'

is full of science, the convenience and happi-

ness of our daily life depend more than they

ever did upon science, our school books are full

of science, conversation is full of science; and
yet somehow I often think that the attitude

of our minds towards science is not always a

right one.

It appears to me that tliere are three

attitudes of the mind towards science wliich

are common in the present day. In the

first place there are those to whom science

—or what they call science—is simply an

idolatry. They speak, and they write, and
they think of science as if it were some jiar-

ticular kind of knowledge, and that no other

kind of knowledge is to be compared with it.

In fact, one would sometimes think that they

thought that there is, properly speaking, no
knowledge at all, excepting that which they

call science. That is one attitude of the

mind to which I refer. There is another,

just the converse. There are many men who,

accepting science at that valuation, have

almost a dread and a horror of it. They see

its advance to be irresistible ; they know that

they have no weapons with Avhich to arrest

its progress or to control its course ; and they

think at the same time that it is fatal to much
that is most dear to them in life, and, still

more, most dear to them in death ; and there-

fore they rather shut their eyes to it and say

— " Let it take its course ; we have nothing

to do with it." And this brings me to the

third attitude of mind, and the last to

which I shall refer. There are a great

many persons, who, looking at these two
aspects of science, say—" Oh, it is a separate

kind of truth from all other truth; let it

a,lone ; it has nothing to do with our sphere

of thought and our sphere of belief." That
is the third attitude of mind. Now, all of

these attitudes of mind are equally false and
equally delusive. In the first place, what is

ordinarily called science is not the only form
of true knowledge. In the second place, it

is a great mistake to suppose that science is a

thing to be dreaded, and that, when properly

studied, it is not perfectly consistent with

those higher beliefs which are entertained

by all Christian Churches. And, thirdly,

let me impress upon you never to believe,

whatever intellectual difficulties may occur,

that science is something absolutely sepa-

rate and distinct from other kinds of know-
ledge. Depend upon it, there is no one

truth in this wide universe of God which is

wholly separated from every other truth.

All truths are united by ties and bonds, the

number and intricacy of which we cannot

trace, with every other portion of the Divine

Kingdom, and therefore we should look upon
all physical enquiry as a thing to be en-

couraged, and which, when properly pursued,

will carry us into other and higher branches

of knowledge more intimately connected with

spiritual things.

Now, it is in order to deal with these

various attitudes of mind that I ask you to

consider with me in some detail what science

really is.

In the first place, let me remind you that

science, etymologically, is simply knowledge
and nothing else. It is no particular kind of

knowledge ; it is simply knowledge. There
are two Latin words for knowledge

—

nosco,

which is the same as our word to know,
and scio, from which we derive the word
science. In the Greek language there are

two words wliich have difterent shades of

meaning. One is considered to signify know-
ledge by observation, by the sight of the eyes,

or by the touch of the fingers, and the other,

knowledge acquired by inward reflection.

But these shades of meaning have been

entirely lost in the English language, and
the word knowledge conveys all, and more
than all, that is conveyed by the word
science ; because I need not tell you that

none of us has any right to confine the

word knowledge to physical science, for

we shall find that physical science runs

without a break or interruption into the

sciences which may be called metaphysical and
mental. Therefore we have simply to con-

sider what is knowledge. Well, then, let us

observe that to know things is to know them
in their relations to each other—not individu-

all}", not singly, not simply by their difl^er-

ence from other things, but by their rela-

tions to each other as parts in the great

System of the Universe. But the relations be-

tween thino-s are so infinite in number, and
the relations of everything to every other

thing are so intricate, that we can never

fully know any one thing in all the rela-

tions which it has to other things. If I were

to know any one substance in the world in all

its relations to other tilings I should know
many of the deepest secrets of the Universe.
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Therefore the relations of things being

really infinite, the question always is

—

" How many of these relations can we come

to know, and what is the importance of these

relations in the scale of knowledge 1 " Here,

then, we have a principle by which we may
classify our knowledge, the principle, namely

—that our knowledge of things is important

in proportion to the number, to the range,

to the scope, and to the dignity of the mental

faculties which are concerned in the appre-

hension of them. -

Let me illustrate what I mean by an

example. Suppose we go into an exhibition

hall where there are ranged on the floor

a great number of all the different kinds of

steam-engines which are used in this country

;

marine engines, mining engines, locomotive

engines, &c., all taken to pieces, and in bits.

Now bring in the wildest and most savage of

mankind—an Esquimaux or Red Indian

—

he would immediately tell you that these

bits of engines were made by the hand of Man.
Now that is true knowledge so far as it goes

;

it is true science because it recognises one of

the most important distinctions in the world,

namely, the distinction between the works

of nature and the works of Man. Well, let

the Esquimaux or Red Indian be followed

by a mechanical engineer. He would imme-
diately separate the various bits, he would
tell the use of each, and he would be

able to put them together—to distinguish

the mining engine and the locomotive engine,

and the engine which belonged to some of

our great vessels. Here, then, we have

another degree in the scale of knowledge.

Such knowledge, although it be only tech-

nical, is real science of a most important and
practical kind. Thirdly, bring into the hall

one of our University professors, who has to

deal with the higher science of mechanics.

He would not only know exactly the use of

every part, but he would explain to you
the philosophy of the conversion of Heat
into Mechanical Energy. He would tell

you the laws of the expansion of vapours,

and the pressure exerted by steam in pro-

portion to the heat which is applied. He
might tell you also the history of the steam-

engine, from the seventeenth century to the

present hour. Now observe that all these

different men would have knowledge and
science in the truest sense of the word. But
the man who has the highest knowledge and
the highest science is he who brings the most
various resources of intellect to bear upon
the greatest number of relations.

Now let us approach our subject a little

closer, and see whether we can classify the

sciences according to the faculties which are

concerned in the apprehension of them. I

turn first to those sciences which deal with

numbers. They are commonly called the

Exact Sciences, which appeal to the mathe-

matical faculty of the human mind, and to

its sense of munerical relation. They are

branches of knowledge which deal with units

of Mass, of Time, of Space, and of Motion.

I do not mean that that is an exhaustive

list, but it is a list explaining what I mean,

because in order to establish numerical re-

lations you must have some given units

with which to deal. The grandest of all

these sciences that deal with numbers, I

need hardly tell j^ou, is the science of

Astronomy. It is the oldest of the sciences,

l)ecause the time has never been, since man
could look upwards to the heavens, when his

curiosity could fail to be excited by that

wondrous procession which appears to pass

round our Globe at night, and of the glory of

which I am afraid we have a very faint im-

pression in our climate. But those who have

seen it in Southern Europe and in the Holy
Land knc",;' what an indelible impression is

made upon the simplest mind by the vision

of those countless orbs passing, as they seem
to do, over the earth every night. Well, in

the history of that science we have in com-

paratively modern times three great names
to deal with—the names of Copernicus, of

Galileo, and of Kepler. After these had
done their work they left that work in the

hands of a gigantic intellect—the intellect

of Sir Isaac Newton. By the common
consent of all men the name of Sir

Isaac Newton is the grandest and noblest

name in the history of the natural sciences.

And the pre-eminent claim of Sir Isaac

Newton to this sovereignty in the ranks of

physical scientists is because he reduced,

and was the first to reduce, to an exact

numerical law the Forces which govern the

movements of the Heavenly Bodies. The
faculty of mind to which he appealed, and by
which he established his conclusions, was the

mathematical faculty, the faculty of following

out things in their numerical relation to

each other. He discovered that the whole

movements of the Heavenly Bodies are

in one sense due to the one simple fact,

that every particle of matter attracts ever}^

other particle of matter in a definite nume-
rical relation, namely, directly as the mass,

and inversely as the square of the distance.

By this law which Newton discovered he

was able to explain all the movements of the
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Heavenly Bodies ; and what is more, he was

able with absolute certainty to predict them
for the future. Let us recall what happened

from twenty to twenty-five years ago regard-

ing the discovery of a new planet entirely

from the fact that the existing planets were
seen to be disturbed at a particular period

of their orbit. It was not understood why
these planetary orbits were so irregular, but

two men, one an Englishman named Adams,
and the other a Frenchman named Leverrier,

went into a calculation of the Newtonian
law about the same time, and they arrived

at the conclusion, that the perturbation of

the planets must be due to the attraction

of some other body which was at that time

utterly unknown. Through the Newtonian
law they could tell approximately where
that disturbing influence must be. A letter

was addressed from Cambridge to a great

astronomer on the Continent, suggesting that

he should look in a particular direction.

There he did look and there he found the

planet which was the cause of the disturb-

ance. Observe what it is that places tliis

great discovery of the Law of Gravitation at

the head, in one sense, of all scientific dis-

coveries. It is that it reduces to absolute

demonstration what had been before the

profoundest mystery of nature—at least of

mechanical nature. It is now, I think,

almost exactly seventy years since the great

Thomas Chalmers, in a series of discourses

known as the "Astronomical Discourses,"

referred to Newton as having " ascended the

heights of science and poured the light of

demonstration over the most wondrous of

nature's mysteries." The description was not

more eloquent than it was exactly true, for

it was by no guess nor imagination, but by
exact numerical computation and mathe-

matical calculation, that he poured the light

of absolute proof and rigorous demonstration

over the laws of planetary motion.

Let me give a personal experience of my
own on the subject of Astronomy. I hap-

pened two years ago to be in the South of

France at the time of what is called the

Transit of Venus—and you know that the

Transit of Venus, or the passage of Venus
between the Earth and Sun, is an event of

great astronomical importance. Well, at

Cannes there is no observatory of any im-

portance, but my cousin, Mr. Campbell, of

Islay, asked me to come to his room at an

hotel to see the Transit. I went, not expect-

ing anything very remarkable from such an
apparatus as could be produced in a common
hotel at Cannes. I was never more surprised

at anything than by the results which were
exhibited in that room. A ship's telescope

of very ordinary power was directed to the

Sun through the window pane, and we had
the room darkened. The image of the Sun was
focussed upon a large screen in this darkened

room. The hour at which the Transit of

Venus would begin had been predicted ac-

cording to the Newtonian law, and therefore

Ave watched with our watches this great white

circle in the profound darkness all around it.

Now, there is a phenomenon observed fre-

quently in the Transit of Venus which I

was anxious to see, the phenomenon of the

atmosphere of the planet Venus becoming
visible before it comes into contact with the

Sun. We looked intently round the dark

margin of this great illuminated circle of

the Sun to see where the first impingement
of the body of the planet would be. It

appeared at the right-hand corner. It was
almost invisible at first, but in one or two
seconds it became something of the size of

a segment of a boy's marble upon the

brilliant disc of the Sun. When the body
of the planet had passed a few lines of an

inch into the illuminated circle we saw sud-

denly the atmosphere of Venus shining on

the dark side, and indicating the complete

circumference of the planet. It was like a

faint half circle of glass or crystal. A few

minutes more, and the planet was wholly

upon the body of the Sun, when, of course,

her atmosphere became invisible. I must say

that I have never been more impressed by
anything than by that sight, and when I ask

myself what it was that impressed me so much
—that almost produced visible emotion

among those who were watching it—I find it

was not so much the majesty, the silence and

the solemnity of the motion ; it was not so

much the vast mechanism of which it was a

part; it was not so much the unity of our pla-

netary system of which it was such a wonder-

ful proof ; it was not even the distances of the

bodies which we were looking at in that room
—ninety-two millions of miles the one, and

something like twenty-four millions of miles

the other; it was none of these that impressed

me so much : it was the wonderful coincidence

between the numerical laws governing the

movement of the Heavenly Bodies and those

faculties of the human mind which had been

able to discover them and to predict their

operation.

There is a great difficulty sometimes in

having a proper and true estimate of our

human faculties. We are very apt to wander
between two extremes. On the one hand
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we are apt to speak sometimes in a tone of

thoughtless and thankless depreciation of the

wonderful faculties which God has given us.

On the other hand, Ave are apt at other times

to place a most absurd and presumptuous

confidence in these faculties, forgetting their

limits and the many temptations we are

under to abuse and to misuse them. I met
the other day a curious passage in one of

the works of the illustrious Adam Smith, on
the relation between the a priori conceptions

of the mind and the progress of Science. In

an Essay upon the " History of Astronomy,"

he defines what he understands to be the aim
and the object of all science. He shows how
the great truths of Astronomy were really

arrived at by successive men of genius, who
conceived in their own minds some abstract

rules of harmony, and assuming that these

must be such laws as govern the material

universe, they got on step by step till they

arrived at the celebrated laws of Kepler,

upon which NeAvton founded his disco-

very. In the passage I refer to he says

—

"The repose and tranquillity of the imagina-

tion is the ultimate end of Philosophy. In-

constant and irregular motions tended to

embarrass and confound the imagination

whenever it attempted to haA'"e them. Certain

theories tended to allay this confusion, to

correct the disjointed appearance and to

introduce harmony and order into the mind's

conception of the moA'ability of those

bodies."

On the other hand this very science of

Astronomy teaches us a great lesson on the

limitation of our faculties. For Avliile we
may well be proud of the discoveries of Sir

Isaac NeAvton, and regard the LaAV of Gravi-

tation as the grandest and most universal

physical truth, perhaps, that has ever yet

been discovered by the human mind, we
must observe that it is not by any means an
ultimate truth. What is the force of gravi-

tation 1 Why is it that the particles of matter
all tend to Hy together in a definite propor-

tion according to their distance and their

mass ? Why, we know just as little about the

ultimate cause of gravitation, since Sir Isaac

Newton discovered it, as our forefathers did
before he discovered it. We have no con-

ception of the ultimate cause of that force.

We knoAv its effects ; it operates accord-

ing to certain numerical laws, but tliat is

all we knoAv. Let me ask another ques-

tion here. We pass from Physics to pure
Metaphysics. The question of what is gravi-

tation leads us to ask the further question

whether it is possible for us to conceive two

bodies acting upon each other Avithout any in-

tervening medium. That is called by philo-

sophers Action at a Distance. Is it possible

to conceive Action at a Distance 1 Perhaps
some might consider Sound as action at a dis-

tance, and Light as action at a Distance. But
there is no such thing in eithei' case. In this

room you may have an illustration. Those
Avho are at the other end hear my voice,

but they hear it because there is an elastic

medium betAveen me and them, and the

vibration sent out from my voice impinges

upon their ears. The gas lights, again, may
seem to exert Action at a Distance, since

there is nothing Adsible passing betAveen us

and them. But these lights send their light

through a medium Avhich is luminous only

because it carries a A'ibration. And therefore

Ave are brought to this wonderful conclusion,

that betAveen us and the most distant bodies

in space there must be some medium, so far

as we can suppose, which is the cause of uni-

versal gravitation, but of which at present

we are entirely ignorant.

Let me, before passing from the name
of Sir Isaac NeAvton, notice that he Avas

familiar Avith this great problem of the

ultimate nature of gravitation. He often

bent his thoughts upon it, and his conclu-

sion was, " It must of necessity be con-

fessed that so wonderful a uniformity in the

planetary system has been effected by in-

tellect and design. The same may be said

of that uniformity Avhich exists in animal

bodies." That Avas the conclusion which
arrested the mind and satisfied the intellect

of Sir Isaac Newton. Whether Ave know
the physical cause or not, we can perceive,

by the Avonderful order of its effect, that it

is the product of intellect and design.

NoAv let me pass to those physical sciences

Avhich have nothing to do Avith numbers and
Avhich are ordinarily called the Inductive

Sciences. I venture to think that the number
and variety of the mental faculties Avhich are

concerned in some of them, place them upon
quite as high a level as those sciences which

depend upon arithmetic and mathematics.

The truth is, and it is a solemn consideration,

that the things which we knoAv by absolute

demonstration are infinitely less important to

us than the things which cannot be knoAATi by
that kind of proof. The relations betAveen

us and our felloAv-men, the character of men
singly, the character of men in society, the

character of men in political communities-
all these concern us infinitely more than

measures of graAdtation. Therefore the exact

sciences are by no means necessarily the
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highest

degree

sciences. They give us a kind and

of certainty which is undoubtedly

very satisfying to the mind ; but they do not

exercise the highest faculties of our intellec-

tual nature. Let me give a practical illustra-

tion of the variety of faculties which are con-

cerned in some other departments of science.

In the month of August last I visited a friend

who lives near the Mull of Kintyre. He
showed me a stone which had been found in

a burn near his house. He said it was a

very curious stone, and he did not know what
it was. Now, observe, here was science. It

was knowledge upon the part of this gen-

tleman that led him to observe this stone

to be different from other stones. When
he had shown it to me I happened to

have a little more science than he, though

not very much. I saw in a moment that it

was organic—that it was moreover a marine

organism, and that probably it was a fossil

Coral—a very beautiful Coral—fossilised into

the form of a stone. But I had no knowledge

of what the Coral was, or to what family of

Coral it belonged. Both of these were in-

stances of science of an elementary kind, and
both were poor and slender degrees of

knowledge. It was referred to Mr. James

\. ^-

'fl i

Prlmariea.

Heron's Wing [Scale : two inches to one foot).

Thomson, of Glasgow, He carried his

scientific knowledge a great many steps fur-

ther. He knew not only that it was a fossil

Coral, but knew the age of it. He knew
it was a Carboniferous Coral— a Coral

which belonged to that age of the world

which immediately preceded the Coal age.

Let us look at the considerations which

are brought before us in this simply geo-

logical fact. The Carboniferous Limestone

underlies the Coal Measures. We see in this

creature one of those which built up the great

masses of limestone which formed the surface

of our world when the Coal Measures began to

be. And the coal is the great Store of Energy
by which alone many of our industries are

conducted. There would be no Glasgow,

such as Glasgow now is ; there would be no
Birmingham, such as Birmingham now is if

it had not been for the deposit of the coal

measures. Coal is the greatest store of energy

which exists in the world, andwhen our stores

of coal are exhausted, heaven only knows
what is to become of us.

A few years ago my Right Honourable
friend Mr. Gladstone asked me if I would be

chairman of a Commission appointed to in-

quire into the important question of the

exhaustion of our coal fields. Our commission

sat for several years from 1866. The result

at which we arrived was very remarkable.

We reported there were no less than

146,480,000,000 of tons of coal available in

Great Britain without going to a greater

depth than four thousand feet. But our annual

consumption last year was 163,800,000 tons.

I am sorry to say that if we go on ex-

pending and consuming this great Store of

Energy at the rate we are now doing, our

supplies will be exhausted in little more
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than one hundi'ed and six years, and long

before that time the approaching exhaustion

of our coal fields will be seen and felt appre-

ciably by the rise in the price of coal.

That is by no means a very pleasant prospect

before us, even though we are told by
our friends across the Atlantic that

A.merica has an area of coal fields

which is thirty-eight times more than

that of the whole of Great Britain.

What I want to direct 3'our attention

to, however, is the preparation of the

coal fields.

We are accustomed to see drawings

of the coal fields, but I do not think

we realise the extraordinary pheno-

mena they present. If you were to

see a vertical cliff of the Coal Mea-
sures with all their seams as they

are worked in the neighbourhood of

Glasgow, you would be astonished at

the evidence which they present of

extraordinary and special preparation

for the use of man. For just remem-
ber what a coal seam is. The nearest

analogy to it is one of our great peat

mosses. We have no peat mosses a

great depth. But some measures of

coal are forty feet in thickness. I

never was so much impressed by any
fact as when I went to the Dudley
coal field, which is pushed up to the

surface of the ground. By lifting a

few feet of earth the coal is reachetl.

In that way I walked upon a solid

bed of coal which was forty feet thick.

Now suppose that the vegetable mat-

ter which had been compressed into

coal was at least five, six, or ten

times thicker before the pressure was
exerted, you have there the evidence

of an accumulation of vegetable mat-
ter which must have been originally

at least some two hundred or three

hundred feet thick. But when the

sea came in and covered it with sand
and gravel it must have come in so

gently and so quietly that the bed of

peat was not disturbed. If the incur-

sions of the ocean had been violent

and rapid those incursions would have
swept away all the peat moss, and those

peat mosses could never have been

concentrated, packed and compressed, for the

use of man, giving him a store of energy
with which nothing else can be compared.

These great seams of coal have been pre-

pared during a long course of ages, and
with the associated strata are some thousands

of feet in thickness. You see here an im-

mense preparation for the service of man-
kind. Well, that is one of the truths to

which we are introduced by the science of

Geology. It is not a conclusion which we

can prove by figures ; it is not a conclusion

we can settle by mathematical calculation,

but it is a conclusion which appeals to our

highest reason, and is perhaps the strongest

of all the evidences of preparation for the

use of man in the history of our planet.
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The evidence of preparation, however, does

not depend only on the Avonderful prepara-

tion of the coal measures, it depends also

upon the first introduction of that other

very inferior Store of Energy which we have
in our domestic animal, the Horse. I remem-
ber thirty years ago, long before Darwin had
juihlished his book on Development, listening

to the lectures of Professor Owen, who showed
our domestic animals to be of very recent

introduction in the history of the world. All

the tribes of oxen, of cattle, sheep, horses,

and domestic animals are of very recent

creation indeed, or of recent development.
They came obviously just in time for the

use of man. I ask you to think Avhat we
would be without the use of coal, and with-

out that single animal, the horse ? Next
^
to coal, I doubt whether it is not the most
valuable store of energy we have ; and this

conclusion, be it remembered, with regard to

the preparation of our planet for the highest

creatui'es which inhabit it, is a conclusion

which is absolutely and wholly independent

of any theory of Development or of Creation.

Take it as you will, these creatures were
created or developed by some method in

evident anticipation for the use of man.
Now I pass from Geology, which is the

history of our planet, to another science,

which, in my opinion, is the most interesting

of all ; that is the science of Biology—the

science of living creatures. I hope I shall

not say anything with which many will

disagree when I say that in my mind the

minutest living thing is more wonderful than
the starry heavens. The minutest creature

endowed "vWth life is an organization more
wonderful, more intricate, more impossible

for us fully to understand, than the whole
mechanism of the heavens. The circulation

of the blood in our heart is more wonderful
by far than the circulation of the planets, for

in Biology we have to do in the first place

with composition of material ; next, we haA'e

•the structure of the material ] and thirdly, we
have the function which that structure was
intended to subserve ; and lastly, we have
special adaptations for special purposes.

These are wonderful platforms of know-
ledge,

-

-each rising above the other- -in the

dignity and value of the results which they
present to our inquiry. And it is remark-
able that in this case numerical relations,

which are the highest relations in Astronomy,
are the lowest relations in Biology. There
are relations of the laws of number in our
bodies connected with organic chemistry.

The chemistry of our bodies is built upon

strictly numerical relations. We don't know
all of them ; we don't know half of them

;

but we know some. There is one unit in

our human life respecting whose relation to

numbers we cannot be doubtful, and that is

the pulsations of our own heart. How
many have ever thought what a wonderful
machine it is which is beating in our breasts 1

In relation to the laws of number, the pulsations

of the human heart, taking the average pulse

at 70, number 36|- millions in a single year.

The heart of an old man Avho lives to the age

of seventy, has given 2,575,400,000 beats

in the course of his life. Is that not a

wonderful pumping-engine, pumping that

wonderful fluid through all the veins and
arteries of our bodies ? It is one of the

greatest wonders and one of the most in-

scrutable mysteries of creation. However,
these are but the elementary parts of

Biology. They are absolutely inscrutable to

us. We know nothing except the fact Avith

regard to these numerical relations. But the

higher relations of structure and function

are subjects of most interesting and satis-

factoiy investigation. Allow me to direct

your attention, as an illustration of this, to

a favourite subject of mine, and that is the

flight of birds. Birds have these two great

peculiarities. They alone in the animal crea-

tion except man have the power of music and
delight in music. Secondly, they alone, with

the very slight exception of bats, have the

power of flight. I don't know whether you
remember some beautiful lines by the poet

Longfellow :

—

" Do you ne'er thiak what wondrous beings these 1

Do you ne'er think who made them, and who taught
The dialect they speak, where melodies
Alone are the interpreters of thought ?

Whose household words are songs in many keys,

Sweeter than instrument of man e'er caught.

" Think every morning when the sun peeps through
The dim leaf- latticed windows of the grove,

How jubilant the happy birds renew
Their old melodious madrigals of love.

And when you think of this, remember, too,

'Tis always morning somewhere, and above
The awakening continents from shore to shore,

Somewhere the birds are singing evermore."

Let me introduce the subject by telling

you Avhat occurred to me many years ago

in conversation with one of the most dis-

tinguished Scotchmen of our time—the late

Principal James Forbes of St. AndreAvs.

After an interesting lecture in which he

had explained to us the composition or, as

it is called, the " Eesolution of Forces," I

asked him Avhy it Avas that no professor ever

illustrated his lectures upon these subjects by
the flight of birds, because quite obviously

the flight of a heavy body through the air
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is the most wonderful instance of resolved

forces. His answer was, "I do not explain

the flight of birds for the best of all reasons,

I do not understand it myself." He went on
to say that to him the flight of birds Avas, as

it were, a pure miracle. He had no concep-

tion of the mechanical forces which were con-

cerned in producing the flight of birds. Let

me point out the great peculiarity of the facts.

As you know, balloons are very clumsy aflairs

with which to navigate the air. They are

simply big bags filled with gas. We have no
power to direct a balloon. There was a

rumour that the French had invented a mode
of guiding a balloon. I do not believe they

will ever do so. Now, look at what birds do.

I have here the wing of a Heron (page 240).

He WQuld weigh fully four pounds. Here is a

bar of lead the Aveight of that bird. It is a

considerable effort to raise this bar of lead
;

but this is the weight which ie carried through
the air by the tAvo wings constructed in this

manner—tAvo Avings striking at the rate of

one in a second—one doAvnward and one up-

ward stroke for everysecond—or one hundred
and tAventy strokes in a minute. We have
tAvo things to consider in the examination of

the wing. What is it in point of struc-

ture 1 This is the fore-arm of the bird, and
the wing has every bone Avhich we have
in our arm, bone for bone. It is simply the

fore-arm of all animals specially adapted for

flight. Instead of five fingers, there are only
three. These are consolidated together to

make one rigid bone at the end. Upon that

bone are mounted the primary quills which
are the principal instruments of flight, and
are ten in number. The primary quills are

very stifl" and hard, and have a very powerful
reaction. The AA^hole of the Aveight is carried

practically upon ten primary quills, with the
ten corresponding primary quills upon the
other side. I take anotherspecimen—thewing
of a common SAvan (page 241). Many of you
have never seen a Swan fly, but they fly from
the Arctic Eegions to this country every year.

Only last Aveek I saw tAvo flying. I found
the beating of their Avings was more rapid
than one in a second. It Avas at least two
downward strokes, -with, of course, tAvo up-
ward strokes also, in a second ; that is tAvo

hundred and forty in a minute. That is a
tremendous poAver, considering the Aveight

of the SAvan. Mark how strong are the ten
primary quills and hoAv the secondary quills

are gradually softer and weaker as they
approach the body of the bird. The fore-

arm of the bird is a rigid bone, the whole
feathery area of the under surface of the

wnag presents a hollow to the air. When
the wings flap violently a poAverful bloAV is

imparted to the air, which escapes back-
wards and bends up the ends of the quills

in its passage. The air in passing back-
wards through these quills gives a shove for-

ward to the bird. That is the whole theory.

The beauty of the contrivance is that the
doAvnward stroke of the Aving performs the
double function of lifting the aveight or keep-
ing it lifted and propelling it at the same time
There is no backAvard stroke of the bird's Aving.

He simply moves it up and down, and by the
structure which the Creator has given to it,

that motion performs the double function

of lifting a heavy Aveight through the air

and propelling it forward. I have here an
iron bar exactly equal to the weight of

the SAvan Avhose wing I have shown. It

takes me considerable efibrt Avith both my
hands to lift it, because it is sixteen pounds.
But this Aveight the bird lifts in the air Avith

perfect ease by means of a feAv quill feathers,

and travels at the rate of fifty or sixty miles

in the hour through hundreds of leagues of

atmosphere. The truth is that the weight
of the bird, instead of being counteracted in

the mechanism of flight as we counteract

weight by gas in a balloon, gives him a

momentum that enables him to go right in

the teeth of the Avind.

I should like to say a fcAv words upon the

theory of development due to Mr. I)arA\'in.

I have neA^er thought, and I do not noAv think,

that his theory is in the least degree inconsis-

tent AA'ith Divine Purpose and Design. But
then it must be properly understood, Avith

all its facts clearly ascertained, and with all

such language eliminated from it as shuts

out from our view the obvious purpose and
the prearranged directions of the path

Avhich deA'elopment has taken in the his-

tory of the Avorld. My OAvn strong impres-

sion is that there are a great many scien-

tiflc men in the woi'ld who are a great deal

more DarAvinian than DarAvin himself Avas.

I haA^e seen some letters published in scien-

tific journals, from Avliich it was quite obvious

that the writers rejoiced in DarAvin simply be-

cause they tliought that DarAvin had dispensed

with God, and that he had discovered some
process entirely independent of Design which
eliminated altogether the idea of a personal

Creator of the universe. Now it so happens

that I have some means of knowing that

this Avas not the attitude of Mr. Darwin's

OAAaa mind. In the last year of his life Mr.

DarAvin did me the honour of calling upon
me in my house in London, and I had a long
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and very interesting conversation Avith that

distinguished observer of nature. Darwin
was above all things an observer. He did

not profess to be a theologian or a meta-

physician ; it was his work in the world to

record facts, so far as he could see them,

faithfully and honestly, and to connect them
with theories and hypotheses, which were
constructed, at all events, for a temporary
convenience, as all hypotheses in science must
be before being proved. But in the course

of that conversation I said to Mr. Darwin,
with reference to some of his own remarkable

works on the " Fertilisation of Orchids," and
upon "The Earthworms," and various other

observations he made of the wonderful con-

trivances for certain purposes in nature—

I

said it was impossible to look at these with-

out seeing that they were the effect and the

expression of Mind. I shall never forget

Mr. Darwin's answer. He looked at me very
hard and said, "Well, that often comes over

me with overwhelming force ; but at other

times," and he shook his head vaguely, adding
"it seems to go away." This is exactly the

language which we have expressed in a re-

markable passage in the book of Job, in

which that truth is expressed which every

Christian holds—that in nature we cannot

see the Creator face to face, and that there

are difficulties and veils between Him and the

visible methods through which He woi-ks.

" Behold I go forward, but He is not there
;

and backward, but I cannot perceive Him

;

on the left hand where He doth work—but
I cannot behold him ; he hideth himself on
the I'ight hand that I cannot see Him."

I come now to the last section of my
lecture. What is the value of these con-

clusions from Natural Theology? What is

their bearing upon Religion properly so

called 1 Well, please to remember that both

the Old and the New Testament are full of

the praises of Knowledge, and we know of

Whom it is said that " in Him are hidden

all the treasures of Wisdom and Knowledge."
On the other hand, it is asked, " Who by
searching can find out God ? " We believe,

indeed, that revelation is required to perfect

our knowledge of divine things, but I am
one of those who personally set the very

highest value on the truths and deductions

of Natural Theology. Let me in a few words
indicate to you some of the spiritual truths

which are also natural truths. The first

of these pre-eminent truths which have
struck me most in the study of natural

science is this—that " the things which are

seen are temporal, and the things which are

not seen are eternal." Thus the most solemn
of all facts is not merely a religious truth, but
also a natural truth. And in science this doc-

trine has been laid down as a strictly scientific

truth by my distinguished friend Sir Wm.
Thomson in the doctrine which he calls the

Dissipation of Energy—which teaches that all

existing concentrations of energy—all me-
chanisms of life and body—all the machinery
of the universe—are as clocks Avhich are

running down; that all the visible creation

is essentially temporary in its nature, and
unless its various concentrations of energy
are renewed by external agencies of which
we have no knowledge and can have no
conception, the universe is running down in

all its mechanical forces. That is the doc-

trine of science. Nothing remains to us ex-

cept the invisible entities of Force or Energy,
and possibly the ultimate atoms of matter.

These belong to the invisible world, and we
never see them. We only see them mentally

as they act upon external matter or as they

go to compose matter. It is, therefore, a

natural as well as a spiritual truth that if

there be anj^thing which is eternal it is not

the things which are seen but the things

which are unseen.

Then the next great natural or physical

truth, which is also spiritual truth, is this

—

that the elementary substances and forces of

the universe are all under the control of

Mind and Will. This is borne in upon us

by every possible evidence—that they are

under the guidance and control of some
abiding Spirit and some Everlasting Will. I

hear people say they do not believe in the

Supernatural. I understand what these

people mean if they can indeed say that they

believe in nothing but the Physical Forces of

nature. But then this state of mind is to

me inconceivable. Not believe in the super-

natural ! Why, I believe in nothing else.

I believe in nothing but those ultimate

Avhich are due to Mind. I see

but combinations of energies which
must be due to Intellect and Will. Pro-

bably most of you in the laboratory have

seen the process of crystallisation exhibited

upon a large scale. You can see the atoms

of matter flying together to take their ap-

pointed place in some delicate and beautiful

form which is the law of crystallisation

to some particular salt. Ay ! but these are

nothing to the complication of those move-
ments of atoms which take place in the

building up of the minutest living creature.

GVystallisation is a rude and massive form of

molecular construction compared with the

energies

nothing
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exquisite structure of our bodies and of the

bodies of the minutest insects. If we could

see these growths in the process of construc-

tion ; if Ave could see them as they are going

on everywhere around us—if we coidd see

a single organ in a single insect being built

up by the rush of the atoms to take their

appointed place in this complicated struc-

ture, we should stand spell-bound at the vision

before us. We should look upon it as Moses
looked upon the Burning Bush. We should

hear a voice perpetually sounding in our ear

—crjang to us in every one of the phenomena
of nature :

" Take off thy shoes from off thy
feet, for the place Avhereon thou standest is

holj'' ground."

I have mentioned two great spiritual truths

which seem to me very obvious in nature.

Let me mention a third : that is the omni-
presence of the Creative Energy. I do not
know any ti^uth in revealed religion which is

more diflficult to grasp than the omnipresence
of the Divine Mind. But look at Nature and
you Avill get help. For in all those ultimate

energies upon which every living and every
inorganic thing depends, we can trace some
mind and intellect ; we can see as a matter of

fact that there is no part of ci'eation where
those energies are not exerting their wonder-
ful and mysterious force. Therefore we
come to see that the omnipresence of the
Divine Mind is a religious truth which
natural science does greatly help us to realise.

Lastly, let me come to the great passage
and bridge between natural and revealed
Eeligion. It seems to me a natural truth that

all this wonderful responsiveness of our in-

tellect—of our faculties of mind to nature

—

must extend to all our spiritual and moral
faculties as well as to the purely intellectual

faculties. And if this be so then we are led

to the belief that, as there are voices which
are only audible to us when Ave put our ear

to the ground that is beneath us, so there
may Avell be A'oices Avhich are only audible
Avhen Ave keep our ears open to the heaven
which is above us. Just as gifted men like

Kepler, Galileo, and NoAvton have been led

by the divine intuitions of their mind to the
greatest of their discoveries even before they
had submitted them to proof, so it is but
natural to suppose that minds of specially

gifted men devoted to spiritual th.'n^^s, should
have had revealed to them a corresponding
AAddth of vicAV and a corresponding truthful-

ness and reality of "perception. Hence Ave

come to think that it is perfectly natural that
there should be Inspiration, that there should
be Eevelation of that highest class of truths

AA'hich cannot be proved by mathematical
demonstration, but AA^hich appeal to the
moral and spiritual faculties of the human
mind. It is but natural that these should
have been revealed, as other truths have
been revealed, to special minds blessed and
capacitated for that purpose. You knoAv
that in the Old Dispensation this AA'ord

Prophecy was not confined to prediction.

The JcAvish Prophets Avere not merely men
Avho predicted historical events. They ex-

pounded the laAv of God in many varieties

of aspect,—as it is said, "God Avho at

sundry times and in divers manners spake
in times past unto the Fathers by the Pro-
phets." So it is but natural to think that
in this sense there should be a prophetic
poAver in cA'ery department of the human
mind. I do not knoAV Avhether many of you
have read the Apocryphal books, but there
are in some of these books magnificent pas-

sages in praise of Wisdom and Knowledge
expressed in the noblest language. AIIoav

me to read a passage from the book of "Wis-
dom," upon the nature of Prophecy and upon
the relation betAveen natural knoAvledge and
the knoAvledge of God's laAv in all depart-

ments.
" AVherefore I prayed, and Understanding

Avas given me : I called and the spirit of

Wisdom came to me.
" For she is the breath of the poAver of God,

and a pure influence floAving from the glorj'

of the Almighty. For she is the brightness

of the everlasting light, the unspotted mirror

of the PoAver of God, and the image of His
goodness.

" And being but one, she can do all things;

and remaining in herself she maketh all

things neAv. And in all ages entering into

holy souls, she maketh them friends of God,
and Prophets."—"Wisdom" A'ii.

This is indeed a noble description of the

relations in Avhich KnoAvledge and Wisdom
stand to the highest beliefs in the Divine
Will.

NoAv let me say this in conclusion

—

Christianity, of course, depends in its highest

aspects upon personal experience and upon
personal faith ; but until this is reached it

seems to me that the truths of science may
be to us as valuable as the truths of Pro-

phecy Avere in the days of old ; and I Avould

say of those truths that Avliich is said by
one of the Apostles of the teachings of the

Pi'ophets :
" Unto Avhich j'e do Avell that ye

take heed, as unto a light Avhich shineth

in a dark place until the day daAvn and the

day star arise in your hearts."
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By "SHIRLEY."

II.—A SERMON ON THE HILL-SIDE.

^PHE Mowbrays came back a Aveek ago

—

-- Avith old Mr. Maxwell ; the Grahams were
expected last night ; so we shall have a good
time of it after all ere we leave our autumn
for our winter valley. May ran over to see

me before she had changed her travelling

dress—she is as direct, as frank—may 1

hint ?—as audacious as ever, and as a married
woman almost more charming than as a girl.

They had picked up in Paris a dainty little

copy of Joubert's Pensies ; this was to be
mine ; "To old Crosspatch, \di\\ May and
Mabel's love," was written on the fly-leaf. I

like pretty books as I like pretty women, and
Joubert's clean-cut cameos are worthy of the

daintiest setting. The work of these French
binders is just inimitable.

The experience of a nation is winnoAved
into its i^rovei'bs ; and Joubert's proverbs are

the consummate expression of the most
mature thought and the finest judgment.
Strictly speaking they are not epigrams ; epi-

grams are of a coarser fibre—more rhetorical,

more vulgarly incisive and antithetical, less

urbane and reticent. Epigrams are to a cer-

tain extent false ; they are meant to startle

us ; and to do so they are forced to sacrifice

something to effect. Thus they haA^e the

artificial glitter and sparkle of the gems in a

goldsmith's shop ; Avhereas Joubert's are lucid

and colourless as stars. In such cameo-like

work any haziness, any indecision, is fatal.

With Joubert perfect lucidity of style is the

glass of perfect lucidity of thought.

The " Pens6es " of Joubert at a Pagan altar

!

It Avas one of May's madcap Avhims. There
is an old Druidical circle at the head of the

glen, just under the Avaterfall. I do not

knoAv that the Druids had anything to do
Avith it ; but there are unquestionably half-a-

dozen huge stones ranged in some sort of

order round a central block. The heather

and bracken hem them in ; but they lie upon
grey gravel, which in the Avettest Avcather is

dry and crisp under foot. It is a sort of

trysting place Avhere we meet of summer
afternoons—the Avomen with their Avork, the

men Avith their books, or guns, or fishing

tackle. Mrs. MoAvbray has long been of

opinion that the sermon in church is a A^ery

one-sided arrangement, Avhere the men have
it all their own way. Some of our party are

rather inclined to be hard upon our country

parson and his sermons. May protests, on the

other liand, that if any layman among us Avere

required to Avrite two discourses every Aveek

in the year, he would find it no such easy
matter to keep his audience aAvake. Which
indeed, is quite true. All the same, she

maintains that it is utterly unfair that there

should be no opportunity for criticism and
discussion. Audi alteram partem; and the

ladies especially should get a chance of show-
ing that male logic is not invulnerable. So
at this primeval altar among the everlasting

mountains absolute equality is the rule, and
the ex cathedrd assumptions of the lords of

creation are subjected to severe feminine

scrutiny. If every preacher had to undergo
such an ordeal, she is disposed to belieA'e

that there Avould be less loose AA^riting and
loose thinking in the pulpit ; and I dare say

she is right in the main.

To-day, Joubei't is the preacher. MoAvbray,

seated upon the central column, reads the

propositions, one by one, aloud—pausing a

little after each, for any comment or criticism

that may be forthcoming. But these nicely

poised, finely balanced, delicately Aveighed

reflections of a master mind, present hardly

a Aveak point to the most trenchant criticism.

A crystal, or a sea-shell, or a maiden-hair

fern is, in one sense, eminently fragile ; but
in another, it has all the strength of consum-
mate completeness. It is marred by no flaAv;

disfigured by no blot ; Aveakened by no im-

perfection : and, though the rudest hand may
Avreck it, it is as indestructible in design and
Avorkmanship as Monte Eosa or the Matter-

horn. Pascal, and John Keats, and Jouljcrt

enjoy this rare immunity. Jeioels, five words

long, that, on the outstretched forefinger of time,

sparMe for ever, and outlast kingdoms and
dynasties. There is a strength in such weak-
ness that is superior, in the long run, to brute

force and the violence of passion. In a very

real sense their strength is made perfect in

Aveakness.

HoAv much food for thouglit there is in

such texts as these ! Avhich, indeed, one may
gather almost at random.

" Superstition is the only religion of which
base souls are capable."

"Virtue must be asked at any cost, and
Avith importunity

;
prosperity, timidly and
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with resignation. To ask is to obtain, wiien

time riches are sought."
" The Bible is to rehgion what the Ihad is

to poetry."
" Some men have only their full mental

vigour when they are in good spirits ; others

only when they are sad."

"A hard intellect is a hammer that can do

nothing but crush. Hardness of intellect is

sometimes no less harmful and hateful than

hardness of heart."
" There is about neat and clean clothing a

sort of youthfulness in wliich it is well for

old age to envelop itself."

" We may convince others by our argu-

ments, but we can only persuade them by
their own."

" Politeness is a sort of guard which covers

the rough edges of our character, and pre-

vents them from, wounding others. We
should never throw it off, even in our con-

liicts T\dth coarse people."
" What a wonderfullj^ small matter suffices

to hinder a verse, a poem, a picture, a feature,

a face, an address, a word, an accent, a ges-

ture, from touching tlie heart
!

"

" What is true by lamplight is not always

true by sunlight."
" Those who never retract their opinions

love themselves more than they love

truth."

"I imagine re|>tiles to be the most wary
of anim.als, and that what notions they have

are, for the most part, clear and exact—much
ignorance and little error."

" Justice is truth in action."

" It is much harder, I think, to be a modern
than an ancient."

" If you call effete whatever is ancient

;

if you wither with a name which carries with

it the notion of decadence and a sense of

contempt, whatever has been consecrated and
strengthened by time, you profane and
weaken it ; the decadence is of your own
bringing about."

" Mathematics make the mind mathematic-

ally exact, Avhile literature (les letfres) makes
it morally exact. Mathematics will teach a

man to build a bridge ; the humanities will

teach him to live."

"All good verses are like impromptus
made at leisure."

" With some writers the style grows out

of the thoughts ; with others the thoughts

groAv out of the style."

" The style of Rousseau makes an impres-

sion upon the soul that may be compared
to the touch of a beautiful woman. There is

something of the woman in his style."

" Forms of government become established

of themselves ; they shape themselves, they
are not created. We may give them strength

and consistency, but Ave cannot call them
into being. Let us rest assured that the

form of government can never be a matter
of choice ; it is almost always a matter of

necessitv."
" A people constantly in unrest is always

busied in building ; its shelter is but a tent—

-

it is encamped, not established."
" The poetry to Avhich Socrates used to say

the gods had warned him to apply himself

before he died, is the poetry not of Homer
but of Plato—the immaterial, celestial poetry

which ravishes the soul and lulls the senses.

It should be cultivated in captivity, in in-

firmity, in old age. It is the joj^ of the

dying."
" Le Dieu de la metaphysique n'est cju'une

idee ; mais le Dieu des religions, le Cr^ateur

du ciel et de la terre, le Juge souverain des

actions et des pens6es, est une force."

Most of the maxims, as you may well

believe, pass unchallenged; though May or

Mabel occasionally indulges in a note of

critical or defiant interrogation. This, you
will recollect, is our Ladies' Parliament ; and
the males are only permitted to listen in

silence to the words of wisdom that floAv

from honied lips—a far better arrangement,

they maintain, than that which prevails at

Westminster.

Joubcrt. Of the tAvo, I prefer those Avho

render vice lovable to those Avho degrade

virtue.

Maj/. That is a mere male quibble. No
woman Avould separate them in this formal

Avay. WhatcA^er makes vice lovable degrades

virtue.

Jouhert. I am like an ^olian harp, that

fine tones but executes no

No constant wind has eA'er bloAvn over
gives out certain

air

me.

May. Why, that is just Tennyson—only I

suppose the laureate Avas in a bib at the

time it was Avritten :

—

" Like an ^olian harp that wakes
No certain air, but overtakes

Far thought with music that it makes."

Jouhert. One ought not to choose for a

Avife a Avoman Avhom one Avould not choose

for a friend were she a man.

3Iay (addressing her husband). AVhat do

you say to that, Mr. MoAvbray 1

Mmhray. Why, I say that he is Avrong.

Friendship has its unique element, and so

has love. A Avoman who has the feminine
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Castail Abhail from Cirmlior.

charm—if I may call it so in this presence

—

will make a most adorable wife, although, as

regards the qualities which are common to

both sexes, she may not be above par.

May. Is that a compliment or an imper-

tinence 1 Go on with your reading, sir.

Jmibert. Necessity may render a doubtful

act iimocent, but it cannot make it praise-

Avorthy.

Moicbraij (sotto voce). Rubbish ! Read
Measure for Measure.

Jmibert. The pleasure of comedy lies in

laughter ; that of tragedy in tears. But the

laughter must be agreeable, and the tears

comely, if they are to honour the poet. In

other words, tragedy and comedy must make
Tis laugh and weep decently

forces a

mendable
May. How French that is ! There you

have the Academy ! We are to laugh and
Aveep by rule. But true tears and laughter

iire involuntary and untutored.

Jonbert. There is no virtue which appears

small when transacted on a large stage.

Maij. On the contrary, sir, a small do-

mestic virtue— house'svifely prudence or

thrift

Mowbray {innocently—Mai/s houseleeping

being a standing joke). A small domestic vir-

tue^ ?"

May. —is out of place sur un grand thiatre.

laugh or compels a

Nothing that

tear is corn-

It becomes incongruous, and therefore mean,

in presence of the great passions and actions

of the tragic stage. Has Joubert, by-the-bye,

anything to say about the emancipation of

our sex ?

Joubert (maliciously). In the uneducated

classes the women are more estimable than

the men ; in the higher classes Ave find that

the men are the superiors. This is because

men more readily grow rich in acquired vir-

tues, and Avomen in native A'irtues.

May. Oh ! oh ! oh ! Does he mean to say

that education refines men, but leaves Avomen

unrefined ? To be sure, Ave have never had
a chance yet of being recdly educated. You
men knoAv too Avell what would happen if

you gave us a fair field. So you take refuge

in subterfuges and compliments, and talk of

our native A^irtues !

J<mbert. For thirty years Petrarch adored

not the person but the image of Laura. So
much easier is it to preserve our sentiments

and ideas than our sensations ! Hence the

fidelity of the knights of old.

May. Shut the book, Ralph. That is not

fidelity. That is infidelity. Fidelity is to

love the Avoman at your side all her life, and

to find her crroAV nearer and dearer to you
every day. I don't believe in your Petrarchs.

The " Sonnets " were made for himself, and

not for Laura. He Avas thinking of his pul>

lic, of his fame, all the time, and poor dead

Laura Avas only a peg.
:;: :;: * --l:

So the autumn Avears aAvay. Day by da}'

the mountain mists come lower doAvn into

our A'alley. There are dull people who do

not love the mists, Avho do not value them,
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failing to understand how mucli of the charm
of mountain lovehness is dependent upon
them. What a poem, for instance, might be

written upon "The Lifting of the Mist." It

has been a dull day, with incessant rain ; and

the damp motionless mist has clung to the

earth like a shroud. But towards nightfall

the rain ceases, and an invisible, unac-

countable force rends the veil asunder. The
mists gather into drifts of smoke, that by-and-

by, after a series of swift aerial gyrations,

mysterio-isly disperse. Then above the hills,

wet and shining with the rain, the sky-cloud

becomes a translucent canopy, touched by
some unseen gleam of sunset-light from across

the sea. Here, again, Wordsworth comes to

interpret for us :

—

" Such gentle misfs as f?lide,

Curling' with unconfirmed intent,
On yon green mountain side."

That is it—a little formal, perhaps, but entirely

true—" curling with unconfirmed intent," un-
certain, wayward, irresponsible as the play of

children or lambs.

Holy Island from near Corrie.

THE EELIGIONS OF THE WOELD.
By the Eev. H. E. HAWEIS, M.A.

II.—BUDDHISM.

ABOUT 620 B.C. there lived at the city of

Kapilavastou, in Nepaul, a princess of

astonishing beauty. They called her Maya,
or the Illusion, because, say the ancient re-

cords, her body was of such unreal loveliness

as to be more like a dream or a vision. Her
virtues and acquirements were equal to her

graces. She was the daughter of a neigh-

bouring king named Soupra-Boudda, and she

lived and died at Nepaul, the cherished wife

of a still more celebrated king, Koudhodana.
He belonged to the great family of the Cak-
yas, a branch of the Gotoma warrior clan.

Maya died seven days after giving birth

to a son. This was the young prince who
became known later on as the Buddha, or
XXVI—18

the " Enlightened one." He also bore another

name prophetic of his great mission, Siddartha,

or " he whose objects have been attained,"

and when breaking with the royal family he
became a wandering missionary, he was
called Cakya-Mouni {/xovos, or the monk, the

solitary).

The enchanting splendoiu\s of his father's

palace at Kapilavastou, the pleasure gardens

of Loumbini, the obsequious slaves, the

luxury and ease of an oriental court, left

Siddartha ill at ease and restless. Like a

wild bird caged from the nest, he seemed to

have intuitions of an outer world from which
he was shut off. He walked much alone in

the woods ; the recreations and pageantries
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of the court did not satisfy liim. He was

wiser than his coimsellors, but they hardly

knew how wise. When he had reached

maturity, the crown ministers urged him to

take a wife and prepare himself, as Prince

Royal of Nepaul and heir-apparent, for the

duties of the State. There was nothing pas-

sionate or fanatical about him. He listened

discreetly enough, and merely asked seven

days to consider. At the end of that time

he consented to marry, " Provided," said he,

" that the girl you offer me is not vulgar or

immodest. I care not to what caste she

belongs, so only she be endowed with good
qualities." The "good qualities" enume-
rated by the Prince were, however, so

numerous, that most of the yovmg ladies who
presented themselves retired in despair.

But the Prince now took the initiative

;

out of a crowd of the most beautiful and
cultivated young girls that could be collected

together at Kapilavastou, he singled out one

named Gopa, who also belonged to the Cakya
family. She was nothing loth, but her

father, Cakya Dandapani, objected on the

ground that the Prince was an idle, dreamy
young man, unM^orthj^ of a girl Avhose rela-

tions were all warriors. Prince Siddartha

must therefore show that he possessed not

only learning but prowess before he could

Aved the lovely but discreet Gopa. Needless

to say that the roj'al suitor in a fair field

overcame all his rivals in swimming, fighting,

jumping, and running, besides excelhng all

his judges, the professors, and pundits of the

court in wisdom, repartee, reading, writing,

and arithmetic.

Gopa was married, and from that moment
began to exhibit an almost startling firmness

of character. She refused, contrary to all

precedent, to wear a veil, " Sitting or walk-

ing," she said, "respectable people are always

good to look upon. "Women who rule their

thoughts and tame their senses are content

with their own husbands, and never think

of other men ; why may they not walk about

unveiled like the sun or the moon ? The
Gods (Rishi) know the thoughts of my
heart, my manner of life, my modesty, why
should I cover my face 1

"

We read that when Queen Elizabeth

drove abroad, all beggars, all signs of woe or

pain or death were cleared out of the path

of the royal progress, and no less care was
taken by the King Koudhodana to keep
Siddartha and his Princess Gopa from all

that could disturb their happiness. But the

Prince was as restless as ever. He Avould

ride abroad alone with Channa, his charioteer.

One day he went out of the east gate of

the city to view the Loumbini gardens. He
came upon a miserable old man tottering by
the Avayside. " Stop, Channa !

" he cried
;

" what is that creature 1

"

" A miserable old man, my lord, in the

last stages of decrepitude."
" And shall Ave all be like that Avhen Ave

are old?"
" EA'ery one of us, my lord, if Ave live long

enough."
" Dri\'e back, Channa," said the Prince

;

"Avhat have I to do Avith pleasure, since the

helplessness of old age aAvaits me 1

"

Again Siddartha drove out. This time

out of the south gate of the city, and he saAv

a man smitten doAvn Avith the fcA'er.

" AYhat is that, Channa ?

"

" Oh, my lord, it is a man in mortal con-

flict A\ath disease."

" And must disease come upon all ?

"

" Even so, my lord."

"Drive back, Channa. What have I to do
AAnth pleasure since disease aAA^aits me 1

"

And again the Prince Avent out. This

time from the western gate, and he met a

funeral.
" What is that 1

"

" A corpse, my lord."
" And shall I too be a corpse 1

"

" My lord, all must die !

"

" Drive back, Channa. What have I to do
Avith pleasure since all must die ?

"

Once more he drove forth, this time out

of the north gate of the city, and coming
towards him he beheld a devotee in rags

;

his eyes were doAvncast, his mien noble and
self-contained, his face as it Avere lit up
Avith a supreme calm and contentment; he
held in his hand a little Avooden cup for

alms.
" Who is that man ? " asked the Prince,

this time AAdth intense curiosity and eager

sympathy.
" He is called a bhisJ:hour; he has renounced

all the pleasures of life ; he is indifi'erent to

sorrow, to old age, even to disease, and he
fears not death since it can deprive him of

nothing that he A'alues ; he practises austerity,

he has subdued his body, he lives only for

religion, and he goes about asking alms."
" Good !

" said the Prince. " The Avise of

old have ever praised religion, it shall be my
refuge and strength, and I Avdll make it so for

all men. It shall yield me the fruit of life

and joy and immortality."

Siddartha—the Buddha—Avent home, to

ponder over old age, disease, death, and the

way of deliverance. Decision came to liim
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in the stillness of the night. He heard a

voice beneath the golden stars. It bade him
choose his path. Before him lay human
greatness and divine goodness ; an earthly

kingdom, or the crownless, homeless lot of

the world's Saviour.

Once more he sought his charioteer

Channa, but not his royal chariot. " Saddle

me the horse Kantaka," he said ; and he rode

forth, a pilgrim under the midnight skies,

flaming with portentous meteors, never to

"rest until he had found deliverance and a

new faith for himself and his people.

After all, he mused, were not the times

ripe ? What had the Brahmans done with

their prayers and sacrifices ? They had en-

riched themselves, but the people were more
wretched than ever. Another path must be

found. As he went through the forest the

bright legions of the Invisibles bent to see.

They well knew who rode through the night.

They beheld in him, Siddartha, the last in-

carnation of a long line of Buddhas, mani-

festations of God under the limitations of

humanity—the Stainless one was about to

reveal himself afresh to a sin-stained world
;

He who was the " essence of wisdom and
truth," " the healer of pain and disease,"

who " delighted in the happiness of his crea-

tures," the form of all things, yet formless,

the way and the life—now again took form
and became incarnate, at once human and
divine, to be adored by-and-by by count-

less millions of the human race as the last

and best-beloved manifestation of Deity, the

Light unapproachable.

To this day the language of the most an-

cient Buddhist liturgy used by the Ceylonese

priests runs thus :
—" I worship continually

the Buddhas of the ages that are past."

Thirty-six miles from the royal city Sid-

dartha-Buddha reined in his steed and dis-

mounted. He was still a learner, and as

Jesus came to John, so Siddartha at once

sought out Arata, the wisest of the Brah-

mans. He would drink at the fountain-

head. He found the sage in the midst of

his three hundred disciples. He listened to

the ascetic principles, and marked the

rigorous discipline. "But," he exclaimed,

"your doctrine does not set men's spirits free,

nor does the practice of it heal their bodily

woes. I must labour to complete this doc-

trine. Poverty and the control of the de-

sires

—

that will indeed set men free. This
needs further reflection."

Passing through the next kingdom, he
was recognised by the young prince royal,

who was about his own age. Siddartha was

_,j,.v. m rags, out nis appearancenow a beggar in rags, but hi;-

was so noble, his smile so sweet, his conver
sation so lofty and seductive, that wherever
he went crowds hung upon his lips, and the

greatest efforts were made to detain him at

the court of Bimbsara. But he had heard
of another teacher, and hastened to his feet,

only to weigh his wisdom and find it want-
ing, and to depart, followed by five of the

sage's own discij^les—even as the disciples of

another master forsook the ascetic of the

Jordan for the Prophet of CTalilee.

For six years Siddartha and the five dis-

ciples led a wandering life, practising every

kind of austerity, when their young teacher

—he Avas thirty-five— suddenly declared

against asceticism. " Freedom of soul," said

he, " does not after all lie that way," and, to

their astonishment, he began to eat and to

drink freely. The five, still wedded to the

old system, called him a gluttonous man and
a wine-bibber in so many words, and left

him in disgust. But Siddartha lifted up his

eyes and saw the flowers of the field arrayed

in more than the glory of earthly potentates,

the bright birds of the air, the hajjpy wood-
land creatures, and knew that over the world
brooded a love unseen though felt, healer of

pain and grief, "delighting in the happiness

(not the torture) of all sentient creatures."

Still Siddartha, in seeking the perfect

way, the Supreme Good, did not abandon
his severe discipline. He merely ceased to

follow it as an end, and began to use it only

as a means to control the senses, to stimu-

late thought, to purify desire. He aimed at

the i^lain living, the high thinking—mini-

mizing the necessaries and abolishing the

luxuries of life.

The daughter of a great chief, named
Soujata, with ten of her companions, had for

some time been in the habit of bringing him
scraj^s of food and such rags of raiment as he

Avould accept ; indeed he seems to have re-

quired but little of either, for at this time he

sat cross-legged in meditation. " Let my
body dry up," he said, " my bones dissolve,

if I cease from this meditation before I have

attained the Divine intuition." His clothes

wore out, but Eadha, a slave girl, having

died, he proceeded reverently to exhume her

body, took off her shroud, washed it, and

wore it as his only covering till it fell to

pieces.

Thus he attained complete victory over

the senses, and he said, " I have now sur-

passed all human laws, yet have I not

attained to the Divine wisdom," Still he

seeks the " unknown hght," but is, it would
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seem, led by a true instinct to return to the

world for a season, and take a look at human
hfe as it is.

He meets a sacrificial procession, stops it,

and explains that the sacrifice of bulls and
goats is useless, inner righteousness being the

thing to aim at. " Thou requirest truth in

the inward parts, and shalt make me to

understand wisdom secretly."

He next falls in with a poor Sudra of the

lowest caste, and eats with him, to the as-

tonishment of all men ; and with this one

personal stroke the great prophet abolishes

caste from his spiritual system.
" Pity and need make all flesh kin ; there

is no caste in blood which runneth of one

hue ; no caste in tears wliich trickle salt in all

;

who doth right deeds is high born, who doth

ill deeds vile."

After this momentary, yet significant con-

tact with the depths of human life, he passes

to the sacred wisdom tree, where he meets

the tempter and foils him, the temptations

closely resembling those off"ered to Christ in

the desert.

Then, at length, the senses being subdued,

ambition mortified and self forgotten, ab-

stracted from all earthly sights and sounds,

the inner secret of the universe is flashed upon
his inner vision in the successive watches of

the night.

In the third watch the mystery of inexor-

able law is revealed, and the order of the

universe is seen transferred to the plane of

human life as the guide to morality. Cause

and effect is beheld operant in all lives, lead-

ing naturally enough to the transmigration

of souls, since all causes set in motion in

threescore years and ten have not by any

means time to work themselves out in eff'ects.

In the middle watch he is sustained by a

vision of immortality, or the impersonated

forces of the universe. In Mr. Edwin Arnold's

poetical language, he beholds

" The silver islands of a sapphire sea,"

and beyond and within, all "power that

builds."

In the next watch the secret of sorrow is

unfolded. It proceeds from imperfections

which, in a world conditioned like ours, cannot

be avoided, and from moral evil which, as
' we are human, will not be avoided ; sorrow,

therefore, will never cease on earth, and the

wise man has nothing better to do than to

rise above it and aspire to a more perfect

state.

As the meditation deepens the finished

path is at last revealed to the seer as he sits

under the wisdom tree. It consists in the

removal of all impeding conditions, emanci-

pation from all flesh-trammels, which are

never again to be imposed, and costly deliver-

ance from the need of all further transmigra-

tion.

In the last spiritual analysis all soul is

known to be one with the Supreme Lord of

the Universe. The universe itself is now per-

ceived to be a mere ilhision wliich has served

its turn ; nothing but thought, in fact, re-

mains. Thus at last we enter into the hfe

eternal.

" The life that shines beyond our broken lamps,
The lifeless, timeless Bliss."

And as this supreme and amazing spiritual

concei^tion bursts upon the Buddha, he looks

up and perceives that the night is departing.

" The dew is on the lotus. Eise, great sun,
And lift my leaf and mix me with the wave

;

Oni monc Padme Iluni, the sunrise comes,
The dewdrop slips into the shining sea."

The rest of the life of Siddartha Buddha is

enveloped in a fresh cloud of mythic marvels,

enclosed, however, in what seems to be cer-

tain large historical outlines. The record

tells how kings sat at his feet and vied with

each other in sending him presents ; troops

of disciples followed him wherever he went

;

monasteries and schools, practising his rule

and studying the revealed law, sprang up
throughout the Peninsula. He became the

idol of the people, for he taught and prac-

tised an infinite charity ; his walk was swan-

like and dignified, his skin was perfectly

clear, the outline of his features finely pro-

portioned, his look full of overpowering

sweetness, and his voice melodious and
thrilling. His speech, we are assured, was
quite irresistible in its charm ; his teachings

abounded in parable and allegory, at one
time persuasive and tender, at another full of

scathing invective and irony. He was the

unflincliing foe of the Brahmans, and he in-

veighed ruthlessly against the estabhshed

religious ceremonial of the day. For twenty-

three years he laboured chiefly in the garden

of Anatha Pindika, a rich minister of state,

and thither flocked to him, from all parts of

the country, all sorts and conditions of men,

women and cliildren to be taught the "law."

To the narrow formalists he was severe, and
the bitter enemy of all hypocrisy, but to the

outcast women he was tender and forgiving.

Towards the close the narrative of the life

of Buddha grows singularly clear and dis-

tinct, and, strangely enough, all touches of

the supernatural seem to fall off. Tliis is

how he died.
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At the age of eightj'-four Siddartha Buddha,

who, in his last days, seems to have resumed

has wandering missionary habits, arrives in

his travels on the western bank of the Ganges,

and, standing on a rock, looks across the

water. The language now rises in stately

dignity, it is clotlied in the princely dialect,

and seems redolent of a certain sumptuous

splendour as of the "Arabian Nights." " It is

for the last time." he exclaims, " that I

behold yon city of Eadjaghria and the throne

of the diamond ! " Then he crosses the

Ganges, and visiting the villages en the other

side, he bids farewell to the crowds that flock

out to meet him—happy if they may but

touch the hem of his garments.

He seems to the end busy ordaining new
teachers, and sending them forth to spread

the knowledge of the law.

The last thing which occupied him was
the pitiable condition of a poor beggar man
called Soubhadra ! Strange that such a

trifling incident should have survived the

withering touch of two thousand five hundred
years

!

As he neared a forest toAvards sunset his

strength failed him. The Aveeping disciples

laid him beneath a tree, and there the be-

loved master passed cpiietly away, his soul

sinkins; into the Xirwana—the etei'nal rest

—

for which liis whole career had been as one

lifelong sigh.

" Jesus Christ alone excepted, ' says Bar-

thelemy Saint-Hilaire, a by no means blind

admirer of Siddartha, "there is no more
pure, no more touching figure than that of

the Buddha in all history. His life is with-

out a blot, his heroism ecpials his con"victions,

he is the example of the Virtue he preaches.

His self-sacrifice, charity, and indescribable

sweetness never fail him. At twenty-nine

he leaves his father's palace out of love

for the people, to become a lonely wanderer
and a preacher of righteousness ; he studies

and meditates for six years, and then for

more than half a century preaches his faith

and spreads the truth by the weapons
of persuasion alone. He clies in the arms
of adoring disciples ^nth the serenity of

a sage who has lived only for the good,

and feels persuaded that he knows the

truth !

"

The characteristic of Buddha's religion is

a sublime and severe morality wedded to a

tender pity and world-wide charity. Its

popularity, from age to age, is undoubt&lly
due to its powerful advocacy of those moral
precepts Avhich alone bind human society

together, and its inspired recognition in the

spiritual as in the physical world of the inex-

orable order of cause and effect. It lives so

far by virtue of its absolute truth.

Its blemishes as a gospel for humanity are

equally obvious. They are, briefly, its scorn-

ful, and, in view of its charity, inconsistent

branding of human life as worthless ; its

orer-detachment from the things of sense,

A\'hich, if dangerous, are also disciplinary;

its exaltation of meditation above action.

Its strong grasp of individuality in the

doctrine of transmigration, together with its

apparent loss of it in the doctrine of Xirwana,
has been for centuries the stumbling-block of

Western philosophy and the despair of Euro-

pean metaphysics. The explanation of tliis

—the reconcilement of transmigration and
Xirwana—Avill probably be found in the ideal

character of Buddhism, Avhich reduced the

outer world to an illusion, a mere Berkleian

dream—made matter in fact non-existent

—so that the extinguishment of self Avas

simply the release of mind from the illusion

called body, and the restoration of self, yet

AA'ithout loss of indiAdduality, to the ocean of

uniA'ersal being.

Buddha's intelligible moral precepts and
his " LaAA^," differing little from that of

Moses, together A\'ith his burning charity,

gaA'c liim a popular hold OA^er the masses

;

but apart from all sense of a personal God
reA'ealed in a liA'ing Saviour, and operant

upon the heart through a Holy Spirit, eA'en

such priceless qualities left Buddhism power-

less to lift the masses above the eA'ils of

Oriental despotism, or in any degree to riA^al

in the East the sloAAdy but surely advancing

triumph of Christianity in the direction of

civil liberty and moral progress—justice,

mercy, and love—in the West.

Still, as the ages roll on, and God fulfils

Himself in many Avays, the sohdarity and
unity of the religious consciousness in man
steadily emerges. The teacher, whatcA^er

else he may haA^e to set forth, has still to

show the eightfold path of Buddha— the

path of right doctrine, right purpose, right

discourse, right purity, right thought, right

loneliness, right rapture. And still Ave "listen

to the lordly music floAving from the illimit-

able years," as the A^oice of the SAveet master

AA'ho taught the people AAasdom, proclaims

aloud the solitary supremacy of the Soul,

the transitory character of all priests and
rituals, the root of all sacrifice in self-purifi-

cation, the tireless loA'e and serA'ice of man,

the road to the joy of God, the ultimate

rest, the XirAvana, the perfect peace

—

" The dewdrop slips into the shining sea."'



OF all modes of travelling walking is, in

the best sense, the go-as-you-please style.

To spend some days on foot in spring or

summer is as enjoyable as it is natural to

every young man who rejoices in his strength.

Why should we be ashamed of holidaying

on foot 1 The roving desire is as old as the

world's dawn. We feel it with Solomon
when he longs to go forth into the fields and
lodge in the villages, to see and taste the

fruits which the world has in store for us.

The natural craving of curiosity comes with
the arrival of the swallows and the gangs of

tramps. We are restless, and hunger for the

precious possession of life gained by a tour

on foot. Civilisation drives us as well as the

savages to the undisturbed serenity of fields

and forests.

A walking tour is a modern Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, with adventures enough to the adven-
turous heart, and is emblematic of the great I the soil they tread on. Every sound is then

TOURS.
Ty JAMES PURVES.

'Crows and Scarecrows,"
ETC.

world of life. A man finds joy in wander-
ing alongside green fields, through strange

towns, observing strange customs, hearing

dialects, and sleeping in a new bed every
night. He is like the youth at the Parting

of the Ways, and is nearer than he shall ever

again be to the Happy Valleys and Eivers of

Romance. His heart runs out to every story
;

he is a native of every place he passes through,

a friend of every man he talks or walks with.

He then forms his own character, and finds

other characters at the same time. No inci-

dent comes amiss, the meshes of his heart

catch all passing traits. To use old Butler's

words, there is great virtue in highways and
hedges to make an able man, and also, I may
add, to make an agreeable man.

It is a happy idleness, wherein a man
neither thinks nor frets of living, but lives.

His body and mind are both occupied. His
eye^ and heart are filled by the ever-new
charms of nature, the still eloquence of

fields, the grinding water-mills, the sunny
hamlets, the labourers and country characters,

who seem to the walker part and parcel of



" A wayward pleasure in watching canal boats slipping beneath the bridge."
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appropriate ; the postman or the cowherd's

horn, the toot-tooting of the bargeman's

trumpet along the canal tow-paths, and the

town's vesper bells, have then the beauty of

naturalness. Quixote-like he finds new sen-

sations in every parish—sensations as plea-

sant as if he were a foreigner and Avere

abroad.

Travelling on foot is the most ancient, and
is still the most enjoyable manner of holi-

daying, if a man possesses a merry heart

and serviceable 'limbs. The merry heart

sets him out, and goes with him, not seeking

happiness but finding it. He is then a child

again, and there must be a childishness in

the best holidayuig. A man never comes into

closer contact with mother earth, the life of

nature, and his native land, than when he

stands on his feet and finds his own
way about. A railway is a conveyance, and
the passenger is luggage ; on foot a man
is an explorer, and comes as near being

a discoverer as he ever will. He explores

himself.

Herein lies the pleasure, the attraction of

walking. The pace is so easy, and the

motion so natural, . that one unconsciously

becomes part of whatever roadside motion
is going ; one's heart, touched by the jjarish

stillness, responds to the games and merri-

ment of ruddy children romping on the

meadow, and one's tongue moves heartily to

a good-day, although the rain falls. Walking
through droAvsy villages and passing drowsy
villagers in their gardens is a delightful

sensation. Every roadside inn seems to

have a natural position in the economy of

nature. One even finds a wayward pleasure

in watching canal boats slipping beneath the

bridge, or windmills revolving, or in rambling
through the churchyard and noting the

records of scriptural quotations and the

names of the dead on the tombstones, and
the living on the shop-signs. He walks for

l^leasure, and finds it even in graveyards.

No man should venture abroad who has

not walked through his native shire. It

gives us homely joys ; it gives us a know-
ledge of our native land at first hand, and
we feel a world the better for it, as the

homely, national feeling is deepened and our
heart rejoices in the provincial life, the
sounds of parish bells and pai^ish dialects.

To some, only a foreign tongue and a

foreign country are worth a holiday ; to me a

British shire is a world wide enough.. There
are mortals who cannot see any pleasure in

walking. Some think that he who carries a

knapsack must be a lunatic or an ascetic, and

to be alone for half a day is to be sad. A..

walker is as easily argued with as a lover is.

There are walkers who, on tasting the sweets,

become enthusiasts, and think they have
walked too quick on reaching their journey's

end. And there are exact mortals who remem-
ber the number of parishes and shires they
have walked through, the beds they have
slept in, the blisters that have afflicted the
soles of their feet, and the hotel waiters they
have tipped.

The great virtue a walking tour has is its

freedom. A man can live unto himself ; for

the remainder of the year he lives to his

family. On his feet he lives a natural and
the healthiest life going. For pure joy he
finds himself on the high-ways and by-ways
Avhistling tunes and singing snatches of songs
his memory had carried from childhood. So
long as a man is not a cripple, has a few
sovereigns, and a knapsack, he need never be
miserable. A well-Avorn knapsack has a

look of experienced wisdom ; it never seems
happy lying in a room corner; it always seems
to ask one to take it up and carry it out of

doors. No man is so independent as the

walker. All his luggage is carried on his

back; time-tables have no terror by day,

nor catching trains by night. No wind or

tide affects him ; so long as his legs and feet

hold out he holds on. He may strip bare-

foot, swing his socks and shoes and coat on

a stick over his shoulder, or sit up to the

hips and cool himself in a brook on Dart-

moor. He may lie on the broad of his back
for a day on a meadow, lean over a field

gate for an hour, or have a game of skittles

at a roadside inn, and find it enjoyable. He
is a republican holiday-maker. He may
please any passing humour ; he may guddle

trouts in a stream, catch butterflies, or go
bird-nesting, or even fall in love.

A walking tour is for a restless man, and
he soon finds how ignorant he is of rural life.

He observes that every ten miles the turn-

stiles, the toll-bars, the field-gates, along

Avith the dialect, and old Avives' caps, and
beer at the ale-houses, change and vary. In

carrying a knapsack a man caiiies an intro-

duction to other Avayfarers. No novelist

should be Avithout one. I OAve many a story

to my knajjsack. Country folk have taken me
for a tea -merchant or a book - canvasser.

Tavo or three boj^s in Yorkshire took me for

a shoAvman. A farmer's Avife .in TAveed-

side asked me Avhat I Avas selling, and Avas

sui-prised I had no boot-laces, note-papei', or

prints for Avorking dresses ; but I handed
her Punch, Avhich she could not make out,
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and returned, with

little reading

the remark, there was

gey little reaaing for the money." A
knapsack is a revealer of homeliness. To the

knapsack-carrier there is no foreign country,

no nation of strangers. Wherever he goes

or his fancy leads him, he receives confi-

dences, his healthy manhood takes people by

storm. Country folk have one word for a

pedestrian, and that is a tramp ; and even

the meaner walkers, the tramps, are never in

a hurry, and never seem to have lost any-

thing. A pipeful of tobacco commands a

tramp's attention and his vocabulary for half

an hour.

To go on a walking tour is to enjoy health,

to live simply, and to exercise both body and

mind. AValking opens not only the pores of

the skin, but the cells of the brain, and re-

stores our good-humour. To walk with the

open air about one all day long is to enjoy

the first law of health. At night, as you

enjoy a pipe of tobacco and stretch your

limbs and enjoy your well-earned eose, you

can devoutly thank God for good health, for

your senses, and the happiness of living. A
day's walk is well spent, if it were for nothing

else, but to feel how blessed are a hard seat, a

tick bed, or a low pillow. A walker becomes

a contented man. I have seen a done-out
tramp slumbering on a heap of road metal,

and another sleeping, like a horse, on his

feet. If we walked more we would not have
to call in the doctor so often.

Do we want to be healthy ? "We must
walk. To be Avise ? We must look and
think. To be happy 1 We must be healthy
in mind and body. Walking gives us spirits

to enjoy health. A first tour on foot is as

delightful as first love, though some find the

experience so costly as never to repeat it.

There are hours, especially about morning
and night, when one's limbs move as it were

of their own accord, and with physical
dcliglit. Then the change of air and the
change of life intoxicate, and buoyant spirits

possess one. Then life is about its best to

the merry-hearted. In such a holiday, life in

its rough sweetness, about homely roadside
Britain, is the sanest a man can desire. As
he steadily passes mile-posts and inviting

stiles leading to inviting soft foot-paths,

salutes friendly strangers and figures on the
hillsides and in the by-ways, as he descends
valleys with the sun's rays and climbs slopes

with the shadows, the panorama of nature
that day slips into his memory. Then a man
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M'alking with a

passionate heart, and the clay's sights and
sounds sink deep into his experience as he

was happy walking.

A genuine walker is neA^er alone. He
makes friends wherever he goes. For this

reason I do not know if it be desirable to

map out a route. A church, and a church-

yard, and a river take his fancy and he
lingers about for hours held captive. I can
never pass a churchyard ; the older-fashioned

it looks the stronger is the fancy to stroll

about its tombstones and nettles. He enters

a roadside water-mill to get a peep at the
dusty millers, and he chats with them for a

good half-hour. He steps into an ale-house

for a bottle of soda, and odd talk of odd
drovers amuses him, and hours after he is

leisurely carried with them off his road by
their anecdotes of life or of the fair they are

their charge to,
""

an
red bundled handkerchief, a farmer and his

dog, a school girl on a donkey, are all com-
panions. Whatever life is going is his com-
panion, even the birds of the hedgerows.
Companionship during the day has its mis-
fortunes, and it would be well if each could
go his own way during day and meet at

night. The country characters one speaks
to possess this virtue, though they may be
characterless themselves, they enable you to

gather the character of the country you are

taking their charge to. A collier returning
home, an artisan in search of work with his

passing through. But
it is a mistake to imagine

a walker runs no risks. My experience

is that he runs risks enough, risks that

put one's courage to the test. It is at no

time agreeable to get a pair of skinned heels

and especially when holidaying, nor to be

awakened in early morning by the unmis-

takable signs of having slept in a damp bed,

nor to be bit on the leg, of all parts of the

body, by a treacherous dog. These are risks

sufficient to add a spice of adventure, though

it be of the homely order.

No walker loves rain, but he accepts it

with sood grace. A rainy day is full of

then is not so un-surprises. and Avalking

pleasant as being confined to an hotel. I

was well rewarded for a walk in the wet from

Moffat to Yarrow by the sight from the hos-

telry door in the evening. The rain clouds

drifted away, lifted their shadows from St.

Mary's Loch, the rain then ceased, and by-

and-by the inn lasses went afield with petti-

coats kilted to milk the kye; the angler

rowed home with a heavy basket and a light

heart; and each one talked of it being "a
fine nicht noo," n.s if he had had a hand in it.

It is at nightfall that the walker is most
at home, though he be most abroad. In

walking into the town and selecting the inn

with his own eyes, without being hurried

into the first by raihvay or the latter by a

stuffy omnibus, a man feels as if he had
naturally grown into or become a part of the
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place. In every town, in every inn, he is at

home, for he finds in both a resting-place.

No soldier ever sallied forth -with so much
spirit of adventure as a walker, after a cold

bath in the "Regiment of Health," to use

Bacon's phrase, saunters into the streets of a

market to^^Ti of a summer evenins;. Then
his heart and his steps draAv him intuitively

to the open, to the riverside, to a bridge, or

to a place of vantage on a hill. With the

close of a day comes a sense of comj^leteness,

of satisfaction, and a deep feeling that his

holidays can never come to an end, since a

summer day is so long Avhen spent on the

high-roads and by-roads, and since it is so

full of happy experiences in A'igorous health.

With evening his day's journey has closed,

but another journey then begins, the journey
of ruminating fancy over what the day has

brought forth and the nightfall presents in a

strange towTi's echoes and shadows. The
thoughts, the sights, the remarks of the last

tAvelve hours come rushing and chasing back
on his memory like the flotsam driven rapidly

up the stream by the flow of the tide on the

Viye at Tintern, and he sees again what the

ebb of thought had hours aoro drifted sea-

wards. It is a time when a man's thoughts

are of value, and so shape themselves as to

astonish him Avith their fitness. His mind
is as receptive as a photographer's camera to

all the sights and sounds that fill his ears

and eyes at nightfall. His mind goes a-

gleaning over the by-gone day, his thoughts

are quickened by tlae new experiences, and
his heart is deeply touched with the many
bits of homely life and scenery.

Nature and nightfall keep him out of

doors ; he is like a child again. Letters

and printed pages are discarded for those

of life. All this, you say, you could enjoy
within ten miles of your own home. If you
are so fortunate, then, my advice is, my dear

sir, never go from home ; but I find in every
town or village new experiences, Avhether in

thought or life. Seeing new villages, Avalk-

ing along strange roads, is as interesting to

me as reading ne^Y books or seeing new
actresses. Travelling makes my thoughts

travel also, and it is sometimes only when I

approach home that the thoughts and fancies

which have been accumulating "come home"
to me, to use a common phrase, Avith

staggering force. To lean on a bridge

with a great lump of sympathy someAvhere
beloAv one's throat, to stand stock-still for

half an hour and find pleasure sufficient in

foUoAving Avith one's eyes figures of lads and
lasses Avalking arm and arm on the footpaths

in the churchyard, children AA"ith Avhite pina-

fores playing hide and seek behind the

tombstones, aj^roned shopkeepers putting up
their shutters and putting out the lights, and
in hearing along the meadoAV the Jcavs' harp
tAvanged by a rustic sitting astride a footpath

stile, and rustic Avords of criticising encou-

ragement from other figures, is this not to

take happiness and be AAdth life 1 To feel

this one must have walked into this scene

during the day from many miles aAvay.

NoAV, travelling is not sight-seeing ; if that

Avere so, many an umbrella would be intelli-

gent. To traA-'el, one's mind, too, must
travel, chat in every village, stay in every

lovely place as long as AA^e stay, and see and
feel for human life in its peace and in its

homes. When the lamps are lit at night in

the inn parlour, this homely feeling takes

possession and Ave become thorough provin-

cials, and feel all the better, the happier for

it. We think there is no life so interestino;

in the Avorld as that we see in our inn. We
think Ave never heard talk so thoroughly

British. We linger in the basiatelle-room

Avith the smell of the beer pots, and listen to

the click of the balls and the natives' hum of

droAvsy talk about dull times, and price of

cattle, and rent of lands and becA^es, and
everything going to the bad so sloAvly, and
think it the liveliest talk mortal man could

Avish. In the bar are quicker-Avitted men
sipping grog, and sucking long pipes, and
telling merry stories in a reproving manner

;

men Avith faces like a roAv of bishops or

judges. Then, by-and-by, the vesper bells

at ten ring out from the steeple, there is a

comparing of time on their Avatches, some
moral reflections pass, we hear quiet good-

nights at the outside door, then hastening

footsteps doAvn the pavement, clanging of

doors, and clicking of locks, out go the

lights, the village is oft' to bed, and Ave are

left alone.

But Ave are not left alone to ourselves in

the common phrase, for we have our train of

thoughts, our ncAv obserA^ations of character

and talk, our last pipe, and our book. We
read then with quickened fancy, Ave bring

to the pages our OAvn ncAv illustrations, A\'e

Avait to see if the author has anything to say

applicable to us in the mood Ave are in. We
feel as near as possible to being a living

commentary. A single play of Shake-

speare Avill serve for a fortnight, and no-

thing is so good reading to a man a-foot

as foot notes. A man then feels all over a

king in the possession of a royalty of happi-

ness. He then looks straight at life, and
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moves in the throng of thought. He has

really walked into a new life. Another wind

blows, the hook is laid aside, tlie pipe is

emptied, and as he lights his candle he asks

himself with a grim smile if he is a philoso-

pher or a fool 1 And as he blows out the

candle and draws the blind aside to have a

last peep at the night and stars, and then

settles down between the sheets of a fresh

bed, he asks himself another question, If he
could have experienced the same feelings by
walking over his own parish and staying at

home ? Of this much he is certain, that he
could not have got the feeling if he had not
been walking, and the feeling is Avorth walk-
ing for.

EIJPERT, THE EOPE-MAKER.

By KATHEEINE SAUXDERS, Author of "Gideon's Eock," etc.

T)ETWEEN my cot and the eastern sea,
-L' Rupert, the rope-maker, comes and stands,

And girds his Avaist with the shining bands
Of gold Manilla, from which Aveaves he,

DoAvn on the Denes by the eastern sea.

BetAveen my cot and the eastern sea,

Spinning, he backAvard, still backAvard goes,

Whilst, o'er him, the fresh, fair cordage floAvs,

Teaching a lesson of life to me,
Whose hopes had ebbed Avith the eastern sea.

And this I learned by tlie eastern sea

:

For such as meekly shall failure take,

The Lord of labour and love may make
Their backAvard seeming true progress be,

As Rupert, the roper's, by the sea.



TWELVE YEAES' DEALING WITH NEGLECTED CHILDREN.
By WILLIAM MITCHELL, Convener of the Glasgow School

BoAKD Attendance Committee.

FIRST TAPER.

NEGLECTED children; look at them!
They are to be seen in all directions

—in streets and lanes—at markets, bazaars,

railway stations—single and in groups, boys

and girls, occupied, idle, or at play—many
hidden away in holes and corners where no

eye sees and no heart cares for them. End-
less is the variety of condition, conduct, and
character. Much has been done on their

behalf—factory laws enacted, education acts,

industrial schools established, institutions

without number ; still there they are in their

hundreds and thousands, as full of life and of

human possibilities as any other part of the

body social. Like clay in the hands of the

potter they are waiting to be moulded. The
material there for goodly vessels, honest,

honoural)le citizens of the future ; and the

danger is equally great that left in their pre-

sent condition they will grow up to swell the

already too numerous class who bring dis-

grace on themselves and shame and discredit

on their country. " But," you say, " are

they not being educated ? That will bring

them round all right." Will it 1 I fear not,

or at least only partially. Education is the

leading spirit of the age, but education is not

food ; education is not clothing ; education

cannot take the place of home comforts, home
training, home influences. Children must
have the natural and material wants of the

body supplied ere the benefits and blessings

of education can be either received or valued.

The Education Act lays upon the parent the

duty of educating his child, but makes no
corresponding demand in respect to his phy-

sical well-being.

By the administration of the Act, hoAv-

ever, light is being throAvn into many a dark

and hidden corner, and attention is being

drawn to the miserable condition of a great

multitude for whom education will only be a

mockery until their untoward circumstances

are in some degree amended.
Twelve years' experience in connection

with the School Board of Glasgow provides

the chief material for the following pages.

They are offered in the hope that a deeper

and more widespread interest will be mani-

fested in sustained efforts for the ameliora-

tion of neglected children.

The proA'isions of the Scotch Education
Act (1872) made it imperative on School

Boards to look after the education of all the

children of the community between five and
thirteen years of age. For this purpose the

School Board was equipped with powers of

no ordinary kind. Their officers were autho-

rised to report to the Board the names and
addresses of all those children whose educa-
tion was being neglected. It thereupon be-

came the duty of the Board to summon the

parents or guardians of such children before

them, that they might have the opportunity

of offering any reasonable excuse for past

default, or of promising amendment in time
to come.

It will readily be seen how wide a field

here presented itself for dealingwith neglected

children and their parents. There were up-

wards of 90,000 children of school age in the

city, and, after making every reasonable

allowance, it was ascertained that nearly

20,000 of these were either not at school, or

their attendance was so irregular and inter-

mittent as not to be worthy of the name.
How to deal in the most effectual, and yet

most kindly and considerate manner with
these parents and children, became one of the

earliest questions at the Board.

It was resolved that the first step should

be simply a call upon the parents by one of

the School Board officers for the purpose of

friendly remonstrance, pointing out at the

same time the requirements of the Act. If

such call proved ineffectual, it was to be
followed by a printed notice detailing the

parents' legal duty, and calling attention to

the serious consequences of continued neglect.

The best results flowed from this simple

dealing. A large proportion of parents and
children, once careless and negligent, realised

their duty and sent their children to school.

There were, however, a considerable num-
ber whom these preliminary measures failed

to move. To deal effectually with these, the

Board resolved to hold frequently, and at

stated intervals, in the various districts of

the city, meetings to which such defaulters

might be summoned in terms of the Act.

These meetings were begun in the first year

of the Board's existence. They have been
continued during the last twelve years, cither

fortnightly or at more or less frequent in-

tervals, as the exigences of the district seemed
to require. More recently they have been
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held ouce a week. From eighty to one

hundred parents—guardians or heads of

families—are summoned with their children

to each meeting.

A large room in one of the Board Schools

in the selected district is appropriated for the

reception of the company. There, at eleven

o'clock in the forenoon, may be found on

fche appointed day a gathering replete with

elements as sad, as varied, as extraordinary,

as probably has ever been depicted. The chil-

dren are of course the Board's peculiar care
;

but the education and welfare of the children

cannot be seen to Avithout considering the

condition and circumstances of the parents,

or, where there are no parents, the circum-

stances into which the children have been

throAATi.

This inquiry, gone about as it is in an

orderly and firm, yet kind and courteous

manner, evokes a revelation of social life and

conduct that renders it often difficult to say

whether pity, sympath}', or indignation should

most predominate. One might have expected

that after a few years of such meetings the

sources whence they originate would dry up,

and the occasion for them cease. It is far

otherwise. The fountain, alas ! is perennial.

For one with the pen of a ready writer there

are stories of heroic fortitude and endurance,

pictures of moral gi-andeur and beauty, scenes

of harrowing distress and misery which would

tax his utmost powers. Combined with these,

and of far more frequent occurrence, are

tales of wicked, foohsh, misspent lives, Avhere

the demon of intemperance has held sway,

and where the poor, suffering children have

been the sad victims of their parents' sin and

shame.

It is my purpose to classify these elements,

and to indicate some of their leading features

;

to point out the manner in which many of the

'children are being brought up ; the cold, the

hunger, the nakedness, to which they are too

often exposed ; the strange and fitful variety

of child life and character constantly revealed

—sometimes in parental devotion, sometimes

in parental defiance, frequently in absences

from home, even on the part of children

seven or eight years old. Then again, the

stirring life of those who are called waifs and
strays—street children—many of whom turn

an honest penny by selling newspapers,

diaries, matches, sticks, or engage in casual

employment on milk carts or lorries, or go

messages, or, at Christmas time, figure on the

boards of the stage during the pantomime
season. Nor can I fail to notice the diffi-

culties which attach to children born and bred

in dwellings (I cannot call them homes) where
evil influences of every kind abound, and
where the children have naturally assumed
the colour and character of those with whom
they have been all their lives associated.

They cannot but be in constant danger of

following evil courses or falling into a life of

crime. Must they be thus left 1 How is

their rescue to be accomplished 1

Difficult problems, and many-sided, con-

stantly present themselves, suggesting crucial

questions that often put members of the

Board to their wits' end. How far is a poor
family called upon to sacrifice the bread-

winning capacities of the children for the

sake of their education 1 At what stage may
the oldest boy of a widowed mother earn a

wage to keep the wolf from the door or help

to clothe and feed himself 1 How may a

high-spirited woman with her children be kept

out of the poor-house when left with half-a-

dozen little orphans ? Wliat is to be done
when a man leaves his children in the morn-
ing with the fear that his wife will paA\Ti their

clothes or squander the school fees for drink

before he returns ; or what is to be done
when man and Avife are living apart and
quarrelling over the possession of the. chil-

clren ? Or when father, sometimes in despair,

sometimes in sheer Avickedness, deserts his

family altogether? What are the agencies

best fitted to meet the Avants, the eAils, the

difficulties, the perplexities of such a state of

things 1 Do they exist 1 If they do, are

they being successfully wrought, and by
Avhom 1 What are the fruits of such labours ?

Yet further I Avoidd draw attention to the

sad and mournfid company of infirm children

in every stage of Aveakness, deformity, or

disease, many, alas ! brought into this con-

dition through the misconduct or intempe-

rance of their parents. Certain of them con-

fined to dwellings of squalid poA'erty and
misery where no ministering hand CA'er

reaches them, no kind Avord ever cheers them,

no ray of glad simlight penetrates the gloom,

or breath of balmy air fans the pallid cheek.

What is doing—Avhat still remains to be done

for these suffering little ones ?

If I can, even in a limited degree, portray

the mere outline of Avhat I have indicated,

my purpose Avill have been served. Like

the Dark Contment, this is a region Avell

knoAvn to exist but only partially explored.

The reckless misconduct of a certain class of

the poor has stamped a brand of ill-favour

and distrust on all, and because of this stigma

many worthy and honest sons and daughters

of poverty and misfortune are driven to hide
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themselves away where no eye sees and no
sympathetic ear is open to hear their tale of

woe. Numerous explorers have gone forth

to these regions of drought and desolation,

others are entering into their labours. To
understand what can and what should be

done is half the battle.

It may be interesting at this point, and
serve a good purpose at the same time, if I

attempt to give some idea of one of the meet-

ings to which the defaulters are summoned.
Let us take then a morning in November.

The largest and most convenient public school

in the district is selected. One of the prin-

cipal rooms is appropriated for the reception

of parents and children, and four smaller

rooms for the hearing and consideration of

the various cases. One or sometimes two
members of the Board preside in each room,

and one case at a time is brought in. To-

wards eleven o'clock, there may be seen con-

verging hither from all points of the compass,

and from all the streets, lanes, and alleys of

the district, a downcast poverty-stricken com-

pany of men, women, and children, but chiefly

women and children ; the men being for the

most part at work, while the v/omen are

generally accepted as the more suitable for

being dealt with. How varied the appear-

ance of each httle group as it comes along

—

the parents in most cases sad, weary, and
worn ; but oh ! the pitiable plight of the pale-

faced, barefooted, hunger-pinched little chil-

dren !

A few single men, with or without their

children, are seated here and there ; certain

of them widowers who have left their work.

They tell, perhaps, how there is no one at

home to look after their children, who are

getting into evil habits and beyond their

control—a daughter, it may be, of twelve or

thirteen, who has found bad companions,

and been by them led astray—or little chil-

dren in the house, and only the eldest, her-

self a cliild, to look after them.

Still furthei', it will not be possible to look

round "without witnessing many of the wrecks
of humanity—men, and women too, upon
whose faces are written in unmistakeable

characters the record of misconduct, intem-

perance, and shame. There is seldom a meet-

ing -without some flagrant exhibition, even in

presence of the members, of the drink demon's
power in the language and behaviour of some
one or other of the company.
And the children, what of them ? Well,

with the cheerfulness and buoyancy of youth,

the comfort of a warm room and the com-
panionship of one another, they don't look

so miserable as when trotting along the cold

street. They have begun to hod-nob with
one anothei", and it becomes apparent that

Avere it not for hunger and nakedness, which
are only too visible in the aspect and condi-

tion of the greater number, they could very
soon assume the gaiety and sprightliness of

the children who are sporting and shouting

in the playground outside.

A glance now at one of the rooms where
the members of the Board have taken their

seats in a judicial position and character.

The Chairman of the Board has from the
first taken a warm interest in these meetings,

and has done much by his example to show
to the other membei's how wisely and con-

siderately, yet firmly and Idndly, parents

and guardians may be dealt with in the way
of counsel, remonstrance, and warning. His
countenance is beaming with kindly sym-
pathy, and an experience which dates far back
in connection wdth the social condition of the

poor enables liim so to conduct his inquiries

that he instantly secures the confidence of

those brought before him. He speedily

evokes their varied histories, and does not
fail to insist on the whole truth where pre-

varication is apparent.

He is seated at an ordinary table, and in

front of him there is a bench on which the

family are placed whose case is under consi-

deration. At one end of the table is a clerk

taking notes, and there is a record for refer-

ence before the chairman of all the informa-

tion that has previously been gathered about
the family whose case falls to be considered.

Around him are such of the officers as are

familiar with the circumstances, and have
been dealing with the families at their own
homes.

A tidy old woman is ushered in, accom-

panied by a sharp biight-looking little fellow

of about twelve years old. Anxiety and
care are written in indelible lines on the face

of Granny as she takes her seat -with her
grandson in front of the chairman. The
record declares that Robert is very irregular

in his attendance at school, and the officer

supplements the record by the statement

that the boy is engaged in casual employ-
ment for some part of the week. Old Granny
tells her story : Robert's mother died when
he was only a few weeks old. His father

took it so much to heart that he " 'listed
"

and left the country, leaving the infant in

her charge. She doesn't know where he is,

having only once heard from him during all

these years. She is a lone woman now, and
the little boy is her only comfort. They
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have never been parted. Tlie Chairman

finds that the hoj can read well, and write

and count fairly ; so, after consultation with

the Convener, lie allows Eobert tAVO days for

the employment specified by Granny, pro-

vided he goes regularly on the other three

days, and also attends the Evening School.

Here comes a little hunchback child Avith

a bright intelligent face, led by her mother

whose only child she is. The mother is

most anxious that the child should attend

school, and the girl is greatly disappointed

that she is not there every day. The father

has deserted them. He has behaved so ill

that his wife will not allow him to come in

at the door again if she can help it. A long

story of injury and wrong is narrated. The
principal officer is instructed to communicate

with the father, and if necessary summon
him before the Sheriff for payment of the

fees, and meantime a card is given to the

girl admitting her to school pending this

arrangement being carried out.

Here is a pleasant-looking, well-dressed

mother, with three nice children. Her hus-

band is related to a well-known and highly-

esteemed citizen long deceased, but the man
is of dissolute habits, and has fallen very

low. He has appealed to those who would
gladly aid him, and gets occasional work as

a clerk, but he is untruthful and deceives

his wife, and she cannot decently clothe her

children, far less pay fees. Promises are

accepted by the Board. A fresh start is

made by a member giving one month's fees.

There are men and women constantly

brought up so thoroughly debased and
demoralised, that counsel and remonstrance

seem alike hopeless for their reformation,

and as for fine and imprisonment it is just a

tax on the community with no correspond-

ing benefit.

And thus in panoramic succession for two
or three hours each week or fortnight, are

the circumstances of about eighty families,

more or less, laid bare. Stern reproof and
warning are as frequently required as advice

and sympathy. The knowledge that the

Board has power to bring defaulters before

the Sheriff exercises a wholesome influence

upon the manner in which the reproof is

accepted, and, as a rule, the w^arning is

found to have the desired effect. Prosecution

and punishment are only resorted to in cases

of hardened offenders, and are looked upon
as affording an occasional necessary example,

rather than with much hope of permanent
good. Where through unfortunate necessity

father or mother are sent to prison by the

Sheriff, it is the custom of the School Board
to make inquiry into the circumstances of

the children, so that steps may be taken for

their relief. It not unfrequently happens,

when the father is incarcerated, that the rest

of the family enjoy more quietness and com-
fort than usually fall to their lot, and would
be quite Avilling that the imprisonment might
be years instead of days.

In a larger number of cases it is the pleas-

ing duty of the Board to counsel and direct

the parents towards agencies, ways, and
means which they had not previously thought

of. They are thus enabled to see that a

little more earnestness and diligence on their

part might often help them to overcome
difficulties and obstacles which were not so

insurmountable as they had believed. Many
honest parents have come to the meeting-

downcast and sorrowful who have gone from
it cheered and hopeful—"a little word in

kindness spoken " goes a long, long way in

evoking the sympathies and stimulating the

flagging resolves of poor down-hearted fathers

or mothers.

THE THIKD YOLIJME.

By anna H. DRURY, Author of " Called to the Eesctje," etc.

CHAPTER I.

A HOT August afternoon in a London
-^^ lodging, whose Anndow looked into a

mews, might not, at first sight, have been
considered a favourable combination of time
and place for successful composition ; and
had the inspiration of the writer depended
upon stillness, or harmony, or sweet summer
odours, he must have throAvn doAvn his pen
in despair. But Alexander Romilly, though

obliged from time to time to desist with an
iuA'oluntary gasp, and seek refreshment from
a decanter of tepid water, or a breath of

such air as the AvindoAV afforded, only followed

up each moment of relaxation by a more
vigorous effort, as if moments were too costly

to be wasted on personal relief. He AA'rote

on, not as one Avho is forcing himself through
an uncongenial task, but with the energy of

conscious poAver, impelled by a strong mo-
tive; and the knitted brow expanded into
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smoothness and serenity as the clocks outside

struck five, and the last word of the last page

was finished. "Done at last—hurrah !" was

the boyish exclamation with which he pushed

back his chair, and thrust his hot hands into

his long, thick locks, as if trying by their pres-

sure to quiet the thobbings of his excited brain.

He was a young man of five-and-twenty,

who, except when he was writing, looked

even younger than he was ; witli broad fore-

head, and grey eyes of wonderful expression,

that could be persuasively eloquent when not

dimmed by sensitive shyness. An author,

every inch of him ; happy in his own crea-

tions, so long as they were only his own; ner-

vously anxious for sympathy and approval

;

wincing resentfully under criticism
;
grateful

for genuine applause ; and yet conscious, all

the while, that no one knew either his faults

or liis merits as well as he did himself. He
was as yet unhackneyed, unembittered

;

believing in the dignity of his profession,

and neither disposed to hate successful rivals,

nor to turn ink into gall for revenge on a

mistaken critic.

" Done—and within the time, and rather

above than under the mark, unless I am
much mistaken ; and, if I look sharp, I shall

catch old Brewer before he goes home to dinner

—get a cheque on account—and then—ah !

"

A long, deep breath could alone express

what that meant, as AlexanderEomilly turned

into the tiny cell he called his bedroom, and
proceeded to arrange his dress with a care

and precision hardly in keeping with the

simplicity of his apartment and the frugality

of his way of life. Though his landlady

found him " attendance " in the person of a

small maid (generally changed once in six

weeks), it was little beyond actual housework

that Romilly trusted to female hands ; and if

his best coat was irreproachable in gloss, as

his boots were in polish, it was owing to his

own care and skill. Of late, however, he

had been so absorbed in his work that it was

quite a relief to his civil hostess Avhen she

met him on the stairs, fresh from the im-

portant operation of the toilet. Her curtsey,

its she remarked on the fineness of the

weather, was intended to express the hope

that he was going to amuse himself a little.

" Young men don't often want driving out

to take their pleasure," she observed to her

daughter; "but I've felt as if I could just

take him by the shoulder and put him out-

side the door, sooner than have him stooping

over that writing of his, morning, noon, and
night. I said as much once, when he gave

me -^n opening ; but he only laughed, and

said he must get in his hay before it rained.

He pays so regular, he can't be pushed for

money ; and I ain't one that makes a living

out of lodgers' butchers' bills, as she do next

door, Betsy; but I never did see a gentleman
live on so little ; I only hope he's gone out

to dine with friends to-day."

"I suppose them as writes those lovely

tales don't care about dinners and teas like

us," observed her daughter thoughtfully.

She was a keen devourer of fiction herself,

and peeped into Eomilly's proof-sheets—not

to say his MSS.—whenever she had the

oi^portuuity. Her mother's experience, how-
ever, was at variance with this theory. She
had had to do for writing-gentlemen before,

and mighty particular some was, and made a

joint look foolish in five minutes; and always

said—at least one of 'em did, and a pleasant

one he was, if he had only settled his weekly
bills—that all he ate was for the good of the

world.
" And so it would, no doubt, if he had

paid for it," added the worthy woman ;
" but

he always said he had a poor memory, and I

suppose he forgot."
" The one as came after made it all good,

you know, mother," observed Betsy, with a

slight tartness in her voice.

" Well, in course it stands to reason that a

poor woman can't be the loser ; and if one

don't pay, another must ; but he never knew
nothing about it, poor dear, and no one was
ever the poorer for doing a good turn by a

widow. Mind you that, Betsy, against you
should ever be one yourself."

Unconscious of the moral teaching to

which his proceedings had given rise, Mr.

Eomilly had, on leaving the house, called a

cab, and driven to his friendly publisher's

office, where he was not long detained. His

rapid execution and the spirit of his style had
raised him considei'ably in the estimation of

the ruling powers ; and he came forth from
the brief but gratifying interview, radiant

with dazzling hopes, and with a comfortable

earnest of the future in his purse.

"Almond and Eaisin's, Piccadilly," was
the next direction to the driver ; and in that

temple of good cheer he was soon after

anxiously intent on the best manner of filling

a small, white hamper with the choicest

delicacies of the season. A hint about
" ladies " brought to his assistance an ex-

perienced caterer for picnics and luncheons
;

who kindly instructed the young novelist

how to lay out his newly-earned gold, to an

extent that would have kept him in food and
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lodging for a fortnight. But with each fresli

purchase Alexander Romilly's eyes sparkled

more joyfully ; and when he returned to his

cab, with the costly hamper in his hand, he

could hardly steady his voice to give the

needful direction with becoming indifference.

The experienced assistant, overhearing the

address, looked after him with unusual in-

terest, observing to a colleague, in a cautious

aside, that such visitors were scarcer there

than they used to be—and no wonder.
No wonder, indeed, if the melancholy

Jaques spoke truth, and the sobbing deer

be always left behind by the dappled and
unstricken herd. The house to which Eomilly
was speeding was a handsome one in Bel-

gravia, well known in a large circle of friends

and acquaintances for its sumptuous dinners

and crowded entertainments. Its master
was famous in his day for the inventions that

had made his fortune ; and though, as he
always said, "risen from the ranks" himself,

he had secured the distinction of fashion by
marriage with a dowerless Irish lady of noble
birth, under whose easy rule the household
had gone merrily on without a fear or even
a preparation for the future. The union had
been effected by the force of her affection

against the advice of her relations, though
no one had authority to interfere ; her
brother, the peer, was still at school, and she
had no guardian to hurt her feehngs by in-

sisting on a proper st^'tlement. The very
mention of the word always put Lady
Honora into a passion. Her husband, as

she always maintained, must know what was
best for them all ; he was the wisest, the
cleverest of men—what could any lawyer's
parchment havi done for her and the chil-

dren that he would not do of his own accord,
and a great deal better ? Their best pro-

vision was in his love for them all, and, as

he had ma'-ae the money, it was for him to

settle how it should be spent. So her elder
girls were brought out into the world ; and
her boys were at public schools ; and nurses
and governesses watched over the younger
ones; and all went on with the terrible

smoothness of a rapid till the moment of the
shock—the sudden death of Mr. Sterndale

—

caused, as was soon surmised, by the hopeless
state of his affairs. He died a ruined man
—so utterly ruined, first by unfortunate ven-
tures, and then by desperate expedients to
gain time and retrieve misfortune, that there
was absolutely nothing left for his widow
and children, except the house over their
heads, which, in the pride of his heart at the
birth of his eldest boy, he had settled on the
XXVI—19

'

mother and child. The rent of this house
would be some provision for the future ; but,

meanwhile, everything of value, furniture,

plate, pictures, jewels, all had to be sacri-

ficed ; and though friends and relations came
forward, at first, with a readiness that testi-

fied to the popularity of the distressed family,

their united contributions, when invested,

produced but a slender pittance for Lady
Honora and her six children to live upon, as

best they might, till the house was let. The
wing which had been devoted to the nurses
and schoolroom had been reserved for their

use when the rest of the mansion was stripped,

and here they lived as secluded as if in a
besieged fortress.

Eomilly, as others did, left cards of in-

quiry and condolence at first; and he had
hovered about the neighbourhood again and
again, in the hope of gathering more details,

if not of obtaining a glimpse of one, at least,

of the stricken household ; but the strict se-

clusion observed by the ladies, before and
after the sale, baffled all his endeavours ; and
he flung himself with feverish energy into his

literary work as the only means of stifling im -

patience. The hope that had sprung up in

his own despite, of being a helper in their day
of trouble, sometimes appeared insane ; but
the stimulus was none the less powerful ; and
while grudging himself the necessaries of a

London life, he was ready to pour at their

feet whatever gold he could mn out of the

stores of his brain. How it was to be done
he could not tell ; but the news that Lady
Honora was unwell seemed to supply an ex-

cuse for calling to inquire, and, if possible,-

obtain the acceptance of his offering. When
he had dismissed his cab, and stood waiting

at the weU-remembered portal, his nervous
excitement increased so vehemently, that he
felt almost afraid to face the porter, lest he

should think him out of his mind. He had
not realised the state of affairs within : iu

stead of the dignified personage he was un-

consciously dreading, the slow opening of the

door revealed only a girl of fourteen, neatly

but very plainly dressed, whose confusion at

his inquiries exceeding his own, restored his

presence of mind. Instead of giving him any
answer, her one thou<;ht seemed to be how to

shut the door again without making a noise
;

and thus he found himself standing in the

hall with his basket, with only just time for

a hurried glance at the desolation that reigned

in the basement, before a small, white-haired

woman, in black, came out of a back room,

whose face was not quite unknown to him,

though he knew her best by report. This was
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Maxwell, the housekeeper, an old family

servant of Lady Honora's, whom nothing

could drive from her service, least of all the

impossibility of paying her wages. She had

saved enough, she maintained, to keep her

from being a burden to her lady ; and as to

being turned off at her age, she did not know
what she had done to deserve it. And as no

one knew what they should do without her,

her remaining was soon decided ; and the

amount of work she got through, with only

that young girl to help her, would have

amazed the smart housemaids and genteel

ladies in waiting who had so often been the

torment of her vice-royalty.

It was more difficult ,than Alexander had
imagined beforehand to get out the sentence

that was to rid him of liis hamper, when ac-

costed by this well-bred functionary—whose
eyes, though somewhat dimmed and worn by
care and toil, had a keen twinkle that at once

saw through subterfuge or excuse ; and his

inquir}'^ after Lady Honora's health was blun-

dered over, in his hurry to mention that she

had once expressed a preference for such and
such Hght dainties as he had ventured to

bring, and that an invalid sometimes required

tempting—he broke off in rosy confusion, but

Maxwell, who knew more of him than he was
aware, finished the sentence entirely to his

satisfaction. It was perfectly true, that a

little surprise of this kind did tempt a poor

appetite sometimes, and my lady had hardly

eaten anything the last two days, so this might
do her a great deal of good. Her frank ac-

ceptance of the good intention was an im-

mense relief, and he found courage to word
his inquiries in a less general form. The
good housekeeper knew enough of the world
to appreciate the sincerity of his solicitude,

and, probably, to fathom its cause. The
weather, she observed, had been very close,

and her ladyship had felt the heat ; but per-

haps Mr. Eomilly would like to hear from
the young ladies how she was going on. If

he would sit down a minute in the study she

would see if they could receive him.

As this Avas the goal of his secret hopes,

though he had told himself it was out of the

question, he was too glad to sit wherever she

bade him; though the small back room, whose
table and chairs, and empty bookshelves, had
been pi'eserved for the transaction of busi-

ness, looked strangely unlike its former self,

as he had seen it last by lamplight, half filled

with cloaks and hats. He glanced around it

when left alone, recalling, with a deep sigh,

the bewildering sense of hope and joy with
which he had joined the departing throng

that festive night, hiding a flower he had been
allowed to carry away, and which had been
hidden in his desk ever since. Mr. Sterndale

had complimented him on his rising fame
and future prospects. Lady Honora had held

out hopes of meeting by the seaside, when
the season was over, and talked of picnics

and country expeditions as if liis joining them
were a matter of course ; and she whom he

loved—whose face alone gave value to such

encouragement—had listened, and smiled,

and, better than smiling, had sjDoken low,

earnest words, as from the depth of her heart,

such as he had never won before. What a

chafnge had passed over them since then

!

Was it madness, or selfishness, that made him
dwell on his own hopes and aspirations, and
the manner in which they were likely to be

afli"ected by what had happened, instead of on
the bitterness of such a trial as that house had
seen ? It was mad, it was selfish, every way

;

of course they would not care to see him, or

anybody, at such a time; and yet his ear was
straining for every sound, and his eye watched
the door with an impatience that made that

interval of suspense more trying than the

weeks of labour which had gone before.

His cause, meanwhile, was in good hands.

Maxwell made her way up-stairs with the

hamper, and quietly entered the schoolroom,

where the two elder sisters were busily em-
ployed, the one in sorting and arranging a

box of papers and letters, the other in finish-

ing a piece of silk embroidery.

"If you please, young ladies," said the

housekeeper, "Mr. Alexander Eomilly has

called to inquire particularly after my lady,

and to know if he can be of any service ; and
I thought one of you wouilr see him, per-

haps, and tell liim how her ladyship is going

on."

Both sisters had looked up at the name,
but it was the elder who spoke fiiv^t.

" Mr, Eomilly is very kind, but I do not

see that there is anything for him to do. Is

that a basket from Ireland 1
"

" No, Miss Sterndale ; the young gentle-

man understood your mamma was ill, and
he has been and got her every little thing

that he ever heard her say she liked. I was
just wishing there Avas anything in the house

to tempt her to eat, and these wiU be a sur-

prise ; and perhaps she may have her tea

with you, instead of in her room alone, and
enjoy it more for the change."

Clarice glanced at the inviting contents of

the basket as Maxwell raised the lid, and her

lip curled and quivered with some suppressed

emotion.
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"It is very well-meant—very attentive of

Mr. Eomilly," she said slowly, " and desei'ves

something more than a message. You had
better see him, Juliet, or he may think we
are offended."

"Won't 3'ou go—or at least, come with

me 1 " stammered Juliet, whose cheeks had
become of a deep pink, and whose hands
seemed hardly able to fold up her work
steadily.

" I cannot leave this half done," was the

reply, as the elder sister bent her knitted

brows again over the pile of papers. " If

you really want me, you can send Phillis to

call me down."
" Will it not look strange ? " said Juhet,

rising, with an involuntary glance round the

room for the mirror that was not there.
" It Avill look—just as you do—no need of

the glass, my dear. You can take my word
for the fact. Some flowers open best among
ruins, and you are one of them."

As the door closed behind the other two,

Clarice Sterndale threw down the letter she

was tr}dng to read, and starting from her

seat paced, almost wildly, up and down the

room.

"Well, I am thankftd I did not speak

sharply—I did not, in the bitterness of my
temper, insist on the basket being flung back
into his hands, and the door shut in his face !

Although he is a man—although he was
made welcome here, and had his plans like

his neighbours, he may after all be tender-

hearted and generous, and not a hollow
sham. If she can be made happier by be-

lieving that some one outside thinks and
feels for her—if she has life enough left in

her system to love and hope, why should I

stand in her way, because all in me is dead 1

It is only bearing one thing more—hardly
worth mti'v'pioning among so many. And the

poor mother—Maxwell is right—anything
that will rouse her out of herself, if only for

an hour or two, must be a gain. I'll do the

thing thoroughly while I am about it ; I'll

make her ask him to stay for tea. It will do
her good in every way, and afford me a fine

opportunity of acting the Spartan. He, at

least, shall not suspect my fox, if others

do."

The sort of laugh with which she resumed
her seat, and busied herself in clearing away
the traces of her occupation, too plainly

showed the secret pain that had become a
second nature. The flood of disaster that
had submerged the family fortunes had
broken in with special force on her own
garden of hope, just as it seemed richest in

blossom. She was engaged, with the full ap-

proval of all parties concerned, to a young
man in the diplomatic service, 'whose lack of

income was considered, by competent autho-
rity, to be compensated by his good birth,

position, and interest. To Clarice it -was a

matter of secret exultation that she should
have the privilege of bringing him the one
gift he had hitherto lacked—the competence
which would enable him to move in liis

proper sphere, and escape the drudgery of

years of toil. To all appearance his devo-
tion was equal to her own, and the sweet
dream was, while it lasted, perfect. Rude,
indeed, was the awakening ; for, with the fall

of her house, fell the vision of her future
home. The "old tale, and often told," which,
for the credit of human nature and true love,

is sometimes contradicted by fidelity unto
death, proved here but too accurate. The
state in which Mr. Sterndale's affairs were left

was no sooner known, than the change in the
noble family's views began to be manifest.

Delicately, considerately, with the utmost
courtesy, a hint was let fall which Clarice

perfectly understood ; and stung almost to

madness, she met them half-way, released her
lover from his troth Avithout permitting him
an interview, and in reply to his letter

demanding to be heard as a right, giving him
a dismissal in such terms as effectually to

settle the matter. His family were glad to

escape discussion by leaving town before the

season was over ; and the next news of him
was that he was gone abroad as attach^ to

one of the embassies. They should soon

hear of his engagement elsewhere, was
Clarice's remark to her sister ; and she only

hoped he might not be disappointed again.

It is hard to say which suffers most—the

heart that clings to its ideal, and endures

the hourly torture of defending it in vain, or

the one that has to bear the self-contempt for

having believed too easily that dross was
gold. Clarice was of the latter class, and the

fierceness of her anguish woidd have soured

her whole being, but for one saving influence

outside its control—the love that existed

between herself and her sister. It had grown
with their growth from the days when Juliet

was just able to stretch out her tiny arms to

welcome the small protector whose escort

she preferred to all others ; and the undoubt-

ing trust of the younger had been requited

by a tenderness on the part of the elder

which womanhood only developed and
strengthened. In this hour of darkness it

stood Clarice in good stead : she could not

harden herself against the whole world with
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Juliet to lean upon ; she could not trample

on her sense of right and wrong with her

sister standing by to see it. No one could

quite despair while that brave spirit so gal-

lantly held out. There was that in Juliet's

nature which reveals itself in times of peril

and privation among our unconscious heroes

by land and sea ; in the officer whose gallant

cheerfulness is his men's last support—in the

soldier who gives his life for a messmate,

though no newspaper correspondent is there

to tell the tale—in the miner that volunteers

to rescue comrades at the hazard of worse

than death ; heroes all developed by emer-

gency, but not more heroic than the bright

hazel-eyed girl whom Alexander Romilly had
seen and worshipped as a creature born only

for joy and smiles. The magnitude and

suddenness of the calamity seemed to call

out an amount of energy and resource of

which no one had supposed her capable

;

and which probably would have otherwise

long remained unknown. Devouring her

grief for her father, which might have un-

fitted her for exertion, she accepted the

situation at once as one of shipwreck

;

troubling herself no more about her personal

dignity or the possible comments of others

than if they had been cast on a desert island,

to live as best they could. Little offices that

had been done for her all her life as a matter

of course, she studied so diligently as to fore-

stal good Maxwell's loyal vigilance, and

prevent her from being absolutely worked
to death in the endeavour to shield them
all from privation. The value of these ser-

vices to the stricken household was incal-

culable. Now, too, in various ways her

mother and sister might perceive, if they

would, what an undercurrent of thoughtful-

ness and self-improvement had been run-

ning through the daily life that sparkled so

brightly in the sun. The orphan whom
MaxweU was training for a servant was one

whom Juliet had maintained and watched

over, and whose devoted attachment supplied

the lack of experience ; the silk embroidery

she was now engaged upon at a remunera-

tive price had been learned and practised to

assist a former governess, who was too glad

to be of service in her turn, by making all

the needful but troublesome arrangements

about the work ; while more than one among
their acquaintance, whose claims Lady
Honora had thought amply satisfied by an
occasional invitation or card, dwelt with
special solicitude on Juliet's past attentions

and pleasant ways, which made the inquiries

after her health and spirits more affectionate

than the formal ones for the family. Elderly

ladies, of small means and attractions, would
detain Maxwell to ask if there were nothins;

they could do for the dear, sweet girl whose
visits they so sorely missed, and in so doing

gave her more comfort than they knew ; for

Maxwell loved to tell her young lady ho^v

the tears had been in their eyes when they

spoke, and that she verily believed they would
walk miles to do her any good, and think

nothing of it. Such proofs of good-will came
like showers and dew upon the desolation

that, since Clarice's trouble, had seemed to

compass them on every side. Fain would
she have shared the solace with her sister

;

but her it only reached indirectly, in its

effect on Juliet herself. The elder had
learned to look unawares for a ray of sun-

shine in the face of the younger ; and had
that beacon light gone out her heart would
have broken.

How hard it was to keep it burning no
one knew but Juliet herself, whose reliance

on her father's wisdom had been as deep as

her love, and whose reverence for his memory
sanctified every exertion and sacrifice that

seemed required to clear his honour. Her
mother's readiness to give up everything

sooner than leave a slur on his name had en-

deared her more than ever to her heart

;

and, all three being of one mind on the matter,

they had carried out the resolve beyond
what some of their relations deemed neces-

sary or even expedient—their own offers

of help becoming cooler in consequence.

Lady Honora, moreover, though willing to

give up what she had, seemed to expect

others would make it up to her somehow,
sooner or later ; and had yielded to a torpid

depression of mind and body, out of which

Clarice and Maxwell were tacitly agreed that

she mtcst be roused.
^

" If your dear mamma could be persuaded

to have her tea along with you. Miss Juliet

dear, it would do her twice the good," was
the housekeeper's remark as they passed each

other; and Juliet assented, -nnthout quite

knowing what she said, for her mind was
absorbed in the meeting before her.

How, under existing circumstances, ought

she to greet Mr. Romilly?
Well did she remember that night of their

last reception—how many years ago was that

now ?—and the talk they had for a few

minutes, when he pleaded for a flower from

her bouquet, and she had secretly decided

that never had she encountered eyes with

such irresistible power of pleading. Un-
assuming he had always been, sometimes
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shy—but whenever he spoke to her, with no
•one else to hear, the warmth of his heart re-

vealed itself in every word and gesture ; and
she knew better from his manner than from
anything he had ventured to say, that she

was indeed loved, as she firmly believed, for

her o"wn sake alone.

Still, as she thought of meeting him now,

prudence, reserve, perhaps womanly pride,

suggested there should be no appearance of

remembering by-gone passages ; she would
greet him as a -courteous acquaintance de-

served, and then no one could misconstrue

her meaning. Strong in this resolve she

opened the door, and her well-prepared

speech died on her lips directly she saw his

face. Every muscle was quivering with

emotion ; and if she had thought his eyes

eloquent before, how much more so now they

weve brimming with tears !

When she was able to reflect, she found
that she had given him both her hands, and
that he was covering them with kisses, mur-
muring something not exactly intelligible

from the choking of his voice ; and her own
self-command yielding to the contagion, she

had to withdraw one hand from his clasp to

clear the blinding drops from her sight.

" This will not do," she said when she

could speak at all ; "if I had thought I

should behave like this, I should not have
come down."

" It is my fault—my selfishness ! " pleaded
Alexander, with an effort to control his

agitation ;
" but I could not have helped it

to save my life. Such kindness as I received

in this house, such happiness as I have tasted

here ; and then to think of what you have
gone through—the sorrow, the trouble—your
mother's illness, so good as she always was
to me ! If you only could imagine how I

have longed to do something to serve you,

how I have counted the weary, long days till

I might venture to call
"

" Have you, too, found them long ? " she

asked innocently. " To me they seem like

half my life ; but we have lived through the

worst, I think, now, and we shall be helped
to go on. It is very kind of you to feel for

us so much."
"Kind?" He pressed the hand he still

retained between both his own, " Kind to

feel for you 1 Do you not know—yes, you
must, you cannot help knowing, that every
grief or gladness of yours is more to me
than all the world besides—that I only live

for you, whether I am near you or not. That
evening when I saw you last, and you gave
me a flower to remember you by "

" Oh, don't, Mr. Eomilly ! " was her
mournful interruption. " If I had kno^vn
then what I do now, do you suppose I should
have been so weak, so selfish as you would
have me appear 1

"

" Do you suppose, for a moment, that any
trouble of yours would not make you ten
times dearer, if possible, than you were
before 1

"

" It is not always so," she murmured,
thinking of Clarice as if it were almost un-
just to accept a consolation that she could
not share.

"No," he repeated, "it is not always so,

for some do not recognise a jewel out of its

costly setting, but those who do Tell
me, Juliet "—his voice was tremulous in its

fervent appeal—"can you have any doubt
that I love you 1 I do not expect you to

know how much, for that is beyond my own
knowledge ; but a man can only give his all,

and all I have to give is yours to take or to
throw away !

"

"It is very wrong—very foolish," was her
answer, which she vainly tried to make
steady ;

" you know I have nothing but my
hands, and they have more already upon
them than they can get through ; and you
have your way to make in the world, and
must not be hampered by our difficulties."

"As to that," said Eomilly brightly,
" they seem in a fair way of making my for-

tune. When I found I might not see you
for weeks, I took to working double tides

;

and every stroke of the pen seemed to bring

us nearer. I never wrote so fast or so well

—the thoughts flew over the paper of them-
selves ; and this very day, when I handed in

my last batch of copy, the hope that you
might, perhaps, let me put my hand to some
of your burdens sent a fresh flood of ideas

through my brain, for which the market
is open, and which will all be turned into

gold ; and it is all your doing—you give

me inspiration—your sorrows treble my
strength."

"I should not have imagined that,"

observed Juliet, with a wistful glance at the

smooth cheek, which had grown much
thinner since she saw it last. " If you work
too hard and too late at night, I shall have
the additional grief of knowing we have
broken you down."

" You would grieve, then, if I broke down,
Juliet, though I am only a poor author, with

nothing but my brain and my pen ?

"

When questions like this are put as softly

as Alexander put his, the answer may be
imagined ; the situation becomes more in-
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teresting than dramatic, but the interest is

confined to the speakers. How long the

conversation might have lasted, after reach-

ing this point, we cannot say ; nor did either

take any count of the time that had elapsed,

when they were interrupted by the entrance

of Clarice.

Her face was flushed, but her manner
was composed; greeting Romilly as if his

call were a matter of course, she thanked
him for his polite attention to her mother,

and invited him in her name to go up-stairs.

A visit from a kind friend would do her good,

and she had one or two little things about

which she might be glad of his advice. He
could hardly credit his good fortune, and
Juliet looked at her sister in amazement

;

but there was no room for hesitation, and
Alexander Eomilly followed the ladies up
the staircase, as he Avordd have done had it

been to his death.

CHAPTER II.

The health of Lady Honora Sterndale,

without being seriously affected, had been in

an unsatisfactory state for some weeks past

;

the able physician, who had attended her as

an old friend, telling her daughters plainly

that he could do no more ; unless she could

be brought to exert herself no medicine

would do her any good. Too amiable for

ill-humoured repining, she had yielded to the

dull lassitude of weary depression, refusing

to leave her chamber, and rejecting, with in-

creased distaste, all efibrts to tempt her

appetite. The close of the season having

carried away most of their still faithful

friends, the attentions shown at first had
necessarily slackened, and the straitened

housekeeping, that exercised the ingenuity

of Juliet and Maxwell, afibrded little scope

for variety. Clarice had argued that it did

not matter—she could not have her mother
tormented; if she felt more comfortable in

her bedroom, why should she be forced out

of it 1 But she had begun to alter her

opinion, and almost to regret that her uncle

had invited the two boys to spend the holi-

days in Ireland. The arrangement had
been hailed at the time as a boon to all

parties, but it had taken away the mother's

only inducement to exertion. The imprdse

which made Miss Sterndale seize the present

opportunity was partly due to this uneasiness

—partly to a fierce desire to snatch some-
thing out of the wreck for Juliet ; and she

timed her entrance into Lady Honora's room
so as to support the attack Maxwell had
already begun.

"Oh! is it you, my dear?" was her
mother's greeting, with more animation than
she had shown for weeks past ; "I hear that

you have a visitor—that pleasant young man
who -writes so cleverly—I forget his name

—

but it is very civil of him to call. You must
explain, Clarice, my dear, that I do not re-

ceive any one—of course I coidd not begin

yet—though sometimes I think I should hke
to go to sleep for a year, and not wake up
till I can go about as usual."

" You need not quite do that, mother," said

Clarice ; " but as you say, it is very trying for

you to see no one, and prevents your getting

the advice that a gentleman can sometimes
give, so much better than a man of business.

I was thinking what a good opportunity it

would be, as Mr. Romilly is here, to ask liim

about those prints. I am con-vanced they
are saleable enough to dispose of, if one
could meet with a collector of such things

;

and literary men, you know, pick up all kinds

of information
"

" Very true, my dear, so they do ; and it

would be a comfort to talk to a gentleman
about it, if one felt equal to seeing him.

Maxwell says he asked most particularly

after me, Avhich was very kind of him. Yes,

I remember the name now—he used to like

to be asked here, poor fellow."
" So he would now, mother, if you wished

to ask his advice. I am sure he would feel

gratified by your making him useful, and
would think it very kind of you to give him
a cup of tea."

"My dear ! young men like their late din-

ners, and their club, and their own amuse-

ments ; they cannot put up "with such tilings

as Ave do."

"Well, mother, I may be wrong; but if

you do invite him to stay, I think he Avill

take it as a favour. He can finish the even-

ing at his club if he chooses."
" Very well, my dear—only you must un-

dertake the conversation. I shall just come
in and sit a httle wliile with you—nothing
more."

Clarice acquiesced, made all her private

arrangements, and went doAATi to summon
the guest

;
perfectly aAvare that the first step

being gained, the rest would be comparatively

easy.

In fact, the little exertion of dressing with

more regard to personal appearance than she

had paid of late, and then of taking her place

in the sitting-room, had already so far roused

the widow that she forgot her intention of

remaining passive, and received the young

man Avith her old frank kindness, touched to
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agitation.perceive how genuine was his

When he had once taken his seat by her

arm-chair, and they had begun to talk over

the topics of the day, the sisters had no more
fears for the result; Lady Honora looked

more like herseK than she had since her

calamities began, and was the first to sug-

gest that of course Mr. Romilly never did

see such a thing as a tea-dinner, but as a

matter of curiosity, might be induced to

share it, if it came up at once. His modest
attempts to decline were talked down ; and
Maxwell, with the delighted orphan assisting

outside the door, quickly spread the table

with such a meal as her ladies had not tasted

for many a day.

Whether Lady Honora connected the

amendment of their fare with the attentive

call of their visitor, they could not discover

;

she asked no questions, though there was
some significance in the glance she cast for a

moment from the table on Juliet's brightened

face and Romilly's tell-tale blushes; but
whatever she conjectured was not of a dis-

pleasing nature, so as to prevent her appre-

ciating the unwonted supply. On the con-

trary, her evident enjoyment of the meal was
enough to stir up the gratitude of her daugh-

ters ; and won for . Romilly such a glance

from Juliet, as, but for its sadness, would
have filled him "wath bliss. As it was, the

longing to efface every painful remembrance
and shield her from every privation so

swelled his heart, that though he had been
conscious, a little whUe before, of an un-

romantic amount of hunger, he could hardly
swallow what was put upon his plate, and
was obliged to make some excuse to avoid

hurting their feelings. It was a relief when
their attention was for the moment diverted

by the sudden entrance of their two youngest
sisters, who had been spending the day with
friends, and were full of excitement about
some news they had brought home.
"Mamma ! Clary ! only think ! The Pur-

fleets are all going to the sea next week, and
they say there are nice little rooms to be had
next to theirs, that would just do for us ! It

would be so delicious—we could bathe to-

gether, and ride donkeys, and make castles

in the sand, and take long walks, and all

—

and the rooms are not at all dear, only they
must be taken at once ! Can't we go, mamma
dear V

" Certainly not," interposed Clarice sharply,
" and I thought you both knew better than
to worry poor mamma about anything of the
sort. Now don't begin to cry—that is too
silly, and very naughty besides."

But little minds are sometimes unwise
enough to build castles without the help of

sea-sand, which it is terribly disappointing to
see ruthlessly swept away by their elders

;

and being still new to opposition to their

wishes, and tired already by a hot day's

amusement, their discontent broke out with
little regard to the visitor's presence ; the
youngest child bursting into a roar, while the
elder, in a high, injured tone, protested
against staying in " horrid, stupid London "

when everybody else went away.
The commotion was promptly checked by

Juhet, whose kindly " Come with me, dears,

and we'll see what we can do," so far con-

soled the rebels that they allowed her to lead

them away ; Alexander watching her grace-

ful figure as she lifted the sobbing little one
in her arms, and thinking what a magic
there was in that touch and voice, to lay the

storms in more unruly hearts than those of

children.

Clarice noticed his look, and for a moment
sat with knitted brow and tightly compressed
lips, full of her own bitter thoughts ; but her
mother had been so agitated by the children's

clamour, that the attention of both Avas re-

quired to restore her composure, and coax
her into finishing her meal. When this was
accomplished, and Juliet did not return,

Clarice took a decided step.

" We have some old engravings here, Mr.
Romilly," she said, lifting a portfolio from
the corner of the room and laying it down
on the sofa, " about which my mother wants
to consult you. Some of them we believe

are rare, but no one I have spoken to seems
to know much about it. Your taste, like

your good-nature, is so thoroughly to be re-

lied upon, that perhaps you would look at

them for us. I have some writing to finish,

so you will excuse my leaving you together."
" You cannot do me a greater kindness, or

honour, than by allowing me to be of the

smallest service," he replied, rising to open
the door for the young lady, and looking

earnestly in her face. Their eyes met, and, for

the first time, she recognised the eloquence

of his. She controlled herself sufficiently to

let him see he was understood and trusted

;

but when she reached her own room with her

pile of papers, instead of resuming her work
as she meant, she flung herself down by her

bedside, burying her face as if its shame
could be seen, while her anguish found vent

in tearless moans, " Oh, Alfred, Alfred

—

would to God we had never met !"

Left alone with her young and sympathis-

ing guest, it was not in Lady Honora's nature
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to suppress her oayu thoughts and feelings.

She could be silent, as she had lately been,

from torpid depression ; but if she talked,

she talked without reserve ; and before they

had half inspected the engravings, among
which he had quickly distinguished three or

four of real value, she had begun to open her

heart as to an old and intimate friend. Of
course he knew what had befallen them, and
how little she had once supposed her grand-

father's old collection of favourite prints

would ever become a matter of pounds,

shillings, and pence—but that was little in

comparison with other troubles. And she

poured out her sorrow over her husband's

loss, relieving herself by the tears that flowed

as she dwelt upon his excellencies, and how
she had always leant upon him for guidance

and counsel, and now had only her girls—to

be sure, Clarice had a wonderful head for

business, but it was full of other matters,

poor love !—and out came the story of her

broken engagement, of which only contra-

dictory versions had reached Romilly's ears.

Then, Avarming more and more in the com-
fort of his sympathetic attention, she went
on to speak of Juliet—how impossible it was
to conceive what she did for them all.

" You would hardly believe it, I dare say,

for gentlemen do not realise these things,

but she is more useful than three maids. My
good housekeeper, who is devotion itself to

me and mine, is quite amazed at her readi-

ness to turn her hand to everything ; and
between them, I hardly miss the servants we
used to keep. And then she is always bright

and good-humoured with the children, and
nobody else can cheer up poor Clarice. Ah,
dear me ! their poor father little thought
the girls he was so proud of would come to

this !

"

"He would have been prouder still of

such heroic self-devotion and courage," said

Romilly eagerly.
" I don't know; people despise you directly

you begin to go down. Some of our rela-

tions think me very wrong for allowing such

a state of things. I could show you letters

that are downright cruel, because we all

agreed we would rather sweep a crossing

than let his name be dishonoured."

She looked as unlikely to assist at that

out-door occupation as could well be
imagined, but Eomilly only noticed the sen-

timent, of which he highly approved. Let
those who could not appreciate true worth
say what they would, there were others who
would only revere and admire it the more
for shining in adversity, and bless the troubles

that gave them a chance of offering their

homage and service,

" You betray yourself, ingenious novelist

as you are," said she, shaking her finger at

him with the good-humoured affability of her
prosperous days. " You do not suppose I

gave my economical managers the credit of

such a collation as we have had this evening.

It is because I guessed and felt your kind-

ness that I speak so freely. AVe have had a

terrible time, and what is before us I cannot

tell. My brother. Lord Pontifex, gives the

dear boys the run of his house, and would
do the same for us all if we chose to go to

him ; but the girls do not like to be depen-

dent, even on an uncle ; and I am not sure

that it would be right or wise, good fellow

as he is. When this house is let, we shall

knoAv what we have to live upon, and must
find some cheap corner—anything will do
for me—my day is over—all I care about is

thinking of those dear creatures being looked
down upon."

Her sob, as she said this, went to the

listener's heart.

" To look doAvn upon two such beings is

reserved for the angels alone," he said,

" their fellow-creatures must be content to

look up. Oh, Lady Honora, your kindness

makes me bold to speak, though it may be
presumptuous—I am only a struggling writer,

I know ; but I love the highest where I see

it, and in your daughter Juliet it takes the

most winning form that man's eyes ever

looked upon. Far above my merits as she

must always be, I loved her from the first

day we met, and I can but love her to the

end !

"

The widow had raised herself in her arm-
chair, and sat looking at him with an interest

that was not unmixed with compassion. She
was too well accustomed to her daughters'

praises to be much surprised, though she was
not prepared for so sudden a revelation.

"Does Juliet know anything of this?"

was her first question.
" She knows I love her ; she does not

know that I should ask your consent to-day,

for I did not know it myself. It was your

kindness that gave me courage," he added,

pressing his lips on the soft, white hand that

rested on the arm of the chair.

" Foolish, very foolish," was her answer,

but not unkindly :
" what am I to consent to 1

You cannot marry—and what have you to

look forward to 1 You must see it is out of

the question."

He did not see it, but he was silent, for he

saw she was revohdng it in her mind, and
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" Back to her desk and papers, and busy with them half the night."

waited respectfully as she leaned back with

closed eyes, trying to collect her ideas to

meet the emergency for the first time without
her husband's direction. She had a vague
impression that she ought to be firm, perhaps

severe ; but it was against her nature to give

any one pain.

" You know, Mr. Romilly, that if we are

not beggars, simply because we do not beg,

we are ruined, and my daughter has no
fortune whatever. I have heard my dear

husband say, over and over again, that no-

thing could be so hard for a young man as

to struggle up hill with a burden on his back.

He would never have allowed an engagement

chance of its coming towhere there was no
anything."

Alexander protested that this was not his

case at all ; he only asked for acceptance and
hope, to obtain by their means treble power of

working ; and would have forthwith laid

before her all his present means and future

prospects, had he not been interrupted by
Juliet's return. As she involuntarily stopped

short, startled by his attitude and that of

her mother, he rose to meet her, and took

her by the hand.

"You are just in time, my love," said

Lady Honora kindly, as with a glance and
whispered Avord he led her to her mother's
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chair ;
" you must help me to convince this

very imi^rudent young friend of ours, that he

had much better leave a sinking ship ; it is

enough for us to go down ourselves, without

dragging generous people after us."

" I have told him so, mother, and he will

not beheve me."
" Then you are not taken by surprise as I

was 1 Are you aware that he considers for-

tune of no value compared with the pleasing

qualities we are accustomed to in good girls

like yourself 1 And taking me at such a

disadvantage, he wants me to be as imwise

as he is, and consent to Avhat is impossible.

I only ask you—^what am I to do 1
"

* * *

It was just nine when Clarice was roused

from a stupor of lassitude by a candle being

lighted on the dressing-table ; and the next

minute her sister was bending over her, and
dropping a light kiss on her throbbing brow.

" You ought to be in bed, dear
;
you are

tired out. Let me brush your hair, and help

you to undress."

Clarice sat up with an effort; but her head

was dizzy, and she gladly rested it on Juliet's

shoulder. " You must not stay here," she

said, "you are wanted."
" No, he is gone," said Juliet simply, " and

Maxwell is with mother in her room. I think

the little excitement has done her good."
" Any good is welcome from its rarity

;

but unless it extends to you, it is not much
to me."

"It has come rather suddenly," half

whispered the younger sister, " I hope I have

not done wrong."

" He spoke to mother, then ? I

he would."

"It seems she began to confide

thought

m him,

and he was carried on to say
" Not more than he meant 1

"

" Oh no, no, but more than he ought, she

thinks ; and she would not give him any
real answer—only she does not forbid his

coming."
" And he is satisfied with that ?

"

" It seemed to make him only too happy,

poor fellow."
" And you, Juliet ? " asked the elder,

putting up a hand to touch the cheek, down
which quiet tears were trickling, and falling

on her hair, " you think it all a mistake—

a

foolish piece of business—to encourage a

young man with no settled income, and
only his heart's devotion to reward you for

Avaiting ? You feel sure that you will both
repent, sooner or later, and will be fortunate

if you do so before it is too late ?

"

Juliet pressed her lips on the speaker's

hand. " Oh, Clarice, if I could only share

with j^ou the comfort I feel ! It may be im-

prudent when Ave are both so poor; but I

should have thought I was throAAdng aAvay a

gift from heaven—the only one that could

bring me joy—except one that brought peace

to you."

"Peace, my dear? I never was more
peaceably disposed in my life. I love the

Avhole Avorld, and hope to shoAV it some day.

NoAV let me alone, for I am going to Avrite."

And in spite of all her sister could urge,

she Avent back to her desk and papers, and
' Avas busy Avith them half the night.

(To be continued.)

THEEE SOIs^NETS.

I.—CYNIC TO POET.

HAD you been wise, you never had been poor.

Or knocked unanswered at a Christian door.

"WTiy did you not in youth a,dd store to store 1

KnbAA'ing how fame by wealth is made secure
;

How genius even Avith fame is never sure

Of being statued upon any shore
;

How ragged A'irtue is a thing impure
;

And guinealess piety a saintly bore 1

Go to ! your honesty's a blank
;
your purse

Is penniless
;
your feet and back are bare.

Since you have earned but bloAVs from Fortune's rod,

Die like a man, and leave the world your curse !

Heavens ! hoAv you start, like any Idng ! and glare

"With glorious eyes, as if you were a god !
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II.—POET TO CYNIC.

What voice is this that counsels with a sneer,

To end a life that fails to gather pence ?

Siirely in poverty is no oftence 1

Surel)^ in mintage is no magic gear
To buy salvation in another sphere,

Where only grace and worth make competence ?

Bare feet, bare back ! Not these, but this, I fear-

Naked of heavenly knowledge going hence.

Who lives on less than little may be rich
;

An empire's revenues o'erspent make poor :

'Tis not the crown, but the king's heart, is king,

And rears him high or rolls him in the ditch.

At councils of the gods I sing secure,

And all the stars sing with me as Ising.

III.—SAGE TO CYNIC AND POET.

Patience, brave friends ! though hard it is to wait
The crowned event you wish that never comes,
While rude souls blow their trumps and beat their drums
Over mean trophies at a brazen gate.

Where supple knees slip down on new estate.

Rather be poor, good hearts, than rich with sums
Earned by no deed of worth. Sweet are life's crumbs
To him who hungers through an honest fate !

Hope still remains, though far behind we pace
In the long progress led by dancing plume
And glancing spear, adown the jubilant wind.
Something there is to give us heart of grace :

The proud must serve the Moulder of their doom
;

God serves the humble-true, though halt and blind.

WILLIAJNI FREELAND.

SUNDAY EEADINGS.

By the Rev. JAMES NOBLE BENNIE, LL.D.

April 5th.
Bead Isaiah ssxviii. and Hebrews xii, 1—13.

A MONG the dark things of life, the fact of
^^ human suffering stands out in sad pro-

minence. If we have days of sunshine and
gladness, of soft and tranquil beauty, or of

fresh and bracing winds, to rejoice and give

thanks for, how soon and surely do these

give place to seasons of cloud and rain, to

cheerless, biting frosts, and gloomy, pitiless

storms ! So that, as men look back on
their lives, when they are nearing the close,

or when they consider human experience as

a whole, they cannot but accept the verdicts

of Jacob and of Job :
" Few and evil have

the days of the years of my life been
;"

" Man that is born of a woman is of few days
and full of trouble. He cometh forth like a

flower and is cut down ; he fleeth also as a

shadow and continueth not." Why is it so ?

Why, in this world of the almighty and lov-

ing Father, is there so much sickness and
sorrow, so much disappointment and frustra-

tion, so much suffering and pain 1 Tliis is

the question which perplexes and torments

the hearts of men in every age. It is as

startling and peremptory now as in the

earliest, far-off ages of dim antiquity. The
men of this generation ask it, with the same
sad and wistful gaze, in their rapid but

solemn march from their cradles to their

graves—in the same earnest, pathetic tones as

all their forefathers have asked it. Amidst
the infinitely varied circumstances, condi-

tions, and histories of nations and of indi-

vidual men, this is a universal and unchang-
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ing experience, a bond of common sympathy,

a badge and burden of manhood. Any re-

ligion suitable for man must face and inter-

pret this fact of sufTering ; must be capable

of imparting patience and resignation, com-

fort and hope, under it.

When, in the providence of God, a man is

taken apart from the busy, careless crowd,

and from his former self and experience, and
has to bear the weight and severity of afflic-

tion, he is beset by a twofold temptation.

Not recognising the source of his trial, but

only shrinking from its torment, he may
seek to harden himself against it, and meet
it with dumb, stoical endurance. He is like

one of the lower animals in pain—conscious

of being tormented
;
giving evident tokens

of distress ; wiithing under it ; but with no
intelligent perception of its meaning, no un-

derstanding of the lesson it contains, or that

it brings a message to him. And so he har-

dens himself against it ; he tries to shake it

off; he "despises the chastening of the Lord."

Or, it may be, acknowledging in a measure
that trouble springs not from the ground, is

not altogether accidental or meaningless, he
puts too dark and hopeless an interpretation

on it. He mistakes God's jmrpose in it. From
a naturally gloomy disposition, or from faulty

training, resulting in a false conception of

God's character and purjDOse towards men, he

cowers in terror beneath his rebuke, and
" faints " under it. In either case the sufTer-

ing fails of its true mission. The divine

discipline conveyed in it has not yet reached

the sufferer. Before this can begin, a sense

of helplessness, and the insufficiency of self,

and the vanity of human aid, must grow
Avithin the man ; he must own his depend-
ence on a higher than human will ; he must
take refuge in God. With King Hezekiah,

when he was crushed down by the sick-

ness which had brought him face to face with
death, he must, with a humble but trustful

heart, pray, "0 Lord, undertake for me, for I

am oppressed." Thus to " cast our burden
upon the Lord " is at once to lighten our load

;

and to take the first step upwards towards
that inward restfulness and peace, that resig-

nation founded upon confidence, which must
at last issue in the hope which maketh not

ashamed.
For gradually but surely, when once we

have betaken ourselves to God, laying our

cause before Him, calling upon Him in the

time of our trouble, and leaving ourselves in

His faithful and loving hands, the assurance

will dawn upon the stricken heart that the

affliction and its rebuke are the outcome, not

of anger and condemnation, but of wise and
fatherly compassion and faithfulness ; that
" whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and
scourgeth every son whom He receiveth."

Then, indeed, light from above breaks on the
darkness of human sorrow ; its sting is gone

;

its bitterness is no longer hopeless and in-

tolerable. For is not this Avhat Ave most need
and desire, that we should be loved ? What,
like love, can bind up the broken heart, heal

sorrow, alleviate pain, and dry our tears ? Is

thei'e anything we cannot bear if we only know
assuredly that love inflicts the stroke and is

sharing our burden ? Let a man be per-

suaded in his heart that, however dark his

days, and desolate his home, and dreary his

life be, his cup of bitterness is mixed and
given him by his heavenly Father's loving
hand, and trust Avill silence murmuring, and
hope will banish despair, and allay the rising

sense of wrong, and assert a calm and sweet
submission,—" Though He slay me, yet will

I trust in Him." And thus, by an experience

peculiar and personal to each individual suf-

ferer, but yet in its leading features essen-

tially the same to all, Ave learn, slowly it may
be, and painfully, the deep and blessed truth
of that great, though startling, utterance of

the Master Himself, " Blessed are they that

mourn, for they shall be comforted."

Apkil 12th.

Head Psalm cxix. 65—72 and Romans v. 1—11.

ThePvE is in affliction a sifting power;
painful in its processes, but most beneficent
in its results. It searches the heart of a man
Avith a subtle scrutiny. It lays bare self-

deception; removes the comfortable Avrap-

pages of our self-complacency ; tests the
foundation of character; and sIioaa'^s us our
real selves. In the days of sunshine, and
pleasant ease, and gratifying success, we are
readily satisfied with ourselves. And amidst
the smoothness and enjoyment of our lives,

the Avhispers of self-flattery are Avelcomed by
Avilling ears. And so long as the sky remains
unclouded, and our happiness is uninter-

rupted, Ave are content to glide along the un-
ruffled surface of existence. Perhaps, like

the Pharisee, we thank God for making us
so estimable and worthy ; and no suspicion

of deep defect, still less of sapping and deadly
disease, disturbs our minds. By insensible

degrees Ave become drowsy and inactive ; a
lulling sense of false security relaxes our vigi-

lance and slackens all earnest effort ; the heart

grows careless and callous ; temptation finds us
off our guard ; Ave first tamper Avith it, and
then, yielding, backslide and fall. If left to
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ourselves, the darkness must deepen into im-

penetrable night. But trouble comes to us.

God lays His hand of faithful rebuke, of

loving chastisement, upon us. We are made
to pass through trial. And the trial, being

adapted to our need, searches us through

and reveals us to ourselves. It is a startling

and humiliating revelation, when, thus

weighed in the balances of God, and searched

by His candles, our shortcomings and guilt

are made plain to us. It is when our dark-

ness has been manifested to us by the light

of God, and we acknowledge it in penitence

and shame, that, as we are brought under

the Divine education of suffering, we begin

to perceive its value and blessedness. It

imparts a self-knowledge which cannot other-

wise be gained. And this self-knowledge

flows from the presence of a new and quicken-

ing life, which is the light of men. . The
very name of trial, applied to God's chasten-

ing of the human soul, involves this. And,
in all ages, God's people have longed for this

divine searching and purification, and have

given thanks for it. Their prayer has been,
" Lord, search me, and try me, and lead

me in the way everlasting." And when
their cry has been answered, and they have

been taught of God, like the King of Judah,

they have gratefully recorded their experi-

ence, " Lord, by these things men live

;

and in all these things, is the life of thejr

spirits." Or, in words like the psalmist's, " It

is good for me that I have been afflicted,

that I might learn thy statutes. Before I

was troubled, I went wrong ; but now have

I kept Thy word."

But living and true as was the submissive

trust exliibited by many of God's saints

under the old covenant, and precious as were
the wisdom and self-knowledge which they

gained by means of their chastisements

;

they did not reach that depth of acquies-

cence in the Divine will, and that fulness of

rejoicing hope, which became the blessed in-

heritance of Christians after God had been
manifest in the flesh. The incarnation and
hfe of the Lord Jesus Christ were, indeed, a

new revelation of the Fatherly love and
compassion of God. Read in this Divine
light, suffering and affliction received a fresh

interpretation, and were transfigured with a

saving power. In the perfect reconciliation

established between God and man, sorrow
and pain seemed almost to change their

nature, and to become instinct with a signi-

ficance before undreamt of. It became, as

it were, impossible to think of them apart

from their blessed uses ; the severity of the

means was as nothing in comparison with
the glory of the end. At first we almost
shrink from the boldness of St. Paul's lan-

guage : "We glory in tribulation also." And
yet, when we reflect on the gospel wrapt
up in the word tribulation, '^' and remember
why it is appointed to us, do we not feel

that any weaker expression would fall short

of that true appreciation, and that thankful
recognition, of God's purpose in it, which it

is our privilege as well as duty to give 1 No
wonder that men who lived under a sense of

the immediate presence of God, in their lives

and hearts, and who believed with absolute

conviction that " He was light and that in

Him there was no darkness at all," felt, even.

in the midst of grievous trial, not merely
submission, nor peace, nor even thankfulness,

but a holy pride ; and could not but glory in

it, as the pledge and proof of God's educating

love, and of their adoption as members of His
family. And tliis understanding and accept-

ance of affliction in its manifold forms, as

wise and gracious discipline, St. Paul illus-

trates and enforces by enumerating some of

its kindly fruits. Let a man thus meet God
in it, and all repining and complaint will

give place to quiet patience. He will wait

patiently for the Lord to justify His own
action and explain His own meaning, and to

send deliverance and blessing in His own
time and way. And from this patient, abid-

ing trust, there will gradually but surely

spring up a knowledge of God founded on

living experience, a growing perception of

His mind and will, an ever-deepening sym-

pathy with, and delight in, His perfect good-

ness, righteousness, and love. To such an

one God reveals His secret, and shows His

covenant. And as the man walks in the

light of the eternal life, unbelief is rebuked,

doubt vanishes, and hope in the God of

hope rises clear and steadfast in his soul.

Springing from God and reaching forth to

fruition in Him, this hope " maketh not

ashamed, because the love of God is shed

abroad in our hearts by the Holy Spirit who
is given unto us."

But in God's discipline of the human soul,

we must remember that it is not only as

punishment and correction that chastisement

comes to us. With a view to an increase in

fruitfuhess, the great Husbandman often

uses it. "Every branch in Me," says our

Blessed Lord, "that beareth fruit, Hepruneth
* Tribulation is from the Latin word tribulum, the threshing

instrument of the Romans, and means the act of threshing

com, so as to separate the husks or chaff from the pure grain,

and is applied, by a figure, to affliction or suffering, because

these are meant to exercise a like sifting and pm-ifying effect

en human character.
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it that it may bring forth more fruit." And
this fruitfulness, whereby God is glorifiod, is

not so much a result demanded or exacted

from us, as an enlarged life, a blessed gift, a

fuller salvation bestowed upon His chosen.

To be thus chosen and enabled by God, to

be thus quickened with His own life—what,

in comparison with a privilege and blessed-

ness so great, is the heaviest burden, the

sorest affliction, the deepest sorrow ? Well
may the sons of men glory in tribulations

which work such blessed results. Well
might the Apostle say :

" This light affliction,

which is but for a moment, worketh for us a

for more exceeding and eternal weight of

glory." Well might he "reckon the afflic-

tions of this present time not worthy to be

compared with the glory to be revealed in

us.

April 19th,

Bead Isaiah liii. and Philippians iii. 7—15.

"A GREAT sorrow," it has been well said,

"is a great possession." On former Sunday
evenings we have been considering the wise

and gracious ends for which sufi'ering and
affliction are designed and used by our

Heavenly Father. We have seen ^hoAv it

drives men to take refuge in God from it

and under it; to meet Him in it; how it

searches and solemnises the heart ; rebukes

its shortcomings and backslidings ; imparts a

true self-knowledge ; lifts us out of self and
its petty external surroundings; develops

the grace of patience ; educates in that living-

knowledge of God derived from experience,

wherein standeth our eternal life ; and sheds

abroad in us that well-assured hope in God,
whereby we are saved. We have further

seen how, in the fatherly discipline of God,
it is an effective and blessed means of in-

creased fruitfulness in holiness and good
works. To-night, let us meditate on the

Divine example, and the glorious fellow-

ship, of suffering presented to us in Holy
Scripture. There the Lord of life is held

up to us as the Prince of .sufferers. In
the Old Testament He is portrayed as the

suffering Messiah ; on the jDages of the New
Testament He stands out as the rejected

and crucified Son of Man ; He is lifted up
on the cross, as was the brazen serpent of old

in the camp of Israel, in the midst of our
stricken and sorrowing race, that He may
draw all men to Himself.

That the Saviour of the world should Him-
self be emphatically the Man of Sorrows

;

that He should be acquainted with grief,

and have " His visage so marred, more than

any man, and His form more than the sons

of men ; " that His lot in life should have
been one of loAvly self-denial and privation,

of patient endurance of wrong, and of the

contradiction of sinners against Himself ; that

He should have been misunderstood, rejected,

despised, scourged, and spit upon and cruci-

fied : surely in this simple fact, apart from
all explanations and theories, there is a
wonderful message of comfort, of encourage-

ment, of peace for the sorrowful and suifer-

ing. Whatever the mystery of pain and
sorrow be, the everlasting Son entered into

it and bore it as His own. Nay, He thus
drained the cup of suffering to its lowest

dregs, not as apart, or different, from us, but
as one with us ; as having made our cause

His own ; as being our head and representa-

tive, our elder brother. " Surely He hath
borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows."
" He was wounded for our transgressions,

He was bruised for our iniquities." " Him-
self took our innnnities, and bore our sick-

nesses." "He tasted death for every man."
So completely has He taken us lo His heart,

and made us one Avith Himself, that even
from His throne of judgment, He assures

us that He feels the hunger, the nakedness,

the sickness, the imprisonment, the priva-

tions and sorrows, the pains and burdens, of

the least of His human brethren as His own.
" Inasmuch as ye do it to the least of these

my brethren, ye do it unto Me." Not only

in the vicarious power and sympathy of His
love has He borne the sins of the world

;

He bears its sorrows too. To what count-

,

less multitudes of suffering men and women,
in loneliness and agony, in misery and pain,

in sorrow and desolation, have the tidings of

this suffering and sorrowing Saviour come,

as comes the dawn to those who watch and
wait for the morning, healing and binding

up their wounded and bleeding hearts

!

Because Himself smitten of God and afflicted.

He has been, and is, to the afflicted and
stricken, " as one that comforteth the mourn-
ers."

But a clearer, and growing, light breaks

upon us as we realise the teaching of the

New Testament, that in His sorrow and
suffering our blessed Lord Avas an example

to us. He was our leader, and we must
follow in His footsteps ; by the way which
He went, we must go. " The disciple is not

above his Master ; the servant is not greater

than his Lord." As He bore His cross, so

must His followers deny themselves, and
take up their crosses daily and follow Him.
It is expressly of the sufferings of Christ
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that St. Peter assures those for whom he

wrote :
" For even hereunto were ye called :

because Christ also sufiered for us, lea\'ing

us an example that ye should follow His

steps." Further on, in the same ei3istle, he

comforts the Cluustians of the Dispersion in

these striking words :
" Eejoice, inasmuch as

ye are partakers in Christ's sufferings ; that,

when His glorj^ shall be revealed, ye may be

glad also with exceeding joj'." St. Paul also

speaks of " rejoicing in his sufferings for the

Colossians, and filling up that which is

behind, of the afilictions of Christ in his flesh,

for His body's sake, which is the Church."

We may readily admit that St. Peter, St.

Paul, and the Christians of the apostolic

age, were called and privileged to partake in

Christ's sufferings, to follow His example in

them, with a fulness of meanina:, and to a

degree, of participation, far exceeding our

own experience. But more than this we
cannot and dare not do. Our spiritual life

is the same, essentially the same, as theirs in

Jcind. It is derived from the same Living

Vine, whereof we are branches as well as

they; it must bring forth the same fruit.

AVithout Christ, they, no less than we, could

do nothing. Abiding in Him, the same
eternal life flows through our veins as flowed

through theirs. Oneness with Christ is as

necessary for us as for them. Both of us

alike must have His mind and spirit in us.

Any difference between us is, therefore, a

difference of form and setting. If, in the

pro^ddence of God, they were called to

fellowship in Christ's sufferings, in en-

countering persecution, suffering losses, and
dying the death of martyrs ; no less, sui'ely,

have we, by the appointment of the same
Providence, to enter into the same fellowship

through the experience of our O'svn sufferings.

The burdens, the trials and afflictions, the
disappointments and bereavements, the pains

and sicknesses, the humiliations and con-

tradictions, the conflict with evil in ourselves

and others, the bitterness and woe of sin

—

what are these but the Divine discipline

through which we have to pass, that we may
be able by our own personal experience, and
in the measure of which we are capable, to

understand and sjonpathise with Christ's

sufferings ? What are they but the gates
of entrance which our heavenly Father
graciously opens for us, that by them we
may pass out of the darkness and narrowness
of self into the hght, and freedom, and
blessedness of loving fellowship with Christ 1

"Because I Hve, ye shall hve also," are
words of the Divine Head, applicable to all

His members. To have fellowship with His
sufferings, to be crucified with Him, to die

with Him, to be made conformable to His
death, are no special and peculiar privileges

reserved only for a few. They are the essen-

tial and indispensable marks of the whole com-
pany of the redeemed. And it is only when
we regard the tale of human suffering and
agony, and listen to their sad moanings and
heart-rending cry, in the light of tliis realisa-

tion; when we remember that they are a
means—a severe and painful means—to an
unspeakably blessed and glorious end, that

we rise out of hopelessness and despair, and
can enter into the apostle's meaning when he
describes himself " as sorrowful, yet always
rejoicing."

Apeil 26th.

Read Isaiah xlix. 13—26 and Revelations vii. 13—17.

" As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten."

Whatever treatment, whatever discipline is

dictated and gmded by love, almighty love,

must at last bring forth a blessing. It is the

assurance of this that strengthens us without

flinching to bear, in the patience of hope, our

o'wn burden of sorrow and affliction ; and
enables us to face without despair the accu-

mulated horror of the pain and agony of the

world. And this assurance is written legibly

on the page of Holy Scripture. Dark and
stern as are the pictures of misery and woe,

their darkness is ever reheved by the pro-

mise of an adequate dehverance, of a fuU and
complete redemption. If, in the Old Testa-

ment, in connection with the unfaitlifulness

and rebellion of Zion, we read of the deep

humiliations and terrible judgments with

which God has visited her, we have seldom

far to go before light is shed on the sur-

rounding gloom. The pimishment and
chastisement are not for ever. They will

one day come to an end. Their work wiU
be accomplished, and the issue will be a full

and glorious salvation. How often do we
meet such passages as these ? " For the

Lord shall comfort Zion : He will comfort

all her waste places ; and He wiU make her

wilderness like Eden, and her desert like the

garden of the Lord
;
joy and gladness shall

be found therein, thanksgi\ang, and the voice

of melody." "Therefore the redeemed of

the Lord shall return, and come with singing

unto Zion ; and everlasting joy shall be upon
their head : they shall obtain gladness and

joy; and sorrow and mourning shaU fee

away" (Isaiah li. 3, 11). And when we
turn to the New Testament, this combina-

tion of suffering and glory, of bondage and
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deliverance, of sorrow leading to joy, of

tribulation as the gate of entrance into the

kingdom of heaven, of life coming out of

death, is still more strikingly and constantly

presented to us. If "we know that the whole
creation groaneth and travaileth in pain

together until now," it is " because the crea-

ture itself shall be delivered from the bondage
of corruption into the glorious liberty of the

children of God." And our fellowship with

Christ's sufferings is always set before us as the

prelude to reigning with Him, and entering

into His joy ; even as being made conform-

able to His death, dying with Him, being

crucified with Him, are the appointed way
of knowing the power of His resurrection, of

rising, and being risen, with Him, of sitting

together with Him in the heavenlies. Even
as our Divine Master, " for the joy that was
set before Him, endured the cross and de-

spised the shame, and is set down at the

right hand of the throne of God," so are we,

the disciples of the once crucified, but now
risen and glorified, Saviour, to follow Him,
however far off, and all unworthy as we are,

in His unutterably blessed and glorious ex-

perience. If we have to sow in tears, we
shall reap in joy. If in these bodies of

mortality we must undergo humiliation,

sickness and pain, death and corruption, it is

because " this corruptible must put on incor-

ruption, and this mortal must put on immor-
tality;" because we shall be clothed with
bodies like Christ's glorified body, " when
death is swallowed up in victory." Such is

to be the harvest of human suffering. We
stagger and shrink back, blinded by the ex-

cessive brightness of the vision. Can this

be the inheritance reserved for the sinful

children of men? And yet, can it be less

than this, if we are indeed the children of

God ; and if children, then heirs, heirs of

God, and joint-heirs with Christ, if so be
that we suffer with Him, that we may be
also glorified together 1 What wonder if

the apostle reckoned " the sufferings of this

present time not worthy to be compared
with the glory which shall be revealed in

us?" "What shall we then say to these

things 1
" We cannot change St. Paul's

language, we shall not desire to lessen its

fulness and force, if we believe the gospel

which he proclaimed. " If God be for us,

Avho can be against us ? Shall tribulation,

or distress, or life, or death, or things pre-

sent, or things to come, separate us from the

love of Christ 1 Nay, in all these things, we
are more than conquerors through Him that

loved us."

Why do we so feebly realise, why do we
so deeply fail to enter into the joy, the calm-

ing and elevating joy, of promises so great

and precious, of hopes so full of immortality'?

Is it that we doubt the love of God ? "He
that spared not His own Son, but gave Him
up for us all, how shall He not with Him
also freely give us all things 1

" Eather is it

not our worldHness, our love of money, our
receiving honour one of another, the low
level of our spiritual life, our respectable

selfishness, our orthodox unbelief which shut

our ears and blind our eyes 1 It is not that

we distinctly and deliberately deny this

unspeakably high and glorious destiny ; but
it fails to exercise its legitimate and living

power over our hearts and characters. The
cares, and riches, and pleasures of this life

choke the word, and we bring no fruit to

perfection. But yet, at times, when we are

stricken of God, and affliction has humbled
us, and sorrow is searching us ; on beds of

weariness and pain, amidst cruel disappoint-

ments, when the keen edge of human
treachery has cut us to the quick ; and we
feel how vain is the help of man, by desolate

hearths, by newly opened graves, the vision

wliich rose upon the lonely prisoner in the

Isle of Patmos, in all its radiant beauty and
truthfulness, is renewed for us. It comes,

with full assurance, to hearts prepared for

its reception ; we accept it in humility, with-

out question ; it answers our inmost longings,

and satisfies our deepest desire. Nothing
less than this, we feel, can bear the strain of

the world's suffering and woe. Thus must
God, at last, " compass us about wilh songs

of deliverance," and bestow on us the fulness

of joy. Thus shall Christ see of the travail

of His soul and be satisfied ; thus shall God
triumph over all His and our enemies in the

salvation of His creatures. " And every

creature which is in heaven, and on the earth,

and under the earth, and such as are in the

sea, and all that are in them," shall be heard
saying, " Blessing and honour, and glory and
power be unto Him that sitteth upon the

throne, and unto the Lamb for ever and
ever." And if, in faithlessness and fear, we
tremble at the largeness of the blessing, at

the length and breadth of the triumph of God
over every kind and form of evil, promised in

words like these ; let us remember that it is

of the stiU higher blessedness of becoming
like Christ our Lord, "when we shall see Him
as He is," that the beloved disciple, in the

maturity of his later life, writes :
" And

whoso hath this hope in him, purificth him-

self, even as He is pure."
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CHAPTER XVir.—BEFORE BREAKFAST.

^^HE Colonel did not return to the dining-
-- room, notwithstanding that the reign of

King Havannah, to "whom he was so loyal a

subject, liad long begun there ; for at Green-

wich ladies are always kind to this foible of

the other sex, or perhaps it is that those who
are not so are carefully excluded from its fes-

tivities. He walked to the station and took

the train to London, and then walked to Wel-
liam Street. Simple as such proceedings Avere,

they were uncommon with him. He seldom
walked at all, and still more seldom alone.

His company was always sought after, except

by himself. That he should go home at

eleven o'clock at night or so was still more
unusual. As he passed the "Pic," the porter,

who was enjoying the summer weather out-

side the door, stepped back respectfully to

give him admittance, but he walked on with
a " good night."

The Colonel, unlike his class, had gene-

rally a pleasant word for his inferiors, which,

together with his open-handedness, made him
very popular with them. He was popular
with most people, and had never done any
wilful, or at least gratuitous harm to any
man, save himself, in liis life.

" He did not do much harm nor yet miich good.
And might have been much better if he would,"

is an epitaph which, vrith. the same exception,

may be written with truth on most of our
graves. I am even inclined to believe, taking
human nature as we most of us find it, that the
Colonel, notwithstanding his terrilile errors,

was morally above the average. He had not,

it is true, put himself in the way (that is,

out of the way) to listen to the cry of the
poor, but he had never turned a deaf ear to

it. It may be said, indeed, " that is easy

;

\dth money in one's pocket it is less trouble
and less painful to give to those who are in

need of it, than not to give." But as a
matter of fact, many people of much better

"principles" and infinitely more respectable

than the Colonel, find it easier to button
their pockets. I have heard it said, I am
sorry to say from the pulpit, that charity of
this sort is wholly without merit, and merely
an instinct of compassion implanted in us to

prevent the world from becoming what Lord
Feenix used to call "another place." Yet I

have knoAvn some very regular church-goers
without the instinct. If we cannot be chari-

XXVI—20

table, at least let us be honest. This man had
good grain in his character, or at least had
had till he himself sowed the tares that

choked it. Moreover it behoves us to be
pitiful, and in all London town there was no
man, nay, no woman, walking its streets that
night, more utterly hopeless and miserable
than Eichard Darrell.

He had put the latch-key into his door,

but took it out again and walked round to

Philip Langton's lodgings; the windows were
dark, as he expected them to be, and in

answer to his inquiry he was told that his

friend was not within. He knew where to

find him well enough, but it was where
he did not choose to seek him. Perhaps (he

reflected) it was better so, yet if he had
found him at home it is possible that a

certain dread resolve which he had in his

mind might have been postponed or averted.

These things are beyond us. The turning to

the right hand or to the left, the starting

from our home five minutes earlier or five

minutes later, involve to men every day the

issues of life and death. In the case of the

individual, though the Insurance Companies
can calculate it for their clients within a

fraction, there is no such thing as compara-
tive peril.

The Colonel returned home like one who
walks in a dream—the people he met or

passed had no existence for him—and went
up at once to his own room, a small apart-

ment at the back of the house, very quiet

and looking on to a blank wall ; the same
sort of view that he had in his ovra mind,
for he had a sensation when he was not

actively engaged in thought, of some huge
barrier being built up around him which was
gradually shutting out the view. He sat

down at his table and unlocked a desk where
lay certain documents carefully arranged and
docketed, his will, and the policy of his life

assurance ; there were also some letters all in

feminine hands—a few from his dead vnfe

tied together with black ribbon. That the

Colonel should have kept such relics, and
with such solicitude, would have seemed
amazing even to his dearest friend ; but even

one's nearest and dearest do not (which is

sometimes fortunate) know everything about

us.

All the letters that Hester had ever written

to him, from her first eflbrts, after her en-

franchisement from pot-hooks and hangers,
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to the last note she had sent from Mrs.

West's house, were there ; Avritten by no
means in such a hand as that attributed to

Avomen by the poet, "as when a field of corn

bows all its ears before the roaring east,"

Imt in one particularly distinct and bold.

He knew most of their contents by heart,

but hacl it not been so, could certainly not

have read them now. The very look of

the packet, with its gay red libbon round
it, gave liim a sharp pain, far worse than

any sword could have done, for he survived

it. There was also one other letter ; it

was nearly twenty years old, but not much
creased, nor bearing as the rest did any
evidences of reperusal. He took it out

and straightened it, then read it aloud.

"You villain," it ran, "I have nothing to

reply to your letter. You would have me
wish you joy it seems ; I wish you such joy

as you deserve, and can hardly Avish you
worse." It had no signature except "Eliza-

beth," as though the Avriter had been a queen.

This idea, indeed, seemed to strike the

reader, for he murmured to himself Avith a

brief smile, " It might have been Elizabeth

Avriting to Essex." Then he tore it into

small pieces and throAV it into the empty
grate Avith the reflection, " I Avonder whether

her resentment Avill live beyond the grave ?

It ought not to do so. It Avas utterly un-

justifiable."

For a feAV moments he fell into a train of

thought, which, though on a subject dis-

agreeable enough, Avas Avelcome as compared
Avith the other thoughts that were Avaiting

their turn for admittance into his mind.

They Avere not clamorous, nor A^ehement, but

showed a certain patient importunity that

Avas not to be denied. They resembled an

eager, but silent crowd, waiting at the doors

of some theatre, Avho, at the first opening of

it, stream in and fill the whole house from pit

to gallery ; only, instead of being in holiday

garb they Avere all clothed in black raiment.

These unseen visitants made sleep impos-

sible to the Colonel, Avho nevertheless arose

in the morning to all appearance much the

same as usual. His physical condition Avas

in subjugation to that of his mind, which
Avas in an abnormal and, so to speak, magni-

fied state. External affairs had ceased to

affect him, or at least to affect him in the

usual Avay. Had any misfortune or catas-

trophe have occurred to him, it Avould no
more have disturbed him than a deadly

poison affects a man Avho has lock-jaw. He
Avas in that condition to Avhich medical science

has giA'en the name of "tolerance."

Still he transacted his ordinary affairs as

usual. He had discharged his valet Avhen

his daughter had come to live Avith him
(rather because it Avas more convenient to do
without him in so small a house, than from
any motive of economy), so permitted nurse
Askell, to her huge delight, to pack his port-

manteau for him. He remained at home all

day—notAvithstanding that he had told his

daughter that he should leave tOAvn early

—

moving aimlessly about the house, or drum-
ming on the AvindoAv-frame as he stared idly

oiit of AvindoAv, and took the afternoon train

for Brighton. He had no difiiculty, by the

usual means, of securing a compartment to

himself. It Avas an express train, but his

thoughts went faster far : to the home of his

boyhood, to India, to yesterday's dinner at

Greenwich. Even his school-days recurred

to him. EA'ery incident of his life seemed to

flash before him as distinctly as the pano-

rama of the country through Avhich he flew.

All things Avithout had a sense of unreality

he had noA'er observed in them before ; the

objects on his mental retina only appeared to

have an}^ substance.

At Brighton he put up at an hotel, not

the one he generally used, but a smaller

and more quiet one, on the east clift'. The
tOAvn had an attraction for him which it had
never had before, as he Avalked out before

dinner. The pier, the people, and even the

shops, he regarded Avith a ncAV sort of atten-

tion, though AV'hen he met any acquaintance,

Avhich he did more than once, he seemed to

have a difficulty in recalling his identity.

What AA'as still more unusual with him, the

objects of nature riveted his attention : the

sea with its distant horizon, the clouds with

their silent yet majestic march, and the illi-

mitable sky.

A boatman came up to him as he Avas

returning to his hotel and inquired if he
Avould have a sail.

" Not to-day," replied the Colonel. " You
may, however, take me out for a bathe to-

morroAv morning. Let us say half-past seven,"

Avhich Avas accordingly agreed upon.

It was a lovely evening, and after dinner,

of which he partook very sparingly, he Avent

out again. This time he left the toAvn be-

hind him, and after a mile or two's walk in

the direction of Eottingdean, sat doAvn

beside the sea, listening to its monotonous
moan, and looking up at the quiet stars,

which seemed to be watching him in their

turn. A line of some forgotten poem came
into his mind. He had never learnt a poem
in his life to his knowledge, and, indeed,
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hardly read one, yet the fragment of this one

haunted him—
" The sentinel stars set their watch in the sky."

Perhaps he had not got the line right ; sen-

tinels did not set their own watch, he re-

flected, yet the idea monopolised him. Why
was their watch set, and on whom ? They
were the outposts, as he had a vague idea, of

numberless hosts of unseen stars, other

worlds, and larger ones than our O'vvn : places

where they didn't have any Derbies or play

picquet, perhaps ; indeed, very likely. What
were they like 1 he wondered.

Presently the moon rose ; how quiet it

looked, as it flooded earth and sea with its

silent splendour. He had seen it, of course,

a thousand times before, but it had never

looked so pure and beautiful. It struck him
that he had missed many such glorious sights

in life, which had lain, if not about his feet,

above his head, and had only required an
upward glance for their appreciation. He
felt regretfully that it was a pity, but it was
too late for all that now. The night was far

advanced ere he turned his steps towards the

town, and the sleepy waiter yawned as he
opened the hotel door for him.

"I am sorry to have kept you up," said

the Colonel.
" It is no matter, sir. What time will you

have breakfast to-morrow morning ?

"

Breakfast 1 That was the very last thing

he would have thought of had it not been
suggested to him. The incongruousness of

it with what he had in his mind evoked a

bitter smile.

" Well, I am going out for an early bathe
;

let us say nine o'clock."

" Very good, sir."

So abnormal was the state of the Colonel's

feelings that even this conversation with the

waiter had its impression on them. As he
was turning away he put half-a-crown into

the man's hand. " That is because you sat

up for me," he explained. The Avaiter thought
it odd at the time, since the gentleman might
have given it him when he left the hotel, but
afterwards he had reason to think it a fortu-

nate circumstance.

At nine o'clock next morning the break-

fast was ready in No. 14, the Colonel's sitting-

room, which looked out to sea, and the waiter

was watching for him through the window.
The porter had let him out about the hour that

he had fixed for his bathe, and it was high time
that he should have returned. There '\yas a

letter on the table, doubtless written over-

night, and addressed to Philip Langton, Esq.,

Mayfair, which the waiter hardly knew

whether to post or not before the gentleman
came in. Presently he noticed a crowd of
fishermen talking eagerly together on the
beach, and as it was a very slack time at

the hotel, and curiosity, or as he subse-
quently explained it, "a sort of presenti-

ment," overcame him, he stepped out to

inquire what it meant. It meant that the
lodger in No. 14 would not be in to break-
fast, nor would ever be seen alive again. He
had been rowed out to sea according to his

wishes, had undressed and taken a header
into the water, but whether from cramp or

from some other cause, he had not reappeared.
The boatman had rowed about for a long time,

but without seeing any traces of his fare. The
body, he said, would probably come ashore at

a certain place, at such a time, according to

the set of the tide ; but it was fortunate he
saw the waiter, as otherwise he would not

have known who the gentleman was, or where
he came from.

The hotel-keeper was equally ignorant, but
under the circumstances he made bold to

open the letter lying on the table in No. 14.

It only contained a few lines of commonplace
correspondence, with the remark that the

sea air was already doing the writer good
;

but it enabled Philip Langton to be informed
by telegram that his friend Colonel Ptichard

Darrell had been accidentally drowned that

morning while bathing from a boat ofi*

Brighton beach.

CHAPTER XVIII.—NURSE ASKELL.

Upon the whole it is with reason that Sud-

den Death is included in our liturgy, even

with Murder, as a catastrojihe to be prayed
against. To the individual perhaps it may
seem desirable, since the pain and weariness

of illness, and all those melancholy signs

—

too prolonged for wholesome warnings

—

which often attend the break up of our poor

tenements of clay, are thereby dispensed with

;

but to the survivors the suddenness of the

calamity increases the shock of it tenfold.

The case is parallel with that of commer-
cial ruin, which, however painful may have
been its slow but sure approach to those who
have the conduct of affairs, falls, when it

does fall, with more terrific foi'ce upon their

families, who have been in no expectation of

the blow. And sometimes, alas ! with sixdden

death comes sudden ruin also.

There is no greater penalty paid for friend-

ship than the obligation it lays us under to

reveal the fact of the death of a friend to

those dear and near to him. Exceptionally

fortunate is the man of mature vears to
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whom such a task has never fallen. It is

bad enough if the misfortune has been fore-

sliadowed by illness, but in that case the

message of woe requires to be but half told

;

long-brooding apprehension on the part of

the bereaved one helps us out with it.

" We have bad news," we say, or our face

says it for us, and there is little need to par-

ticularise ; it is only that what has been so

long looked for has come at last. But when
there has been no warning, when the father

has passed away at his desk in the city,

called suddenly to his OAvn account ; or the

husband is cut short in his forensic speech and
is summoned by death before another judge;

or the bridegroom is killed in falling from his

horse at the very moment " when, thinking

this will please him best," his loved one
" takes a ribbon or a rose

—
" then, indeed, is

the man who has to tell the news only less

to be pitied than she who receives it from
his lips.

The fatal telegram had come to Philip

Langton when sitting at a late breakfast. He
had opened it carelessly enough, not because

he was much accustomed to have telegrams,

but because he flattered himself that no
news he could receive could be of any
special importance. He had been wounded
early in the battle of life ; if not vitally, yet

so seriously that his existence had henceforth
" crept on a broken wing," and whatever else

might befall him seemed of comparatively

small account. His friends called him philo-

sophic, whereas he was only cynically in-

credulous that Fate, having once shot that

poisoned dart at him of which we are cog-

nisant, had any other in her quiver capable

of hurting him. A foolish thought, indeed,

for one with a heart so large and tender, and
therefore especially open to her shafts.

Even the club bachelor, the man who
plumes himself on his immunity from the

emotions, and Avho carries all he cares for

"beneath his hat," as the phrase goes, has

some difficulty in establishing such a com-
plete system of quarantine as to shut out all

infection of sympathy ; and how, therefore,

could this man, who had a soft spot in his

heart even for the woman who had been his

ruin, and loved his friend and his friend's

daughter, hope for exemption ? If indeed
he had persuaded himself that it was so, that

telegram shattered his fool's paradise.

Darrell dead ! Darrell drowned ! The news
appalled him, and seemed absolutely too hor-

rible to be true. That " in the midst of life Ave

are in death" is a circumstance, of course,

known to those evenwho are no students of the

Scriptures, but when some private calamity

brings the fact home to us it seems a new
thing. Moreover, that this man should die

was so inexpressibly anomalous and abnor-

mal ; a man in no way connected as it Avere

with the catastrophe of death, Avho never
spoke of it, probably ncA^er thought of it,

and Avho Avas always associated Avith good
health and the pursuits of pleasure. He
had not, it is true, been very well just

lately, but that had nothing to do Avith this

catastrophe.
" DroAA'ned whilst bathing from a boat off

Brighton beach." DroAvned, droAvned !

These thoughts, Avhicli take so long to tell,

took not a second to think, and in the same
second Avere joined by another thought no
Avit less terrible ;

" the dead man's daughter
must be told." Tliis obvious duty, though
the very idea of it made him sick at heart,

Philip Langton recognised at once. There was,

however, time to spare ; the ill neAvs that

Avould fly so fast in Pall Mall— Colonel

Darrcll's death Avas probably " posted up " at

his club at that very moment—-Avould reach

BaysAvater on a more tardy Aving. He kneAv

it Avas not Mrs. West's custom to come into

toAvn in the forenoon, and at all events he
might venture, Avithout danger of the girl

hearing Avhat had happened from other lips,

on going first to Welham Street. It Avas

even possible that he might learn there that

there had been some mistake—that the news
he had receiA'ed was not quite so black as the

innkeeper had painted it ; but of that he had
little hope. The very fact of the telegram

having been addressed to himself shoAved

that liberties had been taken A\ath the

Colonel's letters, which Avould hardly have
been used had not his death been beyond a

doubt.

The house in Welham Street was looking

as usual, its eyes unshuttered, and none of

that suggestion of calamity about it which
even dead walls can give. The door Avas

opened to him by a maidservant and not by
the man AAdiose duty it Avas to do so, but

who had taken advantage of the absence of

the master and mistress to go himself for a

holiday. Nurse Askell, hoAvcA'-er, a retainer

of a very different stamp, Avas at home, and
Langton asked to have a fcAv Avords Avith

her. She came doAvn to him in the dining-

room with an undisturbed face, for she

Avas accustomed to her master's friend and
thought it not unlikely he might have some
commands for her from the Colonel or

Hester.
" You have had no neAA^s from Brighton, I
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suppose, nurse ? " he said with grave signifi-

cance.
" No, sir, none." His manner had not awak-

ened the suspicions he had intended it to do,

not that nurse Askell for all her superstition

was deficient in intellect, but because it

requires some familiarity, which the difference

in their positions denied in this case, to detect

gradations of tone.

" There is news, I am sorry to say ; very

bad news."

The old woman looked up at him quickly

and read the truth in his face, which was at

once reflected in her own.
" Oh, not the master, sir ?" she pleaded

in a quavering voice inexpressibly touching

;

it had the loyalty of a life in it ;
" for mercy's

sake do not tell me that any harm has come
to the master."

"Would that I could help it, nurse. I

would lose my right hand rather than have
it to tell, but this telegram has just come
from Brighton

"

He held it out to her, but she shrank from
his outstretched hand. " There is no need

:
to show it me," she answered bitterly, " he is

dead and dro^vned."

"Then you did know it?"
" I knew it when you said there was news

from the sea, but not before. It is the luck

of the Darrells—Oh, my dear young mistress,

my pretty, pretty Hester !

"

Nurse Askell had sunk into a chair and
covered her grey face "with her trembling
hands ; they had done a great deal of work
in their time, and had a less dainty sense

of some things than those of her companion
perhaps, but the hearts of both were at once
wrung by the same solicitude for the same
object. Those simple words of the old

woman, " My pretty, pretty Hester," utterly

broke down the strong man's fortitude, and
the tears coursed freely down his cheeks.

Just so much only of his characteristic

reserve was left as caused him to turn the

key of the door so as to prevent intrusion.
" "We must do what Ave can for her, we

two, nurse Askell," he said gently. " Though
we can never make up to her for the poor
Colonel."

"Never, never," cried the old woman
passionately. " There was none like him

;

none so good and kind. I have known him
from his birth, sir, and never had a cross

word from him. . . The best of men."
The eulogy was more exaggerated even

than is the way of epitaphs, yet it was abso-

lutely genuine. Very much better men have
gone to their graves without so favourable

a verdict from any they have left behind
them. Nor is it for us poor mortals to
decide what attributes in the eyes of the All
Wise are excluded from the list of virtues,

" When did it happen, sir 1 " inquired the
old woman after a long pause. Her voice,

tliough it still trembled, was no longer broken
by sobs ; the waters of old age, though sunless,

are exempt from the tempest, or if it sweep
them it is soon quelled.

" He was droA\Tied from a boat this very
mornmg.

" This morning, from a boat?" repeated the
old woman incredulously; "that does not look
like my poor master ; to be up, and out, and
on the water too, so early."

"He was bathing from a boat before
breakfast, and, as I suppose, was seized by
cramp."

" It is impossible," cried nurse Askell
excitedly. " He could not have bathed from
a boat, my master could never SAvim a stroke

in his life ; I have often heard him lament it.

When at Eton he had a fever (I nursed him
through it), Avhich caused him to be forbidden

to learn to SAvim, and he never did learn it."

Philip Langton's face grew very pale.

"Are you quite sure of this, nurse," he
inquired very solemnly.

"I am as sure of it as that I sit here, sir."

" Then if you Avould have your master's

memory respected, say nothing of this to any
human being," he continued earnestly.

"Eespected! Avhy should it not be re-

spected ? Whose memory could be more
Avorthy of respect ? " argued the old Avoman
indignantly.

" Still, if you tell folks that he could not

sAvim, they aa^II caU him selfish."

" Selfish ! AA^hy he never thought of self.

He only lived for Miss Hester."

"And died for her," Avas the reply that

might well have risen to Langton's lips.

Nurse Askell's statement about the Colonel's

not being able to SAvim, Avas a revelation to

him. He comprehended at once all that had
happened, and why it had happened. The
old Avoman's simplicity Avas fortunately too

great to lead her to the same conclusion

;

Avhen once the manner of the Colonel's death

should be admitted, it would be easy to per-

suade her that the selfishness of Avhich he had
spoken as likely to be imputed to his friend

lay in the risk he had run in bathing too

far from shore ; her tongue would then be

sealed for her master's sake, and especially in

her communications Avith her young mistress.

The immediate necessity of insuring the old

woman's silence postponed as it were for
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Philip Langton the shock of her unconscious

disclosure; but it pressed upon him with

frightful persistence. It was, he was con-

vinced, no accidental death that his friend

had met with ; and if not accidental, how
urgent and deplorable must have been the

circumstances which had led him to so fatal

a step ! The investigation of them, however,

must be postponed ; the first thing to be done,

as he told his companion, was to break the

terrible tidings to Hester.
" I Avas going up to Mrs. West's this very

morning," said the old woman ;
" she kindly

told me I might bring my work and spend

an hour or two with my young mistress.

Alack ! alack ! she little thought the news I

was to bring her."
" Still it must be brought, nurse Askell,"

sighed Langton, "and I don't know where a

kinder or more considerate messenger than

yourself could be found. I shall go with

you, of course."

" Oh, sir, that is very kind of you," ex-

claimed the old woman gratefully. " I don't

know how I should ever have had the courage

to do it alone."
" And yet you have more courage than I

have," said Philip Langton frankly.

"Nay, nay, sir, my heart is well-nigh break-

ing within me, but what I feel is that the

master would have Avished me to bear up
for Miss Hester's sake, and that gives me
sti'ength."

To have told nurse Askell that she was
the embodiment of duty would have certainly

puzzled, and probably offended her, but she

was one of those people who, without "talk-

ing i)oetry all their lives Avithout knoAving

it," play in life a noble part quite uncon-

sciously, and for the most part without ap-

preciation, unless, indeed, from an unseen

audience that may be Avatching our earthly

drama. For the moment Philip Langton
realised and acknoAvledged this; in the great

shadoAV that had fallen upon that house all

lesser shadoAvs, such as those of degree, were
lost, and he impulsively took the old Avoman's

hand in his and pressed it.

" If you A^dll put your bonnet on we will

take a cab to BaysAvater at once, nurse."

The incongruity of the companionship did

not strike him at the time at all, but it struck

Mrs. West, Avho from the draAvdng-room win-

dow saw the cab stop and Philip Langton,

followed by nurse Askell, get out of it.

"Good heavens! Grace, there must be some
bad news for Hester."

Hester was in the girls' boudoir Avith

Marion, and thither, after some delay and

much anxious questioning, the news Avas

brought her. With that piteous promptness
to credit calamity which comes to us only

too early, one glance at nurse Askell's face

made her heart sink within her. She at

once exclaimed, " Something has happened
to papa ! What is it ?

"

" God give you strength to bear it. Miss

Hester."
" I can bear anything but suspense." Then,

with pathetic inconsistency she added, " Not
dead ! Oh, do not tell me ilmt ! not dead."

Yet, even wliile she pleaded, she felt that

her ajDpeal Avas vain, and that her father was
no longer among the living. Strange to say,

though her mind Avas so sAvift to comprehend
the catastrophe itself, its circumstances she

found it difficult to realise.

" Dead, dead," she kept muttering to her-

self despairingly, but never " drowned."
The reflection was thus spared to her, and it

Avas no small mercy, that those loved remains

Avere at that moment SAvaying somewhere
with the swaying tides ; the "hands so often

clasped in hers tossing Avith tangle and Avith

shell." She had only some dim conviction

that she could not get at him; the over-

Avhelming sense of loss did aAvay for the

present Avith all impression of detail. For
the moment she did not even picture to her-

self her OAvn orphaned condition. She only

recognised, as beneath the long white sheet

Avhich is poor humanity's last covering, we
recognise Avhat lies there, that her "dear

young papa" Avas dead and had left her

Avorld a blank.

CHAPTER XIX.—A SOFT-HEARTED TRUSTEE.

In the method which Colonel Darrell had
chosen for leaving the world, it is probable,

since other considerations besides selfish ones

certainly moved him, that he had intended

to give as little trouble as possible ; but as

many things "ganga-gley " with us inour plans

and desires, Avhile alive, it is not surprising

that matters turn out contrary to our expec-

tations after death—such, for example, as

coming ashore again Avhen we fancy we have

left earth for good and all. As the boatman
had prophesied, the sea gave up her dead at

a certain time and place, and the " it " which
had been "he" Avas carried back to the

hotel, Avhere Philip Langton reverently

awaited it. How terrible are such meetings,

Avith their unAVonted pathos and demonstra-

tiveness on one side, and their still more un-

wonted impassivity and apathy on the other

!

The sole satisfaction permitted to Langton
was that he had persuaded Hester that no
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such meeting was possible, and had therefore

induced her to remain in town when lie took

the afternoon train for Brighton.

How cruel it is to rob us of the picture we
have fondly made for ourselves of some lost

and loved one, to hang for ever in the long

galleries of memory, by substituting for it the

image which decay has touched ! For the

purpose of identification, such an ordeal must
be in some cases endixrcd, but very often it

is unnecessarily suggested and insisted upon.

Philip Langton suffered as pei^haps few men
would have suffered from such an experience,

but so much the more he congratulated him-

self that Hester had been spared it. His
o^vn presence on the spot, independent of the

obligations of friendship, was absolutely

necessary. There would, of course, be an

inquest, and who so competent to give evi-

dence respecting his dead friend as himself
;

above all, who so conscious of the necessity

for silence upon certain subjects 1 As the

case appeared to the outside world, nothing-

could be simjiler, and before the public in-

vestigation took place, the whole matter had
disclosed itself with equal simplicity to Lang-
ton; only the conclusions that were thus

severally arrived at were wholly different.

Langton was quite convinced that his friend

had voluntarily and designedly met his death

by drowning, and that he had been led to do
so by remorse upon his daughter's account,

whose entire fortune (i.e., the money he had
always intended to leave her) he had squan-
dered. On the other hand, by his death he
had provided her with £5,000, the amount of

his life insurance, and this, by the terms of the

policy, would not be forfeited, even though
he should be proved to have committed
suicide. Langton recollected his friend

having alluded to this fact, with the subse-

quent catastrophe even then no doubt in his

mind. It seemed to him, indeed, that the

Colonel's proceedings had for some time been
leading up to it. His placing his daughter
with Mrs. West upon pretence of going for

his health to the seaside, the arrangement
of his correspondence and of his affairs, which
Langton had, as his executor, investigated,

all pointed to this, down to the letter left be-

hind him at the hotel addressed to Langton
himself, and which obviously was written for

that very purpose of identification to which
it was subsequently put.

Nor could it be argued that the motive,
from the poor Colonel's point of view at

least, was insufficient. From the statement
of his accounts it appeared that when the
fatal act had been committed he had become

almost penniless, and that from the policy of

his assurance certain debts would have to be
deducted which would reduce Hester's means
to still smaller proportions. As to his losses

at the card-table and on the racecourse, those,

it was to be presumed, had been settled as

they arose, but that they had been very con-

siderable of late was now a matter of common
talk, a rumour very annoying to Langton,
not only as likely to grievously offend

Hester's ears should it ever reach them, but
also, which was of still more consequence, to

affect the result of the inquest by suggesting

a motive of self-destruction. As regards the
latter matter, however, no harm came of it,

for the coroner's jury came to the conclasion

that Colonel Darrell had met "vvith an acci-

dental death. Philip Langton was the only
person who knew better, for though, curiously

enough, nurse Askell, as we have seen, had
put him in possession of the fact that had
convinced him to the contrary, it did not

carry that conviction to her own mind. She
only thought that the Colonel had been
" reckless " in bathing in deeper water than
was safe, and the very circumstance that

Langton had described it as an act of selfish-

ness had had the effect he had intended, and
closed the mouth that could never speak but

loyally of her dead master.

Thus, thanks to the solicitude of her father's

friend, Hester never knew the worst of the

matter in connection with, her irreparable

loss. We say irreparable, for it is not always

byour intrinsicworth that our loss is measured
by those we leave behind us. The man of

genial nature is often more missed than one
of better principles, to whom the gift of a

kindly manner has been denied; and as re-

gards the world in which Eichard Darrell

moved it could certainly be said of it that it

could better have spared a better man. There
was an unmixed respect for him expressed in

the drawing-rooms and at the clubs. At many
a house in Belgravia the lady of the house

would endeavour to snatch a fleeting reputa-

tion by expressing her conviction that the

Colonel's like would never sit at her table

again ; but as in many cases he had only sat

there once, and by reason of finding it a

little dull had resolutely refused to come
again, it is probable that these disconsolate

hostesses experienced the healing effect of

time, and forgot him before the week was
out. One or two mature ones of the gentler

sex (among whom was Mrs. Brabazon) ven-

tured upon even a higher bid for the sym-
pathy of society, and affected to lament

the Colonel as one who, if life had been left
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to him, might have become even nearer and
dearer to them than he was. Younger ladies

made him a topic in beginning conversation

with strange partners or next neighbours at

the dinner table, " AVhat a sad thing that

was about poor Colonel Darrell
!

" to which
the other would reply sympathetically, with
perhaps a "rider" about the strength of

the tides at Brigliton which they had culled

from the inquest.

At the clubs of course the general regret

was much more personal. It was admitted
on all hands that the Colonel " was a capital

fellow," "one in a thousand," and (with some
confusion of metaphor), " a man Avho had al-

ways lost his money without turning a hair."

It was whispered of late months he had lost

a great deal of money, and that Mr. Digby
Mason had won it ; which was a pity, as that

young gentleman was about the last man to

be induced to lose it again. Some quaint ex-

pressions which the dead man had been wont
to use continued to be quoted for some time

with a regretful smile, and might fairly be

said to have survived him.

The occasion of his burial was seized

upon by half the world of fashion to "de-
monstrate " by wreaths and crosses, not
only its respect for the departed, but the

serious views it entertained at bottom con-

cerning death and immortality. Engagements
of various kinds unfortunately prevented its

attendance at the funeral which took place

at Kensal Green, but it was represented by
some of the gravest coachmen, the tallest

footmen, and the finest carriages and horses

in London. Nurse Askell and Hester, with
Mrs. West and Philip Langton, were the only
mourners, but at the cemetery IMr. Digby
Mason made his appearance, a circumstance

which to those who knew him, had they been
aware of the fact, would have caused consider-

able surprise. Langton resented it exceedingly

(though it was not easy to say why), and the

more so since this tribute of respect was noted
by Hester with approbation. He did not

understand that the very fact of her being

grateful for so small a service showed how
little she expected from him who paid it.

The truth was that for the present Hester's

regard was only to be Avon as it were at

second hand, through the memory of her
dead father. Her own self was obliterated,

and even the affection she felt for Philip

Langton was evoked rather by the place he
had occupied in the Colonel's heart than by
his devotion to her own interests.

It is not every girl who, orphan and deso-

late, can boast of such a friend ; with some.

too, pecuniary matters are so pressing that

there is no space permitted for the indul-

gence in the luxury of grief ; they may
weep indeed, but they have to "work
and weep " at the same time. There are
few things more pitiful than that ignoring
of Necessity and the Common Fate which so
often happens to widows and orphans sud-

denly deprived of their natural guardian.

They may be quite free from selfishness and
egotism, and yet the catastrophe seems to

them so appalling as to do away with the

ordinary conditions of existence ; they live,

move, and have their being, in such an atmo-
sphere of mourning as almost shuts out the
sun itself and prevents them from regarding
matters with any sense of proportion. This
was in some degree the case with Hester ; in

any other circumstances, she would have been
prompt to relieve her friend of all trouble on
her account, but a sort of lethargy hung ovei

her, which, with perhaps mistaken kindness,

her hostess and her daughters made no effort

to dispel.

It was no wonder, therefore, that Philip

Langton, with his delicate sense of what
was due to a girl's sorrow, abstained from
speaking with her upon business affairs a

much longer time than is usual in such cases.

He might perhaps have delayed the matter
still further, but for a circumstance which
accidentally came to his knowledge, and
which somewhat piqued as well as pained
him. Notwithstanding the seclusion in which,

through Mrs. West's consideration and kind-

ness Hester was permitted to remain, it seemed
that she had not denied herself to Mr. Digby
Mason ; on one occasion at least, when that

gentleman had called he was admitted to her
presence and even granted a private inter-

view. " I was out of the house when Mr.
Mason called," was Mrs. West's explanation

of the affair to Philip Langton, " or should
certainly not have permitted her to see him
alone. It was injudicious, and under the

circumstances, almost compromising, though
dear Hester of course was quite unconscious

of that."

" Mr. Mason, however, was not unconscious

of it," observed Mr. Langton drily,

" Well, I don't know ; some men are igno-

rant of everything becoming in a woman
except a bonnet. I should be unwilling to

think that the thing was done deliberately

Avith the purpose you suggest. However, as

far as I can gather, Mr. Mason took nothing

by his motion. He had his interview, and it

seems to have been a pretty long one, but

that was all. Marion happened by chance
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to be at home, though it had been arranged
that she was to accompany Grace and myself
into town that afternoon."

"And Mrs. Brabazon knew it," put in

Langton quickly.

"Why, yes, it was to Mrs. Brabazon's that

we were going."
" Just so 3 the man knew that the coast

was clear."

" My dear Mr. Langton, you have the in-

tuition of a detective," observed the lady,

smiling.

" I Avish I had," said Philip gravely; "un-
happily I have only the suspicion

;
pray go

on."

"Well, from Marion's account it would
seem that the interview was by no means
a tender one, Hester's manner, at least, at

parting from her visitor was as cold as an
icicle ; and what was very curious, his asso-

ciation Avith the poor Colonel—though we find

that the least touch on that string melts the
very soul within her—did not seem to have
affected her in the least. Moreover, I have
observed Hester and this cavalier of hers on
other occasions, and so far as an old Avoman
can speak with certainty of a young one in

such a matter, I am confident that he has
small chance of persuading Hester Darrell to
become Mrs. Mason."
"Heaven forbid !" exclaimed Langton, so

earnestly that a suspicion began to dawn in
his companion's mind that these close in-

quiries of his concerning Hester's proceedings
were not altogether disinterested. It was
probable that the poor girl was not left too
well off; and albeit there was a considerable
disproportion as to years, it seemed to Mrs.
West that Hester might " do worse " than
marry her father's friend. Mrs. West was
far too sensible a woman to shut her eyes to
facts, and she felt that the loss of the Colonel
had depreciated Hester's value in the matri-
monial market. The daughters of a bishop
are not so much sought after by curates and
others when their papa has been translated
from his earthly diocese ; and so far, if so
far only, the Colonel had resembled a bishop—his social position could no longer avail
liis child.

The morning after the conversation with
Mrs. West, Langton called on Hester by ap-
pointment, in his character as executor to her
father's will. She received him with aff'ec-

tionate respect and expressions of gratitude
for all that he had done for her that he
strove in vain to silence, yet her manner was
unexpectedly quiet and self-restrained. If it

was possible to picture Hester Darrell as a

woman of business one might almost have
done so, as she sat silent and attentive to
every word of Philip Langton's statement ol

her affairs. He did not go into details,

which, indeed, it was most necessary to
avoid ; it Avould never have done to let her
know, for instance, that all she had in the
world was derived from the policy of her
father's life insurance, but he put the figures

before her Avith great exactitude.
" You have but a small fortiine, my dear,"

he observed in conclusion, " but to a young
lady of your simple tastes it Avill be found
sufficient ; if my calculations are correct you
Avill have four thousand five hundred and
fifty pounds of your OAvn."

" Can I have this money at once V in-

quired Hester quietly.

" The Avhole of it—the principal ?" ex-

claimed Philip Langton, in amazement.
" Nay, surely not; it is in my hands in trust

for you."
" I thought, perhaps, papa had left the

time of payment of the money to your dis-

cretion. Of course I am not of age ; but
then he never treated me as a child, and I

thought—or at least I hoped—that he might
have placed an unusual confidence in me

;

but it Avas not so, it seems."

She looked so disappointed and distressed

that Langton's heart Avas touched. He had
not the least idea Avhat she could want money
for, but he felt certain, from her manner,
that it was no trivial sum of which she stood

in need, or in fancied need. In character he
well kneAv that Hester, notAvithstanding her

ignorance of the world, was, as she had ex-

pressed it, by no means a child. From the

little follies and extravagances to which young
ladies are prone she was altogether free ; her

efforts had always been directed to curtail

rather than to SAvell, not only their expenses

in Welham Street, but those Avhich the

Colonel had always been so ready to lavish

on her person and her pleasures. It Avas

certainly no mere fancy, therefore, that urged

her to apply for funds. There Avas a tender-

ness in the tone of her pleading which
showed that it came from the heart ; but it

had nothing of coaxing in it; the matter

Avas evidently too serious and too earnest for

cajolery,

NoAv a man may be an excellent guardian

and yet a very indifferent trustee, and such

Avas the case Avith Philip Langton, He had
as much truth and loyalty in his composition

as human nature is capable of, but Avhere his

affections were concerned he was deficient in

firmness. He could " put his foot doAvn " ve-
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hemently enough to stamp out a viper, but

if there was any risk of wounding some
tender and innocent creature, he walked
more delicately than Agag. He was, in fact,

not one of those gentry Avho, being clear

about the law being on their side, find it

always easy to say "No."
Moreover, though the Colonel had made

no special proviso such as Hester had hinted

at, for her having control of her money
before the usual time, Langton was well

aware that he wordd have wished his daughter
to be, as far as was reasonable, her own mis-

tress, and the wishes of his dead friend were
sacred to him.

" If you will tell me what you want the

money for," said Langton gently, " and I

approve of the purpose to which you would
apply it—or even if you choose to make a

secret of it and it is not a large sum "

" It is two thousand pounds," interrupted

Hester gravely.

"Two thousand pounds, Hester !" he echoed

in amazement ;
" why, that is nearly half

your fortune. It is quite monstrous, and
out of the question that I should advance
you any such sum. What can you possibly

want it for ?"

The question was a most injudicious one,

or, rather, the asking any question was most
injudicious. It opened the door for argu-

ment after it had been clased.

" It is for a purpose wliich I am not per-

mitted to mention, Mr. Langton. So far, I

feel that my applicatioQ must needs seem
unreasonable. Upon the other hand, I had
permitted myself to hope that, from what
you know of me you might have given me
credit for—well, no, that would indeed have
been to expect too much. Let me say, dear

Mr. Langton, that I rather trusted—if I ven-

tured to indulge myself in expectation at all

—to the tenderness of your heart. I may,
perhaps, be permitted to take it for granted
that you consider me incapable of any very
egregious act of folly or extravagance. I

know you would not think that I asked you
for such a sum for the purpose of throwing
it in the gutter ; but my chief hope, I ac-

knowledge, was in that personal kindness

you have always sho"\vn me, and which I

thought might be induced to stretch even to

this great length."
" But, my dear girl," exclaimed Langton,

in a tone of such distress that it suggested
for its accompaniment the wringing of hands,
" I am not a free agent. If the money were
mine—and, indeed, if I had the money, you
should be as welcome to it as •"

" Nay, nay, my dear Mr. Langton," inter-

rupted Hester gravely, " you must not talk

like that, it is jDainful to me because I be-

lieve every word you say. Of course if the
case was as you put it, I should not have
opened my mouth ; but the money being
mine, or rather being about to be mine, and
the purpose for which I need it being, I

solemnly assure you, the discharge of a sacred

put in Langton.

with your dear

obligation-

"What obligation?"
" Something connected

father ?

"

" Yes. There, I can tell you no more
;

and I may have done wrong in telling you
that much, but having done so I may add
that were my dear papa aHve, he would, I am
quite sure, approve of the object I have in

view."
" It is nurse Askell," exclaimed Langton

triumphantly, " you are thinking of making
provision for that faithful soul. Now though
that does credit to your feelings, my dear

girl, and I cordially sympathise with them,

there is a medium in these matters."
" It is not nurse Askell, Mr. Langton,"

put in Hester quickly. " I have satisfied

myself that she is placed above all reach of

want, though far indeed removed from the

prosperity she deserves. Pray press me no
further. Even at the price of your agree-

ment to my request, I could not in honour
explain its cause, imagine therefore how
distressing must be these questionings, which
are made, it seems, without any intention of

acceding to it ; nay, I did not mean to be

unkind," she added pathetically, while her

eyes filled with tears; "but it seems so hard

to be unable to do what is right and just,

even with one's own."
At the sight of her grief Philip Langton's

heart began to melt within him, and to sug-

gest arguments against himself. He imagined

it possible that the Colonel had left behind him
some secret that had come to his daughter's

knowledge, and which involved some shame-

ful, but none the less binding obligation :

her resolute silence upon the matter, the

embarrassment which it obviously caused

her, and her extreme solicitude to obtain

her object, all combined to corroborate this

view of affairs. It was true that Richard

Darrell and himself had been close friends
;

had had, as the phrase goes, no concealments

from one another ; but there are certain

secrets sometimes xmshared even between
Damon and Pythias. True, it should have

struck an executor that an " infant " of

Hester's age and sex could hardly be a good
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judge of the merits of a matter in every

sense so questionable ; but, for the present,

Langton was overwhelmed with the reflec-

tion how extreme must the necessity of the

case have appeared to this poor girl, to compel

her to speak to him upon such a subject at

all, and what distress of mind she must even

at that moment be enduring.
" Though it may ' seem hard ' you must

not think me hard, Hester," he answered
gently ;

" the sum you ask for is, as I have
said, nearly half your fortune, for the safe cus-

tody of which I am answerable. If I were to

consent to your request and you were to pay
this money away—which I fear it is your in-

tention to do," here she made a gesture of as-

sent, a grave inclination of the head without a

ghost of a smile, which seemed to corrobo^

rate all his suspicions, "you would then have
scarcely enough left to live upon ; it is not as

if you had sisters, each of whom could club

their little incomes with your own, and so

build comfort as it were out of the very bricks

of penury ; remember, you are quite alone in

the world, Hester."
" I know it well," she answered with the

first touch of bitterness he had ever heard
fall from her lips. "Still, believe me, with

that diminished income of which you speak,

and with the consciousness of having done
my duty, I shall be happier far than if I had
the riches of the Indies, and had neglected it."

"Everybody will say I am such a fool,"

murmured Langton, with an air of convic-

tion, " and everybody for once will be quite

right."

" There will be one person, however," re-

turned Hester gently, " a mere girl it is true,

whose opinion is not worth much, but who will

to the last hour of her life think otherwise
;

who will never forget that you put confidence

in her when you might reasonably have de-

clined to do so, and lifted a burthen from
her heart when no other man in your place

would have put forth his little finger to

lighten it."

" Well, well, if nothing else can make you
happy, you shall have the money, Hester,"
said Langton, smiling and holding out his

hand. She seized it eagerly, and before he
could prevent her, had carried it to her lips.

" If you have not made me happy, dear Mr.
Langton," she said, "you have at least pre-

vented me from being very, very miserable."

CHAPTER XX.—LORD BUTTERMERE'S
GENEROSITY.

Hester's gratitude was not unwelcome to

Langton ; but the vehemence and earnest-
j

ness with which she expressed it brought
home to him for the first time the importance
of the step which he had been induced to

take. It is not to be supposed that he had
been so selfish as to gratify himself by giving
way to her in the matter at her o^vn expense.
He was fully resolved to make good, out of

his own private means, the sum thus advanced
to her. So urgent, indeed, did this duty
appear to him, that since for the present he
was unable to advance the money, he deter-

mined to insure his life for the amount at

once. It would be easy, no doubt, hereafter

to persuade the girl—utterly ignorant as she
was of business matters—that her invest-

ments had turned out more profitably than
had been expected, and to induce her to

receive the interest of what she had lost

without inquiry, but in the meantime she

was left with narrow means, which could not
be increased without exciting her suspicions.

Langton regretted too late that he had laid

the state of her finances before her with such
particularity, since this had put it out of his

power to assist her without her being aware
of it. Her remaining capital, after that huge
cantel had been advanced to her, to the

promise of which he had committed himself,

would only realise about £100 a year—to

some women, indeed, a sufiiciency in itself, to

others, who, as Langton had pointed out,

could " club " their means, a moderate com-
petency, but to Hester Darrell, accustomed
to twelve-buttoned gloves and a Bond Street

dressmaker, a scanty income indeed.

Previous to her residence in Welham
Street, Hester had, under the modest roof

of Madame Langlais, lived a very quiet life,

innocent of all extravagances ; but she had
had no experience whatever of domestic

economy, without which even a woman with
twice her income, and compelled to provide

for herself, is poor indeed. Considering the

paramount importance to most girls of a

knowledge of housekeeping—of Avhich it is

not too much to say that she who possesses

it can make a home out of as scanty materials

as a French cook can make a good ragout,

while she who possesses it not will waste a

fair income in her attempt to learn it—it is

a branch of education monstrously neglected.

For the wife of a gentleman who marries

upon £400 a year it is not only a more
necessary accomplishment than most things

taught at Girton, but also—though it is

hard to say it—one that more sweetens ex-

istence, for I doubt if even the capability

of rendering a Greek chorus into English,

or solving a problem in dynamics, can com-
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pcnsate for the reflection that one is running

one's husband into debt for fish that is any-

thing but fresh, and for very inferior mutton.

Nay, even if she should have no husband

—

if it be possible for the female mind to face

such a catastrophe—it is just as well that a

woman should know how to make a slender

income stretch to its proper limits, and to

avoid the necessity for sordid cares.

It is fair to say that the yeimg ladies them-
selves are not so much ro olame for their

ignorance in these matters as those Avho are

responsible for their bringing up, and who
are much more solicitous about their catch-

ing husbands than their keeping them ; and
it must also be confessed that many mothers
of families, sensible and unselfish in all

other respects, are often very tenacious of

their rights as housekeepers, and disinclined

not only to delegate their duties to their

daughters, but even to make them acquainted

with them ; or if sometimes they do suffer

them to " tool the coach " for a stage or two,

they are so disgusted with their bad driving

that, forgetting that they were once learners

themselves, they impatiently beckon them
from the box, and themselves resume the

reins again.

With these general reflections upon the

incapacity of young housekeepers, Philip

Langton, it is probable, did not trouble him-
self, but upon the helpless position of

Hester Darrell in particular, to which his

own inability to say " No " had reduced her,

he thought much. How strange it seemed to

him (though, curiously enough, the ideawould
never have occurred to himself had the situa-

tion been his own), that with so many and
such wealthy friends as she possessed, she

should be straitened as to means at all.

The society in wliich she moved, many of

whom had professed the warmest attachment
for her late father, comprised the richest

people in England ; and a few crumbs from
the table of any one of them would have
formed an ample provision for her. To ask

for them on her behalf was not, of course, to

be thought of ; but when these persons came
to know to what straits she was reduced, it

would surely occur to some of them to show
to Hester, in some delicate but material man-
ner, in what affectionate regard they held

her father's memory. From his entertain-

ment of which reflections it may be gathered

that though Philip Langton might long have
lost his own illusions, he still permitted him-
self to indulge in a dream or two in respect

to the conduct of other people.

As he walked sadly home from Mrs.

West's, whither he had promised to return
on the morrow to discuss ways and means, or,

in other words, her future, with Hester, he
came upon Lord Buttermere in Hyde Park,
enjoying, on a bench, (to which he beckoned
him) the gratuitous pleasures of sun and air.

" See that man," said his lordship, point-

ing to an official-looking personage lingering

in their vicinity, with a disappointed expres-

sion of countenance, " that's a vulture. But
for me you would have sat down on a chair

—I know you would—and he'd have put his

beak into you. He's been dogging me for this

last half-hour, in hopes there would not be an
empty bench ; but you see I've done him."

" But what is the difference between a
bench and a chair 1 " inquired Langton, who
had his reasons for humouring this eccentric

millionaire.

" The difference, indeed ! why all the dif-

ference !
" replied the peer contemptuously,

" since one you pay for, and the other you
don't. Take a seat, sir, and sit Avide, and
then we shall have it all to ourselves."

Philip Langton accepted this hospitable

invitation in the spirit in which it was offered.

He had somewhere read, or heard, that very
wealthy persons, notorious for their par-

simony, would now and then make proof of

it by some exceptional act of magnificent

generosity. Why should not this splendid

old curmudgeon have an opportunity afforded

to him of thus emphasising his peculiarities,

and at the same time of burnishing the wings
of an angel 1 It seemed as if Fate herself

approved of this innocent strategy, since the

peer's next observation had an immediate
reference to the matter in hand.

" Haven't seen you, by-the-by, since poor

Darrell left us. You and I, I suppose, were
about his oldest friends."

Under any other circumstances Langton
would hardly have appreciated this associa-

tion, but as matters were he hastened to

cultivate the favourable soil.

"Why, yes," said Langton. "If I re-

member rightly. Lady Buttermere stood god-

mother to his only daughter, poor Hester."

He remembered it well, and also the

electro-plated silver mug that had been be-

stowed upon the occasion in question, which
had often been a subject of merriment be-

tween the Colonel and himself.
" Did she, now 1 Well, I dare say she did,

and I am sure she has no reason to regret it.

An excellent fellow was the Colonel—one of

the most deservedly popular of men."

If he was prudent of more material matters.

Lord Buttermere was prodigal of gracious
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epithets, and especially when his friends

were dead. As a composer of epitaphs—to

be engraved at somebody else's expense—he

conld not, indeed, have easily found a rival.

"I have just come from Mrs. West's,

where his daughter is staying for the present,"

continued Langton. " She reminds me very

much of him in many ways. The Colonel

left me his executor and in a manner her

guardian."

"Very nice of him, very good of him,"

returned his lordship. " I hope," he added
with a chuckle, " he left you something else,

just to remember him by."

Philip Langton's brow darkened like a

thunder-cloud.
" I am never likely to forget Richard

Darrell, my lord, and I think he knew it."

"Just so, just so," returned the other with

a little nod of acquiescence, "only a mourning
ring is not to be despised, and even a ten-

pound note is a sort of thing that always

comes in handy. I hope Miss Hester has

been left well provided for."

" I am sorry to say that that is far from
being the case. Lord Buttermere."

"Indeed, indeed," replied the other in

a tone of vexation; "of course it is rot

every only daughter who is left an heiress,

but you do astonish me. At the same time

she has no one to provide for but herself. It

is but little that a young girl needs, and
what may seem a small income to a man like

you, will, in her case, be positive affluence."

" You are unfortunately quite mistaken,

my lord. Your wife's godchild, I give you my
honour, has barely sufficient to supply her
with the necessaries of life."

"Pooh, pooh, you mean the luxuries."
" I have already pledged my word to the

literal truth of my assertions."

" Then all I can say," said Lord Butter-

mere, "is that Darrell has behaved with great

imprudence and extravagance. A\Tiy, dear
me, he had only to insure his life, and con-

sider the premium as part of his necessary

expenditure."
" "We were speaking of his daughter, my

lord," interrupted Langton drily, "who,
whatever may have been the shortcomings
of our dead friend, can hardly be held re-

sponsible for them."
" Cei'tainly not, certainly not, let us be

just before that is before everything. It is

a comfort to reflect that this dear young lady
has plenty of friends."

" I don't know where she could have made
them," observed Langton gravely, " since she
has only been a few months in England."

"I mean, of course, her father's friends,"

explained Lord Buttermere.

"Just so, of Avhom you and I, as your
lordship has just been saying, are the oldest.

If she has no claim upon us, she has no claim

upon anybody, and for my part I shall help
her to the uttermost of my power."

" Quite right," observed his lordship with
an approving nod. " A friend should show
himself friendly."

" On the other hand," continued Langton,
" my power is small, and her knowledge of

the fact will make my help distasteful to her

;

now you. are a man in an exceptional position,

a sort of small providence, from whom benefits

can be derived with thankfulness, but with-

out the sense of obligation, as though they
fell from the skies."

Lord Buttermere's face began to expand and
shine : every word of his companion seemed
to bring out some expression of gracious-

ness and philanthropy in his ample counte-

nance. It seemed to him that he had at last

discovered a fellow-creature who thoroughly
understood and appreciated his character.

" I trust, indeed, my dear Langton," he
replied Avith unctuousness, " that I am not

altogether vrnmindful of the duties of my
position. No one can say that I have ne-

glected the talents committed to my trust."

No one could, as Langton could not help

acknowledging to himself, desirous as he was
of taking another and larger view. It was
certainly not Lord Buttermere's habit to put
anything into a napkin, but to realise the

best percentage that could be got out of it

with safety.

"What you say about this dear young
lady," continued the peer, ^Yith. emotion,

"affects me more than I can express. I have

a general objection to indulge myself in acts

of abstract benevolence, which are in fact

only a form of selfishness ; but in this case I

really think I may make an exception with-

out any sacrifice of principle. So young, so

fair, and also so well conducted," added Lord
Buttermere Avith the air of one who excuses

himself for a proposed extravagance, "not
to mention her being the daughter of my old

friend."
" I think, my lord, any resolution you may

have formed in Miss Darrell's favour scarcely'

stands in need of an argument," observed

Langton drily. He was getting a little im-

patient of the other's pompous prolixity, from

which, nevertheless, he drew the most hope-

ful auguries. It was surely impossible, he

thought, that all this fuss should be made
about any gift that fell short of munificence.
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" It is not as if my own conscience was alone

concerned in the matter," observed his lord-

ship loftily. " I have also to make myself

understood by the world, lest what is an
exceptional act of benevolence should be con-

strued as a precedent."
" Why, good heavens ! you are not going

to tell everybody about it, are you 1 " ex-

claimed Langton vehemently. The scornful-

ness of his tone was so expressive that it

made itself apparent to his own ear, and
in doing so reminded him of the pait he
had undertaken to play. " It appears to

me, at least," he added in a lower tone,

"that the very essence of the good deed
you have in contemplation, my lord, lies in

the delicacy and secrecy of its execution."
" If I give it to you—I mean the money

—

I supposeyouwould let her know who it comes
from 1 " observed Lord Buttermere drily.

" Well, I suppose I should," returned
Langton. It was Avith difficulty that he
could restrain himself from an ebullition, and
yet there was something in his companion's

astounding thickness of skin that tickled

his sense of humour; perhaps too beneath
that rhinoceros hide there was still the soft

spot for which he was so diligently search-

ing, and the discovery of which would atone

for all.

" Just so," continued his lordship in a

tone of great depression; "and while one
is about it one may just as well do it at

once and get it over, eh ? " He looked like a

patient appealing to his dentist ; the hideous
character of the coming wrench he did not
attempt to conceal from himself, but he
hoped that the other might counsel delay.

"I think one ought to strike while the

iron of a good impulse is hot," returned

Langton decisively. "At the same time I

need hardly remind you that a few words of

kindness—a few words of allusion to the rela-

tions between yourself and Colonel Darrell

—

should accompany your munificence, without
which, indeed, it would scarcely be made
acceptable. Miss Darrell reminds me of her
poor father in many ways, but in none more
than in her independence of character and
delicate sense of obligation. If it was not
an impertinence I would even venture to

suggest a hope that the arrangement j^our

lordship may propose to yourself Avill not
necessitate the employment of a third person.

Why, gracious heavens ! what is this ?
"

Lord Buttermere had pulled out his pocket-

book and carefully extracted from it a neatly

folded bit of paper, which he placed in his

companion's hands. It was certainly not

a blank cheque, and, in spite of Langton's
efforts to discredit his own eyesight, looked
uncommonly like a five-pound note.

" There's nothing the matter with it ; it's

a good one, isn't it 1
" inquired his lordship

with indignation. "Well, just you give

that to the young lady. Why, what are

you doing 1 Great heavens ! what are you
doing ? " he exclaimed in tones of positive

agony. " You must be stark staring mad !

"

Philip Langton, with his eyes fixed upon
his lordship Avith immeasurable contempt, was
tearing the five-pound note into very small

pieces.

" Give it me back, give it me back !

"

pleaded the peer with frantic entreaty ; "I
have known the fringes of postage-stamp

paper patch them up as good as new."
Langton ojiened his palm as if in acqui-

escence with the request, and the simimer
wind, slight as it was, carried the light frag-

ments in a thousand diff"erent directions.

"You will have to make it up to her!"
ejaculated Lord Buttermere with querulous

passion. " I will let her know to whom she

has to look for making it good.

'

" If you dare to speak to her, or to any
living being, of the insult you have put this

day upon Hester Darrell," exclaimed the

other vehemently, " I'll treat every note in

your pocket-book in the same manner, as

sure as my name is Philip Langton. No
human being who ever slept upon this bench
for want of a bed was so mean a creature in

the sight of Heaven, I do believe, as you
are, Lord Buttermere."
With that he strode away, no less at Avar

with himself than Avith the object of his

indignation. A man may wear his own
heart upon his sleeve for daws to peck at, if

he is fool enough to do so ; but to expose
that of another to such treatment Avithout

leave or license is an unwarrantable liberty,

and something of this sort it seemed to Lang-
ton that he had done. To have appealed

for help for Hester, Avhen, as he well knew,
she never would have done so for herself,

and with this humiliating result, was a crime

which he felt, if she should ever come to

know of it, he would never be pardoned.

The reflections of Lord Buttermere Avere

of a diff"erent though hardly more enviable

kind. The sense of loss which (Ave have
the poet's word for it) is the most poignant

of all senses, wrung his very soul.

" If it had been only one of my own notes,"

he murmured, for his lordship was still a

banker and the head of his firm, " I should

only have been a pound or so out of pocket

;





" Why, what are you doing ? " he exclaimed, in tones of positive agony.
rage 29i.
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sovereignsbut as it is there's five golden

thrown to the—well, to the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England. That
fellow Langton must be a madman. Mean,

he called me ! There are no bounds to the
expectations of some people. I do believe
if I had given him a ten-pound note for the
girl he would have treated it just the same."

lOl^A, 1885.

By the marquis OF LORNE.

THE quiet clouds within the west
Have built white domes above the isles,

And o'er the leagues of sea at rest

The azure calm of summer smiles.

The sheldrake and the eider float

In peace along each sandy bay

;

And softly, with the rock-dove's note,

The caverns greet the warmth of day.

The purple beds of deep seaweed
Scarce wave their fronds around the Ross;

A silence blesses croft and mead,
Each sculptured stone and knotted cross.

The lark may sing in sunlit air,

And through the clover hum the bees

;

They yield the only sounds of care

Where warred and toiled the pure Culdees.

And yonder grey square minster tower
For orisons in silence calls.

To where, enshrined in turf and flower,

Kings guard the ruined chapel waUs.

lona, " island of the wave,"
Faith's ancient fort and armoury,

Tomb of the holy and the brave,

Our sires' first pledge of Calvary

;

Christ's mission soil, sacred sand,

That knew His first apostle's tread

!

rocks of refuge, whence ovir land

Was first with living waters fed

!

Mysteriously Columba's time

Foretold " a second deluge dark,

When they who on Thy hill may climb
Shall find in Thee their safety's ark.

Though hushed awhile, the hymns of praise

Again shall rise, where feed the kine."

Once more shall o'er thy grassy ways
Religion's long processions shine 1

Shall then each morn and evening late

Unfolded see the illumined scroll,

While echoed over shore and strait

The sea-like organ-surges roll ?

saint and prophet ! doth thy word
Foretell an earthly Church's reign,

Firm as thine island rocks, unstirred

By tempests of the northern main 1

Perchance ! Thy wasted walls have seen

The incense round the altars rise.

When cloister, tower, and cell had been
To Pagan rage a sacrifice.

But if the old cathedral ne'er

Again shall send such children forth,

Like those who, with the arms of prayer,

Were conquerors of the Pictish north
;

Yet hath that vanguard set and cast

Such light upon our age's tide,

That o'er hfe's trackless ocean vast

Secure we sail, or anchored, ride.

And pilgrims to his grave shall tell

The prophet's meaning where he trod.

And in Columba's spirit dwell,

Safe-isled, within the fear of God

!

THE WHITE ANT: A THEOKY.
By Pkofessor HENRY DRUMMOND, F.R.S.E., F.G.S., Authoe, of

Spiritual. World," etc.

'Natural La^v in the

A FEW years ago, under the distinguished
^^ patronage of Mr. Darwin, the animal
in vogue with scientific society was the worm.
At present the fashionable animal is the ant.

I am sorry, therefore, to have to begin by
confessing that the insect whose praises I pro-

pose to sing, although bearing the honoured

name, is not entitled to consideration^ on

account of its fashionable connections, since

the white ant, as an ant, is an impostor. It

is, in fact, not an ant at all, but belongs

to a much humbler family—that of the Ter-
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mitidce—and so far from eA^er having been

the vogue, this clever but artful creature is

hated and despised by all civilised peoples.

Nevertheless, if I mistake not, there is neither

among the true ants, nor among the worms,

an insect which plays a more wonderful or

important part in nature.

Fully to appreciate the beauty of this

function, a glance at an apparently distant

aspect of nature will be necessary as a pre-

liminary.

When we Avatch the farmer at work, and
think how he has to plough, harrow, manure,

and humour the soil before even one good

crop can be coaxed out of it, we are apt to

Avonder hoAV nature manages to secure her
crops and yet dispense wnth all these acces-

sories. The world is one vast garden, bring-

ing forth crops of the most luxuriant and
varied kind century after century, and mil-

lennium after millennium. Yet the face of

nature is nowhere furrowed by the plough,

no harrow disintegrates the clods, no lime

and phosphates are strewn upon its fields, no
visible tillage of the soil improves the work
on the great Avorld's farm.

Now in reality there cannot be crops, or

successions of crops, without the most

" The mounds of the white ant.'

•thorough agriculture ; and Avhen we look

more closely into nature Ave discover a sys-

tem of husbandry of the most surprising

kind. Nature does all things unobtrusively
;

and it is only noAv that Ave are beginning to

see the magnitude of these secret agricultural

operations by Avhich she does already all that

man Avould wish to imitate, and to Avhich his

most scientific methods are but clumsy ap-

proximations.

In this great system of natural husbandry
nature uses agencies, implements, and tools

of many kinds. There is the disintegrating

frost, that great natural harroAv, which bursts

asunder the clods by the expansion during

freezing of the moisture imprisoned in their

pores. There is the communistic wind which

scatters broadcast over the fields the finer

soil in clouds of summer dust. There is the

rain Avhich Avashes the humus' into the hol-

loAvs, and scrapes bare the rocks for further

denudation. There is the air Avhich, Avith its

carbonic acid and oxygen, dissoh^es and de-

composes the stubborn hills, and manufactures

out of them the softest soils of the valley.

And there are the humic acids, generated

through decay, Avhich filter through the

ground and manure and enrich the new-made
soils.

But this is not all, nor is this enough ; to

prepare a surface film, however rich, and to

manure the soil beneath, Avill secure one crop.
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' standing out against the sky like obelisks

but not a succession of crops. There must
be a mixture and transference of these layers,

and a continued mixture and transference

kept up from age to age. The lower layer

of soil, exhausted with bringing forth, must
be transferred to the top for change of air,

and there it must lie for a long time, in-

creasing its substance, and recruiting its

strength among the invigorating elements.

The upper film, restored, disintegrated, satu-

rated with fertility and strength, must next

be slowly lowered down again to where the

rootlets are lying in wait for it, deep in the

under soil.

Now how is this last change brought about ?

turns up the crust with the plough,

up the exhausted earth, down the

Man
throwing
refreshed soil, with infinite toil and patience.

And nature does it bynatural ploughmen who,
with equal industry, are busy all over the world
reversing the earth's crust, turning it over and
over from year to year, only much more
slowly and much more thoroughly, spadeful

by spadeful, foot by
foot, and even grain by
grain. Before Adam
delved the Garden of

Eden these natural

agriculturists were at

work, millions and mil-

lions of them in every

part of the globe,

at different seasons

and in different ways.

. elusion are too well

known for repetition.

Mr. Dai'win calculates

that on every acre of

land in England more
than ten tons of

dry earth are passed

through the bodies of

worms and brought
to the surface every

year ; and he assures

us that the whole soil

of the country must
pass and repass through their bodies every
few years. Some of this earth is brought up
from a considerable depth beneath the soil,

for in order to make its subterranean burrow
the animal is compelled to swallow a certain

quantity of earth. It eats its A\'ay, in fact, to

the surface, and there voids the material in

a little heap. Although the proper diet of

worms is decaying vegetable matter, dragged
down from the surface in the form of leaves

and tissues of plants, there are many occa-

sions on which this source of aliment fails,

and the animal has then to nourish itself by
swallowing quantities of earth, for the sake

of the organic substances it contains. In

this way the worm has a twofold inducement
to throw up earth. First, to dispose of the ma-
terial excavated from its burrow ; and second,

to obtain adequate nourishment in times of

famine. " When we behold a wide, turf-

covered expanse," says Mr. DarAvin, " we
should remember that its smoothness, on
which so much of its beauty depends, is

tilling

fields.

the world's

According to Mr.
Darwin, the animal
which performs this

most important func-

tion in nature is the

earth-worm. The mar-
vellous series of ob-

servations by which
the great naturalist

substantiated his con-

XXVI—21

" Singly or in clusters.'
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mainly due to all the inequalities having

been slowly levelled by worms. It is a mar-

vellous reflection that the whole of the super-

ficial mould over any such expanse has

passed, and will again pass, every few years,

through the bodies of worms. The plough

is one of the most ancient and most valuable

of man's inventions; but long before he

existed the land was, in fact, regularly

ploughed by earth-worms. It may be doubted

whether there are many other aiaimals which
have played so important a part in the history

of the world as have these lowly organized

creatures." •''

Now Avithout denying the very important

contribution of the eaith-worm in this re-

spect, a truth sufficiently endorsed by the

fact that the most circumstantial of naturalists

has devoted a whole book to this one animal,

I would humbly bring forward another

claimant to the honour of being, along with

the worm, the agriculturist of nature. While
admitting to the fullest extent the influence

of worms in countries which enjoy a tem-

perate and humid climate, it can scarcely be

allowed that the same influence is exerted,

or can possibly be exerted, in tropical lands.

No man was less in danger of taking a pro-

vincial view of nature than Mr. Darwin, and
in discussing the earth-worm he has certainly

collected evidence from different parts of the

globe. He refers, although sparingly, and
Avith less than his usual wealth of authorities,

to worms being found in Iceland, in Mada-
gascar, in the United States, Brazil, New
South Wales, India, and Ceylon. But his

facts, with regard especially to the influence

on the large scale of the worm in warm coun-

tries, are few or wholly wanting. Africa, for

instance, the most tropical country in the

world, is not referred to at all ; and where
tlie activities of worms in the tropics are

described, the force of the fact is modified by
the statement that these are only exerted

during the limited number of weeks of the

rainy season.

The fact is, for the greater portion of the

year in the tropics the worm cannot operate

at all. The soil, baked into a brick by the

burning sun, absolutely refuses a passage to

this soft and delicate animal. All the mem-
bers of the earth-worm tribe, it is true, are

natural skewers, and though boring is their

supreme function, the substance of these

skewers is not hardened iron, and the pave-

ment of a tropical forest is quite as intract-

able for nine months in the year as are the

frost-bound fields to the farmer's plough-

• "Vegetable Mould and Earth Worms," p. 313.

share. During the brief period of the rainy
season worms undoubtedly carry on their

function in some of the moister tropical dis-

tricts ; and in the sub-tropical regions of

South America and India worms, small and
large, appear with the rains in endless num-
bers. But on the whole the tropics pro^^er

seem to be poorly supplied with worms. In
Central Africa, though I looked for them
often, I never saw a single worm. Even
when the rainy season set in, the closest

search failed to reveal any trace either of

them or of their casts. Nevertheless so wide
is the distribution of tliis animal that in the

moister regions even of the equatorial belt

one should certainly expect to find it. But
the general fact remains. Whether we con-

sider the comparative poorness of their deve-

lojDment, or the limited period during which
they can operate, the sustained performance
of the agricultural function hy worms, over

large areas in tropical countries, is impos-

sible.

Now as this agricultural function can never
be dispensed with, it is more than probable

that nature will have there commissioned
some other animal to undertake the task.

And there are several other animals to whom
this difficult and laborious duty might be en-

trusted. There is the mole, for instance, with
its wonderful spade-like feet, that natural

naA^y who shovels the soil about so vigor-

ously at home ; but against the burnt crust

of the tropics even this most determined of

burrowers would surely turn the edge of his

nails. The same remark applies to those

curious little geologists the marmots and skip-

munks which one sees throwing up their tiny

heaps of sand and gravel on the American
prairies. And though the torrid zone boasts

of a strong-limbed, and almost steel-shod

creature, the ant-bear, his ravages are limited

to the destruction of the nests of ants ; and
however much this somewhat scarce animal

contributes to the result, we must look in

another direction for the true tropical ana-

logue of the worm.
The animal we are in search of, and which

I venture to think equal to all the necessities

of the case, is the termite or white ant. It

is a small insect (Fig. 1), with a bloated

yellowish-white body and a somewhat large

thorax, oblong-shaped, and coloured a dis-

agreeable oily brown. The flabby, tallow-

like body makes this insect sufficiently repul-

sive, but it is for quite another reason that

the white ant is the worst abused of all living

vermin in warm countries. The termite

lives almost exclusively upon wood ; and the
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moment a tree is cut or a log sawn for any
economical jmrpose, this insect is upon its

track. One may never see the insect, pos-

sibly, in the flesh, for it lives underground

;

but its ravages

•S^j^

Fig. 1.—"Worker "White Ant
(natural size and magnified).

confront one
at every turn.

You build your
house, perhaps,

and for a few
months fancy

you have
pitched upon
the one solitary

site in the coun-

try where there

are no white

ants. But one

day suddenly

the door post

totters and lin-

tel and rafters come do"\vn together with a

crash. Y"ou look at a section of the wrecked
timbers and discover that the whole inside

is eaten clean away. The apparently solid

logs of which the rest of the house is built

are now mere cylinders of bark, and through

the thickest of them you could push your
little finger. Furniture, tables, chairs,

chests of drawers, everything made of

wood is inevitably attacked, and in a single

night a strong trunk is often riddled through
and through, and turned into matchvv'ood.

There is no limit in fact to the depreda-

tion by these insects, and they will eat

books, or leather, or cloth, or anything,

and in many parts of Africa I believe if

a man lay down to sleep with a wooden leg

it would be a heap of sawdust in the morn-
ing. So much feared is this insect now,

that no one in certain parts of India and
Africa ever attempts to travel with such a

thing as a wooden trunk. On the Tangan-
jnka plateau I have camped on ground which
was as hard as adamant, and as innocent of

white ants apparently as the pavement of

St. Paul's, and wakened next morning to

find a stout Avooden box almost gnawed to

pieces. Leather portmanteaus share the

same fate, and the only substances which
seem to defy the marauders are iron and tin.

But what has this to do with earth or with
agriculture ? The most important point in

the work of the white ant remains to be
noted. I have already said that the white
ant is never seen. Why he should have
such a repugnance to being looked at is at

first sight a mystery, seeing that he himself

is stone blind. But his coyness is really

due to the desire for self-protection, for the
moment his juicy body shows itself above
ground there are a dozen enemies waiting
to devour it. And yet the white ant can
never procure any food until it comes above
ground. Nor will it meet the case for the
insect to come to the surface under the
shadow of night. Night in the tropics, so
far as animal life is concerned, is as the day.
It is the great feeding time, the great
fighting time, the carnival of the carnivors,

and of all beasts, birds, and insects of prey
from the least to the greatest. It is clear

then that darkness is no protection to the
white ant ; and j'et without coming out of

the ground it cannot live. How does it

solve the difficulty ? It takes the ground
out along with it. I have seen white ants

working on the toj) of a high tree, and yet
they were underground. They took up
some of the ground with them to the tree-

top
;
just as the Esquimaux heap up snow,

building it into the low tunnel-huts in which
they live, so the white ants collect earth,

only in this case not from the surface but
from some depth underneath the ground,
and plaster it into tunnelled ways. Occa-

sionally these run along the ground, but more
often mount in endless ramifications to the

top of trees, meandering along every branch
and twig, and here and there debouching
into large covered chambers which occupy
half the girth of the trunk. Millions of

trees in some districts are thus fantastically

plastered over with tubes, galleries, and
chambers of earth, and many pounds weight
of subsoil must be brought up for the mining
of even a single tree. The building material

is convej'ed b}' the insects up a central pipe

Avith wliich all the galleries communicate,

and which at the downward end connects

with a series of subterranean passages leading

deep into the earth. The method of build-

ing the tunnels and covered waj-s is as

follows :—At the foot of a tree the tiniest

hole cautiously opens in the ground close to

the bark. A small head appears with a

grain of earth clasped in its jaws. Against

the tree trunk this earth-grain is deposited,

and the head is withdrawn. Presently it

re-appears with another grain of earth,

this is laid beside the first, rammed tight

against it, and again the builder descends

underground for more. The third grain is

not placed against the tree, but against the

former grain ; a fourth, a fifth, and a sixth

follow, and the plan of the foundation begins

to suggest itself as soon as these are in posi-

tion. The stones or grains, or pellets of
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All sorts of fantastic sliapes."

earth, are arranged in a semi-circular wall,

the termite, now assisted by three or four

others, standing in the middle between the

sheltering wall and the tree and working
briskly with head and mandible to strengthen

the position. The wall in fact forms a

small moon-rampart, and as it grows higher

and higher it soon becomes evident that it

is going to grow from a low battlement into

a long perpendicular tunnel running up the

side of the tree. The workers, safely ensconced

inside, are now carrying up the structure

with great rapidity, disappearing in turn as

soon as they have laid their stone and rush-

ing off to bring up another. The way in

which the building is done is extremely

curious and one could Avatch the movement
of these wonderful little masons by the hour.

Each stone as it is brought to the top is first

of all covered with mortar. Of course,

without this the whole tunnel would crumble

into dust before reaching the height of half-

an-inch ; but the tennite pours over the stone

a moist sticky secretion, turning the grain

round and round Avith its mandibles until the

Avhole is covered Avith slime. Then it places

the stone Avith great care upon the top of the

Avail, works it about vigorously for a moment
or tAvo till it is Avell jammed into its place,

and then starts off instantly for another load.

Peering over the groAving wall one soon

discovers one, tAVO, or more termites of a

someAvhat larger build, considerably longer,

and with a very different arrangement of the

parts of the head and especially of the man-

dibles (Fig. 2).

These important-
looking indivi-

duals saunter
about the rampart
in the most lei-

surely Avay, but
yet with a certain

air of business, as

if perhaps the one
was the master of

Avorks and the

other the archi-

tect. But closer

obserA'ation sug-

gests that they
are in no wise

superintending
operations, nor in

any immediate
way contributing

to the structure,

for they take not

the slightest no-

tice either of the Avorkers or the AA^oi'ks. They
are posted there in fact as sentries, and there

they stand, or promenade about, at the mouth
of every tunnel, like sister Ann, to see if

anybody is coming. Sometimes somebody
does come in the shape of another ant—the

real ant this time, not the defenceless Neur-

opteron, but some valiant and belted knight

from the Avarlike Formkidce. Singly, or in

troops, this rapacious little insect, fearless in

its chitinous coat of mail, charges doAvn the

tree-trunk, its antennae Avaving defiance to

the enemy and its cruel man-
dibles thirsting for termite

blood. The Avorker Avhite ant

is a poor defenceless creature,

and, blind and unarmed, Avould

fall an immediate prey to

these Avell-drilled banditti, who
forage about in every tropical

forest in unnumbered legion.

But at the critical moment,
like Goliath from the Philistines, the soldier

termite advances to the fight. With a few
SAveeps of its scythe-like jaws it clears the

ground, and Avhile the attacking party is car-

rying off its dead, the builders, unconscious

of the fray, quietly continue their Avork. To
every hundred Avorkers in a white ant colony,

AA''hichnumbers manythousands of indiAdduals,

there are perhaps two of these fighting-men.

The division of labour here is very wonderful,
and the fact that besides these tAvo specialised

forms there are in every nest tAvo other kinds

of the same insect, the kings and queens.

Fig. 2.—Soldier
AVhite Ant.
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shows the remarkahle height to which civi-

lisation ill these communities has attained.

is usually a reddish brown. Tlie quantity
of earth and mud plastered over a single

But where is this tunnel going to, and tree is often enormous ; and when one
•ivhat object have the insects in view in

j

thinks that it is not only an isolated sjjcci-

ascending this lofty tree ? Thirty feet from
: men here and there that is frescoed in this

the ground, across innumerable forks, at the

end of a long branch are a few feet of dead
wood. HoAv the ants know it is there, how
they know its sap has dried up, and that it

is now fit for the termitss' food, is a mystery.
Possibly they do not know, and are only
prospecting on the chance. The fact that

they sometimes
make straight

for the decay-

ing limb argues

in these in-

stances a kind

of definite in-

stinct ; but, on
the other hand,

the fact that in

most cases the

whole tree, in

every branch
and limb, is

covered with

termite tun-
nels, would
show perhaps
that they work
mostcommonly
on speculation,

while the num-
ber of aban-

doned tunnels,

ending on a

sound branch
in a Old dc sac,

l^roves how of-

ten they must
suffer the usual

d isappoint-
ments of all

such adven-
turers. The
extent to which these insects carry on their

tunnelling is quite incredible until one has
seen it in nature with his own eyes. The
tunnels are perhaps about the thickness of a

.small-sized gas-pipe, but there are junctions

here and there of large dimensions, and
occasionally patches of earth-work are found
embracing nearly the whole trunk for some
feet. The outside of these tunnels, which
are never quite straight, but wander irregu-

larly along stem and branch, resembles in

texture a coarse sand-paper ; and the colour,

although this naturally varies with the soil.

" Useful to the sportsman."

way, but often the whole of the trees of a

forest, some idea will be formed of the
magnitude of the operations of these insects

and the extent of their influence upon the
soil which they are thus ceaselessly trans-

porting from underneath the ground.
In travelling through the great forests of the

Eocky Moun-
tains or of the

Western States,

the broken
branches and
fallen trunks

strewing the

ground breast-

high Avith all

sorts of decay-

ing litter, fre-

quently make
locomotion im-

possible. To
attempt to ride

through these

Avestern forests,

with their
meshwork of

interlocked
branches and
decaying
trunks, is often

out of the ques-

tion, and one
has to dis-

mountand drag
his horse after

him as if he
were clamber-

ing through
a wood -yard.

But in an Afri-

can forest not

a fallen branch is seen. One is struck at

first at a certain clean look about the great

forests of the interior, a novel and unac-

countable cleanness, as if the forest-bed was

carefully swept and dusted daily by unseen

elves. And so, indeed, it is. Scavengers

of a hundred kinds remove decaying animal

matter—from the carcase of the fallen ele-

phant to the broken wing of a gnat

—

eating it, or carrying it out of sight, and
burying it in the deodorising earth. And
these countless milhons of termites per-

form a similar function for the vegetable
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world, making away with all plants and
trees, all stems, twigs, and tissues, the mo-
ment the finger of decay strikes the signal.

Fig, 3.—a, Tunnel, b, Earth, e, Shreds of outer Bark.
d, Eemains of Branch.

Constantly in these woods one comes across

what appear to be sticks and branches and
bundles of faggots, but when closely ex-
amined they are seen to be mere casts in
mud. From these hollow tubes,
which preserve the original

form of the branch down
to the minutest knot or

fork, the ligneous tis-

sue is often entirely

removed, while

others are met
with in all

stages of de-

mo 1 i t i o n.

There is the

section (Fig.

3) of an ac-

tual specimen,

which is not
yet completely

destroyed, and
from which the

mode of attack may
be easily seen. The ^^

insects start apparently t
from two centres. One
company attacks the inner

bark, which is the favourite

morsel, leaving the coarse

outer bark untouched, or more usually re-

placing it with grains of earth atom by
atom as they eat it away. The inner bark
is gnawed off likewise as they go along,

but the woody tissue beneath is allowed

to remain to form a protective sheath for

the second company who begin work at

the centre. Tliis second contingent eats

its Avay outward and onward, leaving a
thin tube of the outer wood to the last as

props to the mine till they have finished

the main excavation. When a fallen trunk
lying upon the ground is the object of

attack, the outer cylinder is frequently

left quite intact, and it is only when one
tries to drag it off to his camp-fire that he
finds to his disgust that he is dealing with a
mere hollow tube a few lines in thiclmess

filled up with mud.
But the works above ground represent

only a part of the labours of these slow-

moving but most industrious of creatures.

The arboreal tubes are only the prolongation

of a much more elaborate system of subter-

ranean tunnels (Fig. 4) which extend over
large areas and mine the earth sometimes to

a depth of many feet or even yards.

The material excavated from these under-
ground galleries and from the succession of

domed chambers—used as nurseries and
granaries—to which they lead, has to be
thrown out upon the surface. And it is from
these materials that the huge ant-hills are

reared, which form so distinctive a fea-

ture of the African landscape. These
heaps and mounds are so conspicu-

ous that they may be seen for

miles, and so numerous are

they and so useful as

cover to the sports-

man, that with-

out them in

certain dis-

tricts hunt-

ing would
be impos-

sible. The
first tilings,

indeed, to

strike the

traveller in

entering the

interior are the

mounds of the

white ant, now dot-

ting the plain in groups
like a small cemetery,

now rising into mounds
singly or in clusters, each

thirty or forty feet in diameter, and ten or

fifteen in height, or again standing out against

the sky like obehsks, their bare sides carved

and fluted into all sorts of fantastic shapes

(pages 296, 297, 300). In India these ant-

heaps seldom attain a height of more than

a couple of feet, but in Central Africa they

form veritable hills, and contain many tons

Fig. 4.—Galleries in White Ants' Nest.
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of earth. The brick houses of the Scotch

mission-station on Lake Nyassa have all been
built out of a single ants' nest, and the

quarry from which the material has been
clerived forms a pit beside the settlement

some dozen feet in depth. A supply of bricks

as large again could probably still be taken
from this convenient depot, and the mission-

aries on Lake Tanganyika and onwards to

Victoria Nyanza have been similarly indebted

to the labours of the termites. In South
Africa the Zulus and Kaffirs pave all their

huts with Avhite-ant earth ; and during the

Boer war our troops in Praetoria, by scooping

out the interior from the smaller beehive-

shaped ant-heaps, and covering the top with
clay, constantly used them as ovens. These
ant-heaps may be said to abound over the

whole interior of Africa, and there are three

or four distinct varieties. The most peculiar,

as well as the most ornate, is a small variety

from one to two feet in height, which occurs

in myriads along the shores of Lake Tan-
ganyika. It is built in symmetrical tiers,

and resembles a pile of small rounded hats,

one above another, the rims depending like

eaves, and sheltering the body of the hill

from rain. To estimate the amount of earth

per acre raised from the water-line of the

subsoil by white ants would not in some dis-

tricts be an impossible task, and it would be
found probably that the quantity at least

equalled that manipulated annually in tem-
perate regions by the earth-worm.

These mounds, however, are more than
mere waste-heaps. Like the corresponding
region underground they are built into a
meshAvork of tunnels, galleries, and chambers,
where the social interests of the community
are attended to. The most spacious of these

chambers, usually far underground, is very
properly allocated to the head of the society,

the queen. The queen-termite (Fig. .5) is

a very rare insect, and as there are seldom
more than one, or at most two, to a colony,

and as the royal apartments are hidden far

in the earth, few persons

have ever seen a queen,

and indeed most, if they
did happen to come across

it, from its very singular

appearance Avould refuse

to believe that it had any
connection with white

~"

ants. It possesses, indeed,

the true termite head (Figs.

6, 7), but there the resemblance to the other

members of the family stops, for the size of the

head bears about the same proportion to the

Fig. 6 Head of Queen
magnified.

large

drical

three

rest of the body as does the tuft on his Glen-
garry bonnet to a six-foot Highlander. The
phenomenal corpulence

of the royal body in the
case of the queen-ter-

mite is possibly due in

part to want of exercise,

for once seated upon
her throne she never
stirs to the end of her
days. She lies there, a

loathsome cylin-

package, two or

inches long, in

shape like a sausage, and
as white as a bolster.

Her one duty in life is

to lay eggs (Fig. 8), and
it must be confessed she

discharges her fimction

with complete success,

for in a single day her

progeny often amounts
to many thousands, and
for months this enormous fecundity never
slackens. The body increases slowly in size,

and through the transparent skin the long-

folded ovary may be seen, with

the eggs, impelled by a peri-

staltic motion, passing onward for

delivery to the workers who are

waiting to carry them to the nur-

series where they are hatched.

Assiduous attention meantime is

paid to the queen by other

workers, who feed her diligently.

Kg. 7.—Undeveloped
winged female.

Fig. 8.-
Eggs.

with much self-denial stuffing her

with morsel after morsel from their own
jaws. A guard of honour in the shape of a

few of the larger soldier - ants is also in

attendance as a last and almost unnecessary

precaution. In addition, finally, to the

soldiers, workers, and queen, the royal

chamber has also one other inmate—the king.

He is a very ordinary-looking insect (Fig. 9),

about the same size as the soldiers, but the

Fig. 5.—The Queen Wiiite Ant.

arrangement of the parts of the head and

body are widely differfent, and like the queen

he is furnished with eyes.
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-King
White Ant.

Let me now attempt to show the way in

which the work of the termites bears upon
the natural agriculture and geology of the

tropics. Looking at the ques-

tion from the large point of view,

the general fact to be noted is,

that the soil of the tropics is in a

state of perpetual motion. In-

stead of an upper crust, moist-

ened to a paste by the autumn
rains, and then baked hard as

adamant in the sun ; and an under soil, her-

metically sealed from the air and light, and
inaccessible to all the natural manures de-

rived from the decomposition of organic

matters—these two layers being eternally

fixed in their relation to one another—we
have a slow and continued transference of

the layers always taking place. Not only to

cover their depredations, but to dispose of

the earth excavated from the underground
galleries, the termites are constantly trans-

porting the deeper and exhausted soils to

the surface. Thus there is, so to speak, a

constant circulation of earth in the tropics,

a ploughing and harrowing, not furrow by
furrow and clod by clod, but pellet by pellet

and grain by grain.

Some idea of the extent to which the

imderlying earth of the tropical forests is

thus brought to the surface will have been

gathered from the facts already described

;

but no one who has not seen it with his

own eyes can appreciate the gigantic magni-

tude of the process. Occasionally one sees

a whole trunk or branch, and sometimes

almost an entire tree, so swathed in red mud
that the bark is almost completely concealed,

the tree looking as if it had been taken out

bodily and dipped in some crystallising solu-

tion. It is not only one tree here and there

that exhibits the work of the white ant,

but in many places the whole forest is so

coloured with dull red tunnels and patches

as to give a distinct tone to the landscape—

-

an effect which, at a little distance, re-

minds one of the ahend-roth in a pine forest

among the Alps. Some regions are naturally

more favourable than others to the opera-

tions of the termites, and to those who have

only seen them at work in India or in the

lower districts of Africa, this statement may
seem an exaggeration. But on one range

of forest-clad hills on the great plateau be-

tween Lake Nyassa and Tanganyika I have

walked for miles through trees, every one of

which, without exception, was ramified, more
or less, with tunnels. The elevation of this

locality was about 5,000 feet above the sea.

and the distance from the equator some 9°
;

but nowhere else have I seen a spot where the
termites were so completely masters of the

situation as here. If it is the case that in

these, the most elevated regions of Central

Africa, the termite colonies attain their

maximum development, the fact is of

much interest in connection with the geo-

logical and agricultural function which they
seem to serve ; for it is here precisely, be-

fore the rivers have gathered volume, that

alluvium is most wanting ; it is here that

the tiny headwaters of these same rivers

collect the earth for subsequent distribution

over the distant plains and coasts ; and
though the Avhite ant may itself have no
power, in the first instance, of creating soil,

as a denuding and transporting agent its

ministry can scarcely be exaggerated. If

this is its function in the economy of nature

it is certainly clear that the insect to which
this task is assigned is planted where, of all

places, it can most effectively fulfil the end.

The direct relation of the termites' work
to denudation will still further appear, if Ave

try to imagine the effect upon these accu-

mulations of eartn-peilets and grains of an
ordinary rainy season. For two or three

months in the tropics, though intermittently,

the rains lash the forests and soils with a

fury such as we, fortunately, have little idea

of. And though the earth-works, and espe-

cially the larger ant-hills, have marvellous

resisting properties, they are not invulner-

able, and must ultimately succumb to de-

nuding agents. The tunnels, being only

required for a temporary purj^ose, are made
substantial enough only to last the occasion.

And in spite of the natural glue which

cements the pellets of earth together, the

structure, as a whole, after a little exposure,

becomes extremely friable, and cruml)les to

pieces at a touch. When the earth-tubes

crumble into dust in the summer season the

d6bris is scattered over the country by the

wind, and in this way tends to increase and
refresh the soil. During the rains, again, it

is washed into the rivulets and borne away
to fertilise with new alluvium the 'distant

valleys or carried downward to the ocean,

where, along the coast line, it "sows the

dust of continents to be." Herodotus, with

equal poetic and scientific truth, describes

Egypt as "the gift of the Nile." Possibly

had he lived to-day he might have carried

his vision farther back still, and referred

some of it to the labours of the humble
termites in the forest slopes about Victoiii

Nyanza.
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O GOTLAND has just reason to be proud of

^ the achievements in art of her sons, and

yet it may with truth be said that these

achievements do not, in the eyes of the

average Scotchman, rank among the chief

glories of his native land. In Scotland, from

the very nature of the country and its situa-

tion, and in spite of the strongly religious

character of the people themselves, the world

has been too much with us. We have had
to fight for our lives. Jealous neighbours and
the keen breezes of poverty, a poor soil and
an uncertain climate, have put us upon our

mettle, and while we have been, compara-

tively speaking, victors in the strife against

opposing forces,

we bear about with
us, as a nation, the

marks of the con-

flict. The serious

interests of exist-

ence have pressed

heavily against us,

and have made us

almost as rugged
and unyielding as

our own rocks and
mountain-sides.
Our very humour,
as truly a national

characteristic as

our dmrness or our
perseverance, is in

great part the

result of a reaction.

Our earnestness

must needs have
relief sometimes,

and as we cannot
often sport in the

sun, and be "for-

getful of the noon-
tide hour," when we do sing and dance and
laugh at our own or others' follies we do it

with the thorough heartiness and sincerity

that are possible only to men who are glad
to escape, now and again, out of sight of the
hard realities of life. These same realities

have left us little time to cultivate the lighter

graces, and it must be confessed have also

taken from us not a little of the ability to

rightly value them. Our most splendid and
most self-asserting triumphs have been won
in the direction of material progress, and these,

consequently, bulk most largely in our own
estimation. We remember the manufactures
we have started, the harbours we have made,
the towns we have built, and we care to

{From a photograph by FracleUe, 246, Regent Street, W.)

bestow hardly one grateful thought on the

painters of genius that our country has given
birth to. And yet some Scottish names
stand high in the roll of art. We had an
admirable native portrait painter before

England could boast of one of any note,

and the fame of Jamesone has descended to

a long line of illustrious successors. The
works of Eaeburn, of Wilkie, of Phillip, of

Horatio M'Culloch, to mention only a few
of the great dead, would confer distinction

on any school of painting. To living artists

of Scottish birth contemporary British art

owes some of its noblest triumphs.

Much might be said about the excellencies

and the defects of

the Scottish
school ; the high
position it has

taken in portrai-

ture and the im-

petus it has given

to landscape art by
its healthy prefer-

ence of nature and
open-air study to

conventionality
and mere studio

compositions ; but
I must content

myself just now
mainly with an
account of one
well-known Scot-

tish artist, who
throughout a busy
life has worthily

sustained the re^DU-

tation of both his

craft and his coun-

try.

For three hun-

dred years the name of Faed, one of the

rarest of Scotch surnames, can be traced

in Dumfriesshire. It is derived from the

Scandinavian, and signifies a prophet or

fortune-teller. About sixty years ago the

family was divided into the rich and the

poor Faeds, and from the latter branch the

subject of this article is descended. Thomas
Faed was bora on the 8th of June, 1826, at

Burley Mill, near Gatehouse of Fleet, in the

Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, a district far re-

moved from the turmoil of cities, and one in

which primitive manners have lingered longer

than in any other part of the Lowlands of

Scotland. His father was the tenant of Burley

Mill, and was not a miller, but a builder of
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mills. His knowledge of machinery and its

mysterious ways was profound, and he had a

genius for invention ; not, as a rule, a profit-

able kind of genius to its possessor. The re-

sult was that all his life he was somewhat of

a disappointed man.
There was an artistic bent in the whole

Burley Mill family. Tom, influenced per-

haps by the example and precept of his elder

brother John, now a member of the Scottish

Academy, began when very young to draw
and to copy other people's drawings. Two
bulky volumes in the Burley Mill library,

entitled " The Biography of the Bible," illus-

trated with outline engravings from designs

by Michael Angelo, Raphael, &c., were a

never-failing source of wonder and delight to

the young Faeds. On the walls of their

aunt's parlour hung some drawings, which
appeared to the eyes of the youthful students

to be veritable masterpieces. Once upon a

time an uncle of theirs had set off" to England
to push his fortune, and had returned with-

out the fortune, but with a few old-fashioned

engravings, such as " Cupid subduing the

Tiger," " Louis in Prison," and others of a

like nature. These the uncle had copied in

Indian ink, and the copies were given to

Faed's aunt. It was in recopying the copies

that the Faeds made their first essays in art.

Tom Faed also followed out, in his o^vn way,

healthier methods of self-education, such

methods as a born painter always discovers

for himself. In the picturesque scenery of

the Stewartry he found congenial subjects

for his pencil. Wandering by the banks of

Burley Burn, and among the hills and lakes

and rafeses of the district, and studying the

rustic life with which he was surrounded, he
laid the foundation of those tastes and sympa-
thies that in later years have helped him to his

most satisfactory triumphs. In summer time,

when there Avas no grain to prepare, he used

the old kiln-house as a studio, and there, with

a fair top-light and a background filled with

Rembrandtesque shadows, he had, as sitters,

nearly all the ragged urchins of the country

side. In the meantime John Faed had settled

in Edinburgh as a painter, and by his advice

Thomas, in 1842, at the age of sixteen, began
his regular art studies in that city. He was
soon able to show evidence of proficiency in

drawing sufficient to entitle him to admission

to the Art School of the Board of Trustees

for Manufactures. This school merits a few
words of notice. The Board of Trustees was
one of the results of the fifteenth article of

the Treaty of Union, and was founded in

1727 for the purpose " of encouraging and

promoting fisheries and such other manufac-
tures and improvements in Scotland as may
most conduce to the general good of the

United Kingdom." An income of £2,000 a

year was placed under the management of

the Board, subject to the control of the Lords
of the Treasury. In 1809 a separate Fishery
Board was created, and since then the grant
has been appropriated to the School of Art,

the National Gallery, and the Museum of

Antiquities (Year's Art, 1885). In the year
1760 the Board started a drawing school,

which was the first School of Design estab-

lished in Great Britain at the pubhc expense.

In 1858, in consequence of certain changes
in connection with the administration, &c.,

of the National Gallery of Scotland, the

Board's School was afiiliated with the Science

"and Art Department, and is now under the
charge of the Kensington authorities. At
the same time (1858) the Royal Scottish

Academy set on foot a permanent life school

for the higher special education of those who
intend to become professional artists. The
Trustees' School, in its day and generation,

did good work for Scotland and the world,

and to it many of our most illustrious Scottish

artists owe their training. Faed had a short

experience, in the antique class, of SirWilliam
Allan as a teacher. This extraordinary man,
the fellow-student of Wilkie and Burnet, had
been head master under the Trustees since

1826. He was also president of the Royal
Scottish Academy for twelve years, and His
Majesty's Limner for Scotland, and had won
fame as an adventurous traveller in Russia,

Tartary, Turkey, and Asia Minor. His repu-

tation as an artist has not endured. He told

a story with, spirit and some dramatic insight,

but his colour was weak and crude. He was
succeeded, in the position of master of the

Trustees' School, by another well-known
Scottish painter, Thomas Duncan, whose
death at the early age of thirty-eight pre-

vented the fulfilment of the high hopes his

admirers had formed of his genius. At the

time of Duncan's death his influence was one
specially needed to guide Scottish art into

right paths, as a bad style, servilely copied

from Wilkie in his decadence, was too com-
monly practised. It remained for others in

later years to bring about a healthier state of

matters, and foremost in this good work was
Robert Scott Lauder, R.S.A., whose merits as

artist and teacher havebeentoosoon forgotten.

At the Trustees' Academy Faed gained

several prizes. Among the artists still living

who were students there, at or about the

same time as Faed, are Robert Herdman,
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E.S.A., W. Q. Orchardson, E.A., and Erskine

Isicol, A.E.A. Looking back to his early

experiences, Mr. Faed lately remarked,
" Much as the good influences of a teacher

may prevail, there is an influence of student

over student which is far more conducive to

improvement in a class than all the principles

and rules laid down by a master. I have

noticed in my early student life and since, as

a visitor to the classes of the Eoyal Academy,
how frequently a class at a dead low level

have been roused from their dulness by the

coming among them of even one student of

undoubted power, the result being that many
R^ere raised to competitive excellence."

Those Edinburgh days were a happy time

for young Faed, busy with studies he loved

and all his future bright with hope and pro-

mise. Merely to live in Edinburgh is to

some natures a liberal education. The legen-

dary and historical associations of the roman-

tic to"\vn, its picturesque environments, the

ever-recurring flush of green that brings the

country into the very heart of the stony

streets, make it pre-eminently a tit home for

an artist. There Faed found healthy stimu-

lus for his imagination, and in addition to

learning hoAv to paint, learned to appreciate

the manifold beauties of our great hterature.

With his friend, Mr. E. P. Scott, a poet and
a lover of poets, he spent many a pleasant

hour roaming over Corstorphine Hill, or on
the braes of Ai'thur Seat, their talk almost

always on the one subject, poetry. The
influence of these discussions is seen through-

out Faed's later work.

The first picture Faed ventured to exhibit

was a water colour, representing a sensational

incident from "The Old English Baron."
Like the majority of artistic aspirants, he
began in the grand style, and tried his bud-
ding powers on Caius Marius, Siberian slaves,

ghosts, demons, and avenging angels. These
exercises, however, were badly hung in the

Scottish Academy Exhibition, and were never
sold. He soon found where his real strength

lay; the experiences of his boyhood, the

recollections of the scenes around Burley
Mill, and the memories of the incidents of

riu-al life that had stamped themselves so

deeply on his youthful aff"ections and imagi-

nation, began to bear good fruit. Discarding

second-hand impressions and all " got up

"

interest in affairs and men that lay remote
from his daily path, he set himself to paint

what he really felt and knew about, and the

result for him was success. He selected a

simple subject from Scottish peasant Hfe, an
old man "Eeading the Bible" to a young

girl, and he sold it at once for £12 123. A
somewhat similar picture was the first com-
mission he received, at .£12 12s. also. It

had the singular fortune of being refused for

no very definite reason, by the gentleman
Avho had commissioned it, and of being sold,

several years afterwards, at a public sale in

London, for 600 guineas. Faed rose rapidly

in reputation : work poured in upon him more
speedily than he could execute it, and his

life henceforward is the naturally uneventful
life of an artist, whose industry and genius
have brought to him fame and a good posi-

tion. Among his more important works at

this time was " Jeanie Deans," which was
painted for Campbell of Blythswood, and
obtained the Heywood Gold Medal at Man-
chester, In 1849 he was made an A.R.S.A.,

and exhibited "Scott and his Friends at

Abbotsford," well known to the general

public through the engraving of it by his

brother, Mr, James Faed. In 1851 he exhi-

bited for the first time in the Eoyal Academy,
Encouraged by the reception he then met,

he settled in London in 1852. It was not,

however, until 1855 that he made " a pal-

pable hit " in the Academy, with a picture

entitled, " The Mitherless Bairn." This can-

vas shows us an incident—idealised—of his

own childhood, and the fact illustrates Mr.
Faed's general method of working. When
the artist was about eight years of age, a

little vagrant, on the plea that he had no
father or mother, imposed upon the children

of Burley Mill, who coaxed him to stay in

the house, and fed and petted him until he
" waxed fat and kicked," and grew so inso-

lent that he had to be turned away. It

afterwards came out that he was not an

orphan at all, but the son of two sturdy

tramps who were the terror of the district

!

In 1861 Faed Avas made an Associate, and
an Academician in 1866, Since 1855 he

has every year, with the single exception of

1875, contributed generally two and some-

times three works to the Eoyal Academy
Exhibitions, I must content myself, how-
ever, with mentioning a few of the pictures

he has produced. In 1857 we had " The first

Break in the Family," a young man leaving

home and early ties to face the uncertainties

of the world; in 1860 "His only Pair;" in

1861 (his Associateship year) "From Dawn
to Sunset," which is, perhaps, at once his finest

and his most popular picture; in 1864, "Baith

Faither and Mither," truly pathetic in its sug-

gestiveness; and in succeeding years such

subjects as, "Ere care begins," "A wee bit

fractious," " They have been Boys together,"
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"The Waefu' Heart," &c. Throughout his

work, so varied, so important, so honestly

done, one purpose, one sentiment runs, and
the work itself is a noble testimony to a well-

ordered, sympathetic, and industrious life.

That there was once a golden age in which
life's glad moments knew no " sad satiety,"

and the burdens of humanity were light to

bear, and Nature was monotonously lovely

and benignant, is only a dreamer's dream.

The world is as full to-day of grace and
beauty as it ever was, to him who has ears to

hear and Avisdom to understand. As long as

men are born and die, as long as they love and
hope, hate and fear, there will be poetry on
earth, and the artist will find materials lying

close to him on Avhich to feed and sustain

his imagination. He is the genuine Philis-

tine in whose eyes his gross surroundings

bulk so largely as to hide from him the glory

of the sunset, the miracle of the new season's

primrose, the wonders of human experience.

To-day is as interesting as any of the ancient

epochs of demi-god and hero. Gordon is as

great as Leonidas; there are more brave

deeds recorded in James's Naval History

than in Homer or Tasso ; we have women as

fair as Helen and men as chivalric as Bayard.

The poet recognises this. To him nothing is

commonplace or unclean. Mr. Faed is a poet

who uses a brush instead of a pen. He seeks

his inspiration in the life of to-day, in the

life with which his own childhood was
familiar, and he reproduces it for us, idealised

if you like, but idealised with a light that is

pure and sweet. On one side of his nature

he is a realist, but he is no devotee of the

ultra-realism now in fashion, which, as Mr.
Hamerton says, is simply neither more nor
less than a distinct and wilful preference of

ugliness to beauty. The rose is as real as an
onion. Why should he be called the realist, by
pre-eminence, who paints nothing but onions ?

Mr. Faed chooses his subjects well, draAvs

carefully, composes with consummate skill,

and makes every one of his pictures tell its

story clearly and powerfully. He deals

chiefly with the ways of the poor, especially

of the Scottish poor, but under his hands
their "homely joys and destiny obscure " are

represented shorn of much of their sordid-

ness and squalor. This is, at any rate, one
Avay of looking at the world. Life is not
with him a mere desperate struggle for exist-

ence ; into the lot of even the meanest and
the poorest among us there enter compensa-
tions and alleviations begotten of love, and
unselfishness, and faith.

Many competent critics and artists assert

that a picture should not tell a story, and
that the subject is of no consequence. Well,

it may be so to them ! We need not dogma-
tise. The realm of art is surely wide enough
to include those who believe that a picture is

valuable only for its technique and tone, and
those who long to find in a picture something
that rouses and responds to their spiritual

and intellectual natui^es. There is nothing
final or absolute in any of the methods that

even the greatest artists have employed : art

is as various as life itself. The truest art is

that which appeals most strongly to us and
moves our sympathies to their finest issues

;

and he is the veriest empiric Avho maintains

that there is one and only one road to this

end. The essential quality we demand in a

work of art is originality. To be of any value

at all, the work must come red-hot from the

heart of its producer, and bo the expression

of his own individuahty. Imitations are use-

less; worse than useless are imitations of

imitations, and re-echoes of the solemn sound-

ing platitudes of art-cliques. Thomas Faed
has always been true to himself, and by
force of his sincerity of both aim and exe-

cution, has touched our hearts, and at once

commanded and enlarged our sympathies.

Mr. Faed is one of the most popular of the

brigade of London Scottish artists, that in-

cludes so many distinguished men. Success

has not spoiled him or weakened his pcr-

sonalit3^ There is a fine sturdy common
sense in all his ways and words that is as re-

freshing as the breeze that blows over the

moors and mosses of his native Gallowav. Our
portrait is taken from a recent photograph by
Fradelle, of 246, Eegent Street, London.
The illustration, " Seeing Them Off," is a

reproduction of one of Mr. Faed's Academy
pictures of 1884. Its tender feeling and
good composition are in the artist's best

manner. R. WALKER.

THE THIED YOLTJME.
Bt anna H. DRUKY, Author of "Called to the Eescue," etc.

withheld her consent to any engagement, she

would have done more wisely to forbid the

young man her house. The permission to

return was more than his modesty had hoped

CHAPTER III.

TF Lady Honora meant to quiet her own
-- conscience, and to reserve the- right of

telUng her friends that she had prudently



liiigi-aved by]

"SEEING THEM OFF."

''He couldna' leave Ids Hig-bland home,
Where he was born and bred;

The purple heath, his childhood trod,

Must o'er him bloom when dead."
TiiOMAS Fa ED.

[f. Huberts.

Page 303.
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to Avin so soon, and he went back to his

lodgings in a state of excitement, far too

rapturous for sleep. The fervent imagina-

tion came to the relief of the overcharged

brain, and he sat for hours that night, pour-

ing out on paper such thoughts and fancies

as he hardly ventured to read over when
vi'ritten; until the chill before dawn re-

minded him that the tumult and heat of day
would soon return, and that to meet them
well, he must have rest. He grudged the

time, as a goldfindcr might have done, to

whom every pause for meal or repose is the

loss of so many ounces; but mines of the

brain have their laws, as well as those of the

earth ; and he had yet to learn by experience

that they cannot be safely broken. A short

rest sufficed, and he sprang to his work again

more eagerly than ever ; writing, as he him-

self expressed it, as if he were some one else,

and it all came in spite of him. Visions of

love and beauty opened upon his glowing

fancy almost beyond his power to describe

;

his creations breathed, moved, amazed him
by their eloquence and vivacity ; it was as if

his pen were a magician's wand. No wonder
the public taste was charmed by the fresh-

ness of his style, which even disarmed the

critics ; during those weeks of heat and
closeness in London it was not London air

he breathed, but the sweet fragrance of Eden
—once in a lifetime vouchsafed to the un-

selfishly true of heart.

A little share of this sweetness was ex-

tended to Juliet Sterndale, though her work
was far more prosaic than his. No actual

engagement being permitted between them,
his visits were always considered an in-

dulgence on Lady Honora's partj and yet

the whole of the distressed household watched
for him as a deliverer. The gifts which he
proffered with so much respect and caution,

he learned to time and choose so dexterously,

that the cares and anxieties about daily wants
were wonderfully lightened ; and though
Juliet would not relax in her industry, but
strove all the harder to fit herself for being a
helpmeet for him in time, she keenly enjoyed
every little comfort for her mother and
Clarice, which was the token of Eomilly's

genius, as well as of his love. She gloried in

his proof of power—every coin he earned
was in her eyes a triumph; and when he
talked in sanguine moments of the fortune
he should realise out of his savings, it did
not occur, either to her or to him, that as

yet he had not saved at all. His way of

life was frugality itself ; if he ever tasted an
indulgence it was in submission to Lady

Honora's commands, when he saw that re-

sistance would be a want of courtesy; but,

as he truly said, he needed nothing but the

joy of his daily work, and the evenings in

the ruined house that were its reward.

Occasionally he beguiled the widow into a

little excursion, either by railway, or carriage,

or watei'—excursions against which she in-

variably protested, but which were of infinite

service to all three ladies, unaccustomed to

the atmosphere of London at that season of

the year. The scent of the fresh air, the

sensation of turf under foot, the relief from
the sight of houses and sound of wheels,

were luxuries they had never appreciated

before ; and, as Clarice said, it was coming
up to breathe before diving again. Divers

never held out very long—the work soon

killed the strongest—but fresh air they must
have while it lasted ; and she used to assume
an air of careless enjoyment on these occa-

sions, which, perhaps, deceived her mother,

though Juliet understood the truth too well.

One thing was always stipulated for ; the

excursions were made to quiet, unpretending
spots, where there was little chance of meeting
any one they knew. Romilly would arrange

all beforehand ; and they would find, on their

arrival at some small station, a vehicle of

lowly pretensions to carry Lady Honora and
Miss Sterndale, while Juliet gladly walked
with him to the house he had fixed on for

their halting place—either some farm, where
they tasted milk and cream such as London
never gave them—or the best parlour in some
respectable lodging, whose mistress Alexander
had made friends with on some former occa-

sion, and whom he announced as the best

hand at buttering teacakes that he had ever

met. His habit of taking his holidays in ram-

bles of this kind, among all the lovely nooks

and corners within easy reach from London,
had led, as the ladies observed, to his forming

a large acquaintance, and constructing a popu-

larity whose benefits they were now to share.

Very happy, in spite of all the past—and
all that might be in the future—was Juliet

on some of these occasions, when her mother

was resting and Clarice resolved on making
a saleable sketch ; and in the stillness of the

sweet afternoon, she listened to the voice she

loved, breathing forth his modest, unselfish

tenderness, and planning hopefully for the

days to come. So happy was she at times,

that she felt as if it were treason to her grief

for her father—her intense sympathy for her

sister's fate—but the happiness was never

long enough for much remorse ; hardly a day

passed without their being reminded, iu some
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new form, of their fallen condition ; and it

may be a question how they would have held

out as they did, but for the consolation that

Alexander Eomilly brought.

It was towards the end of September,

when the shortening of the days had obliged

them to return earlier than he would have
chosen, on Lady Honora's account ; and
they were waiting at the Gravesend station

for the up train, after a drive to one of the

pretty villages in its vicinity. Eomilly had
gone to fetch an evening paper, and been
detained by an acquaintance, who was eager

for advice about a MS., and was with difficulty

prevented from reading out some' passages

then and there. With a promise to give

the matter his best consideration, our hero

escaped, and hurried back to his fair com-
panions, whom he was surprised to find con-

versing with a gentleman— surprised, be-

cause they had always been so nervously
anxious to avoid their acquaintance, that

a bow was all he had ever seen them re-

turn to a greeting of recognition. The sur-

prise, however, changed its character when
he advanced nearer, and could observe the

new-comer's features more distinctly. In-

voluntarily he stopped short, like a dog that

scents an enemy, and stands all eye and ear

to discover what he means to do. The ges-

ture was seen by Juliet, who came to meet
him, and explain that ]\Ir. Hartington, whom
they had known slightly on his marriage with
a friend of theirs, had lost his wife after only

a few months' happiness, and their mother
felt she could not refuse to speak to him.

" You will not mind his going back with
us ? I think it is settled that he should."

He did mind it very much ; but he could

not then tell her why, and his assent was
evidently taken as a matter of course. There
Avas nothing for it but to come forward and
bow with as good a grace as he had at com-
mand—more, he quickly perceived, than Mr.
Hartington could summon up, at this unex-
pected rencontre. One glance passed between
the two men, like the crossing of rapier

blades ; and then politeness had them both
under control, and nothing was visible to the

bystanders that was not perfectly natural

under the circumstances. The gentlemen
had met before, but so much had happened
since that time, that it was almost like

making a new acquaintance—and in such
society the pleasure was increased tenfold.

Before they reached London, Mr. Hartington
had obtained permission to payhis respects to

Lady Honora in her OAvn house, and the next
time Alexander called he found him there.

" Tell me the honest truth, or I shall have
to find it out for myself," said Juliet to her
lover, Avhen they had a few moments to

themselves ;
" why do not you like poor Mr.

Hartington 1
"

" Who told you I did not like him ?

"

"A distinguished writer of the name of

Eomilly, whose pen may indulge in fiction,

but whose eyes, not to say his eyebrows, let

out inconvenient facts. That you have some
reason for not liking this gentleman I have
ascertained already; I only ask what it is."

Eomilly hesitated; but decided on intrust-

ing her with the truth.

Three years before, when they were both
contributing to a magazine, there had been
a discussion about a paper of Hartington's,

which excited considerable interest, and
brought him in a handsome remuneration.

Unluckily for him, Eomilly's retentive me-
mory made him detect it as a plagiarism from
a by-gone periodical, almost forgotten in the

world. The editor's suspicions having been
roused, he consulted Alexander, as the best-

read man on his staff; and the latter had no
choice but to give his evidence. The matter
was hushed up by Hartington's friends, and
might have been forgotten, but for a still

more glaring instance of trickery. The MS.
of a timid aspirant having been intrusted to

him for perusal, he contrived that it should
be rejected, and then reproduced all the

best points in a paper of his own, which met
with great success. The plundered author
had not influence enough to make his case

known, but Eomilly took it up so warmly,
that Mr. Hartington found it safe to with-

draw from the literary arena ; and soon

after recruited his fortunes by the wealthy
marriage with the Sterndales' friend, a mar-
riage entirely to his advantage, as his wife

having left no children, her fortune, by
the terms of the settlement, became abso-

lutely his own. It made no difference in

the facts, except that he was not likely to

be tempted by want of money to play shabby
tricks ; but a man who could do such things

was not one whom our friend Alexander liked

to see on an intimate footing Avith Clarice

and Juliet; and as Juliet insisted on knowing
why, he had told her.

Juliet quite agreed with him; and was not

surprised, after hearing this, to find that Mr.
Hartington avoided meeting his old colleague

as much as possible. She was not prepared,

however, for the hostile tactics he began to

employ; first depreciating Eomilly's works,

then throAAang out hints against his family,

his education, his way of life, as if they were
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of the most pleloeian order ; and at last, in

Juliet's hearing, dropping a doubtful Avord of

his character. That young lady fired up in

a moment, and defended Alexander with a

sharpness so unlike her usual tone, that her

mother remonstrated afterwards, observing

that poor Mr. Hartington looked quite

frightened.

"I am very glad to hear_it; I meant to

frighten him," said the still 'resentful cham-

pion of the absent ; "he had no right to say

what he did of Mr. Eomilly."
" But, my dear, if you fight all Mr.

Eomilly's battles in this way, people will cer-

tainly think you are engaged ; and you know
I have told you both it is out of the question."

" Engaged, or not engaged, mother, he is

not to be insulted in m}^ presence," said Juliet,

with difficulty keeping back what she knew-

of the aggressor, and which she felt sure her

manner had shown him that she did know.

For some days after this he did not call, and
she had begun to hope she had driven him
away, when one day he reappeared, in com-

pany with a sister, a lady dressed as nearly in

the extreme of the fashion as the good taste

of her French maid would permit ; and the

object of their visit, it was soon explained,

was to negotiate about the house. Mr.

Hartington was weary of the unsettled life

he had led since his bereavement ; his sister

Avould devote herself to him as long as she

was needed ; and was evidently quite pre-

pared to carry her devotion to any length re-

quired. To Juliet she was as unattractive as

her brother ; all her attempts at conciliation,

all her friendly advances, seemed to her to bear

a false ring ; and it amazed her to perceive

how rapidly she was gaining the confidence

of Clarice—Clarice, who used to be so fas-

tidious, so keenly observant of character ! It

was true that their conversations generally

left Miss Sterndale more gloomy and silent

than ever, and yet she always craved their

renewal ; and when Juliet sounded her

mother on the subject, there was not much
satisfaction in her answer.

" She tells us all about what is going on in

the world, and it amuses one for the moment,
you know, my dear. It is terribly dull for

you two, and I am not surprised that Clarice

is glad to vSilk to anybody."
"One comfort is," thought Juliet, "that if

they take the house, we shall turn out of it,

and then this constant visiting Avill come to

an end. There is always some excuse now
about looking at the rooms ; and how Clarice

can stand talking about them so coolly, I

cannot make out."

It was the fact, that though all the business

arrangements were going on through agents

and lawyers, Miss Hartington had contrived

to interest Clarice about the proposed estab-

lishment, and to obtain her opinion on con-

tested points of decoration—an opinion that

was at once accepted by the brother as final.

But on Juliet's obserWng to her sister that

such reference was in bad taste, and she

wished they would make their arrangements
without talking about them, Clarice laughed,

and asked what it could possibly signify.

" If we do the thing, it matters very little

whether we talk of it or not. Everybody
knows we must let the house, and have dis-

cussed the Avhole affair long ago. These
people have one merit at least ; they do not

pity us."

" No, but they flatter, which is worse."
" What should they flatter us for ? We

have nothingleft to make it worth their while."
" Nothing 1 " repeated Juliet significantly,

with a glance at her sister's face that brought
the hot colour there, as Clarice turned away.

The younger sister could bear it no longer,

she started up from her work, and clung

round the elder's neck.
" Tell me I am wrong—tell me it is not

so—it never will be—and I shall mind no-

thing ! " Clarice stood motionless for a few
moments, as if undecided what to answer

;

then gently unloosing her sister's hold, walked
out of the room."

CHAPTER IV.

"I AM getting tired of this," said Mr.
Hartington to his sister one day, and his

voice, in so spealdng, was singularly unlike

that with which he was wont to address Lady
Honora and her daughters. " You tell me
you are making progress, and that all is going

on as I could wish, but it seems to me we
are just where we began ; and that is not

what I had you here for, Nita—to say no-

thing of paying your bills."

Nita Hartington looked up from her work,

and a faint smile flickered about her thin lips.

She had learnt to smile under all circum-

stances—but it was always most difficult to

do so when alone with her brother.

" I never professed to do more than pre-

pare your way," she said, good-humouredly

;

" if you could but have supported my attack

yesterday, I think you might have carried the

fort by a cmp-de-main. But when she has

time to think twice, we lose the ground we
have gained."

" Does she still care for the fine gentleman,

who could not afford to keep his engagement 1"
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"She does ; and that is your best chance."
" Nita, you are too mysterious for me. I

know your gift lies in conversation ; but just

drop your cleverness when I ask you a ques-

tion, or I shall put some you won't like."

" It is not being too clever, is it, to see

that the more she cares for Lord Alfred, the

more she will resent his forgetting her ; and
the more likely she will be to listen to any
one who offers her the opportunity of re-

paying him in his own coin ?

"

"Did she fire up then, yesterday ? What
had you been telling her ?

"

" What my friend from B wrote of the

gossip talked there, with a little Russian

scandal to make it startling. How his lord-

ship was amusing and exciting society by his

devotion to the leading beauty, and so on.

She knows I have a correspondent there, and
is restless for her letters. I have sometimes
to invent a little, though Lota has taken

the hint, and writes as much as she can."

Her brother seemed considerably amused.

"You unprincipled little gossip, do you
actually invent your good stories ? " he said,

more good-naturedly than he had spoken
yet. " It is a pity such a gift should be

wasted
;
you ought to be writing for a maga-

zine."

" I have done a little in that way before

now," returned Nita, watching his counten-

ance, " and always found letters the easiest

part of a story, and the least like real life.

Do you suppose Julia Mannering could ever

have written what Walter Scott wrote for

her?"
" Probably not, for ladies in general ignore

style altogether, and never manage two sen-

tences without the help of * so.' You are

always so glad, or so sorry, or so much
obliged

"

"You have cured me of the last, at any
rate. But you are wrong for once in your
life, Thornie. I could imitate any one's style

and handwriting too, if I chose to study

them ; and there must be individuality where
you can do that."

" Let us see a specimen then," said Mr.
Hartington. He was sure by her manner
that more was meant than was actually said.

She took pen and paper, and never lifted her

head till the sheet was filled ; when she threw
it across the table with a careless, " Tell me
what you think of that."

He read it through, looked ather a moment,
and then read it again. " I would give

something to see that come by post."
" You mean that if you were editor of the

magazine, you would consider it Avorth in-

sertion—reflecting equal credit on the writer's

head and heart 1

"

" Exactly so. And that reminds me—you
must have some shopping to do—I never
knew a woman Avho hadn't—you had better

get that trap with the two greys, and see if

you can persuade her to drive with you. And
if you should be in Dor6's gallery about four,

the chances are I may meet you there."
" I have no objection, Thornie ; only, to

go shopping, you know "

" Requires the wherewithal ? You are an
expensive luxury ; but it is only for a time,

so how muchV
His smile was so much pleasanter than

usual, that she took heart to answer frankly.

She wanted several tlyngs, and her purse was
exhausted. And after a little haggling, kept
up on his side as if for the humour of the

thing, she obtained five sovereigns, for which
she was properly grateful ; and, indeed, she

was somewhat surprised at her own success.

Hitherto, every pound she had received from
his hand had been either extorted with dif-

ficulty, or embittered by sarcastic comment

;

for, though wearing the appearance of wealth,

Nita Hartington was actually poorer than
when ThornclifF was poor, A salary as go-

verness, and occasionally a guinea or two
from magazines, had been independence at any
rate ; now, she was working as hard as ever,

receiving alms in lieu of wages, not always
administered in a liberal spirit. The change
in her brother's fortunes had done her very
little good ; he had insisted on her leaving

her situation, and never allowed her enough
to make up the loss ; she Avas always to be
Avell dressed, in case of being wanted, and
Avhen she ran into debt in consequence, he
taunted her without mercy.

" He Avas glad enough, sometimes, when I

pinched and saved to pay his bills," she

thought, in some of her rebellious moments,
when aggravated past endurance ; but the

principle of her life had been to bow to the

supremacy of Avealth ; and ThornclifF being

rich, had a right to her obedience, Avho was
poor. So, at his bidding, she courted the

friendship of Clarice Sterndale—if intercourse

such as theirs could even conventionally be

called by such a name—and felt she was
doing her friend good service, in labouring tc

bring about the desired union. After such a

fall, to be raised up again so suddenly Avas a

stroke of good fortune that was too rare to be
despised ; and she fully believed at first that

her task of preparing Thorncliff's Avay Avould

be easy. But she was not without penetra-

tion, and was quickly undeceived ; if Clarice
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was to be won by riches, it would not be for

their own sake. The temptation, to move her

at all, must present itself in a different form.

Looking upon her as the future sister on

whose influence might depend all her own
comfort, Nita's advances to Clarice were so

full of deference, every token of favour was
so thankfully accepted, that, in spite of her-

self, the sore heart of the young lady was
soothed. As she said to her sister, why
should they be flattered now ? and this very

question was in Nita's favour. But this

would not have had sufficient charm to make
INIiss Sterndale accessible at any hour, and
restless when the exjjected friend failed to

appear. Miss Hartington was quite aware of

the truth ; she was valuable noAv as the only

channel through which the pining heart could

gain intelligence of its lost treasure. No
matter what was hinted, or implied in the

scraps of gossip retailed in Nita's correspond-

ence, the members of the English embassy
were sure to be prominent, and in her agony
of thirst it Avas nothing to her that the

draught was poisoned. To hear him men-
tioned as living, speaking, admiring, and
being admired, was a drop of water at least,

after the desolation of silence that followed

his departure ; and though each report con-

tained something that it was misery to brood
over afterwards, she could not resist the

solace of the moment. Maxwell, whose affec-

tion gave her some of the privileges of a

favourite nurse, was sufficiently in her con-

fidence to understand the secret of this in-

timacy, and though she doubted the good
faith of the friend, she pitied her darling too

much to oppose her wishes ; and on Nita's

arrival in the carriage, to ask if Miss Stern-

dale would like a drive

hurried to convey the invitation

"It was as a particular favour I was to ask

you, Miss Sterndale, my dear, and you haven't
been out all day, you know."

" Go, go, my love," said her mother, seeing

Clarice hesitate ; "it is too dreadful for me
to see you cooped up day after day, when I

think what we have been accustomed to.

If your uncle Pontifex does not come and
look after us soon, I shall really tell him to

expect us over there. Here is the house
being let over our heads, and nothing settled

about what is to become of us !

"

Juliet, who as usual was hard at work,
looked quickly up as her mother spoke, en-

deavouring to read her sister's face ; but that
face was turned aside, and Clarice only bent
over Lady Honora, and said they would talk
it over when she came back. A short silence
XXYI-22

the good woman

followed her departure, broken at last by the

widow, in a very depressed strain, as she re-

capitulated the over-true story of their losses,

and drew a woful picture of the winter before

them, supposing they stayed in London, in

lodgings—without society, or comforts, or

anything to make life endurable. Pontifex
Tower might not be the best home in the

world for her girls, but at any rate they
would be among their own people ; while in

town they would be quite overlooked, and
soon forgotten. It would soon be her death,

she was sure of that ; and she wept and
lamented without restraint, to Juliet's ex-

treme distress and dismay. Her mother had
been so much braver and more hopeful since

Alexander Romilly had coaxed her out of her
retirement, that this sudden collapse was the

more piteous to witness ; and Juliet's words of

hope and consolation seemed only to aggra-

vate instead of soothing. It was all very
well to talk, but she had not been used to

that sort of life, and never thought to come
down to it, and for her children it was a great

deal worse ; and not till she had tired herself

enough to fall into a doze, could her daughter
resume the employment she was so anxious

to finish. " Poor mother !" she thought ten-

derly, as she bent over her silks and crewels

;

"if she would only believe how little one's

happiness actually depends on such things !

"

The train of musing thus begun helped

her to forget how time went ; and she almost

started when Clarice returned, to find she

had been away three hours. Lady Honora
woke up on her entrance, to ask where she

had been ; and though the ansAvers were
given with studied indifference—they had
been shopping, had looked in at Dor6's gallery,

and driven round the Park—Juliet's watch-

ful ear detected some excitement beneath,

that convinced her there was more to come.

It came only too soon ; Miss Sterndale

had nearly reached the door, as if to go and
take off her bonnet, Avhen, as if by an effort,

she paused, and Avent up to her mother's

chair. "Mother, dear, I said we would
talk our plans OA^er when I came back. How
shoidd you like to stay here 1"

" Stay here, my dear child 1 How can

you talk such nonsense 1

"

Juliet laid down her nearly-finished work,

and came up to them, trembhng with nervous

dread.

"I should not forget myself so far as to

talk nonsense to you on such a subject," said

Clarice quietly—her manner was so quiet, it

Avas evident that she was putting a strong

control on her feelings—"it is for you to
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consider whether you will accept a proposal,

that is certainly liberal. Mr. Hartington will

be only too grateful if you—if we all—will

make his house our home."
" Mr. Hartington ? Clarice, my child !

What do you mean 1 Are you in earnest 1

"

"As earnest as ever I expect to be again

in this world, mother. Mr. Hartington has

asked me to marry him, and—I have con-

sented. And his hope and petition are what
I have told you—that you will make this

your home, and let us take care of you. He
knows all our affairs, and is pleased to be
satisfied with the amount of fortune he will

have with me, so you will own he is easily

pleased."
" Fortune, my dear 1 He knows I have

none to give you. Clarice ! " Lady Honora
raised herself in her chair, and her face looked

graver and more earnest than her daughters

had ever seen it yet, "you are not doing

this thing on my account, are you ?

"

" No, mother, no. I am not so dutiful, as

duty is represented in novels. I do not think

you are quite the selfish parent of Isabella

Vere, or Madeline Bray. It is to please my-
self I am doing it ; and if, as I believe, it

will cause some pleasure to others, that is

only a happy accident. What you have to

bear in mind is, that you are not going to be

turned out of your home ; and Mr. Harting-

ton, when he comes tliis evening, will tell

you the same."
" And you care for him, Clarice—I can

hardly believe it. Can you, Juliet 1 Is she

not sacrificing herself for us, after all ?
"

" Do not ask Juliet, mother; and to make
you easy about my affections, I tell you at

once, that we quite understand each other.

Neither of us can give what we have lost;

and we do not expect impossibilities. He
takes me, faults and all, for what I am worth;

and we all know the value set upon that

article now."
"Mother, do you hear that?" said Juliet

hoarsely; "you will not let her do this ? She
no more loves that man than I do—how can

she be happy with him 1

"

"As to happiness," interrupted her sister,

"the less we think and talk about it the

better. I see a glimpse before me of some-

thing a little less miserable than the life I

lead now ; and I advise n© one to stand in

my way. I know my mother will not ; and
she, at any rate, will be the gainer."

Juliet ran out of the room. Lady Honora
wiped her eyes, and protested against her

comfort being made a consideration, as any-

thing would do for her ; but Clarice, profiting

by her sister's absence, poured out, in rapid

succession, the advanttiges to them all from
the proposed union ; and as always happened,
where she set herself in earnest to argue,

completely out-talked and persuaded her

mother; till the latter began to think she

had wished it all along, and that it was the

best thing she had heard of for months.

There could be no doubt, when she was
able to realise the change, that to her in-

dolent, easy nature, the relief was immense;
and by the time Mr. Hartington called to

receive her consent, she was prepared to look

upon him as one of themselves, on whom she

could as trustfully lay his share of the family

burdens, as if he had been Juliet or Maxwell.

She took him into her confidence at once,

pouring into his attentive ears the whole story

of their misfortunes and bereavement; and
accepted his professions of attachment and
filial duty with a cordial readiness that left

him nothing to desire—unless it might be that

Juliet should support her mother's welcome.

But Juliet, though courteous, was silent and
sad—sadder than she had been yet, even

when weeping over her father's deathbed.

Very few words had passed between her and
Clarice, but they were not needed; the elder

read the younger's opinion in her eyes, and
had been in some measure prepared for it.

There was no unkindness in the manner of

either : but it was tacitly agreed that the

subject was not to be discussed.

One person, however, was not so re-

strained—the only one to whom the young
lady would allow herself to open her heart.

Maxwell was busy that night, after her

lady was in bed, over some of the fine mend-
ing which was beyond the skill of her youth-

ful assistant, when the door Avas cautiously

opened, and Miss Sterndale came in, with a

candle in her hand.
" Nothing is the matter," she explained, as

she took a seat. "Juliet is asleep, and I

thought I should find you still up. I wonder
when you ever get any rest 1

"

" Oh, my dear, I get more than I want, by
a great deal. It's only my eyes that are not

so good as they were, over this job; but your

mamma. is so kind, she will never find fault

with the stitches. Please to sit down there,

Miss Clarice, and have a drop of tea. I have

some keeping hot here, all handy."

How long the good woman contrived to

make tea leaves do duty, after they had

served the parlour, was a mystery known only

to herself. Clarice accepted the offered cup

with an eagerness that betrayed her feverish

thirst ; and drained it without criticising the
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flavour. " You have always something for

us when ^ve are tired or out of sorts, Max-
well, but it is liigh time some one thought

of you in return. I hope good times are

coming back now."
" Any times will be good to me, my dear,

that are good for my lady and you ; but I

don't think work a hardship, so long as I have
strength. There are worse ills in the world

than that."

"But the worst of all come in poverty's

train. Maxwell. We have only to look at

my mother to see that. Is she not a different

creature to-night, with all her cares taken

away by one word ? You shake your head,

and I know you think I am doing all this

out of a generous spirit of self-sacrifice. Per-

haps I may be, but the sacrifice is not made
for lier."

Maxwell, who knew every tone of her

young lady's voice, refrained from word or

gesture of surprise, and only made a sign of

attention, while threading her needle. She
was aware that the explanation would come
all the more freely for being unsought. It

was, in fact, one of those moments that come
to us all in tuin, when the overburdened
mind must relieve itself by telling what at

other times it would rigidly keep secret. To
talk to Maxwell was a relief from going over

the subject again and again in thought ; her
sympathy and interest were certain, and she

had no power, even if she had the wish, to

interfere.

"I have heard of him again. Maxwell."
" Indeed, my dear ? " The good servant's

tone was unusually serious.

"Yes, indeed—and for the last time. I

have now done all that a woman can do ; and
if he is not happy, it is no fault of mine."

" Not your fault, I am sure. Miss Clarice,

my dear ; but may you not be a little mis-

taken ?

"

"Scarcely, as you will see presently. I

read a letter, or part of one, to-day, from
some one who little thought it would reach my
eye ; and it described him, just as I believe

him to be, admired and courted everywhere,
making himself delightful in every way—he
could always do that, you know "

"To be sure, my dear," said Maxwell,
pausing in her work from real anxiety as to

what was coming next.
" But it is well known to his friends, and

a source of grievous annoyance to his family,

that he considers himself bound in honour

—

in honour only, observe—not to marry, or
even engage himself to any one, until he
hears that / am engaged. Is not that some-

thing heroic in a young man of the present

day?"
" Supposing he wishes to be married, which

perhaps he don't, my dear."
" Perhaps not, as you say ; but report is

eloquent on the beauty and charming qualities

of a young lady with whom he is constantly

seen, possessing the only good thing denied
to himself, and without which he could never
marry—a handsome fortune. Nothing stands

in his way, you see, but this honourable
scruple on his part—and that I have now
removed. How glad he will be to hear it,

won't he 1

"

Maxwell shook her head ; she could not
utter the required assent.

"So now you see," continued Clarice,

" that by doing what I have done to-day, I

have made some half-dozen or more good
people happy—relieved one or two from dif-

ficulties, anel only given away a life that I

did not care about in the least. And yet, do
you know, Maxwell, for all that is said about
the glory of doing good, and sacrificing one's

self, there is a hori^ible sensation sometimes,
as if one were slipping down a steep hill-

side, going one knew not Avhere. Maxwell,
do you remember our taking you to that

picture galleiy last year, where the young
monk is sitting in the chapel, with that look
in his noble face, so utterly, bitterly disap-

pointed in the choice he has made—tliinking

to find his convent a paradise, full of such

saints as he has read of, in whose steps he
yearned to tread—and finding himself sur-

rounded by companions as commonplace and
vulgar as any he had left behind. You
remember him ? Well, as I sat and looked

at him to-day, I wondered what it would be

to feel you had taken a step from which you
could never draw back—given up liberty,

heart, peace—whatever you had—and woke
up to know that you had nothing left but

death !

"

" You felt this, my dear, and yet
"

"And yet, you would say, I did it ? Yes,

and I think it was all the sooner done be-

cause the picture fascinated me. I looked

down the cliff till it seemed as if I must go

over—and that—that gentleman was close at

hand, and seized his advantage ; and though
I told him as much of the truth as it Avas

civil to utter, he was ready to agree to every

condition. My mother and Juliet will have

no more trouble about money ; and for the

rest it must take its chance. Good night, you
dear old woman

;
your time of hard work is

nearly over, at any rate. You will have

your arm-chair and yoiu- store-closet again,
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and only the best china to keep out of house-

maids' hands."
" I would do without all that, my dear, to

know you were going to be happy. You'll

excuse my saying that I'm afraid you have

been in too great a hurry, and thought of

others when you ought to have thought of

yourself."
" That is not so common that you need

quarrel with it, Maxwell."
" No, my dear, it ain't ; but it seems to

me that marrying is just the one case in

which you are bound to tliink of yourself

first; because, you see, you undertake a thing

in which nobody can help you afterwards."
" If that is your view of marriage, you un-

romantic woman, I may as well go to bed.

I should have gone sooner, if only I could

have been sure
"

" Sure of what, my dear ?
" There was a

strangeness in the young lady's lighter tone

that alarmed the housekeeper even more than

her serious tone.
" Of never waking again. It would save

so much trouble ! Good night."

If the trouble was not to be eluded so

easily, it was, at any rate, as much smoothed
away as Avilling hands could smooth it. Lady
Honora's feeble opposition, for the quieting

of her own conscience, gave way with little

eftbrt when she found the thing was to be.

The immediate relief was undeniable.

Juliet might look graA^e and troubled, and
preserve a significant silence when the sub-

ject was referred to, but this could not pre-

vent the widow from being consoled by the

hearty satisfaction her brother expressed by
letter, and the liberal plans of her son-in-law

elect, when admitted, as he often was, to

private and confidential discussion of their

future. She could not say, even to herself,

that she should have chosen him for her

peerless Clarice—especially after the choice

made before—but after having accepted him
as a son, it was certainly a comfort to hear

so much of his undying gi^atitude, and of his

impatience to make their affairs his own, and

relieve them of all trouble, except the gra-

cious one of preparation. That sufficient

time must be given to mourning he knew

—

he would not intrude his ardour for a moment
beyond what was due—but the interval might

be bridged over by allowing him his privileges

at once ; and to feel that they were all one

family, and that his house was theirs, would
be an earnest of coming happiness. Lady
Honora's easy nature was as wax in his hands;

he could argue or persuade her into agreeing

to everything ; and he was permitted, sorely

against Juliet's will, to make them, as she

said, his pensioners. His hand once on the

helm, his object was to make the ship go as

he chose ; and all that her industry and fru-

gality had accomplished was treated as a

thing to be forgotten—a necessary evil past

and gone. They were to do no more work,

and earn no more money ; all their wants,

and a great deal more, were supplied without

their being even consulted ; while, on the

other hand, every order for the refurnishing

and decoration of the house was subject to

Clarice's approval. The change in their

prospects quickly spread among their former

tradespeople, and the renewed deference

shown to Miss Sterndale whenever she con-

sented to accompany Nita on her shopping

was seconded by the most eager solicitation

for Lady Honora's patronage and custom, in

quarters where it had so lately been decided

that the family were hardly safe to deal with.

Friends, too, who had been liberal in con-

dolence, and occasionally in substantial help,

and who had been uneasily calculating how
much farther they would be expected to go,

wrote fervent congratulations on the excel-

lence of the match ; especially on the joy it

must be to dear Clarice that her mother would
remain in her beloved home. Indeed, one

relation volunteered to put the little girls to

school, and another to receive them at Christ-

mas, so as to remove every obstacle to their

good fortune. Everybody now spoke well

of Mr. Hartington ; he was clever, literary,

generous, warm-hearted, and the kindest of

husbands to his firstwife—just the affectionate

being who ought to marry again, formed as

he was for domestic happiness. And if Lady
Honora learned to believe all this, and to

think what everybody says must be true, who
can be surprised 1 There was, however, one

great drawback ; not the uncertain moods of

Clarice herself, which she learned to take as

a matter of course, but the steady, silent

disapproval of the younger sister. Accus-

tomed to find comfort and support in Juliet's

sAveet temper and unselfish energy, it was a

new fonri- of trouble to perceive that on this

important subject they were widely severed

in opinion. If young Romilly had not been
as this time abroad, detained by the illness of

a relation, she would have thought it was his

doing ; her dear girl was incapable of envy,

and was not given to uncharitableness

;

perhaps it was only pride, and yet she had
accepted all poor Alexander's little services,

and would have been highly indignant if they

liad looked coldly upon him. Lady Honora
could not understand it. Thorncliff" Har-
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tington was as politely attentive to his future

sister-in-law as it was possible to be, and yet

Juliet treated him Avith a distant reserve that

he could not fail to remark—Avould accept

neither gift nor favour at his hands, and per-

sisted, notwithstanding his vehement remon-
strances, in completing the Avork they had
undertaken, and which Clarice would have
thrown aside.

" I don't know what has come over your
sister," observed Lady Honora to her eldest

daughter ; "I hardly hear the sound of her

voice, and she takes no interest in anything.

I begin to think Mr. Hartington is right, and
she has been allowed to do too much. Or
has there been any coolness between her and
Alexander, do you suppose V

Clarice shook her head ; she had every
reason to believe that Alexander's influence

was as powerful as ever. She did not say

that she could have wished it otherwise; but,

in fact, she dreaded his return as much as

Juliet longed for it. Her lover had let fall a

word or two respecting the connection that

revealed his dislike plainly enough ; and Nita

told her in confidence that Mr. Eomilly had
certainly behaved very ill to Thorncliff", though
she was not clear as to the rights of the story,

except that it was a bit of literary jealousy.
" Those literary men are always jealous of

each other, you know, and Thornclifi'was then
a struggling man whom it was easy to push
back. It will be another matter with this

new work that is to be laid at your feet in

October. He has been told it is sure to be a

success, and I begin now to believe he may
win whatever he tries for."

Mr. Hartington certainly had no cause to

be dissatisfied with the position hewas allowed
to assume as Clarice's betrothed. It seemed
to be her one thought how to gratify his

tastes, and give him the pleasure of being
appreciated. His literary aspirations were
encouraged, and his criticisms of others re-

ceived with respect; while he had only to

suggest a plan for her to forward it with as

much zeal as if it had been her own. By
her influence her mother was persuaded to

leave the house to the decorating and up-
holstering authorities, and allow the Harting-
tons to recei^^e them in apartments at Brigh-
ton ; and it was during their stay there that
the much talked of work appeared—" Wan-
derings," by Guy Denzil—a nom-de-plume, as

Nita said, being much more fashionable now
than your own. It consisted of a number of

papers on miscellaneous subjects of no parti-

cular merit, with the exception of two or
three, which Juliet remarked on perusal might

have been translations from the French. How
near she had gone to the mark she only dis-

covered on the appearance of a review in the
magazine with which Eomilly was connected,
a periodical that could praise heartily when
really pleased, but had a stinging lash for

anything like sham or plagiarism, both of

which were included in the charge brought
against the author. A certain amount of

original matter was put to his credit ; it must
be his own—for no other pen would have had
the patience to write it ; but all that was
piquant and amusingwas filched from authors,

now out of print, but not (unluckily for him)
entirely out of mind. Here followed name,
title, and chapter of the works referred to,

and proof, fatally conclusive, of the singular

want of principle on Mr. Denzil's part. To
be sure, the name was suggestive, and a person
of lively imagination might feel bound to act

up to the character. It was to be hoped that

he might yet escape the " short shrift " and
" sure cord " of his prototype in Rokeby ; but
as this was not the first instance, if I'eport

spoke truly, of such " AVanderings " from the

good old ways of literary honesty, it might
be well that the warning should be given

—

and attended to.

The magazine reached Juliet at breakfast,

together with a letter from her lover, so full

of interesting matter that it absorbed all her
thoughts ; and she was still musing over it

while sitting at work with her mother, later

in the morning, when Mr. Hartington and
his sister, who had been to the reading-room,

came in from their walk. The former eagerly

asked if she had not received the new number
of the Watchfire. Yes, but she had not yet

opened it. There it was, if he liked to cut

it open. He rallied her pleasantly on her

indifference, wondering what Mr. Eomilly
would say if he knew how his October chap-

ters were treated; as an author himself,

though a humble one, he took the author's

view of the matter—and with the smile still on
his lips, turned to the notices of new books.

" I was told by a fiiend that the JFatchfire

had a review of the ' Wanderings :
' and

though one knows it really means nothing,

one just likes to see what strikes people."

His sister watched him as he began to read,

and, alarmed by the contraction of his brows,

darted a look of inquiry at Jidiet ; but the

latter, unconscious of what she had done,

went on working in silence—forgetting Thorn-

cliff's presence till reminded of it by such a

burst of rage as she had never witnessed in

her life. The man was almost beside him-

self ; all his studied refinement and courtesy
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of bearing had vanished; and the coarse

nature, between the shame of detection, the

sting of wounded vanity, and the exaspera-

tion of defeat, was carried along as by a tor-

rent, uttering words as he strode up and do"v\Ti

the room that would not have escaped him
had he been on his guard. He knew whose
writing it was—those low, cowardly fellows

thought they could say what they pleased,

because they kept behind the curtain ; but
there was no mistaking the mean, envious

spite, that would go any lengths to blast a

rival. He knew his touch, his style—and he
would make him pay for it—ancl so on, hap-

pily not half understood by any one but his

sister, but intelligible enough, as far as pas-

sion went, to terrify Lady Honora, who could
hardly find voice to ask what it all meant.

Her agitation and fright, bringing both Juliet

and Nita to her assistance, in some degree
restored the angry man's recollection ; and he
made a faint attempt to laugh at himself for

being moved by something so beneath his

notice. The attempt did not deceive Juliet,

whose dismay at his behaviour had reference

to Clarice alone—what sort of life would hers

be with such a temper 1 Though he was com-
paratively calm when he left the room, she
knew by his mutterings that he was still en-

raged, and she could not help showing Nita
how much she was shocked.

Miss Hartington's lip curled in bitterness.
" Do you call that so dreadful to bear, my
dear ? Ever since I was fifteen I have been
exposed to a great deal worse, and I am still

alive to tell it. I am only glad your sister

was not in the room."
Juliet almost wished she had been ; but re-

frained from uttering the wish, and turned to

inspect the article that caused the outbreak.
Nita read it over her shoulder, and observed
that she was not surprised at Thorncliff's

being annoyed, especially if he believed it

were written by Mr. Romilly.
Juliet felt certain it was not. The style

was not Alexander's; and she believed he had
been too much engaged with the affairs of his

relation, who had died while he was abroad.
This opinion Nita carried privately to her
brother ; but the only reply she received was,
that whoever wrote the article should be made
to pay for it, and if Eomilly did not write it

himself, he must know who did. He made
some excuse to the ladies about urgent busi-

ness, and went up to town that evening.

CHAPTER V.

"I MUST confess," wrote Eomilly to his

betrothed the next day, " that I have been

considerably annoyed by a visit from Mr.
Hartington, who has taken great offence at

the treatment of Guy Denzil in the last

Watchfire. As he so openly acknowledges
the woi'k, I wonder why he assumed that un-

lucky name ; however, though he was very
angry with me, and all the rest of the world,

I could not give him any satisfaction ; for it

is not our way to give up names on demand,
nor was the occasion one for apology. I need
hardly tell ymi that the review is not mine.

Indeed, I never saw it till after I had sent

you the number ; but I was not going to

answer any questions, put as this gentleman
is pleased to put them. Truth compels me
to state that he behaved in such a manner,
that I very nearly turned him into the street

;

and his parting shot was the announcement
that in no house of his should I ever be re-

ceived. I could only assure him that the

reception would never be asked for. Now,
my darling, this brings matters to a point.

You Avill have to choose between us—if your
home is to be with him we are parted indeed

;

you must not delude yourself about his tem-
per. Where he once hates, it is for life, and
he has his own reasons for hating me."

" It is coming to that—I knew it would !

"

thought Juliet, as she studied this passage of

her letter again and again.

She was sure her sister had received one
from Mr. Hartington, and watched for an
opportunity of speaking to her in private.

Such opportunities had, of late, been com-
paratively rare, but Clarice's desires that

morning met hers half-way. She called her
into her room, on some pretext of millinery,

and having locked the door, held out her
hand. " There is no quarrel between us, at

any rate, Juliet?"
" Nor ever can be," said Juliet ;

" but there

may be division, Clarice, and great sadness

for us alL You must help me to break it to

mamma."
"You mean to leave us in our strait ?"

"In no strait whatever would I have
thought of leaving you, if my staying could
have helped you through; but, as matters
stand, I should only add to your difficulties."

The elder sister's face had grown very pale,

and every muscle seemed to quiver with the

effort to remain calm, while Juliet, without
restraint, wept on her shoulder.

"You would not have me do it, Clarice.

Could I live in a house whose door was shut

on Alick, for no fault of his—Alick, who came
when we were so desolate, and was made sc

welcome then?"
"And there is no alternative ?"
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" You know best whether Mr. Hartington

is hkely to make advances ; Alick would do

anything for us that he could, but they can-

not come first from him."

"•They will never be made by the other.

I read his nature as if I had it written in a

book ; but, Juliet, I cannot go back now, and

the mother's home will be with me. That,

at least, is worth a little patience."
" Not worth such a look as that. Oh,

Clarice ! do not say you cannot now go back.

Anything may be better borne than a mar-

riage without love—Avithout even esteem. I

have never dared to say this before, and I

shall not say it again ; but better we were
Avorking for our bread, mother and all, than

that even her comfort were bought at such a

price as yours !"

"Why not say openly, Juliet, better we
had never been born 1 I should not dispute

the matter; but, being boin, we must live,

and a few years hence nothing will matter.

There, Ave Avill say no more just yet : wait a

few days, and see hoAv this wretched business

ends ; if nothing can be done, it will only be

one more sacrifice. I will arrange it all."

She kept her Avord. Her position as the

rich man's affianced bride gave her influence

of which she failed not to avail herself. The
Avretched business, as she called it, grew
worse as the days Avent on; Thorncliflf's

wounded vanity utterly blinded his judgment,
and the paper war into Avhich he plunged
only added to his humiliation. Every attack

on the revieAver served but to bring out more
clearly the justice of the revicAV ; while the

spite and bitterness he displayed toAvards

Romilly personally, contrasted so strongly

Avith the gentlemanly calmness of his replies,

that the public verdict Avas decidedly in favour
of the latter. The Avhole affair became so

unpleasant to Guy Denzil, that he announced
his intention of spending the Avinter abroad,

and his hope that Lady Honora and her elder

daughter would accompany his sister and
himself. Whereupon Clarice spoke out de-

cidedly, and gave him to understand that

over Juliet he had no control, and that her
happiness must be considered before anything
else. She was prepared to lose her sister's

presence, but not to see her parted from her
lover ; and Thomcliff had the Avit to perceive
that his wisest plan Avas to conced.e the point.

He found a sufficient pretext in the eyes of

the Avorld for taking his sister to Paris, and

left Eomilly temporary master of the field
;

consoling himself with secret plans of revenge,

and a determination never to admit him in-

side the door of his house.

- This one difficulty removed, all others

melted before Clarice's Avishes. Her uncle.

Lord Pontifex, Avas easily persuaded that it

Avas all right, and Avhen he said that. Lady
Honora could not think it Avas wrong ; and
as he could not afford the gift he had pro-

mised the elder sister for her trousseau, he
argued that it Avould not make much differ-

ence if he gave the same to the younger. He
raised the money, no matter how ; and Juliet's

modest equipment was made in keeping Avith

the life she Avas prepared to lead, as the Avife

of a man Avith a small income, Avhich he hoped
to incx'case. Their marriage took place at

Brighton towards the end of November ; and
we leave them for the present to their bliss

—

too real to be called a dream ; as real, while

it lasted, as the glory of the sky, or the fra-

grance of the floAver, and as truly the gift of

a Father's hand. Such a foretaste of Eden is

like the angel's food to the prophet of old

;

in the strength of that meat true hearts can

go bravely on through the desert, and find

trouble only draw them more closely together.

For trouble Juhet held herself prepared ; in-

deed, her burden of family cares was only

laid by for the moment ; but it never again

could oppress as it had done before, for her

husband's strong shoulder took half the load,

and the comfort of his sympathy sAveetened

all the sorrow. Even more than by his defer-

ence to her mother, did he soothe her by his

tenderness toAvards Clarice, to whom he felt

bound by gratitude, as Avell as by the neAv

brotherly bond.
" Remember," were his parting words,

"come what may, our home is yours, and
Avhatever a man can do, in honour, you may
claim from me ! It shall not be my fault if

you two are diAdded !"

"Ah," she said, trying to laugh, "if you
had my story to Avrite, I have no doubt you
Avould make it all end charmingly."

" Clarice," he said, with that bright look

in his eyes which was his chief personal at-

traction, "Ave writers have gifts of our own,

or we could not live. Your story is not

worked out yet, and may take you by sur-

prise some day. There is ahvays a misunder-

standing and mistake in the second volume

;

I mean to wait for the tliird."

(To he concluded next month.)



THE CITY OF BEAUTIFUL TOWEES.
By WILLIAM SHAKP.

f\F all the hill towns of Umhria and Tns-
^-^ cany, San Gemignano, while one of the

smallest, is one of the most interesting, and
certainly the most picturesque. It lies in

the heart of a country that has a peculiar

fascination for all lovers of Italian art and
literature, not only on account of the famous
men who were natives of these districts of

ancient Etruria, but because of the strange

influence of the scenery itself—scenery in-

tensely Italian, yet unlike the preconceived

ideas of any one concerning that magic land.

There are few of the minor towns of Tuscany
better worth a visit, though it is the case that

a very limited number of travellers seem to

care about even passing an hour or two within

I its crumbling walls and narrow picturesque
' streets. Yet it is within easy reach either of

Florence or Siena, and no one in the least

! degree really interested in art, not to speak
' of history and natural beauty, should hesi-

I

tate as to making at least a few hours' pil-

grimage to the " City of the Beautiful

Towers."

San Gemignano could never have been a

place of great importance commercially, for

it lies, and always did lie, completely out of

the world, that is, away from the great routes

whereon the trade from the chief Italian

towns of the north continually passed to and
fro, nor had it any natural advantages or

manufactures of its OAvn wherewith to achieve

San Gemignano.

and maintain a position of importance. But
from a strategic point of view it was justly

esteemed in bygone days as a stronghold of

very great value ; and that it was for a time
a great centre is evident from the fact that

Dante Alighieri was sent, as the ambassador
of the Florentine Republic, to convey the

thanks of the latter to the inhabitants of the

smaller state for great services rendered

throughout the many minor wars before and
after the great victory at Campaldino over

the Ghibellines of Arezzo. It was long, how-
ever, before the birth of the famous ambas-
sador that San Gemignano became a place

of importance ; indeed, it is known to have
flourished under another name at least three

hundred years before the future author of

the " Divine Comedy " was born. One tra-

dition has it that the ancient city of Silvio

was saved from destruction by the interces-

sion of an eloquent bishop with the generally

not over scrupulous Attila ; but another and
more probable account is that it was founded
by Desiderius, the last of the Lombards, in

the eighth century. The first event of im-

portance to the little township that has been
handed down in its public records was the

visitation of Pope Eugene III. in 1148 on his

way from France to Rome, attended l)y

seventeen cardinals ; and it was on this

occasion that the church of La Collegiata

was raised to the dignity of a cathedral.

The next great event is the visit of Dante
as ambassador of the Florentines, already

recorded. Not so many years after this act

of duly appreciated couitesy, the citizens of

San Gemignano became alarmed at the
tyrannic sway of the Duke of Athens over
the Florentine territories, and, throwing off

their allegiance to the Republic, declared

their absolute independence of all other
states, and at the same time announced that
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they had constituted a government
of their o^\'n. The same fate that overtook all

the independent Italian cities of the Middle
Ages came upon the sturdy and turbulent

little town among the lonely Tuscan hills.

Foreign enemies were kept at bay, or did

not declare hostilities ; but internecine strife

raged continually for the next decade, and
with far more disastrous lesults than ever

accrued from the attack of any external foe.

The plague swept over San Gemignano again

and again ; indeed, it is said to have ravaged
the little city thirteen times in a space of

little over two hundred years, and in

the year 1418 two thousand of the citizens

died from this cause alone. Ever since that

period it may be said to have dragged on a
drowsy existence, till now the ancient walls

and lofty towers are perceptibly in extreme
old age, and the inhabitants, few in number
and, for the most part, joyless in mien, move
one or two at a time along the narrow streets,

heedless even of the infrequent stranger, and
apparently indifferent to all things under the

sun.

The easiest Avay in which to reach San
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Gemignano is to break off from ths route from
Florence to Eome at Poggibonsi, whence the

distance is only seven miles, for the accom-

plishment of which in a small carriage or

legnetto the charge is only three lire, or half-

a-crowTi. A still pleasanter way, especially

for those desirous of paying a visit to the

magnificent old Etrurian city of Volterra, is

to take the " City of the Towers " en route

from Siena to the latter, a journey which, by
leaving Siena in the early morning, can be
accomplished in one day, though only two or

three hours will thus be afforded in San Ge-
mignano itself. Or again, and certainly for

the inured pedestrian, the pleasantest way of

all is to start from Certaldo, the birthplace

of Boccaccio, and reach the hill-set town by
way of the little village that has the honour
of having produced Guercio del Gambasso,
the master of Luca della Kobbia.

It is generally found most convenient to

visit the old town from Siena, and in this

case the city of St. Catherine should be left

by the Porta Camullia, at its extreme
northern end. It is a delightful drive

through a fertile country, sunlit, yet with
that strange sombreness which, even in the

month of May, here verily the month of

flowers, strikes such a keenly pathetic note
amid all the delicate loveliness around. The
pink gladiolus Avaves among the long grasses,

clusters of azure flax make little blue hol-

lows every here and there, and poppies
gleam like straight flames against the pale

greenness of the young corn, or droop along
the dusty roadway like discarded banners of

an army of fairy folk, dispersed hours ago
by the first lance-like shafts of the daAvn.

Every here and there a lark, unseen, will be
heard filling the ever-deepening blue above
with joyous song ; and occasionally there
will float upon the warm wind the bleating

of young lambs upon the pastures, or the
distant barking of a dog. But for the most
part there is little seen of active human hfe

;

a strange dreaminess seems to rest upon the
few scattered villages as upon the land ; at

most an infrequent team of oxen will be met,
those great, white, pathetic-eyed Tuscan
oxen, with a sun-tanned teamster drowsily
recumbent on the rough cart behind, pos-

sessed of just sufficient energy to raise his

handsome face, and with a genial smile re-

mark, " Buon' giorno, signore, fa' bel tempo."
Far away are seen the heights of Monte
Liscai and Monte Eiggioni, pale blue in the
sun-hazed atmosphere, deepening only when
a passing cloudlet drifts over their flanks a
shadow of melting purple. Eicciano and the

tiny village of Abbadia are passed on the

left, the latter looking like a large white
butterfly clinging to a verdant swell of

meadow, and in its air of absolute repose

recalling drowsy Signa on her hill-slope above
the Arno. Colle, a double town, consisting

of Colle Alto and Colle Basso (upper and
lower), is ere long descried on the right.

The scenery becomes more and more attrac-

tive, owing to the narrowing of the low hills,

and at last a point is rounded, and against

the deep blue of the sky and a steep semi-

circular mountain backgroimd a number of

lofty towers stand out in bold relief, while

i]iQ vetturino calls out loudly, "Eccola! San
Gemignano !

"

Though only some fourteen towers remain
out of the seventy or eighty that once rose

above the narrow streets, the old town
still deserves its appellation, "San Gemig-
nano delle belle torri e delle belle campane,"

whatever truth there may be in the vicious

second line of the couplet, " Gh uomini brutti,

e le donne befane." These "beautiful towers
"

make of this place a picturesque scene that

once viewed is never forgotten, and that to

the artist is full of endless charm. Imposing
as these erections are—and still more so

must have been in olden days—their origin

is not due to the sesthetic sense of the

citizens, but to sensible care for themselves

and their fortunes, and to foolish vanity.

For whereas the building of the first great

tower was owing to a spirit of communal in-

dependence, that of the second was due to

the pride of one of the dominant families
;

soon afterwards a rival house built one some-

what taller than that of their neighbours—

a

small one, and, like all those of the city,

square ; then, through successive periods, dif-

ferent branches of the Salvucci family erected

numerous lofty and strongly-built towers

—

useful for defensive and even offensive pur-

poses, as well as gratifying to feudal pride

;

while during corresponding periods of more
or less temporary ascendancy, the cliief ad-

herents of the opposite faction, the Arding-

hellis, raised rival towers of equal or greater

strength and height. It is tolerably certain

that all, or the greater number of these par-

tizan monuments, were erected not later than

the end of the thirteenth century, for on the

Tower of the Palazzo del Podesta, in the

Piazza della Collegiata, there is still visible

the communal limit beyond which private

individuals were forbidden to raise their torri.

It is recorded that the building of the large

tower just mentioned arose out of the offence

taken by the Commune at the surliness of
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the ecclesiastical authorities in the matter of

the ringing of their great bell on festas or

other important occasions ; so the governing

citizens set to work, and ere long their

labours were crowned with success. Among
other ways of raising the needful funds they

ordained that every successive podesta, or

mayor, should contribute a sum equal to

about £10—then, of course, representing

much more than

itwouldnow—and
as the tenure of

the office was only

for six months, the

contributions of

the mayors repre-

sented in time

no insignificant

amount. This an-

cient tower has

survived lightning

and storm, the at-

tacks of beleaguer-

ing foes, and long

neglect, for close

upon six hundred
years; butitseems
as if it would for

generations yet

overlook the de-

caying town at its

feet, for centuries

yet watch summer
and winter alter-

nately come and
go overthe heights

of the environing
hills. The great

bell near its sum-
mit is said toweigh
over 12,000 lbs.,

and to be capable

of a clangour audible throughout the whole
district once constituting the territory of

San Gemignano.
It is in the same piazza—by the towns-

people invariably spoken of as the Piazza
del Duomo—that the vetturino reins in his

horses, after the rattling trot through the

heavy gateway and up the narrow ill-paved

street, which, bad as it is, is yet the principal

one. Around it are grouped all the most
notable public buildings—La Collegiata, the

Palazzo Communale, &c. ; but it is not in

the architecture of its chief buildings that

San Gemignano has much to be proud of,

picturesque as are many of the ordinary
houses. In La Collegiata, or il Duomo, as it is

called for short, the great attraction is the

In the Piazza.

famous chapel of Santa Fina
,;
but there are

also to be seen some noteworthy frescoes by
different masters. The fresco on the western

wall, "The Martyrdom of St. Sebastian," by
Benozzo Gozzoli, is a fine example of this

true and earnest artist, as is also liis "Ma-
donna, Child, and Saints," in the choir. In

the right aisle is a series representing the

life of Christ, from the annunciation to

the crucifixion,

painted by Berna
di Siena and his

pupil, Giovanni
d'Asciano ; and
over the first two
arches of the nave
are well-preserved

representations of
" Paradise " and
"Hell," by Tad-
deo Bartolo. The
left aisle is en-

tirely covered by
a series of badly
restored frescoes

illustrative of the

history of the

Old Testament,

. painted by Bar-

tolo di Fredi, the

father of the last-

named artist ; and
in the choir, be-

sides the work of

Benozzo Gozzoli,

there is an inter-

esting composition

by Matteo Ros-

selli, and a cha-

racteristic " Coro-

nation " by Ant.

Pollajuolo. It is

to the Capella Santa Fina, however, that the

visitor at once proceeds. This chapel, beau-

tifully kept, and rich in colour and har-

monious accessories, was constructed towards

the end of the fifteenth, to commemorate
the famous peasant-saint (as St. Fina is

generally mistakenly called), who died in

her native town of San Gemignano in the

middle of the thirteenth century. A lovely

altar, by Giulio da Majano, covers the re-

mains of the saint, since these were removed
from the chapel opposite, that of the Santis-

sima Concezione. On the walls are noble

frescoes by DomenicoGhirlandajo illustrative

of her life, visions, and death, with a number
of apostles and prophets, and a circle of

seraphs, by Sebastiano Mainardi. This
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much-revered saint was one Fina de' Ciardi,

and though not of ignoble birth, was from
lier birth onwards accustomed to nothing

else than the direst poverty. Early in her

youth she fell a victim to a terrible disease,

lost her parents, and was tended only by her

old nurse Beldia. Yet throughout her long

years of suffering she bore hereelf with the

utmost equanimity and even serene cheerful-

ness. After her

death she was ca-

nonized by the Ca-

tholic Church, not

on account of any v^

miracles or strange

visions, though
both are recorded

of her, but simply

because of her di-

vine patience and
sweetness. Her case

is said to form the

only example in the

Romish Church of •

any one being

raised to sainthood

merely
purely
grounds
suffering

on the
human

of long

and pa-

tient resignation

—

an elevation in this

instance the more
remarkable from
the fact that the

unfortunate girl,

hopelessly bed-rid-

den, owing to in-

curable spinal dis-

ease, belonged (save

in the mere event of

her birth) to the

poorest classes, and had
mend her save her patient sweetness of

character and intense religious ardour.

From the circumstances of her life as much,
perhaps, as on account of her great sanc-

tity, her story has always exercised a

great fascination for the peasant classes of

central Italy, and especially in the western

districts she is loved and more frequently

addressed in supplication, if not actually

held in greater reverence, than Saints Cathe-

rine or Clara themselves. Of this chapel

and its contents the best has been said in a

few words by Mrs. Jameson. " It is," says

that charming writer, " the glorification of

feminine patience, fortitude, and charity."

In the Palazzo Communale, or Pubblico,

The Principal Street

nothing to recom-

the visitor can hardly fail to be strangely
stirred when, standing in an old hall on the
upper floor, he is told by the custodian that
in this place, over five and a half centuries

ago, Dante, as Florentine ambassador, spa'ke

words full of liitterness to the Sahiicci, if of

joyful reassurance to the Ardinghellis, the
two great factions of San Gemignano who
respectively represented the Guelphic cause

and that of the

Ghibellines. Along
the walls of the

room below this

hall are some inter-

esting, but not well-

preserved, frescoes

by Sodoma, com-
prising a scene
from the legend of

Yvo, and allego-

rical figures repre-

senting Prudence,

Truth, and False-

hood (in the Ca-

pella del Pretore).

In the Sala del

Consiglio, or Coun-
cil Room, is a fine

fresco by Lippo

Memmi of a "Ma-
donna and Saints,"

executed in 1317,

but practically re-

painted about a

hundred and forty

years later by Be-

nozzo Gozzoli. In

the same room are

interesting paint-

ings by Taddeo
Bartolo, Lorenzo

di Niccol6, Filippo

Lippi, and others, including an exceedingly

fine Madonna in an oval glory of seraphs by
Pinturicchio.

Having examined the treasures of the

Palazzo Pubblico and the cathedral church,

the visitor will not, if he be wise, leave San
Gemignano Avithout strolling through the

quaint streets to the church of St. Agostino.

Here he will see the famous shrine by Bene-
detto da Majano, raised in honour of that

Tuscan saint, St. Bartolo, who may be said

to be the male counterpart of Santa Fina,

in the sufFerin2;s he underwent and the in-

fiuence the story of his life has exercised.

In the choir is the still more famous series

of frescoes by Benozzo Gozzoli, illustrating,

in sixteen designs, the chief events in the
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life of St.

Augustine,
the thirteentli

("The Death of St. Monica,"

the saint's mother) being only

less lovely than that exqui-

site Saint Catherine of So-

doma's in Siena; indeed the

series, as a whole, has several

striking resemblances to the last-

named great painter's St. Bene-
dict frescoes at the convent of

Monte Oliveto Maggiore. In the

same church are other works of s;reat in-

terest and beauty, which need not, however,
be mentioned here.

After all, to the majority of visitors, nothing
in San Gemignano will prove more attractive

than the place itself. If time presses, the

best way to obtain a picturesque impression

is to stroll through the little town to the

right, half-way between the upper and lower
gates, and thence into the abrupt valley

where some arched conduits follow the lines

of the hill. Over the upper walls of the

city a lovely view can be had of low green

Over the "Wall of the City.

the warmth and liberal ac-

commodation of the huge
fireplace in the antiquated

kitchen, for literally inside of

it were the seats at the mo-
That
rude

logs-
sparks

the

the

fire

and

ment most coveted,

fireplace, Avith its

benches on either side of the flaming

sendino; ever and again showers of

up the Avide-mouthed chimney—with

Eembrandtesque picture created by
red flame of the burning beech-Avood

flashing through the dark shadoAvs,

casting SAvift, fantastic gleams upon the faces

of my friend and myself, of the taciturn

host, and of a depressed member of the

Ckiardi di Citta, Avill long abide in remem-
brance. It Avas after a good drying, folloAved

by a meal of steAved kid, goats' milk cheese,

and a flask of generous chianti, that, close to

and earth-broAvn hills, sudden valleys, and ! the huge and picturesque old city Avell—AAdth

Avinding patliA^ays that seem to lead to no- ' its thick stone lips Avorn all round into numer
Avhere in particular, but one of Avhich aff"ords

|

ous deep ruts

a short cut to the picturesque suppressed

monastery of St. Yivaldo, Avhere the latter,

AA'ith its score of chapels scattered among
groves of dark ilex and tall pines, stands

noAv in melancholy desolation.

The inn at San Gemignano is called the

Albergo delle due Piazze, and is clean and
moderate, though this is the utmost that can
be said for it. I Avell remember hoAv Avelcome,

after being drenched by heavy rain, Avere

OAA^ng to the almost hourly

friction of the bucket-chains—Ave chanced

upon a personage Avho afforded us no little

'surprise. In an antiquary's house—AA'hither

Ave had been directed—we discovered that

the signora (Avhom Ave saAv in the absence

of the antiquary himself) Avas an Ayrshire

Avoman ! Years ago she had married her

husband Avhile he Avas on a visit to Scotland

on business, and much, I think, she yearned

to see once more the land she loved better than
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the alien country in which her lot was cast.

In several of the narrow streets we observed,

embedded in the walls of some of the old,

ruinous mansions, propped up by stone pil-

lars, and below the not infrequent gro-

tesque carvings, china plates of varying sizes,

but mostly small, and never more of them
on one house than three or four at most.

These are remnants of old days, for the

citizens have not so ornamented their abodes

(or chronicled events ? or advertised their

occupation 1) for generations past. I have

seen something of the kind in one or two of

the back streets in the Trastevere in Rome,
and also in a small via in Florence, in the

neighbourhood of Santa Croce ; but in both

these cities the plates were manifestly of

much later date than those in the little

Tuscan hill-town.

The day we left San Gemignano was one

of wind and driving rain. A gale from the

south-west was blowing, whirling before it

great masses of heavy, grey clouds, fringed

at their edges like spume along the shore of

a tempestuous sea ; and behind these, again,

were huge, mountainous cumuli of greyish

white, coming steadily up like disciplined

battalions over the misty heights beyond

Pomarance and the lofty mountain ranges

encircling Volterra in the west. At times

the rain thickened by sudden deluging spurts,

and then nothing was to be seen but wild

mists tearing past the hills immediately round
the town, and sheets of rain flying slant^vise

between the tall, square towers that had
withstood so many years of winter and
equinoctial tempests. Then again the wind
proved stronger than the rain, and for a

brief space there was a grey clearness, wherein
San Gemignano gleamed dully with dripping

roofs, and then was visible a wild surging of

white clouds, as the latter were driven with
wliirlwind speed across the wan hills of the

Maremme, tossed against the dark Apennines
in the west, and broken and curded into

flying shreds by the serrated crags of the

mountains of Volterra.

A sudden turn of the road, and ere a
jutting height hid " The City of Beautiful

Towers " from view, we caught our last

glimpse of San Gemignano, shining as

brightly in a momentary gleam of wet
sunshine as ever it did in the breeziest

noon of the spring equinox, or in the clear

and untroubled radiance of autumnal sun-

shine.

VILLAGE ACQUAINTANCE.
Bt J. E. PANTON, Author of " Country Sketches in Black and White," etc.

I.—WILLXJIVI

HE village will never
be any more what
it has been, now
we can no longer

be edified by the

vision of WiU'um
as he appeared
walking to church

every Sunday morning.

There was such an air

of substantial goodness,

of conscious virtue, of

punctual performance
of duty about him, that

we were literally forced

to admire him, even
though we could hardly

understand why his wife

never accompanied him,

although he invariably told

us that she insisted on re-

maining at home, because she could not pray

comfortably with the dinner on

her mind; and there were actu-

ally found folks to insinuate that

Will'um's mind was on his dinner too, and that

a greater portion of his weekly space for

thought was occupied with this same subject,

and in getting the materials thereof gratis

from one or the other of his numerous friends.

Indeed so cunning and so cute was he in his

production of a gratis Sunday dinner that his

conduct, to put it mildly, would have caused

a less punctual attendant at church to be sus-

pected of nefarious practices, ending usually

in the county jail. Still it was impossible

to suspect Will'um of aught save the most
straightforward conduct. He was sobriety

itself; he was most respectful and respectable;

he always had most excellent reasons for all

he did, and he invariably showed a foresight

and a mind that shrewdly calculated any
one's chances of success, that were really

qualities thrown away in the small space of

the village. Respectful and attentive enough
when the MacManchesters called at his

master's door, he yet was never to be found
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when Sir John Shuffler's handsome mare re-

quired holding for the orthodox quarter of an

hour; for albeit the MacManchesters were

new-comers, and the Shufflers had been deni-

zens of the Hall since the village grew up
around the moat that enclosed it, WilFum saw
signs of remaining in the one, signed and
sealed by the half-a-crown that was never

forgotten when the MacManchester's horses

were stabled in his premises, while Sir John,

as often as not, rode whistling away without

throwing him so much as a sixpence ; and Wil-

I'um had friends in LaAvyer Jones' office who
had told him Sir John's days at the Hall were

numbered, and that he had already selected

the colony he was to honour with his presence

when the Hall was sold, and he could buy
land " out there " with the proceeds.

It was easy for any one who kept an eye

on Will'um to know precisely how folks stood

as regards their bankers, and to gauge by his

conduct exactly how they were regarded in

the neighbouring county town. If all was
well, Will'um would be positively servile in

civility, but if there were a screw loose

Will'um's cool and calm contempt was enough
to strike awe into the very stoutest soul.

Successful himself, he had a successful

man's contempt for failure ; and while he
alloAved a certain amount of social superiority

to those finer china pipkins who occasionally

got broken in the swim for life, he could not

refrain from stating how superior a thing

common Avood was for a bowl's composition,

and remarked that china was good stuff no
doubt, and costly, but Avas of small use in a

Avorld where, in Will'um's eyes, every man's
hand is against his brother's, and he obtains

most of the earth's good things who keeps

eye and ear open, and uses all he sees and
hears for the discomfiture of his enemies and
the exaltation of himself.

Will'um, stoutly believing that a rolling

stone gathers no moss, contrived to be trans-

ferred Avith the cottage in which he was born
to the service of the three successive masters

who purchased the small property to Avhich

he was attached.

The first tAvo men were not there long.

Will'um "couldn't abide 'em," and he managed
in some mysterious manner that they, not he,

should go ; but the third came, saw, and was
conquered ; and Will'um remained in his ser-

vice until he required to Avork no more. The
third master and mistress AA^ere Will'um's beau-

ideal. Happy and rich, they cared for nothing
save that their serA'ants should do their Avork,

and the place should yield sufficient for their

use; and Avhen this was done surplus time

or vegetables and fruit Avcre never inquired
after ; and, . indeed, the words, " 'TAvas the
young gentlemen and ladies, ma'am," sufliced

to explain matters comfortably should an
extra demand for grapes at a high price have
been too much for Will'um's honesty to resist,

or a run occur on the peach-house, or the house
Avhere azalias, camellias, roses, and geraniums
appeared to blossom all the year round.
Then truly Will'um had a soft corner for

the youthful tyrants, Avho Avere the only
creatures in the village that knew him for

the feeble thing he was, yet somehoAv or
other gave him homage like the rest, because
they literally could not help it. Often and
often his grim, silent wife prepared hot cakes
and buttered toast, the butter got from the
home dairy for the purpose, for the young
" gormandizers," and often and often Will'um
Avould scour the country Avith the boys rabbit-

ing, and at times shoAdng them how to set

a snare or put a line for trout, that he always
excused himself to them for knowing of by
telling them he had read how to do it in

"them books in the library to home."
No one was so cunning at inventing ex-

cuses for long absences ; no one warded off

maternal sorrow—she was too sweet for anger
even over spoiled garments and trodden
out boots—better than Will'um ; and if some-
times what was untrue passed his immaculate
lips, he'd excuse himself to his young fol-

lowers by saying, "A lie can't be a martel sin.

Master Willie ; it be so terribul convenient
at times, you know." Really and seriously

attached to his master and mistress, he yet

looked sharply after the 5s. and beer which
Avas the orthodox fee for carrying them to

their last resting-place ; and his mind was
materially soothed by the master's wardrobe,
the contents of Avhich he Avore unaltered,

looking like a caricature of liis good friend,

until he went to a land AA'here he Avould have
no more occasion for raiment.

With the death of the master and mis-

tress, Will'um took upon himself the airs and
graces of a landed proprietor. He looked

sharply after the children and their guardian,

and neither they nor the servants dare do
or say anything until Will'um had been con-

sulted and his opinion given; and his

tyranny began to be a serious burden, Avhen

all at once the boys discoA^ered that any
allusion to the contents of a locked inner

room in his cottage almost drove him Avild,

and that a promise to look into this reduced

Will'um to an abject state of positive sub-

mission.

So things jogged on pretty comfortably
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till a new line of rail came through the village,

and ran straight through the grounds of the

Manor-house and immediately over Will'um's

very hearthstone. This suited the children,

who began to long to try their wings in the

wider world; but it was death, positively

death, to our old friend.

Clad in his very best suit, and grasping

the umbrella with which he kept order

among the boys in the church galleries at

Is. 6d. a-week, which, according to Will'um,

did not cover wear and tear, he positively in-

terviewed the engineers of the line, but vnih

no effect ; and he returned home for the last

time, to move only across the way to a pre-

cisely similar cottage, but to die very shortly

after from the wrench it had been to him.

Perhaps the turning out of the locked-up

TOom, albeit it was done in the dead of night,

gave the fatal stroke. Anyhow, long before

the rail ran through the place of his birth,

Will'um had departed, his eyes being closed

"WiU'um."

by his wife, who had been chosen entirely

for use and not for ornament, and had been
selected because her age precluded any
chance of a hankering after gaieties and
finery, and because she had enough money
saved before marriage to be quite an heiress

in Will'um's eyes.

The first thing she did after his funeral

was to turn out the locked-up room, which
resembled nothing so much as a magpie's

nest, and the second to call in the rag and
bone man, a creature found in the smallest

and remotest village even ; and with the

proceeds of the hoard she put up an appro-

priate headstone over her loving spouse, thus

proving undoubtedly how right he was when
he said, "All's fish that comes to my net.

I never refuses nothing. One never knows
how soon even the meanest of things \vill

come in handy."



THE FIEST ENGLISH BIBLES.

By J. L. PORTER, D.D., LL.D.

BIBLIA. The Bible, tliat is, the holy

Scripture of the Olde and New Tes-

tament, faithfully and truly translated out of

Douche and Latyn in to Englishe." Such is

the title of the first complete English Bible

printed. We have the date 1535; we have

a dedication to Henry the Eighth and " his

dearest just wife Queen Anne;" we have a
" Prologue unto the Christian Reader," by
Myles Coverdale; but where the book was

printed, or by whom, or for whom, or under

what circumstances there is no mention or

indication. There is not a more interesting

book in our language, and yet the story of

its origin and publication is to a large extent

a mystery. Volumes have been written on

our English Bibles, researches have been made
by historians and bibliographers, but the con-

clusions arrived at have been strangely diver-

gent. Some have affirmed that the book was
printed in Zurich at the famous press of

Froschover; others have assigned it to Co-

logne ; others to Frankfort ; others to Worms.
The weight of evidence seems now, however,

to be in favour of Antwerp.

I purpose in this paper to give, as briefly

as possible, the leading facts known about

this Bible and three others which followed it.

Their history is to some extent the history

of our country, our Church, and our litera-

ture during one of the most eventful periods.

The struggles of the translators and promo-
ters should be known to every Englishman,

for they were struggles on behalf of the free-

dom Avhich was then achieved, and which we
still enjoy.

The Bible of 1535 bears the name of Myles
Coverdale. Coverdale was a native of York-
shire, born in 1488, and educated at Cam-
bridge, where he graduated in Canon Law.
Soon afterwards he went to Germany and
took the degree of D.D. in Tubingen. He
was at Antwerp in 1534, and there became
acquainted with William Tyndale and John
Rogers, who were then engaged in translating

the Old Testament. Tyndale had incurred

the deadly hostility of the leading authorities

in England. His works were proscribed, and
Avherever found on English ground were
seized and burnt. He himself was hunted
and persecuted by English emissaries; a.few
months later he was treacherously captured,

and in 1536 was strangled at Vilvorde.

It is a remarkable fact, however, that the
XXVI—23

very cause for which Tyndale suffered was
even then being fostered in England by his

persecutors. In 1534 the holy Scriptures

were read freely and openly. Anne Boleyn
exerted her powerful influence on behalf of

the Reformers, and as a mark of gratitude

Tyndale sent her a beautiful copy of the re-

vised edition of his New Testament. Towards
the close of the year a meeting of Convocation
was held, and a petition presented to Henry,
praying that the Scriptures should be trans-

lated into English by honest and learned

men. The petition seems to have been favour-

ably received, though no open action was
taken. Tyndale's version was under ban, and
no book of his would be accepted by the

English hierarchy. Coverdale, however, was
the friend and prot6g6 of Cromwell, who had
just become Secretary of State, and of Oran-
mer, now Archbishop of Canterbury ; and he
was privately encouraged by these men to

prepare the wished-for translation of the

Bible. It so happened that there was then

in Antwerp an enterprising printer called

Van Meteren, deeply interested in the ad-

vancement of freedom, and especially in the

circulation of the Bible in England. For the

accomplishment of the latter beneficent de-

sign his biographer tells us, "he employed a

certain learned scholar, Myles Coverdale by
name." It would appear fi'om an incidental

remark in Coverdale's "Dedication " that Van
Meteren was one of those who furnished the

requisite funds. He also aided in the trans-

lation, for which his scholarship fitted him,

directing Coverdale to those versions which,

he says, he "was required" to follow; and

when the work was done Van Meteren printed

the first complete English Bible.

Mr. Henry Stevens, in his quaint intro-

duction to " The Printed Bibles in the Cax-

ton Exhibition," gives some particulars of the

life of Jacob Van Meteren ; and for the first

time identifies him as the printer of Cover-

dale's Bible. The entire edition was trans-

mitted in sheets to James Nicolson, of Lon-

don. The reason was, the passing of a sta-

tute in 1534 compelling foreigners to sell

their editions of English works to a London
publisher in sheets, " so that English binders

might not suffer." This accounts for some

peculiarities in the title and preliminary mat-

ter. The original title is given above, and is

enclosed within a broad margin of woodcuts.
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The space was thus limited, and when it be-

came necessary to print a new title Nicolson

wished to preserve the engraving, but, as his

type was larger than that of Van Meteren,

he was obliged to omit some words, and he
omitted the following :

—" and truly ....
out of Douche and Latyn." The new title,

which appears in a copy in possession of the

Earl of Jersey, is as follows :—" Biblia. The
Byble ; that is, the holy Scripture of the Okie
andNew Testament, faithfully translated in to

Englislie." The Earl of Leicester's copy has

the full title as originally printed in Antwerp.
Some have said that the words were omitted
in order to lead people to believe that it was
translated from the originals ; but this would
have been absurd, for both in the Dedica-

tion and Prologue the sources of the version

are fully stated.

The dedication to Henry the Eighth does

not appear to have been in the Bible as

issued by Van Meteren. It is in a different

type, and was probably added by Nicolson to

suit the new and more liberal feelings of the

English Court in the end of 1535, and to pave
the way, as Stevens suggests, for a royal

licence. The first London issue of the dedi-

cation mentions Q,ueen Anne ; while the re-

print of 1537 has Queen Jane, who was mar-
ried to Henry on May 20th, 1536. Cover-

dale's "Prologe unto the Christen Reader"
was doubtless in the original as well as in

subsequent issues.

The sale of the Bible must have been
rapid, considering the critical and dangerous
character of the times. A new edition in

folio was published by Nicolson in 1537, and
this was the first English Bible imnted in

England. It was immediately followed by
an edition in quarto, having on the title-

page these suggestive words :
—" Set forth

with the Kynge's moost gracious licence."

Liberty had so far triumphed. The desire

of the English people for the Bible in their

own tongue could not be suppressed. Cran-
mer had been the principal agent in moving
Convocation to petition the King to have the

Bible translated; and Cromwell, whose in-

fluence was now paramount, issued a decree

in 1536, that a copy of the Bible in English
should be pro^dded for every parish church,

so as to be accessible to the people. These
men were the representatives of that ad-

vanced thought which the private circula-

tion of Tyndale's New Testament, and the

oral teacliing of the Reformers, had been
mainly instrumental in creating.

But Coverdale's Bible was not fitted to

occupy a permanent place, or to satisfy

critical students. Ooverdale himself con-

fesses that it was only intended to serve a
temporary purpose until a better should

appear. It Avas not translated from the

original languages. It was made up of Tyn-
dale's Pentateuch and New Testament re-

vised, and a translation of the remaining

books of the Old Testament from German-
Swiss versions ; and there is evidence that

neither in re\dsion nor translation did Cover-

dale consult the original texts. The title

says :
" Faithfully and truly translated out

of Douche (German) and Latyn;" and Cover-

dale is more specific in his " Prologe :
" " To

help me herein I have had sundry transla-

tions, not only in Latin, but also of the

Dutch (German) interpreters, whom I have
been more glad to follow for the most part

according as I was required
;

" and in his

Dedication he adds : I " have, with a clear

conscience, purely and faithfully translated

this out of five sundry interpreters." Tyn-
dale was one of them, although, for reasons

which it is easy to understand, his name is

not mentioned. Coverdale had Tyndale's

Pentateuch and New Testament of 1534,

and these he followed closely, introducing,

however, a number of changes taken from
the Latin Vulgate, and from the German
versions, which Tyndale would never have

approved. One characteristic of his version,

as compared with Tyndale's, is a free use of

such terms as " priest," " church," " con-

fess," " penance," introduced to please his

English patrons. He is not, however, uni-

form in his renderings, and he boasts of this

in his Prologue as a mark of liberality

:

"After this manner have I used in my
translation, calling it in some place penance,

that in another place I call repentance, and
that not only because the interpreters have

done so before me, but that the adversaries

of the truth may see how that we abhor not

tliis word penance (as they untruly report of

us) no more than the interpreters of Latin

abhor poenitere when they read resipiscere."

I have observed that the changes made in

the Gospels are comparatively few and

unimportant ; while in the Epistles they

are numerous, and generally follow the

Vulgate.

The " five interpreters " to which Cover-

dale refers were :— 1, Tyndale's Pentateuch

and New Testament ; 2, the Latin Vulgate
;

3, the Latin of Pagninus, published in 1528;

4, the German of Luther ; and 5, the Zurich

Bible, published complete in 1531. The
last was a revision of Luther's, so far as then

printed, with the prophetical books newly
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translated, and tlie whole given in the

Swiss-German dialect. Its leading authors

were Leo Juda, Pellican, and Zwingli. From
the Zurich Bible the whole of Coverdale's

Old Testament, except the Pentateuch, is

translated, and in most places with slavish

literahty, sometimes even following the Ger-

man construction.

I have thought it well thus to detail what
is known of the sources and character of

Coverdale's Bible, on account of the mistakes

that have been -made regarding it by his-

torians of eminence, such as Hallam and
Froude, and by many others of less note.

Some represent the book as the joint work
of Tyndale, Rogers, and Coverdale ; some
affirm that it was translated direct from the

Hebrew and Greek ; some that it was made
from existing versions, but with a careful

and constant regard to the original. The
statements in the title, dedication, and pro-

logue, combined with the results of com-

parative criticism, prove that there is no
foundation for any of these opinions. Yet,

though the version was only secondary, " it

possessed," as Dr. Eadie says, " merits of

its own. The gentle flow of its English is

idiomatic and fresh, though many words
and phrases are now antiquated, ancl it may
still be read with pleasure in the Psalms of

the Book of Common Prayer, of which it is

the basis. The simple grandeur of many
portions of Isaiah and the prophets was
initiated by Coverdale . . . changes of order,

varieties of rendering, . . . and numerous
literary dexterities are used to secure the

same result—a result that still gives tone

and cadence to the authorised version."

After the two editions in 1537, this Bible

was not again printed till 1550, when an
edition issued from the press of Froschover
of Zurich, but the title and preliminary matter
were supphed by Hester of London. Another
issue of the same edition, with a new title,

appeared in 1553 ; long before that date,

however, it had been superseded by more
accurate versions.

Matthew's Bible.

Coverdale's Bible supplied a present and
pressing want, but it did not satisfy scholars.

The author knew its defects, and in his Pro-
logue he indicated that a better version would
soon appear, from the hand of one who pre-

ceded him in the work of translation. He
referred doubtless to William Tyndale.
When Tyndale had completed his New Tes-

tament, he began to translate the Old from

the Hebrew. In the year 1530 the Pentateuch
was published—Genesis and Numbers in

black letter, and the other three books in

Eoman type—but probably all from the press
of Hans Luft, in Marlborow, though the
books were issued separately. In the follow-

ing year Tyndale printed his translation of

Jonah, with a long and somewhat bitter po-

lemical prologue. In 1534 he appended to a
revised edition of his Testament "The
Epistles taken oute of the Okie Testament,
which are read in the Church after the use
of Salsbury." These included short extracts

from the Pentateuch, Kings, Proverbs, Can-
ticles, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Joel, Hosea,
Amos, Zechariah, and Malachi, and from
some of the Apocryphal books. It is also

said that Tjmdale translated, and left in

manuscript, the historical books from Joshua
to the end of Second Chronicles. If this be
so, and there is no ground for questioning it,

the manuscript fell into the hands of Rogers.

Rogers was educated in Cambridge, or-

dained a priest, and was for several years

Rector of the Church of Holy Trinity in

London. He resigned his living in 1534,
probably owing to his having adopted new
views in theology. He was appointed chap-

lain to the English Colony in Antwerp, and
there became acquainted with Tyndale and
Coverdale.

It would seem to have been Roger's great

desire to finish what Tyndale had begun, and
to give to the English people a complete Bible

in their o^ti tongue. He therefore took
Tyndale's translation of the Pentateuch,

historical books, and last revision of the New
Testament (a.d. 1534—5); and to these he
added Coverdale's version of the remaining
part of the Old Testament and the Apocrypha.

The Bible thus made up was printed, probably

at the press of Van Meteren of Antwerp, with

whom Rogers Avas connected by marriage. A
break may be observed in the printing of the

volume at the beginning of Isaiah, where a

second title is introduced, and a new number-
ing of the pages begun. On the reverse of

the title are the initials of Richard Grafton

and Edward Whitchurch, who, it would
seem, bought the previous sheets, and had
the whole work finished and taken to Lon-
don, where it was issued in 1537 in a large

black-letter folio. Its title is as follows :

—

"The Byble, which is all the Holy Scripture:

in which are contayned the Olde and Newe
Testament truly and purely translated into

Englysh by Thomas Matthew."
But who was Thomas Matthew 1 We do

not know. The general belief is that Rogers
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assumed that name in order to make the

Bible acceptable to those who would have
rejected anything written by himself or by
Tyndale. This was the opinion of Foxe and
others of that period ; and there is much in

its favour. At the same time it is strange

that while the name Thomas Matthew stands

at the end of the dedication, the initials of

John Rogers are found at the end of the
" Exhortacyon to the Studye of the Holy
Scripture." This does not favour the idea

that they were identical. Matthew may have

been an assistant in the work. Hallam makes
the strange blunder that he was the printer.

The book was published in August, 1537,
" With the Kinges most gracyous Lycence,"

which was secured through Grafton's influ-

ence with Cranmer. It was dedicated to

Henry and Queen Jane.

Matthew's Bible, therefore, was the joint

work of Tyndale and Coverdale, revised,

though not to any great extent, by Rogers.

The New Testament is the last edition revised

by Tyndale (published complete in 1535),

which differs in many places from that of

1534. The Bible is furnished with marginal

notes and various readings. Its chief interest

consists in this, that it presents the earlier

English versions in a combined form, which
furnished the basis of all subsequent revisions.

" The labours of the next seventy-five years

were devoted," as Westcott says, "to im-

proving it in details."

Taverner's Bible.

Among the young men trained in Wolsey's

new college in Oxford was Richard Taverner.

He was an ardent student of Greek; and
Erasmus' Greek Testament and Tjoidale's

English version naturally attracted his at-

tention. He read them, and was imprisoned

for his pains. Afterwards he gained the

favour of Cromwell, who had him appointed

to an office at Court. His own scholastic

tendencies, encouraged probably by his

patron, set him to undertake a fresh revision

of the English Bible. He took Matthew's as

his basis, and endeavoured, by an occasional

change of phraseology and minute critical

touches, to make the translation more accu-

rate and the language more vigorous and
idiomatic. Some of his renderings in the

New Testament are very happy, and bring

out the exact meaning of the Greek. He uses

the word " parable " generally, instead of

"similitude," which Tyndale usually em-
ployed. In fact, this Bible brings us a step

'nearer our Authorized Version. It was pub-

lished in small folio "At London, in Flete-

strete, by John Byddell, for Thos. Barthlett,"

in the year 1539. A quarto edition of the
Bible, and two separate editions of the New
Testament were printed in the same year.

In the first edition there is a curious omission

of the last clause of 1 Cor. xi. 28. It occurs

at the foot of a column. In my copy a small

piece of paper, containing the missing clause

in the same type, is neatly inserted. Two
curious readings may be noted. In Ps. xci. 5

we find "bugges" (doubtless from hogle, a

fiend) instead of " terror ; " and in Jer. viii.

22, "tryacle" instead of "balm."

The Great Bible, called Cranmer's.

The leading authorities in Church and
State were not satisfied with either Cover-
dale's or Matthew's Bible. The first Avas

imperfect in conception, being based wholly
upon other versions ; while "the second was
burdened with notes and additions which
could not fail sooner or later to call out
bitter antagonism." Taverner's revision at-

tracted comparatively little notice. Crom-
well and Cranmer therefore resolved to have
a new Bible prepared, more in accordance
with the views of the High-Church party.

Coverdale was selected as editor ; and so

great was his desire to give to the people the

pure word of God, that he took Matthew's
Bible as his basis in preference to his own.
How the new revision was conducted he
explains in letters to Cromwell :

—
" We fol-

low not only a standing text of the Hebrew,
with the interpretation of the Chaldee and
Greek, but we set also in a private table the

diversity of readings of all texts, with such
annotations in another table as shall doubt-

less elucidate and clear the same." The
changes made in Tyndale's Pentateuch and
historical books of the Old Testament were
chiefly from the Latin of Sebastian Miinster,

published in 1534—5; but some are from
the Vulgate. In the New Testament Tyn-
dale's version is considerably modified by the

peculiar readings of the Vulgate, and some
short glosses and erroneous renderings are

introduced from that version. One of the

latter may be mentioned, as it is unfor-

tunately retained in the Authorised Version.

Tyndale translated John x. 16:—"Other
sheep I have which are not of this fold.

Them also must I bring, and they shall hear

my voice. And there shall be one flock and
one shepherd." Instead of " flock " the new
version has "fold," the revision following

the Vulgate, which confounded two distinct
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Greek Avords. "An analj'sis of the varia-

tions in the First Epistle of St. John," says

Westcott, " may furnish a type of the general

character of the New Testament. As nearly

as I can reckon them, there are seventy-one

differences between Tyndale's text and that

of the Great Bible. Of these forty-three

come directly from Coverdale's earlier re-

A'ision (and in a great measure indirectly

from the Vulgate) ; seventeen from the

Vulgate, where Coverdale before had not

followed it ; the remaining eleven variations

are from other sources." But among the

most objectionable changes are the interpo-

lations from the Vulgate, which are not

found in the Greek. I have observed twelve

such interpolations in the Epistle to the

Romans.
It is also worthy of note that in the second

edition of the Great Bible, published in April,

1540, a considerable number of new readings,

taken from Miinster's version, were inserted in

the Old Testament, especially in the prophe-

tical books. In the New Testament changes
were also made in this edition, taken princi-

pally from the Latin of Erasmus, and the

Complutensian Polyglott.

Such a mode of revision was decidedly re-

trograde, as the original texts ought to be the

sole ultimate standards, and no word or clause

ought to be admitted to a version which is

not based upon them.

The book of Psalms was carefully revised

with the aid of Luther's version and the Swiss-

German. The language is smooth and flow-

ing, but often paraphrastic ; it is perhaps for

this reason better adapted for chanting, and
it is still retained in the English Prayer
Book.

The printing of the Bible was begun in

Paris towards the close of 1538 by royal

licence, but before it was completed the licence

was withdrawn, and the sheets already printed
were seized by order of the Inquisition, and
condemned to the flames. Many were burnt,

but a number were sold, as Foxe quaintly
saj's, "toahabei'dasher to rap caps in." Graf-
ton heard of them, bought them through his

agents, and had them taken to London. He
afterwards succeeded in importing presses,

type, paper, and workmen; and the book
was published in April, 1539, a huge folio

volume, whence its name

—

The Great Bible.
As first issued it had no prologue ; in No-
vember of the same year, however, a pro-

logue was written by Cranmer and inserted
in the copies remaining, and in subsequent
editions ; this gave it the name Cranmer's

Bible. It has a beautifully engraved title-

page, representing the king on his throne re-

ceiving the Word of God from the Saviour,
and handing it to Cranmer and Cromwell.
Below this Cranmer is figured on the one
side handing the Bible to the clergy, and
Cromwell on the other giving it to the laity.

The Bible has no dedication and no notes.

An injunction was issued by the vicar-general

to the clergy " to provide one book of the
Bible in the largest volume in English, and
set up the same in some convenient place
within the church that ye have care of,

whereat your parishioners may most com-
modiously resort to the same and read it."

During the years 1540 and 1541 at least six

folio editions were printed. It is interesting

to observe on the title-page of one of them
that it was " overseen and perused at the
commandment of the King's highness, by
Cuthbert, Bishop of Durham," the same
Cuthbert Tunstal who, a few years before,

had denounced and burnt Tyndale's New
Testament.

From the time of the printing of Tyn-
dale's Testament in 1526 to 1560 there were,

as nearly as I can estimate, about sixty

editions of the New Testament, and thirty of

the entire Bible published ; and it shows how
the sterling qualities of Tyndale's Testament
were appreciated, that of the sixty editions

no less than forty were Tyndale's.

The effects produced by the English Bible

upon the minds, sentiments, and acts of all

classes of the community were wonderful.

The prejudices of ages were dissipated, free-

dom of thought assumed its legitimate sway,

and England took the lead among nations as

the champion and guardian of civil and
religious liberty. Yet the fate of the men
to whom England was indebted for all this

was terrible. Tyndale was strangled at Vil-

vorde, Coverdale escaped death by exile,

Rogers was the first victim of the Marian
persecution, and Cranmer was burnt at the

stake.

Three other versions followed. 1. The
Breeches Bible, so called from the peculiar

rendering of Gen. iii. 7. It was translated

by English exiles in Geneva, and published

there in 1560. 2. The Bishops' Bible, pre-

pared by a committee of prelates, under
Archbishop Parker, published 1568. 3. The
Authorised Version, translated by forty-seven

eminent scholars, and issued in 1611. Now,
after an interval of two hundred and seventy-

four years, a fresh revision is issued to the

English nation.



HIGHLAND EESTING-PLACES.

By "SHIRLEY."

III.—THE PEAKS OF AREAN.

IfOIFBRAY
is discovered

at the ivriting-

table, adding a
feio sentences to

a letter to Miss
Isabel Lee, which

his wife had he-

gun.

"Give me
health and a

day, and I will

make the pomp
of emperors ridi-

culous." Health
md a day ! This
IS what Mr. Em-
erson says in

that rhapsodyon
Nature, which I still

think his finest work

;

and certainly the pomp of

emperors is ridiculous when
compared with the view which
from our bedroom window I

looked on this morning. With few and
cheap elements what a feast does nature

provide for us ! and how supremely blest

is the man who with a light heart, a clear

conscience, and a sound liver can seat him-

self at her bountiful table. Alas ! so much
depends upon the liver. Real exhilaration

has become so rare and difficult in these

times that it is like to die out altogether,

like the Dodo. Black care sits behind

the swiftest horseman—a cloud of doubt
darkens the brightest day—the fever is in

our blood, and we take it with us to the

cool summit of Alp or Apennine. The sad-

ness of a moralist, like Carlyle, indeed, is

not entirely due to dyspepsia. The man
who after dining with Sidney Smith must
needs write in his journal, "To me through

these thin cobwebs "—Thin cobwebs ! Alas !

poor Yorick !

—" Death and Eternity sat glar-

ing," is clearly beyond the reach of any medi-

cine that nature can provide. To the Seer,

who apprehends the unseen with an almost

morbid vividness, who feels that only a frail

and perishable crust separates him from the

fathomless abysses, the ministry of sun and
moon and stars, of woods and fields and
seas and rivers, is not likely to be accom-

Castail Abhail.

panied with any
healing power.

The impatience

of emaciated
saint or stiff-

necked Puritan
with mere secu-

lar joys (as com-
pared with the

glory to follow)

is not more
manifest or in-

telligible than
the inability of

the philosopher,

to whom this

fair world is but

a ghostly mask,
to take comfort

from the pictur-

esque. To such an one

there is something dis-

tinctly impertinent in smiling

skies, and laughing seas, and
prattling brooks; and he says in

the bitterness of his heart, as Beddoes said

in his singular "Death's Jest Book,"—"The
face of the world's a lie."

The moody moralist is wrong—as he finds

to his cost. Emerson's immense enjoyment—" the dawn is my Assyria, the sunset and
moonrise my Paphos and unimaginable realms

of faerie "—indicates a truer and deeper out-

look. The inexhaustible loveliness of our

world is not altogether a vain show. It may
be, as you say, only a frail perch above the

bottomless gulf ; but, such as it is, it has been

fashioned by a divine hand, by an architect

who is never at fault. He has made it, as

you see, very good, beautiful exceedingly
;

devised it with matcliless skill, adjusted it

with incomparable precision. Is it possible

that you can think or believe that it has no
message for you, and that without hurt or

damage to your immortal soul you can turn

your back upon the sea and sky, the moun-
tain and meadow and woodland, of this

astonishing universe 1

Mrs. Motvh'aij (n4e May Maxwell) enters

from behind, sees how her letter has been tam-

pered with, inflicts condign punishment, and
taking the pen, continues—
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Bell ! wliat an altogether too delightful

place this Vale of Tears is on a day like this,

when the shadows are chasing each other

round the mountain hollows ; and now Ben
Ghoii, now Ben Tarsnin, now Keer Vhor, is

stiiick into sudden glory by the sunlight.

Inside, our lijitle cottage is homely enough in

all conscience ; but outside, it is the palace of a

king ! Everything hereabouts, you know,
belongs to the Duke,—the grouse, the deer,

the woods, the mo.untains—everything except

what is best; and /Aa;! belongs to nobody in

particular, and the merest beggar may have
it for the asking. (What an advantageous
arrangement for poor people like ourselves

!

)

And, better still, it cannot be bought with
money. There is a fearful and wonderful
creature across the Sound, who pays three

thousand a year for his forest ; but the ex-

clusive enjoyment of the beautiful is not
included in his lease, and even if it were, he
wouldn't be a bit the richer. For the poor
man cares for the picturesque as little as Mi\
Carlyle cared. Ealph says that I am cribbing

from Emerson again. I don't care if I am
;

but in fact I never saw the passage till he
read it to me this moment. Here it is

:

" The charming landscape which I saw this

morning is indubitably made up of some
twenty or thirty farms. Miller owns this

Prom Castail Abhail.

field, Locke that, and Manning the wood-
land beyond. But none of them owns the
landscape. There is a property in the hori-

zon which no man has, but He whose eye
can integrate all the parts, that is, the poet.

This is the best part of these men's farms,
yet to this their land-deeds give them no
title."

So you see Ealph and I are poets, and in
virtue of that gift the whole lordship of Arran
belongs to us in a much more real way than
it does to the Duke. What we see every
morning when we look out of our window
you will find in Ealph's sketchy pen and ink*

* See the sketch in the Maxch number of Good Woeds,
page 185.

at the top of our first page (correct so far

as it goes)—a semicircle of giant peaks, with
the blue sea all about their feet. We have
bathed and boated and flirted (0 Bell ! people
icill flirt with me, do what I can), and dawdled
about to our heart's content ; but yesterday
a great longing seized mo to get to the top
of that far-away battlement—sometimes it

looks miles away, sometimes close at hand

—

and Ealph in his good-natured way—for to

do him justice ho is as a rule delightfully

lazy, and just as ready to lie in the sun at

my feet, as he was before we were engaged—
promised to give us a hand up if we liked

—

" us " being me and Mabel, and Mabel's little

sister Euphame ; for Mabel Graham—^Mabel
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Tlie wailofan infant isheardfrom
the adjoining apartment; Mrs.

Moichray flies to the rescue ; Mr.
Moichray resumes the narrative.

The short and the long of it is that our

From Ben Tarsuin.

Gray that was, you remember?—is ournearest

neighbour, and hves only a couple of fields

away. So we see each other ten times a

day, and she is just as simple and i-ound-

eyed as when we lost ourselves on the

Aletch glacier, and takes just as much fresh

and innocent delight in everything and every-

body, as if she were still running wild about

her Yorkshire moorland. She was born and
bred among the moors, you know, like Char-

lotte Bronte. And Euphame is a beauty.

The men are all crazy about her, and poor

Mr. Puffy Bro'v^Ti, the Edinlnirgh writer,

who is as stiff as a poker, and as stupid as an

owl, would kiss the ground she treads, I

believe, if there were any case in point.

Poor Puffy, to do him justice, is not worse

than his neighbours, and his lugubrious

vivacity is considered quite lively, I under-

stand, in the select society of the metropolis.

Why is it. Bell, that yovir eminent big-wigs,

young and old, are all stiff and stupid ? Our
witty friend, Mr. Justice Jawkins, told me
once—but you know the story. What do

you say to that. Miss Bell Lee ? Shade of

Scott, or Wilson, or Jeffrey !—to say nothing

of David Hume and Principal Robertson, on

whom you alwaj's retreat in extremity

—

what is your famous Edinburgh select society

coming to, I would like to know 1 Wh}-,
my dear, if you go down—down—down at

this rate, Avhy in the course of the next cen-

tury or two, you won't be so very much
superior to all the rest of the world.

expedition was a brilliant success. It

was a perfect day ; and a perfect day in

Arran is as " unspeakable " as the Turk
himself. You don't have anything like it

anywhere else. There is a certain dinginess

and poverty about the fine weather of the

East Coast ; the sun that professes to shine

\x\)o\\ the Calton Hill has, as your poet

Campbell once remarked, a " sickly glare " at

its best. I have little doubt indeed that on

further inquiry Mr. Ruskin will find that the

mean and disreputable " Storm cloud of tl e

Nineteenth Century" was born and brought

up in the Lothians.* But here we don't

stick at trifles. Wet or dry, the clerk of our

weather has no taste for the compromises

that are in fashion at Westminster and else-

where. The cats and dogs of popular meteor-

ology are a joke to our waterspouts. But
when the storm has once spent its passion,

there is an end of it. And who indeed can

object to an "ootbrak" which is accom-

panied with such Lear-like sublimities—the

thunder-cloud trailing up the bay, the in-

credible rainbow that arches Ben Ghoil 1 It

doesn't hang about the place, and mutter and
sputter, and mizzle and drizzle, and make
everything uncomfortable for everybody for

days. The clouds roll away to the Atlantic,

and the sun shines out—jo^ially, royally—as

he used to shine elsewhere wlaen Mr. Rus-

kin's papa lived at Heme Hill, and our

eloquent Jeremiah was still a Kttle boy in

bib and tucker. " Ach Gott !
" as Mr. Car-

lyle says, " itis a queer world. Our Jeremiah

in bib and tucker !—indisputable bib and

* " The Storm-Cloud of tlie Nineteenth Century." Ey
John Euskin. Allen, 18S4.
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tucker of the Anglo-Saxon race—and cart-

loads of aesthetic gabble—barrenest of all

gabble in this gabbling universe—still nebu-

lous in chaos. Ach Gott ! Ach Gott !
" The

earth in short has had a famous washing, and

the hoary old mountains themselves look as

clean and fresh as last night's daisy. Allons,

mes enfants !—a march like the Marseillaise

is beating in the blood, and we shall carry

Keer Vhor at a canter.

This way of putting it is all very well in

a letter to your wife's dearest friend ; but in

point of fact it was an uncommonly stiff pull.

You must understand that there are two
deep clefts by which the inner circle of storm-

beaten crag and corrie which lies behind Ben
Ghoil may be approached—Glen Rosa and
Glen Sannox. Except Glen Rosa there is

nothing in the way of valleys finer than Glen
Sannox, and nothing finer than Glen Rosa
except Glen Sannox. There are one or two
points in Glen Sannox—where you get Sui

Ferghus, and the Carlin's Step, and Keer
Yhor in a bee-line—which it is difficult to

Ben Noosh.

beat. But Glen Rosa leads direct to the
innermost sanctuary, and so we went up Glen
Rosa.

There is a pool on the Rosa beside which
we took our first breakfast. The morning,
let me say in passing, consisted largely of

breakfasts—the afternoon, until it gently and
imperceptibly declined into five-o'clock tea,

being mainly devoted to lunch. But I antici-

pate. This pool on the Rosa may or may
not be historic ; we knoAV indeed that Robert
the Bruce, and the good Sir James of Douglas,
and the rest of the heroic outlaws, hunted

the red deer m this identical valley, and I

cannot believe for my own part that on a

sweltering summer afternoon even the patriot

king, gazing longingly into its cool translu-

cent depths, could have resisted the temp-

tation to a dip. It is a noble granite bath

fashioned by nature herself ; and from a

polished slab that runs right across the stream

you dive into twelve feet of water that bub-

bles like sparkling hock. Well, we break-

fasted here, and thereafter the ladies mag-
nanimously suggested that they would wait

until our Serene Highness had finished his
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cigar. The morning mist still clung to the

mountain tops ; the great peaks rose silently

round about us—Ben Ghoil, Keer Vhor, Ben
ISToosh, Ben Tarsuin ; the whaups were call-

ing to each other on every side ; and a herd

of lordly deer grazed leisurely overhead. The
proper thing, you know, for these lordly

creatures in similar circumstances is to

" snuff the tainted gale ;
" but here as a rule

they don't take the trouble to lift their heads.

They are in fact as tame as the black cattle,

and you would as soon think of shooting a

cow.

We had a stiff tramp through long heather

and round scattered boulders, and then a

hand-over-hand climb up the side of the

precipitous wall that joins A Keer and

Keer Vhor. The girls were not to be beat,

and when Ave gained the summit of the high

table-land, from which the great peaks spring,

they had got their " second wind " (as the

jockeys say), and were nearly as fresh as

when they started. After the land is na-

tionalised, and the Duke sent to the right-

about, we shall have a big hotel up here,

with a patent lift, seven-o'clock table d'hote,

and a Church of England chaplain. Mean-
time it remains a majestic solitude, where,

except for the hoarse croak of the raven or

the pitiful wail of the whaup, the silence is

seldom broken. High up in the ether a

peregrine watches us with jealous eyes; a

pack of grouse sweep round the boulders and

duck into the valley at our feet ;—these and

such as these are the only natives visible.

The inevitable Mr. Cook is still conspicuous

by his absence.

Fancy to yourself a prolonged battlement,

with a square tower at intervals of a mile or

so, and you obtain a very fair idea of the

great central range from Sui Ferghus to Ben
Noosh. The massive wall is never less than

two thousand feet in height. The highest of

the towers is close upon three thousand.

This is " Cyclopean architecture " indeed,

and in all Scotland, nay in all Europe, you

will hardly anywhere match these gigantic

slabs, piled one upon the other by cimniugest

masonry into the air !

The outlook over sea and shore from the

table-land is very fine ; but not of course to

be compared with that from the watch-

towers overhead. Which of the " Castles
"

shall we assail 1 There is Ben Noosh far to

the west, then Ben Tarsuin, then A Keer,

then Keer Vhor, then Castail Abhail. A
Keer is too difficult, Castail Abhail is too

distant ; but here is Keer Vhor close at hand,

and though on the other side it falls like a

riven Dolomite sheer into the Castail Abhail

corrie, the ascent from this shoulder is not

difficult.

The view from the final slab (for the sum-
mit is formed of a single block of granite) is

certainly superb. Sheer below, as I have
said, lies the Castail Abhail corrie—two thou-

sand feet below. A wilderness of peaks rises

on every hand, six or eight first-class peaks

at least, and minor pinnacles without number.
The valleys at their feet are deep in shadow,

but the peaks themselves are brilliantly

lighted up, and burn like beacon fires against

the blue of sea and sky. The Atlantic is all

aflame. Jura and Islay and Colonsay are

the phantom islands that lie along the hori-

zon. Winding fiords, exquisitely blue and
dotted with snow-white sails, divide them
from each other and from the mainland.

Clear to the north rises Cruachan ; on the

frosty evening sky the Cobler is delicately

pencilled.

Ralph yawns and lays down the pen, which is

resumed hy May.

What a screed he has written to be sure !

And only the tag-end of a page to round off

our adventure. But I don't know that there

is very much more to add. We had, of

course, a lovely time of it at the top, and
made lots of sketches. Then we scrambled
along a sheep track that skirts A Keer,

and came to "Bealach an fir bogah," the

Archers' Pass. The pass is a true Col, as

they say in Switzerland, a deep cleft cut

in the rock between A Keer and Tarsuin.

We raced down the upper valley—startling

some splendid stags as we passed. They
bounded up the hill-side in royal style ; when
we saw them last they were standing on the

summit, their antlers outlined against the

sunset. The sunset! For round our five

o'clock tea in a cosy nook below the pass,

the flying minutes had slipped away un-

noticed. The day was done before we reached

the level of the Rosa at the Garb Alt ; and we
had to pick our steps warily through Glen

Shiant as the shadows grew deeper in its

depths. Glen Shiant itself was magical in

the enchanted twilight. Out of the dark-

ness from the river brink came the restless

cry of the plover. JMysterious murmurs
issued from the pine wood. A stag bellowed

far up on the mountain. And then to add
to the magic, the crescent moon rose from
the bay and cast a sad light upon the lonely

valley.

In such sadness, however, there is a fine
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and subtle joy. The mood was upon us

—

we experienced that elation, that exaltation

of soul which Emerson describes.* Even
Euphame was touched.

At that moment, through the mystical

moonlight, Ave perceived a solitary figure

* " Crossing a bare common in snow-puddles at twilight
under a clouded sky, without having: in my tlioughts any
occurrence of special good fortune, I have enjoyed a perfect
exhilaration, almost, I fear, to think hov,- glad I am."

—

" Natm'e : an Essay," by K. W. Emerson, chap. L

advancing towards us. The irreproachable

propriety of the attire was visil)le, nay con-

spicuous, even in the uncertain light. The
spell suddenly snapt, and with a sigh Avhich

was distinctly audible in the supernatural
stillness of the night, Nature admitted that

the Philistines were too strong for her. We
came down to earth with a thud—like the
stick of a rocket.

It was Puffy liimself.

THE DEAD SOUL.

T DEEAJVIED such a horrible dream
-*- last night,

It smote me through Avith a cold affright.

And would not go Avith the dawning light

Like other lies

;

For in dreams men often meet a guess.

Or a Avandering thought in bodily dress,

A visible " No " or a tangible " Yes "

To some dim surmise.

What was that horrible thing I dreamed 1

I met a man—or a man he seemed,

As the noonday sunlight over him streamed,

Till, thiilled Avith dread,

I saw when my soul looked his soul through,

As only in dreams a soul can do,

That, though brain and body lived and grew,

His soul was dead.

Yes, there he stood, a creature indeed,

That could walk and talk and drink and feed,

And add up figures, and Avrite and read,

And work and wed

—

And all Avith automatic neatness,

Smiling even Avith studied sweetness.

And quite enjoying life's completeness,

The life he led.

Till at last as I saw him standing there

With never a hope and never a care,

His dead soul set in a stony stare,

" Poor soul," I said,

"And wilt thou never feel again

Divinest joy, most God-like pain.

Love in Avhich self is lost and slain ?

Art thou quite dead ?

"

And then in my pity I cried aloud,

" Oh, give to this poor dead soul a shroud,

And hide him aAvay from the living crowd

In some narroAv bed.

Oh, merciful heaven, give him a grave,

Or send some fire that will cleanse and save

And quicken again the saul God gave,

The soul that's dead !

"

A. MATHESON.

SimDAY EEADINGS.
By ALEXANDER McLAREN, D.D.

May Srd.
Read Isaiah xlix. 13—23 and Rev. xsi. 10—end.

THE WRITING UPON GOD's liANDS.

" TDEHOLD, I have graven thee upon the
-D palms of my hands. Thy Avails are

continually before me " (Isaiah xlix. ] 6).

Thus God ansAvers Zion's complaining sus-

picion that He had forgotten her. Another
part of the ansAver is the infinitely tender

comparison of His love to the feebler ma-
ternal love, which is contained in the fami-

liar words, " Can a mother forget ? . . . .

Yea, she may forget, yet Avill I not forget,"

He is the perfect type of fatherhood and

motherhood. By the side of that bold analogy

is this bold metaphor, conveying the same

idea in another fonn. What Avas graven on

the great palm of the Divine hand 1 Not
merely the name of Zion, but, as the second

clause shoAvs, the " Avails," as if a ground-plan

or picture of the Avaste city in its restored

strength. In a previous chapter we read in
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regard to the converts in the . future, that

"one shall mark on his hand—Jehovah's.'*

The man marks himself with the name of

God, as slaves and chattels are branded with
the sign of ownership, or as worshippers of

idols are sometimes distinguished by the

emblem of their god. And God marks Him-
self with the name of Zion, in token of His
love. His lemembrauce, and His care. If one
may venture to use a metaphor, which is no
more vulgar than this of our text, but only

seems so because it is more modern ; it is like

the true-love knots and hearts and anchors,

with initials below them, tattooed in indelible

blue on a sailor's arm. Though the words here

are addressed to the community, they may
be taken by each individual, for God does

not deal with masses, but Avith single souls.

Each of us may rest in the assurance of

the Divine remembrance. The Israelites were
bidden to write the words of the law " for a

sign upon their hands." God does Avith our
names what He would have us do with His
commandments. We cannot speak of the

Divine memory as if He, like us, had to bring

back things past, for all the distinctions of

time lie far beneath His feet, and all things

are spread out before Him, the timeless Being.

But the meaning of His remembrance of us

is just this, "The Lord thinketh upon me."

We are not lost in the crowd. Each of us

has a distinct place in the infinite room of

that tender heart. We with our limited

minds and leaky memories are fain to help

ourselves by jotting down names and engage-

ments. God stoops to our level, and assures

us that we need not fear that we shall be
merged in the mass, for He has noted down
our names. We have all to pass through
dark places, where we are tempted to think,

like querulous Israel in this context, that
" our Lord hath forgotten us." Let us take

the brave good cheer of these words, and
when our drooping or aching hearts and the

plain facts of sorrows and blackness in our
lives whisper suggestions that our " judgment
is passed over from our God," let us listen

to His voice :
" I have graven thee upon the

palms of My hands," and cannot forget tlie

name written there.

But there is more than this here. The
hand is the instrument of power. What,
then, is the meaning of writing the name of

Zion on the palms of the hands but to con-

vey the idea that the thought of His Church,
and that not merely as a collective whole,

but in its individual members, is perpetually

present to the Divine mind, in all the Divine

• So Cheyne on Isaiah i. 273.

activity 1 The high-priest Avore the names
of the tribes on his shoulders, which are the
seat of strength, and on his breastplate which
lay on the heart, the home of love. All the
Divine activity is shaped with a view to

the true welfare of those who trust Him, as

one, and, in some respects, the chief of its

inextricably complex ends. Whenever He
looks on His mighty hands as they mould
the plastic clay of circumstance. He sees the

name of Zion. The hand which Avields the

sceptre of the universe Avorks for us, if Ave

have yielded our Avills to Him. He never
acts in oblivion of us, or Avithout regard to

us ;
" yea, he reproveth kings for their

sake." The rudder of the universe is grasped

by a hand AAdiich has our names indelibly

Avritten on its firm palm.

Zion had no Avails at the time which this

prophecy contemplates. It Avas ruined, de-

vastated, a AvidoAved city. And yet "thy
Avails are continually before me." What
was graven on the Divine hand had no ex-

istence in fact. The ideal Avas CA^er before

Him as the end of His working. So is it

Avith us individually and Avith the Church as

a Avhole. All His dealings tend towards
realising, in fact, that ideal perfection Avhich

is ever before His mind. The Avails may be
broken doAvn, as Nehemiah found them in

his sad moonlight ride. But before His eye
Avho calleth things that are not as though
they Avere, the bright vision of the city builded

in fairer completeness, and adorned as a
bride for her husband, ever gleams, and His
hand ever Avorks to execute the plan draAvn

there by Himself. If we Avill let Him carry

out His design in our hearts and hves, not

murmuring Avhen He clears aAvay some build-

ing that has sheltered us, nor thAvarting His
constructive Avork, He will rear our ruined

natures into more than their original beauty,

as holy temples for His satisfied love to rest in

for ever. On His hand is graven the ideal

of the complete structure, and as surely as

that hand is omnipotent and that ideal and
purpose unchangeable, so surely Avill He
perfect that Avhich concerneth us, for He
Avill never let it be said of Him that He
"began to build and Avas not able to finish."

May 10th.

Bead Psalm xxiii. and John x. 1—18.

PASTURE IN UNLIKELY PLACES.

" They shall feed in the ways, and their

pastures shall be in all high places " (Isaiah

xlix. 9). The prophet speaks of the nearer

future, the return of the Jewish exiles. But
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through his language there shines another

cleHverance, and homeward journey of the

wanderers. His description of the closer

event is transparent, and the great outlines

of the remoter appear through it. The ser-

vant of the Lord shall lead His flock to Zion.

That servant is the Good Shepherd, whom
we knoAv, and they who love Him are the

sheep whose lot is so tenderly set forth here.

It is a great promise for the journey of life.

"They shall feed" in or "on the ways."

The flock finds abundant food as it travels.

They do not need to be turned into pasture-

lands, and pause on their road in order to

feed, but the very path, hard-beaten as it is,

shall yield sweet grass, Avhich they can crop

as they go along. That is a promise not

merely of abundance, but of abundance in

the path of duty, of nourishment and refresh-

ment in the act of obedience, of full and

ever-springing supplies, wheresoever God in

His providence may lead us. We do not

need to go out of the straight line of progress

towards God in order to secure anything

needed for strength or delight. Joy and

solace, the objects that correspond to all our

wants, will be found in the road. He stores

provisions for His soldiers at many points on

their march, or rather the land through which

He leads them will ever yield enough for

their need. Obedience is itself nourishment,

as the Shepherd found it when He said, "My
meat is to do the will of Him that sent me."

So His flock will ever find it too. Therefore

they who follow Him do not need to burden

themselves with laying in stores of tinned

meats for their journey. They will not want

them as long as the very path, rough and

rocky as it seems, grows enough for their

sustenance.

Here, too, is a lesson of restraint. We
are to be like Gideon's men, who lapped as

they ran. We are to eat for strength,

and not for gluttony. Our enjoyments are

not to interfere with our journey. We may
halt when weary ; and God smiles upon glad-

ness and mirth. But a sparing use of earthly

food is as needful to keep the soul in condi-

tion as temperate diet to keep the athlete's

body so. The scantily fed deer can run like

the wind, because it picks its subsistence

among the heather. Stall it, and let it feed

its fill, and you destroy its speed. The ideal

of Chi'istian life includes a Spartan simplicity,

and a perpetual care lest our hearts be over-

charged with the lust of earthly things,

"Their pastures shall be in all high places,"

literally "bare heights." An Eastern hill-top

is not the spot for rich herbage. In our

moist climate manj^ a hill pasture keeps its

hundreds of sheep on its short sweet grass.

But in those lands the food for the flock is

down in the bottoms, where " the still waters

freshen the green pastures." This flock finds

succulent nourishment in unlikely places

—

on bare hill-tops, a chaos of bleached and
barren rocks. So sorrow and loss, trial and
loneliness, will yield a peaceable growth to

nourish our souls. No circumstances will be
barren of blessing. None will be stripped so

bare that there will be nothing to supply our
wants. The outward mercies may not grow
as lush and abundant as down in the rich

vallej's, but there will always be enough to

satisfy hunger and to minister strength. No
carcasses strew the path of the flock, as the

camels' bones mark out some desert route.

We shall not be left to starve.

And sustenance of a higher kind will come
to us, even through our experience of the

bareness and bleakness of the hill-tops to

which He leads us up. The Alpine flora

may be less showy than the gaudy flowers

that grow in the plains, but it has a refined

and modest beauty all its own. The soul

which through loneliness has learnt to clasp

Christ's hand and to find a companion in a

present God, Avhich through sorrow has

learned submission, and because earth has

become dark has been lovingly diiven to fix

a longing eye on the lights that glow in

heaven, has meat to eat which the world

knows not of, and, nourished on angels' food,

need not hanker after the strongly flavoured

dainties in which the coarser taste of the

world delights.

May 17th.

Eead Gen. xsxii. 22—end, and Luke xvii. 11—19.

FORGOTTEN VOWS.

" And God said unto Jacob, Arise, go up to

Bethel, and dwell there, and make an altar

unto God, that appeared unto thee when

thou fleddest from the face of Esau thy

brother" (Gen. xxxv. 1). It was more

than thirty years since Jacob had vowed

that vow at Bethel. He had laid down

very ample conditions to be fulfilled before

it was paid. He had bargained for Gocl's

protection, and providing—to be kept in

the way, bread to eat, and clothing, and a

happy return—"and then," after He has

done all this for me, " shall the Lord be my
God, and this stone which I have set up foi

a pillar shall be God's house." The vow thus

cautiously made in a s})irit of calculating

selfishness was performed in a remarkably
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leisurely fashion. Some ten years have

passed since his return to Palestine. God
has done more for him than he bargained for.

He has prospered beyond all his hopes, and

has settled down comfortably in the fertile

valley of Shechem, a Avell-to-do man. He
seems to have forgotten all about Bethel, and

his vow to make it a "house of God" by
sacrifice and worship. So he needs this com-

mand, which reminds him of his own solitude

and sorrow at the time when he saw the

open heaven, and the ladder of light with

the climbing angels, and the face that made
sunshine at midnight.

Is not Jacob's negligence but too true a

picture of a universal fault 1 How many of

us can pray, and vow, and think of God
when sorrow or sore need press on us, and
forget all when the storm is past and we
settle do^vn at Shechem 1 AVhen the river is

crossed Ave forget the bridge. • We are often

more prepared to vow at the beginning of

some difficult enterprise than eager to fulfil

at the successful end. There are more prayers

for the future on January 1 than there arc

thanksgivings for the past on December 31.

The early stages of a Christian career are

often radiant with devout enthusiasm which

fades as surely as the rosy morning blush

into the prosaic light of common day. Alas !

that so often many professing Christians

should have in their memory a Bethel at the

beginning of their course, the vows made at

which are unfulfilled to this day ! Is it so

with us ?

AVhat kept Jacob from going and building

the altar ? He had forgotten the impressions

of the Adsion. He had lost the sense of need

in his growing prosperity. God "loses our

admiration by His assiduity," as one of the

Fathers has it ; and Jacob's unbroken success

made him less consciously dependent and
thankful. Health is more precious to the man
who has had it interruptedly. Shechem,

too, was a better place for " business " than

Bethel. There were fountains and grass

there ; and every English merchant and
tradesman knows that " business " is the first

thing to consider. This pitiful Avorld hinders

us from fulfilling early resolutions, and is

ever pulling at our skirts to keep us back,

and weighting us to keep us doAvn.

HoAv did Jacob prepare to fulfil his vow 1

He demanded from his household the "strange

gods which Avere in their hands" and their

trinkets, and buried them vmder a con-

spicuous terebinth-tree ; and so purified, they
set out for Bethel. It says little for the

earnestness of his own religion, that idolatry

should have been rife in his family, that his

sons should have been cruel and vindictive,

his daughters light-minded and giddy. No
doubt he found it hard to get such a set to

give up their idols, and the necessity for the

unAvelcome sacrifice may have been one hin-

drance to the fulfilment of his voav. Sur-

render of all idols—and especially of the

chief idol, self—and piu-ity, are the essentials

of communion and service to-day as they

Avere then. Our communion is more inward,

our worship more spiritual ; and our sur-

render and our purity must be proportion-

ately more inward, but Jacob's Avay must
be our Avay. If Ave are to fulfil early vows,

and to keep the noontide and evening

of our Christian life of a piece with the

morning brightness, we must yield up every

hindrance to our consecration, and offer our-

selves in thank-offering. The first step to-

Avards building God's altar is gathering to-

gether idols and treasures, and digging a hole,

and laying them all there, and covering them,

and so beginning the march purified of evil,

and lightened of worthless possessions.

And such surrender and consequent fulfil-

ment of early vows aa^II ever be rcAvarded

as it was in Jacob's case. I Avonder what he

thought of his negligence, Avhen he saw the

stone that he had reared so many years ago,

and forgotten so long. He received a re-

newed vision of God, a confirmation of the

name of Israel and enlarged promises. So
the old man's vision is better and more
glorious than the young man's dream. One
Avas by night, the other by day. One had a

narroAver promise, applicable to himself, and
concerned mainly Avith earthly blessings ; the

other embraces the future of his people and
expands to mysterious hopes. It is possible

for aged eyes to see more brightness than Avas

flashed on the eager eyes of youth. If Ave

hold communion with God in glad self-sur-

render, the Bethel Avhich was the scene of

the glad visions and ardent voavs of our early

days, Avill still be a house of God to us in our

old age, where we may receive larger pro-

mises and joyfully fulfil the pledges Ave gave

to Him who has more than fulfilled His pro-

mises to us.

May 24th.

Eead Psalm xl., and Eom. vi. 12—end.

WILLING CONSECRATION.

" Amasiah AA'illingly offered himself unto

the Lord" (2 Chron. xvii. 16). This is

the sole record of this man. The name
occurs in a list of the chief officers in
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the army of King Jehoshaphat—all of them
utterly unknown. We see Amasiah for a

moment. He swims out of the darkness like a

little star across the field of a telescope,

passes and is no more seen. We do not

know what he did to deserve this eidogium.

Perhaps there may have been some special

deed of heroism
;
perhaps, while the rest were

pressed men, he was a volunteer, and flung

himself into the fight "to the Lord," regard-

ing the King's cause as God's. It matters

not. Blessed he whose life can be summed
in that one sentence, by which he shall be

known for ever !

Such cheerful self-surrender is the sum of

all religion. We have here an antique form
of piety, very strange to us. Amasiah's

surrender to God expressed itself in daring

courage on the field, and willingness to fling

away life on the enemies' spears, like those

wild warriors in the Soudan to-day. But,

however unfamiliar the form, the under-

lying spirit must not be strange to us, if we
are to have any religion at all. Glad, willing

consecration of myself to God is the inmost

heart of religion. The constant submission

of my will, which is myself, the constant

reference to God, and the all-mastering love

which, kindled by His great love, makes
submission delight and the thought of Him
better than life ;—these are at the bottom
of all true religion to-day and ever. Yield

thyself, in glad spontaneous obedience, to the

Great Will, and say, " Here am I, send me.
Whether to do or suffer, I am ready; move me
as a pawn on thy board, no matter how or

where." Each man must, like Amasiah, be
priest and sacrifice, offered and offering.

Each man must be a willing offerer and a

willing offering. The cords of love must
bind the sacrifice to the horns of the altar

;

there must be no pressed men in God's army.
The will is the man, and not unless the will

freely and even gladly consents to the sacri-

fice can any man ofier himself to God. A
grudging gift is no gift. We can stretch out

our hands across the centuries to this shadowy
hero, and recognise in him the same absolute

self-devotion which is the life of Christianity.

This glad consecration may hallow and be
expressed by all life. We do not know how
it was shown by Amasiah. No details are

given or needed. The spirit of the life is

all-important ; the specific actions are less so.

This one sentence is the essence of it all, the

one drop distilled out of a thousand rose-

petals. How httle the different events will

matter if this is the meaning of them all

!

How blessed oiir lives will be, how calm and

beautiful, if these words may describe them !

Trivial things will be greatened ; small
sorrows, which irritate like gnats' bites, will

be soothed. From greater sorrows the poison
will be sucked ; notluug will be monotonous,
nothing repulsive. We shall need no infe-

rior motives to keep us at our work; the
soul will be stimulated to intenscr activitj^

;

the wheels will revolve faster and smoother

;

life will be filled with new meaning and new
beauty, and ourselves will rise to nobler
stature and carry calmer and richer hearts.

Could Amasiah's epitaph be ours 1 Would
this sentence be the condensation of my
life?

This glad consecration is accepted by God.
This eulogium may be called God's recogni-

tion of Amasiah's ser'vice. He accepts im-

perfect consecration, and never grudges
praise. There are a great many incomplete

gifts on God's altar, and much lies there, not
without His smile, Avhich many of us would
scarcely accept if brought to us, so stained

and marred are our gifts of love and devo-

tion. We see strange collections of worthless

gifts hanging in some saints' shrines, and
wonder that such " rubbish " is allowed

there. God gladly accepts much which
many of us would hastily sweep away. And
even deeds of which the doers know only too

well the flaws are counted by Him " an
odour of a sweet smell."

God, then, remembers our poor service.

This old-world warrior's deeds of daring de-

votion are written in no chronicle, and have

faded for ever from human memory, as we
and ours will do sooner or later. But what
the world may say about us matters little,

so long as we " receive " that " praise from
God," which is one of His most wonderful

promises to sinful men who give themselves

to Christ. Whether our names be "s\T.itten

in any other book matters notliing, so long

as they *' are written in the Lamb's book of

life." Let us seek to have that same sentence

as the Divine summary of our lives, seeing

that we have in Christ's willing offering of

Himself for us the most powerfid of all

reasons for our -sWlhngly offering ourselves

to the Lord.

May 31st.

Read Psalm xxii. and Matthew xxvii. 26—37.

SEEING WHICH IS NOT SEEING.

" Sitting down they watched him there
"

(Matthew xxvii. 36). We rightly fix our

eyes on the central figure on the cross

with absorbing attention, and are apt to
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pass by the subordinate persons abnost un-

noticed. And yet much may be learned from

them.
These soldiers—four in number, as we are

told by St. John—had probably joined in

their comrades' brutal mockery, had done the

executioner's work of nailing the sufferers

to the crosses which they then reared and

fixed ) they had divided the poor plunder

of his clothes, and then, their work done, had
.sat stolidly down to prevent disturbance or

rescue, and wait unconcernedly till death

came. It is a strange thought that these four

legionaries were so close for hours to the

greatest event in the world's history, and

gazed at it and Him Avith lack-lustre eyes, and

saw nothing.

As we look at them looking at Him, we
are reminded once again of men's ignorance

of the true meaning and outcome of their

deeds. These four were shut out in all pro-

bability by diversity of language from com-

munication with the fierce crowd around

them. They were accustomed to crucif}'

rebels. This was to them only one more
execution of a ver}' familiar sort. They
simply did Avhat they were bid, \A\h. no feel-

ing and no knowledge. Think of how coolly

and carelessly a corporal's guard of English

soldiers would carrj- out the death sentence

on some Hindoo rebel against our authority.

So did these men. How little they knew
what they had done ! They marched back

to their barracks and went quietly to sleep

that night, all unconscious that they had been

actors in the most stupendous miracle, the

blackest crime, and the Divinest mercy in the

world's history.

So blind are we all, though in less extreme
We never can tell what will come of

our actions. We seldom know their real

importance till they are past. We are like

men sowuag seeds in the dark. "Thou
sowest not that body that shall be." There-

fore the plain conclusion is—leave all ques-

tions about results alone, and be not con-

cerned as to Avhat " body " it may " please
"

God to "give" the seed Ave sow. We have
only to concern ourselves about this end of

the chain, and to make sure that the motive

from Avhich the action springs is right. Let

the other end Avhich Avas beyond our sight

be cared for by Him.
We learn, too, the consoling lesson that

Responsibility is limited by KnoAvledge.

While the accomplices in Christ's death were
guilty in varying degrees, singularly enough
these very soldiers who actually crucified him
Avere the least guilty. The hammer that

degrees

drove the nails into His palms was scarcely

more of a tool than the men who used it in

mechanical obedience and ignorance. In so

far as they might have known and did not,

their ignorance Avas sin, but in so far as their

act Avas ignorant, their act AA^as innocent.

Pilate, Avho kncAv that he Avas shedding inno-

cent blood, had hands fouler, for all his wash-

ing, than theirs, and the darkest guilt lay on
the soul of the traitor who had walked in the

light, and of the rulers AA^ho had shut their

eyes against it. Surely for these rude and
blind souls the whole poAver of His dying
prayer availed, and they were forgiven, not

knoAving what they did. Let us then think

Avith thankfulness of the "pure eyes and
perfect judgment" of Him Avho knoAvs the

depth of our ignorance, and refrain from
pronouncing on our brother's criminality,

since Ave know not hoAV thickly his soul may
ha\'e been shrouded in darkness, and hoAv

innocent he ma}^ haA'e been even in doing a

hideous crime.

Again we see in these four stolid gazers how
possible it is to look at Christ's sufferings and
not see them. For long hours they sat and
gazed at that spectacle of divinest love, which
has draAATi hearts to it ever since in a rapture

of devotion and a passion of love ; into which
angels desire to look ; and all which they saAv

Avas a dying JeAv. They gambled for His

robe ; they AA-aited Avearily for His death.

They saAv it all, and they saAv nothing.

So we may look at Christ's cross and see

only a dying man. Many among us look

Avith as little of emotion or faith or personal

interest as His unconcerned executioners did.

We say, " We see." Do we see there what
is there—the Lamb of God dying for the sins

of each of us, a more spotless and a more
Avilling sacrifice than Isaac's, and given up to

death by a more Avonderful parental sur-

render than Abi^aham's ? Do we see there

the ground of all our hope, the source of all

our peace, the pattern of our lives % Look-
ing, do our hearts fill with thankfulness and
melt in love ? And as Ave turn away, do Ave

bear the picture of that dying love persisting

on our mind's eye, as a man may do who has

gazed at the sun, and Avhen he looks aAvay

still sees the flaming disc ? Many there be
Avho think they see and are blind. None are

so blind as those " before AA'hose eyes Jesus

has been openly set forth crucified," and AAdio

have looked with languid gaze all their

lives. Let us pray that our eyes may be

purged, and that a^'c may indeed behold

that dying Lord who takes away the sin of

the world !
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CHAPTER XXI.—AN INVITATION.

f^r^O the legal mind nothing, no doubt, can
J- appear more monstrous than that Philip

Langton, being in the position of her dead
father's executor and her own guardian,

should have been persuaded to hand over to

Hester Darrell, a girl yet in her teens, so

large a proportion of the money which he
had in trust for her; on the other hand,

some things occasionally seem quite natural

to the legal mind which to that of the general

public appear prodigious and abnormal
enough.

It must be remembered, moreover, that

Langton's relation to Hester was not merely
that of guardian to ward. He had known her
all her life, and regarded her with a devotion
only second to that of her father himself, in

whose position he now stood. It was a

positive pleasure to him to indulge her, and
a proportionate pain (only he had never tried

it) to deny her anything she desired. I am
inclined to think, indeed, that there is no
limit to the folly which a man of Philip

Langton's character is capable of committing
to oblige a young and beautiful girl, who
looks up to him with artless aftection as to

her only friend and protector. Of business

matters, to say truth, he knew very little

more than Hester, and found a difficulty

in interesting himself in them, which to

nine-tenths of his sex would have been in-

explicable, while on money itself he set so

small a store as in the opinion of most people
would have qualified him for a lunatic

asylum. He had a strong sense of legal

right which caused him, as we have seen, to

propose to himself some immediate means of

making good to Hester the loss that she Avas

about to sustain through his own good
nature, but, that provision being effected,

the matter Avas likely to trouble his Serene
Executorship but very little. His chief

solicitude, indeed, was that it should not
trouble Hester, who, had she been aware of

the legal aspect of the affair, would certainly

never have made a request that placed such
a huge personal responsibility upon Lang-
ton's shoulders. To her uninstructed mind
it seemed as though she was only asking an
advance of what was already her own, and
in respect to v.'hich nobody but herself

could be the loser.

XXVI—24

On the other hand, it was a great comfort to
Langton to know that this was not the case,

and that, in reality, she was asking nothing
that could hurt herself but only him. It is

probable, indeed, that the whole transaction
would even have given him pleasure, but for

the doubts he had in his own mind as to the
necessity of the money being advanced at

all. As to the object to whicli it was to be
applied, it was impossible under the circum-
stances to question the girl with any particu-

larity ; the claim, whatever it was, evidently
appealed to her sense of honour rather than
to that of right ; but in the interview which,
as had been agreed on, followed that in

which her request was made, Langton did

make an effort to assure himself that she

was not at least the victim to a fraud.
" When a man dies, my dear Hester, at-

tempts are often made to obtain money upon
his account from his friends, Avhich would
never have been made to himself. I do hope
that you are well convinced of the justice of

the present demand, and especially that you
are not acceding to it upon the bare word of

any individual."

"I have written proofs of it, Mr. Lang-
ton," answered Hester gravely, " in my dear
father's OAvn handwriting."

Her pale face flushed to her forehead, and
her voice trembled as she spoke. Langton
felt himself a "wretch for having caused her

such obvious distress of mind, and, even if

her words and tone had not fully corrobo-

rated his previous view of the matter, would
have abstained from putting another question

to her.

" You shall have the money in a few days,"

he answered gently ; " it is unnecessary to

say another word about it."

"If I do not again allude to it, dear Mr.
Langton," she replied, while the tears rushed
to her eyes, " it is not, be sure, because I do
not understand the unusual, possibly even the

unexampled, trust you have thus placed in my
bare Avord. The gratitude that I feel towards
you, you on the other hand can never under-

stand, because you do not know how heavy
is the load that your generous delicacy has

thus lifted from my heart. There are circum-

stances Avhich prevent me from treating you
in this matter with the frankness and candour
that you deserve, but henceforth, and in all

things else, I shall come to you for help and
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counsel as dear papa bade me do with al-

most his last breath."
" I hope so ; indeed, I hope so," was the

earnest reply.

" It is not much of a guerdon for your
great kindness," she continued, with a smile,

" that I should thus impose upon you the

task of adviser to a

girl."

"It

young and foolish

will, nevertheless," he answered
gravely, " be a very great pleasure to me, and
the sooner I undertake the duties of my
position the better. You have had many
communications from your father's friends

no doubt. Have any of them suggested a

plan for your future life 1
"

" Many of them have been very kind, most
kind," said Hester warmly. " It seemed
that every one strove to express, at dear

papa's funeral, some tender recollection of

him."
*' If you refer to the wreaths that were so

bountifully bestoAved on that occasion," said

Langton drily, " they are blossoms, my dear

girl, I regret to say, of a kind that do not

bear much fruit."

" Still, what could friends do more, or

what more would I have had them do ? Even
if I had been much poorer than I am, dear

Mr. Langton, I should never have dreamt of

asking
"

" Of course not, of course not," interrupted

Langton with a guilty recollection of that

appeal of his to Lord Buttermere. " You
would no more have thought of asking them
to help than they of offering it ; one cannot

put the case much stronger than that."

Hester looked up at him a little puzzled,

then went on unconscious of the sarcasm.
" The kindness of some of them I shall never

forget," she continued; "Mrs. West has been

a second mother to me."
" Quite true," said Langton, with enthu-

siasm, " one in a thousand, one in ten thou-

sand."
" And her girls have been as sisters."

"That is not to be wondered at—I mean,"
observed Langton, correcting himself, " that

they are excellent girls, capital girls."

" This house has been my home for

weeks,", continued Hester with emotion.
" Consider Avhat a guest I have been, bowed
down by grief, and of necessity the most
cheerless of companions. Yet they have

never suffered me to feel that I have worn
out my welcome. Nay more, Mrs. "West has

even offered that I should remain with her

indefinitely, a thing not to be thought of,

perhaps, in any case, however tempting the

offer might have seemed to me, but now, of

course, quite out of the question."
" You mean that you could not bear your

share of even their moderate housekeeping,"

observed Langton thoughtfully, and wonder-
ing to himself if such an arrangement , was
within his means, and if so, whether it could

be made without her knowledge.
" Of course not. Pray do not suppose, my

dear Mr. Langton, that I have not the

courage to look my future in the face. It

will, I know, be something altogether differ-

ent from my past. Since I have been here

I have now and then accompanied Grace and
Marion in their visits to poor people. I am
ashamed to say that it was a new world to

me, and I am infinitely obliged to them for

my introduction to it. I now know that

that is the real world, and that the one in

which I have been living is an exceptional

state of existence. There are people all

around me, to whom the money Avhich is

still left to me would seem like opulence;

people who, when they are hungry, have not

enough even of bread to eat ; who when
they are cold, lack clothes and firing ; who,
when they are sick, have not the means to

purchase the most ordinary comforts. Do
not pity me, Mr. Langton, for I may honestly

say that save for that other loss (wherein I

claim kin with the most miserable) how for-

tunate by contrast with that of thousands of

my fellow-creatures is my OAvn lot, and how
little reason I have to repine at it."

" But, my dear Hester, these poor people

—though indeed you are quite right to pity

them—are after all, in a manner, used to it."

"Do not say that, dear Mr. Langton,"

pleaded Hester earnestly. " Do not do violence

to your noble nature by imitating the cuckoo

note of the harsh and selfish. Do you think

that anything can make a mother used to

the sight of her children lacking bread, or in

pain, without the means of mitigating it, or

pining for the fresh air that she has no means
of purchasing for them ? Is it not enough
that we should turn our ears away from the

cry of the poor, without making light of the

misery that extorts it ?

"

Langton gazed at Hester with amazement.
He had given her the credit that men usually

give to girls they think well of, for tender

and charitable thoughts. That she should

be grave, sorrowful, and even devout, was
under the circumstance to be expected ; but

the earnestness and enthusiasm she was ex-

hibiting were altogether unlocked for.

She had never seemed to him so gentle

and so pure, or, as he expressed it to himself,
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so like a saint, as she looked in her deep

mourning, but he had set it all down to the

misery of her own condition, and to the sense

of her personal calamity. That she shoidd

be taking these larger views of life at a time

Avhen her own share of it was being so nar-

rowed astounded him. As he gazed at her

with wondering eyes, it struck him for the

first time that there was a change in her

face, beyond Avhat was to be accounted for

by the circumstances of her new position.

Could this have been wholly caused by the

mere fact of her having visited a few poor

folks, as he understood in a vague way, it

was customary for some young ladies to do 1

Or was it not, more likely, owing to some ex-

perience of another kind, perhaps in connec-

tion with the disposal of the sum for which
she had appealed to him, and wliich might
have thrown her thoughts out of their usual

groove ? For the moment it even struck

him that in her highly wrought and abnor-

mal state of mind, it was not unlikely that

she was contemplating a retirement from the

world and devoting herself to deeds of charity.

Whether such a course was right or not, he

felt certain that she was at present in a state

of mind very unsuitable for a decision so

important.
" You must forgive me, Hester," he an-

swered gravely, " if my feelings of duty to-

wards my fellow-creatures are just now a

little more I'estricted than they should be by
reason of the more immediate duty to your-

self, which, as you have just said, has been
imposed upon me by your dead father. In
granting you, as you have admitted, so much
more than you had any reason to expect, I

have not forfeited my authority over you,

remember, in other respects. I have no
desire to pry into your secrets, I have waived
my right to do so in one instance

"

" I know it, I know it," she interrupted

vehemently, " and for that generous absti-

nence I am your debtor to my life's end.

Whatever course it may please you to advise

me to take, you will not find me disobedient,

it is the least I can do in return for the trust

you have placed in me. Do not fear that I

shall give you any further trouble."

"There is a good girl," replied Langton
with a great sigh of relief. The observation,

as he felt, was short of the occasion, and even
slightly ridiculous, but it conveyed his feel-

ings. " And now, since remaining with Mrs.
West seems out of the question, has any
alternative since suggested itself to you 1

"

" I have had an invitation from my aunt
Elizabeth," said Hester slowly.

" What, from Lady Barton ? " exclaimed
Langton, smiling. " That goes far indeed to

restoz^e the average. If one overrates the
good in some persons one underrates it in

others. She probably knew, however, that
she was making a proposal that would never
be accepted."

"I should be sorry to think that," said

Hester gravely. "Her note Avas curt and
strange enough, yet I think it was sincere ;.

you shall, however, judge for yourself." She
took from her desk an envelope containing
two enclosures, and handed him one of them.

" Dear Niece,

"I am truly sorry to hear of the
calamity that has befallen you. I know no-

thing, of course, of the state of your affairs.

It is probable that among your many friends

you will find a home in every w^ay more
agreeable to you than Medbury ; but if this

should not happen to be the case you may
count upon me to give you a genuine
welcome.

"Yours sincerely,

"Elizabeth Barton."

" Stiff enough, indeed," was Langton's

comment, " and yet I agree with you that

her ladyship means what she says. It is

very unfortunate that there should have been
so wide a breach between you, and for so

long."

"You are tliinking, of course, what dear

papa would have wished me to do," said

Hester gently. "It is very curious, but

Avithin a few days of his death he conversed

with me upon this very subject : if anything

should happen to him, he bade me remember
that it was not his wish that I should reject

any overture from Aunt Elizabeth. It was
really almost as if he foresaw " She
turned away her head and finished the sen-

tence with a sigh.

Langton sighed also, but for another

reason ; it was clear to him that the Colonel

had not only " almost " but quite foreseen

what was about to happen, and had made his

arrangements accordingly.
" This, of course, leaves you free to act,

Hester, in accordance with, your OAvn views

in the matter," observed Langton thought-

fully. "You acknowledged her ladyship's

letter, I suppose ?

"

" Yes ; and asked for time to consider

her kind offer. I felt I was not just then in

a fit condition to decide upon a matter, to

me, so momentous, and also that the disposal

of mvself was not in my own hands. How-
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ever wilfully I may seem to have behaved,

dear Mr. Langton," she added with a smile, " I

had still, you see, some instinct of obedience."
" You do what is right quite naturally, my

dear girl," said Langton gravely, "just as

other people quite naturally do what is

wrong. It was immensely to your credit,

however, that you took your aunt's letter in

such good part. It is not, I must say, a very

pressing invitation, and considering not only

what it says, but what it avoids saying

—

though, to be sure, when a topic cannot be

handled properly it is better perhaps to avoid

it altogether
"

" You are praising me as usual much too

much, dear Mr. Langton," interrupted Hester

with a quick flush (for the allusion to her

father's estrana;ement from his kindred Avas

painful to her), " and this time under especi-

ally false pretences. I must tell you, that

with my aunt's note came this letter from my
cousin Maria, which, as you will perceive,

makes ample amends for any shortcomings

on the part of her mother. I have seen her

but twice in my life, yet you see she writes

to me as if we were old friends as well as

relatives."

" My dear Hester,
"The news that has come to-day

distresses me beyond expression, and you
have never been out of my thoughts since it

arrived. I have had such ""ew opportunities

of seeing you, and I am m iself such an in-

significant personage, thakit almost seems
necessary to recall myself to your remem-
brance. I am the only relative except my
mother, dear Hester, that you have in the

world; do, do let me show to you that it

is the same blood that runs in our veins.

That you will be welcome under many a roof

there is no doubt, but is not this, dear cousin,

your natural home 1

"We are very quiet at Medbury; here

you can indulge your grief to your bruised

heart's content, and will find, believe me, the

deepest, truest sympathy. It will be such

an excessive comfort to me to have you with

us, that I dare to think you may yourself

receive some of its overflow. It sounds

egotistic and presumptuous enough to say so,

but love has made me bold. My mother is

writing to you by the same post; if her

words sound formal remember that she has

never had the happiness of knowing you, as

I have had, and I am quite sure that the

wish she expresses to see you is sincere. I

cannot expect that for the present you will

promise more than to give Medbury and me

a trial ; but at all events, dear Hester, come
to us till you shall have made some arrange-

ments for your future. I could write much
more, but refrain from doing so, for I think

you know what my heart would say to your

heart. AVith the deepest sympathy,
" I am your affectionate cousin,

"IVlARiA Barton."

"That is an excellent girl," exclaimed

Langton Avarmly; "no matter what stock

she comes from."
" Then you would advise me, as she says,

to ' try Medbury ?
'
" inquired Hester smiling.

" Well, yes," was the hesitating reply.

"There is one thing, however, that has to be

considered. You are placed, my dear girl,

though partly by your own act, in a very

different position in the world from that

which you might have been reasonably ex-

pected to occupy."
" You mean that when Lady Barton wrote

to me she thought she was inviting a guest,

and not a poor relation."

The colour rushed into Langton's face.

" You put it with painful plainness, my dear

Hester. As your father's friend, and your
guardian, it is my duty, remember, to see

that you are not exposed to humiliations."

Hester was touched to her heart's core
;

she felt that no young knight of old had ever

laid lance in rest for his lady love more
loyally than th^s middle-aged gentleman of

Pull Mall was doing for his dead fiiend's

daughter.
" There is no fear of that," she said softly,

taking his hand and pressing it in both of

hers. " There should be no fear of anything

for me since I have a friend like you."

CHAPTER XXII.—CUTTING HER CABLE.

AVe live rapidly during great events. A
single important experience often teaches us

more than we have learned in all our lives

before, and sometimes the contrary of what
we have learnt. The rude hand of adversity,

in particular, will tear a veil from our eyes,

which, but for it, they would have worn,

perhaps, from the cradle to the grave. The
majority of people in what are called "good
circumstances," have a certain unctuous,

comfortable way of looking at things, which
always gives me pleasure, because it proves

to me that they have no real knowledge of

misfortune. According to these cheerful

philosophers, "people are really uncommonly
kind;" one's friends "will do anything for

one;" and their little world of acquaintances

seems knit together (and especially to them)
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by irrefragable bands. Even shoukl any
strain take place they flatter themselves that

these will prove elastic ; a " solution of con-

tinuity" in any one of them—far less the

whole lot of them, snapping short off together

—never enters into their mind. They cannot

conceive a state of affairs where the tide of

friendship, instead of greeting them with its

accustomed music and sparkle, goes right out,

leaving them at dead low-water—and never
comes back again.

Of such a melancholy fact Hester Darrell

had certainly had at present no loiowledge,

and yet, as Philip Langton had said to him-
self, there was a change in her not to be

accounted for by the mere domestic calamity

that had befallen her. Her father's death
had, indeed, been something more than an
ordinary misfortune of the same nature ; it

had been a catastrophe, and might naturally

enough have made an impression deep and
lasting upon her mind. Such occurrences,

however, are after all in the course of nature,

and their usual effect is merely to depress,

though sometimes, alas ! to overwhelm for

ever. In Hester's case the blow had fallen

with terrific force, and at first had utterly

prostrated her ; but there was no prostration

now. She was looking life in the face almost,

as it were, before there was any necessity for

it, and with the utmost calmness and resolu-

tion.

Langton was not the only one who had
observed this, for other loving eyes were
Avatching her closely. Mrs. West, being a

woman, regarded her, of course, from another
point of view, but she v/as equally puzzled.

The advice, Cherchez lafemme, has its counter-

part with the other sex. When anything
inexplicable affects one of them her female
friends instinctively look for "the man."
Without taking Mrs. West into his con-

fidence with respect to detail, Mr. Langton
had a little private conference with her upon
Hester's affairs. She showed much distress

and amazement at finding she was left so

badly oft".

"I am afraid," she said, with a mixture of

pity and indignation that was very charac-

teristic, " the poor Colonel must have been a

much more selfish man than any of us had
any idea of."

" If you knew all—though I do not deny he
has been much to blame—I do not think you
would say that," observed Langton gently.

" At all events we have only to do Avith

the living," returned Mrs. West after a pause.

She would have dearly liked, as she after-

wards observed, to have heard what the

counsel for the defence might have to say,

but she respected the other's silence. " The
question is, What is to be done with our dear
Hester 1 I hope she feels that this house is

her home as long as she pleases to make it so."

"She feels everything she ought to feel

with respect to you and yours, Mrs. West
;

but she has a very independent spirit. Her
quiet and resolute way of looking at things,

indeed, amazes me."
"And me," said Mrs. West significantly.

" You and I are not young people, Mr. Lang-
ton, and are therefore aware how differently

things turn out to all human expectation
;

but to her, remember, all that has lately

happened must seem very strange. Her
father has been suddenly taken fr-om her, her
fortunes have collapsed ; the very thing she
was apprehensive about—the being sold to

the highest bidder
"

" You do the Colonel wrong, Mrs. West,"
interrupted Langton gravely. "That was
never intended."

"At all events, she was not to be a free

agent in a matter," persisted Mrs. West,
" where all girls svich as Hester wish to be
free. She has lost at one blow both her hopes
and fears."

" True ; and now that life-long estrange-

ment from her father's family seems suddenly
about to be exchanged for intimacy. As you
say," added Langton thoughtfully, "these
things are perhaps sufficient to have made a

revolution in any girl's character."

"Nay, I did r it say they were sufficient,

Mr. Langton, tl ugh they, no doubt, have
affected her very seriously."

" You think, then, there is something more
—that something else has happened to her,

the facts of which are not before us."
" I don't know what has happened, but I

do think she has some secret of her own—

a

woman's secret."

"You mean that she is in love. Good
heavens ! not with that man Mason, I do
hope !"

" No, I have already told you that she

does not care for him. That he would have
won her if he could, I am pei'suaded ; nor

did he lose time in wooing her. He sent his

aunt, Mrs. Brabazon, to plead for him—at

least, that is my conviction—and by that

means obtained an interview almost before

the poor girl's tears for her father's loss were
dried, but I again repeat, that in my opinion

nothing came of it."

" He would not have been so precipitate,"

observed Langton bitterly, "if he had known
how ill off the poor girl was left."
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" Pardon me, my dear sir, I think you are

wrong there. The gentleman in question

may be all you think him to be, and even

worse ; and yet he may be genuinely in

love."

"With himself," was the curt rejoinder.

* Of course, with himself first ; that is the

case with many of your sex : if we women can

only make sure of the second place in a man's

heart, we are generally quite content."

"How on earth could she have been
induced to see him at all ? " mused Langton
with irritation: his mind was too preoccupied

to concern itself with any abstract question.
" I cannot tell, unless it was through his

aunt's representations. I only know that he

came, he saw, and did not conquer."

"Then what is your explanation of the

change in Hester's character 1

"

" I have none to give, but only an hypo-

thesis. I think during the last two months
she has seen some one who has found his way
to her heart. There was, perhaps, no great

likelihood under any circumstances of any-

thing coming of it, but that is a very different

thing from there being no possible chance of

such an issue. And now, as she says to

herself, and sees for herself, there is no
chance. The reason why she takes adversity

so calmly is because all other misfortunes

have become subordinate to this one. That
is why she says to you, ' Do with me as you
will. I will go to the Bartons or anywhere
else ; it is all one to me.'

"

" But before this happened," urged Lang-
ton, " I mean before the Colonel's death,

Hester seems to have taken up with other

things than those to which she had been
accustomed, visiting the poor, for instance."

" That is because she has beed thrown of

late so much with my girls. We are not

people of fashion, you know. Grace and
Marion have always considered themselves

of the same clay as other people, and not of

egg-shell china. Hester has fallen into their

ways; they please her, i^erhaps I may be
allowed to say because she shares with them
the same charitable and womanly instincts.

I should not wonder if in her new position

she pushed them somewhat to extremity.

The best actions of us women have more
often a personal motive than those of men.
This is especially the case with young ladies

who become, as Mrs. Brabazon calls them,

the Brides of the Church."
"But surely Hester will never take up

with Mrs. Brabazon's tomfooleries," exclaimed
Langton apprehensively.

" Certainly not, she will be genuine in all

she does, and never self-conscious or demon-
strative ; it is probable that she will be
always Hester Darrell, and yet not the same
Hester Darrell that you and I know."

" I can't fancy her changing for the better,"

remarked Langton simply.
" You are far too impressionable to be any

young lady's guardian, Mr. Langton," ob-

served Mrs. West with an irrepressible smile.
" Nevertheless I will go so far as to admit
that I cannot fancy Hester's changing for the

worse."

However the views of Mr. Langton and
Mrs. West might differ—and they did differ

—as to the cause of change in Hester, they

were at one in their affection for her. She
recognised it to the uttermost and was grate-

ful to them from the bottom of her heart

;

but for the present she was unconscious of

the rarity of such friendship. In a very
short time—for there is no bad news, that

flies so quickly as that which is euphoniously

termed " a reverse of fortune "—she learnt the

difference, which so many of us living in our
fool's paradise never discover, between fair-

weather friends and all-weather friends. The
former, in Hester's case, were very numerous.
A hundred fine ladies of fashion had kissed

her and called her their "dear girl," and
professed their readiness to be mothers to

her ; their daughters had made overtures to

her of eternal friendship ; their sons had flung

themselves at her feet and lisped devotion.

Yet only two persons out of all this multitude

henceforth thought it Avorth while to recall

themselves to her existence, and even these

—

though it was in fact the cause of their com-
municating with her at all—were careful to

ignore her reverse of fortune.

Mrs. Brabazon wrote to say that she had
suddenly resolved to accompany her nephew
to the Continent (whither, as Hester knew, he

Avas intending to set out), which would pre-

vent her, she regretted to say, from calling

to take leave of her. It was her view, that

her dear Digby having, for the present, got

safely away from the siren—she knew not

how, but probably more by good luck than

good guidance—it behoved her to cut off

her own personal communications with her

so that if her nephew should show symptoms
of a relapse, the dropped skein would be

more difficult for him to pick up. He had
shown great imprudence in paying attention

to Hester even in her former position, but to

rencAV them under her changed circumstances

would be midsummer madness.

A similar apprehension moved the mater-

nal heart of Lady Buttermere. She wrote
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fco say that their plans, as respected From-

sham, whither, in a moment of impulsive

imprudence, she had invited Hester for the

autumn, had undergone a change ; they were

all going to Scotland with dear Thirlmere,

who had taken a moor there for the season :

the pleasure that her dear girls had promised

themselves in Hester's companionship must,

therefore, be postponed.

Whether Hester saw through these par-

ticular subterfuges or not, or whether she

recognised the, fact that Society had turned

its back on her, it was difficult to say. She
never alluded to these matters in any way.

Her mental attitude, in regard to them, to the

few lookers on who thought it worth while

to note it, seemed to be one of complete

indifference. Perhaps like the dying girl in

the ballad :
" All these things had ceased to

be with her desire of life ;
" that is of the life

that she had hitherto lived and which she

had utterly done with.

It is only when Ave are prosperous that

mere annoyances and slight disaj^pointments

have power to harm us. To him who has re-

ceived a mortal wound it is of comparatively

small consequence that the rain falls on him,

or that the wind visits his cheek too roughly.

There was nothing, however, of despair or

morbid insensibility in Hester's case; and
though it is probable that a sense of duty to

her hostess was the motive of her smiles,

rather than any gaiety of the heart, she

was not only uncomplaining but cheerful.

On the very day of her interview with Mr.
Langton, she wrote to Lady Barton, pro-

posing, if nothing had happened to change
her kind intentions towards her, to come
down at once to Medbury ; and by return of

post received a renewal of her ladyship's invi-

tation. It was couched in terms decidedly

warmer than before, nor indeed was there

any fault to be foimd with it, save for its

studious avoidance of the name of nurse
Askell. It would unquestionably have been
a great comfort to Hester could she have
taken that faithful friend with her—dearer

to her now than ever from association with
her beloved dead—to her new home, but she

had not ventured to hope that the invitation

would include her.

" Her ladyship will have none of me, you
may be sure, Miss Hester," had been the old

woman's own words ; and besides, would it

not, she reflected, have been an arrangement
altogether incompatible with her changed
circumstances? She no longer belonged to that
class of young ladies who can go nowhere
without their maids.

Still, the hour of parting with nurse Askell
was a very bitter one for Hester ; it was like

the severance of the last strand that held to

the shore her little bark, which henceforth
was to traverse the ocean of life alone. Her
one comfort was that the old woman, thanks
to the Colonel's forethought years ago, was
well provided for; indeed, if she had only
known the truth (which Hester had carefully

concealed from her) almost as well as her
young mistress.

Then there was the "good-bye" to be
said to her " all-weather friends ;

" a sad duty,

but fortunately a short one, that sort of con-

gregation being seldom large.

" We are sorry you are going, my dear,

we don't .want you to go, and we shall be
glad to see you back again whenever you
please," said Mrs. West. A simple formula
which, however, unlike most formulas, was
dictated by her heart.

The two girls embraced her with sobs and
tears.

"You are quite like one of ourselves,"

they murmured in her ear.

" That is just what I am not, and shall

never be again," was the thought in poor
Hester's mind as she folded each to her
bosom.

At her own earnest entreaty she went
unaccompanied to the train. From Philip

Langton, to whom she had bidden adieu the

previous evening, she had concealed the time

of her departure, or else, as she was well

convinced, he would have been awaiting her

at the station to do her the last services in

his power.

She had braced up all her energies, and to

the outward eye had courage enough and to

spare ; but in truth there was no margin,

and she had elected to make this solitary

exodus to save herself from breaking do^vn.

It was a wise and prudent resolve, and one

to be recommended to all in similar circum-

stances. The platform of a railway station

is no place for the tender emotions of a fare-

well.

CHAPTER XXIII.—SPORETON JUNCTION.

Shingleton is on the north-east coast,

and, like other places in the same locality,

not approachable by train direct from town

;

that is to say there is a junction at which the

journey has to be broken. It is possible,

indeed, for great magnates like Sir Abraham
Barton to get a through carriage put on at

St. Pancras (which involves a little shunting

and some inconvenience in the way of delay

to those who have the honour of travelling
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with them by the same train) ; but the

ordinary jDassenger to Shinglcton has to turn

out " bag and baggage " at Sporeton ; of this

Hester was made duly aware by Maria. " It

is possible," she wrote, "that by using papa's

name you can get a through carriage ; but at

all events you will have no difficulties, as we
shall send to meet you at the junction."

That so much trouble should be taken
about her, distressed Hester, who felt it to be

out of place, but as for the through carriage

it was not very likely she should have got it

even if applied for, since she travelled second

class. " Every one," it is said, " travels second

class nowadays ;" but this is not quite the case.

It Avas once remarked to me by a person of

high rank that " everybody lives in the same
fashion, and that there isno difference between
the mode of life of rich people and poor

people save in the matter of superfluities

—

more curricles." Taking everj^body in the

sense of " everybody who is anybody," the

observation is a just one. People "in society"

live very much in the same way whether
they have a thousand a year or twenty thou-

sand ; there is no marked diversity in their

dinners, their a2:)parel, or their mode of

travel. And thus it happened that Hester
Darrell, whose father, as all were now agreed,

must have been as poor as a church mouse,

had never travelled second class before.

If it had been third class she would not have
been discomfited, for indeed she was far too

sensible to care twopence about such things

;

but somehow it did bring the colour to her

cheek when on arriving early on the platform

the obsequious guard flung open the door of

a first-class carriage for her as a matter of

course, and she had to tell him that she was
going second class. She blushed, not for

shame, but from the sense of the incongruity

of her apparel (though of course she was in

deep mourning) with the state of her finances.

A young lady of my acquaintance, to whom
a similar reverse of fortune had still more
suddenly happened, once observed to me (very

pathetically, as I thought), " I am ashamed
to say I have nothing but fashionable dresses

to wear;" and this was literally poor Hester's

case. There was no diminution in the guard's

politeness when informed of the state of

afiairs. Where they get it from I don't know,
whether from the ozone they imbibe in tra-

velling rapidly through the air, or from the

electricity they acquire through turning so

many metal door handles, but English rail-

way guards (I say English, for foreign railway

officials can be as oftensive as anybody else,

and more so),are the politest class of people in

the Avorld. I sometimes wish that our Gove^r^
ment officials were all compelled to serve at
least one year as guards to trains, that they
might gain at least the rudiments of polite-

ness.

" Here is a carriage, miss," he said with a
low bow, " where I will do my best to see

that you are not disturbed."

And he kept his Avord so faithfully that

she had the compartment to herself all the
way to Sporeton Junction, a favour for which
she was truly grateful ; of course it was
morally very wrong and, from an economical
point of view, madness, in Hester, to give that

guard a florin when they parted, but it is a
system which certainly works admirably and
which I fervently hope will last my time.

To be by herself and free to think her own
thoughts was just then worth many florins

to Hester.

They were not sad, or at all events not
morbid thoughts. The fresh air and the new
scenes through which she was so smoothly
hurried were like a tonic to her. Every
hamlet, every farm by the wayside, had
an attraction for her Avhich hitherto such
things had never had ; she saw in each a
microcosm—a Avorld within its nutshell as

complete and not much smaller than that in

Avhich she had been accustomed to move, and
to regard as the universe. The people in

these out-of-the-Avay dAvellings, with their

humble surroundings, lived a life as real and
probably much more useful than that to

which she had been accustomed ; they were
as dear to one another (Hester might well

have been excused for putting that reflection

even a little more strongly) and as important
in the eyes of Him Avho made them. It might
very well be possible, notwithstanding super-

ficial appearances to the contrary, that she

might be leaving her world for a better one.

OtherAvise, thought she, with an inA^oluntary

shudder, her case Avas bad indeed.

She had gone through much of late that

none of her friends guessed at, nor were
likely, thank heaven, to guess, for their know-
ledge of it would have been an humihation to

her. The experience of a lifetime had been
croAvded for her into the last feAV days, and it

had been bitter as gall. Poverty, nay, almost

dependence, had become welcome to her by
contrast Avnth it. It was only the strong in-

stinct of youth and health that prevented even
death itself from seeming preferable. Of her

old mode of life Avith all its splendour and
luxuries she Avas unfeignedly glad to have
got rid. Philip Langton and the Wests had
pitied her not Avithout cause; but though
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she was far naore deserving of pity than they

had any idea of, they were wrong as to the

cause. She regretted her separation from

tliem with all her heart, but that circum-

stances had cut her off from the sphere in

wliich she had moved with them she did not

regret. It had become hateful to her. It

was Avith a shudder that she recognised the

fact that her father had always lived in it,

and indeed had kno^vn no other. Her " dear

young papa ! " It was but a few weeks ago

that she had lost him, but it seemed an age

;

she had not forgotten him—oh, no—but his

memory was not the thing it had been ; it

was a living memory still, but it had sufiered

change ; it had lost something of reverence.

It was as though she had been taken to some

unwelcome spectacle, to which she would fain

have closed her ej'es, and had had them
forcibly opened to it.

Such revelations do not commonly take

place, save upon the death-bed, when all

things appear in their true light, save the

unfathomable mystery on the brink of which

we stand.

It is curious hoAV deep thought swalloAvs

time ; though she had omitted to bring a

book with her, Hester felt no ennui through-

out her journey. Presently, her mind, weary
of the past, strove to prefigure her future

life—an imaginative task indeed. Fortunate,

in truth, it is for all of us that the attempt

is beyond our powers ; if Hester Darrell could

have foreseen what fate had in store for her

—nay, could she but have snatched a glimpse

but a few months hence of one day's doings

—existence would have been insupportable

to her.

Suddenly, as the train slackened for the

twentieth time or so, the words rang out for

which she had been told to listen, " Sporeton

Junction, change for Shingleton." Even
then she could not shake herself quite free

of dreamland ; her thoughts reverted in a

flash (not for the first time) to the last occa-

sion on which she had stepped out of a rail-

way carriage, and to him who had been her

temporary companion—the invalided young
soldier, who had wiled away for her the hours

so pleasantly when she would otherwise have

been so feverishly impatient to meet her

father, and who had looked after her luggage,

and tried to learn her name, in vain, at

Charing Cross. Her impression of him had
not been very deep perhaps, but it had been
lasting. Again and again at balls and similar

festivities in towTi she had looked round her

in the vague hope of seeing that pleasant

face once more, which had never found a

rival. All others, to her mind, had fallen

short of it in gentleness and honesty, though
many had excelled it in mere good looks.

She was not the sort of young woman who
falls in love at first sight, even with a young
gentleman Avho has been Avounded in battle,

because he has shoAvn her a little conventional

civility ; but though she had often thought
of him, she had never mentioned the fact of

her having met him to any one, Avhich (though

she did not knoAv it herself) Avas significant.

I again repeat that she was not in love with
him ; the pain Avith Avhich she had listened to

her father's statement of his position, and of

the matrimonial destinies that Avere expected

of her, Avas not increased by her recollection

of this interesting young stranger. She Avas

quite aAvare that in all probability she Avould

never see him a second time, but this very

fact had permitted her to make of him a sort

of ideal of Avhat a man should be, to indulge

herself in innocent and tender fancies Avliich

Avould have been otherAvise reprehensible.
" This is your junction ; here you change,

miss," said the faithful guard, appearing at

the AvindoAV.

Hester stepped on to the platform and
looked about her, remembering Avhat Maria
had said of some one coming to meet her.

There Avas some one, hat in hand, within a

fcAV feet of her, the very man upon Avhom
her thoughts had been engaged one minute

ago : her Avhilom felloAV-passenger by the

tidal train.

"So I have found you at last, Miss

Darrell 1
" Avere his first eager Avords.

She felt that she Avas blushing deeply, as,

indeed, Avell she might, had his speech con-

veyed the meaning Avhich for the moment she

put upon it. As though conscious of .its

having been misconstrued he Avent on to ex-

plain himself Avith precipitation.

" My name is Drake, Captain Drake. I

am a friend and near neighbour of Lady
Barton, Avho enjoined upon me, as I was re-

turning from toAvn to-day, to act as your

convoy ; but somehoAV I had the ill-luck to

miss you at St. Pancras—a misfortune far

greater than I could have imagined since
—

"

She stopped him Avith a smile, but in a

tone that Avas earnest and significant enough.

"The reason of your failing to find me
is easily explained, Captain Drake : I am
travelling second class." She Avould fain

have added, "My fortunes have changed

since you saw me last," but the insignificance

of the occasion forbad it. Upon such a little

peg it Avas difficult to hang so important

a piece of information ; moreover, hoAV could
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it concern this almost utter stranger to know
it?

He pointed to the branch line, where their

train was already standing, and murmured
something as she thought in relation to it.

His words, at all events, were commonplace

enough, and contained not the least allusion

to the matter in her mind, and yet there was
something so sympathetic and tender in his

manner as to at once convince her that he

knew all that had happened to her, and that

it did concern him very much. He himself

seemed to think that some explanation was
needed, for after a moment's hesitation he

added, "Perhaps I should confess. Miss

Darrell, that your affairs have formed a topic

of great interest to your friends at Medbury
of late, and that I have been taken into their

confidence, though without knowing how
nearly—that is to say how personally—

I

mean," here he stammered very much indeed,
*' without, of course, my being aware that I

myself had ever had the privilege of meeting

the object of so much solicitude."

" You are very intimate, then, with the

Bartons?" answered Hester, glad as any bird

from the net to escape from so personal a

topic.

The colour rose high in the young man's

cheek as he replied, " Oh yes, we are very

near neighbours and good friends. This

way, if you please. Miss Darrell ; we are

fortunate in finding a carriage that is not

crowded ; our little train is generally full on

market days."

CHAPTER XXIV.—THE ISIAP OF THE COUNTPiY.

A RAILWAY carriage is not commonly
described as "not crowded" when it con-

tains no one save the speaker and the person

he addresses ; but it would have been a little

too much audacity, perhaps, if the young
man had congratulated himself upon getting

one quite empty, which was the case with the

compartment in which Captain Drake and

Hester Darrell now found themselves. One
cannot always say to a young lady (though

one always thinks it), " How lucky we are to

be alone together !

"

However lucky it might have been in the

present case, the cirqumstance was not with-

out its embarrassment for both parties.

Francis Drake knew that he had already

permitted himself to imply more than he

intended, and much more than he ought, and
yet felt it highly probable that opportunity

and contiguity might, in spite of himself, lead

liim still nearer to what would be to him a

very perilous position. Hester, too, was con-

scious that the heretofore harmless thoughts

that had strayed involuntarily in this young
man's direction would henceforth have danger
in them, though, indeed, as she bitterly re-

minded herself, the danger would be all on
one side. Whatever dreams she might have
indulged in with respect to her companion a

few months ago, had now been shattered by
that " shock of chance," the change in her
worldly fortunes.

"You know Medbury well, of course,"

said she, " since you tell me you live so

near it. Is it really so fine a place as it is

described to be ?

"

" A few months ago," he answered mo-
destly, " would have prevented my praising

it, for it was then my home. Since then it

has passed into the hands of your relatives,

the Bartons, through circumstances, as the

phrase goes, over which we had no control."
" I beg your pardon," murmured Hester

in distressful tones. " I had heard, indeed,

that it had been purchased from those who
had possessed it for many generations; but I

did not know "

" How should you ?" interrupted her com-

panion gently; " and if you had known, what
have we to complain of ? It is not an
exceptional trouble to lose house and land.

Others, far less able to bear reverses than I,

at least, are often far greater sufferers. You
yourself. Miss Darrell, as I understand, to my
deep sorrow, are in a similar plight ; and,

besides "—here he glanced at her black dress—"you have had a far deeper loss than

that of fortune ; whereas my father, though
cast down in spirit, for the old walls of Med-
bury comprised almost the whole world for

him is, thank Heaven, still alive. It is curious,"

he went on with tender gravity, while Hester

remained silent, from the fear that speech

would bring down the avalanche of her

tears, "that since we last met both of us

should have met with an ill-turn of fate. In

my case, indeed—I think I told you as much,
for I got quite confidential with you, you
remember "—here he smiled—" though you
would not vouchsafe me so much as your
name and address—I was even at that time

aware that matters were not flourishing with

us ; but I had no idea that I was coming
home to find my poor father on the brink of

ruin. However, he was spared the spectacle

of the old place being knocked down by

the auctioneer's hammer. Father Abraham
bought it—I beg ten thousand pardons, I

had forgotten, I mean Sir Abraham."
" Yes ? " said Hester with a smile half of

amusement, half of encouragement.
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"Well, Sir Abraham bought the castle,

stock, lock, and barrel, just as it stood, family

pictures and all, and to my mind behaved

very handsomely in the matter."
" That's why you call him Abraham, I

suppose," said Hester slyly, "because Mr.

Abraham is made to do the same thing in

the School for Scandal."
" To be sure ; I had forgotten that. Well,

no ; the fact is, the people about here do
call him Father Abraham, and one so easilj^

picks up a bad habit."
" I don't know whether I ought to ask it

of you," said Hester hesitatingly— "I mean
Avhether it is not bad taste to make inquiries

about one's OAvn connections from one who is

himself almost a stranger."
" That is unkind. Miss Darrell," put in the

young man reproacMully. " I am sure I do
not feel as if we were almost—or anything

at all approaching—strangers ; even the

common misfortune that it seems has hap-

pened to us should surely be some bond
between us."

" I did not mean to be unkind, as yow. call

it, Captain Drake," returned Hester, blush-

ing, "and I don't think I am; indeed, I fear

it is hardly right to be thus speaking con-

fidentially to you at all upon so short an
acquaintance. But though I feel it is most
kind of Sir Abraham to permit my aunt to

invite me to Medbury, the fact is I am
utterly ignorant of what sort of man he is ; I

have never set eyes upon him nor even upon
my aunt herself, and I should like to

know "

" The map of the country," interrupted her
companion; "what is more natural than such
a desire 1

"

"It is not at least an impertinent curio-

sity," faltered Hester, "but my doubt is

whether I ought to ask you to gratify it."

" Why not ? Who could be better qualified

than one who is a common friend to both
parties ? Well, Sir Abraham is a man of the

city, in which he made an immense fortune
;

and out of which I believe, but for her lady-

ship, he would never have set his foot. She
is ambitious and compelled him to stand for

Shingleton, and when he became its member
persuaded him that it was his duty to pur-

chase Medbury. I am sorry to say he does
not appreciate it so much as its late pro-

prietor. I think he would have preferred a

spick and span new residence, built under
his own supervision, with all the latest im-

provements. Still, since he went in for

antiquity, he did it thoroughly; he bought
the castle, as I have said, just as it stood,

pictures and all, and is as jealouw for its

reputation as my poor father himself. All

things considered, the two old gentlemen get

on very well together, the only ground for

dissatisfaction SirAbraham has found with his

purchase being that the family ghost (which

yo\x remember I told you we possessed) is

said to no longer walk in the great corridor.

It is a regular appendage to the establish-

ment and he contends should have been con-

veyed over to him with the other fixtures,

or rather movables. By contrast with the

lavish open-handedness of the Drakes, to

which, assisted by some unfortunate specula-

tions of his OAvn, entered into to retrieve the

family fortunes, my poor father owes his ruin,

Sir Abraham appears to our neighbours to be

somewhat close-fisted ; but this is not really

the case ; it is only that he is a practical man
and likes his money's worth, and as for our-

selves we could hardly have fallen into better

hands. He is not emotional nor sympathetic,

nor anything of that kind, but there are

many worse people in the world than Sir

Abraham Barton—do I make myself intel-

ligible as dragoman 1

"

" I beg you will not compare yourself with

a valet de jdace," said Hester, smiling. "It

seems to me you have missed your mission

and ought to be at the head of the Intelli-

gence Department. And now, for your

candour makes me bold, will you paint for

me my aunt, Lady Barton ?

"

"Ail, there you ask something that will

test my poAvers indeed," returned her com-

panion gravely. "Well, Lady Barton is a

very fine woman."
" Is not that rather like saying of one of

your own sex, into whose character some one

is inquiring, that he is very tall?" observed

Hester, smiling.
" Not precisely, I think ; the phrase, ' a

fine Avoman,' to my mind, goes far beyond
that. To begin with, a lady of that descrip-

tion has always her Avilling slaves, which
renders her masterful. Not that Lady Barton

could ever have required slaves to give her

that attribute ; she was bom with it. In

saying that, you will understand, of course,

that I am saying nothing against her."

" Of course not ; the picture I had made of

her in my mind is so far at one with that

you have drawn for me."

"If I go on, you must understand that my
portrait of your aunt may be very far from

life-like ; a man can paint a man, but rarely

a woman, and least of all one Avho is never

demonstrative, which is the case with Lady
Barton. Her feelings are very much under
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control ; I am far from suggesting that she is

what is called a hard woman ; she strikes me
as having less of hardness than her husband
(of whom I have not spoken I hope un-

favourably), but she is more reticent. I

have sometimes tliought that, notwithstand-

ing all her apparent prosperity and her evi-

dent satisfaction in it, that she has some
secret sorrow."

" Poor soul, poor soul
!

" sighed Hester
involuntarily.

"If it be so, Miss Darrell, I am sure that

it will, in your eyes, be an ample excuse for

her if—if—I scarcely know how to express

it—but her manner has some stiflhess. In

your case it is impossible but that she will

unbend when she comes to know you ; but

just at first you will think her cold. She
does not wear her heart upon her sleeve ; but

you will find your way to it."

" Your knowledge of character may be

great, but I doubt its intuition," said Hester,

laughing ;
" and as I did not ask you to read

mine, Captain Drake "—she broke off sud-

denly, attracted by an object in the land-

scape, which came opportunely into view.
" What a noble house that is under the hill

yonder
!

"

" That is Medbury—your future home, as

I hope you mean to make it."

To this friendly aspiration—expressed, too,

in tones so genuine that it certainly deserved

some acknowledgment— Hester answered

nothing ; the singular beaut} of the scene

before her, though combined, no doubt, Avith

the possible associations that it might one

day possess for herself, held her spellbound.

With two exceptions—one of which will

occur to every home-traveller, while the

other is the hereditary home of the Howards
—there is no mansion in England which,

from the railway, has so picturesque an ap-

pearance as Medbury Castle. Other fine

residences, while enhancing the beauties of

nature, fill, after all, only a secondary place

in the landscape, while Medbury dominates

it. As the train sweeps round the curve that

leads to Shingleton and the sea, the Castle sud-

denly " leaps up " (as it does in Mrs. Brown-
ing's ballad), and though forming only the

background of the picture presented to the
traveller's eye, demands his undivided admi-
ration. The noble pile is of vast extent, and
towers over the stately trees that guard it

on the east and west ; behind it rises a cliff,

in autumn (which was the season at present)

green with foliage, and only showing here and
there the glint of the chalk j but to the south,

whence the travellers were approaching it, it

unveils all its beauties ; its stately terraces,

beneath which lies the sleepy moat, pre-

served from stagnancy by a thread of run-

ning stream, its smooth and shaded lawns,

and its park studded with clumps of oak, as

old as the walls themselves, illustrate to

perfection the poet's line, " a haunt of

ancient peace."
" I have never seen anything so beauti-

ful," murmured Hester; "it is like a new
sense of enjoyment to behold it."

" True," replied the Captain, pleased by
her evident admiration ;

" and yet to my
father it offers the saddest spectacle, because
it is his home no longer. For my part I

confess I do not share his feelings ; the
place, to my mind, is too huge to admit of a
merely personal association. It seems to

me—though perhaps I should not say so if

we had not lost it—that it ought to be
public property."

" I quite understand Avhat you mean,"
said Hester, smiling, " though the sentiment
sounds socialistic."

" Yes ; I don't think Sir Abraham would
sympathize with it—but here we are at our
journey's end."

With one more turn to skirt the bank of a
little river, the train ran into the station.

On the platform, scanning with eager eyes
the foremost carriages, which happened to

be first-class ones, stood Maria. The blank
disappointment, and even pain, in her face

on not finding in them her she sought
touched Hester to the core.

"I am here, dear!" she exclaimed from
the window.

" Oh, Hester, I am so glad ! " cried the

girl, running up to the carriage door; "I
thought both you and Captain Drake had
missed the train."



COUXTEY LIFE FOR POOE TOWIT CHILDEEX.
By MRS. ELIZABETH ROSSITER.

A LARGE red-brick house with three

gables, each gable sumiounted by a

white round stone ; on one side a noble row
of chestnut-trees, intended to keep off the

east wind ; on the other an old-fashioned,

walled-in kitchen-garden ; in front a la^vn,

nearly as large as a small London square ; on

every side, as far as the eye can reach, open
fields, with abundance of trees ; and on one
spot, and only one, a group of cottages ; all

asleep in the early morning sun, except a few
pigeons perched on the points of the gables,

and just beginning a new day by a lazy sur-

vey of their domain, now and then flying

back through the open A\-indow of the room
given up to them.

About seven o'clock a bell is rung, in a

half imperative, half cheerful manner, and
in a few minutes the white blinds of the large

square windows on the first floor are pulled

up, and the windows themselves opened top

and bottom ; then the large white front doors

are opened ; then a side door ; lastly, a third

door, of a large outbuilding, being opened,

lets out, •mth a succession of "whirrs" as

they fly down from their lofty perches, some
two score chickens, of all ages and dignities,

from the tiny fledgeling running by its

mother's wing, to the magnificent rooster,

chief of the clan, who rouses nobody by his

mighty crow only because there are no
neighbours to be roused, always excepting

the big dog. Boxer, who at the appearance
of the birds comes out of his kennel, shakes

himself and his chain, takes a drink of water,

looks round leisurely, then calls out lustily

for his breakfast. The only other living

beings are all girls, too numerous to be sisters,

too lively to be scholars, too active to be at

home, too natural to be anywhere else.

About eight they go to breakfast, prefaced

by brief morning prayers, in a large room at

a long table, in the centre of which is a large

vase full of fresh wild flowers. One of the

older girls acts as " mother," pouring out the

coffee, &c. ; and when they have eaten and
drunk as much as they ^vill (for there is the
same freedom as in an ordinary family, no
limit or separate portions), each girl carries

out her cup and saucer, plate, &c., to the
still larger kitchen, through the open door of

which can be seen the old-fashioned Avell,

surrounded by wooden palings, covered by a
wooden roof, and backed by an enormous
quince-tree, the age of which is unknown to

the oldest inhabitant of the district. In this

kitchen two of the girls, called "breakfast-
girls," clear away the breakfast apparatus

;

while the others divide their time between
preparing the dinner, getting water up from
the deep well (the opening of Avhicli is firmly

covered in, leaving only a small opening,
just large enough for the pail to pass, so that

it is impossible for even the smallest child to

fall down, for the well is very deep), hunting
about the fields and hedges for eggs laid by
hens of emigrating dispositions, gathering
wild flowers, and playing about generally.

The younger children devote themselves en-

tirely to playing, and this takes very varied

forms. One of the most uncommon was
invented by a little lame girl, who found
endless pleasure in sitting on the edge of the

dust-bin to watch a hen laying an egg in one

corner.

At ten the postman's cart is heard coming;
it turns up towards the house, a quarter of a

mile from the main road, stops opposite, the

postman climbs the wire fence, crosses the

intervening meadow, is received with an in-

quiring bark by the big dog, who comes out

to examine every visitor, has a special objec-

tion to doctors and clergymen, a dislike to

farmers, a tolerance for ordinary people, and
a special liking for children ; Avhile a woman
in a bonnet (always excepting myself) excites

the fiercest howls. The children crowd round
the man of letters ; those who get any sit

down to read them ; those who don't turn

away, saying, "Never mind, I'll have one to-

morrow."
At one o'clock, dinner. Then some of the

bigger girls disappear for a long walk to the

woods to gather flowers ; or to the post, a

box in the wall at the blacksmith's shop a

mile and a half ofi". The younger ones play

about, some on the huge trees that, cut do'mi

years ago, still lie at the bottom of the field

near the gate leading to the road, some on

a swing set up between two trees ; some
read on the lawn, fairy tales being the litera-

ture most in favour. By five o'clock they

are all together on the lawn, grouped round

my easy-chair; and here, under the bright

sun, we can see them individually and collec-

tively. On a rug spread out on the grass

are three girls, about thirteen, reading ; three

younger are trying to put together a dissected

puzzle ; two are on chairs doing needlework;

one, a lame girl with two crutches, is running
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with wonderful speed round the lawn, drag-

ging the big dog along by a string ; two
others run with her to take the dog when her
" turn " is ended ; the remainder are doing
nothing in particular, except, perhaps, watch-

ing the chickens that, almost as tame as kit-

tens, wander about amongst them, looking

for young grass and stray crumbs, or the

pigeons that fly about between the house
and the big pond in the adjoining farmyard,

and circle about high above the trees. A
general and very desultory conversation goes

on, partaking largely of personal reminiscences

on the part of the children, and inquiries as

to the details of country life.

At six comes tea, either in the large room
at the long table or on the lawn, just as may
be decided at the last moment by the popular

vote. If the latter, a small table is carried

out to hold the tea-things, the meal becoming
a picnic, the children grouping themselves as

they please. Afterwards the day is ended by
a general playing about near the house, on
the lawn, or in the adjoining meadows ; and
soon after eight some one calls out, " Time
for prayer." Then, after a brief meeting in

my room, at which, after a few short prayers,

any desired change as to "sleeping partners"

is made in a committee of the whole house,

by nine o'clock the windows are closed, the

blinds pulled down, and the whole place goes

to sleep again till the morning sun warms it

once more into active life.

Who are these children ? Whence do
they come, and for what ? They are all Lon-
don children, all poor, some very poor;

mostly delicate in health, many deformed
or lame. They have come from Mile End,
Seven Dials, Islington, Paddington, Battersea,

Rotherhithe, &c., to this red-brick house,

Horsforth Park, Ingatestone, half-way be-

tween Ongar and Chelmsford, in the very
heart of rural life ; half-a-mile from the high

road, a mile and a half from the nearest

village, three miles from the nearest postage

stamp, and four miles from the nearest mut-
ton chop; to Hve, for a brief time, the life God
means children to live, a life surrounded by
the beauty of the earth and sky, with room
to breathe in and pure air to breath-e ; free

from anxiety, care, trouble, hunger, thirst,

or pain ; to learn that London is not the

world, that life may be something besides a

feverish existence of barrack-like school and
stony pavements.

It has always been recognised that country
air, sometimes sea-air, might lawfully be
given as medicine to restore health to the

sick; but when I spoke, five -and-twenty

years ago, of the right of all children to a

knowledge of nature as part of their education,

urged that it was better to see a field and
cows for a week than to read about them
for a month ; that to^vn children, if poor,

could never hope to develop all the possibi-

lities of their life without some experience of

the freedom of rural life ; that penned up
in narrow streets and imprisoned at the top

of narrow stairs, their minds and bodies are

alike starved, their bodies cramped, their

minds dwarfed, their moral sense dulled

:

then I spoke to the wind. Now, after I have
shown that the work is easy, the expense
small, the gain enormous, the public mind
has got so far as to recognise that it is more
desirable to prevent illness by food and pure

air than to cure it, and thousands of children

are sent into villages to stay with cottagers,

who receive with them something better

besides the few shillings weekly for their

board—the sense of giving hospitality to those

who need it, the pleasure of giving pleasure.

Even now, the bodily benefit of pure air is

the one object, and I am still vainly crying

in the wilderness that the poor children of

large towns have need of natui'e as a teacher

as well as a doctor; that the development
of the sense of natural beauty is an essential

of full morality.

That rural life is natural to children is, for

me, proved by the fact that the children

never thank me at going away. At parting,

they are affectionate but never thankfiil ; of

all the hundreds of children that have,

during the last seven years, been here, no
one has ever said, " Thank you." But every

Christmas, every Valentine's Day, every

Easter, brings me a shower of cards ; on St.

Patrick's Day, a bit of shamrock came to me
from an Irish girl in Saffron Hill, who sent

to Ireland for it. My birthday is remem-
bered in many parts of London by children

whom, probably, I shall never see again. I am
always delighted to find that the children

utterly forget that the house is not their

home, that they regard it as so much like

home that a formal expression of thanks for

anytliing never occurs to them. I have
printed a few of the many letters I have
received, to show how very cordially the

children and their parents feel the benefit

and pleasure of country life ; but it requires

return to the unnatural Hfe of town to re-

mind them that their pleasure was only a

glimpse of the world of beauty around them,

not their daily life ; that nature is not to

them an every-day matter.

It is with the hope that, by showing how
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easily vast good may be done at almost

nominal expenditure of money and labour,

many country houses and gardens may be

opened to poor town children when other-

wise unoccupied, that I write this paper. If

there be any fear that damage will be done,

that disorder or dishonesty Avill be troul)le-

some, I may offer my own experience to the

effect that, for many years, for seven or eight

months of each year, my daily life has been

with a constant succession of poor town girls

of all ages, received simply in order of

application from the parents, without any
inquiry as to character or habits, without any
formality of committee, or anything else,

with nothing but the writing of a letter or

two for each child, and that damage, disorder,

and dishonestyhave been absolutelyunknown.
There are no rules or regulations. The

children come by rail to Ongar, thence, five

miles by road, to the house where we meet
for the first time. In five minutes they are

playing in the fields, and for twelve days

they have the same freedom as if members of

a private family. Every alternate Tuesday,

from March to October, a party of children

may be seen leaving Liverpool Street Station

at nine in the morning, and tA^^elve days later,

on Saturday, at half-past eleven, the same
children may be seen arriving at the same
station, Avith a little less boot-leather but a

great deal more colour in their faces, and

with bunches of flowers of any magnitude,
mostly the free gift of poor cottagers who
willingly rob their own gardens for the

"London Children."

I urge this upon rich people who have
ample space to spare, because something
more is needful than mere fresh air ; it is

sympathy, enlargement of ideas, escape from
cramping ignorance of life, in a word, real

education that is wanted, and this cannot be
got except educated people take some interest

in these town children, and give them personal

companionship. I shall seem ungrateful to

all my generous friends who have so liberally

helped me, especially during the first years

when the idea was new, if I say nothing
about money ; I shall seem to be asking for

it if I do speak of it. So I will ask my
readers to believe that I leave out all ques-

tion of expense because my object is to show
with what little trouble houses may be

opened to poor children, and speak of my
own experience only as evidence of the ease

with which this may be done and the good
that would result. In this I ask, for the

poor children, only the crumbs falling from
the table of the rich children. To any one

so wishing to open their houses, I shall be

glad to give any information as to details of

what is done by us. We have lately removed
to Birchanger Hall, Bishops Stortford, but the

general arrangements remain unaltered.

EMEESON.
Bt AUGUSTINE BIRRELL, Author of "Obiter Dicta," etc.

THE life of a poet by a poet ought to

make very pretty reading, and be an

easy theme for a timid reviewer, but the life

of Emerson, even when written by Oliver

Wendell Holmes, is not, in my judgment,

easy to handle.

There are men whose charm is in their en-

tirety. Their words occasionally utter what
their looks invariably express. We read

their thoughts by the light of their smiles.

Not to see and hear these men is not to know
them, and criticism without personal know-
ledge is in their case mutilation. Those who
did know them listen in despair to the half-

hearted praise and clumsy disparagement of

critical strangers, and are apt to exclaim as

did the younger Pitt, when some extraneous

person was expressing wonder at the enor-

mous reputation of Fox, "Ah! you have
never been under thcAvand of the magician."

Of such was Ealph Waldo Emerson. When

we find so cool-brained a critic as the Ameri-

can Minister at the Court of St. James's

writing and quoting thus of Emerson :

—

"Those who heard him while their natures

were yet plastic, and their mental nerves

trembled under the slightest breath of divine

air, will never cease to feel and say :

—

' Was never eye did see that face,

Was never ear did hear that tongTje,

Was never mind did mind his grace
That ever thought the travail long;

But eyes, and ears, and every thought
Were with his sweet perfections caught ; '

"

we recognise at once that the sooner we take

off our shoes the better, for that the ground

upon which we are standing is holy. How
can we sufficiently honour the men who, in

this secular, work-a-day world, habitually

breathe

—

" An ampler ether, a diviner air,"

than ours

!

But testimony of this kind, conclusive as
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it is upon the question of Emerson's per-

sonal influence, will not always be admissible

in support of his claims as an author. In

the long run an author's only witnesses are

his own books.

In Dr. Holmes' estimate of Emerson's

books everyone must Avish to concur. These
are not the days, nor is this dry and thirsty

land of ours the place, when or where we can

afford to pass by any Avell of spiritual in-

fluence. It is matter, therefore, for rejoicing

that, in the opinion of so many good judges,

Emerson's well can never be choked up. His

essays, we are told by no less a critic than

Mr. Arnold, are the most valuable prose con-

tributions to English literature of the cen-

tury ; his letters to Mr. Carl^de carried into

all our homes the charm of a most delightful

personality ; the quaint melody of his poems
abides in many ears. He would indeed be a

churl who grudged Emerson his fame.

But when we are considering a writer so

full of intelligence as Emerson—one so re-

mote and detached from the world's bluster

and brag—it is especially incumbent upon
us to charge our own language with intelli-

gence, and to make sure that what we say is

at least truth for us.

Were we at liberty to agree with Dr.

Holmes in his unmeasured praise—did we,

in short, find Emerson full of inspiration

—

our task would be as easy as it would be

pleasant ; but not entirely agreeing with Dr.

Holmes, and somehow missing the inspira-

tion, the difficulty wc began by mentioning

presses heavily upon us.

Pleasant reading as the introductory thirty-

five pages of Dr. Holmes' book makes, we
doubt the wisdom of so very sketchy an ac-

count of Emerson's lineage and intellectual

environment. Attracted towards Emerson
everybody must be; but there are many who
have never been able to get quit of an un-

easy fear as to his " staying power." He
has seemed to some of us a little thin and
vague. A really great author dissipates all

such fears. Eead a page and they are gone.

To inquire after the intellectual health of

such a one would be an impertinence. Emer-
son hardly succeeds in inspiring this confi-

dence, but is more like a clever invalid who
says, and is encouraged by his friends to say,

brilliant things, but of whom it would be cruel

to expect prolonged mental exertion. This

gloomy and possibly distorted view is fos-

tered rather than discouraged by Dr. Holmes'
introductory pages about Boston life and in-

tellect. It does not seem to have been a very
strong place. We lack performance. It is

of small avail to write as Dr. Holmes does,

about "brilliant circles," and "literary lumi-

naries," and then to pass on, and leave the

circles circulating and the luminaries shining

in vacuo. We want to know how they were
brilliant and what they illuminated. If you
Avish me to believe that you are witty I must
really trouble you to make a joke. Dr.

Holmes' own wit, for example, is as certain

as the law of gravitation, but over all these

pages of his hangs vagueness, and we scan

them in vain for reassuring details.

"Mild orthodoxy, ripened in Unitarian

sunshine," does not sound very appetising,

though we are assured by Dr. Holmes that

it is "a very agreeable aspect of Christianity."

Emerson himself does not seem to have found
it very lively, for in 1832, after three years'

experience of the ministry of the " Second
Church " of Boston, he retires from it, not

tumultuously or with any deep feeling, but
with something very like a ya^vn. He con-

cludes his farewell sermon to his people as

follows :

—

" Havinoj said this I have said all, I have
no hostility to this institution. I am only

stating my Avant of sympathy with it."

Dr. Holmes makes short work of Emerson's

childhood. He was born in Boston on the

25th May, 1803, and used to sit upon a wall,

and drive his mother's cow to pasture. In

fact. Dr. Holmes adds nothing to what we
already knew of the quiet and blameless life

that came to its appointed end on the 27th

April, 1882. On the completion of his col-

lege education, Emerson became a student of

theology, and after a turn at teaching, Avas

ordained, in March, 1829, minister of the
" Second Church " in Boston. In September
of the same year he married ; and the death

of his young Avife in February, 1832, perhaps

quickened the doubts and disinclinations

Avhich severed his connection with his " Insti-

tution" on the 9th September, 1832. The
folloAving year he visited Europe for the first

time, and made his celebrated call upon Car-

lyle at Craigenputtock, and laid the keel of

a famous friendship. In the summer of 1834

he settled at Concord, Avhere he died. He
married again, visited England again, Avrote

essays, delivered lectures, made orations,

published poems, carried on a long and most

remarkable correspondence Avith Carlyle, en-

joyed after the most temperate and serene of

fashions many things and much happiness.

And then he died.
" Can you emit sparks ? " said the cat to

the ugly duckling in the fairy tale, and the

poor abashed creature had to admit that it
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could not. Emerson could emit sparks with

the most electrical of cats. He is all sparks

and shocks. If one were required to name
the most non-sequacious author one had ever

read I do not see how we could help nomi-

nating Emerson. But, say some of his

warmest admirers, " What then 1" " Why
not 1" "It does not matter

!

" It appears

to me to matter a great deal.

A wise author never allows his reader's

mind to be at large, but casts about from the

very first how to secure it all for himself.

He takes you
(seemingly) into

his confidence,

perhaps pre-

tends to consult

you as to the

best route, but

at all events

points out to you
the road, lying

far ahead, which
jou are to travel

in his compan}^
How carefully

does a really

greatwriter, like

Dr. NeAvman or

M. Kenan, ex-

plain to you
what he is going

to

he is

doit!
mour,
fancy.

do and how
going to

His hu-

wit, and
however

abundant the}^

may be, spring

up like wayside
flowers, and do
but adorn and
render more at-

tractive the path
along Avhich it

is his object to

conduct you. The reader's mind, interested

from the beginning, and desirous of ascer-

taining Avhether the author keeps his word,
and adheres to his plan, feels the glow of

healthy exercise, and pays a real though
unconscious attention. But Emerson makes
no terms with his readers—he gives them
neither thread nor clue, and thus robs them
of one of the keenest pleasures of reading

;

the being beforehand with your author,- and
going shares with him in his own thoughts.

If it be said that it is manifestly unfair to

compare a mystical writer like Emerson Avith

XXVI—25

a polemical or historical one, I am not con-

cerned to ansAver the objection, for let the

comparison be made AA'ith Avhom you will,

the unparalleled non-sequaciousness of Emer-
son is as certain as the Coreggiosity of Cor-

eggio. You never knoAv Avhat he Avail be at.

His sentences fall over you in glittering cas-

cades, l^eautiful and bright, and for the

moment refreshing, but after a A^ery brief

AA'hile the mind, having nothing to do on its

OAvn account but to remain Avide open, and
see Avhat Emerson sends it, groAvs first restive

and then torpid.

Admiration
gives Avay to

astonishment,
astonishment to

beAvilderment,
and beAvilder-

ment to stupe-

faction.

" Xapoleon is

not a man, but
a system," once
said, in her most
i m p r e s s i v e

tones, Madame
de Stael to Sir

James Mackin-
tosh, across a

dinner-table.
"Magnificent!"
murmured Sir

James. " But
what does she

mean ?
" Avhis-

pered one of

those hopelessly

commonplac e

creatures Avho,

like the present

writer, go about
spoiling every-

thing.
"" Mass !

I cannot tell!"

the frank

J\yU/ci/i^ c^-i^^

was
acknowledgment and apt Shakespearian quo-

tation of Mackintosh. Emerson's meaning,

OAving to his non-sequacious style, is often

very difficult to apprehend. Hear him for a

moment on "Experience."
" I gossip for my hour concerning the

eternal politic. I have seen many fair

pictures, not in vain. A wonderful time

I ha\-e liA^ed in. I am not the novice I

Avas fourteen, nor yet seven years ago.

Let Avho Avill ask. Where is the fruit ?

I find a priA\atc fruit sufficient. This is a

fruit, that I should not ask for a rash effect
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from meditations, counsels, and the hiving

of truths."

This surely is an odd way of hiving truths.

It follows from it that Emerson is more
s-triking than suggestive. He likes things on a

large scale—he is fond of ethnical remarks and

typical persons. NotAvithstanding his habit

of introducing the names of common tilings

into his discourses and poetry (" Hay, corn,

roots, hemp, flax, apples, wool, and wood," is

a line from one of his poems), his famiharity

therewith is evidently not great. "Take
care, papa," cried his little son, seeing him
at work with his spade, " you will dig your

leg."

Even for authors and books his affection,

real as it was, was singularly impersonal. In

his treatment of literary subjects we miss

the purely human touch, the grip of affection,

the accent of scorn, that so pleasantly cha-

racterize the writings of Mr. Lowell. Emer-

son, it is to be feared, regarded a company
of books but as a congeries of ideas. For

one idea he is indebted to Plato, for another to

Dr. Channing. "Sartor Resartus," so Emer-

son writes, is a noble philosophical poem, but
" have you read Sampson Eeed's ' Growth of

the Mind 1
'

" We read somewhere of " Pin-

dar, Puaphael, Angelo, Dryden, and De Stael."

Emerson's notions of literary perspective

are certainly " very early." Dr. Holmes
himself is every bit as bad. In this ver}'

book of his, speaking about the dangerous

liberty some poets—Emerson amongst the

number—take of crowding a redundant

syllable into a line, he reminds us "that

Shakespeare and Milton knew how to use it

effectively; Shelley employed it freely;

Bryant indulged in it ; Willis was fond of

it." One has heard of the "Eepubhc of

Letters," but this surely does not mean that

one author is as good as another. " Willis

was fond of it." I daresay he was, but we
are not fond of Willis, and cannot help re-

garding the citation of his poetical example

as an outrage.

None the less, if we will have but a little

patience, and bid our occasional wonderment
be still, and read Emerson at the right times

and in small quantities, we shall not remain

strangers to his charm. He bathes the uni-

verse in his thoughts. Nothing less than the

Whole ever contented Emerson. His was no

parochial spirit. He cries out

" Fi'om air and ocean bring me foods
From all zones and altitudes."

How beautiful, too, are some of his sen-

!-ences. Here is a bit from liis essay on

Siiakespeare in " Representative Men :"

—

"It is the essence of poetry to spring hke
the rainbow daughter of Wonder from the

invisible, to abolish the past, and refuse all

history. Malone, Warburton, Dyce, and

Collier have wasted their life. The famed

theatres have vainly assisted. Betterton,

Garrick, Kemble, Kean, and Macready dedi-

cate their lives to liis genius—him they

crowTi, elucidate, obey, and express—the

genius knows them not. The recitation

begins, one golden tuord leaps out immoiial from
all this painfid pedantry, and sweetly torments

us with invitations to his own inaccessible homes."

The words we have ventured to italicize

seem to us to be of surpassing beauty and to

express what many a theatre-goer of late

years must often have dimly felt.

Emerson's poetry has at least one of the

qualities of true poetry—it always pleases

and occasionally delights. Great poetry it

may not be, but it has the happy knack of

slipping in between our fancies, and of cling-

ing like ivy to the masonry of the thought-

structure beneath which each one of us has

his dwelling. I must be allowed room for

two quotations, one from the stanzas called,

" Give all to love," the other from " Wood
Notes."

" Cling with life to the m aid

;

But when the surprise,

First shadow of surmise,

Flits across her bosom young
Of a joy apait from thee,

Free be she, fvnoy-free,

Nor thou detain her vesture's hem,
Nor the palest rose she flvmg

From her summer's diadem.
Though thou loved her as thyself.

As a self of purer clay,

Tho' her parting dims the day, '

Stealing grace from all alive

;

,
Heartily know
When half-gods go,

The gods arrive." ...

The lines from "Wood Notes" run as

follows :

—

" Come learn with me the fatal song
Which knits the world in music strong,

Whereto every bosom dances.
Kindled with courageous fancies;

Come lift, thine eyes to lofty rhymes
Of things with things, of times with times,

Primal chimes of sun and shade.

Of soimd and echo, man and maid

;

The land reflected in the flood

;

Body with shadow still pursued.

For nature beats in perfect tune
And rounds with rhyme her every nine,

Whether she work in land or sea

Or hide underground her alchemy,
_

Thou can'st not wave thy staff m air, ',

Or dip thy paddle in the lake,

But it carves the bow of beauty there

And the ripples in rhymes the oar forsake,

Not uni'elated, unaffied

But to each thought and thing allied,

Is perfect nature's every part.

Rooted in the mighty heai-t."

Wliat place Emerson is to occupj- in

American literature, it is for America to

determine. Some authoritative remarks on
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this subject are to be found in Mr. Lowell's

Essay on " Thoreau " in " My Study Win-
dows ; " but here at home, where we are

sorely pressed for room, it is certain he must
be content with a small allotment, where,

however, he may for ever sit beneath his own
vine and fig-tree, none daring to make him
afraid. Emerson will always be the favourite

author of somebody ; and to be always read

by somebody is better than to be read, first

by everybody, and then by nobody. Indeed
it is hard to fancy a jjleasanter destiny than

to join the company of the lesser authors.

All their readers are sworn friends. They
are spared the harsh discords of ill-judged

praise and feigned rapture. Once or twice

in a century some enthusiastic and expansive

admirer insists upon dragging them from
their shy retreats, and trumpeting their fame
in the market-place, asserting possibly, with
loud asseverations (after the fashion of

Mr. Swinburne) that they are precisely as

much above Otway and Collins and George

Eliot, as they are below Shakspeare and
Hugo and Emily Bronte. The great world
looks on good-humourcdly for a moment or
two, and then proceeds as before, and the
disconcerted author is left free to scuttle
back to his corner, where he is all the
happier, sharing the raptures of the lonely
student, for his brief experience of pubHcity.

Let us bid farewell to Emerson, who has
bade farewell to the world, in the words of
his own " Good-bye."

' Good bye to Flattery's fawning face,
To Grandeur with his wise grimace.
To upstart Wealth's averted eye,
To supple Office low and high,
To crowded haUs, to court and street,
To frozen hearts and hasting feet,

To those who go and those who come.
Good-bye, proud world, I'm going home,
I'm going to my own hearth-stone
Bosomed in yon gi-een hills, alone,
A secret nook in a pleasant land.
Whose groves the frolic fairies planned

;

Where arches green the livelong day
Echo the blackbird's roimdelay,
And vulgar feet have never trod,
A spot that is sacred to thought and God."

THE MAKIKG OF A NEWSPAPEE.
Br HENRY JOHNSTON.

IT is my purpose in this article to explain

as briefly as I can how the ordinary

newspaper is produced, and to describe the

agencies and appliances that are brought into

operation in producing it.

The subject may be thus divided :—busi-

ness management; editorial and sub-editorial

staff; reporting department, including

country correspondence ; the case-room

;

stereotyping and printing. I take these

divisions not in the order of their impor-

tance, but in the form which seems most
natural in looking at the work from begin-

ning to end.

A very essential part of a newspaper is its

advertisements. It is from this source prin-

cipally that profit is made. The profit from
circulation is, unless in exceptional cases, very
trifling. Some of the London dailies have a

circulation of between two and three hundred
thousand copies ; in some of these the paper
alone, without printing, sometimes costs more
than the price at Avhich it is sold, but the addi-

tional space which a large sheet aff"ords for

advertisements converts this apparent loss

into a profit. In a well-established and in-

fluential journal there is little or no direct

canvassing for advertisements, but, in such
offices, the management is far froni being
a sinecure. The duties of the counting-

house are exceedingly onerous, and require

the most careful supervision. Moreover
an established paper has its reputation to

sustain. It must not follow in enterprise,

it must lead. In all the new movements of

the time it has ever to be in the van. In the

field of scientific exploration, in the progress

of a royal pageant on a peaceful mission, in

civilising congresses, in foreign wars, or what-

ever, in short, may Ibe interesting to the read-

ing public for the time, the genius of the

successful manager will display itself by being

early in the market, and in selecting and
sending forth as his representatives the best

talent he can find for the particular duty in

hand. Then the circulation of his paper must
have the closest attention. Distant districts

have to be reached, involving the starting of

special trains and the running of special

steamers. Posts have to be caught at par-

ticular hours, necessitating early editions;

and failure in any of these arrangements, or

tardiness in making them, leaves the way open
to enterprising contemporaries, and to that-

extent endangers a newspaper's stability.

Important as the management of a news-

paper is, however, the task of the editor is of

a higher and more momentous nature. The
responsibility of making and maintaining the

character of his paper rests with him. It is he

who has to shape its policy, and maintain its

consistency. The duties of the editor of a daily
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newspaper are, year by year, increasing in im-

portance, and when one considers the multi-

farious interests he has to represent, the

watchful supervision he has to exercise over

these interests, as well as the personal work
which falls to his own hands, it is almost sur-

prising to find men able and calling to under-

take such arduous responsibilities. Politics,

commerce, the drama, music, art, and litera-

ture have each to find their fitting place.

Sporting and athletic intelligence have re-

cently assumed such prominence as to demand
considerable space. Most of the work in

these departments is done by men specially

retained for the purpose. Reviews of books,

however, and literary articles on general sub-

jects, are for the most part done by outsiders,

but with the editor rests the selection of the

men, and the revision of their work. On him
also falls the onus of gauging the public mind,

and of assigning to each dejiartment its rela-

tive modicum of space. It is impossible that

one man can read, select, and arrange all that a

newspaper contains ; he therefore surrounds

liimself with a staff of sub-editors on whom
he can rely. These gentlemen have different

duties assigned to them. One, or more, ac-

cording to the importance of the paper, is

told ofi' to assist the editor in writing, or in

sui^erintending, the leading columns. To
another is assigned the task of maldng the

summary or editorial notes. While to others

falls the duty of looking into contemporary
papers, the reading, extending, or condensing

of new matter that flows into the office by
post and telegraph from all parts of the world.

The reporting staff is also subject to the

directions of the editor. The number of

reporters on an ordinary morning paper

consists of a chief and from four to eight

subordinates; but in emergencies this num-
ber may be augmented. The chief of this

staff is accountable to the editor for his

own department, and from him takes his

instructions as to the space to be devoted

to the various meetings or events of the

day. As a rule, reporters must be able to

make a verbatim note, i.e. take a speaker

word for word. This, unless on very im-

portant occasions, is not absolutely required,

but as the necessity for doing so may occur

unexpectedly, and in circumstances quite un-

foreseen, any deficiency in this respect might
be a serious matter for the newspaper con-

cerned. The ability to take a verbatim re-

port is, as I have implied, important, but it

is not by any means the most im.portant

qualification of a good reporter. The power to

put an hour's speech into three or four inches

of space, and yet retain all the essential points,

is of infinitely greater value. Discrimination

is a primary virtue. In speeches that are

full of fresh facts and new thoughts not a

word is to be lost, while the repetition of old

ideas and the elaboration of familiar argu-

ments fall to be entirely discarded, or to be
summarised in a dozen lines. Were he at

liberty to do so, I have sometimes thought it

would have a beneficial effect upon the ver-

bose tendencies of the age if the reporter

were to give certain speeches as they are

delivered, with all their errors of grammar
and faults of construction. Thanks to him,

however, even the utterances of stupidity

assume the form of common sense. In fact,

he gives what the speaker means, and not

what he says. The duties of a reporter are

manifold. He has to go everywhere and
do all sorts of apparent impossibilities in the

Avay of i^icking up and chronicling news in the

shortest period of time. He must have a

cool head and a ready pencil, because his field

of action is often in the midst of the greatest

excitement. He must be a man of nerve

but without nerves. At unexpected mo-
ments he is called to the scene of accidents,

fires, shipwrecks, and railway disasters

without previous warning, his only imple-

ments for work being three or four sharp

pencils and a note-book; and, while the

Avorld around him is mad with excite-

ment, and the air rife with exaggerated

rumours, it is his duty to embody the truth

in sober English, catch the nearest cab or

the fastest train, and be in time, either by
telegraph or otherwise, for the first issue

of his paper. It may interest some readers

to know that in addition to the ordinary

agencies engaged in the transmission of

news, the services of the carrier pigeon are

now taken advantage of. This interesting

bird, whose speed of flight exceeds that of the

express train, is exceedingly useful for short

distance journeys in districts where the

telegraph wire is not convenient. The results

of athletic contests, volunteer competitions,

&c., are commonly conveyed to newspaper
offices by this means. The bird, which usually

has its cot on the building in which the

office is situated, is taken to the scene of

interest. Wlien the event has been decided,

the pigeon is set free with a note of the

result tied round its neck. Thus charged it

reaches its cot without pause, and the report

which it has been the unconscious means of

conveying is given to the world.

Connected with the repoi'ting department

there is an army of skirmishers in the shape
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of country correspondents. These men, being

paid by the " piece," or at so much a line,

are ever on the alert in the interest of the

organ they represent. In the principal

to'wns where the paper circulates there are

branch offices, each "svith an organized staff,

so that when events of importance occur in

any locality thus represented, they are im-

mediately communicated to the head office by
express train, or telegraph, there to be dealt

with according to their varying degrees of

interest, or as ' the space at the command of

the sub-editor will allow.

From the editorial and reporting rooms
the MS. of which the newspaper is composed
passes to the case-room. In this department

the types are set up. The " copy," as it is

technically called, is cut into slips of a few
lines each, numbered, and given out to the

compositors. Each man as he finishes his slip

returns it with the types he has set up to a

person whose duty it is to put the pieces to-

gether in consecutive order and make them
up in "galleys" or columns. The types

are then inked, an impression is taken

which is at once passed to the corrector,

who, with the aid of a reader, compares it

Avith the original copy, and makes the neces-

sary alterations in spelling and punctuation.

When this is done the matter is made up in

pages and sent to the stereotyper. The
"form," or page, is here put on an iron

slab, a thick layer of specially prepared paper,

consisting of tissue and blotting paper in a

damp condition, is laid on the surface of the

types and beat in with a brush, or passed

under a heavy roller, until a clear impres-

sion of the types is made on its surface.

This paper, which is then dried in a press

heated by fire, steam, or gas, is called the

"matrix," or mould. This is afterwards

placed in a semicircular casting box, into

which and over the matrix boiling metal is

poured. When the box is opened the newly-

cast page has assumed the form of a semi-

circular plate, and, after a little dressing, is

fit to be placed on the cylinder of the

printing press. The operation of making
the matrix, moulding the page and dressing

it, has been brought to such perfection,

that in less than ten minutes' time from
leaving the case-room, it is cast in solid

making
metal and is ready for printing. I may
here explain that in

of a paper it is not

whole of the pages should

example, an important

a new edition

necessary that the

telegram

be re-cast

or

If

For
a fresh

this ISpiece of intelligence comes in.

considered of sufficient importance to demand

a new edition it is at once set up, the page
containing the types with the latest news -".s

unlocked. The sub-editor either lifts out

from this page the least important item of

news, or otherwise condenses it, so as to

make room for the intelligence just received.

When this is done, and the fresh matter in-

serted, the page is again locked up and
re-cast by the stereotyper, then the printing

machine is stopped, the old page is taken off

the cylinder, the new one takes its place, the

machine is again started, and thus the fresh

edition is produced. This is som.etimes

called a "stop-press" edition. The time
lost between the stopping of the press and
its going on again is rarely more than two
or three minutes.

There is no part of newspaper work
that has undergone such important changes,

within recent years, as the printing press.

The Times was far in the van of newspaper
enterprise, when in 1814 it introduced what
was called a "fast printing press," which
produced 1,000 copies per hour. The ma-
chines now in use can print 12,000 com-

plete eight-page papers in the same space

of time. The modern, or rotary machine,

which is self-feeding, prints from the web,

and in the course of one hour will print, fold,

and deliver ready for publication, about ten

miles of paper. One day's impression of the

Daily Telegraph, the paper reputed to have

the largest circulation in the world, and con-

sisting of, say 250,000 copies, would measure

upwards of 200 miles; in other words, if these

printed papers were put end to end they

would extend about half-way from London
to Edinburgh ! This vast number of papers

is produced nightly by ten rotary ma-
chines, which print from the web at the rate

of 12,000 copies each per hour ; so that the

whole impression is printed, folded, and de-

livered to the publisher in about two hours.

Manual labour is reduced to a minimum by
the present system of printing. All that is

required is a skilled mechanic to stand by the

lever, an assistant, and a few lads or girls, to

clear away the piles of folded papers, to the

publishing room, as they fall from the press.

Having thus briefly sketched the different

agents required in the making of a newspaper,

let us turn for a moment to view those

agencies at work. In some respects the pro-

vincial press gives us a fuller illustration

than that of the metropolis, of the diffi-

culties and cost Avhicli have to be faced in

producing an ordinary morning paper. The
London dailies are saved much expense by
being so conveniently situated to the Houses
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of Parliament, and to the agencies for collect-

ing and sujDplying news from all parts of the

world. In the case of provincial papers all

parliamentary and foreign news has to be

sent from London by telegraph, and, in the

matter of parliamentary news especially, is

attended with great expenditure, and inA'olves

expedition, which to the uninitiated mind
seems little short of marvellous. The prin-

cipal newspapers have telegraphic communi-
cation between the Houses of Parliament and
their offices in London ; and I have known a

division announced at the table of the House
of Commons at 2.30 A.m., reach the London
office at 2.32, and be in the printers' hands,

four hundred miles away, five minutes later

;

while at three o'clock, the newspaper con-

taining the intelligence thus sent, was in the

publishing room ready to catch the early

trains ! Provincial papers now give lengthy

reports of late speeches delivered in parlia-

ment, and it is not an uncommon thing

for a compositor hundreds of miles away
from a speaker, to be following but a few
sentences behind him, and to have the

whole speech in type within a quarter of

an hour, or so, after the sjDeaker has re-

sumed his seat. This feat in reporting is

accomplished by a system of what are tech-

nically called "turns." In the House of

Commons these turns are, on an average, of

about fifteen minutes' duration, but in cases

of emergency they are sometimes much
shorter. For example, the speech delivered

by the Marquis of Salisbury at Dumfries on
the evening of the 21st October last, was
taken for the London Times and the Glasgow

Herald in combination, in turns of two
minutes each by a staff of five reporters,

under an experienced chief. A two-minutes'

turn with five of a staff leaves ten minutes
to transcribe what has been taken down by
the shorthand writer in two. Each man is

designated by a letter of the alphabet. When
A begins, B, who is to follow, consults his

watch, stops A at the end of tAvo minutes,

goes on himself, signalling to C as he does so

to keep time for him, and so on. With this

limited staff the whole of Lord Salisbury's

address, consisting of over four columns, was
written and in the hands of the telegraph

clerks "within half-an-hour after the Marquis
had finished speaking.

The system of turns requires careful super-

vision to see that exact continuity is main-
tained. This has to be done by the reporter
in charge. He keeps a watchful eye over
his staff; he receives the notes as they are

transcribed, and sees that the connections

are properly made. That he may be able to

do so, he generally takes a sentence or two in

shorthand himself, while one turn is ending
and another beginning ; in this way he is

able to supply omissions and prevent over-

lapping. He has also to keep a careful eye on
the speaker, who may be running at a trouble-

some rate for the reporter whose turn is on,

and in such cases it may be necessary for him
to strike in and take a " protective note " till

the jmroxysm of haste has passed away.
Editorial articles, as a rule, are written and

corrected with deliberation. The test of

editorial ability, however, comes when, at the
eleventh hour—and frequently after it—the
telegraph conveys some momentous intelli-

gence which must be commented on in the

leading columns. When one considers that

the time at the disposal of the writer is barely
more than permits of the mere mechanical
operation of writing the column which is to

be filled, it is astonishing that the result

appears, next morning, so calm, so judicious,

and so clear. The reporting department
is also the scene of silent activity. The
reporters have returned with their spoils

—

one from a fire, another from a public meet-
ing, another from a colliery explosion, another
from a "smash" on the railway; and who
can tell the hardships that have been suffered,

or the difficulties that have been overcome
in the discharge of their respective duties ? Yet
there they are, after all the worry, calm and
resolute, transferring their mysterious hiero-

glyphics into readable English, which, on the

morrow, will be so eagerly scanned by thou-

sands of eyes. The reporter must be a man
of infinite resource, but his resources are

sometimes taxed to the full ; impossibility

is a term unknoAvn in his vocabulary. I

remember an incident that occurred to a
friend of mine, which illustrates Avhat I am
now saying. He was the London represen-

tative of a provincial paper. One night, at a
late hour, he had obtained possession of an
important item of news, and hurried back to

the office for the purpose of sending it off;

at the top of the building sat the telegraphist,

busy despatching his night's work by special

wire. The front door was locked, and the

night-porter Avithin Avas sound asleep. The
knocldng outside was ineffectual in waking
the sleeper, and the telegraph man was too

far removed from the street to hear him.

The neAvs he had obtained Avould be prac-

tically lost unless it reached his paper before

the hour of going to press ; but he was equal

to the occasion. Taking a cab, he hurried

off to the General Post Office, sent a telegram
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to Ms office, several hundred miles away,

requesting them to wire back to the tele-

graphist up -stairs, in London, to go down
and waken the porter so that he might

obtain admission. This was done, and the

message reached its destination in time to

appear in the paper on the following morning.

Meantime, the sub-editors are also at work.

As early in the evening as possible, they get

from the case-room the measurement of the

space they have to fill. Telegrams pour in

from all quarters of the globe, varying in

importance
;

parcels come from country

correspondents; perhaps there is not space

for one-fourth of what reaches them. The
question is, what is of the greatest moment,
and what will prove of the largest general

interest to the readers of their paper 1 The
decision has to be made without loss of time,

for the press is waiting. The fall of a

government or a dynasty is important, but

so also are the marriage rejoicings of a neigh-

bouring county laird. The report of a Board
of Guardians, or a scene at a parochial meet-

ing—each must have its space and place in

to-morrow's issue, and it is the sub-editor's

duty to see that these items have their re-

lative positions, and to cut down or extend

each to suit the place it is intended to fill.

Of the composing, stereotyping, and print-

ing rooms, I have already spoken. Each man
is at liis post. The paper, whatever be the

difficulties and troubles of making it, must go

to press at a certain hour, and woe betide the

man, be his place on the staff ever so import-

ant, who stands in the way of the publisher

catching the early mails !

In energetic journalism (and no journalism,

nowadays, is successful unless it is energetic)

the cost is something enormous. One Lon-
don paper recently paid £1,600 for a tele-

gram. Tliis will give some idea of the outlay

necessary in collecting and transmitting news
from all parts of the world. In times of war
the cost is simply fabulous ; but the manager's

orders are, " Send us the first news ; never

mind the expenditure." After the foreign

telegrams, perhaps the page containing the

commercial news is the most costly. This

closely-set page gives the latest pulse-beats of

trade and commerce in all business centres,

both at home and abroad. The intelligence

has to be collected by reliable and highly

remunerated agents, and almost the whole
of it has to bear the additional tax of passing

over the telegraph wires.

Well, after what has been said, is it not

surprising that our newspapers, produced

under such conditions of pressure and haste,

should be so free from errors as they really

are 1 I shall conclude by alluding to a few of

these slips, not for the purpose of casting

ridicule upon the press, but to show that

editors and printers, habitually so accurate,

are at times erring creatures like ourselves.

Perhaps one of the most common slips to

be seen in a newspaper is the mixing up of

reports of different events. It is rather try-

ing to one's gravity, in following the solid

facts and figures of a railway report, to miss

the facing-points, as it were, and find one's self

shunted into a noisy electioneering meeting,

Avith ninety-nine speaking and one listening

!

Some time ago the following appeared in a

London newspaper. It had been speaking

in high terms of a new tenor, a vara avis,

who had delighted and entranced all hearers.

The criticism was elaborate, but it finished

by saying, " He Avas sentenced to five years'

penal servitude, so that society will, for

some time, be freed from the infliction of

his presence." This extraordinary climax

was simply owing to the fact that the end

of a trial had been " lifted " and left at the

bottom of the notice of the tenor, to which

it formed such an inappropriate pendant.

The dropping of a letter is not an uncom-

mon thing ; but it is sometimes extremely

awkward. A London morning paper is re-

sponsible for the folloAving : "A gentleman

was yesterday brought up to answer a charge

of having eaten a hackney coachman for

demanding more than his fare." The missing

letter was a b.

Adverting to the system of "turns," al-

ready referred to, the reporter in the House

of Commons, at the end of his fifteen minutes,

usually puts in the name of the man who is

to follow—as, say, " Eobinson's first follows."

These catch Hues are commonly set up by the

compositors, and are, of course, removed when
the types are finally put into " form." On
one occasion a London morning paper omitted

to delete this line, with the following result.

The speaker had said, "And now, sir, I have

shown you the evil consequences of this

pohcy; we began badly, we are going on

worse ; what follows 1"—here the unfortu-

nate catch line answered the question—
" Robinson's first follows."

Equally funny are the slips that occur

from the transcription of hurriedly-taken

short-hand notes.

An amusing story is told of the late Mr.

Justice Byles. The learned judge was an

excellent short-hand writer, having early in

hfe graduated as a reporter. At the Somer-

set Assizes on one occasion, as was customary,
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he read portions of the evidence to the jurj-,

but floundered hopelessly in the middle of a

sentence. There was an awkward pause, and

the jury and bar nervously awaited the

result. His lordship at last, after many
efforts to decipher the missing word, dropped

his dignity, and, leaning over towards the

reporters below, inquired, "Can any of you
gentlemen assist me to a word here 1 I have

not put in the vowels, and what I have in

my book looks as if a witness had said, ' Go
and call in the bab}',' but "—with a puzzled

look*—"it can't be that, because there is no
baby in the case." One of the reporters was
equal to the occasion, and putting in the right

vowel the word " bobby " was the result,

and the judge continued his charge.

At a much later date Mr. Gladstone,

speaking in Wales with reference to the

position taken up in i-egard to the disesta-

blishment of the Irish Church, assured his

hearers that there could be no compromise

of his position. " I have," he said, "burned
my boats and destroyed my bridges, and

therefore cannot retreat." In print he was
made to say, " I have burned my boots and
destroyed my breeches, and therefore cannot

retreat."

In the domain of newspaper criticism there

is only one curiosity to which I would like

to refer. The only poem ever published

anonymously by the poet laureate was " In

Memoriam." When that book appeared,

amongst other notices it drew foith the fol-

lowing, "This is a collection of poems of a re-

ligious character, apparently written by an

officer's widow."

Now I have done ; but in the foregoing

remarks there is, I think, enough to make
us proud of our neAvspapers. The enterprise

exerted, the expenditure of money and

1
brain power involved, and the difficulties of

j

time and space that have to be overcome,

in order t@ supply us with our morning
! newspaper, Avill, I am sure, enable us to

! appreciate it more, and to think more kindly
I and gratefully of the labour and talent of

I

those who are engaged in producing it.

MY AUTUMN QUEEN.

COME, weary little maiden.
With all thy laughter fled,

Two hands Avith berries laden,

Ked berries on thy head,

AVith little step that hngers.

Tired in the long, dusk road,

With droop of weary fingers,

Faint with their ruddy load ;

—

Come, darling ! let me carry

This Avealth thy heart desired
;

Sure little footsteps tarry

When little feet are tired.

The eventide comes colder,

And we must homeward hold^

So lay thee on this shoulder

Thy head of ravelled gold.

maiden ! thou hast led me.

As to a merry tune.

With twinkling feet that fled me
All thro' the autumn noon.

When yet the air was mellow

And shadow there was none.

When woods of red and yellow

Flashed in the fiery sim

—
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Sweet was thy fleeing laughter,

In echo still more sweet,

While light leaves fluttered after

The going of thy feet.

Thou ledst through rustled places,

Where brown leaves made their lair

;

Thou spedst doAvn sunlit spaces

With loose gold on thy hair.

Oh, we were gay together,

This sunny maid and I,

All in the autumn weather,

Beneath the autumn sky.

We Avrouo'ht amid the sedges

Green crowns of finest pith;

We sought along the hedges

Eed gems to twine therewith.

With green and red I hound thee,

Where sunlight set its sheen
;

I kissed, dear child, and crowned thee,

My shining Autumn Queen ;

—

A queen with sleep o'erladen,

AVhose crown droops from her head,

This weary little maiden.

With all her laughter fled.

JAMES HENDRY.

SALTING THE EAETH.

By L. B. WALFORD.

" Ye are the salt of the earth."—St. Matthew v. 13.

^PHERE is a feeling so prevalent among
-L many excellent people that they should
not admit to their friendship nor adopt into

their households any who are not professedly

like-minded with themselves, that we almost
fear to he misunderstood Avhen we attempt
to suggest that this exclusiveness is in some
aspects scarcely agreeable to the teaching of

Christ our Master ; that this was not, if we

may so speak, in His mind, when He addressed

those whom He had called to follow Him as

the " salt of the earth," thus plainly inti-

mating that their influence was to spread

through and through and thoroughly per-

meate the untaught and unlielieving Avorld,

even as salt preserves and jjurifies whatever

it impregnates.

Now for salt to exert its power, it must
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of necessity come into contact with—more,

it must itself become a part of, the substance

which is to be salted ; without friction and
without embodiment salt could do but little,

if anything ; and yet, is it not a fact that

many of the " salt of the earth," devout and
pious workers in Christ's kingdom, have an
idea—vague and unsubstantial, it is true,

but still influencing their lives—that it is

well for them and theirs to keep well away
from those whose tastes and principles are

of the earth earthy, and that all that can be
done for them had better be done from a safe

and secure distance 1

It will be seen at a glance to what this

observation applies. No Christian man or

woman but would readily aclcnowledge an
obligation to visit the sick and poor, circum-

stances permitting ; it is, they allow, part of

our duty in this world to relieve their neces-

sities and instruct their ignorance;—but those

from whom they involuntarily retreat are

not the poor but the rich (or comparatively

rich), their equals in position, in education,

and outward circumstances,—it is to them
that many of us are tempted to say, "Go
your ways ; we can do no good to you, and
you can only do harm to us

;

" and though
it is an ugly word to use, there is no denying
that our secret but very real feeling in the

matter is, that we fear contamination.

The salt is afraid lest the earth should rob

it of its savour, instead of being by it salted

;

Christ's followers dread lest the devil's fol-

lowers should be too strong for them, and
should turn their feet aside instead of tread-

ing along the same path ; and they feel them-
selves, they say, so weak, and they have so

much of sin to contend with in their own
hearts, that they dare not run into more
temptation outwardly than they need to do.

But, with all allowance and all honour for

the humility of mind which is often at the

root of this apprehension, let us endeavour

to show that it is hardly creditable to any
one's religion to assume it to be such a

shallow thing, such a poor struggling sickly

plant, that it cannot keep itself upright

amidst ill winds, or even withstand a sharp

tug or two at the roots. A guinea need not

fear becoming silver by rubbing against a

shilling ; and a Christian who knows in whom
he believes, and on what he bases his belief,

ought surely to be no less a Christian, because

in all the kindly and necessary intercourse of

life he mixes with worldlings ; and though
this paper is not for all, and not for any one

poor weak yielding soul, whose convictions

and experience alike prove him or her unfit
]

to influence others, yet we do earnestly desire
to set forth to all who aim at being hearty
influential thorough-going Christian people,
that they should go out of their way to make
opportunities for drawing within the bonds
of good fellowship the most thoughtless, the
most heedless, the least like themselves among
their equals—just as they would lay them-
selves out to woo and to win their poorer
brethren.

Is it not a strange thing that you can send
missionaries to the heathen, and yourselves
work gladly and hopefully among the worst
classes at home, but you cannot cultivate the
good-will of a worthless neighbour, nor take
into your service a merely respectable young
man or woman ? You can be tender and
merciful and enticing to the poor, but you
look sternly and gloomily away from the
rich

;
you will scarce exchange civilities with

your busy prosperous acquaintance, who
" has no time " to read his Bible, no inclina-

tion to go to the House of God nor to bend
the knee in prayer,—but your bowels yearn
over the drunken blasphemous labourer in

whom you recognise a sinner for whom
Christ died.

Has the other then no soul to be saved 1

May he not need you, though neither he nor
you know it ; though he would raise his eye-

brows and you would shake your head over

the suggestion ? May he not need you all

the more because others are letting him alone

as you are ; because you cannot go to him in

the open straightforward way you can to the

poor, tell him he is on the wrong tack, and
take hold of him to set him in the right;

because the convenances of society prevent

your speaking to him about religion at all ?

That, you say, is just it—the point. It is

that which makes the difference. You would
willingly convert the wealthy sinner, but you
may not even broach the subject.

Well, but you are not required to broach

it
;
you are not required to say a single word

bearing ujDon it. It is quite possible that even

a syllable of admonition or of inquiry on your

part Avould be out of place and impertinent

;

but what you can do is to live before him, let

him know you, see you, scan you, mark your

daily life, its actions, its motives. (Oh ! it

will be a discipline rarely excellent for your-

self if you will but try it). You can show

an open hearty interest in his afTairs, a sym-

pathy in the hopes and fears which he im-

parts to you
;
you can greet him with the

hospitable Avelcome whenever he chooses to

turn to your door; you can gladly bestow

the little favour, or otherwise, appreciate the
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same, if the favour be on his side
;
you can

chat, laugh, be neighboui'lj'' and communi-
cative when you meet, jump into the same
railway carriage if he invite you, and walk
with him a bit of the way home if he is

lonely and seem as though he would like a

companion. You may be sure that if you
do all this, neither you nor your religion will

suffer at his hands. It may be some time in

coming, there may be a long step between
Dives' acknowledging that you are " sincere

in your convictions " and " honest" in living

up to them, and his bestirring himself to

mend his own ways ; but can any one dare

to affirm that it is impossible, nay, that it is

not a very natural and likely thing, that your
consistent life, being perpetually brought
under his notice—and under his kindly

notice, because you have established kindly

relations with him, that this may, by God's

mercy, so work in him as to occasion a

blessed discontent with liimself and his own
grievous case, and in the end a turning from
death unto everlasting life 1

Still more should your face be fully and
frankly turned towards the unbeliever who
is a relation. And yet we are fain to own
we know not one nor two, but manj^, who
systematically draw back from any overtures

made by relatives whom they " cannot ap-

prove," and "do not Avish to have anything

to do with."

There are, of course, cases in which such
a course is the only one open ; where there

are very young children to be shielded from
a bad example, for instance—although we
will presently show how even from them it

will glance aside in most instances ; but it

being understood that there is no special

hindrance, no substantial reason why you
should not be on an easy, familiar relationly

footing with one of your own people, be-

think you, is it not a cowardly and foolish

timidity which bids you hold aloof from
him?
How are you to get at him, and such as

him, if you won't allow them to come near
you ? Who should have more weight with
them than one who has in common with them
not only the usual interests of mankind, but
all sorts of smaller webs of association and
memory 1 The man who is known to the
world only as the grey-headed squire, or the
portly admiral, or general—but to you as

Dick, or Tom—with whom you can ventui-e

upon little pleasantries, whose very face and
voice recall innumerable reminiscences, whose
eyes will moisten when you go over with him
childish days and follies, who can laugh with

you to recollect the awe with which some
mutual relative alike inspired you, or the
doom in which some boyish freak alike in-

volved you—have you not a hold upon that
man which none but you, and such as you,
can have ? Do not imagine that the worst of

men are insensible to the kindly pressure of

the hand, to the knowledge that trouble has
been taken to make them comfortable, that
little ones have been taught to treat them
with respect, that consideration is shown for

their tastes and habits, and provision has
been made for any little want—none of it

will fall to the ground.
The old man won't want to shock you

;

for the world he would not do or say any-
thing to disturb what he considers your
" prejudices ;" only let it be understood
plainly and from the first, what you are, a
God-fearing man or woman, and you will

risk but little by making your advances, or
responding to his. If you cannot manage to

hit each other off, well and good; don't force

yourself upon anybody
;
you may not be to

the taste of your relation, quite apart from
your religious profession; but it is always
worth while to try ; it is always worth wliile

for kith and kin to try to stick together ; and
at any rate if nothing should come of it at

the time, you have done your part; you
have sown your seed by the wayside, and it

is not for you to know when or where you
may hear of it again.

And then about the younger kinsman, the

nephew, or the cousin ? Oh, don't be afraid

of the poor boy who is so mortally afraid of

you, who reverences with an instinctive re-

coil your uprightness and devoutness. Meet
him face to face, hand to hand ; and in the

surprise and relief he experiences, if you will

but come down from that dread pedestal on
which he has placed you—for he probably
thinks you read sermons and sing psalms all

day long, and is quite astonished to hear

you laugh at anything—he will be ready to

throw up the whole phantom of his imagina-

tion and take you to his heart. How he
loves to have you take his arm, and walk
him off—him, the black sheep of the family

—before the eyes of all ! How proud and
mysterious he is about any little errand

with which he has been entrusted, any
little secret to which he has been made a

party! Thenceforth he swaggers about his

" good " uncle or aunt, who is the " best

of fellows "or the "best of creatures," as

the case may be ; he takes care to let it

be known that he is a "favourite in that

quarter," that he has been told to make your
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house his home, and can offer a visit when-
ever he chooses. It is, he allows, a " serious

"

house ; but what of that ? He is "awfully
well treated " there ; he wishes " there were
more like it;" and by-and-by may it not
be that he is sick of the wretched husks in

the far country, and the thought of the glad

welcome ever ready, and the kind hands
ever stretched out, rise before his home-sick

aching eyes with such an exquisite allure-

ment, that he comes creeping into the fold at

last?

And then we are to be the "salt of the

earth " to our inferiors—that is, to our house-

hold and dependants—as well as to any
others.

Undoubtedly it is a reproach upon any one
who is a busy eager Christian abroad, to have
a disorderly set of servants at home, and it is

a pleasant restful feeling to know that you
are at one in the highest sense with those

who wait upon you in your daily life ; but

there is, we venture to think, a pitfall even
in this which some of us do not escape.

A pious master or mistress before engaging

a domestic, inquires into his or her religious

views, with the very justifiable desire of learn-

ing what to expect as to conduct or behaviour;

but setting aside that this is a great tempta-

tion—being a direct " lead," so to speak, to

the young person who desires the place, and
naturally puts his or her best foot forward to

obtain it—(and, mind you, frequently the

very worst sequel follows the fairest profes-

sion)—but setting aside this, and supposing,

for the sake of argument, that such a search-

ing inquiry did procure the result desired,

namely, that of obtaining pious domestics,

where then is the admirable and in no other

way obtainable chance of leading gently and
invisibly, by the soft unfelt pressure of ex-

ample, young men and women to consider

what they will do with their lives now, and
where they will spend them hereafter ?

A respectable girl with a good character

wishes to engage Avith you, and you find her

all that is suitable, but while a member of

your Church, or of some other religious deno-

mination—and this, alas ! is no guarantee

for anything more—nothing more is professed.

Now what will you do ? Will you readily

and cheerfully take that girl into your Chris-

tian household, giving her every advantage
that it can offer ? Will you see that she at-

tends church or chapel, and shoto that you also

xalue the privilege ? Will you look to see her

at your morning and evening prayers and he

always present yourself? Will you lend her in-

structive books which she sees you read?—

(oh ! the eyes about us are sharp, and they
know better than any mere acquaintance in

the outer world can do if we practise what we
preach, and do as we say)— will you hedge
in by gentle restriction, and wise but not too

severe, rules, letting the newcomer have a

happy comfortable godly home % Or will you
turn her away from your threshold, drive

her by your sensitive narrow-minded fears to

another place, a place where God is not wor-
shipped nor prayer made, where she sees

religion thought lout little of, where the good
and holy seldom come, and where loose

thoughts and talk prevail both above and
below stairs'?—Will you do this, and, if so, are

you guiltless if that girl fall to rise no more ?

Masters and mistresses can constrain out-

wardly by the weight of authority, but more,

infinitely more, inwardly by the force of ex-

ample, that unseen power which but few can
hold out against, when brought to face it

daily and hourly.

Then, once again, we must be the " salt of

the earth " in a barren and unfruitful land.

Perhaps you hesitate to place yourself and
your family in some parish or neighbourhood
whose conditions, though otherwise all that

you require, appear to you to be unfavour-

able to the growth of your hidden life. It

off"ers no advantages of Christian intercourse
;

you cannot, you are led to fear, expect much
profit from the ministrations of the pastor

;

everything about is cold and dead ; and it

seems to you that by establishing yourself in

such an untoward spot you would yourself

be chilled by the prevailing atmosphere. This
is no doubt a consideration of the first im-

portance, but let us look at the matter in

another light. Do not take it for granted,

to begin with, that the atmosphere must aff"ect

you, but rather resolve that you will make
yourself felt throughout the atmosphere. Do
not expect to be chilled, desire to warm.
Say to yourself, " Why should I be afraid of

this place ; what can it do to me 1 God is

on my side ; of Avhat shall I fear 1 As His
servant, ' I can do all things through Christ

which strengtheneth me,'"—and then consider

rationally and practically what you can do.

You must expect no support from without,

it seems ? Then you must all the more fly

to the Fountain-Head. Your future clergy-

man has grown, you hear, careless and heed-

less, perhaps even worse ; he will be no help

to you ; but does not that distinctly point

out that you may be a help to him ? He is

miserable, sunk in his own esteem, fallen in

the eyes of his parishioners ? You will reach

out your hand, draw him from the slough,
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cover as with a mantle his errors, and strive

to reinstate him, penitent, in the place he

once held. There is not in the whole district

a country house where any pretension to

piety is made 1 It is for your house to set

the example, and see if there be not some to

folloAv.

And it may be. Christian brother or sister,

that it was for this you were sent to this un-

hallowed spot ; it may be that for years these

poor doubting and troubled ones have been

longing for the approach of just such an one

as you, some one whose very presence checks

vice and upholds virtue ; some one before

whom the mocker will not mock, nor the

profane swear, nor the liar lie.

With Avhat strange emotions do they now
behold that there is one among them, who
like Cornelius the centurion, fearlessly and
decidedly worships God "with all his house,"
•—how new to him or her, so long exposed

and accustomed to the lowering tone, the

foolish talk and frivolous aims of a Avorldly

circle will be your life with its boundless

hopes and aspirations ; how delightful, how
almost inconceivable to find their hitherto

dwarfed and blunted longings all responded

to, encouraged, cherished, drawn forth be-

neath the sunshine of your loving approval.

What if it hath been your Lord Himself,

who has laid this holy enterprise before His
servant, because the time has come to gather

in this portion of His vineyard, and into

your hands He has put the sickle ?

Eemember, Christians, that "ye are the

salt of the earth
"—not of this bit nor of that

bit, not only of the wilds and wastes, but of

the fair broad prosperous lands that lie yet

nearer to your o^vn feet, but from which you
are fain to turn aside because all is smiling on
the surface ; all is not smiling beneath, the

most luxuriant show oft covers the most pitiful

soil, and thither you, in God's name, should

penetrate. Armed with His sword, imbued
with His spirit, throw yourselves gladly and
boldly into all companies, take to you all Avho

will ; the earth cannot poison and suffocate

you if you are salting the earth, the wicked
cannot tempt you if you are bent on tempt-

ing them. Only go as Christ went, bearing

His Father's message, about His Father's

business ; and you like Him may sit at Simon's

loaded board, as well as among the meanest
of publicans and sinners.

A VISIT TO THE SAVAGES OF FOEMOSA.
By a. HANCOCK, of the Chinese Customs Service.

"VirrHEX public attention is so much
» » directed to the operations of the

French in Formosa, the following account of

a visit paid to the remarkable tribes inhabit-

ing the forests of that island may be of

interest.

Often when walldng over the Tamsui
mountains I looked in the direction of the
lofty forest-clad ranges of the aborigines, a

mysterious and unkno^^Ti region. From
various sources I learned the following facts:

first, that some of the savages come out to the
border to barter with the Chinese ; secondly,

that in consequence of the encroachments of

the latter on the edges of the forest, seeking
camphor-wood, &c., encounters frequently
take place, or rather that the Cliinese, when
engaged in cutting down the trees, are sur-

prised by their wary antagonists and killed,

their heads being cut off and carried away as

trophies ; thirdly, that these acts are not
always done by the savages of the particular

place where they occur, but by others brought
from a distance forthe purpose; and, fourthly,
that anyone entering the forests and coming
upon the savages without pre\dous Avaming

would almost certainly be killed. These par-

ticulars were not specially encouraging to

one desirous of exploring their fastnesses

;

however, I decided to endeavour to get a
look at them at some bartering place, and
thus perhaps gain additional information

regarding their habits and customs.

On the 10th of February, 1882, I started

from Tamsui, steaming ten miles up the river

to Banka, where I proceeded to purchase
such articles as I thought might find most
favour as presents. From Banka I went
south and crossed the plain till I entered the

mountains at Sintiam. The situation of tlais

place is very pretty ; the river a few hun-
dred yards up is a brawling mountain stream,

which, after passing over a rapid, flows

smoothly in front of the village under the

base of rocks projecting, like the buttresses

of a cathedral, into clear green water fifty

feet deep, whilst, reaching far up behind, the

hillside forms a canopy of hanging wood in-

terspersed with miniature bamboo dells.

Ferrjing over the rapids, I traversed a

stony tract of waste land, which is sub-

merged in heavy floods, and then crossed the
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river again, and, ascending a hill five hun-

dred feet liigh, devoted entirely to tea,

dropped down into a small semicircular shut-

in valley, and put up at the village of Kochu.
A few years ago the river at this place was

the boundary between the savage and Chinese

territories, and although a few tea plots are

now established on the other side, it was
only last September that a Chinaman, while

at work, was surprised and killed by savages

who crept over the hill from the back and
shot and beheaded him within half a mile of

Kochu ; whilst at another spot, rather more
than a mile off, five days before I arrived,

three Chinese had been pounced upon, and
their heads cut off and carried away. By
the side of the river is a curious little ham-
let perched on the summit of a mound-like

hill ; tliis place was attacked a few years ago

by fifty or sixty savages, but the inhabitants

were able to defend themselves and beat

them off

My object now was to find a Chinese go-

between, and induce him to bring out some
of the natives for me to see. Hearing that

such a man was to be met with farther up
the river, I started for his cottage. The path

lay by the side of the water, which was fast

becoming hemmed in by mountains descend-

ing in perpendicular precipices, so that the

only footing to be had was cut out of the

rock, in the style of paths in the Andes ; a

little farther on and the river had to be
crossed, and then the walking was along the

face of a smooth rock—the base of a moun-
tain which shot do^vn at a steep angle to the

water's edge. Along this was a crack which
served as a path, allowing in some places

almost as much as the width of one's foot;

but hat, coat, and boots had to be dispensed

with, and it became necessary to claw the

rock "odth both hands and to edge along,

picking one's steps with care, as the river

below wa,s swift and strong. At length.

after a good deal of scrambling, I reached

fair ground, and, mounting a very steep hill,

came to the cottage of the go-between, and
set to work negotiating.

It was arranged that he should bring out

some savages and I would give them a feast

of pig and samshu (their special fancy) at the

bartering-house bythe river. My friend forth-

Avith changed his clothes and put on a striped

tunic of savage cloth, tied on a huge knife,

and threw round his neck a gay arrangement
of coloured beads, from which hung shot and
powder pouches and all the necessary para-

phernalia for the long -barreled matchlock
which he had taken down from its rest on

the wall. He was now transformed into a
typical " Hawk-eye," and having lit his fuse,

he sallied forth, passed over the mountain by
a winding path, and disappeared. This was
in the morning.

At about half-past five in the afternoon

there was a cry from the door of the cottage,

where I had remained, " They are coming !

"

and on going out I beheld three men and a
girl slowly ascending the path from the river,

" Hawk-eye " having preceded them and laid

aside his gun. Five of the savages had
originally started to come out, but hearing
the roaring or howling of a bear in the moun-
tains as they journeyed, the fifth considered

it a bad omen and had returned home. As
the party came up, carrying their spears

—

long bamboos with iron heads—the Chinese
shouted to them in an overbearing manner to

leave these weapons outside, and they were
stuck into the ground before the door. As
they entered I bade them sit down. Two
of the men were old—one was a chief ; the

girl might have been about twenty. As to

their dress, it was pretty much the same.

The men wore a long piece of cloth like

bed-ticking, which was suspended from the

shoulders and simply tied in a knot and left

open in front. Round the waist was a girdle

of blue material, also tied in a knot in front.

Their legs were entirely bare. On the head
Avas a curious close-fitting bowl of wicker-

work of dark colour, resembling an inverted

slop-basin. Their hair was quite black, and
hung in copious locks round the neck ; their

complexion was light olive, and in the case

of these three the profile was not specially

pronounced. Their expression Avas by no
means unpleasant. The girl Avas on a some-

AA'hat large scale and rather Egyptian in face,

putting me in mind of the bas-relief on a

mummy coffin. Her dress resembled that of

the men, but there was more of it ; she Avore,

in addition to the hanging toga, a sort of

sarong in picturesque colours, extending from
the AA'aist almost to the knee, and a pair of

regular moccasins. Her hair, Avhich was
quite black, was not long, and Avas tied up
Avith a string behind in one place ; her ear-

rings Avere very curious—a couple of pieces

of carved bamboo, thicker than a pencil and
about an inch long, thrust through the ears,

and holding suspended little strings of blue

glass beads and flat bits of white ivory. As
the sun was going doAvoi and the river had to

be crossed once more, I took my departure,

having arranged that the saA'ages were to be

brought in next day to the bartering-house

by the river.
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Early in the morning the first thing to be

done was to purchase a pig; and having

accomphshed this, I moved on to the samshu

shop, where a big crock was placed on the

floor, and the shopman began to ladle out

the stuff at a rate which rather astonished

me, as though the savages wanted to wash
in it. "Oh," said the Chinese, "that's

notliing ; they drink it like water." The
article was not very deadly, so that I paid

my dollar and completed the purchase,

despite my qualms about giving 29 catties

weight of samshu to four savages. Arrived

at the rendezvous, I found not only my four

friends of the previous evening, but eight

more, to whose savage ears the rumour of

roast pork had penetrated far in their moun-
tain fastnesses, so that now I had a goodly

show of twelve for inspection and comparison.

Having set myself by the door, as the house

was rather dark, I ranged them all in a row in

front on benches, so as to obtain a good view.

The first thing that struck me was the great

variety of type. One girl of about twenty-

two was not onlygood-looking, but of dignified

and graceful mien, and for dress and style the

personification of Miss Bateman in Leah;
ohve-complexion, large and beautiful eyes,

long eye-lashes, and a remarkably well-formed

nose. On her head she wore a picturesque

dark turban embroidered round the edge in

red ; her earrings were the same as the other

girl's, but her general style was superior.

The tattooing, strange to say, seems not to

disfigure these natives—in fact, it rather

adds piquancy than otherwise. The pattern

is the same in all, and may be compared to a

pale blue gauze band or ribbon, starting in

front of the ears and passing down in a slope

to the corners of the mouth, where it divides,

half going over the top and meeting under the

nose, and half passing under the lower lip

and meeting on the chin. The tint is pale

blue. The men do not have anything at the

sides, but merely a narrow band down the

centre of the forehead about half an inch
wide, and consisting of horizontal lines close

together. This is not worn until the indi-

vidual has accompanied a party on a raid

against the Chinese; and when he has himself
lulled a Chinaman and brought home his

first head, a similar band is added to the
chin. Excepting the youths, all the gentle-

men present had tliis badge.

After a number of questions, I ordered the
samshu to be brought in and placed in the
centre of the floor. There were two chiefs

present, and when they drank they put their

heads close together and their arms round

each other's necks and drank simultaneously
out of the same bowl. After we had spent
some time in conversation and samshu-drink-
iug, I noticed that the eyes of one of the
chiefs kept wandering restlessly to the door,

where the unfortunate pig was biding his

time. Suddenly the savage arose, and,
stalking out of the house, seized the pig,

which was bound, and, hoisting him along,

swung liim on to a couple of logs which were
lying over a slight depression in the ground.
The whole conclave of savages rushed out in

a body and crowded round. Dra-\ving the
blade from his girdle (the savages all carry
hideous long knives), the chief delivered the
fatal blow, coolly holding the pig by the nose
the while. A fire Avas kindled in the hollow
below, and after a few minutes, and Avithout

using any hot Avater, but merely rolling the
carcase round and round, the chief proceeded
Avith the next act of the drama. Cutting off

the ears, he presented one to his brother
chief and pocketed the other himself. Then
the beautiful " Leah," Avith three other dam-
sels, each stooping doAvn, held a pig's foot, and
as the chief with four dexterous strokes

separated them from the shins, each young
lady placed the treasure in her bosom ! Over
the subsequent dissection let us draw a veil.

The carcase having been duly diAdded, a

big copper, into which the disjecta membra
Avere dropped, Avas set going Avith a roaring

fire underneath, and sundry old savage hags
stirred the mess. Meantime, waiting for the

finale, the old men were seated in a circle by
the fire, smoking their short bamboo pipes

and conversing in their rich guttural tones,

wliich somewhat resemble Spanish. At last

the contents were turned out and piled in a

steaming pyramid on a table. Round this the

savages thronged, helping themselves Avith

their hands ; and what they could not just

then eat, the men put into their hats, and
the women into their bosoms. When the

feast was all over, I beheld, on going to the

door, a boatload of savages sloA\dy coming
doAvn the river. The sight Avas an interesting

one, and a viArid picture from " The Last of

the Mohicans "—the AAdld forms and varied

attitudes, all in true savage costume, passing

along under the shadow of the dark rocks.

I at once went dovm to the water's edge to

receive them, and undisguised indeed Avas

their astonishment at being helped ashore by
me. If there had been variety amongst the

first batch, there was still more in tins one.

One young felloAv in particular attracted my
attention; hemighthavebeen tAventy-six years

of age, and was of singularly sinister and for-
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bidding mien. His head was ornamented by
a crimson cincture, and he wore, besides,

other gaudy articles, and was evidently the

head of the party. As I learned later on, he

was the brother of the chief of the tribe. His

displeasure on discovering that the pig was
already devoured was ill concealed, and his

manner was correspondingly haughty and
abrupt, till a happy thought occurred to me,

and I lost no time in investing him with the

Order of the Antimacassar, the only present

I had at my disposal after having given the

chief a pair of batliing drawers. Then I sent

out and bought a dollar's worth of bro'wn

sugar ; this I had made up into little bags,

and presented each of the neAV-comers with a

parcel, so that everyone was mollified, and
all went merry as a marriage feast. Before

taking my leave of the assembly, I told
" Hawk-eye " to ask the chiefs whether they

would alloAv me to visit them in their forests,

and to this they nodded assent. I now con-

sidered that, thanks to the instrumentality of

the pig and an antimacassar, I had accom-

plished the first step, and Avas in a position

to take the second. Being unable, however,

to remain at this particular time, I put off

the proposed visit for the present, and re-

turned to Tamsui.

The 26th of February, early in the morning,

found me once more in " Hawk-eye's" cottage

preparing for the expedition. Four savages

had been brought out the day before, two
(the chief and another) to conduct me into

the forest, and two to be retained as hostages.
" Hawk-eye" and the savages having loaded

their matchlocks and lighted their fuses, I

buckled on my trusty steel (a savage knife,

nineteen inches long), shouldered my gun,

and off Ave started from the midst of an ad-

miring throng. First Avent the chief, I came
next, then " HaAvk-eye," then my serA^ant, and
the other savage brought up the rear. The
path at once began a steep ascent, Avindiug

along some A^ery aAvkAvard places ; at one spot

the recent heavy rains hacl Avashed aAvay one

half, and I had once more to claw the rocks.

At length, after a tough climb, Ave gained the

top of the ridge, and there beheld mountains

all round in every direction, those in front one

tlense mass of forest. The day was gloomy

;

heavy banks of dark clouds brooded over the

ridges, forming a kind of pall, and the forest

looked perfectly black. We were standing

on the outskirts of civilisation, had passed

the last patches of indigo, had seen the last

sod of virgin soil that had been tm'ned, and
noAv AA^e had to descend and enter the Avilder-

ness. By degrees the path, Avhich liitherto

had been little to boast of, became small and
beautifully less. At last jungle appeared

—

masses of reeds, grass, and other plants ten
to fifteen feet high, and as dense as a Avail.

When approaching this place the chief blew
a small reed Avhistle, and then raised a pecu-

liar and melancholy Avail, Avhich resounded
through the forest. The object of this was
to let the other savages knoAV Avho it was that

Avas coming. The path got Avorse and worse

;

for me, Avith boots, it Avas a round of slipping,

sliding, and scrambling, and nothing to lay

hold of except the stalks of reeds, which cut

like knives. MoreoA^er, the chief walked at

such a rate that it Avas as much as I could do
to keep my eye upon him ; it was a springy
bounding step, AAath the body bent forAvard

and eyes constantly on the trail. Presently

the jungle ended, and after an unusually

steep and tough descent, Ave came to the

bottom—a vast deep mountain glen—where
" Broken by stones and o'er a stony bed
Rolled the loud mountain stream."

I now for the first time stood in the forest

primeval— a sight never to be forgotten.

Wherever the eye AA'andered, trees of various

forms and sizes, all in full foliage, seemed
banked up against the mountain sides. In

some places, such Avas the angle of the escarp-

ment that it Avas evidently a precipice
;
yet

not a trace of rock was A'isible. Conspicuous

before all, magnificent camphor-trees reared

their shapely branches, clothed Avith glisten-

ing green leaves. I saAV clean-stemmed liqui-

dambars and a host of other trees unknoAvn
to me ; and under their shadoAA^ in dark in-

terstices, rose, like feathery palms, tree-ferns

tAventj' to thirty feet high, Avhilst close beside

were dense clumps of smooth-bladed bananas.

The ground beloAA^, reeking Avith steamy

moisture, Avas one mass of luxuriant semi-

tropical vegetation. Except for the sound of

the mountain river, all was silent ; no birds

A'isible ; no signs of life except some AA^hite

and speckled butterflies dancing over the sur-

face of "the Avater in the dark glades. Here
we sat doAvn, and " HaAvk-eye " changed his

garb entirely, and donned complete savage

costume—the toga, girdle, and skull-cap—so

that but for the tattooing he Avas a savage,

It was up this mountain river that oui

course noAv lay, and it had to be crossed and

re-crossed repeatedly. At first I was carried

over, but at last, like the rest, I simply walked

through. Sometimes we passed under over-

hanging banks of dripping moss, then ovei

huge boulders, and again, leaving the river,

through tracks of jungle, Avhich the savages

slashed A\dth their knives, AAdiilst occasionally
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I would come upon some exquisite botanical

treasure, which I had just time to snatch and
throw into the basket. Sheets of ferr s (pel-

lucid green Trichomanes and Hymenojjhyllum)

encased the trunks of trees like wreaths of

emerald lace, Avhilst far aloft depended orchi-

daceous and other epiphytic plants ; in the

forks of branches, huge shuttlecocks, six feet

high, of Asplenium nidus, or the birds'-nest fern

of the tropics ; and reaching across from tree

to tree Avere cords and cables of rattans and
various other creepers hanging in long fes-

toons. At last we came suddenly to the

foot of a steep buttress, up Avhich Ave had to

pass in zigzag, holding on to the trees, Avhich

I noticed were now getting thinner; more
light was Adsible, and something resembling

signs of a path. We were noAV close to our
goal, and the savages told us to sit doAvn till

the chief should go on ahead and give notice

to the rest. As he left I observed that his

peculiar call changed. Whilst Avaiting for

his return I Avatched a flock of most exquisite

birds (the Pericrocotus hrevirostris, of Hindu-
stan) playing on a tree close by; they re-

sembled Avagtails in form, but are much
larger, the plumage of the male being ver-

milion, with black head, and that of the

female, canary yelloAv and olive green. I

should have shot specimens, but considered

that my mere arrival Avould be a sufficient

source of excitement without the firing of

guns.

Just before leaving the last trace of cul-

tivation, a young Chinese, an inmate of
" HaAvk-eye's " OAvn house, and personally

known to both these savages, was allowed to

join the expedition ; but when AA^e had reached

this particular spot and Avere sitting doAvn, he
Avandered sloAvly on ahead of his OAvn accord

and was suddenly missed by us. At once the

savage who Avas remaining Avith us jumped
up, ran after him, and called him back in

haste, because, as " HaAvk-eye " told me, if

he should happen to come across any other

of the savages AA'ho Avere not aAvare of our
arrival, he Avould almost certainly be killed.

This incident shoAvs the Avild and Avary nature

of this people.

At length there Avas a distant call from the

chief, and the other savage led me on. A
little more AAdnding about, and I emerged on
the top of a narrow ridge, croAvned by the

savage huts. The tAvo first on Avhom my
eyes should fall Avere my old acquaintance
and the beautiful Egyptian.

After the long morning's race over stock

and stone I was not sorry to sit doAAOi. The
hut in which I found myself, and it was a

fair sample of the rest, was of the rudest
possible description. The doorAvay Avas so>

small that it was a task to get in ; the Avails

were composed of the branches of trees stuck

into the ground a fcAv inches apart, the in-

terstices being filled Avith bits of chopped
wood ; the roof was thatched Avith grass.

Three sides AA^ere occupied by raised bamboo
sleeping platforms, some fifteen inches above
the ground ; there Avere no AvindoAvs. At one
side was a slight depression in the ground,
Avhich served as a fireplace, logs of trees being

laid over it, end to end, and constantly

pushed farther in as they gradually consumed
aAA'ay. All the village croAvded in—Avomen,

young girls, and children of all sizes ; but the

male savages, Avith the exception of those

referred to, were all absent on a hunting ex-

pedition, having been gone several days.

From the roof Avere suspended A^arious requi-

sites of the chase—boAvs, arroAA's, and deer

skins—besides sundry articles of domestic use,

all of the rudest kind
Having had somethfng to eat, I strolled

out amongst the other huts, and eA^eryAvhere

AA^as Avell received. What particularly struck

me Avas the fearlessness of the Avomen and
girls and the frankness of the children, Avho

Avere most interesting. They came close up
to me, examined my clothes Avith their large

dark eyes, pulled my whiskers, and Avere

never tired of looking at my Avatch. They
are bright, and I should say intelligent, and
incomparably more interesting than Chinese
children—so simple, natural, and unsophisti-

cated. All smoke, from the youngest to the

oldest of both sexes, and it was truly ludi-

crous to see tiny mites of certainly not three

summers—stark naked—Avith pipes in their

mouths ; in Avhich respect, hoAvever, they are

surpassed by the natiA'es of the Matabello
Islands (Malay Archipelago), Avho smoke
cigars before they are Aveaned. The Avomeu
and girls carry their pipes of bamboo stuck

in their hair, someAvhat in the style of the

liangjmt'ou head-dress of the Pekingese ladies,

and keep the tobacco-bags hung round their

necks. They at once offered me a smoke.

Some of them Avere playing upon a curious

kind of jeAv's-harp, made out of a slip of

bamboo Avith threads at each end, whilst one
girl, of about sixteen, danced. The dance
Avas neither a fandango nor a bolero, nor yet

a minuet, but bore some resemblance to all

three ; it was so intensely grotesque that I

laughed uncontrollably. No sooner had she

finished than the girls came up to me and,

offering me a jeAv's-harp, made signs to me
to dance. The harp alone Avas a sufficient
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mystery to me, but when the minuet was
added, the tableau was complete ; my audience

threw themselves do\vn and screamed with

laughing. From this performance I passed

to a scene of somewhat different character : a

few yards along a path, a step to one side,

and I stood before a scaffold of camphor-
branches on Avliich reposed a grinning row of

human skulls, the heads of Cliinese slain in

raids. But the day wore on, and the pre-

parations for journeying back were made.

"We returned' by a different route, and if

there was no mountain river to be forded

there was somethina; worse—the crossing of

ravines and gullies on slimy trunks of fallen

trees. Then, again, we wound through water-

courses, where the vegetation was loaded

with moisture, and the glen—a vast fernery

—

was dark through the interlacing of the trees

above. We had gradually ascended so high

that we were in the clouds, which made the

forest doubly dark. The chief, as before,

went first, and his wailing call once more
echoed around. Presently the rest joined in

it, and I was told that we were approaching

a stockade of the savages, close by which we
passed. At length we gained a ridge and
changed our direction, plunging down steep

and dark declivities. The scene was often

highly interesting and romantic. Sometimes
at a projecting buttress I would pause and
look back at the line of savages winding
single file round the precipices, and beguiling

the way with a sweet and musical chant,

Avhich I was told was a, sort of ditty ad-

dressed to lover or husband hunting far off

in the forest. I have crossed Formosa thirty

miles, Avith the thermometer 92° in the
shade ; I have topped the Wut'ai-shan, ten
thousand feet ; and I have tramped the sands
and lava-fields of Hainan under a tropical

sun, thirty-five miles in a day; but let

no one talk of walking till he has been
through the forests of Formosa with the
savages.

I had been rather annoyed at the way in

which the old chief persisted in going ahead,
but I afterwards learned that he did this by
way of precaution against surprise. The
choice of a different route for the return
journey, also, had been made because the
wary savages did not propose to make me
familiar with the approach to their forest

home. At about six P.M. we reached the cot-

tage, after a day of great and varied interest;

and as the poor creatures preferred taking
their pig and samshu home with them, I

consented, and after distributing a few pre-

sents, took my departure.

The impression left on my mind was a
mixed and rather sad one. I had been
amongst a people whose days are numbei'ed
—a people who showed various kind and
amiable traits of character, but whose natural

temperament, even were they disposed to

work, seems unfitted for the systematic toils

of civilised nations ; whose ignorance and
simplicity permit them to barter away their

noble forests for a mess of pottage ; who are

steeped in poverty and ignorance—the con-

stant dupes of unscrupulous and mercenar}^

neighbours ; the victims of strong passions

;

without friends, without help, Avithout sym-
pathy—children of the present hour.

ITAME CHOOSING.
ir.

THE motives at work in name-choosing
that were spoken of in the former paper

would account together, no doubt, for a very
large majority of the names given to English
children; the causes now to be considered
are among those of less common operation.

I. Aspirations ofparents as to the characters

and careers of their children exercise some
influence on personal nomenclature. In
primitive days when names had to be created,

this influence was much more largely felt

than it is now. Many designations whose
meanings have nothing to do with their pre-
sent use amongst us, embody the desires of

primeval parents for their children. For the
original David the paternal wish was that

he should be beloved, and the name expresses

the wish ; the early Philips were set apart as

horse lovers ; the primal Franks were de-

signed never, never, to be slaves. But
the aspirations set forth in these and many
other names of antiquity found for the most
part a more direct expression than do the

corresponding aspirations which disclose

themselves in name choosing now. Perhaps
the most common denominational shape in

which English parents express the desires re-

ferred to, is that of hero names ; not the gift,

quality, or success desired, but the man who
possesses or achieves it furnishing the appel-

lation. Contemporary heroes are, of course,

more likely than others to be drawn upon in
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this way for their names. It was, as has

already been hinted, in the days of WelHng-
ton's greatness that Arthur began to be

popular. During the Russian war Raglan

and Arnaucl became numbered among Eng-
lish Christian names ; so did Garibaldi at the

times of that hero's prominence. When the

struggle was going on at Plevna, Osman was
often given to our children ; and Suleiman

appeared as a British praenomen about the

same time. Later still the appellations Gar-

net and sometimes Garnet JFolseley have com-

memorated in the registers the prowess of

the living; British ireneral. But neither is the

heroism of the past entirely forgotten in

naming, for the writer has met with the

registered appellations Alcibiades, Julius

Ccesar, Boadicea, JVilliam the Conqueror,

Richard Coeur de Lion, Peter the Great, &c.

The desired qualities may have been exhi-

bited in the lives of religious characters, and
here, perhaps, the past is more resorted to

than the present. The following may all be

found in Enghsh registers of recent years :

—

Simon Peter, Joseph Arimathcea, Tabitha,

Cyprian, Martin Luther, Melandhon, John
B'unyan, Selwyn, and Morley Punshon. Luther

has been a good deal used in England since

the recent four-hundredth anniversary of the

Eeformer's birth. Politics also supply plenty

of heroes, whose names are freely given to

English children ; but here the present once

more asserts itself loudly over the past.

Ledru Mazzini Kossuth forms a registered

name combination, but it appeared many
years ago. The Gladstones, the William

Ewarts, the Beaconsfields figure of course

among the rising generation. So also do the

numerous JFilfrids (who often appear as

Wilfreds), and the Wilfrid Lawsons of more
explicit denominational association with tem-

perance politics.

There is a division of the class of names
under consideration that is interesting from
the tenderness and refinement of the ideas

which it sometimes seems to express. The
aspiration here assumes a poetical shape

;

some " thing of beauty " or nobleness, whose
loveliness or other qualities are coveted for

the child to be named, and perhaps traced

by parental fondness in the features of its

infantile person or character, is called upon
to lend its title. The various flower- and
gem-names belong to this division. Many
of these are being used daily Avithout refer-

ence to their meanings, on the repetition-

principle already spoken of. Every Rhoda
is a rose, every Margaret a pearl ; but nume-
rous parents who give these appellations to

their children do not associate them with
the fragrant blush and gleaming radiance
which the words really commemorate. Never-
theless flower- and gem-names are evidently

given from time to time with direct refer-

ence to their significations. The following

floral and kindred appellations have oc-

curred in modern registers, most of them
having appeared quite recently :

—

Azalea,

Blossom, Camelia, Carnation, Chrysanthemum,
Convolvulus, Daisy, Evergreen, Flora, Hyacinth,

Hyacinthe, Iris, Ivy, Jessamine, Laurestlna

(sic), Lavender, Lily, Maple, May, Mayblossom,

Mignonette, Myrtle, Olive, Orange, Pansy, Posey,

Primrose, Rose, Rosebud, Snowdrop, Vine,

Violet, and Woodbine. The name of a single

flower, it would seem, is not always enough
to set forth the parental longings. A labourer

named Garden, living near Tunbridge Wells,

lately called his little girl Violet Camelia Daisy,

as though he wanted for her at once the

sweetness, the splendour, and the simplicity

of the world of flowers. It was another
labourer—one Preece, of St. George's, South-
wark—who, at the end of 1883, made use of

the name Posey above quoted, so denominat-
ing his little lassie as if wishing to endow or

credit her with the varied lovelinesses of an
entire nosegay. Gem-names are less to be
met with than those just mentioned ; but
specimens, if rare, are not entirely wanting
in the great mine of the national name-roll.

The writer's notes disclose a Jewel to begin

with, with Beryl, Garnet, Jacintha, Jasper,

Pearl, Ruby, and Sardonyx to follow. Of
these, however. Garnet has, perhaps, referred

to the general more frequently than to the

gem, and Jasper (wliich, indeed, owns but a

doubtful connection with the stone at all)

was formerly a good deal used, and conse-

quently now often occurs merely by repeti-

tion. Both flowers and gems have sometimes
lent appellations to the same children : Violet

Pearl Willmott was registered at Royston in

1880, Ruby Rose Smith at Guildford in 1883.

Somewhat allied to the flower- and gem-names
appear to be such appellations as Angel,

Cherubim, Cuckoo, Dove, Eden, Melody, and Star;

the blessedness, glory, or sweetness so re-

ferred to being, it would seem, desired for

the children by the parents bestowing these

titles upon them]
One other pretty form of the aspiration-

name should be separately mentioned. It is

that which follows vhe names of the ideal

characters of romance. In the prosaic pages

of register-books, the writer has lately met
with such poetical beings,as sweet Cinderella

of the fairy tale, Shakespeare's sad Ophelia
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and sprightly Rosalind, Sir Walter's charming

sisters Minna and Brenda, Longfellow's faith-

ful Evangeline, Mrs. Stowe's quaint Toj)sy,

and Mr. Blackmore's gentle Lorna.

Some of the more familiar shapes of the

kind of name under consideration can here

be but passingly referred to. Among these

is the Abstract-virtue-name, which from Puritan

days downwards has often been used in

England, and which is still constantly ap-

pearing in the national registers, not only in

well-worn guise, but in less accustomed forms
from Affability to Zeal.

Does anything in the nature of an aspira-

tion, it may be asked, underlie such an ap-

pellation as Sir Roger, recently noticed in a

death-register at Woking ? While the Tich-

borne trial was going on, the name Eoger
was certainly additionally used among the

lower orders. But it may be that the fact

did not point—or at any rate did not always

point—to sympathy with the person who
laid claim to the desimation and all that was
attached to it, or to any approval of his pro-

cedure; but rather merely to the strong

interest generally felt in a singular investiga-

tion at the time it was going on.

II. So far as this may have been the case,

Roger is to be regarded as having been a

Public-event-name, of which variety of titles

something shall now be said under the more
general head of Names caused by circumstances

of birth.

Appellations created by contemporary
public occurrences are constantly appearing
in the registers. In the quarter following

the battle of the Alma, five hundred and
nineteen children, males as well as females,

received^/ma as a Christian name. BalaMava,
Inherman, and Sebastopol also speedily gave
their names to English infants, and one Siege

Sebastopol was registered. The acquisition of

the island in the Mediterranean during the

year 1878 was the means of introducing

Cyprus into English personal nomenclature

;

and to pass to a later date still, a labourer's

boy, born at Sawston, Cambridgeshire, in

September, 1882, was named Tel-el-Kebir.

Political events, as well as military, find

their reflection in names. Charter is a re-

corded appellation recalling the popular
movement of 1848, and Reform is also an
existing denomination. In a birth-register

of 1882, appears as the personal designation

of a certain Mrs. Thorpe, who became a
mother at that time, the startlins: name
Leviathan. The good lady, it is stated, was
born or named at the time of the launching
of Brunei's monster steam-ship, which was

at first so called, though it has since been
known as the Great Eastern. A little girl,

daughter of a hoop-maker, born early in the
last-named year atRye, in Sussex, received the
name Jumbo, presumably in commemoration
of the regretted departure of the zoological

favourite from Regent's Park to America.
Family circumstances evidently sometimes

create names in the same way. Orphan Hum-
phrey is the name of the mother of a child

registered at Colchester in 1882. Forsaken
appears as one of the names of an infant who
died at or near Depwade in 1876 ; and Post-

humous also is a registered appellation. Some
of the noun-names, of which many are used
from time to time, apparently refer-^but less

directly—to occurrences affecting the families

concerned. Among such, perhaps, are Ad-
vionition. Advice, Agony, Comfort, Deliverance,

Repentance, Trial, Wrong, &c.

Days and seasons of birth, again, some-
times pass on their titles to the children

born upon or within them. Newyear, Janu-
ary, Midlenf, Easter, Trinity, Midsummer, Lam-
mas, Autumn, Christmas, Merry Christmas,

Sabbath, Monday, and Birthday are all English

personal names.

Some appellations suggest large families

and small means, as Enough, Last, and Omega,
each of which seems to be a protest against

further family additions. Constant Increase

has once appeared in the registers ; it reads

like a desponding comjilaint of domestic

growth. A few names—as Welcome, which
has often been used—tell the opposite tale of

acceptable and perhaps long-deferred arrivals

in homes of plenty. The prosaic Roman
custom of naming children according to their

number in the family has been, as every one

knows, copied in England to the limited

extent that occasionally one child in a house-

hold— rarely more than this—has been

named thus, the Latin word being generally

used. There are a few cases on record where
the same thing has been done in English, the

names Unit, Three, and Number Seven, having

occurred in the registers at different times.

III. Something should be said next of

those names which are suggested by the bud-

ding characteristics of the children receiving

them. A good many English adjectives have

been employed in personal denomination, and
among these probably are several that have

been applied for the reason referred to. The
following would seem to be of the number :

—

Affable, Amiable, Bloomy, Bold, Cautious,

Charming, Civil, Constant, Easy, Energetic,

Fearfid, Giddy, Golden, Gmteful, Happy, Irre-

sistible, Large, Patierd, Perfect, Placid, Polite,
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Soher, Sunny, Siuhbarn, Troublesome, and JFon

derful. Other of these adjective names, as

Blessed, Chaste, Free, Ch-acious, Holy, Righteous,

Victorious, JVorthy, belong, it must be sup-

posed, to the category of aspiration-titles

already spoken of, as they could not point to

observed characteristics on the part of the in-

fants so named. On the other hand, it may
easily be that of the flower-, jewel-, and other

names which have been set down as repre-

senting aspirations, some might more rightly

take their place under the present head, for

the boundary-line between these two name-
classes is indistinct at several points.

The adjective-names quoted include, as will

be observed, some that seem to refer to

physical traits. Such are Bloomy, Golden, and
Large. And there are other forms in which
bodily characteristics are denominationally

noted. Goliath, for instance, would seem to

denote gigantic proportions ; Forehead must
be supposed to celebrate a remarkable frontal

development ; Brighteye probably signalises

the brilliant " eyelight " of the little girl to

whom it was once applied; Presence and
Majesty seem to point to a noble infantile

mien ; and Fidgctt (sic) appears to unfold a

tedious tale of restless baby ways.

It is to be remembered—and a parallel

remark has already been made with respect

to names expressing parental aspirations

—

that in the primal days of name-invention

personal characteristics were far oftener di-

rectly responsible for names than they now
are. Good health denominated the early

Valentines; fairness of skin the Blanches; red

hair the Griffiths; blindness the Cecils: and
these are only a few specimens from a multi-

tude. ISfow so many prsenominal varieties

exist ready for adoption, that but few per-

sons reject them all for the sake of creating

original titles out of infantile peculiarities.

IV. It would be easy and convenient to

arrange under several other different heads

what remains to be told about the reasons

which determine people in choosing names,

but for brevity's sake a single category

headed Miscdlaneous causes shall be made to

embrace all further motives to be referred to.

It may be well here to give a caution to

the reader with respect to examples of names
already quoted and yet about to be quoted.

From various causes which need not be

specified, an exceedingly large number of

nouns and other words associated with al-

most every department of human interest

have become English surnames. And again,

since the days of Puritanism, surnames have
been constantly liable to usage as Christian

names. It follows that of the pra3nomina
mentioned in these articles, some maj' in

some cases have been given to children as

the surnames of relatives and friends, and
therefore of course without reference to their

meanings. This should be borne in mind
with respect to all the classes of appellations

referred to, as j^robably there is not one of

them whose terms have missed being largely

appropriated to the uses of family nomencla-
ture.

Sometimes tenderness so prevails in name-
selection, that nothing but a pet name viall

do as the permanent appellation of the child.

Then registration formally appHes those soft

and affectionate forms of denomination which
are usually left for mere family employment.
The loving termination in ie or y thus comes
into the register-books. It would seem that

there are no recognised principles for the

construction of pet names, provided their

last syllables take an acknowledged shape of

tenderness. Any part of the original appel-

lation, apparently, may become the basis of

the fond adaptation ; and indeed sometimes,

it must be surmised, pet names are daringly

invented. Birdie, Conney, Essie, Flossy, Harty,

Meddcy, Nappy, Sizze (sic), Tizzie, Virtie, &c.,

which are taken from registers of late date,

cannot all of them be traced to recognised

names at all.

Occasionally the surname creates the

Christian name, su2;2;estin2r some familiar or

facetious combination which the personal

appellation can be made to complete. A Mr.
Lattimer (sic) who was married at Alston in

1876, bore the Christian names Ridley and
Cranmer. Olive Green and Olive Tree, both
registered couplets, may perhaps be acci-

dental, but Green Leaf, another recorded

combination, can scarcely be so. Grace Dar-
ling has been the name of others besides ^ the

veritable heroine, and a Lord John Russell

exists or did exist, without tangible relations

to the house of Bedford or the question of

Eeform. The registers afford many other

examples of name-selection determined by
the suggestive character of the surname.
Such are the following : John Guy Earl
TVarwick, Pleasant Sky, Butter Sugar, Martin
Swallow, Sea Gull, Saint Paid, Royal King,

River Jordan, and Silver Shilling, in all which
cases it will be understood that the cognomen
is the word ending the combination.

A patriotic spirit seems now and then to

break out in child-naming. To some extent

probably it is this that incites parents to the

choice of the national hero-names to which
some reference has already been made, but
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it discloses itself more distinctly from time

to time in such appellations as Albion,

Britannia, and Old England.

Can it be faimly pride, or is it mere eccen-

tricity that inspires such repetitions as Fitz-

Barron Barron Barron, James Ashburner James

Ashburncr, Em Eve, Pichup Pichip, George

Ellis Ellis Ellis, and William Prior Johnson

William Prior Johnson ? (In these examples,

as in those cited a little way back, the reader

will perceive that the surname, as well as

the Christian name or names, appears in its

place.)

Whether mere love for eccentricity had or

had not any hand in shaping the foregoing

combinations, it often seems to direct the

choice of names ; and a feAV final Avords shall

be added about those appellations which

appear to have been selected out of sheer

desire for singularity. Probably the lengthy

concatenation of titles quoted at the opening

of the former paper may be placed among
the number, and a few other instances shall

be given. The registers contain all the fol-

lowing as personal names : Alphabet, Ask,

Avalanche, Dupper Dupper, Etna, Fancy, Half,

Hebrews, Ilycena, Lavender Waters, Married,

Merino, Modern, Musty, Nought, Purify, Sir

Dusty, Tea and Tempest. It is not unlikely

that some, if not all of these appellations may
express a definite though dark meaning of

some sort, but it Avill be allowed that no one

in whom a wish to be singular was not a

master motive, would be likely to use either

of them. To finish with a specimen in strong

contrast as regards length with Mr. Pepper's

alphabetical choice, but certainly its match,

and that of any other appellation mentioned,

in eccentricity :—There is, or lately was, in

existence a child who, should he reach that

point in education when he will have ad-

dressed to him the familiar question of the

catechism, " AVhat is your name 1 " will be

compelled to return to his catechist the curt

and irreverent answer—" Guess /"*

EDWARD WHITAKER.
• The birth of Guess Scutter, son of a pork-butcher at

Basing-stoke, was registered during' the quarter ended 30th
September, 1SS3.

SOME EEMINISCENCES OF MY LIFE.

By MAEY HOWITT.

CHAPTER I.

IN the company of my husband and my
younger daughter I first saw Meran, on

May 23rd, 1874. Although we had come
from Eome to an Alpine land, we were
agreeably astonished by the prolific growth
of vegetation, testifying to the fertility of

the soil and the geniality of the climate.

The public gardens of the picturesque little

town, and those of the private villas of its

extensive suburbs of Unter- and Obermais,
were adorned by splendid specimens of the

Wellingtonia gigantea, the Cedrus Deodora, the

Catalpa, the Paidoiunia imper.ialis, and other

choice evergreens and deciduous trees. But
what especially awoke our admiration was
the magnificent profusion of the roses blooming
on trelUses, house-walls, balconies, and in

garden-beds. They presented a marvellous
show of flowers, brilliant in hue, crimson,

white, and pink, but more generally flaming

out coppery gold, canary yellow, and salmon
colour.

On May 26th, 1880, then a ^vidow, I laid

the first stone of the house represented in the
woodcut on next page. The succeeding Mays
have been signalised by a series of happy
and important events, wliich have already

furnished the home, given me by a kind Pro-

vidence, with hallowed memories.
Marieuruhe, or Mary's Kest, is situated on

the slopes of Obermais. It commands on
its four sides rich and varied landscapes.

Facing the south, there stretches out below
it the broad valley of the Etscli or Adige,

bordered by lofty, wooded mountains, having
old castles and little churches crowning ver-

dant crags and summits, and terminating in

the bold precipitous profile of the Mendola—
a mountain that marks the division of Ger-

man and Italian-speaking Tyrol.

To the north runs the valley of the Passer

river, containing the birthplace of Andreas
Hofer. It, too, is edged by mountains. It

has a broken jiicturesque foreground of vine-

yards and grassy slopes, shaded by luxuriant

Spanish chestnuts, mediaeval castles, and capa-

cious chalets, and a background of the Jaufen
range—the Mons Jovis of the Eomans.
To the east the view is more limited. It-

is bounded at a distance of two or three

miles by high porphyry walls that hem in

the Naifthal—a wooded gorge dominated by
the granite crest of the Ifinger, and charac-

terised by its hermitage and chapel, and the

savage nature of its treacherous mountain
torrent.
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To the west we look into the Vinschgauer-

thal—the upperVenosta valley of the Romans.
On its northern side a range of stupendous

mountains lift their jagged peaks into the

intense blue sky. The Muthspitze, the

nearest of this giant band, has an elongated

spur, called the Kiichelberg, whereon

Marienrahe.

nestles the village of Tirol, which is separated

by a landslip from its ancient castle, belong-

ing to the ruler of the realm, and the very

heart's core of the country, for, as the old

proverb runs :
" The Lord of Schloss Tirol is

Lord of all the Land." On the nearest and

lowest slopes of the Kiichelberg stands a

solitary square tower with battlements. It

is called the Pulver Thurm, and, rising up
amongst vineyards above Meran, immediately

catches the eye.

In the sweep of the Vinschgauerthal, where
now stretch orchards and vineyards, and

where the most northern stone-pine grows

on the sunny banks of the Kiichelberg, lay,

according to the ancient legend, the fragrant

rose-garden of the dwarf King Laurin. Sir

Dietrich of Bern (Verona), his knights. Wolf-

hart and Wittich, with their old master of

arms, Hildebrand, learning that Laurin kept

the beautiful Princess Simild of Styria, a

captive in his great crystal palace in the

Kiichelberg, resolved to set her free. Clad

in glittering armour and mounted on their

proud war-steeds, they rode through thick

fir-woods by the rushing waters of the Adige
until they reached luxuriant meadows at the

foot of these lofty mountains, and saw spread
out before them the fairy garden, mad®
famous and beautiful by the splendour and
fragrance of its roses. But Sir Wittich ruth-

lessly tore down
the little gates of

delicate gold
workmanship,
studded with
gems, destroying

the delicate silken

thread, which had
surrounded the

garden from gate

to gate; and the

ruby-coloured
roses instantly

faded, their per-

fume died away,^

and the vision of

beauty vanished.

Then appeared
little King Lau-
rin, in gold be-

jewelled armour,

on his richly ca-

parisoned steed of

the size and agi-

lity of a cha-

mois. In great

indignation he
bewailed his rose-

garden. Sir Dietrich said :
" A\nien God

next sends the sweet time of May, the

roses will again bloom in all their glory."

But, unappeased, the little King vaHantly

fought the aggressors ; he was only con-

quered by Sir Dietrich, at Hildebrand's

advice, snapping liis magic girdle. The
knights entered the crystal palace ; they

killed Laurin's vast retinue of giants and
dwarfs, and, laden with booty, returned to

Bern, taking with them the liberated Simild

and the captive dwarf-king. Laurin lived in

honour at the court of Sir Dietrich, where he
died a Christian.

Thus the month of May and roses have an
especial connection with this favoured neigh-

bourhood ; nor does the association belong

merely to bygone romance or to modern
cultivation. It is rooted in history.

The Romans, in the year 15 B.C., subduing

the Rhaetians, the original inhabitants, se-

lected, according to their military tactics, the

present site of Meran as the most important

point in the Venosta land ; for it was at the
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juncture of three valleys, screened partially

from view and quite from the north wind.

Here they formed— after the manner of

similar stations placed along the south side

of the Roman wall in Britain—a stationary

camp, to which they gave the name of Maia,

a goddess identified with the blooming month
of May. This suggests the probability that

they discovered the beauty and fertility of

the secluded mountain district in that month.

A region, indeed, to which they might fitly

apply the words describing their native

country, sung by the Mantuan bard, Avho

had died but four years earlier :
" Here the

spring is longest, summer borrows months
beyond her own."
As Maia was a stationary camp, it received

a fixed population of veterans and their

families, to whom grants of land were made
by the Roman authorities, and tradespeople

flocked thither to supply the wants of the

soldiers and the well-to-do settlers. All na-

tives capable of bearing arms were dispatched

as legionary soldiers into foreign parts, and
were supplanted

by Roman colo-

nists. The religion

of the conquerors

was introduced

;

whilst later on
Christianity must
have spread a-

mongst the inhabi-

tants of the cita-

del, its surround-

ing houses and
villas ; as in the

fifth century, on
the arrival of St.

Valentine, Bishop
of Rhsetia (who is

reported to have
originally come
from beyond the

northern sea,

therefore proba-

bly Great Britain),

he suffered no
opposition from
the citizens of

Maia. There he
built the little

on Roman substructures, or retaining incor-

porated in their walls Roman towers that

were the outposts placed at regular distances

from the stationary camp. The foundations

of the mediaeval Pulver Thurm, to which I

have already referred, are built on a rocky
height, and mark the site of the Roman
Pretorium.

But whilst Maia was celebrated for the

fruitfulness of its soil and its gracious climate,

it had nevertheless its morasses and moraines.

Houses were built in the Middle Ages near

the earlier demolished rose garden of King
Laurin. They gained the designation "on
the Moraine," or Meran, a name which gra-

dually signified the town proper ; whereas
Maia or Mais became exclusively used for

the beautiful suburbs. This town and the

fact of Obermais being situated on an eleva-

tion belonging to the glacial period, but from
the features of the country appearing to be

formed by the fall of a mountain (the cavity

thus made being the present Naif gorge) led

to the general supposition that the locality

rr:^ K=W

View from Marienruhe, looking east.

church dedicated

to the first martyr, Stephen, which still testi-

fies to^ his beneficent labours ; there he died,
but his name lives on in the hearts of the
people.

The neighbourhood of Meran is encircled
by numerous picturesque castles, often built

where I am dwelling covered the buried

Roman city of Maia. This theory has of late

years been clearly disproved by the careful

investigations of the archaeologist, J. Vetter

of Carlsruhe, and by Professor C Stampfer,

an erudite Benedictine, the historian of Meran.
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At the close of the nineteenth century a

fresh settlement of Meran and Mais is occur-

ring. Wealthy visitors from the north, at-

tracted by the mild, salubrious air, by the

combined grace and majesty of the scenery,

are purchasing and restoring for habitation

the old castles of a decayed, almost extinct

native nobility ; are also purchasing for the

erection of villas the vineyards and fields of

the peasantry, who have hitherto possessed

nearly the entire land. They are followed

by enterprising and intelligent hotel-keepers

and tradesmen alive to the requirements of

rich, refined families with fastidious invalids.

On the other hand, the peasantry retain

to a marked degree the traits noted by
Archibald Alison in a tour through Tyrol
in 1818. They possess, as he observes,
" the independence and pride of republican

states, with the devoted and romantic

fidelity which characterize the inhabitants of

monarchical realms." And are so " uni-

versally pious " that " on Sunday the whole

pecrple flock to church in their neatest and
gayest attire, and so great is their number,
that it is not unfrequent to see the peasants

Itneeling on the turf of the churchyard, where
mass is performed, from being unable to find

place within its walls."

Conservative, thrifty, strongly attached to

the one faith of their forefathers, forming by
their landed possessions the most important
portion of the state, they regard with asto-

nishment and a little resentment the rise and
progress of the modern health and pleasure

resort. And the highly educated new-comers,

holding a great diversity of religious creeds

and political opinions, often treat the peasant

proprietors as an inferior race, blame, not

without reason, their defective agricultural

and sanitary arrangements, and ignorantly

interfere Avith ancient water privileges, need-

ful for the irrigation of their crops.

But I have not to treat of the great social

battle waging in Europe, and now begun in

Tyrol. I will therefore restrict myself to

the past, and with a rapid flight of the ima-

gination transport myself and vay reader to

the close of the eighteenth century, and a

sombre scene in our native land.

In the year 1798 a Quaker couple took up
their abode at Coleford, in the Forest of

Dean. The wife was four-and-thirty, and
the husband four years her senior. They
were sedate, according to the principles of

their sect, and held their peculiar tenets with
a firmness which gave a tone of severity to

their lives. They went thither to commence
a new chapter of life, trusting, with the divine

blessing—it was thus that they spoke of their

heavenly'- Father—it would be the beginning

of a prosperous career. They had left a

comfortable home in the county of Stafford,

to which the husband, two years before, had
taken the wife, whom he had just married
in Glamorganshire. They now brought with

them their first-born, a lovely little girl,

Anna by name, who, in the quaint, demure
costume of her parents' sect, looked like an
infant saint, whilst her attendant, a grave
young Quakeress, resembled a nun.

They were Samuel and Ann Botham. He
was a land-surveyor, a profession which then
ranked with the civil engineer of the present

day, and although fully and profitably em-
ployed in his calling, possessed a strong pro-

pensity to speculate either in coal or iron.

A long sojourn in Shropshire had made him
intimately acquainted with the Darbys of

Coalbrookdale. They had a cordial regard

for him, and may have stimulated his interest

in iron forges. With two Shropshire gentle-

men, the brothers Bishton, he entered into

partnership in some ironworks in South
Wales ; also in some new works to be
established in the Forest of Dean.

It was for the management of the new
undertaking, of which he was the chief

shareholder, that he had removed with wife

and child to Coleford. Property had been
purchased ; forges had to be erected. In the

autumn of 1798 the first direction was satis-

factorily begun. But the winter set in early

"\Wth great severity. Deep snows fell, suc-

ceeded by excessive rain. " Nothing could

be more gloomy," wrote the wife :
" the

brooks rose like rivers, flooding the new
erections, and threatening to carry away all

before them." To add to these disasters

astonishment and dismay filled their hearts,

from a growing conviction that the absent

partners intended to screen themselves from
all loss and responsibility. The anxious

couple saw not only disappointment, but

ruin before them.
" It was in this time of sore anxiety," again

unites the vnie, "that Mary, our second

daughter, was bom on the 12th of tliird

month, 1799. My husband was desponding,

and nothing but a firm reliance on Provi-

dence supported me. I never lost faith to

beheve that He who careth for the sparrows

would, in His own time, raise us out of tliis

gulf of destruction, and show us the way
He would have us to go."

Respecting the names of the two children,

who were my sister and myself, I may add

that she was called Anna (Grace, for the Lord,,
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View from Marienmhe, looking west.

was gracious to our parents) and I Mary
(Marah, or bitterness, as I came at a time of

dire trouble and anxiety). I do not know that

our names were intentionally chosen as ap-

propriate at the time, but remember as a
child our parents remarking on their signifi-

cance.

Both our father and mother had brave

hearts, and what appeared to them right_ in

the sight of God they carried out. Winding

up their affairs at Coleford, they resolved to

return to his home and native place, Uttoxe-

ter. Thither they repaired ; my father,

strengthened in his belief that he must not

attempt to make money outside his profes-

sion. Money had been abundantly provided
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for him by that means, why then should he
hanker after wealth from iron or from coal 1

Yet, strange to say, these sources of specula-

tion ever remained his temptation.

But to conclude the Coleford experience,

it is satisfactory to state that four or five years

later, when the trouble lived only in remem-
brance, my father was surprised to receive

from his former partners the full amount of

money, which should have been their share

of outlay.

Nor did my parents ever forget the sym-
pathetic kindness which they experienced

during that anxious episode from a wealthy
Quaker couple at Eoss. A little daughter
had been bom to them just about the time

of my birth. These children we^re surely

intended to be friends, and through the

Divine love we are so to old age.

I must now elucidate my narrative with a

few particulars respecting my father and his

parentage. He was descended from a long

line of farmers, who had lived for centuries

in primitive simplicity on their own property,

Appsford, situated in the bleak northern part

of Staffordshire, known as the Moorlands. It

was awild, solitary district, remote from towns,

and only half-cultivated, with wide stretches

of brown moors, where the undisturbed pee-

wits wailed through the long summer day.

Solitary houses miles apart stood here and
there. Villages were far distant from each

other. There was little church-going, and
education was at the lowest ebb.

The town of Leek, in itself a primitive

place, might be called the capital of this wild

district. It was the resort of the rude farmers

on the occasion of fairs and markets. Strange

brutal crimes occurred from time to time, the

report of which came like a creeping horror

to the lower country. Sordid, penurious

habits prevailed ; the hoarding of money was
considered a great virtue.

The Bothams of Appsford, who had ac-

cepted the teaching of George Fox, might be

preserved by their principles from the coarser

habits and ruder tastes of their neighbours,

but refined or learned they certainly were
not. The sons walking in the footsteps of

their fathers, cultivated the soil; the daughters

attended to the house and dairy, as their

mothers had done before them. They rode

on good horses, saddled and pillioned, to

meeting at Leek on Firstday mornings ; and
were a well-to-do, orderly set of people.

Now and then a son or daughter married
"out of the society," as it was termed; and
so split off like a branch from the family
tree with a great crash of displeasure from

the parents, and " disownment," as it was
called, from the Monthly Meeting. In the-

ancient records of the Staffordshire Monthly
Meeting preserved by the Friends of Leek,
they appear, however, to have been generally

satisfactory members, living up to the old

standard of integrity of their ancestress

Mary ; who, a widow at the head of the

house in the days of Quaker persecution, was
imprisoned in Stafford gaol for refusing to

pay tithes.

Years glided uneventfully on, generation

followed generation, until 1745, when the

rumour that "the Scotch rebels were ap-

proaching " filled the scattered inhabitants of

the Moorlands with terror. Even the quiet

Friend, John Botham of Appsford, might
have prepared to fight ; one tiling is certain,

he hurried wife and children out of the way
and buried his plate and valuables. But
there was no need of fighting and hardly of

fear. The Scotch and Highland soldiers that

came to that secluded spot only demanded
food. They sliced the big round cheeses and
toasted them on their claymores at the kit-

chen fire. James Botham, the youngest son

of the house, then a lad of ten or twelve,

and who died at the age of eighty-nine,

watching them thus employed, talked of it to

the last.

John Botham, like another I^ng Lear,

divided his property during his lifetime

amongst his children, three sons and two
daughters. But his eldest son, another John,

although he received as his portion the com-
fortable old homestead, being naturally of a

roaming, sociable disposition, removed in the

year 1750, at the age of twenty-seven, to Ut-
toxeter, in the more southern part of the

county. A small but long-established company
of Friends, consisting of the two families, Ship-

ley and Summerland, resided there. William
Shipley's sister, Eebecca Summerland, a

comely, well-endowed widow between thirty

and forty, living in a house of her own, may
have been from the first an attraction to the

new-comer from the Moorlands.

She had married quite young, and had at

the time of which I speak two sons, remarkably
tall and stout youths, both amply provided

for, and quite ready to be their own masters.

Many men had looked upon the widow as a

desirable wife, but she had declined all pro-

posals, until wooed and won by John Botham;
and on the last day of the year 1754 she

became his wife, being six years his senior.

Their first son was born in 1756 and called

James; their second, Samuel, in 1758.

Here I may mention a favourite playmate
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of Samiiel's childhood, his first cousin, Ann
Shipley, two years his junior. In after years

she and another first cousin, Morris Shipley,

fell in love with each other ; and as the rules

of the society to which they belonged did

not allow of first cousins marrying, they set

off to Gretna", Green, and returned man and
wife, to the great scandal of the Friends, by
whom they were disowned, but afterwards

reinstated in membership. Emigrating to

America, they settled in New York State,

and were the progenitors of the important

banking firm of that name. She died in

1843, in the ninety-fourth year of her age,

and in the full use of her faculties. My
youngest sister, Emma, then residing in

America, had called on her and been most
kindly received.

My grandmother's second marriage brought
her much disquietude. It was an enduring
displeasure to her sons, and made, I am
afraid, a considerable breach in the hitherto

united meeting. I use here the phraseology

of Friends, meeting in this sense being equi-

valent to church or religious body. She
speedily discovered, moreover, that her hus-

band had no faculty for regular business.

He was an amateur doctor, with a turn for

occult sciences and animal magnetism. He
used metallic tracters, then in vogue, and
prepared vegetable snuffs and medicines. His
roving sociableness, combined with a love of

nature, caused him to spend much time
amongst friends and acquaintances up and
down the country. His accredited healing
powers, his grave and scriptural way of talk-

ing, the interest he took in mowing, reaping,

and other agricultural pursuits, perhaps in

remembrance of his early years at Appsford,
made him welcome in many a village and
farm-house ; whilst he on his part cast aside

his wife's anxieties and all needful fore-

thought for the future of their two sons.

Eebecca Botham, therefore, took upon
herself the entire management of affairs. She
sent the lads to the best-reputed Friends'
school of that time, kept by Joseph Cross-
field, at Hartshill, in Warwickshire. Later
on she provided handsome apprentice fees,

and decided their callings in life. It is, or
was then, a principle with Friends that their
sons, of whatever rank by birth, must be
educated to follow some useful trade or pro-
fession. Law was forbidden to them, and
but few, strange to say, were educated for
the practice of medicine, although the art of
healing appears peculiarly consonant with
their humane and benevolent sentiments.

She placed James with a merchant, the

father of a schoolfellow, with whom he had
formed a strong friendship, and who dwelt

in Lancaster, at that time a place of greater

maritime and commercial importance than
Liverpool. She apprenticed Samuel to Wil-
liam Fairbank, of Sheffield, one of the most
noted land surveyors, whether amongst
Friends or others.

Unfortunately, the ever-prudent and affec-

tionate mother died before her youngest son
returned to Uttoxeter to establish himself

there in his profession. On his so doing he
made an appalling discovery. His father had
mortgaged the greater part of his wife's pro-

perty, and a considerable portion of the in-

come that remained was needful to pay the

interest.

The ill-will with which the elder half-

brothers regarded their mother's second mar-
riage was increased by these after circum-

stances. They considered that they had not

only been robbed of their birthright, but
that it had been squandered by their step-

father.

It was a joyless beginning of life to my
father. He was, however, young, and en-

dowed with some of his mother's spirit and
determination. He sold some of the less

valuable property to free the rest. He was
also enabled speedily to make money, being

employed to enclose the Heath, an extent of

common land to the north of the town, and
which fell like a gift of God's Providence into

his hands. This and other professional earn-

ings, and the assistance of his brother James,

who had settled in Liverpool as a broker in

West Indian produce, gradually enabled him
to redeem the mortgaged estate. Yet even
this praiseworthy success was clouded by the

death of his brother, who was carried off by
fever only six months after his marriage to

a young Friend of Lancaster.

My father seldom spoke of the sorrowful

commencement of his career. He related,

however, on one occasion, what in a moment
of weakness and failing trust in God he had
been tempted to do. In those days a popular

belief in the occult power of so-called witches

prevailed. The most noted witch of the

period and locality was Witch Hatton, who
lived in the high Moorlands, from where his

father came. To her he went in the darkest

time of his perplexity, when he could see no
possible means of rescuing his father's affairs

from their terrible entanglement. He never

revealed to us, his daughters, what the witch

had said or done. He simply told us, with

a shuddering emotion, " He had left the house

with deep self-abasement, inasmuch as he
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saw that he had been in the abyss of

evil."

About the same period he took the hveliest

interest in the first outbreak of the French
Revohition, in the supposition that it would
lead to the release of the Christian mind from
" the fetters of popery," as he termed it. He
and two of his acquaintances in Uttoxeter, a
young lawyer and a young man of fortune,

afterwards a banker, joined in the same news-
papers, and met regularly for the discussion

of events which might usher in the second
coming of Christ and the dawn of a new day
of human brotherhood. His Quaker prin-

ciples, however, scrupled at many deeds and
utterances over which his associates rejoiced.

He began to perceive that something more
abhorrent even than popery was evolved in

the vaunted liberty and equality. By degrees

bis friends came to regard him as a renegade,

and withdrew their intimacy, but not their

personal regard. They themselves remained
firm friends. As married men they resided

near each other, and their wives and children

were on the best terms; and when death
carried off the lawyer, the banker, true to a
last request, walked once a year over his

grave, that he lying below might know that

he was not forgotten by his oldest friend.

In the threatening aspect of public afliiirs,

English landowners appear to have become
anxious about the amount of acres in their

possession, and my father found constant em-
ployment. On one occasion a dispute having
arisen regarding the measurement of an estate,

which he was called in to adjust, the rival

surveyor, on seeing the methodical way in

which he set to work, withdrew the very
first day, on the plea that it was no use
measuring land as if it were gold.

The extreme accuracy of my father's work
was, however, appreciated by landowners

;

and consequently many large estates in Staf-

fordshire, Shropshire, and even in South
Wales, were measured by him.

When thus employed in 1795 on the Tal-

bot estate at Margam he attended the First-

day meeting of Friends at Neath, and met,

at the hospitable table of Evan Eees, Ann
Wood, a convinced Friend, on a visit to Evan's
wife Elizabeth,

They saw each other frequently, and be-

came well acquainted. On one occasion, at

dinner, she suddenly learnt his regard for her

by the peculiar manner in which he asked,

"Wilt thou take some nuts, Ann Wood ?"

She took them, saying, " I am fond of

nuts."
" That is extraordinary," he replied, " for

so am I,"

There was in those parts an aged minister-

ing Friend of so saintly a character as to be

regarded in the light of a prophet. One
Firstday morning after they had both been
present at meeting, this minister drew her

aside and said, " If Samuel Botham make
thee an offer of marriage thou must by no
means refuse him,"

Accordingly he was before long her ac-

cepted suitor. In the year 1796, on the sixth

day of twelfth month, they took each other

for man and wife after the prescribed simple

form, " in the fear of God and in the pre-

sence of that assembly," They were mar-

ried in the Friends' meeting-house at Swansea,

where the bride's mother then resided.

In the marriage certificate my father is

stated to be an ironmaster of Uttoxeter, Staf-

fordshire, He must therefore have con-

sidered the iron works, with which he was
then connected, as the established business of

his life.

My mother was attired in a cloth habit,

which was considered suitable for the long

journey she was to commence on the wed-

ding-day. She travelled with her husband

post into a remote and unknown land, and as

they journeyed onward the weather grew

colder and drearier day by day. They were

to set up house in the old home Avhere he

had been born, and his father was to live

with them.

{To he continued.)

THE OLD HOME.

" "OETURN, return," the voices cried,

" To your old valley, far away

;

For .softly on the river tide

The tender lights and shadows play
;

And all the banks are gay with flowers,

And all the hills are sweet with thyme

;

Ye cannot find such hloom as ours

In yon bright foreign clime
!

"

By SARAH DOUDNEY,
And still " Return, return," they sung,

" With us abides eternal calm ;

In these old fields, where you were young,

We cull the heart's-ease and the balm ;

For us the flocks and herds increase,

And children play around our feet

;

At eve the sun goes down in peace

—

Return, for rest is sweet."
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For ipfi, I thought, the olives grow,
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on for daily bread, and that arm is rendered

weak or powerless by some wasting trouble,

how are his young and numerous children to

be fed and clothed, let alone educated 1 Far,

far down have we often found the circum-

stances of such afflicted family—one article

parted with after another—until the poor

man looks round on his wife and chiklren,

whose pale faces tell of both cold and hunger,

and wonders what is to become of them.

Even without sickness cases frequently

come up where parents and children have
been found cowering together in a cold and
empty house—the father, whose trade is of

some refined character, having in vain tried

to find work, and being unsuited by nature and
temperament for any occupation but his own
The foregoing are typical classes, repre-

senting hundreds, ay, thousands, of families

in large cities ; but it will not be supposed
that I wish to keep in the background or

minimize the fact that the greater number of

our neglected children belong to families

where misconduct and intemperance hold

sway. Great as are the hardships of those

to whom I have referred, they are all sur-

mountable, because whatever is done to aid

and help is valued and turned to account;

but whenever you cross the line between the

honest, deserving poor, and the careless, ill-

behaved, intemperate poor, you are on a

quicksand, where much labour will be lost

and the best-intentioned efforts prove fruit-

less and vain.

My limited space does not permit me to

attempt the classification or delineation of

such disorderly households, but let me say if

there is a heart-rending sorrow on earth it is

when a decent, honest man, father of several

fine children, is constrained to declare that

his life is embittered, his children neglected,

his circumstances impoverished, and his spirit

crushed, owing to the intemperance of his

wife, the mother of his children. Far, far

more common this than is generally supposed.

The consequences—simply dreadful : chil-

dren divided between love for their mother
and respect for their father ; learning to be

deceitful, untruthful—striving, poor children,

to hide their mother's shame. Sadness is

MTitten on the faces of all ; the family wears
the aspect of gloom; they experience not the

]oys, they know nothing of the gladness, of

home. No other case approaches this even
in degree. Poverty, sickness, bereavement,
for all these there is a remedy. For this,

alas ! there is none. " A virtuous woman is

a crown to her husband, but she that causeth
shame is rottenness in his bones."

It is true that many worthy, deserving
wives have much to bear from drunken, in-

temperate husbands ; but in this case the

children are not in so sad a plight. The
very wretchedness of their condition stimu-

lates the mother to seek the welfare of her
children. She can do much in the way of

guarding, and guiding, and bringing them
up in a right way in spite of the misconduct
of her husband, whose folly she often tries to

hide. In her own breast is locked up the

lifelong agony she endures throughout the

bitter struggle. Too often, alas ! she breaks

down, and sobs and tears reveal to members
of the School Board the terrible endurance of

hunger, cold, and nakedness to which she

and her poor children have been at times

subjected.

But what avails this record of misconduct
and distress ? Enough has been written, you
will say, to awaken interest and call forth

pity ; something more is wanted. What are

the remedies proposed ? What is being done ?

What remains to be done ? Where are the

healing waters 1

How ready is the sympathetic heart, when
awakened to the wrongs and sorrows of poor

children, to rush to the conclusion that new
codes of legislation, new forms of philan-

thropy, are urgently wanted ! It would
startle some if I should say legislation is super-

fluous, and that remedies abound. On every

side, on every hand, there are institutions,

societies, homes, orphanages, and agencies

without number—legal, voluntary, benevo-

lent. In these and by these large numbers
of neglected children are rescued daily from

hunger, misery, and shame. It is not healing

waters that are so much required as the lov-

ing, gentle hands that will take hold of the

wanderers and lead them there, and the zeal

and patience that will follow up such work

—

" the oil and balm," and the " coming again
"

to see that the neglected child has not re-

lapsed into former evil courses, or again

fallen in with robbers " by the way."

There is, perhaps, too much reticence

shown by the managers of existing agencies

in the way of not letting their work be

widely known. They walk in " modest still-

ness and humility," and only perhaps once a

year, when their report is issued and the

meeting held, followed by a short notice in

the papers of next day, does the com-

munity hear of the admirable operations

constantly carried on. This is not well;

it is not true humihty. An open door, a

large and generous invitation should be pro-

claimed, that all who seek the welfare of
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neglected children may know where to look

for and Avhere to find the most suitable

remedy—the most suitable agency for the

cases they have in hand.

Parochial aid for the relief and education

of neglected children is a vexed question, on
the merits or demerits of which there is so

much to be said that I cannot venture to in-

troduce it in the space at my disposal ; but

it is without doubt an agency which, for a

certain class of cases, cannot be dispensed

"vvith, and must be kept steadily in view.

This only I would say—let not School Boards,

if they are wise, allow themselves to become
identified with Parochial Boards in the

administration of relief or of free lines for

education. Let each board keep strictly

within its o^Yn province.

It needs not that I should refer at length

to the older agencies—the Reformatories,

the Industrial schools, the institutions of

various kinds, including Orphan Homes,
where the work is so well known ; rather let

me notice briefly the more recent forms of

benevolence which are doing incalculable

good in the city.

One of the simplest and best in Glasgow,

because so universally applicable, is the Poor
Children's Dinner-Table Society. In twelve

different districts a table is spread on five

days of the week. Each table is presided

over by two ladies. The dinner, consisting

of soup and bread, is brought from a central

depot; and about twelve o'clock each day
there may be seen converging towards these

centres of attraction a large number of hungry
children of all ages and conditions. Tickets,

admitting the children, have been previously

distributed by agents of the Society, and a

supply is always in the hands of the School

Board officers. The officers have discretionary

power to send any hungry or destitute child

at once to these tables, and this not only
supplies a meal, but as the name and address

are written on the ticket, it brings the child

under notice of the Superintendents, and in

many cases clothing or boots and shoes are

provided. A look-out is kept that the chil-

dren are attending school, and thus a double
end is served, and two birds killed Avith one
stone.

Day nurseries for infant children are quite

a necessity in all our large cities. See that

decent woman with an infant in arms and a

tear in her eye, accompanied by a fine smart
little fellow about twelve years old. Her
husband, a confirmed invalid, has gone to

the country. She must go out to work, and
Robert must stay at home to keep the baby.
XXVI—27

The trials and sufferings of the poor are like

the changing features of a wintry sky. Baby
is got into the Day Nursery ; Robert goes to

school, and a load is lifted from the mother's
heart.

Day Refuges as well as Day Industrial

Schools form a very marked feature in our
city work, the principal distinction being
that the Day Refuges are entirely a volun-

tary agency ; the children are admitted in

the morning, fed, looked after, sent out to

school, returning for meals and lessons and
play, and going home to tlieir parents at

night. The children belong to the very
lowest and poorest class of the community,
and are gathered in by a Christian society,

which spends much time and labour in visit-

ing and looking after them. Only a very
small sum is got from the parents by the

generous upholders of this agency. There
are two such Refuges, one in the east and
one in the west, where two hundred and fifty

to three hundred children are daily found.

The Day Industrial Schools, of which
there are also two, are under Government
inspection, and have been doing excellent

Avork. The children are usually recommended
for admission by the School Board officers.

Children of widowers or widows who go out

to work, as well as truant children, form the

chief source from which these schools are

supplied. If found suitable by the directors

they are formally committed for a certain

period by a magistrate. The schools are

open from six to six, so that parents going

out to Avork may bring their children and
lock their house, but attendance is not com-

pulsory before eight o'clock. The parents

are required to pay a fee for board and edu-

cation of not less than one shilling per Aveek,

Avhich is very difficult of collection. The
superintendent and her assistants are all fe-

males, and their influence, especially over

the rough, AvayAvard lads, is most beneficial.

Every case is investigated before admission,

and the strange child-histories Avhich are

often revealed baffle comprehension. Take
tAvo illustrations.

At a late meeting of the directors tAvo

boys Avere brought up for admission—one

remarkably good-looking, about ten years of

age, auburn hair, fair complexion, slight

make, clean and smart ; an only child

;

mother dead, father fond of him, and the

two living alone together. Father declared

that he could not keep him at home ; he had
got in Avith bad companions, stayed out for

nights together, sleeping in closes or cellars

;

could give no account of himself ; not a bad
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boy—in sooth he looked the very picture of

innocence and simplicity. The other—

a

smart, bright little fellow of about eleven

—

was brought up by his married sister, who
said he had run away from his stepmother,

his father having recently died ; he had come
to hei', but often stayed out all night ; had
stolen five shillings, and she had lost control

over him. Eobert answered all our inquiries

with the utmost frankness. He had been

led away by Geordie Smart, who had pocketed

his school fees to supjjly his share of the

escapade. They visited " The Britannia,"

and this was Robert's account of how the

money went—" I bied fowr bottles o' lemon-

ade and yin o' ginger, twa pies and a six-

penny pipe, then twopence worth o' shag;"

he subsequently admitted to " sweets " and
"hot peas." When children of ten and eleven

years of age can indulge in a roving gipsy

life of this kind, is it not high time they

should be looked after 1 Both were admitted,

and two better-behaved, more regular boys,

are not to be found in the school.

The children are not long in the Day In-

dustrial Schools before a great improvement
is noticeable in their appearance and beha-

viour. Having led a restless, vagrant life,

discipline is at first irksome ; but they soon

conform to the rules, and their behaviour in

the class-room and attention to lessons is

nearly all that could be desired. The clean-

ing in the school and kitchen operations arc

done by the children, and they show a wil-

lingness and interest in the work calculated

to foster a home feeling. It is believed that

their training at school has had in some cases

an excellent effect on their OAvn homes to

which they return in the evening. There
are, of course, cases frequently turning up of

bad and truant children whom this ordinary

dealing fails to reclaim. For these the best

and most effectual remedy is ti'ansference to

one of the certified Industrial Schools, or one

of the Training Shijis.

Had there been space, I would gladly have
referred to our Home for Infirm Children,

where diseased, lame, and helpless ones are

received, and their trials as far as possible

mitigated, vdiile their education and training

is carefully and efficiently attended to.

It has often been a puzzle hoAv to deal

with the Italian children who frequent our
streets. Barrel-organs, monkeys, ice-cream

stands, and so forth, give daily occupation to

hundreds of foreigners—men, women, and

children. Happily they are not left uncared
for. In an upper room in the "Gallowgate"
may be found, several nights a week, a little

company of Itahans, mostly children, gathered
in by the daughter of one of our esteemed
city clergy. She speaks their language
fluently, and has evidently endeared herself

to them by her kindly interest in their Avel-

fare. She is assisted by another lady and
by an Italian student. How strange the
contrast betAveen their daily occupation and
their present employment. Spelling-books,

reading books, and copies are being carefully

studied and oral instruction given. The
brilliant eyes and sunny faces of the children

form a pleasant scene, and the Neapolitan
costumes of the girls with the kerchief tied

over their heads gives quite a picturesque

appearance to the group. Singular some-
what to see an oldish Avrinkled father writing

a copy-book by the side of his son. They
sing hymns and listen attentively to Bible

stories. They were pleased to know that the

School Board was specially interested in the

manner their education was being looked
after.

Such self-denying labours indicate better

than all that can be written the manner in

Avhich the rescue of neglected children can be
accomplished with the greatest advantage.

It will not be by legislation, however excel-

lent, nor by institutions however benevolent,

unless these are associated with zealous per-

sonal effort. Agencies will be taken advan-
tage of, and Acts of Parliament may be
helpful, but there must be individual zeal

and determination which will not be daunted
by lions in the path. The fortnightly Board
meetings with defaulting parents and chil-

dren, indicate where material for such dealing

may constantly be found, and illustrate in

some degree the manner in which such a

campaign might be carried on. A small army
of willing workers resolutely taking the field

would soon work wonders. It is not nece&

sary to Avait for meetings, speeches, organi-

zation. Each volunteer can easily find two,

three, or half-a-dozen families, Avhere counsel,

friendship, sympathy, and such aid as the

circumstances warrant, persistently followed

up, Avill do more for the Avelfare of the chil-

dren than any stereotyped system however
good.

How pertinent the aphorism of the late

David Stow, " The best way to do a thing is

just to do it."
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CHAPTER VI.

THE Italian winter is over, the sun shines

with daily increasing power on the

orange gardens of Sorrento, and the Bay of

Naples wears its loveliest veil of tinted haze,

through Avhich its islands look like a dream
of fairyland. If' ever a sight were designed

to instil gentle and pleasing thoughts. to the

mind surely this is one, and yet there are

eyes gazing upon it to which it seems to bring

nothing but gloom.

Seated in the verandah of a favourite hotel

in Sorrento, a young Englishman had re-

mained for some time, so lost in his own
reflections that, perhaps, he did not even see

the glorious view stretched out before him.

Certainly he paid no heed to any of his

fellow-travellers, who came backwards and

forwards discussing the plans of the day,

though more than one group cast a curious

glance at his moody attitude, as if some of

the party would fain have solaced his gloom.

One or two, who could claim the rights of

new acquaintance, tried a casual remark on

the weather or the Avind, and received the

mechanical reply of habitual politeness, but

the handsome, weary face remained unillu-

mined, and the eyes still dwelt on the

distance they hardly saw. A sketch-book

and colour-box lay on his knee, as if his in-

tention had been of carrying away some
remembrance of that matchless beauty, but

not a line had been drawn ; and could the

mind of the artist have been inspected, it

might have been discovered that it was full

of a very different scene.

Something of this kind, perhaps. A
crowded drawing-room, opening into another,

the buzz of voices blended with music, the

air heavy with scents and heated with wax-

I lights, and a hand resting on his arm with a
* light but firm pressure, that tells him it is

glad to be there. His voice has been plead-

ing with an eloquence he hardly was con-

t scious of possessing, and it has won his

P cause, for that white shapely hand is pledged

to be his own. And he has never felt before

^ what happiness meant, what love was in-

P' tended to do for the brain and soul of man.
Everything that is holy, glorious, immortal
must be real and true, and was meant to be

an heritage. Ah's me ! The scene has

changed, the hand is withdrawn, the heated

London assembly has become the exquisite

bay, and he is sitting there alone, with sorrow
and anger gnawing at his heart, and all its

gladness crushed out and dead. It is double
ful how long he might have remained in his

reverie, but for the sound of a voice and the
approach of a step that made him look round
and stretch out a hand of greeting.

"Ah, doctor! I did not expect to meet
you here."

The person thus addressed, a white-haired
but active-looldng man, with keen eyes veiled

by spectacles, accepted the hand with evi-

dent pleasure, and held it in his own while
observing that the surprise was mutual.
"We all thought you were stationary at

Berlin, keeping an eye on the Chancellor.
' What made you from Wittenburg, Horatio V
If you don't understand me, never mind."

" I understand what my cue ought to be,

doctor, but it would not apply. Instead of

being a truant I have just done as I was
told. One authority said, ' You must go
South,' and another offered a furlough; so

here I am, trying to get rid of a Prussian

winter,"
" I see," was the doctor's brief reply, which

meant a great deal more than it said, for his

spectacles had already taken as accurate note

of complexion and attitude as his fingers of

temperature and pulse. The short cough
that ended his young friend's speech only

confirmed what the first glance had told him.
" Are you all alone, Lord Alfred 1

"

"Yes, I preferred it. My man under-

stands as much nursing as I want, and I

should only be a bore in a party. Of course

ycni are not studying the picturesque by your-

self, tliis busy time of the year 1

"

"What I study concerns myself only;

but you are so far correct, that I am here

professionally, attending a lady whose case

is thought to require watching."
" Not a bad case, I hope 1

" said Lord
Alfred, indifferently,

" No ; I hope she has many years before

her yet. To tell you the truth, if hers were

the only case I should find myself at a loss

for sufficient occupation ; but I have another

patient on my mind, in whom I am still more
interested, to say nothing of yourself, Tre-

sayle, I am not going to leave you entirely

to your judicious serving-man !

"

" Take me in hand by all means ; I want to

be patched up before I go home, or they'll be

ordering me out again. I have just dropped
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into some money, and they say I ought to

be in Parliament; but with a chest that

wants tinkering I don't see my way there."
" Certainly not ; but as you have money,

youth, and leisure, it will go hard if we don't

tinker you to some purpose. Why, man,
life is only beginning for you—years of use-

fulness, I hope, are held for you in store."
" I would as soon be mthout them, doctor.

Your skill is great, no doubt, but you Avill

find it hard to make a fellow wish to live

when he knows he has had enough of it."

"What will you give me if I succeed 1

"

" Give you ? I shall have nothing left to

give. All I have, or am, or shall be, will be

your own. But you need not look so

covetous, the case is past remedy."

"We shall see. There is one hopeful

feature in yours; you not only know that

you are ill, but you oAvn it. Were you to

carry it off hke that other patient I men-
tioned, and stand up a pillar of strength by
day, which is shattered every night, I should

be more anxious about your recovery. All,

Lady Honora," as that lady appeared in

the verandah, attended by Maxwell with
cushions and shawls, "you are right to

come and enjoy the air. There is not too

much sun now for comfort, and we shall see

the steamers if they venture to-day."

It took a little time and a little arranging

to establish the widow to her satisfaction;

and during this interval Lord Alfred could

observe her unobserved. They had not met
for several months, and the change in her
appearance went to his heart. She was,

indeed, looking much more worn and harassed

than in the earlier weeks of her widowhood,
when first invaded by poverty. Her voice

had a fretful ring Avhich Avas comparatively

new, and it was not so easy now for Max-
well's solicitude to procure her repose of

mind and hody, as when Juliet was working
for her comfort, and Alexander Eomilly fore-

stalling her wishes.

The doctor's cheerful remarks, however,
were not without effect, and she was still

smiling at one of them when her eye fell

on the figiu'e of Alfred Tresayle. He was
standing in an irresolute attitude, uncertain

whether to "withdraw or remain ; however,
on meeting her eye, he bowed respectfully,

and left it for her to invite or repel his ad-

vances. The colour flew into her cheeks,

and she held out both her hands.
" My dear Lord Alfred ! I must shake

hands with you. You have no objection,

have you ?

"

The young man was too much moved to

answer immediately, but his grasp of her

friendly hand could not be mistaken.
" How very odd that we should happen to

meet hke this ! I thought you were miles

away. You don't look well, indeed you
don't, my dear boy. Oh dear, what changes

there are in the world ! I've gone through
a terrible time since I saw you last. It is

a wonder I am alive, as Dr. Godfrey will

tell you." And her tears flowed plentifully

as she leaned back in her chair. Lord
Alfred looked at the doctor, and the latter

walked away, engaging Maxwell in conver-

sation. Then bending over the lady as she

wept, Tresayle again took her hand and
pressed it in his o^vn.

" Everytliing else may have changed. Lady
Honora, but I see your kindness remains

as unaltered as my affection. I have been

cruelly used, but not, I feel sure, by you

;

and you will hear me now ?

"

" Hear you, my dear boy ? Of course I

will, if you have anything to say to me in

confidence; but you know all that is past

and gone—your own dear mother said quite

enough to show it must be put an end to."

" My mother acted as she thought right,

and so do I. She might wish—as who did

not ?—that misfortune had never fallen on

heads so innocent—but how that misfortune

could affect our engagement, unless one of

us were untrue, it is beyond my power to un-

derstand. I, at least, have never changed,

and I have never been alloAved to prove it."

"But you know," faltered the mother,
" that Clarice is engaged to Mr. Hartington ?"

" I have heard so, but I do not admit that

it is possible. She is engaged to me. I have

never given up my rights, nor intend so to

do, till I see the reason why."
" And it is not true, then, that you were

only waiting to hear of her engagement, that

you might marry another 1

"

" Did she believe that ? I ought to wonder
at nothing, but still I am a Httle surprised.

"Wliat sort of man is Mr. Hartington ? Not
the author of ' Guy Denzil's Wanderings?'"

" Indeed he is—and it has been the greatest

misery to me, for it keeps up a coolness be-

tween us and Juliet's husband. Do you
know Alexander Eomilly ?

"

" I met him at your house. I should be

proud to say I knew him more intimately,

for I delight in liis writings."
" So do I, but I dare not speak of them.

You have no idea "—Lady Honora had now
become confidential, and lowered her voice

accordingly—"what a dreadfully jealous and

angry temper Mr. Hartington shows on that
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point, and, indeed, on any Avhere he is con-

tradicted. He cannot bear that Clarice should

look at or think of any one else—even of

me ; and though he always said I should be

as his own mother, he really treats me some-

times as if I were an old woman in my do-

tage, just to be kept alive and out of harm's

way. It was all to put him in good humour
that she went with him and his sister to

Capri, when she would rather have stayed

with me. And the wind has been against

them, and I do not know when they will be

back ; and I wish Ave had never left London,

I do, with all my heart. I am not happy
about Clarice, and I do not think a man who
is so domineering before marriage will ever

be kinder afterwards."

She was crying bitterly now, and Dr.

Godfrey strolled leisurely up to join them.

At a hint about nerves and quiet, Lord
Alfred restrained his impatience, and con-

tented himself with a few words of respectful

devotion before he retired. As soon as he

could seize on his medical friend, however,

he dragged him to liis own room for an ex-

planation.
" You talked of a patient whose illness was

of the heart ; Avas it of Clarice Sterndale you
were speaking V

" It was—and I had better have held my
peace. Remember, I am not in her confi-

dence, and have only formed my opinion on
observation. Had she really been my pa-

tient, I should have told you nothing."
" You have done me the greatest possible

service, doctor ; she Avill be wretched for life

if we do not save her now. There has been
misunderstanding that can only be remedied
by a few plain words ; and I must have a

moment to say them, without giving her the
alarm. Can you help me V

" If you will promise to keep out of sight

till we are seated at the table d'hote, I will

arrange that you shall sit next to Miss Stern-

dale. You will have my place—it is only a

matter of five lire to the waiter. Hartington
always sits opposite, and his sister keeps
guard on the other side. I shall caution

Lady Honora to say nothing about your
being here. If they see your name we can-

not help it."

And thus it was that Clarice, who only re-

turned to the hotel an hour before dinner,

had just begun to wonder why Dr. Godfrey
did not appear as punctually as usual at the
table d'hote, when the seat beside her was
quietly taken, and a word of greeting gently
spoken in her ear, by the being whose image
was ever in her mind, but whom she believed

to be hundreds of miles away—more divided

from her in heart than even by distance.

It Avas no dream, such as had tortured her
so often; he was there, and by one word,
and half a look, she had been told of her great

mistake ; that let Avho might be in fault for

their separation, he had certainly been guilt-

less. Oh, the rest of his presence, like the
shadow of a rock in the sun—like the shelter

of a fireside in the snoAv—like a cool draught
on a fevered bed—what similes Avould ade-

quately describe it ? She hardly dared to

move—Avhat she said she hardly knew—the
fear of waking, of breaking the delicious spell,

the consciousness that it could not last, made
the strange emotion of happiness unlike any-

thing she had ever imagined before. No
wonder that her lover, in his guarded glances

at her face, thought that her beauty had
only grown more striking for all that she

had gone through.

A joyous party of Americans, who had
made their acquaintance at Capri, and had
been their lively companions in the boat,

were dining at the same table that day ; and
one of the young ladies, radiant Avith health,

spirits, and conscious advantages, seemed
bent on absorbing the attentions of Thorn-
cliff Hartington, Avho had shoAvn no unwill-

ingness to offer them, Avhen he had once dis-

covered that she Avas a rich man's heiress.

It flattered his self-esteem that she should

single him out, and might serve to correct

any mistakes on the part of his betrothed, as

to the advantages of her oAvn position. He
Avas thus too much occupied to keep a strict

watch over her looks and behaviour ; and it

was not till the meal was nearly over that

Nita herself became aware, from the casual

remark of a neighbour, Avho it was filled Dr.

Godfrey's usual seat at Clarice's right hand.

Between her dread of her brother's violent

temper, and her OAvn remorse for having

aided him in his deceit, she lost her presence

of mind, and sharply reminded Miss Stern-

dale that Lady Honora (Avho always dined

in her room) Avould be tired of sitting alone.

Clarice turned sloAvly, and looked the

speaker in the face. " Do you know what
you have done 1" she asked, in as quiet a

tone as if she had inquired the hour.
" I knoAV what you are doing," was Nita's

whispered retort, "and it frightens me to

think what ThornchfF Avill say. He is amused
just noAV, but presently he will find out who
is here, and then

"

"And then V
The flash in Clarice's eye daunted the

meaner nature. She said no more ; only
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watched nervously for the moment when her

brother should become aware of his rival's

presence. Before that occurred, however,

Lord Alfred relieved her by rising from the

table and withdrawing with Dr. Godfrey.

Clarice waited a few minutes, and then rose

also. There was a bright flush on her cheeks,

and on her lips a smile, which made every
one who saw it turn to look at her again.

But to her, at that time, it mattered nothing
what was seen or thought ; she passed Nita
without a word of explanation, and went to

her mother's room.

One look was enough for Lady Honora

;

she saw those two had met, and trembled for

the outbreak that would follow. Clarice

came up to her, with the smile still on her
lips, knelt by her chair, and rested her arms
on her lap.

"Mother, kiss me. I have been so happy."
"Happy, my poor dear girl?" said Lady

Honora, drawing the fair head on to her
bosom.

"Yes—I have been in Paradise, where
nothing could hurt or divide those Avho

loved, and he loved me as I loved him, and
we were alone with God. I knew we might
not stay long, but it was heavenly while it

lasted. Now we have only to go on living

while we must live, and the end will bring

us together again."
" You do not know what you are saying,

my love
;
your forehead is burning hot. I

wish you would speak to Dr. Godfrey."
" Time enough for that to-morrow, mother.

Do you know what must be done to-morrow 1

I have to look two men in the face, to whom
I have given my word, and in the eyes of

one or the other I must be shamed as untrue.

And others have been untrue before me who
feel no shame. Do you know that he tells

me he has enough for us to live upon quietly,

and to keep a home for you, and a welcome
for Juliet ; and that his mother loves him so

well she would never really object to his

being happy his own way, and there is only
one little difficulty to get over, and that is,

that I belong to another ? And I knew that

while he was speaking, but I would not feel

it while he was near. I held my happiness
in m}^ hand, and it was very sweet, though I

had to let it go again."

"Oh, Clarice, my child, do not talk like

that, or I shall go myself to Mr. Hartington
and tell him "

" You are as much bound as I am, mother

;

you have given your consent and cannot take
it back. It is just one of those cases when
one has no idea how it will turn out; it

would take a brain like Alick Romilly's to

bring us through with flying colours, wouldn't

it ? He said he should wait for the third

volume, and it is quite time it was written."

Her voice had grown more and more
dreamy, as if she were talking to herself;

and it was a great relief to her mother when
MaxAvell came in with candles. The good
Avoman required no hints to tell her what
was wrong. She had heard something down-
stairs, and Miss Hartington had dropped an
expression or two that put her affectionate

heart on the alert. So she watched her op-

portunity, and coaxed her darling to her bed-

room, where she brought her some tea, and
entreated her to rest. Clarice confessed to a
racking headache, and half-promised to obey;

but Avhen her anxious nurse looked in upon
her again, she found her asleep on her bed,

where she had laid herself without undressing.

Afraid to waken her. Maxwell retired, intend-

ing to return in an hour ; but the fatigues to

which she was daily and nightly exposed

overpoAvered even her good will, and she

slept on the sofa Avhere she meant to watch,

till roused by the morning light.

CHAPTER VII.

There had been an accident on board the

steamer the evening before, in which an
English stoker had been hurt ; and Dr. God-
frey had been sent for to attend to him. The
poor man's case detained him through the

night, and on his return to the hotel to

breakfast he noticed a good deal of eager

talking and gesticulation among the atten-

dants, and that some of the travellers were
either listening to Avhat Avas said, or were
commenting among themselves on what they

had heard. Somebody mentioned his oavti

name, but nobody detained him until he en-

tered the salle a manger, when Thorncliff

Hartington, his face livid Avith fury, suddenly
stood in his way, Nita by his side, \'-ainly en-

deavouring to hold him back.
" So, doctor ! there you are ! and perhaps

now you Avill favour me Avith an explanation

of this morning's mystery
;
you are the inti-

mate adviser of both parties and can hardly

have been left ignoi^ant of their intended

plans. You need not be scrupulous, sir ; it

is no secret noAV to anybody. The AAdiole

place Avill know the story in the course of the

morning ; and your share Avill not be forgot-

ten, you may depend upon that
!"

The tone, the manner, Avere so insolent,

that Dr. Godfrey could hardly have passed

over the affront, but for the sickening fear

that came over him as he recalled the words
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and looks of the day before. With profes-

sional coolness, however, he moved on to his

usual place, and ordered coffee before making
any direct answer ; only observing, in his

driest manner, that when people forget

themselves, he always gave them time to

refresh their memory. Without asking a

question the doctor was soon in possession

of the facts, as far as rumour and evidence

could make them clear : Miss Sterndale had
disappeared mysteriously, her mother was in

a pitiable state of nervous distress, her con-

fidential servant knew nothing of her inten-

tions ; but she had been seen very early in

the morning, with a small bag in her hand, as

if going out for a walk. And now it appeared

that both Lord Alfred Tresayle and his ser-

vant were missing also ; and the public ima-

gination had jumped at the obvious conclu-

sion that the whole affair had been arranged

between them. No wonder that everybody
was in a state of excitement, and that poor

Mr. Hartington was half mad. His rage,

indeed, had so far mastered his judgment,

that words fieAv from his lips that his sister

quaked to hear, and which the doctor at last

cut short. A note had been brous-ht to him
during the general commotion ; and after

perusing the contents, and exchanging a few
words with the bearer, he turned upon the

angry Thorncliff with a severity that at once

commanded attention.

"I can overlook disrespect to myself, Mr.
Hartington, where a gentleman is in too great

grief to measure his words : and I can make
allowance for your being taken by surprise.

But considering the relation in which you
were placed towards this poor young lady, I

should have expected j^ou would have been
a little more certain of your facts before you
used her name as you have been doing. How
her friends will regard you in consequence
remains to be seen ; meanwhile I must cau-

tion you to be more careful what you say

and do. I am going to take charge of Miss
Sterndale, whose brain has been overwrought,
and who is now in a state requiring the

tenderest care. Her flight this morning Avas

an act of delirium, and my friend, Avhose

name has been a little too ireely handled in

this matter, having followed her just in time
to save her from we know not what, has sent

back a carriage for her mother and me.
While I go to prepare Lady Honora for the

work before her, I leave you to cross-examine
his messenger, and judge for yourself."

He turned away before any reply could be
made ; Thorncliff, indeed, was unable to offer

any ; and it was the curiosity of his neigh-

bours that led to the doctor's report being
substantiated. It Avas only, too true—the
state of the poor girl's mind had been such
that it could not bear the additional strain,

and she had risen from the sleep, from which
MaxAvell had hoped so much, in a state of

partial delirium. Lord Alfred was roused
by his servant Avith the startling news that,

being out very early, as he often Avas, he had
met Miss Sterndale dressed for a journey,

and inquiring for a carriage to take her to

Castellamare. . Her manner struck him as

being so strange, that after watching her
drive aAvay in a carriage that happened to be
waiting, he had thought it right to let his

master knoAv. Lord Alfred's first thought
Avas of the doctor, but as he was not to be
found, he decided to folloAV Clarice himself,

and, if possible, detain her till assistance

could arrive. He found her at the railway

station, and at once perceived that his ser-

vant Avas right.

" Don't you know," she said to her lover,

regardless of the grief he could not conceal,

"that no one can help us through this but
Mr. Romilly ? I have thought it over till my
head aches, and now I have quite given up
guessing hoAV it Avill all turn out. He will

soon be here Avith the third volume, and then

Ave shall knoAv."

This was the object on which her mind
was fixed, the coming of Alexander Romilly.

No argument or entreaty seemed to reach her

comprehension, and all Tresayle could do
was to remain on guard while he sent his

servant for Lady Honora and Dr. Godfrey.

The news was quickly circulated, and com-

miseration was generally expressed. Thorn-

cliff Hartington might have felt more ten-

derly toAvards the sufferer had he not ex-

posed himself by his outbreak of passion.

As it was, he vented his rage on his sister for

not having watched Clarice better. He Avas

more than half convinced it Avas a concerted

scheme; and he Avas not going to be trifled

Avith, he could tell them. He should not

argue the point Avith Lady Honora while all

this fuss was going on ; but if matters were

not explained to his satisfaction by-and-by,

they Avould all have reason to repent.

" If you had had an ounce of common sense,

you Avould have prevented that felloAv from

talking to her all dinner-time. I can tell you

this, if they throAV me over after all, they

may pay their OAvn expenses and live as they

can. They Avill find the difference, and so

will you."

"I Avish from my heart," said his sister,

" I had never had anything to do Avith it
!"
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She wished it still more when, at his sum-

mons, she accompanied him to Castellamare,

where Dr. Godfrey had procured apartments

for his charge ; and Avhere she was received

by Lady Honora with a gravity that was
unusually dignified.

For the first time in her life had the widow
awakened to the sense of responsibility. In

her careless youth she had leaned on her

father ; in her prosperous married days on
her husband ; in the hour of trouble on her

eldest girls. That scene with Clarice had
opened her eyes, and she had lain awake, long

after her usual hour, thinking over the past,

and regretting most bitterly that she had not

sooner perceived that Juliet was right. If she

had only been firm and decided all this could

never have happened ; but she saw now how
it was ; she had been tempted by the proposed

arrangement for comfort and luxury, and had
been too ready to agree to all that was pro-

posed. And now her Clarice, the pride of

her heart, was in this terrible situation, with
no father to act for or to protect her ; and
the mother, who ought to be her defence,

was just of no use at all, and set aside as

nobody. What would her dear husband have
thought 1 What would he have done ? She
felt quite sure that nothing would have in-

duced him to let his daughter's whole life be
made wretched for Avant of speaking out;
and if it came to that, she would speak too.

On this resolve she slept at last, and woke to

the terror of the morning, which at first over-

whelmed her completely. Her child's help-

less condition, however, took her out of her-

self, and what she heard of Mr. Hartington's

behaviour fired her Irish blood with an in-

dignation that supplied the place of courage,

to her own surprise.

ThomcliflP, who had assumed the air of an
injured but magnanimous superior, found him-
self stammering out an inquiry after Clarice's

health, which Nita supported with a hope of

being allowed to see her,

"See her, my dear?" said Lady Honora,
" certainly not. The only chance is in keep-

ing her quiet. No one will be allowed to see

her without Dr. Godfrey's leave and mine."

"No one V repeated Mr. Hartington with
emphasis.

" No one, sir, but Maxwell, until Alex-

ander comes."

"You expect Mr. Romilly, Lady Honora ?

This is something quite new. I shall be glad

of a little explanation, if convenient to you."
" Is any explanation necessary, Mr. Har-

tington 1 I suppose I am at liberty to receive

my son-in-law if I please V

" Quite so. I understand your hint, and
that you wish to be independent of my escort

and services. That is soon arranged. Nita,

you will take care not to intrude on her lady-

ship, or to interfere with her plans. We may
presume that she is already provided, and
that our presence might be inconvenient and
troublesome to the gentleman who has already

been so distinguished by her favour."

"If you allude, as I suppose you do, to

Lord Alfred Tresayle, Mr. Hartington,"

said Lady Honora, " you are not aware that

he is gone to England. Who it was that

deceived my poor daughter by false reports

of his change of feeling, I cannot say ; but

she Avas deceived, and this is the result.

Whatever she may wish, or do, when she

recovers, I am determined she shall have

rest and quiet now ; and under no circum-

stances could I trust her to a gentleman

Avho could speak of her before others as you
spoke yesterday morning. Oh yes, I know
I am making you very angry, and you are

thinking of all you have done for us, and

how badly off we shall be without you ; but

there are worse things than want of money,

and that you may find out some day."

He was, indeed, angry ; but he could make
her no reply. To be thus rebuked by one

whom he had looked upon as a harmless

incumbrance, whose dependent position flat-

tered his pride, Avas so startling, that he

contented himself with a boAv, and an impera-

tive sign to his sister to folloAv him out of the

room. In some trepidation she obeyed, and

soon found she had cause for fear, as directly

they Avere alone he overAvhelmed her Avith

reproaches. So harsh and so bitter Avere his

words, that his sister rebelled at last, and

Avarned liim that he should repent Avhat hehad

said, as she repented AA^hat she had done. That

evening, Lady Honora received a letter, con-

fessing Nita's share in the deception practised

upon Clarice, entreating her mother's forgive-

ness, and announcing that ThorncHff AA^as

departing immediately, having arranged to

accompany their American friends to Kome.
What his real feelings Avere at this time,

it Avould not be easy to analyse. He had

learned to look upon Clarice as a costly

possession, as entirely his OAvn, and as sub-

ject to his Avill as ever was priceless falcon

on a monarch's Avrist, He had set his mind
on obtaining her, and cared for no outlay

that ministered to his OAvn pride as her chosen

master ; but of real generous love he Avas too

incapable not to be now more furious at his

OAvn defeat than grieved at her condition.

It seemed as if the whole world had com-



" Mother, kiss me. I have been so happy."

bined to mortify and insult him, when the

detested Romilly was sent for as a helper
;

and in this mood there was something inde-

scribably soothing in the sympathy and reve-

rence of the fair young American. To her
eyes he was already interesting as an author

;

and now that he was, by his own account, a

^yronged and desolate man, blighted in his

tenderest hopes, trampled upon by those
who had been enjoying his benefits, there
seemed to be nothing that a warm, enthu-
siastic nature could do to comfort him, which
the heiress was inclined to refuse. She had
had her own way in life long enough to think
lightly of all obstacles ; and her encourage-
ment drew him on to be more confidential,

and more marked in his courtesies, than he
was at first aware. When it da^vned on his

understanding that others had begun to draw
conclusions, he told himself it was rather a

good thing ; such a report would bring the

Sterndales to their senses.

Unconscious of all these changes, indif-

ferent to what passed around her, Clarice

remained in that waking trance, in which
excitement, passion, sorrow, were absorbed

in one idea—the problem which waited for

Alexander Eomilly. She Avould sit, with her

hands on her knees and her eyes on her

Avatch, reckoning when the next train would
arriA-e ; and her motlier's ingenuity was kept

on the continual stretch to devise reasons

for Romilly's non-appearance, and conjec-

tures whereabouts on the road he might be.

He came at last; the widow met him in the

door-Avay, and wept in his arms for joy. Dr.

Godfreyhad been at the station to receive, and
report matters to him ; and his bright smile

of cheering confidence revived the mother's

heart at cnce. She took him to Clarice's
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room, and, as the doctor had desired,

announced his arrival as a matter of course.

She looked up as he advanced, and put her

burning hand in liis, Avith a piteous, implor-

ing glance that nearly overcame his self-

command. But he was aware hoAV much
was at stake, and nodded significantly, as

one who was behind the scenes and knew all

about it.

"I have been thinking it well over as I

came along, my dear Clarice ; and I see a

way out of the wood. It is all right."

Her face lighted up for the first time.
" Are you sure of it 1 Have you brought
the volume with you ?

"

"Yes, yes, the MS. is here, but not
finished, you know, I must work it out

carefully, so as to keep up the interest."

" Ah !
" she said mysteriously, " and you

see where the difficulty is. Promised to

both and true to neither, what is left but to

die?"
" Oh, a great deal is left, my dear sister,

where hearts are noble and loving. And
both my heroines are of that stamp, only

they differ in one respect. Shall I tell you
what that is ?

"

* Yes, yes," was her tremulous reply ; and
she fixed her large sunken eyes on his face.

"These two sisters," Romilly went on,

"have both to go through heavy trouble,

very heavy ; and both bear it bravely, but in

a different way. One makes it an oppor-

tunity for using all the powers of heart and
soul for the comfort of others ; and no more
doubts the loyal truth of her poor lover than
she wavers in her own. The other, of a

grander type, but less trusting, rebels against

her sorrow, and increases it tenfold, both to

herself and others; imagines that every hand
is against her, and that she is at war with
the world ; believes she has ceased to love

because her pride is wounded ; and that she

is sacrificing herself, when she is blindly

throwing away the happiness that is dearer

to her than her life. How I am to work out

her story, so that the good in her nature may
revive and blossom, and the hardness and
wilfulness be taken gently away, is the point

on which I am working, and in which you,

perhaps, can help me."
She heaved a long, deep sigh, her head

drooped, and a few large tears ran down her
cheeks. Dr. Godfrey glanced at the mother

;

it was a sign of hope. Romilly took no
notice but went quietly on.

" My plan is, in this volume, to show her
purified by suffering, and restored, not to

fortune, but to peace of mind and the love of

a faithful heart. Some honourable escape

will be found ; and the only doubt at the

end of the book will be—which of the two
sweet sisters has best earned the happiness
enjoyed by both !

"

" Oh, Juliet, Juliet—it must be Juliet !

"

she exclaimed, and a burst of weeping
followed, which brought her mother to her
side; while, at the doctor's signal, Romilly
withdrew.

The result was anxiously watched, and, as

the doctor predicted, a weary exhaustion

followed that ended in sleep. She was put
to bed, and the utmost stillness preserved
for hours ; even when she awoke occa-

sionally she was only sufficiently roused to

take nourishment ; healing slumber was
nursed as long as possible. Her torpor

lasted some days ; but it was gradually per-

ceived that her brain was relieved, and if

only strength could be kept up. Dr. Godfrey
was sanguine of a cure.

Whenever her eyes became fixed and
moody, as sometimes happened, it was found
that Romilly's presence, especially while
writing, always produced a salutary effect

;

and he took the opportunity of getting

through a great deal of valuable work, giving

her a friendly nod or smile from time to

time, when he saw her watching his pen. By
degrees he became convinced that her mind
was regaining its tone ; and a day came
when she smiled in return, as she had not

done for months, observing that no one
would believe in his heroine if he took her
for his model.

"I know I must have talked the greatest

nonsense ; but it is all like a bad, wretched
dream, all but one thing—which is only too

real—my OAvn miserable conduct. Alexander,

it must not be put off any longer; mother
will not listen when I speak of it, so you
must help me. I cannot rest till I have
asked Mr. Hartington's pardon. What is he
doing, and where is he 1

"

" Mr. Hartington ? " said Romilly, who
was counting the words in the page just

filled ;
" oh, he is all right. That difficulty

has arranged itself, as I told you it would.

I heard from him a few days ago, and he did

me the honour to take me into his confi-

dence and to commission me to explain how
he is situated. Have you no suspicion 1

"

He saw a gleam in her eyes as if a new hope
were dawning upon her. " Could you bear

to think of any other lady occupying that

noble house that was to have been your
home ?

"

" That house where I was so Avretched
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that I dreaded seeing it again ! Is it so,

indeed, Alexander ? I feel afraid to hope
too much ; this would be real deliverance.

Who is it?"

Eomilly told her what his correspondent
had told him—first, of Mr. Hartington's

conviction that, under the circumstances, it

would be ungenerous to urge his own claim
against that of a prior attachment ; secondly,

that in liis distress and anxiety he had been
unexpectedly favoured by winning the affec-

tions of a person so entirely and irresistibly

charming, that it was impossible to withstand
such a prospect of happiness ; thirdly, that

for the convenience of the lady's relations,

who Avere obliged to return to America in

May, the marriage would take place at

Easter, after wliich they would go to London
for the season.

So far the facts of the case were tolerably

correct ; but Romilly knew, from other
sources, more than he chose to tell his

patient. Thorncliff Hartington, with all his

thirst for power, was only powerful where he
was feared. In solacing his wounded pride
with the society of the heiress, he came in

contact with a will and a spirit before which
his own went down like a reed ; and a hesi-

tating attempt on his part to draw back from
his onerous position brought on a scene that
ended in his complete subjugation.

But Clarice only knew that she was
honourably freed ; and her thankfulness knew
no bounds. Her mother, who had been
longing for this moment, came in at Eomilly 's

summons, and he left them to each other;
Clarice resting her head on Lady Honora's
shoulder.

" Oh, mother, mother !
" she said softly,

after they had thus remained for some mi-
nutes ;

" how much you have to forgive—how
much wrong I have done—how much misery
I have caused ! And all through my pride
and anger, rebelling against God's will, and
resenting the teaching He was giving me !

I have been saved this time; if ever I fall

into the same fault again, remind me of
what you have done and suffered for my
sake. Now it must be my turn to take the
weight off your shoulders. We have lost

the old home, but we can be happy without
it. We will live as Ahck and Juliet do,
and the children shall stay at home, and I
will be their governess ; and we will devote
ourselves to them and to each other, I am
afraid to think of what all this expense has
come to on my account, but I will do my
best to make it good when I am stronger."

" Well, to tell you the honest truth, my
j

dear," said Lady Honora, "I Avas rather
frightened at it myself, Avhen MaxAvell and
I began to reckon ; but it just so happened
that my good Aunt Moiton Avrote to ask
Avhat would be the Avedding-present you
AA^ould best like, furs or jeAvellery, for about
a hundred pounds or so ; and I took heart
of grace, and told her how badly Ave wanted
the money—not only for these rooms, but for

all the journey before. I could not bear to

think of that gentleman having paid for us
;

and, in the kindest Avay in the Avorld, she
sent double the sum she had named, and I

paid Nita Hartington every farthing her
brother had spent for us. Poor thing, she
cried Avhen she took it, and begged me to

ask your forgiveness, and to say she bitterly

regretted having ever deceived you. He
treats her so unkindly, she is glad to think
he has no more poAver over you."

" I can foi'give her anything, now that I

know it AA'as all untrue," said Clarice; "and
if my temper had not got the upper hand
I should have knoAA^n it from the first. I

deserved all I suffered, but no one knows
Avhat that suffering Avas. Mother, Avhen are

we going to England 1 1 feel as if a ncAV life

Avas opening before me, and I want to begin
at once to make you happy."
"And how do you think that is to be

done 1 " asked Lady Honora, in a half-

whisper, so full of meaning, that Clarice

looked round, AAdth a pink tint on her pale

face.

" Yes, my dear, it is coming to that. The
old mother is never so happy as when she is

left behind; and sure" (there was the least

touch of a national accent here—a proof of

the speaker's heart being deeply in earnest)
" I am not going to put myself in comparison
Avith a young man, very agreeable, and used
to hold his OAATi in courts and castles. And
if his mother has taken the trouble to come
all this way on purpose to explain that her

son's happiness is bound up in you, and
that she desires nothing so much as to claim

you for a daughter, Avhat can I say or do,

my dear, but just tell them both that when
Clarice is Avell enough, she Avill see him, and
decide for herself ?"

How soon that time came, and what was
the decision, may be left to the judgment of

the reader, for our space wiU not allow us
to carry much farther this episode in a family

history. And after all the sorroAV Avith Avhich

it began, it is well to leave our friends Avhile

that neAV brightness shines on their path,

which they had so nearly missed for ever.

What its radiance Av-as to Alfred and
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Clarice, after the gloom of separation, even

they could not have described ; but though

she was long in losing all the effects of her

illness, she never failed to own her merciful

escape, and the faults that had caused the

danger. As for Lady Honora, she was not like

the same being ; the joy of deliverance from
Thorncliff Hartington, and the necessity of

exertion on Clarice's account, had cured her

of nearly all her ailments ; and Juliet could

hardly believe her own eyes when she saw
her mother surrounded by the young ones,

planning cheerfully for the future, and caring
nothing at all for the loss of her luxurious
house. The wreck had been a terrible One, but
they had all borne the worst ; and new hopes
and pleasures were springing up in the path
of duty. " Sweet are the uses of adversity,"

but only when rebellion ceases. Should we
ever open the family record again, we should
no doubt find that each state of life must
bring its trials ; but at present we may hope
that no more would be needed, even to fill

The Third Volume.

SUNDAY EEADINGS.
By bishop BROMBY, late Bishop of Tasmania.

June 7th.

Read Psalm ciii. and Matthew vi. 5—13.

nPHE Master has left to His disciples of every
-'- age a model and summary of prayer

;

model, for He said, "after this manner pray

ye ; " summary, because no proper subject of

prayer has been omitted. It is so simple

that a child may understand something of its

meaning ; it is so deep that we cannot ex-

haust its treasures. Used twice a day in his

retirement, the Christian repeats it seven

hundred times in the year. Does the repe-

tition weary us, or does it fit us increasingly

to do God's will 1

It begins by showing us in what spirit we
must pray. We must go to God in the spirit

of a child. This is the great lesson that Christ

came to teach us. In the olden time, God
revealed Himself in the glory of majesty.

His name was " The Almighty," " The High
and Lofty One," the " I Am." Even when
prophets did reveal the Fatherhood, it was
as the Father of the nation, and not of the

individual. When He appeals so touchingly,

it was after all to Israel, " Wilt thou not

from this time cry unto me, My Father 1
"

The cry of man's heart is, Does God care for

me 1 does He hear my prayer or feel any
interest in my welfare ? To answer that

inquiry, God takes the tenderest relationship

known amongst men, and says, I am the

Father, the origin of all fatherhood, " after

Whom the whole family in heaven and earth is

named." Israel was My servant, for he knew
not that he and all men are My children. I

have sent My Son into the world to tell you
this, for "ye have not received again (as Israel

did) the spirit of bondage, but ye have re-

ceived the spirit of adoption, whereby ye cry,

Abba Father (dear Father)." With what
touching pathos was this revealed to St.

Philip ! In spite of all his past teaching, this

disciple still felt the yearning of every human
heart, as he cried, " Give vis now some un-

mistakeable proof ; show us the Father, and it

sufficeth us;" and Jesus answers, in words of

mild and sad reproof, " Hast thou not kno^vn
Me, Philip? He that hath seen Me hath
seen the Father."

Tliis then is the feeling with which
we are bid to approach the Eternal in

prayer, one of the most perfect confidence

;

not the feeling of a servant towards a master,

not the feeling of a subject towards a king,

but of a simple, trusting child towards the

Father of fathers.

And what then should be the moral results

of so blessed a realisation of this relationship 1

Let every parent learn a lesson from his

children. A child is in pain or is frightened
;

he runs and comes at once with his trouble

to his father. A child is ill-treated by a bigger

and stronger one, "I will go," he cries, "and
tell my father."

Secondly, He is " in heaven." The great

God who made the thunder is my father.

His wisdom, power, everlastingness, are all

pledged to protect me. That wisdom can

contrive and foresee all that I need ; that

power can give effect to all His love ; that

everlastingness is my anchor of an undying
hope, " sure and steadfast," for has He not

said, " I am the Lord ; I change not " 1

Thirdly, the thought that He is " in

heaven," chastens my freedom and liberty in

prayer with "reverence and godly fear."

Though He is my father. He is the King of

kings. Stormy winds, fire, and hail "fulfil

His word ;
" angels veil their faces in His

presence ; holiness infinite surrounds His

throne, and had He not bid me come with

the confidence of a child, I should shrink

away in the cowardice of a slave.
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But privileges involve duties and responsi-

bilities. If I do not value my relationship
;

if I never pray; if I pray without thinking of

my words ; if, while I call God father, I

think of Him as a task-master ; if I doubt

whether He hears me or cares for me ; if I

approach Him as a servant like the Jew, or

Avith coward fear like a heathen, then I forfeit

my dearest lights, and "His ears are not open

to my prayers."

Another happy consequence of realising

my relationship will be that heaven, Avhere

my father is, will be my true home. As an

earthly parent's heart is the reflection of that

of the "Father's which is in heaven," so will

the home on earth be but the shadow of one

of the many mansions in the Father's house

prepared for His true children hereafter.

There is one more thought which we should

carry Avith us to God's presence. It is sug-

gested by the first Avord in the prayer, " our."

It pledges me to remember that there are in

God's family, brothers and sisters as dear to

God as myself ; and dearer far, if more dutiful

and loving than I am. It pledges me to ask

for nothing which may injure or deprive

them of their share. Even the outcast and
the heathen are part of God's great family.

They may repent or act up to their light,

and I may be so disobedient and selfish as to

be disinherited after all. I may be so intent

upon my worldly inheritance as to lose the

one that is incorruptible. The Father may
say at last, " Son, thou hast had thy good
things, while Lazarus was lying bleeding at

thy gate." When we cry, seven-hundred
times a j^ear, "Our Father," do we not
confess in that word " Father " the father-

hood of God, and in that word "our," the
brotherhood of men ?

June 14th.

Read Exodus xxxiv. 1—9 and Phil. ii. 1—

:

-16.

Having been taught by the opening ad-

dress in what spirit to approach the Throne
of Grace, the Master shows us not only
"how" to pray, but "Avhat" to pray for.

And, first of all, before we ask for any
personal blessing whatever, Avhether tem-
poral or spiritual, we are bid to seek for

nothing that would conflict -with the Divine
honour, the name of our "Father," the uni-

versal fatherhood of God ; His name, His
Mngdom, His icill. Not our poor name and
reputation, not our little kingdom, where, in

family, or school, or coterie, we like to lord
it ever our fellow-men; not our miserable
will, so obstinate, so perverse, but "the name
that is above every name;" the "kingdom

which is an everlasting kingdom, where God
ruleth over all;" the will, which is infinitely

pure and good and loving. Is not this, you
say, a hard saying, to hallow God's name in-

stead of my own 1 Not if you are a true

child, and have learned to say "our Father."

Is not your earthly father's good name dear
to you, and your family reputation ? Are
you not filled Avith indignation when you
hear the insult of some slanderous tonaiue ?

(2) But how can you hallow God's Name 1

Is it not always hallowed, and does it need
my help ? Yes ; God has chosen to place

His veryhonour in the free-will off"erings of His
children. The sun (as it has been said) is

always hot, but not always equally hot to

you. There are wintry seasons of the soul,

and nights of spiritual darkjiess. You can

—

such is the awful power of free-Avill—dis-

honour that awful Name. You can do so by
various means, viz.

—

(a) By daring to think that it is below the

dignity of the great God to notice either

little sins or little acts of loving-kindness.

It IS written, "Some men's sins are open
beforehand; and some men they follow after"

(so unconspicuous they have been). " Like-

wise also the good works of some are mani-
fest beforehand; and they that are otherwise"

(so unobtrusive they have been) " cannot
be hid" (1 Tim, v. 24, 25). The smallest

doses of poison, by being repeated, destroy

life. The little leak Avill, if neglected, sink

the ship that rides so gallantly upon the

quiet waters ; the tiniest rift Avill spoil the

music of the lute ; the least spark may bury
in ruins the noblest mansion. Does God
care for oxen ? for the sparrow ? for the lily 1

Take up the little blade of grass or flower

into your hand, see how beautifully He has

painted it with green and all its colours !

If He knows the number of the hairs of your
head, be sure that He knows the sins of your
hearts. God is just, and God is omniscient.

You say "He keeps mercy for thousands, for-

giving iniquity, transgression and sin ;" but
how can you reconcile this with what follows—" hi/ no means clearing the guilty "

? The
reason is, the guilty are the impenitent ones

who say, " although I do dishonour my
Father's Name, I trust the Lord wiU not see

it, He will not be so strict."

{h) You can dishonour that sacred " Name "

by an exactly contrary course. You may
disbelieve His promise to blot out all the

past by a free and full forgiveness. No-
thing dishonours Him like despair or unbelief.

Has He not said on the very first page
of the great Evangelical projjhet :

" Though
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your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as

wool ; and though they be as crimson, they

shall be" (i.e. if washed away by the atoning

sacrifice of Christ) " as snow," pure, spotless

as the new-fallen flakes of snow. If God
carries in one hand the sceptre of a most
perfect righteousness, behold. He carries in

the other the sceptre of the tenderest com-
passion to His most erring children.

Again, we can hallow that " Name " by
our bodies as well as spirits. Did not our
Father create both 1 Is it to hallow that

Name by making the members of the body
instruments of impurity, drunkenness, or

luxury ? You can dishonour it at church,

where, though you teach your child at home
to kneel with his little hands clasped, you loll

in careless posture in God's house. Your lips

are sealed when they might show forth His
praise ; no response of yours warms up the

service of the sanctuary, and the thousand
interests of the world are crowding the pre-

occupied heart.

Once more, how many dishonour that

holy "Name" of Father, which bids you not

ridicule but pity, not spurn but give a help-

ing hand to, some stumbling brother or sister

overtaken by sin. Has he stumbled that he
should fall, as he may fall, by your behaviour

to him ? Shall two brothers, or brother

and sister, climb the hill together, and one

be hurt by a dangerous slip, especially at the

beginning, where the ground is most slip-

pery, and the fresh air of heaven less bracing

than higher up, and will you leave him there

to his misery, perhaps to abandon his jour-

ney in despair ? Will not you rather do a

brother's part, lend him your hand, raise

him to his feet again, and help him on his

way ? There is a worse case still—a brother

reeling from the public-house. One cries,

" Thei'e goes a brute !" Another finds matter
for fun. Angels rather see cause for weeping,

and Christ says, " No, not a brute, but a

brother, a friend whom I came to save, a
child of God, who may still go and use the

Prodigal's plea, ^ Father; I have sinned.'"

These, then, are ways by wliich God's

Name may be hallowed by us all ; by reve-

rence in feeling and in gesture ; by right

views of His justice and mercy, and of His
hatred of sin, and readiness to forgive ; by
lending a helping hand to a stumbling brother;

by praise and Avorship ; by reverencing His
day, His house, His word. His people.

June 21st.

Eead Isaiali xi. and Kev. v.

The Great Teacher, having taught us to

ask for nothing inconsistent with the Father's

Name, proceeds to show us how that Name
can be best " hallowed," viz., by " seeking
first His kingdom," and by doing His will.

The kingdom, which we are exhorted to pray
for, and therefore to advance, has within it

three distinct provinces. There is the king-

dom within us, which is personal religion, or

holiness ; then there is the kingdom around
us, which is the Church on earth, God's family,

comprising all the brothers and sisters of
" our Father ;

" and lastly, the kingdom aiove

us, and that is heaven. This threefold king-

dom we are bound to pray for and to seek

:

the kingdom within us, which is holiness of

life; the kingdom around us, which is useful-

ness; the kingdom above us, which is hajjpi-

ness. They are not three kingdoms but one.

The good, the true, the loving and holy ones,

when multiplied, become the Church, and
the Church, when perfected, becomes heaven.

The foundation then of this kingdom for

which we are taught to pray must be laid

by the Holy Spirit within the heart of every

true believer. Christ must be his king

;

Christ's laws must govern his life ; Christ's

throne must be set up in his heart. The
power to consecrate thus the will comes from
above, and comes, just as the power to grow
comes, gently and noiselessly like the sap

that flows in the plant. " The kingdom of

God cometh not with observation." This

spiritual kingdom is the Spirit's own work,

and the Spirit bloweth, like the wind, " where
it listeth," i.e. by hidden laws beyond our ken,

but which is nevertheless kno-sra by the trem-

bling of the leaves andthe fanning of the brow.

AVe cannot of ourselves set up this kingdom
of law and harmony, peace and love, within

our hearts, but we can do something to up-

root the old throne already there. We can

break loose from old habits of the flesh, or of

the temper ; we can abstain from hurtful prac-

tices, give up hurtful companionship, keep
away from mischievous associations. The
humble cottager, expecting the honour of a

visit from the Queen in her quiet Scottish

retreat, would at least remove everything

likely to oflend, and the cottage floor and
furniture would be swept and garnished

;

and so, if we would really ofter a welcome to

the Iving of kings in this sinful heart of ours,

we should use every eff"ort to cast out every-

thing that would grieve the Holy Spirit

through whom and by whom Christ enters

our hearts. And when once Christ has be-

gun to influence those hearts, and we pay a

willing and loving obedience to His will, we
cannot but yearn to extend His kingdom
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around us. The spread of His kingdom in

extending circles will become the dearest

object of our lives. Our hearts will yearn

towards our nearest friends. " Come with

us," " join yourselves to the Lord," mil ex-

press our deepest longings. Husband will

pray for mfe, and sister for brother. Then
Queen and country. Church and nation, and
the ignorant heathen in neglected alleys at

home, or the unenlightened millions of the

earth will be borne ever in our minds and
prayers, and our' constant cry will be

—

" Thy kingdom come, O Lord,
Thy reign, O Chi'ist, begin

;

Break with Thine iron rod
The tjTannies of sin."

The very poorest might help forward the

kingdom of Christ, not by prayers only, but

by the accumulation of the smallest offerings.

It has been calculated that if but one million

of the twenty millions of our population

gave onG penny a month or a shilling a year,

the sum available for mission churches at

home or the spread of the gospel abroad

would amount to £50,000. AVould not He,

who watched the poor widow Avalking up to

the treasury Avith her babe in her arms and
little boy at her side, and silently dropping

into it her two mites out of her penury,

accept and bless such self-denying proofs of

their love ? AYe are told that the same sum
is spent by the poorer class every day in ardent

spirits alone !

But we must remember to begin at the

beginning; with earnest personal religion.

The circles on the pond begin with small

circumference, then they widen and widen,

till they break silently upon the distant

bank. You, too, must begin with private

prayer and self-dedication, bringing every

thought and feeling to the feet of Him who
sits upon the throne. Then gather in the

family by household prayer, seek for a bless-

ing upon the Queen, whose person expresses

the life of the nation in Britain, in the vast

colonies, and in India.

Then Avill you pray " Thy kingdom come,"
without hypocrisy. Like him who laid his

breast on Jesus's bosom, you may then say,

"Amen, even so come, Lord Jesus !" Farewell

then the night, welcome the day ; farewell

sorrow and struggle, welcome the promised
rest ; farewell bereavement and separations,

welcome re-unions and the restoration of

whatever on earth has been sanctified from
heaven. Alas ! how few of us have reached

this full assurance ! The words of the trem-

bling psalmist better befit us, "0 spare me a

little, before I go hence and be no more
seen

L

June 2Sth.

Bead Psalm li. and Eomans viii. 1—18, 31—39.

The third petition grows out of the last,

" Thy Kingdom come," as both grew out of the
first, " Hallowed be Thy name." If we would
hallow God's name, we must extend our
Father's kingdom ; and if we Avould extendthat
kingdom, we must do our Heavenly Father's

Will. We must each strive to make earth

more like heaven, and men more like " the

angels in heaven," as, after the Kesurrection,

we are told we shall be, where obedience is

loving and perfect. Till we feel that " God
is love," it is hard work to do God's Will. We
shall be for ever listening to the devil, who
wliispers, "If ye will but follow your own
Avills, ye shall be as gods," and meets our
better instincts by the suggestions, "God
will not be so strict after all ;" " the pleasures

of sin are worth the risk
;
" " at any rate,

there will be time for repentance."

Two masters are bidding for our services.

One invites to heaven, the other allures to

destruction. The material world must obey
law; irrational creatures must follow their

instincts. Man alone has the power of choos-

ing. Free-will was given to him that he
might choose God.

"Our win s are ours, we know not how ; "
^__ Our wills are ours, to make them Thine."

Eeason tells you to obey Him and not Satan,

but what says your will ? It is your will,

and not your reason, that will settle this all-

momentous question. How was it with

Felix 1 How was it with Agrippa 1 Eeason
in both cases Avas overpowered by the will.

How was it with that rich young man who
ran to our Lord (such was his eagerness), and
knelt at his feet (such was his reverence) ?

But when the Master asked for that bag of

gold to feed the poor, his will rebelled, and
"he went away sorrowful." Many now are

ready enough to do God's will, so far as it

accords with their own, but the moment the

Master says, " Take up thy cross and deny
thyself, for My sake," they follow Him no
more. " Will ye also go away ? " Shall

heaven and earth hear the Father's pathetic

cry, " I have nourished and brought up chil-

dren, and they have rebelled against me " ?

(Isaiah i. 2.) Summer and harvest never

fail, because they obey physical law ; the

sparrow finds its daily meal, because it is true

to its instinct ; but a bitter cry goes up daily

from the cities and hamlets of men, because

their Father's Name is profaned, and His

all-loving will is not done.

And Avhat should be our motives to obedi-

ence ? The answer is, our own interests
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bound up inseparably with God's honour. His
laws were made, like good human laws, not

for oppression, but for His children's benefit.

But they are imperative and inflexible, never-

theless. Break one of them, whether physical

or moral, and punishment must follow. Look
at the drunkard with his trembling hands,

and the profligate and the pleasure-seeker,

who turn night into day ! All have to give

account in loss of vital power, and the

hastening, before its time, the solemn hour of

their death. None can repeal the broken
law, or ward off" the penalty ; neither repent-

ance nor amendment, nor prayer—all are

powerless. " Thou, God, makest me to

remember the sins of my youth." God's Law
remains in all its majesty, but with this dif-

ference, that the punishment works for good
to His true and penitent children. The
punishment remains as a fact, but without its

guilt, making penitence more sincere and
watchfulness more careful. The scars indeed

of our old warfare remain, but only to excite

our gratitude to the Captain of our salvation.

But modern unbelief asks, " Can our poor

wills aflect God's almighty Will 1 " Yes, if He
^^0 wills it. " But can our weak prayers influ-

ence events predestined from the beginning

of time 1 " Yes ; for our very praj'ers were a

factor in those predestined events, and were
all taken into account in the Infinite Mind.
The great work which Christ came to do

was to do the Father's will, and to enable

men to do it. It was to undo the evil which
Adam had done to us all. In the Garden of

Eden our first j^arents disobeyed the all-loving

Will, and from that disobedience " came all

our woe." In that other garden, of Gethse-

mane, the Second Adam cried, with all the

dread prospect of the Cross before His human
eye, "Father, if Thou be willing, remove
this cup from me ; nevertheless, not my will,

but Thine be done " (St. Luke xxii. 42).

And He is our Example and our Captain,

leading us on in the path of obedience. In

every thought and action of our daily life

we are pledged to do, or to try to do, what

Christ would have us do, and would have
clone Himself. Not in the crises of life only,

when men expect us to play the hero, but in

all its details ; not in afiliction only, when
" our heads are bowed down like a bullrush,"

but amidst the gladness and gaiety of life ; in

the full tide of health, as well as on the couch

of sickness ; on the Exchange, in the shop,

and in the field, as Avell as on our knees in

prayer ; at home, as well as at church ; in the

bustle of life, as Avell as at the dread and solemn

hour of death. The Queen in her jjalace and
the sempstress in her parlour, the statesman in

his cabinet and the sailor on the stormy deep

must say and feel, " This is the Avork my
Father has given me to do ; I will do it, for

it is His Avill."

All of us are endowed with this free-

will ; and the time is but short for its exer-

cise. " Choose ye, then, this day whom ye

ivill serve." So said the great soldier, Joshua,

to Israel of old, and so says our Joshua to us

to-day.

What reason there is to pray for the de-

liverance from the tyranny of oiar o'svn imperi-

ous wills, and for that spirit of adoption which

alone can make us understand the true object

of all prayer ! This petition of the Lord's

Prayer teaches us the rationale of all prayer.

That object is not to make God's Will our

will, but our will God's Will. Then, and then

only, shall we use this petition of the Lord's

Prayer aright.

God demands of His children the most
loving and cheerful obedience. It is possible

to keep His commandments in the letter

without doing His Will, but we cannot do
His Willwithout keeping His commandments.
If we do the Will of God from the heart. His

grace will help us in the path of a holy obe-

dience. " AYe cannot sin Avilfully, because we
are born of God." None but His children

who can say " Our Father " can pray in the

touching words of the popular hymn :

"Renew my will from day to day,
Blend it with Thine and take away
AH that makes it hard to sir.

Thy will be done.''

Note to the Article "What is Science ?"

fin consequence of various inq-uirics regarding

the accuracy of the calculation whicli occurs in

the Duke of Argyll's article in our April number,
in reference to the period when it is supposed our

present coal supply will come to an end, we sub-

join, at His Grace's request, the following extract

from IS'atitre, on whose authority the date w-as given.
" Taking the true output of 103,800,000 of tons in

1883 and the ratio 1-0325 (or rate of increase), we
can calculate the output for any future year. Thus
for 1901 we obtain 282,000,000 tons instead of

331,000,000 tons as calculated by Prof. Stanley

Jevons. Further, a well-known formula gives the
sum of any number of terms of the series, or we can
calculate in how manj'' years the amount of coal

raised will he equal to any given amount, say to the

144,700,000,000 tons remaining in 1884. Makingthe
calculation we find that if the present rate of increa&a

in the consumption of coal of 3j- per cent, per
annum continues, or, in other words, if our output
of coal continues to double every 22 yeai's, our total

supplj' will ho exhausted in lOG years from 1884, or

about A. D. 1990."—" The Coal Question," by Sydney
Lupton, in Nature, Jan. 15, 1885, p. 244.]
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CHAPTEK XXV.—THE AERIVAL.

WITH every intention to be kind and sym-
pathetic, there is, nevertheless, always a

certain reserve in the manner of one Avho

visits a friend vho has lately suffered from
some domestic loss ; the " suit of woe "

affects him, and even somewhat repels him
in spite of himself. It is something not in

common with them, and invests its wearer
with unaccustomed awe. The mourner, in

short, who has recovered from his blow, or

at aU events has become inured to his cala-

mit}', is generally much the more demon-
strative and genial of the two. It was so, at

all events, in the present case. Hester held

out her hand frankly to her companion, and
thanked him for liis care of her quite natu-

rally, whereas he seemed to bid adieu to her
with some embarrassment ; and Maria, after

her firstgreeting, relapsed into silence, orbroke
it with an effort she strove in vain to conceal.

Nothing however could be more affectionate

than her manner, as she sat side by side with
her guest in the carnage that was bearing

them swiftly to their destination. Her hand
was locked in Hester's, which she patted ever

and anon in sign of lo\dng welcome : but
though she had had so much to say to her a

while ago, nor had been puzzled as to what
she should say first, words now failed her.

It was Hester who was the one to speak.
" It was very kind of you, dear Maria,"

she cried, " to bespeak a convoy for me in

Captain Drake. And was it not singular 1

he turned out to be an old acquaintance."

"Indeed!"
"Yes, not that I ever knew so much of

him as his name, but, as it turned out, we
had been fellow-travellers before, when I

returned from France in the spring. It was
most fortunate, for he has put me quite au
courant with matters at JMedbur}^, and let

me into all your secrets."

" Has he ?
" returned Maria, blushing to

her forehead.
" Oh, yes, about the skeleton in your

house—don't be alarmed lest he should have
been indiscreet—I mean the ghost. Of
course it was unnecessary for him to speak
of yourself whom I already knew ; but he
seems very intimate with you all."

" Yes, ver}- ; though we have known him
for a comparatively Little while ; he is so
XXVI—2S

close a neighbour, you see. Sir Eeginald,
his father, and papa have had business rela-

tions together. He told you, no doubt, that
he used to live at the Castle."

"Yes; and where does he live now? I
saw no house as we came along that seemed
to be in your immediate neighbourhood."

" Sir Eeginald lives in what used to be
the steward's house, a mere cottage in the

I

grounds. It is very sad to my mind, but it

j
was his own stipulation ; he could not pre-

vail upon himself completely to quit the old

place."

" Poor fellow, how I pity liim ! Now if I

had been in his position " here the cax'-

riage suddenly stopped.

An old gentleman, riding upon a stout

grey pony, suddenly made his appearance at

the open window. He had a white beard
and moustache, and a handsome ruddy face.
" So you have brought your guest, Miss
Maria," he said, taking his low-croAvned hat
off with great politeness, and speaking very
gently. " I hope she Avail find Medbury to

her Hking," he added, turning to Hester vath
a smile.

" Indeed, I cannot imagine any one find-

ing it otherwise," returned Hester. "It
seems to me one of the loveliest spots on the
earth's surface, and I am deeply obhged to

you, Sir Abraham "

" It is not papa, it is Sir Eeginald," put in

Maria quickly.

"Yes, unhappily, it is Sir Eeginald,"

sighed the old man. "There has been a

time. Miss Darrell, when Sir Eeginald would
very gladly have welcomed you to Medbury,
but that is no longer in his power. Francis

has retui^ned safe and sound, I hope ?" here

he turned once more to Maria.
" Oh, yes, we have just parted from him,"

she replied ; "he had business in the town,

he said, or we would have brought him
home."

"In my young days, it would have been
very pressing business that would have kept
me out of such company," said the old

gentleman gallantly. " However, I must
not myself be ' so superfluous ' as to detain

you. Au revoir, ladies."

"Dear me, what a shocking mistake I

have made!" said Hester; "why did you
not introduce us ?

"

" There was no time for it, my dear," said
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Maria, smiling • "but, indeed, you need not

distress yourself. I believe it gave the dear

old gentleman genuine pleasure to be taken

for that which he so long has been, and
which he so thoroughly looks, the master of

Medbury. For my part, I always feel like

an interloper in Sir Reginald's dominions."
" That is because you are a new comer,"

remarked Hester; "it will not always be so."

" Perhaps not," returned Maria, with an
earnestness altogether disproportionate to

her words. Then, Avith a troubled sigh, she

added to herself, " I hope not."

Silence reigned as they passed through the

great gates already set wide for their recep-

tion, and up the grand old avenue. Maria
seemed deep in thought, and Hester was
fully occupied in admiring the ancient trees

on either side, which had seen so many
seasons come and go

—

" Old summers when the monk was lat,

And issuing shorn and sleek,

Would twist his girdle tight, and pat
The gii'ls upon the cheek."

It was some time before they reached the

quaint old bridge, which now spanned the

moat in place of the drawbridge, some parts

of the machinery of wliich, half-hidden by
ivy, were still visible. They then entered

a huge courtyard, where a wizened old man
in grey was engaged with a spud in eliminat-

ing Aveeds from the gi^avel.

" That is so like papa, not even to look up
as we go by," observed Maria Avith a half

laugh; " he thinks that we are merely callers,

and he hates callers. Did you ever see

such a costume, my dear Hester 1 One might
almost mistake him for the gai-dener !

"

As a matter of fact, Hester had not almost,

but quite, mistaken him for the gardener, and
not the head gardener either. Under no
circumstances—unless, perhaps, he had been
attired in complete armour—Avould Sir

Abraham Barton have been easily taken for

a knight, but in the suit of dittos in which it

Avas his humour to work in his own grounds,

such recognition was an impossibility. It

was fortunately unnecessary for Hester to

combat, at the expense of truth, the AdeAv

Maria had thus expressed of her father's

appearance, for the next moment the car-

riage stopped under the ample porch.

A footman ran doAvn the steps to open the

door, Avhile a butler of great dignity Avaited on
the summit, with a look of benevolent patron-

age that would not have misbecome a bishop.

The contrast betAveen the splendour of these

retinues and the modest mien and appearance
of their young mistress struck Hester very
forcibly. Sir Abraham himself was not loss in

accord with them, though the disparity was
of another kind. In his case there was doubt-
less a contempt for display ; in his daughter
there was an utter indifference to it, and yet
not the indifference born of custom ; she
seemed, as it were, to endure it with a silent

protest. There AA^as one member of the
family, however, as it struck their guest the

next moment, Avho could thoroughly appre-

ciate all the surroundings and appliances of

grandeur, or at all events to whom they
seemed admirably appropriate.

On the threshold of the entrance haU which,
as is often the case with Elizabethan houses,

Avas furnished and used as a sitting-room,

stood Lady Barton, a tall and very hand-
some Avoman of queenly aspect. In com-
plexion she was dark as her daughter, but
there all likeness betAveen them ended. Her
eyeswere large and lustrous, but had little soft-

ness ; her hair was still plentiful, but only just

tinged Avith grey ; her voice Avas gentle, but
to the observant ear too studiously so—it

suggested an instrument of compass, and
Avhich possessed higher notes.

"Welcome to Medbury, Niece Hester,"

Avere her first Avords to her young guest ; a

gracious speech enough, though destitute of

warmth. She held out one hand as she

uttered it, but offered no closer embrace to

her sister's child.

Hester murmured her thanks rather than
spoke them ; this reception had chilled her,

and moreover she Avas embarrassed by the

fixed regard of her hostess, who, holding her

at arm's length seemed to scan her every

feature Avith particularity. Then presently''

she muttered to herself " the very image,"

and quietly dropping the girl's hand, moved
without a word of apology to the fire-place,

Avhere she stood gazing at the smouldering

logs (for, though autumn, it Avas Avarm, and
the fire Avas low) with her back towards her

visitor and apparently unconscious of her

presence.

"Let me show you to your room, my dear

Hester," Avhispered Maria hastily ;
" you will

be glad to change your dress after your long

journey, and it is less than an hour to dinner

time."
I

The oak staircase which ran double winged
*

from the hall, of breadth so great that the

proverbial coach and four could Avith ease

have been driven up it, Avas also of great

height, yet when they reached its summit,

Hester, looking down, beheld the mistress of

the house still gazing thoughtfully into the

wood fire, as though its ashes held the

embers of her youth.
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"You must not be troubled at mamma's
manner, Hester," said Maria, following the

direction of her cousin's eyes ; "she means
nothing but kindness to you I am sure, but

she is often more or less distrait, and I fancy

that the sight of you has awakened some
long-sleeping memory, some likeness in you
perhaps to your poor mother."

Hester moved her head as if in assent ; it

was not worth while to discuss the matter,

and moreover the topic would have been an

embarrassing one ; but as a matter of fact

Hester had inherited her features from her

father, and not from her mother.

The apartments allotted to Hester were
charming ones—a bedroom overlooking the

park, and a little sitting-room adjacent which
commanded a reach of the river, with a

glimpse, through the trees, of old-fashioned

Shingleton and the sea. The furniture was
plentiful but very old-fashioned, and included

some specimens of tapestry. In one of them
a young person with very dishevelled hair

and a melancholy expression of countenance

was playing upon some stringed instrument,

amid the ruins of a palatial building, to an

audience of domestic animals.
" Orpheus, I conclude," said Hester, indi-

cating this work of art with her finger.

" Not at all," returned Maria laughing

;

" that is supposed to be the family ghost

;

she discourses melancholy music about the

house whenever it is about to change pro-

prieters. These fragments represent meta-

phorically the ruins of Medbury."
" But the animals ? They surely do not

prefigure its having gone to the dogs ?

"

inquired Hester roguishly.
" Hush ! you must not talk like that ; it is

really quite a sacred subject with some
people. It is said that Sir Reginald was
greatly encouraged from the circumstance

that when he sold the place the ghost made
no sign. If it had gone for ever from him
he felt certain that she would have raised the

coronach of his race, and from her silence

he gathered hope that the place will again

revert to him."
" The poor old gentleman must be easily

comforted," said Hester ; "I am not very
credulous about such matters myself, but still

I hope the ghost will not put my strength of

mind to the test by haunting me. I am
quite content with its counterfeit present-

ment."
" You need not be at all afraid, my dear,"

said Maria cheerfully, "it never appears to

anybody, and only makes its presence known
by its dirge to the rightful heir of Medbury.

It is said that Sir Reginald, who was travel-

ling in the East when his father died, received
notice by this means of the event many days
before he heard it through the usual chan-
nels."

The sound of the dressing gong cut short

further details respecting this family spectre,

in which Hester did not, I am afraid, feel all

the interest proper to the situation. I have
noticed that Art and Ghosts have no great

influence over those Avhose worldly outlook
is depressing or uncertain, and Hester was
more concerned with the flesh and blood sur-

roundings, upon whose character her future

might more or less depend, than with any
spiritual manifestations. Maria called for

her on her way down to show her the way to

the drawing-room, where the master of the

house Avas standing in Britannic fashion with
his back to the fire. In evening costume, he
no longer of course resembled a gardener,

yet no one would have taken him for what
he was. Her Majesty had made Sir Abraham
Barton a knight, the poor Colonel had been
wont to say, but if she had made him a

gentleman, such a miracle would have proved
the divine right of kings. He certainly did

not look like a gentleman. He was a little

old man, very thin and wiry, with a scant

crop of iron-grey hair, a lined and wizened

face, and an expression keen and harsh as

that of a ferret. He dropped one coat tail

as Hester came up, and held out two thin

fingers like a pickle fork. He said nothing,

and Hester timidly murmured, " How are

you. Sir Abraham 1
"

" How are you, miss ? " he answered simply,

and then renewed his former position.

It was not a gracious welcome, but then,

on the other hand, it was not a grudging
one ; his manner had no personal antagon-

ism in it, but was merely the outward and
visible sign of the absence of grace of any
kind. Maria thinking perhaps that a worse
impression might have been produced on
her friend than was the case, looked sii-

premely miserable for a moment or two, till

Hester, to relieve her embarrassment, fell to

praising the view from the windows, the

shutters of which were still unclosed. Then,

gathering courage and feeling that she ought
to address her host, if only to give him an
opportunity to say something, she expressed

her admiration of the room itself, which
indeed was magnificent.

"It's a fine enough room, miss," was the

encouraging reply, "and so it ought to be, con-

sidering what it cost me."

His wrinkled brow became more corrugated
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as he spoke, as though the items of the

amount were still before him, and he threw
up his eyes with a gesture of discontent. On
the carved and gilded ceiling all the gods of

Olympus were depicted over their nectar and
ambrosia, which fortunately diverted his

mind from liis own lavish expenditure to the

fact that it was past dinner time. He
pulled out his great gold watch and exclaimed

impatiently, "Why don't the fellow beat

that gong?"
" Sir Eeginald and his son have not ar-

rived, papa," said Maria gently.

"Then Ave'll sit down without 'em,"

answered the knight impatiently. " They
should know our hour by this time, for they
have dined often enough with us ; indeed I

don't know why they should keep a cook
at all. Ring the bell, Maria."

Before this behest could be obeyed, Lady
Barton entered the room, with a Juno-like

demeanour ; she had also the eyes of Argus,

and while appearing to patronise universal

nature, took in the particulars of a situation

at a glance.

"Our guests are just arrived," she said;
" they are generally Hke clock-work."

" Their mainspring broke for once then,"

muttered Sir Abraham, but her ladyship took
no notice of the remark. She never wasted
her strength, as women are so apt to, in any
"affair of outposts," but reserved it for

pitched battles. For these, however, occa-

sion now seldom offered, victory had sat too

often on her banners to encourage her husband
to revolt. In her presence he only exhibited

his independence to others.
" You did not tell me Sir Reginald and

his son were coming," said Hester to her
friend reproachfully. The tone in which
she spoke was almost a whisper, yet Lady
Barton heard it.

" Do not think we have any party," she

observed gently ;
" we do not consider the

Drakes company ; they live in our o'wn

grounds and we are naturally very intimate."

At this moment the guests were announced.
Sir Abraham dropped both his coat tails and
ambled towards the door, his lips nervously

moving as if he were endeavouring to form
a sentence, liis ferret eyes blinking as though
he had only just been let out of his bag.

These were storm signals, forerunners of a

rudeness, but it was foreseen and averted.
" Sir Reginald, you have nearly lost your

character with my husband for punctuality,"

said Lady Barton smiling.
" And deservedly so," replied the Baronet

penitently, " we are nearly ten minutes late.

Sir Abraham must forgive us, however, since

the delay arose from our interest in the affairs

of his constituency. We waited in Shingle-

ton longer than we should have done to see

the old Javelin come in with her last cargo of

holiday makers for the season. It is high time

that she should cease running, for she is

getting very old and cranky. In the spring

I hope the town will have a new steamer."
" Then I hope the town will buy it," ob-

served Sir Abraham, " and not come to me
for a subscription, who never go on the sea

by any chance."
" One can't write oneself M.P. for Shingle-

ton without also signing a cheque or two,

my dear sir," said Sir Reginald drily.

" Your position. Sir Abraham," observed

the Captain, " is like that of the First Lord
of the Admiralty in the burlesque : though
you may not appreciate life on the ocean

wave yourself you are the ruler of the Shin-

gleton Navee, and it cannot be increased

without your fiat."

"If they depend on me they must be con-

tent with what they have," said the Knight
with irritation ;

" it's all very well for you
two gentlemen to suggest a new steamer
who have not got to pay for it."

" I am afraid you are getting a little deaf,

Sir Abraham," interposed her ladyship with

great distinctness. " Dinner has been an-

nounced
;
perhaps you will give your arm to

Hester."

CHAPTER XXVI.—A LITTLE DINNER PARTY.

It was a strange dinner-party, composed,

as even the latest guest could not fail to ob-

serve, of very different if not discordant ma-
terials, bound together surely by some bond
at which at present she could not guess, or

its repetition—for it took place night after

night — were impossible. The character

of Lady Barton was not easily read. On
a first acquaintance, at all events, little

could be learnt from it, except that, as

Captain Drake had observed, she was a very
" masterful " woman. She was not only,

however, the prevailing genius of the feast,

with powder to quell disturbances and to

put her foot do\\'Ti, as we have seen, upon
the least symptoms of an unpleasantry, but

she had the sagacity to perceive them while

they w^ere as yet in the air. She had not,

indeed, the gift of putting everybody about

her at their ease ; nor, so far as my expe-

rience goes, was there ever (unless the ele-

ments they had to deal with were themselves
" kindly mixed ") either man or woman who
had, but she diffused about her a certain
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serene if stately atmosphere, very favourable

to peace and quietness. There are some
women of a similar type who content them-

selves with exercising a sort of imperial sway
over their guests; who sit alone above the

thunder (of conversation) like the godsj and
take very little notice of tumults or even of

catastrophes. Lady Barton, on the contrary,

had an eye and an ear for everything, and
far from Avaiting till a knot should occur of

sufficient magnitude to justify her interven-

tion, she would stretch forth a majestic hand
and smooth matters at the outset before a

knot could be formed at all. While making
it her business to see that her guests pulled

well together, she held, like a skilful cha-

rioteer, her reins in separate fingers, so that

particular appeal, when appeal seemed neces-

sary, could be made to each ; while, when it

was necessary to use the whip {which was
the case with one only of the team), the long,

lithe lash seemed to light, hke an angler's

fly, exactly on the right spot, or, at all

events, on a tender one.

Sir Abraham was very difficult to drive,

nor was it an easy task even to lead him.

Like most self-made men he was very obsti-

nate and self-opinionated, while he strove to

make up for a secret sense of inferiority by
self-assertion. He was not, like Lord Butter-

mere, a miser, but having by great toil and
perseverance (as well, of course, as good luck)

amassed an immense fortune, he attached

an importance to it which roused the con-

tempt of those who took a juster view of its

value. He prided himself above everything

on being practical, which was so far fortunate

for his self-esteem, for of matters that were
not practical Sir Abraham knew absolutely

nothing. His politics were practical, and
consisted in retaining his seat for Shingleton

on the cheapest possible terms ; his religion

was practical, and comprised the payment
of sittings that his family used in church,

with subscriptions to benevolent institutions

on the most modest scale compatible with his

social position ; his friendships were prac-

tical, and limited to a few persons in the

City who were useful to his undertakings

;

and, like a practical man, he had married a

fine woman of good family who could hold
up her head Avith the best, and did it.

He enjoyed her triumphs as though they
were his own ; and even Avhcn she put her foot

upon his own neck was proud of her for the

achievement. Last and greatest proof of ap-

probation, he had left her all his money, con-

fident that she would use it and in her turn
leave it to the best advantage to Maria. If

ever he could be said to give way to senti-

ment or even to entertain it, it was in his

daughter's case, but even his love for her was
practical. He Avas not so well content as his

Avife was to provide for her a husband of

good birth, good looks, and a good heart,

and Avould have been very Avilling to dispense
Avith all three of them could a suitor have
been found Avith fifty thousand pounds to
make up the deficiency.

Sir Reginald was the very Antipodes of

his host ; they had both pride indeed, but of

a very diff'erent sort. In Sir Abraham's case

it was purse pride, Avhereas the other had
much more of hauteur in his mien and man-
ner since he had become the tenant of the
steward's house than Avhen he had been
master of Medbury. His pride Avas that of

lineage, and noAV that he had lost the stately

and beloved home which had, as it Avere, wit-

nessed to it, it behoved him to remind him-
self and others from hoAv long a line of an-

cestors he was descended. They Avere looking

down upon him even now from the Avails of

the room where he sat as guest instead of

master, a reflection that would have been in-

tolerable to most men in his position, and
Avould have been even to himself but for a
certain reason.

Captain Francis Drake, though a son after

his father's heart, was far from being one
after his pattern. The sense of duty in him.

was exceedingly strong; it had led him
many times up to the cannon's mouth, once
under such conditions as to extort admiration

from a whole army, the record of which feat

had been placed on his breast by the hand of

his Queen. It had caused him (still more
courageous deed) to side with the alien and
the oppressed against those of his oavti race

and creed, and to incur a Avide-spread un-

popularity upon that account among those

Avhose opinion was dearest to him. And
finally, Avhen that judgment had been re-

versed and reparation Avas beginning to be
made to him, duty had led him to throw up
the position which he had so adored and
adorned, in order to become the solace of

his father's evil and declining days. The
Captain had left home at an early age, and
even when quite a stripling had begun to

think for himself. He shared feAV of his

father's opinions, though, as they formed a

part of the old Baronet's very nature, his

natural kindness of heart as well as his filial

love prevented him from combating them.

It would have pained Sir Reginald to the

quick had he ImoAATi the feelings AAdth which

his son regarded the loss of the family acres.
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Of course he regretted that they had gone,

but for many years they had been possessed

only in name. Many mortgages had pressed

on the estate, Avhich had consequently been
ill-managed, and the tenants had suftered

from the scanty means and, it must be added,

the imprudence of their landlord. " The
Castle must be kept up at whatever sacrifice,"

had always been the old Baronet's reflection
;

and there had been painting and renevnng in

all directions to effect this object. If it had
not been for the way in which his father took

his change of residence to heart, the son

would have been better content with the

keeper's cottage and its modei'ate comforts

than he had l^een in the hereditary mansion

with its hollow ostentation, paid for, at least

in part, out of the pockets of others. The
arri^'al of Sir Abraham with his ready money,
though personally he was by no means so

popular as his predecessor, had been a great

comfort to the community. The gates around

Medbury no longer hung upon one hinge,

and the roofs of the cottages, if a trifle less

picturesque, kept out the weather.

In his dealings with Sir Eeginald himself

too, as the Captain had freely confessed. Sir

Abraham had behaved with liberality, though

in truth in this matter he gave him the credit

which was due to Sir Abraham's better half.

Except by contrast. Lady Barton's disposition

was certainly not remarkable for generosity

;

but she did not grudge spending where an

object was to be obtained, and she had the

sagacity to foresee that liberahty to the late

master of Medbury would not be thrown
away, either personally or in the general

opinion, by his successor. In persuading her

husband to stand for Shingleton, she had in-

flicted no fresh blow upon Sir Eeginald, for,

though his political opinions difl'ered from
Sir Abraham's, Shingleton had always re-

turned a Eadical member; though, indeed,

there were growing signs of serious opposition

from the other side, over which Sir Eeginald

chuckled with some complacency. It was,

however, unmixed with ill-nature. The sub-

ject of the election, the state of which was at

presentvery uncertain, formed a frequent topic

of conversation at the dinner-table, notwith-

standing the risk of little exjjlosions from

the present member of the borough, such as

has been already chronicled.

As Sir Eeginald was placed at the right

hand of his hostess, and Hester in the same
place of honour at the other end of the table,

it followed that she sat next the Captain, with

Maria opposite. It was this propinquity,

perhaps, that caused Captain Drake to address

her in a voice that was not always audible to

the rest of the company, or perhaps the sight

of her deep mourning and pale face, coupled
with what he knew of her circumstances,

touched him, and rendered his tone lower
and more tender than usual. Hester ex-

plained it to herself upon the latter ground,

and was grateful to him for his sympathy
;

nay, though she did not confess it to herself,

his words were sweet to her, certainly more
welcome than those of any other man of whom
she had hitherto found herself the neicrhbour

at any dinner-table. It was natural that it

should be so ; that in circumstances in which
she stood so much in need of sympathy she

should turn to one who, by comparison with
the others, was almost an old friend ; but,

like many pleasant things in which we in-

dulge ourselves, there was a danger in it. If

she had been conscious of this she would, for

her own sake, have denied herself the least

luxury of the kind ; but being in such need
of friendship, and no deeper feeling having
made itself apparent to her, it was no wonder
that she gratefully accepted the Captain's at-

tentions. After all, they were little more
than common politenesses, and would, in any
larger assembly, have escaped notice alto-

gether; and the conversation was, on the

whole, pretty general.
" Well, Maria, been in the slums to-day 1"

inquired Sir Abraham. It was his habit thus

slightingly to speak of his daughter's philan-

thropic visits to Shingleton, but in reality he

approved of them ; they strengthened the

claims of the sitting member.
" I have paid a visit or two to people who

are not exactly in our society, if that is what
you mean, papa," returned Maria, smiling.

Nothing could disturb her good temper, not

eA^en a reference to her charities, though any
mention of them was to the last degree dis-

tasteful to her.

" I hope you visited my friends the For-

te scues," said Sir Eeginald.

"AVhere do they live ?" inqiiired the host.

" Surely not in Shingleton. I never heard
of them."

"Yes, in Shingleton," continued the Baronet
slyly. " Their habitation is literally as old as

the hills ; is it not. Miss Maria ? Though I

won't say it has been long in the family. I

think the present head of the house was the

first inhabitant."
" Sir Eeginald is speaking of some poor

souls who live in the sand cliff," explained

Maria ;
" they have literally their homes like

the conies, and, apparentl}'-, have known no
other. In summer they have not so much to
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complain of, but we must try and find a dwell-

ing place for them before the winter. Their

door is but a few planks nailed together, and

they have no windows."
" Then they can't have any vote for the

borough," exclaimed Sir Abraham. " Why,
my good girl, you are throwing your time

away as well as my money."
" Oh, papa ! you should not talk like that,

even in fun," said Maria gravely. " Think of

people being so poor as not even to have a

house over their heads."

"But there is a house, and a very large

one, built for their express accommodation,"

returned the Knight with an appreciative

chuckle over his grim joke; "there is the

poor-house."
" Did you see Mrs. Bertram to-day, Maria ?"

inquired Lady Barton in that incisive tone of

hers, which always cut off her husbend's sup-

ply of talk for the moment, though not always

at the main.
" Yes, mamma," answered the girl in a low

tone ;
" there is no improvement. Dr. Jones

says it has now become a question of weeks."

"Poor Avoman— I hope she liked the

grapes."
" Grapes ! What grapes 1" asked Sir Abra-

ham quickly. " I noticed the great bunch
was gone from the hot-house. You don't

mean to say
"

" Mrs. Bertram's case is very peculiar," ob-

served Lady Barton, looking across to Hester.
" You must get Maria to take you to see her.

She is evidently an educated woman and has

seen much better days. She has been sent

as a last chance, which, however, it seems
has failed, to try our Shingleton air. She
is a Londoner like yourself ; and that is all

we know of her, but we fancy she has some
sad history."

"Drink," observed Sir Abraham senten-

tiously; "that's her history. I've seen the

lady, and will bet a guinea drink is what is

the matter with her. Under such circum-

stances grapes are a downright encourage-

ment."

"She doesn't drink now, at all events," ob-

served her Ladyship coldly.

" Would if she could—can't get it," mur-
mured her husband.

The Captain had a strong sense of humour,
and liis host's persistence—indeed, consider-

ing the heavy metal that was in readiness to

be brought to bear against him, one might
almost say heroism—in maintaining his own
opinion tickled his very heart-strings. He
could not repress a smile of amusement.

" Nay, if you are going to take Sir Abra-

ham's side, Captain Drake," exclaimed his

hostess with pretended indignation, for, in

truth, she was pleased to see the young man
at his ease under her roof, " when such things

are said against our sex, we ladies had better

withdraw," and she gave the signal to retreat

accordingly.

CHAPTER XXVII.—BEFORE BREAKFAST.

Our first morning in a strange house, es-

pecially if we are going to remain in it for

some time, is generally full of interest. It

certainly was so with Hester Darrell at Med-
bury, awakened by the unaccustomed song
of birds about the open window and the dis-

tant murmur of the little river; the latter

had been silent hitherto, but there had been
rain in the night, which had aroused its com-
plaining notes. The freshness of the country

air, in which that of the sea was mingled, was
to one " so long in city pent " delightful. The
old-fashioned timepiece over the mantel-piece

indicated an early hour, a very unfashionable

one, indeed, to rise at, but she got up at once

and dressed. To even the most conventional

of us, I suppose there have been mornings
when it has seemed a sin to be lying in bed
while all nature is beckoning us to be out of

doors—when the reflection has struck us that

all that indescribable beauty is daily lost upon
the closed eyeand the shut ear, and in a manner
wasted ; the workman sees it, but those Avho

do not labour with their hands never see it,

except when returning from some scene of dis-

sipation, when its glow, obnoxious and un-

welcome (like a policeman's bull's eye turned

upon the habitual oftender), arouses a sense

of guilt. Never before had Hester under-

stood the full significance of the poet's line

—

" Thc'breezy call of incense-breathing' mom,"

as now when the fragrance of the woods and

fields seemed to fill her very being, and the

air to inspirit her like a trumpet.

Though poor and almost friendless, and in

a manner dependent, she felt her life before

her, and that she possessed the power of

enjoying it. The God who had created that

beautiful world must surely have intended

it for enjoyment. There had been times, not

only when misfortune, as of late, had pressed

upon herself, but when she had stood by
sick-beds where the poor were lying, and
perhaps doomed to lie there till death released

them from pain and woe—when she had
doubted of this. Selfish and shallow, indeed,

must those natures be who have had no
such doubts ; but to-day the sunshine was
in her very heart.

She was well aware that in a house like
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Medbiiry no one, even of the domestics,

would be stirring for some time, but some-

thing within her rebelled against confinement

within doors. She crept quietly down-stairs,

and, finding her way to the front-door,

noiselessly undid lock and bolt, and gained

her liberty. From the courtyard a postern

opened upon the terrace, on which she

stepped, and then stood motionless, enrap-

tured by the scene.

Below the broad gravel walk, with its low
stone parapet and urns of flowers, lay a charm-
ing old-fashioned garden, from which the sum-
mer air came laden with a hundred scents

;

it was half la'wn, half flower-bed, and sloped

down to a broad moat limpid and clear, save

where the shining water-lilies hid it with
their star-like blossoms and huge leaves.

A flat-bottomed boat lay moored to the

bottom of a flight of steps, and at once at-

tracted her attention. Hester had learnt to

row at Fromsham, and was passionately fond
of being on the water ; there could be no harm
she thought—a proof perhaps that the sense

of being a dependant at Medbury was not very
strong—in indulging herself in that way now.
She accordingly embarked, and slowly rowed
herself along, now gazing into the moat itself,

which mirrored the beauties about it, and
now taking note of the more material sur-

roundings. She passed under the low draw-
bridge with stooping head, and slowly cir-

cumnavigated the stately place. The castle

was even larger than it had looked from a dis-

tance ; in parts very old, and even where
comparatively modern, additions had beeii

made bearing no trace of newness ; the influ-

ence of the climate, assisted by the ivy-growth,

had harmonized the whole. Though she had
plenty of sentiment, Hester's nature could

hardly have been called romantic or poetical
;

and amid the reflections induced by the

spirit of the scene she could not shut out the

idea of its incongruousness Avith its present

possessor. Sir Reginald she could picture

to herself appropriately enough in such a

position, but not Sir Abraham. She even
doubted whether Lady Barton, "with all her
imperiousness and sense of power, quite appre-

ciated Medbury. Maria no doubt enjoyed it

;

the atmosphere breathed of peace and beauty,

and could not but be acceptable to her pure
and gentle nature ; but even in her case some-
thing less magnificent would have seemed to

suit her better. It was not that her position

sat ill upon her ; she was so good, and natural,

and gracious that even had she been made a

nueen none but a base mind could have re-

sented it,^ or found her wanting in queenly

worth; she would not have suited a King
Cophetua, for there was nothing of the beggar
girl about her, but she Avould have been a

Griselda—a queen-angel, to whom the pomps
and gauds of majesty would have seemed
superfluous.

Whenever Hester thought of Maiia it was
with a sense of personal inferiority. " If I

were in her position," was her reflection, "I
should be pufted up with pride and vanity

;

if she were in mine she would feel no dis-

appointments nor sense of ill - treatment,

but would simply find out for herself the

nearest way to the path of duty, and un-

deviatingly pursue it." In this, though she

did herself some wrong, she did not over-

estimate her friend. Maria Barton was one
of those rare natures, and rarest perhaps in

her own sex, which are independent, not only

of mere externals, but of circumstance itself.

If the accidents of wealth and position had
not happened to her she avouIcI have been
the same girl ; and indeed, save by her sur-

roundings, you would never have discovered

that they had happened to her. Without
being obtrusively religious, she was animated
by a spiritual sense of duty in all she thought
and did, and was, as it were, a child of heaven
without knowing it.

" It's my belief," said Sir Abraham on one
occasion when remonstrating with his wife

on the extent of his daughter's charities,

"that our Maria was cut out for a nun."

To do him justice, though he had no high
opinion of nuns, he did not use the expres-

sion offensively, and Avas rather unprepared
for her ladyship's retort, delivered with even
more than her usual energy.

"Then I do beg. Sir Abraham, that you
will keep that belief to yourself, since it may
do a great deal of mischief."

Hester had nearly gone round her little

world Avhen she came upon a spot Avhere the

AA^aters of the moat found a narroAV outlet and
leapt and bounded down their fern-fringed

channel to the river beneath. The pathAvay

by its side, sunk in its little glen, looked

very tempting, and as there AA'as, as she judged,

still an hour or so to spare for solitary ex-

ploration, she moored her boat and left

it. She had descended but a very feAv steps

when, at a bend in the little river, there came
into vicAv a tumbling Aveir Avith some eel-nets

on it, on the platform of Avhich stood a man,
in a Avide-aAvake and knickerbockers, fishing.

She stopped mechanically, and at the same
moment the fisherman looked up from his

occupation, and, catching sight of her, took

ofi" Ins hat. She boAved, for it was Captain
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Drake, and Avoukl have retreated at once,

but that he had laid down his rod and was
evidently coming up to meet her.

Hester's heart beat thick and fast, certainly

not from physical exertion, since she had
made none. She would much rather that

the Captain had gone on with his fishing, but

she could hardly turn her back upon him
since he had recognised her. He came up
the hill with rapid strides, Avhich did not,

however, at all interfere with his breathing.
" This is, indeed, an unexpected pleasure,"

he said smiling. "I thought that none but

myself and Aurora were up and about so

early."

" It was the beauty of Aurora that tempted
me," said Hester.

"I have no such poetical excuse," he

answered. "It is my Indian habits which
got me up so early."

" Have you caught any fish V
" A few trout. I would offer them to you

for breakfast, but that it would seem like a

slight upon Sir Abraham's hospitality. His

fish arrives from Shingleton every morning
;

bought on the beach to the great discontent

of the local fishmongers. I hope you are

pleased with Medbury."
" Pleased is no word for it, Captain Drake

;

one feels almost inclined to borrow an obser-

vation made about another scene of beauty

and say, * I fear I shall never be nearer

heaven than now.'

"

" I hope that compliment is not confined to

the place, but includes the company," said

the Captain laughing.

"If paid to one of them at least it could

hardly be called extravagant," said Hester
earnestly.

"That is very true," returned the other

with sudden gravity, "though you have dis-

covered it very quickly. You of course are

speaking of your cousin. Those who know
her best must needs esteem her most, but
every one esteems her. She has been
amongst us a very short time, yet there is no
one in the neighbourhood so beloved as she.

If we had but female suffrage the borough
would have a popular candidate indeed."

" That would not be at all in dear Maria's

way," observed Hester. "She seems to me
the least self-seeking of mortals."

"That is quite true. She reminds me of

the poet's description of his Avife, with a

difference ; she seems almost too good for

human nature's daily food."

"Yet her humanity is what one loves her
for."

"At all events it places her above all the

' so-called divinities ' among women that one
has ever heard of," said the Captain deci-

sively. "'Talk of an angel,' runs the proverb,

'and one hears the rustle of her Avings;' that

is surely your cousin upon the terrace

yonder."
" Dear me, she has come to look for me in

the moat like another Ophelia," said Hester.
" I must at once relieve her apprehensions."

With a nod and a smile she ran up the

bank and stepping lightly into the boat shot

across the moat to join her friend. Maria
came quickly down to meet her, and embraced
her affectionately.

" I have been to your room and foimd you
floAvn, dear; why, you are even an earlier

bird than I am."
" It is the new broom that sweeps clean,

dear cousin
;
perhaps I shall never commit

such an act of virtue again ; but your domain
looked so exquisitely beautiful from my
window that I could not resist the tempta-

tion of making its nearer acquaintance. I

took the liberty of taking your boat, you
see.

" You were quite right ; there is no extra

charge, as papa says," said Maria smiling.
" I have also been straying out of bounds,"

continued Hester with the air of a penitent

at confession ; it was of course necessary to

confess whom she had met, and somehow it

seemed easier to do so in joking fashion than

in sober narrative; "where a little bird

—

though not such a little one either—has been

singing your praises to me. I am sure those

pretty ears of yours must have been burn-

ing. Can you guess who it was ?

"

" Somebody praising me ? no, I am sui'e I

cannot guess," said Maria simply.
" You mean that in the universal chorus it

is difficult to pitch upon the particular voice.

I had no idea you were so conceited. What
bird is it that dresses in knickerbockers, and
fishes from the eel-pots in the early morn-

ing?"
Up to this moment Maria's face had been

as calm and placid as that of some pictured

saint who carried in her hand a palm-branch

in place of a sunshade, but noAV it was over-

spread from broAV to cliin with a flush of

carnation.
" You have guessed, I see," said Hester

gently. The colour had left the speaker's face.

Notwithstanding that the sun was high by

this time, a deadly chill had suddenlypervaded

her. If she had been only dreaming ivith

respect to a certain matter—if she had knoAvn

all along that it Avas out of the region of actual

possibility—she had been dreaming deeper
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than she imagined, and the suddenness with

which she had been awakened had given her

a shock. In that instant the future which
she had shadowed out for herself took a

material form ; the river of life, as she had
pictured it, became frozen, the Might-be had
become the Must-be for good and all. At the

same moment, so marvellous are the powers

of thought, certain words which her cousin

had spoken to her, during their interview in

Welham Street, for the first time recurred to

her memory.
" It was not a thing that any girl should

have told. He knows nothing about it him-

self."

How could she ever have forgotten them 1

she now wondered; how could she have

yesterday—thank heaven it had been but for

one day—have failed to see their application ?

" I suppose you mean Captain Drake,"

said Maria in trembling tones. " I did not

think he would have praised me—to you."
" Why not ? I do not doubt he would

have praised you had he been speaking even

to your enemy—if indeed you could have an

enemy—how much more then to one who
is your friend. Why not to me, to whom
you have been so good and kind, and who
love you so dearly 1

"

" I do not know, that is, I feared—oh, I

cannot tell you what I feared, Hester
!

"

"Then it must be something that in your

eyes—which means in truth—I ought to be

ashamed of. Think better of me, Maria."
" No, it would be nothing to be ashamed

of," returned the other hastily, "it would
have been quite natural. I know now by
your manner that I was mistaken, but I

feared—you see it is not as if you had met
him for the first time ; though even in that

case what should I have had to complain of,

if being what you are he should have pre-

ferred—no, I don't mean that, for it would
have been no matter of choice at all, since he

has never said one word of love to me ; but

it seemed possible, before you came, that he

might have got to like me some day ; and
yesterday when I saw you get out of the

carriage together and heard you speak to

him as to an old friend, and watched your

faces—it was very foolish and very Avrong

—

but I thought my dream of life was over,

Hester, and—and that I had lost him for

ever."

"No, dear, no, it was not so," returned

Hester in low firm tones. "If Captain

Drake, which I am sure is not the case, had
ever entertained such an idea in his mind I

could not share it. There are reasons, un-

necessary for me to enter into, but insur-

mountable reasons why that could never be.

It is ridiculous to speak of such things, and
scarcely becoming concerning one whom I

have never met but once or twice in my life,

a mere stranger ; but you have forced me to

do so. Once for all, I tell you that whatever
happens that can never be. Let not your
tender heart be henceforth troubled for one
instant about such a foolish matter. You
dear, dear girl, to think that I should have
ever made you jealous !

"

The laughter was on Hester's lip as she

said it, and a look of affectionate reproach in

her blue eyes. It was a perfect piece of

acting. And, however the result fell short

of her deserts, in failing to compensate her
for what she suffered, she had at least had
her reward.

Maria's mild and thoughtful face was posi-

tively transformed with joy.

"I was not jealous, darling," she murmured,
with the tears in her soft eyes, " I had no
right to be jealous, but I was very, very un-

happy. And now there is not a cloud on
the face of my sky."

There probably was a cloud, thought
Hester pitifully to herself, of the size and
exact shape of a man's hand which would be
far from detracting from the serenity of the

other's heaven, but she only^kissed her cheek
and pressed her hand by way of reply. Her
desolate breast, only too conscious now of

the full extent of its calamity, was too full

for speech ; a sound like a knell was in her

ears, but she hardly knew whether it came
from without or from within. '

" There is the breakfast gong," said Maria
cheerfully. " I must go in and make papa's

tea."

CHAPTER XXVIII.—MARIA AT WORK.

It was no slight relief to Hester that her

aunt did not make her appearance at the

morning meal, but took it, as such great

ladies are wont to do, in her own apartment.

She looked forward with dread to the inspec-

tion of that keen eye, which could hardly

have failed to detect some trace of the emo-

tion whieh ajritated her bosom. She had
made unconscious self-sacrifices before m her

life, for her nature was a singularly unselfish

one, but now she was but too well aware
of what she had done. She did not regret

it ; she felt indeed, if Maria's apprehen-

sions were founded on fact, that she would
have been doing a most ungrateful and cruel

act in permitting herself to become her rival.

At a time when such a state of things could
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never have been contemplated, this simple

girl had made her a confidante of her tender

secret, and knoAving that Maria's happiness

was centred in Francis Drake, it would have

been base indeed of her to have made ship-

wreck of it ; she was not indeed certain that

it was in her power to do so, but since

matters had come to this pass, it was as im-

possible to deceive herself respecting the

tone and manner of Captain Drake towards

herself, as to ignore her own feelings with

respect to him. The occasions on which she

had met him had, it is true, been few, but on

each of them, and especially on this last

—

that very morning—his looks and words had

been freighted "with a meaning which was
difficult to be misunderstood. If he was
aware of Maria's affection for him, she felt

only too certain that it was not reciprocated

in the same tender form. He had praised

her, indeed, and unstintinglj'^, but not as a

man praises the woman he loves. He had
described her as " something too good for

human nature's daily food;" he had said

that those who knew her best loved her

most ; but that was the language of respect

and not of affection. Such eulogies, if ex-

pressed more plainly, would almost have

found their paraphrase in " a paragon of a

woman, l)ut not, I must confess, to my taste

if I were choosing a bride."

If that reflection did not cross Hester's

mind at the time, and I am inclined to

think it did, for such deductions are ob-

vious to all girls, it occurred to her now with

pitiless plainness. It was even possible, she

thought, that he had intended to produce

that impression upon her, that he had wished

her to understand, however matters seemed
to point in that direction, that there was no
attachment beyond that of friendship and
neighbourhood between Maria Barton and
himself. And noAv, too, for the first time it

struck her that matters did point in that

direction. Her mind, although she had not

been conscious of it, had hitherto been too

full of her own relations with Francis Drake
to admit the reception of what had been
going on around her, as regarded liis rela-

tions Avith others. It had not occurred to

her that propinquity Avas hardly a sufficient

reason for Sir Reginald and his son, so alien

from Sir Abraham in their dispositions and
opinions, being his constant guests ; hoAvever

satisfactory had been the business arrange-

ments betAA^een the past and present inasters

of Medury, it could scarcely haA-^e produrel
so close a friendship. That it aa^^s promoted
and nourished of course by the influence of

Lady Bai'ton (Avithout Avhich, indeed, it could
hardly have existed at all), Hester had
guessed, Imt up to the present moment had
not troubled herself to inquire Avhy. The
reason Avas noAv plain to her. Her ladyship,

no doubt Avith Sir Reginald's approbation,

had planned her daughter's union with his

son, and, to borroAv a quotation from the
matrimonial market, " the young people were
being throAvn together."

That Maria herself Avas ignorant of this

Hester felt certain; her innocent and simple

nature Avould have shrunk from the employ-
ment of any strategy, hoAA^eA'^er harmless,

and much more from one planned with
such an object. So far from being one of

those daoisels errant aa'Iio Avill marry their

knight in spite of himself, rather than lose

him, she would consult his happiness before

her OAvn, and in her humility of heart feel

no surprise at his preferring another. By
her OAvn self-sacrifice it was clear to Hester
that this best of girls Avould be made the

happiest of women. It AA^as made and would
never be repented of, but just noAV, with
her AA'ound so fresh, it Avas difficult to

conceal the pangs it cost her. If her heart

could have been laid bare. Lady Barton
Avould have been welcome to read it ; but,

as that was impossible, it was a great re-

lief to Hester that she Avas not present to

take note of an agitation that Avould certainly

not have escaped her searching eyes. Maria
herself saw nothing of it ; in her oaatl supreme
content, the trouble of her friend escaped

her ; for the first time in her life, self-satisfac-

tion, the selfishness of love, blinded her to

the woes of another. As to Sir Abraham
his interest never strayed beyond his OAvn

affairs, or his sympathy beyond his daughter.

That he was conscious that there was a third

person at the breakfast-table, who was his

guest, was made evident by his offering her

various articles of food, but she might have

been a dumb waiter for anj^ further notice

that he took of her.

"Why, Maria, my girl," he said, "you
look uncommon fresh and smiling this morn-

ing. What is it all about 1

"

This vague inquiry, somewhat indistinctly

expressed, from its being made Avith his

mouth full of muffin, embarrassed poor

Maria exceedinglj^ Her regard for truth

was staunch, such as can rarely be imagined

by the ordinary free-born Briton
;

yet to

answer such a question categorically Avas out

of the question. " I have been in the garden

Avith Hester," she ansAAxred Avith a deep
l)lush.
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" Gathering roses, eh?" rephed the Knight
with gallantry. "Still, that don't account

for your lively looks. My belief is that

you are intent upon some scheme of bene-

volence at my expense. I always notice

that when you're in high spirits—which,

fortunately, don't often happen—that a leaf

is missing out of my cheque-book. Now
confess, are you not going into Shingleton to

spend my money ?
"

" It is no great credit, papa, to your intel-

ligence to guess that much," returned Maria
with unwonted sauciness, " since you heard
Hester and me planning a visit there at the

dinner table last night ; but I don't know
that I have any particular eye to your spolia-

tion."

" Glad to hear it," growled the Knight

;

" times are very bad; let me tell you, money's
tight."

Money was always tight with Sir Abra-
ham. When the occasion seemed sufficient

he would spend his thousands ; but to sepa-

rate the sixpences from one another without
good cause, and some practical and natural

reason for their disseverance, was pain and
grief to him, There were many anecdotes

in illustration of this peculiarity of his afloat

in Shingleton, for though he had done a good
deal for the borough, he could not change
his nature to oblige his constituents. A man
with a basket full of prawns had once asked
his custom. "I like prawns, my man," had
been his frank reply ;

" but they must be
fresh prawns."

"These are just out of the sea. Sir Abra-
ham; they have not been biled ten minutes."

" Very well. Let me taste one ; if you
have told me the truth, I'll buy some ; if not,

I won't
;
just as you please, you know."

The man hesitated, then consented.

Sir Abraham took one, ate it, and made a

wry face. " I believe they are last year's

praAvns, you scoundrel !

"

" What, taste and not buy ! A pretty

thing indeed to carry a basket of prawns
for folks to taste for nothing !

"

"You are trying to get money under false

pretences ; but you won't succeed with me,

my fine fellow."
" Ah "—an interjection more expressive

than the " ugh " of Mr. Fennimore Cooper's

American Indians—" no wonder they calls

you Father Abraham. You ought to 'ave

three 'ats on your 'ead."

He had also had a passage of arms with a

floAver-girl ; he had bour;lit a rose of her,

which, being somewhat too full blown, had
fallen to pieces after it had been a few

moments in his button-hole, and he had in-

sisted on its being made good to him out of

her basket. His daughter happened to be
with him, and had arranged matters by the
secret bestowal of another sixpence ; but
that had not prevented the incident from
being quoted against him.

Maria herself was far from suffering in

Shingleton from her father's too practical

ways; it is probable that she showed brighter

by contrast ; but at the same time she un-
questionably did him service and lessened

the tide of unpopularity that threatened to

sweep him from his seat in Parliament. Sir

Abraham was not a bad canvasser, where it

was not necessary to put his hand into his

pocket. The mere laying aside of the curt

manner that was natural to him was taken
by people as a compliment, and when he did

so his somewhat coarse humour was very
much appreciated ; shallow folks imagined
that it was for them, and not their votes,

that he cast off his husk and showed the

kernel, and pronounced him a rough dia-

mond. With Captain Paul, of the Jacobin,

dissipated and disreputable as he was, he
would have drunk a gallon of whisky and
water with the utmost apparent good fellow-

ship, and would even have permitted that

gallant commander to pay for it; while

with that genteel invalid, Miss Nicobar, he
made himself agreeable by discussing her

ailments with a freedom that could not have
been exceeded by her own medical adviser.

This ancient spinster's thoughts were as

much monopolised by her own body and its

ailments as those of any monk in cell by
the short-comings of his soul, and whatever
went wrong with other people affected her

just as much or little as in his case. Her
maid, Hephzibah, was the sole individual in

whom she professed the least interest, and
that only because her services were indispens-

able to her. She kept her mistress's spirits up
by the most sanguine views on the smallest

possible provocation.

"I think I got up those steps on the

Parade to-day, Heppy, better than yester-

day," Miss Nicobar would doubtfully ob-

serve to her afterwards.
" Better, ma'am ! You went up 'em, I was

going to say, like a bird ; but, at all events,

quite like another person. By this time next

year, I'll bet my hfe on it, you'll be yourself

agam.
" Do you really think so ? But I shall

never be able to walk alone without your

arm.
" I did not say that, ma'am," was the pre-
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cipitate reply, " for I think you will always

require somebody at your elbow, as it were,

who thoroughly understands your little ways;

but you're on the mend ; those wore the

very words that I used to Sir Abraham the

other day, when he was inquiring about you
so particularl}- — ' my mistress is on the

mend.'"
" They may say what they hke about Sir

Abraham, but he has his good points," would
be Miss Nicobar's response. " He keeps his

sympathies for people of condition, those

who really suffer. Common folks are born

to a certain amount of discomfort, or, if

not, they get inured to it ; they have not the

dehcate organization that we have—that is,

I mean, that I have."
" Just so, ma'am," put in Hephzibah

humbly. "Poor people are put into the

world to minister to the rich ; that is my
mission as regards you, at all events, I am
very sure."

" It will not go unrewarded, Heppy, when
I am dead and gone, no doubt." Here IMiss

Nicobar would stop on purpose ; she knew
the advantage of leaving such possibilities

to the imagination, and the wretched Heph-
zibah, though consumed with curiosity to

know every detail of the document thus

hinted at, would be compelled to exclaim,
" Don't speak of such dreadful things, dear
mistress, I do beg."

Miss Nicobar preferred Sir Abraham to

his daughter, who, she thought, neglected

her. Since she visited the sick, it surely

behoved her especially to visit her, who,
besides that claim, was socially in a position

to be visited. Other things being equal, it

seemed quite incredible to her that any one
should prefer a poor person to a rich one.

"What makes Miss Barton go among all

those dreadful people, when she comes to me
so seldom, I can't conceive. I suppose she

likes to play the great lady, and patronise

them. Nothing is more offensive, to my
mind, than patronage ; and were I in their

case, rather than sacrifice my independence,
and submit to the whims and caprices of a

fellow-creature, merely for what I could get
out of them, I would rather starve."

" So would I, ma'am," responded Hephzi-
bah fervently ;

" I would far rather starve."

In the moral atmosphere engendered by
Miss Nicobar and her toady it is easy to

believe that Maria Barton found it difficult

to breathe, and as the disinfection of it

was altogether beyond her powers, no wonder
she avoided it. She regretted the circum-

stance, because her attention had been drawn

to Miss Nicobar and her ailments by her
father himself. "It will be a charity," he
had said, "to go and see that poor sick

woman, Maria ;

" but he had not thought it

necessary to add that the poor sick woman
o^^Tied a good deal of house property in

the borough, and could command, or at least

influence, a round dozen of votes. He had,

however, taken his daughter's confession

of failure with great good-humour. " Very
good, my dear, if you can't get on with her,

leave her alone." He had the sense to per-

ceive that her visits in that quarter would do
liim more harm than good, and flattered

himself that he had taken the measure of

Miss Nicobar's foot himself.

I am afraid, as regards her father's interest,

Maria was not judicious in the selection of

her Shingleton sick folk ; very few of them
had votes at all. On the day on wliich

Hester first accompanied her on her rounds
there was certainly no faintest aroma of

politics to be discovered anywhere. Their
first visit was to Shingleton Keep, an old

ruin apart from the town, set in picturesque

ground, solitary enough in general, but on
hoHdays a great resort of excursionists and
picnic parties. It w^as tenanted by one
Parkes, a gardener, and liis wife, whose only

daughter, Janet, was, as Maria informed her

friend, in a hopeless consumption. She had
been a very pretty girl, and was comely still,

though terribly wasted and emaciated. Her
appearance reminded Hester of Tennyson's

Queen of the May, as described in the second

part of the poem ; but her condition of mind
was very different. She was still able to sit

in the garden, which they entered at once,

without calling at the house, and there

they found her, sheltered from the wind,

and propped with pillows, looking out to

sea.

" You seem better this morning, Janet,"

said Maria cheerfully enough, but by no
means with that ecstatic gratulation wliich

Hephzibah used to her mistress upon occa-

sions of less marked improvement.
" Yes, miss, thank you, I am much better.

I feel as if I had now turned the corner and
was going to get about again."

" I have brought my friend Miss Darrell,"

said Maria, without noticing the other's re-

mark, " to see your charming garden and
this beautiful view."

Hester expressed her admiration for both,

as indeed she might well do. The whole
stretch of the coast both north and south was
visible for miles. The dying girl pointed out

its various features with amazing animation.
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"The headland that closes our view to the

south," she said, " is Saltby Foreland. There
are excursions to Saltby all through the sum-

mer, but they are over now. I have only

been able to go once, but the doctor promises

me I shall make one of the first spring

trip."

It was terrible to Hester to hear her, for

it seemed to her that the girl was on her

death-bed.
" Some say, miss, that the old Javelin is to

be broken up and a new steamer given to

the town by Sir Abraham ; is that so 1

"

"Upon my word, Janet, I don't knoAv,"

said Maria gravely smiling. " The spring is

a long way off, you know, and there is no
knowing what may happen in the meantime.

My father, or I, or you, may not be in this

world by that time."
" Very true, miss ; Sir Abraham is getting

old, no doubt."

Maria bent down and whispered something

in her ear.

" No, not to-day, miss," was the somewhat
petulant rejoinder ;

" thank you, I don't feel

quite inclined for being read to; I want to

enjoy my life^ it hasn't been often of late

weeks that I have been able to do it."

" Do you suffer much ? " inquired Hester
tenderly.

"Why, yes, I have done, especially o'

nights. I don't like the night, it's long, and
dark, and lonesome ; sometimes I think that

it will never end." She shuddered, and a

sharp hacking cough seized her and checked

her utterance.
" We must not make you talk, Janet,"

said Maria decisively. "I have brought you
some grapes ; flowers I don't venture to

bring, for those at the Keep are at least as

sweet and beautiful as any we have at the

Castle, are they not, Hester 1
"

" Thej^ are, indeed," said Hester, and in

truth they were so numerous that the air

would have been too heavy with their per-

fume had it not been for the breeze from the

sea.

" I love the flowers," said the sick giid in

musing tones, "and I love the sun; but I have
had but little pleasure in them this summer,
but, now that I am really better, I am so

looking forward to the spring."

They left her, after some more talk, and
looked in at the Keep to leave the grapes,

where her mother "was busied with some
household work.

" Janet seems quite peart this morning,
Mrs. Parkes."

The woman's eyes, which had looked

mournful enough, brightened up at once.
" Yes, the dear child is certainly better

;

seems more like herself, don't she, miss 1
"

" It must be, at all events, a great comfort

to you not to see her suffer."

" The spring bed you sent her has spared

her something in that way. Miss Maria, and,

as you say " (Maria had said nothing of the
kind) "there is certainly some sort of improve-
ment."

As the two girls descended the hill Hester
expressed her wonder at her friend's late

reticence ; it had seemed to her that she had,

by her silence, almost encouraged delusive

hopes in both the parent and child.

"It seems so, I dare say," said Maria
gently, "but no one is really deceived, Hester.

The poor mother knows her daughter's con-

dition, even better than the doctor, and Janet
knows it too, except on rare occasions such

as these, when a sort of Indian summer of

convalescence seizes her. It would be as

cruel to shatter such short-lived happiness as

to wake a sick man from a pleasant dream.
To-morrow she will be amenable enough."

" No doubt you are right, but to hear the

poor girl talk of excui^sion trips in the spring

made my heart sick with pity."
" That is as much a part of her disease,

my dear Hester, as her cough or her emacia-

tion. Moreover you are as likely to be in

the wrong as regards the limit of her earthly

pilgrimage as she in the sanguine views of

her eventual recovery. It is quite possible

that she may live on to the spring, though
hardly beyond it."

The confidence with which Maria had
enunciated her convictions, and the quiet

determination with which she had carried

them out, contrasting as they did with her

characteristic humility of spirit and thought,

astonished Hester not a little ; with all her
respect, and even admiration for her, she had
not liitherto given her credit for good judg-

ment; she had in fact only studied her nature

in matters relating to herself, in which respect

the more unselfish a woman is, the less wise,

and provident, and practical, she commonl}'
shows herself.

Maria in London, out of her element, and
dealing only wdth the surface of things, and
Maria at home, and at work, were two very

different beings.



SOME EEMINISCElSrCES OF MY LIFE.

By MARY HOWITT.

CHAPTER II.

MY father took his bride to an unpretend-

ing, roomy, old-fashioned house. We
see the back of this home of my unmarried
Hfe reproduced on a subsequent page, not ex-

actly as it was in those days, when, instead of

the present greenhouse, a large porch adorned

with a sundial screened the garden door. In

the quaint pleasant garden grew no modern
species of pine, but hollies and arbor-vitse,

with a line of old Scotch firs down one side.

This garden, sloping to the south, was sepa-

rated by a low wall and iron palisades from

a meadow, through which ran a cheerful

stream, and it was crossed by a small Avooden

bridge that led into beautiful hilly fields be-

longing to father. The house, built in the

shape of an L, enclosed to the front a court,

divided from the street by iron palisades,

and paved with white and brown pebbles in

a geometric pattern. At one time three

poplars grew in the court, but were cut down
from their falling leaves gi'V'ing trouble.

A parlour and a bedroom, reached by a

separate staircase, looked to the street, and
were appropriated to grandfather. The do-

mestic offices filled the middle space. On the

garden side lay the common and best par-

lours, with comfortable chambers above
them. This portion of the dwelling was
reserved for my parents.

The arrangement of the home life would
have been excellent had the father-in-law

been a different character. His peculiar

temper, ignorance of life outside his narrow
circle, and inability to allow of dissimilarity

of habits and opinions, made him undervalue
a daughter-in-law from a great distance, who
had chiefly lived among people of the world,

and who, after joining the Society, had be-

come accustomed to the more polished usages
of the Friends in Cornwall and South Wales.

She came as an alien amongst her hus-

band's kindred. Her cast of mind, manners,
speech, the tone of her voice, even the style

of her plain dress, were different from theirs.

She was considered by the half-brothers,

who remained irreconcilable, their sons and
daughters-in-law, to be " high," and was
nicknamed by them " The Duchess." She
found, however, a sympathiser in the wife of

her husband's cousin, John Shipley, a native
of Kendal, whose comeliness substantiated

the popular toast of the day, "A Kendal

Woman." Ann Shipley had herself endured
sufficient loneliness of heart to enter into the
feelings of the new-comer.
The one really unfortunate circumstance

in mother's relationship to her father-in-law

was her nervous sensibility to strong odours,

which brought on intense headaches that

affected her eyesight. His occupation of

drying and pidverising herbs, by which the

house was often filled with pungent smells

and impalpable stinging dust, Avas not onlj^

offensive to her, but productive of intense

pain. The old herbalist, Avho could not in-

duce her to try his headache snuff, was ob-

durate. There Avas groAving discomfort, and
the kind-hearted husband, distressed by his

Avife's sufferings, and reluctant to insist on
his father leaving the house, found it expe-

dient to move Avith Avife and infant daughter
to the Forest of Dean, for the management
of his ncAv irouAvorks. Then followed

the disastrous occurrences alluded to in my
opening chapter.

I Avould now introduce my mother to the

reader. She Avas the grand-daughter of the

much-abused patentee of Irish coinage, Wil-

liam Wood, who, as the Rev. David Agnew
states in his " Memoirs of Protestant Exiles

from France," Avas fourth in descent from
Fran9ois Dubois, Avho Avith Avife and son

fled from the Massacre of St. Bartholomew
to ShreAvsbury, where he founded a ribbon

manufactory. His descendants removed to

Wolverham-pton, Avhere they purchased coal

mines and built iron forges, some of which
remain in operation to the present day. By
1652 they had anglicised their name to

Wood, in 1671, during the reign of Charles

II., my great-grandfather was born, and be-

came a noted iron and copper founder.

In the reign of George I. the deficiency of

copper coin in Ireland Avas so great that for

pence small coins called " raps " and bits o-f

cardboard of nominal value were in circula-

tion. The Government determined, there-

fore, to remove this pressing Avant by supply-

ing Ireland Avith a much better copper

coinage than it had ever possessed before.

William Wood, yielding to the corrupt

usage of the day, gave a bribe to the Duchess

of Kendal, the King's mistress, to procure

him the contract. It was granted him by
the Whig Ministry in 1722-3, and he issued

farthings and half-pence to the A^alue of

£108,000, superior in beauty and value to
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those of England. "They were," says Leake,

"undoubtedly the best copper coin ever

made for Ireland ; " and Euding confirms the

statement in his "Annals if Coinage." Dean
Swift, however, desirous of avenging himself

on Sir Eobert Walpole and the Whigs for

the defeat and disgrace of his great patrons,

Oxford and Bolingbroke, availed himself of

this opportunity to veut his spleen against

the new coinage, and inflame the Irish

against the Ministers who had made the

mistake of ordering it without consulting the

Irish Privy Council and the Lord Lieutenant.

He audaciously asserted that the English

were intending to enrich a stranger at the

expense of the whole of Ireland; and
amongst other ballads and lampoons, excited

the people by the lines

—

" The halfpence are coining, the nation's undoing.
There is an end of your ploughing and baking and brewing,
In that you must all go to rack and ruin."

He next anonymously issued a series of

letters, supposed to be written by a poor but
independent-spirited draper, who did not
mean to be ruined without a good hearty out-

cry. He thus worked the nation up to the

pitch of rebellion.

It was in vain that the Government pub-
lished the official report of Sir Isaac Newton,
then Master of the Mint, who tested the new
coinage in 1724, and pronounced that in

weight, goodness, and fineness it rather ex-

ceeded than fell short of the conditions of the

patent ; in vain that it declared no one was
compelled to take the money unless he liked.

The excitable population. Catholics and Pro-

testants, Whigs and Tories, rich and poor,

would not receive it. Wood's effigy was
dragged through the streets of Dublin and
burned, whilst the portrait of Dean Swift, as

the saviour of Ireland, was engraved, placed

on signs, woven on handkerchiefs, and struck

on medals.

The Dean had branded the patentee in

"The Drapier's Letters" as "a hardware
man and tinker ; his copper was brass, him-
self was a Wood-louse." He was in reality

very wealthy, lived at a fine place at Wolver-
hampton called the Deanery, a venerable

building at present used^ as the Conservative

Club, and surrounded by a small deer park,

now built over. He held at the time of the

patent, as we learn from "Anderson's Com-
merce," vol. iii. p. 124, a lease of all the iron

mines in England in thirty-nine counties.

He was proprietor of seven iron and copper

works, and carried on a very considerable

manufacture for the preparation of metals.

By his wife, Margaret Molyneux, of Wet-

ton Hall, Staffordshire, he had fifteen chil-

dren ; two died young, but thirteen handsome
sons and daughters grew up, and are reported

to have made a fine aj^pearance when seen
together in church.

After the withdrawal of the patent Wood
appealed to Sir Eobert Walpole for comijen-
sation, stating that he had six sons. Tlie

Minister said, " Send your sons to me, ]\lr.

Wood, and I will provide for them." " Do
me justice, Sir Eobert," he replied, " and I

will provide for them myself."

As an indemnification for his losses £3,000
a year was granted him for eight years. If

he lived to receive the entire amount is

uncertain ; the date of his death is unknown
to his descendants—he must, however, have
seen the accession of George II. in 1727, for

he left behind him a work on Free Trade
dedicated to that monarch. His extensive

mines and forges were inherited by some of

his sons. William, the eldest, had the Fal-

con Iron Foundry, and cast the iron railings

round St. Paul's Churchyard.

Charles, the fourth son and my grand-

father, was born in 1702. He was appointed,

when quite young. Assay-master in Jamaica,

a lucrative post, as the gold, which at that

period came to England from the Spanish
Main, was taken there to be tested. Former
assay-masters had returned home rich, but
being a man of high principle, he never

soiled his hand or conscience by bribe or

perquisite, and after thirty years of service

in the island he came back in moderate cir-

cumstances, having merely amassed great

scientific knowledge, especially about metals.

On December 13, 1750, William Brown-
rigg, M.D., F.E.S. (through William Watson,
F.E.S.), presented to the Eoyal Society in

London specimens of platina, a new metal

hitherto unknown in Europe, and stated in

an accompanying memoir :
" This semi-metal

was first presented to me about nine years

ago by Mr. Charles AYood, a skilful and
inquisitive metallurgist, who met vdth it in

Jamaica, whither it had been brought from
Carthagena, in New Spain."

My grandfather, who was thus the intro-

ducer of the extremely useful metal, platina,

was the brother-in-law of the learned Dr.

Brownrigg, residing at the family estate,

Ormathwaite Hall, Cumberland. The great-

grandfather, Gawain Brownrigg, of Ormath-
waite, had married an Irish lady, one of

seven sisters, which led to relationship with

the Anneslcy and Esmonde families. Charles

Wood returned home a widower, and mar-

ried Dr. Brownrigg's sister Jemima, a lively,
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fascinating lady, who had also been in

Jamaica, and was the widow of Captain
Lyndon, of the Dolphin., a slave ship. She
had one son living, named Eoger ; another

son, Charles, had been lost at sea.

My grandfather built and resided at Low-
mill ironworks, near Whitehaven. There his

six children by his second marriage were
born. From Cumberland he removed to

South Wales, and became active in establish-

ing the important Cyfarthfa ironworks, near
Merthyr Tydvil. A great impetus had been
given to tha iron trade at this period by the

application of a discovery made as early as

1619 by Lord Dudley—that the ore could

be smelted by the use of pit coal. 1\\ 1740
the system was first introduced at Coalbrook-

dale, and led to the establishment of exten-

sive ironworks in various parts of the

kingdom ; amongst others, to those at

Merthyr Tydvil, Avhere Mr. Anthony Bacon
became the lessee of a considerable tract of

land, and began the first smelting furnace at

Cyfarthfa in 1755.

My mother, who was Charles Wood's
youngest child, and taken almost an infant

to Cyfarthfa, often spoke of Mr. Bacon.

She well remembered another individual

The House at Uttoxeter.

intimately associated with the undertaking,

old Mr. Crawshay, whom she described as a

large stout man, deeply pitted with the small-

pox. He laid the foundation of his immense
wealth by buying up old cannon on the con-

tinent, which were recast at the works.
And as Mr. Bacon contracted with Govern-
ment during the Ameripan War to supply
the several arsenals with cannon, the casting

of cannon became an important trade at

Cyfarthfa.

Her earliest recollection dated from 1768,
when she was about four. Every one at

Merthyr was talking about Wilkes and
Liberty, more especially as Alderman Wilkes
had, equally with Mr. Anthony Bacon, repre-

XXVI—29

sented Aylesbury in Parliament. Although

threatened with outlawry, he had just been

elected for the county of Middlesex ; an act

followed by riots in London that convulsed

the whole land. Little Ann Wood, a bright

inquisitive child, anxious to know the mean-

ing of Wilkes and Liberty, turned for ex-

planation to Peggy Jones ; a good-tem-

pered, cheerful young woman, the best

ironer in the place, and, therefore, employed

to get up the cambric frills of Mr. Wood's

shirts.

Peggy knew all about Wilkes and Liberty.

"He Avas a very nice gentleman, who had

lodged three weeks at her aunt's. He had

at parting given her aunt a nice silk gown

;
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Miss Ann should have a piece of it to make
herself a housewife."

Little Ann, delighted to be the bearer of

such important news, hastened to impart it

to the family. It was received with a peal

of laughter that abashed the poor child. She
learnt later that Wilkes and Liberty, in this

instance, meant a strolling player, who, un-

able to pay his landlady, had discharged the

debt with an old silk gown.
For her father she always retained the

deepest love and veneration. He likewise

regarded her with intense affection, and chose

to have her with him, in his private room,

where he spent much time apart from the

rest of the family, to Avhom pleasure was the

object of life. Surrounded by his books, he

read to her, heard her read, taught her pieces

of poetry of which he was extremely fond

;

and Avhen the sound of laughter, singing,

and dancing reached them from a distant

part of the house, would clasp her to his

breast and even silently shed tears.

Seated on a low stool at his knee, she

learnt his opinions on public events. He
awakened within her a deep detestation of

slavery, the horrors of Avhich he had wit-

nessed in Jamaica, where, possessing sufficient

knowledge of medicine, he had compounded
healing ointments for the wounded slaves.

His wife and elder children could never see

the unchristian spirit and atrocity of slavery

;

nor did they feel any sympathy with his

views, when on the Ijreaking out of the

American War, he sided with those Avhom
they deemed rebels. He taught Ann, how-
ever, who was then eleven, that the citizens

of the United States rose to assert their

rights as men in the resistance of tyranny

;

and inspired her with such admiration for

Washington, that he ever remained her ideal

hero and patriot.

After my grandfather's death the family

continued to reside at Cyfarthfa, Roger
Lyndon and his half-brother, William Wood,
being engaged in the works. The eldest

daughter Mary, adopted by her uncle BroAvn-

rigg, had remained in Cumberland. She was
distinguished for her good looks, and had
many admirers, amongst others, young Mr.
William Wilberforce. She did not, however,
encourage the addresses of the future re-

nowned philanthropist, from the notion that

"she could do better for herself," and ended
by marrying the Rev. Thomas Wilkinson,
vicar of Thetford, Norfolk.

The next daughter, Dorothy, who had
been educated at Monmouth Castle, a fashion-

able ladies' school, possessed a vivacity and

love of amusement which endeared her to the
mother. The thoughtful Ann, who had lost

her best friend and protector, occupied a
painful, isolated position at home, and when
twenty, was thankful to receive invitations

from various members of the Wood family
to visit them in London.

She first stayed with her cousin, William
Wood, a gentleman of good fortune and fine

taste residing at Hammersmith ; and who
had inherited the money of their Uncle
Francis the Nabob. This was the second
son of the patentee, a remarkably handsome
man, whose marriage with a daughter of

Lord Dudley and Ward was prevented either

by her death or his being sent to India. He
had returned home, an elderly man, with
much money and treasure and the rank of

major, but Avas commonly called the Nabob.
He lived on his capital, asserting that he
should leaA'e the residue to his greatest

enemy, as it must bring a curse Avith it,

having been unrighteously gained. The only

curse it brought to his heir Avas a very
worrying laAvsuit. William Wood Avas a

skilful amateur artist, avIio occupied himself

in copying the works of his favourite Murillo.

He Avas \ery intimate Avith the Alsatian

landscape-painter, Loutherbourg, who like^

Avise lived at Hammersmith. Opie, also a

frequent guest at his house, requested the

young visitor from South Wales to sit to

him for a Magdalene. This to the later

regret of her daughters she declined to do ;

always silencing our lamentations by, " Oh,

no ! I could not be painted as a Magdalene ;

anything but that."

Her Aunt Isabella Wood, the Avife of Mr.

John Cox, of the Horse -Shoe BreAvery,

Bloomsbury, had been dead some years, and
her kind-hearted cousin Margaret kept the

opulent brewer's house. Her younger cousin,

Isabella, or Bella, a handsome, dashing, self-

indulgent girl, who used a bottle of lavender

Avater daily, Avas the father's favourite. He
restricted her in nothing, except marrying a

soldier, an Irishman, or a Papist.

On one occasion Ann Wood consented to

accompany Bella Cox to a fashionable fortune-

teller, then making a great stir in London.
They Avent in a coach sufficiently disgmsed
to prevent recognition ; and on reacliing the

sibyl's dAvelling Avere ushered into a myste-

rious chamber. The Avails were draped Avith

dark hangings ; on a centre table, coA^ered

with a dark cloth, lay a white Avand ; and
from beneath the table issued, as if it had
been the familiar spirit of the place, a large

black cat. The door of an inner room slowly
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opened, and a tall woman of a grave, almost

severe aspect, attired in black velvet, entered,

and without a Avord fixed her eyes stead-

fastly and penetratingly on them.

According to agreement, my mother first

presented her hand. This the sibyl taking

in hers, examined carefully; then said in

measured accents :
" You will not marry

your present lover. You will change your

religion and marry another."

On Bella Cox next coming forward, the

woman took her hand, and immediately rais-

ing her eyes from it, demanded sternly,

" Where is your wedding ring ? " She then

added, solemnly, "You have done the worst

day's Avork you ever did. You will repent it

as long as you live."

These teriible Avords, which closed the

intervicAv, proved only too true. Bella had
privately married an Irish officer, who was a

Catholic. After the fact was revealed to her

father, he is said never to have smiled again.

She lived with her husband for a few years,

but finally Avas obliged to leaA'^e him.

The loA'er to Avhom mother's fancy turned
in those days Avas probably Eobert Wilson, a

young lieutenant, Avho had been sent, as it

seemed to her, by Pi'ovidence, to save her
from the danger of some street mob, in which
she suddenly foimd herself involved. He
accompanied her back to the Coxes, and was
greatly liked by them. He continued his

visits and paying her his addresses ; they
finally parted with the understanding they
were to meet again. Some years later, Avhen
she had become a Friend, and AA'as staying

with the Foxes, of Falmouth, he, then Cap-
tain Wilson, called upon her to renew has

suit. She refused to see him for conscience'

sake, her friend Sarah Fox doing so in her
stead.

We must not overlook a little episode
belonging to the period of mother's visit to

London, and connected with another first

cousin, Catherine Martin. She Avas a daugh-
ter of John AVood, the third son of the
patentee, who lived in great splendour at

Wednesbury, Avhere he had inherited iron-

works from ills father. Catherine, wife of a
purser in the naA^y, and conspicuous for her
beauty and impulsive, violent temper, having
quarrelled with her excellent sister, Dorothea
I'ryer, at Avhose house in Staffordshire she
was staying, suddenly set off" to London on
a Aasit to her great-uncle, the Eev. John
Plimley, Prebend of the Collegiate Church
at Wolverhampton and Chaplain of Morden
College, Blackheath. She journeyed by the
ordinary mode of conveyance, the Gee-Ho,

a large stage-Avaggon draAvn by a team of

six horses, and Avliich, driven merely by day,

took a Aveek from Wolverhampton to the

Cock and Bell, Smithfield.

Arrived in London, Catherine proceeded
on foot to Blackheath ; there, night having

.

come on and losing her way, she Avas sud-

denly accosted by a horseman Avith, "Now,
my pretty girl, Avhero are you going ?

"

Pleased by his gallant address, she begged
him to direct her to Morden College. He
assured her that she Avas fortunate in having
met Avith him, instead of one of his company,
and inducing her to mount before him, rode
across the heath to the pile of buildings

Avhich had been erected by Sir Christopher

Wren for decayed merchants, the recipients

of Sir John Morden's bounty. Assisting her
to alight, he rang the bell, then remounted
his steed and galloped away, but not before

the alarmed official who had ansAvered the

summons had exclaimed, " Heavens ! Dick
Turpin on Black Bess !

" Mother always
said " Dick Turpin ;" another version in the

family runs " Captain Smith."

Catherine Martin died at an advanced
age. Her portrait still exists, painted by
Edward Bird, R.A., a native of Wolver-
hampton, at the time he Avas japanning at

Turton's Hall, formerly the residence of the

Levesons, Avho Avere Avoolstaplers, and ances-

tors of the present Duke of Sutherland,

Catherine's sister Dorothea, a pious, sen-

sible and clever woman, Avas the mother of

Richard Fryer, a man of great independence

of mind. He held the patentee's principles

of free trade, was the first Liberal member
for Wolverhampton, and noted before the

days of Cobden and Bright for his persistent'

advocacy of the abolition of the Corn Laws,

making him ridiculed and almost persecuted

in the House for many years as " the man
of one idea." His great ability and force

of character are inherited by a surviving

daughter.

In the agreeable family of the Coxes, Ann
AVood Avas introduced to Lady Abergavenny
and her mother, Avho shoAved her much kind-

ness ; and became still more intimately ac-

quainted Avith the Avife of Dr. Glasse, Rector

of HauAvell and one of the chaplains to

George III., who kept a celebrated school

for young gentlemen of position. She spent

many pleasant months at the Glasses, and
Avhilst the especial protector of the fags,

took a deep interest in all the pupils ; amongst
whom she was Avont to mention the Earl of

Drogheda. His mother, "the ever-Aveeping

Drogheda," was so styled, I believe, from her
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abiding grief at the loss of her husband and
stepson, by drowning, when crossing from
England to Ireland.

She met at the Glasses, amongst other

celebrities. Dr. Samuel Johnson once or

twice, and it must have been at the very
beginning of her acquaintance with Mrs.

Glasse, as, according to my calculation, she

went up to London in 1784, and in Decem-
ber of the same year the great lexicographer

died ; Miss Burney frequently, and used to

relate how much people were afraid of her,

from the idea that she would put them in a

book; Dr. Home, the noted commentator
on the Psalms, then Dean of Canterbury,

later Bishop of Norwich, and his Avife, with
whom she stayed at Canterbury. She always

retained a grateful remembrance of the amia-

bility and kindness of the Dean, whose poem
on autumn

—

" See the leaves around us falling,"

had, from this circumstance, a peculiar in-

terest for my sister and me as children.

We were also much impressed by the

following narrative. Dr. Glasse's son George,

who became a clergyman, was acquainted

at college with a dissolute set of young men,
who turned religion into ridicule, and aimed
to extract as much so-called pleasure out of

life as possible.

On one occasion a member of the group
entered the room where the rest were as-

sembled, with an unusually depressed coun-

tenance. All rallied him upon his gravity,

and demanded the cause. He explained

that on the preceding night he dreamed
he was breathing stifling, oppressive air

in a large, gloomy hall, which was densely

thronged with undergraduates, their gowns
wrapped round them, and their countenances

indicative of suffering and extreme dejection.

Inquiring where he was, "Tliis is Hell," re-

plied a melancholy young man, unfolding

his gown and revealing in liis breast a trans-

parent heart as of crystal, in which burned a

tierce flame.
" Good God ! " he exclaimed, appalled by

the sight, "cannot I escape from this place?"
" You have a chance for nine days," an-

swered the gloomy figure, folding his arms
within his gown and concealing his burning
heart.

The undergraduate awoke full of horror,

and in order to dispel the strong, painful

impression, sought the society of his friends.

They laughed at his disordered fancy, drank
deep, and persuaded him to spend the ensu-

ing nine days with them in especial gaiety.

On the ninth day, however, whether from
the natural effects of excessive debauch or in

solemn fulfilment of the warning, he sud-

denly died— an event which produced a

strong and salutary effect upon some of his

comrades, who began an amended life from
that day.

From the Glasses, mother went to stay

with Mrs. Barnardiston, a wealthy, lively

old lady, who entertained judges, gene-

rals, admirals, and their womankind at her

town house at Tumham Green ; the county
families at her seat, Weston, in North-
amptonshire. She was especially intimate

with Lady Dryden, who constantly drove over

in great state to Weston from Canons Ashby,
the ancient inheritance of the poet Dryden's

family, and where his youngest son. Sir

Erasmus, lived and died.

Towards the end of the summer spent with

Mrs. Barnardiston, mother was recalled to

South Wales, as her sister Dorothy was about

to be married and live at Swansea, and she

must replace her at home.
Her solitary position in her own family,

combined with an ardent craving for spiritual

light and rest, had led her in London to in-

quire into the Catholic faith. She had come
in contact with an abbess, and contemplated

entering her community, but was deterred

from taking the step by a young nun, who
told her, "All was not peace in a con-

vent."

In South Wales, still searching for light

and assurance, she yielded to an earlier

influence. She had, as a child, attended

with her father a public meeting held by a

ministering Friend in Merthyr, and although

she could never afterwards recollect the

preacher's words, they had, in a vague but in-

delible manner, appealed to her inner nature.

Her mother, discovering that she possessed a

secret drawing to Friends, told her that her

father had left it as a dying request, that if

any of their children showed an inclination

to join that body, she should not oppose it,

as he had himself adopted the religious

opinions of Friends. Full of gratitude to her

mother for this communication, Ann Wood
sought and obtained membership.

It is noteworthy that Samuel, the youngest

son of the patentee, had also become a Friend.

By so doing, he must liave removed himself

from the family cognisance, as we knew
nothing of him until my sister Anna traced

out his history from the records of the

Society ; we thus learnt that he had been a

man of good property, residing at Milnthorpe,

Westmoreland, where he died in 1800 at the
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age of ninety-one. About two years ago, I

had the pleasure of receiving a letter from a

Catholic lady, the granddaughter of his only

daughter Margaret, recognising our kinship

;

a fact that had become known to her by the

mention of my great-uncle, the Nabob, in

"Wood Leighton," the first work of imagin-

ation that I Avrote.

My grandmother deciding to reside near

her favourite married daughter, soon found

she could dispense with the society of Ami,

more especially as she had united herself to

a sect with which she had nothing in common.
Mother, therefore, was at liberty to associate

with her own people, and her life became
niost consonant to her tastes.

She resided chiefly at Falmouth, on the

most agreeable terms of ti'uly/rie«<:% inter-

course with the distinguished family of

the Foxes ; and with Peter and Anna Price,

a handsome couple of a grand patriarchal

type but comparatively young. Her dearest

friend Avas Anna Price's relative, Kitty

Tregelles, a sensible, lively young woman, to

whom she felt as a sister. Whether she had
her own hired apartments, or whether she

had a home with some of these Friends, I

know not ; merely that she lived in the midst
of these kind and superior people.

She always reverted with peculiar pleasure

to her life in Cornwall. It was a time of

repose to her, spiritually and mentally

;

whilst her natural love of the poetical and
picturesque was fostered by the many grand,

beautiful legends connected with the wild

rocky shores, the seaport towns, the old-

fashioned i^rimitive life, and the simple habits

of the people.

She likewise treasured most happy memo-
ries of Neath, where dwelt her staunch and
valued friends, Evan and Elizabeth Eees,

under whose roof, in 1795, she met the faith-

ful partner of her future life, as already

narrated.

THE WESTEEN SOUNDS OF NEW ZEALAND.
By Professor H. A. STRONG, LL.D., University College, Liverpool.

THEEE are certain spots in the world
whose memories haunt one like one's

shadow ; more, in fact, than one's shadow is

in the habit of haunting one in this dingy
clime. And of all the places which have the

most sovereign power to cast sunshine on the

memories of its sunny self, I can think of

none more potent than New Zealand. And
New Zealand has the very extraordinary

property of causing all who have once set

foot on her shores to pass beneath the in-

describable spell of her witchery. I never
met any one who having tasted life in his

new island home, would consent to change
his abode. It is very hard to analyse this

magic power of the beautiful gem of the

antipodes ; and to say what is the par-

ticular point that makes New Zealanders
feel that their land affords them a pleasure

unfelt before, and even yet scarce realised.*

Switzerland has loftier peaks and fairer

towns ; Tyrol may boast prettier outlines
;

Scotland has her classic heather and her
brown hillsides ; Norway, historic memories
that linger in her winding fiords : but having
gazed at and fancied myself in love with
each of these sirens in turn, I am ever drawn
back to my ideal beauty. New Zealand.
Nature does not often play the prodigal ; to

New Zealand she has given all her charms,
* Non audita prius nee iam intellecta voluptas.

and keeps them fresh and imperiously beau-

tiful as Cleopatra's. In no other country has

she set down towering mountains beside pro-

found fiords, and backed the scene by dense

forests sloping down on the other side of the

range into fertile pastures. In no other spot

does she find so deft a tiring-woman as in the

climate of New Zealand, who loves to exhibit

her mistress in an atmosphere of blue relieved

by a carpet of brownish green. I am quite

aware that this collocation of colours ought
to sound hideous and repulsive in the last

degree, but I am certain that those who, like

the author of " Erewhon," have lived in

New Zealand till they have learned to catch

the spirit of her scenery, will bear me out

that the effect is passing beautiful. Blue is

the prevailing tint, and painters who have
tried to reproduce that wonderful blue haze,

through which the mountains are dimly
visible, like the stars through the spirits in

Ossian, have been taxed as untrue to nature

in proportion to their success. Then, was
there ever a land of streams so crystal pure,

which challenge you to count every pebble

that lies beneath their arrowy current 1 And
is there not an unspeakable charm in finding

one's self among a sea of snow or of cloud-

capped peaks, many unnamed, and most
untrodden by man 1

There is another pleasure in New Zealand
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in the fragrant and exhilarating scent of its

native flora. I have often noticed the charac-

teristic scents of difterent countries as dis-

tinguished before touching land. India has

a parched dry odour, something like that of

perfectly sapless leaves. The legend which

says that you can mark the spice-laden

breezes of Ceylon many miles out at sea, is

not wholly untrue ; the Avhole Australian

coasts are perfumed with the peculiar heavy
scent 'of the eucalyptus ; the coast-line of

New Zealand is sweetened by the refreshing

odour of the ti-tree. Moreover, New Zea-
land has the secret of making every tree

planted on the island blossom with unwonted
luxuriance. The eucalyptus, transplanted

from Australia, no longer assumes the scraggy
weird form which so often gives the Aus-
tralian forests such a grim and fantastic

appearance, but
a grim

Imxom-looking tree.

grows graceful and
gorse or

into

The common
whin becomes a regular large shrub, and has,

to the disgust of the farmer, but to the delight

of the lover of nature, covered miles of

Milford Sound from the veest.

ground which, economically speaking, might
be occupied by sheep or cattle ; and all Eng-
lish trees grow Avith more than the beauty

and with all the vigour given them by English

soil. English birds have multiplied till they

have become a regular pest ; the lark especi-

ally, to my great delight, I found in flocks

of thousands, and the starlings in not less

numbers. Fortunately, powder and shot are

too valuable, and cooks are too scarce, to

make it worth the while of any colonist to

shoot the sweet songsters, and so they prey
upon the choice morsels beneath the settler's

turnips and potatoes. This is, of course,

very sad to the colonists, but to me it was
especially delightful to flush a lark from a

patch of grass in the centre of Dunedin !

A good guide-book has yet to be written

for New Zealand ; the best is probably
" Bracken's Tourist," but his information is

not up to date, though I have thankfully

availed myself of his aid. Clayden's " Popu-
lar Handbook " to New Zealand may be also

recommended as giving much information to

intending emigrants.

I am going to ask my readers to accom-
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pany me for one brief half-hour round the

Western Sounds of the island, Avhichthe adver-

tisements truthfully call " the wonderland of

the Pacific." The whole of the western

coast of the middle island of New Zealand,

for a distance of five hundred miles, is iron-

bound, and ofiers no shelter for shipping (as
" The New Zealand Pilot " truly remarks),

excepting in the singular fiords or sounds
which penetrate its south-west shore between
the parallels of 44° and 46'* S. latitude.

These are thirteen in all, and are all included

within a space of little more than one hun-
dred miles. Captain Cook explored and de-

scribed, as earlj^ as 1773, Dusky Bay. Since

then it lay unheard of and unkno'wn until

it was examined by H.M.S. Acheron, in

1851. There was no temptation for colonists

to settle there, nor indeed can those inhospit-

able coasts ever serve a more useful purpose
than to be the playground of tourists and the

lovers of nature. But what a playground !

Approaching the Avest coast coming from
Australia, one is confronted by a huge line of

precipitous cliifs, disclosing in many places a

range of snow-capped hills behind, and clothed

with luxuriant vegetation down to the water's

edge. " The New Zealand Pilot," to whom I

must acknowledge my indebtedness for many
facts, states that in approaching from seaward
it is difficult to distinguish the entrance of one
sound from another. It is, in fact, difficult to

mark the entrance of any of the sounds, so nar-

row are they and difficult to distinguish from
mere recesses in the rock line. The entrances
are commonly at a distance of eight miles or so

from each other, and all run in an easterly

direction. They penetrate into the interior

for a distance of from six to twenty miles,

their breadth rarely exceeds a mile, and they
are studded with islets, all of which are

clothed with a dense and almost impenetrable
vegetation. "The Pilot," whose views are

accurate, but professional, states that " their

most remarkable feature is their great depth
of water." I should have thought it was
rather the marvellous combination of lofty

mountains above with luxuriant vegetation
below. But their great depth must be
" remarkable " from a seaman's point of view,

for it is impossible to cast anchor in them,
as soundings can rarely be obtained under
eighty fathoms, and vessels anchoring there

generally need to secure themselves to the
trees growing on their side, to prevent being
drifted off the deep bank by a " flaw " of

wind. So high are the mountains which en-

viron the Sounds that the sun cannot pene-
trate there for more than four hours of the

day, though it is fair to say that in summer
he makes his presence felt quite unmistak-
ably. The rainfall is very great, and this,

coupled with the sandflies, which are found
in millions, are the great drawbacks to the
visitor's comfort in the sounds generally.
The latter pests seem to possess the tact of
an inquisitor, or of the gout, in finding out
one's weak points and applying tortures to
them. I have seen a healthy man's hand
bitten by them swell up to twice its usual
size in a very short time. There is a remedy
sold by the chemists in Dunedin as a prophy-
lactic, but it has the effect of making those
who use it smell so disgustingly that they
frighten their friends more than the sandflies.

The fish in all the Sounds are numerous and
easily caught; the blue cod and the trum-
peter are the most common, but my friend,

Doctor Hector, told me that there were, I

think, ninety-tAvo species in Dusky Sound
alone, and these are mostl}?- good for food.

So unsophisticated are they that you only
have to let down your hook, baited with a
piece of fish, and you catch something. In
some places the bottom of the fiord is actually

moving with large crayfish, which are easily

caught, and resemble in flavour our lobster.

No description of the wild animals is neces-

sary, for the same reason that none is neces-

sary of the owls in Iceland : none exist in the
islands excepting those which have been
turned loose by European settlers, or the

descendants of such, of Avliich the wild pigs

Avhose ancestors were liberated by Captain
Cook, and the rabbits, are the most numer-
ous. The former of these haA-e curiously

changed their type from that of the domestic

pig, and have come to resemble in shape rather

the boar of India, though they are much
larger than even he is, and are covered with
long coarse hair. The rabbits, as is well

knoAvn, are so numerous that in some parts

of Otago they threaten to extirpate the

settlers, and indeed Avhole stations have been
ruined by these pests. Some settlers offered

a reward of tAvopence per tail, thinking thus

to extirpate their enemies, but it was found
that trappers caught them, cut off their tails,

and liberated them to "do again." These
sAA'arm on the other side of the mountain wall

which divides the fiord country from the other

side of the range, but none haA'e as yet made
themselves visible in the forests wliich fringe

the fiords. Here, however, you may see the

weka, or Avood-hen, in numbers. It is an impu
dent, amusing bird, about the size of a French
partridge ; it shows no fear, and if you are

camping out, it has no hesitation in making
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its way into your tent and making off with a

toothbrush, or any other trifle whose worth

is enhanced in proportion to its distance from

civihsation. The kiwi, or apteryx, is fre-

quently heard, but unfrequently caught. It

is getting rarer and rarer, and will apparently

die out as certainly as the native race of the

Maories. The kakapo also, or owl-parrot, is

sometimes to be seen ; the singular bird which

has developed the habit, since sheep were

introduced into the island, of perching upon
them and regaling itself on their kidneys.

Professor Brown, of Christ Church, informs

me that it has lately gone farther, and applied

this cheerful habit to horses as well. Be-

sides these, ducks and pigeons of several

varieties are to be seen ; the latter are stupid

enough to allow sportsmen to approach them
quite closely, Avhen they of course fall an

easy prey. Dr. Hector amused us all by
imitating the cries of several native birds

with such precision that he attracted several

flocks in succession from their haunts in the

wood. The Maories entice them in this way

Wet Jacket Arm and Dusky Sound.

und catch them in springes, or knock them
down with sticks. No inhabitants are known
to live in these sounds, with the exception of

one or two Europeans, Avho settle, now in

one sound, now in another, to shoot birds

for the sake of their skins, which fetch a

good price in the market. Those whom I

met lived alone, and it seemed to me that

they must live a dreadfully solitary life in

those pathless forests, absolutely cut off from
civilisation. A Government ship is sent

round at certain intervals to take them pro-

visions and mails, and they spoke quite con-

tentedly of their healthy out-door life.

These Sounds are very near to civilisation,

and are yet Avholly removed from it. They
belong to the sea. The mountain barrier is

rendered impassable, not merely by the pre-

cipitous nature of its sides, but also by the

dense nature of the scrub which clothes it.

Prominent among the plants in this scrub is

that known to colonists by the soubriquet of
" lawyer," from the fact that it is easier to

get into its clutches than to get out again.
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Auckland from the summit of Mount Eden.

It is a straggling creeper, which chmbs from
plant to plant, and renders any passage it

has once barred perfectly hopeless. There
is, indeed, a track made across from Martin's

Bay, by which Dr. Hector crossed to the

other side when the Dido was wrecked ; l)iit

even by this the passage is exceedingly diffi-

cult.

The chief Sounds Avhich are visited by the

excursion steamer, which generally makes the

round annually, are the following :—Preser-

vation Inlet, whose distance is eighty miles

from Port William, the nearest port of

Stewart Island, and the same from Bluff

Harbour. This sound put me much in mind
of Loch Lomond. It is studded with small

islands, behind which rise a low range of

hills, covered with verdure, and broken by
waterfalls. The anchoring-ground is called

Cuttle Cove ; and it is a strange and weird
spectacle to see the moon breaking through
the fleecy clouds, and shedding its fitful ra-

diance on island and headland, and on the

snow-capped ranges in the far distance. Pro-
ceeding north, the vessel passes through

Chalky or Dark Cloud Inlet, which lies im-

mediately to the north-west of Preservation

Inlet, being separated from it only by a high

peninsula ending in Gulch's Head. After a

few hours we pass into Dusky Sound, as it

was named by Captain Cook. The peculiarity

of this sound is the vast height of the moun-
tains, which seem to rise sheer out of the

sea. The sides of many of these are covered

with a deep green vegetation, here and there

relieved by the fiery blossoms of the rata, or

iron-wood ; and their base is fringed Avith a

tangled tapestry of ferns. The variety and
beauty of these it is impossible to describe

;

you seem to have before you the productions

of tropical heat and moisture under the sky

of France. In some places the verdure is

relieved by numerous waterfalls, which now
disappear beneath a screen of foliage, and
then far below flash forth again as they

bound into the fiord beneath. I could not

help thinking what a glorious time one might

have here in a yacht or a steam-launch ! How
numerous are the anchorages, each opening

up a new point of view ! And in the far
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future, Avhen picturesque Dunedin shall have
become one of the chief marts of the southern

hemisphere, what magnificent building-sites

for her wealthy and over-wrought citizens will

these Sounds afford

!

We have the great advantage of passing

into Breaksea Sound in still Avater, through
Acheron Passage, formed by the barrier of

Resolution Island, and we come to anchor in

Wet Jacket Sound, which runs from Acheron
Passage for a distance of six miles into the

eastern shore of the arm. On either side

rise towering mountains to the height of

about four thousand feet. Breaksea Sound,
which is reached shortly after Wet Jacket
Sound, was so called, by Captain Cook him-
self, from an island at its entrance. The
same combination meets us here again of pic-

turesque islets and magnificent mountains;
and about two-thirds of the way up from
the junction of Acheron Passage the sound
divides into two arms—the towering cone of

Chatham Point, three thousand feet high,

forming the bluff at the bifurcation. The
steamer generally proceeds up Vancouver's
Arm, which is par excellence the fiord of

streams, and retracing its course passes into

Doubtful Sound, or Inlet. On the northern
side the prominent objects are All Round
Peak and Mount Groznoz, from four thousand
to five thousand feet high ; to the south are

passed two remarkable peaked rocks, called

the Hare's Ears. Almost the most striking

spot amid so much l)eauty is Hall's Arm, a

branch of Doubtful Sound. We steam along
the bushy Rolla Island, and find ourselves in

a nook with lofty mountains on three sides

of us, and the dark blue fiord behind. Hun-
dreds of small penguins diA^ed before our ship,

and we could clearly trace their course

through the clear water of the fiord.

Very curious too are the nests of these same
penguins ; they abound all along the bush-

clad banks of Hall's Arm ; they were full of

soft feathers and of fishes' bones ; but I could
not find any young birds. Seals are toler-

ably numerous throughout all the Sounds
;

the terror exjDressed by their great soft

human eyes is very manifest at the approach
of the steamer with its unknown noise and
strange appearance. In Hall's Arm we were
nearly having a nasty accident : a mysterious
jar ran through the steamer, the passengers

looked at each other and said that it was all

right, and we proceeded on our way. As it

happened we had scraped a projecting rock
with our keel, and it was afterwards dis-

covered that many of the nails had been
knocked out. The fact is that this sound is I

only imperfectly sui-veyed, and steamers

visiting it need to proceed with the very
greatest caution. The next fiord, Thompson
Sound, is not much visited. The Avestem

shore of Secretary Island forms the coasi^line

between it and Doubtful Sound. It is re-

markable for its depth of water
;

just

above Deer Cove, an inlet in the sound,

soundings were not obtained till a depth
of 250 fathoms. Again passing out to sea,

we steam for a distance of thirteen miles,

and enter George Sound. On the way
Ave pass, at a distance of three miles north
of CasAvell Sound, Two Thumb Bay, Look-
ing-glass Bay, and a fantastic-shaped rock

called the Houseroof. The entrance to George
Sound is one of the most beautiful spots in

all the fiords. On the north shore there is a

good anchorage in " Anchorage CoA^e." It Avill

be seen that in the matter of name-making
our pioneers were rather graphic than ori-

ginal. Anchor is generally cast at the head
of the south-east arm, Avhere there is a small

cove Avith a river running into it, which,

Avhen I saw it, was in flood, and presented a

magnificent appearance as it came bounding
through the scrub, impenetrable to anything
less Adgorous than a mosquito or a cata-

ract. Above the river is a fine lake, from
Avhich the stream floAvs : in fact it is the out-

flow of the snow-fed mountain arm. Tourists

can find their Avay up to the lake by the side

of the stream, though the path is rather

rocky. There is another river Avliich finds

its way into this fiord, a river Avliich looks as

if it had simply been created to harbour
trout. Unfortunately, it has not yet been
stocked, but no doubt it Avill be before long,

and the rajiidity Avith which trout multiply

in the Ncav Zealand rivers is one of the most
remarkable features in the island. Even
noAv as good sport may be had in some of the

eastern rivers as in any part of the world.

In the case of the beauties of the Western
Sounds, nature has acted the part of a good
hostess, and kept her greatest treat till last.

The coast-line betAveen George and Milford

Sounds is a magnificent spectacle. Six miles

to the north-east of George Sound is passed

the entrance to Bligh Sound, the entrance of

Avhich is rendered conspicuous by two re-

markable mountains called respectively

Mount Longsight and Table Mountain ; both
mountains attainins; an elevation of over four

thousand feet. I believe that this sound again

has been very imperfectly surveyed, and
needs great care in navigation. I have never
entered it myself, but the captain told

me that he did not at all like taking a
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vessel into it. It may be noticed that the

exploring party of the Acheron alleged that

in this sound, in what is known as the "Third

Arm," or " Bounty Haven," into which flows

a considerable river, they came upon the

tracks of some natives whom they heard

scuttling away among the brushwood. They
added that these people belong to a small

isolated and almost unknown tribe, rarelj^

seen even by their own countrymen, b}' whom
they are called " wild men of the moun-

tains." Personally I am very sceptical as to

the existence of any such tribe ; if such did
exist, it miist surely have been seen by one
or other of the isolated settlers who, as I

have mentioned, haunt some portions of the

Western Sounds. From Bligh Sound to

Milford Sound is a distance of sixteen miles.

The " Eugged Mountains " and " Llawrenny
Peaks " rise there above the shore to a height
of nearly seven thousand feet. It has been my
fortune to visit Milford Sound three times in

Milford Sound from Harrison's Cove.

all : and each time have its beauties struck me
as more baffling to put into words. The first

time we came over from parched and seeth-

ing Australia in the midst of her summer
heat. We had to lie off shore for an hour
or two before dawn, in order to make the

entrance without any difficulty. As the dawn
broke, the dim wall of cliffs loomed upon us,

weird and mysterious, rising above a range
of hills immediately springing from the sea,

and covered with wood : the mountains- are

so steep and precipitous that notliing can
grow upon them ; but snow lies on their

sides wherever these are not too steep. Here
and there a cataract is seen leaping from the

bottom of an ice-field do\vn the craggy sides

of the mountain to the sea.

The entrance is so narrow that one won-
ders where the ship is going to find room to

pass into the land-locked bay witliin. When
fairly abreast of the entrance we descry

Pembroke Peak, about three miles inland,
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rising on the north side to a distance of nearly

seven thousand feet, while the Llawrenny
Peaks on the south side rise to nearly an
equal height. Immediately abutting on the

fiord, and overshadowing it on its south side,

is the fantastic Mitre Rock, so called from its

form ; it attains a height of five thousand

five hundred and sixty feet. As the eye
wanders from the deck of the steamer up
these stupendous heights one appreciates the

marvellous effects that nature can produce by
simple abruptness. As we pass into the

centre of the sound a fine gorge opens on our

view to the north, and a pretty glacier on
Mount Pembroke catches the eye in the

background. To the back of this lie moun-
tain ridges covered with eternal snow. The
cascades which fall into the sound on either

side are far more striking than those in the

Lauterbrunnen Valley ; their size and num-
ber depend upon the amount of the rainfall.

On one of the three occasions of my visiting

Milford Sound the cascades were all in flood,

and as the wind was blowing in great gusty
•' flaws " down the sound, its sides seemed
enveloped in a drapery of moving spray. On
another occasion we had a bright Italian sky,

and little rain seemed to have fallen for some
time, so that the cascades, instead of rushing

down in broad tumultuous torrents, pre-

sented the appearance of thin blue or white

threads, now losing themselves in the tangled

drapery of the ferns, noAv breaking forth to

plunge into the torrent below. About half-

wa'y up the sound the steamer stops and fires

a gun to Avake the echoes, which seem, in-

deed, not to need much rousing, and after

booming round each neighbouring rock, pro-

duce the effect of a salvo of artillery fired

from crags apparently half-way between earth

and heaven. One of the most conspicuous

objects is the Stirling Falls, where a large

body of water falls sheer into the fiord from
a height of four hundred feet, scattering afar

the foam and the spray. We pass close

beneath Mount Kimberley, whose frowning

brow looks menacingly down on our deck

from a height of two thousand five hundred
feet. Here and there, Avhere a ledge is broad

enough to admit of it, the native bush strug-

gles to find a hold, and some of the trees

seem to be throwing out their branches in

despair before taking a leap for life into

the waters below. But the most striking

object in all the sound is, to my mind, the

Bowen Falls, which is the outlet of the

waters I'unning from the Benton and Barren
Peaks respectively. It first runs down a

steep rocky channel for some fifty or a hun-

dred feet, and falling into the hollow of a

rock, leaps ujd again and forms a huge bow
;

then its waters plunge, as Mr. Green says,

with a deafening roar, some three or four hun-
dred feet sheer down into the fiord. There are

some objects in nature and in art which are

so wonderful in their beauty or in their mag-
nificence that the senses seem to need an
apprenticeship before they can appreciate

them. Such is the picture of the Sixtine

Madonna, such is the Church of St. Peter's

at Eome, and such is the Bowen Falls. The
scenery around is on a scale so stupendous

that the falls hardly stand out in due promi-

nence. The eye needs careful training to

take in the size of the surrounding hills, and
to realise the vastncss of the volume of water
which leaps so vigorously into the sound.

Mr. Green, in his " High Alps of Ncav Zea-

land," has given a very good account of the

whole sound, and so has Mr. Bracken in his

excellent " New Zealand Tourist." But there

is plenty of room for a description more
exhaustive than either of these, which should

give the names and heights of each peak
one passes, and not omit some account of the

wonderful geological formation of the sound.

At the head of the sound lies Freshwater
Basin, the easternmost of two coves, between
which a low tongue of scrub-covered land

runs into the sound. Here the passengers

are landed, and time is given to make a two
or three hours' excursion into the scrub. On
the land abutting on this cove stand two
small shanties, lately erected, where one or

two settlers are trying to make a living by
shooting birds for their skins. They receive

a packet of papers and some fresh provisions

with intense delight. The solitude of the

spot would oppress most men, but these did

not seem to find it irksome ; and, indeed,

some compensation for the loss of society

may be fairly claimed in the purity of the

air and the water, while nature has abundantly
provided them Avith any quantity of fish for

the trouble of catching them. AVhen I see

in the large and wealthy town of Liverpool,

from which I write, the numbers of men and
women, squalid, poor, and hopeless, that meet
my eye each time I go out, I cannot but
think that I would prefer a hundred times

to be monarch of all I survey, beneath an
Italian sky, and fronting an azure fiord, with

store of food at my door, rather than remain
an inmate of a city for the sake of exchang-
ing notes on the prevailing state of poverty
and hopelessness with my neighbours.
Note.—The woodcuts are taken from photographs kindly

lent by Mr. Walter Kennaway, and were taken by Burtoa
Bros., of Dunedin.



THE DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD.
By the Eight Hon. SIR LYON PLAYFAIR, K.C.B., M.P., F.R.S.

AJOUENAL like Good Words must
naturally lean to the burial of dead

bodies, for that mode of disposing of the

dead has become universal in all Christian

countries, and has unconsciously connected

itself with our hopes of resurrection. Burial

existed as a practice in many heathen as well

as Christian countries, and was viewed by
the former as a mere means of concealing the

dead. The word " burial " is derived from
an old Anglo-Saxon word which means con-

cealment. This was touchingly expressed by
Abraham, on the death of Sarah, when he
begged for a piece of land " that I may bury
the dead out of my sight." The same result

was obtained by burning bodies, and this

process of cremation prevailed at one time

very extensively. Indeed it was more pre-

valent than burial, for with the important
exceptions of Egypt, India, and China, burning
was the common method of disposing of the

dead in the old history of the world. From
the earliest times burning was practised in

the interior regions of Asia, and was followed

in the Western World by the Thracians, the

Celtse, Sarmatise, and other nations. The
Jews generally buried their dead, although
occasionally they burned them, as when Saul
and his sons were burned and their ashes

buried under a tree. In great plagues, as in

the Vale of Tophet, the bodies were burned
for sanitary reasons. In Rome the burning
of bodies was practised from the close of the

Eepublic to the middle of the fourth Christian

century. In Greece both burial and burning
were recognised as legitimate funeral rites,

though the latter was perhaps more common,
as legislative exceptions were made to it in

the cases of suicide, persons struck by light-

ning, and mere infants.

The variations in the methods of disposal

were intimately connected with the philo-

sophies and religions of the old world. In
the old philosophies matter was supposed to

be derived from earth, or air, or fire, or
water ; and living bodies derived from these
were after death supposed to be resolved into

them. So the earth philosophers selected

bui'ial, while air and fire philosophers pre-

ferred burning. Religions had, however, a
far more powerful influence in determining
the selection of the last solemn rite. Egypt
had a firm belief in immortahty, and em-
balmed bodies so that they might remain fit

for a future state. Indeed in that country

the most terrible punishment for malefactors
Avas to burn their bodies, so that they should
not rise into a more glorious life. In all

Christian countries burial has become uni-

versal, and the recent movement in favour of

cremation comes to us as a startling surprise.

In the earlier stages of Christianity there was
a simple and primitive belief, which still lurks

among the uneducated, that the actual bodies

of the dead are to be changed into glorified

bodies for immortality. The burning of here-

tics and infidels produced a horror of this

mode of disposing of the dead, and gave to

burial a visible sign of faith in the future.

It is useless to inquire whether the univer-

sal practice of burial in Christian countries

may have given a materiality to our views
of resurrection, and may have lessened the
spiritual view of immortality. To those

who have studied the beautiful words of St.

Paul in Cor. XV. the non-identity of the natural

with the spiritual body is manifest; but the

loving memories which cling to the dead
incline us to forget the teacliings both of

religion and science. No Christian would
deny that the blessed martyrs who were
burned at the stake, or devoured by wild

beasts in the arena, were as certain of immor-
tality as the believers who are buried. So-

crates, who had faith in the future, was asked

by his friends, while the poison was numbing
his body, whether he would like to be burned
or buried, and he replied in very wise words
that he cared not which, provided that his

friends did not think that they Avere burning

or burying Socrates. Lucan, who wrote in

the first century of the Christian era, expressed

himself in like terms—" Tabesne cadavera solvat

an rogus hand refert
"—Whether decay or fire

destroys corpses matters not. It does not

matter to the dead, but it matters exceedingly

to the living. We are bound so to dispose of

the dead that they shall not injure the living

during the process of resolution of the body.

Burial, when properly performed, is as inno-

cuous a mode of disposing of the dead as

bui'ning. If the coffin be of a perishable

nature, if the soil be dry and porous, if the

graves be not too crowded, the dead are re-

solved into air and into ashes as certainly in

three years as they are in a furnace in the

course of an hour, and in both cases without

injury to the living. But how rarely are

these conditions satisfied in our modes of

sepulture ! We often find in cemeteries that
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twenty years are not sufficient to effect the

change. The modern Macedonian Greeks
have a curious custom. They bury the bodies

temporarily, and at the end of three years

open the grave. If nothing but bones remain,

to these they give permanent and respectful

burial, because that proves the goodness of

the deceased. But if flesh still adheres to

the bones then the dead have become wicked
vampires, who are going through the world

to do harm to the living. I am afraid that

in most of our churchyards the dead are

harming the living by destroying the soil,

fouling the air, contaminating water springs,

and spreading the seeds of disease. It is in

the hope of improving our methods of burial

that I write this article. I do not belong to

the Cremation Society, though I know that

cremation and burial produce absolutely the

same results, varying only in time. But the

fact that a feeling for cremation has arisen

compels those who advocate burial to con-

duct it with hygienic precautions. Science

has reached positive knowledge in regard to

the changes of dead matter, and it is right

that this should be understood by the public.

It is now knoAvn with certainty that dead
matter of all organized beings passes into air

for the most part, and a small remnant into

ashes which remain in the soil. The changed
products of the dead—carbonic acid, water,

and ammonia—are the food of plants, which,

under the action of the sun, mould them
into new forms of organic life. Death thus

becomes the source of life, and the dissolu-

tion of one generation is actually necessary

for the support of a succeeding one. The
air, the all-abounding air, into Avhich pass all

the waste of the living and all the products

of the dead, thus becomes the grave of organic

death and the cradle of organic life. You may
retard the operation of this law of nature,

but you cannot defeat it. The bodies of the

Pharaohs have existed, through embalmment,
for thousands of years, but they are now
gradually being converted into aerial con-

stituents by slow decay in our museums.
Every modern burial contributes slowly or

speedily to the aerial reservoir of plant-food,

and takes its part in the great cycle of life

and death. The materials of our living-

bodies have mainly come from the air, and
to the air must they return. Euripides saw
this, though he could not explain it with the

lights of modern science.

" Then that which springs from earth to earth returns,
And that which draws its being from the sky
Eises again up to the skyey height."-

The main fact that death and life are

necessary consecutives in the continued ex-
istence of the organic kingdom Avill be most
readily understood if Ave follow out the pro-

cess in specific cases. It is very obvious
in the case of the carnivora. An herbivo
rous animal lives upon plants which extract

their substance from the air. The flesh-eater

kills the vegetable-feeder, and the body of

the former becomes the tomb of the latter,

and death here clearly becomes the source of

life. Victor Hugo calls the carnivora " the
sextons of nature." The bodies of the con-

sumed herbivora pass into aerial products

through the respiration of the carnivora and
by the speedy decay of their excretse, in a
quick cycle of life and death, for only a
small part remains in the body of the de-

vouring animal. Thus while plants feed

animals, they quickly return to the air the
aerial food on which plants depend, and
here death and life rapidly alternate. Ani-

mals which feed on carrion convert the dead
bodies into aerial ingredients in about twenty-

four hours, just as the crematory produces

the same gases in one hour. There is one
method of disposing of dead bodies in India

that illustrates this change, though it is

repulsive to our feelings. The Parsees bury
their dead in the "ToAvers of Silence." In
the interior of these towers there are sloping

shelves, upon Avhich the naked dead bodies

are placed. The mourners Avithdraw and shut

the door ; then immediately the expectant

vultures swoop down, and in half an hour
only the skeleton remains. The bodies of

the Aoiltures have become the tombs, and in

tAventy-four hours the dead body has passed

through living tombs into air, to fulfil its

destined purpose of feeding plants. That is

a very speedy mode of burial, though a

repidsive one. At all times in history there

has been a strong objection to allow the

bodies of men to be devoured by beasts or

foul birds. Tobit got into all his troubles by
burying the king's enemies who Avere ex-

posed to the beasts of the field. So also did

Antigone dare the Avrath of the Theban
rulers, when she buried the body of Poly-

nices, her brother, who was exposed to

the birds of prey. While we admire this

sacred care for burial in the case of a human
body, Ave must not forget that we are daily

performing the liAdng entombment of the

animals which we consume as food. The car-

cases of the ox and the sheep are entombed
in our bodies, and quickly pass by respiration

and excretion into the aerial food of plants.

The disposal of the dead is a question of senti-

ment, subject to a great law of natui'e, that
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the dead must tdtimately be resolved into

the living.

If we follow the process of decay which

takes place in the grave, it will be found that

living organisms take part in the decay of

the buried body, just as they do when beef or

mutton is consumed by a man. In absolutely

pure air flesh does not decay, and is in fact pre-

served for an indefinite time. But air is very

seldom absolutely pure, for in it are an infinite

number of floating micro-organisms, either

as spores or fully developed. On the tops of

mountains these organisms, which are named
baccilli, bacteria, or micrococci, are sparsely

found ; in the air of the country they are

common ; in that of to'wns they abound

;

over sewers or above churchyards they posi-

tively swarm. What are they ? Ai'e they

plants or animals ? This is a question that

science has not yet decided. Chemists are

inclined to consider them animals of a very

low type, because animals are chiefly engaged
in performing analytical functions, that is,

pulling organic matter to pieces ; while plants

perform synthetical functions, that is, build-

ing up complex organic matter out of simple

materials, for example, moulding organisms

out of carbonic acid, water, and ammonia.
Now the great function of these micro-or-

ganisms which play such an important part

in the economy of the Avorld is to convert

potential energy into actual energy, or to put
it more simply, to convert passive affinities

into active affinities. In organized matter
there is for a time the repose of the chemical
attractions of those four elements—carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, which con-

stitute the great bulk of the body. The
micro-organisms are engaged in the resolution

of the dead body into those active forms of

chemical energy—carbonic acid, water, and
ammonia. When these innumerable httle

beings have free play, they are the greatest

benefactors to the human race, for they are

the most powerful of all scavengers, and
they purify air, water, and soil so as to ren-
der them fit for the living. But if you op-
pose their free action, by restricting their

access, by shutting out the free circulation

of air necessary to their life -functions,

they become intensely malignant in their

character, the true vampires of the dead,
for they fly about planting themselves in the
blood of the living, and producing our well-
known epidemic diseases—zymotic, or "filth"

diseases. In the fluids of patients suffering
from such diseases these micro-organisms
swarm. Mankind has only recently recog-

{

nised how much we owe to the micro-or- I

ganisms. Wine and beer are produced by
their agency ; by them vinegar is formed

;

by them we get those vast beds of saltpetre

or nitre which is one of the forms into which
they convert decaying matter. Our ancestors

used to live with rushes on the flooi's. When
the rushes became filthy, new ones were put
on the top, and frequently accumulated to

considerable thickness. Then the dreadetl
" petremen " of the king came, and insisted

on digging up the clay floor, Avhich had be-

come saturated with saltpetre formed by
these busy micrococci, in order to save the

inhabitants from pestilence produced by their

filthy habits. These little organisms, whether
they be plants or animals, are infinite bene-

factors to the human race or terrible scourges,

according as man is obedient or disobedient

to the wise laws of the Creator.

Now, by our common practices of burial

we do eveiything to defeat these laws. We
enclose dead bodies in close coffins, in imper-

meable soils, often saturated with water, so

that the air is excluded, and these busy micro-

organisms are unable to exercise their bene-

ficial functions. And so instead of the simple

resolution of the body into the food of plants,

which is the end of decay, a vast number
of dangerous vapours and fluids are produced

as intermediate forms, which may occasion

disasters to the living before the little active

beings are able to bring them to their simple

and destined end of carbonic acid, water, and
ammonia. Is it surprising that men who see

this with the eye of knowledge should desire

to recur to burning as a means of disposing

of the dead 1 The earth is a slow crematory,

the furnace is a quick one, but the final re-

sidts are the same in both cases. The beau-

tiful service of the church appears to recog-

nise this fact in the alternative words, " Ashes

to ashes, and dust to dust." As a chemist,

I know that both processes—burial and cre-

mation—are identical, except in point of time.

As a legislator, I see no reason why survivors

should not be allowed to select one or other

method according to their desires. As a

Christian, I wish both to be regulated in their

performance and hallowed by those services

of religion Avhich are so necessary on such

solemn occasions.

The time has come, in my opinion, when
those who prefer burial for the dead should

be obliged so to conduct it that it will do no
harm to the living. I have officially inspected

many churchyards and made reports on their

state, which even to re-read makes me shud-

der. I do not intend to inflict any of these

on my readers. The newspapers within the
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last few weeks have given horrible instances,

especially in Ireland. My friend, Mr. Sey-

mour Haden, in his beautiful letters " Earth

to Earth," has shown how burial may be con-

ducted with safety to the community. The
essence of his system is that the coffin should

be of perishable material, such as papier-

mach6, or wicker-work, so that the air may
obtain free access to the body, and speedily

effect that resolution which is not only in-

evitable, but is necessary in the great cycle of

life, that the dead shall yield their material

to the living. But that is not enough. The
earth must be selected on account of its

porosity, and to keep it porous it must be

adequately drained. Bodies must have space

and earth enough for resolution. The modes
of burying paupers in a common hole or ditch

into which many bodies are shovelled cannot

he spoken of as graves : they are pits of putri-

dity. If land be too dear to give them decent

burial, respectful to the dead and innocuous

to the living, a thousand times better it would
be that their bodies should be burnt and their

ashes buried. Eeforms in our modes of burial

would vastly increase those tender associa-

tions of the past which we desire to preserve
in connection with those that are dead. As
at present practised, the grave cannot be
looked upon with the eye of knowledge ex-

cept as an evil to the li\'ing and a dishonour
to the dead. Over a dead body the survivors

have no power, for then chemical and physi-

cal forces reign supreme. The great law of

nature prevails that death must supply the
materials for life. It is this close alternation

and mutual dependence of death and life that

made old Bishop Hall remark, " Death bor-

ders upon our birth, and our cradle stands in

the grave." Surely no religious feeling can
be offended because I have used the pages of

Good Words to state the well-established

truths of science in regard to the wonderful
cycle of organic life and death, one of the most
exqmsite proofs of creative wisdom known to

science. Let us take part in the fulfilment of

this great law, and not by ignorance or pre-

judice try to retard it, for we cannot frustrate

provisions which were established by the

Creator to keep mankind in piirity and sanity.

A SONG OF GOOD COUNSEL.

German Aik.—Geniesst den Meitz des Lebens.

(to young men.)

BRAVE boys, would you live wisely,

To God and Nature true,

Hear me, and I precisely

Will tell you what to do.

This world's no place for weaving
Light webs of fancies grand.

But for firm will achieving

High purpose with strong hand.

If weaklings deem it cruel

That life so hard should be,

Deem thou all hard thina-s fuel

For victories meant for thee !

March on, and never weary.
With firm and steady pace

;

But like the lark be cheery.

And skyward turn thy face.

Who frets prolongs his sorrow,

Who fears makes strong his foe,

And double woe to-morroAv

From golden dreams will flow.

Nor dream nor doubt, but stoutly

The task that nearest lies

Perform, and wait devoutly
On God, who helps the wise.

He helps no fools, and rightly

Lays vauntful sinners low.

Who hold the helm not tightly

When windy passions blow.

And evermore in danger.

With gleesome faith be strong

;

The devil remains a stranger

To breasts that teem with song.

And never in thy daring

Dare for thyself alone,

But with thy brother sharing

The good that's most thine own.

And own the God who sent thee
On life's wide sea to swim,

And this glad being lent thee

To live and work with Him.
JOHN STUART BLACKIE.



The Castle of Varzin.

PRINCE BISMAECK.
By JOHN RAE, M.A., Author of " Contemporary Socialism."

FEW statesmen have ever received so re-

markable a recognition of their work
as "was given to Prince Bismarck on his

seventieth birthday a few months ago. Tlie

Chancellor's palace thronged with distin-

guished visitors and deputations offering con-

gratulations and gifts. The Emperor kissed

him three times with visible emotion. Ee-
presentatives of the German people brought
him, along with a large money donation, the

more touching present of the old ancestral

estate of the Bismarck-Schonhausens, which
his father had been obliged to sell. The
students of the universities and the trades-

unions—the guides of the future nation and
the rank and file of the present—marched to-

gether in one long torchlight procession to his

honour. Alost of the emperors and kings of

Europe sent him greetings ; and thousands of

letters and thousands more of telegrams
poured in all day from admirers of most
varied ranks and parties in every quarter of

the globe. The world seemed to rise up
and call him blessed.

Yet Prince Bismarck himself, it appears,
is unable to accept the world's verdict. His
secretary, *Dr. Busch, relates that one autumn
twilight in 1877, he was with his master in

the drawing-room of Varzin, when, " after

ha\dng sat silent for a while gazing straight

before him, and feeding the fire now and
anon viith. fir-cones, he suddenly began to

complain that his political activity had
brought him but little satisfaction and few
friends. Nobody loved him for what he had
done. He had never made anybody happy
XXVT—so

thereby, he said ; not himself, not his family,

nor any one else. Some of those present

woidd not admit this, and suggested 'that

he had made a great nation happy.' 'But,'

he continued, ' how many have I made un-

happy ? But for me three great wars would
not have been fought ; eighty thousand men
would not have perished

;
parents, brothers,

sisters, and widows woidd not have been be-

reaved and plunged into mourning. . . . That
matter, however, I have settled Avith God.

But I have had little or no joy from all my
achievements, and nothing but vexation,

care, and trouble.' " Busch adds that this is

no solitary outburst, but " that of late years

he has repeatedly expressed himself in words

almost identical with those above quoted, and

that upon such occasions no arguments have

availed to soothe him."

We need not make too much of these visi-

tations of remorse, though there is clearly

more in them than the mere judgment of

" few and evil " which any serious nature is

prone to pass on the years of his life, when
reviewing them from the station of the three-

score-and-ten. But the question which thus

troubles Bismarck's mind is the very question

by wliich history will try his work and

worth. He has lived almost wholly for the

aggrandisement of Prussia, that is, for na-

tional ambition. Not, lot it be remembered,

for personal ambition, for -wdth all his faults

there never has been a statesman freer from

motives of private interest, or more purely

devoted to the service of his king and country.

Busch quotes concerning him the German
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proverb, "Your master first, God next;" but

he might have added that if he sometimes

put his king before his God, which is easy, he

always put him also before himself, which

is hard. From the beginning of his career

his one thought, his " sole guiding star," as

he calls it himself, has been how to make,

firet Prussia and now Germany, " breathe

freely in the world as a great nation." Now
the aggrandisement of Prussia—the crea-

tion of a strong, industrial, Protestant, pro-

gressive Power in Central Europe—has cer-

tainly been a benefit, not only to that country

itself, but to the general cause of .order, and

civilisation. In one of the last letters of

Lord Palmerston—written to Lord Russell

in 1865, about the destination of the Elbe
Duchies—the veteran Minister said :

—"Prus-

sia is too weak, as she now is, ever to be honest

and independent in her action ; and with a

view to the future it is desirable that Germany
in the aggregate should be strong, in order to

control those two ambitious and aggressive

Powers, France and Russia, that press upon
her, west and east." For these and other

reasons, history may discover sufficient justi-

fication for the great work of national recon-

struction which, in an age that disparages

The Castle of Varzin, from the Park.,

the influence of individual men, was accom-

plished in six short years by the inflexible

determination, the unscrupidous daring, the

infinite labour and resource of Otto von Bis-

marck.

But whatever may be thought of the work
itself, when judged by its results, there can

be nothing but unsparing condemnation for

the absolute disregard, not only of human
life, but of the greater considerations of truth

and justice, by means of which it was effected.

It will have been observed, in the passage

quoted above from Busch's indiscreet but
authoritative book, that Bismarck has no

thought of disowning full responsibility for

the three successive wars which issued in

the consolidation of the German Empire. In

each case it was he who forced the quarrel,

though he contrived, with exquisite clever-

ness, to make his adversary seem to be in

the wrong ; and once the quarrel was stirred

it was he, and he alone, who fought down
the scruples of the king and the opposition

of the Prussian people, by his bold and reso-

lute energy. War was his deliberate policy,

from the moment when he came to power

;

his very first task as Minister Avas to re-

organize the army, on the express ground.
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openly declared in the Chamber, that " Prus-

sia must collect her forces for a favourable

opportunity, such as has been already let slip

more than once. The frontiers, as settled

by the Vienna treaties, are not suitable to a

healthy State ; and the great questions of

the age are not solved by speeches and the

votes of majorities, but by iron and blood."

This last phrase, " iron and blood," at once

became famous as indicating the new depai'-

ture taken in the counsels of Berlin. To
obtain a healthy fi'outier, Prussia was to

The Lake at Varzin.

{

throw Europe into conflagration, and to stake

her own existence on the cast. Success may
now veil the audacity of this design, but at

the time no one was more sensible of the

immense risk it involved than the Minister

who conceived it. Bismarck went to the

war of 1866 resolved to die on the field if

the event proved adverse, because, he said,

if he were to return to Berlin " the old

women Avould beat him to death with their

wet dusters ;" but when Prussia gained the

day, his adventurous spirit only increased in

boldness, and he declared, "We have not
won yet, we have merely doubled the stakes."

But if he was audacious he had at least

some right to be so, for his preparations were
always most complete. His play was no blind

plunging, but was invariably based on a pro-

found calculation of chances, and a far-see-

ing provision against all possible emergencies.

This is shown not only in the sedulous care

with which he perfected the army, and " put
Prussia in the saddle," but still more in the
most successful diplomatic negotiations by
which he contrived to secure the support or
neutrality of the other powers who might be
likely to intervene in the struggle. War and
negotiation are his elements. His states-

manship is the statesmanship of one who
might have been a great general, and who is

certainly a great diplomatist. A very uncon-
ventional diplomatist indeed, for, as he him-
seK has said, he got his ideas " not from the
green table, but from the green fields," and

often turned what the maxims of embassies-

would pronounce to be fatal indiscretions

into effective instruments of his purposes.

For the " pompous peddling," the " quackery
and humbug " of ordinary diplomacy he ex-

presses unmeasured contempt. At Frank-
fort he found intercourse with his colleagues

to " consist in nothing but mutual distrust

and espiolinage. If we had only had any-

thing to find out or to conceal ! . . . . Each
one of us behaves as if he beheved that liis

neighbour was stuffed full of ideas and pro-

jects, if he only chose to let some of them
out ; and in reality all of us put together

knoAV no more what is going to become of

Germany than a grocer's paper bag knows
about next summer." There was no object

under all their mystery, nothing Avorth either

lying or telling the truth for, and Bismarck

took the business no more seriously than it

deserved, and seemed to his colleagues to be

so much of a big irresponsible boy that he

Avas knoAvn amonsr them as the bursche. But
when it came to the real game he soon

shoAved the unsuspected stuff of Avhich he

Avas made : a decision and tenacity of pur-

pose, a sure insight into character, a skill in

manipulating men, a fertility of resource,

and an unprincipled audacity that carried

him OA'er all obstacles. Some of his diplo-

matic triumphs are marvels of supreme but

unscrupulous adroitness, Avhich, hoAvevor, we
almost forgive Avhen we consider that they

Avere won OA^er schemers as unprincipled as
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self, and
main ly
by mak-
ing a tool of The Eailway Station.

their own
cupidity. He
was ready to intrigue \Adth any power
against any other if only Prussia's unhappy
geographical configuration could be mended.

He would even carry on contradictory in-

trigues at the same moment, beckoning

Austria to a raid on France with the

one hand, while he was encouraging France

to attack Austria with the other. It is

well known how just before entering on

office in Berlin he went to Thiers and said,

" I -wdll make it up for you with the Emperor,

and we two will re-make the map of Europe,"

and how up till 1866 he kept indulging Napo-
leon's dreams of aggrandisement by promis-

ing him Belgium, " that nest of demagogues,"

or any part of other people's possessions he

might choose to covet ; and yet at the same
time, just on the eve of the Avar of 1866, he

made to Austria the remarkable proposal

—

which Busch relates as he heard it from Bis-

marck's own lips—that, instead of fighting

with one another, the two German powers

should make a joint attack on France for the

recovery of Alsace and Lorraine. The diplo-

matic feat of which he is proudest is his acqui-

sition of the Elbe Duchies, Schleswig and
Holstein. Other feats may have been more
important, but this is especially dear, because

he made his enemy his cat's paw through-

out towards that enemy's own eventual dis-

comfiture. The German Confederation

having sent only Saxon and Hanoverian
troops to occupy the Duchies, Bismarck
first sent a Prussian force to join in the

occupation, and thus provoked Austria to do

likewise; and then, having found Austria

so far prepared to act independently of the

Diet, proposed to her that the two great

Varzin, from the hill.

powers should take the settle-

ment of the matter into their

own hands, but first of all that

the Diet be asked to order the

Duke of Augustenburg to quit

the Duchies, and, failing that, to

sanction the joint occupation by
Austria and Prussia. Austria

agreed, and, as the greater state,

was put up to make these proposals, and
when they were successively refused, the two
powers marched in together without further

ceremony. Having thus got Austria made un-

popular in the Confederation, having got her
to infringe the principle of legitimacy in the

Augustenburg proposal, and to disown federal

authority by her independent occupation

of the country, Bismarck turned round
and claimed both Duchies for Prussia, and
eventually obtained them. Looked at from
the standpoint of intrigue considered as one
of the fine arts, it must be owned there is a

certain satisfactory dramatic completeness in

the development of this remarkable plot, and
its not altogether unwholesome issue

;
just

as from the same standpoint we are often

compelled to admire the Chancellor's com-
mon trick of deceiving by merely telling the

truth. Not that he dislikes a lie, but the

truth is often the more successful blind.

Of all modern statesmen Bismarck is the

most openly and cynically MachiavelHan. He
lives for the greater good of the Prussian

state, as the Jesuit does for the greater good
of the Church. That is the one thing in life

that is an end, all other things are only

means, and of means he asks no question but
whether they are eff'cctive; if they are eftec-

tive they are good, if they are inefiective no-

thing can justify them. Principles, alliances,

human lives, party ties, things of any sort

which other men may count sacred, are all,

according to the habit of Bisnif ,'ck's mind,

regarded in the light of mere political instru-

mentalities that exist to be utilised, and may
with perfect indiff"erence be fostered to-day

and sacrificed to-morrow just as Imperial
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interests may seem to dictate. One of his

chief horrors is the doctrinaire. " All my life

long," he says, " I have never been a doctrin-

aire. All systems by which political parties

feel themselves separated or bound together

are for me secondary considerations ; the first

thing of all is the nation, its independence, its

standing abroad, its organization, so contrived

that we may be enabled to breathe freely in

the world as a great people. Everything

after that—Liberal, Reactionary, Conserva-

tive, Constitutions— gentlemen, I confess

quite openly that all these matters are to me
of secondary importance ; they constitute a

luxury in the furnishing line which may be

indulged in after the building of the house

shall have been solidly completed. In these

questions of party I may tend towards one or

another, as the case may require in the in-

terest of the country ; the doctrines them-

selves I hold amazingly cheap." Since he was
minister he has never identified himself with

any party, but has used all in turn, as they

suited his policy at the time, making them
certain concessions and securing their support

on the simple do ut des principle, which he so

constantly invokes and declares to be " essen-

tial to all political negotiations, though kept

in the background, and not alluded to by
well-bred negotiators." Under these circum-

stances his career naturally exhibits many
inconsistencies, but consistency in his opinion

is not a merit in politics. As he told Jules

Favre, at Versailles, it often leads to per-

" I have been taught by
"and I never hesitate

nicious obstinacy

experience," he said

to saci'ifice personal feeling to the require-

ments of the hour. Our country must be
served and not dominated."

In fact, in all things his mind and whole
ways of thinking are, first to last, political.

For sentiment and princijjle he finds no
place in politics except Avhere they happen
to show themselves useful. He repudiates
with scorn the idea that he took Alsace
and Lorraine Ijecause they had once been
German. "That," he says, "is a professor's

reason." He took them from policy, be-

cause they penetrated into the heart of

German territory, and to leave enemy's for-

tresses there was a fatal peril. Pohtical

necessity is his supreme motive. He is a
little superstitious, in a harmless way, but in

face of political necessity superstition counts

for nought, and he will even sit do^vn thirteen

to dinner, or begin business on a Friday, if

there is a good State reason for doing so. He
is a man of genuine religious convictions too,

and has even such a habit of professing

rehgious motives for political work that he
is often compared with Cromwell ; but reh-

gious dogmas, like the plainer distinctions of

meum and tmim, must yield before the

higher law—the deeper religion^of State

requirements. If there is a doctrine by
which at one time he seemed to be mastered,

it was that of the divine right of kings, ancl

yet he has dethroned more kings than the

Scene near Varzin.

Revolution ; because, when it comes to ques-

tions of realities, he recognises something
which he considers a more divine right than
legitimacy, a right written, as he believes,

by the finger of God on the very nature of

things, and ratified by his living fiat in the

fire and blood of battles, the right of the

strongest. It was, he declared, "a divine

ordinance that the German nation should

become great," the argument being, we pre-

sume, Why else was Prussia made strong ?

Why has the tiger got tooth and claw?
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The Castle of Friedrichsnih.

And his garrulous appeals to religious sanc-

tions, that seem so misplaced to many persons,

])robably arise from some confused sense of

being a providential instrument in working
out such ordinances.

Though always, and from the first, marked
as a peculiarly energetic and independent

personality, Bismarck gave little evidence in

liis early life of the great ability he has sub-

sequently displayed. Born on the 1st of

April, in the year of Waterloo, of a race of

soldiers and diplomatists, he was educated

for the law at Gottingen and Berlin, where,

b}'^ the waj^, he occupied rooms with Motley,

the historian, then also a student, but where
he was chiefly distinguished for the number
of duels he fought. After trying the law for

a year or two, he turned liis attention to

agriculture, and settled down as a farmer on
part of his father's estate, wliich, on the

death of the latter shortly afterwards, became
his own property. Here he led the rough,

rollicking, cai'eless life then characteristic of

the German junker (younker, young squire),

drinking deep of the singular mixture of

champagne and porter, riding and hunting

hard, shocking all decent people by his mad
freaks and rude practical jokes, going to parties

in clothes covered with mud, letting loose foxes

on ladies in drawing-rooms, and positively de-

lighting in all the loathing he excited among
patrons of the proprieties. He was known
as "mad Bismar-ck," and his reputation was
so bad that his father-in-law, Herr von Putt-

kammer, a neighbouring squire, says that

when he first heard his daughter avow her

attachment for so wild a youth, he felt as if

he had been felled with an axe. The end of

all this kind of life was not unnaturally

shattered health and finances, and Bismarck
was actually contemplating emigration to the

Indies, when he was returned to the Landstag
at Berlin, where he succeeded in making a cer-

tain mark, and eventuallyin securing a career.

Not even yet, however, did he give any augury
of political eminence, or, what is more curious,

of possessing the specific political mind which
seems to us now to be his essence. He was
a Tory irreconcilable, a foe of all compro-
mise, a violent reactionary who seemed to take

a positive delight in stating extreme and un-

popular opinions in their most extreme and
unpopular form—a kind of " mad Bismarck "

still, playing the junker in politics in fear-

less defiance of opinion, and scorn of all

moderation. His very maiden speech created

sucli an uproar by its violence that Bismarck
had to sit down ; but with the cool self-

possession that has always characterized

him, pulled a newspaper from his pocket,

and read till quiet was restored; and he
once went so far, in his hatred of demo-
cracy, as to declare that great cities must be
SAvept from the face of the earth as hotbeds
of revolution. At thistime theEevolution (wi th

the ])ig E) was his Mte noire, and Austrian
preponderance was to his thinking the only
protection against it. So convinced was he
of this that he stood up single-handed in

defence of the ManteuflTel Ministry for that

submission of Prussia to Austria, which is

knoAvn as the humiliation of Olmutz. The
consequence of his pronounced Austrian
sympathies was unexpected, and in its re-
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moter issues strange. As a person likely to

be agreeable to Austria, the " mad. Bismarck "

was appointed, at the early age of thirty-five,

Prussian Envoy to the German Diet at

Frankfort, and launched on the career which
was eventually to expel Austria from Ger-

many altogether.

He remained at Frankfort from 1851 to

1859, and while there his ideas on the poli-

tical situation completely changed. It was
not in his nature to bear the petty slights

which the Prussian, as well as other German
envoys, was expected at that time to endure
at the hands of their Austrian brother ; and
the well-known cigar story belongs to this

period, the light being asked from the

Austrian en-

voy, who used
to smoke in

presence of his

colleagues but
expected them
to refrain out

of respect for

his dignity.

But the in-

dependence
which Bis-

marck asserted

in small things,

he soon saw
to be a neces-

sity in great,

and his mind
was fast made
up that a war
between the

two countries

for ascendency

in Germany
was sooner or

later inevit-

able and necessary for the solution of the

German jM-oblem. While his colleagues were
playing their solemn game of hide and
seek with nothinsr to hide and nothing to

seek, and thinking him a mere hursche,

as we have seen, with no serious interests,

Bismarck was writing able dispatches in

favour of a resolute policy of blood ; and in

1859 he was already known as so decided

an adversary of Austria, that it was judged
prudent, in case of comj^lications in the

Italian war, to transfer him to St. Petersburg,

to " lay him in ice," as he himself called it,

till his time should come, for he had already

made a great impression on the king by the

decision and vigour of his views. Both at

Frankfort and St. Petersburg his sociable

In the Park at Friedriclisruh.

qualities won for him personally general

popularity, and at the latter place he was
able, through the favour which he enjoyed
at Court and the warm friendship which he

had made with Gortschakoft' at Frankfort
and improved at St. Petersburg, to establish

relations with Russia which proved of

momentous service to his countrj^ in 1870.

In 1862, he was sent for a few months as

ambassador to Paris, where he sought to feel

his way for support to the policy of war and
aggrandisement which he was bent on seeing

Prussia embark upon. It was then he pro-

posed to Thiers to remake the map of Europe,

and surprised both him and Napoleon so

much v/ith his singular manner and seemnig
indiscretions,

that the one
declared he
was mad and
the other that

he was not a

serious man.
Both lived to

find method
enough in his

madness, and
seriousness
more than

enough in his

character and
purposes. In

1863, he was
appointed
Minister Pre-

sident of Prus-

sia amid in-

tense unpopu-
larit}', and set

his hand Avith-

out delay to

the stern work
he believed essential for his "country's great-

ness. From this time he belongs to the world's

history, and there is no need to describe here

the three wars, the Danish, Austrian, French,

in which he successively 2)lunged Europe ; or

the two subsequent wars of a more spiritual

sort he has waged against ultramontanism

and socialism— " the black international

and the red." In the latter conflict the

demon he sought to expel has taken tem-

porary refuge in his own ])reast, and Bis-

marck seems now likely to end a career that

began in violent antipathy to Democracy, by
rash experimental attempts to realise a So-

cialist State. His great aim, however, in all

his present laljours, is to preserve the empire

he has created, and his general policy is con-
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sequently so decidedly one of peace, that he

has become a sort of general European arbi-

trator
—

" not a peace mediator," as he once

said, speaking of Russia and England, "inter-

vening Avith the might of Germany at liis

back, but an honest broker Avho sounds first

one party and then another, and transacts

the reconciliation."

In the more private relations of life Bis-

marck appears in pleasing lights. His family

life is esjDecially amiable and wholesome,

as is manifest from his letters to his "wife

and his sister. His chief solace has always

been in his affections. While ambassador at

St. Petersburg he used to delight in su-

perintending his children's education, and
examining them regularly once a week,

a strong belief in personal atten-

to everything. His wife he always
having
tion

declares to have
lady of Quaker
family and
principles, yet

with sufficient

sternness in

her to write

her husband
during the

war that she

prayed the
" g o d 1 e s s

"

French might
be extermi-

nated.

He is an ex-

cellent land-

lord, conside-

rate to his

tenants, and
showing them
At Varzin he
brewer, distiller,

miller, most of

been the making of him ; a

has made pets of animals of all kinds, even
bears, and it was just after his appointment
as Premier that he wrote his wife, " But for

R and the sorrel mare I should sometimes
feel very lonely here, though I am never
alone." It may be mentioned that it was
in looking upwards at a passing flight of

birds that Bismarck's face was caught with
that almost prophetical expression, con-

taining apparently all the finer soul of the

man, Avhich is preserved in the portrait by
Lenbach, accompanying this sketch. Len-
bach happened to be walking with him at

the time at Friedrichsruh, and seeing the in-

tent and noble expression, exclaimed, " Hold
on ! That will do. Keep quite still !

" and
forthwith made the sketch for "what is ac-

knowledged to be the best portrait of the

Chancellor ever painted.

Friedrichsruh is a 2;ift from

Bismarck's Study at Friedrichsruh.

lOn the table to the left the treaty of Versailles was signed, 2C Feb.

an
is

originated

example of enterprise,

not only farmer, but

paper-maker, and saw-

these undertakings being

himself to develop the re-

sources of the district. Varzin is his

favourite residence. Situated in a romantic

district in the east of Pomerania, a few miles

from the Baltic, it gives him that complete

escape from social and ceremonious cares

Avhich he likes to enjoy. "What I like

best," he says, "is to be in well-greased

boots, far away from civihsation." Up till

he was sixty he was a great hunter, but

now he prefers to wander quietly about the

vales and fields of Varzin, or up to one of

the neighbouring heights to get a sight of

the sea, which he says he loves like a

mistress. For nature and natural objects he
has an unwearied and catholic love. He

the Emperor,
just as Varzin
is virtually a
gift from the

PrussianDiet,

and at one or

other of these

places Bis-

marck now
spends most
0' his time,

far from the

madding
crowd and its

troublesome
inanities, but

ecpially far

from the re-

1871.) pose of a mere
country gen-

tleman's existence in which he has alwaj'S de-

sired to spend the closing years of his life and
wliich noman has by labour better earned. He
has toiled terribly, as Cecil said of Raleigh

;

but he toils terribly still—sleeplessly vigilant

over the great empire which his hands have

made, and his mo,ssive shoulders now sup-

port. He is often fain to resign, yet when
difficulties thicken his spirit always rises to

the Avork Avith its old unquenchable A^erve.

" I am like a weary hunter," he said in 1878,

"who has been folloAving the chase all day
long Avithout result, and Avho, Avorn out and
faint Avith fatigue, sinks to the ground, and
resolves to give up sport altogether. All of

a sudden the beaters light on a couple of

splendid boars; fortliAvith his old passion

rcAdves in his breast ; he springs to liis feet

as fresh as eA'er, and hurries off to the chase

an CAY."
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[iTrom a pictui-e, by Lenbach, in the possession of Dr. George Hirth, Munich.]



TEANSATLANTIC CONTEASTS.
By the Eev. J. G. WOOD, M.A.

^PHE following rather desultory pages are
-- intended to illustrate some of the most
striking divergences of language and phases

of life between this country and the United
States of America, as noted during a resi-

dence of six months in various parts of New
York and New England.

As to Locomotion, England and America
have much to learn from each other. I think,

however, that, on the whole, we have more
to learn from America than she from us.

In many respects the railway system is

superior to ours ; as indeed it ought to be,

seeing that our transatlantic friends have
been able to take warning l)y our mistakes.

Tickets can be procured in all kinds of

places, so that there is no necessity for the

delay and worry of taking tickets just before

the train starts. These tickets are not dated,

so that you can procure them whenever you
like, and use them as most convenient.

Moreover, they are transfei'able, and are

good for the journey in either direction. I

have by me an unused ticket from Boston
to Salem, and, when I return to the States,

I shall be able to use it either to or from
Salem.

Another good plan is, that if you buy four

tickets for the same place, you can take five

journeys. A single " Commutation " ticket

is given, numbered and dated on the day on
which it was issued. At each journey the

conductor punches the ticket. Mine has

been punched four times, and on the next

journey it will be given up.

As the conductor inspects the tickets

before reaching the station, there is none of

the exasperating delay which so often occurs

with us, when a fraudulent or a muddle-

headed passenger gets into an altercation with

the collector, and blocks the doorway round
which an impatient crowd is thronging.

AVhen new to this mode of ticket-in-

specting, the traveller is apt to be rather

irritated by the frequency with which the

ticket has to be produced. Experienced

travellers, however, put the ticket in some
conspicuous place, such as the band of tlie

hat, and the conductor takes it out, punches

and replaces it without disturbing the owner,

even if he should be asleep. The conductors,

b}' the Avay, are all sworn in as poUce, and
wear the little silver shield of office under
tJieir coats.

The seats deserve a passing mention. They

all are arranged in a double row along the
sides, a passage being left in the middle.

Each seat holds two persons, and of course

that which is next the window is most in

favour. It is always expected that if a
gentleman has secured the window, and a
lady comes to the same seat, he vacates the
window in her favour. When the train

starts from the terminus, the seats are all

arranged so that the passengers have their

faces towards the engine. But the back
of the seat turns over on a pivot, so that

passengers can sit in either direction. If a

party of four be travelling together, they
mostly arrange two seats so as to face each
other. Here, then, the American carriages

are su})erior to ours.

Another point of superiority is that in

winter time the carriages are all warmed,
erring rather in excess of warmth. The
stove, however, is not without its element of

danger, as in case of collision or similar

accident, the stove almost invariably sets the

carriage on fire. Axes, crowbars, and saws
are attached to each carriage, so as to be
useful in case of an accident.

Two of the chief demerits are the windows
and the lights. As a rule, the "windows are

too low, so that it is impossible to see the

landscape without stooping. Then, if you
want to open a "^^^ndow for air you must
jmsh it up, not let it down, -so that the

draught comes just upon the shoulders, and
gives you every chance of rheumatism.

When i^erusing American books in which
railway travelling is mentioned, the reader

must bear in mind that when the windows
are said to be down, the author means that

they are closed, this being precisely the

reverse of our plan. There are a few venti-

lators in the roof ; but, Avhen the car is

crowded and the stove overheated, they are

miserably insufficient, even if the conductor
can be induced to open them.

When closed, the windows are fastened

with self-acting catches, and each line seems
to have its own peculiar system of catch, so

that when you are on a strange line and
Avant to open a window, you may puzzle your-

self for half an hour before finding out the

secret.

The blinds, too, are, as a rule, very inferior

to ours, so that there is no medium between
shutting out the Avhole of the vicAv, and
alloAving yourself to be dazzled and baked l^y

I
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the rays of the sun. I am now speaking of

the ordinary passenger cars, and not of the

parlour-cars "which are attached to all the

long-distance trains, and are equivalent to

our first-class carriages.

Railway travelHng after dark is seldom an

exliilarating process ; but when semi-darkness

prevails within the carriages, travel is almost

intolerable. Our o^vn second and third class

carriages are not remarkable for the quality

of their light, but they are superior in this

respect to the American parlour-car.

There are, of course, lights. But, in the

first place, the lam})s are placed too high to

be of much use, and, in the next, the

American lamp and gas burners are mostly

fitted beneath the burners with heavy orna-

mentation which throws a shadow below,

and effectually puts a stop to reading.

Americans are so accustomed to this style of

lamp that they could hardlj^ believe me
when I told them of the gas and electric

lights which are used on some of our Mnes.

The sleeping-cars have been so often de-

scribed that little mention of them is neces-

sary. The lack of adequate ventilation is

their chief defect, as in America, no less than

with ourselves, the majority of travellers

seem to think that fresh air and inflamma-

tion of the lungs are convertible terms. In

cold weather there is always the chance of

being semi-frozen on one side and semi-

baked on the other, but semi-asphyxiation

is still worse, and is without remedy.

The reader is probably aware that the

carriages are so constructed that the pas-

senger can traverse the entire length of the

train. This plan has its advantages, but it

is not without its discomforts. If you are

placed near the front door on a cold day, and
your felloAV-travellers take to walking about,

the rush of cold air upon the skin, which is

mostly overheated by the stove, is very hkely

to give a severe cold.

Then the central passage gives access to

those irrepressible nuisances, the boys who
traverse the cars and importune you to buy
paper, books, " candy," pop-corn, fruit, &c.,

&c. The3" icill leave samples with you, and
then worry you a second time v/hen they

come back and are obUged to resume their

propert3^

The Avorst of these pedlars is the candy
boy. You need not look at the books or

paper or fruit or pop-corn, but you cannot

help smelling the candy, two varieties of

which, one flavoured with peppermint and
the other with aniseed, fill the whole car

with their perfumes. The peppermint is

tolerably harmless until some one eats it

;

but the odour of aniseed is quite independent

of secondary means. The boy goes through

the train, laying packages of aniseed candy
on each of the seats. At first, I used to

think that every one in the car had been
drinking absinthe, and it only davvned on me
by degrees that the candy boy Avas responsi-

ble for it.

On arriving at any large station, the

English traveller is struck with three pecu-

liarities.

In the first place, the stations are so dark

that the passenger is half-bhnded when he
enters them from the bright daylight out-

side.

In the next place, there are no railway

porters, so that if you have any luggage in

the car you must carry it yourseK through-

out the length of the platform.

Lastly, there are no cabs. There are, it is

true, two-horse broughams, called "hacks."

But their roofs being rounded, they can

carry but Httle luggage, except what can be

strapped on a shelf at the back. As to our

SAvift Hansom, or much enduring four-wheeler,

with its luggage-carrying powers, they are un-

known. Then the charge for a hack is most
exorbitant. I have known an American to be

forced to pay sixteen shillings for a journey

barely exceeding two miles, and I have been

obliged to pay a dollar for less than that dis-

tance. Why the Americans should go to the

expense of having two horses when one is

amply sufficient, I cannot imagine.

At home, we are apt—not knowing our

blessings— to vituperate the " crawler,"

whether it be.Hansom or four-wheel. But,

on a stormy day in America, the value of

the crawler becomes manifest. Even if you
disregard the cost of the hack, you must go

to it, for it will not come to you; and in

such a winter as that of 1883-4, a distance of

a hundred yards requires as much prepara-

tion as if it were a mile.

I feel certain that any one possessing spirit

and energy, and having the command of

a moderate capital, would make his fortune

in any of the great cities by introducing a

service of English cabs and charging English

prices.

In Boston a semi-cab called a " Herdick "

has been lately introduced. But it is very

inconvenient, the traveller entering at the

back and sitting sideways, and its luggage-

carrying powers are almost nil.

Street traffic is mostly carried on by tram-

cars, or horse-cars, as they are called in Ame-
rica. They are much the same as ours, ex-
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cept that they have no outside seats. Neither

is there any law against overcrowding, so that

in bad weather they are mostly filled inside

Avith as many as can find standing or sitting

room, while both the platforms and their steps

are crowded with as many persons as can

secure a foothold.

By a Draconian though unwritten law,

ladies are always entitled to seats, so that on
wet days all male travellers by horse-car

must make up their minds to stand during
the whole journey. This over-crowding is

especially prevalent in the horse-cars which
connect large cities Avith the suburbs. I need
not say that, as all sorts and conditions of

men travel in these cars, the atmosphere is

apt to be unendurably offensive. Indeed I

so much dreaded the fetid atmosphere of a

crowded horse-car, that in the worst Aveather

I could seldom venture to enter one.

A ticket system preA^ails in these cars.

You can buy six tickets for the price of five,

so that practically one journey in every six

costs nothing. Then there are correspondence

tickets, which for a A'ery small additional sum
transfer the passenger from one line of cars

to another.

As to the free-and-easy way in Avhich rail-

roads run along the main sti-eets of populous
towns, I certainly should not think it to be
Avorthy of adoption here. It looks horribly

dangerous, but I believe that street accidents

are not more numerous than with the ordi-

nary traffic.

Every now and then the newspapers allude

to " Avild-cat " trains.

Wlien I first saw this word, I naturally im-

agined that a train Avith so formidable a title

must be an express train running at more than

ordinary speed. It is just the reverse. Eail-

Avay travelling in America is much slower

than Avith us, though not quite so sIoav as on
the Continent. The " wild-cat

'"'

is the sloAvest

of all trains. It is only used for freight, and
reaches its destination as it can, running Avhen-

eA'er the line is clear, and shunting when a

passenger train is due on the same track.

I may mention that the word "Avild-cat
"

is used indiscriminately in America to sig-

nify either the puma or the lynx, the true

Avild-cat belonging exclusively to the old

Avorld.

As for conveyance of luggage, Ave might
advantageously engraft the "check" system
upon our present custom.

OAving to the luggage-carrying poAver of the

cab, and the presence of railway porters, an
ordinary traveller finds little difficulty Avith

his luggage. Still, those who do not choose

to take the trouble of looking after their lug-

gage themselves, and those Avho have to un-
dertake a journey which needs several changes
of line, Avould find the check system extremely
useful. Moreover, when this system is em-
ployed it is next to impossible for sAvindlers

to claim luggage which does not belong to

them.

On arriAdng at a station the luggage master
asks for the station where the luggage is to

be dehvered. A metal label or " check " is

then strapped on the luggage, and a corre-

sponding check given to the passenger, who
thenceforth need not trouble himself about
his luggage. Just before the train is due at

a station the luggage-porter Avalks through it,

cariying a book and a number of checks. He
calls out the name of the station, and asks

Avhether any of the passengers wish to have
their checks changed.

Each hotel has its oaati checks, so that all

that is needed is to give up the station check
and exchange it for a hotel check. If the

luggage should be wanted at a private house
the address is entered in the luggage-porter's

book, a A'oucher ticket is given to the pas-

senger, and in due time the luggage Avill be
left at the house. Should the boxes, &c.,

not be Avanted immediately they Avill be taken
to the luggage-room, and Avill be given up to

any one Avho can produce the oliccks. It is,

therefore, possible to send luggage ahead to

any place at which the traveller may Avish to

stay, and he will be perfectly sure of finding

it Avhen he wants it.

Travelling naturally brings us to hotels.

As a rule, the first-class hotels in large cities

are far better than ours, and the charges

scarcely half as much. This, I believe, is

partly in consequence of the American habit

of liAdng in hotels instead of undertaking the

trouble of housekeeping.

The hotel guest need take no trouble as

to the details of daily expenses. He pays a
fixed charge per diem, and, if he chooses,

may go on eating incessantly from six in the

morning to eleven at night. No charge is

made for tea or coff"ee, but any fermented
or aerated liquids must be paid for. Ameri-
cans, hoAvever, seldom take anything with
their dinner except iced Avater, Avhich they
consume in A'a?t quantities.

The menu is of the most liberal chai'acter,

and the cookery equal to that of the best

hotels in London or Paris. The daily charge
depends partly on the more or less fashion-

able character of the hotel, and partly upon.

the room or rooms which one engages. A
single man Avho only wants one comfortable
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bedroom, can live at a \vomlerfiilly cheap

rate. I only paid for board and lodging

seventeen and a half dollars per week, or,

ronghly speaking, about three pounds ten

shillings. This sum is inclusive of every-

thing except boot-cleaning, and there are

none of those exasperating additional charges

Avhich swell the English hotel bills. Even in

the winter time there is no need for fire, the

hotels being if anything rather too warm
than too cold.

There is a drawing-room for ladies, where
no man ma}' enter unless invited by a lady.

There is for the gentlemen a writing and
reading-room furnished with all the daily

and several of the weekly newspapers.

I do not think that the hotels make very

much out of their native guests, for such

appetites I never could have imagined. Here
are the details of a breakfast as ordered by
a guest Avho sat at the same table as myself.

AVhen he sat down, he drank a glass of

iced water and aie a couple of oranges : when
the waiter came for his order, it was given

Avithout the least hesitation: "Porridge,

Blue-fish, Tender-loin steak. Eggs, Baked
potatoes, Corncakes, Rolls, Griddle cake.

Coffee." In order to fill up the intervals, he
consumed several sticks of celery, and had
disposed of the whole before I had nearly

finished a steak.

It is no wonder that dyspepsia is rampant,
and that the newspapers swarm "v\dth adver-

tisements of remedies. The consumption of

iced water and hot bread alone must be very
injurious, and so must be the quantity of
" candy "—a generic name for sweetmeats

—

which is consumed by Americans, especially

by the ladies. The teeth are seriously in-

jured by this practice, dentists flourish ex-

ceedingly, and at least every other person to

whom you speak discloses gleams of gold
that l^etray the artificial character of the
teeth.

Lastly, but liy no means least, there is

that characteristic American institution, the
ofiice, the presiding genius of which is the

"Hotel Clerk."

The office is the mainspring of the hotel.

At the office j^ou can procure your railway
ticket, and b}' means of the telephone can
secure a reserved seat in the train. The
office sends you to the station in the hotel

carriage, and puts the charge in the weekly
bill. If you take a hack to the hotel, the
office pays the driA'er, so that you run no
risk of overcharge. If you. make a purchase,
and liaA'e no ready money, you give the
shopkeeper your card, with a note in your

own handwriting upon it, and go your way,
knowing that the office will pay the amount,
and charge it in the bill. If you want ready
money to take with you, the office lends it,

and recoups itself in the next Monday's
account. If you wish to wi4te letters, the

office furnishes you vidth j^en, paper, and
envelopes. The office possesses the minutest

acquaintance with all the railway time-tables,

horse-car tracks, and every kind of local

infoi'mation.

As to the Hotel Clerk, he is popularly re-

presented as a haughty and unapproachable
being, resplendent with flashing diamonds,

and graciously condescending a word now
and then to those who abase themselves

before him. I have had much experience

with hotel clerks, and have always found
them considerate, obliging, and "willing to give

any information witliin their power. I looked

out carefully for the conventional hotel clerk,

but never saw him.

Quite a new vocabulary has to be learned.

Until I visited the States, I was rather be-

wildered as to certain articles of diet, as

mentioned in American books. For example,

in tales of domestic life, the consumption of

cream seems really amazing. "VVe read how
a girl, before starting for a walk, prepares

herself b}^ drinking a tumbler of delicious

cream ; and the profuse manner in wliicb

cream is used, even by those who are strug-

gling against the direst poverty, seems to im-

ply that either cream must be very cheap or

Americans very reckless. But I found that

the word cream indicates unskimmed milk.

No one ever hears of milk at the breakfast

table, and the word milk-jug is unkno^vn,
" creamer " being used in its place. I cer-

tainly should not have kno-WTi what " clapper-

creamers " were, had I not seen them. They
are simply milk-jugs furnished with swinging

covers for the purpose of excluding flies.

By the way, the word jug is never heard,
" pitcher " being invariably used in its stead.

Another example of domestic life : A
young girl who is going to school expects

always to have hot biscuits for breakfast. I

never could understand why biscuits should

be improved by being heated, until I heard

hot biscuits ordered at a hotel table. It

seems that in America the word biscuit is

used to designate a small square roll, while

the term "cracker" is employed rs a generic

title for any kind of biscuit, just a; " candy "

expresses any kind of sweetmeat.

Articles of dress are rather oddly named,

the words vest, pants, and suspenders being

employed to designate waistcoat, trousers
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and braces. Liuen, &c., goes by the generic

name of "underwear;" while collars, ties, &c.,

are called "neckwear." Why boots with
elastic sides should be called " Congress
gaiters " passes my comprehension. Into the

mysteries of feminine apparel I dare not
intrude. But I did casually learn that the
" body " of a lady's dress is called the waist,

so that an evening dress is said to be low
waisted.

An outside flight of steps leading to the

door is called a stoop. If you let your house
you are said to rent it, and if you lend money
you are said to loan it. If you drive a horse,

you hold the " lines," i.e. the reins, in your
hands ; and if you are ignorant or thought-

less, you employ a " check " rein, i.e. a bear-

ing rein. Blinkers are called blinders. A
railway rug is termed a " lap-robe."

By the way, there is a very ingenious

mode of " hitching " horses at doors. In the

carriage is taken a heavy circular weight

with a long rein attached to it. When you
wish to leave your carriage, you swing the

weight to the ground, fasten the rein to the

bit, and the horse then understands that he
is not to move until the weight is removed.

Medical men greatly favour these horse

anchors.

The robin of which we read in American
books has nothing in common with our

robin redbreast, except that its breast is

pink. Its I'ight name is the Migratory
Thrush. Then the " hemlock," which is pro-

perly a biennial herb, is in America a large

evergreen forest tree.

One extraordinary perversion of language

is to employ th& word "drummer" to desig-

nate a commercial traveller.

I was really afraid to make purchases lest

I should be misunderstood, and invariably

asked a waiter or the hotel clerk the word
which I ought to employ.

It was in this way that I learned the mean-
ing of the words " clapper-creamer " and
" syrup-pitcher." They are such ingenious

articles that I wished to purchase some of

each for the use of my own household, and
took the precaution of ascertaining their

names from the waiter, very much to his

amusement.
When a professional man puts up a brass

plate he is said in newspaper parlance to
" hang out his shingle." Why a chimney
should be called a " smoke-stack," I really

cannot imagine.

Americans, by the way, are equally puzzled

when they come to England. Only lately,

an American lady wanted to buy a pair of

braces for her husband, and ^'ery naturally-

asked for suspenders. The hosier said that

he did not keep such articles, and referred

the lady to a milliner's shop. There she

was told that suspenders were never used
now, the people of the sho}) naturally think-

ing that she referred to those spiring clasps

Avhich were employed some years ago to hold

ladies' trains off" the ground. However, some
dress suspenders were still unsold, and weio
produced. Oddly enough, the lady had
never seen the article before, and asked how
her husband was to use it

!

On arriving for the first time at an American
hotel, a stranger is at once struck with the

extraordinary profusion of spittoons, " cus-

padors " as they are termed. They are set

round the entrance hall, they are placed on
every landing of the staircase, and every

room in the house is furnished with them,

sometimes openly, and sometimes disguised

as footstools or china vases.

I found mine very useful as an umbrella

stand and waste-paper receptacle.

I Avonder that by this time the necessity

for cuspadors should exist. The original

cause, i.e. tobacco-chewing, has almost entirely

been abandoned among the better classes.

But the habit of using them still survives,

and a singularly offensive habit it is, both to

the eye and ear. It is really nothing but a

habit, and one frequently sees (and hears)

small boys trying to acquire it, thinking it

to be manly.

The primary object of my visit was to

deliver the opening course of the " Lowell

"

lectures at Boston, Massachusetts. Eequests,

however, Avere made for lectures in different

parts of the country, so that I had a good
opportunity of comparing the lecture system

Avith that of England. I unhesitatingly say

the American system is superior to ours.

In the first place, the Americans take more
care of the lecturer than is ahvays the case

in England. Personally I have little to com-

plain of in that respect, but I have knoAvn

men of Avorld-wide reputation so utterly ig-

nored that they have resolved never to v^isit

that toAvn again. In America the comfort

of the lecturer is studiously promoted, and
he is carefully guarded from exhausting him-

self by doing any work Avhich can be done

for him.

I lectured nightly in various parts of the

States. There was always some one to meet
me at the station. I was conveyed to the

lecture-hall for the purpose of making neces-

sary arrangements. Then I was conveyed

to the house where I Avas to pass the night.
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Almost invariably hospitality v/as offered to

me at a piivate house, and if that could not

be done, I was taken, with apologies, to a

hotel, the account to be sent to the secretary.

During the whole time that I was in America,

I was never allowed to walk to the lecture-

hall, if it were more than a couple of hundred
yards from the house.

At several jDlaces, especially at the Lowell
Institute, Boston, there is a practice which I

should like to see adopted in England. Five

minutes before the lecture-hour the doors are

locked, and no one is admitted under any
pretext. The advantage to the lecturer is

priceless. Scarcely anything is more annoying
to a lecturer, especially where he uses no
manuscript, than to see and hear a number
of people dropping in after he has opened his

subject. Speaking through the shuffling of

feet, clatter of voices, and passing in and
out of seats, throws a physical and mental
strain on the lecturer which seriously impairs

his efficiency.

Another excellent plan is adopted at this

Institute. Immediately after the doors are

locked, the janitor goes on the platform and
holds up his hand. It is a signal that every
seat is full. Consequently, if any of the re-

served seats are unoccupied, they are at

once filled up. Thus the lecturer has his

audience brought into a compact mass in front

of him, instead of seeing them scattered on
either side.

One point struck me greatly. No matter
what might be the population of the place,

the lecture-hall was sure to be a good and
often a splendid one. A mere village will

possess a lecture-hall which would be a credit

to a large city. This is mostly owing to the

generosity of individuals, who build these

splendid edifices and present them to the
place. The building often contains, besides

the lecture-hall, class-rooms, reading-rooms,

gymnasium, &c., and at North Easton the
upper portion of the building is specially

constructed for a Freemasons' lodge-room.

Taking them all round, the American hall-

keeper ("janitor" he or she is always
termed) is far preferable to our own—at

least to the survivors of the old-fashioned

hall-keeper. The latter considers the hall as

his own private property, and scouts the in-

sertion of a nail or screw into the platform
as a personal injury. He thinks that adec-
turer ought to stand on the platform and
read something out of a book, and that any-
thing beyond that programme must be pro-

hibited.

Now, the apparatus with which I illustrate

my lectures is large, rather complex, and re-

quires four screws to uphold it. In England
I have often been obliged to resort to extra-

ordinary devices to overcome or elude the
obstructive janitor, but I never found any-
thing of the kind in America, the janitor

being always not only willing but eager to

assist, and taking the greatest interest in

anything that is new to him.

Why cannot we introduce into England
the American plan of lifting houses when
more rooms are wanted ?

During my residence I saw an enorm.ous
general store subjected to this process. It

was a square building, six storeys high, and
has a frontage of nine large windows. An-
other floor being wanted, the whole of the
upper part was lifted some twelve or thirteen

feet, and the required rooms inserted, so that

the original first floor became the second.

Business went on as usual, both above and
below, and not even the sleepers were dis-

turbed at nia;ht.

Knowing that teetotalism prevails in Mas-
sachusetts and other Northern States, and
that the blue-ribbon movement came from
America, I expected to see the streets full of

blue ribbons. Not one was to be seen. But
I do not remember seeing more than one or

two drunken men on week-days. More were
to be seen on a single Sunday than on all the

other days of the week put together. Yet
" Sunday closing " is the law in Massa-
chusetts, and not a bar—saloons, as they
are called—can be seen open ! I find that

the same curious fact has been noticed in

Wales since the Sunday Closing Act has been
brought into operation. It was just the

same in New York.
The incessant electioneering seems to be

the curse of the country. Based originally

on the grand piinciple of governing the

nation by the best men, chosen by universal

suffrage, it has mostly sunk into a system of

self-aggrandisement ; and politics are conse-

quently as much shunned by men of culture

and refinement as are the municipal boards

of our small towns.

The term of office is too short. It is im-

possible for the Governor of a State to make
himself master of his business—to " learn

the ropes," as a sailor would say—much
under a year's incessant labour. And yet, at

the expiration of the year, just as he has

learned his work, he is obliged to vacate his

post, and, in all probability, will be suc-

ceeded by another man who is just as igno-

rant as he was on taking office. He ought

to have a term of at least three years,
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while the President ought to have at least

six.

What with the canvassing, and the pro-
cessioning, a:nd the speech-making that oc-

cur twice a year, once for the Governor,
&c., and the other for the Mayor, the waste
of time is enormous. And then once in

every four years comes the Presidential elec-

tion, when all trade and enterprise seems to
be in abeyance. At least, such was the im-
pression on my perfectly unprejudiced mind,
partly from my own experience, partly from
American -writers, and partly from conversa-
tions with i)ersons of every shade of opinion.

HIGHLAjS^D EESTING-PLACES.

By "SHIRLEY."

IV.—THE LAND OF "THE CROOKIT MEG.

A FINE mixed bag, sir."

That was the kind of shooting we
used to have in the Land of The Crookit Meg ;

and I think most sportsmen will agree with

me that for true enjoyment " a fine mixed
bag, sir," is about the best of any.

I call the country to which I refer " The
Land of The Crookit Meg " partly because I

connect it thereby with certain pleasant remi-

niscences of long standing, and partly because
in these days of running to and fro upon the

earth I don't wish to be responsible for the
" ugly rush " upon a district, still compara-

tively unspoiled by
the tourist, which
Avould no doubt take

place if I were more
specific. A curious

dumpy little packet

was handed to me
by the postman the

other morning. It

contained a splinter

of weather-beaten
timber taken, so the

Avriter assured me,

from a plank of The

Crookit Meg, which
had been built into

a bridge on the farm
which he or his father

occupied soon after

that game little craft

had made her last

trip. I cannot, of

course, remember
the good old smug-
gling days when The

Crookit Meg was in

her prime ; but even

in my time the dis-

trict was singularly

primitive • and secluded,

and the shooting, which in

these daj's we had very much to ourselves,

was something wonderful. It is not an island,

but the ocean touches it on nearly every side
;

and, lying far into the North Sea, it is the

first land Avhich the woodcock and the wild

goose strike on their return from Ultima
Thule.

The table-land where the farmer reaps his

scanty oats in the late autumn, though almost

as level as the Dutch fiats on the other side

of the water, yet rises on an average two or

three hundred feet above the sea. The de-

scent from the table-land to the sea is in most
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black-headed gull sails leisurely

cases sheer—the granite cliffs, eaten away by
wind, and rain, and surf, being extremely
precipitous. The arch at the Bloody Hole, the
Rock of Dunbuy, the Longhaven cliffs, are

bits of wonderful rockwork. I have studied
them day and night, sunrise and moonrise,
in storm and calm ; and the sublime seclu-

sion of their life is as impressive as the fan-

tastic daring of their architecture. Patches
of heather, tufts of benty grass, pools of

brackish water, miserable little fields of oats

or turnips are scattered along the summit—
the sort of broken ground which seems to have
a peculiar attraction for grouse, partridges,

plovers, curlews, and other wild creatures.

On that bleak plain no tree grows ; but the
deep chasms that cut into the land are fringed
with birch and alder.

Looking over the precipice into the giddy
gulf below, any day about the middle of June,
we see that vast multitudes of sea-fowl have
established themselves upon the ledges of the
cliff. There are rows upon rows of guillemots
and puffins, battalions of cormorants, crowds
of kittiwakes.

XXYI—31

The clamour is deafening.

The
along the face of the rocks, uttering his

querulous protest ; the raven croaks hoarsely

from his inaccessible pinnacle ; the peregrine

screams at us out of the sky, The sea-ducks

have gone north to the breeding grounds,

but a stray " dooker," or "dusky," or eider

drake lags behind, too lazy or tired perhaps

to follow his fellows in their swift flight to

the Polar Sea.

Beyond the crofters' meagre patches of

oats and turnips, the bare black moss stretches

away to the horizon. There are gravelly hil-

locks where the red grouse loves to bask of an

autumn afternoon
;
perilous hags where the

teal and the mallard bring up their broods

unmolested. Before summer is over, the bog
having become in the meantime sufficiently

solid and consistent, a light weight can cross

it without danger, and the duck shooting

among the deeper pools is often first-rate.

The birds don't see the enemy till he is close

upon them, and then they rise right into the

wind, giving him splendid chances. After a

long drought, too, the grouse gather round
these perennial springs, and after you have

bagged your brace or two of wild duck (teal

or mallard) you are almost certain to come
upon a covey of moorfowl, who lie like stones

among the rank heather.

But the partridge-shooting along the sea-

cliffs is, perhaps, the most unique and excit-
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ing sport that we enjoy. The birds arc

strong and hardy, and I have seen more than

once eighteen or twenty in a covey. We
find them first of all among the turnips, and

drive them back and forward between the

turnips and the rough ground along the

cliffs. At last a covey sweeps off to sea, and
ducks clean over the rocks. So it seems.

Bui we have learnt by experience that there

are patches of lush grass and ferns half way
down the rocks, where the cover is close, and
to which with due discretion it is possible to

descend. No sooner are you fairly settled

on your legs than the birds begin to rise—one,

two, three, at a time. Sometimes they rise

above you, sometimes below you; you knock
one over in the air wluch falls at your feet,

another right in front wliich strikes the rock,

and bounds into the sea a hundred and fifty

feet below ; altogether anything more un-

like the orthodox partridge-shooting of the

Midland Counties it is difficult to imagine.

In the late autumn, too, there are pools of

fresh water among the cliffs where the wild

geese alight, and where by careful stalking a

shot may sometimes be got at them, espe-

cially of a drowsy afternoon after a black

frost, when they seem, in common with other

wild creatures, such as grouse, to keep a less

vigilant watch. I remember one deep "gully"

which lies among rocks long thought to be

inaccessible. We found a way at last, and
looking over the edge saw a flock of bean and
barnacle geese sitting witliin a dozen yards

of us. It was sometime before they could

realise that their retreat had been at last

invaded ; and we and they sat and gazed at

each other for well-nigh a minute. Then
they drew together, and spreading their Ion,

wings followed a venerable gander Avho

dropped over the rock. We had left our

guns behind us on the mainland ; in fact we
could not well have taken them with us—the

narrow ledge along Avhich we scrambled being

altogether too ticklish.

I see in an old game-book many records of

such days on cliff and moorland. The par-

tridge-shooting must have been really first-

rate in its way—constantly to one gun I find

ten to fifteen brace. Then (to select a given

day, say the 20th of October, 1853), besides

rabbits and hares, there are three old cock

grouse (splendid fellows at that season), a

couple of snipe, a woodcock, a brace of mal-

lard, a teal, a corncrake, and a quail. (That

year a good many quail were shot in the

North of Scotland ; I have not heard of them
of late years.) "A fine mixed bag, sir," as

poor Charles remarked, ^vhen we had laid

them out on the roadside, while we smoked

a farewell pipe. The scattered partridges

were calling anxiously from the stubbles,

and a pack of grouse bound for the stooks

shot past like a rocket. I remember that

pipe to this day; the tobacco Avas given us by
a jolly sea captain Avho smoked his last ounce

of Cavendish twenty years ago. Venit ineluc-

tabile tempus.

The sea-shooting, too, in that remote age

was memorable. We shot beautiful out-

landish birds during the short winter day,

and skinned them at night.

" Driven from northem -wilds that would have starved 'em,

Chantrey first shot and then he carved 'em."

These are the lines under Chantrey's wood-

cocks, and Chantrey was a sculptor ; but

Taxidermy, the art of bringing dead crea-

tures back to life, is also a fine art. Some
of our trophies, you see, yet remain, after all

these years, in fair preservation. The bay

below the Lodge, I recollect, was a favourite

haunt of the wild fowl. The sea during

winter is often strangely still ; to me the

silence of earth and heaven during a black

frost is singularly impressive. Yet the frosty

morning air is wonderfully stimulating, and
such days among the ducks and divers, with

a willing crew on board the tight little craft,

one does not readil}' forget. There were
black scoters at the river mouth, golden eyes

and long-tailed ducks about the middle of the

bay, a great northern diver or two l^etween

the Skerries. The Northern Hareld is the

most graceful of all the wild fowl, and the

Northern Diver tlie most brilliant and daring.

The magnificent vitality of the " learn" (as

they call him in these parts) is, indeed, be-

yond all praise. I have seen him chased

for hours, four stalwart fishermen at the

oars, and we never got within a hundred
yards.

But all this is changed. They are blasting

the granite cliffs with dynamite, and the

gulls and guillemots have been scared away.

The marsh where the teal and the mallard

nested has been drained. The moor is re-

claimed, and the moorfowl banished. I sup-

pose it is all right, and that Ave are bound to

Avelcome the march of civilisation here as

elsewhere. But the mischief is that no one

seems better off, or considers himself better

oft", than he Avas before. The charm of cliff

and moorland has been destroyed
;
yet the

farmers declare, and so far as I knoAv Avith

perfect justice, that it is noAv clean impossible

to hve on the land.



SOME WOEDS 0]Sr SOCIAL INEQUALITY.
By the EDITOE.

IT has often been asked, " Were St. Paul or

St. John now to visit the earth, would
they recognise in our Churches the kind of

religious life for the production of which they
laboured ? " Whatever answer may be given

to this question, few will deny that the Church
—in the widest sense of the term—has, in a

large measure, failed to give effect to the con-

ception of the Brotherhood of Man, or to re-

buke the sins which separate class from class,

which we find so emphatically set forth in the

gospel of Christ as a part of Christian duty.

And while we contemplate these failures

on the part of the Church, other voices are

heard shouting watchwords which sound
like an echo of the neglected truths. If we
have not been taught Libert}^, Equality,

Fraternity in their Christian sense from the

pulpits of Europe, we have heard them pro-

claimed in a voice of thunder by the revo-

lutionary press, and that, too, as frequently

in the name of Atheism as in the name of

God. And what a charm these words have
for millions, even when so proclaimed ! No
experience, however bitter, of their false use,

can destroy the fascination they exercise.

Although, tmder the name of Liberty, the

world has seen the horrors of a Reign of

Terror; under that of Equality, class-pro-

scription and class-banishment; and with
the cry of Fraternity, wars have been wit-

nessed that have deluged continents in blood;

yet, in spite of this knowledge, these names
represent at this hour the most powerful of

all political factors among millions in every
country. These aspirations after a new
social order, may or may not have elements

in them of selfishness, class jealousy and a

desire for spoliation, as well as the nobler

hope of seeing a renovated civilisation, in

which rich and poor may meet in a Utopia of

universal love and prosperity. I do not
discuss that here, but would ask whether the

intensity of these aspirations and the wide in-

fluence exercised by the cry for Liberty,

Equality, Fraternity does not indicate the

sin of the Church in failing to give adequate
expression to the true conception of Liberty,

Equality, Fraternity.

The cause of this longing after a greater

Social Equality is easily found. In every
city of Europe there are classes whose inalien-

able lot seems to be grinding toil, poverty,
and suffering, and they live side by side with
other classes whose heritage appears to be

power, wealth, luxury. The inhabitants of

Belleville and Mont Rouge live in a different
world from the glittering throng which fills

the gay Boulevards, feasts in the brilliant

restaurants, and sweeps past in the splendid
equipages. Over the one quarter hangs
penury, sometimes famine ; over the other,

the ceaseless opportunity for boundless grati-

fication. Misery and luxury are thus made
near neighbours, and the frontier line between
the two is drawn along a social chasm across
Avhich there are few, if any, bridges. And
what exists in Paris is found in a greater oi

less degree in every other city of Europe.
Rome, Vienna, St. Petersburg, London,
Glasgow, Liverpool present similar features.

Have we not then, under the pressure of

such contrasts, a sufficient cause for the
readiness with which the wildest doctrines of

Nihilist and Red Republican are received

abroad, and the more sober teaching of the
English Socialists is received at home 1 The
outburst of the Commune ought to have
taught society a healthy lesson. The
rush to the Barricades of those ragged en-

thusiasts, pouring out of their forgotten dens;
the heroism of those poor Avomen who, in-

toxicated with the dream of a new social

order, perpetrated great crimes, and yet
almost atoned for their excesses when they
faced the fusillades with the calm of Martyrs
dying for a holy cause ; such scenes as these

ought to have made the world think. " Blood
and Tron " put down the outbreak ; but no
" Blood or Iron " can heal the sores which
produced the outbreak. It is true that if we
ask what is the Equality which large sections

of the Party of Revolution seek, we have a

terrible answer given in the rhapsodies that

are devoured by millions as a very gospel

of Social Salvation. We do not find these

disseminated in our o^vn country as they are

abroad— where the accepted panacea of

the Anarchists is the brief creed, "No
God, no law, no property, no marriage."

Shocking as such doctrines may seem to us,

yet for millions of unhappy people they sug-

gest nothing but freedom, with the hope that

humanity, when delivered from all restraint,

will respect the individual and, when trusted,

prove peaceful, fraternal, and generous.

Poor enthusiasts ! we cannot but feel for them,

while we condemn their errors.

While we have little of this wild teaching

in Britain, we must remember that society
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on the Continent is so honeycombed with

secret associations pledged for its advance, that

there is scarcely a Government which is not

forced to arm itself against the growing
power of these doctrines. The existence of

such a condition of feeling ought to arrest the

attention of every wise man, and especially

of every wise Christian.

When we turn to the consideration of

Social Inequality, we may perceive that there

is an Equality and an Inequality ordained of

God. All men are equal in His sight

—

equally sinful, equally redeemed, and equally

responsible. This Equality is of God, with
Whom there is nothing arbitrary.

There is also an Inequality which is of God,
A^1ao giveth to one man talents different

from those of another. The attempt to pro-

duce absolute Equality could be accomplished
only when men are equally clever, industri-

ous, healthy, strong, and good. It could be

attained only by a uniformity which always

becomes rarer and the more impossible as

we advance in civilisation.

And Inequality of a certain type instead

of being an evil, is really beneficial to Society

;

for it produces that mutual dependence which
promotes usefulness and stimulates what is

noblest. Society, in the widest sense, has

been often and truly compared to a family

in which, through the inequalities of age and
the various necessities and gifts of the mem-
bers, all that is beautiful in affection and in

mutual care comes into play. It is thus that

the very infant exercises an influence in the

household and, because of its helplessness,

becomes a valuable educator. When all re-

cognise their various duties to one another,

Inequality proves the greatest blessing.

Jealousy ancl hatred never occur when the

true ministry of each to each is in active

operation. So is it in the wider family of

man. It is good for the strong to minister

to the weak ; and for him who possesses to

acknowledge the claims of him who lacks.

It is in like manner good for those who
need, to recognise in others more pros-

perous, the unity of friendship and brother-

hood. The innumerable gifts which God
bestows, when thus used, become, like the

distribution of capital, the sources from
which a social commerce of influence, help,

brotherhood may go on to the increase of the

moral wealth and happiness of the Body
Politic.

But there are many fonns of Inequality

which are not necessarily inherent in society,

nor in harmony with its ideal, and which it

ought to be the work of the Christian spirit

to remove. I do not allude to differences of

rank, or to the separations produced by the

pride of birth or of wealth. The social de-

marcations which permeate every grade of

life in this country often present features

as cruel, groundless, and even absurd as

the petty tyrannies of caste in India. But
it is not of these inequalities I now speak.

There are others of an infinitely more serious

character.

For what a picture is that which is pre-

sented by the statistics recently published in

reference to the housing of the poor ! When
we read of the enormous percentage of the

population doomed to live in houses of one

apartment, it requires few words to emphasise

the facts which such a statement suggests.

These statistics speak to us of millions—men,
women, and children—huddled, night after

night, in the stifling atmosphere of small

tenements, where it is next to impossible to

observe the common decencies of life. In

health, in sickness, in childhood, in the full

strength of youth, and in the feebleness of

decrepit years—all ages, all sexes, all con-

ditions of humanity, are crammed together

in these one-roomed houses, wherein every

function and economy of life goes on—cook-

ing, washing, dressing, conversation—with

scarce a chance of privacy. Such is the pic-

ture. I know how marvellously many a

family is able to manage, and what decent,

pure, and godly generations have come forth

from conditions of existence that are a dis-

grace to our civilisation. But I also know that

no one dare describe evils that are well known
to persons intimately acquainted with certain

sections of the population, and which are

plainly traceable to the manner in which
they are lodged. Here is an inequality

which meets masses of our people at their

very birth, and which gives them small chance

of attaining the refinements of Christian cul-

ture. It is also a terrible inequality which
handicaps children, to whose sad lot of

poverty we have to add the curse of drunken
parents. Think of them ! brought up in

kennels, ill-clad, ill-fed, and exposed from
infancy to sights and language which any
father or mother who reads this paper would
rather suffer any sacrifice than have their

children exposed to for a single day. It is

no excuse for us to quote the law of supply

and demand as our warrant for permitting

the degradation produced by crowding in

cheap cellars and attics. We limit, in many
directions, the law of supply and demand to

favour the helpless. Nor is it enough to

appeal to other laws, whose vengeance may
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be traced in the \asitation of the sins of the

fathers upon their children. Undoubtedly,
drunkenness, sloth, and thriftlessness must
bring their due punishment ; and we are jus-

tified in ascribing the sufferings of many of

these shivering infants and rickety-limbed

children, and, still worse, inherited tenden-

cies towards drink, impurity, and dishonesty,

to the evil doings of ancestors. But does not
this only make the picture darker 1 Are we
not forced to go a step farther back, and
inquire whether there were no preventible

causes for much of the sin of these bygone
generations ? If their habits now doom so

many to those wretched hovels, I ask whether
dreary physical surroundings, overtaxed
bodily strength, and sunless, unbrightened
lives, have not had much to do with the
production of the drunkenness, and with the
sinking into the unthrift and slatternliness

which now seem almost hopeless ?

Certainly there are fixed laws at work in

producing these consequences. The law of

supply and demand is at work in giving the
cheap houses which penury rec^uires, and the
unfailing punishment of sin is a law fulfilled

in the terrible harvest reaped by the dis-

solute, and by their children. But there are

other laws which ought to be at work as

well as those, and which are intended by
God to be the means of counteracting the
evils we deplore. There is the law of Chris-
tian Brotherhood, and of that Enthusiasm for

Humanity which is of the essence of the spirit

of Christ. That society can scarcely be called

Christian which can stand on one side of

the gulf, busy with the salvation of its own
soul, while it leaves to the law of supply and
demand the miserable thousands who, on the
other side of the gulf, are crowded away in
dens, where salvation of any kind is the
hardest of problems. Ought not the Church, in
the largest sense, be the first to recognise the
responsibility lying upon society, and inspired
by divine love, to overleap the barriers of

class separation, as they have not yet been
overleaped, in order to grapple wisely with
this terrible heritage of physical and moral
wrong 1 If the results we see now of past
neglect fill us with dismay, let it be ours to
remove the causes, as far as they can be
removed, which would perpetuate these evils

to future generations. We cannot, indeed,
avert the consequences of breach of law,
whether physical or moral. The law of
heredity cannot be altered by any legislative
or philanthropic apphance. But the sources
out of which have sprung the inducing causes
of heredity may, and ought to be, dealt with.

Legislation, for example, can do much to

secure the best possible precautions against

the evils which the present system of house
accommodation entails, and it is the duty of

the community to take care that such legis-

lation is adequate. The physical and social

surroundings which in other respects lead to

temptation, ought also to be remedied. For
it is possible to make life brighter ; and by
supplying healthy amusements to counteract

in various directions the influences which
lead to dissipation. Education and the train-

ing of girls in domestic economy, are obviously
most hopeful agents for creating a better

future. But there are other evils to be re-

moved besides those which may be effected

by legislation and education. There are

social barriers which separate brother from
brother, and class from class, which require

the higher remedy of a fuller recognition of

the gospel of Jesus Christ, by the proclama-
tion of the Fatherhood of God and the

Brotherhood of man, through brotherly deeds
and a loving ministry of kindly interest,

more than by the preaching of truths about
them, however valuable that may also be.

Society requires to be sweetened by closer

and kindlier interest between class and class,

and the Christian Church ought to be the

most powerful instrument for bringing them
into this loving contact. The failure of the

Church to fulfil adequately this great mission

is one of the most serious facts of our age.

For it is a terrible though true confession,

that there is in every city and to'WTi in this

country whole sections of the community,
embracing a large proportion of the labouring

classes as well as the very poor, to whom it

would make little practical difierence were
we to close to-morrow every church in our

land. It would also be no exaggeration were
the words " Social Inequality " -written over

the doors of the vast majority of our Pro-

testant churches, so exclusively do they seem
to be reserved for people who are " better

off," or those at least, who can appear there in
" Sunday clothes." The arrangements which
usually prevail in our churches, as well as

the customs of society, make Equality, even
in the- house of God, almost impossible.

That place, which should be a witness for the

common brotherhood of rich and poor, and a

visible testimony to the loving relationship in

which all mutually stand who are in the

communion of Christ, has in too many in-

stances become only too true an exponent of

the separateness and the pride and selfishness

which are the curse and peril of the com-

munity at large.
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And there is another method open to every

individual who has to deal with others more
or less dependent on him. Let such re-

member that " man does not live by bread

alone," and that he requires sympathy and
loving interest as well as his mere "due"
in the shape of wages. Landlords and
tenants, employers and employed, mistress

and servant, those also whom neighbourhood

alone may have thrown together, can do

much to change the aspect of society by
living out in practical life the Christian

spirit of Brotherhood. I would counsel

employers of labour to become personally

acquainted with those who work for them,

to know their wants and difficulties and
anxieties, and to be truly interested in their

welfare, sincerely caring for them as Christ

would have them care. They may be met at

first in some instances by suspicion, if not by
rebuffs. But if they are sincere, and have

the wisdom to take the people into their

confidence, so that they understand them,

and can go with them in what they do, they

will soon discover how such trust will become
reciprocated. Human nature is much the

same in every rank.' Honest, loving care

will never be misunderstood. It is just

this law of love that is required to take the

place of the law of selfishness, which forms to

so large an extent the basis of all commercial
relationships. It is the living exemplification

of Christian Brotherhood, in the spirit of that

Equality in which we all stand before God
our Father and Christ our Redeemer, which
can alone meet the cry for the Equality and
Fraternity of Revolution, which would gain

its ends by hurling into ruin the whole social

fabric.

' O brother man, fold to thy heart thy brother !

Where pity dwells, the peace of God is there.

To worship rightly is to love each other,
Each snule a hymn, each kindly deed a prayer.

Follow with reverent steps the great Example
Of Him whose holy work was doing good.

So shall this wide earth seem our Father's temple,
Each loving life a psalm of gratitude.

Then shall all shackles fall ; the stormy clangour
Of wild war-music o'er the world shall cease ;

Love shall tread out the baneful flre of anger,
And in its ashes plant the tree of peace."

THE LAST OF THE OLD HIGHLAND CHIEFS.

AT Cluny Castle, in Badenoch, on the second

Sunday of the year, there "fell asleep,"

full of years and fuU of honoui's, the vener-

able Cluny Macpherson, " the living embodi-

ment," as he had been justly termed, " of all

the virtues of the old patriarchal Higliland

chief." His unexpected death has not only

awakened feelings of the deepest sorrow

among his clansmen and natives of Badenoch
all over the world, but has left a blank in

the public and social life of the Highlands

which will probably never be filled up.

His removal is indeed that of an ancient

landmark. In days when so much is said and
done tending to set class against class, and
leading certain sections of the pubhc to regard

the interests of landlord and tenant as hostile,

a state of society in which their interests

were recognised as identical deserves to be

studied. In their best form the mutual rela-

tions existing between a chief and his clans-

men produced this unity in a manner to

which, in the present day, we shall vainly

seek a parallel. " I would rather," said

MacLeod of MacLeod of the time to Johnson,

on the occasion of the great lexicographer's

"Tour in the Hebrides" in 1781, " I would
rather drink punch in the houses of my people

than be enabled by their hardships to have
claxet in my o^\^I." A more striking example

of this patriarchal feeling could not be found
than in the affection which bound Cluny Mac-
pherson to his clan and his clan to him. In
their relations with their people the old race

of Highland chiefs, of whom Cluny Macpher-
son was such a noteworthy representative,

really held, in effect, the words of the well-

kno-wn and patriotic Highlander, Sheriff" Nicol-

son, as part, so to speak, of their creed :

—

"See that thou kindly use them, O man

!

To whom God giveth
Stewardship over them, in thy short span,

Not for thy pleasure.
Woe be to them who choose for a clan

Four-footed people."

Born on the 24th of April, 1804, Cluny,
as he was popularly knoAvn all over the High-
lands, had at the time of his death entered
his eighty-first year. He was the represen-

tative of the ancient chiefs of Clan Chattan,
embracing, in that general appellation, the
Macphersons, Mackintoshes, Macgillivrays,

Shaws, Farquharsons, Macbeans, Macphails,'

Clan Terril, Gows (said to be descended from
Henry the Smith of North Inch fame), Clarks,

Macqueens, Davidsons, Cattanachs, Clan Ay,
Nobles, Gillespies ; and was the twentieth
chief in direct succession from Gillicattan

M6r, the head or chief of the clan who lived

in the reign of Malcolm Canmore. He suc-

ceeded to the chiefship of the clan, and to
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the Cluny estates, on the death of his father,

in 1817, and thus possessed the estates for the

long period of nearly seventy years. A very
interesting fact in connection with his boy-

hood, carrying us back for a period of nearly

seventy years, is that Sir Walter Scott, in a

letter to Miss Edgeworth, describes him as
" a fine spirited hoy, fond of his people and
kind to them, and the best dancer of a High-
land reel now living." In 1832 Cluny married
Sarah Justina, a daughter of the late well-

known Henry Davidson, Esq., of Tulloch, who
now survives him with an unbroken family

circle of four sons and three daughters.

The son of a gallant officer who fought in

the American War of Independence
;
grand-

son of the devoted " Ewen of Cluny," who
died in exile after the '45

;
great-grandson

of Simon Lord Lovat, who suffered in the same
cause, and great-great-grandson of the heroic

Sir Ewen Cameron of Lochiel, Cluny always
maintained with true dignity the fame of his

ancestry and inherited all their military

ardour. In his early manhood he served his

country as an officer in the 42nd Regiment
of the Black Watch. From the institution

of the Volunteer Force in 1859 down to

within two or three years of his death he
acted as Lieutenant-Colonel of the Inverness-
shire Highland Eifle Volunteers. In that
capacity he attended the royal review in

Edinburgh in 1881, and, although then in

his seventy-seventh year, he kept the head
of his regiment in spite of the fearful weather,
discarding even the use of a plaid as a pro-

tection. Riding along Princes Street with
the Inverness Volunteers the brave old chief,

with his courtly and soldierly bearing, was a
conspicuous figure in the procession, and was
singled out for repeated rounds of enthusiastic

cheering. On his retirement his regiment
presented him with a sword of honour with
an appropriate inscription.

As indicating the interest taken by Cluny
in everything affecting the prosperity of the
wide district over which his influence ex-
tended, and the recognition of his character
and position, it may be sufficient to mention
that he was president or was otherwise closely
associated with almost every public and local

association or institution in the Central High-
lands. In his delightful book, "Altavona,"
Professor Blackie makes his Alter Ego say of
Clnny, "He is the genuine type of the old
Scottish chief, the chief who loves his people,
and speaks thelanguage of the people, and lives

on his property, and delights in old traditions,
in old servants, in old services, and old kindly
usages of all kinds." It has been justly

said by a writer in the Inverness Courier, that

into all his duties Cluny carried with him a
flavour of the olden times, a mingled home-
liness, courtesy, and simple dignity that con-

veyed a remarkable impression impossible to

describe, but characteristic and memorable.
In the Highland dress, surmounted by the
bonnet and eagle's feather of the chief, with
his firm, erect, athletic figure, no more graceful

specimen of Highland physique could be any-
where seen.

While a conspicuous figure at all public

gatherings in the Highlands, nowhere was
Cluny seen to more advantage than at his

own castle, surrounded by his genial and
happy family, dispensing, with a genuine
kindness and courtesy that never failed, true

Highland hospitality to the many friends and
clansmen who flocked to it from all parts of

the kingdom. It was Avorth going a long
clay's journey to hear him with his simple

grace and dignity narrating incidents of the

Jacobite days of other years, the hairbreadth

escapes of his grandfather, and describing the

many interesting and historical relics the

castle contains. Among these relics, care-

fully treasured, is the Black Chanter or

Feadan Dubh of the clan, on the possession

of which the_^ prosperity of the House of

Cluny is supposed to depend. Of the many
singular traditions regarding it one is that

its original fell from heaven during the

memorable clan-battle fought between the

Macphersons and the Davidsons in presence

of King Robert III., his Queen and nobles,

on the North Inch of Perth in 1396, and
that being made of crystal it was broken by
the fall, and the existing one made in fac-

simile. Another tradition is to the efTect

that this is the genuine original, and that

the cracks were occasioned by its violent

contact with the ground. Be the origin of

the Feadan Duhh what it may, it is a notable

fact that whether in consequence of its pos-

session or of their o^vn bravery, no battle at

which the Macphersons were present with

the " green banner " and the chief at their

head was ever lost. It is related that before

the battle of Culloden, an old witch or second

seer told the Duke of Cumberland that if

he waited until the Bratach Uaine or green

banner came up he would be defeated. The
Macphersons were out in great force in the

Rising of 1715, and took a distinguished part

in the gallant but ill-fated attempt of Prince

Charlie—whom they regarded as their right-

ful king—to regain the crown of his ancestors.

Ewen of Cluny was present at the battle of

Prestonpans with six hundred of his clan,
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and accompanied the Prince during his march

into England. On the Prince's retreat into

Scotland, Cluny with his men put two regi-

ments of Cumberland's dragoons to flight

at Clifton, fought afterwards at the battle

of Falkirk, and was on his way to Inver-

ness with his clan to join the Prince, when
flying fugitives from CuUoden met him with

the intelligence of that sad day's disaster.

The subsequent fate of this gallant chief

and the loyalty of his clan, " which no gold

could buy, nor time could wither," are thus

narrated by Mr. Skene, the distinguished

Scottish historian :

—

" There is perhaps no instance in -which the attach-

ment of the clan to their chief was so strongly mani-

fested as in the case of the Macphersons of Cluny,

after the disaster of the ' forty-five.' The chief

having been deeply engaged in that insurrection, his

life became of course forfeited to the laws ; but
neither the hope of reward nor the fear of danger
could induce any one of his people to betray him.

For nine years he lived concealed in a cave at a short

distance from his own house ; it was situated in the

front of a woody precipice, of which the trees and
shelving rocks completely concealed the entrance.

The cave had been dug by his own people, who
worked at night, and conveyed the stones and
rubbish into a neighbouring lake, in order that no
vestige of their labour might appear and lead to the

discovery of the retreat. In this asylum he con-

tinued to live secure, receiving by night the occa-

sional visits of his friends, and sometimes by day when
they had begun to slacken the rigour of pursuit.

" Upwards of one hundred persons were privy to

his concealment, and a reward of one thousand
pounds sterling was offered to any one who should

give information against him ; and besides, as it was
known that he was somewhere concealed upon his

own estate, a detachment of eighty men was con-

stantly stationed there, independent of the occa-

sional parties that traversed the country throughout
with a view to intimidate his tenantry, and induce
them by force or persuasion to disclose the place of

concealment; but although the soldiers were ani-

mated by the hope of reward, and their officers by
promise of promotion for the apprehension of this

proscribed individual, yet so true were his people, so

inflexibly strict to their promise of secrecy, and so

dexterous in convejang to him the necessaries he
required in his long confinement, not a trace of him
could be discovered, nor an individual base enough
to give a hint to his detriment. Many anecdotes are

still related in the country of the narrow escapes he
made in eluding the vigilance of the soldiery, and of

the fidelity and diligence displayed by his clan in

concealing him, until, after ten years of this di'eary

existence, he escaped to France, and there died in

the following year. After his death the estate was
restored to the present family, in whose possession it

remains, and who are the lineal representatives of the

ancient chiefs of the Clan Chattan."

Another relic at Cluny Castle no less care-

fully treasured is the following autograph

letter of date 18th September, 1746, ad-

dressed by Prince Charlie to Cluny of the
" forty-five."

"Macpherson ot Cluny,—As we are sensible of your
and clan's fidelity and integrity to us during our
adventures in Scotland and England in the year
1745, in recovering our just rights from the Elector

of Hanover, by which you have sustained very great
losses, both in your interest and person, I therefore

promise, when it shall please God to put it in my
power, to make a grateful return suitable to your
8ufi"erings.

" Chakles P.R."

In view of the very prominent part the

clan took in the Risings of the '15 and the

'45, and the sufi"erings of his grandfather and
great-grandfather in the cause, it is not sur-

prising that Jacobite leanings should have
developed themselves in Cluny at an early

period of his life. The bloodthirsty vindic-

tiveness displayed towards a defenceless

people, after the battle of Culloden, by the

Duke of Cumberland and the Government
of the day, is almost unexampled in history.

It is instructive to contrast that vindictive-

ness with the spirit in which the descendants

of Highlanders, so cruelly and mercilessly

persecuted, have since so nobly fought and
died for their country on many a battlefield.

At the advanced age of nearly eighty years

Cluny 's great-grandfather was beheaded in the

Tower of London. After being hunted in the

mountain fastnesses of Badenoch for the long

period of nine years, his grandfather escaped

from his relentless pursuers only to die in

exile. It Avas very natural, therefore, that

Cluny 's Jacobite sympathies should have
remained with him to the end. An instance

of his leanings in this direction may be

appropriately told. At a school inspection,

in Kingussie, a few years ago, in the course

of one of his usually happy and encouraging

little speeches to the children, he mentioned
that, in listening to the examination in His-

tory, some of the Avords used had jarred

upon his ear. "In Badenoch," he said, "it

is not common to call Prince Charlie 'the

Pretender.' I should advise you henceforth

to call him by his name, Prince Charles

Edward, the King over the water !

"

With all his hereditary Jacobite sym-
pathies, the Queen had no more loyal and
devoted subject than Cluny in her wide
domains ; of his four sons he devoted three

to her service. On the occasion of the first

Royal visit to the Highlands in August, 1847,
her Majesty and Prince Albert, with the

Prince of Wales and the Princess Royal, oc-

cupied for a time Cluny's beautiful residence

of Ardverikie, overlooking Loch Laggan,
on an island in the middle of which Fergus,

"the first of our kings," had his hunting
lodge. Accompanied by Prince Albert and
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the Eoyal children, her Majesty paid a visit

to Chmy Castle and examined the shield and
other relics of Prince Charlie, with the

greatest interest. Meeting Cluny frequently

at the time, the Queen was most favourably

impressed with his polished manners and
chivalrous courtesy, and he subsequently

received many gracious and flattering marks
of her regard. After the lapse of nearly
forty years since her first meeting with him,
her Majesty showed her long - continued
regard for the venerable Chief by conferring

upon him the distinction of the Order of the
Bath, which, as coming from her own gracious

hands, he very highly prized. It was a

source of special gratification to him that he
lived to see two of his sons commanding two
of the most distinguished regiments in her

[J. Lamb (late Devine), Princes St., Edinburgh.

/^^^^^ ^^-l*^^

Majesty's

service

—

the eldest, Colonel Duncan,
commanding the famous
BlackWatch; and the second.
Colonel Ewen, commanding
the Ninety-third Highlanders. They have

both seen a great deal of active service ; and

worthily and honourably have they main-

tained the ancient fame and prowess of their

forefathers. Colonel Duncan, Avho now suc-

ceeds to the Chiefship and to the Cluny

estates, has had an eminent military career,

and has had a pension for " distinguished

service" conferred upon him, besides the
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distinction of the Order of the Bath. Lead-
ing the Black Watch, he was wounded at

Coomassie, in the Ashantee War ; and at the

head of that famous regiment in the Egyptian
War, two or three years ago, was " the only

man who rode over Arabi's entrenchments at

Tel-el-Kebir."

On their "golden wedding-day," in Decem-
ber, 1882, on the fiftieth anniversary of

Cluny's marriage to the lady who had, for

the long period of half a century, shared ^vith

him the affection and loyaltj^ of his clan and
tenantry, the venerable and happy pair re-

ceived an ovation such as seldom, if ever

previously, Avas witnessed in the Highlands.

Congratulatory addresses, couched in the

warmest terms, were presented by all the

public bodies in the county with which
Cluny was connected. In addition to de-

putations from these bodies, a large and
distinguished party of clansmen and friends,

headed by Su- George Macpherson-Grant
and the veteran soldier. General Sir Herbert
Macpherson, waited upon Cluny and his

lady and presented them with a beauti-

fully illuminated address, along with a

magnificent work of art in the form of a
massive silver candelabrum or centrepiece,

costing in all between six and seven hundred
pounds. A sturdy oak springing from the

heather forms the stem of the centrepiece,

from which radiate, at the top, nine branches.

At its foot is placed a group representing one
of the most striking and characteristic inci-

dents in the history of the famous Cluny of

the "forty-five." Sir Hector Munro—the

officer in command of the party in search of

the fugitive chief—mounted on his steed, is

questioning Cluny, who, disguised as a ser-

vant, had been holding the bridle of Sir

Hector's horse during the search, as to the

whereabouts of his supposed master. Sir

Hector asks if he knows where Cluny is.

The reply given is, " I do not know, and if

I did I should not tell you," Sir Hector
rewards the supposed servant for his fidelity.

The address expressed on the part of the

general body of subscribers their warm ap-

preciation of the admirable way in which
Cluny had for upwards of half a century,
" with a grace and dignity peculiarly your
own, discharged every public and private

duty devolving on you as a constant resident

in your native county, which has won for you
the universal popularity you happily enjoy."

On the part of his own "faithful and
attached clan " allied to him " by closer ties

and sympathies," the address specially re-

corded " their love and veneration for their

dear old patriarchal chief, and their pride in

him as representative of all that they and
their forefathers have ever held most pre-

cious as cliildren of one race."

The subscribers to the presentation num-
bered between three and four hundred, and
embraced all the historic names in the High-
lands. The existing Chiefs of Clans are

nearly all represented in the list: Cameron
of Lochiel, the Chisholm of Chisholm, Lord
Lovat (Chief of the Clan Fraser), the Earl

of Seafield (Chief of the Clan Grant), Lord
Macdonald of the Isles, Mackintosh of

Mackintosh, MacLeod of MacLeod, and Sir

Kobert Menzies, all old friends or neighbours

linked with many memories of the days of

other years. The Macphersons are repre-

sented by one hundred names. Had time

permitted communication with clansmen in

the Australian colonies, the names would
have been still more numerous. The letters

received by Cluny at the time from clansmen

in all parts of the world, breathing the

warmest spirit of devotion, were intensely

gratifying to him. As evidencing the deep
regard entertained for him, not only in this

country, but beyond the limits of the United
Kingdom—extending even to our American
cousins—not the least interesting circum-

stance in connection with the presentation

was the fact that spontaneous contributions

were cabled by the Speaker of the Senate of

Canada (Sir D. L. Macpherson) from Cana-

dian clansmen, and that similar contributions

were cabled by a barrister of high standing

in Washington (Mr. John D. Macpherson)
from clansmen in the United States.

A consistent Conservative all his life,

Cluny was ever courteous and tolerant to all

who differed from him, whether in Church
or in State— disarming contention, as he

frequently, quietly, and happily did, with

the remark, "We must agree to differ." A
loyal and devoted Presbyterian, he was no
sectarian. Men of all Churches and of all

ranks honoured him. In the management of

his estates the maxim " Live and let live,"

which he often quoted, was his ruling

principle. During his long possession, evic-

tions or summonses of removal were never

heard of, and practically there were no

arrears of rent. Unlike modem or present-

day specimens of his kind he, winter and
summer, ever loved to dwell " among his own
people." It is no exaggeration to say that

every tenant and crofter on his estates were
familiarly known to him by name. In him
were the scriptural precepts, " Be pitiful,

be courteous," beautifully exemplified. He
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never passed the humblest labourer on his

estates without, when opportunity offered,

some happy salutation in the old mother
tongue, so dear to Highlanders. Less than
a week before his death he expressed to the
Avriter feelings of the warmest kind towards
his clan and tenantry. Among other matters
he spoke about the meeting of Highland
proprietors which had been arranged by his

kinsman, Lochiel, to take place at Inverness
the following week, in connection with the
crofter question, observing that he was too
old to attend. " You know," he said, " that
I am on the best of terms with my tenants
and crofters, and I do not consider my
presence necessary in any case." Encour-
aging, as he ever did within reasonable and
well-regulated bounds, all the innocent and
manly pastimes of our forefathers, Cluny was
in the habit of annually giving a "ball play"
to his people. Last Christmas Day (old
style), the 6th of January, the " ball play

"

took place as in previous years. The day
happened to be very stormy, with blinding
showers of snow. The *aged chief would
not be dissuaded by loving counsels from
attending as usual, remarking that while
strength Avas spared to him he considered it

simply his " duty " to be present at all such
ti^PPy gatherings of his people. Accom-
panied by the loving partner of his long and
happy wedded life, he accordingly drove to
the field, and they were both received with
the genuine Highland enthusiasm ever
evoked by the presence of the venerable pair
at such gatherings. In response, Climy
made a happy little speech in Gaelic, express-
ive of the pleasure it always afforded him
to be present with his people, participating as
he had always endeavoured to do in their
joys as Avell as in their sorrows. Although
Cluny's exposure to the piercing blasts on
that occasion—dictated as such exposure was
by a life-long regard and consideration for
his people—did not, it is believed, hasten
the end, yet that end was very near. Within
four days an attack of bronchitis had de-
veloped itself to such an extent, that on
Sunday, the 11th of January, the venerable
chief passed calmly and peacefully to his
rest.

_
Attended by a large gathering, representa-

tive of all classes, embracing many of the
greatest historical names in the Highlands,
the funeral took place on Saturday, the 17th
of January, amid manifestations of the
deepest sorroAV. The scene was altogether
peculiarly touching and impressive. In the

spacious hall of the castle lay the coffin,

bearing on a brass plate the following in-
scription :

—

"EWEN MACPHERSON OP CLUlfT MACPHEESON,
Chiep op Clan Chattan CB.

DIED llTH January, 18S5,

rtf HIS EIGHTT-FlaST VBAB."

On the top of the coffin were placed the
sword and well-known bonnet of the chief,

embowered with wreaths, loving tributes of
affection from relatives, friends, and clans-
men. Prominent among such tributes was
one from his old regiment, the Black Watch.
Around the hall were the numberless his-

torical reHcs of the past, in which the dead
chief took such an interest. Suspended
above the coffin was the famous Bratach
Uaine, or green banner of the clan, torn and
dimmed with the stains of many a battle-

field, but with no stain of dishonour. While
descending the steps leading from the hall
the eyes of not a few present filled with
tears as they recalled many a happy greeting
or parting word, warm from the heart, uttered
by the lips now closed for ever. As the funeral
procession moved slowly along the avenue
to the quiet and secluded burial-place of the
family—the snow muffling the measured
tread of the mourners—the solemn and im-
pressive stillness was broken by the plain-

tive notes of the bagpipe, the pealing lament
of the pibrochs, aAvakening, as if in respon-
sive sympathy, the ^Vailing echoes of Craig
Dhu—the Craig Dhu so closely identified with
the Macphersons as their Avar-cry in days
happily long gone by. Thus appropriately
was the venerable chief "gathered to his

fathers" under the shadow of the " everlast-

ing hills " he loved so well. Conscious that
beneath the whitened sod that wintry day
there had been laid one of the truest and
noblest heart that ever beat in the Highlands
of Scotland, his friends and clansmen left all

that was mortal of their dear old chief in his

last resting-place, the words of the old Gaelic
Coronach—so inexpressibly touching to all

Highlanders—as they sorroAvfully Avended
their way homeward, still sounding in their

ears

—

." Cha tm, cha till, eha till mi tuilleadh
Au cogadh n'an sith, cha till mi tuiUeadh
Le h-airgiod no ni clia till mi tuilleadli

Clia till gu brath gu la na ciuinne."

" I'll return, I'U return, I'll return no more,
In war or in peace, I'll return, no never

;

Neither love nor aught shall bring me back never
Till dawns the glad day that shall join us for ever."

A. MACPHERSON.
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CHAPTER I.—ANGLING AND HUMANITY.

ANDEEW was fishing the Glengarra water

one morning early in October, 1849, at

the point where the river, after spreading

itself into a calm lake, begins to fall gently

over a shallow shelf of rock on its way to the

sea, a mile distant. Andrew had been for

three years a student at Glasgow, and was
now completing the twenty-first year of his

age. Another session would begin at the

end of the month, and that prospect had
chiefly to do with the farmer's son's returning

this morning, as he had rarely done of late,

to the favourite sport of his boyhood. His
father had died more than a year ago, and
the farm—not worth much at the best—was
now held for the remainder of the lease by his

elder brother John on behalf of their mother.

Andrew was perplexed and wanted solitude to

think. John was honest enough and strong,

but dull, and rather too willing to drive his

own sheep or cattle to the market at Dun-
garra for sake of the drams that might be

picked up on the way ; and Andrew reflected

that these faults were not likely to mend
after four-and-twenty. He saw his mother
brave and hardworking and good as ever,

but strangely quiet since her widowhood,
and subject to sudden attacks of mortal pain

across the breast, for which the doctor could

do little and about which he said less. It

had been always understood that Andrew's

stu.dies were to issue in his entering the

ministry of the Church of Scotland, and if

he returned to the university that career

must be decisively fixed by his taking the

diviidty classes ; but could he commit him-

self tu that career 1 That question had been

pressing him for weeks, and this morning he

wanted to see his way to an answer. Things

had been fairly prosperous at home at the

time when he went first to Glasgow, and he

had not been called on to do anything for

his own support in the M^ay of teaching, as

many of his fellow-students were : he knew
also that whatever it might cost, nothing

would be said now by his mother about the

difiiculty of furnishing him with the modest
sum required for the coming session. None
the less, Andrew saw plainly that twenty
pounds could be A^ery ill spared from the

home, and that the burden would fall not

on his sturdy brother, but on his sad-faced

mother and on Cousin Nancy. Nancy was
not sad-faced by any means. But we must
stay with Andrew in his sohtude a little

longer.

His fishing gear would have severely

shocked a gentleman amateur. The rod

was a thing for hard work, made with his

own hands five winters ago, beside the

kitchen fire of Glengarra farmhouse, from

three pieces of ash of equal length and vary-

ing thicknesses sawn for him by the wheel-

wright. The joints were spliced, and that

with regard for strength rather than neat-

ness ; varnish and ornamental brass were

conspicuously absent
;
yet when you took it

in your hands the balance and spring of the

rod were found to be all that heart could wish.

The line, copiously bestowed on a huge reel,

was of a rich brown colour corresponding

with the water, and ended in four yards of

double gut and in an apparatus of three small

hooks set in such a manner that the worm,
used as bait, might be attached without un-

dergoing the dreadful process of impalement,

so commonly practised by fishers old and

young. The parish doctor, a man of genius

and humanity, who had been Andrew's in-

structor in the gentle craft, used to say to the

lads, with indignant vigour, "Always deal

honestly and kindly by the puir beasts. If

ye must fish though there's been nae rain for

weeks and though in a calm pool it may be

necessary to use thae deceitful flees, yet when
ever ye can, deal fairly and kindly by the

innocent things and give them a decent meal

o' meat, though it be their last." Young
Gordon had profited by this and other coun-

sels. Stealthily sheltering himself at the side

of a boulder, he suspended the bait over a

smooth current, dropped it in as gently as he

would have stroked Nancy's cheek, and let it

slip through two or three feet of rushing white

water into a black pool below. Then began

the work of long patience, and the reward

was in proportion to its length. He had

reached the well-known spot soon after six,

and now, between nine and ten o'clock, there

lay beside him on the grass four sea-trouts,

the smallest of which was over three pounds

weight, and one, he was sure, could not be

less than seven. Besides smaller fish, many
large ones, after serious secret contemplation,

and being satisfied of the genuineness and

wholesomeness of the meal that was presented,
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had sucked it in ; the reel had whirled, in

^the fashion that makes a fisher's heart leap
;

and Andrew had enjoyed fifteen or twenty
minutes of splendid excitement, often wet to

the hips and on ticklish ground, before land-

ing each fish at a shallow creek on the other

side of his sheltering boulder. Toward each,

instantly on removing the hooks, he had care-

fully performed another singular act of hu-

manity inculcated by the doctor : grasping

the poor thing on the lower side near the

head firmly with' the left hand, he pressed

the thumb of the right hand down on the

spot at the top of the head between the gills,

corresponding to the nape of the neck in the

human organism, and then with a sudden
upward jerk of the left hand broke its neck.
" If the fish must be caught," the doctor had
said, " do it mercifully, no cruelly. Put them
oot o' pain at ance, and dinna leave them
wriggling and leaping amang the stanes on
the bank—and may be gettin' back into the

water again after all
;

" and Andrew still re-

ligiously observed his master's benevolent

instruction.

The thinking process had gone on rather

fitfully these three hours, but now the student

was content to leave his sport. It had
brought him back to thorough tone, and he
was sitting on a stone absorbed in a discus-

sion with his own mind and heart and con-

science as to whether he could support him-
self during another session in Glasgow, or
should throw up all hopes of a parish-living,

hopes remote and uncertain at the best, and
betake himself at once to some work that
would yield money. The strongest reason
against the latter course was the distress

which it would cause to his mother, for he
knew that her good heart was set on seeinsr

her Benjamm a mmister, and that not chiefly

on account of the social position. The
spirit of Hannah is strong in many a quiet
mother in Scotland ; and, although very few
words had ever been spoken by Mrs. Gordon
on the matter, her son perfectly understood
the devotion of his mother's heart, and in

the stillness and opening brightness of this

autumn morning he felt it more definitely

than ever before. On the other hand,
Andrew saw more clearly that he had no
special disposition for a clerical life, and that
it might very possibly prove to be his duty
rather to turn now to some way of making
money. What his mother wished for him
was that he should do his duty, and some-
thing higher than that, that her son should
serve God by serving others. After a con-

fused but none the less earnest fashion,
j

Andrew began to see that the ministry was
not the only career in which he could do
that, and, indeed, might in his circumstances
not be the best way of doing it. What if he
could relieve her of her cares and provide
for her future and Cousin Nancy's better than
John seemed likely to provide 1 However,
he had only reached one definite conclusion
when his thinking was interrupted, to wit,

that if he did return to the university he
would support himself.

CHAPTER II. — JOHN MARIVIADUKE CLERK,
ESQUIRE, OF GREYSTONES.

" A GOOD morning's work, Andrew," said

the minister of Ardgartan, the parish in

which lay Glengarra farm. " You have been
early out." Andrew was taken by surprise.

The public road passed about two hundred
and fifty yards from the spot where he sat,

but the noise of the falling water and the
depth of his meditations had prevented his

hearing the jog-trot of Dr. Bailhe's mare or
the worthy man's footsteps as he crossed the
green meadow. " I was going past your
way to make a visit at Colessen, and my
nephew has come with me, intending to stay

at Glengarra and see you till I pass again

on my way back. I was sure it was you,

but your friend would not give you credit

for being so soon afoot. Jack has the reins,

so I came to make sure."

Had the minister been alone, Andrew
would have regarded the meeting as sin-

gularly opportune, for he had proposed to

take counsel with Dr. Bailhe as to the

likelihood of obtaining a few hours' pri-

vate teaching in the West End of Glasgow;
but the presence of Mr. John Marmaduke
Clerk was disconcerting. They had been
class-fellows these two years, and a consider-

able chumminess had sprung up between
them, yet they were not on terms of social

equality. Clerk was no dandy, but he was
a very fine gentleman. Though Gordon had
sometimes been in Clerk's spacious rooms in

Monteith Eow (at the corner of Morris Place,

in full vieAV of the Green and Nelson's monu-
ment and Dixon's ironworks and the Cath-

cart hills). Clerk had never been in Gordon's

one humble apartment in Burrell's Lane,

Duke Street, up three dark stairs. As
Andrew put a string through the gills of his

fish he forgot everything he had wished to

say to the minister, and was concerned only

to discover how he might reach Glengarra in

advance of his unlooked-for visitor. His
mother might at that early hour be in the

kitchen, and Cousin Nancy was probably
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churning butter or feeding calves out of an
old tea-pot, her white arms bare and her

dress even coarser than his own home-spun.

He knew they would wish to receive the

friend of whom he had often spoken to them
with some little preparation, and he heartily

wished it himself.

" Oh, is Mr. Clerk here 1 " said Andrew,
with unfeigned surprise. "I remember now
he did say something of perhaps seeing me
in summer when he came to visit you, but I

had quite forgotten about it."

" Yes ; he came the other day, and talks

of shooting with the laird; but when he
heard that my road this morning lay past

your door he was eager to come with me.
You are great friends in Glasgow, I under-

stand ; aren't you?

"

" Oh, yes, sir," said the young man with
some embarrassment as he shouldered his

rod and began to walk with Dr. Baillie to-

wards the gig ; "we're a good deal together

between classes and on Saturdays in Glas-

gow ; but it's another thing here. Mr. Clerk

will think Glengarra a poor place after his

grand house in Staffordshire."

"No fear of that, Andrew," said the

minister. " Jack has seen little of the Argyll-

shire Highlands, living the summer through
in a flat country like Staffordshire ; but he'll

be delighted with the view from the hill

beliind your house. How are your mother
and all at home 1

"

" Very well, thank you, sir," said Andrew;
" that's to say I could Avish to see my
mother brighter and free of these turns of

pain ; but she never complains."

The young men saluted one another
heartily, and Audiew had for the moment
forgotten liis embarrassment, when Dr. Baillie

said

—

"I tell you what it is, lads, I must get

on to Colessen to see the good woman there,

who, I'm told, is worse last week. That's

five miles, and all up-hill ; but as my old gig

will hold only two, you can Avalk the mile

and a half to Glengarra. Put your fish in

the gig, Andrew ; I'll leave them at the gate,

and tell your mother you're following. What
say you. Jack 1

"

His nephew's answer was that nothing could

be better ; but the cheery old man had trotted

off briskly, scarcely hearing it. Andrew
understood that the minister had seen through
his little difficulty, and solved it in a very
pleasant way. Half an hour's warning was
more than enough for his mother ; and the
lesson in delicate courtesy, unperceived by
the young laird of Greystones, was not

lost on the widow's son, rough though he
seemed.

Books, professors, jeuz d'esprit in prose
and verse with which they had amused the
leisure of past winters, companions, the
prospects of the coming session, kept the
yoimg men in flowing talk till they reached
the farm. These, rather than any deeper
things, were what they had in common.
Gordon would never have dreamed of con-

sulting Clerk about the perplexities that had
been pressing on him that morning ; their

friendship, hearty so far as it went, was not
of that sort. The contrast between the two
was striking even in the outer man—Clerk,

fully six feet high, slimly built, with very
light hair and not much of it, small grey
eyes, a thin, hooked nose, and forehead high
but narrow, and a mouth so pleasant that

you did not readily observe weakness in it;

Gordon, with not a weak bit in his body,
big-boned, broad-shouldered, with large hands
and feet, a rough head covered with thick

brown hair, large, calm, black eyes that

twinkled now and then with humour, a
brow rather low but wide, and a mouth that

betokened common sense and firm purjDOse.

Clearly he was the stronger man physically,

though wanting four inches of his com-
panion's stature, and a year of his age ; and
in intellectual matters Clerk had tacitly re-

cognised Gordon's superiority all along. He
was the only son of an indulgent mother,

brought up to regard the inheritance of Grey-
stones, worth rather less than a thousand a

year, as something very great, and was glad

to have the help—very readily given—of a

better scholar than himself in college work
;

while the farmer's son was pleased to have
the companionship ofiered him of a frank,

pleasant fellow, fond of wit, from whom he

borrowed books he would never think of

buying, and gathered hints about a sphere

of life into which he never wished to enter.

It was in winter these two Avere together

;

their summer lives, that is, their home lives,

had not till now been brought into contact

;

but Andrew had lost all his diffidence about

a visit from the squire of Greystones before

they turned in among the few old ash and
fir-trees that screened Glengarra farmhouse
from the sea-breeze.

He had no reason certainly to be ashamed
of his mother. The sad-eyed, thoughtful

widow received her son's friend in her simple,

gentle way, taking the first word and leading

him into the parlour.

"I'm glad to see ye, Mr. Clerk. The
minister said ye were on the road. It's very
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kind of ye coming so far to see us. Andra
has often spoken about you."

Jack made some pleasant answer, and

had begun to talk about scenery and his

uncle and his late aunt (Dr. Baillie's wife),

when Cousin Nancy appeared, bearing milk

and oat-cakes and scones, and—early though

the day was — the inevitable Highland

whisky.
" My cousin, Mr. Clerk," said Andrew in

some haste, before Nancy had time to de-

posit her tray on the table.

"Ay, this is oor Nancy," said Mrs.

Gordon, feeling that the duty of introduction

lay on her as head of the house.

But there was no danger of Nancy being

mistaken for a domestic, even by one less

used to the world than the young squire.

A plump, strong lass she Avas, ruddy with

health, smiling and blushing with all the

soft, full curves and dimples of seventeen
;

yet there Avas something in her eye and
manner which seemed to belong to a rank

above that of the Gordons. She shook

hands with Clerk Avith all possible ease and

grace, said he must be tired after his Avalk,

and asked whether he would have milk or

whisky, before he had time to draw breath.

AndreAv had either never mentioned this

cousin to him or he had entirely forgotten

the fact, and his surprise Avas evident, although

quickly concealed.
" I suppose whisky does no harm among

these hills 1 Thank you. I'll venture, at

any rate, to taste the Avine of the country,"
' he said, remaining on his feet and proceed-

ing to help himself. Andrew emptied a glass

of milk and poured out another, and the

talk got back into a fairly easy floAV ; but not

as before. For AndreAv, too, Avas a little

surprised. He observed that Nancy had
taken more than usual pains about her bright

yelloAV hair and Avas dressed as for kirk or

harvest-home ; and he saw her AAdllingly

alloAving Clerk to engage her in all manner
of small talk. A visit she had made to her

aunts in Glasgow in the previous spring, the

scenery on the way, the first of May at the

old college when she had seen AndreAV get ting

his prizes, furnished abundant matter; and
her obvious pleasure Avas to AndreAV a sudden
revelation. He had loved her all his days,

as a matter of course, and of late had begun
to realise to himself—in a far-off, hazy Avay

—that some da}^, Avhen she had become a

woman and he a full-groAva man, their rela-

tions might become closer ; but lo ! here was
Nancy suddenly burst into something A^ery

like womanhood since she had given him

his early breakfast that morning ; and, if he
himself Avas not a full-groAvn, independent

man, she had obviously found one Avho Avas.

To Mrs. Gordon the surprise Avas, perhaps,

less ; but the concern Avas greater, and she

was relieved Avhen Andrew said

—

" Well, Clerk, do you feel rested enough
to try the hill noAV "i There Avill not be much
more than time before Dr. Baillie returns."

" By all means ; that fine vieAV my uncle

was telling me of. But—but—may Ave not

have the pleasure of your company, Miss
Gordon 1

"

Both mother and son Avould have liked to

say No, had it been possible, and there

was just a moment's pause before Nancy
spoke.

"Riddell is my name, Mr. Clerk. I some-

times take a run up Dunveg to see the sun-

set, but we're busy this morning. AndreAv,

be sure you show him the four lochs, and I

think it is clear enough to-day to see the top

of Goatfell."

So they Avent off, Andrew relieved, but
Avondering. He would have Avondered less

had he knoAvn that it is not an uncommon
thing for damsels Avhose lives are spent rather

out of the Avorld to create heroes in their OAvn

fancy, and suddenly to transfer all the noble

qualities of these heroes to the first likely

young felloAV they encounter. But that was
a part of knowledge the youth could scarcely

have yet acquired.

CHAPTER III.—COUSIN NANCY.

Dunveg was no great height for Scotland,

only some tAvelve hundred feet, an easy half-

hour's climb for AndreAV or Nancy ; but its

position commanded peeps into a world of

higher mountains and valleys. The four

lochs lay in different directions far up, gleam-

ing like burnished silver at noon, and through

one opening in favourable Aveather a glimpse

could be got of the jagged ridge that croAvns

Arran. AndreAV, excited and impatient,

Avalked fast, unAvittinglypunishing his friend's

Avind ; and, when the top Avas reached, made
the most of the points of vieAV. Clerk, helped

at first by the Avhisky, kept pace, but at an

outlay of energy larger than he cared for,

and tried to be enthusiastic about the

scenery.
" Yonder's Dr. Baillie's gig," said Andrew,

after they had rested aAvhile, pointing up the

glen. " Do you see a bit of the road sweep-

ing round a rock near the stream 1 Keep
your eye on it a moment and the old mare
will appear."

'^Then it is time for us to be getting
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down," said Clerk. " The old gentleman

won't care to wait."
" I dare say not," said Andrew, springing

to his feet and leading the way down at a

pace that shook Clerk's loose joints and
strained his soft sinews. But he Avas willing

enough to hasten in hope of another inter-

view with Nancy before his uncle's arrival,

while Andrew's purpose was to bring him on
to the highway without returning to the

house. He succeeded, and the minister's

gig was in sight when Andre\y turned towards
it and away from Glengarra.

" No such dreadful hurry, old fellow," said

Clerk. " I've to get my gun and l>id the

ladies good-bye," and Gordon felt he was
baffled. It was but a couple of minutes, yet
long enough for mother and son to mark
two things : the one, that the young squire

of Greystones expressed a hope of seeing

them again soon while shaking hands warmly
with Nancy ; the other, that he repaired the

On the top of Dunveg.

fatigue of his climbing by a rather free draught

of the wine of the country.

Andrew and the minister had a word or

two together at the gate, and the sudden

vision disappeared, leaving the farm-house to

return as it best might to its normal quiet-

ness.

Outwardly it did so at once, Mrs. Gordon
putting the whisky out of sight before John
should come in from the fields, and Nancy
setting the humble dinner—one of Andrew's

trouts—on the table in another parlour more
plainly furnished than that in which the

visitor had been received : but full quietness

never returned to the three inmates. Weeks
and months passed before they understood

that it was so, but that visit had permanentl}'

affected the life and destiny of each.

" He's a pleasant young man, yer freend,

Andra," said Mrs. Gordon, at dinner.

" What is he to be 1
"

"Nothing, I fancy. He has a small
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property, and I suppose his mother thinks

him above needing to learn a profession,"

said Andrew.
"But what is he at college for," asked

Nancy, " if he is not learning a profession ?

I thought ye all prepared for some business

there 1

"

" So we do, most of us, but a few inde-

pendent gentlemen come just for the educa-

tion ; most of them pass for the bar, or try

to, but that's rather for the name of the

thing than serious work."

"Where is't he lives?"
" Away in England somewhere, but I don't

know anything of his home life except that

he has only his mother living and a big

house and about eight or nine hundred a

year. I once saw his mother when she came
to visit him in Glasgow, and I didn't think

he was sorry when she went away."

"Pity me !
" said Mrs. Gordon. " I mind

her being here lang syne when her sister, the

minister's wife, was living : she was a grand-

lookin' woman then, and unco prood o' her

wee boy. I didna tell him that the day, but

I minded it weel."
" She's proud of him yet, but I thought

she hung about rather much, perhaps, and
wanted him to be Avith her every minute he
was not in classes, and he tired of that."

"Isn't he very clever?" Nancy ventured
to ask.

" Well enough, if he would work. But he
doesna need to work hard, and goes to

parties in the West End pretty often and
sometimes misses a class the morning after.

There's some young lady in GlasgoAv his

mother wants liim to marry, I think ; but he
never said much about that to me."

Perhaps Andrew did not observe how his

cousin changed colour at this piece of infor-

mation, but he was glad enough that it

brought the discussion about his friend to an
end.

"Hope you enjoyed yourself, Jack," said

Dr. Baillie as they trotted towards the
manse.

"Capitally, though Gordon climbs at

rather an unmerciful pace. But who is Miss
Riddell?"

" Oh ! Nancy, you mean. It's many a
day since I heard her surname, and you would
hardly be understood if you asked for Miss
Riddell in this parish. A very fine lass she
is, and a great help to her aunt. And she's

learning, too, more than most girls in farm-
houses. Andrew teaches her in the summer
and she picks up things quickly. He brings

XXVI—32

her books, Waverley and the Lady of the

Lake, and Chambers's books and Blackwood.
But it hasn't spoiled her at all so far as I see."

" Spoiled her ! why should it ? She seems
a very superior girl, and good-looking, too !

"

"Tuts, tuts! a mere child," said the
minister. " I hope nobody will tell her that
for some time to come. But I mean she is

as hearty about the farm work and as simple
and good to her aunt as ever, not giving
herself airs on account of the better education
she has got. You wouldn't hear her sing, of

course?"
" No ; does she sing ?

"

"Yes, very sweetly indeed, though with
no training."

Clerk had a good voice himself, and music
was, fortunately for him, his chief pleasure.

Other pleasures less safe he had tasted, but
the love of music had kept him from indulg-

ing in them as yet to any great extent.

In front of Glengarra farm-house there

was a garden of some size, better cared for

than most gardens of farm-houses, thanks to

Nancy's taste, and having at the foot of it

a rustic seat, facing the west and shadowed
by a Aveeping ash, whither Mrs. Gordon
would sometimes carry her knitting on a fine

afternoon and spend a quiet hour alone

before tea-time. Her husband, coming home,
would look for her there ; but since her
widowhood it was understood that she pre-

ferred not to be disturbed. On the day
folloAving Mr. Clerk's visit she asked Andrew,
who Avas reading in the parlour and not
making much of his book, to come Avith her,

and the summons Avas very Avillingly obeyed.

He wished such an opportunity to talk with
his mother about his plans for the Avinter.

Her first Avords oiDcned his way.

"Ye '11 be gaun back to Glesga soon,

Andrew."
" Yes, mother, in three Aveeks noAv. But

I've been thinking that it's high time I Avas

doing something for myself."

"Ye're no givin' up the ministry and gaun
tae an ofiice like Rab Johnstone ? Dinna
tell me that."

"No, mother. But many students get

money for teaching boys at the High School,

be ys that live in the West End, helping them
Avith their lessons in the evening ; and I was
saying to the minister yesterday that I Avould

like to talk to him about that, and perhaps
he could help me to find some teaching."

Mrs. Gordon l)reathed freely. "That's
very good in ye, Andra. I canna say a Avord

against yer plan, an' if ye can keep yerseLf

at College it may be all the better."
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It was Andrew's turn to feel relieved. The
matter was settled out of hand, and he was
meditating whether he might venture to hint

the possibiHty of his becoming a school-

master some day instead of a minister, when
Mrs. Gordon said

—

" I was wantin' to speak about Nancy. I

think, maybe, she should go to Glesga wi'

ye."

Andrew was startled. Nancy had been there

in spring, only a few months ago : her help

was of the greatest importance to his mother,

and there was no reason that he could see to

set against her continuing to render that

help. He said so.

" Nae doot I wad miss her, Andra, but I

could get a lass to do the work she does, an'

it's her future I'm thinkin' o'. She canna
be aye here; an' noo yer father's awa', what
wad become o' her if onything happened to

me?"
Just that question had presented itself to

the young student yesterday morning, and
he had found as yet no answer. His only

answer, however, was, " You're not feeling

worse, are ye, mother 1
"

" No, I am not feelin' worse. I'm thank-

ful to hev kept strong this harvest, and no to

hev had a turn o' pain since June; but it's

oor duty to be ready. The youngest o' yer

aunties in Glesga is aulder than me by eight

years, and I'm turned fifty, an' ye ken how
frail Auntie Bell is. They want somebody
in the shop that they could leave the bizness

wi'; an' it would be a guid livin' for Nancy
by-and-by, and keep her free of wantin' a

man tae merry her."

It was obvious the old lady had pondered
the same problems as her son, and had come
to more practical conclusions. He oould

only say

—

" Does Cousin Nancy wish this herself 1
"

" I dar' say she would be willin' enough :

it's a nice shop in the Arcade, an' clean

wark, an' she likes yer aunties, as baith of ye

weel may ; but I wanted to speak to you
first." Mrs. Gordon paused for a minute or

two. When she resumed, her son received

a thorough surprise. " Ye ca' her Cousin

Nancy ; but she's no yer cousin."
" Not our cousin, mother ! How can that

be 1 Is she not the child of a brother of

yours 1
" asked Andi'ew, almost leaping off

the seat with wonder. He had taken that

theory of her parentage for granted, seeing

she bore his mother's maiden name.
"Na, Andra, I never had a brother," the

old lady went on, having evidently made up
her mind for plain speaking. " There was

just the three lasses o' us, and me the young-
est, the only yin that married. It's a strange

story, an' there was nae need for telling 't till

noo. I'm trusting you wi't rather than John,

as ye're mair likely to be in the way of

makin' a guid use o't some day if need be.

Yer aunties had their baby-linen shop before

I was married, but it was in George Street

then, just past Balmano Brae, and no' far, as

ye ken, frae the hoose in Burrell's Lane : it

was aye the same hoose. One day, mair than

seventeen years ago, a leddy came that was
stayin' in a fine inn in the Square and bought
a lot o' things o' the best, and paid for them.

An' after a while she came back wi' a fine

wee wean, dressed in a' the grand things, and
said her husband was gane off to America,

an' askJn' if yer aunties could tell her of

decent lodgings for her for six months. It

was yer Auntie Mirren was in the shop, and
she sent her alang to yer Auntie Bell, to see

if oor hoose would do. Bell was greatly

pleased wi' the wean; an' when the leddy

offered to pay what she asked for the parlour

and bedroom she took her in. Before a
week was gane baith Mirren and Bell were as

fond o' the bairn as its mither, but Bell

specially, for she was mair in the hoose. But
before the second week was oot, the leddy
said she was gaun to the post-office wi' a
letter to her husband, an' she never cam'

back."
" Never came back !

" said Andrew. "What
was her name ? Did you never hear of her 1

"

" Wait. Ye hav'na heard all. When they

were puttin' the baby to bed that night they

had to take off a fine linen band round its

waist, an' they fand sewed inside it a bit

paper wi' a fifty-pound note in 't."

" Was there no writing ? " said Andrew
eagerly.

" I'll gie ye the paper, but ye'll find there's

no much to be made o't. They went to the

inn, and were telled the story was all true
;

that is, the leddy's name, an' all about her

husband, an' the time o' Nancy's birth ; but

nae mair than they kenned before, except

that she had taken everything o' hers away
from the inn the day she came to Burrell's

Lane. Bell sent word to us and yer father

and me went to see them. We agreed that

naething was to be said about it in pubhc,

but I was to take the bairn hame to Glen-

garra and bring her up, though BeU was to

be reckoned as havin' adopted her for a

daughter. Ye had a bonnie wee sister, Andra,
that died when she was six months the sum-
mer before ; an' Nancy came in her place."

Mrs. Gordon shed some tears—not bitter,
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)>ut like April rain—when her story was
finished ; and Andrew was for a little time

too much astonished to speak. At length he

said—

•

" It's an extraordinary story. It will be
cleared up some day. What was the lady

like r
" Ask yer aunties that. I never saw her.

But the Almighty leaves many a thing darker
than this no cleared up in the present life.

If the woman had been livin' an' cared for

her wean she would hae sought her out again

by this time."
" It may be so, mother. But ye havena

told Nancy—have yo V
" No, no. There's nae need yet that she

should ken. I'm but tellin' ye in case there

ever should be need."

" And ye'll no speak about her going with
me to Glasgow for a week or two ?

"

" I wasna intendin' till we had a letter frae

Aunt Bell. But what for no ? " said his

mother, looking at him for the first time.

"Better let Mr. Clerk be out of the way
first," said Andrew, looking down.

"Ay, ye may be richt there. I wadna
hae spoken to ye if I hadna thocht ye were a
weiss lad, Andra."
And with that remark, rather suggestive

than communicative, the interviev/' closed.

Andrew, feeling that his mother had paid a
high compliment'to his heart as well as his

head, rose and walked slowly up the side of

Dunveg, to digest the startling information
and adjust to his shoulders this new burden
of responsibility.

(To be continued.)

THE BEST WmE LAST.

So Cana said : tut still the first was good,

For skilful Nature wi'ought her very best

;

Turning the sunshine into hues of Mood,

Bringing the ripened clusters to be pressed.

But this the Master brings : His silent eye

Flushes the sunshine of a loitering year
;

Be still, guests, for heaven is passing by

!

Bow down, Nature, for your God is here !

And it is always so. Earth's joys grow dim,

Like waning moons they slowly disappear
;

Our heavenly joys fill up the wideniag brim,

Ever more deep and fuU, more sweet and clear.

Sweet were His words, when o'er the mountain slope

He breathed His benedictions on the air
;

Waking the sleeping angels, Faith and Hope,
Bidding them sing away the grief and care.

And yet, methinks, He speaks in sweeter tones,

Out of the shadow of the nearing cross
;

Telling of mansions and the heavenly thrones,

Which soon shall recompense for earthly loss.

The good, the better, and the last the best,

This is the order of the Master's wine
;

More than the yesterdays to-days are blest,

xAnd life's to-morrows may be more divine.

And what beyond ? Ah ! eye hath never seen,

Ear hath not heard the wonders that await

;

Earth's lights are paling shadows to the sheen

Of untold glories just within the gate !

We "bid" Thee, Master, come and be our Guest!

Life's common things Thou turnest into wine
;

Our cares, our woes, our bitter tears are blest,

If only Thou dost " cause Thy face to shine !

"

HENRY BURTON.

THE TEMPTATION
(Sttttbas ^tailings.

By DONALD FRASER, D.D.

July 5th.

Read Genesis iii. 1—13, and Matthew iv. 1—11.

THE first man was tempted in a paradise
where he might "freely eat;" the Second

Man in a wilderness when He was an hun-
gered. Each was temjited of the devil to
distrust God, and assert his own independent
will and pleasure. But the first man fell

;

the Second stood, and compelled the tempter
to depart.

Another parallel may be drawn, between
Israel and Christ. The chosen nation is

described as a son of God, called by Him
out of Egypt. Now, so soon as Israel had
been " baptized unto Moses in the cloud and
in the sea," he was led of the Spirit into the

wilderness, and there remained under proba-

tion for forty years. Jesus Christ, who was
" called out of Egypt," and was indeed the

Son of God, was no sooner baptized by John
than He was led of the Spirit into a wilder-
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ness, where He was proved and tested for

forty days.

The scene of our Lord's temptation is

placed by tradition in the sterile district to the

west of the Jordan, Avhere a steep and lonely

mountain has received from this tradition the

name of Quarantania. St. Mark says that

"He was with the wild beasts." It is an
allowable supposition of Milton that in the

presence of the last Adam those wild beasts

were submissive.

" They at His sight grew mild,
Nor sleeping, Him, nor -svaking, banned."

It is questioned Avhether the temptation

was continuous throughout the forty days,

or occurred only at the close of that period.

Two of the Evangelists seem to favour the

former view, and one the latter. Probably
the actual state of the case was this : As the

days passed, Jesus, meditating on the great

work Avhich the Father had given Him to

do, was aware of an evil power or influence

near, Avatching Him with malicious intent,

but He kept it at bay. At the end of the

long fast, however, when He felt the pangs
of hunger, and His mental and spiritual force

was affected by the exhaustion of His body,

the enemy came to close quarters, and made
those three assaults which are commonly
reckoned as the entire temptation.

It is also questioned whether the temp-
tation was objective, or only subjective.

Enough that it was real. The devil was
there, though it by no means follows that

he was in visible bodily shape, and his sug-

gestions were put actually and vividly before

our Saviour's mind. The more important
question is, " What could temptation mean
to the Man Christ Jesus ?

" What seductive

power could it have for a moral constitution

like His ?

In His Divine nature our Lord was not
" tempted of evil." As St. James has taught,

God is apeirastos, inexperienced of evil. He
knows it as a thing to be hated, condemned,
and punished ; but it has never put its foul

mark on His being, or shaken the firmness

of His good and holy will. It was as man
that Jesus Christ was tempted

;
yet how

could this be ? His humanity Avas without
taint of original sin or any inclination to

evil. Are we then to say that the devil had
permission and power to set certain subtle

suggestions before Christ, but lost his pains,

because the Man whom he tempted was in-

capable of sin ? Such an explanation would
take all meaning out of the narrative. If

the suggestions put forward had no poAver

of enticement whatever, and put no strain on

the AAall and conscience of Jesus Christ, there

Avas no temptation.

At this point it is well to remember that

the man and the Avoman in paradise, when
innoc5ent and upright, were tempted of the

devil. The Man Christ Jesus Avas as un-
spotted as they, but, being human as they
Avere, He was liable to be tempted. Nay,
He was human as Ave are. " The Son of

God took upon Him man's nature Avith all

the essential properties and common infirmi-

ties thereof, yet without sin." Noav, it is one
thing to say that He was sinless and did no
iniquity ; another thing to affirm that He
Avas incapable of sinning. Everything depends
on the meaning attached to the term in-

capacity. It maybe accepted if it ismeant that

it was morally impossible that Jesus Christ

should yield to temptation. In other words,

He was too good to do so, too firm in His
love of purity and His purpose of obedience

to give place for a moment to suggestions or

enticements of evil. So the proposals set

before Him constituted temptations, because

He might have consented to them if He had
chosen so to do ; but they were unsuccessful

because it Avas a thing absolutely repugnant
to Him, to choose the evil and forsake the

good. He loved His Father too Avell to dis-

trust or disobey Him,
Thus, when Ave describe our Saviour as

unable to sin, Ave mean that He Avas able not
to sin, i.e. morally able, in virtue of His holy

disposition and His righteous Avill. The
tempter was allowed to suggest to Him Avays

of self-sparing and self-aggrandising, but
there was nothing in the mind or heart of

the Man Christ Jesus to give Avelcome or

favour to such solicitation. Nay, there Avas

the repugnance of a heart both brave and
patient, full of sublime faith in God and filial

loyalty.

It is no discredit to a Christian that he is

tempted from without so long as his mind
does not dAvell on evil suggestions, or his

will consent. If he yields he sins, and is

defiled. If he refuses the bait and repels the

tempter he is, though tempted, yet Avithout

sin. Not only so, he gains by such endur-

ance. By the grace of God he emerges from
the ordeal a AAaser, humbler, and stronger man.

Christ was tempted in regard to that Avhic'i

He suffered. His followers, too, are tempted
to evade difficult duty, and to give play to

self-seeking and self-Avill. So from His oavq

experience on earth He is able to succour

them that are tempted by the impressive

lesson of His example, by the timely sug-

gestion of the Word which He hid in His
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heart, and by the all-powerfiil help and con-

solation of His Holy Spirit.

July 12th.

Read Deuteronomy viii. 1—18, and Matthew vi. 19—34.
"'

At the baptism of Jesus an audible voice

from the sky proclaimed Him the beloved Son

of God. It was therefore with this assurance

full and fresh upon His soul that He retired

into the wilderness to meditate on the career

assigned to Him by His Father in heaven. He
foresaw that it would involve sharp contest

with the rulers of the people, and end in re-

jection and death. So the suggestion rose :

Might it not be well to meet the popular ideal

of a Messiah so far as to put forth some won-

der-working power, and fix on Himself popular

observation 1 Nay, if He was the Son of God,

why should He not act in that character at

once, and compel the admiration and sub-

mission, not of the Jewish nation merely, but

of all mankind 1

The first and second suggestions presented

to Him by the tempter hinged on this
—

" If

thou art the Son of God." It was a subtle

" if." It might have impelled the Saviour to

demonstrate His Sonship prematurely, and
to set at nought the conditions of lowly hu-

manity. So the temptation resembled that

which liien afterwards addressed to Him on
Calvary—" If thou art the Son of God, come
doAvn from the cross."

The first effort of the tempter Avas based

on the cravings of the human body ; and this

was shrewdly done, because the physical frame

has very imperative demands, and its condi-

tion powerfully affects the higher faculties of

man. Nor was it at all a proposal to pamper
the flesh. It was a question of satisfying

pangs of hunger Avhich are innocent. Why
should the Son of God not relieve a craving

for necessary food 1 There lay around in

the wilderness stones which in size, form, and
colour singularly resembled the cakes of bread

in common use. They may be seen to this

day ; a kind of siUceous accretion. Why not

transform this into actual bread 'I Israel in

the wilderness had been fed Avith manna
strewn upon the ground. The prophet Elijah

in the wilderness had found a cake of bread

and cruse of water on the ground where he
slept. Why should not the Son of God, and
the greatest of prophets, find His bread also

on the groimd 1

Our Lord repelled the plausible suggestion

by reference to that book of the Old Testa-

ment which reviews the forty years of Israel

in Arabia. God taught to the Twelve Tribes

their dependence on Him for daily bread in

order that they might " know that man doth

live not by bread only, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of Jehovah."

Recalling this lesson, Jesus preferred de-

pendence on God to independence. If He
sufifered hunger it was in the path of obedi-

ence, and the God who fed all Israel was able

to feed Him. There was something higher

to be thought of than even daily bread.

At the same time, there is nothing here to

encourage fanatical austerity and emaciation

of the body. There is no hint of a special

holiness to be attained by voluntary starva-

tion. But the lesson is that not even the
urgent exactions of the physical frame have
the first claim. To regard man as living,

by bread alone is an animal view of existence,

making bodily comfort and satisfaction a
supreme object, and despising or ignoring that,

deeper hunger of the moral nature which.

craves the bread of everlasting life. Blessed

is the man who knows that this mortal life

which common bread supports is not the only

one, or the highest, and makes it his chief

aim to serve and please God. So doing,

he may trust the Heavenly Father for the

things which are needful to the body, and
thus live all his life upon God's faithful word.
While the Lord Jesus was occupied in

active ministry, He once and again multiphed
a supply of bread in order to feed the thou-

sands who waited on Him in a desert place.

He would not work any such miracle to

relieve or feed Himself, but He did it for the

people because it was among the works ap-

pointed to Him by the Father ; and yet He
would not repeat the miracle when the

multitude followed Him across the lake,

"because they had eaten of the loaves."

Perceiving their motive. He turned away
their thoughts from food that perishes to.

that which endures unto eternal life. He
taught them to live, not by bread alone, but

by the Avord of God.
Now Jesus Avas tempted as we are. We

are tempted as He was, and primarily

through our bodies, to gratify the Avants

and desires that lie in our physical structure.

The primary question of the human being

in every country and state of civilisation is

" How shall I get bread to eat 1 " And this

may become a temptation. One may be
seduced or provoked to break the law of

God and of duty in order to eat bread. The
poor and the hungry are tempted. All per-

sons who are in a strait about their livelihood

are tempted, nor will faith or prayer much
avail them so long as they think of bread only
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and ask what they shall eat and drink, and
wherewithal they may be clothed. The order

which Christ enjoined is the opposite of this.

The first place is to be assigned to heavenly
things, and the supreme value set upon them,

in order even to the obtaining of temporal
things from the Father in heaven. " Seek ye
first the kingdom of God and His righteous-

ness and all these things shall be added unto
you."

The calling of a Christian is to abide in

the path of duty, as our Master did, what-
ever pinch of want or suffering it may entail.

It cannot be denied that some of God's saints

have even died of hunger. They have been
involved with others in blockaded cities, in

Arctic expeditions, on rafts, or in open boats

after shipwreck on the sea, positions from
which they could not be extricated but by
some exceptional interference vv'ith the course

of nature. So they have died as other men,
just as saints catch the same diseases as sin-

ners and die of them. Any special interposal

of Divine power to preserve their lives would
probably do more harm than good in rendei-

ing the natural consequences of actions

uncertain, making pious men careless and
presumptuous as regards self-preservation,

and inducing others to profess religion for

temporal rather than spiritual advantage. It

is one of the privileges and joys of Christians

that their Father gives them daily bread, and
sweetens it with His love. But, even if the

bread should fail, they are not to fail in faith

or obedience. The Father will not withhold

that better bread which pertains to and
supports an everlasting life.

July 19th.

Read Psalm xci. and 1 Cor. x. 1—14.

It is extremely improbable that the Lord
Jesus was in actual bodily fact poised on a

pinnacle of the Temple by the power of tlie

devil. St. Luke says that, " He was led in

the spirit in the wilderness during forty

days :
" and this expression throws back our

thoughts to the history of ancient prophets
and seers. Take, for instance, the case of

Ezekiel, who Avas in the spirit by the river of

Chebar. He took a roll of a book and swal-

lowed it, He took a tile and an iron pan, the

one wi^ii a city sketched upon it, the other

set up to signify a wall of iron ; and then, to

represent a siege, he lay first on his left side

and then on his right for many weeks. Does
any one take these things literally 1 While
he was sitting in his house in Babylonia, a
hand took him up by the hair and carried

him " in the vision of God " to Jerusalem.

Again the spirit took him up and replaced

him among the captives. The same prophet

tells how he was carried in the spirit into a

valley full of dry bones and saw them trans-

formed into an "exceeding great army." And
yet again the hand of the Lord brought him
to the land of Israel, and set him " on a very

high mountain." In those cases, no one

supposes that there was a bodily removal of

the seer fi'om one place to another. All was
done in the region of thought and spiritual

realisation. So it was with St. Paul, when
caught up to the third heaven. Reflecting

on the vision afterwards, the apostle could

give no physical account or explanation of it.

Whether he had been in the body or out of

the body he could not tell. And in the

same way we must try to think of St. John
in the spirit, who, like Ezekiel, swallowed

a roll of a l^ook and was also carried away
into the wilderness.

In view of all these parallel incidents, we
are very safe in assuming that the elevation

of Jesus to the pinnacle of the Temple was
in thought, in imagination, not in but out of

the body. This does not in the least weaken
the interest of the narration or the reality of

the temptation.

The tempter had first sought to.make Jesus

distnistful. Foiled in this, he next suggested

a rash over-trust. If He was the Son of

God, and therefore perfectly assured of the

Divine love and protection, Avhy should He
not give some conspicuous proof of His dig-

nity, and so compel the homage of the

rulers and the people 1 What did it avail to

trust in God in this solitary place, where
there was no one to admire the submission

of Jesus or to be influenced by His faith and
patience ? But let the crowd in the courts

of the Temple at Jerusalem see a sign from
above. It would silence all gainsayers, and
convince the whole nation that the Messiah

had come and that He was the Son of God.

The proposal was supported by a quota-

tion from Psalm xci., with the omission, how-

ever, of a significant clause. It has often

been remarked on this, that the devil can

quote Scripture for a purpose. In other

Avords, passages of Scripture detaclied from

the context may occur to the mind, or may
be suggested from some external quarter, to

justify a course of action that is wrong.

This is no discredit to the Bible. No book
whatever can protect itself from misconstruc-

tion and misuse.

Our Lord answered the tempter, or re-

pelled the temptation, on the second occa-
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sion as on the fii'st, Ijy a quotation from the

book of Deuteronomy. "Thou shalt not
tempt Jehovah thy GoJ. " From this we learn
— 1. That Scripture must be taken with Scrip-

ture. If a temptation founds itself on " It

is written," the best answer to it will be
found in "It is written a2;ain." There is

always risk of partial and inaccurate infe-

rences when one reasons from a detached
passage of Holy Wi'it. Indeed this is so obvi-

ous that it has almost become an adage that

"one may prove anything from the Bible."

We deny the assertion. One may prove
anything from an isolated sentence of the

Bible, chosen for the purpose, broken aAvay

from its context, and not compared with
other passages of Scripture which bear on
the same topic ; but this is not to prove
from the Bible. He Avho would honestly

learn truth and duty from the Book must
collate Scripture witli Scripture, and the

partial revelation of one period "with the

more ample revelation of another period,

and not pounce on a text here, and half a

sentence there, as the manner of some is.

2. That to assume that we may break
laws of God Avith impunity is not faith, but
presumption. Our Lord considered that to

fling Himself from a high projection into the
court of the Temple, calling on God to let

Him escape imhurt, would have been to

tempt God, not to trust Him. It would
have been to repeat the sin of the children

of Israel at Massah, who " tempted " Jehovah
by demanding water in the desert, declaring

that they could not tell Avhether He Avas

among them or no, unless He would work
some Avonder. Just because Jesus Avas the
Son of God, perfectly trustful and obedient.

He Avould not dictate a sign or demand a
miracle. It Avas God's laAv that a human
being falling from a great height should be
dashed to pieces on the ground. For any
one to thi'OAv himself doAvn, expecting God
to interpose and save him from the natural
penalty, Avould be not to honour God, but
to tempt or provoke Him.
We have seen Christians confounding

great demands and expectations Avith great
faith. They raised the question. Is the
Lord among us or no 1 And, to solve it,

craved a sign or Avonder, something to astonish
the community, and be a phenomenon for

the religious Avorld. This, hoAvever, indicates

not faith, but a lack of faith. True reliance

on God shoAvs itself in patience and piety on
the level of the ground, not in trying to

float through the air as a special favourite of

heaven.

Nay : the lesson is Avider still. It con-
demns all assumption of impunity in break-
ing any laAvs Avhich God has instituted for

the universal good. It is folly, and Avorse

than folly, to fly in the face of all prudence,
and expect providence to secure against'

harm. This is, as the common phrase runs,
to "tempt ProAddence." Especially is the
admonition needed Avith regard to those
moral laAvs Avhich, to say the least, are as
firm and regular in their action as those
Avhich Ave call natuj-al or physical. One
breaks the rule of righteousness or the laAV

of personal purity, and is not exposed, seems
to be no Avorse. Exulting in this impunity,
he offends again, and trusts that God Avill

not punish him, and that his reputation Avill

not suffer. But in this he is only tempting
God, and soliciting Him to connive at the
violation of a moral ordei' Avhich He has
instituted under the gravest sanctions. It is

a vain and AA^cked confidence. Thou shalt

not tempt the Lord Thy God !

July 26th.

Read Deuteronomy yi. 1—17, and Matthew xxvi. 36—54.

What has been said of the idealism of the

elevation of Jesus Christ to a pinnacle of the

Temple, applies Avith at least equal force to

the statement that the deA'il took Him " to

an exceeding high mountain." It would haA^e

required some amazing diabolical glamour to

make all the kingdoms of the world A'isible

from any one mountain top ; and there is

neither reason nor piety in ascribing such

poAver to Satan. Insistence on literality in

such a case has no other eff'ect on thinking

men than to cast an air of improbability and
unreality over the whole narrative.

We dispense with literahty in order to

preserve reality. The temptation was entirely

in the region of thought and desire. The
high mountain was in spirit-land, and the

survey of kingdoms and their glory Avas Avith

the eye of the mind or imagination. Thereon
ensued a plausible but most dangerous
temptation.

The question of Divine Sonship Avas not

raised. Indeed, the suggestion Avhich Avas

made by the tempter proceeded on the ad-

mission that Jesus was on a divine embassy
to the world, and Avas therefore entitled to a

supreme position among men. The only

question Avas howto break torthfrom obscurity

and assume universal fiovereignty. On this

problem, no doub^, He had reflected much
during the forty days in the wilderness ; and
tAvo modes of solving it presented them-
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selves to the Nazarene. On the alternative

between them the temptation turned.

It was plain that absolute obscurity was
no longer possible. Publicity had come to

Jesus at His baptism, and henceforth He was
to be an object of popular observation and
surmise. Now in the excited condition of

the national mind regarding the expected
" Messiah, the Prince," the question was sure

to rise whether He was the Son of David
and the King of Israel. In such circum-

stances how should He bear Himself 1

It was the Father's will that Jesus should

reveal His Messiahship to such as could re-

cognise His spiritual character and power,

but should not set a value on popular accla-

mations, or attempt any immediate restora-

tion of the kingdom to Israel. On the con-

trary. He was to incur rejection by His
own nation, and even suffer death at the

instance of the rulers of the Jews. He was
appointed to a course most trying to human
feeling—to know Himself a King and yet

suffer as though He were an impostor ; to

disappoint not the multitude only, but His
own disciples also; to be judged by such

rulers as Herod and Pontius Pilate, and have
His own kingly dignity openly and cruelly

mocked. Could this be the Avay, and the

only way, to the throne ? Why might He
not follow an easier and more direct course 1

Such was the devil's suggestion. In other

words, such was the thought which pride

would dictate. Why not elude suffering

and become King at once, restoring the

glory of Israel, and receiving the homage of

an admiring world 1

The condition made that our Lord should
" fall down and worship" the Satanic tempter

is not to be taken prosaically. It means
that Jesus should reach worldly greatness

by pursuing a worldly policy. He should

consult His o^vn aggrandisement, and instead

of the painful and circuitous way of reaching

the Kingdom by the Cross, He should at

once proclaim Himself a King. We know
that the plan would only have led to defeat;

the devil's confident statement that he would
give dominion and power to Jesus would
have proved a lie, as all devil's promises in-

variably do ; but the suggestion had plausi-

bility enough to act as a temptation, and to

require a firm exertion of our Lord's will to

drive it from His thoughts.

To choose the worldly way of reaching the

kingdom in preference to the Divine way
would indeed have been to bow down to the

devil, and to Avorship him as " God of the

world." It would have deprived mankind

of the consummate lesson of patience and
obedience, and would have amounted to

nothing more than an instance of the success

(if it had proved success) of self-exalting

ambition. But of such instances the human
race has had enough and to spare.

A third time our Saviour repelled the

tempter by a quotation from the book of

Deuteronomy (chap. vi. 13), prefacing it

with the decisive command, " Get thee hence,

Satan." The passage which He cited was the

injunction to Israel to worship and serve

Jehovah only, and not to go after other gods.

The tribes might be tempted to bow down to

the gods of the heathen in order to cope with
the heathen armies, and extend the dominion
of Israel. In point of fact, whenever they
took this course, they fell under the power of

the heathen. And if Jesus had yielded to

the parallel temptation, He would not havo
been ruler of the world, but its servant.

Alas ! world-worship and virtual devil-

worship are every-day sins in Christendom.

To tui'n from the way of life which duty
to God indicates in order to consult what
seems our interest, or to gratify our pride,

is to serve another god. To do evil that

good may come, to use WTong means even to

gain a good end, is to bow down to another

than the righteous Jehovah ; it is to worship
Belial.

Though the devil leftthemanChristJesus, it

was only for a season. The Holy One never

yielded a point, but He was liable to haunting
and malicious temptation to the very end of

His career. It is therefore no discredit to

any Christian that He is tempted all his life

long.

But God watches over His children who
are tempted. Angels came and ministered

to Jesus. He had refused to make bread for

His hunger, and angels came to serve Him.
He had refused to cast Himself from a jiin-

nacle so as to give angels an opportunity to

hold him up, and angels came to sustain Him.
He had refused to bow before an evil spirit

even to gain a kingdom, and the good angelic

spirits came and bowed before Him. So
afterwards, in the garden. He would not ask

the Father for twelve legions of angels to

fight for Him, but would simply drink the

cup which the Father had appointed ; and
then an angel came from heaven and strength-

ened Him.
When Ave have withstood evil in the

strength of God, angels come to us in various

forms. After self-denial and self-control

there is some solace near, some heavenly suj)-

port, some inward compensation.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.—A CONFESSION.

^T^HE unexpectedness of her hostess' ap-

-L peal did not affect Hester as the other

had probably anticipated ; Avhen the soul is

troubled to its depths we are proof against

all surprises ; but its tenderness and con-

sideration moved her very much.
" I can never think you unkind, Lady

Barton," she replied ;
" how is it possible for

me to do so when you have opened your

doors to me and treated me as your own
daughter?"

This was true, but then her behaviour to

her own daughter was by no means demon-
strative of affection ; moreover, what spoke

volumes, her niece, even when acknowledging

her indebtedness to her, had addressed her

not as "aunt" but as Lady Barton.
" Still there is a difference," observed her

ladyship gravely. " That must be my ex-

cuse for what I am about to say ; I am your
aunt it is true, and your hostess, but I am
Maria's mother."

" And you have the best of girls for your
daughter," said Hester gently, " the kindest,

the truest, the purest."
" She is a good girl, no doubt," said Lady

Barton. "I am sure you are fond of her."
" There is nothing that I would not do for

her," rephed Hester earnestly ;
" and when I

had done it the obligation would still remain
on my side."

She could say this quite truthfully now,
for her sacrifice had been already made ; an
hour ago or so she could not have said it.

" The friendship of women, however," re-

turned Lady Barton, " has always one reser-

vation. When another passion intervenes

for a common object, respect, affection, grati-

tude, even the ties of blood are all forgotten.

Friendship is then scattered to the winds,

and only too often envy and hatred take its

place."

"It would never be so with your daughter
and me," replied Hester firmly.

" No ; because you will carry off the prize,

and Maria, being as you say little short of a

saint, will forgive you your victory."

Lady Barton's tone had altered, its gentle-

ness had vanished ; she spoke with scorn,

though not with heat. "Do you suppose
that I am blind, Hester," she went on with
restrained vehemence, " because poor Maria
XXVI—37

is bhnd ? Can you say to me without telling

a falsehood that Francis Drake is not your
lover 1 You need not speak, for your face

speaks for you. Now let me tell you what
you are about to do. Maria has loved him
from the first, and has never loved another.

Her happiness, so far as matters of this world
are concerned, is bound up in him. I have
done all I could to insure it. I have invited

him here day after day—I confess it—with
that intention. His father is as desirous he
should marry Maria as I am mj^self. The
Castle would by that means return in time

to the old hands, and the fortunes of his

family be re-established. You will say, per-

haps, that Captain Drake does not reciprocate

Maria's attachment to him. That is true

;

but how few men ever do love as they are

beloved ! he has a great respect and regard

for her which was ripening slowly into love,

until you came. Nay, hear me out, I don't

say you are to blame for it, Hester ; it seems
that you were old acquaintances (of which of

course I knew nothing, or I would never have

had you here) ; but however it comes about,

you have estranged this young man's love

from the object with which it was heretofore

content. In doing tliis you have done us a

grievous wi'ong. It is a breach of hospitality,

it is a wrong to friendship, it is a poor return,

I must even add, for the kindness you have
received at our hands. That is not a plea-

sant thing to have to say
;
you must forgive

me. I am a mother pleading for her

daughter's sake. I believe you have the

power of doing us this irreparable mischief,

iDut I appeal to your better nature. Again
I say I do not reproach you. Up to this

day I had flattered myseK that you were
studiously withliolding from this gentleman

any encouragement. I had even hopes that

your affections were fixed elsewhere."
" What has altered your opinion of me to-

day, Lady Barton 1 " inquired Hester gently.

The quietness and self-possession of her

tone staggered her companion. She had
been prepared for defence and even defiance,

but not for being cross-questioned in her

turn ; it struck her that the girl was attempt-

ing to throw dust in her eyes.

"It is useless, Hester," she said contemp-

tuously, " to affect innocence in this matter.

You had a private meeting with Captain

Drake this very afternoon,

"

k
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" It was accidental," put in Hester

quietly.
" I do not know as to that ; at all events

it took place. Do you mean to tell me that

not a word passed between you that others

might not have heard ? I see that something
happened. Has the mischief been done

;

have you accepted him 1

"

"No, Lady Barton, I have rejected him."
" Eejected him!" replied the other incre-

dulously ;
" have my suspicions then been

unfounded ? Is it possible that his attentions

were unwelcome to you ?

"

" They were unwelcome to me."
"Then you were not in love with him

after all?"

Hester's face grew deadly pale.

" For mercy's sake," she murmured, "spare

me!"
Lady Barton regarded her for a moment

with searching, almost suspicious looks, then

with a strange agitated cry dropped on her

knees beside her.

"Hester, Hester!" she exclaimed, "you
love him. You have sacrificed yourself for

Maria's sake !

"

There was the sound of a girl's voice sing-

ing in the corridor ; its notes were as blythe

and joyous as a bird's.

Hestersmiled significantly. "Your daughter

will b'e happy, Lady Barton, as she deserves

to be."
" But you—oh, my poor girl ! my heart

bleeds for you, while it thanks you; Avhat

can I say, what can I do, to prove its grati-

tude ?

"

" I only ask for silence ; it is absolutely

Maria ; while forQ& regardsnecessary

me "

" Oh, I understand," interrupted Lady
Barton with intense emotion, " every word
of his will be a blow, every look will be a

pang. Life imder this roof will be a slow

torture to you. We have no right to inflict

it."

"It is not your doing. Lady Barton. You
have nothing to reproach yourself with."

" Have I not ? " was the vehement re-

joinder. " I have, I have indeed. If I can

make no reparation for it I can at least make
confession ; I can do penance. You have en-

trusted the secret of your heart to me ; I

will do the like to you, Hester. You have
shown me of what a generous nature is

capable ; I will show you how a base one can

behave itself under the same circumstances.

The result in the one case has been an un-

happy life ; the result in the other—if there

is justice in heaven—Avill be also in accord-

ance with desert. Listen to me, for it is

to your ears above all others that my story

should be told ; look at me, for it is your
eyes above all eyes that should be the wit-

nesses of my humiliation, and pity me while

you condemn me."

Hester obeyed mechanically, though she

could hardly believe the senses that were
thus appealed to ; to see this proud and
masterful woman on her knees before her, to

hear her reproaching herself with such bittei

vehemence and appealing to her for pity, nay,

as it almost seemed, for pardon, seemed to

be some delusion of her brain rather than an
actual experience.

"Your mother and I, Hester, were sisters,

loving ones till love came between us ; I was
the elder and the "wiser in all matters of this

world, and believed myself (but there I was
wrong) to have the firmest hold of the faith

in things to come. She bowed to me in all

things, both temporal and sjiiritual; and
looked up to me as a superior being. At a

watering-place frequented by many serious

persons, but also the resort of people of fashion,

we became acquaintedwith a gentleman whose
habits of life were altogether difi"erent from
our own, but who had great attractions for

both of us. His attentions were pretty

equally divided between us, but I now know
that he paid court to me only to gain better

opportunities of recommending himself to

my sister. I do not say he deceived me, but
his behaviour certainly led me to deceive

myself. If I had not been blinded by my
love for him, I should perhaps have seen

with what object he cultivated our society;

but as it was, I set it down to my own attrac-

tions. When my sister came to me one day
and in all simplicity and without the least

conception of my feelings towards liim, in-

formed me that she had accepted him as her

lover, I was almost out of my mind with
rage and jealousy. I concealed the cause,

however, while at the same time I indulged

my hate, for from that moment my love for

her had changed to hate. I pointed out the

unfitness of such a union. I reminded her

of the worldliness and wickedness of the

man, and bade her choose, not only between
him and me, but between a few months of

delusive happiness in this woiid and the

eternity of misery, ivliich would be its

penalty, in the next. I did not hesitate to

use the most solemn and sacred arguments

against the man whose hand I would myself

have accepted with rapture ; but they were
used in vain. She was no longer subservient

to my wiU ; she had transferred her allegiance
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to another master. Then my heart became

as the nether millstone against them both.

'If you marry that abandoned man/ I said,

* I -will never see you more nor hold any
sort of communication with either of you
to your lives' end.' She did marry him,

and I kept my oath. After some time I

married myself, but not for love ; it was for

money, but not for money's sake. I had
heard tales of my brother-in-laAV that led me
to beHeve that he would one day be reduced

to poverty, and I pleased myself with the

reflection that while he and lais were suffer-

ing from the consequences of his recklessness

I should be rich and prosperous. You are

saying to yourself, 'What baseness!' You
cannot picture the depths to which a woman
can stoop whose pride has been wounded to

the quick
;
you have cause to be grateful for

the gift of an unegotistic nature. My sister

died, and yet I could not forgive her. The
overtures of reconciliation her husband made
to me in the name of her child, I rejected

with scoi^n. It may seem incredible to you,

but I even resented the patience and simpli-

city that displayed themselves year by year

in my own daughter, because she thereby

reminded me of what my sister had been.

The milk of human kindness within me was
not only changed to gall, but my very blood,

the same that had flowed in my sister's veins,

was poisoned. Then—then my dear one
died."

The speaker covered her face with her
hands, and was silent ; her frame was shaken
with emotion. She was weeping, or perhaps
praying, v.dthout a sound. Hester neither

moved nor spoke. The self-revelation of this

nature, at once so powerful and so weak, had
overwhelmed her.

Presently Lady Barton rose, and taking

one of Hester's hands in both her own, ad-

dressed her with the utmost gentleness. The
storm had passed away and left, if no sun-

shine, peace and softest airs.

" When you came here, my dear, my whole
heart would fain have gone forth to meet
you ; in your father's daughter I recognised

one only less dear to me than my own, but
pride still restrained its workings. If I had
found you hard, self-willed, and disdainful,

like myself, it would almost have been a
relief to me ; but day by day the wall of

reserve that I had built around myself, and
which is insurmountable to others, cr'umbled

away before you. Your nature, Hester
(here she smiled), is hard to quarrel witii,

even for one who seeks a quarrel. Pre-
sently, however, you became an object of

susjiicion. I perceived that Captain Drake
was paying you attentions; I foresaw that
danger threatened my scheme for Maria's
future; that the happiness of her life was
menaced. Even then— let me do myself
so much of justice—I did not blame you.
I even fancied that you were doing your
best to discourage him. I tliought that your
affections were placed elsewhere. If I had
guessed how matters stood " Hester
held up her hand in piteous entreaty. "True,
I had forgotten my px^omise. Your heart is

suffering what mine has suff'ered ; but how
diff'erently have we borne our cross

!

" She
moved to the desk and threw it open.

"There is his picture, the dearest of my pos-

sessions still : how like, how like it is to your
dear self ! Take it, keep it."

She placed it in Hester's hands, who gazed
upon it 'wdtli tearful eyes. It was a portrait

of her father in his youth, but the lineaments

and even the expression were the same that

she had known and loved so well ; it was her
"dear young papa" a little younger, that

was all. She made as if she would give it

back, but the other rejected it.

"iSTo; it is a wrong to my husband to

retain it. For the future to look at you, his

living image, and to love you, wdll be suffi-

cient, my noble girl
!

"

She held out her arms, and Hester feU

into them, in a passion of tears. For the

first time since that interview with her lover

she felt a ray of comfort. She had at least

made this woman happy, whom her father,

even if through no fault of his own, had
made so unhappy ; if otherwise, if he were

in any respect to blame, she was making
reparation for him. At all events, if, as she

believed, he was cognisant of what she was

doing he must needs approve of it. It was
the first reward of her self-sacrifice.

CHAPTER XXXIV.—MR. MOSES JEPHSON.

Pylus House is perhaps the handsomest

of all the handsome houses on Clapham Com-
mon. It has a very large garden, and, as if

the flowers of England were not sufficient to

flatter the pride of its possessor, it has in

addition a huge conservatory filled with

tropical plants. It is furnished from the

third story to the basement (for there are

no attics) with great completeness, and as

regards its spacious reception-rooms, even

fldth splendour ; but despite its magnificence,

comfort is its leading feature. A great legal

functionary, Avidcly known to the past gene-

ration, lived in a mighty mansion so badly

furnislied that a certain noble novelist said
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of it, "It is the sort of house one would

take from which to see a man hung." Pylus

House was the very last place any one would
have thought of taking for such a purpose.

Every chair was comfortable, and had never

borne the yoke of an antimacassar; the carpets

were of the thickest pile; there were even some
very fine pictures by some very old masters.

But there were no knicknacks, and there were
no books. In the houses of rich men, how-
ever illiterate, there is almost always a "li-

brary," where history in calf and poetry in

morocco await, behind glass doors—the paper-

knife ; and this omission impressed the visi-

tor. Of what calling could be the jDroprietor

of this stately pleasure-house, for whom the

art of printing books (for of newspapers there

was an ample supply) had been discovered in

vain ? If he were one of the Clapham set,

however averse to light reading, he would
have had an assortment of choice collection

of sermons ; but to confess the honest truth

there was not even a Bible in Pylus House.

There was, indeed, what has been called the

British Bible—the "Peerage," but even that

was not kept for ordinary reasons, but solely

for business purposes. The master of the

house had not a little to do with the aris-

tocracy of his native land, but he had not the

slightest respect for them. This circumstance

(if indignation permits) may well arouse the

curiosity of the reader, of what profession,

trade, or calling could such a creature be ?

The personal appearance of Mr. Moses Jeph-

son gave little clue to tliis. He was a short,

stout man of about fifty years of age; his

cheeks were flabby ; his head was bald ; his

eyes had a cunning expression, which, never-

theless, was not destitute of good-nature.

He fancied that he knew the world better

than any man alive—a circumstance that

would have speedily brought him to grief

had he had to deal with it. His relations,

however, were restricted to one portion of

the world, which, fortunately for himself,

he understood thoroughly. Every "noble-

man and gentleman of independent property,

and ofiicers on full pay " who wanted cash,

and a great deal of it and at once, came to Mr.
Moses Jephson for assistance as naturally as

a sick man to his physician or a penitent to

his priest. It is needless to say, therefore,

that the proprietor of Pylus House was a

money-lender, but he was something more.
Every " person of position " who had got into

serious trouble and wished to take the nearest

way out of it at any cost, came to Mr. Jeph-
son for counsel. He was not a lawyer, but
he did lawyer's work with equal secresy and

more celerity, and if he exacted for his ser-

vices higher than even lawyer's pay, his

clients rarely grudged it. He was greedy
and even grasping, but he was not uncon-

scientious (after his dim lights) ; and it was
rumoured that now and then he had even

performed a generous action. It is not indeed

to be supposed that he had ever "returned

his fees;" it would have been an outrage on
his moral sense to have given back what he

had lawfully earned (or perhaps even had
earned not quite lawfully, and with some
little risk) ; but occasionally for an old client

he had worked for nothing. It was said at

the West-End that " Mr. Jephson was not

a bad sort considering," an elliptical expres-

sion of much significance.

On the day after Hester Darrell had dis-

patched her explanation to her guardian,

that gentleman presented liimself at Pylus
House. Mr. Jephson received him with great

courtesy, but with a surprise that he took na
j^ains to conceal.

" Proud to see you, I'm sure, Mr. Langton,"

were his first words, " but it's an unexpected

pleasure. You're not come to tell me that

our little arrangement has broken down, I

hope ?"

" No, there has been no more trouble about

that matter, I am thankful to say."
" That's good," said Mr. Jephson, with a

sigh of relief. " I was afraid that somebody
Avas getting to be unreasonable again. Man
we can bind, but woman never."

" It is about a man that I am come to-day.

You know Mr. Digby Mason, of course ?"

" Do I know my own ledger ?"

" I want you to answer me a question

frankly concerning him, and then to give me
a word of advice."

Mr. Jephson nodded assentingly. He was
a man of few words, but of infinite patience

in listening to what others had to say to him.
" Of course I am speaking to you in con-

fidence," continued his visitor. " You must
not be ofi'ended if I impute things to one

whom I gather from what you say is a client

of youi's."

"You can say anything. There is no wit-

ness, and therefore it cannot be actionable.

As to Mr. Mason, it is true that I have had
dealings with him.; but he has washed his

hands of me, as he will tell you. They are

not, however, clean hands."
" In a word, then, you think him a scoun-

drel ?"

" I don't think it ; I am perfectly con-

vinced of the fact."

" Still, there are degrees. Do you believe
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it possible, for example, that he cheats at

cards?"
" I should say it was higlily probable. It

is a difficult thing to do without discovery,

but then Mr. Digby Mason is a very clever

fellow."
*' You remember Colonel Darrell, of

course 1"

" Well ; a thorough good fellow, reckless,

and a little too confident in himself at play,

but a perfect gentleman."

Philip Langton gave a httle wince. This

compliment to his dead friend from such a

quarter was very unpalatable.
" I have reason to believe that Mason

cheated him out of a large sum with marked
cards. I ought to say, perhaps, I have sus-

picions rather than reasons, for, though that

impression is strong in my mind, I have no
actual proofs. Indeed, though I have ob-

tained some cards with which he played, and
won with in a very surprising fashion, I can

find nothing amiss with them, though I have
examined them even under the microscope

for days."

"For days ? Do you mean by daylight V
"Well, of course, one can examine them

best by daylight."
" Not when they are things meant to cheat

with by candlelight. It was at some club, I

.suppose, that the thing took place ? Just so.

Well, even if you had discovered that they

were marked, how could you prove that

jMason did it—that is, that it was he who in-

troduced the cards into the club 1 It took
Phihppe all he knew, remember, to prove that

very thing to Napoleon III. in the case of

the Paris Cercle."

"To be sure," said Langton ; "I have been
wasting my time for nothing." He spoke
Avith chagrin, but his discontent was not
\\dthout mitigation. This man, who had
thus laid his finger with such ease upon the

weak spot in his own proceedings, would pro-

bably detect what was wrong in another
case.

" Whether the Colonel's money was won
by fraud or not," he continued, "is not of

much consequence, since, it seems, it can't be
proved. The question now is—with respect,

at least, to a large portion of it—whether it

Avas won at all. Do you recognise this sig-

nature as genuine 1"

Here he placed in the other's hand the

1 U for two thousand pounds, signed by
Colonel Darrell, a piece justkatif which Hester
had naturally enclosed in her letter.

The money-lender scrutinised it Avith great
attention. "It looks to me all richt," he

said. "One cannot tell for certain about

these tilings, as your experts pretend to do

;

I prefer, when it is possible, to go by my
knowledge of mankind, and my experience of

Mr. Digby Mason tells me that he would
stop short of forgery. Social disgrace is one
thing, and penal servitude is another. No

;

he may ha^v^e won this money by foul play,

but it is my behef that he did win it."

Philip Langton shook his head. " I have
great confidence in your judgment, Mr. Jeph-
son, but I feel sure there is sometliing wrong
here."

" Well, it is just as Avell to be fair and
above-board while we can," observed the

money-lender, with a significant smile; "and
though I never speak of my client's affairs

to others, the Colonel was, I know, a friend

of yours, and, besides, he's dead and it can't

matter. Now the fact is that I raised the

money to pay for this very I U myself."
" You raised the money !" echoed Langton,

in amazement. " Eaised it for the Colonel

to pay Mr. Digby Mason !"

" I have no doubt I did. He told me, at

all events, that he wanted two thousand

pounds in a hurry to pay a card debt. You
know his way. He could sell out his securi-

ties at leisure to pay me ; but in the mean-
time the debt of honour must be settled im-

mediately."
" But it was not settled immediately, for

though it is true he did realise, only a few
days before his death, securities for that very

amount, Mr. Digby Mason has since put in

his claim for the I U."
" He has, has he V returned Mr. Jephson,

with an applausive chuckle. " That's a bold

stroke, that is. It is almost a pity that such

audacity should be thrown away. He didn't

take into account that, since it only records

a gambling debt, the document is mere waste

paper, otherwise the conception would have

been magnificent."

"I don't understand you, my dear sir."

"AVhy, look at the dates. I carry this

sort of memoranda in my head, but you
shall see for yourself."

The room in which tliis interview took

place was Mr. Jephson's study, and, in-

deed, it was devoted to the study (and utili-

sation) of his fellow-creatures. The walls

were hung with pictures of great value, but

which he had purchased at comparatively low
figures from clients in haste to realise their

ancestral assets ; there were cabinets of price,

and a statuette or two which would have
raised the bidding at Christie's ; it was not,

in short, at all like a business room. There
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was a cupboard in it, however—carved with

fruit and flowers antiquely, but with a lock

of the latest invention—the door of Avhich

was sheathed with iron. In this receptacle

Mr. Jephson kept the few books he said he

cared for (an egotistic confession enough,

since they wei^e all written by himself), and
from it he now produced a diary.

"I gave the Colonel his two thousand

pounds upon the Tuesday, you see (pointing

to the entry with his finger), and in three

days he repays me principal and interest,

and three days after that he's drowned.

I've put a query here, I see, in a paren-

thesis," interposed Mr. Jephson, with a

swift, subtle glance at his companion ; "he
was drowned, was he not ? Just so. Well,

he could scarcely have lost the same sum at

the same game to the same man within the

week; it's evidently, therefore, the same
1 U. The thoughtless Colonel never thought

of asking for it, and Mr, Digby Mason has

tried to make the document do duty a second

time. It was, as I say, audacious, but well-

timed. Just after a man's death one may
almost venture upon anything in the Avay of

claim. On the other hand, how characteristic

that he should have forgotten that in law it

was null and void ! Your scoundrels almost

always forget something."

The whole plan was plain enough, and if

poor Hester had been less reticent could never

have succeeded.
" He's gone abroad," said Langton, after a

long pause.
" Very likely, and if he had got the money

he would have stayed there. Perhaps he

will stay there even as it is, for I happen to

know that Master Digby Mason is very near

the end of his tether. When a man is so very

lucky London sooner or later gets too hot

for him. Moreover, though of course no one

in his senses would have paid the I U, he

has made his claim, and thereby got himself

into trouble. He has endeavoured to extort

money under false pretences."
" No doubt he ought to be in Newgate,"

said the other emphatically. " Well, I am
greatly obliged to yoii for your kind atten-

tion, Mr. Jephson. Your time, I know, is

valuable. Will you let me know "

" Put that cheque-book away ; I shall let

you know nothing," interrupted the money-
lender, smiling. " Colonel Darrell was an

old client of mine, and always behaved to me
like a gentleman. There are not so many of

that sort that I should forget it. I have got

more people out of holes than any man in

England, and have been more abused for it

;

but the Colonel was always reasonable. To
have been able to be of any service to you
on his behalf is reward sufficient for me."
"You are very kind, I'm sure. I don't

think there is anything else to be said. Good
morning, and many thanks."

" Good morning, Mr. Langton."

Mr. Jephson accompanied his visitor to the

front door, where he stood watching the

hansom that carried him away to town.
" How true it is that the world is divided

into knaves and fools," he murmured to him-
self. " That gentleman belongs to the lower

—I mean the latter class. I am quite sure

that he paid that money. What he is

thinking about now is how he shall ex-

cuse himself as her guardian for wasting two
thousand pounds of Miss Darrell's money. If

she is half sharp he Avill have to refund it.

He did not come here about Colonel Darrell's

affairs but his own—my peneti^ation never

deceives me. It is not a bad half-hour's

work, however, if I have persuaded Mr,
Philip Langton to say a good word wherever
he goes for Mr, Jephson. As for Master
Digby Mason he must be desperate indeed to

have tried such a game. He has bidden his

native land good-bye for ever,"

CHAPTER XXXV,—ANOTHER'S JOY.

Captain Francis Drake was as fine a
fellow as ever faced a battery, and what is

not so constant a companion of courage as is

generally supposed, he had a very tender

heart. Still he was neither a nincompoop
nor a ninny ; and though he had been re-

jected by the woman he loved best in all the

world, he was not one to die of a broken
heart. Some men who are crossed in love

hang themselves ; others still more unrea-

sonable as well as wicked, wreak their ven-

geance upon her whom they profess to adore

;

but the majority of our sex (and one may
even say as much for the other) get over it.

If a man
" Cannot find a black eye to his mind,
Why, then, he must take to a blue one,"

sings one who hath a pretty wide experience

of love-making ; and sooner or later it gene-

rally does happen so.

If Hester Darrell had given any other

answer to the Captain than that which he
understood her to give, he would certainly

not have desisted from his suit. But since

she had said, " I cannot," and when he had
inquired, " Has any other person then been
beforehand with me in asking for your hand?"

she had answered "Yes," he had naturally

put two and two (or rather one and one)
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together and supposed her to be bespoke

elsewhere. In his opinion it henceforth

behoved liim as a gentleman to say no more
to her ; and even to think of her in the old

way as little as possible. Being human,
however, he did think of her very sadly,

though without bitterness. The fact Avas

that though the impression she had made
upon him at their first meeting had never

been obliterated, it had undergone a fading

process to which the pictures in the mind
are as much . subject as those on canvas.

For many months he had been thrown into

the intimate society of another young woman,
comely and pure and tender, and who "with-

out the faintest trace of forwardness had
caused him to suspect that she was not in-

different to him.

Maria Barton had not indeed given him the

sort of encouragement which young ladies are

wont to give in such cases. She had neither

flirted with nor tlouted him ; had not " led

him on," nor affected, on his following her

lead, to rebuff him ; but she had showed an

admiration for his character, if not for liim-

self, which it was impossible for him to ignore.

The other circumstances of the case which
would have been pronounced by most people

to be favourable—the wealth she would
inherit, and the fallen fortunes which such

an union Avould repair—were rather against

her than otherwise ; for the Captain had a

proud spirit, and had no more fancy for dis-

posing of himself in the matrimonial market to

the highest bidder than for selKng liis sword.

Still he admired Maria Barton as well as

respected her, and on the quiet tide of oppor-

tunity was insensibly drifting into love when
Hester Darrell suddenly reappeared and
swept away the "low beginnings of content."

He had in no way compromised himself with

her cousin ; neither by word or deed had he
reciprocated the affection of which he had
nevertheless perhaps begun to entertain

some suspicion ; and being free he had re-

turned to the allegiance which had tlu'ough

the absence of its object become weakened
and attenuated, but had never been discarded.

It was most fortunate for the Captain's

future prospects that the advantages of a

imion with the heiress of the house of Barton
had never been urged upon him from with-

out ; that Lady Barton had been px'udent

and reticent, and that Sir Eeginald had never
hinted at the hopes he had entertained of

the recovery of the family fortunes through
his son's marriage. For if pique is one of

the most common motives that induce to

matrimony, pride is as common a cause for its

avoidance. He had no suspicion of course

that Hester had been compelled to mention
the fact of her rejection of him to Lady
Barton ; so that his relations with the family

at the Castle remained unchanged. There
were no winks and nods of approbation to

be endured ; and above all there was no em-
barrassment (save what he might feel upon
his own account) with Hester. She had
chosen, doubtless, some better man.

Still for his o'vati sake and for the regard

he had for her good opinion matters con-

tinued for some time much as they had been
between himself and Maria. He was by no
means eager to make advances in that quar-

ter, and, under Hester's eye, though it was
designedly averted from his proceedings, he
could hardly make any immediate transfer

of his affections to her cousin. But sooner

or later, as he secretly acknowledged to him-

self, thej' would be so transferred. They were
not quite the same affections ; but they were
genuine and honest enough of their kind.

A widower may love his second wife as truly

as the first ; though when it comes to the

third, or at all events to the fourth, I am
inclined to tliink—though I speak only from
observation and without experience—that

the gilt begins to be a little rubbed off the

gingerbread.

In the meantime, -the news that Hester

received fi'om Philip Langton concerning the

misdoings of Mr. Digby Mason was of dis-

tinct advantage to her. Her money—for

she had no idea that it was her guardian's

—

had gone before, so that there was no new
sense of loss to trouble her ; while her

preAdous view of !Mr. Mason's character had
not been so favourable that the revelation of

another phase of it had any power to wound
her. On the other hand it was a revelation.

It helped her to understand that there were

more worlds than one, even on this earthly

ball ; a knowledge which tends more than

any other knowledge to lead us from the

contemplation of our particular share in it.

While she lived among her fashionable friends

in London, her horizon had been extremely

limited ; fashionable people, as a rule, are the

most narrow-minded of created beings, and

the most unconscious, not only of the myste-

ries, but of the facts of existence. Since she

had come down to Shingleton it seemed to

her that she had for the first time found touch

of her fellow-creatures. She visited it almost

every day and was getting almost as well

known there, though not to the loungers on

its Parade, as Maria herself. It was not so

much in the contemplation and assuagement
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of the troubles of others she forgot her own,

as tliat she here found an occupation which

took her out of herself. It is the absence of

work to do—other than fancy work—that

lies at the root of the unhappiness of most
young women. Even if their woes are real

and not imaginary, they loom much larger

than they should do from their ignorance

that woe is the common lot, and consequently

from their inability to draw comparisons

between their own case and that of others.

It does not benefit a fit of the gout to visit a

hospital for incurables, but it unquestionably

makes us think less of our gout. Though
Hester never forgot the loss of her lover,

she presently—or rather eventually : for at

first the sensation was well-nigh intolerable

—learnt to bear it.

It was something that in the reply which

Philip Langton wrote to her letter he apolo-

gized for the tone of his previous communica-

tion, and had nothing but praise to bestow on

her conduct. " It was a great price to pay," he

said, "for the purpose of shielding your dear

father's name from the tongue of detraction,

but I do not blame you for it. In the world

in which he moved—in my world—such

recklessness is common enough ; but I can

easily understand that it shocked you. If

you had confided in me you would have

saved yourself a heavy pecuniary loss ; but

I do not blame you. You imagined perhaps

that the knowledge of his weakness would
have lessened my respect for his memory

;

you were wrong, for he was a man to love

in spite of his Aveaknesses ; but it was an

apprehension that does you credit. If it

were possible, in short, that I could entertain

a greater regard for you, dear Hester, I

should do so now."
This praise was certainly very comforting

to her. Nor less consolatory was the grati-

tude and affection which Lady Barton in

private lavished upon her. It seemed that

she could never do enough in acknowledg-

ment of the sacrifice that had insured the

success of her long-cherished plan and the

happiness of her daughter. Like most reti-

cent and cautious persons, where once her

trust was placed it was placed implicitly,

and if she closely watched her niece's

relations Avith Captain Drake it was upon
Hester's account solely and not her own. Her
nature, though so difterent in other respects,

was one that could thoroughly sympathise

with the girl in the painfulness of her present

position ; she even acknowledged to herself

that had the case been her own she would
have been unable to endure it and would

have fled the scene of her misery, no matter

at what risk of arousing suspicion, and there-

by endangering what she had already gone

through so much to secure. To save Hester

the embarrassment of the Captain's presence

was impossible, for he was (as usual) a daily

visitor to the Castle, but it was Lady
Barton's constant, though secret care, to keep

them asunder, and above all to preserve her

from the torture of a tete-a-tete with her

quondam lover ; and about this, to do her

ladyship justice, she was quite as solicitous

as to " throw her daughter and the Captain

together."

At first indeed it was difficult to say

whether her satisfaction at the progress

of affairs between the young couple, or her

distress at the cost it entailed upon Hester

was the greater ; but as time went on—not,

as it seemed, without its healing influences

upon the sufferer—Lady Barton permitted

herself (as generally happens in the case of

other people's calamities) to take a more
cheerful view of affairs ; her gratitude was as

strong as ever but her compunction was less

acute. The radiance that began to appear in

her aunt's stately but somewhat tristful face

was Hester's best reward. It was pleasant,

too, to see old Sir Reginald becoming young
again as the prospect brightened to him ; since

even to his eyes, though far less keen than

those of his hostess, it was clear his son's

heart was tending more and more towards

the wished-for direction. It was only now,

in fact, when all doubt was removed, that

the old gentleman ventured to acknowledge
to himself that he had ever entertained a

doubt. His manner had been always kind

to Hester—he was too much of a gentleman

to behave otherwise to one in her position

—

but there had been a certain impassable bar-

rier between them. In his heart of hearts he

had acknowledged that she was more to his

liking, had other things been equal, as a wife

for his son ; and he had felt that there was a

danger of Francis taking a similar view with-

out due consideration of those " other things."

This source of anxiety was now removed, as

also a certain vague misgiving that Francis,

who, though the very apple of his eye, had a

very pronounced will and way of his own,

might not perceive the value of the gift

the gods had vouchsafed to liim in Maria

;

and the fact betrayed itself in not only the

increased warmth and unconstraint of his

manner to Hester, but even in his own general

health and spirits. He could now once

more look upon his beloved Medbury with

the old eyes; if the pride of possession had de-
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parted from them, it was a satisfaction to

him to reflect that the home of his fathers

and all the broad lands which it commanded
•would one day revert to his son, and no
longer hampered by debt and mortgage.

The contemplation of the happiness she had
thus dilTused, though it could not heal

Hester's wound—for it was deep and grave

—

went some way to mitigate it ; her position

was in some respects like that of one who
has become the " bride of heaven," but with-

out the self-consciousness that makes the

nun ; she loved good works and pursued them
for their o^vn sake, but they had an attrac-

tion for her unknown to the religieuse ; they

helped her to forget that she would never be

the bride of man.
One afternoon in the late autumn, as she

was sitting in her own little room writing

that fortnightly letter to nurse Askell which
she never omitted, and which formed the

greatest enjoyment of that faithful retainer's

life, there came a light tap at her door, and
Maria entered radiant.

"My darhng Hester," she said, her low
sweet voice trembling with joy, " I have got

something to tell you which I am sure will

give you pleasure ; not even mamma knows
it yet ; I hope it is not wrong to make you
my first confidante, but you have always
sympathised so with me in everything, that

my secret does not seem to be half a secret

till it is shared with you. I am not sure, by-

the-bye, whether that is an epigram or an
Irish bull, but I hardly know wliat I am
saying."

Anything more different from the Maria
Barton of yesterday, or of an hour ago, yet

with the same face and features, it was diffi-

cult to imagine. The expression of her face

was wholly changed ; where had been gravity

there was gladness, where had been serene

content was transport. One look at her had
told her cousin the secret of which the revela-

tion, as she flattered herself, was yet to come.

Yet who would have robbed her of the pride

and pleasure of revealing it 1 As half the

delight of a child in her birthday present

consists in cutting the string and opening the

parcel in which it is enclosed, in the presence

of those she loves, so it is with a young girl's

tale of her first love ; half the joy lies in the

telling of it to sympathetic ears. Hester rose

with a sinking heart and a smiling face. It

is a trial for the best of us when in trouble

and poverty to learn the sudden prosperity

of our friends ; we are glad for their sakes,

let the cjmic say what he will—unless indeed
we are of the same (diseased) kidney as him-

self—but the sense of contrast jars upon us.

What have we done, and what have they
done, that the fates should award us such dif-

ferent lots 1 But in Hester's case there was far

more than mere sad comparison. Her cousin's

gain was her own loss ; the very cause of her
happiness was the failure and extinction of

her o\m hopes; her wealth arose from her
own bankruptcy; she was unconsciously

glorying in having deprived her of her all.

" What is it, love ?
"

Only four words ; but there have been
occasions when one has wrecked a human life

for ever; only a question that needed no
reply

;
yet what a pang it cost her !

" Hester, darling, he has proposed to me

;

the wish of my heart has been accomplished.

I confided it to you, you remember, months
ago, in London, or rather you guessed it for

yourself, but it then seemed too much good
fortune for me that it should come to pass.

There are so many other girls better than I."

" No." There she could be honest at least.

If goodness were desert, Maria Barton's claim

was paramoimt and indisputable.
" But I say yes ; much better, cleverer,

fairer. He might have made a better and a

wiser choice. I was almost jealous of your-

self, for instance, till you put my foolish

heart at rest. Indeed, now that it is settled,

Hester dear, and I am blessed beyond my
dreams of happiness, I may tell you that I

have been tortured with groundless appre-

hensions. I suppose men are different from
us women in these matters, and I know that

Fi'ank has always loved me, for he tells me
so.—You are shivering, darling ; why do you
not have a fire this wet day 1

"

" No, no ; I am not cold. Go on, dearest,

I am listening."

" Well, of course I believe him ; but I have

had my days of doubt. At one time indeed

all seemed to go so smoothly, just as it has

done of late ; he was never very demonstra-

tive, that is not Frank's way, you know—

I

call him Frank ' for love and euphony,' as

Clough puts it, and I think it pleases hfin—
but I did tliink in time that his hking for me
would grow to love. And then—and then

—

I don't know why or when—but it was about

the time that you came, his manner seemed
to chan2;e and become distant. That made
me wretched, Hester, and full of dreadful

fancies, as you know."
" I remember

;
yes." Hester's words were

dragged out as if by some mechanical force

within her which she half unconsciously put

in motion. She knew that she was saying

something, but she knew not what it was.
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Yet Maria, so sympathetic and solicitous

about the feelings of others, noticed nothing

of this ; she was in the seventh heaven, too

far off to see it.

" HoAV long it lasted I cannot tell ; it

seemed an age, and then by slow degrees liis

old manner came back again ; and then his

hking, and to-day, within this very hour,

Hester, he has declared his love." She opened
her arms in expectation of her cousin's caress,

and not in vain. Hester clasped her to her
bosom with closed eyes lest they should tell

her pitiful story, nay, fearful lest the very beat-
ing of her wounded heart should reveal it.

"You ought to be a happy girl," she mur-
mured.

" I am, I am, Hester, oh, .so happy ! I know
dear mamma will be pleased, though we have
not many confidences between us. Indeed
she seems more confidential with you than
with me ; but I am not jealous of that, dear

;

on the contrary, I am delighted to see it.

What a happy family we shall all be, shall

we not ? Frank looks upon you, I am sure,

as quite one of ourselves ; and now you will

be a sort of sister to him."
" Yes."

There was an old punishment called " the

question " in which heavy weights were
placed ujjon the victim, who, if he remained
obstinately dumb, was pressed to death. It

seemed to Hester that her words were wrung
from her by some similar torture.

" One more kiss, dear, and then I must go
to mamma. After that, Frank says I must
accompany him to the cottage and see Sir

Eegmald, who, he assures me, will be delighted

to welcome me as his daughter that is to be.

How kind and good it is of him to be so

easily satisfied ! if love can make a good wife,

as I shall tell him—but I hear mamma call-

ing for me. It is not right that I should

keep this good news from her any longer.

Good-bye, darling, good-bye."

She tripped oiF as though, like Mercurj'-,

her neat ankles were furnished with wings.

Hester sank into a chair and gazed out at

the window. It was a wet autumnal day ; the

rain and the leaves were falling; the sky
was dark and lowering ; the wind from the

firs behind the Castle made monotonous moan

:

it seemed like the dirge of her hopes.

CHAPTER XXXVI.—MRS. BERTRAM.

Though INIaria's engagement to Captain

Drake took place early in November it was
arranged that their marriage should be

deferred till the spring. The delay Avas

principally owing to Sir Abraham ; he had

never encouraged the Captain's addresses to

his daughter, though he had not opposed
them ; it was his private opinion that Maria
might have done a great deal better for her-

self, and also for him. Itwas true that he would
thus attach to himself so much of the Drake
interest as was independent of strong party
feeling. No voter who had a respect for the
family would go against the Captain's father-

in-laAv, unless he was a vehement Tory ; and
in Shingleton, as in all small constituencies,

personal considerations were more powerful
than political views. But the young man was
penniless, and would at best be but a baronet,

Avhereas Maria, if she had played her cards

well, might with the trumps she held have
Avon a much higher stake in the game of

matrimony. In this matter, however, he had
been overborne by his wife from the first, and
having tacitly submitted to her views, coidd

hardly refuse his consent to a proposition

Avhich had been so long a foregone conclusion.

It was less by way of protest therefore, than
to exhibit his independence, and also to keep
his daughter with him as long as possible,

that Sir Abraham stickled for " time." To
this plan Lady Barton vehemently opposed
herself, but for once in vain. The usual

arguments against a long engagement could

hardly apply to one of six months, Avhile that

very forcible one founded upon the proverb
about the slip between the cup and the lip

was denied her. It could not in decency be
urged, nor indeed had she any apprehension
in that direction ; her cliief solicitude—of

which it Av^as still more impossible to speak—

-

Avas to spare Hester so prolonged an ordeal.

She judged that if once the Captain Avere

married and settled, her niece Avould succumb
to the incAdtable, and think no more about
him even in the Avay of regret ; Avhereas to see

him paying his addresses to her cousin, under
her A^ery eyes, must needs be a distressing

spectacle.

Unhappily her plea for a speedy union was
not seconded by the young people themselves,

or Sir Abraham might have given Avay. The
Captain showed himself by no means an im-

patient loA^er, Avhile the assurance of his affec-

tion would have contented Maria even though
a still later date had been fixed upon for her
becoming his bride. There Avas very little

of that demonstrativeness betAveenthemwhich
in engaged young persons is so aggravating
to (unengaged) beholders. The only diff'ei'-

ence that could be perceived in Maria's be-

haviour was that she stayed at home, or in

its neighbourhood, more than had been her

Avont, and that some of her charities (none of
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which we may be sure were intermitted) Avere

done by deputy. That deputy was Hester,

and a very willing one she was. In a few

months her face was as well knoAvn in Shin-

gleton, and almost as Avelcome, as that of her

cousin. Even Captain Paul of the Javelin,

who prided himself, when in liquor, upon his

independence of character, and had been

knoAvn to pass by Lady Barton herself with

his sou'-wester held ostentatiously tight to

his head, veiled his crest (to the extent of

touching it) when he met tiester Darrell.

The little Fortescues hailed her visit to their

new and palatial residence with joyous

shouts ; and Janet Parkcs pronounced her as

a reader superior even to " the minister

"

of the new congregation to Avhich she be-

longed. It was not much of a compliment,

for his voice was nasal, but Hester was
unaware of the fact, and in any case Avould

have been pleased with the commendation.

To find one's self useful and beloved is a source

of consolation to those who have heavier woes
even than she had.

The only two of her cousin's clients, in

short, with whom she found a difficulty in

getting on were Miss Nicobar and Mrs.

Bertram. The former lady was always

putting questions which, in any case, Avould

have been impertinent, but which under
the circumstances were very embarrassing

to her, respecting the family at Medbury.
" How was that love affair between the Cap-
tain and Miss Maria getting on 1 It was
thought by some people that there was some
hitch about it, since the wedding did not
come off. And Avas it Lrue that the young
couple Avere to live at the Castle to save the

Captain house rent 1

"

It was as much a charity to spend an hour
Avith Miss Nicobar, Avho, if she had begun with
being a hypochondriac, Avas by this time a con-

firmed invalid, as to distribute alms among the

poor, but it cost the visitor a great deal

more. Lady Bountiful, Avith her blankets, has
an easy task, but it is one of the great

stumbling-blocks to a life of good Avorks, that

the people Ave seek to benefit, though A\dthin

reach of our help, are often beyond the range
of our sympathies. Gratitude may be dis-

pensed Avith (indeed, hoAA'ever acceptable, it

ought never to be looked for, for that is to

expect payment for Avhat Ave profess to give),

ungraciousness may be excused or ignored,

but persistent moroseness and misconstruc-

tion are difficult to deal Avith, and demand a
patience and forbearance AA'ith Avhich only a
few of us are endoAved. Miss Nicobar was
certainly a great trial to Hester ; neverthe-

less, since she saAV that her visits gaA^e plea-

sure to the old lady, she continued them.
It is only very fcAv of us that can make
people better than we find them, but it is

almost ahvays possible to make them happier.

Hester's experiences Avith Mrs. Bertram
Avere of even a more objectionable kind be-

cause they were of a personal nature. Some-
times that lady would receive her Avith

enthusiasm, if such a term can be applied to

one in Avhom the light of life burnt so Ioav,

for this ahvays happened on Avhat she called

her " bad days," Avhen it almost seemed to

the girl that every visit Avould be her last.

But on occasions Avhen the invalid had had
a good night, or felt herself a little stronger,

her manner was often strange, antagonistic,

resentful, and altogether inexplicable.

"You think I am a dying Avoman, Miss
Darrell," she Avould say, " but I am not dead
yet. It is often the creaking door that hangs
the longest."

"Indeed, Mrs. Bertram, I think nothing
of the kind," Hester would reply ; "no one
except a doctor is in a position to judge of

such matters. I most sincerely hope that you
may get better, and that life may be less of a
burthen to you."

" You do, do you ? " would be the doubt-

ing rejoinder ; "Avell, perhaps that may be
so, but it is not so Avith some persons I could

mention.

haA^e died tAventy years ago."
" I cannot imagine," Hester would answer

gently, " that anybody could be so wicked
as to Avish that, nor any reason for their

doing so."

Then Mrs. Bertram would say, " Ah ! but
it is so," and shake her head significantly,

and stare at Hester in a Avay that disconcerted

her exceedingly, and made her almost doubt

the sanity of the sick Avoman. It Avas impos-

sible to put down such remarks to the mere
irritabihty of disease.

One day Hester found the invalid in a

curiously excited state. She seemed stronger

and better than she had yet seen her, and
Avas sitting propped up Avith pilloAvs on the

sofa instead of supine as usual. The rain and
wind beat heavily vipon the AvindoAV, against

Avhich, too, the spray was carried from the

stormy sea, but her voice, Avhich, though,

strangely harsh for a woman of her delicate

appearance, Avas generally Ioav and broken,

could noAV be heard distinct and clear above

the din of the elements.
" So you are come to see me, are you, not-

Avithstanding the bad weather
!

" observed

Mrs. Bertram. The greeting was civil enough,

If Avishing could kill me, I should
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but the tone in wliich it was conveyed was
sarcastic and almost snarling ; the look too

with which she regarded her visitor was any-

thing but friendly, and full of suspicion.

"I do not mind the weather, Mrs. Ber-

tram," answered Hester quietly, "nor, indeed,

does my cousin Maria, who would, she bade
me say, have accompanied me but that an
engagement had been made for her by Lady
Barton."

" Oh, we all know that," interrupted the

other with an ill-natured chuckle, " we all

know that it was made for her by her mother,

but at the same time she was very willing,

whatever the poor man might have been. It

is my belief that you young women think of

nothing in the world but marriage, yet there's

plenty of other things in it ; there's death for

one."
" Ah ! there is

;
you need not tell me that,"

returned Hester with a sigh.

"/need not tell you! You mean, I sup-

pose, that to look at me is enough. I seem to

be half in the grave already, do I? But don't

you make too sure. There's many a healthy

woman and man too that'll die before I do.

Look at that sea yonder : how many vessels

will founder, how many strong men be

swallowed up, think you, while we shall be

sitting here just as usual ? Don't you be too

sure, young lady ; don't you be too sure."

Hester stood amazed ; her experience of

life had greatly expanded during the last six

months, and had given her, amongst other

things, presence of mind ; as to feeling angry
with the sick and unhappy, she would have

been as likely to fly in a passion (as, indeed,

many persons of condition do) because the

sun was not shining, or it Avas wet under
foot ; but, nevertheless, she was shocked and
astounded.

" The issues of life and death are in stronger

hands than ours, Mrs. Bertram," she answered
gravely, " and I, for one, have never pre-

sumed to anticipate them."
" Anticipate 1 No, I don't suppose you

would murder me, but you have made your
calculations beforehand. ' She has but a

little time to live,' you have said to yourself,
^ nobody shall say I did not do my duty by
her, and I shall get praise for it from the lips

where praise is sweetest.' You don't come
here to see the end of a miserable Avoman like

me for nothing, it isn't hkely."
" I have no other object, Mrs. Bertram, in

coming here, save to do you what little ser-

vice lies in my power," said Hester sooth-

ingly. " What other olDJect can I have ?

"

" Do you want me to tell you ? Do you

dare to ask me to put it into words ? " re-

turned the other with scornful vehemence.
" Now answer me this ; I shall tell by your
face whether you are telling me a lie or not.

Are you not in love with a man who cannot

marry you ? You are, you are."

Hester had turned scarlet, which her inter-

locutor had probably set down to the con-

sciousness of guilt.

" I knew I was right," she cried triumph-
antly.

" You are not right, and it is not true,"

returned the girl with indignant emphasis

;

" and, if it were true, you have no right to

taunt me with it."

" Not true ?
" continued the other, with-

out taking notice of the latter part of the

reply. "It is true, at all events, that a

man who cannot marry you is in love with

you. Come, do you dare to tell me, upon
your Bible oath, that it is not so 1 Has he
not told you as much, yes, within the last six

months, and would he not have married

you but for the existence of another woman \

Answer me that."
" I will not answer you," replied Hester,

greatly agitated. " I deny your right to put
any such question, Mrs. Bertram."

"My right? What 1 Am I dead and
gone already then 1 You shameless girl

!"

"Hush, hush," interposed a masculine

voice, firm and decisive, but at the same time

pitched in the key that befits a sick room.

"Be so good as to go down-stairs. Miss

Darrell; I will be with you in five minutes."

It was Mr. Jones, the doctor, at whose ap-

pearance the patient muttered some inar-

ticulate words of dissatisfaction, and with
flushed face sank back upon her pillow, while

Hester, nothing loath, betook herself to the

parlour down-stairs. There she waited in

great distress and perplexity ; it was not for

the first time, as has been said, that Mrs.

Bertram had annoyed her by something like

personal reflections, but on this occasion it

was impossible to disguise the fact that a

deliberate insult had been intended. It would
seem that her relations with Captain Drake
had been somehow the cause of this outburst

on the part of the sick woman, but how they
could possibly have come to her knowledge,
or why they should have affected her if they
had, was inexplicable.

Presently Mr. Jones came doAvn with a

grave face.

" I am afraid you have been very much
put about by my unfortunate patient, Miss

Darrell."
" Her behaviour was certainly very extra-
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ordinary," said Hester, flushing with the re-

membrance that the doctor must needs have

heard the last words ("You shameless girl")

that had been applied to her. " Is it possible

that the poor woman's brain is affected ?

"

" Very much," was the unexpected reply

;

" I am glad that you did not recognise her

true condition, since it would only have added

to your distress of mind. You know what I

told you some months ago, that if she should

ever again give way to her constitutional

temptation—for that's what it comes to after

all—it would probably be the death of her."

"Do you mean to say that she is intoxi-

cated 1
" inquired Hester with a shudder.

"Intoxicated is not the word, my dear

young lady," returned the doctor drily, " she

is very drunk ; I knew it the instant I caught

sight of her. I have just found this bottle

of brandy under her pillow
;
you must not

take any more notice of anything she may
have said to you than if it had been the

ravings of a lunatic."

" Poor woman !
" sighed Hester pitifully.

" That's right," exclaimed the doctor ap-

provingly; "most people, even good people

like Mrs. Purcell, would have said 'poor

wretch.' She's one of Eve's family after all,

and, as I have said, it's constitutional. That's

what I can't make the Eector understand

when some of his parishioners use bad lan-

t'uaize : use is second nature, and it has be-

come their mother tongue ; of course it was
very wrong to acquire the habit (though

there's something to be said even for that

upon the ground of a limited vocabulary),

but when it is acquired it becomes mechanical.

Now, my dear Miss Darrell, it is clear to me
that you are a good deal shaken, and before

you go home I would recommend you, pro-

fessionally, to take just the least drop of

brandy. She has left some in the bottle."

Hester's gesture of disinclination, and even

of disgust, was so significant that the doctor

did not insist upon his recipe, but he did

lay stress upon the necessity of her going

home at once, and, since it was still raining

heavily, he called a fly and put her into it

with his own hands.

By the time Hester reached Medbury she

had, as she fancied, " got over" the unpleasant-

ness to which she had been exposed, and had
no intention of saying anything about it.

Her relations, indeed, with her Shingleton

friends were always a private matter between
Maria and herself, while there was a reason
in the present case why she should keep
silence upon it even to her cousin. When
young ladies are engaged to be married, and

the beloved object is at hand, they are wont
to be blind to most tilings that are going on
around them, whatever interest they would
otherwise have been inclined to take in them.
Fortunately for the world at large this is

with most of them but a transition stage,

and indeed there have been instances after

marriage where the average, as it were, of

general interest, is restored by their putting

their husbands in the background of their

consideration, and every one else before them.

]\Iaria, however, though devoted to her

swain, had eyes as keen as ever for the trouble

of those she loved.
" I am sure something has distressed you

to-day, dear," were the first words she uttered

on finding herself alone with her cousin. "Is

the poor girl worse at the Castle %
"

'' On the contrarj^, she seems quite mar-
vellously better. It is nothing of that kind

at all," said Hester, forcing a smile.

" Then it is the Nicobar fever. I used to

suffer from it myself at one time. The pooi

lady is certainly a trial, and Heppy—one

really gets quite hopeless about Heppy."
" No, it is not Miss Nicobar ; it was Mrs.

Bertram."

Maria's face suddenly grew very grave.
" You don't mean to say that that unfortunate

woman has again given way to her tempta-

tion ? I must go and see her at once."

" It would be useless, Maria, I am sure

;

and even worse than useless to do so just

now," said Hester earnestly.

The assertion was but the simple truth,

for Dr. Jones had prescribed to liis patient

perfect rest and quiet ; but what made Hester

so urgent on the point was that Mrs. Ber-

tram might, in her still excited state, address

her cousin as she had addressed herself, and

upon the same topic. It would be terrible

indeed if from the ravings of this poor

creature Maria should suspect a secret, the

knowledge of which might aflect the happi-

ness of her whole future life.

"But I must go, Hester," said Maria re-

solutely; she was already moving towards

the door. " I am used to these sad scenes,

and they won't distress me as they do you.

Don't you remember that the doctor warned

us that if she relapsed again—why even noAV I

may be too late ! " She was gone in a moment,

and Hester knew that any attempt to stop

her would be in vain, for duty called her.

Even if she had known beforehand that her

future happiness depended on her avoiding

that death-bed beyond all death-beds, she

would still have gone all the same. Had
any thought of self occurred to her she
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would have trodden it underfoot at once, as

though it were a thought of evil. She had

said that such scenes did not distress her.

They did, indeed, wring her heart with pit}',

but they did not, in homely phrase, "upset"

her, and, what to Hester seemed still more
enviable, they left her faith as firm, her hope

as bright as ever. It is very easy for Avhat

are called orthodox people, who have often

little solicitude for others, to contemplate the

sorrows of their fellow-creatures, and even,

Avith tolerable equanimity, to see them pass

away in their sins. The riddle of the earth

never troubles them in the present, and they

regard the future with faith, as they call it,

but which is, in fact, a mere confidence in

their own security. Even to good people the

knowledge of the wrongs and woes and weak-

nesses of their fellow-creatures has, with

respect to their spiritual views, much the same

effect as though they were their own.

" Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,"

as the most poetic of poets puts it, "stains the

white radiance of eternity for them."

The medical profession, for example, which
sees the most of human life, though the

kindest and noblest of all callings, is, spiri-

tually speaking, the most cynical. The
traveller in distant lands, who has given his

attention less to antiquities than to humanity
is almost always a jDessimist. It is indeed
difficult for a generous spirit to contemplate

the miseries of poor humanity without a
certain impatient indignation, which ques-

tions the decrees and aims of Pro^ddence

itself. There are only, in fact, very few
spiritual natures which can bear familiarity

with sin and sufiering without losing some-
thing of heart and hope ; but that of Maria
Barton was one of them. She had not only

the gift of Faith, which is common enough,

but that of Charity, which is much rarer.

SUNSHINE AND ITS MEASUEEMENT
JA' THE BRITISH ISLANDS.

By E. H. SCOTT, F.E.S., Meteorological Office.

ll/'HEN the British Association first met
' * at Birmingham, in 1839, the famous

French astronomer, Arago, was present. The
weather was cloudy, and when at the end of

the meeting it cleared, he formally took off

his hat to the sun, as he declared he had

begun to fear that he had come to a land

where that luminary would never show his

face again. This was, of course, only a joke

of Arago's, but in the course of this last

spring two Russian officers were visiting Kew
Observatory, and on being shown the appa-

ratus for sunshine registration and for solar

photography these gentlemen expressed their

honest surprise that we should attempt such

researches, as it was a well-known fact that

the sun never shone in England.

It is, however, in this country that the

subject of sunshine registration has received

most notice and been most successfully

studied. It is now nearly half a century ago

that a plan for recording sunlight photo-

graphically and continuously throughout the

day Avas submitted to the Royal Cornwall

Polytechnic Society, by Mr. T. Jordan, while

the proposal of the late Mr. J. F. Campbell,

of Islay, for registering sun heat, dates from
the year 1853, and was described in the

Report of the British Meteorological Society

for 1857. It is this latter process which has

met with general acceptance, as it entails

so little trouble. The record consists in the

amount of charring an organic substance,

such as wood or paper, undergoes from solar

action, and which is, of course, perceptible to

the eye. The photographic process, on the

other hand, always entails a certain amount
of development of chemical treatment, even

though of a very simple nature, to render

the solar trace visible.

The least reflection will show the reader

that in order to obtain a continuous record

of sunsliine throughout a cloudless day some
contrivance is necessary to follow, so to speak,

the sun in his course. This was formerly

done by means of an instrument termed a

heliostat, by which the sun's rays, whatever

be his altitude, were always reflected along

the, same direction throughout the day. This

entailed the employment of clockwork to

drive the reflecting mirror, and a similar

power was also required to move the pajier

past the slit through which the sun's rays

were admitted.

Mr. Campbell (whose interesting descrip-

tion of liis instrument appeared in Good
Words for April, 1879,) hit on the very in-

genious notion of employing a glass sphere as

a lens, so that as the sun travelled round the

ball its image should travel round on the oppo-

site side. The first instrument consisted of a

ball placed inside a mahogany bowl, turned
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to the exact focal leugtli of the ball. Such a

bowl was capable of receiving a record for

six months, from one solstice to the next. It

was, however, impossible to distinguish the

records of consecutive days from each other,

and accordingly a plan had to be devised by
which the record could be obtained on a slip

of cardboard or other material, which could

be replaced daily.

A very ingenious frame was finally devised

by Professor Stokes, of Cambridge, provided

with grooves, into which the cards are slipped.

The grooves are in three pairs—for the sum-

mer, the winter, and the equinoxes respec-

tively, and the cards have hour lines printed

on them. The instrument can thus be used

as a sun-dial, for the spot where the solar

image appears—where the burning is taking

place—of course, corresponds to the spot

where the shadow of the gnomon would cut

the scale of the dial. These instruments were

first brought out at the end of 1879, and by
this time there are nearly fifty of them in

various parts of the United Ivingdom.

One thing has to be remembered in deal-

ing A^dth these records, and that is, that not

nearly all the apparent sunsliine is registered

by them. The slightest film of cloud, I might
almost say of haze, is sufficient to check the

burning action. Accordingly the records are

always described as of " bright sunshine."

The instruments which record sunlight, as

distinguished from sun-heat, and register

jDhotographically, are more sensitive, and
yield a more complete solar record than
those we have just been describing, but as

has been said above, their indications require

j^hotographic development, and therefore

entail a certain amount of trouble, so that

they are not so popular as the instrument
de\ised by Mr. Campbell.

At the meeting of the Eoyal Meteorolo-
gical Society in March last a series of monthly
maps were exhibited, shoAving for the last

five years the relative proportions of sunshine
recorded over the United Kingdom. The
period of five years is extremely short, but
stiU the results which it yields are interest-

ing, and it will be a matter of some curiosity

to see if they are confirmed by subsequent
and longer experience. The figures which I

shall quote are not the actual number of

liours per month for which the sun has shone
brightly enough to scorch the cards, but the
percentage proportion of that number of

hours to the total number of hours that the
sun was above the horizon of the station
during the month. It is of course obvious
that, the sun in the Orkneys remains above

the horizon for a longer period in summer
and for a shorter period in winter than it

does in the Channel Islands in either case.

On summing up the total possible duration

of direct sunlight the northern stations have
a slight advantage, but this is more than
counterbalanced by the excessive prevalence

of fog and cloud in the higher latitudes, and
as a matter of fact the station in Jersey has,

on the average of the year, more than half

as much again of bright sunshine as the

Orkneys.

Of the stations there are very few which
exhibit an unbroken daily record for the
whole five years. In several cases it was
found that in some months, especially in

winter, when the sun was low, the shadow
of some object fell on the instrument and
obliterated the record for a definite period

each day. Thus at one station the shadow
of a chimney was clearly recognisable for

three weeks on either side of the winter
solstice. It would seem that such a source

of error as this ought to have been easily

detected at once, but this is not the case.

The sunshine card is put in the frame in the

evening, and being usually up on a roof, is

rarely visited during the day, so that the

shadow of an object might easily pass over

it without being detected until a series of

consecutive cards were compared with each

other. On the whole there are only twenty-

three stations in the United Kingdom pre-

senting such an unbroken record as I have

described, and the following is their order of

merit on the average of the whole year. The
figures are percentages of total duration of

sunshine.

Jersey, 39 ; Pembroke and Geldeston

(Norfolk), 35 ; Douglas (Isle of Man), 34

;

Southbourne (Bournemouth), 33; Cambridge,

Dublin, Parsonstown, and Valencia, 32 ; Ox-
ford, 31 ; Aberdeen and Cirencester, 30

;

Silloth, Churchstoke (Montgomeryshire),

Hillington (Norfolk), and Kew Observa-

tory, 29; Armagh and Markree, 28; Stony-

hurst, 27 ; Greenwich and Stornoway, 26

;

Sandwick (Orkneys), 24 ; Glasgow, 22.

These figures show that the Channel

Islands head the list, while the Orkneys

come almost at the tail, being only two per

cent, better than smoky Glasgow. The
Orkneys have companions in sunlessness in

the Hebrides, for Stornoway comes close to

Sandwick, and is associated with Greenwich,

which, lying to the south-east of London, gets

more than its fair share of London smoke.

It will also be noticed how the three southern

Irishstations come together, with32 per cent.,
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while the two northern ones have both 28

per cent. These facts show that the records

are fairly comparable infer se. The figure

for Southbourne is high, and it is confirmed

by two other stations, Southampton and
Falmouth, on the south coast, each of which,

however, is defective in the winter months
of the first year and is therefore not quoted

above. For the period, however, that they

afford a perfect record, they prove that the

amount of sunshine increases as you go

westwards. Southampton and Southbourne

agree nearly exactly, and they lie near each

other, while Falmouth, farther down the

Channel, is 3 per cent, higher.

A further examination of the charts show-

ing the distribution of the sunshine month
by month, brought out the unexpected result

that in the late autumn and winter Ireland is

sunnier than Great Britain, Dublin having

absolutely the highest percentage in Novem-
ber and December, and being equalled in

January by Jersey alone. The Dublin

station is, however, not in the city, but in

the Phoenix Park, which lies to the westward
of it, and is comparatively free from smoke.

The north-east of Scotland is also compara-

tively sunny, as the station (Aberdeen) lies

to the eastward of the Grampians.

In April the line of 40 per cent, of dura-

tion takes in the Channel Islands, Cornwall,

the Isle of Man, and all Ireland except

Ulster. In May we find the absolute maxi-

mum of the year, and the amount rises

to 50 per cent, (nearly to 60 in Jersey)

over the districts just named as exceptionally

favoured in April. In June the figures

begin to show a diminution in the amount
of clear Aveather, which is continued into

July, and even into August in the West
Highlands. Over the rest of the kingdom,

however, we have in August a second maxi-
mum, which is in some measure due to the

exceptionally bright weather in August, 1884.

In September and October we have a decided

falling off, and the midland counties of Eng-
land are apparently the most sunless. In
November, the darkest month of all, 30 per

cent, only appears in two districts, Dublin
and a narrow strip in the eastern counties of

England (Cambridge and Geldeston, near
Beccles).

The absolutelyhighest monthly percentages

in the period under consideration fell in May,
1882, in which month St. Ann's Head (Mil-

ford Haven) had 62 per cent., while three

stations showed 61, Geldeston, just mentioned,

Douglas (Isle of Man), and Southbourne
(near Bournemouth).

This brief notice is sufficient to show that

there are appreciable variations between the

different districts of the United Kingdom
as regards the amount of sunshine which
they enjoy. This feature of climate is one
which certainly merits more attention on the

part of medical men than it has hitherto re-

ceived. The instruments are not very costly,

and their management is excessively simple,

so that there is apparently little reason why
the local paper of each health resort should

not contain a weekly note of the amotmt of

bright sunshine with which its residents have
been favoured.

One caution has to be given, and that is to

take special care in localities frequented by
jackdaws. These birds appear to take a
malicious delight in pecking at the cards,

and sometimes even pulling them out of the

frames. In fact at one station, Parsonstown,

it has been found necessary to place a wire

netting over the recorder to protect it against

inquisitive feathered meteorologists 1

ST. PETER AND THE BASKETS.

ST. PETER, from the door of heaven, one day
Sped two young angels on their happy way,

For the first time to see the world in May

—

Both bearing baskets.

They were to bring back flowers more fragrant far

Than budding rose and blooming hawthorn are

;

They were to bring the praise of all the star

Back in their baskets.

The Angel of Thanksgivings, full of glee.

Donned a huge hamper half as big as he
;

But the Collector of Petitions see.

With a small basket.
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When they returned St. Peter, as before,

Sat with his golden keys beside the door

;

But each appeared to be in trouble sore

About his basket.

The Angel of Petitions bore a sack
Cram full, and bound uncouthly on his back

;

Yet even then it seemed that he had lack

Of bag and basket.

The Angel of Thanksgivings Ijlushed to feel

The empty lightness of his mighty creel

;

" But three ! " he muttered, turning on his heel,

To hide his basket.

Then spoke St. Peter :
" When again you go

On a prayer-gathering, you will better know
That men's petitions in the world below

Fill a big basket.

" But when you go to gather up their thanks
For prayers well answered and forgiven pranks,

For health restored and disentangled hanks,

Your smallest basket !
"

EEID TRANMAR.

HIGHLAND EESTING-PLACES.
By "SHIELEY."

VI.—ACROSS TO CONNEMARA.

were all together at our
trysting-place among the

hills—all except Mowbray, who had been
fishing in Conuemara. The air was clear,

XXVI—38

and crisp, and
bracing, spark-

lingwithautumn
sunshine.

Presently a

grey figure was
seen crossing the

water-shed ; and
before May and
Mabelhadspread
our rustic tea-

table, Mowbray
had joined us.

"W hat a

scramble I have

had, to be sure
!

"

he exclaimed,
after the usual

greetings—more
or less tempestu-

ous—from May
and the others.

" The steamer

landed me at

Catacol, and I came right across the hills by
the Archer's pass. Keer-Vhor, steeped in

thunder and racked with storm, stood up
black as ink against the sky. Yet, even in

L^
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the centre of the thunder-cloud the darkness

Avas not absohite. Glints of sunshine painted

the green on the bracken and the purple on
the heather ; and, from the top of Tarsuin, I

saw a streak of silver beyond Jura, which
accounts, perhaps, for this extraordinary

afternoon."
" You came by the Gael 1

"

" I did—a good boat. A worthy man was
on board," he continued, to Mr. Maxwell,
" a Scotch professor, I think—(Mac—mac

—

mac—something or other)—who did nothing

but rail at Froude and Carlyle, and laud

George Eliot. My patience gave way at

last. ' Look here, sir,' I said, ' I have read

both books, and I'll tell you exactly what I

tliink. The one is bright, vivid, incisive, vital

;

the other, dull and ponderous beyond belief.

You say that Froude has been indiscreet ; but,

after all, what harm has he done 1 He has

huit Carl}' le, you believe
;
pray don't believe

anything of the kind. The Titanic force of

the man was never more unquestionable than

at the end of the last volume. In the fierce

light that has been brought to bear upon him
the mud and clay drop off, and only the pure

gold remains. His head rises clean out of

the vapours and touches the stars. I tell

3' ou honestly that I had no concei^tion of the

massive and elemental greatness of Carlyle

—

his incomparable superiority to every con-

temporary—till I had read these familiar

letters and journals— letters and journals

brimful of humour, of pathos, of intense

insight, of immense tenderness. Out of harsh

and jarring accompaniments what subtlest,

softest music is evolved ! A sardonic humour,
you hold, that ought not to be tolerated in

polite society ? Be it so
;

yet, observe, my
friend, there is nothing sardonic in the heart,

and every word is illuminating—a revela-

tion.

—

Verily this whole world grows magical

and hyper-magical to me; death uritteii on all,

yet everlasting life also written on all.—Death !

tlie unknown sea of rest ! Wlio hnoivs what

Jumnonies lie there to wrap us in softness, in

eternal peace?—-The half-moon, clear as silver,

looked out as from eternity, and the great daivn

came streaming up.—Compare with these

grains of diamond dust, the hard, pompous,
didactic platitudes of George Eliot ! From
the one you have letters Avritten in fire, and
instinct in every line with life; from the

other letters that might have been addressed

to her pupils' guardians by the principal of a

proprietary school. A more unintei'esting,

uninstructive, vmntelligible life is not indeed
to be met with in our literature. So much
so that one is always asking—Is it credible

that the writer of these letters wrote ' Amos
Barton ' and ' Silas Marner 1

' To be sure

everything has been removed (as Mr. Cross

assures us with the gratified glow of conscious

rectitude), everything has been removed
that might hurt the feelings of anybody
—her own included. Y^et, in spite of all

this prudery, the ' unseemly disclosures ' of

Carlyle's domestic and other difficulties strike

me as far more wholesome. And though the

reticence may partly account for the dulness,

it cannot account for it altogether. In short,

to compare Cross's ' George Eliot ' with

Froude's ' Carlyle ' is sheer fatuity. ' A
contemplative cuddy giving utterance to the

obscure feelings he has about the universe

'

is entitled to some respect ; for his hray is

genuine ; but what are we to say of critics

who are morally obtuse as well as mentally

dense 1

"

"Do be quiet, Ealph !
" says May, pouring

out the tea, "and learn to accept the verdict

of the majority. What is the use of kicking

against the pricks ? I am beginning to get

ashamed of you, sir ; I didn't think that any-

thing could make you indignant ; nothing

did when I knew you first."

"It's all your blame. May," he ansAvers

penitently, as he sips his tea. " E^dl com-

munications—etcetera, etcetera. But what
about the prize competition for the very best

quotation 1 I suppose you are all entered 1

"

" Papa is to read them directly after tea.

That's why we are here to-day. Yes, we are

all in it, except Puffy, who has retired. Poor
boy ! The unusual mental strain—he hasn't

read a line of poetry since he left Eton—has

proved too much for him. We had to scratch

him, as Tom says."

"Did Euphame lend a hand 1 Biting and
scarfing, you know "

" Ealph ! " holding up a warning finger.

" What about old Ireland 1 " Mr. Maxwell
judiciously interposes,

Moivhray. Never saw her looldng better,

and the people are as charming as ever.

They are the sweetest-tempered, the mildest,

the most hospitable creatures in the Avorld

;

and yet, if you touch their lightest prejudice

—take a farm over their heads, or cut j'our

oats with a reaping machine—they will shoot

you down like a dog. What can you do with

such a charmingly wrong-headed race, except

ship them across the pond ?

Mr. Maxwell. Even the rogues used to be

delightful. Any of the Costigans stiU to be

met with ?

Mowh-ay. Poor old Costigan is gathered to

his fathers ; but the " Irish Sketch Book " is
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perennial. The captain, to be sure, "was a

work of finished art ; but the hasty notes and

rough sketches made on the spot are charm-

ingly fresh and facile. There is nothing in
" Pendennis " better than, or so good as, the

picture of Uncle James (who sleeps some-

where about the pianoforte) in the Cork
lodging-house, calling in an aAvful voice on
" Paggy " for the " materials," or of Peggy
herself bringing up the coals on—a china

plate.

Mr. Maxicell. .But the papers say that the

people are losing their old gaiety— have
grown gloomy and morose.

Moiohrmj. I don't know—I saw nothing of

the gloom. Of course they are badly of!'.

The farming i.^ simply detestable. Fields

the size of " kail-yards," divided by slovenly

turf-dykes, and covered with a species of

coarse yellow tansy, a donkey, a pig or two
grubbing intelligently by the roadside, and a

young man "wdth a chimney-pot hat without
a brim, and a long-tailed coat buttoned over
nothing in particular, looking on—this is

what I witnessed from Bundoran to Kerry.
I drove for hours along the shores of the

Bay of Donegal—an estuary nobler than the

Clyde at Bute or the Forth at Granton—and
did not see a single sail. It was a vast ocean
solitude—a silent sea. One could not help
feeling at such times that some mighty ma-
lign magician had cast the spell of paralysis

over the land. The people would not work,
the Avheat would not grow, the fish {vnt\\

which the bays team) Avould not be caught.
Mr. Maxicell. Yet you say they are as gay

and jaunty as of old ?

Mowhray. Of course, sir, according to

English notions, such a people should be pro-

foundly unhappy. They have no trade, no
agriculture, no fisheries. A thriftless race has
no right to be happy. Yet these simple Irish

don't seem to know that they are bound to

be miserable. They don't seem to know that
high-farming and some acquaintance with the
truths of political economy are essential to
rational enjoyment. The whole country-side
was streaming out of Sligo on cars, and peat-
carts, and donkeys, and Mayo ponies as I

drove in. Tremendous showers were coming
down at brief intervals ; they rose up ^7ack
and frowning, one by one, from the Atlantic,
drifting across a gorgeous sunset, and when
they did not break directly upon us we could
look through them, as through a dark veil of

gauze, at the golden world of cloudland be-
yond. But, though wet to the skin, the people
were all in high good-humour ; old men with
battered hats and swallow-tailed coats (where

do all the old hats and swallow-tailed coats
in Ireland come from ?), finely-featured, sad-

eyed, soft-voiced, coquettishly-plaided Irish

girls, swaggering young farmers, haggard old

crones who jeered at us in the wet, panniered
donkeys, geese, and all. It had been market-
day—besides it was Saturday night—and
they were as gay as poor naughty Paris used
to be on a Sunday.

Mr. Maxicell. But what about the anarchy
and lawlessness—didn't they take a shot at

you from behind a dyke ?

Mowh-ay. Nothing to speak of. My expe-
rience was entirely pacific. The monthly
market was being held at Ballina (through
which luckily the Moy runs, for the town
is incredibly dirty) Avhen I arrived, and I

found the pigs and the geese and the ponies
and the donkeys and the girls and the " boys

"

congregated in the market-place. There was
plenty of noise, but no fighting ; and, in fact,

during my whole stay in Ireland I did not
see a single fight. I don't believe, indeed,
that the Irishman is by nature a quarrelsome
animal ; he fights simply because he hkes it

;

growing, in his own. language, " blue-moulded
for want of a bating," he rides down to the

fair, and trails his coat across the road in the
simplest and purest spirit of enjoyment. No,
I did not see a faction fight ; but the most
charming Irishwoman I met told me what it

was like. A hundred sticks are raised simul-

taneously ; for an instant (for an instant

only, to enable the women to escape) they
quiver in the air, as fir-trees shake in the
wind before a storm, and then down they
come with a noise like the patter of hail-

stones upon water on those old hats and
heads. Meantime the fiddler plays on cheer-

fully and the dancers continue their jig with-

out concerning themselves about the fight

—

such is the force of habit.

Mr. Maxicell. The people must have be-

witched you;—like the English settlers—more
Irish than the Irish ? And you Avill be telling

us next that the country is not one vast peat

moss ?

Moicbray. A vast peat moss ? Why, it is

the most beautiful country in the world.

The interior, to be frank, is rather level and
boggy no doubt ; but the narrow rim which
incloses the midland flats is bold, grand,

and entirely original. The whole of the

western coast is indented by bays and estu-

aries where the Atlantic sparkles beneath
precipices covered with heath, or breaks upon
the whitest of sands.

Mr. Maxwell. And Connemara is the

crown 1
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Mowlray. Connemara is the crown, though

Clare and Kerry lose only by a head. Just

as the sun was sinking I reached the summit
of the height which overlooks Westport.

The singular cone of Croagh Patrick, flushed

by the sunset, rose into the evening sky.

Clew Bay lay at its feet—a shining ocean-

lake, studded ^^dth a hundred emerald islands

—green on gold. Then the drive from West-
port to Clifden is simply unrivalled—in a car,

mind you, any other conveyance might break
the spell. It grows in beauty at every turn;

it is beautiful along the rocky, wooded banks

of the Errive ; it is more beautiful at Lee-

nane ; the first view of the Twelve Pins on

rounding the Killaries unites the positive,

the comparative, and the superlative of lov-

liness. The descent on I-Cillary Bay—

a

narrow inlet of the Atlantic, which cuts,

like a Norwegian fiord, deep into the

mountains—can never be forgotten. The
Atlantic winds for nine miles among hills,

,

two thousand to three thousand feet in height,

which rise in most places sheer from the

water. There is not a more retired and
secluded tarn in the heart of Scotland

;
yet

the white sea-birds are picking the herring

spaA\Ti from its surface, the rocks are brown
with tangle, and the sea-tide ebbs and flows,

bringing with it that joyful sense of breadth

and freedom which is unknown to the inland

lake. It is true that I saw it under the most
favourable conditions. Connemara, that day,

disclosed every mood of mountain passion,

passing from grave to gay, from lively to

severe with swift versatility ; tears, smiles,

laughter, the tenderest light and shadow, the

blaze of sunshine, the blackness of darkness

blent in exquisite union, or even more ex-

quisite discord ! In some countries we travel

for hours without changing the point of view
-—the same great mountain mass lying along

the sky-line all day long ; but in Connemara
we cannot move a hundred j^ards without

bi'inging a new mountain-peak or valley into

view.

At this point, May interposed. She and

Mabel had cleared the tea-table, and the

packet of sealed envelopes containing the

quotations was handed to Mr. MaxAvell, who
was " moved " to seat himself on the stone

at which the chief Druid had formerly offici-

ated. This, let me say in passing, was not

our first experience of competitive exami-

nations. AVe had been previously requested

to select the twelve biggest impostors, the

twelve biggest idiots, and the twelve biggest

bores in Britain. We had experienced no
difficulty in makins a selection on these

occasions ; but when a little later we had to

find the twelve British Solons we were, one
and all, discomfited. The most nimble com-
petitor could not overtake half a dozen. Our
"twelve greatest living poets" was also a

complete fiasco. But each of us was pre-

sumed to have at least one favourite quota-

tion—in prose and poetry—and these ac-

cordingly were to be written out in a legible

hand, and addressed in a sealed envelope to

IMr. Maxwell, the umpire, whose award
was final. I am not quite sure what he had
to decide ; but at any rate we had a great

deal of fun ; and though the meeting broke
up in disorder, as the reporters say, the

prize—a bunch of Muscatel grapes from
Mr. Oldbuck's vinery—somehow fell to

May.
Most of the quotations, however, were

very pretty and characteristic. Here are

some of them.

This was May's choice :

—

" Those have most power to hurt us that we love,

We lay our sleeping lives within their aims."

"And if the stranger would yet learn in what
spiiit it was that the dominion of Venice was hegun,
let him ascend the highest tier of the stem ledges
that sweep round the altar of TorceUo, and strive

to feel in himself the strength of heart that was
kindled M-ithin them when first withiu the shelter of

its knitted walls, amidst the murmur of the waste of

waves, and the beating of the wings of the sea-birds

round the rock that was strange to them, rose that

ancient hymn in the power of their gathered voices

:

" The sea is his and he made it,

And his hands prepared the dry land."

INLveel's :

—

" Leave to the nightingale her shady wood,
A privacy of glorious light is thine

;

Whence thou dost pour upon the world a flood

Of harmony, with instinct more divine ;

Type of the wise who soar but never roam.
True to the kindred points of heaven and home! "

" \Vhen a noble act is done—perchance ia a scene

of great natural beauty ; when Leonidas and his

three hundred martyrs consume one day in dying,

and the sun and moon come each and look at them
once in the steep defile of Thennopylae ; when Arnold
Winkelreid, in the high AJps, under the shadow of

the avalanche, gathers in his breast the sheaf of

Austrian spears to break the line for his comrades

;

—are not these heroes entitled to add the beauty of

the scene to the beauty of the deed ?"

Euphame's :

—

" The silence that is in the starry sky.
The sleep that is among the lonely hiUs."

" "While the winds of departing simimer scatter the
white hawthorn blossom like drifted snow, and s\im-

mer];dims on the parched meadow the drooping of its

cowslip gold, far aboye, among the mountaios, the

silver lichen spot rests, star-like, on the stone ; and
the gathering orange stain upon the edge of yonder
western peak, reflects the sunsets of a thousand
years."
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Mr. Oldbuck's :

—

" The garlands wither on your brow,
Then boast no more your mighty deeds

;

Upon Death's purple altar now,
See where the victor victim bleeds

;

All heads must come
To the cold tomb ;

Only the actions of the just
Smell sweet and blossom in the dust."

" Happy are they whom privacy makes innocent,

•who deal so with men in this world that they are not
afraid to meet them in the next, who when they die

make no commotion among the dead, and are not
touched with that poetical taunt of Isaiaii."

My own :

—

" 'Twas the last watch of night
Except what brings the morning quite,
When the armed angel, conscience clear,

His task nigh done, leans o'er his spear
And gazes on the earth he guards,

—

Safe one night more through all its wards,

—

Till God relieve him at his post."

"I cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue,

unexercised and unhreathed, that never sallies out

and seeks her adversary, but slinks out of the race

where that immortal garland is to he run for, not

without dust and heat."

Mowbray's paper was not forthcoming.

"But I'll tell you what," he said, " my host

at Derreen gave me a copy of verses, and as

a particular favour, and on condition that

May hands over the prize, I'D read them to

you before we go."
" Your host at Derreen ? You don't mean

to say that Mr. Froude "

" Hush ! hush ! No names, if you please.

From this inviolate Temple among the ever-

lasting hills 'the fading poUtics of mortal

Rome ' are severely excluded. But Hobbes'
text— ' Words are wise men's counters—they
do but reckon with them ; but they are the
money of fools '—belongs to no party in

particular ; and in a garrulous age Tory and
Radical alike may lay it advantageously to

heart. That text is the motive of the poem,
with which our Tobacco Parhament (for the
ladies don't mind a cigarette) fitly closes the
session of 1885."

EOMSDAL FIORD.

So this, then, was the Eover's nest,
And here the chiefs were bred

Who broke the drowsing Saxon's rest,

And scared him in his bed.

The north wind blew, the ship sped fast,
Loud cheered the Corsair crew,

And wild and free above the mast
Aslauga's raven flew.

The raven still o'er Eomsdal's peak
Is soaring as of yore,

But Rolf the Ganger's battle-shriek
Calm Eomsdal hears no more.

Long ages now beneath the soil

The ganger has been lying

—

In Romsdal's bay his quiet toil

The fisherman is plying.

With time and tide we change and change,
Yet still the world is young

;

Still free the proudest spirits range,
The prize is for the strong.

And though it be a glorious thing
In parliaments to shine,

—

Though orators be modem kings
. And only not divine

;

Yet men will stiU be ruled by men.
And talk will have its day,

And other Rolfs will come again
To sweep the rogues away.

SOME EEMINISCENCES OF MY LIFE.

By MARY HOWITT.

CHAPTER IV.

I
WILL now speak of our education and
girlhood. After we had been for two

and a half years under the care of Mrs. Parker,

a gentlewoman in reduced circumstances, who,
intellectual, accomplished, amiable, and pious,

was admirably fitted entirely to train us, our
conscientious parents felt it incumbent to

place us in a first-rate Friends' school ; and ac-

cordingly selected the private establishment

of Sarah Bevan andAnnaWooUey at Croydon.
On the 24th of eighth month, 1809, 1 being

ten years of age, my sister a year and a half

older, we left home for school, under mother's
escort. Perhaps our parents in their un-
worldliness had forgotten that on the morrow,
the 25th of October, aU England was to cele-

brate the fiftieth year of King George the
Third's reign. Be it as it may, we children

knew of the approaching festivity, and were
thereby reconciled to the pain of leave-taking.

We were glad we should be travelling, for in

Uttoxeter we should have seen none or little

of the rejoicings. The greatness of our curi-

osity made us eager to start ; and as we drove

through the outskirts of our tovm, by Tutbury
and its castle, to Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Avhere

we had a fresh postchaise, to Grooby Lodge,

where we spent the night, we bad the delight

of watching the busy preparations. Even
our Quaker relatives, the Burgesses, we found

in a mild state of excitement in anticipation

of the morrow.
Leicester, as Ave drove through it next morn-

ing, was quite agog—bells ringing, flags fly-

ing, huge bonfires kindling. The jubilee had

set the British population in motion, and the

king's highway swarmed with peasants on

foot and in waggons, farmers in gigs and
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spring-carts, gentlefolks on horseback and in

carnages ; all dressed in their best and sport-

ing blue and red ribbons. In this to^vn bands

of nuisic headed processions of school-children,

militiamen and clubs marching to church or

chapel ; in that, oxen and sheep were roasting

in the streets, and big barrels of ale were

tapped or ready to tap. Here, divine service

being over, the congregations streamed out

to feast. There, a smell of roast beef and

mutton pervaded the inn Avhere we halted,

with a hurrying to and fro, a clatter, laughter,

singing, and hurrahing that were deafening.

On we drove, through villages and towns

where the lower class, including the paupers,

were being entertained at long tables in the

open air, the families of the squire and clergy-

man looking on all smiles and good-humour.

As the day advanced the madder grew the

revel. We felt as if we were out to see the

fun. Horses and chaises were not always

ready at the toAvns where we expected relays,

and as we waited people in their turn eyed us

—the pleasant-looking Quaker mother and her

two quaintly dressed little daughters over-

flowing with ill-suppressed wonder and merri-

ment.

During the evening the sight of drunken-

ness and sound of quarrelling, although ac-

companied by strains of the incessant music,

somewhat dam}>ed our mirth, but it rose again

as we entered Dunstable, our night quarters.

The effect was magical : one vast blaze of light,

great G. Rs shining forth everjrwhere, a daz-

zled and enchanted sea of spectators. The
gentlemen of the neighbourhood had dined

at our inn, a grand ball was about to begin.

The obliging landlady led us to an upper

gallery, whence we could look doAvn on the

arrivals. Mother, who accompanied us, even

permitted us to watch the opening dance
;

perhaps she herself enjoyed this glimpse of

the gay moving scene, for she did not reprove

me when, overcome by the day's excitement,

by the music and flutter, I Avas seized with an

uncontrollable fit of laughter.

The next day we were in London—London

!

How the very thought transported us with

joy and astonishment. But London was not

half as brilliant as Dunstable—was, in fact,

quite gloomy. Extinct crowns, stars, and

G. K.s blankly met our gaze, and, Avhilst

bearing evidence to what had been, suggested

the ashes of a fire that had gone out or the

wrong side of a piece of tapestry. We dined

in London, and were rather sad, for Ave must
soon part from our mother. We Avere not to

return home at Christmas—Ave as Friends

never kept Christmas, Avith the exception of

having mince-pies—but mother Avould come
to Yearly Meeting in the spring, and then
haA^e us with her.

How much could I relate of our Croydon
experiences, Avhich nevertheless lasted only
seven months ! The many mortifications

caused us as the children of rigidly plain

Friends out of a remote midland county
brought into the midst of London girls, all

belonging to the same denomination, it is true,

but Avhose Quakerly attire and life-experience

Avere less precise, Avere evendifterent from ours.

We Avere the youngest in the school, pecuhar,

provincial, but I do not tliink in general

knoAvledge Ave Avere behind the others. We
seemed to them, hoAvever, to have come from
the uttermost ends of the earth; even the Avord

Uttoxeter seemed tothem uncouth, and caused
laughter. Although Ave felt this behaviour
keenly, our love of each other, of nature, the

beautiful and poetical, came to our aid and
consoled us. If my sister had a passionate

love of floAvers, I Avas equally endowed Avith

a deep appreciation of trees : the Scotch firs

in our garden at home, the spruce firs, arbor

vitaj, and Weymouth pine of a neighbour,

the group of tall poplars, Avhich I never failed

to see, sitting in our silent meeting, and which
seemed pointing to heaven, had been dear

familiar friends from infancy. What a hap-
piness, then, to be alloAved at school our OAvn

little garden Avith a fine holly-tree belonging

exclusively to ourselves

!

Another great pleasure and advantage was
the habit of making, duiing the fine Aveather,

long excursions of almost AA^eekly recurrence.

At about eleven the pupils, attended by one
of the mistresses, set out, the train being ended
by a stout serving-woman, Avho dreAV after her

a light tilted Avaggon containing abundant
provisions for our mid-day meal. So through
Croydon we Avent to the open country, to the

Addington Hills, or as far as NorAvood, aU no
doubt noAV covjjred or scattered over Avith

houses ; up and doAvn pleasant lanes Avhere

the clematis, Avhich Ave only knew as a garden
plant, Avreathed the hedges. Noav and then
Ave rested on some breezy common AAdth vieAvs

opening far and wide. Sometimes we passed

through extensive lavender-fields in Avhich

Avomen Avere Avorldng, or came upon an en-

campment of gipsies with their tents and
tethered horses, lookins; to us more oriental

than any sniiilar encampment in our more
northern lanes.

Brought south and into proximity with
the capital, Ave Avere met at every point by
objects new to our small experience, Avhose

beauty, grandeur, or perfect novelty stirred
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the very depths of my child-soul. ]\Iuch that

was attractive at the same time trouhled me,

filling my heart with indescribable sadness,

awakening within me an unappeasable long-

ing for I knew not what. It was my first

perception of the dignity and charm of cul-

ture. My impressionable mind had already

yielded to the power of nature ; it was now
to feel and accept the control of art. Yet I

was at the time in my ugly, unusually plain

Quaker garb, no better to look at than a

little bro^vn chrysalis, in the narrow cell of

whose being, hoAvever, the first early sunbeam
was awakening the germ of a higher existence.

The stately mansions with all their latest

appliances of luxury and ease—their sun-

shades, their balconies filled Avith flowers,

the graceful creepers wreathing colonnades,

heavy-branched cedar-trees, temple-like sum-

merhouses half concealed in bowery garden

solitudes, distant waters, Avinding Avalks, be-

longed to a neAv, vast, more beautiful Avorld.

No less interesting and impressive were the

daily features of human life around us. A
hatchment over a lofty doorAvay, a splendid

equipage Avith its attendant liveried servants

bowling in or out of heavy, ornamental park

gates, Avould marvellously allure my imagi-

nation. There Avas a breadth, fulness, per-

fectedness around us that strikingly con-

trasted Avith the restricted, common, prosaic

surroundings of the Friends in Staffordshire.

Surrey breathed to us beauty and poetry,

London the majesty of history and civilisa-

tion. From the highest point of the Adding-
ton Hills Ave Avere shoAvn St. Paul's in the

distance. It sent a thrill through us. Even
the visits sanctioned by our teachers to the

confectioner's for the purchase of Chelsea buns
and Parliament gingerbread enhanced our

innocent enjoyment.

Our stay at Croydon Avas abruptly ended
by the serious illness of our mother. After

leaving us she had caught a severe cold during

a dense fog in London, AA'hich brought on an
illness that had lasted long ere danger Avas

apprehended. Then we were sent for, but a

favourable change had occurred before our

arrival.

In the August of 1810 my sister was sent

to a Friends' school held in high repute at

Sheffield, but OAA'ing to an alarm of fever in

the toAvn Avas recalled in the depth of the

Avinter. She then remained at home whilst

mother took me to the same school the foIIoav-

ing spring. It Avas conducted by Hannah
Kilham, the AvidoAV of Alexander Kilham, the

founder of the New Methodist or Kilhamite
Connection, her step-daughter Sarah, and a

niece named Corbett, all Friends by convince-

ment.

Hannah Kilham, an ever-helpful benefactor

to the poor, devoted herself to a life of active

Christian charity. She treated me as one of

the older girls—I Avas tall for tAvelve—and
often took me Avith her in her rounds. Once
she sent me alone to a Avoman Avhose desti-

tute condition so awoke my compassion as to

induce me to bestoAV on her my last sixpence,

Avith the uttered hope, " May the Lord bless

it !
" This Avas followed by self-questionings

Avhether by my speech I had meant that the

Lord should bless the gift to the sufferer or

to me—then penniless. Another time, at

nightfall, Hannah Kilham made me Avait in

a desolate region of broken-up ground and
half-built ruinous houses while she visited

some haunt of squalor. It seems strange

that a highly conscientious woman should

leave a young girl alone, even for a few

minutes, in a Ioav, disreputable suburb of a

large toAvn. But she was on Avhat she be-

lieved her Master's errand, and I doubt not

had committed me to His keeping, for Avhilst

I was appalled by the darkness and deso-

lation around me, I saAv the great comet of

the autumn of 1811 majestically careering

through the heavens, and received an im-

pression of divine omnipotence Avhich no

school teaching could have given me.

Sheffield never affected me as Croydon had

done. The only point of extraneous interest

was the fact that the way to I\Ieeting led

through the Hart's Head and over the door-

step almost of the office of the Iris neAvspaper,

making me hope, but in vain, to catch a

glimpse of the editor, James Montgomery,

Avhose poetry I greatly admired.

In 1812 I left this school, Avhich wasafter-

Avards discontinued. The general peace came.

The benevolent Alexander of Eussia visited

England, and, admiring the principles and

usages of Friends, determined to employ

members of the Society in his schemes for

improving the internal condition of his

empire. This led to Sarah Kilham accom-

panying the family of Daniel Wheeler, Avhen

in 1818 he emigrated, by invitation of the

Czar, for the purpose of draining and culti-

vating land on the Neva. Her stepmother

Avent a fcav years later as a missionary to the

African state, Liberia, in the company of an

austere Friend, Eichard Smith, a man of

substance, Avhosc connections lived near

Alton ToAvers, and Avho occasionally attended

Uttoxeter meeting. He came over to our

house to take leave before proceeding to

Africa ; but silence being the rule of his life,
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he walked into the parlour, sat in stillness

for twenty minutes, rose up, shook hands

with each of us, and so departed without

uttering a word. I do not know his ultimate

fate. Hannah Kilham succumbed to the

climate, returning home to die.

Father, dissatisfied with our attainments,

arranged that we should complete our edu-

cation at home, engaging the master of the

only boys' school in the town to teach us

Latin, the globes, and whatever else he could

impart. He was a man of some learning,

who in early life, when residing in London,
had been brutally attacked in some lonely

street or passage by a lawless band of ruffians,

the Mohocks. His face still bore the marks
of their violence, being scarred with deep

wounds, as if made by daggers and knives.

Death having deprived us of this teacher,

a young man Friend of good birth and edu-

cation was next employed to lead us into the

higher branches of mathematics. He made
himself, however, so objectionable to us by his

personal attentions that we very soon refused

his instructions. Although we never revealed

the reason, father, perhaps surmising it,

allowed us to have our own way, and, earnest

students, we henceforth became our own
educators.

We retained and perfected our rudimentary
knowledge by instructing others. Father

fitted up a schoolroom for us in the stable

loft, where twice a week we were allowed to

teach poor children. Our young sister and
brother were entirely committed to our care.

Emma, who, fragile as a snowdrop, neverthe-

less lived to grow up a remarkably bright,

intelligent woman, a blessing to all who knew
her ; Charles, a handsome, high-spirited boy,

whose good-humour, generosity, and irre-

pressible buoyancy made him a general

favourite. In training these beloved charges

we trained ourselves.

We had also the excellent discipline of

daily domestic occupation. Our mother re-

quired us to be expert in all household mat-

ters, and we ourselves took a pride in the

internal management being nicely ordered.

Our home possessed a charm—a sense of

repose which we felt but could not at the

time define. It was caused by father's

correct, purified taste that led him to select

oak for the furniture, quiet colours and small

patterns for the low rooms. The houses of

our neighbours displayed painted woods,

flaming colours, and large designs on the

floors and walls.

I must here briefly mention a circumstance

which produced on Anna and me an efTcct

similar to a first term at college on the mind
of an ardent student. It was her visit with
mother to relatives and friends in Wales ; an
effect which was as vivid and lasting on me
as if I had accompanied them. It happened
in the late summer of 1813. From Birming-
ham the joui^ney to Bristol was made in a

stage-coach, where, after being closely packed
in the inside with mother's old friend, Evan
Rees, two other Quakers, Thomas and Sarah
Robinson, bound like themselves for Swan-
sea, and a sixth passenger, they arrived, after

a long day, at midnight. The intention had
been to proceed immediately by packet, but
owing to contrary winds, they were detained

for three days in Bristol, mother, Anna, and
Evan Rees being entertained the while under
the hospitable roof of the Gilpins. Charles

Gilpin, afterwards the well-known M.P., was
then a little boy, just running alone in a

white frock. Joseph Ford, an old Friend^

who considered it his duty to act as cicerone

to all strangers, members of the Society,

visiting the ancient city, kindly conducted
them to St. Mary's RedclifF, in memory of

poor Chatterton, to the exchange, Clifton,

very unlike the Clifton of to-day^-down to

St. Vincent's rocks and the banks of the

Avon, where they picked up Bristol dia-

monds, which Anna brought home with her.

At length they went on board, but the

wind remaining due west, instead of reach-

ing their destination in twenty-four hours,

they were tossed about for three whole days
and nights. Notwithstanding the attendant

fatigue and discomfort, Anna saw and en-

joyed the rising and setting of the sun at

sea, the gulls and other marine birds, the

moonlit nights, the phosphoric light on the

vessel's track—all new and wonderful sights

to a girl from the midland counties.

At Swansea they parted from their three

Quaker companions, and a life of liberty

began for Anna. At our relatives', the Syl-

vesters, there was no longer any restraint in

talk and laughter. Uncle was jovial, witty,

clever in general conversation. Aunt, always
well dressed, was affable, and set every one
at ease. Charles, our frank, manly cousin of

eighteen, and his young sister Mercy, were
most cordial.

The first week was spent in receiving calls

from mother's former acquaintance, and from
those of Aunt, come out of compliment or

curiosity to see the Quakeress. Then fol-

lowed the return calls. It was a bright,,

free, gay existence, and my sister enjoyed
it. The visit to mother's intimate friend,

Anna Price, then a widow, living no longer
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Mary Howitt at home (IbboJ.

at Falmouth but at Neath Abbey, with her
six grown-up sons and daughters, left still

more golden memories. There was in the
polished circle a freedom of intercourse

which was cheerful, even mirthful ; tem-
pered by the refinement of a high, intel-

lectual culture. Quakerism had never worn
a fairer aspect.

Christiana, the second daughter, took the
young inexperienced guest into her especial

charge, and when walking with her in the
beautiful grounds, most tastefully laid out
amongst the fine monastic ruins by the

eldest son, Joseph Tregelles Price (who was,

I believe, several years later, the first to in-

troduce steam-navigation between Swansea
and Bristol), answered all her timid ques-

tions, and even anticipated her desire for

knowledge. Ed-svin Price, who died at the

early age of twenty-three, often joined them
in these walks, spoke on literature, and re-

commended for perusal Rollin's " Manner of

Studying and Teaching the Belles Lettres,"

which was just then engaging the attention

of himself and his brothers and sisters—all

lovers of literature. The young Prices were
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admirers of Dante, Petrarch, and Spenser,

of whose works Anna and I were ignorant.

They later fell into our hands, and we de-

voured them eagerly. Deborah, the eldest

daughter, edited The Cambrian, a periodical

that dealt with all subjects connected with
the ancient history, legends, and poetry of

Wales—the subjects, in fact, which later

gave such value to Lady Charlotte Guest's
" Mabinogion." She was engaged to Elijah

Waring, a Friend of great erudition and fine

taste, then visiting at Neath Abbey. Their
daughter Anna Letitia is the authoress of

many beautiful and favourite hymns.
A visit of a week or ten days to Uncle

Wilham Wood, at Cardiff, when Uncle Eoger
Lyndon came over from Merthyr to see his

half-sister and niece, gave a bias to Anna's
mind which she never lost. She acquired

from Uncle William's genealogical conversa-

tions—for he was well versed in the family

descent and traditions, spoke much of the

Woods, Brownriggs, and other ancestors, and
gave mother some of the ill-fated Irish half-

pence—a permanent interest in parentage,

inherited qualities, and characteristics, and
the teachings to be derived therefrom. His
copy of "Lavater's Physiognomic Fragments"
introduced her to a new, somewhat cognate,

field of study. She impaited the taste to

me ; we hunted out Lavater's work in the

possession of an Uttoxeter acquaintance, and,

adopting the system, afterward judged rightly

or wrongly of every one's mind and tempei'

by their external form.

Whilst at Cardiff an excursion was made
one beautiful September day to the village-

like city of Llandaff Divine service was
being performed in the chancel of the ruined

cathedral. The cloisters and grave-yard were
fragrant with the scent of thyme, sweet mar-

joram, southernwood, and stocks; hei'e and
there bloomed monthly roses, the first Anna
had ever seen growing in the open air.

The Quaker mother and daughter travelled

home by coach through ISTewport by Tintern,

catching a delightful glimpse of the beautiful

scenery of the Wye. From Monmouth to

Gloucester they had for fellow-passenger a

Church-of-England clergyman, who spoke

with mother of the country, the war with

Napoleon, and finally of religion. She, full

of intelligence and earlier acquainted with

much good society and fine scenery, surprised

him by her replies. He asked how she kncAv so

much. She answered, in a slightly aggrieved
tone, " By conviction and observation." After
a pause he said, apologetically : "I thought
the Society of Friends Avas too secluded and

taciturn a people to interest themselves in

worldly matters."

The episode resembled the stage-coach

journey of theWidow Placid and her daughter
Rachel, in " The Antidote to the Miseries of

Human Life," a religious novelette of that

day.

As regards the members of our Society,

we had no associates at Uttoxeter until after

the death of Uncle John Summerland, when
his widow took a niece or cousin to live with
her, named Susanna Frith, who had inde-

pendent means, much general knowledge,
and refined manners. She sympathised in

our insatiable love of books and lent us
" Elizabeth Smith's Life and Letters," with
a few similar works. She was a distant

relative of the Howitts of Heanor, and told

us much of the sons, especially of William,

who possessed remarkable talent and great

learning;.

Our father having been induced again to

speculate had done so, fortunately for us, in

partnership with Mr. Bell, the banker, with
whose two charming daughters, considerably

older than ourselves, we were permitted to be
intimate; we loved Mary for her brightness

and amiability, we admired Dorothy more par-

ticularly for the delicate beauty of her features.

Intercourse with these superior and intelHgent

young women and their parents was doubly
an advantage and comfort to us, from our

peculiarities as Friends never making any
difference with them, whilst they treated our

craving for knowledge, our love of flowers

and all that was beautiful as a matter of

course. They resided in a fine old house,

where the Duke of Cumberland had been
lodged and entertained on his way to Cul-

loden. The bed he had slept in remained in

the tapestried chamber he had occupied.

From the shelves of the handsome well-fur-

nished library Mary lent us the first novel

we ever read, "Agatha, or the Nun," written

by her cousin. Miss Eolleston. Possessing the

current literature of the day, the Miss Bells

supplied us with Scott's Metrical Romances
and Byron's Poems.

It was from their maternal uncle, ]Mr.

Humphrey Pipe, if I mistake not, that we
borrowed Dus:dale's " Monasticon " and Cam-
den's "Britannia," heavy volumes which
could not be hidden away like many bor-

rowed books in our pockets, and thus being-

seen by mother afibrded her the same intense

pleasure as ourselves, she spending many
hours, I believe, in conning their pages and
in studying the grand illustrations of the
" Monasticon."
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Although our parents had usually next to

no acquaintance with the Vicar, yet an excep-

tion was made in the case of the Rev.

Jonathan Stubbs, from his joining father in

the attempt to suppress bull-baiting, one of

the most popular amusements of the wakes.

He Avas a good and learned man, who met
with his death about 1811 in consequence of

being thrown out of his gig. The grief of

liis parishioners was great, that of our parents

no less sincere. Mother felt drawn in tender

sympathy to call on his afflicted widow, and
took me with her. "When we were ushered

into the room where Mrs. Stubbs and her

only child little Jonathan sat sorrowfully

side by side, and I found myself for the first

time in the company of a widow in weeds,

it was to me a most solemn occasion. What
mother said I know not, but she and the

widow wept together and Avere ever after

friends. And Avhen our eager persistent

system of self-education had begun, when
we borrowed books wherever we could and
spent many hours every day and late into the

night reading, Anna and I found Mrs. Stubbs

of the greatest assistance. She lived near

us and retained her husband's library of the

classics, the best English and foreign divines,

and standard works on history and topo-

graphy, all beautifully arranged, " ready,"

as she said, " for Jonathan, who was to be

educated to walk in his father's footsteps.

In the meantime the books were at our ser-

vice with one proviso, every volume taken

out must be restored to its place."

I can never sufficiently return thanks for

the unrestricted range of that scholar's

library, which not only provided us with
the best books to read but made us aware
of the beau.ty of choice editions, Tonson's
" Faerie Queen," and other important works
handsomely bound in quarto and embellished

with fine plates, at which we were never tired

of gazing, some of the landscapes remaining
in my memory still. Nor have I ever foi--

gotten Piranesi's magnificent engravings of

Rome brought from that city by the Evanses
of Derby, and lent by them to tlieir friend,

Mrs. Stubbs.

In the Avinter of 1815-16 our cousin,

Martha Shipley, AA^as married to our cousin,

John Ellis, of lieaumont Leys, near Leicester

;

they likewise Avere related, but not so closely

as to make the union objectionable to our
Society. Before the wedding an unusual
event occurred, inasmuch as Anna and I

sjient a couple of days Avith the bride elect.

During the visit, launching forth into our
favourite topic, jDoetiy, she in response took

us into her bedroom ami, producing out of

a draAver from between her shaAvls a small

volume, read to us the "Hermit of Wark-
Avorth." Fascinated, Ave likeA\dse procured
the same delightful ballad, but not Avithout

difficulty and Avhat appeared to us great

outlay.

The Ellises, like the Shipleys, had never
been on very intimate terms Avith our family,

from the elder members having imbibed the

old prejudice against mother. A better

understanding Avas noAv to be brought about.

In the early autumn of 1817, Anna and I

paid a delightful visit to our Avarm-hearted

cousin, Rebecca Burgess, at Grooby Lodge.
Going on First-day to meeting in Leicester,

Ave thus saAV and Avere seen by the family at

Beaumont Leys. They invited us to their

house, and the visit extended for weeks.

Cousin Martha had died the preceding Jan-

uary in giving birth to a little son. The
widower's mother, a quiet, consistent Friend,

kept his house ; his sister Anne, a very agree-

able young Avoman, devoted herself to the

motherless baby, EdAvard Shipley Ellis, who,
like his father, became in after years so

prominently connected Avith raihvays.

Cousin John Ellis and his intimate com-
panion, a handsome young man from the

North named Daniel Harrison, Avho was to

him as a brother, Avere to our agreeable sur-

prise truly intellectual. We became in conse-

quence extremely communicative, and many
times since have I hoped that Ave girls did

not make ourselves absurd by our display of

knoAvledge. If we did, we Avere not permitted

to feel it. We were deep in history at the

time and soon perceived that in many
branches of the great subject Ave Avere better

read than they. Cousin John delighted in

the acquisition of every kind of knoAvledge.

Daniel Harrison Avas especially fond of elo-

quence, and carried in his pocket a little

book, "The Constellation," out of Avhich he

enjoj^ed reading aloud fine passages. He
Avas somewhat troubled Avith religious doubts,

Avarred desperately against the eternity of

punishment, and induced us to study Scar-

lett's translation of the NeAV Testament, in

Avliich age-lasting is put for everlasting, a

Avork that met Avith our father's disap-

proval.

Amongst the many subjects on which
Anna and I expressed ourselves very fully

at Beaumont Leys, Avas our Ioav estimation

of the endoAvments and culture of ordinary

young men Friends ; amongst Avhom we had
Avould-be-suitors. Anne Ellis pleaded in

their behalf : " There Avas the young Irish-
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man, Thomas Knott, whose speech at a

Bible meeting at Southampton had been
printed and greatly admired ; there was
David Drape, but they neither of them
equalled William Howitt. She had made
his acquaintance at an excursion of young
Friends to Kenilworth after Warwick Quar-
terly Meeting. He was more than a scholar

—a born genius, and most agreeable !

"

Her brother and his friend made merry at

her eulogy of William Howitt. We had,

however, received a similar testimony from
Susanna Frith and took her part.

The news of the death of the Princess

Charlotte at Claremont, on November 6,

wrung the heart of all England. It was like

a thunder-clap at Beaumont Leys, where the

young wife had met with the same death ten

months earlier. Cousin John, who for the

last few weeks had astonished every one by
his cheerfulness, bowed under the public

sorrow as if it had been his private grief. A
gloom fell over the household. Cousin Anne,
Daniel Harrison, Anna, and I heard the

funeral sermon delivered on the occasion by
the celebrated preacher and writer, the Eev.
Robert Hall, then pastor of the Baptist con-

gregation at Leicester. It was the first time

I had attended other public worship than
that of Friends.

Again it was autumn, twelve months after

our Leicester visits, when William Howitt,
having been to Lichfield Cathedral to see the

monument, finished the previous year by
Chantrey, of the sleeping children, the

daughters of the Eev. W. Eobinson, came
round by Uttoxeter ostensibly to visit his

cousin, Susanna Frith. We were delighted

to accept her invitation to meet him.

He addressed us with great cordiality and
spoke in gratifying terms of his desire to

make our acquaintance, having heard much
of our tastes and pursuits from his cousin.

He described with feeling the exquisitely

tender group in marble, which he had just

seen at Lichfield. Our father's religious

scruples had debarred us from ever entering

the Cathedral, and of this new monument by
Chantrey, then creating a well-deserved sen-

sation, we were equally ignorant. He spoke
of the nature and importance of sculpture

;

it again was an entirely new subject to us.

We had already sought to understand pic-

torial, we were henceforth to learn the value
of plastic art.

Botany was the first intellectual topic on
which Anna and I ventured to open the
treasures of our knowledge to our new ac-

quaintance. It was in a walk which h? took

with his cousin and us that same afternoon.

Crossing pleasant pastures, Avhere we had
gathered in the spring the meadow fritillary,

a peculiar and beautiful flower, which this

accomplished botanist told us he himself had
never found, we went by the banks of the

sweet placid Dove to the old mill, where
all around was peaceful and picturesque. It

is nearly sixty-seven years since that walk,

which comes back to me Avith such fresh,

fragrant memories as I write. Thanks be to

the blessed Lord, the great Botanist, for the

simple, natural tastes, which He had given

me ! It was the first link in the golden chain

of His providence which united my life with

that of one of the best and purest of men.
Before the close of the year, I became the

affianced bride of William Howitt. He was
six-and-twenty and I nineteen. Father,

although he never allowed his emotions or

even his affections to evince themselves, to

our surprise almost laughed, when the im-

portant matter was settled ; hiding his plea-

sure by the remark, " It was all in the usual

order ! The yoimg women of Uttoxeter

Meeting Avere always sought in marriage
;

those of Leek but seldom."

The tastes of my future husband and my
own were strongly similar, so also our mental

culture; but he Avas in every direction so far in

ad\'ance of me as to become my teacher and
guide. KnoAvledge in the broadest sense

was the aim of our intellectual efforts

;

poetry and nature Avere the paths that led to

it. Of ballad poetry I was already enam-

oured. William made us acquainted with

the realistic life pictures of Crabbe ; the bits

of nature, life, and poetry in the vignettes of

Bewick ; with the earliest works of Words-
Avorth, Coleridge, and Shelley ; the first mar-

vellous prose productions of the author of

" Waverley;" The Edinhurgh Review, and other

Avorks of poAver and influence. I say us, be-

cause Anna was as it were the very double

of myself, and shared in every advantage

that came to me.

We had always been great walkers, but

girls alone cannot tramp the country as boys

and men can. With William as a most de-

lightful and efficient companion, we could

enjoy to the full the Arcadian scenery that

surrounded us. We took him to our favourite

AltoB Towers, that wonderful region
_
of

beauty and romance, which Avas growing

up year after year under the Earl of

Shrewsbury's taste and religious ardour;

to the secluded ruins of Croxclen Abbey ; to

the airy heights of the Weaver Hills ; to the

ancient lordly oaks and birches of Bagot
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Woods ; to the still more hoary fragment of

nature's antiquity, Chartley Moss ; to Tut-

bury and Sudbury.

It was a happy time, yet accompanied by
some little clouds and rufflings of the smooth

current of daily life, which must always be

the case when strong characters are brought

into juxtaposition.

Opposition to father was never thought of

by his family, which consisted entirely of

submissive women, with the exception of his

young son, who,- strange as it may seem, had
his will in all things, and would, seated on

the hearth-rug, laugh and talk all sorts of

boyish nonsense unreproved.

William's family, on the contrary, con-

sisted of but one female, the mother ; whilst

the father and his six sons, who were not of

a rigid type of Friends, talked freely, laughed

loud, and maintained their own opinions,

each differing more or less from the rest.

His character was fortunately amiable, unsel-

fish, but full of strong individuality, origin-

ality, and dislike to all coercion. This caused

him to examine and discuss every subject,

with a freedom of thought and expression

that surprised Anna and me.

I recall one First-day evening in the early

days of our courtship—one of those long,

silent First-day evenings, when we sat with

our books round the table, mother looking

weary as if she Avanted her knitting, an occu-

pation wliich beguiled many silent hours on

week-days. Father, seated apart in his arm-
chair, with a candle on the mantel-piece,

shedding its light on the pages that he was
perusing in John Woolman or Madame
Guion.

It was in such a scene that I was shocked
and startled by William suddenly bursting

out with, "Mary, Avhat is thy opinion of the
God-head of Christ ?"

I knew not what to say—I had, in fact,

never thought of it. Mother looked up with
a kind of quiet astonishment. Father closed

his book, and remarked, with solemn gravity
of tone, " We have nothing to do with such
subjects, William."

Had the latter attempted to argue the

point, it would have been felt a profanation
—a touching of holy things Avith unclean
hands. Eeligious discussion was never heard
in our family, where the aim, as I have said,

was to preserve the soul in passivity for the
divine inward revelation, Avhich was not to

be subjected to the natural reason of man.
On the I6th of fourth month, 1821, we

Avere married, I wearing my first silk goAvn
—a very pretty dove colour—Avith bonnet of

the same material, and a soft white silk

shaAvl. ShaAvls Avere greatly in A^ogue, es-

pecially amongst Friends, and my attire Avas

thought very appropriate and becoming. For
a wedding tour my husband took me to every
spot of beauty or old tradition in his natiA'e

county—romantic, picturesque Derliyshire.

ST. WENEFEIDE'S WELL.
By WILLIAM TRANT.

"Saint Wenefride in beauty bloom'd
The rose of ancient Wales."

—

Caswell.

A TRITE anecdote tells us that a noble-

man, travelling abroad in search of the

picturesque, saAV in a guide-book that one of

the most beautiful spots on earth was his

OAvn estate in his OAvn county. He returned
home and found that such was the case, a
fact that he had never before noticed. It is

strange that familiarity Avith even the beau-
tiful breeds, if not contempt, at any rate

apathy; but Avhat is stranger still is that

process of the mind Avhich causes us to OA^er-

look our immediate surroundings and to ex-

aggerate what is inaccessible or afar off.

Thus readers of English periodical literature

are often regaled Avith elaborate accounts of

pilgrimages to the shrine at Paray-le-]\Ionial,

to the grotto at Lourdes, to the mountain of

La Salette and to other places ; and column

after column—nay, even book after book—is

written to describe the miracles said to be
performed in foreign countries by images of

the Virgin, by winking pictures, or at the

shrine of some saints AAdiose ashes, one would
have us believe, can perform far greater

wonders than the holy persons themselves
Avere able to achieve Avhen they Avalked and
talked and had their being. Hoav fcAV per-

sons are aware, hoAvever, that in this island

the same kind of thing takes place ? And
yet there is one shrine, and, I belicA^e, one
alone, to which pilgrims resort, where offer-

ings are made, and Avhere it is believed that

astounding miracles are performed. This

one is St. Wenefride's Well, the holy well,

that gives the name to HolyAvell, the capital

of Flintshire.
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One bright summer's morning, not long

ago, I went by water from the Mersey to the

Dee. On board the steamer was a party of

Roman Cathohc priests and ladies who were
on a pilgrimage to St. Wenefride's Well, one

of the seven wonders of Wales. I accom-

panied these chance-started acquaintances.

On landing in Wales, a pleasant walk of about

two miles brought us from the banks of the

river to the town of Holywell, which stands

on a hill and commands an extensive view
of the country sloping down to the river.

On arrival at the main street of the town we
found it thronged with people. It was evi-

dent from their dress and demeanour that

they were not assembled for purposes of

business ; it was equally clear that gaiet}^,

fun, or holiday-making had not caused them
to gather together. They were dressed in

their church-going clothes, they carried

prayer-books in their hands, their faces were
full of seriousness. Like my companions,

they had come from far and wide—from
England, Scotland, and Ireland—to worship
at the shrine of St. Wenefride, to ask for-

giveness for sins committed, to purify and
strengthen the heart against future tempta-

tions, and, also, many of them to dip in the

holy well to cleanse their bodies of diseases,

to cure themselves of their ailments. One
man, in the garb of a workman, was coming
down the centre of the sloping street dancing,

singing, gesticulating, and otherwise showing
an exceedingly great joy. He thanked God,
he praised the Virgin, he blessed St. We-
nefride. He told me that he had that

morning hobbled up to the well, a cripple on
crutches, that he had dipped, was restored,

and was on his way home rejoicing.

A short walk up the steep street brought
us to the well, where pilgrims, foot-sore and
weary, were counting their beads. The priests

and the ladies entered the chapel that is

built over the spot, and I, not wishing to over-

look them at devotion, proceeded to the well

itself, delaying my visit into the chapel until

later in the day. In a small court-yard, sunk
several feet below the level of the street, I

observed a heap of crutches, sticks, and
stretchers, and was informed by the matron
in attendance that, of her own knowledge,
these had been left as silent witnesses by the

lame and the halt who had been miraculously

cured by the intervention of the saint of the

well. The well proper is situated under-

neath the chapel I have mentioned, whence
the water is alloAved to flow into a basin.

This was being freely used as a plunge or

swimming bath by rollicking youths, but

there were several batches of persons dip-

ping, while priests stood at the side muttering
prayers and benedictions. The well proper,

however, Avas most affected for " dipping,"

and there I saw many persons, some of whom
were drinking the water, and others immers-
ing themselves thei'ein. Particularly I no-

ticed many women dipping their infants

born blind or suffering from bodily ailments.

I observed that the water had strong re-

fractive powers, doubtless from the lime it

brings in solution from the spring whence it

originates.

The story of St. Wenefride is as wild

and romantic as the lover of the marvel-

lous can possibly wish or conceive. It takes

us back to the din and war-cries of ancient

times. Cadvan was King of Wales from
A.D. 603 to 630, and it was in his reign, ac-

cording to the legend, that the virgin and
martyr Avho became the patroness of Wales
was born. Her name was Brena. She was
of noble birth, was beautiful and devout.

She was placed vmder the protection of her
relative, Beuno (St. Beuno), a descendant

from the kings of Powys. One Sunday—the

22nd June, year not known—Beuno was
preaching in a church he had founded. All

his household, excejDt Brena, had gone to hear

him. She remained behind to look after

household affairs, or, as devout Catholics love

to think, "to prepare fire and water with

salt for the Mass, probably for some parts of

the rites then in use." While so engaged a

young prince, Cradocus by name, the son of

King Allen, suddenly entered the dwelling,

saying that he Avas fatigued with hunting,

Sunday though it Avas, and Avas oppressed

Avith thirst. The maiden ministered to his

Avants. Cradocus then told her that he had
long admired the elegance of her person, and
indeed declared that he passionately loved

her. At first she seemed to favour his ad-

vances, promising to give him her decision on
the morrow. This she did to disarm sus-

picion on his part until she could reach the

door. She then replied that, as a bride of

Christ, she could not receive the addresses of

any lover whatsoever. At this the prince

Avas much annoyed, and his demeanour so

alarmed the girl that she rushed from the

house and fled across the meadoAvs tOAvards

the church. Before she could reach the sanc-

tuary, Cradocus overtook her, sword in hand,

and, in an ecstasy of rage and disappoint-

ment, struck oft' her head. The head, bound-

ing like a ball, rolled rapidly doAvn the hill,

entered the church door, and did not stop

until it reached the altar where Beuno and
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liis friends were at prayer. The lioh' man
recognised the features of his fair relative, and
he and his companions left the church to

ascertain the cause of the sad occurrence.

They found Cradocus standing beside the

headless corpse. Beuno at once saw the state

of affairs, and called do^yn upon the young
prince the "swift judgmentof God." Cradocus
fell dead upon the spot, and the legend in-

forms us that it was not known whether the

earth opened to receive his body, or whether
the devil took it Siway, but it was never seen

afterAvards.

The remains of the slaughtered maiden
were borne into the church and placed near

the head. Beuno offered up a prayer for her

restoration, and at its close " the maiden
rose" whole and well. Eound her neck,

where her head had rejoined her body, was
a circle of pure white (luen in Welsh), and
her name was changed to Wenefride, or

AVinifrede. Where her head had rested the

earth cracked, and there sprang forth a foun-

tain of clear water. The stream poured down
the valley and descended the slope until it

mingled, as it does to-day, with the waters of

the Dee. The sides of the well were covered
with a sweet-scented moss, and the stones at

the bottom became tinctured with her blood,

both of which features are pointed out at the

present day, about which more anon. The
old poet, Michael Drayton, thus refers to the
legend :

—

" The lifeless tears she shed into a fountain tume,
And, that for her alone the water should not mourne,
The pure vermiUion blood that issued from her veines
Unto this very day the pearly gravel staines,
As erst the white and red were mixed in her cheeke

;

And that one part of her might be the other like,

Her haire was turned to mosse, whose sweetness doth
declare

In Uvliness of youth the natural sweets she bare."

From this time forth it was acknowledged
that St. Wenefride was specially favoured by
heaven. Beuno, instructed by Adsions, handed
over to her the charge of his district, and
proceeded to Caermarthen to proselytise in

a new neio-hbourhood. Before leavins;, how-
ever, he took Wenefride by the hand, and
leading her to the well he seated himself on
a stone (still shoAATi) and gaA'e her an exhorta-
tion. This begins, " See the monument here
of your sufferings; behold, also, the stones
as tinctured with your blood." He then
prophesied " three special favours : " first,

" That these bloody spots shall never be
washed from the said stones

;
" secondly,

" That any person who shall devoutly ask
temporal blessings, or freedom from spiritual

or corporal distresses, to be obtained by
Wenefride's merit and intercession, the same

shall compass his request, if it be to the
honour and glory of God, by paying his de-

A'otions three times at the Av^ell
;
" and thirdly,

"That Avhenevcr Wenefride sent him any
letters or tokens, she need only cast them
into the stream that flowed from the Avell,

and they Avould go safely to him." It is

believed by devout Catholics of the present

time that these prophesies of St. Beuno have
been fulfilled. According to the legend, the
first tiling Wenefride did after the departure
of her spiritual adviser, Avas to embroider him
a vestment, which, in accordance with his

instructions, she cast into the stream, and
the robe was in time duly deposited at the
entrance to his cell. The spot is to this day
called the "Port of Vestment."

St. Wenefride is said to have lived fifteen

years after her resuscitation, as the Abbess
of GAvytherin, near the well, and, of course,

she performed many miracles: " Disease and
suffering fled away from her," says the most
recent historian of her life. Any one who
dipped into the water Avas not only healed

of l3odily infirmities, but Avas cleansed from
all sins, as in the case of the sacred Eastern

river.

" For the Ganges' wave is strong to save
And wash our sin-3 away.''

Those who could not A^sit the spot Avere,

it is recorded, made Avhole by drinking of

the Avater. Ulcers Avere cured by applying
the scented moss to the sores, or kissing

pebbles brought from the stream, or even by
pi'oxy, that is, by some one " dipping " on
their behalf. Far and Avide the virgin, saint,

and martyr Avas Avorshipped, particularly by
Avomen, as is natural not only on account of

Wenefride's sex and career, but because at a

Synod, that bears her name, it was decided

that the religious Avomen in Wales should

no longer live as recluses, but in community.
After St. Wenefride's death (Avhich hap-

pened on 3rd November, noAv St. AVenefride's

Feast), and to the present day, the miracles

reported as being performed at the shrine

and the well transcend in marvellousness

those that are recorded as having taken place

during her lifetime. Multitudes are said to

have been made whole by kissing the earth

Avhere her remains repose : this, too, although

only a part of her body is at HolyAvell. In
1137 the monks of ShreAA'sbury, either from
cupidity or reA'erence, related that St. Wene-
fride had appeared in a A'ision and asked

them to translate her remains to that city.

It is said, that at the same time, an ange]

appeared to the nuns at GAvj'therin, and pre-

ferred a similar request. The result was that
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her body was removed to Slire\\^sbury. On the

way thither, miracles were performed. Some
earth from her skull mixed with water is

said to have cured an invalid on the way-side

who was induced to drink the mixture, while

on entering Shrewsbury, although it was
raining all around, no rain fell in the streets

through which the procession passed.

Some years afterwards, the nuns at Gwy-
therin asked that the body might be returned,

and after much entreaty, a third of the body
was restored to its original resting place.

A portion of the box in which, on very

doubtful evidence, it is supposed to have

been so conveyed, is one of the relics at

present exhibited at Holywell. The third

part of St. Wenefride's body, however, proved

quite as efficacious as a wonder-worker as the

entire corpse. Just as before, we read the

lame walked, the blind went away seeing,

and the sorrowful rejoiced. Some of the

miracles were very peculiar. The second

Earl of Chester, after the Conquest, Avas once

returning from Holywell, when his party

was attacked by some Welsh chieftains. The
former sought refuge with the monks of

Basingwerk, and the nuns of Gwytherin de-

spatched a force under the Constable of

Chester to protect them. In the night, by
the intervention of Wenefride, some im-

passable sands arose between Flintshire and
Wirral, and cut off pursuit by the cliieftains.

These sands to this day are called " Con-

stable's Sands." On another occasion a man
pursued by thieves sought refuge in the

chapel, leaving his horse at the j)ostern. One
of the thieves took away the animal, but had
not proceeded far ere his arm withered, and
was not restored until he had taken back the

horse and asked forgiveness for his sin. Even
the ground near the chapel is reputed sacred,

and it is said that some cattle-stealers were
driving a cow from an adjoining meadow
when the feet of the animal and the thieves

sank into the rocks they passed over, thus

enabling them to be traced, and the marks
so miraculously made did not disappear until

the men had performed penance at the shrine

of the saint. On another occasion, a man
who was felling a tree, that often afforded

shelter to pilgrims, found his arm suddenly

withered, and 'his axe so fixed in the wood
that it could not be moved. The axe was
not recovered, nor his arm restored, until

prayers had been ofiered to the saint and
penance performed. I am not aware that

miracles of this kind are said to be performed
at St. Wenefride's well at the present day.

Now her wonderful performances are limited

to the lame, the halt, and the blind. A
record of these miraculous cures is kept by
the priests of the "Mission of Holywell,"
and from time to time, accounts of them are

published in the Roman Catholic newspapers

;

and Mrs. Cadell— a well-known devout
authoress—gives ahst in her "Holywell and
its Pilgrims." Indeed, hearsay evidence on
the subject is abundant, and, as I write this,

I am informed by a lady neighbour that a
schoolfellow of hers, bom blind, received her
sight by " dipping."

Many celebrated persons have performed
pilgrimages to the well and the shrine. It

is said that Richard Coeur-de-Lion is one of

these, but I cannot find evidence of the fact.

It is certain, however, that Margaret Beau-
fort, mother of Henry VII., was there twice.

It was she who built the chapel, the interior

work of which is beautifully executed, and
presents a fine specimen of enriched groining

with carved pendants illustrative of the

legend. And the sunlight falling through
the clustering arches sparkles on the crystal

waters, and shows the crimson stains on the

stones beneath. It is also believed that the

prince who "lost three kingdoms for amass,"
James II., made a pilgrimage to the well,

though here again I have been unable to dis-

cover proof. The date of this royal visit is

fixed as 29th August, 1687, and his object

was to pray for an heir, the prayer being

granted in June, 1688. It is added that on
this occasion his Majesty received as a present

the very garment in which his great-grand-

mother, Mary Queen of Scots, was beheaded.

The last pilgrim of note was the present

Duke of Norfolk, who last year and the

year before, with his duchess, visited the

well to seek the intercession of the saint on
behalf of their infant. During the year, too,

several hundreds of persons visited the

shrine and the well to pray for the restora-

tion to health of that infant nobleman, but

as yet without success.

At one time, there was an image of St.

Wenefride over the altar in the chapel.

This, however, was destroyed, in 1637, by
the Iconoclasts of the Revolution. In 1879
the Holywell Local Board (from whom the

well is leased by the Catholics) gave permis

sion for an image to be erected in the vacant

niche, and the year before last, chiefly through
the exertions of Lady Georgiana Fullerton,

a statue was graven, and after consecration

at the church in Farm Street, London (when
water from the well was sold in bottles), was
placed in situ amid much ceremony in the

chapel at Holywell. Of course, mere dip-
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The Well.

[From photo, by W. Harding Warner and Co., Clyde Park, Clifton.J

ping alone is not believed to be efficacious.

The operation must be performed "in faith."

Practically, this means that a mass must be
said first. Masses are a source of income to

the " Mission at Holywell," being oflered by
priests on behalf of those who like to pa}" for

them at the rate of from 2s. 6d. to 5s. each,

or wholesale from £12 10s. to =£25 a hundred.
Plenary and other indulgences are also sold,

as well as "Wenefride medals," rosaries,

and charms. There are special hymns
XXVI- 39

from " St. Wenefride's Hymn Book " (such

doggerel that none is worth re-produc-

ing) ; there are si)ecial prayers to the

saint ; and there is the " Litany of St.

Wenefride," in ^^hich she is addressed by
nineteen different titles, one of them be-

j "fairest flower of the British nation."

Another peculiar way of approaching the

saint is through "St. Wenefride's post-

office," probably in remembrance of the

miraculous way she communicated Avith

St. Beuno. A basket is placed near the

altar in which letters of requests are de-

posited, addressed to "St. Wenefride,

Paradise," in the full belief that they
will reach her, be considered, and an-

swered. It may also be mentioned that

pilgrimage by proxy is still allowed. The
late Mr. C. E. Macqueen, secretary to

the Financial Reform Association, a hard-

headed politician and statistician, informed

me that when his wife was dangerously

ill, her medical attendant refused to sanc-

tion a pilgrimage by her from Liverpool

to Holywell, as Avas recommended by her

father-confessor ; on Avhich the priest him-

self performed the journey on her behalf,

dipped, made ofi'crings, performed penance,

and—Mrs. JNIacqueen recovered. Indeed,

pro-pilgrimage is a profession, and any be-

liever not able to conveniently visit Holywell,

may receive the advantages St. Wenefride is
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believed to be able to bestow by paying a

pro-pilgrim to undertake the journey for liim

or her.

Such is an account of St. Wencfride and
her pilgrims. Speaking of the legend, the

caustic Fuller remarks, "That if the tip of

his tongue who first told, and the top of his

finger who first wrote, this damnable lie, had
been cut off, and they had both been sent to

attend their cure at the shrine of St. Beuno,
they would certainly have been more wary
afterwards how they reported or recorded

3uch imiDrobable luitruths." In 1713, Fleet-

wood, bishop of the diocese (St. Asaph's), set

about the task to discover "who first told"

the legend, and published the result of his

investigations in language as vigorous as and
less coarse than the words of old Thomas
Fuller. It must be confessed that such

research makes the whole story "roll out

mighty thin," to adojit an Americanism.
The time at Avhich St. Wenefride is said to

have lived is an historical blank, and there is

no proof whatever that such a person as

Brena was ever born, lived, or died. Cer-

tain it is that the well had no celebrity until

after the Conquest, as the Doomsday Book
mentions neither the well, nor the shrine,

nor Holywell (though the adjoining parishes

are registered), a name that first appears in

1150. The silence, too, of Giraldus Cam-
brensis in the " Itinerarium Cambrise," who
went the visitation circuit with Balch\dn,

Archbishop of Canterbury, in 1188, is a clear

sign that the well was not then in any re-

pute ; for though he says they lay all night

at Basingwerk, not above half a mile from
the well, and to which Holywell belonged,

he says not one word of well, shrine, saint,

or miracles, a sort of information on which
he was very profuse in regard to nearly

every place they visited. It is not until

five hundred jrars after her alleged death,

that Eobert, a luonk of Shrewsbury, " first

told " the story, a fact that in itself throws
considerable doubt upon the whole affair.

Even accepting the monk's account, St.

Wenefride's claim to rank as a prophetess

may be ignoi'ed. The only prophecy I can

find on record is a reply she is said to have
made to St. Elerius (from whom she received

the veil) when he was lamenting his approach-
ing death. " You will live," said Wenefride,
" to bury dear mother Theonia, and a few
years after to bury me." This, says her
biographer, came true. It seems to me that
this, if ever uttered, was a mere casual say-

ing. I venture to think that similar expres-
sions to-day are made by thousands, and

come true in the cases of hundreds. j\Iodern

investigations, too, deprive the well of all its

mystei'ious wonders. The " sweet-scented

moss" is the well-known Jungermannia asplen-

oides of Linnseus, found in many springs and
moist places ; while the blood-spots is the

Byssus, or Hchen Lipraria ioUthus, also far

from uncommon. Surely, too, the belief

that " no animal will drown in the water " is

now extinct, especially as coroner's inquests

have been held even upon some pilgrims

who dipped "in faith."

It remains to consider how it is that the

wild legend and the astounding miracles are

believed in by thousands at the present day,

not alone by ignorant and superstitious

people, but by persons of rank and education,

of even scholarly attainments and intellec-

tual vigour. The cause is not inexplicable

when the extraordinary operations of the

human mind are considered. The emotional

and imaginative faculties arenot onlystronger

than any other, but they are most easily

acted upon by circumstances and surround-

ing conditions. The majestic mountains ot

Scotland have given birth to the most poetic

fancies ; the lakes and glens of Ireland have
conjured up many a fairy romance. The
boulders of the glacial drift of the Connaught
highlands are said to have been "rained
down by giants." The uncultured minds in

countries subject to earthquakes and hurri-

canes attribute the phenomena to demons.
The peculiar light surrounding the head of

one's shadow on the dew-bespriukled grass

in tropical climates, is doubtless the origin of

the " glory " that encircled Buddha, and
which to this day is represented as crowning
saints. There is a tendency to attribute to

supernatu.ral influences those effects the

causes of which are not evident, and thus

we have a Jupiter, an Odin, and a Brahma.
Poets, too, emphasise this tendency. It was
a favoiirite artifice of the older poets to

weave into fancies not only natural appear-

ances, but the ideas suggested by persons

and places. Poetry takes a stronger hold of

the feelings than even tradition, and thus a

true origin may be forgotten in the richer

colouring given by a fanciful writer. And
it should be remembered that when a legend

has been handed down from generation to

generation, when everybody from remote
times has believed it, there is rarely an ade-

quate motive to stimulate inquiry, or to in-

duce doubt.

In addition to this general tendency there

are special reasons that account for the

strong hold the story of St. Wenefride has
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had and still has upon the minds of Eoman
Catholics. The early Christian Church has
always shown a wonderful power of adapta-

tion not only to the prevailing sentiment of

the people but to all their sentiments. It has

displayed this spirit of accommodation not

only in regard to natural idiocrasies, but to

local and trifling Avhims and pecuharities.

Not only did the Church appeal to the

emotions and the imagination of all people

by the grandeur of its architecture, and the

solemnity of its music; but it won over
the bar-barians by Christianising instead of

abolishing their ceremonials, by appropriating

instead of annihilating their pageantry ; by
substituting for the worship of Diana the

huntress, the nobler worship of the Virgin,

mother of God. Its wealth gave it power
over the rich, its asceticism paramount influ-

ence over the poor. The sins of the former
could be forgiven on payment for Masses,
the poor helped to heaven by penances and
flagellations.

In no place did the early Church proceed
in this spirit of accommodation more than in

Britain, especiallyin Wales. The mixtui'e of salt

with water for the Mass that "Wenefride was
said to be preparing when Cradocus visited

her, was part of a ceremony of the pagan
Britons that the Church had appropriated.

The ancient Britons, too, were accustomed
to venerate rivers and fountains, and we read
in the Horce Brifannica', that " contiguous to

their groves they had their sacred fountains,

many of which are still recognised by the
common people in a superstitious manner.
The papists gave a Christian interpretation to

the heathenish ceremonies used at wells and
springs of waters. Instead of regarding them
as sacred to Apollo, Diana, and other heathen
deities, they were sanctified with the names
of the Virgin Mary and the saints. St.

Wenefride in Flintsliire, and St. Eliaris in

Denbighshire, were two of the most celebrated
of this kind." Wales is richinwells and springs,

almost all of which are associated with the
name and memory of some holy person.

There are many features about the well,

too, that would give it an extraordinary
notoriety and that would emphasise the
reverence that cHngs to its associations.

Indeed, long before the jilace was called

Holywell, it was named TrefFynnon, or Village
of the Well. It is a truly marvellous well,

thro'sving up, as it does, thirty tons a minute
of singularly bright and sparkling, water.

The liquid, too, has mediciaal qualities fully

as efiicacious as the waters of Harrogate,
Leamington, Buxton, and Bath. The species

of scented moss found within the well, is said

by Linnreus to be a specific in cases of ulcers,

and in the present day it has been prescribed
by physicians who are not believers in the
supernatural. Possessing these qualities, it is

not extraordinary that many persons have
been benefited by dipping in the Avater, and
by using the moss. It may be conceded, too,

that many persons honestly think they have
been so cured, for the most eminent physi-

cians have told us that the mental effort to

be well, on the part of those who have faith

in certain remedies, often brings about a cure.

Then follows the penalty of notoriety : viz.

exaggeration. I myself believed in the deadly
effects of the upas-tree until I found I had
been sheltering under one for a couple of

hours. The man who was said to have
vomited "three black crows" had only parted
with something " black as a crow ;

" and the
recent dynamite explosions have shown what
rumour with its many tongues will say. The
accounts of ordinary cures then, would soon
be exaggerated into miracles, and as it is as

easy to believe one miracle as another, all

the other fantastic distortions of truth would
be accepted, nemine contradicente, even to the

rhapsodical legend, dreamed (perhaps honestly

enough) by a fervid and fantastic ascetic.

Nor is it surprising that many persons

believe these things to-day. The emotions
and the imagination are not yet controlled

or directed, even in persons other than
Catholics. I once accompanied a Parsee
friend to witness a Passion Play at Bandove,
near Bombay. AVe saw a highly realistic

representation of the descent from the Cross,

on which myfi"iend, a devout Fire-worshipper,

said :
" I wonder the British Government

does not put down this idolatry." Indeed
many persons are superstitious without know-
ing it. We find superstition in the practical

acceptation of many old sayings ; in a belief

in fortune-telling and the divining-rod ; above
all, we find it in a development of the reve-

rence paid to anything relating to the past,

from a lock of hair to an old abbey. The
very proper sanctity in which the Holy Land
is held becomes in some people a reverential

awe, in others, downright worship ; while

those who indulge in sesthetic ceremonial

easily believe in transubstantiation, " the lay-

ing on of hands," and even the dreaming of

dreams. Seeing, then, that even Protest-

ants believe in divine interposition in a few-

instances, it can be no matter of wonder that

those Avho are trained to a creed that bristles

with miracles, whose hearts are ready, nay,

anxious to believe them, should accept all
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they are authoritatively told about them,

and i^ead of them in the official archives of

their Church.

I have carefully abstained from attributing

anything to imposture, as I can find no evi-

dence of its existence in regard to St. Wene-
fride's Well, at any rate amongst those

responsible for the promulgation of the story.

When it is remembered, however, that the

number of pilgrims to the well averages three

thousand a year, it will readily be imagined
that some of these may be impostors. As I

was leaving the place I was stopped by an
elderly woman who was accompanied by a

younger one, blind, carrying a baby, also

blind. The former said they were mother,
daughter, and grand-daughter, and she asked
for money for an offering to enable the

mother and the child to dip a third time in

the well, the other two dips having nearly
restored sight to the two who were blind.

To rid myself of their importunity, I gave
the elderly woman all the coppers I had, five

pence halfpenny, telling her to divide it. The
younger woman followed me, and said,

"Please, sir, tell me how much you gave
the woman, as she has only given me
twopence halfpenny, and she's an awful
cheat." They were evidently professional

mendicants.

PANTOMIME CHILDEEN.
By WILLIAM MITCHELL, Vice-Chairmax of thb Glasgow School Board

AND Convener of the Attendance Committee.

RECEEATIONS and amusements suitable

and proper for young people will always
form a subject of interesting inquiry. To
guide in the direction of what is innocent

;

to guard from contact with what is debasing

or of doubtful tendency ; to judge Avith a

discrimination which is not harsh, but is yet

intolerant of evil ; to declare frankly and
honestly the conclusions one has formed

—

this is not an easy task, but must be accepted

in some measure and degree by those charged

with the guardianship of youth.

There are times and seasons when it is

desirable that boys and girls, young men and
maidens, should lay aside their ordinary

studies, and give themselves to the light-

hearted gaiety which sits so naturally on
youthful shoulders. I use the term gaiety

not perhaps in the modern acceptation, but
in the beautiful sense attached to it by the

Christian poet

—

" The innocent are gay ; the lark is gay,
Who preens his feathers, redolent with dew,
Beneath the noonday sun. The peasant, too,

A witness of his song, himself a songster,
Is as gay as he."

It is only a limited branch of the subject

to which I can refer in the present paper.

Suggestions may be offered, however, and
considerations ui^ged Avhich attach to an all-

round view of the question.

The casual employment of children under
fourteen years of age was placed by the

Education (Scotland) Act of 1878 under the

sui'veillance of School Boards. It is provided
in the Act that exemption from its penalties

during six weeks of any one year may be
applied for and granted by the School Board.
Such exemption had partly for its object the

employment of children at pantomimes during

the holiday season. With considerable re-

luctance has the School Board fallen in with
applications for such a purpose, and only on
the imderstanding that school attendance Avill

not be interfered with, that special oversight

will be taken of the children, that a meal will

be provided, and that on no occasion will

they be later in getting away than ten o'clock.

In order to form a discriminating judgment
on the whole question the writer resolved

to make it a subject of personal investigation,

throughout one entire season. The following

paper contains the substance of that inquiry.

About the middle of November a stir begins

to be observable in certain schools. It gets

known either by advertisement or by common
report that smart children are wanted at cer-

tain theatres for the forthcoming pantomimes.
A good many of the children know all about
it from past experience—they talk about it

to their companions, and thus a larger num-
ber get excited over it than can possibly be
engaged. Such as intend to apply get tidied

up and appear at the appointed hour and
place before the stage-manager.

A lot of nicely-dressed pleasant-looking

children they are—mostly girls—and soon a

selection is made, the number varying ac-

cording to tlie character of the play, and
great the disappointment of those who are

rejected.

What do the parents say to this ? was one
of my first questions, and to what class do
the children belons; ?

I find that the parents in every case are

accessary to the employment of their chil-

dren. These belong, for the most part, to the
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families of decent tradesmen—some are chil-

dren of widows, while a good many are chil-

dren of musicians, professionals, and others

employed about the theatre. Several parents

are pleased to have their children so engaged.

Others would rather not; but the remarks
made and noted at the time show, as might
be expected, that the three shillings and six-

pence per week earned by the children is the

main consideration. '

' Jeanie wanted clothes,

"

" father has been ill and oiit of work," " the

times are terrirbly hard and little coming in,"

such formed the staple excuses. Not many
admitted that they would care to have their

children so employed unless compelled by cir-

cumstances.

Few outsiders have any idea of the cost,

labour, and talent required in getting up a

new pantomime. Science and art are in the

highest degree necessary. We were informed

by one of the leading managers that this

season's pantomime had cost him £6,000.
There were over a hundred men engaged
steadily for many weeks in its preparation.

Ingenious and complicated machinery is re-

quired. The decorations and scene-painting

can only be done by first-class artists. What
a catalogue of articles and utensils must be
secured to suit the varied roles of the per-

formers, " from a needle to an anchor," besides

all the dresses and costumes, not to speak of

ponies, donkeys, sheep, dwarfs, giants.

Long, patient, persevering rehearsals are

indispensable. The rehearsal begins four to

five weeks before Christmas, and for this

period the children get no remuneration.

They require to attend every afternoon and
evening for three or four hours, but except
for a night or two immediately preceding
the opening performance, they are not kept
beyond eight o'clock. On one of these

nights I learned with regret they had been
kept night and morning throughout.

With the principal School Board ofiicer I

visited the theatres during the rehearsal. We
were received with the utmost courtesy

—

were conducted over those mysterious regions

behind the scenes, where the arrangements
are so cleverly and artistically manipulated,
and we acquired all necessary information

regarding the employment of young people.

The selection and classification of the chil-

dren according to the parts they are to play
is one of the first considerations of the stage-

manager or his assistants. When so classified,

special training is required to suit them for

the individual characters they are to repre-

sent. One group at a time, like a class in

a school, is taken in hand by the drill master,

and the requisite instruction in dance, or ac-

tion, or song is given for longer or shorter

time according to the progress made.
Piano or violin accompanies the rehearsal,

giving life to the songs and choruses as well

as materially assisting in keeping proper
time.

Songs specially got up for the occasion

have to be learned and practised. The Charity
Girls chant a ditty about being " happy all

day long " and jump about with their skip-

ping ropes. The Waggoners flourish and
crack their whips and sing of " Jolly, jolly

waggoners." The "Fat Boys" are taught
certain funny movements, and have a ranting,

roving melody peculiar to " merry, merry fat

boys." All this, it will be seen, cannot be
perfected without a great deal of careful,

persistent training.

In another theatre which we visited during
the rehearsal, the chief feature was the drill,

and it was perfectly amazing to see the beau-

tiful and intricate figures the children de-

scribed as they marched, and intermarched,

and countermarched, and advanced, and re-

tired, and threw their little arms and limbs

into the most graceful postures. Some repre-

sented reapers and shepherdesses ; and the

various movements with reaping-hooks, rakes,

and crooks, all accompanied by suitable music,

were very artistically rendered. By a very
slight change of costume the children were
transformed into tiny blacksmiths, and very

harmonious blacksmiths they became. One
handled the tongs, while on real anvils others

swung in very tradesman-like fashion little

hammers of iron, all chanting at the same
time a melodious refrain which rhythmi-

cally harmonized with their tinkling musical

strokes, affording altogether a novel and in-

teresting spectacle.

The dresses and costumes are not worn at

the rehearsals, and only so much of the

paraphernalia introduced as may be found
necessary for proper initiation and instruc-

tion.

Our second visit was paid after the panto-

mimes were in full swing. We visited the

dressing-rooms and saw the children arrive.

They come clean, tidy, and, as a rule, well-

dressed ; none of the ragged, tatterdemalion,

barefooted children are to be seen. No
cleansing, face-washing operations are tole-

rated in the dressing rooms, but puffing and
rouging are liberally resorted to. On each

side of the room may be seen a row of small

boxes, sometimes bags, Avith name or num-
ber corresponding to each child. There the

dresses are found as the children arrive,
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and are carefull}^ laid away on the conclusion

of the performance.

One or more female assistants are always
present to aid the more juvenile members in

their get-up, to push on the dilatory, and to

exercise a general superintendence.

Each child soon gets perfectly familiar

with the role entrusted to it ; and whether
fairy or shepherdess, charity girl, jockey, or

fat boy, assumes quite naturally the appro-

priate character. At a given hour all must
be ready, and on the appointed signal, issue

from their room and assemble at the wings

prepared at the proper moment to take their

places on the stage.

Grailj^-dressed, smart children are always

an attractive picture, and when trained and
drilled to graceful motion and sweet song,

there are few sis-hts more calculated to de-

light an audience.

stageThe children are on and off the

good many times in the course of the even-

ing. Sometimes they return to their dressing-

room for change

and mixing

of costume ; but when this

is not necessary there is a good deal of hang-

ing about the wings and lobbies, and neces-

sarily a good deal of association

with the older performers.

When there is a somewhat lengthened
interval, a favourable opportunity is afforded

for giving the children a meal. On one
occasion Ave returned to the dressing-rooms

about half-past eight to see two-and-thirty

little girls enjoy their supper. It was no
imaginary Barmecide meal, but a good repast

of meat and potatoes. At its conclusion

they Avere all busily preparing for a complete

change of character. They got themselves

up as little soldiers clad in shining armour,

and equipped Avith helmet, shield, and spear.

Before resuming on the stage, their instructor

for our benefit put them through a number
of very intricate and really picturesque

movements, Avhich they executed faultlessly

and Avith great spirit.

In bidding them adieu, I could not resist

g, ,..- ..v^iv. to the dear children, express-

our gratification at Avhat Ave heard of

their good conduct, and concluding Avith

the hope that they Avould be real soldiers

against all that Avas evil, and bad, and sinful.

Need I say I did this Avith many misgivings.

These misgivings proceeded from the convic-

tion that the atmosphere Avhich they Avere

breathing Avas impure, and the associations

immoral.

I Avill not criticise the styles and modes
of dress Avhich seem to me in many cases im-
modest. I may be told that is a matter of

saying a Avord

nig

taste. I Avill not criticise the tone and spirit

of the entertainments, Avhich ^eem to me
extremely frivolous. I Avill be told we must
sometimes unbend, and that the amusements
of children must be suited to childish capaci-

ties, although here let me say usually three-

fourths of the audience or more are grown
people.

I Avill come to Avhat in my vieAv is far

more serious, the probable effect of all this

on the children. The conclusions at Avhich

I arrived were not formed harshly, nor Avith-

out taking into account all the favourable

impressions I could gather.

I did not fail to remember that the chil-

dren Avere Avell looked after, Avell drilled,

kindly treated, and, as some of the parents

say, greatly sharpened up ; nor can I over-

look the A^ery substantial, honest wage
earned by the children in families Avhere it

could be ill spared.

Nor can I omit to notice that on inquiry

at the homes of the children, and their re-

spective schools at the close of the panto-

mime season I failed to elicit many reports

of evil habits contracted, or of iirregular

attendance at school. There Avere exceptions,

but not of serious moment, and such as might
be accounted for on other than pantomime
grounds.

Still, I liaA^e come somewhat reluctantly

to the conclusion that, as a member of the

School Board, responsible for permission

given to children to engage in such employ-
ment, I cannot recommend its continuance.

This opinion, as I have indicated, rests partly

on the conviction that the children are

brought into contact Avith, and constrained

to associate AA'ith many Avho are of immoral
character, and partly for other reasons Avhich

I shall immediately mention.

Except on the all-sufficient ground of re-

sponsibility it Avould be no part of my duty
to criticise adA^ersely the environment by
Avhich the children are surrounded. My
OAvn experience during our visits AA^as in this

respect decidedly unfaA^ourable. I subse-

quently embraced opportunities afforded me
of getting information indirectly from those

engaged about the theatres AAdiich more than
corroborated my oaa'u impression, and I had
also an intervicAV Avitli a high authority

charged Avith the peace and order of the

city, Avhose testimony Avas overAvhelmingly
conclusive.

Is not all this confirmatory of Avhat Mr. Bur-
nand has been much blamed for publishing

quite recently in the FortnightJy Review,

that, "if among these surroundings a girl
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remains pure in heart, it is simply nothing

short of a miracle of grace "
1

Let me not be misunderstood. There are

families and professionals connected with the

staaie whose character needs no certificate

from me nor from any one, but they them-
selves will be the readiest to admit, possibly

with pain, that there are temptations con-

nected with such employment peculiarly

hazardous in the case of j^'oung girls.

I dare say it may be maintained that the

youth and tender age of the children place

them beyond the dangers of such " evil com-
munications; " but let it be remembered that,

although there are a number of very young
children, there are a good many girls from
twelve to fourteen, which is just the most
impressionable age. I met a professional at

one of the theatres, whose whole Hfe had been
connected with the stage, and whose chief

occupation consisted in the drilling and
training of children. He told me that he
preferred girls from four to fourteen years

of age ; boys he would rather have nothing
to do with. The girls were quite as suitable

for boys' parts as for their own, and were
far more easily managed. He had no doubt
that pantomime performances gave some of

the girls a taste for the profession. He re-

ferred to a benevolent society in London
which got the names of all the children and
ballet girls emploj'ed at tlieatres, and charged
itself with looldng after them.

Apart from the risks, the snares, and pit-

falls to which the girls are so inevitably

exposed, I must take note of other grounds
sufficientlj'' strong to support the views I am
advocating.

The constant and unhealthy excitement
night after night for ten to twelve weeks in

succession, the gay dresses, the applause, the
lights, the dances, the music, cannot but
stimulate the emotions, and tui'n the heads
of young children in a manner and in a
direction not favourable to their moral or

educational well-beincr.

The whole tendency of such a life is to

unsettle the minds and hearts of children, to

turn them aside from any deep interest in the

routine of ordinary duties. School becomes
more irksome, lessons more neglected. The
trades and occupations around them, which
they may have been intending to follow,

appsar distasteful and insipid. A mirage of

bright hopes and vain imagination flits before
their youthful ejes. The most promising,
the most graceful, the most gentle, and the
best-looking of the girls see vnth. admiration
the skilful movements of the ballet erirls ;

they liear the loud applause, and envy the

profuse admiration in which they also share.

They try in their humble way to imitate

what they nightly see : they are petted and
encouraged, and it need not be surprising if

the)'' imbibe impressions wlaich are not
healthful, and long to follow an occupation

so seductive.

This may only be the outcome, it is true,

in a limited number of cases, but an experi-

ence such as this in early life, even if not
followed immediately by such results, "ttiU

have a very important bearing on the whole
after-life.

The education of children does not mainly
consist in what is acquired at school. Their
mental and moral faculties are being edu-
cated imperceptibly by all the varied in-

fluences which surround them. Scenes of

excitement, improper language, bad com-
pany—an immoral environment : these all

constitute schools and schoolmasters carry-

ing education forward without fee or reward,

—ay, an education which will mould and
fashion the future of children more than will

be done by the six standards of the Code !

Is there not all the more need that

the education in which the State takes so

deep an interest and for which such large

sums are annually provided, should be
guarded as well as guided ? Is there not all

the more need that Acts of Parliament
specially framed for the protection of

children should be strictly enforced 1 The
law specifies six weeks in any one year as

the period during which exemption may be
granted for the casual employment of chil-

dren. Theatre managers will not be satis-

fied with a six weeks' engagement, and the

spirit of the law is broken by granting as

they require six weeks at the end and six

weeks at the beginning of the year. Such
evasions are not desirable.

In all the circumstances, and in ^'iew of

the foregoing considerations, I consider that

it would be better in future for School

Boards to take the responsibility of declin-

ing altogether to grant the exemptions

asked for. Theirs would be still the duty,

however, of seeing the provisions of the

Act carried out, and, when necessary, its

penalties enforced. I wish I could have come
to a diiferent finding. I reahse the importance,

nay, the necessity, of innocent recreation. I

desire it as ardently as the fondest Avell-

wisher of children can possibly do, but,

haiano; come to the conclusion I have done
thoughtfully and carefully, I must express it

honestly.



VILLAGE ACQUAmXANCE.
By J. E. PANTON.

II.—THE widow's son.

WE do not think there was one dis-

sentient voice in our village re-

garding the sweet face and charming
manner of the young widow at East-end

cottage ; but when her son was men-
tioned, lips were pursed, and heads were
shaken by those experienced mothers of

families whose boys had early been
turned into the cruel world of school,

to prepare them for the still more cruel

discipline of. the world at large, and
doleful prophecies were uttered about a

child who was always attached to his

mother's apron-strings, and neither

passed the better half of his young
life away from home, nor developed all

those kindly habits of stoning cats and
robbing birds'-nests that made holiday

times seasons of dread to the more
peaceful members of our small com-
munity.

It seems only the other day we
used to meet them hand
in hand in Holme Lane

—

called from the holme
or holly that grew
there, especially,

so it seemed to us,

for the decorations

church—her slightof our

girlish figure, clad in the soft grey

material we all pronounced so " unfeeling

"

towards her departed husband, who might have

been dead five or six years for all we knew to

the contrary ; and her soft fair hair shining in the gentle south-west wind, that was
calling out the flowers one by one from their hiding places ; uncurling the fronds of the

ferns, and bringing forth a thousand hues on ,the fern-mosses on the banks of the tiny

bubbling streams ; and in the dell, at the side of the road ; Avhere once was an old

monastery, and where the foundation stones still stand, covered over with the long shoots
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of the periwinkle, whose blue-grey flowers

are so hke her eyes that I never see them

without seeing too the charming picture I

first perceived on a spring day, wandering

alone, as was my custom, thinking over days

that had been, and dreaming dreams that

never became anything save baseless fabrics,

melting away before the prosaic side, that

life had persisted in turning towards me
ever since I could remember anything.

To reach the lane we have to cross a long

stretch of heath, and then we come to a large

white gate, that clangs on its hinges for a

good ten minutes after any one has entered

by it, startling the jays and wood-pigeons

that abound in it, and oftentimes arousing a

rabbit or a squirrel, or even a pheasant, who
stalks off, by the way, trailing his handsome

plumes as if he disdained to be startled by
such an every-day occurrence ; and it was

the clanging of the gate that caused me to

look up and see the pretty girl standing on

the narrow wooden bridge that led into the

wilder parts of the lane, while Leonard

hung upon the wooden rail and fished in the

tiny chattering brook with a long stick, the

while his mother talked to him in a low

voice that sounded to me like one of the

doves of the wood, so sweet, so calm, so low

were the tones that fell from her hps.

Looking at her I could not help recol-

lecting the thousand and one stories that

were told of her in the village by those who
were quite unable to find out anything

either to her advantage or disadvantage ; for

actually small as is the world at present, we

' More like tramps returning from harvest work.'

had come across no one, save our vicar, who
had ever heard her name, or knew aught of

her before she came to settle among us ; and
beyond saying that she had known great
trouble, and that if we Avere Christians we
should extend to her the right hand of fel-

lowship, relying on his assurance that she
was good, sweet, and very unfortunate, we
had heard nothing from him, and had almost
begun to doubt he knew more than we did,

before the day she suddenly arrived at the

Red Lion with an order to view the cottage,

and not even a nurse for Leonard, who was
then only about two years old.

Still, as she stood leaning over the fir-pole

that did duty for a rail, I could not credit

she was the run-away wife some of us
believed her to be, on that best of all autho-

rities, our own imaginations ; nor could I

reconcile her appearance with the theory

that she had made away with her husband,

and escaped an adverse verdict at the in-

quest, by one of those peculiar chances that

are so graphically delineated in many of the

magazines that went the round in our
" white society." Yet we know appearances

are at times deceitful ; and look at her how
we would, it most certainly was curious that

she never had a letter or a friend " come to

stay," wliich was the custom with so many
of us. And it was still more astonishing

that she seemed quite content with her
books, her garden, an occasional tea-party,

and her child, and never longed for any-

thing outside the soft green walls that en-

circled our village, and which gave us a
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sense of age and respectability and security,

that is rather astonishing to those who live

in places unpi'ovided with fortifications made
by the ancient . Britons, and who are in con-

sequence somewhat inclined to scoff at our
undoubted superiority over the ordinary

run of places away from the beaten track of

life.

Indeed, I once ventured to suggest to the
widow that the walls might perhaps be the

cause of her sojourn among us, and she had
not denied that this might be the case

;

adding that anything that stood between her
and the outside world seemed a great advan-
tage^ because the world was so cruel, and
so large. But when I went on to suggest

that the world was seldom unkind to pros-

perous, rich, or happy people, and proceeded
to draw a moral (to say nothing of a conclu-

sion mentally, that I was on the threshold

of a mystery), she changed the subject with
a laugh ; and calling Leonard, challenged me
to a game of croquet with her and the child

that I should have been churlish to refuse,

but which caused me to dislike more than
ever an unoffending pastime, that I am
pleased to say is extinct ;—in favour of tennis,

which is a detestable amusement too, but

lacks the click of mallet and ball, that even
twentj^-five years ago was my bugbear, be-

cause it made me nervous and irritable and
often caused me to miss my stroke before-

hand because of the noise I knew must
ensue.

Year after year slips away in our village;

and it is often enough only by the height of

the children and the growth of sundry trees

and shrubs in our gardens, that we realise

that the world has been going on, and time

with it. The auricaria on my lawn used to

be low enough for Leonard to leap over

—

only the other day it seemed to me—but

when he came and leaned against it, not so

long ago, I saw it was considerably o^^^er his

head, albeit the straggling lower limbs caught

at liim as he stood there ; and as the sun

shone on his bonnie open face I nearlj'- fainted

to see that a soft golden line on his lip and
a faint yellow tinge on his cheeks indicated

whiskers and moustache, and that the child

in his white frocks and sailor garments was
no more, and that we had amongst us a youth
whom to see was to admire, and to know to

love, despite the fact that he had never been
away to school, and that he had spent his

life in our village, going daily to a school in

a neighbouring town and living Avith his

mother always, notwithstanding all our hints

and the Yicar's outspoken advice that she

should sacrifice herself for Leonard's good,
and send him away as he had sent his chil-

dren; and, indeed, as all the boys of the
village had been sent as soon as ever the
little plagues were big enough to leave the
nursery.

But the widow only smiled, and suggested
that as neither the Vicar's sons Avere per-

fect, nor ours so good that they could not
be improved upon, she preferred to keep her

boy with her, and trust that her plan might
turn out a success ; and when we had got
over the feeling that a " Johnny Newcome,"
dared to fly in the face of all the village

traditions and start an idea of her own, we
began to wonder if, after all, she might not
be right, because Leonard was never in

scrapes, and his record at school put to shame
all those of our young hopefuls who had
been brought up in the oxthodox village

routine.

HoA^'cver, here was Leonard groTVTi uji,

and we had to realise the fact, little as we
liked to realise how much grey hair and how
many wrinkles had come to us at the same
time ; indeed, after he had gone I crept up
into my room and had a good look in the

glass, that had never seemed to me to reflect

anything save the round, healthy face that

looked into mine the day I left school for

good, and I was so shocked at what I saw
that I put on my hat and went to evening

service, determined to turn over a new leaf,

and to look in other faces, to see if time had
been as cruel to them as it had undoubtedly
been to me.

I do not think that it was long after that

that I came upon the end of the puzzle of

the widow's son ; naj^, I should not say the

end, for really it is only my imagination,

after all, that put this and that together,

and I arrived at the conclusions that I reluc-

tantly did. My favourite walk, after Holme
Lane, was always on the top of the hills,

where the wide heath stretches away in un-

dulating lines, and from whence I could see

the sea, on the one hand, and on the other

miles of country, with our village church-

tower prominentlj'' in the foreground. It is

such a beautiful scene that I was not aston-

ished to discover that Ions; ago Leonard and
his mother were as fond of it as I was, and
often came here, more especially at sunset-

time, when the sea was all a-glitter with the

golden light, and the great dark island of

Portland stood out of the sunshine like the

miserable, dreary home of wretchedness and
misery it is ; indeed, the very idea of all

that Portland holds often spoiled my walk
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for me, and I would rest with my back to

that part of the view, and my face looking

over towards Corfe Castle, and my head full

of dreams as usual, which, as usual, were

none of them ever realised.

I was seated like this, my back against a

o-reat bank of furze, when I discovered some

one was talking at the other side. I did not

mean to listen, and until to-day I have never

spoken a word of what I heard. I would

scorn the action ; and I was on the point of

calling out, when something stopped me, and

oh ! poor Leonard !—poor, poor Leonard's

mother ! I discovered she had brought her boy

out here to tell him of his father—of his father

who had never been anything to him, and

who had almost worked out a sentence of

penal servitude on the terrible island, that

as I raised my head furtively to be sure that

it was Leonard's mother who spoke, looked
blacker and more baleful than ever it had
done before.

There was, as usual on the top of the

hills, a strong wind blowing ; the pewits were
nesting, and were crying "ouiee! ouiee!"

in heart-breaking tones ; now and then a

great gull would shriek as it flapped by, and
I could hear the jackdaws in the Castle, and
the creak of a plough far down in the valley

;

all sounds of spring, but all sounds that I

can never hear now without a shudder and
a remembrance of that terrible confession

to which I

hearer.

Of course

and there.

was an unwilling and silent

I could only catch a word here

I could hear how she thought

The Coast-guard at Deal.

her husband would have died in prison, be-

cause he was so ill and frail when he went
in, and that therefore she never meant
Leonard to kno'w ; but he was coming out,

and so it was necessary to make plans, either

to meet him, or to escape somewhere where
he could not find them again.

I can see them now : Leonard, his face

hidden in the heath, and his mother, her

face covered with her hands, waiting for her
son to speak and help her in her dire neces-

sity.

It was growing cold as I crept away and
left them, and the wind turned damp, and I

dared not run the risk of rheumatism ; but
I saw them crossing the causeway, from my
window, the evening sky behind them, and
walking wearily—oh, so wearily !—looking

more like tramps returning from harvest-

work than a lady and gentleman coming

from a long country stroll.

I do not know to this day how I did it,

but I held my tongue e^-en though all the

\dllage had something to say, Avhen we heard

that East-end Cottage was to let, and that

the tenants were going away, because Leonard

ought to travel and see more of the world.

And though I could not resist a hard squeeze

to the widow's hands at parting, and a whis-

pered assurance that she could rely on me if

she wanted real hearty help, she only smiled

through her tears, and left us, and from that

day to this we have none of us seen or heard

of Leonard or Leonard's mother again ;
but,

curiously enough, business took me down to

Deal, and I came upon a trace of them, that

seemed to point out what the end had been

;

for I was sitting on the beach one day and
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talking to the coastguard—who appears to

live out of doors, witla a telescope under his

arm—and exchanging remarks with him
about the quiet of the place, which was
marked even after our village, and he told

me it had been doubly dull since his lady

died, and her son had gone away with the

old gentleman to "furren parts ;" and volun-

teering to show me her grave, I saw a name
and an inscription—"to the best wife and
mother that ever lived "—which strangely

reminded me of our widow, for though the

name was not quite the same, it was very

near it ; and the coastguard's description of

the son and the mother's eyes made me
think of the day in Holme Lane, where I re-

member her first, and the long trails of the

periwinkle starred with the honeysuckle

flowers, that were so like the orbs I saw
looking down at her child, as he fished

with his long stick in the gurgling brown
water of the little brook, so that I was
nearly sure I was right ; but though I told

our Vicar on my return what I had seen,

and hinted to him what I had heard, he
laughed so rudely at my suggestions of a

husband in Portland, that I have never
spoken about it to any one else. And, in-

deed, sometimes I wonder if I dreamed the

scene on the cliffs, or else made up the story

from the fragments the wind allowed me to

hear, and selections from the stories I had
imagined might be theirs. Anyhow, I can-

not help thinking that the churchyard at

Deal holds the conclusion of the mystery of

the widow's son.

THE EELIGIONS OF THE WOELD.
By the Eet. H. E. HAWEIS, M.A.

III.—EGYPTIAN RELIGION.

A S we watch the crowded generations of

-^^ men hurrying across the stage of his-

tory with such feverish haste, there is some-

thing very restful to the eye in the hills and
plains and rivers, changeless themselves but

associated with all that is most changeful.

The dim grey and yellow reaches of the

Arabian or Sinaitic desert, the purple Alban
hills, the Ganges, the Tiber, or the Nile are

just what they were in the days of Moses,

Sennachei'ib, or Eomulus. But perhaps

there is no river in the world which has had
such a constant and intimate relation to the

life and religion of a people as the Nile.

The rise or fall of its water, dependent chiefly

upon the rain in Abyssinia, has always meant
life or death—famine or plenty. The Nile

stream is sacred ; the very creatures that live

in it are deified. With the Blue and White
Niles, which part at Khartoum, the one to

fertilise Abyssinia, the other to irrigate the

Soudan and supply the lakes of Central Africa,

we have here nothing to do. The story of the

Egyptian religion proper has for its mise-en-

scene the Nile from the first cataract to the sea.

Follow its course as it flows past the colossal

stones of Tiiebes, the ranged columns and
obelisks of Karnak, the temples of Luxor in

Upper Egypt, and the statues of Memphis,
the city of Cairo, the pyramids of Gizeh, and
the vast Lybian Necropolis in Lower Egypt.
The river itself reaches an average breadth

of three-quarters of a mile ; in its periodical

overflow it waters and fertilises an alluvial

plain nine to ten miles wide ; beyond this,

for five or ten miles, lies the yellow drifting

sand of the desert, edged by a rocky plateau

tv/enty to twenty-five miles wide. Upon this

ledge are ranged the pyramids, and beneath
it is hollowed the million-caved Necropolis

of Memphis. Beyond are seen the Lybian
hills, forming a pale blue or lilac background,
but flushed with yellow or crimson in the

rising and setting sun ; these are the same as

they were in the days of Cheops, or Senefreu,

or Joseph, and our eyes may still look upon
what they saw.

Egypt has no beginning. A Caucasian
race (not Shemite or negro) from the steppes

of Asia settled in the immemorial past on the

fertile banks of the Nile. The cave-man be-

came a tent-man, the tent-man a house-man.
But of these indispensable stages, which must
have ranged over vast cycles of time, there

are no traces left in Egypt. When the capri-

cious bull's-eye lantern of history first strikes

Egypt it falls upon an accomplished civilisa-

tion, quite as reiined and complex, and under
certain physical aspects even mightier than
our own.

Six thousand years ago the figure of King
Mena stands out, ruling over a people who
knew geometry, invented an unsurpassed
system of irrigation, built temples to the

sun, pyramids to the kings—the stepped
pyramid is reckoned to be six thousand
years old — wrote in hieroglyphics the

sacred picture writings, and possessed, at all
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events, the first two chapters of the Book
of the Dead, that sacred ritual which was

minutely elaborated later on, and formed a

kind of Egyj)tian missal, rule of faith, creed,

and funeral service all in one.

It was only in 1799 that a window was
opened in the present through which the Hfe

of that remote past could be seen with some-

thing Hke chronological distinctness.

This window was the famous Rosetta Stone.

M. Boussard, a French engineer, discovered,

l}ang amidst the ruins of an old temple near

Alexandria, while excavating for a fort, a

smooth flat stone. It lay there as it lies now
in the British Museum. It is of black basalt,

about three feet seven inches long and two

feet six wide; the side and upper part is

broken away, but what is left is more price-

less than any Sibylhne book. It contains an

inscription in three languages—(1) the pre-

viously undecipherable hieroglyph; (2) the

Greek ; and (3) the Eoman. It is a decree in

honour of Ptolemy Epiphanes, and it was set

up by the priests of Memphis in the year

B.C. 195. The discovery of what constituted

the name of Ptolemy in the hieroglyph led

to the deciphering of all the rest. The key
of the unkno'wn tongue was found, and the

archives of prehistoric Egypt were suddenly

unlocked. It was like coming upon records

of the world before the Flood. From that

moment Egypt has been the new and all-

absorbing centre of antiquarian research.

Four thousand years ago Abraham was
driven by famine into Egypt. It was in the

early days of the shepherd kings, a hardy
northern race which i^uled Egypt until finally

expelled by the Persians under Darius ; but
Abraham found there the stepped pyramid,

which had then been standing for, at least,

two thousand years. He found too some of

those temples upon which we still gaze, and,

I regret to say, scribble our names.

Three thousand seven hundred years ago

Joseph was carried down to Egypt, and met
with the shepherd kings at their zenith. He
saw the ancient pile beneath which Senefreu

(5000 B.C.) still sleeps undisturbed. He
looked upon the sphinx, which then stood out

uncovered Avith a temple between its paws
;

he saw the mighty Chephren and Cheops pyra-

mids shining and wholly incased in white

alabaster-like marble, fragments of which we
shuffle into our travelling-bags and make into

paper-weights.

Three thousand six hundred and fifty years

ago Moses floated doAvn the Nile in his basket,

and grew up amid the glories of Karnak,
Thebes, and Mempliis—the oppression grow-

ing under the two Eameses, with whose
portraits the British IMuseum has made us
familiar.

From Zoan, now buried beneath the sands,

the Israelites on an eventful night set out
three thousand six hundred years ago, in

the reign of Maneptha I. The last thing
which impressed them as they passed out of

the land of bondage was probably the newly
erected colossal statue of Rameses, a mono-
lith then erect, now lying prostrate, and
weighing 887 tons.

The life of the ancient Egyptians is still

"vasible on their tombs. These were their

eternal houses—the others they called their

lodgings or hotels ; they clung with the

tenacity of despair to what seemed most
permanent. The living body was subject to

constant flux and change in the world of

matter; the mummy changed not, it bore
its own rigid, physical witness to the con-

tinuous life of the spirit. The next life was
to be a repetition of this. There were fields

and waters beyond, and waste places of

misery, and judge, and advocate, and accuser,

and the long roll clearly written out of deeds

done in the flesh. The Egyptians lived

much with the dead ; they brought them
fruit and flowers and. covered the sepulchral

walls with life scenes. In the British Mu-
seum you can still see the rich, mellowed
reds, blues, browns, and yellows of Joseph's

time ; frescoes of oxen ploughing, fish ponds,

flocks of tame geese, wild fowl being

snared ; harvesting, hunting, feasting, and
tumultuous processions with dancing girls,

pipe-blowers, harp-players. On the whole,

'tis the life of an industrious, wise, and happy
people. The faces of the scribes, high state

ofiicials, are singularly pleasing and impres-

sive, and some of the women very graceful

and refined, Anth delicately clear-cut features.

The drawing is often excellent, and good or

bad, it manages, like the rough carvings of

our Middle Ages, to tell its tale. In the side

cases at the British Museum, take note of

the corn, cakes, clothes, shoes, bracelets,

elaborate rings, stools and chairs, at once so

artistic and comfortable, that we are even

now busy rej^i'oducing fac-similes of them
for our oAvn drawing-rooms and studios.

But ransacked as have been their ancient

sepulchres, they have, probably, not yet

uttered their last word. Special tombs con-

taining great treasure, it was the custom to

hide away with the same care that the pe-

wit hides her nest, or the squirrel his hoard
;

and as recently as 1881, in a rock niche oppo-

site Thebes, 29 mummies of kings, queens.
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and high officers, Avith much treasure, now
in the Museum at Bulak, were quite by
chance brought to hght. One coffin was
that of Thotmes III., about 1400 B.C. The
exquisite jeAvels, bracelets, gold-work and
enamel found there have been carefully-

copied and multiplied by jewellers, and are

now familiar to most students and art con-

noisseurs.

We are more familiar with some of the

faces of the great Egyptians than with those

of many English kings and queens. There
is Shishak, 970 B.C., who favoured the rebel

Jeroboam, captured Rehoboam and shattered

the empire of David and Solomon. We
have perfect effigies and, no doubt, speaking

likenesses of certain grave and confidential

officers of state and overseers of the realm.

Una is now seated at the Louvre, and he is

very impressive and pleasant to look upon.

Amen, " of whom the king's heart was full,"

and 'Neva, are to be seen in the British

Museum ; both have, more or less, the same
characteristics. The wide brow, shapely cliin,

and bright vigilant eyes, denote firmness and
rectitude, and general attention to business.

The mouth a little protruding as though
about to speak ; the frame firmly knit, mus-
cular, and well nourished : that is the type.

These people were quite conscious of their

own merit, and not at all shy of proclaiming

it. "I was valued by his Majesty," says

Una, "above all his servants. I was treasurer,

scribe, most private secretary; he made me
receiver of stores for his royal wife. I

laboured to the utmost of my power ; I wore
out my shoes tramping from place to place

to insure orders being carried out. I was
the centre of all responsibility ; the duke and
governor of the South, and, moreover, devoted
to the great God Osiris : all this was I, Una."
We need not go to the British Museum to

see and touch what Una saw and touched.

The obelisk of Thotmes III., 1400 B.C., Avhich

belongs to his period, was brought to

Alexandria by Cleopatra; there it lay for

centuries half-buried in the sand, until, by
the munificence of Sir Erasmus Wilson, after

a most perilous voyage it reached our shores

and may now be seen upon the Thames
Embankment.
The figures of the great kings, limned in

colossal proportions, still stand out promi-
nently in the sepulchral frescoes. They
arc seen towering in their war chariots above
the pigmy races of common men whom they
lead to battle like gods, or triumph over like

demons. Rameses 11. was the greatest of

them aU. His magnificent image has not

only stamped itself on the Avails, been carved

out of huge Avood blocks and immense mono-
liths of black basalt, but it is positively aliA'e

in the excited and graphic records Avhich date

back sixteen hundred years B.C. He came to

the throne at the age of tAvelve, filled with
more than a child's Avisdom, and he reigned

sixty-seven years, in Avhich time he impressed

the Avhole world Avith his power. He Avas the

great persecutor of the JeAvs, and the deadly
foe of Moses. Under Maneptha, his successor,

Avas the Exodus. Although Pharaoh's armies

are said to haA'e been overthrown in the Eed
Sea, and his land ravaged by plagues, there

are faint traces of either catastrophe in the

monuments of the period; and it is probable

that from the Israelitish standpoint, the

escape of a body of foreign slaves, and the

consequent annoyance and defeat of the

local police or militia, assumed an importance
and Avas enriched Avith a variety of dramatic
details more imposing in the eyes of the

HebreAV Avriters than in those of Pharaoh's
annalists. To Pharaoh Eameses, this proHfic

race of patient toilers Avere chiefly useful to

build his cities and his sepulchres, and he
never let them out of liis grip. " They
built," we read, "for Pharaoh, treasure cities,

Pithon and Ramses.'" When they got aAvay

under his successor, a source of political

disquietude was certainly removed, whilst

labour remained still sufficiently cheap.

Eameses II., or the Great, Avas a warrior

from his youth ; he went out to battle right

royally. His chariot Avas draAvn by tAvo

splendid horses, and a pet tame lion, called

Swam Kefti, ran by his side, and Avould

spring furiously upon the foe like a blood-

hound. No special correspondent from the

seat of Avar could give us a more graphic

picture of this great prince, in one of his

most critical campaigns, than has been pre-

served for us on the monuments. Once,
Avhilst Avarring in Northern Syria, he found
himself fighting desperately hand-to-hand.

The Syrians, SAvarming round, cut him off"

from his followers. "I was alone ; my body-
guardhad left me. I cried out to my greatGod,
' Where art thou, my Father Amen ?

' Noav
instantly inspired, I plunged into the midst of

two thousand fiA'e hundred cavalry, a panic

seized them—they fled—I the king hurried

them, head-over-heels, into the rapid river

—

the river Orontes—the king of Kheta fell

doAvn at my feet Avith uplifted hands." We
then read how next morning Eameses re-

Adews the troops, reproves in dignified terms
the ignorance and coAvardice of his officers,

extols the coolness and prowess of Menna,
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his charioteer, and orders his faithful horses

to be brought out and fed in his presence.

The enthusiasm of the ancient chronicler

then breaks out with something of the poetic

fervour of the HebrcAv poet and prophet.
" As he stood erect and comely, Ms face was
like the rising sun. He Avas ready to renew
the fight ; but there was no enemy ! The
vanquished King Kheta is now brought in

chains. He falls prostrate at the feet of

Eameses, crying, 'Better is peace than war.

Slay us no more ; let us be free to serve

thee
!

' The statesmen then step forward, and,

addressing the conqueror, urge clemency.
' This is excellent. Let thine anger abate,

King ! He who refuseth peace must needs

give it
! '

"

Whilst Eameses, still flushed with victory,

is hesitating, the trembling balance is decided

on the side of mercy by the beauty of a

woman, and a strange and romantic bridal

scene croAATis a cruel and bloody war. On
one side are the conquered tribes "trembling

like a flock of geese," and the terrible trophies,

9,376 prisoners in chains, 42,370 severed

fists, and a mighty bundle of heads. On the

other side stands a girl, Nofre-Ari, the

daughter of Kheta, the Syrian king, of such

singular beauty that we can hardly wonder
at the sudden burst of tenderness and timely

mercy which followed the fury of the fight.

The clean-cut features, in exquisite propor-

tion, the straight, bright eyes, the compact
and delicate figure, the unconscious simplicity

and dignified grace, the pale, Syrian com-
plexion, Avhich makes Nofre-Ari almost Euro-
pean in general look — these have been
figured and sculptured over and over again,

until Nofre-Ari is almost as well knowTi to

the artist as the Venus de Medici. On a

rock temple we find these graceful words :

—

" The lovely daughter of King Kheta stands

forth to soften thine heart, Eameses ! She
knows not the power of her beauty over thee.

Thy name is glorious ; thou art perfect in

strength ; thou knowest how to command,
but thou obeyest none !

"

One last glance at the king as he must so

often have appeared to the admiring eyes of

Nofre-Ari. In the British Museum, amongst
the feAV relics of the nineteenth dynasty, cir.

1650 B.C., there are none more majestic and
interesting than the immense and perfect

statues of Eameses II. One is of wood, a
figure standing bolt upright and kinglj^, with
the strange, placid, imperturbable look of

Egyptian royalty. More striking still is the

kn.eeling figure of black basalt, Avith a table of

ofTerings. The body is strong, lithe, youthful,

and firmly knit ; the nose is straighter than

in the wooden effigy ; the mouth seems about

to smile ; tlie wide brow and Avholc coun-

tenance Ijeam Avith a genial and robust in-

telligence ; but there is a certain flashing

quickness about the sharply chiselled eye,

and a look of poAverful and inflexible Avill.

Altogether, the kneeling figure—kneeling to

the gods alone—is quite masterful and indi-

vidual in its dignity.

Before j^assing to the religion, let us take

a last glance at the stupendous memorials of

Egypt's past—the only fixed and stable

points of those scenes amidst AA'hich that

AA'onderful religion arose and flourished.

EA^eryAvhere Ave tread upon buried cities,

pointing to a time Avhen Egypt Avas incom-

parably more prosperous and more ciAdlised

than it is noAV. We pass miles of tombs,

palaces, obelisks, temples, at Heliopolis,

Memphis, Thebes, and Karnak. Look at

the temple of El Karnak, Avith its gateAvay

360 feet AA'ide—its hall of assembl}', one
suite only, consists of a hundred and thirty-

four columns, each 70 ft. high and 12 ft.

thick, built about 1400 B.C. The AA'hole of

Notre-Dame Avould stand comfortably inside

that great temple. Mark the obelisk ISO ft.

high (about 1400 B.C.), the largest in the

Avorld. Yonder, out in Avhat is now a A'ast

plain, periodically flooded by the Nile waters,

stand the statues of Memnon, 70 ft. high,

raised by Amenoph III. dr. 1500 B.C. Domi-
nating the desert, indestructible relics of the

Ages, against Avhich the Avaves of time seem
to dash themseh'es almost in A^ain, stand the

three great Pyramids of Cheops, Chephren,
and Mycerynus. The largest one of Cheops
is proudly styled the " Light of the Horizon,"

the "Great," the " Chief." It is 77 ft. higher

than St. Paul's, being 480 ft., and it covers

thirteen acres of ground. It could just stand

in Lincoln's Inn Square, and Avould completly

fill that Avell-known area. Five thousand

years ago it toAvered there; fiA^e thousand

years hence it Avill probably toAver there still.

In 820 B.C. the king's room, in the centi^al

depths of the Great Pyramid, was robbed.

Whether the Pyramid has yet been fully ex-

plored the world Avill neA^er knoAV until it is all

pulled to pieces, and that, we may safely say,

is neA^er likely to be done. Not far from the

Pj^ramids the mighty head of the Sphinx,

disfigured but not destroyed, still looks the

world straight in the face with its insoluble

enigma. The face alone measures 30 ft., the

paAvs, AA'hich have been unburied from time

to time, 140 feet. The chapel betAveen them,

the altar of which is preserved in the British
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Museiim, is now comi^letely covei^ed in with

the sand-drift. And with this passing glance

at the geography, antiquities, temples, kings,

statesmen, manners and customs, and the

accidental connection of Egyptian history

with the Bible story, I pass to a summary
of the Egyptian religion itself.

Strange as it may appear to those con-

versant "vdth the monstrous pantheism of

Egypt, the key of Egyptian religion is not

pantheism but monotheism in polytheism,

or the worship of the one in and through the

many. The numei'ous triads of father, mo-
ther, and son, chief amongst which we note

Osiris, Isis, and the infant Horus ; the sets

of local deities such as those at Thebes and
Memphis, with their puzzling hosts of atten-

dant gods—little more than impersonations

of animal attributes—all these are confusing

enough until, by diving into the remote past,

we discover the key. That key is the tri-

umph of the Solar or " Sun Myth." This is,

in fact, the central source of all religion. It ap-

pears in the Asiatic cradle of the human race
;

it is carried abroad by the successive waves of

emigration all over the world. The sun is ob-

served to be the source of all life ; at once the

most conspicuous and the most powerful ob-

ject in nature, it becomes the symbol of om-
nipotence, the outward and visible sign of the

invisible, inward and spiritual God. This is

the central authority which reduces all other

symbohsms to order. The gods may be mul-

tiplied into a very Olympian rabble, which

apart from this clue, defies arrangement. With
the clue the mixture indeed remains, but the

confusion disappears. There is nothing really

but Ra, or the Sun—coal has been called

bottled sunshine. The Egyptian deities, nay,

all manifestations of power whatsoever, the

triumphs of intelligence, the forces of nature,

the energies of man, are only so many pre-

cipitations of Ra-powei\ The animal-headed

gods are all Ra. The produce of the earth,

the fertilising water of the Nile, are all Ra

;

the king or symbol of law and order, is one

with Ra; the souls of the blessed are but

emanations of Ra—they come from him and
they return to him. To Him is really ad-

dressed all prayer, and the most ancient

liturgies are the most direct and uncompromis-
ing confessions of this monotheism. "Thou art

the only Being," "Living in Truth," "Thou
art One; millions of beings proceed from
Thee." Here is a fragment of this ancient

Credo : "I am yesterday, to-day, and to-

morrow ;
" and tliis is the prayer :

—

" Hail, Thou great God, who concedest

this hour. Father of all fathers, God of all

The Buddhist gods are mere agents

The Greek gods are mere

gods, Watcher traversing eternity, the roar-

ing of Thy voice is in the clouds, Thy breath
is on the mountain tops. Heaven and earth

obey Thy commands. Bringer of good, God
of terrors, giver of great joy. Thou art He who
fillest the granaries and carest for the poor,

Thou art not graven in marble wearing the

double crown ; Thou art not seen by mortal

eye ; Thine abode is not known, no temple
can hold Thee. Thy name is not spoken in

heaven. Vain are all Thine images on earth.

Hail to Thee, Great God !

"

Had this high ideal been always kept,

Egyptian polytheism would have amounted
to little more than the saint and relic worship

of Roman Catholic Christianity. Man must
use some SA'mbols and must have some vehicle

of faith and worship, and his religion is pure

or impure just in proportion as what he
selects as the instruments of devotion allow

the sold to pass to God, or arrest it midway
upon hawk-headed beasts, sacred bones, holy

rags, or mystic rites. But, as everything

about Egypt is peculiar and unique, so are

the Egyptian gods. They occupy a point

midway between the Hindoo and the Greek
deities

of Divine Power
parodies of men. The Egyptian animal

headed god is the myth arrested half-way

between the executive of deitj^ and its human
impersonation. Osiris, and Isis, and Horus,

are neither human nor divine ; they stand

before us as the impersonated attributes of a

deity, one and indivisible, "Whose abode is

not known, AVliom no temple can hold, Wliose

name is not spoken in heaven, Whose images

on earth are all vain, Who is the Great God."

This doctrine of an arrested myth grap-

pling with the expression of divine attributes

on one side and the phenomena of the visible

creation on the other, explains the fluid and
changeful conception of such beings as Osiris.

Was he a man 1 did he suffer 1 did he die 1

were his limbs scattered 1 did liis virtue tri-

umph over death 1 did he rise again ? The
sun myth shall answer. For, after spending

itself for man, does not the blessed sun, pur-

sued by the evil Set, or night, at last sink into

crimson death in the west 1 but Isis, the white

dawn, collects lus scattered limbs, which are

none other than the rays of light, and as

Horus, he rises anew in the person of his

own son. The extended parable can be

carried further throughout the natural and
the spiritual worlds. Sun stands for life

;

life in man stands for what is good in nature,

or it may stand for summer ; darkness stands

for death ; death in man stands for what is
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eril in nature, or it may stand for winter

;

but that is not the last word of the solar

myth.
God dies in appearance only, the sun rises

again ; man shall come up from death ; spring

shall break away victoriously from the ice-

cold grip of winter ; and thus the parable of

the sun myth, fully read and interpreted,

is shown to be coextensive with the pheno-

mena of nature, the laws of the spiritual

universe, and the august destinies of an im-

mortal soul.

In that strange epitome of the national

religion known as the Book of the Dead, the

sun myth undergoes a characteristic transfor-

mation or adaptation. The two first sections

are of extreme antiquity. No funeral was
complete without the rehearsal of a portion,

perhaps the whole, of the book. The wrap-
pings of every mummy contain some part of

it figured on the papyrus-leaf. Osiris there

appears as the judge. Thoth, the recorder,

stands by his side to write down the evidence,

and Horus, the caretaker, leads the dead one
by one into the presence of the judge. It is

only in the 125th chapter that the dead per-

son who has been reunited to his soul, which
has " parted from its sins that it may see the

divine faces," is at length brought before the

judge, and begins to plead its cause thus :

—

" Hail to you. Lords. I have come to see

your glories. I know you who live by the

punishment of the wicked—you the trium-

phant, who devour their blood ; who weigh
their Avords in the holy presence. I am not
fraudulent ; I do not wrong ; I do not over-

work my slave ; I do not cause weeping ; I

am no murderer ; I do not falsify the sacred

tribute ; I have not hunted wild animals in

their pasturage," and so on through an inter-

minable catalogue, reproducing the moral
ideas of all civilised codes. The heart is then
put into the balance and weighed. Horus
takes the indicator, Thoth writes down the

result, Osiris pronounces judgment, and the

soul, reunited to its body, either passes into

the regions of darkness and horror or into

those of power and bliss, Avhere it wanders in

triumph until it reposes finally in the Elysian

Fields.

This coherent and, on the whole, elevated

view of the after life is on a par with the

pure moral philosophy of ancient Egypt. In
the oldest proverbs of Ptah Hep, 3000 years

B.C., we find the simplest, noblest, and most
reverent tributes to the deity—"All proceeds
from God ;" " Obey God and it will be well

with thee ;" " The field is given thee by God
;

thy treasure is grown through His gift ; the

XXVI—40

good son, the good wife are the gifts of God

;

the Nile is the gift of God." Piety, charity,

self-command, respect forproperty—such were
the characteristics of the primitive religion of

Egypt. These lent their fixed majesty to the

faces of the Pharaohs ; these stamp with placid

content the features of artisan, Nile boatmen,

fowlers, fishers, herdsmen ; and the same ex-

pression of integrity and ease beams out in

the countenances of their rulers and the high

functionaries of State.

It is no part of my plan to trace the degra-

dation of these lofty ideals, and to show how
the national symbolism dragged down the

deities to the level of the beasts which perish.

Animal worship and the adoration of physical

force must always end so. When the golden

calf is set up, whether it be at Memphis or

in the Avilderness, the people will sit down
to eat and drink, and will rise up to

play ; materialism and debauchery will assert

their inevitable tyranny ; the worship of the

Creator Avill be lost in the worship of the

creature, and the reign of scepticism will

sooner or later set in. It was so in Egypt
under the Ptolemies ; in Israel under Ahab
and Jezebel ; in Rome under Nero and Do-
mitian ; in that still more materialistic Rome
of Leo X. ; and in the materialistic London,

Paris, and New York in this nineteenth cen-

tury; for wherever the votaries of science,

or the apostles of the sensuous refuse to lift

their eyes above the operation of the scalpel,

the mechanism of matter, the thrill of the

senses or the delights of form and colour,

there, as of old, materialism and debauchery

will assert their inevitable sway, ami the reign

of scepticism tvill sooner or later set in.

In the days of the Ptolemies the spiritual

element in Egyptian religion had almost dis-

appeared, surviving only, if at all, in the magi-

cal worship of Mithras. Morality itself, at

Memphis even, as at Jei'usalem. some three

centuries later, was exchanged for rites and

ceremonies, whilst vague emotions usurped

the place of effectual, fervent prayer, and

priests and offerings had thrust themselves

between the soul and God until man came to

disbelieve in both. Are v/e listening to a

nineteenth - century agnostic or sceptic in

this sad and pitiful cry from the tomb
transcribed from a Ptolemaic tablet dated

B.C. 300 ?
—" my brother, my spouse, cease

not to eat and drink, to keep holiday as long

as thou livest on earth. This is the land of

heavy sleep and darkness. Hero they wake
no more to see their brethren. The god who
is here, Death Absolute is his name." The
harper also sends his message from the tomb,
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but it is one inciting the living to conviviality,

not to virtue, and he adds, " Mind the day
when thou too shalt start for the land where
all things are forgotten." " Let us eat and
drink, icr to-morrow we die" is a gospel not

|

confined to any age or country, but it is just

from such a gospel that He came to deliver

us, who said, " Let not your heart be troubled.

Ye believe in God ; believe also in Me. In
My Father's house there are many mansions;"
and " Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the

end of the world."

THE HARVEST OF THE HEATHER.
By JAMES G. BERTRAM,^Author of " The Hakvest of the Sea," etc.

IN" the Earl of Malmesbury's recently pub-

lished and very interesting "Memoirs
of an Ex-Minister," we are told that it was
in the year 1833 that "the Highlands
became the rage," and that deer forests

began to be made and rented. At that time

rents, as compared with the sums paid to-

day, were almost nominal. His lordship was
offered the moors, forests, and fishings of the

Island of Harris, for the bagatelle, as it

would be thought now, of £25 a year; in

other words, a right of sport over an area of

40,000 acres, Avhich to-day commands a

rental of £2,000 per annum. Very recently,

too, upon the occasion of the death of Mr.
Butter of Faskally, we obtained another

peep at the cost of shootings half a century

ago. In a newspaper memoir, it was stated

tiiat two moors on the estate of that gentle-

man which now let for £800 per annum,
had, fifty years since, been tenanted at the

rate of £8 ; and the tenant thought himself

a very ill-used man indeed when his rent

was raised. At the period indicated, the

total game or sporting rental of Scotland

and the isles was probably not £30,000 per

annum, while to-day it is not, we suppose,

far short, all told, of half-a-million sterling.

It would form an interesting subject for a

chapter in the history of Scotland, could an

accurate account be compiled of the progress

of grouse-shooting and deer-stalking, which
have been the means of adding considerably

to the material prosperity of our poor
" land of cakes." In this, as in many other

matters pertaining to the prosperity of his

country, some credit is undoubtedly due to

the far-seeing Sir John Sinclair, who fre-

quently reiterated an idea which had taken

fiiTQ possession of his mind, that a time Avould

come when Scotland would be one of the

very few great sights of the world—when its

mountains and floods Avould become the envy
of surrounding nations, and its red deer and
roebuck afford pastime to distant peoples.

In 1835, just as his prophecy, uttered many
years previously, was beginning to be

realised, Sir John Sinclair died. Three years

before his death occurred, another patriotic

Scotsman had died, of whom it has since

been said that in one sense he " made
Scotland." Certainly, Sir Walter Scott

during his life-time did all he knew to help

on the time pointed to by his fellow-patriot.

The author of "Waverley" painted such

word pictures of his country and of the doings

of his countrymen as incited in allwho perused

them a longing to visit that " land of brown
heath and shaggy wood," in order to view its

enchanting scenic splendours of rapid, rushing

streams, of mirror'd lochs, and of mist-capped

mountains. No sooner had the " Lady of the

Lake " been published than "the post-horse

duty in Scotland began to rise," and the

arrival began of that welcome crowd of

tourists which has never since ceased, but, on
the contrary, has increased year by year as

greater facilities of travel have been provided.

And with the opening up of the Western
Highlands by means of fast steamboats,

and of other districts of far-away Scotland

by railway, came that ardent longing for

dwelhngs by the river-side, for a month's

residence on the moors, for happy days on
the heather, culminating in "the grouse har-

vest," as we know it to-day, when from the

12th of August till the end of November
"the heather is a-fire." The desire had been

fostered by the occasional residence in the

Highlands of professionalgentlemen " writers
"

of Edinburgh and Glasgow, who for a brief

time of autumn, changed houses with some
of the heather lairds for whom they acted

as agents, much to the gratification of the

ladies of such families, who were thus

enabled to participate in the gay doings of

the capital.

In leasing a moor, bargains of many kinds

are now made. Some gentlemen who are

fond of having a "go at the grouse," by way
of whetting their appetites for the partridges,

only want a fortnight on the heather. These

can generally be accommodated, as some other

person is sure to want the place for September.
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As a rule the grouse harvest is well over before

the day fixed for the commencement of

pheasant shooting, but many sportsmen still

remain in the Highlands till about the middle

of November, whilst one or two continue till

the close time begins. In many of the leases

which are entered into, for either moors or

forests, hard and fast bargains are usually

made as to the head of game which may be

killed, a limit being put to the slaughter of

both grouse and deer. Dear bought experi-

ence has led to this, although cases of moor
stripping are not quite so common as they

used to be. At one time, say twenty years

ago or even at a later day, it often hap-

pened that adventurers would rent a consider-

able area of heather in order that they

might kill and send to market every bird upon
the ground, so that by the end of the season

not a feather would be left ! A well-known
case of the land attracted some attention

about the time indicated. A party of three

Highland chairmen from Edinburgh made
their appearance one "Twelfth "on a Wig-
townshire moor, which in three weeks they
had cleared of every bird upon it, and by
dexterously laying down a few " stooks " of

corn at the boundaries of their own heather,

they managed likewise to obtain a few
hundred birds from adjacent shootings. It

was said at the time that these chairmen
had made " a good thing of it." Others, of

much higher social position than Highland
chairmen, have been also known to combine
their sport with a little business so as to pay
costs. It is almost needless to tell that such
conduct often led to a great deal of unplea-

santness. Lairds, not being aware that their

heather had been harried, let their moors next
year as usual ; and tenants, finding birds to be
rare, thought they had been swindled of malice

prepense, and stormed accordingly.

Honourable sportsmen, however, never
experience much trouble in getting all they
ask for, and many gentlemen do not hesitate

to take a lease for two or three years of any
stretch of moorland which they may fancy.

They have, of course, to submit to sundry
conditions as to the number of birds to be
killed, the dogs to be kept, the keepers to be
employed, and other matters ; but on some
things no restrictions are placed.

"I can occupy the ground as long as I

please," said one such sportsman, a good all-

round man, to the writer ;
" and as I am

fond of being on the heather at other times

than the shooting season, I am able to gratify

my likings. A little flock of sheep affords

us a considerable portion of our food when

we are in residence, and it is pleasant to see

how the animals are wintering ; then it is

still more delightful as the spring is open-
ing to wander among the heather and pros-

pect the nests, and capture by the way an
early trout or two. Then, in my opinion,

you should as much as possible make your
moor provide your table

;
you have keepers

and gillies in your service, and there is

no reason why they should be idle when
there are trout to catch in the loch, as

well as rabbits running about everywhere
ready to be killed. A liberal table can

always with good management be spread in

your shooting quarters, almost nothing of

what is served being immediately puxxhased.

You have plenty of vegetables for your hotch
potch, choice joints of black-faced mutton

—

than which no flesh can be more delightful.

You have an occasional salmon trout, fresh

from the water
;
you have rabbits to curry,

and barn-door fowls to roast, in addition to

mountain hares for soup, and as the redoubt-

able Meg Dods, of the Cleikum inn, used to

say, ' What soup is better, tell me that, if

you can ?
' You have your grouse of course

—the shattered ones for soup and pasties
;

you have black game and an occasional taste

of venison when a stray stag comes upon
your land, and if you have selected your
location well, you will not lack for a brace

or two of partridges when September comes
upon you. The miscellaneous birds will

be found in scores on your marshy lands,

many of which are delightful and well

worthy of a place on your table ; in short,

there need be no commissariat better fur-

nished than that of the lessee of the kind of

shooting I have tried to picture. Your cow
you will be able to dispose of at a profit

when you flit, and from the beehives in joxir

garden plenteous supplies of honey will be

made sure."

The mode of living indicated in the pre-

ceding passages is an improvement on the

rough-and-ready feeding of fifty years since,

when the amenities of the table were less

thought of than they are to-day. In some
of the deer forest castles, and in not a

few of the shooting-boxes in the heart of the

Highlands, the modes of life are as "prejink,"

to use a phrase of John Gait's, as they are

in Mayfair and Belgravia ; there is as much
dressing for dinner and quite as much
etiquette. Rounds of visitors come and go,

each leaving a little shower of silver and
gold to fructify the ground and reward the

people— indeed, " the people " have been

sorely spoiled by the liberality of their
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" southern " visitors. Children, who thirtj'

years ago would have been glad to run a

long message for a penny, have been suc-

ceeded by greedy gamins who look twice at a

sixpence before they say thank you. Large
sums are annually expended by visitors to

the Highlands, who pay liberally for every-

thing they want, and their wants are not

few. Men are now employed in all kinds of

well-paid work. A pound a week is not, in

some districts, thought liberal "wages" by
men whose fathers were glad to take half

the money. Many millions of pounds ster-

ling have been expended in the Scottish

Highlands by tourists and residents since

1833, and the people have been greatly

enriched in consequence.

The passion for deer-stalking and grouse-

shooting has had much to do with the pros-

perity which has fallen on places which at one
time were thought of little moment ; sheep-

runs merely bringing a scanty rental to the

lairds of the period, whose sons and grandsons

have had occasion to rejoice at the good
fortune which has been brought to them by
the bird of the heather—the " moor-fowl

"

of good Sir Walter. Happily for our heather

lairds, sheep and grouse ai'e not incompatible
;

they can live together, and so bring in to the

exchequer a much enhanced rent-roll.

Reverting once more to the increase of

rental which has taken place in the matter

of moors and forests : some forty years ago

there was not more than one small deer forest

in Eoss-shire ; now there are forty at least

in the combined counties of Eoss and Cro-

marty, one of them occupying an area of about

50,000 acres. The shootings in some counties

have of late years become of greatly increased

value. In Glen Urquhart (Inverness) the

shootings were let in 1836 at a rent of

£100; Glenmoriston brought a like sum.

These places are now leased at rents that

would, fifty years ago, have been looked on
as fabulous. The sporting rental of the

county of Perth will probably be assessed to-

day at a larger sum than all the counties of

Scotland Avere assessed at half a century

since. Eents of shootings, it may be noted,

vary in amount, some cost thousands per

annum, others can be had for a fev\^ pounds.

The amount paid per acre ranges from 6d.

to 2s. 6d. and averages about Is. 6d. ; some
moors being more productive than others

bring higher figures, whilst house accommo-
dation is always a matter for due considera-

tion.

Grouse are to be found in every county of

Scotland, and the county of Perth is famed

for the number and variety of its shootings,

and the quality of its birds. But for size

and flavour the grouse found in the county
of Caithness take the first rank, those of

Ayrshire being next in repute ; where all

are good, however, it would be somewhat in-

vidious to particularise. The birds of Arran,
it is thought, have been considerably improved
by admixture Avith the grouse of Lanarkshire,
an experiment promoted by the Duke of

Hamilton, and which has since, we believe,

been imitated on some other moors of Scot-

land. It is thought by several of our best

sportsmen that an interchange of birds all

round would strengthen diff"erent breeds, and
probably lessen or modify those occasional

outbreaks of disease among the grouse which
have led in some years to such a terrible per-

centage of mortality. In these days of rapid

railway transit the desired infusion of new
blood could be easily secured by sending
eggs from one part of the country to be
hatched on some distant moor—say eggs
from Caithness to be placed under birds in

Ayrshire, and from Arran to be hatched on
the heather of Perthshire. The experiment
tried by the Prince of Wales of acclimatizing

Scotch grouse on his estate at Sandringham,
in the county of Norfolk, has met with con-

siderable success—so much, indeed, as to in-

duce a hope that Lagopus Scolicus may even-

tually become domiciled in that part of her
Majesty's dominions.

The grouse harvest, as all interested know,
begins on the 12th of August, which figures

as a red-letter date in the calendar of all true

sportsmen. On the morning of that fateful

day the blood of thousands of birds Avill have
stained the heather, the sportsmen being on
the scene of action by the " screech of day,"

in other words, almost at dawn, some en-

thusiasts in fine weather encamping on the

heather the night before, being roused in

time to see the misty-laden mountains bright-

ened by the streaks of light that begin early

to stream from the distant east. Almost before

the heather can be seen they are at work,
and in a thousand places the death-dealing

crack will be heard echoing in the glens and
on the hill-sides. But long before the most
enthusiastic of our sportsmen have brought
their first brace to the ground, grouse have
been killed, and days before " the 12th," the

heather has been skimmed by daring poachers

in quest of " birds " for the great markets of

the south. Full many a cellar in London
and Manchester is well stocked before the

day of legal sport has dawned, and grouse

are shown pretty early on the afternoon of
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the 12th by some of the more unscrupulous

dealers. Poaching on the grouse moors, and

even in the better watched deer forests, still

prevails, and hundreds of birds are netted

by the lawless scoundrels, who now make " a

living " at the business. In the olden times

poaching was a pastime. All that Avas ven-

tured on was the killing of a bird or two on
behalf of the home commissariat, and even
the severest game-preserving lairds were
wont to shut- their eyes to the work which
was going forward. But now, when early

birds bring to the exchequer of their captors

as much as 7s. or even at times 10s. a

brace, the poacher dares detection, and kills

his hundi-ed birds almost within sight of the

keepers. The grouse so obtained are de-

spatched south to confidential agents packed
in herring-barrels or salmon-boxes, and, as

has been hinted, command a good price.

They are mostly taken by means of nets,

and as the birds of some moors are ripe for

the gun sooner than others, the poacher, as

a matter of course, selects his localities with

care so as to obtain the choicest birds.

Nowadays the grouse harvest is well

over by the middle of September, two-thirds

of the birds shot in any one year are shot in

the first four Aveeks of the season ; and, be-

ginning on the 12th, birds are hurried to

market with the result, in most years, of

causing a glut and a fall in the price. It has

been calculated by economists that every
brace of grouse which is shot costs the lessee

of a grouse moor one guinea, but it is seldom
indeed that a fourth of that sum is realised

for the birds sent to market. On the first

days of the season so many have on some
occasions been sent to London as to cause

prices to be quoted at a nominal sum. A popu-
lar restaurateur in the west end of the metro-
polis has bought occasional supplies of birds at

ninepence each. No wonder that on such occa-

sions his bills of fare contained in large letters

"Grouse." Gentlemen, however liberally in-

clined they may be, and however lavish in

distributing a portion of their spoil among
friends, have no alternative but to send
their surplus stock to market, hence it is

that for a week after the 12th we find

the trains from the north laden with extra

trucks containing hampers of grouse. In
the course of some years, almost incredible

numbers of these birds are shot, such num-
bers, in fact, as give cause for speculation

as to where they all come from. The breed-
ing ranges, from various causes, are becom-
ing narrowed, but for all that birds, as a
rule, continue to increase. Those of our

readers who can carry their memories back
to the "thirties" and "forties" of the pre-

sent century will bear us out in our conten-

tion, that for one brace of grouse seen on
sale then there are ten brace on view to-day,

and yet in the " thirties " and " forties " the

expanse of heather in use was probably a

tenth more than it is now. The economy
of a grouse moor has yet to be investigated

;

a given expanse of heather, we know, will

only breed and feed a given number of

biixls, but what the proper number is has
never been exactly determined. A nest may
contain from nine to fourteen eggs, and
an average of seven or eight birds may be
produced in a favourable year, while about
two-thirds of these may live to stand the
rain of shot to which they will be exposed
during the hundred days in wliich it is

legal to shoot them ; but however large may
be the number killed a stock must be left on
the moors that will^ be ample enough to mul-
tiply and replenish the heather for the days
of sport that are to come.

At times the grouse moors have been
visited by a mysterious malady which has
played havoc with the birds, thousands of

which on such occasions have been found

I

dead or dying. Although much has been
said and written about this disease, no cure

for it has yet been found, nor will a cure be
discovered till the cause of the distemper has

1
been ascertained. In some years the mor-

: tality has been so great as to cause the cessa-

1

tion of sport for a time, and the shutting up
of various moors for a season or two. But the

rapidity with which the stock of birds in-

creases is even more wonderful than the

disease itself ; in the course of a couple of sea-

I

sons the heather of affected districts will be

I

as populous as ever. Some persons maintain

that the "grouse disease" is an effect of "in-

breeding," but in a state of nature that is

most unlikely. In the home poultry-yards

in -breeding is sometimes baneful, but on
great areas of heather extending for many
long miles, and some of them as broad as

they are long, all wild animals, it is said

by persons who ought to know, have room
and scope. An intelligent gamekeeper told

the writer that " Avild animals constantly

circulate in a gigantic round, one division

going and another coming, so that the

breed is being constantly strengthened." Be
that as it may, it is well known that breeds

of wild animals have been strengthened by the

infusion of new blood, notably hares and
pheasants. Hares from Ayrshire were some
years since taken into Lancashire with the
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view of being crossed with the native-bred

animals, and the experiment, we have been led

to believe, proved most successful. The grouse,

taking its size into account, is naturally a

strong and generally a healthy animal, so that

the occasional outbreak of an epidemic is all

the more mysterious.

As has been said, the sport of grouse-

shooting is carried on noAvadays with such

rapidity that it is well over in a month's

time. Big bags have become the order of

the day. In the morning papers of the 13th

or 14th it will be chronicled that the kill of

Lord Blazeawayand his friends, MajorCuttem
and Captain Smallshot, on the moors of Castle

Sporran, exceeded 189 brace of grouse and
40 head of miscellaneous birds and beasts.

Some bags will be still better filled, it being

the ambition of many sportsmen to kill all

they can at the very outset of sport. There
still remain, howeA^er, to leaven the pastime,

some of the old school who are quite contented

to bring home a dozen or fourteen brace;

these are men who do not, as the saying is,

" strip to their work," they take it coolly and
delight in their labour, shooting with dehbera-

tion and spending a long hour in eating a

light luncheon of oat-cake and marmalade,
washed down with a tumblerful, or perhaps
two, of four-water grog. At the end of the

day neither keeper nor dog is fatigued, and
these fine old sportsmen of the old-fashioned

kind return to a seven-o'clock dinner with

a sharp-set appetite and a delightful recol-

lection of every shot they have fired and
every mile of ground they have traversed.

These are the men who never tire of the

sport, but keep going on from day to da}'

till they have completed their tale of birds

;

they may vary the round of Highland sport

by a run down to a lowland shooting

for the sake of having a week at the par-

tridges, but they return, these good sports-

men, to their first love, and resume work
with an additional zest. No "driving "for
men of their calibre—no ; fair shooting over

their dogs is a strong part of their creed.

They always speak of grouse-driving in italics.

It wou.ld be but a dry task to sum up the

results of the first ten or twelve days of grouse-

shooting as they are figured by the press of

the period. That tens of thousands of birds

fall a prey to the death-dealing guns within

that time we know, and that over all broad
Scotland, from Maidenkirk to John O'Groats,

we also know, hundreds of hard-worked
men of business are enjoying a well-earned

holiday in the delightful and health-giving

pastimes of grouse-shooting, salmon-fishing,

and deer-stalking. As " Christopher North,"
in one of his genial outpourings, said, "So be
it ! and let us all pray that such sports may
long continue ; these pastimes while they
bring health to those who folloAV them, bring

also wealth and comfort to those who provide

them."

OUE COIJNTEY QUAETEES.
Br J. LOGIE ROBERTSON.

WE live in a cottage, the Ochils behind us,

A village beneath, and Lochleven below,

With sunshine enough, if we wanted, to blind us,

And leisure, and freedom to come and to go.

The bilberry braes and the rasps by the rill-side

—

We share them in common mth herd-boys and bees
;

We're friends with the shepherds, their huts on the hill-side

We enter with welcome, and stay till we please.

We know both the glens where the hazels are ripest

And all the best pools where the biggest trouts he

;

And thou, merry laverock, that all the day pipest.

Art even inviting us up to the sky.

The whin-covered common is ours, and the woodland

Has caught and has taught the young Echo our songs

;

The good land is fenced, but we look at the good land

And say, " Well, he's happy to whom it belongs !

"
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What crops of rare beauty, that rise on the lowland,

Grow ripe, and can only be reaped by the eye !

We run to the Rhine, but, my masters, there's no land
That vnll not at times with the loveliest vie.

For myself I confess, though I've been to the Rhine too,

And own that its banks are romantic and rare,

The scenes I know best are the scenes I incline to,

And loving them long I may fancy them fair.

-The grass is as green here, as crystal the water,

The mornings, on some days at least, are as blue,

Our Sun is as golden, and Night and her daughter,
The Moon, are as lavish of silver and dew.

And then there's expression, a coming and going.

Of feeling and fancy, a mood in each day,

A soul in the landscape, now rippling and flowing,

Now waihng and waiting, in pain or in play.

There's anger and passion, too, storming sublimely
When rushes the thunder-cloud down on the plain;

The leaves of the forest are scattered untimely,

And white is the loch in the scourge of the rain.

It glooms, and it glows again ; dark clouds are sailing.

Are thickening and quickening, till—see how they flee

!

It booms, and it bloAvs again ; shadows are trailing

A horror of darkness o'er loch and o'er lea.

'Tis night before sunset—still rattles the thunder

;

And rattles, no doubt, when in slumber we he

;

But morning leaps up, and in wide-awake wonder,
We scarce see a cobweb of cloud in the sky.

With pleasui-es like these, scarcely felt are the labours
That art and the garden and friendship impose

;

And, then, we've the most unobtrusive of neighbours.
The hills, and some sheep, a red cow, and the crows.

There now are the hills, over which we go roaming

—

They visit us once, only once, in a year,

And that's on the first winter day, when the Lomond
Puts on a white shirt, and cries out, " I am here !"

then all the village wives peep from their doorways
And nod to the Lomond with mutches as clean,

While peasants flock in from the fields to the four-ways,

And say to each other, " The frost will be keen !"

The talk of the villagers then is of curling,

They think of the bonspeil, and settle the sides
;

Very soon on the pond the round stones will go birling.

And long roAvs of scholars be polishing slides.

rt'
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Castle Campbell, Dollar.
L% G. W. U'ilbon-.

Hurrah for the loch, and the skates shrilly sounding,
The freedom of bird, and the fleetness of roe

!

The isles and the bays and the capes we are rounding,
And kelpie that runs Avith us I'oaring below

!

Hurrah, water-kelpie ! we're yours if you take us !

There's only a board of two inches between 's !

You're thinking—if only the loch would enlake us

;

And we—we are thinking of beef and of greens !

—But that was a flight, for as yet it's the summer,
With sunshine enough, if we wanted, to blind us

;

The cuckoo is gone, and the rail's the new-comer.
And green are the hills both before and behind us.

From a photo.] [By G. W. Wilson.

Loch Leven and Castle.
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Bt FRANCES GOEDON.

A\\^T day on an ocean steamer—what
could be more vitterly dismal ? It was

winter-time, too, and consequently there

Avere very few saloon passengers ; and as we
were only three days out from Boston, three

of the six ladies on board were still invisible.

The remaining three, of which I was one,

were huddled together in that miserable shel-

ter on the top of the stairs which, in small or

old-fashioned vessels, does duty for a ladies'

deck cabin. It was all we had, and there Ave

sat, half in the dark, and AvhoUy uncomfort-

able, but heroically determined not to de-

scend to the odorifei'ous loAver retiions until

compelled thereto by the clangour of the

dinner-bell. I think two of us were just in

that condition Avhen one odour too many
would have sent us back to the berths, out of

which—simply as a matter of duty—we had
that morning crawled. She Avho made the

third in our trio was the only lady—I might
almost say the only passenger—Avhose equa-

nimity the plunging Atlantic had been unable

to disturb. She was a charming-looking

elderly person, of what nationality we were
at first somewhat puzzled to determine. She
had the well-dressed, well-preserved air of

the American woman of a certain age—to

whom advancing years do not bring dowdiness
—combined Avith the perfect composure and
self-possession of the unprotected female
accustomed to lonely travelling in a land in

which the gallantry of the other sex has be-

come a matter of history. At the same time
we were not much surprised Avhen she claimed
us as fellow-countrywomen. She had been
hurriedly introduced to my companion and
myself by a mutual Boston friend, just before

starting, and ere we were well out of the
Bay we were aware of her real nationality.

An acquaintance cordially begun bade fair to

ripen into something like friendship, and tAvo

days' seclusion doA\'n below, during Avhich

her cheerful face and voice were seldom long
absent from our state-room, added gratitude
to the sense of attraction we had already ex-

perienced. Another tAVO days on deck, en-

livened by her pleasant and narrative style

of conversation, further cemented the bond
of good-felloAvship betAveen us. She had
evidently been a great traveller, and, Avhile

retaining her English voice and accent, had
acquired that fluenc}^ and poAver of expression
in speech in which the Americans, as a nation,

are so vastly our superior. The story she
began to tell us on that dreary afternoon,
Avhile the Cunarder Avas toiling and crroanincr

across the monotonous Atlantic Avaste, im-
pressed us both somcAA'hat deeply. It Avas

not in the least sensational, and, OAving to the
impossibility of reproducing the peculiar style

of the narrator it may fall flat. But I shall

do my best to make it as interesting to others
as she made it to us. That she should have
rebted to acquaintances of days only, inci-

dents which had undoubtedly gone to the
A'ery heart of her existence, is but one instance

the more of the rapidity AA'ith Avhich people,

exjDeriencing some mutual attraction, and
throAATi entirely on one another's society, can
become intimate or even confidential. The
stormy passage Avhich kept all the other
ladies doAvn-stairs for nearly a Aveek favoured
this intimacy, and, Avhether sitting on deck
in chairs Avhich had been lashed to the mast
for greater security, or curled up in a corner

of the ladies' cabin, Ave listened with unflag-

ging interest to her numerous reminiscences.

CHAPTER I.

" Elderly ladies like myself," she began,
" who have been led, either by duty or incli-

nation, to wander in divers directions,

have a rich storehouse of memories to fall

back on, and, although Avhat I am going to

tell you happened long years ago, every detail

is as vivid to me as if it occurred but yester-

day. I may as well remind you, before em-
barking on my unassuming narrative, that

although not a citizen of the Kepublic, I have,

owing to circumstances Avith which it is need-

less to weary you, passed a large portion of

my life in America, chiefly in the Northern
States. But I have several times been

South."

She hesitated, and then Avent on someAvhat

abruptly. "I had only been married six

months when my husband Avas called to

active service in Mexico. There he died.

He Avas the son of a Virginia planter, and
belonged to one of the first families of the

State. I had formed very close relations

Avith his people, and I continued to visit them
as before, and to find my chief solace in these

visits. To one young cousin, in particular,

to Avhom he had been exceedingly attached,

I was something more than a friend. He
had loved the child. I had Avatched the
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child grow into exquisite girlhood, and loved

her even as he had done. Her name was
Doris Mitchell. I was simply ' Cousin
Frances.' In the summer of '59 she wrote
that I should join her at the Warm Springs

in Virginia, whither her father had been
ordered for the benefit of his health. Her
mother was long since dead. Doris added
that she was in great perplexity, and being

not without knowledge of the ways of young-

girls, my mind immediately flew back to

sundry scraps of information she had at one
time given me concerning a certain Lieutenant

Madison, who had apparently paid her a

good deal of attention at the Warm Springs

two seasons previously. The young man in

question had since vanished to the frontier

on the usual duty of ' active service,' and I

knew that his protracted absence and, worse
still, his utter silence, had caused my poor
little girl many a secret tear. But her pride

had come to the rescue, and I had learned to

hope that Wilmer Madison was forgotten.

Yet, as I jolted southwards day after day,

visions of that young man haunted me con-

tinuall3^

The Warm Springs in '59 meant rank and
fashion ; now they are changed, like every-

thing else. I had got my best gowns with
me, and was determined to do Doris credit

so far as was possible. If I were not afraid

of making my story too long I could tell you
many things about those wonderful Warm
Springs which might interest and amuse you.

But I must hasten on.

On the night of my arrival I sat with

Doris and her father upon the piazza of the

huge frame building which represented the

hotel. My brain, ever active in the girl's

interests, was keeping up an under-current of

conjecture beneath our light surface-talk, and
I was longins; for bedtime and the solitude

of our own apartment, when, in all proba-

bility,certain girhsh secrets would be confided

to my sympathetic ear. We were to occupy
one of the bare, barrack-like rooms together,

and according to the easy, happy-go-lucky

Virginian fashion, which never acknowledges
to an impossibility in the matter of accommo-
dation, Ave might consider ourselves fortunate

in that we were not requested to admit two
or three laughing, noisy ' belles.'

Doris, who had temporarily discarded her
heaux in my honour, had drawn a low rocker

close beside me, and sat leaning against my
knee, fanning us both with a big palm-leaf

fan. I observed that she was very silent,

and that there was a wistful, even a sad
expression on her sweet little face. The

clatter of tongues all around seemed to make
n© impression on her, and it was not until

we had shut our chamber door upon the
outside world that she roused herself from
her abstraction. She then insisted on my
making all my preparations for slumber,
even to lying down in bed, before she would
satisfy my cui'iosity ; and not till I was
fairly ensconced between the sheets, and she
in her white wrapper perched on the bed's

edge, did she begin her story. As for sleep,

had we been dying for want of it we could
not have obtained it for some time to come.
Dancing was still going on below, and the
din of voices and laughter, and the footsteps

of the promenaders on the wooden piazzas,

made discord of the quiet night.

Doris's story was a very little one, and
not one girl in a hundred, brought up as she
had been, would have bestowed an anxious
thought upon it. But Doris was afflicted

with conscientious scruples—I say afflicted,

because a lively conscience is to be con-

sidered in the light of a real affliction so far

as any comfort in life is concerned. It ap-

peared, then, that the child had become
rather seriously entangled with a youth of

good Maryland family, by name Curtis

Monkton ; that is to say, she had allowed
herself to drift into something very like an
engagement. But as Southern society makes
light of even more definite engagements, as

they are rarely divulged until the day of the

marriage ceremony is close at hand, and as

the young people are not expected to look on
them as altogether binding, I endeavoured
to reassure Doris as to her position. And I

fear, in my anxiety for her welfare, I did
not dwell sufficiently on the (temporary)

sufferings of the unfortunate young man. As
for reproaching her, that was out of the

question ; she had a stern enough monitor in

herself.

'No matter, cousin,' she replied, 'I am
very much to blame, and can never reconcile

my conscience to his imhappiness. Curtis

Monkton truly loves me, and the knowledge
of this love troubles me.'

' And you, my child ?
' I said softly.

'I do not know,' she answered, with a
faint blush. ' Sometimes I think I do care

for him. When you make his acquaintance

to-morrow you will at once own that he is an
attractive and highly cultivated gentleman.'

'But do you love him, Doris?' I persisted.

' I do not know,' she repeated gravely.

But after a little pause she added, with
exceeding simplicity, ' I told him this morn-
ing, when he pressed me for a definite
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answer, that I had no first love to give to

him or to any one—all that was over and

done with. I thought it right to tell him
just so much and no more. But, cousin, I

am growing to believe that after a while I

could care for him well enough to become

his wife. We have many tastes in common.
My father, and, indeed, every one, likes

him, and he loves me as—as that other never

could have done.'
' Wise little woman !

' I said, and stroked

the pretty hand that lay in mine.

The light of the solitary candle fell full

upon her face, and I lay and gazed at her at

my leisure. I do not imagine that any one

would have called Doris beautiful, and yet

she was utterly ' lovely ' in the good old-

fashioned sense of the word. She had capti-

vated me from the first, and each time I

looked into the clear depths of her eyes

—

eyes of only moderate size, perhaps, but of

heaven's own blue where the light shines

brightest—-the more exquisite I thought
them. The short, thick, up-curled lashes

gave them an air of innocence and sweetness

quite their own ; and the deHcate tracery of

the arched eyebrows added an expression

both inquiring and pathetic, which, combined
with the exceeding fairness of the small face

—nearly colourless, as Southern faces so often

are—told a tale of a refinement and sensi-

tiveness almost painful to behold in this

rough world. She had the chiselled features

characteristic of the 'nation of well-formed

noses
;

' and for her figure, it was grace itself,

every movement only adding a charm to

what seemed already perfection. What with
her dazzKng fairness of skin and hair, her

innocent eyes, and her snowy gaiments, she

looked to my too partial gaze like something
near akin to an angel, and I caught myself
devising all sorts of visionary schemes with a
view to shielding her for ever from the

possible pain and contamination of every-day
life. Alas ! vain dreams indeed !

It was not surprising that more than one
should have desired to possess this treasure

for Ms own ; and though, as I before remarked,
her beauty, except for her cliild-like fairness,

was not of a type to attract universal atten-

tion, it was of a kind to enchain those who
had once perceived it. But the generality of

men have no eyes worth speaking of, and no
true sense of beauty. I speak as a woman.
The next morning,* as we Avended our way

through the grounds to partake of the waters,

Doris made me acquainted with Mr. Monk-
ton, who proved to be a slight, fair youth,
with a polished manner, a short-sighted gaze

which betrayed the book-worm rather than
the man of action, and a complete infatuation

as regarded Doris. That she should meditate

jdelding to such devotion did not surprise

me ; and his looks and ways were sufiiciently

in his favour to make me jump to the con-

clusion that here was the person calculated

to take tender care of my little girl through
life. However, I had the sense to keep my
ideas to myself for the time being. She was
then just at the age I myself v/as Avhen, four-

teen years before, my own all too brief hap-

piness had been well-nigh wrecked by undue
interference. As the days went on no one
noticed the couple particularly, except, per-

haps, the girl's other beaux, who began to

drop oS. Advanced fiu'tations are a great

deal too common in Southern society to pro-

voke anything but an indulgent smile.

One evening, about a week after my
arrival, I was sitting with my work under
the shade-trees on the lawn. Doris, who
was dressed for riding, was not far away,

Curtis hanging over her, liis whole soul in

his eyes. Never are we so secure as when
danger is at hand, and I was furtively watch-

ing the pair with an ever-growing satisfaction.

There was the faintest flush on the girl's

shell-like skin—the result either of the sun-

set glow or of the young man's ardent

glances, I know not wliich—and she was
looking her loveliest and happiest.

A step on the brick-walk near by caused

me to glance over my shoulder, and there, as

if suddenly arrested on his way to the main
building, stood a very fine and gallant-look-

ing gentleman—covered with dust, it is true,

and plainly straight ofi the road, but a gentle-

man nevertheless. He was gazing straight

over my head at the unconscious Doris, and

the expression of his handsome countenance

at once startled and puzzled me. After a

minute or two he appeared to recollect him-

self, and taking off his hat with real ' old-

time' courtliness, he made me a sweeping

bow and a murmured apology, and pursued

his way. Doris turned her head at the sHght

disturbance, and caught a glimpse of the

receding stranger. A change came over her

face impossible to describe, but it was as if

she had received some shock, the eff"ects of

which went inward. But she relapsed into

a silence which I deemed it wise to dissolve

without delay.
' Come, my dear,' I remarked cheerfully.

' It is close on sundown, and if Mr. Monkton
is going to take you to ride it would be well

to start immediately. I see " Colonel" wait-

ing at the block.'
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She rose at once, and, accompanied by
Curtis, walked across the grass towards the

mounting-block. A few minutes later the

two rode away—Doris urging ' Colonel,' a

renowned fox-trotter, to his fastest gait, her

companion's horse breaking repeatedly in its

efforts to keep pace with hers. From an

upper window some one was leaning and
watching, and when a sudden ripple of

laughter came back as the riders turned the

farthest corner, the some one retreated,

banging the outside blind to again with a

mighty crash.

Now, this was only the beginning of it.

Of course the new comer was none other

than the famous Wilmer Madison, fresh from
the camp, and with his late-won honours

thick on him. And here he was—something

of a hero, and absolutely determined to win
Doris for his wife. His reasons for leaving

her before seemed to me to partake of the

usual masculine obtuseness on certain points.

But the man in love is not remarkable for

perspicacity, and it rarely occurs to him that

the tortures of doubt may, for the girl he

leaves behind him, be at least as severe as

those of the pride which bids him be silent.

Wilmer Madison was like the rest. That
love betrays itself at once too little and too

much had not suggested itself to him more
than to many another equally honourable

young man ; and away he went to win glory

for one girl's sake, proud of his self-control,

and of the reserve which, all unsuspected by
him, made her misery.

Wilmer was an orphan, of good old

Southern stock, but small fortune. Mr.
Mitchell was a wealthy planter ; Doris was
his only child ; therefore, reasoned Wilmer,
pride and duty must seal his lips for awhile,

and an abi'upt summons to the frontier ren-

dered his resolution the easier to keep.

Fortune favoured the brave young officer.

A campaign under Lee, promotion to a cap-

taincj'^, and other more solid rewards had
been his, and knowing that Doris was still

vmmarried, he had come back to her in such

a manner that it was no longer possible to

doubt his intentions. The faithful little

heart—feeling itself still faithful, still free, in

spite of its owner's asseverations to the con-

trary—leapt to meet him as he came, and
very soon it became impossible for Doris to

further delude herself or Curtis. But she

struggled hard, poor child. My part was
wholly neutral, and while hstening sympa-
thetically to the representations of all three,

I resolutely, and at some cost to myself, re-

fused to give an opinion.

What need is there to tell how it all hap-
pened 1 One tale of this kind is pretty much
like another. Suffice it to say that in the

end Doris drew back from her half-formed

engagement to Curtis Monkton, and gave
herself to her earlier love—not without tears

and veritable anguish of remorse, but still

the deed was done. Both young men
behaved well ; and though Wilmer, like most
people of strong will and no complications of

character, could see but one side of the ques-

tion—brushing away feminine scruples and
difficulties like so many cobwebs, and in-

dulging in a manly scepticism as to the force

or endurance of his fallen rival's sufferings

—

he showed as much forbearance as could be
expected in his hour of triumph. You may
perhaps think that a wiser guardian might
have said much that I left unsaid, might
have represented, among other things, that

a nature such as that of Curtis would pro-

bably go further towards forming a happy
home than that of Wilmer, when the lovers

should have turned into husband and wife.

Given every virtue, there must still be some
slight disenchantment on both sides. And
yet, in spite of all, I am obliged to believe

now, as I believed then, that Doris chose the

wiser part, and that I was right not to inter-

fere by so much as a word.

I am no behever in the necessity of pas-

sionatelove—on the woman's side—forthe for-

mation of a successful marriage, and perhaps

a perfect affection is as well, or better, able

to withstand the inevitable little shocks of

disillusionment and the slow wearing of the

waves of life. Few women are genuinely
' in love ' more than once in their lives

;

fewer still marry their first loves
;
yet hun-

dreds eventually become the loyal and happy
wives of men as unlike the first object as it

is possible to imagine. But there are some
women so constituted that with them that

genuine primal passion is incapable of dying

a natural death. It has to be deliberately

killed, and occasionally it turns out to be
only scotched. Or a word, a look, long years

after, revealing that the self-conquest had
been unnecessary, that the bliss desired had
been Avithin reach after all, may have power
to inflict a sudden stab even amid the unsur-

passed contentment of a peaceful marriage.

First love may die, but its subtle influences

seem sometimes well-nigh immortal. I am
persuaded that for Doris there was but one

way, and that was to follow where her heart

led her. So I let her alone. Then in the

future there could be no place for so much
as the flitting ghost of a regret, which, though
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harmless in itself, might torment her inno-

cent soul with a fancied sense of disloyalty

to her husband.

Thus Doris settled the question after her

own fashion, and we went back to the old

Virginia homestead ; and very soon my little

girl learned to thiiik with less self-reproach

of poor Curtis, and opened like a delicate

flower to the warmth of her hero's strong

and protective affection. AVilmer was worthy
of the liking and admiration almost univer-

sally felt for him, and it was impossible to

deny that his way of loving, at once master-

ful and gentle with the gentleness of most
big creatures, was the best way for Doris.

It was arranged that he should leave the

army, and, joining his own modest and
transferable property to that of his prospec-

tive father-in-law, undertake the entire man-
agement of the large Mitchell plantation.

The marriage took place in the fall of the

same year, and immediately afterward I re-

turned to the North, where I continued to

receive excellent reports of the new arrange-

ments from every point of view."

CHAPTER II.

" It was about a year and a half after the

marriage, and some six months after Mr.
Mitchell's death, that I went once more to

the old homestead—that is to say, in the

spring of '61. Little I thought then how
long it would be before I should travel

northward again, or what changes would
have taken place along the route. True it

is that the air was heavy with the clouds of

war, but few of us realised how soon they

would break, or even that they would break

at all. And yet had armed legions threat-

ened my path, I think no dread of them
would have kept me just then from the

motherless girl I loved so tenderly.

Owing to the almost impassable condition

of the roads, after the usual variableness of

a Virginia winter, there Avere as yet no lady

guests in the house, but there were enough
gentlemen constantly going and coming to

test the young mistress's strength pretty

severely. The burden of unlimited hospi-

tahty and the care of a huge coloured family

fell with comparative lightness on the master

in those days ; it was the wife on whom the

chiefresponsibility more often rested, andmany
indeed were the delicate and conscientious

women Avho, in the midst of seeming luxury
and enjoyment, felt, nevertheless, over-

weighted with a load of moral obligation.

Doris's husband spared her all he could. His
devotion was of that rare kind Avhich in daily

life can divest itself of every grain of man's
acknoAvledged prerogative of selfishness, and
the utter peace of their conjugal existence
Avas a very pleasant thing to Avitness.

Among the gentlemen Avho frequented
the house were not a fcav old campaigners

;

and as for Wilmer, he Avas like the war-horse
that sniffs the battle from afar. In the year
of grace 1861, Avomen Avere not supposed to

have opinions, but Ave did have them for all

that, nourishing them in secret the best Avay

Ave could. Doris, habituated from childhood
to the restrictions of Southern thought and
feeling, Avas naturally less affected than I by
the unAvearying flood of talk that went on in

those stirring times. I fumed in silence,

yearning for some speech Avhich should reveal

the existence of a more tolerant and discern-

ing spirit. To expect Wilmer to see two
sides of a question, or even to OAvn to the

possibility of tAvo, I had long discovered to

be past hoping for. The whole strength of

his character, his success in carrying out his

projects—also, I sometimes suspected, the one
danger to those he loved—lay in that very

incapacity. More than one of the neigh-

bouring gentry had served under Lee in '56

or '59, and all appeared eager to serve under
him again. Of liis faithfulness to the South
they never doubted. The great Colonel's

magnanimous and painstaking efforts to avert

the war are too well knoAvn to need repeti-

tion. He strove hard, bringing to the matter

all that clearness of Adsion, that unerring

judgment, that noble toleration, Avliich Avere

his unvarying characteristics. Pity it was
that there were not more like him on both

sides ! But he failed, as Ave all know, and
haAdng failed, showed himself as whole-souled

in submission as he had been in persuasion.

He Avho maintained that Duty was the sub-

limest word in the English language, was
now, as ever, true to his professions; and
A^'ithout an hour's avoidable delsy, he sent

in his resia;nation to the United States

GoA'ernment, declining its tempting offers,

and with these renouncing, as he then

thought probable, much that the Avorld

deems worth retaining. He Avould serve in

the defence of his natiA'e State, if only as a

private in her ranks. But he Avas never de-

ceived. He estimated the ' Yanks ' at their

proper value, and had no over-confidence to

buoy him up.

And so Ave entered on that miserable and
fateful war, the distressing details of which I

shall pass over AvhencA'er permissible. It

Avas glorified by the heroism of its Avomen as

of its men, to an extent Avhich you, perhaps,
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can scarcely realise. Fragile creatures,

li-\dng cheerfully in camps, in wretched bar-

racks, in devastated homes—deprived for

long months and years not merely of the

luxuries to which Southern women were at

that period accustomed, but of the bare

necessaries of existence ; exposed to terror

and insult, and, what was worst of all, to

ceaseless, sleepless care. Verily, there were
heroines in the land in those days.

I may say that my share in the weary
struggle was comparatively soon over, and
that I was not called on to prove any pos-

sible capacity for endurance.

One afternoon, in the latter half of April,

Doris and I were together in the front porch.

Spring in Virginia, though a beautiful, is a

very trying season. The intense heat of the

sun soon takes the freshness out of the air,

and the leaves are too young and scanty to

afford much shade. Added to this we are

almost as liable in Virginia as in England to

sudden spells of cold in the midst of our

spring Avarmth. So it had been with us this

year, and sundry deposits of wood-ashes in

the great old hearths in the parlours betrayed

how lately we had sat and shivered.

Now, in the late afternoon, in the shaded

porch it was perfectly delightful, and though
every spring that I had ever spent in Virginia

found me stifling a sigh for the subtle sweet-

ness of the English spring, I was yet able to

appreciate its more garish glories here. The
coloured gardeners were busy all around the

house, mowing the first crop of grass off the

wide lawns which had at last lost their dull

winter brown, carrying seats out into the

grove, and bringing big tubs of flowering

shrubs and plants from the greenhouse to

range them on either side of the brick walks.

It was full early for the oleanders and giant

abutilons, under whose weight the laughing

negroes staggered, but Doris Avas eager to

have the place in order before her husband's

return, and she pointed out a bursting crape-

myrtle in a neighbouring border to prove to

me that spring had really come. Occasionally

a heavy family coach or farm waggon rolled

over the rapidly-drying mud of the highway,

but it was a far-away and undisturbing sound.

Every now and then one of us went doAvn

the steps to direct the chattering gardeners,

and in the spacious halls and parlours there

was the continual passing to and fro, the per-

petual presence of coloured folk, big and
little, to which I, with my Northern and
English notions, never could become tho-

roughly reconciled. But still it was quite

singular how peaceful we were on that sunny

afternoon, and how little we thought of the

impending war or of the ncAvs which the

master of the house might bring on his return

from Richmond. I can see Doris now as she

lingered a moment before coming up the

porch steps—a tall orange-syringa over he-r

head waving its snowy sweetness against a

spotless heaven, and all that heaven reflected

in her eyes as she glanced at me and smiled.

Suddenly, near sundown, there was a

shout—
' Dar come Marse—jes' sailin'— iny !

jes' see dat dar Colonel—ain't he fine
1

'

And, sure enough, sweej^ing up the slope

at that delicious cradling gait Avhich, given a

good horse, is the very poetry of motion,

came Wilmer—his hat oft', his face alight with

joy and triumph, looking as only conquering

heroes can. He was indeed a splendid fellow.

On they came, the horse's massive neck

just curving to the rein, his tail arched, his

bay coat golden in the evening glow, every

shapely limb obedient to the controlling

hand, proud beyond expression of himself and
his master.

At the porch there was a halt, and the

groom galloped up as Wilmer threw himself

from the saddle to greet his wife. They
went into the house together, and I stayed

behind to give ' Colonel' the sugar he expected

as his right. As I lingered, drawing the thin

fine mane through my fingers, the coloured

boy said

—

' De Kunnel done shed liis ha'r now,

Miss France—he's jes' as slick as glass and
as fiery as tow! Dar's no holdin' dis horse.

But you'll have to commence work noAV, sah
!'

And as he led him away he gave him a

resounding slap on the shoulder, Avhich the

horse seemed thoroughly to understand.

When I turned, Wilmer was beside me.

He sometimes pretended to laugh at my pas-

sion for horses, but in reality it pleased him.

Besides, he never forgot that it was 'Colonel's'

sire who carried my husband in Mexico, and
Avho had once marched riderless to the mar-

tial strains of a soldier's funeral.

' Come into the house, cousin,' he said.

And as he walked by my side, he continued,
' That horse is a trifle too fine-draAvn for my
weight, but I shall trust to his breed to put

him through. Mr. Mitchell never kept any

but the best stock on his plantation.'

'Then are you going to use "Colonel"

hard ?
' I asked.

' Very hard,' was the significant answer.

Of course I knew in a moment what he

meant, and inquired if he had told his Avife.

He replied 'Yes,' and then, taking my hand
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in his, as "we were about to enter the parlour

together, he added

—

' You will not leave her 1

'

' Leave her, Wilmer ? and wliile you are

away ? What a question !'

He said nothing—I do not think he could

—but he raised my fingers to his lips with a

gesture worthy of a knight of old.

After supper, as we sat upon the porch, we
were told all the news—the particulars of the

Declaration, the Secession, and of Colonel

Lee's resignation of his commission in the

United States army.
' He will be asked to accept the command

of the army of Virginia,' concluded Wilmer

;

' then he will appear before the Convention,

and, after that, let the Yanks look out for

themselves ! There's one man at least living

who knows how to teach them a lesson.'

The moon was bright, and Wilmer's fine

eyes shone as he tossed back his handsome
head and looked into liis wife's face. He
was sitting on the steps at her feet, and as he

gazed some other emotion overmastered him.

She had put out her little fair hand and laid

it on his hair—and then, as ever, at her

touch his whole nature seemed to melt, and
he caught the little hand in his.

I looked no more ; my own heart was full.

Was it years ago, or was it only yesterday,

that my own soldier gazed thus into my eyes
and then went forth to die ?

The soft spring breeze sang among the

young leaves, a caged mocking-bird within
the house trilled out a few low, passionate

notes, the flowers gleamed beneath the won-
drous Southern moon—and far away, far, far

removed from all the hope and confidence of

youth, one faint mountain peak rose like a

warning finger into the lit sky.

As I walked in the shadow of the grove
some horsemen came along the road at a

rapid, shambling pace. The dogs, who
usually followed me, must have been down
in the negro quarters, where singing and
dancing was going forward, for they made no
disturbance, and I recognised the voices of

the riders as those of our near neighbours
'The Mitchell folks are making a

fuss,' said one. 'Do you reckon it means
anything 1

'

'Oh no,' was the repl}'', 'not yet. Do
you know if the Captain has returned from
Richmond ?

'

' Yes, I reckon so. He's a real fine

officer, and is mighty apt to be sent to the
front. Lee knows his men '

The rest was lost. A couple of hounds
rushed frantically from the quarters, and in

great

a minute every dog in the neighbourhood
had been set going. I called our own to me,
and retraced my steps to the house, musing
sadly as I went."

CHAPTER III.

" But the weeks crept on, and Wilmer was
not sent to the front. General Lee was at

Richmond, organizing and equipping troops

to go forward. Major Madison was one of

his right-hand men, and, though secretly

chafing at the comparative inaction, he real-

ised that for the present his head was more
needed than his arm.

In the meantime Doris's baby was born.

I forget the exact date, but it was not long

before that somewhat unfortunate campaign
in West Virginia, at the prospect of ^v^hich

all the young officers were exulting. Wilmer
was one of these, and came home before the

start to see his boy for the first time. The
ardour, which had been slightly damped by
the long delay and by the knowledge that

others were in active service when he Avas not,

had burst into fresh life again ; and this,

combined with his release from anxiety on

his wife's account, and the possession of a

son and heir, made him sometimes not unlike

a boy himself. But even then a suspicion

crossed me that his high spirits were in part

feigned for Doris's sake, and that the idea of

being separated from her was one on which
he did not dare to dwell.

I shall ever remember the week he spent

at home. That tenderness Avhich must find

vent in some form of expression was his to

perfection, and there was not a thing he could

do for his wife himself that he would allow

me or any of the servants to do. He would
fan her while she slept in the hot afternoons,

or carry her down-stairs in the cooler even-

ings, she looking like a fair white lily in his

arms, her golden hair against his dark,

bronzed cheek. He would talk to her till

she forgot the cruel war which Avas so soon

to take him from her, and laugh her merry,

girlish laugh again; there was nothing he

would not do to serve her. They would put

their heads together over that Avonderful

baby and marvel at the ugliness of extreme

youth, until the indignant old Mammy Avould

threaten to carry her precious charge aAvay.

Then Wilmer, in spite of his previous re-

marks, would take his little son and, holding

him as carefully as any Avoman, pace the long

halls, Avhile Doris watched the tAVo Avith

thoughts that never could be uttered.

But the summons came, and in the grey

dawn the parting took place. I had left
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Wilmer in his wife's room, and stood outside,

the baby in my arms. It had been a stifling

nisht, and doors and Avindows were all wide
open, so that I could plainly hear the tender

murmur of Wilmer's voice, and now and then

a word from Doris. Then there was silence

for one long minute—and in that silence I

suflfered too, remembering as only women do
remember.
Wilmer came out quickly, his eyes dim

with the tears of which no man need be

ashamed.
'Good-bye, little son,' he said, and bent

to kiss the small wrinkled face upon my arm.

As he did so there came a low, quivering cry
from the room

—

'Wilmer!'
He glanced at me with an expression of

agony.
' I cannot go back,' he whispered. ' Carry

the boy to her, cousin—tell her to name him
for her father. Good-bye, dear, kind cousin !

'

He grasped my disengaged hand, and I

think he kissed me, and was gone in an in-

stant.

There was just that one cry from Doris,

and then no more complaints. But as the
weary weeks of waiting went by, often with-

" On the steps at her feet.

out any news at all, and when it did come
but of the scantiest, she \vilted like a flower,

while her passion for the child grew with a

silent intensity that almost frightened me.

Had she said more about it I should not have
been concerned ; as it was she made me
anxious.

We soon ceased to have cause to lament
the baby's ugliness. That early stage passed,

and in a very few months it needed no ma-
ternal vanity to delight in his beauty. Little

Dick was, in truth, a magnificent boy

—

Wilmer in miniature, with Doris's heavenly
eyes.

Doris and I were thoroughly occupied
always. At the beginning there was no

heavy drain on the resources of the planta-

tion ; the work went on much as usual ; we
had to ride about a good deal, and neighbours

went and came. But a gradual transforma-

tion

had
set in, and things ceased to be as they

been, though the coloured people

remained quiet, and absolutely faithful. The
war went on with its changes and chances,

and the end was not yet.

Then there came an awful season of

suspense. We knew that Wilmer had gone

to the front with General Johnston, and for

a long time nothing more. Doris, new to

suffering as she was then, could hardly have

held out so bravely had it not been for the

boy. She is not the only woman who, in
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trying circumstances, has, all unknomng,
made an idol of lier child ; and though, as I

have observed before, she said but little, my
OAvn love, my own unburied past, was there

to prevent the need of many words between
us. But insensibly she leaned on and clung

to me.

I cannot recollect exactly when it was
that this torture of suspense was ended by a

letter from Wilmer himself. I only know
that Dick was able to crawl in a really

alarming manner and keep his various at-

tendants, white and coloured, in a constant

frenzy of anticipation. Of course we were
aware that the army of Northern Virginia

—

as it came to be called afterwards— was
having by no means unvarying success, that

there was even talk of the military opera-

tions nearing Richmond, and that Lee was
etill superintending the defences on the

Southern seaboard. Wilmer now wrote that

the struggle was becoming more intense,

that he should feel more at ease about us if

we were to follow the example of numerous
other ladies, and proceed at once to Rich-

mond ; the plantation must take care of

itself. Lee had been summoned to the

capital, and he would turn the tide of war.

He—Wilmer—was on his way to raise further

levies and supplies from the plantations, and
in the meantime we must endeavour to

collect all the provisions we could to carry

to the city. For himself, he could bear this

separation no longer—and so on, I suppose,

for Doris ceased to read aloud.

As it befell, however, we did not see Wil-
mer so soon as we expected. He contrived

to send another letter, in which he bade us
set forth immediately with everything we
could scrape together. The road to Rich-
mond was clear. He was unavoidably de-

layed, but hoped to meet up with us before

we should reach the city. There were
several directions for me about the horses,

and I was requested to consult Uncle Bob
as to the fitness for service of one of the two
remaining colts. 'Tell cousin that Colonel
thrives, and proves an easy horse to keep, in

spite of severe work and short rations.'

We now continued our preparations in

good earnest, and in a day or two set off for

Richmond, taking little Dick's Mammy, and
leaving some faitloful servants in charge.

At a wayside depot some miles south of

the city, where we were detained in a
manner common enough in times of war,
AVilmer actually did fall in with us—no longer
quite the brilliant fellow of old, perhaps,
for one month of that desperate strife was as

XXVI-4i

twelve of peace, and those who were alive at

the close counted the four years as ten. But
in the joy of meeting all else was forgotten.

Wilmer's utter bewilderment, when he was
proudly shown the beautiful boy, at whose
contorted countenance he had aforetime gazed
with more wonder than admiration, aftbrded

us no little amusement; and when he dis-

covered that Dick could actually stagger Avith

bubbling peals of excited laughter from one
pair of arms to another, and came fearlessly

to play with the tarnished lace upon the

soldier's uniform, his delight in his first-born

flowed over, and he must needs mount him
on ' Colonel,' to admire the Avay in which the

strong little fellow held himself erect and
surveyed us with wide-eyed, baby dignity.

Before Ave parted from Wilmer he told us

that his contribution to our supplies con-

sisted of a barrel of flour and a firkin of

butter. It Avas the best he could do for us,

and for these he had given eight hundred
dollars—Confederate money, of course—and
his best young horse. I tell you this, so

that you may see Avhat hard times Ave had
fallen upon.

Well, the days Avent on. In some skirmish

Wilmer received a flesh-wound which brought
on a slight fever, and as he was so near to uswas
sent into the city to be nursed by his Avomen-

folk. The compulsory inaction Avhen move-
ments of much importance were threatening,

combined Avith the sight of the pale faces of his

Avife and child, and the smarting of his wound
in the burning May Aveather, made poor Wil-

mer slightly irritable. Conjugal discomfort,

even of the most trifling description, had been

hitherto a thing unknoAvn betAveen these two

;

indeed, it had almost seemed to me as if both

—

and notably Doris, Avho Avas by nature a some-

Avhat silent and gentle little person—made a

religion of avoiding those miserable pettinesses

Avhich often go far to disgust one Avith Avhat

the Avorld calls happy marriages. Wilmer
was by training and disposition courteous to

all ; and, unlike too many of our own country-

men, did not consider it incumbent on him
to make an exception of his Avife. But noAV

I was to be witness of the first jar ; nothing

in itself, yet to me, Avho held certain theories of

my oAvn about Wilmer's character, a danger-

signal. It happened in this Avise. One even-

ing Doris Avas dressing his Avound. I Avas

present Avith a large fan, for, in order to see

better, we had been forced to open the out-

side blinds ; and though the sun was down

'

those pests of the States, the flios, Avere still

rampant, setthng d^wn in black sAvarms when-
ever the fan paused for a second.
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'In three days more I must be gone,'

observed Wilmer as he extended liis arm for

Doris to bathe with water which was very far

from cool ; for, among other minor miseries,

we were enduring the warm season with
little or no ice. ' It is time I was out of the

city. And, Doris, can you guess whom I

heard of in that flurry a few days since 1 Curtis

Monkton ! doing surgical work for the Yanks,
and carrying dispatches, too, I don't doubt.

The low hound ! Only let me meet up with
him face to face !'

'Oh, hush, Wilmer!' I interposed, trjang

to laugh off his excitement ; for I fancied

that from a sense of loyalty to one who had
once proved a true friend Doris might speak
in his defence. And somehow I dreaded that

she should do so—to Wilmer. She paused a

minute, and then said, as she proceeded to

bind the arm with neat and steady fingers,

'Is it not possible, Wilmer, that a man
may differ from us, and yet be equally con-

scientious V
She spoke very gently, as she always did,

but her husband's big dark eyes flashed upon
her with a look I had never seen in them
before. He dragged at his moustache with
his other hand, and said quickly,

' Doris, you don't mean to say that you
defend that—that cur V

It was evident that she would have taken
refuge in silence had she had a choice, but
he gave her none.

'Tell me, Doris,' he went on with irri-

tating persistence, ' what do you mean ?

You cannot pretend that Monkton is not a

traitor to the South 1
'

She still hesitated, looking puzzled and
astonished. Then she replied, as she adjusted

the sleeve of his coat,

' /Fe should be traitors, Wilmer, if we

acted so. But if Curtis does not think with
us he cannot act with us. It is a great mis-

fortune for him that his conscience makes
him our enemy.'

' Conscience !—misfortune !

' cried Wilmer,
with a manner that was more nearly rude
than I could have imagined it possible for his

to be. ' What slippery minds women have !

A thing is either right or wrong. The man
who forsakes his country in her hour of need
is a traitor, and should be shot before the

whole army '

At that moment there came a thumping
of small fists on the Venetian blinds across

the doorway, attended by various inarticulate

sounds. Doris sprang to admit the supplicant.
' Ah, sonnie !

' exclaimed Wilmer, forget-

ting his vexation at the sight of his adored
Dick. ' Come here, boy.'

And as it must be owned that the faithless

child had succumbed altogether to his father's

fascinations, and treated his mother and my-
self as dust and ashes when Wilmer was pre-

sent, down went little Dick on his hands and
knees, and scrambled as hard as he could go
towards the large rocker in the window.
Wilmer called to me to lift the boy upon his

knees, and soon the darkening room re-echoed

to their shouts. Later, Aunt Judy brought

the lamp. Doris came forward to close the

blinds against the moths, and in passing

pressed her lips to her son's dusky head. Her
husband watched the caress a little jealously

;

perhaps, also, observing afresh how pale and
wan she was ; and as she began to move away
behind liis chair he leaned his head far back,

so that he could meet her eyes.
' Dear !

' he murmured cntreatingly.

She paused directly, and, stooping, laid

her face to liis.

So the shadow passed—for the time."

{To be continued.)

COEEESPONDEKCE CLASSES.

By one who has TRIED THEM.

SOME time has elapsed since teaching by
Correspondence was described in the

pages of GrOOD Words. It has since then

gained so firm a footing that it may seem
superfluous to discuss it further.

To those, however, who have not had it

specially brought under their notice, informa-

tion regarding this simple and elastic system
may be not only interesting but a boon.

The Correspondence Class is intended for

the extension of skilled teaching to any

woman within reach of the post, who may
wish to continue systematic education. One
halfpenny throughout Britain, and tlie cor-

responding small book-post rate in regions

beyond, will, fortnight by fortnight, lay on

the desk of the tutor the exercises, questions,

and answers of the pupil, however distant,

and insiu-e the regular reply, correction, and

help. A fee is paid on entering the class to

cover the postage of these repHes, and to

meet the expenses of the scheme. This fee
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averages lis. per term of twelve weeks;

three of these terms make up the annual

course from November to June. Those who
have spent their youth within reach of the

classes and lectures which are so bountifully

provided in large towns, and who, perhaps

have even wearied of the abundance of such

intellectual resources, can hardly imagine the

mental hunger of many who are out of reach

of these supplies. The eyes and the voice of

one such come before me now. Feeble in

health, scant of means, and living away from

any centre of intellectual activity, yet, withal,

eager and strong of spirit, her craving came
out in the whispered words :

" Do you know,

I feel so hungry sometimes
!

" The eager,

panting emphasis of the word " hungry " is

not to be forgotten. Had this easy means
of appeasing that hunger been known to

me then, how gladly would it have been

told, and how eagerly caught up by that

modest, patient sufferer, who is now past all

need

!

And it is hunger, more or less keen, which
brings most women to those Correspondence

Classes. The intellectual menu is ample and
varied. It includes such subjects as gram-
mar, arithmetic, history, geography, litera-

ture, composition, classical and modern lan-

guages, botany, logic, music, drawing, history,

art, mathematics, &c. ; so that a young girl's

education in general, or some branch of

instruction in particular, is provided for. To
illustrate the former : Last Avinter an English

family, detained by the health of one of its

principal members in an inaccessible part of

Switzerland, kept up the education of the

daughters by this means. And many a

solitary student might be cited to illustrate

the latter. The w^-iter, for example, be-

guiled the monotony of a foreign "health-

resort " by the stimulant of a regular course

of study. If, in wild cases of "hunger," the

boon is felt to be so great, it is hardly neces-

sary to point out what it must be in cases of

great isolation, in wdiich some women need
the knowledge for the sake of those depend-
ing on them ; while others, perhaps late

in life, turn to study as a relief from care,

fi'om ennui, from disappointment, from dis-

sipation of mind. And it is for women
this opportunity is made. What a " pull "

—

to use a boy's phraseology—the other sex

has over them, in this matter of education !

However odious at the time is the enforce-

ment of application—enforced, if need be, by
birch, and later on by failure in examina-
tion and loss of place in the world's race

—

the habit of application once gained stands a

man in good stead when he needs or desires

to master any study. Let women, then,

to whom neither birch-rod nor responsibility

have taught this lesson, take a milder means
of acquiring it for themselves. Let those

who feel the need of discipline in work, take
up some line of study, place themselves
under the guidance of the "corresponding
tutor," and habituate themselves to their

self-imposed task, with all the minor matters
of attention, regularity, neatness. Experience
proves that they shall be amply rewarded.

Another " pull " that boys till recently en-

joyed over girls, but which this and similar

efibrts are rapidly diminishing, is the advan-
tage of skilled University teaching. Far be it

from me to disparage the laborious and con-

scientious Magnalls of print and the much-
tried governesses of private life, who have
taught and trained so many of our aunts and
sisters, and ourselves too. But at this time
of day there is no need to demonstrate the

advantage of skilled teaching, and that such
ought to be Avithin the power of women as

well as men. This is a form of "women's
rights " so harmless and so obvious as to re-

quire no defence. Such a " right " the pupils

of these classes enjoy. The services of quali-

fied teachers are placed at their disposal, and
these show a real desire to help forward any
earnest woman student. I have said that this

agency is both w^ell known and well organized,

but it might be still more widely known, and
for this pui'pose it is well that those who
have had pleasant experience of it should
tell their experience to others, and so put
them in the way of sharing it.

The importance and interest of the Scrip-

ture department of this work may be specially

enlarged upon. In this field, as we all know,
not only is the schoolmaster abroad, but the

sceptic also. We can hardly open a magazine
of the period without seeing the most sacred

subjects presented under the freest hand-
ling. People of every age read these criti-

cisms, and discuss them. Is it not wise,

then, to make the sacred Scriptures the sub-

ject of a study as systematic, as interesting,

as suited to our modes of thought, and as

level to recent discovery and criticism, as we
make other studies 1 A^jproaching them with

reverence and earnestness, guided by the

books of reference recommended, and aided

by the friendly and accomplislied mind of the

tutoi', the pages of the Bible become clearer

and brighter. If we have to meet modern
difficulties we are also armed with modern
weajions. Such study, especially when the

blessing of the Divine Author of Scripture is
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sought, cannot be useless. On the contrary,

it is through such study, and not by a wilful

blindness to the difficulties of Scripture and
the comments of unbelievers, that a reasonable

means is found of combating unbelief in the

mind.

For this end alone the Scripture work is

invaluable. No effort on the student's part,

however crude, to draw out for herself the

meaning of a passage is trouble thrown away;
and no honest endeavour is likely to pass

unrecognised by such teachers as those who
give their hearty labour to this cause, and
who put "le coeur au m6tier." Many a

Sunday hour, long and dreary to the unem-
ployed, flies lightly over the head of the

"corresponding" Bible student, and many
a week-day hour is also similarly brightened

;

for in the fortnightly list of questions sent

there will be points calling for search and
thought, as well as others needing only me-
mory and attention.

How many girls who have quitted school,

or college, but who have the sense to know
that their education, instead of being
" finished," is only begun, would find these

classes a genuine boon, were it for nothing

else than to chasa away ennui, or "to keep
their wits on the grindstone !" To such, and
to all who ^vish to improve themselves, the

writer Avould commend the Correspondence

Classes.*

LOUISA CONOLLY.

* Information on the subject may be had from the secre-

taries, Miss Jane MacArthur, 4, Buckingham Street, Hill-

head, Glasgow, or Miss Walker, 37, Gillespie Crescent, Edin-
bui-gh.

SUNDAY EEADINGS.
By bishop BEOMBY.

September 6th.

Read Psalm civ. 1, and Matt. vi. 19—84.

" Give us day by day our daily bread."—Luke xi. 13.

THIS is the central petition of the Lord's

Prayer. There is a beautiful sym-

metry running through it, balancing its dif-

ferent parts. It begins with the address to

God, and it ends (in the version given by

St. Matthew) with the ascription of the

universal kingdom, power, and glory. The
central petition is preceded by three con-

nected with the glory of God, and it is

followed by three others connected with

man's spiritual wants. This short central

one is the only one which encourages us to

spread our temporal necessities before the

throne of the Father ; but while it does so

encourage us, the isolation and solitariness

of the petition teach us to attach a right

value to earthly benefits relatively to the

Divine glory and our own spiritual welfare.

The great lesson of this central petition is

this, that all earthly blessing comes from

God. Bread is God's " gift." Man, indeed,

co-operates with God in the visible part of

clearing, sweetening, enriching, plotighing,

and sowing ; but the invisible part is God's.

" Paul may sow and Apollos water, but God
giveth the increase."

" We plough the fields and scatter

The good seed on the land,

But it is fed and watei'd
By God's almighty hand ;

He sends the snow in winter,
The warmth to swell the grain,

The breezes and the sunshine
And soft refreshing rain."

The rich and the poor alike are led to own
this titter dependence upon God. What if

He were to send immoderate rains season,

after season, or shut up the heavens by a

long, continuous drought. The prince and
the pauper, the peer and the peasant, would
have alike to confess that they are absolute

pensioners upon God's bounty—neither free-

holders nor leaseholders, but simply pen-

sioners from day to day and hour to hour.

How few like to acknowledge this ! How
few enter into the spirit of St. James's re-

proof—" If the Lord will, we shall do this or

that" (St. James iv. 15). By the same
word, bread becomes food for man, and by
that word the rottening seed which man
sows in spring covers the landscape with

the golden sheaves of autumn. " Man shall

not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God

"'

(St. Matt. iv. 4), making bread to be food for

man and grass food for the cattle.

The word bread should read a lesson to»

the rich. It should fill him with shame for

past selfishness, as he is taught by this peti-

tion to pray, " My Father, I have forgotten

thy other children ; let me be no more filled

with pride, but use my superabundance a.-i

a loan from thee, to lessen the sufferings and

alleviate the poverty of my poorer brethren..

Let these riches bind no more my grovel-

ling soul to earth, but raise my soul to

heaven. Teach me to say, 'What wouldst

thou have thy steward to do with this abun-

dance ?
' Shall I not devote it for the relief
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of the sick, the instruction of the ignorant,

the support of the orphan, the evangelization

of the heathen 1"

The duty also is incumbent on the labour-

ing class. They, too, have the means of

their subsistence from God. To ask for

bread is not to ask for a miracle ; but it is

to ask for health and strength and skill.

These, too, are possessions, not in fee but as

pensions. Blindness may throw a veil over

the eyes of the most skilful artisan, or paraly-

sis strike doAvn at any moment the sturdiest

labourer. Health and wage are not to be

wasted upon drink or sloth. They are meant
for the glory of the Giver, Avho asks you to

feed and clothe your family, to educate your
children, to provide for a rainy day, for the

possibility of 3'our wife being a widow and
your little ones fatherless. If the rich would
help the poor, let them teach them not to

cast their pearls of health and spare wages
to the swine of self-indulgence. We ask

for to-day's bread, not for to-morrow's. From
to-day's plenty we must ourselves lay aside

something for to - morrow's wants. Our
schools should inculcate habits of thrift

from earliest life. A boy at fifteen, who
begins to earn wage, may easily spare one
shilling a week for investment in a post-

office bank, which the State guarantees.

How few know that this weekly invest-

ment will secure at the age of sixty an
annual pension of £41, or one of £24, if he
prefer it, at the age of fifty-five, "ttdth the

advantage of ceasing to contribute after

forty-five

!

<')nce more, " bread " does not exclude
other temporal blessings. As " day by day "

is used to reprove undue anxiety for the

future, so "bread" is used to rebuke all

hankering after superfluities that may
minister to our pride or love of luxuries.

They that have gone back to their Father's

House will find " bread enough and to

spare." " The young lions do lack, and suffer

hunger ; but they that seek the Lord shall

not want any good thing" (Ps. xxxiv. 10).
" Our Father " is not a father that neglecteth
His children. If we have drunk from the
Fountain of Life, He will not leave us to

perish by the way through the desert for

want of water. If we have fed upon the
Bread of Life, He will supply the natural
food. If Ave have put on the robe of

righteousness. He who clothes the lilies will

not leave us unclothed. Having prayed
already, " Thy kingdom come," and seeking
it first, we may be sure that " all these
things shall be added unto us."

September 13th.

Kead Matthew xviii. 21—35.

'• And forgive us our sins, for we also forgive everyone that
is indebted to us."—6t. Lukb xi. 4.

We come now to the first of the three peti-

tions connected with our own spiritual wants.

What can we want more than forgiveness 't

What joy to the hopeless bankrupt, if his

creditors would only overlook his long-accu-

mulating debts ? On another occasion our

Lord calls our trespasses "debts." Time,

talents, health, life itself is a debt. This

debt the Christian man desires to be always

paying, and in paying to be always feeling

indebted. To employ them for His glory is

to pay that debt ; to use them for our own
pride, luxurj^, or self-aggrandisement, is to

rob God of His due. Every day and ever}'

hour the debt is accumulating, and its

liquidation more hopeless. Men, like coward
debtors who dare not look into their books,

or like the foolish ostrich who buries his

head in the sand, may refuse to examine

their indebtedness to their Creator, but

there it is, intricate, immeasurable ! But
when a true consciousness of our state has

once been awakened by the Holy Spirit, and

a sense of our utter insolvency is brought

home to us, our confession will not be this :

"Lord, have patience with me, and I will

pay thee all," for that is but the cry of a

momentary alarm, but rather that of Bishop

Andrews :
" Forasmuch as I have nothing

to pay, forgive me. Lord, this whole debt, I

beseech Thee." And such a plea, and all

pleas formed after the model of the Publican,

"God be merciful to me, a sinner," can never

be addressed to the Father's compassion in

vain. The whole debt is forgiven for Christ's

sake, nay, /or His own sake; for Christ is not

some second God who makes atonement to

the injured God after the notion of the

heathen mythologists. " Our Father " is a

King; and as a King He gives royally

to His children: "I, even I, am He that

blotteth out thy transgressions fen- Mine

own sake, and will not remember thy

sins" (Is. xliii. 25). That is an essential

error and a fatal confusion of thought

which leads men to find some reason for

forgiveness within themselves, such as

the quantitative measure of their trangres-

sions, or the greatness of their temptations,

or the necessity of a little more forgiveness

or a little more repentance. But a simple

acceptance of the proffered pardon by an act

of personal faith is God's way for provoking

thankfulness of spirit and holiness of life

And (2) tliis holiness will show itself in
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growing likeness to the Father. The moral

lineament of the Father Anil reproduce itself

in the children's love of forgiveness. So true

is this that an unforgiving spirit is an un-

mistakable sign that Ave have not passed

under the transforming influence of the

Father's forgiveness. It is a proof that such

a man has never risen and gone to his Father

and said, " I haA^e sinned against heaA'eu and
in thy sight." We must beAvare of using the

AN^ord " for " as an argument for claiming the

divine forgiveness as the reward for our OAvn

pardon. Remember that the petition is put

into the mouths of those Avho have already

receiA'ed the pardon of the germ sin of un-

belief and impenitence, and have already, in

the spirit of adoption, called God " our

Father." But Ave are taught that the unfor-

giAdng spirit does oiitrage to God's great

LaAv, and passes again under the shadoAv of

unforgiveness ; for so the unforgiving servant

in the parable, Avhose lord had forgiven him
*'all that debt," Avas cast into the prison

until " the uttermost farthing of it should be

paid." Such a consequence must folloAv in

the nature of things ; for Avas not the object

of Christ's mission to bring men under the

reign of laAV—the laAv of love 1 The atone-

ment Avas God's method for introducing

harmony in His OAvn Avorld, and making men
<it one Avith Himself and Avith each other.

That method Avas unconditional forgiveness,

that Ave, by feeling its poAver, might learn

hoAv to forgive. God's laAvs, Avhether physical

or moral, are meant more for the race than

for the individual. And so the divine love

refuses to make its home in the abode of

brotherly hatred. In this model prayer the

Father has once and for ever bound heaA^enly

and earthly love together by "the golden
chain of prayer." Hatred is not only an act

of suicide, but it is a stab against the AAdiole

body of Avhich Christ is the living head. The
l^etition Ave are considering gives no Avarrant

to the thought that the divine mercy is the

reAvard of human merit, but it exhibits the

peace of God flying back to heaven from the

dwellings of unforgiA'ing men. Paraphrased,
it rises to heaA'en from the lips of such men
in this awful form, "Father, I forgive not
my enemy, who has insulted or Avronged me

;

forgive not me. As I deal Avith him, so.

Lord, deal Avith me. The hundred pence he
OAves me I Avon't, I can't pass over. I Avould

rather fling back again at thy feet the ten
thousand talents AA-hich thou didst remit to

me."

Those words of our Lord have a terrible ring
of warning for our age. Are those difierences

upon the externals of religion, its nature and
its accidents, Avhich stir up hatred and strife,

AA'hich religious ncAvspapers love to foster,

Avorth a hundred pence 1 Well might a great

Belgian painter represent the SaA'iour closing

His eyes Avith His hands to shut out the

spectacle of different Christian bodies fight-

ing among themselves around the Cross !

He Avitli the pierced hands stretched out
cannot bear to look upon His servants seizing

by the throat their brothers and sisters, Avho

kneel at church and say, "I believe in the

forgiveness of sins" and go home and separate

themselves for some miserable hundred pence,

until the odium Theologicum has groAvn into a

proverb.

And from His words look to His Example.

Do you not see near Calvary, Pilate the un-

just judge, those cruel soldiers, those perjured

Avitnesses, that surging murderous multitude,

and amidst it all do you not hear the cry,

" Father, forgive them, for they know not
Avhat they do ?

" We have read just now an
affecting story of Christ-like forgiveness.

Over the cenotaph of the poor orphan cabin-

boy, Avhose life in an evil hour the ship-

Avrecked sailors of the Mignonette had taken
to support their OAvn, there ha.g been erected

a monumental slab by a brother, on Avhich

he has inscribed the touching prayer, " Lord,

la}' not this sin to their charge."

September 20th.

Head James i.

"And lead ns not into temptation, but deliver us from
evil."— St. Luke xi. 4.

The Great Teacher has taught us to take

a A'ery Avide vieAv of our wants in the three

last petitions of this model prayer. When Ave

prayed, "Give us day by day our daily

bread," we looked only to the present ; when
Ave added "and forgive us our sins," Ave took

a sad retrospect of the sins and shortcomings

of our misused lives ; and now Ave are bid

to look onward to the troublesome future of

temptation and many-sided CAdl. It is Avith

this future Ave have uoav to deal, Avith all its

possibilities of hidden evil. " Ea^I " must be

distinguished from "temptation." Tempta-

tion is not necessarily evil. There are men
Avho fall into a kind of despair, and feel

themselves to be forsaken of God, because

Avicked thoughts rush unbidden into their

hearts ; thoughts, it may be, of depravity,

thoughts of infidelity, thoughts even of blas-

phemy. Christ Himself was tempted on the

mountain, but He resisted the tempter ; once

more in the garden, yet He triumphed never-

theless—"not my Avill, but Thine be done;"
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and once again on the Cross, Avhen He cried,

as the darkness went over His soul, " My
God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?"
Yet the fihal trust returned, and He, Avho

had taught us how to hve, then taught us

how to die. " Father, into Thy hands I

commend my spirit." It is not then tempta-

tion, but it is the yielding of the consent to

the tempter, that constitutes evil. Nay,
temptation, rightly used, is a positive bles-

sing in disguise. The boisterous storm not

only tests the strength of the young oak, but

makes it strike its roots more firmly into the

soil : and so, both in physical and spiritual

conflicts, there is no trial of our strength,

more especially with the young athlete, from
Avhich we do not come forth the stronger

and the better. It is from the furnace of

affliction that the true gold, freed from its

baser mixture, comes forth the purer and the

more precious. St. James has told us " to

count it all joy, when ye fall into divers

temptations . . . that ye may be perfect and
entire, wanting nothing." (St. James i. 2.)

Thus, and thus alone, can God be said to
" lead us into temptation." As He permitted

Adam's temptation, although it led to Adam's
fall, for the eventual perfection of our race,

as He permits storms and tempests in the

physical world for Avise and beneficent ends,

so is the tempter allowed to visit us that he
may find, by Divine Grace, nothing in us to

respond to his wicked solicitations. "The
thorn in the flesh" came to St. Paul "to
buff'et him," but "the Lord said. My grace is

sufiicient for thee
;

" and St. Peter says, " The
Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out
of temptation." When we pray this prayer
we simply pray that God's good providence
will give eftect to His merciful promise that

"He will not suffer us to be tempted above
that we are able" (1 Cor. x. 13). The
jjetition in effect binds the indolent man to

pray against the temptation to sloth, the rich

man the temptation to selfish luxury, the
irritable man the temptation to stir up his

ungovernable passion, the poor man to dis-

content and envy, lest these temptations
should excite unlawful lust, and lust should
conceive and bring forth its hateful progeny
of sin and death.

The petition binds us, unless oflfered up
night and morning in terrible mockery, to

avoid all the occasions of evil. What consti-

tutes these occasions each one is bound to

judge for himself from his past experience.
Artificial laws imposed by society, even
Christian society, are often more harmful than
helpful. The cold air which braces a strong

man will injure the man of delicate lungs
;

the man of weak ej'cs should not burn the

midnight oil ; the man who has the sad in-

heritance of a body prone to intemperance
should rush from the wine-bowl as from the
fatal sting of the adder ; and no youth or
maiden Avho has resolved to live to God and
to folloAV Christ should join again in any
social intercourse which they have found, by
past experience, has deadened the soul to

higher and holier influences. The Christian's

duty is to watch against his own besetting

temptation, or the sudden surprise and snare

of the Evil One, and fleeing from it " to

pray," (as the Apostle did thrice after the

example of his Master) " that it may depart

from him." The warning suggested by the

petition applies to the parents and guardians

of the young, as well as to themselves. We
all, both young and old, are taught not to

regard physical pain or trouble, or sorrow of

heart, or any bodily or mental affliction, or

temporal loss, or death itself, as evil in them-

selves, but only evil as they separate us

from God, " our Father which is in heaven,"

and unfit us for our future inheritance.

With this petition St. Luke brings the uni-

versal model prayer to a close. St. Matthew
we know balances it by an ascription to the

Almighty ONE, corresponding to the address

with which it begins. As Ave commenced
by an appeal to the Fatherly character of

Him Avho created us, so noAV are we taught

to urge this irresistible and prevailing plea,

" for Thine is the kingdom, the poAver, and

the glory, for ever and ever." Father, our

Father, my Father, if Thine is the "kingdom,"

Thou must govern me and mine and all the

nations upon earth, O claim and help me to

render up Avhat is Thine OAvn. And if Thine

is the " power," Thou canst cast out of Thine

oAvn universe, and out of my heart and the

hearts of all men, the roots of rebellious sin

and evil, and crush the Evil One under Thy
feet ; and if Thine is the "glory," be Thou
glorified in my salvation and the salvation

of men.

" Jesus shall reign where'er the sun
Dotli His successive journeys run ;

'

His kingdom stretch from shore to shore

Till suns shall rise and set no more."

September 27th.

Bead Psalm ciii., John xvii.

" For Thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

for ever."

—

St. Matthew vi. 13.

The concluding AA^ords are not found in St.

Luke's version of the Lord's model prayer,

but as the occasion referred to by that evan-

gelist was not the same as that which is de-
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scribed by St. Matthew, this doxology was
probably added to the original form. The
doxology gives symmetry and beautiful har-

mony to it, balancing, as it does, the opening
address, " Our Father which art in heaven."

It does more, it explains the rationale of all

prayer, as it furnishes pleas drawn, not from
our own wants and necessities, but from
God's own glory and majesty. It lifts us up
above our own little longings and all our
earthly interests into the regions of heaven,

where angels' prayers are polluted with no
distrust or selfish aim, and are lost in simple

praise and loving adoration. It forms at the

same time the very encouragement to all true

prayer. "Lord, we have asked Thee blessings,

for thine is the kingdom. Oh, let, then, thy
kingdom come ! Thine is the poiver ; give

us, thy children, power to do thy will. Thine
is the glonj in all Thou grantest and in all

Thou withholdest. We do but ask that that

glory be promoted, that power displayed,

and that kingdom enlarged, and then the

object of our prayers and the very purpose

of our creation will be alike assured."

This model prayer not only is a pattern of

comprehensiveness, but it is the golden link

that binds all Christians in one. Taught us

by Christ it brings us all close to Christ, as

well as to all disciples of Christ in all ages.

The first martyrs used it, the early Church
used it. Christians all over the world use it

;

little children in their cots and old men upon
their death-beds use it. In many liturgies it is

repeated more than once, sothat, if thethoughts

of worshippers have strayed, the familiar

words, " Our Father," strike once more upon
the inattentive ear, recall the wandering
thoughts by the voice of Christ, and remind
us in whose presence we are. The Lord's

Prayer, and especially these concluding

words, not only teach us liow to pray, but

unite us, as brethren, with Himself in His
own sublime and parting prayer. With the

cruel cross and agony before His eyes, the

tenor of His prayer accords witli this doxo-

logy we are considering, "Father, the hour
is come : glorify tliy Son, that thy Son also

may glorify thee " (John xvii. 1) ; and in

words very similar to this doxology the

apostle, when he saw his time at hand, re-

cognised the same Trinity of Kingdom,
Power, and Glory, in happy assurance :

" The
Lord shall deliver me from every evil work,
and will 'preserve me unto His heavenly 'king-

dom ; to whom be glory for ever and ever.

Amen." (2 Tim. iv. 18.)

The principal lesson taught us by the

Doxology is one which we must all learn, if

prayer is to bi'ing to us any true answer of

peace. Prayer must be the language of a

soul that trusts in the goodness and the wis-

dom of God. We are not to expect any
miraculous suspension of God's regular laws,

inconsistent with the glory of His kingdom,
in order to gratify our individual wishes.

Nor is prayer the cry of a spoilt child ad-

dressed to an over-indulgent parent, who
gives because the child asks ; but it is the

language of a loving child to a still more
loving Father, who knows far better than
that child what is not harmful to himself,

not injurious to others, not contrary to God's

government of the world. Christ, indeed, did

teach us that " Whatever we ask" we should

have ; but he checked that wide word by
these two conditions—"in my name," and
" believing." That modifying term, "in my
name," teaches us to pray as He prayed

—

" not my will, but thine be done ;" and that

word "believing " binds me, as a believer, to

expect nothing which is inconsistent with

the Divine will.

All Scripture, from the oldest to the latest of

its records, witnesses to this rationale of all true

prayer. Job, living well-nigh three thousand
years ago, upon the distant borders of Arabia,

interpreted all real prayer, " Will he "—(the

hypocrite)

—

"delight himself in the Almighty?
Will he always call upon God V (Job xxvii.

10) ; and the latest and most lo\'ing of the

disciples defined it, " Truly our felloivship is

with the Father." The hypocrite cannot

truly pray, " Thy kingdom come," for he
prays against his own interests, since every-

thing that is evil must be cast out of God's

kingdom into eternal outer darkness ; but
the true child of God seeks fellowship with

God in love, in work, in prayer. He daily

cries for more of the Spirit who manifests

and endears Christ to his own heart. He
prays for more light, more truth, more self-

victory. He prays to become moi^e conformed
to God's will, to be conscious that to live

for self is unworthy of a redeemed being,

and to be abandoned to a lie. Formed
after the image of God, he seeks God as

the centre of his being ; and he lives

simply as coming from Him, living to

Him, and going to Him.

" Wliate'er is good to wish, ask that of heaven,
Though it be what thou canst not hope to see ;

But if for any wish thou darest not pray,

Then pray t» God to take that wish away."
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CHAPTER XXXVII.—A SUMMONS.

HESTER waited throughout the wet after-

noon for her cousin's return to Meclbury
with great anxiety and perturbation, not so

much upon the woman's account to whom she

had been summoned (though disquiet at Mrs.
Bertram's behaviour had long given place to

•commiseration for her) as on that of Maria
herself.

There was some hope, of course, that the

invalid's mood had changed, or that her ex-

citement would have worn itself out before

Maria's arrival, but there was also a fear that

she might rave on in the same vein, and by
some vague allusion to Captain Drake, or to

Hester herself, might do irreparable mischief.

As hour after hour went by, this foreboding
deepened. When dinner-time arrived, and
still her cousin had not returned, she began
to feel seriously alarmed. Her apprehensions
were not shared by the rest of the house-

hold. It was by no means uncommon

—

though it had not happened so often since

iter engagement—for Maria to remain at

Shingleton till quite a late hour, when any
pressing case seemed to demand attention.

No one ever thought of interfering with her
charitable proceedings ; she was a chartered
philanthropist. On such occasions, though
"the dangers of the dark " were small in that
unfrequented neighbourhood, she would take
a, fly instead of returning home on foot.

At the beginning of dinner, indeed. Captain
Drake had suggested the propriety of his going
to fetch his fimicde by reason of the fury of

the storm, but Lady Barton had reasonably
remarked that her daughter was not coming
home by water, so that the state of the
weather coidd hardly affect her; and Sir

Abraham (who liked his meals in peace, with-
out defection or interruption) had inquired
scornfully whether the Captain thought Maria
made of sugar. It was an opportunity, too, for

him, as an engaged man, to have made an ap-

propriate reply, but he let it pass and simply
took his place at the table. His love, of
course, was not platonic, but it seemed to

have a good deal of philosophy about it. That
sort of passion is common enough nowadays,
when, instead of falling in love, we go into
it with much the same deliberation that
we go into business ; but Francis Drake was
not of the modern type, which made such
XXVI—42

behaviour in him tlie more remarkable
It was the first time that Hester had dined
in his company without Maria. He neither
addressed her nor glanced towards her ; never
very talkative, he remained altogether taci-

turn.

" Really, my dear Captain, since you are
off duty," said Sir Abraham with a bantering
air, " I think you might give us a word or
two ; when Maria is here of course no one
expects it."

"I shoidd as soon think of expecting it of
him as of the man at the wheel on ship-
board," observed Sir Reginald gaily.

_" By-the-bye, that reminds me, Eleanor,"
said Sir Abraham, " that I have received an
invitation from the steam-boat committee to
take part in the Inauguration Excursion, as
they call it, to Saltby. Of course I don't
mean to go."

" I should recommend you to reconsider
that determination," said Lady Barton
gravely; "your refusal is likely to give
great dissatisfaction."

" Pooh, pooh ! I will send them ten
pounds."

"I conclude," said Francis, "that they
have got a new ship."

The Captain's taciturnity had been com-
plained of, but his first speech as it happened
was more objectionable to his host than his

silence.

" New ship ! stuff and nonsense ! Why
should they have a new ship ? " inquired Sir

Abraham testily.

"I merely judged by the term 'inaugu-
ration.'

"

" That only means that it is the first ex-
cursion of the season," explained Lady
Barton.

" It's the old Javelin" murmured Sir Regi-
nald ; "I remember it as long as I remember
anything. Shouldn't Avonder if it was the
first steamer that ever was launched !

"

"They built them very well in those
days," remarked Sir Abraham; "there was
no scamp work."

" Still, things must wear out. I was not
badly built myself," said the Baronet patheti-

cally ; "but I feel that it is getting time that
Francis took my place."

"I hope that Avill not be yet awhile," said

the Captain gently.

"Of course it will not," cried Sir Abraham
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confidently. He had no objection, but
rather the contrary, to the CajDtain becoming-

Sir Francis, but liis own age approached too

nearly to that of Sir Reginald to make such
views agreeable to him. " The Javelin will

at all events last another season, and then, if

the general election comes on and I find

myself still ]\I.P. for Shingleton, I suppose I

must help the town to buy another ship."
" If your constituents are not all drowned

in the meantime," suggested the Baronet with
a chuckle,

" Since you have opposed the purchase of

a new vessel," said Lady Barton gravely, "I
think you ought to accept the invitation of

the committee, if only to show your con-

fidence in the Javelin."

" I hate the sea," returned Sir Abraham
irritably; "it's ten to one that I shall not be
able to keep on deck, and going below is de-

testable. How people can go for pleasure

across the Atlantic to be sick in a cupboard,

often in company with some stranger
"

" Really, Sir Abraham, these observations

are quite unnecessary," remonstrated her
ladyship; "you ai^e not required to go to

America, but merely to Saltby and back

;

and if you object to the cabin, we will take

the carriage, and Ave can sit in that on deck.

Then you need never know that you are on
board ship at all."

Sir Abraham shook his head ; he knew
better than that, but yet there was a tremu-
lousness in the shake that augured ill for his

determination. His wife's arguments had
had their usual weight Avith him, especially

that allusion to the representation of the

borough. Parties were very nearly balanced
there, and his acceptance or refusal of the

committee's invitation might seriously affect

the chances of his return. Lady Barton
perceived the imi^ression that had been
made, and Avas much too wise to pursue the

subject. It is always dangerous to beat the

nail of conviction into the unAvilling mind,
Avhere one injudicious stroke may crook it

;

once put into position it should be left to

settle by its OAvn Aveight.

In the silence Avhich followed the success

of her ladyship's successful stroke of diplo-

macy the front door Avas heard to bang ; the

Avind had forced it from the hands of the

footman, and thus announced in its rude Avay

an arrival.

" There is Maria at last. Pray excuse me,
Lady Barton," exclaimed Hester involun-

tarily, and she ran out to greet her cousin.

It struck her that she might have some-
thing to say to her of a private nature, and

that the presence of others might embarrass
Maria. To her astonishment she found that

her cousin AA^as not alone, but Avas accom-
panied by Dr. Purcell, the Rector of Shingle-

ton, With this gentleman Hester had, of

course, made acquaintance. His wife and
he had dined more than once at the Castle

since she had been an inmate of it, and
she had also occasionally met him in hei

ministrations amongst the poor. They had
seemed to her a harmless but not very inte-

resting old couple. The Rector had held

the living from the time when Shingleton

had been a mere fishing village, and had
made no effort to adajjt himself to its new
conditions. There were other and larger

churches in the place for those Avho liked

Catholic teaching or Gospel truth, but the

parish church AA'^as still neither high nor low,

Avhile its minister remained one of the most
old-fashioned of British divines.

On the first Sunday that Hester had
attended Avorship there she had witnessed a
ceremony—for though not in the rubric, it

might almost have been termed so from the

solemnity and seriousness with Avhich it Avas

conducted—that had very nearly upset her
gravity. As the Rector Avas ascending the

pulpit stairs, he suddenly stopped, and put
his hand to what, had he been in lay costume,

would haA'e been his jacket. Having his

gown on—he ncA^er preached in his surplice

—he found that entrance Avas denied him.

He leant over the banisters, beneath Avliich

Avas the rectorial peAv, and in Ioav but distinct

tones observed, " My dear, a pocket-hand-

kerchief." Mrs. Purcell produced the re-

quired article from her reticule, and handed
it to him. He then ascended into the pulpit,

Avhere he made use of it in a very pronounced
and demonstrative manner, then folded it up
into a ball, and cast it, with an aim so un-

erring that it could obviously only have
arisen from long practice, into his lady's lap.

Then he proceeded, as if nothing had hap-

pened out of the common, to give out the text.

This piece of pantomime, independent of

the ordeal to Avhich it had subjected her

in the difficulty of keeping her countenance,

had rather prejudiced Hester against the

Rector. It had struck her as irreverent,

A\diereas a more devout and faithful divine

according to his lights did not exist. It

Avas simply that his ways were those of a

minister of half a century ago. His chari-

ties Avere boundless, and by the poorer mem-
bers of his flock he Avas as much respected

as he was beloved ; but it must be admitted

that his ministrations among the sick Avere
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not of the kind to find favour with ecclesi-

astics of the present day. He was one of

those "vvho have been described as finding

Mesopotamia a " very comfortable word,"

and thought no part of Holy Scripture more
adaj)ted for religious consolation than the

description of the creation of the world. At
the same time he had a notion that infor-

mation on current topics Avas an excellent

thing to dispense among the poor, and after

reading a chapter of Genesis to a sick man
he would often present him with a copy of

the daily paper. As the Rev. Cruciform
Pyx, the incumbent of St. Ethelburga, was
wont to satirically observe of his brother

divine, " Dr. Purcell dismisses his parish-

ioners "with the earliest and the latest intel-

ligence procurable."

Any one, indeed, less like a Rector, as

that personage is understood nowadays, and
much less a Doctor of Divinity, as he had
for some unknown cause and in some almost

j^re-historic time been made, than Dr. Pur-
cell, it would be difficult to imagine any
clergyman to be ; and that circumstance,

though it in no way interfered with his use-

fulness in his own ^Darish, where he was
known to every man, woman, and child, did

certainly tend to produce an imfavourable
effect upon a stranger. Moreover, what
caused even persons superior to superficial

impressions to regard the Rector with dis-

like, was that he was hen-pecked. A hen-

pecked husband, a man in unbecoming and
slavish subjection to his wife, is not only

a contemptible object, but to those who
know human nature is almost always more
or less of an evil-doer. There are gene-

rail}^ very good reasons, not at all to his

credit, why his spouse should have obtained

an undue advantage over him, and in the

case of a clergyman he naturally suffers more
in men's good opinion than another. The
Rector's meekness, besides the rough marital

treatment to which he was subjected, was
set dovra to his consciousness of deserving it,

whereas it only came from the exceeding
gentleness of his disposition. He allowed
himself to be metaphorically whipped and
put in a corner, not because he was a bad
boy, but because it soothed the morbid irri-

tability of his spouse to inflict upon him
these punishments and degradations; in-

stead of being a domestic criminal, he was,

in fact, a domestic martyr.

Mrs. Purcell was a prey to neuralgia and
other nervous disorders, concerning which
various remedies had been prescribed by the

faculty in vain, but it was agreed on all

hands that she was to be crossed in nothing,

and to have her own way ; and though her
maladies were not a whit the better for such
treatment, she had persevered in it through-
out her married life, with her husband's
approbation and assistance. It is difficult

for any human creature to ward ofi' disap-

pointment from their dear ones, and to

cause everything to happen to them as they
please, but so far as good Dr. Purcell could
insure these advantages to the wife of his

bosom, no matter at what self-sacrifice, or, to

say truth, at what humiliation, he did so.

The result was that, though popular among
the 250or, the Rector of Shingleton was not
thought very highly of among his Avealthier

neighbours. They beheld the fetters of his

matrimonial slavery, but could not under-
stand that he hus-o-ed the chain for its ovm
sake. They heard the lash whistling round
his ears, but could not conceive (what Avas

indeed the truth) that it was mu^sic to him.

Sir Abraham indulged himself in many a sly

joke at the Rector's expense on this account,

and in graver moments expressed himself

amazed at his folly. He could not understand,

he said, how a man could become the mere
mouthpiece of his wife, and be led like a pig

with a wedding-ring through his nose.

Lady Barton despised him, not so much
for that reason as because she disliked his

tyrant, for Mrs. Purcell, though she had
weak nerves, had strong opinions, which were
not in accordance Avith those of her lady-

ship. Though of Tory sentiments, she by
no means approved of those feudal times

Avhen the chaplain was placed beloAv the salt,

but as the Rector's wife was incKned to hold

her own as respected social position even

"with the wife of the sitting member for the

borough. It Avas no Avonder, therefore, that

Lady Barton was wont to bestow her com-
miseration on Doctor Pui^cell, and to speak

of him as " that poor man."

It need scarcely be said that Maria Barton
was not one of those who either openly or in

secret entertained contempt for the Rector.

It Avas doubtful Avhether she experienced that

feehng toAvards any human being ; and in the

case of one of the age and sacred calling of

Dr. Purcell such a sentiment Avas out of the

question; but their charactersAvere so opposed,

and their vieAvs of their respective duties so

utterly at variance, that sympathy betAveen

them was impossible. If they Avorked to-

gether for good in Shingleton it Avas certainly

upon AA'holly different lines. It was there-

fore Avith great astonishment that Hester

noAV beheld the Rector and her cousin in
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corai:)any. Maria's face was grave, but had
none of that distress in it ^yhich her appre-

hensions with respect to Mrs. Bertram had
led her to fear. " You are the very person,

dear Hester," she said, "whom we have

come to seek, as Dr. Purcell will tell you."

"Yes, my dear young lady," put in the

divine nervously, " I have come at Miss Bar-

ton's earnest entreaty to fetch you."

"It is not, however, upon my business,"

observed Maria, with a smile. The fact was
the Eector had been pressed by Maiia into

Hester's service as her escort back to Shingle-

ton, and he wished that to be distinctly un-

derstood in case Mrs. Purcell might have any-

thing to say—Avhich was more than probable

—on the matter. She disapproved of the

Eector having any communication with the

Castle that was not absolutely necessary,

and she was not likely to think more favour-

ably of it because a young and pretty girl

had been her husband's companion to and fro.

"It is Mrs. Bertram, who has been taken

very ill, that wishes to see you," explained

the Eector ; " and if you've had your dinner,

and you wouldn't mind, we'll go back at

once." Here he pulled out his watch, and,

under pretence of consulting it, made a men-
tal calculation as to Avhether he could get

home at an hour which would not be so late

as to demand investigation. " Would it were
supper-time, and all were well

!

" was his un-

conscious quotation.
" I am ready this instant," replied Hester

decisively. " My cloak and hood are here."

She put them on as she spoke, while Maria
tied a scarf about her neck. "I would go
back with you myself, dear," she whispered,

"but Mrs. Bertram made it an express stipu-

lation that she should see you alone."

The next moment the Eector had hurried

Hester into the fly, and they were making
their Avay, as well as might be, in the teeth of

the storm to Sliingleton. The roaring of the

wind was such as to make communication
almost impossible, and her companion con-

tented liimseK with nodding and smiling at

her in an encouraging and paternal manner.

If it should be necessary for him to repeat

his whole conversation to the young ladywhen
he got home it would not be a difficult task.

" It is a bad night," he had said when they

got into the fly, and " I hope you won't catch

cold " at their journey's end.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.—AN APPEAL.

The Eector remained down-stairs while

Hester was ushered into Mrs. Bertram's bed-

room.

She saw at once that a great change had
taken place in the patient since she parted

from her in the morning. Her face had lost

its flush, and looked very pinched and pale

;

her eyes, from which all the glow of excite-

ment had faded out, regarded her with a
piteous and penitent gaze.

" How good of you it is, Hester, if I may
call you Hester, to come and see me again,"

said she in a faint and failing voice, " after

the manner in which I behaved to you only

a few hours ago."

"Do not speak of it," said Hester gently;

"you were not yourself." Here she stopped

and flushed to her forehead. She had for-

gotten that that conventional phrase had an
application in the present case of a painful

nature.
" Nay, I icas myself," put in the sick wo-

man bitterly. " You saw me as I have been
for years, a victim to the vice which, until

they cast me off", has made me a curse to all

about me. You see me now at my best

—

upon my death-bed."
" I hope not," murmured Hester softly.

"Why should you hope not?" returned

the other. " Why should you wish a creature

such as I am to cumber the earth another

hour V Her tone, notwithstanding her phy-
sical weakness, was vehement and full of the

bitterest humiliation.

Hester knelt do^vn by the bedside and
took one of her worn and shrunken hands in

hers.

" You pity me," murmured the sick woman
with a grateful look. " Indeed what but pity

could bring you here ? There was a time, not
so long ago, when I scorned pity. It is cuiious

how when all else is lost we still keep up
our pride." She paused as if in reflection

upon some wretched past, and then con-

tinued in earnest tones, " To-day I insulted

you ; I did so under a misconception, but it

is necessary to explain myself. What does

it matter, you will say, since I am dying ?

but that is the very reason. I have made
too many enemies in the world to wish to

add to their number. I have, also, a still

more selfish motive; I was unwilling that

when I have gone you should be a witness

against me, with one who is in no need of

such adverse testimony, Avhose experience

of me already is that of a depraved and worth-

less woman. I speak of my husband, Philip

Langton."
" PhiKp Langton ! Are you Phihp Lang-

ton's wife ?" exclaimed Hester in amazement.
" Unfortunately for him I am," was the

grave reply. "Have you never heard him
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speak of that shameless and abandoned crea-

ture ^yho disgraces him in everything but his

name 1

"

" Never."
" I ought to have known it. His nature

is too generous to spurn whatsoever hes at

his mercy. What a brute beast was I to

suspect him and you of calculating on my
death ! That is what I did this morning
when I accused you of loving some one whom
you could not marry ; when you did not deny

it I felt convinced of it, and then my temper,

and something still more shameful, got the

better of me. Forgive a dying woman."
" There is nothing to forgive," murmured

Hester, deeply moved. How sad and strange

it seemed that she should thus be brought

face to face with the woman who, as regarded

his melancholy and isolation, had made Philip

Langton what he was. " But how have you
learned since this morning that PhilipLangton

has never looked upon me otherwise than as

a daughter, nor I on him save as on another

father ?

"

" From Dr. Purcell. He was my husband's

truest and oldest friend. It was he who
undertook the charge of me—though, alas,

who could defend me from myself?—and

jjromised to see that the money provided for

my maintenance was duly applied. He is in

full possession of your history, and when
in my ravings, after your visit this morn-
ing, I inveighed against you, he showed
how false and infamous were my accusations.

He had been sent by Dr. Jones to break

some news to me that I had been long ex-

pecting, and he brought Miss Barton with

him."

"News about yourself?" inquired Hester

hesitatingly.
" Yes. I have only a few days to live at

most. Think of that, you who are young
and strong and Avell. To pass into the sun-

less land, though it may not be from sun-

shine, is dreadful even to the saint; what
must it be then, think you, to such as I have

been?"
" I am very, very sorry," murmured Hes-

ter. The tone was earnest enough though

the words Avere weak. In the presence of

so awful an apprehension what could she

say?
"Do you mean that 1" inquired Mrs. Ber-

tram eagerly. " Would you help me even at

this eleventh hour if you could ?"

" Indeed I would ; there is nothing that I

would not do to help you."
" Then entreat my husband to come while

I am yet alive, and to say with his own lips

one word of farewell. If, being biit a mortal,

notwithstanding my trespass against him, he

can forgive, surely our Eternal Father will

look with mercy upon my sins. Oh, Hester,

you have influence with Philip Langton

!

He loves you for your father's sake and for

your own ; he respects you doubtless all the

more because he remembers to what depths

one of your own sex can sink, and contrasts

you with her. Oh, use your power with him,

and give comfort to a dying woman."
Hester hesitated. It would be a terrible

task to write to the proud and unhappy man
about the trouble which he believed to be a

secret one ; or if known to a few, known
least of all to her. It was a matter most
delicate, as well as difficult, for one of her

age and sex to deal with.

"You shrink from it, I see," sighed Mrs.

Bertram despairingly. " It was a painful and
unpleasant task, I know, and I had no right

to impose it upon you. Forgive me if on the

verge of the grave I forgot those scruples
"

" Hush, hush ! I will write to him to-

morrow ; nay, this very night."
" MayHeaven bless you, you deargood girl;

you have brought me the first tears " (she

was sobbing like a child) " that I have shed

tliis many a day,"

The gratitude of her tone was intense, but

not more thrilling than its pathos. Wretched
indeed is the poor human heart that has

cause to be thankful for a tear.

To remain with the sick Avoman was only

to exhaust her by evoking emotion, so after

a reiteration of her promise Hester left her

and repaired to the parlour, where she found

the Rector awaiting her, it could not be said

without impatience : indeed she came upon
him in the very act of consulting his watch.

" I don't think you need see Mrs. Bertram

again to-night. Dr. Purcell," said Hester, " I

have left her much easier in her mind."
" I thought you would," returned the Rec-

tor sympathetically, taking her hand in his.

Hester knew at once that he was aware of

what Mrs. Bertram had asked of her, but for-

tunately it did not strike her that the request

might more naturally have been made to the

Rector himself. The truth was that Philip

Langton, in acting upon Dr. Purcell's advice

in placing his Avife at Shingleton, had exacted

from him a Avritten promise that no commu-
nication from her should ever reach him
through his means. He had done his duty

and far more than his duty, to her, but in so

doing had washed his hands of her.

"It is rather late," said the Rector, " and

the fly is waiting for us."
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" But why should I troixble you to come
back with me 1" said Hester simply.

"Trouble! oh, it's no trouble!" returned

the other. " But the storm does seem to be

abating a little, does it not ? I don't know
what Miss Maria will say, though, if I let you
go home alone."

The Sector's face was a study ; he was not

thinking of Miss Maria, but of what Mrs.

Purcell would say when he came to tell her

that he had been twice to the Castle that day.

"I don't see how your presence can still

the storm, Dr. Purcell," said Hester, smiling.
" That's true," said the Eector wistfully

;

he was thinking of another storm in another

place; "if you are sure you don't mind
going alone. Good night, my dear young
lady, good night

!

"

The gratitude in his face, though he did

not exjiress it, was almost as earnest as that

of poor Mrs. Bertram had been.

CHAPTER XXXIX.—OVERHEARD,

The origin of evil is not a thing that can

be understood, and far less reasoned away in

a hurry. Indeed, in view of the complications

and contradictions that may come of contro-

versy on the subject, one may say of it in

homely phrase, that the least said is soonest

mended, but it must, nevertheless, be conceded
that there are few evils Avithout their com-
plement of good. One may even add that

the greater the evil the greater the good
(or at all events the benefit that comes
out of it to somebody). Full of sorrow

as Hester was upon Mrs. Bertram's account,

it was an intense satisfaction to her, that in

this, the unhappy woman's last hour of need,

it lay in her power to assuage it. Moreover,

as she had found it before (only this case was
a far stronger one), the recollection of her

own misfortune was lost sight of in the con-

templation of the infinitely greater woe of

another. The hope which brightens a

maiden's youth was dead within her. Life

beckoned her no longer with smiling face

and flaming torch, but how far more pitiable

was the position of this fellow-creature, full

of &in and shame, to whom Death was already

holding out his inevitable hand.

Many people have the power of regarding

such cases from so high a moral elevation—it

seems so impossible that they themselves could

have succumbed to such temptation—that
they lose sight of their wretchedness ; but
Hester was very human. Her letter to Philip

Langton could scarcely have taken its place

in a collection of moral essays ; there was no
allusion to his wife's wrong-doing, nor to her

penitence, all that was taken for granted ; it

was the eloquent pleading of a woman for

one of her own sex at the point of death, to

a generous and noble nature. She had no
more doubt of its efficacy than of the mor-
row's dawn, though the Eector, as we have
seen, had despaired of such success attending
his own arguments. She knew Philip Lang-
ton better than he did, and she had also

confidence, not indeed in her influence over
him, for that would have implied a vanity
from which she was utterly free, but in that

affection which had never yet denied her
anything, and which she felt Avould make
him unwilling to suffer in her good opinion.

What a bathos would l^e human life if it had
its end in this world only ! What self-sacri-

fice do we inflict upon ourselves as it seems
for nothing, or Avorse, for utterly uuAvorthy
objects ! What toil do we suffer for no pur-

pose ! What precautions do we take for our
dear ones, only to find that fate has smitten
them from some unexpected quarter ! What
tears are shed, nay, Avhat prayers are uttered

to all appearance in vain ! It is not too much
to say that one-half of our best efforts are to

all appearance wasted. Nor is there much
consolation in the thought that half of our
Avorst apprehensions are also unfounded;
while they last they are as much the cause

of misery as though they had been realised.

Energy, as science tells us, is never lost, but
that is certainly not the case Avith human
endeavours.

Hester's urgent letter crossed in the post

one from Philip Langton, announcing his

departure upon a continental tour, and omit-

ting for the present to give his address. It

Avas therefore not only "of no use," but must
needs disclose her knoAvledge of the unhappy
circumstances of his life, Avhich could hardly
fail to be disagreeable to him. The dying
Avoman's pleading and her OAvn impassioned

argument had been equally throAvn aAvay.

These are the things Avhich beget the

fatalism of the Turk and cause the science of

Life, Avhich is the diminution of Eisk, to be
neglected. What does it matter, we are

tempted to say, if, though our plans are laid

Avith nicest care. Blind Chance steps in and
Avith his heedless hoof effaces alii

Mrs. Bertram lingered on till the next
evening, Avhen she expired in Hester's

presence Avith her hand clasped in hers, and
clinging to it as though it Avere the last link

of life. Maria had parted from her an hour
or so before, leaving her cousin alone Avith

her at the dying Avoman's OAvn request. It

Avas Hester's first experience of a death-bed,
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and made a deep impression on her ; indeed,

though it may seem a contradiction in terms,

we know but Httlo of life till we have seen

death. What was more to be wondered at,

Maria to whom such spectacles were familiar,

seemed almost as much affected by it, though,

as her custom Avas, she hardly even referred

to it. There are well-meaning persons who
pass much of their time in visiting the sick

and dying, and yet lack the sense of reverence.

The details of the last hours of their fellow-

creatures form their favouiite gossip, and
though they do not own it to themselves they

derive a certain morbid satisfactionfrom them.

Under pretence of inducing serious reflection,

they make conversational capital out of the

very charnel-house, and render life less

spiritual by reminding us of its meanest and
most material aspects. It was not so with

Maria Barton, to whom death and not life

seemed fleeting, and who looking upon each

departed one as having exchanged tliis world

for a better, saw no reason for the introduc-

tion of gloom in an atmosphere that stands

only too much in need of sunshine.

The death of Mrs. Bertram, however, de-

pressed her; and one would have thought

that the riddle of this painful earth (which,

however, had long ceased to trouble her) was
weighing upon her in consequence, as it

did upon her less experienced cousin; and
was especially apparent in her behaviour

to Hester herself. Her native cheerfulness

which, since her engagement, had almost

become high spirits, had sunk again to its

own level, and in her relations with Hester,

below it. This was an enigma to which the

latter had no solution, but something, she

never knew what, prevented her from inquir-

ing into it. Maria's affection for her was as

demonstrative as ever, but mingled Avith a

certain wistful sadness. She too, it seemed,

had some question to ask, which at the same
time she shrank from asking.

From the circumstances in which it arose,

Hester vaguely guessed that it had some
connection Avith Philip Langton

;
perhaps

Mrs. Bertram had confided to Maria the

suspicion she had once entertained concern-

ing Hester and her husband, and had omitted

to explain that she had been mistaken; if that

was so it Avas not possible that Hester should
speak first on such a subject ; it Avas also

very improbable that Maria, who possessed

a delicacy and sensitiveness not ahvays to be
found in connection Avith high principles,

should take the initiative in the matter.

In the meantime, the winter melted into

spring, and nature, indifferent tohuman sorrow,

put on her freshest and brightest raiment,

and in vicAv of the Avarm and tranquil Aveathcr

it Avas arranged that the Javelin should make
her inaugural expedition some Aveeks earlier

than had been originally proposed. The
outAvard voyage to Saltby took, under
faA^ourable circumstances, about four hours,

and alloAving the same time for the return
trip, there Avas but an hour or tAvo to spare

in the place itself—Avhich, howe\'er, had no
particular attraction ; the enjoyment of the
trip consisted in the voyage itself, Avhich

accordingly, as one Avould have imagined,

could only have had charms for those Avho

could fairly consider themselves " good
sailors." So eager, however, is the human
mind for excitement, that the consciousness of

having on preAaous occasions succumbed to

the influence of Neptune, by no means
deterred the good people of Shingleton from
this neAV venture ; and it Avas understood
that a larger contingent than usual Avould

patronise the first trip of the season.

Sir Abraham, as Ave know, had given in to

his Avife's arguments upon the subject and Avas

to accompany her on board in his carriage.

Captain Drake and Maria Avere also to be of

the party, but Hester had excused herself at

the last moment on the plea of a headache.

This is a malady of the fair sex which, it is

tacitly agreed upon among mankind, should

not be too closely inquired into ; Providence

has bestoAved it upon them, as it has giA^en

the shell to the snail, and the ink to the

scuttle-fish, for pvu^poses of self-defence and
concealment ; it can be assumed at a minute's

notice, on the mere suggestion of an unwel-

come visit, or a disagreeable proposal, and
can be discarded Avith equal facility. It

attacks its victim at the approach of one

partner in a ball-room, and leaves her free

(though not always "fancy free") at the invi-

tation of the next ; it is under certain con-

ditions aggravated by the south Avind, or

even by circumstances of the most perfect

repose, Avhile on the other hand it is cured

by the roaring east, and a brass band (if with

special accompaniment) close to the tym-

panum of the ear. It is so exquisitely sen-

sitive that it has even been knoAvn to be

affected by the social position of the person

Avho addresses the patient, and, Avhile obsti-

nate to the voice of a commoner, Avill dis-

appear at the whisper of a lord. The advan-

tages of such a disorder can hardly be OA'er-

ratcd, and especially in married life ; as a

shield and buckler against all propositions

Avhicli do not recommend themselves to the

fair possessor, it is inestimable ; a man would
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be a brute indeed who does not succumb
to its plaintive "Non possumus."

The fair sex, however, if, as a philosopher

tells us, they know themselves even less than

we do, have a tolerably accurate understand-

ing of one another. They say, " Why have
you got a headache, Julia V just as a man
may inquire where his friend is going

when he sees him take up his hat and um-
brella. Girls that are intimate with one

another indulge in this curiosity without

stint, and yet Maria Barton did not inquire of

Hester why she was indisposed to accompany
the rest of the party to Saltby.

Just before they started. Lady Barton
called Hester into her own room which ad-

joined her boudoir. "I have asked Sir Regi-

nald to look in to lunch, my dear," she said,

"to keep you company. You Avill do the

honours a great deal more agreeably to him
than I could." This was probably true, for

though her ladj^ship and the Baronet "got on
together," as the phrase goes, sufficiently well,

they had nothing in common except that

purpose which had at last been accomplished

so much to their satisfaction, while, on
the other hand, Hester was a great favourite

of his. That Lady Barton should have made
such an admission, which was, in a manner,
one of failure, to her niece, was, however, very
significant of their relations to one another.

She had, indeed, no secrets from Hester, but
reposed in her an entire confidence, while she

rejoiced in her little domestic triumphs, the

ascendancy she had gained in her own way
over the Baronet, and the toleration extended
to her by Sir Abraham, as though they Avere

her ovm.
" We shall both be very glad to see you

home again, notwithstanding," observed

Hester, smiling. "I shall feel lost all

alone in this great castle till you return,

and Sir Reginald is always lost without
his son."

" You might haA^e come with us, youknoAv,
my darling, if you pleased," said Lady Barton
with grave tenderness, and smoothing Hester's

hand caressingly, " It Avas a very convenient
little headache, Avas it not ?

"

Hester ansAvered nothing; her lip trembled,

and the hand Avhich her aunt still held in

hers was deadly cold.
" Forgive me, my dear, if I seemed to

speak lightly," exclaimed Lady Barton Avith

emotion ; "do not suppose that I am not
conscious of Avhat you undergo every day
and all day for all our sakes."

Hester held up her hand ; for the moment
speech was denied herj her aunt's allusion

to her declining to accompany the rest of the
party on their excursion was, indeed, most
inoppoi-tune ; she could suffer patiently

enough so long as she could persuade herself

that her sufferings Avere unnoticed, but pity

Avas intolei-able to her, the expression of it

seemed to tear open a Avound Avhich, as yet,

Avas far from being healed.

Her dumb request for silence Avas, hoAV-

ever, disregarded or misunderstood ; Lady
Barton, feeling that she had made a mistake,

sought to atone for it by a manifestation of

a grateful solicitude.

" I do hope," she Avent on, " that Maria
has not unAvittingly given you pain by press-

ing you to come Avith us."
" I am thankful to say she has not. It

Avould almost seem that the constant habit

of saying and doing Avhat is best for others

guides her aright even in matters of which she

has no cognisance."
" You overestimate my girl's virtues,"

said LadyBarton, though the flush of maternal
pride in her cheek belied her Avords. "It is

only that she feels that her relation to

Francis makes her an indifferent companion
to you. Good heavens, if she only guessed
the true state of the case, what tortures

Avould she not suffer upon your account ! And
to think that she must never knoAV it ! That
the sacrifice you have made of your love and
life can never be acknoAvledged by her Avho

reaps the benefit of it ! The martyr has his

croAvn even in this world, but you, you dear,

unselfish girl
"

The door of communication between the

two apartments was half open, and, as Lady
Barton spoke, there seemed to come through
it the rustle of a Avoman's dress. For a
moment she stood still and motionless, as

though she had been turned to stone, then,

Avith a look of determination and firmness

that became her Avell, she Avalked rapidly into

the next room. It was empty.
" Thank heaven !

" she exclaimed, and the

tone in which she spoke betrayed the intense

relief which the fact afforded her. " We Avere

mistaken. There is no one here."

"But are you quite sure that there has

been no one ? " murmured the trembling girl.

" Yes, the door is closed as I left it ; that

leads into the corridor."

"But I thought I heard a door close," said

Hester faintly.

"It must have been your imagination,

Hester; still it shall be a warning to me.

Youhave enjoined silenceupon me asregarded

this topic, and it is my duty to respect your

slightest Avish. Forgive me ; it shall be the
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last time that I offend, and, as it happens,

there is no harm done."

Lady Barton dismissed her niece as usual

with an affectionate embrace, and rang her

bell for her maid to assist her in getting ready

for the expedition. As she was performing
this office, her mistress asked her in an indif-

ferent tone, "Did you chance to enter the

boudoir, Davis, just before I rang for you 1

"

"No, my lady," Avas the reply, "but I saw
Miss Maria come out of it a few minutes
ago.

CHAPTER XL.—THE EMBARKATION.

There are certain inks and leads which,

on first being applied to paper, impress it, as

it seems, slightly enough ; but as time goes

on the marks become darker, more pro-

nounced, and indelible. So it happens as

regards certain events in our memory. At
the time of their occurrence we think

little of them, and, indeed, they may bo
intrinsically of no consequence; but from
subsequent circumstances they may come to

have the deepest interest for us, and abide

in our minds to our last hour. This was
the case with Hester Darrell, as respected

everything that was said by the little party
Avho left the Castle that fair May morn-
ing for their excursion to Saltby. It

entailed an absence from home of three-

quarters of the day at farthest, and was,

therefore, by no means an occasion for any
manifestation of feeling ; but life at the

Castle was so quiet and domestic and void
of interest that the event was a source of

considerable excitement and show of leave-

taking. It was the first time that Hester
had ever shaken hands with the Captain
under conditions the least approaching those
of farewell, since they had parted almost as

strangers twelve months ago at the Charing
Cross Station. How changed, and changed
again, had been the whole course of her young
life since then; and, above all, what changes
had taken places in their mutual relation ! In
her eyes he was the same as he had ever
been, only she was not guilty of coveting the
propertj' of another; but though Francis
Drake Avas the same, Hester Darrell had
become another being, and could contemplate
her old self, as it were, from without, with
a certain pitiful regret, but with resignation,

too, as one might contemplate an old ac-

quaintance, dead.
" I hope you will have a pleasant voyage,"

she said as he took her hand.
" Thanks ; I hope so," was his quiet re-

joinder.

Nothing could be more commonplace than
such parting words ; but yet in after hours,
and read by the light of after events, a
deeper meaning came out of them—as letters

written in certain compounds start out on a
blank page when held before the fire. Hester
seemed to herself to have wished him happi-
ness on a far longer journey than that he
was about to take, and he on his part in that
reply seemed to have recognised her meaning.
Even Sir Abraham's three fingers of fare-

well (for the Avorld at large he seldom had
more than two), and his would-be playful
injunction to her to see that the Castle did
not run away in his absence, seemed to her
(when all these incidents had become me-
mories) to have had a certain significance.

As to Lady Barton there had been enough
and to spare of emotional interview between
them that morning and their good-bye was
studiously undemonstrative; but the touch
of those lips and the close and affectionate

pressure of that hand were fated to be felt

again upon brow and palm " dear as remem-
bered kisses after death."

The leave-taking, however*, which Hester
was destined to remember most vividly, and
which afterwards, in its minutest details,

became a subject to her of the keenest and
tenderest sjieculation, was that of Maria
herself. Even at the time it made no little

impression on her. Never, it struck her,

had a young girl started on a pleasure errand
with the lover of her choice with so grave a
face. It could not, indeed, be said to be
troubled ; serenity was habitual to it. Her
feelings were too completely imder control

and discipline to admit of tlie exhibition of

personal emotion ; but it Avas serious even
to sadness. Those " homes of silent prayer,"

her eyes, had tears in them as she bade her

cousin adieu, and in her parting embrace
Hester fancied (or so, perhaps, it seemed to

her afterwards), that there was an intense,

nay, passionate, assurance of affection that

it had never had before. Most significant of

all, in reply to her cousin's cheerful words
of farewell, Maria Barton spoke not a word.

Her lips, indeed, moved, and Hester caught

a murmur (or that too, it may be, only shaped

itself into words on subsequent suggestion)

which sounded like "God help me." Then
she stepped into the carriage and dropped

her veil.

These things were like incidents in a
drama, fated, quite contrary to expectation,

to run for many a night, and of wliich Hester
Darrell was to be the involuntary witness.

Sir Abraham had had some correspondence
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which delayed their departure considerably

beyond the hour agreed upon ; Imt, as he had

observed, with that somewhat crude and rudi-

mentary humour which is the characteristic

of his class, his position was like that of the

criminal late for execution, who expressed

his confidence that matters would not begin

before he himself put in an appearance ; it

was not likely that the Javelin would start

without the member for the borough.

When the carriage, indeed, drove to the

little jetty, which was the place of embarka-

tion, and while it Avas being slung on the deck

by the crane employed for that purpose (with

Sir Abraham and his lady inside, to the great

delight of all beholders), folks who had not

been able to make up their minds to the last

moment, still continued to join the throng

of passengers. It was one of those doubtful

days when people who are conscious of

not possessing " good sea legs," and who yet

enjoy a sail in moderate weather, are prone

to hesitate, and in most instances are gene-

rally lost. This happened, for instance, to

Miss Nicobar, to whom "a good blow
upon the sea" had been recommended by
Dr. Jones, but who had shrunk from it until

she saw Lady Barton taking her aerial voyage,

when the opportunity of having a few words
with a lady of title and a member of Parlia-

ment, in the presence of so many fellow-

creatures, had proved too much for her.

The Eector and his wife, too, had also

been among the Avaverers till the arrival of

"the Castle party" had reassured them.
" Until I see Sir Abraham on board with my
own. eyes," said Mrs. Purcell, " I shall not

believe that he will risk the life on which he

sets such a fancy price on board the old

Javelin." She had no great confidence in

that ancient vessel, which would certainly

not have been classed A 1 at Lloyds, herself

;

but, on the other hand, she did not wish to

leave the patronage of the expedition in the

hands of her rival. If Sir Abraham went
she had made up her mind that the Rector

(notwithstanding that he suffered very con-

siderably whenever there was the least " sea

on ") should go too. Though the undertaking

the chaplaincy of the Javelin was scarcely

within the range of his professional duties,

it behoved him to maintain the supremacy of

the cloth by land and sea, and whatever was
wanting in him in asserting that position—and
there was much—she felt bound to supply.

A very masterful woman was Mrs. Pur-
cell ; tall of stature, gaunt of frame, and
with a very combative expression of coun-

tenance ; but though feared of men and un-

popular with women in her own station of life,

she had a large folloAving among the poor

;

nothing pleased her better than to make
them happy and comfortable, so that it was
done in her own way; the children in her Sun-
day-school had plenty of treats, l^ut only on
condition of accepting the Church Catechism
in its integrity, with a special attention

to the ordinance of submitting themselves
"orderly and reverently to all their betters."

Woe to the boy who omitted to pull his fore-

lock when he passed Mrs. Purcell in the

street, or to the girl Avho bobbed instead of

dropped a curtsey. Forelock she could not
pull, for not even the authors of "The Unlove-
liness of Love-locks " had a greater horror of

the vanity of long hair than Mrs. Purcell,

and she kept her girls as close-cropped as

convicts. Their j^arents were amply pro-

vided with coals and blankets throughout
the winter, but only on the tacit understand-
ing that they should never enter a Wesleyan
chapel, or even so much as linger on Shin-

gleton Green when the voice of the itinerant

preacher Avas polluting the air with his

heterodoxy.

Among the excursionists were folks of aU
ranks and ages ; the whole family of Fortes-

cues, for example, "the cliff-dwellers," as

the Captain had called them, for whom
Maria had provided the means of transit;

and the sick girl Janet Parkes, who, though
looking frailer than ever, had survived the

winter, and Avas noAV actually about to realise

her wish of being in the first trip to Saltby

;

she was carried on board in her invalid

chair, from which, Avith hectic cheek and
lustrous eyes, she Avatched everything that

took place Avith eager interest.

Cajjtain Paul, of course, was there, also

Avith a flushed cheek, and a A^oice Avhich, even
in its hoarse command, suggested that he
had sacrificed to Bacchus instead of Nep-
tune before starting. He had expressed him-
self in A'ery unparliamentary terms respect-

ing the late arrival of Sir Abraham's car-

riage, and even when it came did not cease

his objurgations, only, instead of making it

the particular object of his AA^ath, he dis-

tributed his anathemas in all directions, a cir-

cumstance Avhich, while it shocked some feAv

of his audience, impressed the majority Avith

entire confidence, as smacking of good sea-

manship and the manners of the genuine

mariner. To those, indeed, who consider

roughness of speech proof of qualification in

a sailing-master, Captain Paul must have
seemed the type of perfection. His squat

but burly form, his weather-beaten face, to
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which drink had given, as it were, the finish-

ing touch, Hke the varnish on a picture,

would have made an admirable representa-

tion of the fine old sea-dog at the Surrey, or

even at Sadler's Wells, where there is, or

was, real water; but, reasoning from after

occurrences, it was thought by many that

Captain Paul was not a commander to be

trusted in, and little more seaworthy than

the old Javelin herself.

" If that man is drowned," was the cjmi-

cal reflection of a stranger to Shingleton,

who was watching the departure of the

steamer with no little curiosity, " his fate

will be the less surprising, since he is half-

seas over already,"

The speaker Avas one who certainl}^, under
less exciting circumstances, would not have

escaped observation; his high-bred air and
look of command, quite as striking in his

loose marine attire as it could have been in

clothes of the most fashionable cut, were
very remarkable, wliile his long white

beard, streaming like a meteor in the rising

wind, had a most portentous aspect. He
did, indeed, attract the attention of Lady
Barton, who, leaning out of the carriage in

which she sat by her husband's side, in-

quired of her daughter whether that tall

gentleman on the jetty was not a new arrival

at Shingleton. " I have never seen him
before," was Maria's reply.

If that was the case with her mother, the

stranger might well congratulate himself on
having made an impression on her, for she

watched him with eyes indifferent to all

other objects, to the moment when the ropes

Avere cast off, and Avith a shriek of pro-

test the old Javelin turned her head to

the open sea ; nay, even Avhen, like some
veteran horse Avho feels the turf beneath
him, the old ship began to run before

the favouring Avind, her ladj'ship still, Avith

neck outstretched, kept her gaze on the

same object, until her husband peevishly

bid her put her AvindoAV up, so that, Avithout

a draught, he might let his doAvn—a precau-

tionary measure which he alreadyfelt to be im-

peratively necessary. And so, Avatched from
the jetty by the unknoAvn visitor through
his binocular, and by a crowd of Shingle-

tonians Avho had lacked either the means or

inclination to patronize it, the Javelin sped

SAviftly, if not smoothly, past the headland

on its first trij) of the season.

Among those left behind Avas one Avhose

profession insured him against all parti-

cipation in pleasure-voyages; he had just

closed his telescope Avith a snap, accompanied
Avith a grunt of sardonic satisfaction charac-

teristic of his class, Avhen the stranger ad-

dressed him. " Our fr-iends Avill have rather

a rough passage to Saltby, Avill they not ?

"

" They'll have a bit of a tumble, perhaps,

a-going there, sir," replied the sailor, "though
nothing to hurt ; but Avhen they comes back

again in the teeth of what, if I'm not mis

taken, is going to be a regular north-easter

it's my opinion that a good many of them
will be Avishing theirselves at home."

YAEEOW STEEAM
FROM Selkirk unto Newark Tower,

"We -walk'd teneatli the gentle power

Of old-world song, that chaunts and sings

Amid the rush of modern things,

And all our thoughts that came and Avent,

And lightly with each fancy blent,

Had for refrain to wander through

Some snatch of ballad-song, that drew

Its inspiration from the gleam,

The sweep, and glide of Yarrow stream.

Oh ! sweet in Harewood sang the birds,

The sound of summer in their chords
;

They sang as only birds can sing

When sunshine ripples throat and wing,

And through each opening of the trees

Made by the fingers of the breeze,

We saw in circles far below,

Like silver in the western glow,

The spirit of our evening dream.

Whose murmurs came from Yarrow stream.

And Carterhaugh was in our sight,

On which a legend rests like light

;

Bowhill against its height was Sfien,

Half-hid amid its wealth of green ;

And every spot would waft along

Some fragment of an early song,

Sung when the heart was fresh, and drcAV

Its melody as heath the dew,

And over all the tender beam

Of fading light on Yarrow stream.

Oh ! here should be a perfect home

For love and lovers when they come,

With whisper'd words and gentle sighs,

To draw a sweet delight from eyes,

Nor care for any other speech

But tender looks to answer each
;

And hand in hand to stray, and deem

Their spirits one with Yarrow stream.

The sigh of winds and song of birds,

The whisper'd tones of lovers' words

—
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These should he all that Yarrow heard
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" The miss " of former days, though now
the mistress of tlie manse, did not resent

being placed so low down in the catalogue of

relics. Had not James placed her before the

old hen, and what more could the heart of

woman desire ? She knew well the worth of

the two who preceded her. "Paddy," who
was placed first, well deserved the honour.

He was the wise, middle-aged, intelligent

sort of horse that an elderly minister loves

;

able, with equal ease, to work the glebe, cart

coals, ride for the doctor, drive to a dinner-

party, or go bravely through the snow-filled

glens for an " exchanging " minister. He
was, like James, quite an old institution in

the parish, and knew his friends and admirers,

from whom an occasional "bannock" might
be exacted. Once, when he got badly hurt,

James waited on him with a tender devotion
that almost made his wife jealous. " He
cudna be waur had it been mysel," she Avould

say, looking at her husband with a sort of

reproachful admiration, as he claj^ped the

suffering "Paddy," and laid his old head on
the creature's neck, saying, "Eh ! my bonny
man," in tones of deepest commiseration.

"The beasts" were James's peculiar

treasures ; he tended them as if they were
his children (he had no other family), and it

was noticed that he required a great deal of

snuff, and had to turn aside to look at the
hills for signs of rain, when a favourite two-
year-old was sold to the butcher, and taken
from the byre. Forgetfulness or unpunc-

j

tuality in the care of the beasts roused his
I

hottest indignation, and it cost him a pang '

to hear that he must join the other servants
at a marriage-party at the very hour Avhen
" Brownie " would expect her oil-cake, and
" Tib " her usual mash of bran.

His fidelity to duty and thoroughness
when at work were quite proverbial. As
gravedigger, he was kno^vn as the man who
never dug a grave less than six feet deep ; as

beadle, he was the one who rang the last bell

to the minute, and shut the church doors,

though he saw the laird was coming late.

This thorough conscientiousness was the
essence of the man. He looked up to God
as the great Master, whom to deceive with
inferior Avork, or put off Avith half-hearted

efforts, was an act unworthy of a Christian.

He had a fine scorn for the female mind, and
his vocabulary in describing the ways of

women servants of the present day was par-

ticularly varied and forcible. "Weirdless
hempies," " idle besoms," were mild forms of

address. He himself had come through a
hard and joyless boyhood. As a herd-laddie

he seemed to have been brought up on a
course of sound whippings and skimmed,
milk. So he had naturally no patience with
the hot-house airs of moderns, and Avith

pride looked back to the time Avhen " folk

AA'ere hardy."

His own wife was almost the only one
exempted from reprobation Avhen the subject
Avas Avoman's Avork and Avoman's Avays. tin-

like some Scotchmen, he made no secret of

the admiration Avith Avhich his Avife's clever-

ness inspired him ; and nothing gave him
greater satisfaction on a quiet evening, Avhen
the work was done, the beasts " suppered,"
and the places locked, than to get his

master, or any other kindly male creature,

to whom he might recount the numbers of

"his Grace's " merits. " Eh, she was a bonm'e
lass AA'hen I got her !

" and " ye could span
her waist Avi' nae mair than yer hands." It

was Grace Avho had been the fleetest walker,

the lightest dancer, the smartest dairymaid
in all the country side—forty years ago.

She was indeed a good, devoted A\'ife, seem-
ing only to live in order to look after James,
to run after him on rainy days, and insist on
dry clothes, or sit up at night Avith supper
Avaiting, and a cosy fire, the stable-lamp

shining bright for " Paddy," hoAvever late he
might return. It Avas she Avho was the

evening reader, the paymaster, the letter

Avriter and accountant, in fact the fountain-

head of all printed or Avritten information

;

for to poor James printed pages Avere ex-

tremely puzzling, and Avriting even his own
name Avas a Avork of time and tediousness.

He would have agreed Avith the ploughman,
learning to Avrite at the evening-school, who
said that he Avould as lief plough a whole
yoking as write half a page of capital Ws.
The mistress's written orders for town gave

James great uneasiness. After receiving them
from her he Avould at once retire to Grace in

the cottage, Avhere, after a second reading,

they Avere consigned to many different

pockets of coat, trousers, and Avaistcoat

;

here the butcher's, there the bread list, in

another safe corner the long list of groceries.

Grace, besides acting as interpreter, Avas also

the general peace-maker of the place. It Avas

she Avho made appeasing commentaries and

uttered mollifying asides when James's wrath

AA^as at the hottest, and some mischief-loving

laddie or forgetful maidservant Avas getting

Avhat he called "a dressing." But those

gusts of passion soon bleAv over ; the next

moment he Avould lift his ancient AA'ide-aAvake,

Avipe his heated face, take a long pinch of

snuft', and be himself again.
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On Sundays James never failed to be in

church, where his conduct was characterized

by unvarying earnestness and attention

;

indeed, among the upturned faces there,

brown, weather-beaten, and reverent, there

Avas not one the minister hked more to look

upon than that of James, with its air of

unstudied, natural devoutness. He was not

a man to be easily moved, and he was rather

surprised, and somewhat put about, to find

that the new minister (a man with most de-

fective ideas of cropping, and quite devoid of

knowledge of the glebe) should be able to

touch the old beadle, and move him beyond
his own control in the quiet Sunday service.

James would afterwards remark upon the

circumstance liimself, saying with an almost

incredulous Avonder, " Od, he gars me greet
!

"

Poor old man ! it was evidently not snuff

alone that Avas Aviped away by the Sunday
pocket-handkerchief.

With the young people of the house James
Avas a faA'Ourite, although his authoritative

speeches sometimes bonified them. When
out for an evening it Avas not pleasant to

hear at ten o'clock (supper and fun just be-

ginning) that James and Paddy had arrived,

and " the young leddies man come home
immedently." But punctuality satisfied, he
was kindly and tolerant toAvards any just

demand. What he imagined needless inter-

ruptions of his Avork, hoAvever, tried him
sorely, and he looked Avdth a particularly un-

friendly eye upon the tennis-green, with its

frequent need of cutting, and that, too, just

at the time a man Avas deep in the great

spring problem of turnips (that " dour and
dorty " crop, so " sweir to come aAva ")

Avhether to re-soAv the yelloAv, or trust to

time and future showers to bring through
the SAvedes. It Avas at this period that the

largest quantities of snuff Avere consumed,
and the mull Avas tapped AAdth considerable

irritation.

Besides these traits in James's character,

his sobriety Avas a noticeable feature, espe-

cially near a toAvn abounding Avith Avhiskey-

shops, and believed by Mr. Murphy to stand

in need of much " blue ribbon." However
late James and " Paddy " returned from
market, they both came home the same quiet,

intelligent creatures that had been seen set

out in the morning. The old man had, in

fact, a perfect horror of public-house wliiskey

;

" pushinous trash " he called it, and in toAvn,

from any farmer friend, he often firmly de-

clined a " treat." But noAv and then James
enjoyed a good honest glass exceedingly, and
seemed quite a connoisseur. When he was

mg

wet and cold a dram was said to be " grand
stuft'," at another time it Avas "fell gude,"
and in general it was found to be "unco
fine." He had, hoAvever, a great contempt
for a man Avho took too much, and pronounced
that he should be a " ribbonbf," that is, a
follower of Murphy.
The fine old feeling of independenee pos-

sessed James strongly. To have been in-

debted to charity in his old age would have
broken his heart ; a meal unearned by his

OAvn laborious, honest hands Avould have
choked him. In homely ploughman's words,

this Avas his ambition. " May the last ban-

nock I eat be baked o' meal o' my ain earn-

And his Avish Avas gratified.

Though getting up in years, time seemed
dealing lightly Avith him. Still upon the

glebe he toiled late and early, cut the corn,

and, with patient "Paddy," brought the

harvest home. Then one summer evening,

Avhen other men were smoking at their doors,

or fishing by the loch, James came sloAvly

from the field where, till almost dark, he had
been Avorking, and, entering his little cottage,

he never more in life Avas seen again. Next
evening he was dead. He only complained
of faintness, and stayed in bed all the day,

said " I'm feared I AA'ill be ill upo' yer hands,"
but added hopefully, " dinna fret, I Avinna

hinder lang." Nor did he. After tea he
said to anxious Grace, "Eh, I'm tired, tired.

I'll take a bit sleep noo." Then, like a child,

she " happed " him up, and, taking " the

Book," she sat doAvn by the fire. In the

middle of the reading there was a sigh, and,

looking up, she saAV that all Avas over
;
gently

and painlessly James had passed aAvay to the

land that awaits the toil-Avorn and the Aveary,

And then at last Ave heard Avith Avdiat for-

titude he long had suffered. No one but the

loAdng Avife had knoAvn of long-continued

fainting-fits, of painful cramps, and gi^adually

increasing pain. Like a hero, to the very
end he Avorked, and hid it all ; our bravely

silent, proud old man. And noAvon every hand
Ave miss the quaint, familiar figure, and Aveary

for that kindly, honest face. But for him
Ave knoAv this quick departure Avas the

kindest ; for that restless, anxious spirit a

long-enduring sickness Avould have been in-

tolerable. So Avhen his Avork Avas over " God
took him " home to rest.

In the quiet country parish where he lived

and died his name Avill long be remembered,
and in the churchyard, by his simple, grass-

covered ' grave, many a one Avill pause and
say, " Here lies a man Avho tried to do his

duty." M. M. WALKER.
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ranee has its advantages.

By the editor.

WE confess that until recently we
were quite unaware of there being

anything remarkable in Brunswick or its

neighbouring towns. And we do not

regret this lack of knowledge, for igno-

the pleasure of discovery, with its con-It affords room for

sequent surprises.

We therefore congratulate ourselves that we knew nothing previously of the glories of

Hanover, Hildesheim, Goslar, and Brunswick. We had laboured under the delusion that

after having seen Nuremburg, and Prague, and the Judengasse at Frankfurt, as it was
twenty years ago, we had beheld all that is best worth seeing in Germany in the way of

quaint street architecture.

Proportionate to our ignorance, which was as inexcusable as it was profound, Avas our sur-

prise on discovering untold wealth in the few towns of North Germany which are here named,
and which are but specimens of others whose beauties are reserved for some future holiday.

Only a few days were at our disposal, so that no more could be obtained than the
" general impression " which usually satisfies the hasty modern tourist. The quiet

leisure of old-fashioned travel seems, alas ! an impossibility noAV, when life is so busy that

there is no time to indulge in the delicious art of dawdhng. A railway time-table, with
its exact list of hours for arrival and departure, and of buffets where food can be con-

veniently picked up, presents a revelation of possibilities within reach during even a brief

week that is demoralising. No one was tempted to make a rush at the Continent

when it was a question of diligences and Schnellposts. It is different now ; and if

the aristocrat of the "grand tour" can afford to despise the nimble Yankee, we, as we get

older, sympathise with the Yankee, and "willingly folloAV in his restless wake.
The result, however, is not wholly satisfactory. It requires subsequent reflection to dis-

entangle the localities, which are so apt to get mixed up on the mental retina, as the spokes of

a wheel spinning rapidly get mixed to the eye. We have to pause, in order to separate and
give due distance and clearness to the various objects which have been done at a gallop.

We would not, indeed, without such a process care to be catechised as to the Hagen Markt
in Hanover or Brunswick, or whether the Eolandstift belongs to Hildesheim orbeing
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Goslar. Happy are they Avho can linger till

every nook and cranny of these old. towns
have become inalienably their own, bnt happy

[

also are they who can, however vaguely, recall

the brief glimpse afforded them in their busy
lives of the wondrous treasui'es that have
been there preserved from a distant past.

j

Every one knows that North Germany is

'

flat and uninteresting. Scarcely a feature
[

worth recording occurs- in the run from the

Ehine to Hanover or Berlin. Only one scene
'

appeared really beautiful. It was when the
glory of the July evening fell on the hedge-

'

less hay-fields that were sprinkled among the
darker green of wheat and oat patches. The
peasant women, who were busy loading the I

heavy oxen-drawn wains, or heaping up the
|

hay-ricks, wore bright scarlet skirts or petti-

coats, and these when seen scattered here and
there over the meadows seemed like animated
poppies, moving singly and in groups through
the sea of variegated cereals. The vermilion-
tinted tiles of the village roofs glowing with
warmth through the foliage of sheltering trees

formed another delicious contrast. Other-
wise the land was unpicturesque. It was
colour, not form, which gave it any charm.
Hanover surprised us. We had expected

to find it a typical modern city—capital of a
Duchy—with the usual number of theatres,

churches, and galleries of orthodox design.

But we were delighted when, leaving the
brilliant boulevards of the new town, we dis-

covered an " Alt-Stadt " crammed with the

The Ducal Palace.

quaintest mediseval houses and with streets

which were like a dream. The combination

of funny AvindoAvs, huge wooden beams, and

stays, and sills, and tiny port-hole looking

openings for light and air—seen as Ave saAv

it, in the moonlight—made up a picture that

is inefiliceable. Among these old relics of a

distant past stands the house of Leibnitz,

pre-eminent for the richness of its mediteval

architecture as Avell as for its associa-

tions.

We had long Avished to see Herrenhausen,
the old home of the Georges, and Avere not

disappointed. A magnificent avenue of trees,

reminding one of the famous avenue between
the Hague and Schevening, leads from the

town to the court-yard of the Schlcss. There

is a sense of the ludicrous associated in most
minds Avith the earlier Georges. Thackeray,

no doubt, has made it impossible for any one

to forget the absurdities of the situation

Avhen Herrenhausen, Avith its coarseness and
its etiquette, its fat Avomen and its petty

pomposities, Avas transferred to St. James's.

The lash of the still keener satire poured in

the Jacobite songs upon " Geordie " Avhen he

dared " to sit in Charlie's Chair," has been

quite as effective in throAAang a certain con-

tempt on the old "Elector." And so it Avas

that as we wandered through the extensive

gardens Avith their long vistas and fountains

shooting glittering diamonds into the bright

air and statues of every imaginable god

and goddess emboAvered in greenery, it Avas
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The Old Market-place. The Rathhaus.

impossible to forget the biting fun and sharp-

edged drollery of the ballad,

" Wlia hae we gotten for a king
But a wee, wee German hiirdie !

And when we gaid to bring him liame
He was diggin in his kail-yairdie ;

Sheughing kail and laying leeks,

But the hose and but the breeks

!

TTp his beggar duds he cleeks.

The wee, wee German lairdie I"

"We can happily smile at all that now and
enjoy the humour without any breach of

loyalty to her who represents " bonny Prince

Charlie" and the Stewarts with their romance,

as well as the Hanoverians with their sound
Constitutionalism. But if it was difficult to

associate this fine park with a "kail-yairdie,"

it was easy among these eighteenth-century

parterres, and stiff hedges, and artificial

waterfalls, to repeople the scene with the

peruked and pig-tailed princes and their ro-

tund and behooped princesses.

We will not describe here the extraordinary
XXVI—43

interest of Hildesheim and Goslar, which we
visited after Hanover ; we may reserve these

for another article. There is more than
enough in Brunswick for our present purpose.

Brunswick owes its charm to the rich in-

heritance it has received from the Middle
Ages. A city cannot fail to be interesting

which can show monument after monument
of the twelfth century, and which is filled

with specimens of domestic architecture four

or five hundred years old, and these not in

ruin, but fresh as if recently built. As a

study in art these medic'sval remains are inex-

pressibly valuable. The student can here

trace the influences which swept over north-

ern Europe, and determined the passage

from the Gothic to the Eenaissance, as easily

as the geologist can mark rock stratification.

But it is simply with the picturesque aspect,

and not with the illustrations afforded of

the history of art, that we have here to do
;
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ful stu-

dies for

the
lover of

"what is

ancient
Old Houses. and

quaint.
Nothing can exceed the grouping in some
of the long narrow streets, composed of

houses—each one a 2;eni—whose hia;h-

pitched roofs are crowded with dove-cot
looking openings, tier above tier, let into

the deep-toned red of the tiles, and whose
frontages are made up of a multitude of

gables, oriels, galleries of

windows such as you see on
the stern of an old three-

decker, and embellished with
an endless variety of devices,

pictures, mottoes, and quaint
carvings. Seeing one of

these streets in the evening,

when the lights and shadows
are strongest, made the heart

leap for joy and amazement
at the absolute perfection of

the picture.

The history of the city is

expressed in its art. Differ-

ent localities betray the in-

fluences under Avhich they
were built, and the political

changes which determined
the ruling power. You can

see when and where the

early princes were dominant.

The oldest churches and the

strong foundations of the
Dankwarderode Palace speak
of the imperious will of

Henry the Lion and his

proud successors. The Burg-
platz and its neighlDourhood

belong to that epoch. Then
comes the period when
Brunswick was a leading

member of the Hanseatic

League—the period of the

burghers and lich merchants,

when, from the fourteenth

to the seventeenth century,

the city attained its greatest splendour.

This time is best represented in the old

market-places, and in the ancient streets and
houses where the wealthy citizens resided.

It was then, when the stream of commerce
passed through it from the Baltic to the

Adriatic, and when its soldier-merchants,

enriched by trade, waxed powerful in the

councils of Europe, that the domestic archi-

tecture of Brunswick reached its zenith.

ToAvn-house, market, and street, rather than
palace or cathedral, were the objects on
which they then bestoAved their care. Their

houses are unlike the edifices built at the

same period by the merchant princes of

Genoa and Venice. There is nothing here

approaching the grandeur of the marble
palaces of the great families of the Italian

Republics. The burghers of the Hanseatic

Towns Avere of a humbler and less polished

class. There could have been no aping of

duke or prince in the inhabitants of these
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(South Aisle in the Cathedral.

comparatively small and essentially domestic-

looking houses. They are homely, not stately

;

speaking of great comfort and large means,

but of nothing aristocratic. They savour of

German beer rather than of rich Falernian.

But they also speak of a delight-

fully cheerful and religious tem-

perament. Humour and caricature

and healthy satire, mixed with

wise maxims and texts of Scrip-

ture—some in Latin, many in old

German—are richly used in the

ornamentation of their fun-

nily piled mansions. The
material being chiefly wood,

it readily lent itself to the
I

inventive genius of the *;;

;

builder. Even when the

house was small, some room
was always found for original

and curious effects. When
the material was stone or

brick a similar delight in the

grotesque is apparent. The
spirit which revelled in these

crowded angles, corners,

gables, oriels, floor overhang-

ing floor, in the houses which
lined street and square, could

not be restrained when it had
to w^ork in a less pliable sub-

stance than beams of wood
that could be nailed together.

ATe accordingly find the freedom and
humour found in the domestic buildingi^,

struggling for expression in the more im-

posing structures intended for public use.

The last stage in the history of Bruns-
wick is the more modern period, dating

from the last century, when the city came
again under the power of the dukes—those

representatives of the ancient Guelphs,

to which our own royal family belongs—
whose sway has continued till the German
Empire decided, a month or two ago, that

no scion of the historic house shall again

assume an authority deemed incompatible

.vith the imperial claims of the Hohenzol-

l.'rus. This ducal period is characterized

by modern buildings—palaces, schools,

theatres, statues—such as might be looked
for under the influence of a wealthy and
artistic family. The ducal palace, with the

famous Quadriga of Rietschel resting on
the summit of its imposing portal, is a

noble building ; but we gladly turn from
it and everything

modern to examine
the more interest-

of anti-
quity.

Nearly
all the

The Eathhavis (Town-house).
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monuments of the earliest period, that is

those belonging to the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries, are connected in some
way or other with Henry the Lion. He
either founded or completed them. It is

to him that the town is indebted for the

bronze lion, which has stood in the Burg-

platz since 1166, and close by the cathedral

of which Henry was also the founder. Al-

though it has undergone a certain amount of

restoration, especially as regards its pedestal,

the lion remains a genuine specimen, and a

peculiarly striking specimen, of mediaeval art.

It was erected by Henry in front of his

castle, in token of his supremacy. A tablet

bears the following inscription :
" Henricus

Leo Dei gratia dux Bavariae et Saxonise ad

sempiternam et originis et jiominis sui memo-
riam Brunsvici in avito majorum suorum
palatio anno ab incarnato diio MCLVI.

m. n. p."

On the other side of the cathedral stands

another relic which tradition connects with

Henry. It is the trunk of a very ancient

lime-tree, said to be seven hundred years old,

having been planted by Henry. It is now
little more than a trunk, with a few scattered

branches, from which spring a green twig or

two, betraying a life not yet perished.

As a rule, the modern interiors of German
churches are not inviting. White-washed

walls and dreadful pews—often painted white

to match the walls— disfigure many of the

finest buildings. Even Scotland in the days

Ancient House in the Kohlmarkt.

of its art-ignorance

could not show a

baser ecclesiastical taste than is frequently

displayed in the
Lutheran churches.
But there are many ex-

ceptions, and the Dom-
kirche of Brunswick is

one of these. It con-

tains much that is of

great interest. The
southern aisle, enriched

with a series of grace-

ful spiral columns, be-

longs to the fourteenth

centmy, and is exceed-

ingly light and beauti-

ful. There is a number
of curious specimens of

mediaeval art, some of

great value, preserved

in the church ; simple

and archaic in form,

they yet show that

original force and truth-

fulness which is always
instructive. There are

some objects which
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carry us

here ever since

back to the Crusades, haAang lain

they Avere presented by
prince or princess in pious recognition of

their safe return. But to us the most inter-

esting part of the cathedral "was the crypt,

in which lie the sarcophagi of more than fifty

princes of the Guelphs, from that of the

first brave barbarian, Echbert, to the last

Duke, on whose bier the flowers are still

" markt " and
quaint Gothic

Magnikirehe.

fresh of the memorial
Avreaths sent l^y friends

and relations,

these we noticed one bear-

ing the name of our OAvn

Queen. Two of the coffins

have a peculiar interest for

the English traveller : one
contains the ashes of our
unhappy Queen Caroline,

and the other the remains of the famous
Duke,

" Brunswick's fated chieftain,"

who led his " Black Brunswickers " side by
side with our OAvn bravest troops and found
a soldier's grave at Quatre Bras. It was he

"Who did hear
That sound the first amidst the festival

And eaug'ht its tone with death's prophetic ear ;

And when they smiled because he deemed it near,
His heart more truly knew that peal too well, .

Which stretch'd his father on a bloody bier.
And roused the vengeance blnod alone could auell.
He rushed into the field, and foremost fighting fell."

His father, to whom Byron alludes, fell mor-

tally woiuided at Jena when in command of

the German troops. The indignities heaped
upon him by the French was the reason why
black was chosen as the colour, and a death's

head as the ornament worn by the soldiers

raised by his brave son to revenge him, as

well as recover the liberty of his country.

Leaving the Burg-platz with the cathedral

and ruin of the old castle, we go to the

quarter of the city most identified

with the time when Brunswick was
a free toAvn, and naturally first be-

take ourselves to the Alt Stadt

Markt. It is the most
:' interesting and richest

spot in the whole town.

It contains a splendid

old fountain, many
exquisite mediseval

houses, St. Martin's

Church, and the Eath-
haus, that glory of the

Ti of

The
fountain is curious.

The hand of the

restorer having been
busy with it, much has

been destroyed, but
there are still remain-

ing, here and there,

fragments of texts and
funny designs Avhich

indicate what it must
have been. It is to the

Rathhaus, howcA'er,

that one instinctively

turns, for its bold and
majestic features at

once rivet the ejQ. It

forms tAvo sides of a

scpiare and presents a

double series of arches,

enclosing an arcade

beloAV and open gal-

lery above. The loAver

arches are plain, and the upper series are

filled in with rich tracery. The gargoyles

and statues which adorn it shoAv the Avealth

of imagination and the freedom in Avhich

the untrammelled genius of the time delighted

to indulge. Opposite the Rathhaus stands

the church of St. Martin, originally a Basilica,

but changed into a Gothic building during

the thirteenth century. The interior Avould

be improA^ed by a judicious clearance of the

hideous pcAvs, Avhich arrest the attention and
repel curiosity. We confess that a glimpse

sufficed us, and that Ave left the church with-
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out examining the monnments to which

Murray and Baedeker direct attention. Nor
did we hear the peal of bells ring out the

brave tune " Friede dieser stadt," nor for our-

selves read the inscription which the largest

of these bells is said to bear :

—

" Anno 1555 Hans Meisncr Tho Brunswick
bin ich genannt.

dusse Klocke hebe ich gcgoten mit miner Hand,
up der Weferstrate mit rechter Gewichte tmd mate

und we dusse Klocke horet klingen,

dat de moge Godt lobsingen."

Close by the church are a number of private

houses of antique character, many of them
showing the combination of commerce with

domestic opulence which the traveller so

often sees in Holland, where the pulley for

hoisting goods is introduced as a feature

Indeed, if we
are not mis-

taken, there is

a similar pul-

ley on the west

of the

indi-

cating perhaps

that certain

vacant places

had been uti-

lised for stor-

goods.
on

in the designs of the house

gable

clrarch

the Alt Stadt Markt, and facing the Post
Strasse, stands the Gewandhaus—an almost

faultless specimen of the Renaissance—ris-

ing in a thin, but richly ornamented gable,

marked by delicate lines. It bears the

motto, " Quod tibi, hoc alteri !" The build-

ing belongs to the sixteenth century, but
has, alas ! degenerated into a wine cellar, a

fact which is made obtrusively offensive when
the gas is lit at night, revealing one of the

exquisitely ornamented chambers, that is set

like an open gallery in the centre of the

gable, filled with tippling and pipe-exhaust-

ing citizens, ministered to by an unpictur-

esque Miner bearing bunches of beer-jugs.

There is another glorious specimen of

house architecture not far off. It stands in

the Kohlmarkt, and toAvers with its high gable,

bearing a golden star for oi^nament, far above
the modern houses in its neighbourhood.

Turning off by a narrow street, Ave reach

one bearing the curious title of " The Sack,"

and there Ave are confronted by an ancient

house on which the praises of critics have
long been poured. It bears the date 1536,

and is simply incrusted Avith a profusion of

ornaments— gods and goddesses, ancient

heroes, dolphins, candelabra, and similar

designs being used Avith riotous playfulness.

It is a A^eritable carnival of phantasy,"

says one critic, while Schlegel applies to it

the still more poetic, though rather mixed
metaphor of "frozen music." The
building may suggest the notion

of music in its rhythmic a'ariety

here fixed in material shape, but

there is no suggestion of "frozen"

in that Avarmly coloured and cosy

looking old tenement.

Not far from the palace stands

1> the Magnikirche,
dating from

The Hagen Ilarkt and Chiircli of St. Catheiiiie.

the

eleventh century,
and carefully restored

in recent years ; and
a few streets farther

off is the Zeughaus,

a delightful specimen

of quaint Gothic,

charged, like the

other houses Ave haA'e

described, Avith a

teeming world of

fanciful designs, all

so grouped as to

subserA^e one
effect.

We were unfortu-

nately prevented, in

grand
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consequence of the lateness of the hour, from

entering the magnificent museum, which

inckides tlie ancient Pauliner Kloster among
its buildings. In vain did we petition the

custodian, pointing to the fact that it was

but four in the afternoon. Even the prospect

of an additional fee could not move him from

the bureaucratic and pompous fulfil-

ment of rule which is so characteristic

of the Avell-drilled German oificial. We
therefore walked on to the Hagen
Markt to have a look at the modern
fountain erected in honour of the

ubiquitous Henry the Lion, and also

to see the imposing church of St.

Catherine. The square in which these

stand is a grand one, being surrounded

by picturesque old houses, and the

church also, as far as the exterior is

concerned, is noble. But the interior,

as in so many instances, was ruined by
its pew furniture. One ingenious object

interested us; it was the

for col-

of the

" What's wrong with it then ?
"

" Wrang wi' it It's got nae lofts (galleries),

gifts

church door-plate

lectins; the

people as they
entered for wor-
ship, and Avas so

designed that no
one could ex-

tract any coin

when once it had
been dropped
through the
mouse-trap look-

ing wire cover-

ing. We thought
that in Ger-

many, if there

are such officers

to watch the plate as

Elders in Scotland,

less confidence seems
be placed in their honesty.

It is, however, scarcely fair

to condemn tastes wliich differ

from our own. Everything

depends on our standard. For
example, it is told that when a late and highly

accomplished clergyman was a2:)pointed to the

Cathedral in Glasgow—then recently restored

to its present beauty—he was surprised at

seeing the beadle of the country church in

Forfar-shire, which he had just left, ensconced
among the congregation assembled " to hear
the ncAv minister." After service he asked him

:

"Well, John, how do you like my ncAv kirk "?

"

" At-weel, it may be guid eneuch," was his

reply, " but it's no Uke the kirk at
"

Abbey of Ridagsbausen,

Tnierior of

the Abbey Church.

and it's clean

spoiled wi'

pillars !

"

It is indeed
diflficult to

select build-

ings for illus-

tration in a

city like
Brunswick
that is so rich

in medioeval art. There are streets of

houses, each one of Avhich would make a

picture ; and the old churches have all of

them some peculiar feature, historical or

artistic, that- cannot fail to charm and inte-

rest. The Abbey church, with its fine pulpit

and screen, and the picturesque Abtci Ridags-

hausen, beside it, as well as Andreas Kirche

a,nd many other glorious " bits," must remain

without description. Nor can we touch on
the more modern quarters of the city. The
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Grave,

handsome
streets tra-

versed by the

horrible but
convenient
tramway lines, the

promenades along

the course of the old

walls, the charming
villas, and all such

objects are things to

be found elsewhere. Not for these did we
visit BrunsAvick. These constitute its prose.

The poetry is enshrined in the splendour
of its remains of mediaeval art, which do
not seem to attract as they deserve the atten-

tion of travellers. The stream of sight-seers

passing on to Berlin, might -with great advan-
tage turn aside from the direct line, and make,
as we did, the delicious cIMour of Hanover,
Hildesheim, Goslar and Brunswick, before

reaching the brilliant capital of the empire.

But Brunswick has another great interest

for every cultured traveller, besides that of

its antiquities. It is identified with the later

years of the great writer who is placed by
Heine in the very first rank—not second even
to Goethe. " In all literary history," he says,
" Lessing is the writer I most love." This may
be an exaggeration, but undoubtedly there is

no one after Luther, to whom modern Ger-
man literature owes more than to Lessing,

who threw off the thraldom of that French in-

fluence, with its unhealthy artificialism, which
in the eighteenth century crushed native

people as a jargon unfit for ears polite. It

was he who wielded his native tongue as his

instrument, and by his genius helped to aAvake

native thought and launch it forth on its

mighty career. No one can pass that dull

looking station of Wolfenbiittel, seven miles

from Brunswick, and look at the dome which
rises over thefamous library, without recalling

the sad years spent there by Lessing when his

heart was yearning for the noble-minded Eva
Konig, whomhe dare not marry formany a day
because of the abject poverty in which it

pleased the reigning Duke to leave the

greatest man his Duchy or all Germany
then contained. How terrible

Avere these years his letters show,
when this good man—starAang on
the pittance Avhich Avas all the

Duke could spare after he had
lavished his thousands on Avorth-

less mistresses—had to eat his

soul out in the misery of blighted

hopes. AVhatever Lessing's religi-

ous vieAvs Avere, and Ave believe

them to have been better than
they are usually called, there is

something exceedingly fascinating

in that humourous, affectionate,

and honest scholar fighting

'{JL bravely against sorroAvs and dis-

asters Avhich Avould haA^e subdued
a less brave man. It AA'as Aveli

genius and banished the language of the Lessing's Monument.
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for him that Bruns-wick

he could repair

of hberty " in

literary friends,

enjoyment was
gladdened him

was near, where
now and then for a "bath
the congenial society of

Only one lirief j'ear of

2;iven him—when his wife

with her presence. Then
came the dead child and the dead mother, and
his empty home. After that it was a struggle,

intellectually, financially, and socially to the

end. As a resource he hired for himself a

house in Brunswick, to Avhich he could

repair for relief from the dull room at Wol-
fenbuttel, with its

old cat purring

beside him as he
wrote. That
house stands in

the Egydien
Platz. It was
there or at Ronc-
kendorf's Avine-

cellar he used to

meet his friends,

or at the monthly
mid-day club,

when they dined

together. Atablet

over one of the

windows of the

house indicates

the room in
Avhich he died on
the 15th of Feb-
ruary, 1781. It

was a

scene.

touching

"In the

thing
very

during

The house in which Gauss was bum

evenmg, says one
of his biographers, " several friends came,
and their presence was announced to

him as he lay quietly in bed. Suddenly,
to their astonishment, the door between
the two rooms opened, and Lessing en-

tered, the cold sweat of death upon his

brow, a strange pallor upon his worn features.

Amalia, his step-daughter, had been sitting

at the door, that he might not see her tears.

Silently, with a glance of inexpressible tender-
ness, he pressed her hand ; he then bowed
himself to the assembled friends, and with a

painful effort removed his cap from his head.

He had far exceeded his strength ; his limbs

sank under him, he was carried back to bed.

A stroke of apoplexy followed, and—after

life's fitful fever he slept well."

He lies buried in the graveyard of the

Magnikirche, with a simple monument mark-
ing the spot. A remarkably fine statue of

him has been erected not far from his own
house. It is really a noble Avork of art, full of

repose, intelligence, and dignity.

Brunswick can boast of being also the birth-

place of two other

great men : Spohr
the composer, and
Gauss, the mathe-
matician, are both
natives of tliis

city.

One
struck us

forcibly

our brief sojourn

in Germany. A
few years ago no
traveller could fail

to be annoyed by
the humjytknisness

of the Prussian,

officials. Even the

railway guards

usedto deckthem-
selves forth in

their small autho-

rity, and strut

along, exercising

theii' petty func-

tions with a dictatorial imperativeness Avhich

was almost unbearable by ordinary mor-
tals who retained the slightest vestige o£

self-respect. As far as our recent experience

went, all this has changed.

Nothing could exceed the obliging man-
ner in Avhich every one, from the station

master to the Geptick-trager, tried to accom-

modate and assist ; they Averc kind and civil

to a degree. Success in Avar and in diplomacy

seems to have delivered the people from the self-

assertiveness Avhich used to be so provoking.

THE EELIGIONS OF THE WOKLD.
By the Eev. II. R. HATNTEIS, M.A.

n^ -CHINESE RELIGION.

A LL that is distinctive in the religion of
-^^ China may be summed up in one word,
"Confucius." La-ot-ze preceded him, Men-

cius folloAved him ; but, as Mencius admitted,
" None are his equals ; there is but one Con-
fucius." Indian Buddhism (religious meta-
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physics) was introduced into China about

B.C. 217; and Taoism (spiritualism) about

A.D. 140; but Taoists and Chinese Buddhists

are alike worshippers of Confucius.
" China," says Professor Maurice, " is tlie

source of regulative action, as India was the

source of thought. In India all history be-

comes philosophy, in China all philosophy

becomes history." The State has formally

established the three religions—Confucian-

ism, Buddhism, Taoism ; but the genius of

Chinese thought finds its centre in the

laconic, dry, systematic, and practical Con-
fucius.

Let us take a bird's-eye view of the Celestial

Empire. Sloping from the eastern table-

lands of Central Asia, with a frontier of four

thousand four hundred miles and two thou-

sand five hundred of sea-coast, China is

eighteen times larger than Great Britain, and
contains three hundred and sixty millions

bound together with the same language, laws,

and literature. The imagination is impressed

by China's vast alluvial plains and mountain-

ranges, her lakes with floating islands, and
great canal six hundred and fifty miles long

;

her fleet of junks bearing four hundred and
thiity thousand tons of rice ; her ancient

wall, twenty feet thick and twelve hundre^^

and fifty miles long, built to keep out th&

Tartars B.C. 220; her rich mineral products;

her golden sands, porcelain clays, white cop-

per, ivory, green jade, and variety of coloured

marble ; her flora and fauna ; her profusion

of roses, gardenias, camellias ; her orange

groves, perfumed teas, and finest peaches

—

in short, a variety of vegetation ranging from
the polo to the tropics.

The Chinese attract European fancy by
sheer oddity. They seem to reverse all our

usual notions. They don't fear death ; they

make presents of coffins to each other. They
like capital punishment, executing about ten

thousand miserable creatures a year. They
extol each other's religious differences, wear
white at funerals, avoid fires in winter, dis-

like water, either to drink or wash in, spoil

their women's feet, cut off" the men's hair

where it might be useful, and wear long pig-

tails which are of no use at all ; only fee the

doctor when there is nothing the matter

;

have three thousand ceremonial rites ; and
such a passion for symmetry that they have
rearranged the bodily organs, placing the

heart in the middle and the other organs at

even distances round it. And for thousands
of years China has little changed.

The most ancient form of religion in China
was a Polytheomonotheism, spirit and nature

worship with reference to a central source,

Shan stood for spirits of heaven ; Chi, earth

spirits ; Kivei, spirits of the dead ; Wang, the
Emperor ; the mysterious Ti or Shang Ti,

personal heaven or God. Ample provision

was made for ceremonial ; and what may be
called spiritual proprieties and periodical

homages were offered to Shang Ti and all

spirits, whilst such great cosmic ideas as the
expanse, fire-brightness, wind, solidity, the
eternal quiet, corruption, and substance, or
" that which underlies," were strangely sym-
bolised in the famous lines of Eushi, a pliilo-

sopher who lived B.C. 1150. These are the
lines of Eushi.

LINES OF FUSHI. '

They occur everywhere in temples, houses,

in books, and on articles of furniture. I

have a complete set of them on an old bit

of Nankin blue. They admit, like a peal of

bells, of endless arrangement, and of every
conceivable combination, and lend themselves
to the expression of almost every philosophi-

cal thought which the Chinese mind is capable

of conceiving. It is characteristic of the

Chinaman that he should be intellectually

quite satisfied, having once for all put these

profound abstractions into straight lines, and
so fixed them.

Five thousand years ago we find in China
the organized worship of nature—prayer to

the cloudmaster, the rainmaster, the thunder-
master; yet always with the monotheistic

tendency. More than two thousand years

before Christ the Emperor Wang conducted
the state worship of Shang Ti (the supreme
God or personal heaven) and all the spiritual

host, "with the ordinary forms:" "Ye,
spirits ! are the ministers, assisting Shang Ti,

the worker, the transformer "—so runs the

prayer. A square altar was used for the

earth-spirits, a round altar for the celestial

ones.

Tang ascended the throne two hundred
years before Moses, or about 1700 B.C., the

time of Jacob, Esau, and Joseph. Tang
said, " Heaven gave the people rulers who
were to be the ministers of Shang Ti, and
keep the realm in peace aiid quietness. The
little child, charged with the decrees of

heaven, did not dare forgive the criminal. I

sought the wise man, and united my strength

to his. I implored the favour of Shang Ti
for you, my innumerable people." Tang also

said, " Shang Ti gives a moral in every man's
heart ; he also raised up the sovereign to see

it carried out." A thousand years afterwards
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I read of another king—King David, who
said, " He that ruleth over men must be

just, ruling in the fear of God."

In the earhest times we find in China no
regular priesthood, no propitiatory sacrifices,

no adequate sense of the meaning and power
of spiritual communion, merely offerings to

the dead and symbolical libations.

In all that connects life with good govern-

ment, morals, social order, primitive Chinese

religion is strong ; in spirituality it Avas

weak. The more meditative and mystic ele-

ments came later from a foreign source. The
lives and words of the great Reformers,

La-ot-ze, Confucius, and Mencius, best illus-

trate the corruptions that had crept into the

primitive doctrine and j^ractice, and the at-

tempted restoration of what seemed to these

philosophers vital in each. Yet neither of

these three men cared for Buddhism or knew
anything of Taoism.

In a very curious fragment of the Con-
fucian analects, the two philosophers, La-ot-ze

and Confucius, are seen for a moment to-

gether. La-ot-ze was a bookworm, he kept the

royal arcliives ; Confucius, aged tliirty-seven,

careful in dress, punctilious in ceremony,

polished in manner, visited the old man, and
was characteristically treated. He found a

sort of Thomas Carlyle, with little sympathy
for the masses^" mostly fools," sententious,

brief, and not very good-tempered. When
asked about the ancestors :

" They are dead,

their bones are dust ; their words alone sur-

vive." He also said, with probably a bitter

application to himself, "When the superior

man is born at the right time he rises to

power ; but being born at the wrong time he
stumbles, as with snared feet. Parties," he
added, "whose principles are different cannot
take counsel together." There may have
been little difference in principle between
La-ot-ze and Confucius, but there was pro-

bably a great difference in temperament, for

the old philosopher was a pessimist, the

young one an ojitimist. La-ot-ze ends with a

truly Carlylese tirade against Bumbledom,
flunkeyism, and shams. No doubt Con-
fucius's exquisite manner, careful attire, and
courtly ways grated on the rugged student.

He broke out, "Put away your stuck-up
looks and your self-conceit. They can do
you no good. I have nothing more to tell

yoiL" And as La-ot-ze turned on his heel,

Confucius seems to have been struck with
awe. He felt the greatness of the man.
"I can snare beasts," he said, "hook fish,

and catch birds, but who knows the way of

the dragon ] I have seen La-ot-ze. I can

only liken him to the dragon that mounts
through the clouds to heaven."

La-ot-ze had little, Confucius much, of the

popular fibre about him. La-ot-ze saw the

corruptions of his own age and denounced
them, but had not, like Confucius, the popular
sympathy to set to work and reform them.
He did not believe in the people, Confucius
did ; both were disappointed. La-ot-ze's great

book, the Tao-teh-King, is in parts sublime,

but nowhere popular, and not always intel-

Hgible. "The divine essence, or reason," he
writes, " what is it 1 We look at it, but do
not see it ; we listen to it, but do not hear it.

The colourless, the soundless—we feel after

it, but do not clasp it; the incorporeal—it

can neither be defined nor examined. It IS."

We cannot help thinking of the sublime

Hebrew, " I Ml." "I do not know its name.
I call it the Way ; forcing myself to name it

I call it the mighty." La-ot-ze, in his more
gracious moments, uttered many beautiful

sayings for the conduct of life. " There are

three things most precious in the world to me.
I hold them fast. The first is compassion,

the second economy, the third humility.

With economy I can afibrd to be liberal

;

with humility I can fit myself for all that 1

am worthy of; with sympathy and gentle-

ness I can overcome the utmost violence.

But in these days," sighs the philosopher,

"they prefer physical courage, ostentation,

and extravagance. Instead of being last they
all want to be first. The end of all this is

death."

The close of his career was sad, striking,

but not inappropriate. His biographer tells

us that, in despair at the growing degeneracy

of the times, La-ot-ze determined to leave the

city of " Chan," where he had passed the

greater portion of his life. But the gate-

keeper, Yin-Hsi, arrested him, and besought

him, ere he went, to write a book. He
wrote the "Tao-Teh-King," or Book of Divine

Wisdom.
La-ot-ze, nearly ninety years old, then went

alone out of the north-west gate of Chan,

and was never heard of again. " He was,"

says his only biographer, " a superior man,
and liked to keep himself unknown."

So this strange, uncouth, shy figure passes

out into the darkness, but remains on the

historic canvas painted with a few imperish-

able strokes of Time's capricious brush. To
me, indeed, La-ot-ze, the deep thinker, the

uncouth, sad student, is altogether a pathetic

and memorable personage. Careless of what
men thought or said of him, he obeyed the

voices within him, absorbed in his o^vn
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reveries. He wrote only at the last, and
under great pressure ; but the words which
had sunk deep into the heart of Yin-Hsi

were so rich and melodious that the world
has been listening to them ever since.

"Truly," says Emerson, "the unstable esti-

mates of men crowd to him who is filled

with a trust as the heaped waves of the

Atlantic follow the moon."
Confucius was a A'ery different person,

with an intense belief in himself, in the

people, in his power to teach them ; with a

sympathetic and popular address and refined

and fascinating manner, he was cut out to

be a ruler of men. He was bom 551 B.C.,

and died 478. He was originally a small

Government official in the public granaries

;

but he also set up a school at his own house.

The Prince Lil afterwards made him a magis-

trate, and so extraordinary was his influence

that he soon rose to be the First Commissioner
of Works and Minister of Crime ; but
wherever he went, crime ceased ; the prisons

were empty ; strangers flocked to hear his

wisdom ; and Prince Lii's prosperity Avas so

envied that a plot was successfully laid to

seduce the Piince from his allegiance to

Confucius, who at last leaves the State in

disgust and wanders through China with a

few disciples. The Princes of various States

seemed eager to receive him, but the severity

of his principles displeased the nobles, and
the Duke of Tze, to whom he had fled from
the Duke of Lu's Court, whilst admiring the

sage, remarked, " I am old, I cannot use his

doctrines." Meanwhile his words lived from
mouth to mouth—strangers visited him in

crowds ; he was alternately the idol and the

bugbear of the populace. Poets sang his

praises. " What a pleasant smile illumines

his face ; how finely carved and delicate is

his mouth ; how ravishing his look !" He was
always accompanied by a band of devoted
disciples, who hung upon his lips ; but when
a prince rejected his counsels he would go
forth without purse or scrip, and was some-
times in great straits even for food. When
the lawfulness of taking it was mooted, the

master said, " The superior man may suffer

want : the mean man alone gives way to

license." At times he would dwell on him-
self and his personal practice when he was
appointed overseer of the granaries ; he said,

" My calculations must all be right, that is

all I have to care about." His strong sense

of his mission as one far transcending ter-

ritorial limits and of world-wide reach, came
out in such exclamations as, " I am a man of

the north, south, east, and west ;
" of his own

development he said, "At thirty I stood
firm ; at sixty-nine I had attained to the
state of following what my heart desired,

without transgressing what was right." He
had, that is, trained himself to desire only
such things as were good. " How shall we
describe you to others 1 " asked a disciple. He
answered, "Say that I am one who, in his

thirst for knowledge, forbears to eat, who
forgets sorrow in the joy of attainment, and
who hardly has time to notice the advance of

old age." At another time he said, "My
only merit is to study wisdom without
satiety, and to teach others without weari-

ness." And his humility is shown in such
complaints as, "These things trouble me;
not to live virtuously enough, not to discuss

questions thoroughly enough, not to conform
practice to doctrine sufficiently, not to re-

form the bad entirely."

We are able to come very close to the

master as he lived and moved amongst his

disciples. His motions were all watched,
and his habits minutely chronicled. He did
everytliing according to rule. If he bent in

salute, liis robes always fell in symmetrical
folds right and left. In receiving guests, he
hastened his steps, extending his arms like

the wings of a bird. He left the company
slowly. He passed before the throne with a
grave and measured step. "The master,"

they said, "is gentle, yet full of dignity;

majestic without severity ; respectful to

others, yet always at ease himself." Had he
not said, " The superior man is composed, but
the mean man is always in a fidget 1

"

He sometimes engaged in sport ; but they
noticed that he always fished with a rod
instead of snaring with a net ; and never shot

a bird except on the wing. He would wear
nothing red or deep purple, or puce colour

;

but over lamb's wool he was careful to wear
black ; over faAvn and fur, white ; over fox's

fur, yellow. Indoors he wore thick badger's

fur, and he would have his night-dress twice

as long as his body. He never lay stretched

like a corpse in bed, and never spoke after

retiring to rest. He was moderate and pre-

cise in his eating, and would have his meals
Avell cooked ; he used wine freely, and no
one had never known it to confuse his head.

He never spoke at meal-time ; but before

meat he off'ered some of the viands reve-

rently in sacrifice to the spirits. He had his

meat cut in symmetrical squares, and would
not sit on his mat unless it was quite straight.

He carried attention to small proprieties to

what may seem to us a ridiculous excess, and
attached an exaggerated importance to ap-
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pearances. " Wang Chung was a great Prime
Minister," he once said, and when asked why,

he merely added, "But for him we might

even now be wearing our hair rough and
button the lappets of our coats on the left

side." The wisest of the Chinese could

hardly conceive of a greater national cala-

mity !

Confucius was fond of saying, " Kequire
much of yourself, little of others ;" yet would
he ill brook disrespect. "Yang," I read,

received the master squatting on his heels,

whereon the master broke out in wrath

:

"Not respectful in youth, not diligent in

manhood
;
perchance living on to be old, and

a very pest too", and therewith the philoso-

pher struck Yang smartly with his stick and
bade him rise up.

In his earlier days he had held that out-

ward conformity to right was the chief thing

for a people to study ; but later experience

taught him, as he himself expresses it, that
" we may force people to do justice ; we can-

not force them to love it."

Confucius Avas profoundly disappointed at

not getting his maxims adopted. " Virtue,"

he complained frequently, " is not cultivated

—study is not pursued
;

justice and equity

are preached, but not practised; wicked
men will not be convinced—this is my
grief

!

"

There was evidentlya want somewhere in

Confucianism with all its excellence. Its

hold on God was weak ; it was indifferent to

the cultivation of spiritual communion; its

appreciation of evil was inadequate ; its con-

stant habit of retrospect and never of pro-

spect, paralysing ; its neglect of human
impulse, conspicuous; its sense of mystery
feeble, and consequently its lift and aspira-

tional power almost nil.

Still, as a regulative force, as a system of

ethics, and a complete embodiment of the

Chinese ideal of life and government, the

philosophy of Confucius stands out as one of

the most extraordinary efforts of the human
mind ; and yet we cannot help feeling all

through the gnomic utterances of the ana-

lects and the doctrine of the mean, that

Confucius himself is greater than his system.

There is a sort of personal flavour about
his most abstract utterances, and we are

quite sure that he never preached anything
he was not prepared himself to practise,

never gave a counsel he was not himself

ready to obey.

Thanks to the love and admiration of the
many eager pupils, we are, after the lapse of

more than two thousand years, able to listen

to the pithy sayings, the trenchant obser-

vations, and the singularly earnest, yet cau-

tious, utterances of the man who is still

reverenced throughout China above all em-
perors and statesmen, and is even worshipped
as a god.

It may be asked, what was the religion of

Confucius himself ? It must be answered :

he accepted what he found without laying

stress upon any special doctrines. Whilst
reverencing an unseen divine Power, he yet
never spoke of it as personal. He believed

in spirits, conformed to ceremonies, and did

not check special prayers. Once, when sick,

his friends asked that prayers should be
made for his recovery. " Is that," said he,

" the proper thing to do ? " " It is so set

down," they answered, " in the sacred book,

'Address your prayers,' &c." He then ut-

tered this memorable sentence, " The prayer
of Confucius is constant." Men observed
that he sacrificed to the dead as if they were
present; yet he evaded all questions con-

cerning them. " Shall we serve the spirits of

the dead ? " they asked ; his answer was, " If

you cannot serve men, how will you serve

spirits 1" "I venture to ask about death,"

said a disciple. " You know nothing about
life, how can you know anything about

death ? " " Have the dead knowledge ? " still

urged the eager student. "You need not

know whether they have or not," said the

master; "there is no hurry, hereafter you
shall know." " He taught," we read else-

where, " letters, morals, devotion of soul, and
sincerity of heart, but all mysterious occur-

rences—feats of dexterity, abnormal states,

and the existence of spiritual beings, he
shrank from discussing." Yet the instant

the sphere of practice was touched, the trum-

pet gave no uncertain sound : "Without obey-

ing the ordinances of heaven (i.e. the moral

law) it is impossible to be a superior man."
" He who sins against Heaven, to whom can

he pray ?•" " No man knows me. I do not

complain; Heaven alone knows me." This

is the nearest approach I find to the recogni-

tion of a Personal God, and it does not

amount even to Monotheism as taught by
Moses.

His shrewdness and insight, combined
with what I may call an habitually pyramidal

or cumulative style, are to me a perpetual

feast. "The prince must always improve
himself ; to improve himself he must render

others their dues ; to do that he must con-

sult wise men ; to have the friendship of

wise men he must j^ractise their recommen-
dations." Here is a quaint statement of cha-
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racter by inference. " Tsen Lon is capable

of leading an army ; I know nothing of his

humanity. Kieon might govern a city; I

know nothing of his humanity. Tchi is cap-

able of dressing himself up in smart clothes

and introducing people gracefully to each

other; I know nothing of his humanity."

When asked about humanity, he exclaimed,
" Is humanity so far from us ? I wish to pos-

sess humanity, and it comes to me."

His thoughts on Government are at least

as much needed- now as they were then.

" The wise governor, as soon as men change

what is wrong, stojjs governing." To an

official who complained of the roguery of his

subordinates he merely said, "If you, sir,

were not rapacious, those whom you govern

would not steal." Three things Aviil be

found in a country where there is good
government :

" enough food for the people,

a ruler whom men can trust, and a good
army." " But if a country must dispense with

one of these three, which would it be best

to do without ?
" he answered shortly, " The

army."
Of the Prince he said, " If his personal

conduct is right his government will be good
without so many orders ; and if it be wrong
none of his orders will be respected." He
thought war a calamity, and considered that

a good government should dispense with

capital punishment. They asked, " What is

shameful in a Government employe ? " " To
think only of his salary in serving the Prince

;

a superior man will put duty first and pay
last." Of himself he said, "I am not careful

to be without office, but careful to fit myself

for it." His conversation consisted less in

long speeches than in the happiest and brief-

est replies. " Is there one word Avhich ex-

presses the whole duty of man?" he was
once asked. He seems to have paused, un-

willing to dismiss so lightly such a momentous
topic; but, recovering himself, "Yes," he
said, " there is one word. Reciprocity

!

"

which, he explained, was simply the doing

unto others as we would they should do unto

us. He was never weary of dilating upon
this text.

At other times his mere shrewdness of

obsei-vation arrests us

—

" The wise of the highest class, and the

stupid of the lowest, neither can be changed."

"I hate those Mdio tell secrets and call

themselves straightforward,"

"A man hated at forty is always hated."
" Girls and servants are alike difficult to

treat properly. If you are familiar they
presume, and if you are reserved they sulk."

His three favourite qualities were consci-

ence, humanity, and moral courage : the

first corresponded to the knowledge of good
and evil, the second to equity of heart, and
the third to force of soul, and it was character-

istic of his severely practical tone of mind to

say, " Whether Ave practise these naturally or

Avith effort—if Ave practise them it comes to

the same thing;" and yet because he loved the

inner Tightness, the equity of the heart, he
could also utter this beautiful sentence, " The
superior man is Avatchful over his aloneness."

At the age of seventy he returned to the

principality of Lu, but he was too old for

office. He Avas broken in health and sad at

heart, for he could get no Government to

adopt his severe and noble methods.

One day his disciple Tszekum Avatched

him pacing feebly in the sunshine, dragging

his stick behind him, and heard him mutter

—

" The great mountain mnst crumble,
The strong beam must break,
And the wise man wither away like grass."

" Ah ! " cried his friend, " I fear the master
is going to be ill." Confucius then tells him
that he knoAvs by a dream that he is soon to

die. His last words are those of a weary
and disappointed old man :

" ISTo wise ruler

comes ; no prince invites me to be his coun-

sellor; it is time to die." So saying he took

to his bed and passed away in a very few
days. His Avritings are still learned through-

out the Celestial Empire. The most honoured
temples are those raised to Confucius. He
remains, after tAvo thousand five hundred
years, China's most living force.

Mencius (cir. 300) Avas characterized by his

extremely caustic and humorous application

of the Confucian doctrine. But he Avas a
great moralist and a great democrat, as well

as a searching humorist.
" Why do you lie aAvake on account of the

promotion of Lo-Tching-Tsen ? " asked a dis-

ciple.

" Because," said Mencius, " he is a man
Avho loves Avliat is good."

" Is that enough ?
"

" Yes ; to love what is good is more than
enough to govern the empire."

Mencius was very plain spoken Avith

princes.

" The people," he told them, " is the most
noble thing in the world—the earth spirits

and the fruits of the earth come next—the

Prince is of the least importance of all." Yet
Avas he unremitting in his efforts to advise,

encourage, and even rebuke the princes who
took counsel Avith him.

The King read out to him admiringly two
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lines from the sacred books—" We may be

rich and powerful but we ought to have

compassion on the Avidows and orphans."
" King," exclaimed Mencius, " if you

admire that doctrine Avhy do you not prac-

tise it ?

"

"My Insignificance," replied the King,

"has a certain defect. My Insignificance

loves riches."

Said Mencius respectfully, " Kong Neon
loved riches, so he shared them with his

people."
" But," went on tho King, " my Insignifi-

cance loves pleasure."
" So did Tai Wang, so he contrived that

every one should have recreation, and be

able to keep a wife."

The King was silent.

Dr. Johnson used to say, "Your great

people don't like having their mouths
stopped," but Mencius usually contrived to

have the last word, yet was he not shunned
but rather courted by his sovereign.

I have now placed the three great figures

of Chinese pliilosophy in the high relief pro-

vided for them by their OAvn characteristic

utterances : La-ot-ze, the solitary and some-

what pessimist thinker ; Confucius, the eager,

active man of affairs ; Mencius, the bold and
humorous critic, Avclcome utterer of unwel-

come truths.

That pliilosophy, however practical, can

never take the place of religion for the

masses—however it may sufiice to conti'ol

and solace the superior man—is perhaps the

most impressive lesson to be derived from
the study of the Confucian doctrines.

The system was Aveak in the sense of

mystery, just where Buddha's was strong

;

and strong in its earnest care for and be-

lief in this world just Avhere Buddha's was
weak. Buddhism, which crept into China at

a later period supplied the indispensable meta-
physic—the speculation on the what, the

whence, and the whither, to which the great

practical philosopher was so indiff"erent.

Taoism, which appeared very much in its

present form later still supplied the equally

indispensable how ? It taught the doctrine

of intercommunion between the living and
the dead, gave the formuloe of approach, was
and is in fact very much what we understand
by modern spiritualism in its grosser form of

oracle and miracle ; still it answered the

craving for certainty as to the existence of

the dead, the reality of spirits, and their sus-

tained and sympathetic interest in human
affairs.

The humble student of history, less biassed

than the confident votary of science, will, in

his survey of the religions of the world, prob-

ably admit that a craving for, and a belief in,

the reality of unseen beings, which is so

universal, so recurrent, and so impossible to

exterminate, even in the nineteenth century,

possibly rests upon some foundation that

science may be able to reveal, but is not
likely to destroy. The " Heathen Chinee,"

with an instinct rather truer than tliat of the

modern missionary, has endowed all three

religions—Confucianism, Taoism, and Budd-
hism ; he has felt that each stood for a truth

and answered a need. When the life and
practice of the modern Christian, as he
appears in the person of the French warrior

or the English speculator, is clearly manifest

in the eyes of the Chinaman as superior to

his own, he will probably endow Christianity,

not till then. Preaching by example is one
of the cardinal doctrines of Confucius, he
had more faith in that than anything, he
was therefore reverenced. Christians, alas !

seem to have less, therefore they are de-

spised.

THROUGH A DAEK YALLEY.
^ (Stora of the glmrrican Cibil SEar.

By FKANCES GORDON.

CHAPTER IV.

" 1%/TOEE than once after this Wilmer con-
- *-L trived to ride into the City and spend

an hour with us, but very soon these visits

ceased. The Federal army was drawing nearer
and nearer. The battle of Seven Pines was
fought, and Ave heard that Jackson had begun
his famous march to join Lee. It was be-

coming a matter for conjecture how long our
provisions Avould hold out ; and we ladies—

•

for there were many of us in the same house

—even tried to have our little jokes during

those anxious weeks, and manifested quite

an amusing desire to dispose of the best of

the eatables before the arrival of the Yan-
kees. But the best was bad. And every

day the parching south winds blew—and the
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children flagged more and more. Our hopes

were centred in General Lee, and he did not

fail us.

The history of the relief of Eichmond is

not for me to tell ; but by the last of June
Jackson was up from the valley, and he and
Lee between them were driving the enemy
step by step farther and farther from the

cit}^, until finally the invading host came to a

halt on the banks of the James. Then there

came a brief lull, and in it Wilmer made out

to visit us. He was greatly stirred when he
saw the increased change for the worse in

Doris and the boy ; and the morning after

his departure he sent us a message bidding

us go at once to a deserted log-cabin, to

which his messenger would lead us, and Avhich

was perched near the edge of a wood on the

summit of a small hill above the river. There
we should be protected by the close neigh-

bourhood of that portion of the Confederate
army to which he was temporarily attached,

and should be able to retreat into the city

at a moment's notice. By paying an extor-

tionate sum we succeeded in procuring a

waggon and a mule, and, carrying with us

Mammy and a slender stock of provisions, we
proceeded to take posession of our new quar-

ters. There was a shed behind the cabin,

which still contained nearly half a cord of

seasonedwood; and when Mammy had hunted
up an ancient axe she felt quite happy about
her fire. We also found half a sack of meal
in one corner of the cabin, evidently provided
by Wilmer's forethought. It was apparent
that some weeks had elapsed since the garden-

patch had last been rifled, for a few ears of

sweet com and some tomatoes were ripening

beneath the July sun. I need not say what
the sight of such unwonted luxuries was
to people whose natural sustenance consisted

principally of 'garden-stuff",' and who had
now for long been deprived of it.

One evening, some time after our arrival,

we sat on the brow of the hill, enjoying the

comparatively cool breeze that blew from
the river. Little Dick, looking more like a
waxen image than a child, lay asleep in the

hammock near by; within the cabin old

Mammy Avas crooning one of her lugubrious

negro ditties as she baked a cake in the

ashes. Presently we beheld a horseman
cross the flats and begin to ascend the hill.

It was AVilmer, of course. He left his horse
at a dilapidated hitching-post behind the
cabin, and came hurrying towaixls us. In
his hand he held a small demijohn, which he
carried with care, and great was our joy
when we found that it contained sweet milk

for poor little Dick. Doris went into the
cabin to display the unwonted luxury to the

old coloured woman, and bid her set it in the
spring for coolness' sake. Then we all be-

took ourselves to our former seat on the

fallen log. Wilmer pointed out the camjjs

of the various divisions of the Confederate
army, and, far away at Harrison's Landing,
the outlying tents of the enemy gleamin
through the growing dusk. How often in

those days I said ' the enemy,' and yet how
low my heart fell at the Avord as I Avondered
hoAV many good and true friends of mine
Avere numbered in it ! But thesewere thoughts
I seldom dared to linger over. My duty, my
aff'ection, all the memories of the past, chained

me where I Avas—a willing slave.

' The Yanks are a long ways off" now, you
see, Doris,' Wilmer said cheerily, ' and you
are in no manner of danger here at present.

Jackson makes a start to-night with his boys
in grey to rouse up the ncAV Federal com-

mander at Gordonsville. I reckon Ave all

shall move off" after a Avhile, and then it may
be advisable for you to return home.'

' Home !
' repeated Doris, amazed.

'Yes, dearest. It is entirely too warm
for you all in, or even near, the city, and I

dread these marshy flats in September. If

Ave continue to drive the Yanks north yon
can go home in perfect safety. The railroad-

track is cut, I understand, but there is always

the old coach road. HoAvever, I will consult

the General after awhile—he is much in-

terested in you. And, cousin,' he added,

turning to me, and speaking softly, ' he has

never forgotten.'

I laid my hand in his for a moment by
Avay of ansAver, for I knew to what he alluded.

It was Lee who, years and years ago, had
written me from Mexico the news of my
husband's death. They had been com^rades

together—both captains in the United States

army.

As luck would have it, the conversation

now took a someAvhat unfortunate turn. It

Avas quite in keeping with my reading of

Wilmer's character that he should persist in

harping on a distasteful subject. This un-

comfortable kind of persistence isundoubtedly
rather a masculine than a feminine trait.

Superficial observers may call it a sign of

stupidity if they choose, but in my humble
opinion they Avill, in nine cases out of ten,

be mistaken. The minds of some men are

as a moonlight landscape—clear and strong.

The shadoAvs fall dark upon a white ground,

and the thousand diverse hues of the changeful

day are as things which have no existence at
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any timo or place. As Wilmer himself would
have expressed it

—'Right is right, and wrong
is wrong. The right is not a matter of opinion,

and you must yield your fancies to the great

principle.' So no doubt he reasoned, and so

he acted.

He began to speak of Curtis Monkton.
Apparently that young man was employing
some former surgical training in the service

of the 'Yanks,' and was even known to have
been the occasional bearer of dispatches from
one Federal general to another. He was
said to volunteer readily for any dangerous

duty, and was constantly seen in the front,

and singled out by the sharpshooters ; but
notwithstanding the trifling value he appeared

to set on his life (' because it is so worthless,'

AVihner observed) he had hitherto escaped

without injury.

Now I am positive that up till this

period "Wilmer cherished no personal ani-

mosity against Curtis—on the contrary, per-

haps. It is true that, like many another

conqueror, he thought somewhat contemptu-

ously of the antagonist who had once yielded

to him so easily, and gave him little or no
credit for motives other than those of the

most inferior description. Whether some
smouldering embers of rivalry had, unsus-

pected by himself, lain dormant in Wilmer's
breast during the last two or three years,

ready to be fanned into a flame by any
chance gust of emotion, I cannot say—and
neither, probably, coidd he. The passionate

sense of injury which dominated the South
at that time, and which grew in intensity

with every month, vented itself, Avhenever
possible, on her own renegade sons. But to

enable you to realise, however faintly, the

manifold horrors of a civil war—and such a

civil war !—is utterly beyond me. I only
know that Wilmer mirjlit have felt as bitter

as lie did against Curtis had he never been
associated with him in the past. Such a

phenomenon was just possible— nothing
more.

While her husband was expressing him-
self with his usual warmth Doris looked
more and more disturbed, and finally rose

from her seat beside him, and went across to

the hammock wherein little Dick lay. Wil-
mer turned his head to Avatch her, and I felt

rather than saw that he was annoyed at her
departure.

'The child is well enough, Doris,' he
called after her.

At the sound of a raised voice Dick
awoke, and beginning to fret, as he often did
now, poor little mite, Doris had an excuse
XXVI—4i

for carrying him into the cabin to soothe him
with some of the lately arrived milk.

Wilmer kept silence awhile. Then ha
said abruptly, ' Cousin, why does my Avife

leave me when I speak of Curtis Monkton ?

She should not do so. What is the trouble 1

Sometimes I could almost believe that she

thinks he is doing right. Does she ever talk

to you about him %

'

Xow I felt convinced that Avhat really

saddened and bcAvildered Doris's feminine

soul Avas this glimpse of AA'hat she Avas fain to

consider a want of magnanimity in her
husband—but how could a third pei'son tell

him so ? There Avere half-a-dozen objections

to such a course, Avhich any one Avith any
sense of delicacy coidd not fail to perceiA'e.

Yet Wilmer Avas a man Avho required plain

speaking, and herein lay the one difficulty

betAveen him and his wife. Doris had strong

opinions of her oaati on all subjects Avhich

involved principle, but Avas silent, even
reticent, by nature. At a moment Avhen

CA'crything depended on perfect frankness

she could neA^er be trusted not to take refuge

in silence. Incapable of disloyalty or deceit

in any form there Avere nevertheless times

Avhen she seemed equally incapable of speech.

'Look here, Wilmer,' I said, after a pause

for deliberation, ' no doubt Doris feels that

she OAves something to the man who gave her

vip to you Avithout one syllable of reproach

;

and, remember, he had just cause for resent-

ment. AYomen are apt to think kindly of

those who have aided in maldng such happi-

ness as is yours and hers.'

'Yes, yes,' said Wilmer, moA'ing restlessly,

' but, cousin, that felloAv is little better than a

spy-'

'Was it not your oaa^u beloved leader

AA'ho once said that each man must judge for

himself, for that he only could knoAv the

reasons Avhich governed him ? Can you not

bring yourself to believe that Curtis Monk-
ton may have his reasons too 1

'

' Reasons for turning traitor
!

' he ex-

claimed. ' What reasons they must be, any
Avay ! Well, cousin, let us say no more
about it.'

And greatly to my relief the subject Avas

dropped, and before Doris came back to us

Wilmer Avas himself again."

CHAPTER V.

" Deep in the solemn stillness of the sum-
mer night Doris woke me.

'Listen, cousin—do you not hear some-

thing 1
'

For a few moments nothing— but the
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wearisome refrain of the whip-po'-will from
the grove, and the heavy breathing of the old.

coloured woman upon the cabin floor.

'There—right there!' wliispered Doris

again, touching the log wall beside the bed.

Now the wood-shed was on the other side

of the wall.

Countless horrible possibilities flashed in-

to my brain, and for one long minute, which
seemed almost like madness, every sense I

possessed was absorbed in the frantic beating

of my heart. Then I grew quieter, and
listened again.

Yes—surely that was a footstep on the

scattered chips ? Whoever—whatever— it

was—carried no lantern, or the light from it

would have penetrated between the logs.

Now, although Wilmer considered us

absolutely safe where we were, he nightly dis-

patched his ovm body-servant up the hill, to

sleep under a tree within hail of the inmates

of the cabin. He himself was not a mile

away in camp, but while the movements of

the troops were so uncertain duty forbade

him to absent himself for more than an hour
or so at a time. Perhaps it was curious that

neither of us should have thought that the

midnight wanderer might be Abner, the ser-

vant in question ; but there was a stealthiness

in the tread which told its OAvn story only too

clearly.

What were we to do ? To make a dis-

turbance until we were sure that there were
no other hidden foes in the backtrround would
be the height of foll}^ I lay and pondered,

not venturing to speak again for fear our

unwelcome visitor should overhear.

Presently we heard the footsteps again,

and this time they left the shed. I disen-

gaged myself from Doris's clinging anns,

bidding her be as brave as I kneA\' she could

be on occasion. As for my OAvn bravery, it

was that of desperation, nothing else—

a

low order of courage, if you will, but better

than none, pcrhaj^s. We both swiftly slipped

on a few clothes, Doris lay down on the bed
again, and I crept across the floor, which
fortunately Avas of claj' , and so did not creak.

Then I opened the shutter half an inch, and
peeped out. For a while I could see nothing,

for the sky was partially overcast. Then the

moon Avent liding up over a cloud, and the

night became as day.

Right in the centre of the open space

before the cabin stood a man—and the man
was not Abner. He had his back to me, and
wore a large soft hat—probably of felt ; but
as he momentarily bent his head I could catch

a glitter of fair hair beneath the brim. There

was only one, then
;

yet how many more
might there not be with'in earshot 1 Above
all, what manner of man was this one, and
what was his business here ? And where
was Abner all the time ?

It was an aA\^ul moment of suspense.

Something must be done, but what ?

Suddenly he moved, and I retreated. As
I did so a plan occurred to me—a kind of

forlorn hope. Could I but get out of the
cabin and dart across to where Abner must
be peacefully slumbering, could I but start

him in the perpetration of that wild negro
cry which sounds as if it must carry a hun-
dred miles, Wilmer would have his horse un-

picketed and be with us in a flash, with half-

a-dozen of his comrades at his back besides.

Who our nocturnal visitor might be I could

not devise, but that he was up to no good
was self-evident.

As this thought passed through my mind
I suddenly felt that he was close—close—to

me—that his groping hands were stealing

along the outside wall—that he was trying

to peer into the cabin through the half-inch

of open shutter. I held my breath ; my very
being seemed to cease. It was to me one of

those crises in which I could almost belicA^e

that the spirit frees itself from the body—or,

let us say, the body temporarily dies. Had
the man suspected that some one was on the

alert within, his present indecision would
have resulted in immediate action of some

{

kind, and no vast amount of muscular energy
would have been required in order to force

the door. As it was, my only hoj^e lay in

his assurance of our profound slumbers. Once
convinced of this, and of his consequent safety,

he might go back to the wood-shed, and there

hide luitil daybreak. If he were a fugitive,

as I began to suspect, he was probably despe-

rate ; but being evidently unaware that three

lone women and a baby were in sole posses-

sion of the cabin he would hardly venture on

extreme measures unless hard pressed. At
the same time I felt that to spend the rest of

the night in the close neighbourhood of a

desperate character, however quiescent, with-

out making some effort to obtain protection,

was more than could be expected of us.

At last the shadow ceased to intercept

the moonlight. The OAATier thereof had moved
awaj^ In a moment I was bending over

Doris, who, poor child ! lay tremblmg, but

otherwise passive, upon the bed.
' Get up,' I breathed in her ear ;

' be ready

to fasten the door after me. I am going right

away to wake Abner. He will shout, and
Wilmer will hear us- -take courage
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She was past speech, but obeyed imph-

citly, and stole after me to the door. All

this time Aunt Judy slept the sleep of the

(African) just.

The moon was once more behind a cloud,

so that it was useless to look out, but I placed

my ear against a chink in the logs, and con-

centrated myself in listening. I was rewarded,

for presently I heard a dry stick crack, and
knew by the direction from whence the sound
proceeded that the man had once more gone

around to the back of the cabin.

'I^ow!' I whispered, and gently—gently
•—drew the bolt. Ah, how slowly it went,

and every second was worth its weight in

gold

!

At last the door opened and I was outside.

Then, as I flew noiselessly across the

open, a thousand doubts assailed me all at

once. Perhaps Abner had deserted his post 1

If he had done so, and it depended on me to

give the alarm, 1 kneAV that my weak voice

could never carry to the camp. Perhaps

—

but my conjectures were interrupted. Some-
thing was thrown over my head—pressed

down, dovm upon my eyes, into my mouth,
wound round my throat—there was a wild

singing in my ears. Could death itself be

much worse than tliis ? . . . .

Then, for almost the first time in my
life, I lost consciousness."

CHAPTER VI.

" When I came to myself, which must have
been very soon, I was lying on the ground,
drawing my breath in long gasps. The
whole thing seemed like a hideous dream

—

but my senses quickly returned, and then
my earliest thought was of Doris. Yes,

surely this was she who v/as kneeling beside

me and holding a dipper of water to my lips.

The feeling of suffocation passed, and I rose

to my feet, a little shaky, certainly, but
otherwise unhurt. The sky was clear again,

and I could see that Ave were on the other
side of the cabin, close to the wood-shed, and
far A^dthin the shadow of the latter I fancied

that I saw a dark form lingering.

' Who is that, Doris ?
' I whispered.

'I see no one,' she said, still trembling.
' When I got a glimpse of you being carried

around the house I unfastened the bolt as

quickly as I could and ran after you. I

called to old Judy, but she was sleepy and
hard to rouse, and I could not wait. The
moon went in again, but I think the man
knew he was being followed, for he laid you
on the ground here, unwound something
from your head and vanished. But are you

sure you have received no injury, dear
cousin 1

'

' Quite sure, child ; and now that I can
walk let us not stay here. The man may
discover that we are only two women after

all, and return. We must run now to

Abner, and shout to him for help, at any
cost.'

Even as I spoke the clouds parted, and
into the white radiance of the broad, full

moon, stepped—Curtis Monkton !

AVith hat in hand, and bowed head, and
eyes upon the ground, he stood like a

prisoner awaiting sentence.

It seemed an age before any of us broke
silence, and then it was Doris who took up
the word.

' Cousin,' she said, turning to me, all her
trembling past and speaking with a sad

dignity which went to my heart, ' this is my
affair.' Then to him, ' Mr. Monkton, you
are my prisoner.'

He did not reply, but still stood with
lowered eyes.

' Ah !

' cried Doris quickly, ' Aunt Judy,
she must not see him. Go, cousin, and tell

her to stay by the child.'

I flew round the corner, and none too

soon, for there was the old woman just

coming out of the door.
' My sakes ! what you'se all doin', flyin'

aroun' dis kinder way f she gi^umbled sleepily.

'Dat dar chile done commence hollerin' when
de old Mammy fix ter go, I can't leave him
nohow.'

'Miss Doris says, go right straight back
to the child. Aunt Judy—don't leave him for

anything in the world. We were a bit

scared, but everything is quiet now—we
thought we heard some one wandering
around outside, that was all, and we went to

call Abner.'
' I've no kinder use fur dat Abner,' pro-

ceeded the old woman, as she gathered up
the baby out of his Avooden cradle, ' he sleeps

jes' all de time, de triflin' boy ! Wol, I

reckon I'll jes' tote dis child awhile till you
all come in.'

' I will go and bring Miss Doris,' I said,

' it's pretty warm in here and I daresay she

finds it cool and pleasant outside.' So saying

I went out again, taking the precaution of

closing the door behind me. First I resumed
my interrupted journey in Abner's direction.

This time I arrived safely, and found him
sleeping the dead, helpless sleep of the

genuine negro. We had certainly made but

little disturbance, but had he been possessed

of the nervous organization of a toad he must
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have been aroused. On my way back I

met Doris.

'Cousin,' she said in a low, firm voice,

' you will leave this matter to me 1

'

' Yes, Dor-is ; if it must be so.'

' It must ; it is I who will take the whole
responsibility.' She paused, and for a

moment appeared to struggle with herself,

then continued, almost coldly, ' I am going

to deceive my husband.'

Her manner was so strange that I felt a

little frightened, but I rejoined lightly,

' You could not deceive any one, child, if you
tried. Your face is altogether against you,

Doris.'

She took no notice of my feeble attempt

at sprightliness, but went on as if she had
not heard me.

'I am going to conceal Curtis if I can

until Wilmer is on the march, which will

assui-edly be in a day or two. We know
that General Lee intends breaking up part

of the camp on the James and marching to

the Rapidan. You can understand that it is

important that Wilmer should know nothing

of Curtis's presence in the neighbourhood,

or that I am hiding him. My husband's

honour shall not suffer ; but if I can accom-

plish it without injuring Wilmer I intend to

save the life of an old friend, and one whom
I believe, in spite of all, to be an honourable

man. Appearances are against him, I grant,

and were he captured it would be as a spy.

I believe him to be nothing of the kind, but

I ask no questions. If Wilmer finds him,

so much the Avorse for Curtis. For myself

—

my husband must trust me.'

This was a long speech for my quiet

little girl, and I held my peace. What could

I say, moreover ? Could I tell her of my
own fears 1 My doubts lest her husband
should fail her ? No.
For the present Doris had arranged that

the fugitive should remain in the wood-shed.

Aunt Judy would have no occasion to go
there in the morning, for there were enough
chips collected in a corner of the cabin to

supply the tiny fire required for making the

bread and cofl'ee.

The morning dawned. When I opened
my weary eyes Doris Avas already busy with

Dick's toilet. It was the poor little fellow's

happiest hour now, this first hour of the day,

and for awhile he used to laugh and play

after his former joyous fashion. Though
still a lovely boy, there was a sad change in

him, a change so great that his mother and I

rarely had the courage to allude to it.

It was Doris's custom either to send or

take Dick down to the spring for a couple of

hours daily, so that he might eat his fnigal

breakfast in the cool proximity of the water,

and toddle about in the shade. It was now
about half after five, and as she put the final

touches to his toilet. Aunt Judy entered,
' toting ' the buckets of fresh water. Mean-
time I was dressed and ready for work.

'Here, Mammy,' Doris said, 'take your
boy, and carry him down to the spring.

]\Iiss Frances and I will fix the house and the

breakfast.'

'I done eat 'way befo' sun up,' replied

Judy. ' Now, boy, kiss your ma good-bye, sah

!

She don't want you no mo.'

So off they went, and the coast was clear

for two long hours. We hurried through
our duties, and then, while Doris was making
the coffee I betook myself to the shed to

release our prisoner, who was, as might be
expected, abject in his apologies for his ti"eat-

ment of me on the previous night. He ex-

plained that he was aware of Abner's pre-

sence on the hill, and guessed that the figure

crossing the open space was probably going
to arouse him. In the uncertain light he
could not tell whether the individual was a
woman or a boy, but he was compelled to

take measures for his own protection. Of
course I made as little of the matter as pos-

sible, and then he told me how he had con-

trived to miss the right spot for crossing the

river to join his comrades. To deny that I

was dying with curiosity to knoAv what his

business on our side could be would be

absurd, but I sternly repressed my natural

inclination and adhered to Doris's policy of

silence.

I brought him into the cabin to share our

breakfast, such as it was. After we had
finished and Doris had gone outside to recon-

noitre, and I was bending over the table

washing the tin plates and cups, the room
became suddenly illuminated by a blaze from
the dying fire. I turned hastily, and guessed

in an instant what had happened. Curtis

was, after all, a bearer of dispatches, and he
had just burned them. Why he had done
so I knew not, but I made no remark, keep-

ing my thoughts to myself.

Presently a bugle sounded far away in the

camp, and Doris returned. I noticed that

Curtis watched her furtively, and I wondered
how much he saw in her altered face. But
then we were all altered, for we all sufiered

in our various ways.
' Now, Doris,' I said, 'what is your plan?'
' The oak-grove on the farther side of the

hill,' she replied promptly. ' Mr. Monkton
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will have to spend most of the day up in the

trees, but there is no other safe place of con-

cealment. No one passes that way, and I

reckon he has known as hard times before.'

' Hard times, Mrs. Madison?' he echoed,

with concentrated bitterness. ' Yes, indeed,

far harder. There have been hours when I

have ceased to believe in the very existence

of goodness—now, at least, I have met with

angels of mercy.'

We gave him a small po?2c of com bread,

and then I led him to the oak grove where I

left him, saying that one of us would fetch

him at dark, when ]\Iajor Madison would in

all probability have come and gone.

Wilmer rode up shortly after I returned,

having come round by the spring in order to

bring his little son with him on his horse.

He manifested more than his usual anxiety

about the child, laid him himself in the ham-
mock under the trees, and stood watching

him, while Mammy fanned away the flies and
chanted her lugubrious ditties.

*The boy is sick, cousin,' he said at

length, turning away.
' It is only the warm weather, and his

teeth, and the poor food,' I answered, piling

one excuse upon another, and speaking more
hopefully than I felt ;

' he will improve when
we carry him home.'

Now Wilmer had bidden us be ready to

start at an hour's notice, and he had already

procured a waggon and a team of mules for

us. Abner was to be the driver, and was to

rejoin his master afterwards. The move-
ments of the army were to some extent

settled. The division to which Wilmer be-

longed was under orders to march to the

Rapidan within the next three days, and
this would be the last visit he would be able

to pay us. He was graver than his wont,

and followed his wife Avith his eyes as she

went and came through the hot still hours.

More than once he spoke to me of a presenti-

ment of coming evil, and alluded sadly to the

straits in which his death would leave his

wife and child, sorely pinched already by the

exigencies of war. Doris was in that state

of repressed excitement which finds vent in

a manner that may easily be mistaken for

gaiety, and I feared lest her husband should

make tliis mistake. Whether he did or not
I could not tell.

The hot wind soon drove us to seek what
shelter we could find inside the cabin ; and
there we sat while every shingle on the roof

seemed to frizzle in the hot mid-day sun.

Old Judy was asleep in the shed. Dick,

clothed only in his httle shirt, lay languidly

outstretched upon the straw pallet in the

corner of the room, crooning wordless songs

to himself and making feeble snatches at the

large fan which his mother waved above his

head.

I have spoken of the oppression which
rested on Wilmer, and as the day wore on
Doris's forced spirits gave way and she grew
unutterably sad. It was not now as it had
been when, something more than a year ago,

the husband and wife had had their first

parting. It could not be the same, for many
times since then they had clasped and kissed,

deeming well that they might never meet
again on earth. The constantly renewed
agony of loss had subdued them both, taught
them both severe lessons in self-discipline.

If perpetual pain is of no other use it can at

least teach us to suff"er and be still.

But as the hour approached for this fresh

parting it seemed, for some reason, to be for

both unusually bitter.

Wilmer knelt beside the bed, and gazed
long on little Dick, now softly sleeping.

Then, as he rose, and taking his wife's hands
clasped them round his neck and held her to

him for that last embrace, I heard her whisper

brokenly

—

' Love me always—always—Wilmer !'

And he murmured in return such words
of passionate tenderness as I cannot write

here—and so they parted.

Alas ! I thought, how will it be when they

meet again ? or wiU they ever meet V

CHAPTER VII.

" The next day and the next passed, and no
unwonted sounds from the camp gave notice

of the departure of the troops. So far our

prisoner was safe, and the shed at night and
the oak-grove during the day continued to

be his hiding-places. On the third morning
we were all sitting at breakfast, when,
through the open door, we beheld Aunt Judy
toiling up the hill from the spring, whither

she had been dispatched an hour before. I

ran out to meet her, fearing lest she should

perceive Curtis Monkton, and she shouted

to me that ' Marse was comin' wid a whole

passel of soldiers.' I hurriedly bid her carry

the child straight back again, for that Marse
would be mad with her if he caught her
' toting ' his boy in the sun; and then I rushed

into the cabin.

' Eun for your life, Curtis !
' I cried, for-

getting all ceremony in my excitement, 'to

the oak-grove—that spreading tree !

'

With one look at Doris, the meaning of

which I could not fathom, he was gone.
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Then oui' eyes met. Poor little Doris !

I could give her but my silent support, my
unspoken sympathy. What a position was
this for a woman who loved her husband

—

and that husband Wilmer Madison ! To
have to deceive him thus—and for the sake of

a former lover ! It was a desperate compli-

cation, and none the less so because it need
not have been desperate at all. ' He must
not know,' she said, more to herself than to

me, as we busied ourselves in clearing aAvay

the remnants of the breakfast, ' his honour is

at stake. If one of us is to suffer, let it be I.'

'Courage, child,' I said, 'they will not
find Curtis.' Then we waited and listened.

The tramp of horses' hoofs rang all around
the little hill, upon the hard-baked ground
beneath the trees. Now they were in the

oak-grove—would they never leave it ? Yes
—at last, after what seemed an hour of

agonized suspense, they came on steadily,

and finally halted before the closed door of

the cabin. Then we heard Wilmer's voice

ring out firm and clear, ' My wife and cousin

are within, General; is it your wish that the

cabin should be searched ?

'

There was a hasty response in the nega-

tive, and then Wilmer himself suggested that

the Avood-shed should be examined, as a man
might Avell conceal himself there unknoAvn to

the inmates of the house. We heard him
SAving himself from his horse, and go round
to the shed, accompanied CAddently by the

soldiers.

When he returned he reported that there

were signs that some heaA-y body had lately

been lying on the chips, but added that he
reckoned it Avas old Aunt Judy, Avho OAA^ned

to being a 'right smart hand' at sleeping,

and had certainly been slumbering in the

shed during the preceding afternoon.

There Avas a brief conference Avhich we
could not overhear, and then some one, pre-

sumably the General, said

—

' Well, it is plain he is not here. Maybe
one of the other parties has met up Avith liim

bv noAv. You Avill join us after a while.

Major ?

'

' Within an hour, General.'

And there A\'as a sound as of riding away.
Then the door opened, and Wilmer

entered.

One glance at his face was enough. As
he approached his Avife, A\dthout a A\'ord of

greeting to either of us, he suddenly un-
closed the hand he had held behind his back,

and extended it toAA^ards her. Upon the
palm lay a little old daguerreotype of Doris
herself. What AA^as there in this to so change

the expression of his countenance 1 For a

moment Doris raised those innocent eyes of

hers, and gazed at him, utterly bewildered.

Wilmer met her look steadily. One instant

more and all AA^ould have been Avell. But, un-

fortunately, Doris blushed—and in the miser-

able consciousness of such a very common
Aveakness her eyes fell before those of her

husband. No doubt aa'o can, many of us,

remember a blush equally misplaced and
undeserved, though, let us hope, not so

AATetched in its results. It Avas nothins; so

A^ery wonderful, surely, that a sensitive little

person like Doris, Avhose colour Avas ahvays

coming and going, should blush at the recol-

lection of a harmless episode of the past

AA'hich Wilmer, too, might have recalled in

all its harmlessness had ho chosen. It mad-
dened me to think that he did not so choose.

And yet I did not Avish to be hard on a

young man AAdio possessed many admirable

and attractive qualities, and Avho had, more-

OA'er, become dear to me. But Doris was
yet more dear, and I dreaded the effects of

injustice or harshness on so sensitive a nature.

The episode Avas simply this. The daguer-

reotype in question had been taken by a

travelling artist at the Warm Springs in

the summer of '59. The point Avas that

Doris had sat for it at the urgent request of

Curtis Monkton, to whom she AA'as at that

time m a manner engaged. On the eA^enina;

of that same day Wilmer Madison turned up
unexpectedly and upset our calm little plans

for the future. Doris possessed a AA^oman's

memory in all its vividness, and she Avas, as

it AA^ere, suddenly confronted AAdth her past.

There lay the daguerreotype, and with it a

dozen croAvding recollections.

Wilmer AA^as familiar AA^th the aboA^e

episode, and it was at his careless suggestion

that his defeated rival had been permitted

to keep the portrait—to Avork mischief noAv !

Doris Avas the last woman in the world to

neglect that primary element in conjugal

contentment—perfect candour. When she

gave herself to Wilmer she kept no detail of

her past life from him, and so abode in that

security Avhich, in spite of every adA'erse

circumstance, is able to make a happiness of

its OAvn.

But perhaps Wilmer had forgotten. Any-
liOAv he said coldly,

' Is there need to blush, Doris ? I found
this portrait in the shed. Can you tell me
hoAV it came there?'

She seemed about to speak, then checked

herself, and glanced timidly from her hus-

band to me and back again.
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Then his manner changed. The hal^it

of love and tenderness was too strong in him
to be dropped all at once. He thrust the

daguerreotype into his pocket and came
nearer.

' Tell me, dear,' he said gently—yet mas-

terfully too—taking her face hetAveen his

hands and trying to look into her eyes.

Doris's timidity and sense of duty were
always at variance, and never had her lack

of readiness in speech failed her so con-

spicuously as in this supi^eme moment of her

life. She raised her eyes and gazed help-

lessly at her husband. Just a few minutes

more of patience on his part was all that

was required ; but, alas ! Wilmer was not a

patient man. I would have come to the

rescue, but was stopped by a look.

'The portrait,' she began hesitatingly.

' The portrait
!

' echoed Wilmer, his re-

pressed anger bursting into a flame as he

began to stamp up and down the cabin.

' AVhat do I care about that ? No matter

about the portrait. The question is, who
dropped it in the shed 1 Monkton, of course.

Well, then, do you Imow where he is ? Do
you know that I am sent out to capture

him ? Is my own wife hiding him from me ?

Pray, how many days has he been here with

you?'
Evidently she was about to speak; but he

had talked himself beyond the pale of reason,

and continued to pour forth a torrent of

words.

Now I do not believe that Avhen Wilmer
entered the cabin he was jealous, or, indeed,

even fancied himself to be so. He was im-

measurably annoyed that his wife should he

concerned in the concealment of a ' traitor,'

that she should not only have attempted to

outwit him—her husband—but that, worse
still, she should have partially succeeded

!

The intensity of his feeling as a Southerner
provided him with reasons sufficient for anger
without jealousy; and, to do him justice, he

would not in a cooler moment have de-

meaned himself by distrusting her, who,
from the very beginning of their engagement,
had proved herself so loyal and so true. But
her unfortunate embarrassment and hesita-

tion, in place of the bold appeal to liis gene-

rosity Avhich might possibly have touched
his higher nature, hurried liim on from one
sentiment to another till he scarcely knew
what he was saying, and he finally ended by
plunging head foremost into that miserable

slough of jealousy from which extrication is

so difficult.

' Come,' he said, pausing before her and

taking both her hands in his, ' tell me here,

in cousin's presence, that you had nothing
to do with that traitor's escape. Or tell mo
Avhere he is, and I will forgive you yet.'

I saAv directly that he was taking the

wrong line with her. Had he appealed to

her love for him Doris might even then,

without betraying Curtis, have been able

and willing to appease him.
' Do you not know,' he continued, ' that

this Monkton is the bearer of dispatches

from McClellan to Pope—that the safety of

our entire army depends on his capture ?

'

' The dispatches are destroyed,' said Doris

in loAv, difficult tones.

' And so should he be !
' Wilmer cried

savagely ;
' and if you were all I once

deemed you he would now be in our poAver,

and unable to injure his country farther.

As it is
'—he dropped her hands, and after a

brief pause, said icily, "Moreover, hoAv am I

to believe a Avoman aa'Iio has so deceived her

husband 1
'

Wilmer Avas being AA-hat he called ' just

'

—and oh, into Avhat brutality do our feeble

attemjjts at justice lead us ! What, indeed,

do any of us know of such a quality? Nothing
—less than nothing !

Doris stood as if turned to stone. Per-

haps a careless observer might have thought

her indifferent, or sulky—perhaps even Wil-

mer himself did so. I, Avho understood her

as few did, knew better—noted even the

fluttering of her heart beneath her thin dress.

She Avas like some AAdld bird, so scared and
injured that, Avhen at length released, it

crouches helpless, and seems to forget that it

has Avings AA-hereAvith to fly.

' Do you mean to defy me, Doris ?

'

' Wilmer !

'

' Suppose that the fellow is traced to this

spot, Avhat am I to say 1—I, an officer in

the confidence of the commanding general 1

Doris, Avhat a position is this in Avliich you
have placed me i

'

' You?' she said, still in the same scarcely

audible tones. ' Your honour is safe
;
you

knoAV nothing'—then more firmly, 'and

never shall if I can help it.'

Wilmer caught up his cap and strode out

of the house."

CHAPTER VIII.

"We lived through that uncomfortable

day somehoAV. There Avere no tears or lamen-

tations; but I observed that Doris clung

to little Dick Avith the silent intensity Avhich

had seemed to me so pitiful during the

months of her husband's first absence. Once
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I found an opportunity of speaking a few
words of advice and encouragement. She
listened, but all she said was

—

' What can patch up a broken trust,

cousin 1 How can there be love without

faith 1 I would have believed in him against

the whole world ; he cannot do that much
for me. You tell me to give him some
explanation. If I could I would ; but such

distrust makes me dumb against my will.'

At sundown she bade Aunt Judy carry

the child to the brow of the hill. She then

busied herself in putting together a portion

of our scanty supply of food, and after this

was done she left the cabin, requesting me to

follow her. We passed round to the back,

and so down the farther side of the hill in

the direction of the oak-grove.
' Since I am not to be trusted, cousin,'

she said, with what for her was a touch of

bitterness, 'you had better remain near at

hand while I speak with Curtis. A part of

the troops march with the rising moon, and
my husband with them. The river will be

passable after they are gone, and I will tell

Curtis of a spot where he can cross safely and
avoid the remaining divisions.'

We found our prisoner walking in the

grove, looking anxiously about him. When
he saw us he came forward eagerly, and I

halted and allowed Doris to pass on. They
paced up and down together, while I seated

myself on a stump, and kept a sharp look out

for any unwelcome intruder. After a while,

as they walked, they advanced nearer to me.

Curtis, in his absorption, had evidently for-

gotten my presence, and was leaning toAvards

his companion with an expression on his

face s\ich as I had not seen there since

that eventful summer at the Warm Springs.

This expression irritated rather than shocked
me, and I experienced a movement of indig-

nation against the young man. I perceived

that he either Avas, or fancied himself to be,

once more in love with Doris, and I had
imagined better things of him. Once more,

I repeat, for I am not so romantic as to

believe that the average man continues to

care for the average woman after she has

married the individual of her choice. A
combination of encouraging events may in-

duce him to assert that he has never ceased

to care : but, in all i^robability, there have
been lapses in which he has almost forgotten

her existence—might, indeed, never have
thought of her again had it not been for

some such combination as the one above men-
tioned. This, I opine, was Curtis Monkton's
condition. A^ for the fact that he carried

Doris's portrait about with him—to the loss

of which, by-the-bye, he never alluded, either

then or afterward—that was possibly only a

sentimental fancy ; or perhaps he imagined,

like some other foolish young men, that a

pretty face which could be produced with an
air of mystery at odd moments, gave him a
certain consequence with his comrades. But
these are only the opinions of a woman who
has left her youth behind. In any case I

felt beyond measure annoyed that this

young man should have come to bring fresh

complications into my poor little girl's life.

Fortunately she was far too much taken up
with other thoughts to bestow one on any
new danger ; and if Curtis should but prove
sufficiently unselfish to deny himself the

gratification of seeing her again, and thus

avoid all chance of compromising so innocent

and unsuspecting a person, there need be no
danger at all. Against this hope was the

fact that he had undoubtedly got it into his

head that Wilmer and Doris were not happy
in each other—a terribly mistaken notion,

but one very difficult to confute at present

—

and that low sense of rivalry, shared by men
in common Avith other animals, lent strength

to the delusion that he had ahvays been

what he Avould term ' faithful.' Of course

he meant no harm, for he had nothing of the

villain in his composition ; but no doubt he

Avas aAvare that he had come on the scene at

a favourable time for trying sentimental ex-

periments, and he Avas utterly incapable of

appreciating the unimpeachable truth and
loyalty of Doris's nature.

All this passed through my mind as I

watched the tAvo. They came yet nearer, and
then prepared to part. It Avas clear that

Doris, too, had been in some way annoyed by
her companion, for she Avas speaking Avith

unusual Avarmth.

Tor your sake,' I heard her say—'for

your sake, Curtis, I have risked forfeiting my
husband's confidence and affection, and by
saving your life truly I go near to losing my
own.'

'He Avill not hurt you?' said the young
man impulsively. ' Oh, Doris, he will not

give you cause for fear ?

'

'You do not understand,' she replied,

Avith simple dignity. ' Hoav should you 1—
Good-bye, Ciu^tis.'

She gave him her hand for an instant

—

then slipped aAA^ay, and left us both.

I had arrived at the conclusion that there

Avere a feAv Avords that must be uttered by me
before I parted from the young man, and for

this reason I lingered. The task I had set
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" I found this portrait in the shed. Can you tell me how it came there 1

"

myself was a most delicate and difficult one,

and as I hesitated before embarkins; on it

Curtis anticipated me by saying something to

the effect that Doris was not happy, he was
sure she was not happy—ah ! if only he had
had the care of such a fragile creature how
gentle he would have been—and so forth.

It was high time for me to interru])t him,

and I did so—I fear a trifle impatiently.
' What man ever lived,' I said, ' who did

not think that he could have been a better

husband to a certain woman than any other

man ! Let us put that argument on one side

at once. It is worth just nothing at all—it

is incapable of proof. But I must beg you
to listen to me, Mr. Monkton, and to forgive

my frankness if you can. Let me tell you
plainly that you are egregiously mistaken if

you imagine conjugal discord or coldness

where there is none—or would be none, if it

were not for you. Now do not misunder-

stand me, I pray. It is true that poor Doris

is unhappy just now, but hardly more so, I

reckon, than is her husband. To-day, for the
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first time, there is a cloud between them, and
the existence of it is grievous beyond descrip-

tion to two people who are so devotedly, so

passionately, attached as are these two. It

is your presence which has caused it, and
your departure for ever—or at least until this

cruel war is over—can alone remove it.'

He looked up, interested and excited,

but my next v.^ords sufficed to damp his

ardour.
' Do not flatter yourself,' I resumed

coldly, 'that it is you yourself who are of

sufficient importance to make such an im-

pression. It is in your capacity of Federal

emissary, bearer of dispatches—what j^ou

will—that you have proved dangerous. Can
you not imagine that Wilmer Madison, a

Colonel in the Confederate army, might
object to liis wife sheltering any one serving

in your capacity ? that Doris, gentle and
tender-hearted, would be ready to befriend

any one who was in peril, much more one
who had made a sacrifice for her in the past ?

Is this so hard to understand 1

'

He did not reply at once, and kept his

face averted. Presently he said, mth some
humility,

' Then you wish me never to see her

again ? I will endeavour to oblige you. But
it Avill not be easy to resist the temptation to

render her any aid in my power if, as is

possible, I may cross her path again. I could

not pledge myself not to do so.'

' I do not ask for pledges, Mr. Monkton.
I only ask you to behave as a man of honour,

and above all to disabuse yourself of the idea

that Wilmer Madison and his wife are no
longer lovers.'

At that moment a bugle rang out from
the camp. I gave him my hand, with as be-

nign a smile as I could muster, for I felt a

kind of pity for him, even while impressed

with the belief that this access of feeling for

Doris was merely a temporary affair and did

not amount to much. No doubt, as I said

before, he flattered himself other^vise ; but

my experience of average humanity obliged

me to differ from him.

I had not left him ten minutes, and was
seeking a breath of fresh air on the hill-top,

when Wilmer himself confronted me."
* * * * *

The narrator paused in her tale. She
sat upright in her deck chair, and gazed
dreamily at the grey Avaste of waters. When
she spoke again it seemed almost as if she had
forgotten our presence, and it Avas not until

several minutes had elapsed that she regained
her accustomed manner. Some Avholly per-

sonal reminiscence must have moved her to

speak as she did.

"It was but the other day," she said

sloAvly, " that I Avas driving in a buggy up
one of those endless leafy roads AA'hich lead

toAA'ards Boston. A large Avhite horse Avas

coming to meet me, SAvinging easily along at

a great striding trot which seemed to devour
the ground, every lift of his poAverful

quarters Avell-nigh raising the frail ' sulky

'

into the air. I recognised the animal as a

trotter not unknoAvn to Boston fame, and
dreAv to one side to see him pass. The AAdnd

of his coming raised his floAving mane and
held it in a snoAvy arch against the blue

October sky, and that joy in his oaati strength

and beauty, Avhich a fine horse appears to

feel more intensely than any other crea-

ture, Avas eloquent in exery motion. I was
watching him AAdth unalloj^ed satisfaction,

when suddenly there rang out a light laugh
from the ' sulky,' and a shout of encourage-

ment to the horse. The animal laid back his

ears, andA\-ent by me like a flash of lightning

—

and as he Avent there thrilled through me one
of those aAA'ful shocks of recollection which
make the Avhole Avorld dark for a time. . . .

What it Avas I can hardly tell you
Do not many of us knoAv Avhat it is to be
stabbed every hour, eA'ery day, unaAvares ?

HoAV should Ave live if Ave could not hide the

wound, crush out some memories, sometimes
smother the pangs of useless regret 1 . . . .

You AAall Avonder AAdiy the telling of how
Wilmer Madison came to meet me in the

tAvilight on the broAv of that Ioav hill above
the James should cause me to subside into

Avhat is httle better than morbid sentimen-

tality, and even this I can scarcely explain

satisfactorily. He was draAvn and haggard,
and the sight of him thus, and other memories
besides, caused my eyes to fill with hot, un-
bidden tears. But I pressed them back. This
Avas no season for such indulgence, and Ave

had much to talk over touether.

I was younger then, and though I had
suffered keenly, had learned but little of that

toleration Avhose true name is charity. And
yet I could in a measure appreciate the
motives which actuated Wilmer's conduct.

But in order to acquire even this amount of

sympathetic feeling I had to put myself in

imagination in his position, to fancy myself
endoAved Avith his characteristics ; and this,

as you can readily belieA^e, could not be
accomplished Avithout serious effort. Such
effort is, hoAvcA^er, absolutely requisite unless

friendslup is to be altogether a travesty of
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what it is intended to be ; the sympcathy

which does not at least try to understand is

worse than mockery. Of all this I was
deeply conscious as I talked with Wilmer,
endeavouring to soothe him to the best of

my ability, and at the same time not sparing

him where plain-speaking was right or desir-

able. He listened attentively, manifesting

both gratitude and affection, but I do not

tliink I gained a step. His misery touched

me acutely, but then I remembered that

Doris was yei^ more unhappy, and the re-

collection gave me strength to persevere.

It may appear unaccountable to you if

you have never met a man of Wilmer's type,

or a woman of Doris's, that such an apparent

trifle should have created so grave a breach

between them. The fact was, perhaps, that,

in spite of the intensity of their mutual
affection, they were not really suited to one

another, and that I had not been far wrong
when in the old days I had dreaded the

effects of any sudden misunderstanding, and
—to go farther back still—had once fancied

Curtis Monkton's more gentle and patient

disposition better calculated to bear with the

peculiarities of a reserved and timid nature.

Now Wilmer, as I have already told you,

was a strong-willed and opinionated man

—

consequently successful, so far as the externals

of life were concerned. But to have fixed

opinions, to hold to them undeviatingly,

never to be what the uncomprehending
world styles vacillating, it is necessary also

to be more or less narrow-minded ; and to

this latter category Wilmer Madison indis-

putably belonged. He was as one who looks

through a telescope at a ship ; he can see

but the one object. His opinion of Monkton
you knoAv. His Southern prejudices—the

violence of which you can perhaps scarcely

realise—remained the same; and now, by some
unfortunate accident, some stupid mistake,

which Doris might have set right before it

was too late, if—well, if she had not been
Doris, but somebody quite different—he was
jealous almost without being aware of the

fact. He called to mind how often in the

past Doris had tacitly declined to listen to

his abuse of Monkton, and such memories
added fuel to the already kindled fire. He
undoubtedly believed that his honour had
been in some Avay impugned, and he had,

above all, that sense of property in his wife

which may be said to be the distinguishing

trait of the Englishman rather than of the

American. In my varied experience of other

people's troubles I have observed that this

knowledge of absolute property has far from

an ennobling influence ; the best of men ara

but mortal after all, and our laws—the relics

of a day when civilisation was not—certainly

do their utmost to keep alive the embers of

barbarism. Now Wilmer was a manly and
generous fellow enough, but not precisely a
noble one.

Just when I thought I had explained
everything, and in particular his wife's

reasons for concealing Curtis from him, he
turned on me and said

—

'Can you honestl}^ maintain that Monk-
ton has no feeling for my wife ? No, you
cannot. I see it in your face. Do not
attempt to explain further. Nothing can
alter facts. Doris has deceived me once

—

she may do so again. As for your share in

the transaction—well, you are your own
mistress, and would, I believe, do anything
for Doris. God knows I have no wish to be
hard on her, but '—he stopped abruptly, and
passed his hand over his eyes ; then resumed,
' but she has acted wrongly, and therefore it

is better that we do not meet for a while.

She acted as she did in order to spare me,
you say 1 But surely she need not have
treated me in such a manner—need not have
blushed, need not have—no, cousin, ap-

pearances are altogether against her.'

I continued to use every argument I could

think of, on this the first occasion of my in-

terference between husband and wife, but all

to no purpose. He had got one idea into his

stubborn masculine brain, and there it stuck.

He would not even consent to an inter-

view with Doris, and, in fact, I did not press

the point, doubting whether he had yet

acquired sufficient patience to deal with her.

For this Avas no case for mere mutual for-

giveness. Curtis Monkton's safety was not

yet assured, perfect frankness was therefore

still impossible, and I felt sure that Doris,

in her present condition, would probably fail

in assuaging Wilmer's wrath. Neither hus-

band nor wife were as yet equal to a meeting,

and I trusted to silence and absence to heal

the wound—to make Doris more expansive,

and Wilmer more tolerant.

In the end the latter consented to think

over the matter quietly, and just as we Avere

about to separate we heard Doris's voice

through the open door of the cabin. She
Avas singing little Dick to sleep, as she had
been used to do in other, happier days ; but
the song Avas now a sad one.

We peeped through the thick under-

groAvth, and saAv her sitting in the light, of

the one lamp, her golden head and the baby's

dusky one close together.
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Several minutes went by while Wilmer
gazed upon liis wife and child, and I know
that to a man of his tender and demonstrative
temperament the struQ;gle must have been
severe. Once he seemed to waver, and sighed

heavily. Then he drew himself up, said to
me, as he so often had said before— ' Take
care of them, cousin,' added a few directions

concerning the homeAvard journey on the
morrow, and went off down the hill."

{To he continued.)

AT EICHMOND.

THE sun-god's parting shafts of gold

Quivered and fell on field and wood

;

And silent, as in hours of old.

Upon the river-bank we stood

;

Did not that waning glory cast

A charm upon the flowing tide,

And give us back the summers past

—

The bloom that fled—the lights that died ?

Silent, and filled with strange delight.

We watched the sunset brightness fade
;

And felt the first cool breath of night

Creep up through mist and mellow shade

;

It whispered of a time of rest.

Of pain outlived, and labour done,

When all the things we count the best

And live for, shall be fairly won.

And even in life's rugged ways
These happy thoughts of peace return.

For we have learnt to fix our gaze

Beyond the bounds which men discern
;

We know not where God's river flows,

Nor Avhen its waves shall wash our feet,

And yet, each foretaste of repose

He gives us is divinely sweet.

SARAH DOUDNEY.

SOME EEMmiSCENCES OF MY LIFE.

By IVIAEY HOWITT.

CHAPTER V.

IN the early months of 1822 my husband
and I paid a long visit to his parents at

Heanor ; it was an obscure and rural nook
linked to the outer world by the carrier's

cart, retaining many traces of feudal rude-

ness and filled with a motley assemblage
of eccentric, undisciplined, but often very
humorous individuals, whose odd sayings

and doings interested and amused my
husband throughout his life. Indeed the

scenes and characters of his secluded youth
produced upon him the same permanent
fascination as those of mine had done in my
case, and which imparts a biographical rather

than inventive quality to our works of

fiction.

On his father's side he was descended from
a long line of landowners, who, without
exerting any labour or care, had, in the

enjoyment of field sports, the bottle, and
jolly companions, squandered piecemeal a
considerable patrimony in the counties of

Derby and Nottingham ; on his mother's,

from an equally long line of yeomen owning
for generations the same land at the Fall,

Heanor, and who, converted to Quakerism

in the days that George Fox preached in

Derbyshire, had continued to course, sport,

attend solitary meeting-houses situated wide
apart in distant fields, to care little for the

arts or amenities of life, still less for " man-
made ministers," until the last of the race,

having somehow slipped out of the Society,

was buried in the vault of the parish church.

Thomas Howitt, deprived of wealth and
position by the sloth and dissipation of his

jovial ancestors, introduced into the family a

new spirit of temperance, thrift, and economy,
consoling himself with the thought that the

man who can impart to his children habits of

truth, industiy, and frugality, provides for

them better than by giving them a stock of

money. In 1783, three years before his

marriage, he had been received into the

Society of Friends ; but, whilst agreeing to

its principles of industry and integrity in

business, had still earlier imbibed the educa-

tional theories of the French philosopher

Jean Jacques Rousseau, who, twenty years

earlier, procuring by the instrumentality of

David Hume a tranquil asylum at Wotton
Lodge, Staftbrdshire, had left behind him,

vaguely floating through the midland counties,

hints of human equality and the nobility
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and necessity of manual labour. He insisted,

therefore, upon apprenticing his sons tovarious

handicraft trades, which none of them fol-

lowed ; only consenting, on William's strong

expostulations, to his becoming a chemist,

and his youngest son Godfrey studying as

a physician.

We had begun our married life with the

determination to devote ourselves to litera-

ture, but the good parents at Heanor were

desirous that William should become a pros-

perous tradesman, not a struggling poet, or

rather that he should exercise sufficient dis-

cretion to keep verse-making in its proper

place as a holiday hobby. It was arranged

that he should carry on business in Notting-

ham, but, before commencing active opera-

tions, he had still some weeks of leisure at

his disposal, and we resolved, in spite of

parental remonstrance at the needless waste

of time and money, to visit Scotland, Avhose

scenery, history, traditions and literature

had become part of ourselves. We en-

deavoured to vindicate the proceeding in

their eyes by reminding my parents-in-law

that, as Godfrey had just successfully com-

pleted his medical studies at Edinburgh, it

was only paying him a well-merited compli-

ment to join him in that city and accompany
him home. The reasoning, although specious,

was allowed to pass. Supplied, therefore,

"with absolute necessaries in a light valise,

and attired in clothes that defied all chanfres

of weather, we started from Heanor one
April morning at five o'clock, seated on
saddle and pillion, which proved a most easy

and sociable mode of transit, and rode
through ill-kept lanes overhung Avith thick

trees and across open commons to Derby.
The next day it snowed as we travelled on
the top of a coach from Derby to Liverpool

over the familiar Staffordshire moorlands.

On April the 11th we set sail from Liver-

pool, and had our first experience of a steam-

packet and the sea.

After landing at Dumbarton, we followed

our fancy over moorland and mountain,
walking five hundred miles besides riding and
sailing a considerable distance. Amon^'st
our various adventures, we enjoyed a mag-
nificent yiew from the summit of Ben
Lomond, but were speedily enveloped in a

dense cloud followed by a heavy fall of snow,

which, as we descended, changed to pouring
rain. The darkness was at first so intense

that we were compelled to hold each other's

hand, and at times stopped by precij^ices,

by torrents and morasses. We finally reached
at the foot a Highland hut, containing a

family of thirteen persons, who, surrounded
by clamorous dogs, had for some time been
watching our descent and wondering at our
temerity.

After a most delightful ramble, concluded
in Godfrey's company, a busy and in some
respects agreeable life began for us in Not-
tingham. In 1823 we made our first joint

appearance in print in a volume of verse

entitled "The Forest Minstrel;" Wilham
contributed to the " Time's Telescope," and
in 1827 we published a second joint volume,
" The Desolation of Eyam and other Poems."
The period had come when the Annuals,

those " butterflies of hterature," as L. E. L.

called them to me, gratified and amused the
public for a series of years by their highly
finished pictures, their agreeable prose, their

sentimental or sprightly poetry. Applica-

tions were made to us for contributions by
editors, which, commencing merely as literary

transactions, often led to lasting valued
friendships. Such was the case with Mr. and
Mrs. S. C. Hall, Mr. and ]\Irs. Alaric Watts, of

our connection "with whom a graphic and
judicious narration has recently been given

in the " Life of Alaric Watts " by his only

son and my son-in-law ; also with William
Chorley.

My sister Anna, now the wife of Daniel

Harrison, dwelt at Liverpool, and when
visiting her I was able to enjoy the recipro-

city of tastes and sentiments existing between
the gifted Quakeress, Jane Chorley, her

highly - endowed children, William, John,

Henry, and j\Iary Ann, forming the literary

staff of the "Winter Wreath; " the unhappily-

circumstanced yet brave - hearted Felicia

Hemans (who, residing at Wavertree, for the

education of her little sons, was the object of

the Chorleys' tender solicitude), my husband
and myself. At other times an active corre-

spondence was carried on.

Towards the end of March, 1831, William

and I were surprised one morning by a call

from the poet Wordswoi^th, looking unhappy
and dismayed. He explained that he, with

wife, daughter, and a grandchild, journeying

home from London, had arrived in Notting-

ham the preceding night ; Mrs. Wordsworth,

however, was taken so ill that it was impos-

sible for them to go on. They knew no one

in the town except us by name ; would we
at least befriend them so far as to direct him
to a medical man ? But long before we had
learnt the particulars of this sad story, which

he seemed almost too perturbed to tell, we
had assured him of every help on our part.

The invalid was conveyed to our house, and
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as Dr. Godfrey Howitt, who was an intelli-

gent young physician, on being called in

merely prescribed rest and good attendance,

Wordsworth, perceiving that his wife could

have both with us, left her and Dora under

our roof and proceeded on his way with little

Eotha.

Our guests remained with us a fortnight.

Mrs. Wordsworth was agreeable and unpre-

tending, whilst Dora, sweet, lively, intelligent,

and enthusiastically attached to the Church,

proved an especial acquisition to my young
and pleasing sister Emma, also staying with

us, and whose devotional temperament was
secretly yearning for a form of worship in

which every faculty might be permitted to

assist the heart when prostrate before its

Maker ; more especially since she had made
the discovery that the doctrines of the Estab-

lishment were essentially right, the Book of

Common Prayer needlessly neglected by Dis-

senters.

William's brother'] Emanuel, living at

Farnsfield,. lent us his phaeton, so that Mrs.

Wordsworth, when sufficiently recovered,

could take a daily airing ; and I tliink he

himself must often have driven them about

the pleasant neighbourhoodwith its Sherwood
traditions, since they retained for him a warm

|

regard, and that not alone they declared be-

cause he was " an anti-revolutionist."

It was, it must be remembered, the time

of a general election and the approach of the

passing of the Reform Bill. Politics were
the all-absorbing theme, as the nation watched
with intense interest the proceedings of king,

lords and commons. Mr. AYordsworth could

think, write and talk on no other subject

than the coming " Revolution, the Deform,"

as he termed it. His wife and daughter on
their return found him complaining that "he
was as well in body as sorrow and heaviness

for the condition of his country would allow

him to be." A visit to Keswick did not re-

vive him, for Southey's buoyant, cheerful

spirit had likewise sunk under the mischief

he felt must arise from the imminent revolu-

tion. These two great poets and Christian

philosophers dreading democracy, also be-

lieved that if England had no established

religion she soon would have none at all.

My husband, brought up in another school of

thought, felt it needful to arraign the pro-

ceedings of a law-upheld Church. I sided

with him ; it was natural therefore that

Wordsworth should regard us as well-inten-

tioned but very " tumultuous young people."

This difference of opinion did not, however,
interfere with our friendsliip.

In 1833 my husband published his "His-

toiy of Priestcraft." Until then he had lived

in great privacy in Nottingham, where the

Radical portion of the population now claimed

him as their champion. This led to his being

deputed in January, 1834, with the Rev. J.

Gilbert—the husband of Ann Taylor, joint

authoress with her sister Jane of " Original

Poems for Infant Minds,—and a third ad-

vanced Liberal, to present to Government a

petition from Nottingham for the separation

of Church and State. They had in conse-

quence an audience of Earl Grey, who ex-

plained that such sweeping desires as the

destruction of the Establishment would em-
barrass Ministers, alarm both Houses of Par-

liament, and startle the country. He wished

they had confined themselves to the removal

of those disabilities connected with marriage

and burial registration. There existed both

in himself and his colleagues every disposition

to relieve them. His lordsliip further added

if personal disabilities were removed he could

not conceive what actual grievance would
press upon Dissenters. Did they want en-

tirely to do away with all establishment of

religion? Wilham Howitt rephed : "Pre-

cisely so." Lord Grey thereupon declared he

should give his strenuous opposition to every

attempt to remove the Establishment. He
belonged to the Church and should stand by
it to the best of his ability. He considered

it the sacred duty of every government to

maintain an establishment of religion.

My husband held the opinion that if a state

religion be deemed advisable for each nation,

it should for the Irish, owing to the belief of

the majority, be Catholic ; and he felt a deep

concern at the coercion sometimes practised

on them to enforce an alien creed. In this

he had a warm sympathizer in my mother,

who, from an early experience in Wales, had

learnt a wise method of treating the Irish.

She had heard, when a child, a gentleman

say to her father at Cyfarthfa, "Mr. Wood,
the Welsh are a sensitive people. They still

consider themselves a conquered nation.

You may lead them by a fine thi'ead. but I

defy any man to di'aw or drag them with a

cart-rope." Her father had acted upon the

hint, and no people wei^e, in consequence,

more esteemed by all classes than he and his

wife. At one time Uttoxeter vestry made
it a rule that Irish labourers passing through

the town should not be relieved at the

vagrant-office. Mr. Bladon, a highly respected

draper, went, therefore, in haste to my father

to fix on some mode of relief, and they jointly

undertook to provide a small fund, could
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any one he found to act as relieving-officer.

Mother immediately offered her services,

and aided by her husband, assisted in the

course of time four hundred Irish. Famine
was then prevalent in their country, and she

took care to inquii^e of each applicant how
much he or his friends had received of the

money sent from England. She always ob-

tained the same answer; the funds were

entrusted to the Protestant clergy, Avho re-

fused to dispense them to those who did not

attend their ministry—mother, warning the

labourers to speak the truth, as she should

commit the statements to paper and make
inquiry, carefully noted the name and ad-

dress of each clergyman mentioned. Joseph

Burtt, a Friend connected with Ireland, after

assuring her that she had been terribly im-

posed upon, took the written statements for

the purpose of obtaining their contradiction

or confirmation. He bi'ought them back the

next time he \-isited Uttoxeter, with a re-

mark affixed to each; such as
—" This is true,"

"This is correct," "Sad, but true." Nor
did she ever forget how the Irish labourers,

calling aftermy father's death, which occurrecl

somewhat unexpectedly at the close of 1823,

on hearing the tidings, knelt down, and, with

tears, prayed for his soul.

A speech, which my husband made in the

Town Hall on the Irish question, in which
he referred to O'Connell, so moved his audi-

ence that the determination was spontane-

ousl)'- expressed and carried, of inviting the
" Liberator " down to a public dinner. He
came, being met in the suburbs by a com-
mittee of gentlemen in carriages, and con-

veyed through the town amid the acclama-

tions of immense crowds.

This visit brought us into personal contact

with Mr. and Mrs. O'Connell, and led the

former openly to express his concurrence
with my husband's political sentiments ; for

whereas O'Connell firmly believed it Avas the

duty of every man to be a Catholic, he ab-

horred all attempt either by direct penalty
or civil exclusion to bring the law in aid of

his creed, considering it a crime to compel
any man to contribute to the expense of a
worship which he condemns. And had my
husband been a co-religionist, would, in 1836,
on the commencement of the Dublin Rerieiv,

have advocated his appointment as editor;

since that quarterly, emphatically and polemi-
cally Catholic, maintained the principles of

civil and religious freedom, perfect exemp-
tion from penal laws, tests and legal ' restric-

tions—the separation of the kingdom of God
from the kingdom of Csesar.

My husband now, against his will, an
alderman, and anxious to complete his

"Eural Life in England," Avas daily debarred
from literature by the duties imposed on
him in the ToAvn Council absorbing his time
and energies. Party strife ran high in those

days ; Ave both acknoAvledged it an evil

thing, ruining men's minds, social life, and
the fine arts ; it ought not to matter, we felt,

Avhether a man Avere Whig or Tory, if his

heart Avere in the right place. We, there-

fore, deemed it prudent for my husband to

withdraAv from the arena of public debate to

a more secluded place of residence, Avhere,

unconcerned in municipal affairs and national

measures, he could, in the study of nature
and the pursuit of general literature, laudably
satisfy his intellect and affections.

After winding up our affairs in Notting-

!
ham Ave made, in the three summer months

' of 1836, a tour in the North of England and

I

Scotland. We visited, at Blackburn, my
j

beloved sister Emma and her husband
Harrison Alderson, cousin to Daniel Harri-

I son; at Rydal Mount, our kind, faithful

friends the WordsAvorths ; Avent to Orma-
thwaite Hall, Avhere I Avas immediately
recognised by my A'oice as a BroAAairigg ; into

Northumberland, Avhere Ave enjoyed the

society of the daughters of Thomas BeAvick.

AVe Avere, in a manner, feted in hospitable

Edinburgh by our cordial, intelligent cicerone

Eobert Chambers ; by genial, outspoken
Professor Wilson, the "Christopher North"
of Blachwood; and ]\Ir. Tait, of Tciifs Maga-
zine, who, as a proper Edinburgh entertain-

ment, treated us to a tripe supper, Avliich I

found excellent ; also by the good old Quaker
William JMillei-, the father of the nature-

loving artist and engraver of the same name.
We journeyed to Staffa and lona, sailed up
the Caledonian Canal, and were deeply

affected by Avitnessing the open-air adminis-

tration of the sacrament to a A'ast Gaelic

congregation at Kilmorack. We had ncA'er

Avitnessed so striking a religious ceremony.

We returned to Nottingham for our three

children—Anna Mary, then tAvelve, a pure,

tender, loving being, endoAved AA'ith extraor-

dinary gifts of mind and imagination, Avho

never caused us an anxious or unhappy
moment ; Alfred, a quiet, cpiick, acutely dis-

criminating boy of six ; and Claude, in his

third year, all glee and sunshine, a stranger

to sorroAV and tears. Then, Avith tA\'o faith-

ful servants, Ave hastened to London, for our

habitation was still unselected, and we had a

pleasant A^sion of being settled in a new
home before Avinter,
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The wish was fully realised ; our kind and

efficient friends, Mr. and Mrs. Watts, who
had at that very time removed from London

to Ember Lodge, Thames Ditton, had, at the

distance of thi-ee miles, seen a house which
they rightly conjectured would suit' us.

6d
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West End Cottage, for such it Avas called,

was an old-fashioned, roomy dwelling, lying

at the foot of the ridge on which extends the

pleasant, mile-long village of Esher. It had
a young, well-stocked orchard, a most pro-

ductive garden, convenient paddock, and a

fine meadow by the river Mole, Avith the

right of fishing and boating to the extent of

seven miles. The furniture, to be disposed

of with the lease, could, we found, be easily
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neighbour-

supplemented by occasional sales at Hampton
Court.

We were thus speedily settled in a charm-

ing home, provided by the instrumentality

of friends, almost without self-exertion ; and

I had the delight of sharing the children's

joy over cow, pig, poidtry, pony and chaise,

and my husband's satisfaction in his studj^

lined with books,

and in the attrac-

tive features of ._^ Jt

the

hood
"The tower of

Asher, my Lord of

Winchester," as

Shakespeare says,

whither Wolsey
fled in his troidjle,

was a short
quarter of a mile

from us on the

banks of the Mole
to the left ; at the

same distance to

the right Clare-

mont, often graced

by the presence of

the young Prin-

cess Victoria and
her mother the

Duchess of Kent,
and suggestive to us of noble and royal
scenes from the time that England mourned
the death of the Princess Charlotte and the
poet sang

:

" But Esher's gi-oves are still at noon,
Sweet Claremont's bowers are silent now."

The famous old palace of Hampton Court,
\vith its stately gardens and Kaphael's Gar-
toons, was but a walk. Richmond, Oatlands,
Windsor, Runnymeade, Chertsey, the retreat
of Cowley, St. Anne's Hill, where the widow
of Charles James Fox was still living, at the
advanced age of ninety, and Epsom, were
drives. Near at hand we had a grand old
Roman camp called Caesar's, in a hilly region
of wood and fern, that commanded a magni-
ficent view. Although the district contained
many fine seats, lying here and there in the
midst of woods, the main portion consisted
of gorse-covered commons, heathery pine
woods in sandy moorlands ; then, on the
clay, extensive oak woods and pastures,Avhere,
in the spring, primroses profusely blossomed
under thickets of holly and wildVose.
Lady Byron, favouring my husband's re-

ligious and political vieAvs and his efforts in
popular education, sought and cultivated our
XXVI—45

personal acquaintance. She also introduced

us to her son-in-law and daughter, Earl and
Countess Lovelace, who, like herself, were
extremol}^ interested in the formation of in-

dustrial schools ; and my hus])and procured

for Lady Byron an admirable master in

Ephraim Brown, of Nottingham, Avho, after

studying the system in her working school

Old Mill near Heidelberg.

at Ealing, in 1840 successfully formed and
managed for her a similar institution at

Kirkby, in Leicestershire.

I well remember, when staying at Ock-
ham, a long drive through a southern, most
remote portion of Surrey, which seemed to

belong to the days of Queen Elizabeth ; how
here and there a solitary peasant *in white

slop stared at the ladies dashing by in car-

riage and four, and how Mrs. Hippersley

Tuckfield, another guest of Lord Lovelace's,

explained to his sister, the Hon. Miss Kings,

and myself, as we bowled along, the system
of education which she Avas carrying out on
her estates in the neighbourhood of Bristol,

that of imparting by means of voluntary or

paid teachers the most needful instruction to

poor children in cottage schools, which, if

generally adopted, she maintained, would
enable the entire juvenile lower class in a

very few weeks to be put to school, almost

without effort or sensible cost.

If my husband and I were interested in

plans for training poor children, we were
naturally still more so in those for our own,
and, attracted by the alleged advantages at-

tending tuition in Germany, travelled in
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1840 to Heidelberg for the education of the

three elder children. Two more had been

born at Esher, Herbert Charlton and Mar-

garet, who in Heidelberg, when both were

able to run and talk, went about hand in

hand, played together and formed a small

world to themselves. As a considerable por-

tion of my time was now given to literature,

I had engaged an excellent young Avoman

Friend, Elizabeth F., to superintend the care

of these little ones. She lived with us for

about five-and-twenty years, beloved and
honoured as a true servant of God, and al-

though now parted from me by distance, still

remains dear as a relative.

At the time of our removal to Heidelberg

we retained an attachment to the leading

principles of Friends, but had long abandoned

any singularity of dress or language, deeming
them the products of a time of fanaticism

and strong excitement, and consequently

mere forms and empty traditions.

We made a prosperous and merry journey

from London to Bonn, in the delightful com-

panionship of Clara Novello, now Countess

Gigliucci, then sailed up the Rhine, which we
found worthy of its fame, to Mannheim, and

thence by carriage to Heidelberg. Directed

in that city to a widow lady who could speak

English, we were able immediately on arriv-

ing to rent the first floor in her abode. We
had scarcely done so, when Lord Lyudhurst's

brother-in-law came to engage it for him. It

was in fact a favourite dwelling. There Jean

Paul Richter had been wont to enjoy an

evening revel ; and the Emperor Alexander

of Russia, when proceeding on his march to

France in the rear of Buonaparte, taking up
his quarters in it to his great satisfaction,

left above its door a brass plate "with an in-

scription calling on every Russian hereafter

to respect and spare the house. It faced the

Neckar, having at its back overhanging

woods and terraced walks, with a secluded

footpath ascending 1) the famous Castle of

Heidelberg, once the : ..ue of the unfortunate

Elizabeth Stuart; and which, destroyed by
lightning, fire, war, and finally by its own
princes, still proudly stands on its vantage

ground overlooking its subject town, and the

vast plain of the Palatinate stretching away
beyond the Neckar valley, with the distant

Vosges Mountains shutting out France.

Mrs. Jameson had furnished us Avith an

introduction to Rath and Frau Rathin Schlos-

ser, a noble-hearted and highly-accomplished

couple, who gathered around them the noted

and cultivated of all nations at their beautiful

country house, Stift Neuburg, once a convent,

situated two miles from the city on the oppo-

site bank of the Neckar, and filled with choice

works of art ; also to Wolfgang von Goethe,

the grandson of the great poet, who, most
painfully shy and averse to society, we never-

theless met, a fortnight after our arrival, at a

ball given at Stift Neuburg in honour of his

cousin Rath Schlosser's birthday.

Wolfgang von Goethe, plain in person, yet

bearing a remarkable likeness to the portraits

of his grandfather, proved on nearer acquaint-

ance a very intellectual and interesting young-

man of a most poetical and sensitive tempe-

rament ; but, although he was kind enough
to say that he felt with us unusually happy
and at his ease, we saAV but little of him. He
shunned the company of his fellow-students

in the University, i^referring to lead the life

of a modern hermit, and, shutting himself in

his i"oom, perused religious works of Rath
Schlosser's selection.

Fascinated by the novelty of the situation,

we were far less fastidious, and Avillingly

mixed Avith some of that large moving popu-

lation of the dear old uniA^ersity town ; the

students, Avho Avith abundant masses of flaxen

or black hair under very small caps, ixnd

given to smoking, beei"-drinking, and fencing,

Avhich they dignified by the name of duelling,

were, on the Avhole, gentlemanly, agreeable,

and unassuming.

The colony of our country people was
small in those days ; it contained, however,

for some months after our arrival, Mr. G. P.

R. James and his wife—he Avas an amusing
companion, brimful of anecdotes ; and as a

resident, Captain MedAvin of the " Conversa-

tions Avitli Byron," and the friend of Shelley,

Avho finding my husband unprovided AAith

an English newspaper, politely sent him regu-

larly the Court Journal.

For the sake of our children, aa'O sought

German acquaintance, we read German, we fol-

lowed German customs ; the life seemed to us

simpler, the habits easier and less expensive

than in Eni^Iand ; there was not the same fever-

ish thirst after Avealth as Avitli us, there Avas

more calm appreciation of nature, of music, of

social enjoyment. In all the first delight of

glorious Aveather and unexplored scenes, we let

our ncAv acquaintance introduce us to quiet val-

leys Avith their fast-floAving streams, rich grass,

goi'geous floAvers, and incessant chirp of the

grasshopper ; to deep Avoods full of bilberries,

Avhence Ave obtained Avide A'ieAVs oA^er forest

and plain ; let them conduct us to many
sweet spots—Neckarsteinach, the Wolfsbrun-

nen, the Stiftmill, and to other quaint old

mills and half-timbered homesteads Avith an-
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cient walls and orchards, where peasant girls

with clear eyes and picturesque dresses were
washing and drying the linen on the delicious

green hillsides. After days of happiness un-

clouded as the sky above us, we returned

home, when the sunset cast an amber and

^^'^
Oiu- second home at Heidelberg.

lilac glow over hills and woods, to tea, music,
and merriment.

But we did not confine ourselves to the
immediate neighbourhood of Heidelberg.
The next summer my husband and I, taking
our elder daughter with us, leisurely made a
long journey through Germany, visiting all

its capitals and some of its most distinguished
men. After two years in the same house in

Heidelberg, we removed to the other end of

the town, renting the highest floor in a new
residence erected by a ladies' tailor who
had made money in Russia. It was situated
in the Anlage, or public wallc leading to the
station—for the railway had been brought
to Heidelberg. It is now enlarged and

converted into

the V i c t o 1' i a

Hotel. I wonder
whether the sum-
m c r- Ii o u s e,

roofed with sil-

vered iron and
painted inside

withgold stars on
a blue ground,
still remains in

the vineyard.

Leaving the

three elder chil-

dren, under pro-

per supervision,

to continue their

studies at Heidel-

berg,myhusband
and I returned

with the remain
der of our family

to England in

1843, making a

pleasant halt at

St. Goar, on the

Rhine, to visit

ourvalued friend,

the poet Freiligrath, and his accomplished

wife, Ida, daughter of Professor Melos, of

Weimar, and Goethe's god-daughter.

Greatly as I had enjoyed our German
sojourn, I now yielded to an enthusiasm for

our native land, which I had been glad to

lull while we found it convenient and de-

sirable to live out of England. I felt a ne^v

era commencing, and was full of energy and
hope.

STATE HOSPITALS

;

(Dr, .pursing in &Wio

IT may seem strange, aftei- thirty years of

work and writing about workhouses, that
anything should remain to be said on the
subject, and that any evils should still be un-
redressed. We thankfully acknowledge that
the work and the exposure have not been in

vain, and while we desire to give a few reasons
for what is still waiting to be accomplished, we
think that a brief review of the great reforms

ridiousc infirmaries.

carried out during the last few years maj
not be without interest to those who care tu

dv^ell upon the subject.

And who is there without some thoueht
and feelmt? for that vast mass of our fellov/-

countrymen and women now and always
inmates of our "State Asylums or Hospitals ?

"

for such, indeed, they are, our A^oluntary

hospitals being able to receive but a small
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proportion of our sick poor, though we have

hardly yet been accustomed to consider them
in this hght. Many have put aside the thought

and sympathy for " workhouse " inmates, or

"paupers," as they were once generally de-

signated, believing that all, or the vast

majority of such, Avere the worthless and
undeserving, broiight to their just fate by
vice and improvidence, and causing heavy
burdens of rates and taxes on their more
provident fellow-countrymen. Such notions

were natural and quite excusable under the

old system, which classed together all desti-

tute members of society in one lump and in

one institution, whether good or bad, sick or

well, young or old, and, moreover, placed

them under the care of two or three officials

—

rarely more, however numerous the popula-

tion might be.

It is one object of this paper, however, to

show that all this is changed now, and that

heterogeneous masses of human beings no
longer exist to the same extent in our public

and rate - supported institutions. Strange

to say, the metropolis being generally in

advance in most matters of intelligent reform,

it was in this respect behind the country

institutions, for in those workhouses the

infirmary was almost always a separate build-

ing, and though under the care of the one

master and matron, had its own resident

nurse or nurses, more or less competent, as

the case might be. But in the larger metro-

politan workhouses this was not the case.

The children were the first to be removed
from the pauper taint and atmosphere, it

being too pal})ably evident that to bring

them up in immediate association with pauper

relatives and circumstances was to foster

and promote the hereditary taint indefinitely

to succeeding generations. Want of space

for ever-increasing numbers may have been

another and more urgent reason for the

removal of the schools to separate and sub-

urban buildings, which, beginning gradually

many years ago, have now extended to nearly

every metropolitan union.

The case of the sick, however, though quite

as urgent from a humane point of view, and
advocated by those who knew the circum-

stances, was not considered by the authorities

till a much later date. Yet Ave can hardly

say it Avas a great imhlic question, for so

carefully had the outside Avorld been ex-

cluded from the institutions their compulsory

rates supported, notAvithstanding the efibrts

that had been made to obtain admission for

visitors ever since the year 1853, that it Avas

only the feAv Avho were acquainted Avith the

real state of things Avithin those dreary Avails

and Avell-guarded doors, and who could

speak of it with knoAvledge and conviction.

But it ivas spoken and Avritten of in neAvs-

papers and pamphlets and books—not sensa-

tionally (thei'e was possibly less of this re-

markable quality of " sensation " abroad at

the period of Avhich I write), but strongly,
_

soberly, and truthfully. Facts, simple and
unadorned, were told of the management, or

utter Avant of it, by superiors ; ignorance

and neglect, too often cruelty, of the in-

feriors—so-called " nurses "—(the public not

then being enlightened, as now, about the true

nature and functions of a " nurse "), and the

consequent sufferings of the thousands under
their charge. When of knoAvledge there was
absolutely none, nor of character, nor religion,

love nor pity, in these fellow-inmates, simply

utilised because they had the physical poAver

to perform- the Avork, we may suppose what
the result Avould be. Those Avho wish to

learn more of the details concerning it we
Avould refer to the various publications of

tAA'enty years ago, or to the more recent sum-

mary that has been made of the history of

the whole subject during twenty-five years.*

Suffice it to say that the representations

made Avere believed, investigated, and in due

time acted upon. During the beneficent and.

ever-to-be-remembered reign of the Right

Honourable Gathorne Hardy at the Local

Government Board in 1867, the sA\'eeping

reform was promulgated that henceforth all

the " sick " Avere to be removed from the

workhouse proper into asylums or infirmaries

built or adapted for their reception, and

treated as hospital patients, under a separate

management and control, with a resident

medical officer. This order Avas carried out

in some instances in 1871, and now it is

almost universally so throughout the metro-

politan district, the number of such infirm-

aries being tAventy-four, and continually in-

creasing. In many places extensive and

fine buildings have been erected, surpassing

in extent and completeness of arrangement

our voluntary hospitals, and capable of con-

taining 300, 500, or even 700 patients, the

largest and most complete being the St.

Marylebone Infirmary, erected at a cost of

over £100,000.t

* "Recollections of Workhouse Visiting and Management
during Twenty-five Years." By Louisa Twining. Kegan
Paul & Co., 1, Paternoster Square. 2s.

+ I think it is hardly realised what an enormous sum of

money is invested in our infirmaries, and how complete and
perfect the arrangements at some of them are. It is not

possible to analyse the figures in the Local Government
Board Reports quite satisfactorily. But the expenditure

specially authorised by the Board in connection with the

erection, maintenance, or alteration of workhouse infirmaries.
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When all these orders were promulgated
and acted upon, the promoters of " work-

house reform " rested upon their oars, and
concluded that their woi'k was accomplished

;

and, indeed, it may be asked by those who
read these statements, Avhat more remains to

be done ; and what need is there of any
further action or interference witli a work
thus ably organized by the State, and sup-

ported, not by voluntar}', but compulsorj',

and therefore ample, contributions 1 And
this question leads me to the other special

subject and object of this paper, which is to

show that there is still need and scope for

further help and interest from the outside

public.

One of the preliminary orders of the Local

Government Board in arranging for separate

infirmaries was the absolutely important one,

that "pauper" women should not be em-
ployed as nurses.

The evils of pauper-nursing might, there-

fore, now be supposed to be for ever abolished,

and remembered only by those who had
suffered from it, or Avitnessed it, in days
gone by.

But whatever the law and theory might
say, the practice was still far from being

obsolete, and the miseries of poor sufierers

condemned to linger out years of sickness,

chieflj" incurable, under the care

lutely incompetent and unskilled

once more aroused the sympathies of those
who visited them, and compelled them to

speak of what they witnessed. As years
had elapsed since the new rules Avere made
it was evident that time alone would not
bring the desired reform, and in the year
1879 this conviction grew into action. A
lady visitor to one of these hospitals for in-

curables attached to a large London work-
house spoke of what she witnessed there of

incompetent nursing and want of all " hos-

pital" arrangements to a sympathizing friend,

and the ready reply Avas, " What could be
done to improve such a state of things, and
assist in a new movement for reform ?

"

From this circumstance sprang up the
"Association for Promoting Trained Nursing
in Workhouse Infirmaries," AA'hich Avas started

at a meeting held at the house of Constance,
Marchioness of Lothian, in the summer of

1879. " Trained " nursing Avas the Avord on
Avhich the movement hung ; nursing of some
kind there Avas, and better than that by
paupers, Avithout doubt, but still leaving

and for medical reliet in London (not including the purchase
of land and premises) appears to have been in ISSO, about
£60,520; in 1881, £67,325; in 18S2, £26,868; in 18S3, £82,913
—nearly £239,000 in four years.

of abso-

Avomen,

noAV Avorking for

much to be desired, both as to numbers and

efiiciency.

In one Avord, our object may be said to be

to assist guardians to procure the best nui-ses

for the service of the poor ; and in order to

do this effectually Ave haA'e found it absolutely

necessary to train some nurses for our Avork,

though at the same time aA^ailing ourselves of

all others on Avhom we can rely, both as to

character and efficiency.

A few statistics Avill shoAv what we have
been able to do in little more than five years

since Ave began, Avith the funds placed at oiu"

disposal.

FiftA'-three nurses are

us, sixteen of Avhom are our OAvn probationers,

Avhich means, young Avomen for Avhose train-

ing in a hospital or infirmary during a year,

Ave pay a sum of nearly £20, after Avhich they

engage to Avork for the association for three

years, and must not leaA^e the posts to Avliich

they ai^e appointed without our permission.

During the past year twenty-four nurses

haA^e been appointed, and fourteen Boards of

Guardians have applied to us, the Avhole

number being forty-tAvo from the beginning

of our Avork ; we Avould lay stress upon the

fact that Ave liaA^e been unable to supply aE

the demands made for nurses, guardians noAv

being aware that they are worth having.

Some of our most successful appointments
are those to country union infirmaries, Avhere

perhaps one good nurse is able to reform the

Avhole nursing arrangements, and in some
instances has done so, her salary being raised

in recognition of the good work she has done.

Lady guardians have done already much for

our association, and Ave look to them for

further help in the future. But the limits of

this paper do not permit of my entering into

more details ; those Avho desire them can

obtain our last report from our Secretary, at

our Office, ii, Berners Street, Oxford Street,

Avho Avill gladly supply any information about

our plans.

That there is still room for improvement,
we think the foUoAving facts giA^en in this

report will shoAv. In one suburban union

Avorkhouse tliei'e are at least three hundred
sick and infirm, for Avhom there Avas one

trained and one untrained nurse at night,

Avith pauper help, but no trained nurse by
day till Ave supplied one for night duty and
tAvo others. As there is no resident medical

officet (as in the infirmaries) AA^ho can Avonder

that frequent deaths take place in the night,

almost, if not Avholly, unattended, and that

bed-sores are frec[uent ?

Then we have another nurse in a work
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house Avith one hundred and thirty patients

under her care, with the insane, lying-iu, and
receiving wards to attend to ; another with

the whole female side of sixty patients.

Pauper women must assist under such circum-

stances as these, or how could the work be

done 1 By one of them not long ago, an old

woman was being attended, our trained nurse

being of course occupied at a distant part of

her many wards, and a blow on the head was
administered (no dou])t as a punishment for

iretfulness) from which death ensued ; and
such cases must be expected to occur.

We may add that in the outbreak of small

pox in 1881 we were asked to help, and
supplied a superintendent and six nurses for

the hospital tents of St. Pancras, and again

in 1884, we sent nurses to Darenth dming
the same need,*

The extent of our work is limited by our

supply of funds, a large extension being

possible if we could have nurses equal to our

demands ; suitaljle young women are always

forthcoming, willing and anxious tobe trained,

and if any of our readers can find and send

us such, along with the means for training

them, they will be doing a good Avork in two
ways—by helping to perfect a most important

public service, and also by furnishing deserv-

ing young women with an honourable and

comfortable profession in Avhich they are

certain of employment. If our readers could

have looked in upon us at ourannual tea-party,

Avhen, this year, as many as thirty-eight
" Mary-Adelaide " nurses were present, re-

ceiving gratuities and good-service medals for

longer or shorter periods, Ave think they

would agree Avith us that our association,

young as it is in point of j'ears, has still

done something towards promoting the ob-

jects for Avhich it Avas established.

There is still one point to Avhich Ave must
* It may be interestiog to add the list of places to which we

have sent nm-ses and may encourage others.

ilETROPOLITAX. COUNTRY.
St. George's in the East. Eastbourne.
St. Marylebone. Canterbury.
St. Pancras (London & High- Eastry, near Sandwich.

gat«). West Mailing.
Kensington, and Banstead Stoke-on-Trent.

Schools. Whitchurch.
St. Saviour's, Walworth. Barton Regis, near Bristol.

Bethnal Green. Lewisham. Reading.
St. Giles and St. George's, Holt, Norfolk.
Bloomsbury. GressenhaU, Norfolk.

St. (jeorfre, Hanover Square. Basingstoke.
ShoreditC'h. Docking, Norfolk.
Brentwood Schools. Oswesti-y.

Hackney. Sutton Schools. Bromyai'd.
Cleveland St. Sick Asylum. West Bromwich.
Chelsea. Mile End. Edmonton.
Paddington.
Islington. Whitechapel.
Lambeth. CamberweU.
Hampstead (the nursing ar-
rangements being placed
wholly under our care).

allude, the importance of Avhich Avas urged
from the A^ery beginning of the movement
about Avorkliouses, viz., the appointment to

posts of superintendence of educated and
ti^ained Avomen, instead of the usual type of

matron, Avhom, alas ! the guardian mind is still

prone to elect. We have ahvays maintained

that the appointment of educated and refined

Avomen (AAdth practical knowledge obtained

in some Avell-regulated institution) Avould have
obviated most of the evils that existed, even
in the usual Avorkhouse; but for establish-

ments set apart for the sick, it becomes an
absolute necessity, and the endeavour to

supply trained nurses under any other

superintendence is an alm.ost useless endea-

vour. As this vital point is noAv urged by
all Avho Avritc or speak on the subject, Ave

may hope ere long to see it an accomplished

fact.--'

Even in infirmaries, Avhere a special train-

ing in nursing is an absolute necessity if any

eflicient system is to be carried out, it is at

jjresent the exception to find a woman so

trained and educated at the head ; in work-

houses Ave know of but one who has had the

courage to fill such a post, or Ave might rather

say, but one Board of Guardians Avhich has

had the sense and the boldness to elect a

lady, for this is the real obstacle to the pro-

gress of the innoA'ation. When educated

Avomen are noAv seeking eagerly for posts Avith

any, or even no, remmieration, Ave cannot

help asking Avhy do they not endeavour to

make themselves competent to undertake the

superintendence of these large and important

public institutions, Avhere tact and refinement

and Christian charity are so sorely needed ?

Then imleed might Are hope to see Avork-

houses, infirmaries, and district schools be-

come in reality Avhat they Avere intended to

be, and carry out the beneficent and pro-

phetic Adsion described as long ago as the

year 1698, by King William III., when he

spoke thus in Parliament :
" Workhouses,

under a prudent and good arrangement, Avill

answer all the ends of Charit}^ to the Poor,

in regard to their souls and bodies ; they may
be made, properly speaking, nurseries for

religion, virtue, and industry."

LOUISA T'V^'INING.

* The importance of this point was brought before Sir C.
Dilke in July, 18S4, by a deputation of members of the com-
mittee of the Association for Promoting Trained Nursing in
Workhouse Infirmaries and some others interested in the

subject. It was introduced by Sir E. Colebrooke and ex-
plained by W. Bousfield, Esq., Dr. Sieveking, &c- It was
especially ui'ged that a recommendation at least should be
issued with regard to the appointment of matrons wlio had
gone through a hospital training and received a certijicatc from
the authorities.



TWO YEAES IN PAEIS.

SECOND PAPER.

THE sunsets over a city bring out its most

beautiful aspects ; the deepening shades

make dull thin2;s errand, mass the inartistic

forms, and though the materials are always

the same, give endless variety to the pic-

tures. Thus at this hour of the day our

balcon}^ became one of those enjoyments

which soon make up for many disagreeable

things. It was high enough to give us a

view of Paris over the roofs, and the view

was decidedly picturesque, as it took in the

2:reat dome of the Pantheon and the towers

of St. Etienne du Mont.
In the rooms under the eaves of the oppo-

site houses we caught glimpses of our-rier-

families at supper, which, when the sun had
quite gone and the lampswere lighted, seemed
like bits from Eembrandt. Among the in-

habitants of these garrets the one who inte-

rested me the most was an old woman who
constantly sat in front of her open window,
resting her hand on her chin, and looking

down into the street. She Avas always in

the same position. Perhaps she had once

been a barrow Avoman in front of St. M6dard,
and her Avorld centred in the entrance to

the Rue Mouffetard, or perhaps there was
something really romantic about her history.

The early rising and the love of fresh air

displayed by the dwellers in these rookeries

were exemplary. When I got up I often

noticed my old neighbour's bedding and bol-

ster hanging over her Avindow sill, so that it

might have a good airing. It has been

remarked that Paris M'omen of the humbler
class do not seem to feel the cold ; indeed in

Paris it is for so short a time in the winter

that one needs a fire that I suspect the

majority of the poor never have one at all.

One sometimes hears or meets AA^th refe-

i-ences to the poverty of Paris, as if it were
something excessive. But Avithiu a few

minutes' Avalk from Avhere I now live in

London I constantly see more degraded

poA^erty than I saAv the Avhole tAvo years that

I Avas in Paris. Yes, degraded is the Avord,

and a serious and pregnant fact it is. Drink
no doubt has a great deal to do Avith it, but

does not wholly explain it, for I have noticed

that almost every third shop in the Faubourg
St. Antoine sells drink. I attribute the

superiority of Paris OA^er London in this

matter to the elevating influence of the idea

of equality; next to the fact that Paris alms-

giving is only forced out of uuAvilling pockets

to a quite inappreciable degree, being in the
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main an expression of voluntary good-will

and benevolence, and that it is distributed

Ijy an admirable organization under one

supreme authority.

This organization of Paris charity is named
the Public Assistance. Its seat is a great build-

ing in the Avenue Victoria. It has the

direction of the various forms of succour

given to the needy ; eight general hospitals,

seven special hospitals, three provincial

hospitals, ten hospices, thi-ee retreats, twenty

boards of benevolence, fifty-seven houses

where aid in various forms is dispensed.

The Public Assistance presides over the help

given at the home, and takes under its charge

all children Avho have no other guardian, or

who are idiotic. It has its own wine-cellars,

bakery, butchery, drug-stores, and central

stores, and employs between six and seven

thousand agents, about two thousand of

whom belong to the medical profession.

Its property does not produce annually

more than 3,870,858 francs. But to this

revenue may be added between six and seven

millions of francs drawn from other sources,

one of which is a tax amounting to 1,750,000

francs on tickets to theatres, balls and public

concerts, and which goes by the name of

le droit des pauvres. The City of Paris makes
an annual grant to the funds of the Public

Assistance amounting to between ten and

eleven millions of francs, so that its total

revenue may be said to be about 24,000,000

of francs, £960,000.

There is no such thing as a workhouse in

Paris, the system is almost entirely one of

relief at the home. To carry this out there

are forty-eight Committees of Benevolence

corresponding to the forty-eight districts into

which Paris is divided. All the aid given to

the poor in each district by the Public Assist-

ance is managed by a Council, composed of

the Mayor of the arrondissement, who is its

president by right, and twelve assistants,

besides a secretary and treasurer, who is

directly responsible and dependent on the

central administration. This Council unite

with themselves in the work a number of

agents and charitably disposed ladies.

The revenue in aid of the poor of each

arrondissement is primarily derived from

a collection made once a year among the

inhabitants. As each of the forty-eight dis-

tricts makes the collection for its own poor,

those who live in the richer quarters are the

best provided for. The Public Assistance

here steps in, and by grants of money and
bread somewhat equalises the disparity.

Thus in one year more than a million francs

was given as subsidy to the four poorest

arrondissements. These districts have more-

over a larger niimber of houses of succour

than the richer ones. These houses of suc-

cour lend sheets, warm clothing, flannels,

woollen socks, slippers, &c. The sick come
two or three times a week and receive

advice from the doctor. Medicine is dis-

tributed, and such things as spectacles,

elastic stockings, ciTitches and surgical appa-

ratus given.

The Committees of Benevolence afford aid

for a time or regularly. Temporary aid is

given to the maimed, to the sick, to lying-in

women, to nursing mothers, to forsaken chil-

dren, to orphans imder sixteen years of age,

to heads of families having three children

under fourteen years of age, and to widows
having two young children ; but these rules

are not carried out rigorously. Permanent
aid is given to the aged according to scale, of

which the maximum is only accorded to

those who have passed eighty-four years of

age. The blind, paralj^tic, and persons afflicted

with cancer receive a weekly allowance, "with

gifts of bread, wine, clothmg and linen. Those
who are fit subjects for the hospitals, but

who cannot be received for want of room, are

allowed a small annual pension.

No one can receive these aids whose name
is not inscribed on the register called le con-

trole. Parents cannot have their names put

on this register unless they have had their

children vaccinated, and send them to the

free school. But eA^en here the mansuetude
of the Bureaux de Bienfaisance have a means
of preventing the stringency of this rule

landing them into an act of inhumanity. The
means is found out of the Montyon founda-

tion, left by a benefactor of that name some
years ago to the poor of Paris.

Directly a request is made for assistance,

an inquiry is made at the dwelling of the

applicant by members of the Ambulant Ser-

vice, who by dint of long practice aie tolerably

well acquainted with the truth of things,

and their report determines the amount of the

aid or its refusal. Quite one-fourth of the

applications made are refused, either because

the persons maldng them are notoriously

immoral or because they have only recently

been assisted.

The fifteen hospitals in Paris have a total

number of 7,693 beds. In order to keep

them for the homeless and friendless, the

administration as far as possible causes those

of the sick who are better off to be visited

in their own dwellinirs. The nourishment

in these hospitals is very good, and what
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may perhaps be regarded by many as a mis-

take, wine is freely given. To a patient

allowed his full rations, an amount of wine

equal to three great glasses is given per day.

The death rate in the Paris hos^jitals is aljout

1 in 9. After death the body is left for two
hours and then conveyed to the mortuary,

where it lies for forty-eight hours. It is

then taken to tlie hospital chapel, where
prayers are offered. If the friends are able

to j)ay a small sum the burial takes place in

a separate grave, but if not it is interred in

the hospital cemeteiy at the Fort Bicetre, not

far from Torg.

Of course there are many private charities

in Paris, the objects of some being admir-

able ; as, for example, that of the Soci6te

Philanthropique, which provides night asy-

lums for those unhappy wayfarers who, in

every large city, when night falls find them-

selves without a place where they can lay

their heads. This was brought home to me
painfully one day in Paris, when a friend,

worthy of profound respect as a descendant

of Huguenot confessors—a man of heart, of

disinterestedness, of lofty principle?, and en-

cyclopaidic learning—told me that while an

exile in London he had gone about our

streets searching for a nook where he could

find a resting-place for the night.

The engraving which illustrates this paper

is taken from a most touching painting by
M. Ludovic Mouchot, exhibited at the in-

tensely interesting Exhibition of the Por-

traits of the Century during a few weeks in

1883 at the Ecole des Beaux Arts. The
groups in this picture are suggestive : the

motherly-looking woman to the left with her

four children may be a poor wife from Alsace

or the provinces, who has followed her hus-

band to Paris, there to lose all trace of him.

Perhaps he died in a hospital unable to com-

municate
;
perhaps he is hiding himself in

vice and infamy. To the right are two
orphan girls, from a liigher position in

society, suddenly thrown a prey to the

wolves. Here are nursing mothers, and
hard, angry single women who have had a

cruel fight with never-ending difficulties

;

while the great bulk are poor old toilers to

whom the world offers nothing but the

couch on the stones or a hole in the earth at

the end of their melancholy pilgrimage. In

their midst stands the matron, a comely
edition of Miss Ophelia, " tall, square-formed,

and angular. Her face is thin and rather

sharp in the outlines, the lips compressed

like those of a person who is in the habit of

making up her mind definitely on all sub-

jects ; while the keen, dark eyes have a

peculiar searching advised movement, and
travel over eveiything as if they were look-

ing for something to take care of." Happily
this French Miss Ophelia has found her

work, and, it is hardly to be doubted, per-

forms it admirably.

In the midst of its socialism Paris guards

the rights, or at least the sentiments, of indi-

viduals with singular particularity. As I was
taking a note of the inscription on the tomb
of Godefroi Cavaignac, in the cemetery at

Montmartre, an individual in military cos-

tume approached and said :
" It is forbidden

to copy the inscriptions." " Eut this is an

historic tomb," I replied. "It is forbidden

to copy the inscriptions." "But I have

done it." "It is forbidden." The reason of

this reguL'ition is, I understood, to prevent

any malicious person wounding the feelings

of survivors.

Performing funeral rites is now one of the

most important functions of the CathoHc

Church in Paris. The burial of the dead
is almost the only thing left which allies the

great bulk of the population with the Church.

The numbers buried in Paris without reli-

gious rites increase, I believe, every year,

nevertheless the majority of corpses are still

taken into the church, and the custom of

lighting tapers round the dead is genei'ally

maintained. Funeral processions are con-

stantly of prodigious length, neighbours and
friends considering it a duty to follow. Some-
times there are as many as twenty or thirty

coaches and cabs with a long trail of pedes-

trians. In the funerals of young girls the

pall is held up by a number of the com-

panions of the deceased, all robed in white

muslin dresses and veils. The funerals of

boys and young men are attended in like

manner by their schoolfellovv^s or fellow-

students.

Funerals and weddings were going on at

St. Medard during the greater part of the

day almost without cessation. There were
constantly a couple of funerals and one wed-
ding party in the road at the same time.

The wedding corteges argued plenty of wealth

on the part of the Parisian bourgeoisie, chiefly

in the number of carriages, dress not being

of anything like the same importance in

Paris as in London.
A somewhat interesting sight was the

appearance of our road on the occasion of a

first communion. When the children came
out it seemed for some minutes as if a white

stream was fioAving from the church-porch

;

after a time it broke up and then the road
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looked like a great bed covered with snow-

drops. All the girls of whatever class are

dressed in the usual white muslin, all the

boys in evening costume. To see these

gatherings, no one would imagine that the

Church had lost its hold on the people. But
I suppose it would bo a mistake to con-

clude this proved otherwise. Nothing but

heartfelt religion raises human beings above

the fear of not being thought respectable.

Atheism is no match for fashion.

Sympathj^ in -the Parisian is powerfully

developed, but it stops at human nature, the

animal world enjoys it only under the per-

nicious form of petting. Dogs, cats, and
canaries are its chief objects. The bird-

market held on Sunday afternoon between
the Hotel Dieu and the Tribunal du Com-
merce was a very interesting sight, and when
one thinks of its openness, cleanness, fresh-

ness, comfortably clad visitors, mostly Avork-

ing people, and compares it Avith the places

where birds are sold in London the difference

is truly amazing. Birds of all soils, Euro-
pean and tropical, were there in hundreds.

The poorer purchasers content themselves

with canaries, red-breasts, linnets, and the

cheaper sort that can sing. It is said that

there are institutions in Paris where birds

are instructed in this art, the course lasting-

two months and costing ten sous a week.
But the kindness lavished on the smaller

creatures does not extend to the noblest of all

the animals in Paris. The Paris horses appear
to possess the sweetest and most docile of

natures, but they are none the less ci'uelly

treated by the drivers, who are sometimes
realty brutal. One day at noon, passing

along the Rue Monge, we saw a very long
waggon laden with hay coming down that

part of the street which forms an incline as

it approaches the Avenue des Gobelins. The
waggon was far too heavy for the horses, and
the hind one in the shafts, an old horse, was
dragged down several times and drawn
along the ground on its haunches. The
driver did nothing to prevent it, and the

passers-by betrayed no feeling. A still more
cruel thing, and one that is ceaselessly hap-
pening all over Paris, is the flacking of the
whip just over the horse's head, so as to

cause it to make a detonation like a pistol-

shot. What a long via dolorosa has the horse
trodden in Paris ! In a satirical writing of

1619, and then it is not given as new, occurs
the saying, "Paris is the paradise of women,
the purgatory of men, and the hell of horses."

However, there are people in Paris who
are alive to the sufferings of the animal world,

and especially some brave women who make
a stand in favour of the victims. I have
witnessed the protests they openly make in

the streets, loudly rebuking a cruel driver or

giving information to the police. In La
France of May 23rd, 1883, was the following

paragraph :
" ]\I. Brown-Sequart is a vivi-

sectionist. To ilhistrate his course of expe-

rimental physiology he had brought a poor
little ape, who ignorant of the danger that

menaced him, amused himself by making
grimaces. The moment come, the doctor,

without giving any anaesthetic, began to cut

the intestine of the animal, Avho protested

with frightened cries against being immo-
lated on the altar of science. All of a sudden
Madame A H -, who had come to

the lecture, rushed at the operator, and
struck him a blow in the face with her um-
brella. The Professor ordered her to leave

the hall, but she stoutly refused, saying, that

having no other means of protesting against

this l^arbarous practice of vivisection, she

had emploj'ed and would employ this, which
at least would not he passed over in silence.

The usher was called but did not succeed

any better. It was only on a policeman being

called that she consented to go to the station-

house, where she, as well as two students

sent by M. Brown-Sequart, gave an account

of what had happened." On the other hand
Parisians are singularlykind to human beings.

Let a man fall down in a fit and every atten-

tion is bestowed, even to the point of giving

him space to breathe. A drunkard is treated

in all respects like an erring brother, and even

the foreigner, a thing especially meritorious

in a Parisian, who knows as little about the

outside barbarians as a Chinaman, gets kind-

ness shown him simply because he is a human
being. I met with the following story told

by a German resident in Paris.

" At the time of the Crimean war I was in

lodgings, and returning home on one occa-

sion at midnight I found in the lodge of the

concierge a poor stranger, an Englishman,

Avho had lost everything and had sought

shelter here, but which the proprietor refused.

The concierge asked me to speak to him and
to make further inquiries. It appeared

that he had been engaged in railway-making

in Spain, but the work being discontinued

he was obliged to leave, and after having

gone through distressing privations, he had
reached Paris, where he had obtained from
the English Embassy a free passage, but

feared that he should have to wait a few
days before he would get it, and meanwhile
woidd starve, as he had no means to pay for
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a lodging. When I told this to the proprie-

tor, a young widow, Avho worked untiringly

to o-ive her only child a good education, she

said :
' I cannot let the stranger stay here

without pay ; he is an Englishman, let him

address himself to his fellow-countrymen

who are so rich.' 'You are no French-

woman,' I exclaimed, ' you have a heai-t of

stone. Your own son may some day be

placed in the same plight as this man and

hard-hearted people refuse him shelter and,'

—she did not let me finish, but broke into a

Hood of tears, immediately ordering a supper

for the poor man, avIio, late as it was made a

o-ood meal, after which she had a room pro-

vided for hmi.
" On the following morning, not only the

inmates of the house but others joined in

the general contribution for the Englishman.

Even the milkmaid gave her mite. The

ladies in the house spoke to the gentlemen

and received from them wearing apparel,

clean linen, and boots and shoes. They then

set to Avork for two days tailoring and mend-

ing, so that on the third day, when the

Enghshman was ready to start, he received

a handsome sum of money and tAvo large

packets of clothes. Some of the men-servants

accompanied him to the station and paid for

some cold meat and wine that he might have

as much spare money left as possible for the

journey. ' French people, good people !

'

he repeated several times with tears in his

eyes as he said 'good-bye.'" R. heath.

SUNDAY EEADINGS.
By JAMES BROWN, D.D.

October 4th.

Bead Genesis iii., and iv. 1.

IN the opening chapters of the Bible we
are taught the unity, or rather—to use

a foreign word which has been imported into

our language, because we have no exact

equivalent—the solidariU of the human race.

That race is not made up of disconnected

tribes and nations, nor of units whose lives

are lived apart in isolated independence of

each other. God has made us of one blood,

and He has so linked us each to each that

the experience of the race is reproduced in

each individual of the race. The Church

saw deep into the heart of these chapters

when it recognised and formulated the truth

that Adam and Eve did not stand alone in

their innocence, their temptation, their sin,

and their punishment. They were in all

these the representatives of their posterity.

Their temptation is that which is common to

man ; their sin is the sin of the race ; and

their doom is the doom of all mankind, alike

in its sorrow and toil, and in the blessed

hope to the fulfilment of which it leads.

In reading the first pages of God's word
we are - like unto men beholding their

natural face in a glass. We see our lusts,

our sins, our sorrows, our hopes, mirrored

in the experience of our first parents. In

the deepest sense Eve is the mother of all

living. The brief records of her mother-

hood are an epitome of a history which
is repeating itself from age to age con-

tinually in the experience of her sons and

daughters.

The enthusiastic hope to wliich she gave

expression in the name of her first-born son

is a type of that roseate light in Avhich, even

in view of the travail and the sorrow Avhich

are soon felt to be inseparable from our lot,

hope bathes our earliest possessions, our

earliest experience of eai'thly relations. The
promise of redemption from the sin, whose
fruit she was already tasting in sorrow and
in pain, had pointed to her seed. In the

child whom she had gotten she saw that

promise fulfilled. Now all Avould go well.

She had been too weak to resist the tempter.

Over her he had gained an easy victory,

and she had lost the vantage ground of inno-

cence ; but the young, fresh life, sprung of

her sorrow, would take up the conflict with

better hope, and though he might be wounded
he should in the end prevail. Right should

concpicr, and the wrong of earth be rej^aired.

She dreamed not of the long delay, of the

thousand years Avdiich are to God as one day.

To her enthusiastic hope the hour of redemp-

tion was at hand : the promised seed had
come ; she had gotten a man from the Lord

—

the second man, who, when all was sin and
shame, should fight and should prevail.

It is touching to see how the hope of a

good time coming, when the Avrong of earth

is to be righted, has from age to age rejoiced

in the birth of some child. When the earth

was filled Avith violence, and all flesh had
corrupted its Avay, a son came to Lamech's

house, and his father called him Noah, say-
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ing, " This same shall comfort us concerning

our work and the toil of our hands, because

of the ground which the Lord hath cursed."

In an evil time, when those who looked to

the earth beheld trouble and darkness, with
dimness of anguish, and men were driven to

darkness, the birth of a son in the palace

at Jerusalem called forth this song in the

land of Judah, " Unto us a child is born, unto
us a son is given : and the government shall

be upon his shoulder ; and his name shall

be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of

Peace ; of the increase of his government and
peace there shall be no end."

And that same spirit whose special inspi-

ration led to the utterance of words which
remained as sure words of prophecy, point-

ing onward to another day, when their fulfil-

ment should be complete—dwells in some
measure in every human breast, and reveals

itself in the enthusiastic hopefulness with
which we all enter upon life. That hopeful-

ness has passed into a proverb. Not the
young mother only, who. Eve-like, recognises

in the man-child, for joy of whom she has

forgotten her sorrow, boundless possibilities

of blessing ; but every young life, tasting the

first sweetness of experience, sees the world
bathed in light. The friendships we form,
the relations into which we enter, seem to our
enthusiasm perennial and inexhaustible foun-
tains of good. Even Avork, though we soon
find that it has become labour, involving
sweat of brow or brain, is welcome to the
young man rejoicing in his strength. He is

conscious of a thrill of gladness when first he
realises that strength, and feels that he has
power to mould and make—to shape rugged
things to ends of use or beauty; and he
gives himself to day-dreams of all that he
shall accomplish in the interminable years
which are opening up before him. The
homes we build for ourselves seem as we
cross their thresholds to be palaces of delight,

whose walls are strong enough to keep out
the blast, and whose fires are warm enough
to resist the cold. We dream not of the chinks
which are in every earth-builded wall, or of

the white embers to Avhich all earth-lighted
fires burn down. We think not of the
hidden chambers which are in every dwelling,
or of the days when they that look out at the
windows shall be darkened.
The young inquirer after truth, when first

he finds some teacher among the living or
the dead whose words are an inspiration to
him, sees all the realm of truth open to his

^'iew. He has but to enter in that he may

possess the land ; and it is a good land, and
a large—a land of green hills, whose tojis go
near to heaven ; of fruitful valleys which
yield strengthening corn and gladdening
wine. He dreams not of rivers that have to

be crossed, of Anakim that have to be sub-

dued, of walled cities that have to be taken

;

or if he does, he doubts not of his strength :

the conquest is as good as accomplished, and
the possession attained is ample reward for

the victor's toil. Or the youthful enthusiasm
may be rather in the direction of practical

service ; and then, when some trusted leader

has been found whose watchword has stirred

the spirit like a trumpet-call, it seems to the

young disciple of the party or the cause, as

if the panacea had been found at length for

all the ills of humanity, and young Melanc-
thon exults as if old Adam were already

slain.

It is not easy for those who know any-
thing of the stern realities and dull prose of

life to refrain from smiling at sight of this

enthusiastic hopefulness ; but the man has
learned ill the lessons of experience into

whose smile there enters any element of

scorn. Young enthusiasm is very beautiful

;

nay, it is more than beautiful, it is one of

God's most precious gifts to the world. As
in the freshness of each new morning the

Creator " ever more makes all things new,"
so in the freshness of each new life he
renews the world from generation to genera-

tion.

October 11th.

Eead Gen. iv. 2—24, and Eecles. ii.

It is inevitable that the early and enthu-

siastic hope, with which we all enter on life,

should be succeeded by disappointment. To
the mother of all living the disenchantment

came very soon. We know not how it came,

or whether the child so early revealed him-

self the father of the man, that even the

fond mother could not but detect in the eyes

of her first-born, into which she was gazing

so hopefully, fore-gleams of the jealous hate

and cruel anger which afterwards shone out

so balefully. We know not whether she

recognised, in early signs of character, that

the trail of the serpent had defiled the nature

of him whom she had vrclcomed as the man
the Lord had sent to bruise the serpent's

head. But howsoever it came to pass, we
know that ere her second son was born, the

radiance had died out of her sky, and the

mother of all living was looking forth upon
the world with less certain gaze. Life seemed
to be dressed in more sombre colours than
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before. The early dream had faded into

the light of common day. She uttered her

disappointment in the name of her second

son ; she called him Abel, or Vanity.

Thedisappointment which she thus recorded

represents our experience when clouds have

overspread our sky ; when, having tasted of

the first fountain of water on which we have
lighted in our pilgrimage, Ave have found that

there is bitterness where we had looked for

unmingled sweetness, that at best there is

limited and imperfect fulfilment of the large

expectation of our early hope ; and we are

tempted to ciy, "Vanity of vanities, all is

vanity ! " To some the disenchantment comes
sooner, to others it comes later ; in the case

of some it is more complete, in the case of

others it is more partial. But sooner or later,

in greater or in less measure, a sense of vanity

succeeds the early and enthusiastic hope. To
very few does life redeem its promise ; the

harvest Avhich it yields seldom fulfils the ex-

pectation awakened by its first-fruits.

The disappointment comes in various ways.

Often in this changeful world the promise

of life is prematurely blighted. The object

on which the heart was set, and around which
clustered the large anticipations that made
bright the coming years, is taken from us.

Disaster drives us from the home w^e had
chosen; or death invades that home, removing
the desire of our eyes with a stroke, and,

though all else remains, the light has faded,

and our future seems enwrapped in joyless

darkness. The profession we had chosen, or

the business on wliich we had entered, and
in connection with which we had our dreams
of honour or of wealth, has proved a failure.

We have discovered that the teacher w^hose

words first stirred us, or the leader whom
we elected to follow, is after all not so wise

as we thought, not so trustworthy as we
deemed him. We have been going after

wandering fires which have led to error and
confusion.

But these experiences may happily be re-

garded as exceptional. The case of the

mother of all living suggests a more general

cause of disenchantment. Circumstances

may remain unchanged ; the object round
which our expectations clustered may be

spared to us ; the work to which we have set

our hand may prosper, and win for us all we
ever expected of the outward rewards of dili-

gence and skill ; the teacher at whose feet we
have sat, or the leader whose w^atchword we
have followed, may prove as wise, as trust-

worthy, as we deemed him, and yet there is

disenchantment and a sense of vanity. The

reason is to be sought not without but within.

The early and enthusiastic hope was the ex-

pression of a depth of desire which never
could find satisfaction in what is limited. It

was at heart a yearning after the Infinite, and
only the Infinite can fill the soul. To our
inexperience the relations, the duties, the

joys, the rewards of life, naturally clothed

themselves in the garments of the Infinite.

They seemed while yet they were untried

large enough to satisfy us. But experience

proves that the real is very different from the

ideal, and that, even at the best, the rela-

tions, the possessions, the joys of earth and
time are bounded and easily exhausted. They
may give to us all they ever give, and yet

leave a sense of disappointment. The Cain

we fondly clothe in our expectation with the

glory of the divine promise of life may be
all that he ever could be—a link between us

and the accomplishment of the promise, and
tlierefore a pledge that the accomplishment

is sure ; but in view of the largeness and im-

patience of our hope, we can hardly escape

a sense of vanitj^ when we find how very

limited is the present fruition.

October 18th.

Read Genesis iv. 25 and 26, and Romans viii. 18—39.

God has something better for us in life

than the sense of its vanity. Abel, or Vanity,

is not the crowning fruit of human travail.

It was long after, but it came at last, that

Eve bare another son, and she called him
Seth, or The Appointed ; for then she had
come to learn that God had provided com-
pensations in life, and to find her truest

happiness in submission to, and acquiescence

in, her appointed lot. Through great tribu-

lation, through experience of disappointment

and sorrow far more bitter than anything

she had dreamed of when first she recorded

her sense of the vanity of life, the mother
of all living was led to calm and thankful

recognition of the goodness which shaped

her destiny. The bright morning which she

fondly thought was to usher in the day
when all the divine promise of life should be
fulfilled, had been soon overshadowed by
clouds, at sight of which she had cried,

"Vanity of vanities, all is vanity;" the clouds

had spread and broken in desolating storm

;

Abel was lying dead, his blood crying from

the ground ; Cain—the man from the Lord

—

had gone forth with the murderer's brand

upon his brow\ But it came to pass that at

evening time it was light. She was made
glad according to the days wherein she had
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been afflicted, and the years wherein she had

seen evil. Another son Avas given to her,

and the spirit to "which she had attained

found utterance in his name. It was a chas-

tened, thankful, spirit, very different on the

one hand from the early and enthusiastic

hopefulness Mdiich saw in her first-born the

fulfiller of all the divine promise of life, but

no less different on the other hand from the

disappointment which she had expressed in

Abel's name. She called her third son Seth,

"For God, said she, hath appointed me another

seed instead of Abel, whom Cain slew." Her
attitude now was thankful acquiescence in her

appointed lot. That lot was not indeed so

bright, so full of all unfathomable joy as she

had dreamed it would be, Avhen she hailed

her first-born as the fulfiller of the promise
;

but neither was it so dark and hopeless as

when disappointment had brought the sense

of vanity. It was the lot which God had ap-

pointed her, and, in submission to His vnU,

she was realising peace, and real though
chastened satisfaction.

By the same way, and to the same result,

is the gracious God seeking to lead Eve's

sons and daughters. Life cannot yield us all

or haK of that which shaped itself to our early

dreams. Its fountains do not run with the

pure elixir of which Ave thought to drink our
fill v/hen we Avere entering upon our relations

and our duties. There is an element of bit-

terness in all the waters of the Avorld, there

are clouds in its fairest skies. But neither,

on the other hand, is hfe so dreary and so

disappointing as it seems when first we taste

the bitterness or feel the chill of spreading

clouds. There are by God's mercy trees

growing in the world which, cast into the

bitterest fountains, can make them sweet; and
longer experience teaches that blackest clouds

may be God's chariots. And so, if Ave AA'ill

not be stubborn and rebellious, but Avill

folloAv God's leading and believe the message
of His holy gospel, we shall be brought to a

deep and abiding, because a chastened peace,

to a quiet satisfaction and a sure rest in the

God Avho orders our lot and shapes our ends.

We shall realise the true blessedness of the

creature, which is to accept with thankful-

ness whatever the Creator appoints us, in the

assurance that He doeth all things Avell.

But Avhat of the early dreams of enthusi-

astic hope ? Do they come to nothing, like

the baseless fabric of a vision 1 The travel-

ler in desert sands sees before him a lake,

reflecting in its bosom green hills that girdle

it. Promontories run out into the Avater,

the surface of Avhich is studded Avith islets.

Along the shore lie fruitful fields that sur-

round smiling homes. The traveller dreams
that his toils are over, that he has but to ad-

A'ance a few paces to quench his burning
thirst, to have his long hunger satisfied, and
to find grateful rest. He quickens his steps,

when lo ! the vision fades, and he is riding
over the arid bed of the vanished lake. But
the vision was not in vain. It served the
highest of the ends Avhich the reality Avould
have served. It broke the monotony and
beguiled some hours of the weary march.
Itself unreal, it Avas an image of realities

which are to be reached at last. The beauti-

ful illusions of our mortal life are not sent to
mock us. They are images of unseen things.

They are pledges of a promise Avhich cannot
fail. When we accept them as such we lose

the sense of A'anity Avhich disappointment
brings, and we rise by God's help to the calm
and peaceful experience of those who say,
" Thy Avill be done ! Even so. Father, for

so it seemed good in Thy sight
!

"

October 25th.

Read John xiv. 25—31, and xx. 19—23.

It was to disappointed men that our Lord
came on the first day of the Aveek at eA'ening

and saluted them, sajdng, " Peace be unto

I

you." Disajjpointment Avas needed to make
them value the gift of peace. Our Lord had
promised that gift before His passion ; but

they did not understand its preciousness, for

they Avere still clinging to the carnal hope
Avhich was associated Avith the expectation

of the Christ. They believed that the fulfil-

ment of that hope Avas near. They had got-

ten " a man from the Lord." In Mary's

first-born they had recognised the Christ, the

Son of the Living God, and they trusted

that it Avas He who should redeem Israel

from the poAver of the alien. When in the

upper rooni the Lord said, " Peace I leave

Avith you, My peace I give unto you," doubts

had begun to disturb their hope. Their

hearts Avere troubled. Their Master had

spoken jjerplexing Avords about the things

that should befall Him at Jerusalem. They
had tried to put these Avords aAvay ; they had

even ventured to rebuke Him for speaking

them. But the manifest hostility of the

rulers and the sense which they could not

resist that some plot Avas thickening around

them, had i^ecalled the Avords to mind, and

sorroAv Avas filling their hearts. They were

beginning to feel the A'anity of the exj^ecta-

tion which the advent of Jesus had stirred.

Yet withal they Avere not prepared to wel-
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come the Saviour's gift of peace. Their hope
was shaken ; it was not abandoned. They
chmg to the thought that dark as the pros-

pect seemed, they w^ere eating tlieir passover

on the eve of a national dehverance, more
glorious than that which the feast commemo-
rated ; and as long as this was their mood
the ideal gift for them was not peace, but a

sword—a sword that should smite the enemies

of their land and restoi-e the kingdom to

Israel. It was needful that the carnal hope
should be crucified with Christ aud buried in

His grave, that with Him it might rise as a

spiritual hope, reaching forth to that which
is incorruptible, undefiled, and vmfading. To
those who have attained to this better hope,

Christ's word of peace comes with power.

They have been prepared by the discipline of

hard experience to realise how good a gift is

His gift of peace.

When now He brings it to them anew He
reveals to them the foundation on which it

rests. "He stood in the midst and saith

inito them, Peace be unto you ; and when
He had so said He showed unto them His

hands and His side." His own peace was
founded in His utter submission and self-sur-

render to His Father's will, of Avhich the

wounds He bore in His hands and side were
the witnesses ; and we can be partakers of

His peace only in so far as we believe in His

sacrifice, and are by the sympathy of faith

made one with Him in his submission. " The
disciples were glad when they saw the Lord,"

and knew assuredly that, though the things

which before had seemed to them so incon-

sistent with His dignity had befallen Him,
He was still their Lord. They were glad,

because now they had learned that true peace

is independent of outward circumstances.

If the mind that was in Christ is found
also in us, if even when we are in an agony
and all we have deemed most precious seems

to be going from us, we can say, " Not my
will, but Thine be done," then we have peace.

It is not as the world giveth that Christ gives

His peace. The world gives peace by remov-
ing from our lot causes of disquiet. Christ

gives it by enabling us to i^ise above these

and triumph over them. And as the Sa-

viour's sacrifice is the foundation of our peace,

He makes it plain that we can realise the

peace only by following in His footsteps, and
being made conformable to His death. "Then
said Jesus to them again. Peace be unto

you ; as My Father hath sent Me, even so

send I you." We must reach the peace of

Christ by the way in which He reached it.

We must be in the world as He was in the

world—the sent of Christ, even as He was
the sent of the Father—finding our blessed-

ness not in doing our own will, or seeking
our own glory, but in doing the will and
seeking the glory of our divine Master. What
our Lord says of life is true of peace, Avhich

is the crown and blessedness of life. He
that findeth his peace shall lose it ; and he
that loscth his peace for His sake shall find

it. Not in selfish enjoyments and luxurious
religious experiences, not in carnal hopes,

even though we name them hopes of heaven,
is the promised peace of Christ to be realised

;

but in duties loyally done, in trials patiently

borne, in the burdens and sorrows of our
brethren lovingly carried —-through these

Christ gives His peace. Not as the woild
giveth gives He unto us.

But who is sufficient for these things 1 Our
sufficiency is of God, who is able to make all

grace abound toward us, that we, always
having all sufficiency in all things, may
aboimd to every good work. When Christ

had sjioken this word, so hard to flesh and
blood, concerning the way of peace, He
breathed on His disciples and said unto
them, "Receive ye the Holy Ghost." The
same Eternal Spirit which descended like a

dove and abode upon Him, and through which
He oflered Himself without spot unto God,
is given to them. By inspiration of that

Spirit they are enabled so to bear the trials

and do the duties of life as therein to fulfil

the mission on which Christ has sent them,
and thus to realise His peace. And all into

whom His Spirit is breathed and who, taking

up their cross, deny themselves daily and
follow Him, are made priests unto God.
They have a power to bind and to loose

;

" Whose soever sins ye remit, they are re-

mitted unto them ; and whose soever sins ye
retain they are retained." These Avords

point to the prerogative of no favoured order.

The Apostles to whom they were spoken have
their successors in all priestly souls, who,
following Christ and realising His peace, can-

not choose but carry on His work of bringing

down the mighty from their seats and exalting

them of low degree. It is their privilege to

heal the broken-hearted, and to be witnesses

to stricken spirits of God's everlasting mercy;
while at the same time they, by their very pre-

sence, rebuke the impenitent and the proud,

and give them forecast of their doom. Our
Lord bestows His gift, not that we may rest in

luxurious enjoyment of its blessedness, but

that, having it, we may be like Himself, and
help men, for comfort or for warning, to

realise the presence of the Christ.
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CHAPTER XLI.—IX THE CHURCHYARD.

AFTEE the party had left the Castle,

Hester went on foot to the town. Even
had there been room in the carriage for her

she would have been averse to accompanying
them to the jetty, not only because she always

avoided the company of the engaged young
couple when she could do so without its being

remarked upon, but because on this particular

occasion she had fancied that Maria was
indisposed for her society ; the way in which
her cousin had shut herself up in her room
before her departure, instead of inviting her

there for a parting confab, as is the cus-

tom of young ladies similarly devoted to one

another, and especially her mute good-bye,

had again aroused the suspicion in Hester's

mind which Lady Barton had only partially

set at rest. Was it possible that Maria had
really overheard the conversation between
Lady Barton and herself 1 If so, it Avas

indeed a circumstance sufficient to account

for any strangeness in her cousin's manner.
The very notion of such a disaster dulled her

blood. For if she had heard it, what possi-

bility was there of explaining the matter
away to Mai'ia's satisfaction 1 What could

Lady Barton say should her daughter inter-

rogate her upon the subject 1 and what could

Hester herself say if put to the question ?

The very extremity of the catastrophe, how-
ever, seemed to place it beyond the pale of

possibility; there are some things too terrible,

as there are others too good, "to be believed
;"

and, moreover, had such a misfortune taken
place, it seemed incredible that Maria, mis-

tress of herself as she was, could have borne
herself with such apparent calmness, and
have taken part under any circumstances in

an expedition of pleasure.

Nevertheless, Hester experienced a sense of

discomfort that was almost one of depression

;

to stay in the Castle alone seemed impossible

for her, so she resolved to go into Shingleton,

and employ herself among those whom Lady
Barton called " her unfashionable friends," till

the luncheon hour, at which meal it had been
arranged that Sir Eeginald should come and
keep her company. The Fortescues, as she
knew, and Janet Parkes, had joined the party
to Saltby, but there were many others by
this time in the little to'wn to whom her
visits were equally welcome, and in whom
XXVI-46

blowing

she took a lively interest. There was a

short cut from ]\Iedbury for foot passengers

over the hill, which afforded an extensive

prospect over land and sea, as well as a bird's-

eye view of Shingleton itself ; and here, as

was her wont, Hester paused a moment, not

withstanding that the "nand was
sti'ongly, to contemplate the varied scene.

The Avaters of the bay, so bright and blue in

sunshine, looked dark and cold under the

grey sky, while here and there appeared what
children call " white horses," significant of the

growing gale at sea. Under other circum-

stances, Hester would have had some pity to

bestow upon poor Sir Abraham, who, a very

indifferent sailor, was probably regretting by
this time having given way to his wife's

arguments instead of his own inclinations,

but her thoughts, though on board the Jave-

lin, were not with him. As her eye roved

from sea to land it fell upon the little church

immediately beneath her, into whose God's

acre the footj^ath descended. It was here, she

reflected, that in a few weeks Maria would be

married. She pictured to herself the auspi-

cious scene: Sir Eeginald so serene and
satisfied ; Sir Abraham with less cause than

he imagined for complacency, but well con-

tent ; Lady Barton with no drawback to her

self-congratulation save the knowledge of her

niece's secret, the keeping of which, however,

would henceforth be a less j^erilous and
anxious matter ; the bride, as pure and

innocent as her own white robe, as happy as

she deserved to be ; and the bridegroom—no,

Hester could not trust herself to regard him
thus objectively like the rest, nor would it

be well to speculate upon his thoughts. She
herself would be there ; she must be there ; as

one of her cousin's bridesmaids, she would

be a witness, almost an assistant, at the cerc-

monj^ so fatal to her former hopes. Oh,

M-oeful day ! would that it had come and

gone ; for to accept the Inevitable is one thing,

and to accept the Accomphshed another, and

a far easier matter.

The town looked, thanks to the contingent

it had that morning furnished to the Javelin,

less populous and more asleep than ever

;

but on the other hand, in the churchyard,

which, except on Sundays, was usually quite

deserted, was a solitary figure. As Hester

drew nearer she fancied it to be that of some

one not unfamiliar to her, though attired in
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an unfamiliar garb ; he wore a yachting-suit

made of blue serge, but with a broad band
of crape upon his arm, indicating some recent

domestic loss ; this, however, though signifi-

cant enough, would not have enabled Hester

to identify liim, it was the neighbourhood in

v/hich he stood, close to the nameless grave

of Mrs. Bertram, that caused her while she

was still some Avay ofi' to recognise in him
Philip Langton.

The revelation of his presence by no means
afforded her the unmixed satisfaction which
it would have done some Aveeks ago. She
had not heard from him a Avord since the

letter she had written adjuring him to come
and see his dying wife, or in reply to that

other she had sent to him afterAvards an-

nouncing her decease. He had been abroad,

she knew, and might not have received either

of them until his return, Avhich again might
only have occurred the day before, in Avhich

case his silence Avould have been explicable

;

but it might also have arisen from displea-

sure. It Avas not impossible that he had
resented her interference in his domestic

affairs as an intrusion, and her appeal to him
as an impertinence. The first sight of his

face, however, as he caught sight of her, at

once did away Avith that apprehension.

"My dear child," he cried, holding out

both his hands, "hoAV delighted I am to see

you ! Yes, it is a sad place to meet at," he
added, noticing her involuntary glance to-

AA\ards the grave, " but by no means an ill-

fitting or inappropriate one, since it reminds
me of the heavy debt of gratitude I owe you
as regards her AA'ho lies beneath yonder
mound. I was CA^en now on my AA'ay to you
to acknoAvledge it in person. I only arrived

from the Continent, Avhere I have been on
business, on Saturday, and on getting your
most kind letter started at once for Shingle-

ton, too late, of course, as regarded the

matter on which you Avrote, but not too late I

hope to rescue myself from your ill opinion."
" I was sure, quite sure, you Avould have

come earlier if you could," said Hester ear-

nestly.

" Most certainly I Avould, dear girl ; there

Avas not a word in your letter in Avhich I did

not conctzr, nor an argument of Avhich I did

not feel the force. For all you have done
for her who lies yonder, clear Hester, I thank
you a thousand times, and as if you had
done it to myself. There is, by-the-bye, I see,

no name upon the headstone."

He paused, and Hester stammered out, " I

did not knoAv AA'hat you Avould Avish to be

put there."

"Let me try to anticipate A\'hat you AA'ould

have had inscribed upon it. That Avould not
be Sarah Bertram, but, ' Sarah, Avife of Philip
Langton.' If she had lost her title to that
name in life, death atones for all. She shall

resume it. Does that please you ?

"

"It is like yourself, Mr. Langton, and
therefore could not fail to please me. What
is of more consequence, it is the epitaph Avhich

she of AAdrom AA'e speak Avould have preferred
above all others. She died Avitli your name
upon her lips."

"Ay, ay," he sighed, "so Purcell Avrote

me. And noAV to speak of your oAvn affairs,

Hester, about Avhich, to say truth, I have
been engaged abroad. I am afraid your tAvo

thousand pounds are gone. ]\Ir. Digby ]\Iason

has been declared a defaulter, and is proved
to have been much Avorse, The best I could
do Avas to open Mrs. Brabazon's eyes to the
real character of her hopeful nephcAv, other-

Avise he Avould probably have ruined hei',

like every one else Avho gave him the oppor-
tunity of doing so."

"I beliaved very ill," said Hester peni-

tently, " in AvithdraAving my confidence from
you, Mr. Langton, in that unhappy matter,

and it is only just that I should pay the
penalty for it."

" You have nothing to reproach yourself
Avith," said Langton, smiling, for he Avas

pleased to see she still thought the loss was
hers not his OAvn ; " none of us are Avise at

all times, and your position Avas a A^ery pecu-

liar one, of Avhich none, by-the-bye, but an
irredeemable blackguard Avould haA^e taken
advantage. But let us talk of more pleasant

things. I am deUghted to find that your
friends at Medbury, one of whom at least

there Avas reason to suspect Avould have been
' a little more than kin and less than kind,'

have shoAvn themselves so friendly."

"They have been kindness itself," said

Hester enthusiastically ;
" and she of Avhom

you speak scarcely less so than Maria her-

self."

" Indeed !
" returned the other thought-

fully ;
" I confess that that surprises me ; it

is a pleasurable disappointment. I kncAv

something of her ladyship Avhen she was a
quarter of a centur}/- younger and she did

not impress me favourably, and Avhen I beheld

her to-day (for I saAv her start Avith the rest

of your party at the steamboat this morning),

I said to myself, ' That is the same masterful

hard Avoman Avith the puritanical mask that

I so well remember.'

"

" She is masterful, i\Ir. Langton, but she is

not hard," said Hester earnestly; "and even
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for the appearance of hardness, there is an
excuse, which you Avould I am sure be the

first to admit if I were at hberty to explain

the matter. She has been most kind to me.

As to Maria, it is impossible for you to

imagine what a dear good girl she is."

" I will take j'our word for it," said Mr.
Langton, smiling ;

" it is not necessaiy for me
to tax my imagination in that way, for I

have the honour to be acquainted with a

young lady answering to the same description

already."
" I assure you there is no comparison be-

tween Maria Barton and the person you
have in your mind," said Hester gravely.

"Well, well, I must be excused for declin-

ing to give up my fealty to the one until I

have seen the other. I understand, however,

she has attractions for the gallant captain in

whose company I have just seen her. The
son of old Sir Eeginald, is he not, who used
to live at Medbury 1 just so, then now it will

return to his family, which is very conve-

nient."
" I am quite sure," said Hester, with a

little flush, " that such an idea never influ-

enced Captain Drake in his choice of my
cousin, he is far too honourable and high-

minded."
"Then perhaps it was a family arrange-

ment," persisted Langton slyly.

" Why should you say so ? In my judg-

ment there never was a more fortunate

bridegroom or a happier bride than there

will be in this case."

" Then I am altogether wrong, for I con-

fess it struck me this morning that the young
lady looked under the circumstances any-

thing but on pleasure bent."

A little woi'd dropped by chance some-
times bears fruit of a wholly different kind
than that intended by him who utters it.

The truth was that Philij) Langton in his

admiration for his ward had rather resented

Captain Drake's preference for Miss Barton,

being, as he imagined, free to choose between
her and her cousin, and had set it down to

her being so much better provided with this

world's goods, while, with Hester this report

of Maria's melancholy looks once more
revived her apprehensions.

"You do not yourself," Langton went on
more gravely, " considering your good report

of things in general, look quite as cheerful as

I expected to find you."
" I have had a headache which has perhaps

left its traces," said Hester ; "indeed but for

that I should have been of the party to

Saltby."

" I see, and a churchyard is not the place

to raise one's spirits. Come, as you were
going into the town, permit me to be your
escort. I had intended to pay you a visit at

Medbury before I left Shingleton ; but since

I have so fortunately met you that will not
be necessary."

"But I do hope you will stay till to-mor-
row at least and be introduced to my aunt
and Maria. I am sure they will be delighted
to welcome you."

"I am not so sure of that, at least as

regards one of them," said Langton quietly.
" It is a subject which it is not necessary to

go into, but Lady Barton can hardly Avish

to renew her acquaintance with me, nor am
I on my part desirous that she should do so.

Do not look so pained "—for Hester had
grown very grave with the sudden recollec-

tion of Lady Barton's treatment of her
mother, which she felt but too certain her
companion had in his mind—" for since she
is kind to you that makes up for much, and
even leaves me her debtor."

Hester would not have disputed the matter
even had Philip Langton's objections to

her hostess been of a far more trivial kind.

They may be well-meaning, but they are very
foolish folk, who endeavour to draw people
who are manifestly antagonistic to one
another into personal relations ; the shortest

road in most cases to reach the sought for

goal of " forget and forgive," is to keep apart

as much as possible. It is very natural

of course that we should desire our friends

to be friends with one another,—but they
cannot be compelled to do so—and in

bringing the horse to water which he does

not want to drink, we not only fail in

making him do so, but give liim a distaste

for the water even greater that he had
before.

Nothing more therefore was said about
Philip Langton visiting Medbury, and the

rest of the morning was spent by himself

and Hester in rambling over the little town
and talking together of old times and old

friends, which when hearts are in accord,

is perhaps the most charming of all talk. It

was arranged that late in the afternoon

Hester should again come into Shingleton, for

which the meeting of the excursion party on
their return from Saltby afforded an excellent

excuse, and that they should see as much of

one another as Langton's limited stay per-

mitted. In the meantime Hester returned

to the Castle in accordance with her aunt's

directions, to play the part of hostess to Sir

Eeginald at the luncheon-table.
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CHAPTER XLII.—FEARS.

It was a strange experience to Hester

Darrell to find herself sitting at the head of

the table in the vast dining-room of the

Castle, with the old Baronet for her guest,

and after the meal was over and he was
having his cigar, as his custom was, in the

conservatory, she laughingly alluded to it.

"My dear young lady, "replied Sir Eeginald

gallantly, "it may have seemed strange to

you, but there was certainly no incongruity

in the matter. I know no one, not even Lady
Barton herself, who is better fitted to do the

honours of Medbury than yourself."
" It is very gracious of you to say so, Sir

Eeginald, but I fear I should be a little like

the lady in the ballad under similar circum-

stances, rather oppressed with ' the burden
of the honour unto which I was not born.'

"

" That is because you have an old fogey

like myself to entertain alone ; if the young
Lord of Burleigh was sitting opposite to you,

you would feel no such embarrassment."
The remark, though natural enough, was

one of those "no thoroughfare" observa-

tions which do not easily admit of reply;

it seemed suggestive, nevertheless, to the

speaker himself, for he sat silent as if

in thought for some moments and then
observed, apropos de hottes, " I wish our dear
Maria took a little moi-e interest in the

Castle, if she will so soon be the mistress

;

it is surprising how little she seems to appre-

ciate it, or indeed her j^osition generally."
" I am sure she very much appreciates her

position as your son's fiancee, Sir Eeginald,"
said Hester earnestly, "and will make him a

most devoted wife."

"I suppose so, yes," continued the other,

stroking his grey moustache with a medita-

tive air, " but if Francis was nobody in par-

ticular, had not only not distinguished himself

as he has done, but had not had his prestige

in the way of birth and so on—upon my life

I almost think Maria would have liked him
just as well."

" That is surely to her credit," said Hester
smiling, " for it proves that she loves him
for himself alone and not for any extraneous
reason."

" Good girl, good girl," smiled the old

Baronet, laying his thin fingers upon Hester's

hand approvingly, "you will not have one
word said against your friend, but turn even
what seems like dispraise of her into eulogy."

"It is because I know no one so gentle
and good and pure," said Hester simply.

" I grant all that."

" And what an ' all ' it is, Sir Eeginald !

"

" No doubt, no doubt," he answered with
a sigh. His words were confident enough,
but his tone had dissatisfaction in it ; in his

heart of hearts, he Avould have preferred a
daughter-in-law not so much rapt in the

eternities as to be oblivious to the claims of

ancient lineage, or so fixed on goodness as to

be indifferent to the greatness that is conferred

by social position. Then after a long pause,
" How the Avind is rising ; I fear our friends

will have a rough passage home."
" They will be delayed, no doubt. I have

taken upon myself to put the dinner back
for an hour. I hope that will not incom-eni-

ence you. Sir Eeginald."

The Baronet either did not hear her, or

deemed such a matter unworthy of attention.

"I hope," he continued, "if the gale is

serious, that they will have the prudence to

post by road from Saltby. Frank has done
it many times with me when he was a boy."

"Then he will be sure to suggest it to

them in case of need."

"I am afraid not," said Sir Eeginald
elliptically ;

" the thought of danger never
enters his head."

"But he will think of it for others."
" To be sure, I was forgetting the others,"

said the old gentleman naively.

The weather had grown really threatening,

and even in the comparative shelter which
the Castle afforded the wind made itself

distinctly heard.

"They should be at Saltby now," said the

old man, consulting his watch, "and about
starting for home. It is some way round by
the road, but with good cattle they should be
home in four hours."

Hester was alarmed by the old man's
evident anxiety but forbore to increase it by
questioning him. It was possible indeed that

his devotion to his son, and the nervousness

which comes with advancing years, might
have made him unnecessarily apprehensive,

but he was not naturally, she knew, a man
to give way to fears of any kind. Hester
found herself becoming infected with her

companion's misgivings, and eagerly desirous

to have the opinion of some competent per-

son respecting the Aveather and its probable

effects upon the arrival of the Javelin. Her
impatience, indeed, after a Avhile became
uncontrollable. " I am afraid, Sir Eeginald,

I must leave you now," she ventured pre-

sently, "as I have business at Shingleton."

It Avas very unusual Avith Sir Eeginald to

remain at the Castle, except on express invi-

tation, and Hester guessed at once that his
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determinatiou to do so arose from his wish
to abbreviate suspense and " see the first of

them" as it Avere on the arrival of the

absentees. It seemed rather hard-hearted

under such circumstances to leave the old

gentleman alone, but she could not break
her appointment -with Mr. Langton, whom
there was no knowing when she might have
the opportunity of seeing again.

She took the same way to the town that

she had taken that morning, but her pro-

gress was much more slow by reason of

the wind, which was against her. At
the top of the hill, indeed, she found it

difficult to cope with it ; the whole aspect of

the scene, both land and sea, was altered by
the fury of the elements : the trees were bent
one way as though they had been but long

grasses ; the air was full of sand which stung
the face, and with flakes of foam flying

inland ; the sky, the early blue of whic •

had soon changed to grey, was now a mas^
of ragged clouds that flew before the whip of

the wind like a shattered army—the blast was
such that it seemed as though Bang Winter
had come back again and deposed the young
Spring-time. The sea was white with foam
as far as eye could reach, and, though at a

distance, made its sullen roar heard with
terrible distinctness. Hester had learnt

enough of its ways by this time to know, by
the quarter from which the wind blew, that
there was mischief as well as menace in it.

In the whole expanse of the bay, and beyond
it, far out to sea, not a sail was to be seen

;

every boat had sought a safe anchorage, or
put in for shelter.

It was very unlikely, she thought, that
Sir Abraham, if another route were suggested
to him, would risk the discomforts of such a
voyage ; she felt with Sir Eeginald that the
little party were very likely to return by
road ; but on the other hand they might not
do it, and even if they did she trembled,
—though she strove to feel that it was only
Ignorance, the mother of false fear, that
made her do so—for those who should re-

main perforce on board the Javelin.

Philip Langton was staying at the Marine
Hotel, which he had elected to do in prefer-

ence to accepting the hospitahty of the Vicar,
and on the little sheltered green in front of

it Hester found him pacing to and fro, some-
what impatiently. He had grudged the hour
she had been compelled to give to the enter-

tainment of Sir Eeginald, and which must
needs be deducted from their time together,
and was perhaps inclined to pooh-pooh her
apprehensions about the voyagers, from a

little feeling of jealousy. Hester seemed to

him wrapped up in what were, to him, her
new acquaintances at the Castle, rather to

the exclusion of her older friends, of whom he
would have conversed Avith her; she appeared
to listen to him Avith only half attention.

On the other hand he Avas very pleased to

find her so happily located at Medbury.
"It is an inexpressible pleasure to me,

Hester," he said, "though not an unselfish

one, since the circumstance frees me from
some personal embarrassment upon your
account, that you have found your home at

the Castle. Your aunt, of couree, looks upon
you noAV as one of the family."

"It Avould be very ungrateful of me to

deny it," she answered earnestly, " but yet,

at the risk of being thought ungrateful and
also unreasonable, I must tell you that I do
not contemplate any long stay at the Castle."

"Not a long stay ?" exclaimed her com-
panion in amazement, "and Avhy not, my
dear Hester ? I thought I understood that

you Avere delighted with Medbury and all

contained in it."

" That is true," she ansAvered in trembling
tones ;

" it is a matter Avhich I can scarcely

make intelligible to you, I fear, but in a feAv

weeks there will be certain changes there

and—and—in short, I have Avritten to dear
Mrs. West, who does not despair of finding

a home for me which, in some respects, at

all events, will be more agreeable to me."
" A home ; but what kind of home 1

"

" Well, not such a palace as my present

one no doubt, but one Avhere I shall feel more
my oAvn mistress. I did not write to you
about it, dear Mr. Langton, because you
have already been troubled enough by my
caprices."

"Pray do not speak of trouble," he inter-

rupted hastily, " nothing is trouble to me
that is undertaken for your benefit, but I

must confess that what you tell me gives me
great distress of mind. ' More your oaati

mistress,' you say, and 'changes' at Medbury;
you mean, I suppose, that Avhen these young
people are married they AAdll live at the

Castle, and though it is pleasant enough to

be the guest of its present mistress, it might
not be agreeable to live there under another

regime."
" Yes, that is it," murmured Hester faintly.

It Avas impossible to be more explicit. She
had been a long time reflecting upon the con-

sequences of the impending change at Med-
bury. As regarded herself, her position

indeed would remain in all probability un-

altered, but although she had not as yet
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spoken of her intention to any of its inmates

she had resolved to leave the Castle.

In beholding Francis Drake under the

same roof as her cousin's accepted lover, she

had already borne as much as her heart could

bear without breaking ; to remain there after

the marriage she felt, for the present at least,

would be intolerable to her, while the reason

of her departure would be one too intelligil)le

to her aunt to arouse any unpleasant dis-

cussion.

" The ways of young women are certainly

past all finding out," murmured Philip Lang-
ton ; but he had too much good sense as well

as good feeling to argue the matter, only he
secretly reserved to himself the right of con-

sulting with Mrs. West upon the subject,

and taking care that Hester's new home, as

she called it, should at least not be one of

those in a gentleman's family, "highly
genteel," as he had heard John Parry sing

of, where she would liave to impart the rudi-

ments of a polite education to half-a-dozen

young ladies and two little boys in return for

its hospitality. He had a horror derived

from conventional prejudice, and only excus-

able on the ground of his personal devotion

to her, of his dead friend's daughter going

out as a governess.

They fell to talking of other matters, which,

however, did not arise with the same natural-

ness as on the previous occasion ; the fact

was, the minds of both of them were now
preoccupied, that of Langton 'n'ith the un-

expected and unwelcome intelligence he had
just received from his ward, and that of

Hester with the threatening appearance of

the weather, Avhich made her more and more
uneasy. At last her nervousness became so

great that she could keep her apprehensions

to herself no longer, but communicated them
to her companion, who made light of them.

"I have been at sea in far worse weather
than this, my dear Hester," he said conso-

lingly, " and in a much smaller craft than that

Avhich carried your friends ; they have that

wliich ' needs no aid of sail or oar, and heeds

no spite of wind or tide,' remember, on their

side. A steam vessel has nothing to fear from
a breeze like this. Nevertheless, let us go
doAvn to the jetty and take counsel's opinion

upon the matter.

Upon the jetty there was already a little

croAvd of people on the look out for the

return of their friends, and among them the

same sailor to whom Langton had spoken
upon the subject that morning.

" The wind seems to have freshened a good
deal," said Langton cheerfidly ; " I suppose,

since it's dead against her, the boat will be
delayed some time 1

"

The sailor, who Avas looking through his

glass, did not trouble himself to remove his

eye from the instrument, or, perhaps, seeing

the pale anxious face beside that of his

questioner, he might have shaped his answer
differently.

" Delayed !
" was the contemptuous re-

joinder. "I should think she tvoulcl be

delayed ; Master Paul will be lucky if he
ever sees Shingleton lights again."

Langton would have led Hester away, but
she slipped her hand from his arm, and put it

on the sailor's shoulder.

"Lor' bless 'ee, is it you, miss?" he ex-

claimed, his bluff brown face puckering into

a smile as he recognised her. " Well, I'm glad

to see you safe on dry land at all events."
" But, John, tell me the truth ; there is

danger I know," she faltered.

" Tut, tut, why there's always danger,

missie, to them as tempts the sea," he inter-

rupted gently ;
" a smiling, smooth-faced

wench she is as sets her back up uncommon
quick without a word of warning, but if one
knows how to humour her, as my old mess-

mate Paul does, she will do nobody no mis-

chief. As to what you heard me a-saying

about him, it was only my way of speaking

like ; he'll come home again, never fear, and
empty many a keg of whisky yet."

" You are not deceiving me, John Amott,"
said Hester pitifully, " you are not deluding

me with false hopes 1
"

"As I am a Christian man, missie," re-

turned the sailor solemnly, " there is nothing

in my opinion in either wind or wave to-

day to make a man who knows his trade

uneasy."
" Thank you, thank you, John," answered

Hester fervently, and perceiving a poor
woman near her straining her eyes to south-

ward, and evidently come on the same errand

as herself, she went to comfort her Avith John
Arnott's dictum,

" There is danger, is there not 1
" said

Philip Langton under his breath.

"Yes, sir, yes," was the serious rejoinder
;

" it's not that the weather is anything much
to be frightened of, as I told the young lady,

if one had only a good ship under one, but

what I did not tell her is that the old Javelin

is not fit to face a headwind, much less such

a gale as this is like to be. She'll never come
to yonder landing-place—not Avhole—and if

you'll take my advice you'll get Miss Darrell

to go home. That's the best place—though
bad's the best—to meet bad news such as
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will come to Sliingleton, I fear, before this

time to-morrow."

For the present, however, it was impossible

to persuade Hester to leave the shore; though
partially reassured by the smooth prophecy

of the old sailor, she was still in a state of

great anxiety, which was increased by seeing

it reflected on the face of the increasing

crowd. They were most of them more or less

connected with the sea themselves, or, at all

events, had passed their lives in its neigh-

bourhood, and if they had not the experience

of John Arnott, they knew a breeze from a

gale, and the dangers of the coast.

When the evening began to close in, and
the Javelin had been overdue more than an

hour, Philip Langtou made another effort to

persuade his charge to return to the Castle,

and this time he succeeded with an ease that

astonished himself. The fact was, she re-

membered for the first time (for at the

moment she had paid but little attention to

it) what Sir Eeginald had said about the

party coming home by the road, and this

vague chance (a proof how low her hopes had
fallen Avith respect to the coming of the

Javelin) began to loom largely in her mind.

Even at this instant might they not all have
arrived safely at Medbury 1 So Langton
remained on the watch at Shingleton, and
Hester stepped into a fly and was driven

home. It was not so wild a night as that on
which she had accompanied the Vicar to visit

Mrs. Bertram, but in the state of tension in

wliich her mind was placed, just as a harp
tightly strung Avill answer to the lightest

touch, every wail of the wind sent a shiver

through her veins.

CHAPTER XLIII.—WATCHING.

Who of us has arrived at maturity and is

so fortunate as not to know what suspense
and terror are, in respect to those Ave love ?

Even in waiting for the doctor there are

moments which, if there is any truth in

the doctrine of compensation, should have
3'ears of enjoyment by way of offset. Who
would be born, if he had the choice to endure
those Aveary hours of Avatching and Avaiting

that are the lot of most of us, by the bedside
of those Ave love and are about to lose 1

The sins of humanity are indeed dark and
terrible, but they do not escape comment

;

Avhilst its fears and sorroAvs—equally sad in

their way, though not as shocking—seem to

me to have a scant recognition. AYe are all

miserable sinners ; but since we are not happy
sinners it is surely permissible to feel a little

pifcy for ourselves. The necessity of a future

life is insisted upon freely enough for the
punishment of the Avicked, but surely is it

not also necessary as a counterpain to the
Aveight of Avretchedness Avhich our frail nature
has to bear 1 Had Hester Darrell been a mere
selfish, heartless Avoman, she would not only
have suffered no torture from the contempla-
tion of the possible catastrophe, from which
she Avas unable for one moment to distract

her mind, but might have found much food
for satisfaction in it; whereas, as matters
Avere, it presented itself before her as

unmixed misfortune and blankest misery.

It is surely Avorthy of consideration hoAv

much good people lose, as regards the mis-

fortunes of others, Avhich to them a most
poignant regret, are to the base a matter of

indifference, or Avhere personal benefit arises

from them, even a subject of congratulation.

It Avas not tAventy minutes' drive from
Shingleton to Medbury, but to Hester it

seemed a lifetime. Her heart, as she en-

tered the great gates, sank Avithin her, and
she felt so sick Avitli evil presage that the
question she had framed to ask the lodge-

keeper as to whether the party had arrived

by road never found expression. The silence

of the man liimself rendered it unnecessary;
he Avould have been sure to tell her had his

master and the rest arrived already. One inci-

dent took place as they reached the Castle

AA'hich would have helped to shatter her
nerves had it not impressed her Avith the
paramount necessity for self-control. No
sooner had the carriage draAvn up at the foot

of the stone steps than the door opened, and
the Baronet himself came hurrying doAvn
them. In liis anxiety and confusion he had
not noticed that the vehicle Avas a fly and not
Sir Abraham's carriage, and his look of dis-

appointment and dismay Avhen he beheld
Hester sitting alone in it AA^as terrible to

Avitness.

" They are not come, then," he said, Avith

a half groan.

"Not yet. Sir Eeginald," returned Hester
gently ;

" the Avind and tide are against

them, and it is not expected at Shingleton

that the steamer Avill be in for some time."

He led her into the dining-room, Avhich

happened to be the nearest room Avith a fire

in it, for, indeed, she looked in need of

Avarmth, and placing her in an arm-chair, sat

down beside her. The table was brilliantly

set out Avith glass and silver, but somehow it

looked as cheerless as if it had only worn
a bare white cloth. It merely suggested to

Ijoth of them preparation in vain.

"My dear, you must take something to
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eat," said the old man kindlj'. "It is long-

past the dinner-hour, and I am sure that

when they come home "

He was going to say that if, on their ar-

rival, they found that they had been waited

for so long, it would distress them ; but his

own simple words, "when they come home,"

had utterly overwhelmed him. He sat with

voiceless lips and shaking head, like one with

the palsy.

"A little wine," said Hester, " would do

us both good."

She was not in want of wine herself, and

as for food, she felt as though even a morsel

of bread Avould have choked her, but she

thought that her companion would be the

better for it, and, indeed, so it turned out.

Becoming a little refreshed and strengthened,

Sir Eeginald began to interrogate her about

her experiences at Shingleton, and the

opinions expressed of the chances of the safe

return of the steamer. Conversation, even

upon the most anxious topic, when we are in

suspense, is less intolerable than silence, and
the old Baronet presently recovered his self-

command, and even went so far as to apolo-

gise for his unreasonable despondency.
" Time was, my dear young lady, when I

should have been little inclined to meet mis-

fortunes half-way, and when they came I

should have known how to bear them ; but

noAv I am like a blind man who is threatened

with the loss of his staff. Without that I

shall be able to grope my way to the grave,

and that is all."

The allusion to his son was unmistakable,

and it touched Hester nearly. " Forgive an

old man's weakness," he continued apologeti-

cally; "how selfish it is 'of me thus to melt

a heart so tender ; but you loved him, too

;

I knoAV you loved him."

The observation under other circumstances

would have been embarrassing enough, though

it was doubtful in what sense Sir Eeginald

made it ; but as matters were, it was the fact

of his already speaking of his son in the past

tense that distressed Hester.
" The issues of life and death lie in stronger

hands than ours," she murmured.
"True, true; it may be Ave shall see his

face again. The father of such a lad should

not knoAv fear. Surely, since he has been so

kind to others, the shield of the despised and

oppressed. Heaven Avill defend him from the

pitiless waves. So gentle and brave ! and
such a good son, my dear ! such a good son

!

"

The old man's words would have touched

a less tender heart than Hester Darrell's,

even had his son been a stranger to her.

What inexpressibly increased their pathos

was their unexpectedness. For up to this

moment, though Sir Eeginald had never ap-

peared to her a hard man, she had always
associated him with a certain stiffness and
dignity. Though by no means in an arrogant

sense, he had shoAvn himself fully conscious

of his oAvn importance. The loss of home
and land had, as is usual in such cases, in no
Avay affected him in that respect, but on the

contrary, had made him resentful of the least

lack of deference from those about him. To
see him noAv, with all the pride of birth for-

gotten, and nothing but the father in his

piteous face and trembling voice, Avas a pa-

thetic sight. What moved Hester more than

all, however, though it gave her as much
pain as pity, was his taking it for granted

that his son Avas almost as dear to her as he
Avas to himself; for as time Avent on, and
the flame of hope seemed to burn lower

and loAver, he appeared to throw aAvay all

reserve, and spoke to her as a felloAV-mourner.

Had he guessed what Avas the real state of the

case AAdth her all along, and put it from him
until this terrible moment, Avhen it seemed to

matter not Avhether Maria or she had had the

offer of his son's hand 1 or Avas it merely that

in the misery that monopolised him, all about

him seemed to have part 1

"It is hot and stifling here. Let us go
out on the terrace," he presently said. It

Avas not stifling, nor, indeed, at all too Avami,

in the great dining-room, but Hester con-

sented to his proposal at once ; she well

understood that his desire was, as before, to

get the very first news, in roll of wheel or beat

of hoof (if any such was now to come), of the

absent ones. But as she opened the dining-

room door a great wind seemed to fill the

house, and a shrill Avail broke upon the ear,

inexpressibly weird and sad.

" Hark ! hark !
" cried the old man, stag-

gering back into a chair, while the door,

breaking from Hester's hand, closed Avith a

heavy bang ;
" that is the warning !

"

" What do you mean, Sir Eeginald ?
"

"Hush! listen!" Again and again the

shrill, weird Avail arose and fell, and then all

Avas comparatively silent, save for the

shaking of the shutters and the fretful gale

AAdthout. " They are drowned ! they are

all drowned !" he murmui'ed Avith a gasp of

horror.

"HoAV can you telH 'Why distrust the

mercy of Heaven, Sir Eeginald, though, in-

deed, if Ave knew all, what seems its deafness

to our prayer may be the truest mercy 1
"

The spirit of her cousin Maria, if indeed it
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had parted from its bodily form, seemed to

have entered into her.

"I tell you they are drowned. That is

the sign that comes to this unhappy house

when it has changed OAvners."

"At such a time as this, sir, you should

be ashamed of such superstitions," said

Hester reproachfully. " When human lives

are at stake, what matters into whose hands
fall house and land 1 Moreover, what yoii

heard / heard ; it was nothing but the wind,

the draught of which was perhaps increased

by the opening of the door."
" What time is it 1

" inquired the old man
hoarsely ; he not only paid no attention to

her words, but seemed to be wholly uncon-

scious of them.

As Hester looked up at the great Louis-

Quatorze clock upon the mantel-piece it

began to strike the hour of nine. The
steamer was now four hours behind its

time ; four hours in a voyage that under
ordinary conditions would have only taken

three !

Sir Reginald did not again express any
wish to go out-of-doors ; all hope seemed to

have died within him. He spoke but little,

and as often as not to himself, as though
Hester had not been present. She caught
broken words about India, and scenes of

battle. He seemed to be recalling the con-

versation of his son, or perhaps some portion

of his letters, " A good boy, a brave boy,"

he would sometimes murmur. Hester had
sat by death-beds far less painful. Once or

twice the old butler came in, with grave,

pained face and the ofTer of refreshment,

which was always declined. So the night

passed away at last, and the grey dawn
began to peep in through the crannies to the

Avatchers; but it brought no relief. They
were not as the sick man who longs for the

morning, for it only brought them face to

face with desolation and despair.

As soon as it was light a messenger arrived

from Shingleton, with a note from Philip

Langton to Hester. He had been up all

night, as many others had been, and, indeed,

had scarcely quitted his post upon the jetty.

" I have no news for you, dearest girl, and
no news is not, alas ! good news. Nothing
has been heard of the steamer. Had it not
left Saltby yesterday afternoon we should,

of course, have had word of it. I do not sa)^,

give up all hope ; the Javelin may have been
blown ashore, in which case it is almost im-

possible that the worst could have happened
—that is, that all the precious lives she held

could have been lost. Nevertheless, it is well

that you should be prepared for the worst,

I have ventured to telegraph to Mrs. West.
Whatever happens there will be no harm
done, and I am well convinced she will not
grudge a little inconvenience for the sake of

one so dear to her. If our gravest fears

should vmhappily be realised, it is out of the
question that you should remain at the Castle

alone. Quite a fleet of fishing boats are

putting out on the probable track of the
steamex^, and I am sending horsemen to search
the whole coast between this and Saltby.

But, after all is done, it is but little ; and
again I say, dearest girl, be prepared for evil

tidings, for such in any case I fear there must
now needs be. You may trust to me to

understand your wishes in all respects, but I

would recommend you not to come into

Shingleton.''

That last recommendation was to Hester
the most terrible of all the sad contents of

Philip Langton's letter. She well knew what
it meant. Her presence Avould now be of no
service to any of her living friends, and he
was solicitous to spare her the shock of see-

ing their lifeless bodies brought—or it might
be even thrown—by the pitiless waves on
shore. It is doubtful, if she had only herself

to consider, whether she would have taken
such advice, but in view of Sir Reginald's

state of mind, whom she could hardly leave,

and who was certainly in no condition to

face the possibilities at which Mr. Langton
hinted, she decided to remain at the Castle

and await events. It was a waiting which
to the last day of her life she was not likely

to forget.

CHAPTER XLIV.—^DANGER.

As Philip Langton had remarked of her, it

was with no smiling face that Maria Barton
had embarked upon the pleasure trip to

Saltby, but, on the other hand, there had
been no gloom upon it. On such an occasion,

and judging from the young ladies with whom
he was acquainted, he had doubtless looked

for a gaiety of expression which' was, in fact,

foreign to her character. There Avas nothing

in her external appearance to give rise to

comment among those who were acquainted

with her. If Francis Drake had loved her

Avith the same devotion Avith Avhich she

regarded him, it is probable, indeed, it would
have struck him that her voice was graver

than it Avas Avont to be Avhen addressing him,

and that her hand did not rest upon his arm
Avith the same trustful tenderness—for trust

and tenderness can be expressed even by a

touch— as heretofore. But he noticed no-
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thing of this, and only concluded that she

was disinclined for conversation, and so far

he was right. Maria, indeed, had something

to say to him, but it was not easy to decide

how or when to say it, and in the meantime
she had that and much else to tliink about,

and silence was a relief to her.

Lady Barton remained shut up in her car-

riage, also not without matters for reflection.

The sight of the stranger on the jetty had
awakened memories which she had fondly

hoped had been cast asleep for ever. He Avas

the only person alive, save one old woman, who
was co2;nisant of the real reason of the hate

and jealousy she had shown towards her sister

;

of the love, that is, she had secretly enter-

tained for the man that her sister had married.

Therewas nothing to fear from this occurrence

of course ; no husband concerns himself with

his wife's love aftairs (at all events if they

had come to nothing) of twenty years ago

;

and, indeed, if Lady Barton had allowed hei'-

self a little flirtation or two at a much later

date, it is probable that Sir Abraham would
have regarded it with much equanimity ; but

the incident was, nevertheless, disagreeable

to her, and even humiliating. It was to be

hoped that this person was not making any
protracted stay in Shingleton, and especially

that if he visited the Castle to see Hester,

whose guaixlian (as of course her ladyship

was aware) he had been constituted, it would
be that very day. She congratulated herself

not a little on that account that she was not

at home, albeit her position was not other-

wise altogether enviable, shut up in the

carriage with her husband, whom the motion

of the vessel made rather uncomfortable, and
most unmistakably cross.

The rest of the passengers—those at least

who did not sufler from sea-sickness—wei'e

in high spirits ; most of them in that wild

state of excitement which seizes people at

the commencement of a pleasure trip of any

kind, till it fades oft" in fatigue, or worse.

Captain Paul himself, however, did not

partake of the general hilarity, he had par-

taken quite as much of something else before

starting—drinking success to the first voyage

of the season at the expense of his ad-

mirers—as to make him sullen and sulky.

His answers, when addressed by any of the

passengers, were curt, and their questions,

which were generally about the ship and the

weather, often appeared to require consul-

tation with the charts or instruments in his

cabin for he would descend into it abruptly

without answering them at all, and remain
there, doubtless, in scientific reflection. His

presence on deck, however, was unnecessary,

for the vessel was going merrily before the

wind, and making, it Avas agreed on all hands,

a good passage.

Janet Parkes was as happy as anybody.
The fresh breeze seemed to give her a modi-

cum of health and strength; her lungs drank
it in with the same grateful relish that

the thirsty soul feels in the cool draught ; her

eyes roved over the tossing sea with an
appreciation of the exhilarating scene that is

only known to those to Avhom the four walls

of a sick-room have been their only prospect

for many months ; it almost seemed to her

fond mother that she had taken a new lease

of life. What added to her happiness was,

that she Avas seated next Miss Barton,

Avho conversed with her upon the various

objects of interest, and manifested the same
sympathy Avith her miAvonted enjoyment as

she had ahvays shoAvn Avith her pains and
aches. It Avas only perhaps what those who
kneAv ]\Iaria Barton best might have expected

of her, but she seemed to listen to the simple

talk of the sick girl with a pleasure at least

as great as that Avith which she received the

observations of her lover, Avho sat beside her

on the other side. It is doubtful Avhether

the talk betAveen these tAvo young people

Avas ever of the same nature as is commonly
used by similarly situated couples ; there

could not be more devotion on the one hand,

or more affectionate regard upon the other,

but the former feeling (before marriage) is

generally on the man's side, and the latter on
the Avoman's, Avhereas in their case it was
the contrary. The Captain could have quoted

honestly enough the poet's admii'ation for his

mistress

:

" Madam, I do as is my duty,
Honour the shadow of your shoe tie."

There AA-as nothing about Maria AAdiich, in his

eyes, Avas not iuA^ested Avith a profound re-

spect, but he shoAved A^ery little of a lover's

passion. ]\Iaria, on the other hand, felt such

an adoration for him as gaA^e some trouble to

her tender conscience, as being more than

she ought to pay to one Avho, hoAvever es-

timable in her eyes, Avas, after all, but a mere
human creature. But on the present occasion

she abstained from oftcring at his shrine the

customary incense. It Avas obserA:ed of them,

by some of their humbler companions, that

the Captain and his young lady Avere a oilcnt

pair.

Silence Avas not the characteristic of their

felloAv-passengers. The little Fortescuts, in

particular, Avho explored the ship as they had

been Avont to investigate every nook and
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cranny of their old cave-dwelling, made their

laughter heard above the piping of the wind,

and danced to it as if it had been music. It

is probable that never before had so much
pleasure been conferred upon any children at

two shillings a head.

Miss Nicobar, of course, was not merry, but

she made complaint much more audibly than

usual. It was certainly a most ungrateful

thing in Heppy after having had such a treat

conferred upon her as a free ticket to Saltby

to show symptoms of sea-sickness, which ren-

dered her utterly useless to her indulgent

mistress. " It was an instructive illustration

of the equality of our fallen race," remarked
Mrs. Purcell, who was herself a good sailor,

" that that young woman and Sir Abraham
should be such fellow-sufferers from the

motion of the vessel." The excellent lady

was rather disappointed that Lady Barton

remained unaffected by it ; the feeling, of

course, originated from charitable motives,

since, as she said, for persons of a bilious

temperament there is nothing like a little

sea-sickness now and then.

There was a band on board, which added to

the general hilarity by its enlivening strains,

and altogether the voyage to Saltby, though,

in spite of the favouring wind, it took some
time beyond that in Avhich it was usually ac-

complished, was pronounced a decided suc-

cess. Their late arrival caused the time

allowed for the excursionists in that little

seaport to be curtailed by proclamation, and
Sir Abraham and his party did not even leave

the sliip. It is always difficult, however, to

collect together a flock of pleasure-seekers

with any punctuality ; and though the bell

of the Javelin often clanged its importunate

summons, to Miss Nicobar's audible indigna-

tion, and to Sir Abraham's unspeakable dis-

gust, its passengers were not re-embarked till

long past the appointed hour.

It is universally known that time and tide

wait for no man, but the effects produced by
that inconvenient habit on the part of the

latter are little understood by landsmen.

They can understand it in the case of a river,

where they can see the stream running up
or running down, but ebb and flow on the

sea (unless they arc picnicking or shell-

hunting on the beach) appear all one to

them.

If Sir Abraham had known that the tide

would turn in an hour and be consequently

against the Javelin on its return voyage, with
all its retarding effects, it is probable that he
Avould have utilised their stay at Saltby to

get the carriage out and to post home by land,

for there was small chance, indeed, of his

otherwise reaching it in time for dinner.

This became evident enough, indeed, as

soon as they started, and while the tide was
still -with them ; for tlie wind which had
hitherto helped their progress was now in the

very teeth of the Javelin, if such a phrase

could be used in the case of so ancient and de-

crepit a vessel, and she made way very slowly.

On rounding the promontory that shielde<l

Saltby from the north-east she began to

labour in a painful manner, and even to the

uninstructecl mind of those on board, as they
watched the coast, seemed to make alarm-

ing slow progress. The steAvard, however

—

that friend of those who make their pleasure

upon the great waters—upon being cross-ex-

amined, protested that all was right, and that

they would reach Shiugleton before nightfall.

Sir Abraham, by this time exhausted,

cared little what was happening, and her

ladyship, never one to trouble herself about

matters out of her province, was still thinking

about her own affairs. Otherwise it is pos-

sible, had they been sufficiently alarmed, that

they might have insisted upon the captain

putting back to Saltby, a course which in fact

had become highly advisable, and which their

position and influence would probably haAe

induced him to take. Had Francis Drake
been a sailor instead of a soldier he would
most cei'tainly have insisted upon this being

done, and would have had his way, since the

matter involved the safety of Maria and so

many women and children, even though it

would have necessitated his taking the obsti-

nate old salt by the scruft' of his neck and
locking him up in his own cabin ; but he was
ignorant of the danger that tln^eatened them,

and his nature was not one of those which

are sensitive to peril.

One or two of the more nervous passen-

gers had already made anxious inquiries of

the captain upon the subject, and had re-

ceived for their reply that " there was no

danger, but a great deal of fear," an observa-

tion which had been rendered more forcible,

if not convincing, by a hail-storm of in-

vective.

One thing, indeed, was manifest to them,

that Captain Paul was exceedingly intoxi-

cated, and it was not a reassuring circum-

stance ; but as tlie sailors informed them that

he was as good a sailor drunk as sober, and

even better—that intoxication, in fact, was,

professionally speaking, his fuiie rather than

his weakness—they took what comfort from

it they could. ^

As the hours sped on, and the Javelin did
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not—indeed, she hardly seemed to—make
any heading at all, matters began to look

serious even to the most confiding. Francis

Drake rose from his seat, and, throwing away
the remnant of his tenth cigar, addressed

himself, in the absence of the skipper—whose
retirements below for the purpose of scientific

observation had grown more frequent than

ever—to the mate of the vessel.

" We are going very slowly, are we not,

Garnet 1 Why, at this rate we shall not

reach Shingleton before ten o'clock."

"That's true, sir," answered the man
gravely. John Garnet was a very quiet,

steady old fellow, whom Drake as a boy had
known well, before he went to India. " You
see the tide has turned against us, and the

wind is very strong. Moreover, the old

Javelin is not what she used to be."

"But if we can't go forward had we not

better go back ?

"

The mate nodded significantly. " It would

be a deal better—between you and me—if

we could, sir ; but my opinion is as we could

never round Saltby Point in this weather

;

that's the Capen's view too, though he's too

proud to say so. He'll believe in the old

Javelin till she sinks under him. And, indeed

—whatever it might have been two hours

ago—our best chance now is to go on. The
water, when we get into the bay, will not be

so rough, and if we can only hold on
"

" We're in great danger, then 1
" put in the

young man quietlj^, but in lower tones.

"Don't hesitate to tell me the truth, my
man ; it shall go no farther."

"Well, of course not. You're too wise a

gentleman, Master Francis, to frighten all

these poor people out of their lives before

their time ; but, in my judgment, there are

few of us here Avho will see Shingleton

again."
" Is it not possible to run the boat ashore ?

"

inquired Francis Drake after a pause. The
undreamt-of peril that was menacing Maria

and all on board had for the moment shocked

him. It seemed like a massacre of the in-

nocents.
" No, sir ; there are sand-banks every-

where between us and the land, and by the

time the tide rises high enough to float the

Javelin over them not two planks of her will

be left together."
" What are those lights yonder 1

"

I " The Carr lights and Eensham Island."
" But if we can see those lights they could

see us.

signals 1

"

The mate shook his head.

Have we no rockets or danger-

" At all events we might try to make our-

selves heard. Is there no gun on board ?

"

The mate shook his head.

"There's nothing on board," he answered
bitterly, " that a ship ought to have. The old

Javelin's been sailed upon the cheap for the last

twelve months or more, and now I reckon

we're a-going to pay dear for it. Our only

boat is rotten and useless ; it would not live

for two minutes in a sea like this."

" There's the steamer's bell ; to ring that

will be surely better than to do nothing."
" I doubt it, sir ; the wind is against the

sound getting to Eensham, even if it could

be borne there in any case ; and remember
this, if once that bell is set going it will be
taken by nine-tenths of the poor folks on
board as their death-knell. I've been Avrecked

myself before this voyage, and I know the

sort of scene that such a proceeding will bring

about ; and after all, if the old ship can only

keep afloat till daylight Ave may be spared

yet."
" There is absolutely no chance then of her

reaching home 1

"

" In my judgment very little, sir. Just

listen to the throb of her engines."

They were indeed beating Avith a heavy and
laboured thud, as though the task they were
set to do Avere beyond their expiring strength.

It Avas almost doubtful Avhether the vessel

Avas making any motion at all.

The gloom of evening which was now set-

tling doAvn upon the scene, and shutting out all

sight of shore, produced that feeling of isola-

tion AA^hich is so depressing to the landsman.

All sounds of gaiety had long been hushed

;

the band had ceased to play, and the children,

fatigued or frightened, Avere nestling in their

mothers' arms on deck, or had fallen asleep

in the cabins. What, to those who under-

stood the matter, was very significant of the

groAAang alarm among the adults: all sea-sick-

ness, even among those Avho had previously

sufi"ered most from it, had ceased, though
the motion of the vessel Avas eA^en more un-

steady than it had been, and the waves beat

her this Avay and that—but never forward

—

Avith increased fury.

Captain Paul Avas still below, and every

noAV and then a Avhite-faced passenger Avould

come up to'the mate and inquire, "At what
time shall we reach Shingleton 1" in a A^oice

that seemed to suggest the further and much
more serious inquiry, " Or shall we ever

reach it at all 1
" To all these questioners,

John Garnet returned as cheerful replies as

his conscience permitted, nor could Francis

Drake withhold his admiration for the con-
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sideration for others, as well as for the cool-

ness and courage that dictated them.

For a long time the sea had swept the ship

in such a manner as to drive all below who
feared a wetting, though a large number of

male passengers and some few females still

kept the deck, perhaps as much from nervous-

ness as dislike of the heat and closeness of

the cabin ; but now it became evident to

Francis Drake that a considerable quantity

of water was being admitted through the

opening seams. . He remarked on this to

Garnet, who quietly ansAvered, "Yes, that is

what comes of tinkering up a worn-out craft,

instead of getting a neAV one. AVhen I said

just now if we can only hold on, I should

have said, if we can only hold together."

At this moment up came Miss Nicobar from
the cabin in a great state of excitement and
indignation.

" Mr. Mate," she said, " are you aware
that the cabin is in a most disgraceful condi-

tion 1 I have told the captain, but he is

not in a state for anybody, much less a lady

of condition, to speak to ; the fact is I have
been sitting, Avithout kuoAving it, ever so

long Avith my feet in Avater. The Avholc

cabin floor is covered Avith it, and it's my
belief it's getting deeper."

" I am A^ery sorry, ma'am; it's bilge Avater,"

returned the mate apologetically. "The mo-
tion of the vessel has cast it up from the

hold. In my opinion you had better go and
sit yonder by Miss Barton, under the lee

of the paddle-box, it's the driest place on

deck."

As Miss Nicobar tottered off in pursuance

of this advice, laying hold of ropes and
benches to steady herself on the Avay, John
Garnet AAiiispered in the ear of Captain

Drake, " That's the beginning of the end,

Master Francis. I have put some life-belts

under yonder bunk for the Avomen—though

half-a-dozen Avill not go far amongst fifty of

them, poor souls—and be sure you get one

before the rush comes, for Miss Maiia."

Bedford Town Gaol. From an old print.

A NEW LIFE OF BUNYAN.

THE art of biography is always difficult,

and it is never more difficult than Avhere

the subject to be studied is a man conspicuous

by public achievements or the literary monu-
ments he has left, but Avhose private career

shoAvs feAV traces in family records or in

correspondence. For example, a biography
of Shakespeare, in any proper sense of the

word, is not only difficult, it is impossil^le.

For the development of his character, the

daAvn of his poAvers, the predetermining causes

involved in genealogy, the influence of schools

and schoolmasters, of relatiA'-es, friends, and
social surroundings are in this case almost

entirely irrecoverable. He flashes suddenly

upon us like the sun in the tropics, blazing

Avith a light Avhich droAvns every feeling

but one of dazzled admiration ; and he

sinks as suddenly into the black night of

death, Avith scarcely a touch of those private

interests, personal conflicts, struggles Avith

temptation or domestic trials, Avhich, like

flying clouds, temper the gloAv, and lend a

tenderness to the departure, of the day in its
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more familiar course. This ignorance of all

detail as to the origin and shaj^ing of our
transcendent poet makes us often contem-

plate him with the sort of unsatisfied longing

that affects us in view of a portent of which
neither science nor philosophy can give any
account.

John Bunyan, ranked by ]\Iacaulay as com-
parable to Shakespeare in the singular power
of untutored genius, has certainly left behind

him more traces of domestic interest and
individual development. But still the stu-

dents of his career have never been able

hitherto to collect materials enough for any-

thing like a complete biography. It is true

that in the "Grace Abounding" he has left

us a history of his soul, second only in vivid

interest to the " Confessions " of Augustine.

It is true also that he has given us certain

records of his long imprisonment ; but

throughout these documents his thoughts

were continually bent on spiritual conflict,

not on every-day life. In regard to the

former, his story is life-like and graphic. It

stirs the sympathies even of those who have
not the least regard for the theological forms
of his belief; and it does so because the

mental conflicts he so truthfully pourtrays

were occasioned by temptations and aspira-

tions deeper and more abiding, more in-

wrought into the very heart of humanity,
than any metaphysical creeds of sects, or even
of Churches. When he tells us of the devil

at his elbow constantly hissing into his ear

the suggestion to sell Christ—" Sell him ! sell

him "—we feel that Ave have here only a

grotesque transformation of a corrupt sug-

gestion that for ever haunts preachers, states-

men, philosophers, men of science, all, in fact,

in whose career ideal aims of truth and right

occasionally conflict with obvious and per-

sonal interests. But it would gi-eatly add to

our profit from the study of such interesting

records if some Puritan Boswell had accom-
panied the great dreamer like his shadow,
and had kept a diary of the morning occupa-

tion, mid-day meal, and evening intercourse,

the state of bodily health, and the causes of

social excitement amidst which such struggles

were fought out.

Of all this very little indeed can be re-

covered. Bunyan's father, mother, brothers,

and sisters are to us names and little more.
He seems to have gone to school for a year
or two ; but we do not know where, nor
under what influences he was then brous;ht.

!N one of his letters remain, except such official

missives as were written in the name of his

Church. The long years of pastoral laboi;r.

caxTied on to a certain extent even when he
was in prison, are marked for the most part

only by the names of converts and by the

books he so rapidly produced. It is, there-

fore, matter of no surprise that the biography
of Bunyan should still remain to be wrkten,
if indeed, in any proper sense of the term,

it is possible. Very soon after his death a

story of his life was written as full of mistakes

and falsehoods as though it had referred to

a mythical hero. Many attempts have been
made since

;
perhaps that by Stebbing was

the most serious, and the nucleus of all more
recent ; but even this was eked out with
imaginary details and impossible incidents.

Under these circumstances the Rev. John
Brown, pastor for twenty years past of the

Bunyan Meeting at Bedford, and sixth in

succession to his great predecessor, has done
real service to the Church and also to the

world, in devoting all the leisure time al-

lowed by his duties to the collection and
arran2;ement in a fresh form of the materials

now available for the story of John Bunyan.*
So faA' as this work is concerned, Mr.
BrowA may certainly claim the blessing pro-

nounced upon the wise householder, who
bringli out of his treasure things new and
old. It is indeed surprising to find how
much of fresh material he has collected

by a diligent search of national and local

records. The progress made in the calen-

daring of State papers and in their orderly

arrangement has given great facilities to

conscientious students. Of these facilities

]\Ir. Brown has availed himself with an

industry and a discrimination deser\'ing

highest pi-aise. But though he has thus

brought to light many facts hitherto un-

known, they serve rather to illustrate the

fortunes of the Bunyan family and the

spiritual conflicts of Bedford county under
the last Stuart Kings, than to throw much
fresh light upon the every-day life of Bun-
yan himself. In addition, therefore, to dili-

gence in research, our author has recourse to

another device for increasing the interest of

such personal traits as are recoverable. He
sets the man and his immediate associates

acrainst the backs;rouud of the whole local

life of the time. He reproduces for us the

state of Bedford opinion under the Common-
wealth, and the religious peace enjoyed by
Bedford parish under that strange production

of illogical English common sense, the Crom-
* " John Bunyan, his Life, Times, and Work." By John

Brown, B.A., minister of the Bunyan Meeting:, Bedford.
London : Wm. Isbister, Limited.

[The illustrations to this article will serve to show how
ad'niirablv the work has been illustrated by Mr. Edward
Whympei-. Ed. G. W.]
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wellian Established Cliurch, Then the scene

changes, and he shows ns the obsequious

members of the municipahty going up to

sell the liberty of themselves and their

fellow-townsmen to the merry monarch. He
reproduces a graphic picture from contem-

porary records of a raid soon afterwards

made upon the shopkeepers and artificers

attending the Bunyan Conventicle, to secure

luxymcnt of the fines incurred by absence

from church. Such local memories have been

too much neglected by historians. They
bring back the past with a vividness alto-

gether unrivalled by the greater transactions

of sovereigns and statesmen ; and better than

any battle scenes they enable us to under-

stand the petty persecutions and personal

bitternesses out of which English intolerance

of oppression has been engendered.

In the course of these refei-ences to local

history, Mr. BroAvn incidentally corrects

some prevalent exaggerations and misappre-

hensions. From his investigations it would
appear that, notwithstanding the drastic

operations of the Committee appointed by
the Long Parliament for dealing with "scan-

dalous ministers," two-thirds of the county

clergy in Bedfordshire remained undisturbed

in their livings throughout the period of the

Commonwealth. The case of Christopher

Hall, the Vicar of Elstow, is specially inte-

resting, because he was the incumbent in

ofiice when John Bunyan endeavoured, by
ostentatious diligence in attendance on
Church services, to satisfy the cravings of

his spiritual nature. It was concerning the

years 1649 to 1652 that Bunyan wrote, " So
overcome was I wdth the spirit of super-

stition, that I adored with great devotion
even all things (both the High Place, priest,

clerk, vestments, service, and what else) be-

longing to the Church." Now either the

great Dreamer sufl'ered imagination to ob-

scure his memory, or else the services at

Elstow Church during the uncontrolled domi-
nation of the Long Parliament must have
retained all the Anglican forms. For, as

]\Ir. Brown remarks, a Presbyterianism that

had High Place, priest, clerk and vestment
service must have been difficult to dis-

tinguish from prelacy. But it does not seem
likely that, in this case, Bunyan sufl'ered his

imagination to run riot • for Christopher
Hall was inducted in 1639, when Archbishop
Laud Avas supreme, and it is therefore very
unlikely that he was at all lax on the subject
of ritual. But he remained in possession
throughout the whole Commonwealth period,

and survived the Act of Uniformity.

Again, Mr. Brown has found a curious

entry in the parish register of Sundon,
under the date of 1653, wherein a marriage
is recorded as being celebrated "by virtue of

a licence from the Archdeacon." Further,

this marriage was celebrated between Wil-
liam Foster of Bedford, one of Bunyan's
persecutors, and Ann Wingate, the daughter
of John Wingate of Harlington, son of the
squire who committed Bunyan to prison

;

and the clergj-man was Dr. Lindall, who,
notwithstanding some uncertainty about the

Christian name, appears to be identified with
one described hy Bunyan, in 1660, as "that
old enemy to the truth." Such instances

certainly suggest that the changes in the old

order of the Established Church were by no
means so universal and so searching as is

often supposed. The Independents undoubt-
edly shared, to a considerable extent, the

conviction of the Presbyterians, that prelacy

was inconsistent Avith political liberty ; but,

after it had been sufficiently weakened to

prevent any danger on that score, it does

not seem that, at any rate under CromAvell,

it was persecuted as a religious heresy.

While on this subject Ave may also note

that our author, like other historians, has

found the irate John Walker, in his account

of " the Sufferings of the Clergy," to be

guilty of gross errors and exaggerations.

Thus Mr. BroAATi finds John BradshaA\^, the

incumbent of St. Paul's, Bedford, numbered
amongst the martyrs of the Parliamentary

persecution ; and Walker tells hoAv, in con-

sequence of his sequestration, his Avife and
four small children Avere left at his death in

such extreme straits as to be under the ne-

cessity of begging from a public charity.

But it appears from authentic State papers

that BradshaAV Avas persecuted, not by Parlia-

ment for being a Royalist, but by Laud for

being a Puritan. " The Court before which

he had to appear was that Court of High
Commission Avhich Parliament abolished, and

of Avhich Laud Avas the controller and insti-

gator." Besides, if his family Avas left in

destitution, it Avould appear to have been

his OAvn fault ; for in the register of his OAvn

parish church is the following entry :
" John

BradshaAV did again become vicar of St.

Paul's Parish, May, 1666, and continued till

1670." Once Walker mentions, amongst the

sequestrated clergy, Francis Walsall, the

Eector of Sandy. That Walsall Avas a

Royalist is certain, and that he Avas Avith the

King's army at Oxford. But hoAvever that

may be, " the register and transcript re-

gisters of the parish shoAV beyond all doubt
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that he was rector of Sandy all through the

Commonwealth period, and at the Restora-

tion sent, in his own handwriting, the return

of the previous ten years to the registry of

the archdeaconry." These are only speci-

mens of the corrections Mr. Brown's re-

searches have enabled him to make in preva-

lent traditions about the period he has so

well studied.

In the records of the Bunyan Meeting
itself Mr. Brown possesses a peculiar and
interesting source of information, with Avhich

no one is so well able to deal as himself.

They began to be kept some time before

Bunyan was chosen as the pastor. It is dis-

appointing to find that there are only a few
pages in the actual handwriting of tlie man
who has given to that congregation its fame

;

and the long gaps indicating times of perse-

cution are peculiarly vexatious and sugges-

tive. But, maldng all allowance for such

defects, the records of the church are in the

highest degree valuable as an indication of

the detailed working of religious Puritan-

ism on the social and individual life of the

period. Take, for instance, the following

record of a painful circumstance which ap-

pears to have much grieved the minds of the

brethren. It is dated the 25th January,

1656, and during Bunyan's pastoi^ate :

—

"Information, was also given to the Church of

the miscarriage of bro : Oliver Dicks of Milton
which was very great : ffor he (as he saide) having
lost" a sheep and a sheep being staide in another
field, he was sent to to owne it if it were his : and
he came and owned it ; and tho' hy the way (as him-
self expressed) he judged in his Conscience that it

was not his
;
yet did

not carry it back
againe, but tooke it

away and kept it, and
sold the fleece and
would have sold the
sheep, there being not
above 4d. or 8d. differ-

ence in bargaining :

But the sheep being
owned he was brought
before a Justice where
he restored the sheep
and 20d. for the fleece

to the party whose
owne it was. And all

this to the great dis-

honour of God, the
wounding of his owne soule and great scandall to the

Church of Christ, of which he is a member. Upon
consideration thereof, being sent for by the Congrega-
tion ; after a full debate had and things aforesaide

prooved to him, besides some confession of his owne

;

his evill also being opened and charged home upon him,
he was by generall consent withdrawne from for the

present."

The instance may seem trivial, but its indi-

cations are not to be despised. Mi\ Brown

quotes largely from these interesting records,

and his readers will find that they suggest a

much more vigorous attention to morality

than is usual in the church discipline of

communions, either established or unesta-

blished, at the jjresent day.

It is a common assumption that the early

Nonconformist churches were inflamed by a

crude sectarianism that set minute points of

doctrine above all considerations of judg-

ment, mercy, and truth. The records of the

Bedford Church go far to shov/ that this is a

blunder. It is true indeed that the Puritans

attached enormous importance to such doc-

trines as that of justification by faith, and
that they entertained an exaggerated fear of

harmless and meaningless ceremonies. It is

true also, that Avith some, though not with

all of them, the powers of the world to come
were suffered to obscure temporal duty. But
the impression we have of their exaggerated

devotion to theological subtleties is largely

derived from a study of their controversial

writers, and it is not sustained by the records

we possess of their every-day life. On the

contrary, such records as these of the Bunyan
Meeting suggest that it Avas the imperfect

standard of morality maintained by a courtly

religion which most of all alienated them
from the national Church ; and throughout

all their mutual counsels on Church affairs,

there is manifest, beyond everything else, a

profound appreciation of the apostolic warn-

ing that " Avithout holiness no man shall see

the Lord." The same records Avould also go

to shoAV that so long as the chief end of

Elfitow Green, with remains of Cross.
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religion, a noble

guaranteed, it

and pure life, could be

was not considered either

Mase or Christ-like to be contentious about
curious points of doctrine or practice. The
congregation into which Bunyan was re-

ceived, and of which
he became pastor,

"-*

always refused, and
has refused down to

the present day, to

pronounce any
strong opinion upon
the ceremony of

baptism. John Gif-

ford, Bunyan's pre-

decessor, in a letter

written from his

deathbed, said, "con-

cerning separation

from the Church
about baptism, lay-

ing on of hands,

anointing with oil,

psalms, or any ex-

ternals, I charge

every one of you re-

spectively, as you will

give an account of it

to our Lord Jesus

Christ, who shall

judge both the quick

and dead on His com-
ing, that none of you
befound guilty of this

great evil. If any come among you who
will be contentious in these things, let it be
declared that you have no such order nor any
of the Churches of God." In these counsels

also he showed his soberness and large-hearted

humanity. "Let no respect of persons be in

your comings together. "When you are met
as a Church there's neither rich nor poor, bond
nor free, in Christ Jesus. 'Tis not a good
practice to be offering places or seats when
those who are rich come in ; especially it is

a great evil to take notice of such in time
of prayer, or the word ; then are bowings
and civil observances at such times not of

God."
We have dwelt so long on the background

of Bunyan's story, because it is a speciality

of Mr. Brown's book, and certainly does give

fulness of hfe to the meagre outlines left us
of the hero's outward circumstances. But it

must not be supposed that the central figui'e

is in any respect neglected. On the con-

trary, Mr. Brown has given us several

hitherto undiscovered facts about the Bun-
yan family, and has also brought into their
XXVI—47

right relations and into more liistoric form
many of the scattered traditions concerning
the man himself. If Mr. Brown is right—
and the evidence he gives is very strong

—

John Bunyan sprang from the Norman infu-

Elstow Church.

sion into English national life. Thename itself

is of French origin. It was known in Nor-

mandy, though in a different form, in the

Middle Ages. And certain Bunyans, whose

connection with the author of the "Pilgrim's

Progress " is fairly traceable, were, in the

twelfth century, feudal tenants of Nigel

D'Albini at Pulloxliill, in Bedfordshire. In

1199 there were Bunyans not far from El-

stow, and in 1327 they were clearly estab-

lished on the farm called Bunyan's End,

where the Dreamer was born three hundred

years afterwards. In fact, John Bunyan
was one of the most remarkable products of

that yeoman race, which formerly was so

valuable a part of our population. It is true

that he himself, with the pride of humility,

claims only a much humbler origin ; and he

is so far correct, that his family had been

decaying for several generations before he

was born. His father fell so far into debt,

notwithstanding his business as a brazier or

tinker, that he was compelled to sell the
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last remnant of his ancestral inheritance.

Whether the decay of this family is to be

traced to the same cause, which afterwards

practically extinguished our yeomanry, this

is not the place to inquire ; but there is no
evidence that it was caused by extravagant

or dissolute habits. The new biography does

not give us any fresh light on Bunyan's

childhood and education. On the often dis-

puted point of his brief military experience

some cogent reasons are given for thinking

that he served with the Parliamentarians,

and not with the Royalists. But however
that may be, it is impossible to suppose that

his heart was much in the business, for he

never afterwards showed any discriminating

interest in politics. The last labours of his

pen Avere accomplished when James II. was
on the throne, conspiring to bring back
popery. In such circumstances Bunyan
could innocently write :

" I do confess my-
self one, of the old-fashioned professors, that

covet to fear God and honour the King."

"Let the King have verily a place in your
hearts, and with heart and mouth give thanks
for him ; he is a better saviour of us than we
may be aware of;* Pray for kings to the

God of heaven, who has the hearts of kings

in His hands. Pray for the long life of the

I^ng. Pray that God would discover all

plots and conspiracies against his person and
government." It seems quite impossible that

a man who dwelt with such fervour on the

blessings of royal rule under James II. could

ever have appreciated the cause for which he
himself fought as a Parliamentary soldier.

The story of the dawning consciousness of

a prophetic mission must always be of intense

interest. And, fortunately, on this phase of

Bunyan's life we have the amplest informa-

tion. All that a biographer has to do is to

arrange the spiritual photographs of the
" Grace Abounding " in their right relation

to external circumstances neglected or ignored
by the author himself. In dealing with the

career of a man to whom things not seen

were far more real than things visible this is

not easy. But Mr. Brown's long studies of

the subject have, we think, enabled him to

succeed where all of his predecessors have
failed. The picture given of the years when
Bunyan wallowed in the Slough of Despond,
or struggled through the Valley of the Sha-
dow of Death, is, on the whole, the most
probable and life-like that we have seen. On
one important point only does our author
fail to convince us, and we apprehend that

• This looks like a truth expressed satirically. But it is
cleai such was not Bunyan's intention.

he will equally fail with the latitudinarian

generation to whom he has given the book.

He condemns Macaulay for his kindly and
charitable view of Bunyan's remorse. He
apparently tliinks the brilliant essayist had
an inadequate idea of sin. There is a sense

in which tlris may be true. No man to whom
a life of contemplation is not the supreme
object of existence, can possibly appreciate

the importance, to the predestined prophet, of

all aberrations of desire or thought or word
which mar the serenity of the heavens where
the beatific vision is sought. But if it is

meant that Macaulay's estimate of sin and
righteousness was below the requirements of

religion as taught in the New Testament,

this is scarcely a judgment that can be sus-

tained from the criticism in question. Bun-
yan was a man of strong and vivid imagina-

tion, with an innate tendency to spiritual

aspiration. Destitute as he was of culture, as

ordinarily understood, his marvellous faculty

found no materials to work upon except the

scriptural and theological imagery which
stimulated not only imagination but con-

science. Under such combined influences

visions of heaven and hell were inevitable

;

wliile exaggerated terrors, wild ecstasies,

morbid casuistry, and fantastic scruples were
a natural accompaniment. In such observa-

tions no doubt whatever is thrown on the

reality of divine inspiration as the prime
source of Bunyan's spiritual development.

j
But God " fulfils Himself in many ways,"

and no ecclesiastical authority ever denied

that the modes of manifestation are condi-

I

tioned by the special temperament of each

individual prophet. Bunyan's inexplicable

scruples about bell-ringing, and the agony
with which he strove against the temptations

of "tip-cat," are in themselves a sufficient

reason for suspecting of exaggeration the

terrible indictment he draws against Irimself

in picturing his life previous to conversion.

The imagination that thus struggled

through gloomy clouds at the outset of his

career reached afterwards an infinite expanse
of light ; and, notwithstanding the occasional

Puiitanic horrors with which he relieves the

prevalent sunny brightness of his fancies, no
poet ever gave in his works more evident

tokens of the sacred happiness in which his

own soul dwelt. His genius was most un
fettered when picturing the bliss of the divine

life. His chief work, the "Pilgrim's Pro-

gress," has little in it of tragedy. Even the

episodes of Appolyon and Vanity Fair and
Doubting Castle are but as brief shadows
upon a sunny day. It seems as though the
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author had for ever in his mind the word,

proved and tried by a thousand generations :

" The path of the just is as the shining light

that shineth more and more unto the perfect

day." But though Bunyan's imagination

was thus strong and bright, it must surely be

confessed that he was deficient in idealism.

The tAvo things do not necessarily go together.

In the greatest type of poet they are, indeed,

inseparable ; but not so with lesser men.

Charles Dickens had an imagination so vivid

that he used to declare that he actually saw

his characters in the flesh, and heard them
speak, before he wrote down their words.

But his utter want of idealism is betrayed

by his worship of joviality, and the insipidity

of hiis virtuous people. Bunyan's want of

ideality is, naturally, shown in a very diiTerent

way. It comes out in the low interpretation

he continually gives to the doctrine of salva-

tion. This, of course, is not Mr. Brown's

view, but it is that of the present writer, and
it is much confirmed through extracts selected

by Mr. Brown to illustrate Bunyan's genius.

Take, for instance, the following from " The
Jerusalem Sinner Saved."

" For Christwill showmercywhere sins are in num-
ber the most, in cry the loudest, in weight the heaviest.

It is thus that He gets to Himself a glorious name."
"Physicians get neither name nor fame by pricking of

wheals, or picking out thistles, or by laying of plasterf

to the scratch of a pin ; ever}- old

woman can do this. But if they
would have a name and a fame, {f

they will have it quickly, they
must, as I said, do some great and
desperate cures, t Let them fetch

one to life that was dead ; let

them recover one to his wits that

was mad ; let them make one
that was born blind to see ; or

let them give ripe wits to a fool.

These are notable cures ; and
he that can do thus, and if he
doth thus first, he shall have
the name and fame he desires

;

he may lie a-bed till noon." It

is by great deliverances that
Christ gets great renown.
" Why should he so easily take

a denial of the great ones that
were the grandeur of the world,

and struggle so hard for hedge-
creepers and highwaymen, but
to show forth the notes of the
glory of His grace ?

"

The notion that the credit

to be won by undertaking
specially difficult cases of

salvation should be a motive
with the Saviour of the

world is surely grotesque.

And this remark is not

sufficiently met by the plea
The London house in which Bunyan died.

{From an old priui.)

of rhetorical artifice. Bunyan was, indeed, a
natural orator, and he used the arts of such.

But he was too honest a man, and far too

much in earnest, for artifice, especially when
dealing with so sacred a subject. The same
lack of idealism distorted and dwarfed all liis

notions of Christianity. Salvation for him
was not a subjective process of deliverance

from evil, but an c/pus operatum altogether

outside the sinner, a transaction in the

counsels of eternity. It may be said that

this was the common Puritan view. Perhaps
so ; but no one could emphasise and revel in

it as Bunyan did if his imagination were
clarified by idealism.

As we are speaking of Bunyan's oratory,

we may here add that some capital specimens

are given by Mr. Brown. Indeed, one of

the attractions of the book is the selection

that is made of interesting and characteristic

extracts, usually buried beyond reach of the

ordinary reader. How direct, how searching,

how vivid, and we may, perhaps, add, how
Spurgeon-like, is the following !

*

" Thou man of Jerusalem, hearken to thy call ; men.
do so in courts of judicature, and presentlj' cry out,
• Here, sir

;

' andthen they shoulderand crowd, and say,
' Pray give way, I am called into the Court.' AVhy, this

is thy case, thou great, thou Jerusalem sinner ; be'of

good cheer. He calleth thee. Why sittest thou still ?

Arise ! why standest thou still ? Come, man ! thy call

should give thee authority to

come ; whereforeup and shoulder
it, man ! say, ' Stand away, devil,

Chiist calls me ! stand away, un-
belief, (Christ calls me ! stand
away, all ye my discouraging ap-
prehensions, for my Saviour
calls me to Him to receive of His
mercy !

' Men will do thus, as I
said, in courts below ; and why
•shouldst not thou approach thus

to the court above ? Christ

pointeth over the heads of thou-
Bands, as He sits on the throne
cf gTace, directly to the man
that is the biggest sinner, and
has the biggest burden, and
says, ' Let the Jerusalem sinner

that stands there behind come
to me.' Wherefore, since Christ

says ' Come ' to thee, let the

angels make a lane, and let aU
men give place, that the Jerusa-

lem sinner may come to Jesus
Christ for mercy."

Of course, in any account

of John Bunyan the centre

of interest must necessarily

be the "Pilgrim's Progress."

On this subject Mr. Brown
has some information to

jgive which, so far as we
are aware, has never been
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published before. Space fails us to give

the details ; but the upshot is, that by a

careful comparison of local records with the

dates of Bunyan's imprisonments, Mr. Brown
rehabilitates the tradition—recently disputed

and denied—that the " Pilgrim's Progress
"

was written in the little gaol formerly stand-

ing on the old Bedford Bridge. At least a

great part of it was. But our author points

out that the dream is broken in one place,

and only one, where the dreamer awakes
without any apparent necessity. It is in-

geniously suggested by Mr. Brown that the
break points to an interruption of the work
when the author was released, and its re-

sumption when at libertj^

J. ALLANSON riCTON.

FANATICISM.
By the Eev. harry JONES, M.A.

TN taking up my pen to say a few words
-- about Fanaticism, I do not wish to

speak of it as a blind and bitter force which
obscures the truth and works unmixed dis-

order among men. I rather—since we can

seldom or never have this Divine force in its

original purity and strength—count it as a

"Degenerate Enthusiasm." It must, how-
ever, be accepted as an inevitable factor in

the present conduct of life, for, though it

moves on a lower level, and in narrower
circles than its high-bred kinsman, it has the

blood of enthusiasm in its veins.

Fanaticism chiefly concerns itself in those

temporary half-human systems which, how-
ever widespread they may be, and however
important the ends which they are employed
to advance, have their day and pass away.

It is seen in the ceremonial rather than in

the moral. Though notliing is necessarily

fanatical which engages the fanatic, there is

much Fanaticism operating now. It may be

discerned, by cool heads, on all sides. It

vexes the patient follower of science, and
obscures the search after theological truth.

Fanaticism is not the exclusive produce of

a heated age, such as that which is moved
by the fervour of exceptionally exaggerated

piety and proclaims a Holy War or projects

a crusade ; nor is it the sole property of a

ferociously religious race, such as the Arabs,

who ran through a rain of lead and leaped

upon the bayonets of our soldiers by the

Red Sea Coast. It shows itself at any time,

in many places, and under many forms. It

is true that in our immediate days no great

movement is made with excessive violence.

Men do not gaily lay down their Kves for

anj'' faith. Nevertheless, this may be called

an electric age. The influx of discoveries

has been largely increased in this generation.

Men's minds have been thereby quickened
;

their mental appetite is whetted with the

sauce of invention. Some present facts are

more astounding than past dreams. In look-

ing at the region in which many of the pre-

vaihng portents have appeared, and which
have given revived impulse to that which I

understand by Fanaticism, I might note, as

having a curiously paradoxical air about it,

that science itself has kindled the eagerness
and enlarged the swallow of the most civilised

peoples. It has increased human receptivity.

Some are prepared to believe anything, espe-

cially if it be new, or at least has been re-

jected in the ages that are past. So far from
science having dimmed or chilled popular
faith, it has generated fresh forms of credu-

lity. The windows of scientific conjecture

are opened, and the world is deluged with
speculation. Nor does this flood by any
means consist of barren intellectual waves.
Fresh discoveries and applications of motive
power and mechanical appliance continually

appear. We not only grease the wheels of

newly-elaborated machines which drive the
voyager through great winds and Avaves, but
some day, perhaps, a petroleum mine Avill be
poured into the Atlantic, and ships wiU slide

from port to port across a plain prismatic
with a film of paraffine. We aim at changing
the surperficial conditions of the globe. We
cut the neck of the isthmus and pierce the
bowels of the mountain range. We long to

read of the sea being let into the dr}^ Sahara,
and picture to ourselves terrified potentates
and wild beasts galloping inland, pursued by
a gigantic wave bearing steam launches on
its crest. Thus at last the desert shall be
made into a standing water, and the mirage
become a veritable mere. Fresh extensions

of the senses are projected on all sides. We
strain out gnats of religious instruction and
swallow camels of scientific announcement.
Such jjoor tools as the telescope and the

microscope, which only reveal worlds of

space and (so called) insignificance, seem to

retire before the audacious hint of an elec-
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troscope, whereby every club in London shall

be supplied with a Adew of the battles in pro-

gress during the next European Avar. The
dry announcement of an electric accumulator

prepares them to accept almost anything at

the hands of " scientists," who thus enable a

man to keep a bin of bottled lightning in

his cellar, stall flashes in his stable, and
harness them to his cart. Lately-elaborated

modes of intercommunication go on so

spreading the area of each successive spasm
or surprise that the Avildest speculations are

engendered in minds which have great curi-

osity but small scientific ballast. Hence,

indeed, some among the lesser men of science

(who are of like passions with ourselves) are

naughtily tempted to wink at the operation

of credulity, and to permit the acceptance

of conjectures as conclusions by the common
people who worship in their "fanes."

Fanaticism, moreover, is really found in

regions where it might least have been ex-

pected, so material and commonplace do they
seem. It prevails in matters pertaining to

the conduct or economy of life, such as diet,

sometimes producing protests against the

use of flesh and Avine which are so excessive

as to defeat their oAvn purpose ; but it appears

also in situations which hardly seem to lend

themselves to its presence. Look, e.g., at

Avhat are called sanitary questions. Fifty

years ago you could not have found a sitz-

bath Avithout research. There Avere some in

hospitals, none at home, no ironmonger put
them out for sale. Noav, irrational enthu-

siasts sit in tubs of cold Avater during a bitter

equinoctial, and break the ice rather than the

bathing laAv. There has arisen, moreover, in

this generation a freshly awakened desire for

pure air and uncontaminated houses. This
is indeed well. But it has bred fanatics in

ventilation and drainage. Some people seem
to think that a free current of air is not the

same as a draught, and that warmth is to be
deprecated unless there are so many cubic

feet of warm air for each person in the room.
We don't always realise the strain that sheer

cold puts upon life, nor the very great differ-

ence Avhich exists betAveen the susceptibilities,

and therefore suffering, of people Avho seem
to be fulfilling the same ordinary conditions

of existence. I heard lately of a little girl

who had one of her teeth draAvn at a hos-

pital. She carried herself Avith such courage
that the doctor gave her a penny. Next
morning she presented herself to have the

rest of them taken out, reckoning that she
Avould get so many more pence. She did
not feel pain If " the heart knoAveth its

OAvn bitterness," so does the skin. Many are

made miserable by the winter ventilation of

sanitary fanatics, blessed or cursed Avith—

I

Avas going to say—hides as thick as their

heads. Take cleanliness again. Whatever
it may be " next to," some directions which
I have read (for its attainment) are almost

inhuman in respect to the scrubbings and
raspings Avhich they prescribe. Others which
promise longevity need it for the fulfilment

of their OAvn precautions. Time, e.g., is not
long enough (especially on winter mornings)
for the elaborate laying on or creation of

that panoply of lather Avhich is involved in

the " soap bath." First you have to treat

your whole body as if you were going to be
shaved, like a poodle, only more completely.

Then having become the subject of all these

suds you have to get rid of them, lest you
should become sticky. The business is not

only possible but exceedingly agreeable Avhen

a Turkish bath can be had, but is almost

incapable of being fitly realised with the

limited opportunities, means, and surround-

ings of a narroAv house. And yet one popular

and scientific admirer of this treatment says

that the Avhole process takes only about five

minutes, and advises his readers (Avorking

people especially) to employ it often. A
man might be kept from an ordinary use of

soap and Avater by having this extensive pro-

cedure importunately urged upon him. He
would say, " If this is the proper, the sole,

really right use of lather, I'll do Avithout."

Thus fanatics in cleanliness discourage the

cleanly and give occasion to the enemies of

purity to deride it as of no esteem.

Look next at drainage. Its contemplation

has generated a manifold brood of fanatics,

bearing fruit and moving resolutions in com-

panies and boards. And they are grievously

influential. A drain (as we understand it)

must be in some sense open at both ends or

it will not suffice to carry aAvay that Avhich

we desire to remove. And it involves a

sewer, or larger drain Avhich is common pro-

perty. And this seAver, in its turn, must
also be constructed so as to receive and re-

ject : i.e. it must also be clear at both ends.

There must be the greatest possible freedom

for the acceptance of sewage and facility

for its discharge. Thus, throughout their

courses, drains and seAvers must be contin-

uously kept open. OtherAvise they are in-

operative and useless. I knoAV Avhat is said

(and believed) about traps and syphons, which

Avhen charged Avith Avater are supposed to

block all mischief. If suffered to become or

secretly becoming dry (for they arc often hid
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out of sight and reach), they no more keep

out bad air than a grating prevents water

from floAving down a ditch, r And yet such

is the present confidence, such is the prevail-

ing credulousness of sanitary fanatics, that

in their zeal to dismiss whatever may defile

the air of the house, each householder in a

city is provided with at least one tap (gener-

ally with more—certainly, if he be rich, with

many) connecting his home atmosphere with

all the post mortem odours and poisons of

the community in which he lives. And this

we call science. A dog knows better. The
present perilous sewage system of, say Lon-
don, is perhaps so great an example of an
irrational enthusiasm to be quit of defile-

ment as to overwhelm and silence us by its

enormity and acceptance.

There are many other ways and places in

which fanaticism appears. It can hardly

help showing itself in protests which are

made against long-established social abuses,

or the promotion of some wholesome reform
which the public stubbornl}^ refuses to appre-

ciate. The reformer pleads with growing
exaggeration of the evil and an intenser

belief in the value of his one-sided advice, as

if "compromise" did not rule the whole
economy of the kingdom of God. Thus
many zealots over-reach themselves.

I might long dwell upon the domestic and
sumptuary forms in which an adulterated

zeal displays itself, as when people Avho are

legitimately eager for adornment, but have
no eye or instinct for real beauty, obey the

self-chosen rulers of taste and buy what they
are bidden, blindly. It is seen, e.g., in the

fashionable prices paid for certain china, or

for furniture so useless and inelegant as is

known and found in the " Jones Museum

"

at Kensington. This, indeed, is notable as

the appropriate symbol of a past evil and
adulterous generation, and is the outward and
visible sign of an age which it may be hoped
will never come again. It is cimous to

notice how the spirit of desirable change
may be seen overleaping itself in the embel-
lishment of our houses and persons. Some
furniture is perceived to be awkAvard and
heavy, and in casting about for an improve-
ment of it which shall not off"end the wisdom
of our ancestors, some leading mind i'=' struck

by the thought that the discarded equipment
of our great-grandfathers did not merit the

rejection it received at the hands of their

immediate descendants, and so we find that

Queen Anne is not dead, rush into the arms
of her chairs, and whittle the legs of our
stools away, till a man of more than ten stone

is afraid to sit down. He must stand ; but
then nicknacks are so carefully made to cover
every useful surface and crowd every ledge
that he can neither put his hat down nor
turn round lest he should break some trea-

sure, and be civilly froAvned into the street.

A bull might be really well employed in

many a domestic cln'na shop. Glance also

for a moment at a woman's dress. Men's
eyes, e.g., Avere at last opened to the (now
almost incredible) folly of that fashion which
surrounded her with wire fence, like a tree

;

and then suddenly she appeared draped as

tightly as Isis or Pasht. There is ever an
overshooting of legitimate marks in the whole
realm of furniture and clothes which charac-

terizes Fanaticism.

Its fiercest moods now notoriously appear
in what is called political reform, overflowing
or spurting out into nihilism and dynamite,
but fatal to a due and calm consideration of

abuses and wrongs. For there is no smoke,
even from an abortive explosion, without
some fire. The train of the most apparently
unmeaning and wanton blast is really laid,

not by the last secret ill-doer who sets the

bag in the tunnel, but by some (perhaps long
past) evil deed on the part of those who were
expected to do well. Political Fanaticism is

the Nemesis of inconsiderate rule.

This, though the most serious, is, how-
ever, as I have partly noticed, only one form
of irrational or degenerate enthusiasm. All

around we may see it beating in the social

veins. The air is charged with " 'isms,"

armies, and associations which "develop
energy," and sometimes carry men off their

legs, like cyclones. There are, perhaps, more
than we sometimes think, who look askance
at these signs of the times, determining with
quiet and wholesome doggedness to retain

their own individuality. They do not always
speak out so often as they might, though a
few occasionally make protests, being moved
to wrath by grotesque extravagance in some
reforming procedure, or the manufacture of

fresh sins, as if enough were not available

already, by new social and personal pro-

hibitions.

But all sorts and conditions of men are, I

think, now specially accessible to fanatical

influence ; and I do not say that this is

always ill applied. If it sometimes does
mischief it promotes much that is good—by
the hands of those who can legitimately

convey it. Though it is irrational in its

ways it may fitly overbear sheer irrational

obstinacy. Like frequently cures like. There
are people whom it is well to influence, but
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who are haixlly touched by reason, and are

most inaccessible to it when it comes cool

from the spring. If then there are some

eager and illogical, and yet withal honestly

good, men, wlao ai-e ready to charge them
irrationally, let them fix bayonets and do it,

but do not let all others, some of whom may
most honestly detest the method of this zeal,

be bound to stand by and applaud. Cer-

tainly let not such as work, and not without

far-reaching results, in other Avays and on

other lines, be twitted with disloyalty to the

cause of righteousness if they flatly refuse to

bear a hand in the transfixing business.

Every one is not capable of spitting his

brother for his good, and pinning him to the

wall till he promises to amend his ways.

The moral operator who does this must not be

puffed up as of a higher power. But it may
be well that the thing should be done. Some
people must, it would seem, be spitted,

crushed, punched, jumped upon (morally and
parabolically), or they won't listen to a word.

Then the work of the fanatic comes in and he

enjoys himself. Irrational or adulterated

enthusiasm, too, may help a man or society

over a dangerous parenthesis, just as even

impure alcohol maj^ lift the hesitating pulse

out of a syncope which would otherwise have
been deadly. In saying all this I do not lay

doAvn my arms before him. It is, indeed,

swiftly obvious to many that though Fanati-

cism performs these and suchlike offices,

and sometimes does that which a finer tool

might have attempted in vain, it may not be

allowed the chief or permanently upper
hand. It is not precisely like fire, " a good
servant, but a bad master," for it has peculiar

faults as a servant, being often jirovokingly

irresponsive and disobedient to those Avho

are disposed to show it most kindness and
liberty. Moreover, though ai^pealing to the

emotions, it is frequently (mth quite sublime

unconsciousness, but with none the less mis-

chief) inconsiderate and unfeeling. It is aj^t

to trample upon the finer moods and difficul-

ties of the man Avhom it addresses or assails

with jDeremptory insistence. It sometimes
sneers at the shades of thought which are

precious. It knows not those niceties of dis-

tinction which make all the diflference to the

keenly perceptive.

Here, it seems to me, comes in the need
and exercise of that common righteous sense,

which is neither carried away by the glowing
importunity of those who claim to speak
with the holiest assurance, nor so blinded by
dislike of religious conceit and other forms
of spiritual confidence as to miss the message

which even the rudest gives, or to scorn his

influence. There is so much mixed good in

the world ; God emploj^s so many divers and
manifold agents in the realisation of His
Avill, so many desirable results are even seen
to be obtained by those who employ adulte-

rated powers—having or perceiving no better

—that if we were to reserve our countenance
for such as were recognised and were moved
by pure enthusiasm alone, we might find

very little to concern us at all. Indeed, it

is hard to say what the world would be if,

Avhile present conditions remained, Fanati-

cism were done away with.

Whatever shape or direction, therefore,

the stream of Fanaticism may take, it is un-
worthy of a wise man to deny its Divine
relationship and ultimate issue, and yet he
may decline to commit himself to it in any
way. The swiftest torrents and the slowest

rivers equally owe the Avater that is in them
to the rain from heaven, and they both flow

towards the same end. But no man is called

to plunge into the torrent because he likes

to sail on the river. We may legitimately

resent any pressure put upon us to sympa-
thise with and forward a movement because

it is "eood." I am not obliged to eat

carrots because I am fond of vegetables, nor,

since they both come from the same cow, to

discard butter because I dislike cheese. The
same common sense need be exercised in

respect to many moral and religious move-
ments. We need not challenge a relation-

ship of Fanaticism to the purest source of

spiritual power, though we dislike it. A
father does not condemn a child because he
has an aversion to something which others

enjoy. There are diversities of tastes in

those who receive, as there are diversities of

operation in the work of the Holy Spirit.

A wise man recognises the manifold pro-

cedure of nature, which is God's. There are

ice and fire, a north pole and an equator.

There are calms and cyclones, slowly drip-

ping fogs and whirling meteoric showers.

All these work together for the maintenance

and conduct of the material world ; so in tlie

si^iritual there is analogous variety. Though
"religion" be steady for a while, it may
experience no fixed serenity, but (as it has

to do with that most mystic and changeable

thing, the human heart) pass through many
moods, even those of vehemence. The wise

man will see all these alternations and appa-

rent contests without losing sight of the fact

that there Avill arrive a final repose when
the hurly-burly's done and we no longer

kuoAV only in part.
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IN the hot days of July and August, or

even in the short afternoons of Novem-
ber, there is no pleasanter resort in London
than the shady old-fashioned gardens that

lie between one side of Chelsea Hospital and
the Thames. Their very air of remoteness

has a special charm for eyes and ears weary

of the noise and confusion of the dusty

streets. It seems almost as if one were in

some quiet cathedral close, in what were

once the convent-lawns, where at noontide is

heard no other sound than the long caw-caw

of a restless rook, the drowsy toll of a bell,

or the chiming of the hours from the clock

in the grey old spire. It is strange to find

such a pleasant haunt in the midst of those

miles of brick houses and hot pavements so

little known of by Londoners in general, or

at any rate so little frequented by them.

One may go there early in the afternoon and

see no one save a stray nursemaid and chil-

dren, one or two weary old men feebly en-

joying the silence and the peace, and almost

certainly some more or less infirm pensioner

Avalking slowly along with grey head bent

over the scarlet-coated breast. Towards
evening, or as the afternoon shadows leng-

then along the sward beside the ancient yews
or rustling beeches, people appear to grow
out of the ground, so constantly do new
figures keep appearing; and just ere sun-

doAvn (when the garden gates are closed) the

observant eye can hardly fail to catch a

glimpse of one or more couples moving hand

in hand under the great boughs of the wide-

spreading chestnuts or by the thorns whereon

still remain, in the late summer, some blos-

soms of sweet-scented white may. Of course

Sunday in summer is the great day in

these old gardens. The tout ensemble is then
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as pleasant a scene to look npon as any
to be viewed during an Italian fcsta. There
is as blue a sky above (really as blue,

for skies of purest azure are occasionally

to be seen even in London, and frequently

in the country, while a cloudless vault of

deep blue is by no means the general thing

in the peninsula, where grey tones are

really dominant), there are the same gaudy
colours beloved of the poorer classes in all

countries, the varied greens of the trees—from
the delicate sea-green of the lime to the

sombre hue of the plane and the glowing

bronze of the copper-beech—the carnations

and blues and yellows of by-path flowers, and

the bright scarlet coats of the old pensioners

as the latter stroll vaguely along in solitary

dignity or in pairs, looking, in their quaint

garb and quainter three-cornered hats, like

ancient survivors of the army of Marlborough.
One wonders if these subdued old fellows
" ever swore terriljly in Flanders ;" doubtless

they did correspondingly, and doubtless they

cherish the recollection, for all that they now
seem so quiet and so heedless of the troubles

of that outer world which they seem to have
left long behind them. And as a matter of

fact the majority are without kith or kin,

having outlived all their relations—for the

pensioners as a body, like annuitants in

The Queen's Ward.

general, seem to find the culmination of

three-score years and ten a mere stepping-
stone to old age. To most of them there is

no alluring charm in " the old place " that
knew them of yore, save the vision of burial
in the little churclayard by the side of the
old folk who have long since ceased from the
daily round of toil.

Talking recently to an old veteran who
had fought for the Queen in over twenty
battles, I was inadvertently made a third
party in a secret that had long been con-
fined to the two persons concerned. ' I had
been asking him if he had ever come across

any of those gypsies of whom Borrow relates

that they frequently induce the pensioners,
whenever they meet vnih any of the latter

in a state of half-seas-over, to part with the
large brass buttons that adorn their over-

coats, the former desiring them for certain

not very creditable purposes of their own.
The old fellow shot a sharp glance in my
direction, and then replied somewhat testily,
" I don't know who your Mr. Borrow may
be, though I won't say but that it seems to
me I've 'eard his name afore, but I can tell

you this, sir, that no real gypsies, as you call

'em, go in for the little game you're hinting
at. No, sir, the gypsies may make gold
rings out of brass, but if they do, they don't
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sell 'em as real gold, indeed they couldn't

very well even if they wanted to ; we never

did that, never—(I mentally noticed the

'we,' which had inadvertently dropped out,

of which also my companion seemed con-

scious for ho hurriedly went on, as if eager

to distract my attention from his slip)—no,

the gypsies are not so black as they're

painted, and are a different set of folk alto-

gether from those thieving tinkers you see

hanging about the commons down Putney
and Wimbledon way."

" You don't want to be confused with the

liinclitij-mengr6 ? " I remarked tentatively.

A strange look, half startled half of sur-

prise, came into the old pensioner's swarthy
face, coupled mth such a keen glance of

inquiry that he seemed for the moment quite

ten years younger.
" Why, one would almost think you were

a Romany Rye" he said with an uneasy
laugh.

" You would be mistaken if you did ; but
I don't think / am wrong in thinking you
are or have been a Romany dial."

" Once Romany, aye Eomany."
" Kuslito ! (true). Well, I am surprised

;

I never expected to come across a gypsy in

the army, and still less among the Chelsea
Pensioners."

" I'm not the only true dial here. Do
you see yon comrade o' mine spealdng to the

gardener, I mean him with the armless

sleeve % Well, he and I talk Eomany toge-

ther sometimes

—

Kaido ratii adrey teste—for

he too has Gypsy blood in his veins."

The old fellow then went on to tell me
how he and his armless comrade had, one
hard winter many long years ago, been
induced to take the Queen's shilling, and
how not only had all their Romano ties been
severed, but how also they two had quite

lost sight of each other for over forty years,

till one day some accidental phrase or allu-

sion revealed to them the strange fact that

each beheld in the war-worn old pensioner
before him the Romany dial Avhom he had
known so well in the old far-off days.

As both wore medals, and as my com-
panion, moreover, held a corporal's rank
among the pensioners themselves, it was
evident that the circumstance of their beins;

of gypsy origin had not prevented their being
good and loyal soldiers. The grey-haired
old corporal had left his people when he was
so young that he could recall but a few
phrases in his native tongue—long disuse
having rendered it like a strange, foreign
language—and though he was evidently not

without a certain pride in his kinsfolk, and
in the fact of his being a true Eomany, he
not only seemed quite undesirous of rejoining

his kindred, even for a visit, but expressed
also a decided wish that I should drop no
hint of what I had accidentally discovered,

at least in connection with his name. He
thought, and probably he was not mistaken,

that the knowledge of his origin would hardly
tend to make him more popular among his

comrades ; and though Monsieur le ca^oml
affected to be so proud of his race it was
easy to see that this pride was only skin-

deep, and that he thought a scarlet-coated

Queen's pensioner a much better person in

every way than any dial that ever " lifted
"

a chicken or bartered an unsound horse.

He admitted—after Ave had returned to

the subject from which we had so abruptly

diverged—that even yet a pensioner would
occasionally fall a victim to the wiles of some
of the hindity-mengri (literally, the dirty

people), who were always glad to get their

solid brass buttons, useful as these are for

the fashono vangustengre {wangust-cngr6), or

making of gold rings. These hindity-mengrS

are not real gypsies, but a set of dii"ty,

ignorant, and brutal outcasts, whose nominal
trade is tinkering, but whose real business in

life is to steal, and generally prey upon the

vain and credulous.'^'

For a stranger in London no better way
could be chosen to reach Chelsea Hospital

than to start in a river steamer from one
of the city piers, and sail along the noble

embankment to Cadogan Pier, walking
thence back past the tall houses of Cheyne
Walk, and so on till the Hospital grounds
are reached. In the wide open space between
the river and the central avenue will be
noticed the obelisk which was erected in

1849 in memory of the close upon eight score

officers and men who fell at Chilianwallah,

and at the end of the avenue itself, in front

of the Hospital, is the large memorial cross

commemorating the two hundred and forty-

three members of the 8th Eegiment, who
were lost in suppressing the great Sepoy
Mutiny of 1857-8. Those who care to stroll

into the quaint Botanic Garden ought to

know that it is the oldest place of the kind
now existing in London, though not actually

the first that was founded ; while, if versed

* In his "Romano Lavo-Lil," Borrow tlnis explains the
reason why the pensioners' buttons are so sought after :

" The
rings are principally made out of old brass buttons ; those
worn by old Chelsea pensioners being considered the very best
for the purpose. Many an ancient Coiporal Trim, after ha\'ing
spent all his money at the public-house, and only become
three parts boozy, has been induced by the Hindity-niengi-o
to sell all his buttons at the rate of tliree half-pence apiece, in
order to have wherewithal to make himself thoroughly royal."
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The Great Hall.

in Queen Anne literature, such persons will

doubtless recall many allusions to the two
spreading cedars, which used to throw their

shade over the water-steps placed at the end
of the then popular gardens by worthy Sir

Hans Sloane, a picturescj^ue riverside view
which has long ceased to exist. Nor must it

be forgotten that the neighbourhood imme-
diately adjacent to these grounds has special

interest. Near here Sir Thomas More once
held goodly state, and later on Sir Eobert
Walpole lived in a house close to the Hos-
pital ; Avhile on the eastern side of the Gar-
dens was the celebrated Ranelatrh, that

earthly paradise of our great-grandparents,

which was opened in 1742 in rivalry with

Vauxhall, a rivalry that resulted in the com-

plete downfall of the latter in public estima-

tion. It is generally supposed that Eanclagh

Eooms came to an end before the beginning

of the present century, but as a matter of

fact they flourished till 1803 ; that a visit

to them at any period had in it some

spice of excitement from possible adventure

is evident from a notification customarily

placed at the end of advertisements of the

pei-formances to be held there :
" There will

be a proper patrol, well armed, constantly

passing between the Rooms and Hyde Park

Corner, and good guard at the back of Chel-

sea College." This patrol was formed of

some of the robuster Pensioners ; but pro-
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bably intending footpads were overawed

more by the show of authority than by any

terror of an encounter with the appointed

guardians of pubhc safety. Close at hand
also was once the famous but now long

defunct Chelsea Bun House, where on Good
Fridays as many as fifty thousand persons

came in person to buy buns, and where there

were on the same day some two hundred and
forty thousand of these no doubt tempting

eatables sold ; it even being on record that

their Majesties George II. and Queen Caro-

line used to drive down specially on the day
in question to the queer old house in Jew's

Kow and there appease their royal appetites

in no stinted manner; an annual custom

continued by George III. and Queen Char-

lotte.

It is not generally known that a certain

very well-known building in Ireland was
formerly a Eoyal Military Hospital, some-

what similar to that at Chelsea, yet Kilmain-

ham Gaol was originally built for the recep-

tion of the superannuated and disabled

soldiers who had served in Irish regiments.

But Kilmainham had never the natural

advantages of its more famous rival, though
it Avas not on this account, presumably, that

it was changed into an asylum of a difterent

kind.

Chelsea Hospital was not so called when
first its walls rose up beyond the then "very
pleasaunt riverside village of Chelsea," for it

stands on the site of a great building once

knoAvn satirically as " Controversy College."

In the reign of James I. a certain Dean of

Exeter, Matthew Sutcliffe by name, began

the erection of what he designated Chelsea

College, as "a spiritual garrison where
learned divines could study and write in

maintenance of all controversies against the

Papists." Recruits, however, for the occu-

pation of this stronghold were neither

numerous nor important. The college having

been proved practically useless it was resolved

to do away with its existence so far as the

founder's aims were concerned, and in 1654

the building and grounds accordingly became
the property of the nation. Its next use

was as a place of incarceration for the few

prisoners taken during the Dutch War that

succeeded the Restoration ; but ere long

Charles II. presented it intact to the Royal

Society. In its new condition it had an

equally short lease, for the King repurchased

it in order to constitute it an asylum for

"emerited soldiers." A tenacious legend

asserts that his Majesty was prompted to

this worthy resolution by Nell Gwynne, and

it has been circumstantially narrated that

the idea occurred to that fair lady as she was
asked for alms by two old soldiers, both of

whom had been reduced to abject beggary

—

a legend for which there is not the least

reliable basis, the idea having really origi-

nated with the then Paymaster of the Forces,

Sir Stephen Fox. Charles was found a ready
seconder, and, having first appointed Sir

Christopher Wren as the architect, laid the

foundation-stone of the new Royal Military

Hospital in March, 1681. From the fact

that Wren had not long before paid a pro-

longed visit to Paris for purposes of study, it

has been supposed that he modelled his plans

upon the Hotel des Invahdes—an unfounded
supposition, for the resemblance is very
superficial, though in all probability the

great architect took many useful hints from
the famous institution by the Seine. Others
have believed that it was constructed on a

i:)lan similar to that of the now defunct

Ospitale di Mendicanti in Venice, built in

1672, that is, about a decade previous to the
time when Wren undertook his task. The
latter was not completed till the year 1692,
and is reputed to have cost about £150,000.
The Hospital consists of three courts, the

chief of which is open to the south or river

side. The eastern and western wings of this

spacious court are 365 feet in length—a foot

for every day in the year, as an old veteran

remarked to me— by about 40 feet in

width, and are for the most part occupied by
the pensioners' wards, which each, and there

are sixteen of them, measures about 12 feet

in width and fully 200 feet in length. In
each of these wards there are twenty-six

beds, and, as in some school dormitories, the

officers have small apartments at the end of

the rooms. The Governor's residence, a

large and commodious house, is situated at

the extremity of the eastern wing ; its chief

feature of public interest is the fine state

apartment, to which admission can at cer-

tain times be gained through the courtesy of

the Governor. This room is, in round num-
bers, 40 feet in length, 30 feet in width, and
about 30 feet in height ; oval compartments
divide the ceiling, variously ornamented
with royal initials, arms, &c., and on the
walls are portraits, among others, of Charles I.,

Queen Henrietta Maria, and their two sons,

Charles of Wales and James of York.
On the frieze of the cloistered wall which

runs along the front of the hospital may be
deciphered the following letters :

—

"In Su{h)siclium et Levamen, Emeritoi'um
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Senio, Belloque Fracionim, Condidit Carolus

Semndus, Auxit Jacobus Secundus, Perfecere

Gnlielmus et Maria, Bex et Regina, MDCXCII."

Within this cloister are to be seen monu-
ments to Colonel Arthur Wellesley Torrens,

who died of his wounds at Inkerman in 1854;

to Colonel Willoughby Moore, of the Innis-

killing Dragoons, and the soldiers who per-

ished in the disastrous burning of the Europa

in May of the same year ; and to Colonel

Seton and his 357 companions in misfortune,

lost in the

wreck of the

Birkenhead off

the Cape of

Good Hope in

February, 1852.

In the centre of

the court is the

statue that has

caused no incon-

siderable spe-

culation as to

authorship, and,

it must be

added, a good
deal of amuse-
ment : it is a

rathermore than
life-size repre-

sentation of

Charles II.

—

not, as might be

expected, in the

flowing robes of

British majesty,

but in the garb
of a Eoman
senator. The
effect is not
impressive. A
gentleman, by
name Tobias
Eustat, who at

one time occu-

pied the high
position of a The staircase leading to the Wards,
" page of the

back-stairs " in the royal household—what-
ever that may have meant—was the donor
of this work of art, and not the sculptor,

as has more than once been asserted

;

and though Grinling Gibbons has had its

authorship attributed to him, it has evi-

dently been on mere supposition, for the
workmanship of this statue is decidedly
inferior to other Avorks by that sculptor.

According to a little hand-book to Chelsea,

published many years ago, due honours are

paid to it every 29th of May (the anniver.

sary of the Restoration) by adorning it with
branches of oak and firing three volleys

over it.

In the Great Hall—the same where, for

several days one November, thirty-three years

ago, the nationally-mourned Duke of Wel-
lington lay in state—there is not much to

be seen beyond the tattered flags, suggestive,

indeed, as these are ; several portraits and
engravings of famous soldiers ; and two large

pictures, the

larger a fresco

by Verrio, one

of the most i)o-

pular paintcre

in the reign of

Charles II. It

is now used as

a common club-

room for such

of the pensioners

as care to spend
part of their

time there in

reading the

journals, in

smoking, or in

the enjoyment
of a quiet game
of draughts—
and a capital

sahii de lecture it

makes, albeit a

little gloomy to

the casual visi-

tor. In the huge
partly-allegori-

cal fresco — in

the composition

of which Henry
Cooke assisted

Verrio — may
still be vaguely

seen the figures

of Hercules,

Peace, Minerva,

Father Thames,

Charles II. on horseback, and, in the corner,

an orange-girl, generally supposed to repre-

sent Nell Gwynne—a somewhat strange

medley, to say the least of it. Over the

gallery is a large picture by Ward, repre-

senting the Iron Duke in a triumphal car.

Some of the trophies around the walls are

French " eagles " captured at Waterloo and
elsewhere—and it was in this hall, as may be

remembered, that the brass eagle was un-

screwed from its staflf during the lying-in-
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Btate of Wellington, presumably by some
patriotic but not over-scrupulous or generous
Frenchman.

In close proximity to the Hall is the great

kitchen, a place that if visited shortly before

dinner-time presents a busy sight, as may be
imagined from the fact that several cooks are

then occupied in looking after the long re-

volving spits on which are roasting thick

joints of beef or mutton, in making soup,

and so forth, for the five hundred and
fifty pensioners. All of the latter who are

not prevented from doing so through in-

firmity fetch their own dinners and convey
them to their own little rooms, but by a

wise provision a certain number of the more
active are permanently told off to act as go-

betweens in the cases of the very aged or

infirm. The cooks themselves are pensioners,

and are paid one shilling a day, while the

twenty-five who assist in the convej^ance of

meals to the rooms of the feeble— ward-
orderlies as they are called—receive half-a-

crown weekly.

The finest sight at Chelsea Hospital is that

to be seen any Sunday forenoon in the chapel.

Here some two or perhaps three hundred old

pensioners occupy the body of the church,

all grey-haired, several very aged, many
bearing badges and medals, and no incon-

siderable number showing unmistakable
signs of the fierce wear and tear of life which
they have encountered. The officers have
their pews along the walls, and there is

ample accommodation for the few visitors

who find their way thither in time for

service. There is a good deal of spitting,

and hoarse gurgling and coughing, among
these poor old fellows, but there is always

something very pathetic in their individual

and collective aspect, never more so than
when the tired grey heads are simultaneously

bent low in prayer, or to receive the benedic-

tion of the chaplain. Some readers will doubt-

less recall the very noble picture of the " Old
Pensioners," by Hubert Herkomer, A.E.A.,

a picture in no way exaggerated or senti-

mental, but as loyally straightforward as

these worthy old warriors themselves. The
chapel itself is about 110 feet in length, and
Avith the waving banners and sorely tattered

flags that droop from long poles around the

Avails presents a picturesque, and, at times, a

very impressive sight. The large painting

of Eoman soldiers watching the sepulchre in

fear and amazement as the Saviour rises from
the tomb is by Sebastiano Ricci, but there is

nothing else to attract the sight-seer save

indeed the gold communion service wliich

Avas presented by James II. and is now
valued, from a monetary point of view, at

£500. In the chapel was buried a certain

Rev. William Young, Avho if not very famous
on account of his Latin dictionary should be
remembered Avith interest by all students of

our literature as the original of " Parson
Adams " in Fielding's " Joseph AndreAvs."

Closely adjoining is the Royal Military

Asylum, familiarly knoAvn as the Duke of

York's School. Tavo of the boys from it can

be seen in our full-page picture intently

folloAving the old pensioner as, helped by the

chart, he tells them the story of bygone
days and fights his battles over again.

In the grounds of the Hospital—which
cover in all some fifty acres— there is

nothing that need be mentioned here, fur-

ther than has already been referred to,

save the noAV disused cemetery, consisting

of about one and a-half acres. If any one
cares to enter this old graveyard he or

she Avill inevitably have pointed out for

notice the tomb of an aged A^eteran, who
died at the age of one hundred and tAvelve

years, having been born in 1620, and his

decease having occurred in 1732. What
sights and changes he probably witnessed, or

at any rate lived through—the establisliment

of the Long Parliament and the Civil War
from first to last, the execution of the King
and the protectorate of CromAvell, the Resto-

ration, the Great Plague, the Great Fire of

London, the passing of the Habeas Corpus
Act, the enthronement of James II., the

Monmouth rebellion, the coronation of

William and Mary, and later on of Anne, the

Adctories of Blenheim, and Ramilies, and
Malplaquet, the Union Avith Scotland, the

ascent of George I. to the throne, the re-

bellion of the Pretender, the South Sea Com-
pany's feverish dream, the Spanish war, and
the coronation of George II. ! It is not upon
his long career through these CA^entful years,

hoAvever, that any stress is laid, but rather

on the facts that he had " a florid and fresh

complexion," and that he took to himself a

Avife AA'hen above an hundred years old.

The pensioners themselves number some
five hundred and fifty; of these six are

colour-sergeants, at lOd. a day ; tAventy-four

are sergeants, at 8d. ; tAventy-four are cor-

porals, at 4d. ; six are drummers at 3d.

;

fifty privates receive daily 2d. ; another fifty

l^d. ; and the remaining 390, Id. Ofiicers

have the nominal rank of captain, and are

invariably selected from the most meritorious

of those Avho have served long as sergeants

in the army; these have an allowance of
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3s. 6d. a week. The duties of the pensioners

are very slight ; they have to mount guard
and perform a few other garrison formalities,

at no time anything to tax their advanced
age or service-enfeebled bodies. In winter
they wear long dark-blue overcoats, and in

summer those brilliant scarlet uniforms of

quaint pattern which with the old-fashioned

three-cornered hats serve to give at once
pleasant " notes " of bright colour and a
certain old-world look to the somewhat sordid,
or at any rate unioicturesque streets of Chel-
sea, now altered indeed from those days
when visitors reached it through the fields,

or disembarked at the Avater-stairs beneath
the two great cedars by the riverside.

HOW WE FIND OUT THE WEIGHT OF THE EAETH.
By Professor A. H. GEEEN".

''PHOSE readers of Good Words who had
-L the patience to follow me through an
explanation, which was somewhat long and
not altogether light reading, of the way in

which Ave find out the shape and size of the

earth, will perhaps bear with me while I try

to show hoAv Ave determine Avhat may be
popularly called the weight of the earth.

The expression is not strictly accurate. What
we do determine is not the earth's weight
but its density. Weight and density are

closely allied, so much so that they are some-
times looked upon as identical terms. This
arises from the fact that the practical Avay of

comparing the densities of two substances is

by comparing their weights. If Ave take
tAvo pieces of exactly the same size, say a
cubic inch each, of platinum and lead, and
weigh them at the same spot on the earth's

surface, at the same temperature, and gene-
rally under the same conditions, Ave shall

find that the j)latinum Aveighs roughly about
twice as much as the lead, and we say that

platinum is twice as dense as lead.

But suppose Ave use a spring-balance for

our weighing-machine, and suspend our
cubic inch of lead on it first at the sea-

level, and then on the top of a high moun-
tain, Ave shall find, if our balance is sensitive

enough, that the lead does not stretch the

spring so much at the top of the mountain as

at the sea-level. If we could carry balance
and lead to Jupiter the lead would not weigh
anything like so much there as on the earth.

In transferring the lead fx^om place to

place we have done nothing to alter its

natural properties, of which density is one,

but AA'e have altered its Aveight. Weight
therefore depends on something else besides

density, and the two must not be confounded.
The other thing on which weight depends is

what Ave are accustomed to call the attraction

of the earth, or of the planet on which the

substance is weighed. We say that the earth

pulls the lead toAvards it ; that if the lead is

not supported, it is draAvn to the ground;
that if it is pre\'ented from falling, it exerts
a pressure on the body Avhich supports it, or
a strain on the body from Avhich it is hung

;

and this pressure or strain is a measure of

its AA^eight. Thus Aveight depends on two
things, the density of the substance and the

magnitude of the pull Avhicli the earth

exerts. Density is something inherent in

the body itself ; Aveight is an effect produced
by the neighbourhood of another body.
We have as yet shoAvn only hoAV density

is measured ; but Ave can get some Avay

toAvards explaining Avhat it is in the nature
of diftcrent bodies that causes them to have
different densities. An illustration aa-HI per-

haps make our explanation easier to folloAv.

We read occasionally in the account of some
great popular demonstration that "the crowd
became so dense that the barriers ei'ected to

keep it back Avere broken doAATi." An accident

like this results partly from close jjacking in

the crowd; the more men in a given space, the

greater the density of the croAvd. Noav it is

believed that if we could sufficiently magnify
all substances Ave should find them not to be
the compact solid stuff many of them ajopear

to be, but literally croAvds ; only the indi-

viduals of Avhich these croAvds consist are

particles almost inconceivably small called
" molecules." There are spaces betAveen the

molecules, just as there are spaces betAveen

the men in a croAvd, and by pressure the

molecules can be packed more closely toge-

ther, as can the men in a croAvd. One thing,

then, on Avhich the density of a substance

depends is the degree of closeness Avith Avhich

its molecules are packed.

NoAV, to return to our illustration, close

packing is not the only thing that Avill tend

to break the barrier ; this result Avill dejjend

also on the character of the individuals Avho

compose the croAvd ; a body of stalAA'art

navvies Avill be much more likely to bring

it about than a gathering of half-starved agri-
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cultural labourers. And there is a similar

difference between the molecules of different

substances. The molecules of the same sub-

stance are all alike in every respect ; but the

molecules of different substances have diffe-

rent properties, and among these differences

the following sjiecially concerns us here :

the earth exerts a more powerful pull on

the molecules of some substances than on

those of others.

We can go so far then as to say that the

density of a body depends upon two things

—

the nature of its molecules, and the degree

of closeness with which they are packed.

Beyond this we cannot go ; we do not know
why some molecules are attracted more
strongly to the earth than others.

And even in these last words we have gone

farther than we have any right to go, and

used language which implies that we know
very much more than we really do. We
have got so used, when we see a stone fall to

the ground, to say that this is caused by the

earth pulling or attracting the stone, or by
gravitation, that we hug ourselves into the

belief that these words contain an explana-

tion of the fact, full and perfect, and that

nothing more need be said on the subject.

But if any tiresome person were to ask why
the earth attracts the stone, how it is able

to affect a body at a distance from it, it

would dawn upon us that there Avas a great

deal more to be said before we had got to

the bottom of the matter. We should see

that the expressions, " the stone falls to the

ground" and "the earth attracts the stone

and pulls it towards the ground," are only

two ways of stating the fact that the stone

moves as if it were pulled by the earth, and
it would occur to us that giving an event a

new name is not explaining it. We fall into

similar mistakes every day. We see a man
strike another on very small provocation,

and we say it is because he is hot-tempered

;

and if we ask what constitutes a hot temper,

we are told that it is a disposition to be
violent on slight provocation. Just so, when
we see a stone fall to the ground, we say it

is because of gravitation, and when we are

asked what gravitation is, we answer, a force

that draws the stone to the ground. In
both cases we are only stating the same fact

in two ways, and the second way is not an
explanation, though it is often taken for one.

True, we do know more both about hot temper
and gravitation than has been yet mentioned.
We know that certain circumstances, such as

a disordered stomach or very hot Aveather,

will generally increase the irritability of a

quick-tempered man ; that an increase in

distance will diminish, and an increase in the
earth's mass would increase the pull of the
earth; but this is very far from knowing
what hot temper or gravitation is. Newton
did not find out, and though many attempts
have been made since his day, no one has
yet found out why his mythical apple fell to

the ground. What he did find out were the
laws that regulate its motion, if it be free to

fall, and that determine its weight, if it be
hindered from falling. The results he arrived

at, as far as we want them here, may be
thus stated. If we multiply together the

density of a body and its volume—that is,

the number of cubic inches in it, or cubic

feet, or whatever unit we employ—the pro-

duct is called the mass of the body. Further,

if we have two bodies like the earth and one
cubic incli of lead, and if we multiply toge-

ther their masses and divide the product by
the square of the distance between the lead

and the centre of the earth, we shall obtain a

measure of the pull of the earth on the lead.

Suppose, now, that we had a second body
whose mass is known, and that we were able

to compare the pull of the earth with the pull

of this body ; suppose we found that, distances

being equal, the pull of the earth was a mil-

lion times as great as the pull of the body.

We should then know that the earth's mass
was a million times the mass of this body.

We know the earth's volume, for we have
found its size and shape, we have found its

mass, and dividing mass by volume we have
its density. It is by comparisons of this kind
that we determine the mass of the earth, and
we must now explain by what dodges, 5f that

is not too disrespectful a word, such compa-
risons are made possible.

The readers of the article on the Size of

the Earth will perhaps recollect that if A B
be a line running due north and south and a

mile long, on a part of the earth's surface

which is not exceptionally hiUy, and if AC, B D
be the directions of plumb-lines at A and B, ae,

B F the directions of telescopes pointed to the

same star S at these points, then the two
angles C A E, D B F, which are called the zenith

distance of the star at A and B, are together

nearly one minute. And it was further ex-

plained that if o be the point in Avhicli the

two lines c A, B D meet, this is the same thing

as saying that the angle A B is one minute.

But if there be a large mountain, such as is

shown monstrously exaggerated in size by
the shaded part in Fig. 1, between A and B,

then it is found that the angle between the

directions of plumb-lines at A and B is greater
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Fig. 1.

than one minute. The phimb-lines no longer

point to 0, but have been pulled into some
such position as C P, D P,

so that they •would meet
in a point P, nearer to

the surface than o. What
has caused this ? The
mountain obviously; for

it only happens when
there is a mountain be-

tween the tAvo stations

of observation. Of
course the mountain
attracts, to use the com-

mon expression, the

plummet just as the

rest of the earth, and
its attraction will tend

to pull the plumb-line

towards itself, to shift

it from the position c A into the position

o P. If we were to bring a large ball of

lead near to the plummet of a plumb-line

it would draw the line out of the vertical,

but the mass of the lead and therefore

its attraction, are so very small compared
with the mass and attraction of the earth,

that the deviation is too small to be measured
directly, though Ave shall see by-and-by that

there are means by AA^hich it can be detected.

The mass of the mountain is far greater than
that of any ball of lead Ave can employ, but
still it is very small compared Avith that of

the earth ; on the other hand the mountain
is A^ery much nearer to us than the earth's

centre ; both mass and distance have to be
taken into account in estimating the attractiA^e

poAver, and the result is that the nearness

of the mountain makes up to a certain extent

for its small mass ; to a sufficient degree in

fact to render its pull appreciable. To make
this clearer, take the extravagant su2:>position

that we have a mountain of such enormous
size that its mass is one-sixteen millionth

part of the mass of the earth, and that it is a

mile from the plumb-line ; the measure of its

attraction Avill be one-sixteen millionth part

of the earth's mass diA'ided by the square of

1, or simply one-sixteenth million part of the

earth's mass. To get a measure of the earth's

attraction AA'e must divide its mass by the

.square of our distance from its centre, that

is by 4,000 multiplied by 4,000, or sixteen

millions ; the earth's attraction then Avill be
represented by one-sixteen millionth part of

its mass, or Avill be the same as the attraction

of the mountain. The mountain alone Avould

pull the plumb-line into nearly a horizontal

position, the earth alone would pull it into a
XXVI—48

vertical position : their pulls are equal, and
it AAdll assume a position half-Avay betAveen

horizontal and vertical. There is no isolated

mountain of anything like the size aa'g have
supposed, consequently no mountain can pull

a plumb-hne anything like as much as this

out of the vertical, but a good-sized mountain
does pull it far enough to make the deviation

measurable.

The dcAaation is detected, as we have ex-

plained, by observing the zenith distances

of the same star at A and B, and finding by
hoAv much their sum exceeds one minute.
The next thing is to obtain a measure of the

pull Avliich draAvs the plumb-line out of its

place to the observed amount. For this end
we make a A'ery careful survey of the moun-
tain, by Avhich Ave find out its size and shape.

We then examine the rocks of AA'hich it is

made up and determine their densities by
Aveighing specimens of them. Having found
that Ave haA'e so many cubic feet of a rock
of a certain density and occujiying a certain

position, Ave can calculate the pull of the part

formed of this rock ; in the same Avay the

pulls of the portions formed of other kinds of

rock are determined ; lastly, by combining all

these results Ave find the pull of the Avhole

mountain. Noav Ave have all the data for the

solution of the problem. We can say that

the plummet is acted on by tAA'o pulls, that of

the mountain and that of the earth ; that if

there AA^ere no earth the mountain AA^ould

draw the plumb-line into the position c G
;

that if there AA'ere no mountain the earth

Avould draAv it into the position C A; that

Avhen both earth and mountain act it takes

the position c P ; of the two forces Avhich

produce this result we knoAv one, A'iz., the pull

of the mountain, and mechanical principles

enable us to calculate the other, \\z., the pull

of the earth. KnoA\'ing the pull of the earth

Ave can find its mass ; Ave knoAv its volume :

diA'iding mass by volume, Ave haA'e its density.

The method just described was employed in

1774 by Drs. Maskelyne and Hutton, and the

mountain selected Avas Schehallien, in Perth-

shire. The distance betAveen the tAvo stations

Avas such that, if there had been no mountain,

the angle betAveen the directions of pluml)-

lines at them Avould have been 41 seconds,

Avhereas it AA'as 53 seconds.

We have noAv to determine hoAv hard the

earth must pull in order to alloAv of the

mountain, Avhose pull Ave knoAv, OA'ercoming

the earth's pull to a sufficient degree to cause

this amount of deviation. Would an earth

made of granite from surface to centre pull

as hard as this ? On making the necessary
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calculations it is found that, if the earth were
all granite, the mountain would pull aside the

plumb-line more than it does. The actual

earth therefore pulls harder than an earth

made of granite would, and its density must
l^e greater than that of granite. Trying dif-

ferent values we find at last that if the earth

Avere entirely composed of a substance whose
density was a little less than five times the den-

sity of water the plumb-line would be pulled

aside by exactly the observed amount. "We
conclude then that the density of the earth

taken as a whole, v/hat is called its average

or mean density, is a little less than five times

the density of water. This is equivalent to

saying that if we had a globe of the same
size as the earth made up all through of a

substance a little less than five times as dense

as water, then the mass of this globe would
be the same as the mass of the earth, and a

cubic inch of lead would stretch a spring

balance to the same extent on the surface of

this globe as on the surface of the earth.

We cannot place implicit confidence in the

result of the Schehallicn experiment, because,

though geological principles enable us to infer

with a high degree of probability, they can-

not tell with absolute certainty what kind
of rock there is in the heart of the moun-
tain.

Other methods have accordingly been used
to check the result. Sir H. James made obser-

vations on Arthur's Seat somewhat similar to

those of the Schehallieu experiment, and con-

cluded from them that the earth's mean den-

sity was somewhat less than five and a half

times that of water. In Avhat is knowTi as

the Cavendish Experiment, two small balls

of lead are fastened to the ends of a rod, and
the rod is suspended by a wire in a hori-

zontal position. Larger balls of lead are

brought near the small balls, and by their

pull on the small balls cause the rod to vibrate

like a pendulum. The time of the vibration

is observed, and kno^ving this it is possible

to calculate the magnitude of the pull which
the large balls exercise on the small balls.

We know the pull of the earth on the small

balls, for it is measured by their weight. Con-
sequently we can say how many times bigger

the pull of the earth is than the pull of a

ball of lead, and from this how many times

bigger the earth's mass is than the mass of

the leaden ball. This method makes the

earth's density rather more than five and a
half times the density of water. It has been
several times repeated, and the results agree
very nearly with one another.

A third method of determining the earth's

density consists in observing the times of

vibration of a pendulum at the top and
bottom of a deeji mine. The rate at which a
pendulum swings depends on its length and
the pull of the earth on its bob. Now the
pull of the earth Avill not be the same at the
bottom of a mine as at the surface. If we
describe a sphere having the same centime as

the earth and passing through the bottom
of the mine, this will divide the earth into

two parts, an outside shell and an interior

ball. The different parts of the shell will

each exert a pull on the bob, but they will

pull some one way and some another, and it

so happens that these pulls exactly neutralise

one another, and the aggregate efi'ect of the
pull of the shell is nil. It is the pull then
of the interior ball only that determines the
rate of the pendulum. Now if the earth

Avere of the same density all through, the
pull of this ball Avould be less than the pull

of the whole earth on a body at its surface,

and the pendulum Avould not SAving so fast

at the bottom as at the top of the mine.

Eeally it SAA'ings faster. This shoAvs that the
interior of the earth is denser than the out-

side, and by calculation the density Avhich

Avould cause the observed rate of vibration

can be ascertained. By this method Sir Gr.

B. Airy determined the mean density of the

earth to be rather more than six and a-half

times the density of Avater. This value is

A'erj^ much larger than that obtained by the

other methods, and Ave cannot say that we
yet knoAV accurately Avhat the mean density

of the earth is ; the balance of evidence, hoAV-

CA^er, is in favour of its being not far off' five

and a-half times the density of Avater. But
whateA'er be the exact figure, it AA'ill not affect

the interest of the story I haA^e been trying

to tell. To me, and I hope to my readers,

that lies in hearing hoAv great men by their

ingenuity and perseverance have Avon Na-
ture's heart, and coaxed her into relaxing

the coy reserve Avith Avhich she hides her
secrets from the mere inquisitive gazer,

revealing them to those alone Avhom love of

knoAvledge and constancy in the pursuit of it

render Avorthy of her and of her confidence.
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Aj\IONGST all the good work which mis-

sionaries have initiated in various parts

of the world, there is none which is likely to

bear greater or more permanent fruit from
the layman's point of view than that which
has resulted in the training of medical women
for India. But for the efforts made by mis-

sionary societies and the information obtained

by their members, Englishwomen would
never have heard of the sufferings which their

sex, under the secluded conditions of Oriental

life, and owing to tl:e want of proper medical

care, have to bear. Life in the Hindoo
zenanas, hitherto so jealously guarded, has

been seen and studied by ladies who have
devoted their lives to missionary work ; and
the veil which was drawn over the condition

of their inmates has been lifted, and piteous

tales of suffering from diseases which the

poor skill of native women is powerless to

avert have been revealed.

It is now many years since the first

efforts to remedy this state of things were
made, by giving lady missionaries to India

a medical training ; but public opinion was
not widely aroused upon the subject till

about four years ago, when the touching
message of the Maharanee of Punnah to our
Queen on behalf of her millions of suffering

sisters gave fresh impulse to a work Avhich

missionaries, as well as surgeons in the

Indian medical .service, had encouraged and
helped forward so far as was in their poAver.

It is true that, as early as 1854, European
and native pupils were received at a Madras
hospital to be trained as nurses to women
and children, but the idea of training women
doctors did not originate till 1871, when
Surgeon-General Balfour prevailed upon the
Madras Medical College to open its doors to

women ; and it required ten years to elaj^se

before the work then so quietly and unob-
trusively begun became a public question,

and entered upon the path of rapid develop-
ment.

The history of the movement is well known,
and it is not our intention to repeat the
steps by which the training of medical
women in India has been made possible

in Bombay, Calcutta, and many other im-
portant centres. Suffice it to say that

Madras, which was the first to open this

career to women, has been the last to

organize a fund for supporting medical
women; that the capital is still the most
backward in the matter; and that Bom-
bay, with its rich Parsee inhabitants, has

its grants, wliilstbeen the most liberal in

throughout the length and breadth of

India we find absolute unanimity between
the Government, the medical profession, and
the public, as regards the vital importance to

native women of an adequate supply of

trained doctors of their own sex.

The supply is not yet adequate, and it is

in the hope of increasing it that these lines

are penned. When we consider that there

are over one hundred and eighteen million

Avomen in India, the majoiity of Avhom,
OAving to the customs of their country, are

precluded from receiving medical attendance

except from one of their OAvn sex ; that there

are not at present tAventy qualified English
Avomen nor as many qualified native lady doc
tors to minister to their needs ; and that in

addition to actual practising physicians, there

is a large field for Avork in training and teach-

ing native Avomen to be skilful doctors, we
may realise how great the supply from Eng-
land alone may groAv to, Avithout exceeding
the demand. In spite of Avhat ofters pre-

sumably brilliant prospects, hoAvever, there

is no greater mistake than to suppose that

any medical Avoman, going out to India fully

qualified, Avill find work to her hand, and
fees coming in so rapidly that, in a few years,

she may realise an independent fortune and
return to England. Those Avho go out hop-

ing to set up a pri\'ate practice and succeed

at once must have their illusions destroyed.

A private practice must be Avaited for out

there and gained patiently step by step, as

it is in England, for no natives Avill entrust

their Avives and daughters to any lady, Avhat-

ever her diplomas, until she has Avon their

confidence. This she can best do by being

able to attend poor Avomen free of charge,

but this she could not afford to do unless she

had either an allowance from home or a

small income of her OAvn for the first tAvo or

three years in the country.

If the medical Avoman, hoAvever, has no

capital, but has, as an equivalent, good diplo-

mas and good introductions to leading native

gentlemen or a rajah, she may be so fortunate

as to secure an appointment in a native State

Avhere the rajah Avould pay her a settled sum
every month for attending the ladies of his

zenana. Several Anglo-Indians in various

parts of India continually speak of the many
rajahs Avho Avould Avelcome a medical AVoman

into their States, and pay them from £200
to £400 a year. There is no doubt that, for

future experience and rising in the profes-
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sion, such an appointment is the l^est to

start upon ; for although the life in the

zenana would be lonely and trying in many
ways, it would have greater advantages, in

addition to the pecuniary ones, than a pri-

vate practice, because tliere would be un-

limited opportunity for studying the diseases

peculiar to Indian women and children. Suc-

cess in this field is, at the same time, not to

be bought by good diplomas alone ; a know-
ledge of the language of the place in which a

medical woman is about to work is one of

the first steps, and an indispensable one, to

the confidence of the natives ; and beyond
this there must be sympathy for them and
the power of gaining respect and courtesy

from all classes. The language difficulty is

not very great ; it is quite possible to pick

up a good deal of Hindustani during the

voyage out, especially if Forbes' Hindustani

Grammar has been slightly studied before-

hand. A good beginning in the language

can be made here, since it is pronounced just

as it is spelt, and the way is tolerably clear

once the characters and names of the nu-

merous letters are learnt ; so that young stu-

dents may take heart, and remember that,

although it has the appearance of being one

of the most formidable languages, it is in

reality one of the easiest.

There has been a good deal written and
spoken, in both public and private, as regards

the kind of medical education necessary for

the career of a medical woman for India,

and unfortunately an impression has spread

that a somewhat meagre medical education

will suffice for the work. The training

needed is, on the contrary, most thorough

;

for the cases Avhich come imder a woman
doctor in India are generally of a compli-

cated character, and such as do not recover

spontaneously nor yield to the treatment of

the native women, demanding consequently

the fullest experience and widest medical

and surgical knowledge. Beginning with a

general knowledge of anatomy and physi-

ology, the training should include minor sur-

gery and oculist's practice (eye-diseases being

very wide-spread in India), and extend to

special diseases of women and children and
obstetrics. Obstacles to women being fully

ti'ained in all these branches no longer exist,

for a curriculum qualifying for the examina-
tions of the University of London, the Royal
University of Ireland, and other examining
bodies, is provided at the London School of

Medicine for Women in connection with the

Royal Free Hospital, and at other centres

abroad and at home.

Ladies armed with all a thorough edu-
cation could bestow have already gone forth

in small numbers, carrying with them hearty
good wishes for success in a field Avhich in

England is beset with prejudice ; but the

response to the Maharanee of Punnah's
appeal might be much larger. Her appeal

was to the Queen personally, but royal

influence in this case cannot do what the
two parties directly concerned in it can
themselves do, i.e. what the leaders of native

society in India on the one hand and medical
women on the other can do and are doing.

Since Sir Salar Jung expressed his opinion

as to the benefit English medical women
would be to India, and said that teachers as

well as practitioners might settle in the chief

towns, and that in the rural districts a class

of ordinary female practitioners, not of the

stamp of teachers, would be very acceptable

to the vast native populations, saying at the

same time that, although it would be impos-
sible to give any estimate of the required

numbers, two hundred and fifty teachers as

well as one thousand practitioners would,
without doubt, obtain an honour-able profes-

sional maintenance, a great deal has been
done, both in founding scholarships for stu-

dents here and in India, and in throwing
open hospital and other appointments to

qualified women. There is a large Women's
Hospital at Bombay, the Caste Hospital at

Madras may soon be a fait accompli, and quite

recently the Maharanee Surnomoyee of Cas-

sinbazar has offered £15,000 to found a hall

of residence for native women students in

Calcutta, for which Lady Duff'erin has laid

the foundation-stone, and further sums have
been promised towards the salary of an Eng-
lish lady doctor to superintend it.

In addition, an association to aid the estab-

lishment of medical women, throughout the

length and breadth of India, has been started

during the past summer under Lady Duff"erin's

auspices, and has already received substantial

support from vast numbers of native gentle-

men.
Thus the two primary difficulties to the

success of the movement have been swept
away. Sufficient, if not large incomes, are

guaranteed to medical women in many parts

of India by native gentlemen, who wish to

have female medical attendants for their

wives and families, and women have been
placed upon an equal footing with men as

regards dispensing medicines and qualifying

for degrees. The question is not one of

sending out women from this country alone

;

it embraces the larger one of utilising the
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native element, but it is in regard to the

prospects and training of Englishwomen that

we at home are most concerned.

Although, as we ha^e said, the work is

originally the result of the labours of mis-

sionaries, the most marked feature of its

progress has been the divorce of medical

from missionary work, as it formerly existed.

The zenana missions have met with a good
deal of opposition in some native circles, be-

cause the Hindoos have a suspicion that

women make their medical knowledge and
advice secondary to their hopes of converting

the inmates to Christianity. Medical mis-

sionaries had thus to encounter grave diffi-

culties, and they had not always the tact or

good fortune to come well out of them.
Now, however, the prospects both of conver-

sion and healing are brighter, and both have
entered upon a new and higher phase. A
good physician, who is nothing more, is more
valuable for special purposes than a good
missionary who is also a bad physician ; and
it certainly commends neither Christianity

nor European methods of medicine to Hindoo
ladies to send them missionaries in the dis-

guise of indifferent doctors. The plan of

combining the work had, no doubt, many
merits in a bygone day ; but the fact that

several native ladies have inquired very criti-

cally as to the diplomas or credentials of

medical missionaries specially provided for

their benefit, shoAvs that both missionaries

and medical women will have more chance
of success if they are avowedly one or

the other alone. A qualified or unquali-

fied medical missionary has to-day to en-

counter a great amount of distrust, Avhile

the thoroughly trained and unsectarian

Avoman-doctor is welcomed for the profes-

sional work she undertakes to perform. They

are not missionaries first and doctors after-

Avards, and hence missionaries in the future

need not be burdened Avith a secondary pro-

fession, except in so far as a slight knoAv-

ledge of medicine is a necessity for all ti'avel-

lers in out-of-the-Avay districts.

There are several people, doubtless, Avho

Avill regard the separation of the medical
and missionary Avork Avith dismay, and Avho,

in the uncertainties of the transition state

Avhich zenana Avork in India is noAv going
through, Avill find facts to substantiate their

behef that the old combination is the best,

and that Avith the separation of medical from
missionary Avork, missionary Avork per se will

be all the liarder, even if it eventually suc-

ceeds in a country AA-here caste holds such
sAvay, unless some subsidiary motiA'e can be
found for penetrating into Indian home life.

To such as these Ave Avould ansAver, " Is there

not in India a large enough field for the

Avoman-doctor and for the missionary 1 is

not the successful introduction of European
methods of treatment one step in dispersing

Hindoo darkness and superstition 1 and is not

the uplifting of native women to minister to

the needs of their OAvn sex—to relieve suf-

ferings on the one hand, and enable some of

the twenty millions of young Hindoo AvidoAVs,

not to speak of the unmarried Avomen, on
the other, to earn an independent position

—

one of the surest means of couA^erting the

nation at large to European customs soci-

ally, and as time goes on, to the religion

Avhich has so powerfully influenced the deve-

lopment of our OAvn and other Western
nations 1

Time alone can prove that this Avill be so,

but meantime those Avho are acquainted Avith

Indian life and thought do not despair that

it Avill be as predicted. E. M. beal.

TEAYELLEES' SNAKE STOEIES.

By FREDEHICK WHYMPER.

I.

Ij^ROM the very earliest days of man's

history, the serpent has been his enemy,

and has been regarded as the typical Spirit of

Evil. It has entered into the mythology of all

nations, and by many has been Avorshipped in

aAve and fear. Snake adoration is still common
among the aborigines of America, North and

South, Avhile travellers tell us of the remains

of gigantic serpent-idols found in JNIexico.

The ancients Avere intimately acquainted

Avith many forms of the serpent, and there

are Avell-recorded cases Avhich Avould seem to

indicate—after alloAving for exaggeration

—

that it Avas sometimes found of a larger groAvth

than it ever is in these days. Passing ovei

Aristotle's Lybian serpents, one of AvhichAvag

strong enough to upset a great galley, one

can hardly help recurring to that great snake

Avhich so alarmed the Romans under Regulus,

mention of A\diic]i is made by more than half-
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a-dozen classical writers. Sinbad's examples

in the Valley of Diamonds and elsewhere, the

scales of one of which " made a rustling as

he wound himself along," and which swal-

lowed two of his companions, were really no-

where by comparison.

Let us, very briefly, examine the structure

of these reptiles themselves, before alluding

to their tortuous and wicked ways. Indeed

some little knowledge on the former subject

is absolutely necessary in order to understand

the latter.*

The ors:ans of locomotion for snakes in

general are the ribs, the number of which is

considerable. Although their motions are

usually quick, all of them are explained by
the following simple process : when a part of

their body has found some projection of the

ground which affords it a point of support,

the ribs of one and the other side alternately

are drawn more closely together, thereby

producing alternate bends of the body on

the corresponding side. The hinder part of

the body being drawn after, some part of it

finds another support on the rough ground

;

and the anterior bends being stretched in a

straight line, the front part of the body is

propelled in consequence.

f

Generally the snakes' teeth are long, thin,

and pointed like a needle, and more or less

bent backwards. At the time a poison-snake

opens its mouth to bite, special muscles com-

press a gland and force its contents into the

channel of the venom-tooth, whence it is in-

jected into the Avound. This apparatus is

used not merely for defence, but for over-

powering their prey, which is always killed

before they commence to swallow it. They
do not possess organs for tearing it to pieces,

or even for ordinary mastication, and their

prey is therefore swallowed entire ; in conse-

quence of the great width of the mouth, and
elasticity or extensibility of the skin, gullet,

and stomach, they are enaliled to swallow

animals whose girth exceeds their own. J In

* The reader desirous of pursuinpr the subject scientifically,

more especially with reg'ard to India, the country par excel-

lence of reptiles, should peruse Sir Joseph Fayrer's great
work on " The Thanatophidia of India," and Dr. Giinther's
valuable monograph, " The Reptiles of British India," the
latter of which was issued by the Eay Society. Both have
been consulted in the preparation of this chapter.

+ Dr. Hutchinson (a correspondent of Nature, Oct. 2, 1S79)
believes that snakes use their abdominal scales, and that a
vacuum is produced beneath them, as in the foot of the lizard,

enablina- them to go over or up smooth surfaces. 1 ..'.is is an
important point, ignored by the older writers, and if correct,
explains the manner in which snakes have reached po.sitions,

to gain which they must have climbed smooth walls and other
siu'faces.

t Snakes, however, have been known to miscalculate the
stretching powers of their own stomachs ! Actual examples
of such greedy creatvires " come to grief" are to be seen in
the Museum of the Koyal College of Surgeons ; among the
rest is a snake with a toad projecting through a hole worked
in. its belly.

the cases of the boa and python the jaw-

bones are not closely knit together as in the

mammalia, but are merely connected by
ligaments which can be stretched at pleasure.

The lower jaw is not directly united to the

upper one, but is hung to a long bone on
which it is movable ; this again is only at-

tached to the skull by ligaments, susceptible

of almost any amount of stretching. One
effect of all these arrangements of nature is

that it can move one-half the jaw independ-

ently of the other, and keep a firm hold of

its victim, while gradually swallowing it.

The mouth, too, can be opened transversely,

as well as vertically.

Serpents may be divided into two great

classes—those which kill by muscular pres-

sure and those Avhich poison. Of the first,

the boa and its congeners, the python (In-

dian boa) and anaconda, the great water

serpent of South America, are the most
formidable. Thirty feet, or very little over,

seems to be the maximum length to which
the first and second attain ; tlie last has

been known to grow to forty feet in length.

It is just to add that serpents of these

dimensions are excessively rare. And,
further, it may be stated in general terms

that the instances where they have attacked

man are comparatively rare also.

The great python of the Sunda Isles has

been known to kill, though it could hardly

swallow, a buffalo. The exploit of one of

these reptiles furnished a subject very popu-

lar among the illustrators of books on natural

history early in the present century. The
story goes that a Malay prow had anchored

for the niaiht under the island of Celebes.

One of the crew went on shore to search for

betel-nuts, and is supposed to have fallen

asleep on the beach when he emerged from
the forest. In the dead of night his com-

panions aboard the prow were roused by
heartrending screams. They immediately

went ashore, but arrived too late. The
cries had ceased ; the unfortunate man was
found crushed to death in the folds of an

enormous j^ython, which had wound itself

round his head, neck, breast, and thighs.

They had, however, the satisfaction of kill-

ing it, Avhich was more than some natives

Avill dare to attempt. Though a boa, when
gorged with food, may be killed with com-

parative ease, we are told that the South
Africans seldom avail themselves of the op-

portunity, for they believe that it has a

great influence over their destinies, and
" that no person has ever been known to

maltreat it without, sooner or later, paying
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for his audacity." * Not so the Boers, how-
ever, as we shall see by an example furnished

by Andersson.f
Two Boers had found a bees' nest among

rocks, and a hole by which it could be

reached. One of them crawled in, though
dissuaded by his companion, who feared

that it might prove the retreat of a serpent.

He had not crept far when he stopped sud-

denly, horror-stricken ; right in face of him
Avas an ondara (a boa-constrictor) advancing

towards him Avith glaring eyes. The poor

Boer squeezed himself against the rocky

walls of the hole in an agony of fear, holding

his breath. The brute, glaring through the

darkness, passed him, but cpiickly turned

round, thrust his fangs into liis body, and

crushed him to death. His companion at

first fled, but having recovered his courage,

returned, and watching the hole till he saw
the ondara leave, crept into its narrowest
part. After several hours of dreadful sus-

pense, the entrance to the hole Avas dark-

ened ; the great serpent had returned. Out-
stretching his hand into the gloom, he
watched for the ondara's head, grasped its

neck Avith the strength of a desperate man,
and dashed it again and again from side to

side of the rocky caA'e, until its struggles

ceased, and it Avas an unrecognisable mass of

gore.

There is evidently great danger in seek-

ing refuge in caverns Avhere serpents abound.
M. de la Gironiere tells us of a native

in the Philippines, J who, haAang committed
some heinous offence, ran aAvay from the
settlements and took refuge in a caA^e. His
father, Avho alone knew the place of his

concealment, A-isited him occasionally to

supi^Iy him Avith food. " One day he found,
in place of his boy, an enormous boa sleeping.

He killed it, and found his son in its stomach.
The poor Avretcli had been surprised in the

night, crushed to death and SAvalloAved." The
same writer believes that the boa takes
centuries to attain its largest size, Avhich is

probably an exaggerated A'ieAV of the case.

These full-sized boas are only met in the
gloomiest and most remote recesses of

forests.

* Dr. Andrew Smith, "Illustrations of South Africa."
t " Lake N'g-ami," &c.

t " Twenty Tears in the Philippines."

M. de la Gironiere also tells us that on
seA'eral occasions Avhen passing through the

AA'oods Avith his Indian serA'ants, he heard the

piercing cries of Avild boars Avhich had become
the A"ictims of the boas. The serpent Avould

be found hanging * from a branch and gradu-

ally hoisting its miAvieldy prey. AVhen the

Avild boar had been lifted to a certain height,

struggling heljilessly Avith its assailant, the

latter Avould press it against the tree,

crushing its life out of it. Then the boa
Avould let its victim fall, itself descend the

tree, and prepare to comfortably enjoy its

meal. " This last operation Avas," says the

* The boas suspend themselves by the tail, and not by the
front part of the body, as often erroneously repiesented in
pictures. Xatare has provided them with two spine-like
hooks, situattd one on each side of the vent, which are
attached to the skeleton by several intermediate bones, and
vrhich assist them to tirmly grip their hold.
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narrator, "much too lengthy to await its end.

To simplify matters, I sent a ball into the

boa's head." Then the Indians would dry

and eat the flesh, using the skin to make
dagger sheaths.

A Dutch friend of Waterton, one of whose

own exploits will be hereafter mentioned,

killed a boa, tAventy-two feet long, with a

pair of stag's horns sticking out of its mouth.

It had gradually swallowed the stag, but

the horns being much too large for its capa-

city, was waiting in patience till its stomach

digested the body, Avhen the antlers would

have dropped out. In this ridiculous plight

it came to grief, a quick shot settling the

business.

Charles Waterton, whose " Wanderings in

South America " is one of the classics of

natural history, once succeeded, though with

great difficulty, in capturing in a forest

of Guiana, a great Coulacanara, a serpent

of the constrictor class, alive. Having

obtained some information in regard to

its haunts, he and his party proceeded

through the forest in absolute silence, with-

out moving their arms or heads, in order

to prevent the slightest alarm on the part of

the snake, Avhich might otherwise have slunk

off, or attacked them. Waterton carried a

lance, poised perpendicularly, with the point

about a foot from the ground. The snake

was at length surprised in its lair, struck

with the lance just behind the neck, and
pinned to the ground. That moment the

negro next to him seized the lance and held

it firmly in its place, while Waterton dashed

foremost into the den to grapple with the

snake and to get hold of its tail before it

could do any mischief. It gave a tremendous

hiss, frightening a little dog which had ac-

companied them almost out of its Avits. They
had a sharp fray in the den, the rotten sticks

flying on all sides, each party struggling for

superiority. Waterton next called upon the

second negro to throw himself bodily on him,

as he found that he was not heavy enough,

and the additional weight was of great

service. " I had," says he, " uoav got firm

hold of his tail ; and after a violent struggle

or two he gave in, finding himself over-

poAvei'ed. This Avas the moment to secure

him. So while the first negro continued to

hold the lance firm to the ground, and the

other was helping me, I contrived to unloose

my braces, and AA'itli these tied up the

snake's mouth." The snake noAV again at-

tempted resistance, but they contrived to

make it tAvist round the shaft of the lance,

and then started in a procession of triumph

out of the forest. Waterton stood at its

head and held it tightly under his arm ; one
negro supported the belly, and the other the
tail. They had to stop and rest some ten

times on account of its Aveight, the brute

often making a vain struggle for freedom. It

Avas kept in a strong bag till the folloAving

day, Avhen it was kept down by main force

until it Avas killed. This Avas a Coulacanara
of fourteen feet in length, and as thick as a

common boa of tAventy-four feet. After

skinning it, Waterton found that he could

easily get his head into its mouth.
ToAvards the -end of 1882, several English

ncAvspapers reprinted, from a journal pub-

lished in Singapore, the account of a fight

betAveen a man and a python, AAdiich Avould

indicate that the Guy Livingstone type of

muscular heroes is not extinct among Euro-
peans in that settlement. One day, ucaa^s

Avas brought to the curator of the museum
that a great python, which was on exhibition

there, had escaped from its box, and AA^as

careering about the building, no doubt
thoroughljr enjoying the flight of the atten-

dants and visitors. The brute Avas no less than

tAA'enty-two feet long. At that moment the

curator happened to have a bottle of carbolic

acid in his hand. " It was a most exciting.

tussle Avhcn they came together, and for a
iew seconds the shivering native spectators

could not make out Avhich Avas snake and
Avhich AA'as man." The guardian of the

museum's treasures had secured a firm grip

of the python's throat, but on the other

hand the serpent had coiled its crushing

folds around his legs. Had it been a ques-

tion of strength merely, the boa must have

Avon the day ; the curator would soon have
been only fit to make a stufled mummy in

his OAvn museum. But after a struggle or

tAVO more, he managed cleverly to decant the

bottle of carbolic acid doAvn the reptile's

throat—the grip on Avhich he had never

relaxed. The boa had evidently been un-

accustomed to the drink—nay, it evidently

disagreed Avith him. The coils loosened from

the curator's limbs, a couA'ulsive shiver Avent

through the entire tAventy-tAvo feet of snake,

and in a fcAv minutes the great python Avas

dead ! After Avhich, it is to be hoped that

the spectators gratefully brought their de-

liverer something reviving, for AA^restling AA'ith

a python in the tropics must be decidedly

Avarm Avork.

The boa has not merely ofttimes been

mastered by man, ]fat by much inferior

beings. An officer stationed at Kalladgce,

in India, Avas once climbing a rocky liill,
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when he, und a natiA-e vrho accompanied him,

"witnessed the following episode. A poor

monkey was being slowly enwrapped in the

voluminous folds of an enormous boa, its

bones breaking like pipe-stems by the pres-

sure. Gradually the reptile unwound itself,

leaving a crushed, unrecognisable mass.

The numerous monkeys on the rock Avere in

the greatest state of excitement, running

Avildly about, gesticulating, chattering, and
moaning, though, of course, powerless to

help their comrade. AVhile the snake was
commencing its gorge, and before its body
began to fill and swell, the officer and native

went in quest of a stout cudgel and a sharp

knife, expecting to make it an easy prey as

soon as it should be filled to repletion.

When they returned to the scene of stiife,

the boa lay thoroughly gorged, beneath a

projecting mass of clift", looking more like a

log than anything more lively. On the sum-
mit above, a troop of monkeys was assembled,

and three or four of the largest and strongest

were occupied in displacing a massive frag-

ment of rock, already loosened by the rains

from the main ledge. By enormous exer-

tion—made, too, with a silence quite unusual

to monkeys—they at length succeeded in

pushing the rock until it trembled just over

the boa's head ; then, uttering a yell of

triumph, they dropped it over the miniature

precipice. It struck the boa on the head.

mashing it to a jelly. As its great tail

lashed about inefTectually in its last struggle,

there was a general chorus of exultation—man
joining his near relatiA^e, if we believe some

of our instructors—over this well-accom-

plished act of vengeance.

THEOUGH A DAEK YALLEY.
3V cStorii of tlic §\.incricitn Cibil 5Har.

By FEANCES GORDON.

CHAPTER IX.

"T^AY broke, and found us breathing freely
-*-^ after a night of torturing anxiety.

Poor little Dick, Avho had been strangely

heavy during the previous four-and-tAventy

hours, had toAvards midnight fallen into a

stupor most alarming to those accjuainted

Avith the perils of teetliing during the warm
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summer months. It was some little time

before Doris, in her inexperience, could

realise that he was not in a natural sleep.

We worked hard, and finally succeeded

in rousing him from the state of coma which,

unless interrupted, must end in death. For-

tunatel}^, I was not without experience of

such cases, and though the remedies at hand
were miserably inadequate, we contriA'ed be-

tween us to restore the child to a semblance
of life.

Necessity compelled us to start when the

waggon should come for us. We had no
means of sending a message to Wilmer,
begging for delay, and every hour that de-

tained Abner from his duty was to be

deplored. Happily, the morning was, for a

wonder, cloudy, and the waggon did not

arrive until nine o'clock. By that hour little

Dick, though languid and weak, Avas out of

all immediate danger, and his mother's chief

thought was to get him home as soon as

possible. I refrained from adding another

straw to her burden by reminding her that
' home ' lay right in the line of Burnside's

late march from North Carolina, and that it

was only too probable that it might by this

time be devastated almost beyond recog-

nition.

We had reached the foot of the hill, and
were well on our way across the low ground
whereon Longstreet's command had broken
camp but two hours before, when old Judy
insisted on stopping the waggon and turning

us all out, with a view to making some altera-

tions in the interior of the vehicle. I took
little Dick and walked on slowly with him.

About fifty yards ahead several mounted
ofl&cers were yet lingering, and as I approached
two detached themselves from the group and
came riding at a foot's pace in my direction,

talking earnestly all the time. The firm,

grave tones of one of them were borne
towards me through the quiet morning air.

' Yes ; all that is very sad, and might be
a cause of self-reproach, but that we are con-

scious that we have humbly tried to do our
duty.'

There was a pause, and then the same
speaker continued slowly and thoughtfully—

'There is a true glory and a true honour :

the glory of duty done—the honour of the

integrity of principle.'

I looked up quickly. I did not recognise

the voice, yet surely there was but one man
who could speak as this one did ! His face

was turned the otl^er way, and he and his

companion were now both silent.

At that moment Doris joined me, and.

touching me on the shoulder, called my
attention to the child, who had suddenly
grown heavy in my arms. A glance sufficed

to shov/ the cruel truth—the blue tinge was
once more around the lips and half-closed

eyes, and the struggle for life was to begin
afresh.

' Oh ! for a few drops of whisky !
' I

ci'ied. ' Oh, Doris, that is what he needs !

'

' What is the trouble, madam ?
' said a

voice close beside me.

I raised my eyes. Yes, there could be no
mistake. It Avas General Lee himself, the

'Father of his People.'

I am no Southerner—not even an Ameri-
can—yet I gazed on that noble countenance
with feelings akin to veneration.

He had his military cap in his hand, and
his head was bowed towards us. A glimpse

of the ligid little face upon my knee seemed
to give him the answer he required, for he
did not wait for mine.

'So, Traveller!' he exclaimed, addressing

the charger now become historic—the same
who eight years later followed his master to

his last resting-place, far away at Lexington.
' Steady, boy ! steady !

'

He was on the ground in an instant, and
throwing the rein around the saddle, bent

over little Dick. Then he turned and spoke
in an undertone to the other officer, who at

once produced a tiny flask of whisky. I

never shall forget how he hung over the

child, and watched while we mixed a small

cjuantity of the liquor with some of the milk

sent by Wilmer that morning. I had often

heard of the great General's love for children,

but the tender interest depicted in his face

defies all description. With a mind weighted
with the cares of a nation he was yet able to

turn out of his path, and lose much of his

precious time, for the sake of one little

stranger child ! He did not stir till the

dreadful blueness had forsaken the baby
face, and the small limbs were again warm
and flexible. Then he stood erect, and as he

cast on Doris one penetrating yet compas-

sionate glance our identity seemed for the

first time to dawn upon him.
' Mrs. Madison, I presume ?

' he said,

lifting his cap once more. And then turning

to me, ' And Mrs. Gordon also ?
' He added

a few words of sympathy and encouragement
and concluded by saying, 'The Major has,

I perceive, done his utmost for your comfort

in these melancholy circumstances. Would
that it were in my power to assist you
further, but I have no douljt that you can

guess how I am placed. I have a hard ride
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in prosp3ct in order to come up with the

advance columns before night/

We expressed ourselves in terms of

grateful respect ; he smiled on us gently and

pityingly, spoke again to little Dick in the

manner of one well used to children, and

then mounted and rode away with his com-

panion at a rapid gait.

We regained the waggon, and pursued

our course in the contrary direction—very

silent, for we had much to occupy our minds

as we went bumping over those wretched

Virginia roads throughout the weary day.

What must poor Doris have felt as, soul and
body alike fainting, she clasped her dying

child to her bosom, her husband's harsh

words still ringing in her ears 1 Her dying

child. Yes, it had indeed come to that. I

do not know when the truth had first flashed

on her in all its relentlessness—probably be-

fore it had on me—so quick is love to read

the worst, so eager to conceal its knowledge.

I am not going to harrow you with a

description of little Dick's death. Sufiice it

to say that ere that clay closed we knew
that we could go no farther; at all hazards

we must wait Avhere we were for the end.

So we encamped on the edge of a strip of

bottom-land, beside a running creek, and
surrounded by woods. Here was plenty of

grazing for the mules, and for ourselves we
had provisions such as in those times of dearth

were considered ample. It was the last of

August, and all unknown to us the ' Second
Manassas ' was l:)eing fought.

Abner unhitched his mules and took them
down stream to water. On his return he called

me apart and informed me that he had just

fallen in with a detachment of recruits hasten-

ing to the front, in which was a coloured

boy belonging to the Mitchell plantation.
' He's carryin' de grey colt to Marse,'

Abner said ;
' look'ee hyar. Miss France,

don't you reckon dat. I'd best go on wid de
colt and leave dat boy to fool aroun' hyar ?

'

The suggestion was a good one, and I

hastened to impart it to Doris. For a minute
she appeared quite scared, and only cried,

' But he must not tell him, cousin ; he must
not tell him !

'

It was but momentarily that I was per-

plexed and wondered what she meant

;

directly I caught her meaning I felt the use-

lessness of argument, entirel}^ though I

differed from her. Indeed, I had not the

heart to contradict her, just now. Appa-
rcntlj^ her only comfort lay in sparing her
husband additional distress. What message
I might have sent to Wilmer had I been

allowed to communicate with Abner again is

not worth recording, for I saw him no more.

Doris pushed me gently on one side, and
went away herself to speak with him. When
she came back she told me that Abner was
gone and that Jem Davis had taken his

place.

Hourly we thanked God that we had no
pain to witness, but only a quiet and gradual

failure of the springs of life. Had little

Dick suffered what would have become of

Doris, already well-nigh heart-broken 1 It is

hard enough to witness the mere fading of

the flower, but how do mothers bear the

sight of a little child in pain which they are

powerless to relieve ? They bear it somehow,
I suppose, like as we survive many an hour
of torture, which before we said we never
could endure. . . . But in recalling those

sad days I must not omit to mention what
happened therein. One evening Curtis Monk-
ton emerged from the wood. What amount
of astonishment Doris experienced I know
not. I think she was beyond any feeling of

the sort. At all events she manifested none.

What was it to her who went and came
while the sole joy of her existence was slowly

passing from her 1 She did not even seem
to recollect that Curtis was, indirectly, the

cause of much of her trouble ; and when he
came, and kneeling beside her, drew from his

pouch his travelling medicine case, she

accepted him simply in his capacity of doctor,

just as in great crises we do accept the un-

expected, without questioning oreven wonder.
For awhile his remedies took effect, and had
we had any buoyancy left in us we might
have hoped again.

I could not bring myself to remonstrate

with Curtis on his reappearance, convinced

though I now was that he had been following

us ever since we left the James. How could

I find fault Avith him Avhen I saw how Doris

tui'ned to him in her need, and hung on his

every word, as he came daily backwards and
forwards, and strove—in vain—to save her

boy?
And during those few days we learned to

look u^jon that spot beneath the trees as

consecrated ground. A solemn sweetness was
on the baby-lips and brow, and already ho

seemed to belong to us no longer. For a

heavenly presence brooded over him, and to

us the whiteness of his countenance was but
the reflection of snowy wings spread wide for

flight.

It Avas as if we stood before some sanc-

tuary, our best beloved passing in—we left

without.
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He needed us no longer.
* * * * -x-

It was Curtis Avho lifted Doris on the

horse he had by some means contrived to

procure for her, in order that she might he
spared the long-drawn agony of the ride in

the waggon beside the still little form for

Avhom all her cares had been in vain. Then
the young man turned his steps the other

way, for even he dared not risk a further

advance.

Pale and calm Doris rode on through the

grey and gloomy morning, the whole sky
dark with clouds gathering for the early

September rains. At mid-day we halted near

a railroad depot, and thinking it possible that

Wilmer might have been able to send some
letter or message down the line to the place

where he knew we should inquire for one, I

sent Jem to see. AVe had heard that the

track had been repaired during our delay in

the woods, and when Jem returned he handed
Doris a sealed letter, which, he said, had
come partly by mail and jjartly by private

messenger, with directions to he forwarded
to the Mitchell plantation unless called for

before a certain date.

We had resumed our melancholy journey
before Doris read her letter. When she had
done so I had no longer cause to be alarmed
by her unnatural calmness.

I can see that picture now ; the red and
dusty road, the monotonous woods—relieved

here and there by some dog-wood tree or

bunch of golden-rod, splashes of crimson and
amber upon the dull leafage of September

—

the leaden sky which seemed to crush out
life and hope and courage—and riding beside

a waggon a frail woman's form, shaken with
grief, the reins hanging idle on her horse's

neck, weeping as I had never seen her weep
before.

I could bear it no longer — every sob
pierced my heart.

I checked the waggon and sprang out, and
Aunt Judy, moved to pity, helped me to take

her from the saddle. And then I sat down
on the ground and, pillowing her head on my
bosom, strove to hush those heartrending

sounds
'Do not tell him, cousin,' she said, her

breath coming in quick gasps. ' Do not tell

him. He has enough already—let him
believe that he has something to live for yet

—that he has not lost everything.'

I groaned in spirit, but I promised—at

least for a time. What would I not do to

give her ease ?

There was no need for me to peruse the

letter ; I could guess only too well what were
its contents. But as Doris grew quieter she
told me in broken sentences that immediately
after leaving us, Abner and his comrades had
come upon Curtis Monkton, and that they
had made a futile attempt to capture him.
This piece of information had of course been
imparted to Wilmer, and his letter to Doris
Avas the result of his knowledge that Monk-
ton was close to us when we did not even
know it ourselves.

When at length we began to draw near
the Mitchell plantation, such a terror pos-

sessed me lest Doris's home should have
shared the fate of others that we had passed

upon the road, that I hardly dared to look

up. But it was safe and almost untouched
—desolate, truly, the flower borders run to

weed, the fences broken, the lawns brown
with dust, yet home nevertheless. Before

our departure we had buried, or otherwise

concealed, as many of the valuables as we
could, but much had been unavoidably left

to become the prey of the spoiler. We con-

cluded that the house had been spared omng
to the fact that it lay just oft' the line of

march.

A cold rain, such as we often have be-

tween the August and September heats, was
sweeping across the upland slope and scat-

tering the summer-dried leaves from the

trees, as we laid our little Dick beside his

grandfather in the family burial-ground.

The sad procession consisted solely of a few
Avomen and old men, Avhite and coloured.

The demonstrative Southern nature found
vent in tears and expressions of sympathy,
both of Avhich, I am convinced, cut Doris,

the real sufferer, to the quick. But she

made no sign. Hers was a grief too deep

for words or tears ; and as the weeks
rolled on and not a Avord came from Wilmer,

and Ave scarce kneAv if he were alive or dead,

I sometimes Avondered, as I Avatched her

fade, AA'hcther indeed Doris would break her

heart and die. The incapacity for expres-

sion makes a torture of its OAvn ; and I Avas

aAvare that so long as she could endure, it

Avould be in silence. I also kncAv that it

Avould be impossible for her to hold out for

any great length of time ; for, alas ! my
little Doris Avas too delicate a plant for such

rough usage.

Well for those whose troubles can floAV

out in a stream of spoken words. Well for

them indeed ! Their feet Avill never advance

far beyond the brink of that ' sea of sorroAv

'

Avhicli encompasses us all—much less sound

its depths.
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Li those daj'S several of lier friends came
to Doris, drawn by her exceeding gentle-

ness, and poured forth their lesser woes,

loudly envying her 'self-control' and
' calmer nature ; ' or disjilayed their living

children to her, apparently without a back-

ward thought to the little mound upon the

lonely hill, or a suspicion of what that calm-

ness hid. To cheerfulness she could not

attain—that was more than could be ex-

pected of so fragile a creature; and the

assumed air of composure, worn as a mask
to hide the inner life, could not deceive one

who, like myself, was well versed in all the

grades of suffering.

We take a wild flower from its natural

home, we set it in our garden, we accustom

it to care and tenderness, we develop in it

possibiKties such as before it never dreamed
that it possessed ; then, when its whole
being is awakened to its uses, we pluck it up
and cast it out, saying, ' Away ! we have no
further need of you.'

Thus Doris, with every instinct of tender-

ness called into activity, merely, as it seemed,

to have them thrust back on self, consumed
her heart in silence.

You may think I grow morbid in recall-

ing this portion of the past; but is it sur-

prising that faith and courage should some-

times have failed me, and that even now,
W'hen all is over, I vividly remember an
anguish which no future happiness can alto-

gether wipe out ?

"

CHAPTER X.

"Septejeber passed, and October was
follo'wing fast, and still we heard nothing of

Wilmer. The times were becoming harder
and harder, and Doris appeared to be
dwindling away. The war news that came
to us was not always correct, but we knew
that the fearful slaughter still went on, and
that day by day some home was made newly
desolate. Each night the sun went down in

a blood-red sky ; and daily, on the distant

mountains and on the nearer liills, fresh

fires sjDrang into being beneath the glowing
finger of the waning year. And on one
little grave the red and yellow leaves fell

softl}', as they might even then be falling on
the mounded earth above the heaps of slain

on some far-off battle-field. But of this we
spoke not.

One October twilight we sat together on
the porch. The vacant house lay behind us,

voiceful of the past. Did Doris remember
how often we had sat, just so, before ? Just
so, and yet how greatly changed. . . . Here

little Dick had toddled ; there "Wilmer had
leaned and looked into her eyes Did
she remember? .... Say, rather, do Ave

ever forget ?

hghtDoris soon went into the house to

the lamp, for she seldom dared to sit idle

now, poor child. A few minutes later my
ear caught the click of a gate, and then the

rapid beating of a horse's hoofs upon the

drive. Even thus had Wilmer returned to

us more than eighteen months before. Could
it be he now 1

I went half-way down the steps and
listened intently. Nearer and nearer came
the horse. No, it was not ' Colonel '—of

that I was very sure. Yet it might be his

master. So wrought up was I that to my
OAvn surprise I

'

the twilight,

' Wilmer,
last?'

There was no reply, but the horseman
drew up at the foot of the steps and sprang

found myself calling through

Wilmer, have you come at

to the srround. A door banged at the back
of the house, and Doris crossed the hall, un-
conscious of the new-comer, and carrying a
lamp whose transient gleam fell on a face I

knew only too well.

' Oh, Curtis
!

' I exclaimed, a world of

reproach and disappointment in my voice.

'Do not be vexed, Mrs. Gordon,' was the

hurried answer ;
' indeed I mean well by this

visit. I have ridden fast in order to warn
you of the approach of McClellan's army, sur-

mising that although you might have heard
rumours of its march in this direction you
might not know it was so close. In the best

of armies there must be a lawless scum, and
one of my objects in visiting you to-night is

to assist you in concealing any property of

value. That has been already done, you say,

but I also wished to assure yon that any
influence in my power—and, believe me, I

have some—shall be used to avert annoyance
from you.'

My tones of reproach changed to grati-

tude, and I proceeded to walk with him
to a remote corner of the grove, where we
hitched his horse. Then, calculating that at

this hoiir the negroes would be in the

quarters, we went together to the empty
stables. There we contrived to scrape to-

gether sufficient food for his horse from the

feed-room, and drawing a bucket of Avater

from the well, sought the groA^e again.

I felt that I could not iuAate Curtis to rest

beneath our roof. Benefactor though he Avas

he must be turned from the door—the first

person Avho had ever been denied a night's
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lodging at the old Mitchell homestead. Hap-
pily he rescued me from an awkward position

by observing that he could only stay long

enough to feed his horse, and must then fall

back on the advance columns.

I had thought Doris sadly changed, but
never realised how much until I and my com-
panion entered the parlour together and he

Avent forward to take her hand. Then I read

it all in his face.

Doris seemed hardly able now to bear the

sight of even her faithful old Judy, and at

dark all the coloured folks were dismissed to

the quarters—a step wholly unprecedented

in those days. It was as if she would banish

everything, change all habits, which should

serve to make the new life a mere mockery
of the old. But to-night before going Aunt
Judy had started a bright chip-fire upon the

hearth, for the evenings were growing cool.

I went out immediately to find some refresh-

ment for our guest, while Doris sat and talked

with him.'

When he rose to go it was I who accom-

panied him with a lantern to the place where
we had left his horse.

' Rely on me to do my utmost to save you
from intrusion, Mrs. Gordon,' he said as we
separated ; ' I have, mor-eover, good hopes

that Ave shall encamp a little to the north-

ward, in Avhich case my intercession Avill not

be needful. Longstreet's division is on the

march from the Valley, and there Avill pro-

bably be some sharp skirmishing around here

shortly ; but it will not be apt to interfere

Avith you, and so long as I am able I shall

remain close at hand. Once more—rely on
me!'

Longstreet's division ! To this Wilmer
was in all likelihood attached !

When Curtis rode away he left me still

debating Avithin myself as to Avhat I should

do. Could I but send a message to Wilmer,
telling him of his child's death and of his

Avife's precarious state of health ! Doris

Avould absolve me from my promise, and if

she declined to do so surely I should be justi-

fied in absolving myself 1 HoAvever, further

cogitation merely served to assure me of the

uselessness of quarrelling Avith my conscience,

at present at all events. As I could do no-

thing, Avhat I tvmld do Avas of no manner of

consequence.

Doris was greatly excited by the news that

could not be kept from her—namely, that

Longstreet'scommand was up from the valley,

though separated from us by the opposing
army. The folloAving day was one of those

chill and gloomy ones such as, in Virginia,

are the almost iuA-ariable forerunners of pro-

longed rain, and night found us very glad of

our first real log fire, and prepared to delude
ourseh^es Avith the idea that Ave should have
no more AA^arm Aveather. We had retired

early to one of the upper chambers, and a

Avet north-easter AA^as even then beginnins; to

drive against the closed blinds. The old-

fashioned wooden cradle, against Avhose re-

moval Doris had tacitly protested, still stood

in the cosiest nook beside the hearth, its back
turned to the door ; and on the outside of the
bed lay Doris herself, tossing and sometimes
murmuring in uneasy slumber. The solemn
stillness of the big house can only be imagined
by those Avho have sat much alone, at night,

in somcAvhat bare and lofty rooms. The
gusts sAvept along the wide halls above and
beloAV ; and someAvhere a loose blind Avas

banging, A\ath a homeless, miserable sound.

I felt too Aveary even to go and seek it out

and fasten it, and coAvered over the fire, op-

pressed Avith sombre thoughts.

Did I dream it, or Avere those footfalls in

the ghostly house ? Whether they Avere or

not I scarcely seemed to care, so Ioav had I

fallen in a despondency Avhich was perhaps

as much physical as mental. What could

happen to make our present Avretchedness

greater, I thought? So we think, so Ave say,

little recking that the dark hours Ave have
deemed Avell-nigh insupportable can become
darker yet.

HoAvever, I rose from my chair, and in-

stinctively placed myself betAveen the bed
and the door.

The door opened softly, as if jjushed by
one with a care for chiklish slumbers, and
Wilmer himself stood in the entrance. He
glanced from the cradle in the dim coi^ner to

his sleeping Avife upon the bed—then at me,

and laid his finger on his lips. I gazed at

him spell-bound ; his presence here Avas like

a dream. Then, as once before, the sight of

his face—made haggard by sorrow and priA'-a-

tion, and by that fierce sti-uggle of the Aveak

against the strong—and all the yearning in

his large and melancholy eyes, overcame me.

This time I Avas less fitted to cope Avith my
feelings, and, sinking on a chair, coA^ered my
face with my hands, my anger siiddenly dis-

solving in feeble, helpless tears. It Avas but

for an instant though, and then I looked up
and beheld AA^ilmer bending over the bed, the

old gentle expression softening the stern

lines about his mouth. Had the girl's sleep

been a natural one she must have felt him so

near ; but it Avas not natural, and she still

rambled incoherently. He dropped on one
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knee, and laid his dark cheek upon her fair

httle hand, as I had seen him do many and

many a time of yore. I did not speak,

trusting to love to do its OAvn "work.

Then, in a moment, as by some horrible

fatalitj^, the imcertain mutterings shaped

themselves into a word—and the word was—
' Curtis.'

Wilmer sprang to his feet as if he had
been shot, and, tossing a folded paper on the

table, strode from the room, leaving the door

wide behind him'.

And now Doris was speaking, loud and
fast

—

' It will not be for long—he Avill love me
again—always, alwaj's, he said—he will not

break his word.'
' Wilmer !

' I exclaimed, ' for God's sake

come back !'

My voice, unwittingly raised, roused her

fully. She sat upright in the bed, her shin-

ina; hair hano-ing about her shoulders.
' AVilmer, "Wilmer !

' she cried, m heart-

breaking accents, ' Come back to me—do not

forsake me !

'

Did he remember how once, long ago,

she had called to him from that very room 1

Alas, he did not hear—for he was gone.

I rushed to the head of the staircase

—

then doAvn, and out into the wild night.

In my excitement it had never occurred

to me to speculate as to the manner of

"Wilmer's coming, but now the sound of stray

shots revealed the truth.

He had broken through the enemy's lines,

and risked his hfe—for Avhat 1
"

CHAPTER XI.

" The scene I have described takes long in

the telling, but it only took a minute or two
to enact.

' He is safe!' rang a voice out of the dark-

ness, close beside me. I involuntarily re-

coiled, for the voice was that of Curtis—all

too faithful to his self-imposed duty of guard-

ing us ! In a less impassioned moment
reason might have swayed me—-I might have
reminded myself that he was rather an
instrument than an agent of the evil fortune

that pursued us—that he intended to benefit,

not injure us, by his perpetual presence.

But just then I could make no allowances,

and burst into impatient speech. What he
might have replied I do not know, for even
as the words escaped me quick feet came
flying do^vn the steps, and out upon the brick

walk where we stood. Curtis raised his

lantern above his head, and doAvn the long
ray cast by it came a white, fluttering figure.

It Avas Doris.

Never shall I forget the expression of

wide-eyed despair in her face, and I verily

believe that at that moment she was trembling
on the brink of madness. Some nameless
dread caused me to throw my arms about
her as she flitted towards us, and hold her
fast. Of our existence she appeared totally

unconscious ; and when, to my dismay, the

young man broke through every barrier

which had hitherto restrained him, and kneel-

ing before her bare-headed in the streaming
rain, pressed her hands again and again to

his lips, entreating her to rem^ember that at

least there was one who had loved her, would
love her always—unto death—she paid no
heed to him, but stood rigid in my encircling

arms. What was liis love to her, Avho was
moiu-ning the loss of a whole lifetime of

mutual aspirations, untarnished faith ? His
wild words struck on her ear only as the

raindrops on the pane blend Avith the dreams
of the sleeper.

I suppose that many of the overweighted
among us know Avhat it is, at some time or

other, to be Avithout a hope on earth. An
hour, a day, arrives when the pressure of a
sunless life becomes intolerable ; the present

blank, the future worse than blank. The
phase passes, but it is an awful one AA'hile it

lasts. No effort of self-renunciation, no
amount of faith in a Avisdom higher than our

OAATi, can keep us ahvays out of that dark and
lonely A^alley. Doubtless Doris was in it

then, and her brain reeled beneath her

troubles. As she hurried from the house,

oblivious of the frail body Avhich had of late

been such a clog upon her spirit, I believe

that then for once, and only once, she realised

the impulse Avliich goads to self-destruction.

Waves of blackness surged over her soul—
she Avas conscious but of a pain Avhich ab-

sorbed the universe. Doris, Avho clung with

the whole strength of her being to the beHef

in a compassionate God, who looked on the

self-destroyer as beneath contempt, was, I am
confident, cajjable at that instant of ending

her life by any means, in any manner.

'Come, Mr. Monkton,' I said, somewhat
sharply, it must be confessed. 'Can you
not see that she is ill 1 Help me to get her

into the house Avithout more delay.'

His mood changed at once, and he did his

utmost to assist me. It Avas no easy task to

induce Doris to move, for she Avas as one

turned to stone ; but at length we succeeded

in conveying her to her chamber. Curtis

insisted on Avaiting outside in the hall, and

thinking it possible that I might have need
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of him professionally I did not oppose him.

I had divested the girl of her dripping gar-

ments, and laid her within the bed, upon
which I had heaped every blanket I could

find, Avhen there came a tap on the door. I

opened and discovered Curtis.
' Give her this,' he said, curtly in his most

professional manner, and putting a small phial

into my hand— ' She must sleep, or '—the

rest of the sentence was lost in the echo of

his footsteps down the stairs.

I gave Doris the draught, and she swal-

lowed it, still in the same stony silence ; and
then, when it had taken effect, and my fears

for her were temporarily quieted, I bethought

me of the paper Wilmer had thrown upon
the table. It was plain that Doris had read

it, and I was past all scraples as to doing the

same, truly feeling that I was now the sole

protector the poor girl had. I took up the

scrap of damp paper, and read :

—
' Doris^I

risked my life to-night for the purpose of

seeing yon and the boy for one brief half-

hour. But a few minutes since as I crept by
the quarters, I heard talk which told me that

the man who has ruined both our lives has

been seen hanging around here, and—Doris

—you with him ! After this I shall strive

against the weakness which bids me look

upon your face once more—yet, if you are

sleeping and unconscious of my presence near

you, the temptation will be great—I may
yield to it. In any case. Farewell.'

I flung the paper on the fire in a kind of

desperation, and incapable even of feeling

surprise at the fact that Curtis and I had
been seen together in the grove, or of think-

ing or suffering any more that night, I cast

myself on the bed beside Doris and sank into

the heavy sleep of utter exhaustion.
* *

The dull dawn was struggling tlirough the

slats of the blinds when I awoke, to behold

Aunt Judy making a fire upon the hearth.

She moved gently, for her mistress still slept

;

and as I raised myself on my elbow the

better to observe Doris, the old woman came
up to the bed. ' Law sakes !

' she whispered,

gazing tenderly at the small white face upon
the pillow, 'she ain't no bigger nor nuffin',

an' she was jes' as sweet an' peart
—

' Aunt
Judy could find no simile equal to the occa-

sion, so filled up the blank with a groan
All day long the rain streamed down, and

Doris lay still, sometimes light-headed, but
more often in a dumb despair pitiable to

witness. I said everything I could think of,

concocted plausible excuses for "Wilmer 's be-

haviour on the previous night, and astonished

myself Avith my OAvn powers of invention

—

but all to no purpose. I doubt if she heard
a word I said.

Skirmishing Avas going on all about us, and
now and then, if I Avent to one of the upper
porches and stepped out, I could hear the
ping of a Avandering bullet as it struck some
fence or outlying shed. I kept the coloured

Avomen on the place occupied in making
up beds, tearing up rags for bandages, and
in other preparations for a possible influx

of Avounded. As evening approached, and the

firing began to abate, the desire to learn how
the day had gone became too strong for me

;

and bidding Aunt Judy stay by her mistress

—Avho appeared to be sleeping—I Avent to

look out of one of the back AvindoAvs, Avhich

commanded a Avider vieAv of the siuTounding

country. The tide of battle—if one can call

a skirmish a battle—had rolled farther north-

Avard ; but aAvay doAATi in the vineyard more
than one prostrate form Avas visible, lying out

in the pitiless rain. Even as I looked the

stretchers came into AdeAv, and a feAv minutes
later began to advance toAvards the house,

bearing their sad burdens. I ran doAvn to the

side-door to meet them. There Avere only

four Avounded—all our OAvn men—and an
army surgeon Avas in attendance. For aAvhile

I Avas so taken up with this neAV form of

suffering that I almost forgot personal

troubles ; and it Avas not till the poor fellows'

Avounds Avere dressed and the surgeon was
hurrying on his way to other duties, that I

even remembered to ask for ncAvs of the

combat. He informed me that the enemy
had yielded a little, and that Ave noAv had
friends encamped close at hand. There had
been no great slaughter, and there Avas ample
accommodation for the Avounded in the neigh-

bouring houses.

A full hour must have elapsed since I had
left Doris. I gaA^e over my patients to the

coloured women, and Avent back to the other

side of the house.

Aunt Judy, reckoning too surely on the

slumbers of her charge, had betaken herself

to more stirring scenes. The bed was empty,

and Doris Avas gone.
» *

Where could she be 1 I searched the

Avhole house, and bitterly upbraided Judy for

her neglect. The old Avoman voAved that she

had only ' done gone ' five minutes before,

and 'that she had left her mistress soundly

sleeping. I could not delay long enough to

employ the artifice and patience necessary to

extract the truth out of a negro, so I cut

short her protestations, and dispatched her
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in one direction while I went in another. I

shuddered as I pictured Doris struck by some
errant bullet ; for though the firing had now
ceased I was certain that Judy's watch had
been of very short duration, and that it was
long since Doris had disappeared. What
idea was uppermost in the poor child's dis-

ordered brain I cannot say, but she had
dressed herself completely before going out

—

putting on the Avhite dress she had been

wearing during the warm October days,

though apparently forgetful of either cloak

or hat.

As I passed through the porch on my

Avay to search the

saw Abner, Avith a
shoulders, leadine;

gardens and orchards I

sack of fodder on his

Colonel ' and another
horse to the stables. He was whistling as

he went, his ebony countenance shining with
exultation.

' AA^'e've whipped 'em, Miss France,' he
shouted, sublimely indifferent, like many
others of his race, to the fact that the inva-

sion which he Avas assisting to repel was
undertaken on his behalf. Little did Abner
care for freedom or anything else, so long as

he remained Avith his old master's daughter,
and on the plantation Avhere he Avas born

" But was she dead 1

and raised. He shouted out a ' Good eA^en-

ing ' to me, and added, for my benefit, that
' it did not rain any now,' and that ' Marse
Avould be along after aAA'hile.'

The ' aAvhile ' was of the briefest ; for I

had not adA^anced a dozen yards Avhen Wil-
mer himself appeared.

I saw directly that at last he knew about
little Dick. But it Avas the liAang, not the

dead, for whom I Avas troubling, and I called

out before he could speak—
' Wilmer, Doris is lost ! Help me to find

her.'

My words seemed to strike him like a bloAV,

and for a moment his strength failed him.
XXVI—49

Then he collected himself, and together we
hastily explored every corner of the planta-

tion, on the edge of which the Confederate

army Avas noAv encamped.
There was yet one corner AA^hich Ave had

overlooked. I spoke to Wilmer, and Ave

turned in that direction. On the way I

hurriedly told him of my fears for Doris, and
a little about her state—forsomehoAv I Avasin

no mood to spare him, startled and unnerved
though he Avas already by the ncAvs that his

son no longer lived.

As Ave climbed the slope which led to the

burial-ground, plunging deep in red mud at

every step, a wren, perched upon some head-
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stone, began sweetly giving thanks for the

lull in storm and battle. The clear notes

divided the wet air, as if to guide us to the

spot where Ave should find our Doris.

Yes—there upon the soaking grass, her
arms outstretched upon the little mound, she

lay. The sun in his going shot one low, level

ray upon her white-robed figure, and by some
strange chance cast upon her shoulders the

shadow of the wooden cross which marked
the grave. Even in death she still seemed
to bear her cross

But was she dead ?

Wilmer sprang forward, and in one in-

stant was beside her. My heart misgave me
when I joined him, and we raised her head
and looked into her face ; for all the trouble

and Aveariness had fled, and a peace well-nigh

divine Avas there. Yet I hoped against hope

;

and as, Avith her head upon my knee, Ave

sought for some pulsation of the heart, hoAv-

ever feeble, and strove to force between the

cold lips some drops from Wilmer's flask, a

footstep crossed the grass, and Curtis Monk-
ton stood before us.

There Avas nothing to Avonder at in his

presence here. He Avas barely outside his

own lines, and his self-imposed task of guard-

ing the house only ended Avith that eA^ening.

It Avas but natui'al that he should still haunt
the place, even at the cost of danger to him-
self. For my part I hailed his coming, for

a doctor Avas precisely Avhat Ave needed.

But Wilmer leapt to his feet, and the tAvo

men confronted one another. Then Wilmer
spoke.

' This is your Avork !
' he said, all the con-

centrated bitterness of months in his tone.
' And yours !

' retorted the other, his

quick Southern blood firing even in the pos-

sible presence- of death.

'All, hush !
' I Avhispered. ' Curtis, surely

you can do something more for her than
thisr
But Wilmer's brief rage had passed, and

he Avas again upon his knees, murmuring
passionate incoherences to those ears Avhich

Avere at last deaf to all that he could say

—

to injustice, to reproach,, to harsh and cruel

Avords—and noAv to piteous prayers for love

and pardon.

I signed to Curtis to approach, for it

still seemed to me that there might be room
for hope.

'Go!—I command you!' cried Wilmer,
in a voice of smothered passion and despair,

as Monkton bent towards Doris. ' You shall

not touch her ! And, remember—you are

AA'ithin our lines.'

'I am at your merc3r,'said Curtis gloomily.
' You forget, Wilmer,' I implored ; ' you

forget—he is a doctor-—he can help us.'

But Wilmer neither heard nor under-
stood.

'Go!' he said again. 'In life you came
eA^er betAvecn us—in death lea\'e us to one
another.'

He gathered his AA'ife in his arms and
Avalked aAA'ay, I folloAving, dumb Avith pain

and grief. Once I looked found, and saAV

Curtis standing gazing after us Avith hopeless

eyes. Another moment, and he had dis-

appeared.

Wilmer never spoke till Ave got home, and
he had laid Doris on her OAvn bed. Then he
said

—

'She is more j^^ours than mine, cousin.

Even that felloAV yonder has more claim on her

than I. You loved her and cherished her—
I loved her and Idlled her.'

"

CHAPTER XII.

"But Doris Avas not dead. The army sur-

geon, hastily summoned, spoke of brain-fever,

and exposure, and mental trouble ; but he

spoke of life too, and Ave cared for naught
else just then. She Avas soon in a high fever,

and the future alone could decide Avhether

she Avere to live or die.

Through the dark hours, Avhile the rain

once more beat upon the roof, Wilmer, him-

self nearly Avorn out, sat up Avith me ; and I

think that in those silent night-watches

—

silent except for the girl's moving appeals to

her husband and plaintive cries after little

Dick—much Avas revealed Avhich had hitherto

been unsuspected by him ; and, urged by the

emotion of the hour almost beyond his own
poAver of control, Wilmer poured out his soul

in self-accusation. I had not a little to say

to him in ansAver, and this time he listened

to some purpose. Noav that I Avas able to

prove to him beyond dispute how entirely

Doris Avas his, the old injury v.dth respect to

the harbouring of his enemy sank into com-

parative insignificance ; as, indeed, it might

have done Avithout any representations of

mine under the softening influence of the

loss so lately learned, and Avith the prospect

of a far greater one. My chief difficulty lay

in furnishing him Avith a satisfactory explana-

tion of Curtis Monkton's repeated appearances,

particularly as I could not deny that he had

betrayed his love for Doris ; but even this

difficulty Avas at length so far overcome as to

leave no doubt that Doris herself, if she lived,

could by a feAv Avords settle the Avhole matter

for ever. I did not hesitate to suggest, though
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very gently, that AVilmer's own impatience

and harshness with his wife might in reality

have been the means of rekindling the dor-

mant tiame in his former rival's bosom ; and
I took the opportunity of remarking that

Doris had been throughout far too much ab-

sorbed in nearer troubles to realise Monkton's
inconvenient affection.

It was not likely that a man like Wilmer
Madison, in whose nature was implanted

quite a pathetic craving after domestic love

and happiness, should continue to shut eyes

and ears to the fact that he was indeed well

loved, and that for his sake Doris had borne

even the loss of her child alone. Many were
the resolutions he made that night ; and last,

but not least, he vowed that if only his wife

were given back to him, he would never again

allow himself to be impatient with her for

her reticence and timidity. But it would
scarcely be fair to tell you more of what
he said. Men do not like these moods of

theirs being remembered afterwards—except,

maybe, by their wives.' I did not think that

remorse would hurt him, believing that the

deeper it went the more likely he would be
to keep his resolutions, and to lay to heart

the lessons he had learned. At the same
time I could not avoid knowing that the

discrepancies of their characters had much
to answer for, and that if there was blame
it was not all on one side. Poor Doris had
found this out long before, and had already

profited by the discipline through which she

had passed.

The night went by, and at the call of

duty Wilmer tore himself away. Ere the

dawn we had cut off Doris's beautiful hair

close to her head ; and I was touched, and if

possible a little amused, by the exceeding
simplicity with which he asked me, quite as

a matter of course, to wrap one of the long
curls in paper, so that he might carry it away
with him.

So the army marched, and for weeks
Doris strove with death. Every day or two
a country doctor would ride over and advise,

and give some attention to our wounded
visitors ; but men of his profession were in

continual request at that season, on account
of their rarity, and he had scant time to

bestow on us. Kindly neighbours, of course,

flocked to the house, putting their little all

at our disposal, and ready to deprive them-
selves of everything for the sake of others in

distress. To these good folk I handed over the
wounded men, who soon recovered and Avent

on their way ; but Doris I never left, except
for a few minutes during the day, when I

sought the fresh air. What slumber I re-

quired I obtained on the lounge in the sick-

room. I dreaded lest my patient's in'e-

sponsible words should betray the secrets of

her soul, and for this cause I preferred to

share the nui'sing with no kind and gos-

siping acquaintance. Whenever there was
any improvement I contrived to send letters

to Wilmer, some of which I hoped he would
receive. What the poor fellow must have
endured during those weeks is not for us to

guess at. If he needed punishment, surely

he received it in good measure then !

Finally, to my joy and wonder, my little

girl came tottering back from the border-

land which lies between life and death. And
by degrees I broke to her the change in her
husband's mood, and the happiness which
might yet be hers. Soon afterwards the

campaign ended, Wilmer was home on leave,

and there was no longer any reason why the

two should not meet.

And when the strong man, gaimt and
hollow-eyed, came trembling, and knelt be-

side the bed, and humbly prayed for forgive-

ness, do you think that she bestowed it

grudgingly, or thought that she herself needed
none ? . . . .

Is it strange that Doris should have re-

turned so readily to the old life 1 that she

should have forgiven so quickly that which,

perhaps, is the hardest of all thingsforawoman
to forgive—distrust ? Consider how immu-
table a bond is marriage to those who
accept it in its highest, fullest sense. In

such a case it only requires that the bond
should be strained to breaking to prove its

tenacity. Love—married love—is a mys-
tery, and the waters of Marah itself cannot

always drown it. Let those who will marvel;

but surely forgiveness until seventy times

seven is easier, and better, too, than to turn

coldly from a companionship hallowed for

ever by a thousand mutual confidences, ten-

der reminiscences, sweet habits of affection !

' The generous heart is grateful in its memo-
ries ; some hearts have no memory but for

their wounds.' And the love that does not

teach us to be generous is no love at all.

Who are we that we should judge

another 1

Fortunately the world— their Avorld —
knew nothing of the sorest part of the little

tragedy which had been played out under

its very eyes. Had it done so it Avould have

been, as usual, quick to judge, and its judg-

ment would have been as inevitably mistaken.

If I, knowing the circumstances as well as

any third person can ever do, was often at
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fault, how would it have been with others

less privileged ? Wilmer and Doris v.^ere

spared that crowniug misery, which finds

utterance in the despairing cry, ' Save me
from my friends !

'

I have not much more to tell. Very
early in the ensuing campaign Wilmer came
home Avith a wound, which prevented him
from serving any more, and which finally

resulted in the loss of an arm. Doris's re-

covery continued to be so perilously slow
that after infinite difficulty I induced Wilmer,
for her sake, to accept a loan from me, and
to make his way with her down to Florida,

in order to escape the cold and wet of a

Virginia winter. Many were the obstacles

to be encountered in such a journey, at such

a time, but at length they were overcome

;

and when I parted from them in their new
abode to return to New York by sea, Doris
was already beginning to look less ethereal.

Wilmer watched the changes of war with a
feverish anxiety and impatience, which for

a while seriously interfered with the healing

of his wound, and all his lately learned

lessons in self-discipline Avere required by
him at this trying period. Doris still pos-

sesses, as one of her most precious treasures,

a note from General Lee, full of warm praise

of her husband, and regrets over his loss to

the army.
When the war closed we heard of Curtis

Monkton as in good practice at Philadelphia,

and about to contract a wealthy marriage

—

so Ave were able to dismiss him from our
minds. I have no doubt he is very com-
fortable.

Every year I visit Wilmer and Doris,

who are long since back in their Virginia

home. Aunt Judy, and tAvo or three of the

older coloured folk, wholly unmoved by
emancipation, remained dogged in their de-

termination not to leave their master and
mistress. It was in vain that Doris assured

them that merely nominal Avages could be
paid them, and that in their altered circum-

TllE

stances mtisters could no longer provide for

many serA^ants, as they had done in former
days. Aunt Judy Avas a fixture at tlic old

Mitchell homestead until death rem.oved her;

and as for the others they may be there

still for aught I know.
Wilmer, together with other once wealthy

planters, has noAV to put his hand to the

plough, and has sometimes a hard struggle

to keep the old i^oof-tree over his head.

But he possesses real ' grit,' and never
complains. He is still a grand-looking man,
though the far-seeing, anxious expression

that the troubles of that Avar begot in so

many is rarely absent from his face. Doris,

like all fair Avomen of her type, Avears Avell,

in spite of a life of Avork—Avork Avhich is not
entirely confined to the narroAV bounds of a

childless home. The chansre in her is mereh'
that subtle one, which is but the memory of

an anguish that can neA^er be forgotten.

Their happiness Avould be perfect had
they ever had another child. But fcAv of us

can pass through great tribulation and find

complete happiness again. It is like an un-

wiitten code. If A\'e touch bliss it is but
once, and the shadoAv of pain eA^er lingers in

some shape or form. To these tAvo is denied

the umitterable SAveetness of possession tliat

aforetime AA^as theirs
;

yet they have each
other, and if they have sufiered they have
also Icfii'ned much. They have learned to

bear Avith and to know one another, as only a

husband and wife can bear and know.
Besides, Avho shall say that it is ill for

us to carry some cross of greater Aveight than

those petty ones we make unto ourseh^es V

She ceased, and Ave sat silent. Then some
one cried

—

" Land !

"

And Ave all looked up.

Far away on the horizon, benenth a lifting

cloud, lay a streak of rosy light. That was
land. SomeAvhere the sun Avas sotting, and
3'Onder Avas the reflection of his glory.

END.

TWO YEAES IN PAEIS.

By E. heath, Author of "Edgar Quinet, his Early Life and Writings," etc.

THIRD FArER.

WE are far from desiring that the Pari-

sian Sunday should take the place of

the English ; nor do Ave enter on the general

question of Sabbath observance when we say

that there is much that is highly humanising,

and therefore educational, in the Jardin
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des Plantes on a Sunday afternoon. Hun-
dreds of families are there, some seated in

circles, reading or conversing, while the chil-

dren skip, play at ball, or otherwise divert

themselves ; others are to be seen in groups

admiring the lovely flowers, or interesting

themselves in the plants or shrubs which there

represent the flora of the entire globe ; while

great numbers are in the zoological depart-

ment, delighting themselves by watching the

habits of the "wild creatures, and feeding

them with the cakes they have brought for

the purpose. Beneath the shadow of the

great trees will probably be found several

schools of girls and boys under the care of

nuns or brothers, who themselves take a part

in the games and seem very popular with the

young people.

And almost the same may be seen in the

Luxembourg Gardens, and again in the Bois

de Boulogne, which on a fine day is not only

in itself a really delightful place, but with its

myriads of happy famihes, all quietly enjoy-

ing themselves, a sight to make the soul

grateful for existence.

Common belief in England exaggerates

the licentiousness of Paris. I think the im-

pression is due to a certain want of delicacy

in the public taste of the French. It is

2urious that a people so artistic as the

Parisians should lack refinement, but it is

a fact, and what is more, they do not get

it by mere culture. Here, for example, is

an instance of inconceivable want of taste

on the part of some high-placed Legitimist,

who meant to be profoundly sympathetic
and respectful. I copied the following bul-

letin on the day it names at the office of

Le Gaulois on the Boulevard des Italiens :

—

"Juillet 9 1883.

"ISTeustadt, 10 heures 15 min.

" Les inquietudes sont tres vives. Monsieur
le Comte de Chambord n'a dormi un instant

la nuit demi^re, les vomissements continuent,

et on a assur6 que Monsieur le Comte de
Chambord a rendu hier au soir les quelques
cuilleries de gel6e prise dans la journ^e.

Les personnes qui nous recontent les souf-

franees endur6es par Fauguste malade ont les

larmes aux yeux.
" ViENNUS."

Those who cater for the bourgeois and
literary world in Paris display a similar want
of reverence for the sanctuaries of human
nature, of which certainly a dying bed should
be accoimted among the most sacred. The
caricatures during the illness of Gambetta

were among the most cruel I ever saw. I

do not suppose they were so heartless as they
appeared, but, like those which were pub-
lished at the time of the manifesto of Prince

Napoleon, they simply indicated that Pari-

sians retain a touch of the primitive bar-

barism which takes deli2;ht in mockincr at

human infirmity.

From whence this atavism—this return to

the lowest stage of human nature ; the cruelty

of the animal to the suff'ering members of its

kind 1 Is it the result in infantile natures of

the belief that scientific research will prove
a better means of civilisation than the Spirit

of the Gospel 1 One would think so to read

an article by a French writer, published in one
of our leading London reviews immediately
after the death of Victor Hugo. I might
cite the whole article as a flagrant example
of what has been said, but I content mj^self

here with an illustration from its opening,

where the writer occupied a whole page in

taunting a man just laid in his grave with all

kinds of despicable motives in refusing to

allow his brain to be dissected to gratify

certain materialists, who expect to put their

finger on the mechanism of thought, and to

find out the exact kind of convolutions a

brain must have to render its possessor a

great poetic genius.

We often meet with individuals who on
certain sides of their nature have never grown.

This peculiarity explains much in the Pari-

sians that is beautiful and ugly—charming
and repulsive. They are both childish and
childlike. As you go through the Champs
Elys^es, or any of the public gardens, you
may see young men of the working classes

playing at forfeits, in which they submit to

punishments such as the smallest children in

England would not like publicly to endure.

In the narrow streets of Paris you may see

grown-up girls skipping over a rope held

across the path by adults of both sexes.

The introduction of the English race-course

with its gambling, reckless spirit, is likely to

do as much in the Avay of demoralising the

idle sons of the wealthier Parisians as any
influence Paris can bring to bear on foreigners.

I have more than once seen sometliing of the

racing spirit, and I have a horrible reminis-

cence of a night on board the steamer from

Dieppe in company with some English dis-

seminators of the worship of Le Sport.

During three-fourths of the year the weather

in Paris is bright, if not brilhant, whereas Avith

us the greater part is passed in gloom. But
the art-results of this wealth of sunshine can

only be seen in the people's Paris, where there
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are still several old streets and lanes ; in the

fashionable quarters the buildings have such

a Babylonian magnificence that the effects

are rather oppressive than impressive.

But the most direct art-teaching in Paris

is, of course, to be found in the galleries of

the Louvre, open the whole year round, ex-

cept on certain fete days, to all the world.

Who can sufficiently estimate the elevating

effect of constantly looking at such master-

pieces of art as are collected in the Salon

Carr6, to say nothing of the Early Italians,

the Dutch School, and the Poussins, in all of

which the Louvre is peculiarly rich ? Sunday
is the time Parisians are mostly to be found

at the Louvre, on weekdays foreigners seem

to be more numerous. There are lectures in

the galleries in some parts of the year on

Sunday mornings ; but the treasures in this

palace of delights are untold, and the educa-

tional resources it possesses are only in an

early stage of development.

The students in the galleries of the Louvre
are themselves a study, including, as they do,

all ages, from very old ladies and gentlemen

to children, and in every stage of progress,

from the finished painter to the merest tyro.

There was a little old man who sat at the

entrance of the Salon Carr6 painting a view

of the Salle d'Apollon. He was very thin

and very much bent, and he sat, pallet in

hand, always in the same position, as if he

were considering what stroke he should put

next. But as far as I could see he could never

determine, for the picture remained in much
the same state all the time I was going to

the Louvre.

The number of distinguished painters in

Paris who have sprung from the ranks is very

remarkable. Laurens' parents were simple

peasants ; Millet's were the same. Lavielle

was a working house-painter, and almost

starved in the effort to become an artist.

The Bretons commenced life as penniless

orjihans, and Fran9ais was in much the same
position. Pelouse Avas a commercial traveller

;

several other eminent painters will be found
to have sprung from the lower middle-class,

and some to have been sent for a time to

business.

Painters like Laurens have a number of

pupils, who are their friends and prot6g6s,

but the greater number of young artists come
from the ateliers of the professors at the

Beaux-Arts, such, for instance, as that of

Gdrome, Avhere if they learn, they suffer.

For according to the barbaric state in which
communities of youths are generally found,

the new students are subjected to much cruel

practical joking. Sometimes, however, a bully

gets unexpectedly punished, a delightful fact,

but too rare.

I often saw art students in the library of

the Beaux-Ai'ts, and I am bound to say that

they looked one and all inca2:)able of the bar-

barities said to go on in the ateliers attached.

However, there is no place where the young
are more moulded by the opinion around
them than in Paris ; unfortunate for them if

that oi^inion delights in doing what is de-

grading and cruel.

The library of the Beaux-Arts, like several

such institutions in Paris, is open to every
one. Be he Ai-ab or Chinaman he can seat

himself at the common table, and ask for the

most valuable works in art, which are imme-
diately brought to him by officials who mani-

fest an almost paternal interest in your
studies. The same urbanity, with a touch

of the schoolmaster, prevails everywhere, and
a visit to any of the Paris libraries is really

a pleasure, except perhaps the Bibliotheque

Nationale, where the difficulties seem enor-

mous to any one used to the organization and
almost perfect facilities of self-instruction

given at the British Museum Library.

However, public libraries are more dissemi-

nated over Paris than in London, and con-

sequently not so confined to a class. I found
the Bibliotheque Sainte - Genevieve, and a

smodl Bibliotheque Pedagogique, near my.
residence, both sometimes useful. It was
agreeable to go nearly everywhere and find

you could ask and obtain books without long

forms of recommendation and introduction.

Even the Bibliotheque Nationale has now
opened a room where the public can be sup-

plied with books ; otherwise readers are ad-

mitted by tickets.

In addition each arrondissement has a lend-

ing library at the mairie. These libraries

are no mere form, the people of Paris being

great readers, as any one may see by the

swarm of persons always standing round the

bookstalls at the Od6on. The long line of

cases full of books on the walls of the river

embankment attests the same fact. In one

part they extend all the way from the Insti-

tute to the Quay Michel. It has been
reckoned that the secondhand booksellers in

Paris get rid daily of from twelve to fifteen

thousand volumes for about 1,000 francs, oi'

to estimate their sales by the year, 400,000

francs worth of books. The cases on the

quays rarely contain books priced higher

than three francs, and they sink from one

price to another until there is a case at

three sous.
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I saw and heard several things which indi-

3ate that the Parisians are a more studious

people than the Londoners. For example,

a youth seated on a horse reading a book

;

old women of the humblest sort studiously

reading the newspaper, a frequent occurrence;

people whose sole delight seemed to be at-

tending lectures at every available hour of

the day, middle-aged women of the working
class in regular attendance on courses of

chemistry and physics, and lastly the vast

number of various newspapers which, as

compared with those published in London,

are at least as four to one. In Paris the news-

papers that appeal to the mivriers are nume-
rous, and some of the middle-class papers

think it worth their while to publish a

daily cheap edition, which it is certain must
be widely bought and read. Much of this

newspaper reading is calculated to demoralise

and degrade. I only bring forward these

facts as a proof that the people of Paris are

great readers.

But all these educational influences, form-

ing as they do in Paris an atmosphere of cul-

ture, are supplemented by direct and special

courses of instruction. For adults there are lec-

tures during the winter of all qualities and on
every kind of subject. Innumerable courses

by the most eminent professors, among
whom are men of European reputation, on
subjects connected with philosophy and
science, politics, literature, history, and reli-

gion, are being delivered at almost every
hour of the day in the College of France.

There are no fees and no difficulty in the

way of any one, male or female, becoming a

student. There are also evening lectures at

the University, but when the professorial

chair is occupied by a man as popular as

Penan, it is necessary to wait in the court-

yard an hour before the time to obtain even
a seat in the gallery. In each arrondisse-

ment there are popular courses of lectures,

besides special ones in schoolrooms on scien-

tific subjects. Altogether it is said that

during the winter there are no less than
two thousand different courses of lectures

delivered. All these courses are gratuitous

to those who choose to attend, but the muni-
cipal authorities instead of paying by results

give each lecturer a stipulated sum, not very
much it is true, but enough to secure an
intelligent lecturer. Of course I do not
mean to say that the whole of these two
thousand courses emanate from the autho-
rities. Many are started by private societies,

moral, social, political, and religious. Even
the Church has its courses of lectures similar

in subject, but of course very different in

tone and intention from those emanatingO
from the different mairies.

After all this, one would hardly expect
that people would be found willing to pay to

hear a lecture, yet they do, for there is one
popular series on the Boulevard des Ca-
pucins, where various sums arc paid accord-

ing to the position of the seats, and where
lecturing goes on every night ; those in the
week being delivered by eminent persons
connected with science, literature, the theatre,

and art ; those on Sunday evenings having
more the character of a sermon, being gene-
rally delivered by Protestant pastors, occa-

sionally varied by an utterance on some
burning question by Tbre Hyacinthe.

In addition to all this lecturing to adults

there are innumerable courses of technical

instruction for the young. The head-quarters

of that connected with mechanics and enjri-

neenng is the Conservatoire des Arts et

Metiers in the Rue Saint-Martin. There
are art classes all over the city for boys
apprenticed to various callings into which art

enters, and science classes of every kind. At a

physics and chemistry class for girls attended
by my children, many of the students were
ouvrihes. Sometimes these courses are held
in little schoolrooms in dark side streets, but
it was at such places one saw clearly that

the students were veritably the lads and
lasses of the working class. It was inspiring

to see quite young girls ardently working
away taking notes of a lecture on chemistry.

There have been two subjects which the

French have been accused of neglecting,

geography and singing. This is being
attended to, and I noticed that there were
several singing classes started. So earnest

an educational movement suggests a Paris

very different from the absurd representa-

tions current.

I have hardly left myself room to speak of

the great efforts made to promote primary
instruction. A complete system now pre-

vails in Paris similar to our Board Schools,

and which, like them, is founded on the

principle of education, compulsory and gra-

tuitous, without forcing parents to send their

children to the communal schools if they are

receiving instruction in others capable of

giving it. But the schools supported by the

municipal authorities must in the end gain

the day, and being entirely laic, will greatly

affect the public mind with reference to eccle-

siastical questions.

In these schools the boys are taught not
only theoretically but practically, a certain
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time being devoted to manual labour. The
girls, in like manner, have their classes for

cutting out and stitching. Thus the young
Parisians are prepared for the duties of life,

and there are special books published in-

tended to arouse in them the ideas necessary

to good citizenship. One of the most excel-

lent is that written by M. Jules Steeg, deputy
for the Gironde, and formerly a Protestant

pastor. It is entitled "Instruction Morale
et Civique, I'Homme—le Citoyen," and is

divided into five parts. The first deals with

man as a physical and intellectual being ; the

second and third parts, a great deal more
than half the book, are devoted to teaching

the principles of morality and their applica-

tion ; the fourth part to civic instruction,

with a short chapter, in conclusion, on politi-

cal economy. I do not know how far it has

been adopted, but it is a typical work, as it

is sold, with another for girls, on the book-

stalls at the Od6on.
The chief peculiarity which distinguishes

this book from any we should find in Eng-
land is that on every page and in every line

the scholar is kept in mind of his duty as a

citizen. He is made to feel that he belongs

to a real society founded on the duty men
owe to one another. Of course this senti-

ment is very capable of being translated into

chauvinism, butwhen it is seen at every step to

involve personal and arduous duty, requiring

a spirit of perpetual self-sacrifice, the temp-
tation grows very small, and the general

results will be in the direction of a patriotism

tempered by devotion to humanity. In this

light the hataillon scolaire, now becoming an
essential part of popular instruction, may be
regarded Avith hope rather than with any
other feeling. We often saw these juvenile

regiments marching through the streets with
their young officers, themselves not more
than fourteen or fifteen years of age. The
institution is said to be looked upon with
little favour by the old Imperialist generals,

who doubtless see in it the making of a very

different army from that which formerly

obtained.

The children of the middle class appear to

go either to schools under clerical control or

to the great Lyc6es of Paris. Of the first we
can say but little, except that it is certain the

ideas taught belong to a totally diff'erent

order of things from that in which the people

at large are being educated. The children

are, I believe, rendered happy, but this will

be a doubtful compensation for being launched
on life without any capacity to comprehend
or any sympathy with the current of their

age, The vast majority Avill, in the end, go
with their times, but without any faith—

a

state of things sad enough for the country,
but sadder still for themselves.

The Lyc6es of Paris are numerous, and at

least in some cases, managed on the old prin-

ciples of reclusion and suspicion. Their
troubles are traditional : while we were in

Paris a rebellion broke out in the Lycee Louis
le Grand, in which the Minister of Public
Instruction had to interfere.

The old-fashioned notions the wealthier
classes entertain on education are illustrated

by the fact that boys are taken to school

under charge of the nurse, and girls on no
account allowed to venture into the street

alone. From this oppressive rule, represented

by various authorities as necessary, we were
delivered by the brave words of a Parisian

lady, eminent for her work among the young
ouvrihes

:

—"If a girl," she said, "respects

herself she will be respected ; she is as safe

in Paris as anywhere else." No doubt our
counsellor had a great soul, for she was the

sister of that intrepid Parisian whose ser-

vices on behalf of science and humanity have
been commemorated by a monument in front

of Greenwich Hospital ; but I question if any
native grandeur would have induced her to

give such advice to a stranger. Only that

faith in the People which Jesus Christ had,,

could have given her the courage.

Efforts are no doubt being made among
the wealthier classes to remedy the weakness
of their educational position as regards the

future. The Ecole Alsacienne is, perhaps,

one of the best-conducted private schools in

the world. Nothing could be more admirable

than its tone and system, altogether free

from the vice of over-pressure. But it labours

under the fatal defect of being intended for

a select class, which must ever become more
and more select. A proprietary school, its

terms naturally rise with the demand, and
tend to become, like those of the higher

class of private schools in Paris, simply im-

possible to all but the Avealthiest families.

A technical school for girls of the same
class, about Avhich I made inquiries, revealed

the remedies which are being attempted

against the serious evil of the natural indo-

lence of young people who have no reason

for working hard, and who are to a very

large extent deprived of the companionsliip

of those who have. By severe rules, long

hours, and over-pressure, it is sought to make
these children of the wealthy more than equal

to those passing through the schools of the peo-

ple ; but this system has ever failed, and only
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ends in terrible results for the

intelligent, conscientious few.

Those who thus seek to iso-

late their children from Hu-
manity should take to heart the

profoundly true and universally

applicable words of Archbi^op
Trench :

—

" Tliat doom is none more pitiable than liis.

Who has created a heart-solitude,
Kaised a partition wall to separate
Between himself and any of his kind. '

Who, while he boasts he has been build-
ing up

A palace for himself, in sooth has reared
What shaE be liist his prison, then his
tomb."

First Steps in the Education of the Citizen :

Learning to read (1) ; to labour (2) : and to defend the country (3).



THE WANDEEEE.
TT'ON primrose valley spreads along

With leafy shadows broad and fair,

Oh, take me from the worldly throng,

And lay the child of sorrow there

;

For I am sick of lingering here,

These scenes of want and woe to see,

The earth is broad, the earth is fair,

But in it is no room for me.

The placid stream that murmurs by

Will find a home in Ocean's breast,

Those clouds within the western sky

Will fold their wearied wings to rest.

But I a houseless wanderer roam.

By day in want, by night in fears,

A stranger's hearth my only home.

My only couch a bed of tears.

JOSEPH G. LANGSTON,
Formerly an engine-fitter, but now, through a long

illness, an inmate of the convalescent ward of

the Birmingham Workhouse.

SUNDAY EEADINGS.
By THE Rev. W. PAGE ROBEETS. M.A..

November 1st.

Read Matthew x\-iii. from ver. 21, Matthew vi. 9—15.

WE know that it is our duty to forgive

those who in any way have done us

wrong. But do we keep well before our minds
how very important, and as it were foremost,

this duty of forgiving those who have done us

wrong is made to be in the New Testament 1

Do we clearly know what different kinds of

conduct and of feeling may be involved in

this duty ? It is scarcely possible for us to

say that the duty was only of temporary ob-

ligation—one of those precepts of the gospel

which were only intended for the days of

Christ and those of His first disciples. Cer-

tainly there are such precepts, and it is well

that we should frankly admit the fact ; it is

bad that we should torture them until we
make them say what they do not mean. It

is dishonest to maintain their obligation in

theory, and in practice openly and ostenta-

tiously to disregard them. We must dis-

criminate between that which is temporary
and that which is eternal in the writings

of apostles and evangelists. But we can

scarcely say that the command to forgive,

under certain conditions, those who have

done us wrong was an accommodation to the

circumstance of the moment, when the com-
mand was given, and only of temporary obli-

gation. It is not only often repeated, but it is

put in a certain relation, which proves it to be-

long to the law which is unchanging, the mind
which is unchanging. In the prayer which
our Lord gave both as a model and as a form.

He made man's forgiveness of his fellow the

reflection and analogue of God's forgiveness

of man. But God's forgiveness of man is the

law of His nature, which can never change.

God's law of forgiveness is the law for all

the creatures made in His image, and as per-

manent for them as for Him. We may say

that the words, " If ye forgive not men their

trespasses, neither will your Father forgive

your trespasses," reveal a law of nature, for

in the nature of things it cannot be otherwise.

No religious juggling can possibly change it.

What is God's forgiveness of sins ? It is His

complacency and satisfaction with those who
have been transgressors of His law. For man
it is the peace and strength which arises from

being in a right position. This is certain—Evil

of all kinds is in flat opposition toGod. To evil

of all kinds He must be ever opposed. Where-
ever it is, it is opposition to Him. And this

also is certain—that all good is well-pleasing

to Him ; that goodness is oneness with God

;

and when a man turns from badness to good-

ness, in other words, is converted, he becomes

reconciled to God and dwells in the light of

God's countenance. These two things can

never be changed. In God there must be

everlasting opposition to evil and everlasting

satisfaction with good. No conversion is pos-

sible in God ; but it is possible in man, and

when a man turns from evil to good he turns

from the shadow of death to the light of life.

And this coming into the light of divine satis-

faction and feeling its radiance we call for-

giveness. Forgiveness of sins does not mean
letting us off the righteous consequences of

our sins. We must bear their penalty. It

does not mean imputing to us righteousness

Avhen we continue to be unrighteous. It

means God's satisfaction with those who have
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turned from their evil ways and become one

in will with Him.
A forgiven state, then, is a state in which onr

sins have been Avashed away. If v/c are living

in a state of sin clearly our sins have not been
washed away. If we are living in any vice or

wickedness we cannot at that moment be in a

forgiven state. To say otherwise would be to

say what Avould be terribly profane, that God
can look with complacencj^ upon evil. But the

state in which Ave are Avheu we nourish or

indulge an unforgiving spirit is an evil state.

A state of envy, or of hatred, or of malice ; a

state in whichwe brood over the wrongs which
have been done us, or which Ave imagine haA^e

been done us ; in which we think over how Ave

shall pay them off, and put together the hard

words Ave shall say, or the hard Avords Ave

should like to sav ; the state in Avhich Ave are

so full of the presence of our enemy that we
can neA'er get him out of our sight, but haA'e

a fling at him AvheneA^er we get a chance,

and w^eary those Avho knoAv us best by the

repetition of our resentful charges—this is a

most depraA^ed, immoral state of mind. But
a depraved, immoral state is an offence in the

sight of God ; upon such a state God cannot
look with complacency ; such a state is neces-

sarily an unfoi'giA'en state, and it remains a

law of the Divine Nature, which can never
change, that "if ye forgive not men their

trespasses, neither will your Father forgive

your trespasses."

HoAv terribly, then, must too many deceive

themselves ; I mean even of those Avho re-

gard themseh^es as good and religious people

;

Avho think they knoAV the gospel, and can sit

in judgment upon their pastor, and hold office

in the Church, and are never in the least

afraid of telling their minds, hoAvever little

they may chance to have. We have knoAvn
such forward professors of religion who have
been at deadly feud Avith some of their felloAv-

men, perhaps with some who were members
of the same Church, perhaps CA'^en with their

OAA'n clergyman. The rival in business or

beauty, the opponent in politics, the anta-

gonist in theology, may be the objects of

chronic dislike and ill-will. "VVe never speak
of them Avithout indulging in detraction.

Our famihes, our servants, our friends knoAV
the animosity Ave nourish. They hear our
unguarded words and see our line of action.

iTmay be Sunday evening, and Ave have been
to the church and said " Our Father." We
may just be going to say it again Avith our
household—to say " ForgiA'^e us our trespasses

as we forgive them that trespass against us."

But there is the unforgiving temper in our

souls, Avhich yet stirs no A^oice of self-condem-

nation. HoAv could we talk of the witnesses

of the Spirit, in other Avords, of the sense

that Ave Avere reconciled with God, and thac

He Avas Avell-pleased with us, AAdien we were
living in such an immoral condition 1 Did
Ave think that God had fors;otten His holi-

ness and cast aAvay His aAvful purity, so that

He had come not to be dissatisfied AAdth vice ?

There are teachers who tell us that God
hides the light of His countenance from His
dear faithful children in order that He may
prove them. It can scarcely be true ; at least,

it is difficult to believe that God acts as

though He Avere displeased Avhen He is not

displeased at all. But there is such a thing

as the judicial and chastening hiding of the

light of God's countenance. Whenever a sin

is committed, AvheneA'er a duty is neglected,

that neglect and sin are displeasing to God.

The li2;ht of God's countenance must be taken

away AvheneA^er sin affronts it. When we
feel that our peace has gone, and we are, as it

were, once more under condemnation, it is

for something that the light has been put

out. It may be that while Ave are saying
" Our Father " there kneels some one not

far from us Ave intend to humiliate, to Avound,

or by subtle suggestion to defame. There is

the cloud Avhich hides the light of God's

countenance, and the sensitive soul at once

feels the shadoAV Avhich falls on it. But a

man Avho can go on in such a state of immo-
rality, and yet can think himself enlightened

by the diAdne approval and at peace with God,

must have so lonsr deceived himself that the

light in him has become darkness, because

his deeds are evil. It is possible that we
seldom feel hoAV great a Adce tliis unforgiAdng

spirit is ; but Ave who call ourselves Chris-

tians can have no excuse in failing to do so.

We think that drunkenness and licentious-

ness and lying and stealing are sins, and yet,

in the Bible, Avith these flagrant vices the

vice of hatred, of malice, of an unforgiAdng

temper is classed, and is one of the sins Avhich

by our Lord is most frequently denounced.

This, at least, is certain, and let no man be-

guile liimself, that it is against the nature of

thinsis, asfainst the laAV of God, that a man
can be forgiven who is unforgivmg.

November 8th.

Eead Matthew xxii. 15—22, and Eomacs xiii. 1—S.

The words of our Lord, " Bender to Csesar

the things that are Caesar's, and to God
the things that are God's," have l^een more
frequently made use of to drive home an
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argument than to make men see the extent

of their duty. Even for argument their scope

has generally been too large, the half of it has

been enough. Some have taken one half,

and some the other; a disputant here cry-

ing, "Eender to Caesar the things that are

Csesar's," and his opponent defiantly retort-

ing, "Eender to God the things that are

God's."

Now if we look at our Lord's Avords as a

comprehending law of duty we may see that

one part of it may not be torn from the other

;

that morality and religion cannot be sepa-

rated, that religion is a branch of morality,

and that morality is without supreme au-

thority when it is cut off from religion.

We do not commonly think of religion

as a department of morality ; indeed we
usually separate morality and religion as

things quite distinct from each other. We
say, " Such a man is a very moral man, very

upright, and high-minded, most sensitive and
punctilious in the matter of duty, but that

he is not religious." Now by duty is meant
that which Ave owe, every kind of service

which of right is due from us to others. He
who fails to perform any duty whatever, in

that respect is immoral. He who only parti-

ally pays the debt of duty, who owing one

hu.ndred takes his bill and writes four-score,

is in that respect immoral. But any immo-
rality which is committed is not a single act

which comes from nothing, and is without

eifects. You cannot say with truth of some
one, " he is a very moral man except in one

respect." The one respect in which he is

immoral reveals an immoral strain in his

character, and every immoral act strengthens

that strain, and strengthens it at the expense

of the better parts of his character. So it is

that the hard saying of the Bible is illustrated,

" He that keepeth the whole law, and yet

ofiendeth in one point, is guilty of all." But
if morality is duty, if it is paying to all that

Avhich we owe, and all that we owe ; and if

he is immoral who does not do his duty, does

not pay that which he owes ; then certainly is

an irreligious man immoral, for he does not

pay to God that which he owes. His irre-

ligion, like all other immorality, comes from
some fault or defect in his character, and it

reacts upon his character with depraving

influence. Incalculable harm has been done
by looking upon religion as a matter of taste,

as a nice kind of thing for some people, and
especially good for women and children ; as

very proper, and on the whole beneficial to

society, but not binding like the law of

honesty and the law of truth. Religion is

simply duty. It is what we owe, and we are

not honest if we do not pay it. He who does
not render his duty, his devotion to God, is

terribly or pitiably immoral.

But as religion is indeed a simple but large

department of morality, so again we may say

that what we commonly call morality is a

great department of religion. Social morality

owes its sacred imperativeness and its un-

limited obligation to divine morality. What
are the duties we owe to organized societ}',

duties which will be recognised even by those

Avho dispense with the religious sanction ?

One great duty is to obey the laws of our
country, unless it should ever happen that

these laws are in irreconcilable opposition

to a revealed law of God. For a Christian

there may be no question of taste or pri-

vate opinion in the matter. Unless a thing

is clearly seen to bo a sin against God,
obedience to the law of the land must be un-

hesitating and complete. We may think the

law a bad one. We may use unceasing efforts,

by all legitimate means, to get the law
changed ; but until it is changed, no amount
of dislike or disapproval or resentment can

justify us in breaking the law. "But," say

some, " we are prepared to pay the penalty

for breaking the law if it is enforced. We
object to the law, and we do not intend to

keep it, and if we are punished, it can't be
helped." And a little voice of justifying

self-will says, "If I am punished I shall

be a confessor, a martyr; and from the

Avindows of my cell I will extend my hand
in blessing over those Avho kneel in homage
to the laAV- breaker." Paying a penalty is

not ceasing to be a criminal. The forger

and the thief and the perjurer generally pay
the penalty, but whether they do it or not they

are criminals. We must therefore condemn,
for instance, the self-willed people who refuse

to have their children vaccinated. Society,

by her laAV, says you shall not curse your
neighbours by your self-indulgent obstinacy.

But whether society is right in the value she

places upon vaccination or not, there is no
positive divine precept which forbids it, no
law of God Avhich might seem to justify dis-

obedience to the law ; and therefore the

breach of this law is an immorality which
deserves our censure and not a foible which
we may almost pity.

Social duty has always included the pay-

ment of all the rents and taxes and charges

which the State authorises or imposes, and
there is positive immorality in withholding

or evading or secretly subtracting from them.

Strange to say, this duty has been very feebly
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enforced by the clergy in Ireland, who in so

many respects are the true friends of their

flock and sincere ministers of religion. To
the cry "No rent" they have not responded

in rebuking tones from the altar, " Thou shalt

not steal." By their infidelity in this matter

they have lost rather than gained, for they

have allowed a depraving influence to extend

throughout their parishes, which cannot fail

to weaken the religious sentiments of their

people. He who toys with immorality in-

sults religion. -But there are a great many
who in the matter of national dues and
restrictions do toy with immorality. They
bring books secretly with them when they

come home from other countries, which the

law excludes. " It is only a Tauchnitz," they

say apologetically. But are the small cul-

prits, who are handed over to the petty

sessions, to be uncondemned because their

crimes are too insignificant to be judged at

the assizes ? There are no little sins ; and in

this respect there is wrong in breaking the

law, and there is hurt to the moral nature in

breaking the law. And just so is it with

evasions of import duties and licenses which
are practised by so many people on a small

scale; and there is the flagrant breach of law
which makes its anonymous confessions, with

the newspaper for priest, in the matter of in-

correct returns of income. But we owe more
to the society of which we are members even
than all this. It is not enough that we pay in

full all that is demanded of us. We owe active

service to society whenever we can by any
means improve it. The men who because

they are rich have, as we saj'', nothing to

do, who take the benefits which come to them
from organized society, but who do nothing

for it in return but what they are forced,

cannot be absolved from the charge of im-

morality. To lounge about and, if possible,

be amused, until death says, " Be still," is a

crime against society. And it is sad to hear

men declaring their purpose to withdraw
altogether from politics, and leave things to

go their own way, because manners have be-

come worse in parliament and work greater.

Is this paying that which they owe 1 The
duty to society is especially commanding at

a general election. Poor and rich are called

upon to serve the State to the best of their

ability, and whether they be politicians or

newly enfranchised labourers, they may not
lie or shirk, whether it be to gain or retain

place. But who calls upon them to do this ?

Law can punish and society can fro'vvn ; but
if no eye sees us, neither law nor society

can touch us. It is faith in God, the cer-

tainty that the ej'es of God are ever upon
us, and that for every act of ours we are

responsible to Him, which alone can main-
tain, enlarge, and inspire the idea of duty.

Society then is seen to be one part of God's
handiwork. The laws by which its welfare
may be secured are seen to be God's laws.

Social duty becomes religious, and the things

of Ccesar the things of God.

November 15th.

Eead Matthew ix. 18—26, and Mark x. 13—23.

Well must it be for the home into which
Jesus has been asked to enter. The distressed

may be there, the mocker may be there, the

dead may be there. But the mockers will

be abashed, the sorrowful will be comforted,

and the dead restored to life. And how
various are the motives Avhich may urge men
to seek the presence of Christ in their homes!
Perhaps one of the most constant and the

most eff'ectual is parental love, or anxiety, or

despair. We want something for the child

which we have not to give. It may be Ave

have never wanted it for ourselves, that we
have never thought of it, but have gone our
way unmoved by the sights and sounds
which called attention to it. But here is a

child so worn away Avith sickness that we
cannot hope that life will long continue ; a

child going from us and from our clinging

love. This dear one, for whom our hearts

are crying inside us—albeit we hide our

sorrow from the departing sufferer—needs

some comfort. The joys of life it will never

reach. Its little dreams of hope, instead of

growing into radiant realities, will thin away
until they have left no trace behind. What
can we do 1 Is there no comfort possible 1

Can no one say a word which shall brighten

the sad eyes of patience ? Let us call in the

minister of religion, and he may speak a

saving word. Let us ask the long-neglected

Christ if He will deign to enter our dwelling,

and He may endow with new life the soul of

the dying child.

Now it is of this parental love, and of this

still existing, though often latent, faith in

Christ, we must take advantage, if the house-

holds of our country are to be saved from spiri-

tual death. There are thousands and thou-

sands in England who, although they are not

at all religious, are not unwilling to put their

children under religious teaching and in-

fluences. Indeed, you may not infrequently

come across men wlio are very bad men, but

who have this amount of goodness in them,

that they would like their children to be
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good and religions. They go on in their

usual way ; it has become a habit ; they

cannot now break it off. They drink, they

are impure and unfaithful, their path in life

is on the very edge of dishonesty, which
from time to time they overstep. They
never pray, either alone or with others ; but
they do not want the boy or girl to "go to

the devil." It would shock them if they

were to hear from young lips the indecent

jests which stain their own. There are men
who say they do not believe in God or

Christ, and call revelation a tissue of fables,

who would shudder to hear their child scoff-

ing at the God of heaven, or mocking at

Him who is still called the Saviour. Here,

then, is our opportunity. A day may be
approaching when even this silent faith will

have departed, and given place to malignant
hostility to Christ, such as that which en-

venoms the minds of many in some of the

great continental cities. The natural history

of malignant infidelity is, carelessness in the

matter of religious service, indiflference to it,

a defensive attitude in the presence of its

solicitations, a dislike to it, growing into an
ever-present irritation which quivers to de-

stroy it. Large classes of our population

already show the earlier phases of this move-
ment. The i-est will follow unless we put a
stop to it at once. We must bring the chil-

dren to Christ or bring Christ to the children.

We must nourish the germs of faith which
they have inherited from a more faithful

past. Faith in God, faith in Christ's revela-

tion of God, " full of grace and truth," faith

in the Holy Spirit, whose gracious suggestions

must be reverently acknowledged and yielded

to as the very voice of God—such faith as

this must be made living and effective and
delightful in the souls of the young. It

must be so nourished and guai'ded from
harm that it may become a great tree, deeply
rooted, and spreading far its sheltering

branches. Worship must be so specially

arranged for the young as to become the

natural expression of a solemn yet joyful

faith. The reason must be enlisted in this

holy service. A temper which shrinks from
no new revelation of the mind of God which
may come from any of His works must be
encouraged. Especially those who will be
the mothers of a new generation must be
guarded against a timid, ignorant pietism,

which is certain to alienate from relis,ion the

men of their households. The irrational

religionism of women is a powerful ally of

infidelity. But this subject must be con-

tinued on another Sunday evening.

November 22nd.

Eead Matthew ix. IS—26, and Mark x. 13—23.

byIS

religion

The very first duty of parents

every means in their power to get

enthroned and deeply fastened in the hearts

of their children. If they take pains about
what they call their children's education,

spending time and thought and money that

they may have the best masters, and learn all

graceful "accomplishments;" if they look
eagerly for the reports from school, and take

pride in the honours which are won ; much
more serious and anxious should they be to

have the minds of their children shaped and
tempered by religion. If they feel as they
ought to feel, prayers for their children will

be the natural expression of their heart's

desire, and our real prayers are the rulers of

our lives. But, alas ! how careless are too

many parents in this most important matter !

It is possible they may have family prayers,

and go to church, but their life is not the

practical expression of longing prayer to God
for the divine education of their children.

It is frivolous or vain or idle or "fast."

Keligion is not the attire they think most
about, nor the ornaments they covet most,

a meek and quiet spirit. Such a life as that

must make religion impossible for the child.

And when divine service is altogether avoided
by one or both of the parents, and children

arc sent with nurses or governesses to church,

the seeds of infidelity are sown in the mind.
It is hard, indeed, to say what is to be done
for cliildren Avhose fathers and mothers, by
continuous pressure, are moulding them in

irreligion. They will know some day, when
the child, which has never knelt at the feet

of a heavenly Father and breathed its long-

ings to Him for a higher life, has fallen into

ruinous vice or shameful crime, how easy is

the descent to perdition, where the spirit of

God is unfelt. But if parents will not do their

duty, if by spirit and example they make
coarse and common the souls of their children,

can nothing be ' lone to save the children, and
to save the future from a condition of un-

godly sensuality ? I think the work of Sun-
day-schools has yet to be done ; their day is

not over ; it has scarcely come. But why
should not religious men and women of

intellectual powers and attainments under-
take some Sunday teaching ? It need noL

be school-teaching ; it might be teaching in

their own homes. When they have children

why should they not admit a few others to

share the instmctions which they give in
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their own homes 1 There are men whose
academic distinctions are great, and whose
piety fervent, who might gather around
them on Sunday afternoons a class of boys
or young men, and upon these they might
impress their own reasonable rehgion. There
are ladies, both married and unmarried, not
less intellectually provided than the most
cultivated men, whose teaching might help

young girls to resist the worldly irreligion

which disgraces their mothers. Why should
not these take in hand this Sunday teaching 1

People of the highest rank even might hke to

commit their children on Sunday afternoons

to the religious instructions of those more
capable than themselves. They Avould not
be—what Sunday-schools haA^e been—a pro-

vision merely for the humbler classes ; they
would not be the scene in wliich youthful
incapacity tortures or toys with those still

younger. They would be the class-rooms in

wliich reverent and highly cultivated men
and women gave sjonpathy and counsel to

those of all ranks of society whose knowledge
and experience were less than their own. In
every congregation there might be very
many classes of this kind. The minister of

the church would be generally the first to

supply the teachers with disciples ; and when
the organization was complete the notice of

vacancies in different classes, whenever they
occurred, could be placed upon the doors of

the church. In this way the juvenile and
" standard " atmosphere, which cannot help
tainting our ordinary Sunday-schools, woidd
be driven away. They would be made use
of by those who think themselves too old

for the ordinary Sunday-school. Something
would be done by such classes—in which
friendship would grow up between scholars

and professors—to diminish the jealousies of

class, which threaten to fracture the social

structure; and they would pour into the
churches a constant stream of instructed
piety. In this way we may do something
to bring Christ into the homes of our fellow-

men. And when His power is manifest in the
lives which He has inspired ; when in the
home the young men and maidens are seen
to be brave and noble, simple and sym-
pathetic, reverent and helpful to parents,

punctihous in honour, and white in purity
as "unsimned snow;" Avhen the thoughtful-
ness of the free is joined to the solemnity of

the happy worshipper ; then it Avill not be
possible for men to laugh the Eedeemer of

life to scorn ; for He who can raise the dead
from decay, must be confessed to be the Son
of God.

NovaiBER 29th.

Eead St. John vi. 5—15, and St. Luke xi. 3—11.

Yes, indeed, it is put upon disciples of

Christ that they be like their jMaster, saviours
of the lost. No waste is to be permitted in

His kingdom. "That nothing be lost" is

His rule. Over and over again this law of

saving is asserted. The shepherd seeks the
one lost sheep "until he find it." The woman
of the house sweeps the floor and searches

diligently for the lost piece of silver " until

she find it." No impotent acquiescence in

perdition can be tolerated by Him who came
"to seek and to save that which Avas lost."

The husband and the Avife Avho Avaste or de-

stroy the spiritual powers Avith Avhich they
are endoAved, and in doing so may succeed in

destroying those of the partner of their lives,

are intolerable to Christ. The parents, the

masters, the friends, Avhose manners and
Avords and conduct tend to keep aAvay their

cliildren and servants and guests and acquaint-

ance from the service of God, are the enemies
of Christ, they crucify Him afresh, and put
Him to an open shame. The idle jesting

words lightly flung in the way of another, so

as to divert him from a means of grace, are

like the railings of those who passed by the

cross wagging their heads. A home, a neigh-

bourhood, equals and inferiors, may be blighted

by the irreverent folly and the unAvorshipping

flippancy of some empty soul. Those Avhom
Chiist AA^ould save, may now be lost—ma}-

the tireless Seeker find them !—by the un-

bridled tongue and mocking suggestions of a

friA'olous Avoman, or the challenge of licentious

man. If Christ is the Head of all who save,

the cleAal is the chief and lord of all Avho

destroy. It matters not AAdiether thej^ dAvell

in draAving-roohis and clubs, or in alleys, in

A"illage public-houses or in serA-ants' halls;

they are working in opposition to Christ.

They are the tliieves AA'ho have come to kill

and to destro}^, and Christ has come that

men " may have life, and that they may
have it more abundantly." Terrible thought

!

that Christ has still so many enemies. The
cruel Avork of His foes AA^as not ended when
the Long-sufferer sighed, "It is finished."

From that day to tliis He has been AA\alking

amongst men Avith consolation for their sor-

rows and cure for their sins, and the old cry

of insult is flung at Him from every side,

" Not tliis man, but Barabbas." Gentle wo-

men and braA^e men, the great and the small,

join in the affronting rejection of Him who
alone can save human life from meanness and
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destruction. If from the days of His mortal

life men had entered with heart and soul

into His work, and if all who had taken upon
them His name had never lost an opportunity

of saying a saving word, or doing a saving

act, the world would now have been saved.

Men may mock at the word " saved ;" they
do at times make merry over those who wish
to " save souls." Well, the phrases may be
old-fashioned ; but that which they mean is

the aim of every man whose heart is big

enough to be discontented with himself and
to desire better things from others. To save

the mind means, to deliver it from ignorance,

to educate its powers into full capability, to

bring it into a position of free and healthy

activity. To save the soul means, to rescue it

from sensuality and superstition, to bring it

forth from its animal grossness into a world
of beauty, truth, and goodness. To save the

soul is, to make it see God ; and, in the at-

traction of that sight, to ascend from all that

is base and bad to a pure and ever purer life.

Who dare say that there is anything vulgar

or absurd in such an aim, whether it be for

ourselves or others 1 Every philanthropic

scheme is one for the saving of men's bodies,

minds, or souls. The men who do not believe

in God, but who do care for men, cannot
live without, in their way, trying to save

men's souls. Their way may be a mistaken
or an inadequate one, but to save souls is the

very highest intention which can fill the mind.
But if all who, in the long centuries which
have rolled on since Christ sent the disciples

to preach the gospel to every creature, have
called themselves Christians, had laboured

day by day to save the souls of all they ever

came near, the terrible stories of vice and
sodden crime, of human lives trampled down
into unutterable abomination, which assault

our ears and stain our memories, could not
have been imagined. Christ would have saved
men's souls and men's bodies from all the

evils Avhich now anchor them in the fetid

mud of immorality. But He has been pressed

upon by enemies who have thronged Him.
His foes have been those of His own house.

The carelessness, the indolence, the selfish-

ness, the poor-spiritedness of the millions of

the baptized have bound the saving Christ

with thongs, and Chi'istians have prevented
Christ from doing many mighty works be-

cause of their unbelief. We should have
needed neither temperance societies, nor vigi-

lance committees, nor guilds for purity, nor
reformatories, nor homes of rescue, if every
member of Christ's Church, from the first,

had been inspired by His intention—"that

nothing be lost." The Church herself would
have been all these institutions, until they
had become unnecessary. Are we still tc

continue to be mere impulses to perdition 1

But if you lose one single opportunity of

bearing witness for a high spiritual life against

the sensual life, against the life whose bot-

tomless pit sends forth its noxious vapours

;

if you lose one opportunity of bearing witness
for Christ and against the spirits of the pit

—

in wasting that opportunity you waste a gift

put into your hands by the Saviour and
hinder His great work. Why is it we do
not see this ? How is it we are so blind 1

We complain of the free thinking of these

days, and declare that incalculable harm is

being done by the free publication of anti-

Christian books. We almost hate those men
of science, who frighten us so terribly with
their discoveries. But if our one, loving,

Christ-like intention were, that " nothing be
lost," we should be too busy with our work
to be frightened by them, and too certain of

its triumph even for a moment's discourage-

ment. It is not the feAV unbelievers who
have prevented the salvation of Christ from
triumphing through the world; it has been
done, and is still being done, by the people
Avho fill our churches, and who thank God
that they are not as the Agnostics are. The
guilt is ours. We have buried Christ and
laid a great stone upon His tomb, and watched
that he should not come forth to bless. Let
the squire in his parish and throughout his

property see to it, that farmers and labourers,

that the tradesmen of the town, and the ser-

vants of the house, and the guests who fill it

with sport and kindness, behold in him the

spirit of manly devotion and scrupulous self-

government and considerate accessibility. Let
his example and his words say to all, " Let
us go up to the house of the Lord." Let the

lady in the hall be the sweet minister of

purity to all in her household, and in every
cottage she can reach. Each servant should
learn from her how beautiful is a spotless

soul. There is a saving contagion in purity

which may pluck from damnation the falling

and the fallen. Let fathers and mothers,

scholars and artisans, the officer with his

soldiers, the merchant and lawyer with ap-

prentices and clerks, young men in their

friendships and games, and maidens high and
low as they work or talk or in pleasant

parties feel the glow of life, have Christ by
His Holy Spirit dwelling in their souls ; and
His great purpose, which one day shall be

realised, ever burning witliin them, that
" nothing be lost."
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CHAPTER XLV.—FOR HIS SAKE.

HARDLYhad the words ofwarning escaped

from John Garnet's lips when the ship

received a violent shock, which caused her to

qniver from stem to stern, and the engines

suddenly ceased working. A crowd of ter-

rified passengers rushed up the cabin stairs,

and Fi'ancis Drake was only just in time to

follow the mate's counsel and secure one of

the life-belts for Maria, when their hiding-

place under the bunk was discovered, and
they were seized upon and battled for by
fifty arms. Strange to say, in spite of her

mvalidism, Miss Nicobar, whose sharp eyes

had forwarned her of this proceeding, had
sprung from her seat and, anticipating the

foremost of the throng, had snatched a belt

for herself, and was already engaged in

securing it about her precious person.

In crossing the deck to regain his seat at

Maria's side Francis Drake was almost thrown
£i'om his feet by a second shock.

"Do not be afraid, dear girl," he had
begun to say, intending even yet to lessen

-3.S much as might be the terrors of a catas-

trophe which he was well convinced had now
become imminent, when a certain expression

in her face caused him to stop short.

" I am not afraid," she said with a sad

smile, but in clear, collected tones. " I hope
I am not going to be. Do not think so ill of

me as to endeavour to conceal anything from
liie now ; indeed, it would be useless, for I

know all The sliip is sinking."
" No, no. Who told you that 1 It must

have been some ignorant and frightened

passenger."
" Yoio did," was the unexpected reply. "I

read it in your face when you looked towards

me as 3'ou were talking to John Garnet. Do
you suppose, Francis, I cannot read your
face ? " she added, with a touch of bitter-

ness.

Strange words to utter at any time, but in

that scene of confusion and uproar, where,

save for her comparatively sheltered position,

she could scarcely have made herself heard
at all, they sounded doubly strange. To
Francis Drake every syllable had its signi-

ficance, and as he reflected on them even the

perils in which they were placed were for the

moment forgotten. When she begged liim

not to conceal anything from her now, he well
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understood that she was hinting at quite

another matter than their peril ; and that,

when she spoke of reading the very thoughts

of his heart in his face, she Avas reproach-

ing him with a devotion that was not re-

turned.

As for Maria, so far as she was personally

concerned, she seemed wholly indifferent to

the terrors which surrounded her. From all

sides of her arose cries and prayers, the

wildest appeals for pardon to the divine

goodness, and the most passionate entreaties

for its protection. To herself, whose whole
life might be almost said to be a prayer, the

catastrophe seemed to demand neither more
nor less of it than any other occasion. She
gently put aside the life-belt that Drake was
endeavourins; to fasten around her, and
begged that it mioht be given to Lady
Bn rton.

"I cannot make my way to the carriage,

Francis, but perhops you can do so. Please

take it to her."
" But I insist upon your wearing it," he

exclaimed vehemently, and almost fiercely.

She shook her head. " Well, it is no matter
;

it will sustain you both," he said. " Do not

lose hold of it for a moment, and I will go

and fetch your mother."

Tliis was easier said than done. The deck

was now crowded "with people, some pros-

trated by the waves, others carried Avith

frightful violence against the bulwarks, others

on their knees, with their arms round their

children's necks, clinging to rails and ropes.

He met the captain staggering up the cabin

stairs, his face flushed with hquor, his eyes

flaming with fury.

" Why don't they man the pumps, the

fools ! " he cried with a dreadful impreca-

tion.

" Because they are choked with sand, sir,"

returned the mate with a relic of respect for

his superior still in his tone. "We have

been aground these five minutes."

"Captain! caj^tain! we are all going to the

bottom !
" screamed Miss Nicobar's Hepzibah,

clinging to his legs.

" How can that be, young woman, when
you hear we are at the bottom already ! " was

the grim rejoinder.
" Put the helm hard a starboard ; back

her, back her. You firemen, why don't you

keep the steam up 1

"

/ \
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Monstrous as was the fact, this drunken
but dauntless wretch did not know that the

fires of his own ship were out, and that the

vessel was practically immovable.
" Well, well, she'll float with the tide," he

observed audaciously.

And it was extraordinary what comfort
that speech conveyed to many of those about
him, so hard is it for authority, however help-

less and contemptible, to lose its hold upon
the minds of men.
Without Avasting words upon this miserable

creature, Drake was making his way to where
the carriage of Sir Abraham was fastened,

when a sea, greater than any which had
hitherto struck her, swept the vessel. It

not only washed away many persons with it,

whose despairing cries rose above the howling
of the wind and wave, but, snapping the great

ropes which held it as though they were
packthread, it threw the carriage itself on to

the starboard quarter, where it smashed the

bulwark and fell into the sea. Drake him-
self had a narrow escape from being carried

with it, and only saved himself by seizing

hold of an iron pin, sunk in the deck, to

which some portion of the vehicle had been
fastened. It was a sickening spectacle, but
it lasted but for a moment ; a frightened and
despairing face at one of the windows, an
agonising shriek from a voice that he hardly
recognised, and all was over.

His mission thus terribly concluded for

him, he returned as fast as the beating of the

ship permitted to the side of Maria. A
female form was clinging to her knees, on
whom she was in the act of fastening the

life-belt which he had given her such strict

injunctions to preserve for her own use.
" I should not have used it in any case,"

she replied to his reproachful look, " and to

this poor child here "—she pointed to Janet
Parkes, crouching and moaning at her feet

—

" life seems very dear."

It was plain from her use of the phrase
" in any case," as well as from the agonised

expression of her face, that she was aAvare of

the catastrophe that had happened to her
parents. Yet she spoke not one word con-

cerning it. It was certainly not that her
mind was monopolised by the imminence of

her oAvn peril, or with her own affairs at all

;

indeed, one would have thought from the

caresses and consolatory whispers she be-

stoAved on Janet that the poor girl alone and
not herself Avas threatened.

With all the young man's admiration and
affectionate regard for Maria, she had ahvays
been a problem to him, and never Avas the

solution^ farther from his mind than on the
present occasion, when, as it seemed, they
were about to leave the world together. But
that he Avas Avholly free from affectation,

Francis Drake might have used with truth the
phrase attributed to Nelson when a boy, "I do
not knoAv Avhat fear is." But even he was not
insensible to the prospect of a violent end,

or to the spectacle of that of his felloAv-

creatures Avhich offered itself on all sides (for

CA'-ery Avave now carried off its victims),

Avhereas on Maria these things appeared to
have no effect at all, except so far as they
evoked her efforts to soothe and console the
living. Was her faith so firm that even this

terrible form of death Avas to her a mere "flit-

ting "—a removal from a house of clay to an
eternal habitation in a shining city ? Or Avas

there another and a less spiritual cause for

her indifference to life ? Whatever may have
been her reason, it at all events sufficed, for

neither wind nor wave, nor all the havoc
they made around her, could extort from
her the least sign of fear. There is a Avell-

knoAA^n shipAvreck story, more or less founded
on fact, Avhich describes the devotion of a

Roman Catholic priest in the last moments
of the catastrophe, how, being a strong SAvim-

mer, he fought his way through the billows

to this or that droAvning Avretch, and be-

stoAved upon them the last sacraments of the

Church at the very instant of their dissolu-

tion. And it almost seemed as if Maria
Barton had had the example of this heroic

divine before her, so entirely did she give

herself up to pacifying and mitigating the
terrors of those about her with the consola-

tions of religion.

Many, indeed, Avere too paralysed by fear

to derive any comfort from her ministra-

tions. Miss Nicobar could think or speak of

nothing but the ingratitude of her Hepzibah,
Avho, forgetting all considerations of social

position, had actually used her superior

strength to deprive her mistress of the life-

belt and appropriate it to her OAvn use.

Mrs. Parkes had been swept from the deck,

her eye, to the very last, fixed upon her

daughter, Avho, though in comparative safet)^

—for the paddle-box still hung together

—Avas too overcome by her terrors even

to notice her mother's disappearance. But
not a few had cause to thank Maria Barton
for hope and faith in that hour of need, or

at all events for the preserA'ation of their

self-respect. To move from place to place

was noAv become impossible ; but, on the

other hand, again and again, by the strokes

of wind and wave, the passengers of the
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Javelin "were thrown together, and for a brief

space, so long as their failing strength enabled

them to catch and keep a hold, remained so.

Among these unfortunate persons were the

Eector and his wife, with both of whom
Maria had some converse, of a far ten-

derer as well as graver kind than had ever

passed between them before. It was pitiful

to hear poor Mrs. Purcell's self-reproaches

for having induced her husband to take the

voyage, and so to have become the instrument

of his destruction ; but she showed little fear

;

while her husband behaved with a dignity

which he had certainly never manifested

on ordinary occasions, or what, considering

the nearness of its end, might almost be

termed during life. One or two of the little

Fortescues, who had survived the rest, seemed
also, though crying bitterly, to derive some
sense of succour by clinging to Maria's knees.

Thanks to Francis Drake's solicitude, she

had been placed in a tolerably secure spot

;

the paddle-box under which she sat, or rather

crouched—for an upright position had long

become impossible to any one—still sheltered

her and those about her from the violence

of the waves, while the other had been torn

away. The rest of the passengers who yet sur-

vived either lay huddled together upon
deck, or, clinging to rope and chain, and
one another, crowded the cabin stairs of the

sinking ship.

At tliis moment the ponderous chimney,
which had long broken from its stays,

and swinging from side to side, threat-

ened destruction to the helpless beings be-

neath it, came down on the deck, bearing
with it the main-mast and carrying away in

its fall the whole of the starboard bulwarks.
The force and weight of the stroke dragged
the vessel over—for the moment making the
side which had been the higher out of the
water the lower—and plunged her so deeply
into the sea that it seemed impossible, with
the waves rolhng over her now defenceless

deck, that she could ever right again. Thevery
violence of wind and wave indeed forced her
back again into her old position, but in a still

more miserable plight. The loss of human
life had been enormous, and especially among
those in the vicinity of Maria and her lover

;

indeed, when sense and breath returned to

them—for an instant they had been actually

under water—they found themselves alone.

On other parts of the deck, if it could still

be called so, there were also little knots of

survivors—fathers surrounded by their chil-

dren, husbands and wives clasped in a last

embrace, or even tied together, in the

melancholy hope of perishing in one another's

arms.

For the most part these poor people were
overcome by the lethargy of despair ; but a

few were still animated by hope. Three of

the crew had climbed the foremast, to the

top of which they had lashed themselves.

One of them was the steward, and when
presently a little black boy belonging to the

ship, who cried out piteously in broken
English, " I have no friends ! " held out his

arms in appeal for help, John Garnet reached
down and took him up and tied him with a

handkerchief to the spar—an action to which
Maria drew Francis Drake's attention with
a look that he never forgot. Only in heaven,

he was wont to say, could he expect to see

its counterpart.

A passenger here and there had selected

a spar or an oar (for the frail boat had
been broken to pieces early in the night by a

blow from a wave), which, when the ship

should go to pieces, should serve to keep them
afloat ; one had even got the drum, wliich

had long ceased to give out its spirit-stirring

sounds, and tied himself to that as to a life-

buoy. The windlass, the belfry, where the

ship's beU had hung, and the foot of the fore-

mast, everything that gave the least sigTi of

solidity, were each surrounded by a clinging

throng.

On the poop, holding on to the wheel,

or to the stump of the main-mast, were
about a dozen persons, who, either by chance

or good judgment, had all along, with few
exceptions, kept to that locality. It offered

a stubborn resistance to the waves, and more-

over, as Drake foresaw, though less sheltered

than their own position, might possibly,

when the ship broke up, become detached

and float with its living burden. To his

satisfaction, though it was likely to be short-

lived, he perceived that the Eector and his

wife, whom he had thought had been en-

gulfed when the main-mast fell, had been
swept to this poor ark of safety. To reach it

was almost impossible, and if it had been

otherwise there was scant room for more,

and he well knew that Maria would have

refused to impose her presence where it

might, even in her case, have been unwel-

come. He therefore revolved in his mind
what other chances might be open to them
when the fatal moment should arrive, not,

indeed, of the ship's sinking under them, for

it was already embedded in the sand, but of

the rising tide overwhelming it, and its going

to pieces. The paddle-box had, indeed, be-

come much loosened at the bottom, though
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the planking of the roof still held together,

and it struck him that if it should part and
not turn over, it might form a raft for them,

however frail, in which they might float till

daylight, when they might be picked up by
one of the boats, certain to be sent in quest

of them—a forlorn hojie, indeed, but one
that sustained him wonderfully. He had
imparted this plan to Maria, but sustained,

doubtless, by hopes of another kind, though
she smiled gratefully on him, she seemed to

give it but little attention.

" One would really think, dear, that life

and death were one to you," pleaded the

young man. " Surely, for my sake
"

She turned her gentle face towards him

—

almost all the movement she could make in

her cramped and wedged position—with a

look of an inexpressible reproach and pain.
" Heaven forgive me, if it be a sin to say

so," she whispered hoarsely, " but it is for

your sake, Francis, that I wish to die."

CHAPTER XLVI.—PARTED.

It is with somewhat unnecessary boastful-

xiess that love is said to conquer death ; for

as a matter of fact there are other emotions

—some of them mere passions, such as hate

and greed—which do the like, and even in

•our last hours will cast out from our thoughts

the Shadow which is beckoning us none
knows whither. To persons, indeed, without
imagination, such as the Chinese, not to men-
tion almost all savage tribes, there is no dread
of the fact of death at all, but only of the

act of it. What made it, indeed, so terrible

to the majority of those on board the Javelin,

was its suddenness and violence, which, save

in a few exceptional cases, caused the law of

self-preservation to override all other con-

siderations. But with Maria Barton even
the immediate prospect of a violent end had
no disturbing, or certainly no distracting

•efifect. Her mind throughout the voyage
had been enthralled by one absorbing topic,

which, if in one aspect temporal and finite,

was in another, at all events in her eyes,

indestructible and eternal. Events had sub-

sequently happened which had destroyed the

former view of it and left only the latter ; be-

cause temporal things were coming to an end
with her it did not therefore perish, it remained
with her like her faith, and could not be
cast out by physical danger however immi-
nent.

Francis Drake, whom no one could accuse

of cowardice, was, on the other hand, keenly
conscious of their common peril. The youth
and strength within him resented the menace

of fate and was resolute to oppose it
;
yet,

for the moment, Maria's look and words so

diverted his mind from the danger of their

position that it made him almost unconscious

of it. This would not have happened of

course, but for his own consciousness of the

matter she referred to, which now turned his

cheek far paler than the terrors of wind and
wave had done.

" I do not understand you, my dear," he

stammered presently; "if you love me "

" I do love you," she interrupted earnestly;

"how much ! and how much too much. Heaven
only knows ! Dear Francis, there is no need
now to deceive yourself any longer for my
sake ; I know the secret of your heart though
it may be you have not confessed it even to

yourself. You have loved me, yes ! but not

as you Avould have loved another—my cousin

Hester."

"She refused me," murmured the young
fellow mechanically; a frankness which, under
other circumstances, would have seemed to

him almost brutal, had taken possession of

his soul and compelled his words. "My
heart was free, dear girl, when I placed it in

your keeping."
" Your hand was free," she answered in

broken tones, " but not your heart. Hester

refused you for my sake. I heard it fr-om her

lips this morning."
" What ! did she tell you that 1

"

" No, she told my mother, and I by chance

—no, not by chance, by Heaven's mercy—

I

overheard her. What a crime have you
thus escaped 1 from what a wrong, though
unconsciously committed, have I been pre-

served ! Not that it matters now," she added
pathetically, " but oh, how it seemed to

matter ! For the last twelve hours, Francis,

I have been thinking of little else. It would
have made no difference if I had lived, be

sure, only I should have been so unhappy
because I love you so."

"And I love you, my darling," returned

the young man vehemently, carried beyond
himself and out of it, by her gentleness and
generosity. " You are mistaken in supposing

that—that I do not love you. We shall be

happy yet, dear girl. May Heaven desert

me in my last hour if I do not make you a

good and loving husband !

"

" Hush, hush," she whispered gently ;
" I

know your noble nature
;
you would have

given me all save that which you had not to

give, and if you could you would have con-

cealed that lack ; but it is better thus. You
love me, you say—and I believe it—as a bro-

ther loves his only sister."
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"Better far than that," he answered

hoarsely.
" Prove it then by doing what I am about

to ask of you."
" I will do anything; amongst others, I will

save you or die myself," was his reply.

She could not hide her poor wan, weather-

beaten face in her hands, as nature dictated,

for to have left hold of the arm of the bench
on Avhich she sat Avould have been instant

death, but at thgse loving words her cheeks

flushed crimson and her eyes filled with tears.

"It is hard, it is hard," she murmured.
"Frank dear," she went on in firmer tones,

" I entreat of you to leave me. Every hour,

every minute, that you remain hero dimi-

nishes your strength, and therefore your
chances of safety. The sands are covered now,

and, so far, to swim is practicable. You are

a strong sAvimraer, I know, and a brave and
resolute man."
He laughed aloud, not bitterly, but with

amused contempt. " Yes, very brave and
very resolute," he said, "but not so audacious

—to put it at lowest—as run the risk of being

branded as the greatest coward that ever

disgraced the name of a soldier. Leave you
here ! You must think ill of me, indeed, to

dream of it."

" I was not thinking of you only, Francis,

there are others besides myself to whom your
life is precious. Think of poor Sir Reginald."

"My father will grieve, no doubt," he
answered, "but at least he will not die of

shame, as he would do if his son came home
as you would have him, and told him how he
had secured his safety."

If it came to Maria's lips to say that there

was another person to whom Francis Drake
was dearer even than to Sir Reginald, it did
not pass beyond them ; not that she felt any
reluctance to refer to her cousin, but because
she knew that it would give pain to her
companion. Moreover, he might reply for

Hester as he had replied for his father, and,

as Maria was well aware, with equal truth.

Though she was a woman, and another had
been preferred before her, she did her the

fullest justice. In her humility, indeed,

she Avould have confessed, while denying
that any one could love Francis Drake as

she did, that Hester was more worthy of

him. If miracles have ceased in the world
it is certain that saints among our women
still exist.

After this one appeal she made no further
effort to persuade her companion to leave

her. He had wrapped his cloak about them
both, and sat with one arm clasped around

her close, waiting for the moment when
Death should come to fetch them, although

not altogether without hope to balk liim of

his prey.

In the most terrible situations that the

human mind can conceive the commonplace
and ordinary incidents of life are never

wanting.

In his last struggle to reach Sir Abraham
and his wife, Drake had lost his watch, and

his sudden discovery of the fact gave him a

momentary disturbance that the instant after-

wards evoked a bitter smile. Wishing to

know how soon the daylight might be ex-

pected, he asked Maria to tell him the hour,

which the moonlight, though faint and ob-

scured by the flying clouds, still permitted

her to do. She told him ; at the same time

handing him her own watch ; " Take it, dear

Francis," she said, "I have done with time,

and if you survive me "

At this moment so heavy a sea struck the -

vessel, that it seemed to split from one end

to another, though in fact it had not broken ,

in two. The paddle-box, as Drake had ex-

pected, was torn away and driven in upon
them. With one arm he seized it, and with

the other assisted his companion to its sum-

mit. Thanks to a torn plank, and the pre-

sence of an iron pin beneath the cavity, they

obtained a sort of seat and also hand-hold.

The sea did not immediately wash them
over, though the whole deck was now sub-

merged ; there was even time for Drake to

seize a plank as it whirled by them, which

he thought might be of use in steering, or at

least in steadying their perilous craft ; but in

less than a minute they were torn from the ^

wreck and tossed in the deep.

Even when a vessel is going down for cer-

tain, it is a terrible tiling to leave it in a heavy
sea for an open boat, although we may be well

persuaded that it is of the two the lesser evil.

The vast mass of shattered timbers, though

we know that it is doomed to destruction,

seems, by its very bulk, to afTord us greater

security than the cockleshell—though it is.

still intact—in which we find ovu-selves.

The sense that there is "only a plank," as

the phrase goes, between him and the sea is

to a landsman, indeed, appalling ; but how
much more dreadful was the situation of this

unhappy pair, clinging to a fragment of

wreckage which, sinking deep in the trough

of the wave, did not rise as a boat does on the

crest of it, but remained, at the best, half under

water, and always in danger of turning over !

For the first few minutes every rushing,

wave seemed to. drown them, and when.
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it had gone by there was no time to catch

their breath before they were overtaken

by another. The water blinded their eyes

and filled their ears. They fought for life

in silence and darkness, and even—though
the wind howled and roared around them

—

without an atmosphere in which to breathe.

Then with that wonderful adaptability to cir-

cumstance which all humanity more or less

possesses, they began to see and hear, and
breathe, and even to think

In a half-mecho.nical manner Drake began
to use his plank, and not ineffectually, so as

to tui'n the head of their unwieldy raft to

meet the shock of the wave. The wind was
driving them towards the shore, from which
they were, perhaps, a couple of miles distant,

and the dawn was breaking. Supposing mat-

ters grcAv no worse it was just possible, un-

less exhaustion, or the terrible cold which
their wet limbs began to experience, should

destroy them, that they might get alive,

Drake thought, to land. But hardly had
this ray of comfort broken in upon him than

he became conscious that they were getting

lower in the water, sinking deeper into the

trough of every sea, and rising less buoyantly
with it.

Long before they could get to shore at their

])resent rate of progress, it was evident that

tli.ey must be utterly overwhelmed.
There was clearly only one thing to be done.
*' Dear love," said Francis Drake, " awhile

ago I refused a request of yours, which I am
now about to obey. I am going to try to

swim to land for help."
" To leave me ! Oh, my darling do not leave

me !

"

The appeal was pitiful, indeed, and seemed
to show the perturbation of a mind that up to

that moment had preserved unruffled calm.

"I would not do it, love, save for your
own sweet sake, be sure," he pleaded.

" I know it," she answered simply ;
" it is

because the raft is sinking beneath its double

burthen, and you think that I shall have a

better chance for life alone. Forgive me if,

for the moment, the thought of losing you

—

and of being left alone," she added, with
that love of truth which was as natural to

her as the breath she drew, " overcame for

the moment "

Her words were cut short by an angry
sea, but there was no need to finish them.
In the last few hours these two had got to

understand, not only one another's lightest

glance or gesture, but the thoughts of each
other's souls.

Preparations Francis had none to make.

He had long ago kicked off his boots and
discarded his coat, and his cap had been car-

i"ied away by the wind.
" I will nob say, ' God bless you, my dar-

ling!'" he murmured in her ear, "for you
need no human intercessor, and least of all

one such as I am. Keep a brave heart,

love ; we shall meet again."
" I both hope and believe it," she answered

firmly; then added to herself, "in heaven."

He kissed her pale, cold lips, and slid, as

carefully as he could, so as not to disturb

the balance of her crazy raft, into the sea.

The next moment a wave sundered them

—

for ever

!

CHAPTER XLVII.—ON SHORE.

It was long past daylight at Medbury, but
no news had come to the Castle of its missing

tenants. In the tower-chamber above the

gateway, to which, because it commanded
the greatest stretch of view, they had re-

moved at dawn, sat the old Baronet and
Hester. That terrible watch-night had told

upon them both. Sir Eeginald looked five

years older, and years at his age leave a

deeper mark than at any other. It often

happens very suddenly, without any shock,

physical or mental, to cause it, that to-day

we see a fine old man, and to-morrow a

spectre, the mere shadow of his former self.

This was not, however, quite the case with

Sir Eeginald ; he did not look broken, but

only ready to break. He was bearing the

suspense, but with utmost efTort. It was
plain he had no reserve of strength for

any catastrophe. If the news came, which
was now almost sure to come, Hester said to

herself, "it will kill him."

He sat with her hand in his at the wide-

open window, for so he would have it—lis-

tening for every sound, with the wind blow-

ing back his silver hair, and whispering of

wreck and ruin. It had moderated at last,

having done its cruel work, and the clouds

were clearing from the face of the sky. It

was Hester's presence and sympathy, as he

told her, which had hitherto sustained him.
" Without you, my deai-," he whispered, " he

would never have seen me alive, even if he

should be spared to do so ; nor will I say,

even if I do not see him, that I have little

to thank you for ; I shall never forget you,

never."

On the other hand, Hester was scarcely

less indebted to her companion for her com-

parative calm ; the necessity she felt under to

comfort and strengthen him, as far as she

was able, had in a measiire mitigated her
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misery, but not becavise it turned her thoughts

from her own wretched forebodings ; for

though he did not know it, ho bewailed with

her a common woe.

At eight o'clock another messenger arrived

from Philip Langton, bearing a second letter.

The vessel had gone down, it said, of that

there was no doubt, but nine persons had been

picked up alive, and it was just possible

—

though only just, for the place where the Jave-

i'm had gone do^vn had been discovered—that

more might yet be saved. From the fore-mast,

the top of which had been just discerned

above the water, three persons—the mate,

John Garnet, a sailor, and the little black

boy had been taken ofi'; and from a portion

of the poop, which had floated within half a

mile of the shore, six persons—among them
]Mr. Purcell and his wife, the two last in so

extreme a state of exhaustion that they had

been unable to reach the Eectory, and had

been taken to the hotel overlooking the

jetty ; but none of the rescued persons had

been as yet in a condition to give a collected

account of what had taken place. The horse-

man ]\Ir. Langton had dispatched had not

yet returned, but there were rumours of

much wreckage having been cast up along

the coast. Notwithstanding that from this

it was clear that no survivors from the ship

—

if more survivors there should be—would be

brought to Medbury, but must needs have

what flickering spark of life remained in

them nursed and fed at Shingleton, Hester

by no means relaxed the preparations she

had caused to be made from the first for

their reception and proper treatment. Again
and again she visited the rooms of Sir Abra-

ham and Lady Barton, and of her cousin,

to see that all was ready for them ; and she

had even had another room prepared for

Francis Drake, in case it might be expedient

for him to shorten his journey ever so little

and be tended at the Castle.

How forlorn and melancholy they looked,

fated, like mausoleums, to receive their in-

mates only after death ; or rather, like ceno-

taphs, mausoleums that must stand for ever

empty because their rightful tenants had
been held captive by the tyrannous and re-

morseless sea ! The companionship in which
she was placed compelled Hester's thoughts

to dwell chiefly on Francis Drake, but they

turned with no less of sorrow towards her

cousin, cut off in her youth and on the brink

of the accomplishment of her heart's desire.

That she was gone to heaven was as certain

as there was a heaven for such pure and

pious souls to go to ; but whatever we poor

mortals may preach, or even pray, the ex-

change of one world for another by those avo

love, however advantageous we feel it to bo
for themselves, is to us who are left behind
and lose them a matter of intense regret and
pain. For her aunt, too, Hester had a sin-

cere aflection, and had she had no other loss

to deplore. Lady Barton's death would have
left a void in her heart not easy to be filled.

"Perhaps," thought Hester involuntarily,
" she has met dear mamma by this time, and
they are once more loving sisters." Even for

Sir Abraham's fate she had a genuine tear.

He had been kind to her after his fashion,

and, indeed, could hardly have been called

unkind (or so she now thought) to anyone.
" AVhere are they all at this moment 1

"

was the awful question which her heart was
putting to her in spite of herself. "Be-
hind the veil," we say, in our inadequate and
conventional phraseology ; but to us the se-

paration that has taken place is in reality of

quite another kind. It is no veil that shuts

us out for ever, or what seems for ever, from
those dear familiar faces, but a wall of ada-

mant reaching from earth to sky, through

which no voice can come to gladden us with

its " All is well," or (awful thought) rack us

with tidings of another kind.

In Shingleton there was broadcast be-

reavement, and a desolation as deep as that

which reigned at Medbury. In its humbler

houses, though it was not perhaps felt at the

moment, there was even additional cause for

sorrow, in anxiety for the future, for many
a household had lost its breadwinner; but

for the moment they had this poor advantage

over the watchers in the Castle that they Avere

not compelled to inaction. Some manned
the fishing-vessels and scoured the sea in the

neighbourhood of the wreck, in hopes of

lighting on a survivor ; some busied them-

selves in tending the few survivors that had

been washed ashore alive; some crowded

beach and jetty straining their eyes for the

return of the boats, and interchanging hopes

that were not yet utterly merged in fears.

Others, again, searched the coast, on which

the sea had already begun to cast up its

dead
To these last, when all chance of any more

survivors being brought to Shingleton seemed

to have died away, Philip Langton joined

himself He rode for miles along the sands

and upon the cliff tops, sweeping the sea

with his pocket-glass, and making inquiry at

every hamlet concerning the wreck. His

messengers had been there before him, but

they had gone on in pursuance of his instruc-
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tions, find much had happened in the inter-

val. The fragments of the ill-fsted Javelin

now strewed many a creek and cave, and

many a cottage had become a mortuary.

Identifications of the bodies had but rarely

taken place, as the passengers of the ill-fated

vessel Avere all from Shingleton, which Avas

some miles distant.

The remains of Sir Abraham and Lady
Barton, hoAvever, had been both recognised,

not only because in life they had been Avidely

knoAvn, but because they had come ashore,

as Avas gravely said, though Avith no inten-

tional irreverence, in their carriage, the which,

though almost knocked to pieces, had re-

tained sufficient likeness of itself to be knoAvn

for Avhat it had been, and it had still contained

its former tenants. In the next cottage to that

in Avhich they Avere for the present housed,

at the little fishing-village of Merk, lay the

corpse of a young lady believed to be their

daughter. It had been throAvn ashore along

with, some Avreckage, AA-hich looked, as Philip

Langton Avas told, like barrel-staves, but

which he at once recognised as remnants of

a paddle-box. Though the sea had broken

up the raft it had spared its burthen, and
Maria Barton's face Avas as beautiful in death

as it had ever been. In life Philip Langton
had never seen her, but there was a certain

likeness to her mother, as he remembered
her, Avhich Avould have convinced him of her

identity, even AAdthout the corroboration

which Avas not wanting. A handkerchief

by AA'hich she had been fastened to the AAreck,

CAddently not by her OAvn hand, AA'as given

him, Avith the initials F. D. upon it ; and he

understood at once by Avhose loving care in

that last hour of her existence this precau-

tion had been taken.

Having satisfied himself as to the fates

of those in Avhom Hester, as he thought,

Avould feel the most concern, Philip Lang-
ton returned to Shingleton, Avhere, as he

expected, he found Mrs. West already ar-

rived. Her presence Avas very Avelcome to

him, for it was difficult to see hoAv, AAdth the

best will in the Avorld to help her, he could

himself be of much use to Hester, AA'ho,

it Avas evident, stood in need above all

things of a female friend. The thanks
Avith Avhich he overAA^helmed the new-comer
were not only embarrassing but unintelli-

gible to her. It seemed to that kind-hearted

and genuine AA'oman that nothing was more
natural than that she should have exchanged
her comfortable home at a moment's notice

for a house of sorroAv, for the sake of a father-

less and friendless girl. She undertook, too,

as though it had been an obvious duty, the

terrible task of breaking the tidings Avhich

Langton had brought from Merk, an ordeal

the thought of Avhich had given him inex-

pressible misery. Up to that moment, not-

withstanding his devotion to Hester, his ex-

perience of human life had not been favour-

able as regards the other sex. The vieAvs of

an old bachelor are generally cynical Avith

respect to woman, because they have little

or no knowledge of her noblest attributes,

the courage and self-denial she exliibits Avhen

those she loves are in trouble or sorrow;

and Philip Langton's case had, as Ave knoAA",

been much more unfortunate in this respect

than any bachelor's.

" I ahvaj^s kneAv you were a good woman,
dear Mrs. West," he said, "but I had no
idea you Avere an angel."

" That is just like you men," she ansAvered,,

smiling; "you are never enthusiastic about

us (unless Ave are very young and pretty),

except AA'hen we are able to reheve you of

some unpleasant office. I dare say there are

some Avomen Avhom you have set doAvn as the

reverse of angels on quite as insufficient

grounds."

Langton felt there was some truth in

this. His dead Avife, to judge by Avhat the

rector and Hester had said of her, could not

haA^e been so destitute of good as he had
imagined her to be ; and something, doubt-

less, had one knoAvn all, Avas to be said too

for that unhappy Avoman lying in the fisher-

man's cottage, calm and stern as a dead

queen.

After some refreshment, of Avhich, though
she had no more appetite for it than he had,

Mrs. West compelled herself to partake, they

drove OA^er to Medbury.

CHAPTER XLVIII.—THE HEIRESS,

It was five, o'clock in the afternoon, and
Sir Keginald and Hester still sat in the toAver-

chamber, having kept Avatch there for the last

tAvelve hours, Avhen a sound of Avheels broke

upon their ears.

"Hark, hark !" cried the old man, "they
are coming."

" Sir Keginald, I entreat you to be calm,"

pleaded his companion earnestly, " and not to

nourish false hopes. It is not humanly pos-

sible
"

" You are right," murmured the other with

a groan ; " they are not carriage AV^heels at

all ; it is a gig."

"The vehicle AA'as still a long way ofi" and
hidden by the avenue, but the old man's

ears, accustomed to every country sound, had
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not deceived him. Still with some lingering

embers of hope within him, he added, " Who
can it be ?"

"It is doubtless ]\Ir. Langton," she answered

with gentle firmness. "No other carriage,

perhaps, can just now be procured in Shingle-

ton (this was likely enough), and he promised

to come over if the worst came to the worst,

and Avhen he should be quite sure."

It was cold comfort, but the time, as Hes-

ter felt, was gone by for comfort ; if she

could only persuade the old man, as, alas ! she

could not persuade herself, to be resigned to

Heaven's will, it was the best she could hope

for.

" My brave boy," he murmured ; then he

broke down, and the tears rolled down his

furrowed cheeks without his making an effort

to hide them.
" The father of such a son should have more

courage," said Hester reprovingly, though she

too was weeping bitterly. " If he could see

you, dear Sir Reginald, as perhaps he does

see you Oh, great Heavens!" She started
'' s>'-

from her chair and, crying, " Look, look, Fran-

cis is coming to us alive, alive !" threw her

arms above her head, and fell on the floor in

a dead faint.

It was not in nature that Sir Reginald

should not look for such a sight as that : his

son driven in a gig bj^ a farmer's lad, looking

pale and wan and Avoebegone enough, but

still alive, as she had said ; but no sooner

had he convinced himself of that blissful fact

than he applied himself to his companion's

restoration. All the instincts of a true gen-

tleman and a grateful nature returned to him
at once, so soon as that weight of woe was
removed from liim. Next to Francis—and

Francis was safe—Hester had won for her-

self the innermost place in the old /nan's

heart.

When his vehement summons of the bell

was answered by a domestic, he first sent for

Maria's maid, and not until he had seen

Hester in her charge and giving signs of

animation did he direct his tottering steps

to greet his son in the great hall. The meet-

ing was a very moving one ; the old man,
overcome ^vith joy and gratitude to Heaven,

embraced him as he had not done since he

was a child ; but Francis, while returning his

caress, looked as sad and stern as one risen

from the dead.

"They are all gone," he said with infinite

pathos in answer to his father's inquiry.
" Our dear girl is now a saint in heaven."

For many minutes he could say no more ; the

recollection of that parting scene had utterly

unmanned him. W^hat struck Sir Reginald,

even in that terrible time, as strange, was that,

presently, when he proposed that they should

go to Hester, Francis declined to do so.

" Not just now, father," he said. The fact

was, that Avith his mind so full of Maria's

goodness and self-devotion, the young fellow

felt that it would have been a species of dis-

loyalty to her memory ; but he excused him-
self on the ground of physical weakness. He
was, indeed, very weak and ill from the

fatigues and exhaustion he had undergone,

and only by slow degrees was he able to

narrate his story.

After leaving the raft, if it could be called

such, with its precious burthen, he had swam
little more than half the distance to land

when his strength failed him. Fortunately

he met with a floating spar, and assisted by
it had contrived to reach the shore, though
more dead than alive ; the sea cast him up,

indeed, like a piece of Avreck in a sandy creek

a mile or two on the Scoresby side of Merk^
where a fisherman found him quite insensible.

He had taken him to his hut on the beacli,

where he had remained for many hours with

scarce a sign of life. On his recovery he had
gone into the village just after Langton's de-

parture from it, and learnt the full extent

of the calamity that had befallen him.

His emotions on seeing Maria were such as

no one who had known Francis Drake, how-

ever cognizant of his affectionate nature,

would probably have thought him capable of,

and it was Avith difficulty, and only driven

by the thought of Avhat must be his father's

anxiety on his account, that he could tear

himself away from her unconscious form.

No doubt it was the recollection of what
she had said to him on the wreck when she

told him that she had found out his secret,

and Avas content, or at least resigned, to the

consequences of that discovery, Avhich made
his conscience so tender Avith respect to her

cousin ; but as it happened, even had he seen.

Hester, she Avould have given him no embar-

rassment ; she had only recovered from one-

fainting fit to fall into another, and by the

time Mrs. AVest reached the Castle stood in

even greater need of her services than that

lady had anticipated ; indeed she Avas seri-

ously, and even dangerously ill. The anguish

she had undergone during the last twelve

hours—all the worse for her since for her

companion's sake she had concealed it—
had proved too much for her constitution.

It was three months and more before she

rose from a sick-bed.

She was thus spared, however, from the
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painful incidents of the next few days, and

from all knowledge of them. The burial

of the ill-fated passengers of the Javelin

in Shingleton churchyard was an incident

not forgotten in the little town and its

neighbourhood for many a year. Francis

Drake had by that time recovered his self-

possession, but no one could behold without

emotion the young man's silent grief as he

bowed his head beside the coffin of his be-

trothed. Without disloyalty to the girl who
had won his heart he might truly have said

of Maria Barton, " There is none hke her

—

none ;" and, indeed he often expressed him-

self to that effect, not a little to Sir Eeginald's

discontent.

"You should have seen Hester's conduct

that dreadful night, Frank," he Avould say to

his son a httle fretfully. " Never, never can

I forget her unselfish devotion."
" I can Avell believe it, sir," was the some-

what sympathetic response. " Hester is as

good as gold."

It is not probable that he made use of that

expression by design, to mark the difference

between spiritual and material goodness, but

the fact was that his reverence for Maria was
of the deepest and most devotional kind, and
resented all comparison. As soon as he had
satisfied himself that Hester was out of dan-

ger and on the road to recovery, he went
abroad to regain, in change of scene, the

health and strength which for the time had
failed liim ; and though he remained away
some time, when he returned she was only

jiist convalescent. So shaken was she by
the catastrophe that had at one blow swept
away both aunt and cousin, that she did not

at first comprehend its consequences ; they
were friends so near and dear to her that

it did not strike her that they were also

relatives, and that in Sir Abraham she had
lost the only connection she had in the

world. In that state of semi-consciousness

that accompanies the slow return from fever,

she had watched Nurse Askell as she tended
her and busied herself about her room, with
amazement. It was a great satisfaction to

have the dear old woman with her, but she

wondered how, hke the fly in amber, she got

there. To Mrs. West, having seen and recog-

nised her in the intervals of her first seizure,

she was accustomed, but the occasional pre-

sence by her bedside of Grace and Marion was
inexplicable to her. She hardly liked to ask
about it lest it should turn out that they
were not actually there at all, but were only
the offspring of her imagination. Another
question winch was often on her lips, but

which she had not the courage to utter, was,
" How and where is Francis Drake V She
was aware that he had come home alive from
the wreck, but her recollection of him as

caught in that fleeting glance of him as he sat

in the gig was of one very weak and ill.

" Was it possible," she asked of herself with
sickening fear, " that he had eventually suc-

cumbed to the fatigue and horrors of that

dreadful night V What somewhat reassured

her, however, upon this point was, that more
than once—if she had but known it, it was
more than once a day—she had fancied she

heard Sir Reginald's voice on the other side

of her door ; and if his son had been dead
she did not believe that he would have sur-

vived him.

The first words she spoke were addressed

to Nurse Askell, who was placing something
sweet scented and cool on a handkerchief on
her forehead.

"What has happened, nurse ?"

"A great deal has happened, my darling,"

was the gentle reply, "but you are not fit to

know it yet."
" Whose step did I hear just now outside

the door V
" Mrs. West's, I suppose ; or perhaps Miss

Grace's, or Miss Marion's."
" It was a man's step."

"Then it was Mr. Langton's ; he is often

here ; indeed as often as at Shingleton, where
he means to stay, he says—Heaven bless him !

—till he sees you up and about ; or perhaps it

Avas Sir Eeginald. The old gentleman is over-

anxious about you ; he would have had what
they call a trained nurse from town if it had
not been for Mrs. West, who knew what was
best for you, and that you would rather have

your old Askell to look after you than all the

trained nurses in Christendom."

Hester asked no more questions just then

;

she had heard enough, and more than enough.

It was evident to her that Francis was not

at Medbury. Where was he ? Where could

he be ?

That no new misfortune could have ha]v

pcned she felt, however, pretty confident, from

Nurse Askell's manner, which was exceed-

ingly bright and cheerful. It was not the

kind of cheerfulness that is put on to keep

up the spirits of the invalid ; and, moreover,

she had watched her through half-shut eyes

and Avhen supposed to be incapable of notice,

and it had struck her in a vague and wonder-

ing way how very bright and pleased the old

woman looked. If she had been capable of

reasonins; on the matter she would no doubt

have been shocked at it, but as it was it re-
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mained one of the many mysteries with whicli

for the present she was unable to grapple.

Her next attempt to get information was

made on Mrs. West, and proved more suc-

cessful.

" How very good and kind you are to me,"

she murmured one morning.
" Am I ? I am glad you think so, my

dear," was the quiet reply. "It is such a

beautiful day that I think a little July sun-

shine cannot hurt you," and with that she

opened the •window.
" July ? Is it July ? Then how long have

I been ill ?"

"Very nearly three months. However,
you have been getting better for some time,

my dear, and 'the slower,' you know, 'the

surer.'

"

" Three months ? And have you been

here three months V
" Certainly ; and Grace and Marion too."

"What, have you left your own home to

come and "

" Hush, hush ! if you excite yourself like

that—and especially begin to cry, which is

strictly forbidden, I will not answer you
another question. As to leaving home, it

was a very good time to leave London and
get the country air; and why should we
not pay such an old friend as you a long visit ?

It must be allowed that you entertain us

very hospitably, but you don't grudge it us,

my dear, do you ?

"

To Hester this speech was wholly unin-

telligible. As Mrs. West looked into her
wondering face the tears came into that good
lady's eyes. It touched her to see that the

change that had taken place in the sick girl's

worldly circumstances had not even entered

into her mind—that she had so mourned the

loss of her relatives that the idea of deriving

any advantage from it had never so much as

occurred to her.

"We are your guests, dear Hester, you
see," she explained softly. "I know right

well that you had far rather that it was not

so, but fate has decided otherwise. This
house is yours by inheritance

;
you have be-

come a very important young lady indeed."

Never was such news received by next of

kin or heir-at-law with so httle satisfaction.

Sir Abraham, who had no relations of his

own, had left all his vast estate to his wife,

Avith remainder to his daughter, who had, as

we know, siu-vived them, though but for so

short a space. Hester's tears fell fast. Never
more could poor Lady Barton sit in her pride

of place within those walls. All that Sir Abra-
ham could now call his own was a few feet

of earth in the churchyard upon the hill.

It was, indeed, a terrible example of what
one day can bring forth to us helpless mortals

—the sport of fate and circumstance. After

this news had been told her, Hester lay very

quiet, revolving many things, but without one

touch of selfish complacency ; indeed, had
her thoughts dwelt on herself at all they
could not, from the nature of things, have
been, in one respect at least, very encourag-

ing. If Francis Drake's old affection for

her should revive, or even become as great as

was her love for him, she knew him too well

to suppose it possible that he would ever

confess as much. He could never endure it

to be said, that having been baulked of wed-
ding one heiress of Medbury, he had ofiered

his hand to the next, like some matrimonial

Vicar of Bray. Her feelings, in fact, towards

him just then were very much what liis own
had been towards her immediately after the

catastrophe. She would have thought it dis-

loyalty to Maria to allow her heart to dwell

upon the bridegroom of Avhom death had
deprived her. And yet—and yet, on a cer-

tain day when she had become much stronger

and had been moved into a sitting-room on
the upper floor, and she suddenly heard a
dear familiar voice in the corridor without,

what was it but love, the love she had
" scotched not killed," which made her little

heart stand still 1 There was no need for

old Sir Keginald to tell her, as he did—in

tones that he almost mistrusted lest they

should reveal his own secret hope—that his

beloved son had returned home.

What with the captain's pride and Hester's

scruples it is doubtful, indeed, whether an

event so every way convenient and to be

wished for as their union could ever have

been brought about had it not been for Mrs.

West, whose woman's wit not only discovered

their secret, but smoothed the way to its

revelation. Even when men have the saga-

city, they do not possess the tact for these

matters. Philip Langton, for example, and

Francis Drake, who had become fast friends,

and were neither of them unconscious that this

friendship was in part owed to their common
interest in Hester Darrell, might have walked

and talked and smoked together till the

younger man had grown grey-headed without

the affair in question being furthered by a

hair's-breadth. Mrs. West, on the other hand,

who had the faculty, shared by other good

mothers, of attracting to herself young gen-

tlemen of merit, was not long before she

gained the confidence of the Captain. He
told her all we know of his relations to Maria,
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and was overcome with melancholy in the

narration. A man would have told him to

" cheer up," but Mrs. West, on the contrary,

rather encouraged his dolorousness. She
knew that that was as near a way as any,

and not an uncommon one, to the renewal of

love. All the ingredients were to be found

in it, and, like a wise builder, she made
use of the old materials for the foundation of

a new structure. As the plan of it had long

been in his mind, though the work, for rea-

sons with which we are acquainted, had had
to be abandoned, her task was all the easier.

When she saw him reduced to hopeless des-

pondency, she turned on him like a tigress,

and inquired how he dared—yes, dared—so

long to neglect the injunctions of his beloved

Maria, who with her dying lips had bade
him be happy with his Hester. Her lightest

wish should under such a circumstance have
been a covenant to him ; nor could she un-

derstand how a gentleman and a Christian

should have so long ignored them. The poor
Captain, who had, perhaps, rather piqued
himself upon the delicacy of his scruples,

suddenly discovered that he had been be-

having in a very discreditable manner.
"But she gave me to understand," he

stammered, and it was noticeable that his
" she " for the first time referred to the

living object of his adoration, " that she was
engaged to somebody else."

" A very good reason, sir, for not pressing

your attentions upon her then ; but now
that you know, upon the very best autho-

rity, that she only allowed you to go away
with that impression, because she would not
stand in the way of her cousin's happiness,

I fail to see your reason for hesitation."

"But she has never told me that—that

her heart was free."

" It is not free ; it is yours," she put in

quickly, "if you had—I do not say the good
sense, but the good feeling—to perceive it.

Your conduct. Captain Drake, amazes me."
"But then she is so very rich," he mur-

mured.
" Oh, I see," replied his companion relent-

lessly ;
" pride is at the bottom of it. Per-

haps you w Duld like me to speak for you 1

"

A proposition he accepted with the utmost
gratitude.

It is hardly necessary to say that her
mission did not require much diplomacy to

bring it to a successful issue. Frank would
probably have won Hester in any case; but
the desire of her heart had a fuller complete-
ness from the knowledge that it was accom-
plished with Maria's approval and recogni-

tion. There could be no thought of rivalry

between them, or any cause for silence

even on the single topic so often ignored
between husband and wife. On the con-

trary, their hearts Avere, if possible, more
closely bound together by the memory of one
so loved and revered by both. The good we
do is not always buried with us ; and so it

was with the influence of Maria Barton, which
hung over this happy pair like a benediction,

and extended even to another genex'ation.

There is a little Maria growing up at Med-
bury, as her parents fondly believe, after

her namesake's pattern, who talks of her
dead cousin Avith grave enthusiam, as if she

had known her in the flesh, and all the

summer through tends the flowers upon her
grave upon the hill. Sir Reginald would
have preferred a grandson to a grand-

daughter, for where are we if our baronetcies

become extinct 1 But it is impossible for

him to be disappointed at anything that

Hester does. He knows now from expe-

rience that a daughter may be as great a
blessing as a son. Frank is not quite so soli-

citous about " his position in the country
"

as the old man could wish ; but Hester
assures him that, without any bidding for

favour, there is no one so beloved and
respected in all the country side, and Hester
is always right. She cannot be brought to

believe in the family ghost, notwithstanding

the proof they both had of its existence in

that terrible night they passed alone toge-

ther. Sir Abraham's watch was found to have
stopped at the very hour (nine o'clock) when
Sir Eeginald heard the ancestral cry which
betokened the passing away of the Castle

into other hands. It had never struck him
that it ought by rights to have been heard a

second time when poor Maria perished—an
argument which Hester very naturally re-

frains from making use of. She confines

herself to contendinsr that the affairs of the

owners of Medbury, however important, are

carried on independently of supernatural

agencies.

On the other hand, she does not consider,

so far as her husband's position is concerned,

that it requires much aid from external

sources, or to be " countenanced " even

by the Lord Lieutenant himself. Though
excellent friends with them, they do not, in

fact, much cultivate the local magnates, un-

less, indeed, the Archdeacon and his wife

—

for the Castle and the Rectory are much
nearer to one another than they used to be

—

can be considered such. Still less do Captain

and Mrs. Drake aim at making a figure in
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society. It must be confessed, indeed, that

they are not very fashionable people, and

much prefer the country to the town. There

is no more hospitable house than Medbury
in England ; but outside its walls Hester's

world is small, and comprises only a few

hundred persons, mostly poor, Avith whom,
however, she hasvery familiar relations. When
some of them say, as they often do, "that

she reminds them of Miss Maria as was," her

heart is very glad. She prefers that com-

mendation to any success that may be attain-

able in circles of fashion.

She has not, I think, very pleasant recol-

lections of her one London season, though

there is one person associated with it Avhose

memory always keeps its freshness and its

brightness—that of her " dear young papa."

How happy he would have been to see her so

happj^ ! The Wests, of course, are frequent

visitors at Medbur}', and still more so Philip

Langton ; he is hale and strong as ever, and

much less grave and reticent ; most welcome
of guests, he redoubles the sunshine of home

;

he arrives invariably with a parcel of the

latest London toys under his arm for his god-

daughter, and with a "May I ? " to his smiling

host, kisses his wife under his very eyes.

He brings the news to Medbury from the

great world without, tells them of Lord
Thirlemere's marriage with the financier's

daughter, and of Lady Jane Crummock's
misalliance with the curate of Bayswater. The
story of ]Mr. Digby ]\Iason being shot in a

duel at Nice, in connection with five kings at

ecart^, he reserves for his host's private ear

over their cigars ; but eventually, of course,

it reaches Hester. She is quite as much
shocked by it as Mrs. Brabazon was herself,

whom he treated ill in money matters. She
speaks of herself as broken-hearted under
the affliction, but bears up, and is as fashion-

able as her diminished means will permit.

Xext to their "j'oung master "^—for so Frank
Drake is called, and will probabl}^ continue

to be so till he becomes Sir Francis—Philip

Langton is the most pojjular man with the

Medbury household ; wliile by Nurse Askell,

as the Colonel's friend and the guardian of

dear Miss Hester (a slip she still often makes
in speaking of her beloved mistress), he is

almost worshipped. He often has a cliat

with her about old times in the cozy little

parlour devoted to her use, and she is very

frank and open with him.

We have all our defects, even though we
may not have all those vi rtues which cer-

tainly belonged to Nurse Askell, and the

particular weakness of this excellent woman
was her partisanship. To say that she "had
her prejudices " would be much too mild a

phrase to express her feelings with respect

to all connected with the family she has

served so faithfully. The Colonel was a saint

in heaven, dear Miss Hester almost too good
to live, and Miss Maria an angel. People

that were not Darrells might be also esti-

mable in their way, but stood on an alto-

gether different and lower plane. Captain

Francis Drake was a nice young gentleman

enough, though he had been rewarded very

considerably beyond his deserts ; and she

had nothing to say against Sir Eeginald,

except that the airs some people gave them-

selves about their family Avere preposterous.

"Still, my good Askell," Phihp Langton
once banteringly said to her, " they have a

family ghost which the Darrells could never

afford to keep."
" I have never seen it," returned the old

lady incredulously 3 "and even if they have,

have not we "—we !
—" got a family motto

as has always turned out true 1 Look at

them Bartons, how they were all swept away
for us into the ocean."

"But, my dear Mrs. Askell," said Philip

reprovingly, " that is surely not a subject for

congratulation ; at the very best one can only

say of it, as regards you and yours, that ' it

is an ill wind that blows nobody good.'

"

"It was not the wind, Mr. Langton," re-

turned the old woman with triumphant

solemnity ; "it was the sea as did it.

' The luck of the Darrells, whate'er it shall be,

Shall come by the sea, and go by the sea.'

"And now I trust it's come for good."

THE END.

-^c-^
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Entrance to Grotto.

A PEOTESTANT STEOI^GHOLD IN FEANCK
%\\z <Sic3C of the #1:15 b'^£ii

By PHILIP MEADOWS TAYLOR, Ancien Maire of that Commune.

IN the centre of what is now called the

Departeraent of the Ariege, but was
formerly the Comt6s de Foix et Comminges,
five communes have for ages kept the faith

of their forefathers the persecuted Albi-

genses, although they have abandoned the

doctrines of Peter Valdo, and adopted those

of Calvin. They are the Waldenses of the

Pyrenees ; but no Cromwell ever came to

their aid, no Milton sang their sufferings.

" Avenge, O Lord, Thy slaughtered saints whose bones
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold."

Nor in modern days did a Waterloo veteran

settle among them to defend their cause, as

that nol)le-minded soldier, General Eeckwith,

did for their Alpine brethren Avhen he ob-

tained peace and toleration for the inhabit-

ants of the Pignerol valleys from the then
bigoted House of Savoy.

The traveller who would make his way
to the Mas dAzil finds, on his arrival at

Toulouse, that a branch railway runs through
]\Iontrejean, Tarbes, and Pau, to Bayonne.
He must quit this at Carbonne, a small
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station about an hour's distance from Tou-
louse, and betake himself to the " diligence

"

or " correspondance " for the Mas d'Azil.

From Carbonne a fatiguing journey of three

or four hours a^vaits him. The vehicle is

not comfortable and the pace is slow, but
for the first twenty miles the road is pic-

turesque, winding along the banks of the

Arize, a tributary of the Garonne, amidst
vine-clad hills and grassy slopes. After
passing the village of Les Bordes, the road

becomes more precipitous, and Sabarat, a

small " burg " at the foot of the defiles, is

reached. Les Bordes and Sabarat are two
outlying communes of the Mas dAzil, which
have also remained faithful to the Protestant

Church of France. The road now rises

rapidly, and the first spurs of the Pyrenees
are reached. The Arize plunges and roars

beneath in its rock-strewn bed. The road
becomes steeper and narrower. We leave

behind us the dark defiles of the Cabaret
{the Capid Arietcs of the Eomans), and halt

at last on a ledge of the Mount Calbeche,

and catch our first glimpse of the cauldron-

shaped valley of the Mas d'Azil. The small

town, of which, though born and bred an
Englishman, I was for some years the Maire,
lies in the centre of the valley on the banks
of the Arize. On the northern, eastern, and
western sides the hills rise rapidly, the lower
gentle slopes being in high cultivation.

Above are craggy cliffs. Towards the south-

east the valley and river make a sudden
bend, and the traveller, on turning a sharp
corner, is struck with awe and astonishment,

for a perpendicular wall of rock some hun-
dred feet high stretches across the valley

and bars all further progress. In some
Titanic throe of nature the mountain was
rent in twain, one-half broken into huge
boulders fell into the dark gullies below, the
other half forms a rampart in the gorge,

with beetling cliffs and narrow ledges, where
dAvarf shrubs and trailing plants find a home.
At the foot of this mountain-wall, from a
low dark portal, rushes forth the Arize,

roaring with a voice of thunder as it dashes
over the huge boulders which obstruct its

passage. The skill of the engineer has, dur-
ing the present century, carried a road into

and through the caverns, to which access

once existed only by the natural portals

caused by the stream. This grim gateway
is the northern entrance to the extensive
caverns of the Mas d'Azil, and to the Grotto
dal Encantadas, called after the mysterious
virgins of the days of the Druids. We
enter, muttering as we go

—

" Down the yawning' steep he strorie

That leads to Hela's dread abode."

After a few yards, the darkness is com-
plete, and lamps become necessary. Sud-
denly we come on an enormous pillar of
rock ; on the one side dashes the torrent, on
the other winds the road. Then, emerging
from darkness, a splendid scene meets the
eye as we enter a vast cavern—an amphi-
theatre tAvo hundred feet high and more than
three hundred broad, its length being up-
Avards of six hundred feet. The walls rise

perpendicularly, and through the flat roof the
daylight penetrates by cracks and crevices,

throAving sunny gleams on mosses and ivies,

and lighting Avith its gloAV innumerable tints

and stains.

A sharp turn at the extremity of this vast
natural hall brings us to the southern en-

trance of the Grotto dal Encantadas, guarded
by two enormous pillars fully two hundred
feet high, but only Avide enough to afford a

passage to the river. At early mom, Avhen
the rising sun casts its yet level rays OA^er the
ruins of Eochebrune, and fills the vast arena
Avith splendour, the spectacle is indeed one of

grandeur and beauty.

Besides the central cavern, open at each
end, there are lateral caA^erns scooped out of

the mountain side. No petrifactions or sta-

lactites exist. In turning up the soil of this

cavern, bones are brought to light which
shoAv it was once a refuge for beasts of prey.

Flint implements mark the appearance on
the scene of our rude forefathers ; then these
" antres A^ast " became temples Avhere, by the

roar of the torrent, the rites of forgotten re-

ligions were celebrated.

Then the Eoman legions came, and spared

neither Druids nor virgins. They, too, passed

away, but not Avithout leaA'ing a lasting mark
of engineering skill in the Solatarium, or

"sunny road," now known as the "Solitaire."

The Avear and tear of centuries haA'e reduced

the broad road of the Eoman to a pathAA'ay

just A\^de enough for a solitary pedestrian,

Avhich can be seen across the top in the pic-

ture on page 761, and so the old name has

been readjusted to the modem fact.

Early in the thirteenth century the southern

provinces of France Avere convulsed by the

revival of the doctrines of the Cathares dis-

seminated by their more modem exponent,

Peter Valdo. His folloAvers became knoAvn

as Albigenses, from the city of Albi, their

chief centre. Pope Innocent III. and King
Louis VIII. of France saAv with dismay the

spread of the neAv heresy, and a fierce cru-

sade Avas resolved on. To the energetic and
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The river -Vi;^,. - wiiere Marshal de Themine encamped.

sanguinary Simon de Montfort full powers
were given to stamp it out. The first cru-

sade ended in seas of blood, but without
destroying the obnoxious doctrines.

In the sixteenth century the Comt^s de

Foix et de Comminges, in the latter of which
the Mas d'Azil is situated, reverted to that

pious princess, Jeanne d'Albret, wife of

Antoine de Boiirbon, and mother of Henri
Quatre. A zealous Huguenot, Jeanne per-

ceived the importance of such a stronghold

as the grotto, and she had it fortified by iron

gates and palisades placed at either ^ntrance.

Under her sympathetic rule the v lleys en-

joyed peace and security. But the interval

of securitv ceased when the daa^irer of Ea-
vaillac struck the King of Navarre and
France, and when his Minister, Sully, had
no longer the power to protect his brother

Protestants. The Edict of Nantes, granted
by Henri Quatre in 1598, was belicA^ed to be
tbe Magna Charta of the Huguenots, but
that curious document, a mixture of fair

promises and subtle distinctions, was in bad
hands capable of being used to the injury

of those whom it was planned to benefit.

Year by year, the unfortunate Calvinists

found their rights restricted, their privileges

denied, till, in the reign of Louis XIV., that
instrument which began by a declaration
that it was " perpetual and irrevocable," was

declared by the Chancellor Letellier to be
a " merely temporary arrangement ;

" and
the king, under the influence of Pere La-
chaise, Louvois, and—to her shame be it said

—Madame de Maintenon, signed the Revo-
cation of the Edict of Nantes. This was in

1685, and we must revert to the earlier part

of the seventeenth century for the wars and
persecutions which led to the siege of the

Mas d'Azil.

Under the iron rule of the relentless Riche-

lieu, in 1625, the Protestant leaders were so

Avrought on by the cruel treatment of their

brethren, that the Count de Soubise, brother

of the Duke de Rohan, formed the audacious
plan of seizing the royal fleet lying at La
Rochelle. The Cardinal at once embraced
the opportunity furnished him by this un-

patriotic and factious step, and declared a

war of extermination against the disunited

and terror-stricken Huguenots.
I do not attempt to speak of the great

events which followed the repeal of the Edict

of Nantes in 1689, or of the sieges and the

sacking, with every incident of horror, of the

towns of Montauban, Negrepelisse, ]\Iont-

pellier, and others. It iis with the Mas
d'Azil I am concerned.

The Marshal de Themine having been de-

feated at Castres by the Duke de Rohan, re-

ceived the royal orders at once to march
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upon the small stronghold of the Mas d'Azil,

" that wasp's nest of heresy."

The Marqnis of Themine Cardaillac, Mar-

shal of France, had a gallant little army of

fifteen thousand' men under his command,
and his officers belonged to the noble houses

of France.

The Marshal, a headstrong, ferocious old

man, either did not

know the country, or

selected the worst

road, for he chose to

follow the valley of

the Leze, thus en-

tangling himself in

serious difficulties.

His errors proved pro-

vidential for the Mas
d'Azil.

The news of the

approach of the Catho-

lic army spread like

wildfire through the

Huguenot valleys.

The terrified inhabi-

tants of the burgs and
hamlets of Sabarat,

Gabre, Camarade, at

once took refuge in

the grotto, driving

their cattle before

them, and carrying

with them all their

available provisions.

The women, the chil-

dren, and the old

men were there placed

in safety, and two hun-
dred picked men,
under the command
of Captain de Robert,
of Gabre, were de-

tached for their de-

fence. The remainder
of the fighting men
joined the slender

garrison of the town
of Mas d'Azil. De
Themine's army con-

tinued its straggling

advance till it was
suddenly brought to a stand before the
dangerous pass of Chambounet. Here the
mountain, rent in twain, with beetling
crags on each side, afforded only a passage
for a mountain torrent, with a narrow
track, overhung by precipices, and blocked
at intervals by huge boulders. The ap-

proach of the ^^larshal's army was watched
XXYI-ol

by a stern old Huguenot peasant, whose
homestead was on the heights above. John
du Theihl knew that every hour of delay
in the advance of the enemy was of vital

importance to the Mas d'Azil, and so he
called together his three sons and his three
nephews, and these seven peasant heroes
resolved to risk their lives in order to

Exit from Grotto.

keep at bay for some hours the advancing
army. They had seven muskets and a small

provision of ammunition. Old du Theihl
placed his kinsmen each in a post of vantage,

and calmly awaited the enemy's approach.

The vanguard of the leading regiment entered

cautiously the gloomy pass. When sufficiently

advanced du Theihl gave the signal, and
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seven muskets sent their deadly messengers

into the crowded mass below. The soldiers

fell back at the sight of their killed and

wounded comrades. Their officers urged them

on to the attack, but again and again there

came fatal shots, no longer a volley, but fired

by solitary marksmen, now from one ledge,

now from another, now from behind some

huge boulder. Themine's officers could not

estimate the strength of the defending party.

The sun went down, darkness came on, and

not a foot of advance had been made. But

for the Mas d'Azil a respite of twenty-four

houre had been obtained. At break of day

a tremendous effort was made by the troops,

but the unerrmg marksmen were still at

their posts. The soldiers were so discouraged

that the second day wore on without any
progress being made. At eventide, on dis-

covering that his supply of ammunition was
nearly spent, the brave old Huguenot saw
that further resistance was impossible, and
desired liis six kinsmen—only one of whom
was then wounded—to effect their retreat by
the high passes well known to these hardy
mountaineers. In this retreat two of du
Theihl's sons fell mortally wounded. These
he saw carried to the desolate home, and then

laid himself down to die by the side of his

brave boys. The four surviving heroes

reached the Mas d'Azil.

The following morning the Catholic forces

Druid Dolmen on high ground above the grotto.

with great difficulty succeeded in emerging
from the pass, but only to encounter fresh

difficulties, for the forty-eight hours of res-

pite had been skilfully used in the threatened
town. The ramparts and bastions, which
had fallen into decay, were repaired ; men,
women, and children had worked day and
night; cattle and provisions had been col-

lected, and the town was ready to meet its

assailants. But Thymine had another Ther-
mopylae to pass before he reached Mas d'Azil.

He found himself in the gloomy ravine of

the Salenques, and again his eye met riven
rocks, and high-piled boulders, while the
Arize rushed in ceaseless roar through the

deep gullies. Above Salenques rose the small

town of Les Bordes, nidely fortified, but

having for its commandant Peter Peyrat, one

of the trusted lieutenants of the Duke de

Eohan. Peyrat determined to repeat the

struggle of Chambounet, and with thirty

picked men he led the way to the defiles,

where at every coign of vantage he placed a

hardy marksman, and for four-and-twenty

hours the irate old marshal saw his progress

arrested by these hidden foes. Man after

man of the heroic thirty was shot down till

with only five or six followers Peyrat made
good his retreat to the eyrie of Les Bordes.

There he gave orders for the immediate
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exodus of the whole population, and by wild

mountain roads he conducted them in safety

to the Mas dAzil. When Thymine reached

Les Bordes he found an immense furnace.

Peyrat had set fire to the town, and clouds of

smoke concealed the retreat of the peasants.

The next day the Marshal, abandoning the

course of the Arize, and turning the still

smouldering ruins of Les Bordes, carried his

army by the dangerous ascent of Mont Cal-

beche to the heights of the Cap del Pouech,

which overlook the Mas d'Azil on its Avestern

side. From the Cap del Pouech the ground

descends in terraced slopes to the Arize,

which forms a natural moat under the ram-

parts of the town. In those days a branch

of the river formed another moat along the

eastern wall, and a marshy swamp lay to the

north. On the south the rocky bed of the

river formed a difficult passage through deep

gullies to the entrance of the grotto, where

the stores of the noAV beleaguered city had
been placed. Within its walls were five

hundred fighting men, with dAmboix as

commandant, and Peter Peyrat, of Les

Bordes, a hot-headed old soldier named
Escatch, and a burly blacksmith, Valette, as

subordinate leaders. The Marshal encamped
the larger part of his infantry on the slopes

of the Cap del Pouech, and placed his artillery

lower down ; bodies of picked men and the

cavalry were posted elsewhere.

Thymine's first plan Avas to gain possession

of the grotto. Chosen troops, under a daring

officer, were ordered to move along the

gullies, to scale the rocks, and to carry the

entrance by assault. But de Robert was on
his guard ; his few men were judiciously

placed, and strict orders were given that they

should reserve their fire till the vanguard of

the struggling and panting troops had reached

the abyss below. Then a murderous fire

was poured on them from the surrounding

cliffs. The Huguenots seem to have had a

falconet, which was efficiently handled. As
the Royalist troops lost heart and gave way,
huge masses of rock were hurled down,
crushing all beneath them. The panic-

stricken assailants fled, leaving in the gloomy
gullies a large number of dead, among whom
tradition reckons the young Duke of Aj^en.

The attack had failed, and de Thymine ivith-

drew his troops ; but later on he succeeded

in cutting off all communication between the

town and the grotto. And now, v/ith all its

suffering, all its horrors, the siege of the Mas
dAzil began. Outside were fifteen thousand
trained soldiers, under a Marshal of France

;

inside were five hundred peasants ; but the

Lord was on their side, and they feared not

Avhat man could do.

Day after day Thymine's cannon thundered
against the battlements. Too often a breach
was made, and an assault had to be repulsed,

but never without loss of life to the scanty

garrison. Under the cover of darkness the

women and children gave their help to repair

the havoc wrought in the crumbling battle-

ments. During the long and anxious hours

of the day they assembled in the temple to

prepare lint for the wounded, whilst their

voices were heard amid the din of battle

raised to the Lord of Hosts. As the sound
of chant or psalm reached the ramparts male
voices took up the chorus, sending a thrill

akin to admiration through the foemen's

ranks. By the couch of the wounded, of the

dying, the noble-minded Pastor Peter Olher

spoke Avords of comfort, and when he could

be spared from this supreme duty he joined

the humble congregation in the temple. As
the siege dragged on day by day the garrison

counted fewer fighting-men, and as the com-

munications with the grotto Avere cut off it

Avas too clear that they Avould soon run short

of proA'isions. Worst of all, divided counsels

among the leaders began to show their evil

effects. As soon as the Duke de Rohan learnt

the state of affairs he determined to send de

Blanchard, one of his favourite officers, with

orders to throAV himself into the toAAm and
assume the chief command. At the head of

some tAvo hundred men, de Blanchard con-

trived to get behind de Thymine's lines, and,

aided by a dark night, he dashed through the

besiegers' camp and made good his entrance

into the toAvn. But ammunition as well as

provisions Avere fast failing, and the position

AA'as Avell-nigh desperate. Another appeal

was made to the Duke de Rohan, who, at

last roused to the critical position of his

brother Huguenots, took further measures for

their relief. Among others he ordered Duso,

Avhose Avife and mother were in the besieged

city, to proceed to its assistance. Duso,

at the head of three himdred sturdy Cevenols,

dashed across the Avild hill country between

Pamiens and the Mas dAzil. Late one

eA'ening he stood on the lofty crags which

overhang that entrance to Las Encantadas,

next the town ; at his feet Avas the battered

and famished city. Duso gathered his men
round him. In fcAv Avords, but Avith significant

gestures, he pointed to the doomed toAvn,

where friends, kinsmen, brothers, were ex-

pecting their fate. Would they risk their

lives in a supreme attempt to succour the

Mas dAzil ? If so, but one path was possible.
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It was the Roman road, the Solitaire, perilous

in the extreme, as only one man could find

footing at a time ; but from his childhood

Duso knew the track, he could act as

their guide, if with cautious footsteps and
in complete silence they would follow. Three
hundred heads bent in assent ; each man
looked to his arms, drew his garments tighter

about him, and nerved himself for the giddy

descent.

And now came a new and powerful ally

—from the lofty summits of the Pyrenees,

from the crags of Foix, from the heights of

D'Urban and Pailhes, the ta"\vny storm-clouds

came rolling on. Before them danced and
flitted the wreaths of white vapour so much
dreaded by our mountaineers. The last rays

of the setting sun for one moment gilded the

vast array of clouds slowly creeping over

the Mas d'Azil ; then came the wind, sweep-

ing at first in fitful gusts, but with ever-

increasing violence ; the distant growl of the

thimder was heard in the valleys ; the dark-

ness was only relieved by gleams of lightning,

and big rain-drops began to fall. In this

wild tumult of the elements Duso began his

perilous advance. He reached the rocky

platform and then mustered and counted

his followers. One alone was missing ; he

had fallen mid-way, dazzled, it was supposed,

by a flash of lightning, into the deep

gully, where in recent times fragments of

his morion have been found. Duso halted

his men to receive the pass-word. "Botsets

et Sene " was whispered to him. And again,

at the head of his men, he dashed forward

along the river-bed, impeded as it was by
boulders, and with the waters of the Arize

already swollen by the storm.

There was not a moment to be lost ; the

sturdy Ceveuols rushed through the foaming
waters. They surprised and slew the first

sentry ; a second shared his comrade's fate :

the third di=;charged his firelock, but Duso
and his men had already reached the islet in

the Arize, still called I'lsle du Moulin, oppo-

site to which was a postern gate. Duso
guided his men to a little-known ford, and
they rushed through the fast-rising waters,

wliich reached their corslets. They gained

the postern, and the pass-word is given by
their leader. The wary Huguenot sentinel

hesitated ; he fears some stratagem. Fortu-

nately, St. Blanchard was standing near, and
knew Duso's voice. The gate was opened, and
the undaunted Cevenols stand at last in the

old street which still bears the name of "The

Goths." Unheeding their drenched garments
and their exhausting march they proceed at

once to the temple, to thank on bended knee
the God of their fathers. Meanwhile, dire

confusion reigned in the Royalist camp ; tor-

rents of water rushed down the sides of the

Cap del Pouech, sweeping all before them
;

huts and tents had been laid low by the wind
and hail ; ammunition and provisions were
destroyed; and the ofiicers had lost all control

over their terrified men. The cavalry camp
suffered even more, for the plains were con-

verted into a swamp, in which men and
horses floundered. During the night, as is

usual in our Pyrenean ranges, the storm
subsided. But it was no cheerful prospect

which met the Marshal's eye when daylight

broke. His scouts reported serious damage,
and many obstructions on the line of retreat

;

and messenger after messenger brought
tidings of the victorious advance of the Duke
de Rohan.
But the stubborn old Marshal was not yet

baffled. Calling together his officers, he
ordered an immediate and general assault.

The army was to be divided into three

columns, and simultaneous attacks were to

be made on the three weakest points of the

ramparts. Mounted on his war-horse, Thy-

mine, from the heights of Brusquette, gave
the signal to advance. The soldiers, suffer-

ing from cold and hunger, had lost all heart

;

they had to be driven forward ; they saw
new defenders—of whom the number was
exaggerated—manning the walls. Yet the

assaults were given, and at each point a

deadly combat ensued. The Huguenots and
the Cevenols fought for dear life. The women
on this tremendous day fought side by side

with their husbands, fathers, sons. Aiid at

last the Royal troops, losing all heart, gave

way, and a great slaughter followed.

And again the clouds gathered, and the

signs of tempest were renewed, till the fierce

rage of the elements and the complete failure

of this last attack subdued the old Marshal,

and he gave orders for a retreat, knowing,

too, that de Rohan was threatening his line

of communication, and that further delay

might be fatal.

So when the sun rose after this second

night of storm it shone on the banners of the

retreating foe, as they disappeared through

the defiles of the Cabaret, and from the now
victorious city went forth the shout of

triumph, and in the temiDle praise was given

to the Lord of Hosts.
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Frontispiece.]

"And -svliether it be 'Tea' or 'Nay,'
She catiBot speak a word at all

;

' Come, Nellie, just one sweet word say,

One little loving word let fall.'

"

[Engraved by M'hymper.
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A BALLAD OF TENNIS.

n|^HE sun is hot : within the shade

-- The tennis-players rest awhile
;

With eager ej^es they watch the maid

(Young Phyllis, with the pleasant smile)

Bring out the china bowl fill'd up

With iced and fragrant claret-cup.

tennis-players within the shade,

Now happy that the game is done :

Sweet is the cool, leaf-guarded shade,

The green defiance of the sun
;

(And welcome, welcome, without guile,

Bowl-laden Phyllis with bright smile !)

But round by the old garden-wall

Nellie and Fred have found their way

:

She sits beneath the laurel tall.

Tired with the heat, tired with the play

:

(While in the leafy beechen glade

The others rest in welcome shade).

And whether it be " yea " or " nay,"

She cannot speak a word at all

:

" Come, Nellie, just one sweet word say,

One little loving word let fall !

"

(And as Fred waits a weary while

Phyllis goes by with pleasant smile.)

ENVOY.

lovers all, 'tis you who knoAV

What thing was said beneath the sun :

Well, well ye wit but lovers go

In silence when the game is done,

And stroll far from the peopled glade.

The icy cup, the leafy shade.

AVILLIMI SHARP.

HELEN OF KIEKCONNEL.
^ ^Bpothcticnl gjtstorg.

By WALTER SCOTT DALGLEISH, M.A.

AM sure you may go very far in the South of Scot-

land, or in the North either, before you find a.

sweeter or quainter dell than that of Kirtle Water,

in Dumfriesshire, not far from Ecclefechan, the

home of Carlyle's boyhood. Young Tom no doubt

knew it well. Many a time and oft he must have

wandered through its shady bowers, and lain day-

dreaming on its grassy banks. He maj^ even have

angled in the amber-coloured pools and merry
streams of the Kirtle, if we can imagine the embryo
philosopher abandoning himself to the allurements

of the gentle craft.

The river is no more than a whimpling burn,

pure and pellucid, flowing over its pebbly bed,

round many pleasant boughs, and under countless

bridges, till it loses itself in the mighty flood of

the Solway. The scenery is instinct with the spirit

of romance. It has charms for the poet, no less

than for the painter. The brook flows fast by the

oracle of God in the church and churchyard of

Kirkconnel—name dear to the lover of romantic

story. The Border mansion of Springkell is not
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far off. The dell is overarched with boughs

of ash and oak, of lime-tree and elm, no

pigmy shrubs or puny saplings, but lofty

trees bespeaking age and experience, and

producing that rich and soft blending of

light and shade, and of the clear-obscure

which is the despair of nature - loving

artists.

In this dell, Helen Irving, the only child

of the Laird of Kirkconnel—the "Fair

Helen " of history and romance—spent the

happy years of her childood. She was in

the best sense a beautiful child. She was
not merely a pretty girl ; she was a noble-

looking little woman in her tenderest years.

Her beauty was not of the kind that pleases

the eye so much as it was of the kind that

satisfies the heart. Her face was full of

earnest tenderness, and there was that

thoughtful look in her deep-set and full-orbed

brown eyes which betokened a resolute as

well as a loving spirit.

Her guardian in her rambles by the river-

side was her old nurse, Maisie TurnbuU, a

faithful Scotswoman, who had been in the

service of more than one generation of the

Kirkconnel family. Mrs. Irving, Helen's

mother, had died within a week of Helen's

birth ; and Maisie was in fact the only

mother the child had ever known.
John Irving was a strong-willed, taciturn

man, and though he loved his daughter, for

her mother's sake as Avell as for her own, he

had little power of showing his tenderness.

He was feared rather than loved by his

dependants, and was accustomed to have his

mere word accepted as law. He had married

late in life, after the bloom of his youth
had passed away. The unlooked-for death

of his young wife had hardened his nature,

and there was really little sympathy be-

tween him and his little daughter, much as

he loved her. He regarded her as a valued

treasure, to be admired and cared for, as he

admired and cared for his house and his

lands, his family portraits and his great-

grandfather's sword, rather than as a human
being whose heart might be drawn out to

and linked with his own.
It was natural, therefore, that Helen

should look on her father with a certain

loving awe, rather than with the freedom
and confidence of childish affection. But
Maisie she loved with all the intensity of

her clinging nature. In her company she

was supremely happy. From Maisie she

received, without either of them knowins; it,

the best part of her education, the education
of her feelings and the building up of her

chai'acter. Neither teacher nor scholar was
much troubled with book-learning. But
Maisie had at command great store of Border
tradition and fairy tale ; and Helen—
" Eelen," as the old nurse fondly called her
—was never tired of listening to the stories

of heroism and endurance, of self-sacrifice

and tender love, which her companion was
ever ready to narrate to her, and was never
tired of repeating, during their rambles by
the banks of Kirtle Water.

There Avere not many children in the
neighbourhood of whom Helen could make
companions. The Laird of Kirkconnel kept
himself at a distance from his neighbours,

partly from his natural pride and coldness,

partly from the cloud which his wife's

death had cast on his life. Yet there were
a few Avho found their most natural play-

ground in the Kirtle dell, and whose com-
panionship it would have been difficult to

avoid.

Among these were the Flemings of Kirk-
patrick, and the Bells of Blacket House.
The Flemings were farmers, industrious and
well-to-do, but not rich. The Bells were
proprietors in the neighbourhood, well-con-

nected, rich and proud. Charlie Bell Avas

the hope of that house. He Avas an only

child, and had ahvays been, as Maisie called

him, a "sj)oilt bairn." He was a boy of a

fiery and reckless spirit that could not brook
crossing, utterly selfish, conceited, and coav-

ardl3^

Adam Fleming— "Yedom," as Maisie
taught Helen to call him—Avas a boy of a

totally difi'erent nature. He Avas brave as a

lion, and generous to a fault. He was by
no means so handsome in feature or in form
as Charlie Bell ; but he had a bright and
open countenance and a manly bearing.

There Avas an untold depth of honesty in his

dark eyes, and his frank manner AA'as as

trustful as it Avas fearless.

He had a sister—May Fleming—-Avho Avas

Helen's great friend. They Avere nearly of

the same age, and many Avere the happy
days that they sj)ent together in the Avoods

of Kirkconnel.

Once on a bright day in summer, the four

children were playing merrily on the banks of

the Kirtle. They crossed and recrossed the

burn at shalloAv fords. They climbed its

banks and gathered floAvers. In a playful

struggle by the side of a deep pool, Charhe
Bell, in an effort to saA'^e himself, pushed
Helen from the bank, and she fell into the

Hn. It Avas the Avork of a moment, and no
one seemed to realise the seriousness of the
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situation. Charlie Bell ran off, like the

coward that he was. Adam Fleming rushed

to the rescue, plunged into the pool, and
dragged Helen to the bank.

Maisie, who had seen the mishap from a

distance, ran to the spot as fast as her old

legs could carry her. All breathless as she

was, she yet found voice to say what was in

her mind. Seeing that her little charge was
more frightened than hurt, she gave full vent

to her feelings against the miscreant who had
done the mischief, and who had paused at a

safe distance to look back on the scene. He
was within sight if not within earshot ; and
while Maisie was engaged vigorously in

wringing the water from Helen's frock, she

poured forth the torrents of her wrath on
Charlie Bell.

"Ye are jist a little deevil," she called out

after him, " and it's no good ye'll come to.

My i^uir dawtie, and did he throw ye in the

water ! Wait till I get had o' ye, ye guid-

for-naething varmint, and ma certie, I'll no
leave a hale bane in yer body ! And to rin

awa', too, leavin' her in the water to sink or

soom ! It's jist like him. But never mind,

Eelen, ma lassie, ye'll be a' richt whan ye
get a wheen dry claes on. Yedom, ye're a

brave callant; maybees Eeleu'll save your
life some day. Eh, but I'm sair forfouchen

!

We'll jist tak' ye to Peggy Welsh's cottage

our-by, and get a dry petticoat to wrap ye
in, and syne we'll gang hame."
The children stood silent while tliis out-

burst rolled on. Maisie took Helen in her
arms, waded aci'oss the burn at the nearest

stream, giving vent to her wrath all the way,
until she reached Peggy Welsh's cottage on
the opposite side of the burn. There she un-

dressed Helen, rubbed her down with a rough
towel before the kitchen fire, and dressed

her in the dry and warm garments that were
provided for the pui'pose.

Luckily Helen took no great harm from
her ducking. The next day she was as

bright as she ever was, and she would fain

have returned to her rambles in the dell;

but Maisie would not hear of that. The
laird treated the matter very lightly. Charlie

Bell was a favourite of his. He was of good
family. His father. Bell of Blacket House,
was Irving's most intimate friend, and he
Avould listen to nothing that was said a2;ainst

the son.

The next day, Adam Fleming waylaid
Charlie Bell on the road to Ecclefechan. As
Charlie trotted along on his pony, Adam
burst out on him from behind a hedge,
stopped him, and called him a bully and a

coward. Charlie answered with a sharp

stroke of his riding-switch. Adam rushed
at him and pulled him from the saddle. The
pony turned and galloped homewards.
Charlie made as if he would follow, but
Adam planted himself in front of him, nor
did he let him go until he had received as

sound a thrashing as a sturdy boy of twelve

ever gave to a puny lordling of fourteen.

With aching bones and bleeding cheeks,

Charlie was glad to be allowed to go in quest

of his pony.

•K * * * *

Years passed; and the children who had
played so merrily in the Kirtle dell grew up
to be young men and young women. Old
Maisie had died, full of years and of honour.

Charlie Bell was now the Laird of Blacket

House, with an assured income of £5,000 a

year. Adam Fleming was the tenant of

Kirkpatrick farm, having succeeded to the

remainder of his father's lease ; but he had
to support his mother and his sister May.
Helen Irving had grown to be a beautiful

girl of twenty-one, the fairest of the fair, and
the best of the good, in the whole country-

side.

They were rough times in which these

young people lived, for the Border land in

which they dwelt was still the scene of Border
raids and family feuds which served to prove

the metal of which a man was made. The
occasions were not rare in which the stout

yeoman or the valiant laird had to don
his armour, and " to keep him with his

swoi-d."

But the tender passion of love had full

play in these scenes, and it cannot be thought

strange that fair Helen of Kirkconnel and
the friends of her youth came under its

influence. In due course, Adam Fleming and
Charlie Bell became rivals for Helen's hand.

Helen was only too well aware of the fact,

thouEfh she had never concealed from herself

the direction in which her heart had leaned.

Adam had been the hero of her childhood

and her tender gii^lhood. She had loved him
Avithout knowing what her feelings meant.

Charlie had been her playmate also; but

she had always shrunk from the slightest

mark of a tender advance on his part. She

could meet him as a friend : she could not

thole him as a lover. Her position was the

more difficult that Charlie was evidently her

father's favourite. Charlie was a frequent

visitor at Kirkconnel House, and was always
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cordially welcomed. Adam was but rarely

there ; and when he did appear he was
treated as a stranger, almost as an in-

truder.

The time came when these feelings were
put to a cruel test. Bell formally proposed

to her father for her hand, and obtained his

leave to press his suit.

"It can never be, father," was all she said

to him when the laird told her of his wish.

The words were spoken quietly enough;
but they were accompanied by a pressure of

the lips and a clenching of the delicate

hands, which indicated a firmness of pur-

pose for which the old laird was not pre-

pared.
" What can never be ? " he asked, turning

on his daughter one of his coldest and
sternest looks.

"I can never love Charlie Bell, and I shall

never be liis wife : I would sooner die."

Again the words were calmly uttered, but
with tremendous earnestness.

Irving was at first taken aback by the

girl's boldness. He had been accustomed to

be obeyed implicitly, and to his daughter
his words had been law. He could not

remember an occasion on which she had
crossed him. Her tone of defiance now sur-

prised him, and when he realised its mean-
ing it hardened his stubborn and relentless

nature.

A man who had mixed more in the world,

and who had been used to the arts of

diplomacy, would have made an effort to

attain his end by reasonable means. He
would have humoured the girl, would have
told her to take time to think over the

matter, and not to suppose that she had
really made up her mind.
But the laird was not a man of that kind.

Eesistance had always stiffened his nature,

even Avhen it came frorn men who were his

equals in moral and in physical courage. To
be defied thus calmly by a mere girl, and
that girl his own daughter, who had always
yielded to his merest wish, was monstrous
and intolerable. He forgot, or he did not
perceive, that he was encountering a part of

himself—an offshoot of his OAvn stubborn
nature. In Helen Irving her father's strong-

will was blended with and softened by her
mother's tenderness ; but the strong will,

though latent, was there, and he had not
discovered it sooner simply because no oc-

casion had previously arisen which involved
a life issue and really put her on her
mettle.

It must be admitted that the manner in

which the laird dealt with the occasion was
very indiscreet. Instead of meeting calm-
ness with calmness, he met resistance with
temper, and resolution with an outburst of
wrath.

" I have always been master in my own
house," he said, "and I mean to be so still.

You shall take the husband I choose for you„
Helen, or none at all ; and "

"Then let it be none at all, father," she
interjected ; "I certainly don't wish to

marry any one."
" Not wish to marry any one ! Have I not

eyes in my head ? Have I not seen your
on-goings with that low-born scoundrel
Adam Fleming ? Don't tell me that you
don't want to marry any one. You are a
poor simpleton, to be beguiled by the soft

speeches of a selfish loon that wants nothing
but your money to save himself from bank-
ruptcy and starvation. I at least know my
duty to you and to my house; and I tell

you plainly, Helen, that rather than see you
the wife of Adam Fleming, I'd see you
happily in your grave."

"Very well, father," was all that she said,,

as she sank into a chair in the parlour, in

which this interview took place; "you'll,

maybe, see me in my grave sooner than you
think or wish for."

And there the trying interview ended.
The laird retired to his own room that

night with an uneasy feeling, that though
he had duly asserted his will, he had not been
exactly the victor in the unusual encounter.
Helen had been vanquished ; but she had
not by any means been subdued.

*

History telleth not how Adam Fleming
heard of the circumstances Avhich had put-

in jeojDardy the dearest wish of his life.

But he did hear of them, and he took the
earliest possible opportunity to put his

chances of success to the proof.

He knew that Helen walked every even-

ing by the banks of the Kirtle Water, and he
threw himself in her way with the express

purpose of learning from her own lips-

whether or not it Avas true, as was reputed,

that Charlie Bell was her accepted suitor,

if not her accepted lover.

It Avas a mai'vellous evening in early sum-
mer. The trees were clothed with their

richest foliage. The grassy banks of the

Kirtle were at their greenest. The wild

flowers were in full bloom. The Kirtle
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Water chattered peacefully over its pebbly

bed, and mingled its music with the songs

of the mavis and the merle. The setting sun

shot welcome arrows of light through the

leafy curtains and flecked the higher banks

with bright and mellow spots. The sky, or

what of it could be seen, wore gradations of

tenderest blue, streaked with rosy cloudlets.

The whole scene breathed peace and whis-

pered hope and joy.

Adam lay nervously on the bank on which
he had thrown . himself, gazing anxiously at

the sky through an opening in the leafy

canopy, until he heard the approach of

Helen's footsteps. The suddenness with

which he rose and barred her progress

startled her : but the flutter of fear was
soon calmed when she recognised her old

playmate.

There is no need to detail the hurried con-

versation that followed. Adam's story was
soon told. Never before had he spoken to

Helen of the love that had been growing in his

heart for years. Now the flood-gates were
opened freely, and the long pent-up stream

poured itself forth with the energy of new-
found freedom breaking loose from pro-

tracted restraint.

No need either to tell how honestly and
earnestly his declarations were returned.

Helen, too, rejoiced in the removal of the

barriers of restraint and suppression. Two
young and noble hearts flowed out toward
each other, and both knew a happiness

which filled their future with boundless

joy-

They turned and walked hand in hand
from the peaceful dell. The sun had now
set, and the voices of the song-birds Avere

silent, though a laggard rook, hurrying home-
ward, croaked its weird " good night " over-

head
As they passed the pool into which

Charlie Bell had pushed Helen years before,

when they were children, Helen recalled the

circumstance. She recalled, also, old JMai-

sie's words, foretelling that one day she

might save Adam's life, as Adam had then
saved hers.

"At least," she said, " I shall try to fulfil

Maisie's words by making j^our life from
this night forth happy and useful."

"God grant," he replied, "that sober
words may be made true

;
" and that was all

he said.

When they came within sight of Kirk-
connel Church, they became aware of the

presence of a figure on the opposite side of

the stream following them homewards. It

stopped when they stopped. It moved on
when they moved on. At last it came to

the verge of the stream, and then both of

them knew that it was Charlie Bell.

No words were spoken, but in an instant

Bell raised a musket to his shoulder and
pointed it at Adam Fleming. Instinctively

Helen threw her arms round Adam's neck.

A bright flash lighted up the gloom of the
dell; a sharp shot rang out, and Helen
Irving dropped lifeless in the arms of her
lover.

Helen's death-scream told Bell what he
had done, and paralysed him, so that he was
riveted to the spot.

It was the work of but a fcAV minutes to*

stretch Helen on the grass, to draw the
hanger by his side and plunge into the
stream. Bell turned and fled, coward as he
was ; but Adam soon overtook him, and
buried his blade in the heart of the mur-
derer.

*

Again years passed. For Adam Fleming
they were years of pain and anguish. He
betook himself to a distant land, in the hope
that fresh scenes and faces and new occupa-

tions would shut out the past from his mind.
It was all in vain. His health became hope-

lessly broken and he returned home to die.

His one wish was that he might be laid by
the side of his fair Helen in Kirkconnel

Churchyard, within a stone's cast of the

scene of the tragedy of his life. On his

return, he caused a rough cross of red sand-

stone to be set up on the spot where Helen
died in his arms—a cross the remains of

which may still be seen.

He had not long to wait ere the wish of

his heart was gratified. He died exactly

seven years and seven days after Helen, and
he was buried beside her in the old church-

yard.

If not by himself, then by some sympathetic

minstrel who entered fully into his feelings^

his heart's desire was embalmed in the im-

mortal ballad which consecrates for all ages

the romantic dell of Keith Water and the

soil of Kirkconnel Lea :

—

I wish I were wliere Helen lies!

Xigbt and day on me she cries

;

O that I were where Helen lies,

On fair Kirkconnel lea 1

' Curst be the heart that thought the thought.
And oiu'st the hand that fired the shot,

When in my amis burd Helen dropt,

And died to succour me!
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•' O think ye na my^lieart -was sair,

When my love di-opt, and spake nae mair 1

There did she swoon wi' meikle care,

On fair Kirkconnel lea.

" As I went down the water-side,
None but my foe to be my guide,
None but my foe to be my guide,

On fair Kiikconnel lea

—

" I lighted down, my sword did draw,
I hacked him in pieces sma',
I hacked him in pieces sma',

Tor her sake that died for me.

" O Helen, fair, beyond compare

!

I'll weave a garland of thy hair
Shall bind my heart for evermair.

Until the day I dee I

" O that I were where Helen lies!

Night and day on me she cries

;

Out of my bed she bids me rise,

Says, ' Haste, and come to me !

'

" Helen, fair ! O Helen, chaste

!

Were I with thee I would be blest.

Where thou liest low and takest thy rest.

On fair Kiikconnel lea.

" I wish my grave were growin' green-,
A winding-sheet drawn o'er my e'en,
And I in Helen's arms lying

On fair Kirkconnel lea.

*' I wish I were where Helen lies !

Night and day on me she cries.

And I am weary of the skies,

For her sake that died for me !

"

POLITICAL EC0:N'0MT, SOCIALISM, AND CHEISTIANITY.

By the editor.

THIS title would be more suitaLle for a

lengthened treatise than for a brief

article in a macrazine. Tliat it should be soO
employed is sufficient to indicate that no-

thing exhaustive is attempted, and that, at

the best, only a few suggestions can be given

regarding questions of the widest and most
important character.

The relationship in which the three great

social systems, expressed by the names of

Political Economy, Socialism, and Chris-

tianity, stand, has been of late forced on

public attention. The political economists

for many a day "held their goods in

peace." Few attempted to dispute their

authority. Christianity also, crystallised

into creeds and ecclesiasticisms, " slumbered

and slept," while its true mission lay to a

terrible extent unfulfilled. Socialism has

challenged the authority of both ; and we are

glad that it has done so, for it has thereby

awakened the conscience of Europe to the

existence of evils that have been culpably

overlooked. In our own country the contrast

between the great wealth and the great

poverty, often in startling proximity, has

been vi\ddly represented by various writers,

and still more forcibly taught by moving
" revelations " of the misery lying at our
doors. Painful, yet healthful shocks, have
been so repeatedly given that the self-satis-

fied dare not put the problems of society

away from them. The woi^ld is not what
they thought it was. Dangerous animosities

have been forced on their attention, dreadful

penury, and still more dreadful moral sores,

have been laid bare. The Political Economy,
which they deemed infallible, has left a ter-

rible stream of wreckage in its path. And

the Church of Christ, so powerful now among
the classes over which it had originally least

influence, and busied with questions which
had primarily least importance, is sadly
separate from the toiling and suffering mil-

lions of the streets and lanes of our cities,

and has lost to a large extent that " enthu-
siasm of humanity" which in early times
was its characteristic. We are, therefore,

thankful for the trumpet-call which has
challenged Christendom.

There can be no doubt as to the loudness
of that call, and the urgency with which
social questions demand solution. The ex-

aggerations of the revolutionary press, the

wildness of the proposals frequently sub-

mitted, nay, even the crimes which are some-
times adopted in the programme of Nihilists

and Eed Republicans, should make every
wise citizen weigh carefully what it is which
these symptoms indicate, and ask whether
these enthusiastic aspirations after a new
social order do not prove the existence of

sores in the body politic which are the result

of the Avicked neglect of duty ?

Our own belief is that the most culpable

of all causes is to be found in the feeble

influence exercised by the Christian spirit in

secular life. In other words, we hold that

it is because so-called Clu'istian society is un-

christianized, that we find life embittered
instead of sweetened.

The first fact which meets us when we
take a general view of society as at present

constituted is, that the principle on which tJie

relationships of the various classes to one another

chiefly rests is that of self-interest. And they
who thus act in matters of a secular character

are nearly all persons who profess the name
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of Christ, and who " hope to be saved -wlicn

they die." Their creed does not prevent

their actions being governed in this world

by motives which are the opposite of the

Spirit of Christ and of that heaven where
they hope soon to be.

The natural reaction against the evils

thereby produced is Socialism, with its en-

forced fulfilment of a beneficence which love

Dught to have anticipated, and its proclama-

tion of a brotherhood of man that seems at

once a mockery and rebuke of the Church
for its practical denial of Christ's Gospel.

We shall glance first at Political Economy.
Self-interest and absolute individual free-

dom have long been its watch-words, and
they have heralded many a victory. For
no "wise man will hesitate to acknowledge
the material benefits which have followed

the teaching of Adam Smith and the in-

fluential school which has more or less

adopted his principles. Adam Smith studied

with accuracy the laws which determine

the Wealth of Nations. He found trade

interfered with by artificial restrictions and
hurtful monopolies, and claimed absolute

freedom as the primary condition for its

healthy and successful development. Self-

interest he believed might be safely trusted

to make the capitalist employ his wealth in

the most profitable manner, and to guard
the workman against any unjust encroach-

ment on the part of the capitalist. From
the same principle of self-interest he antici-

pated increasing enterprise, and that the
pressui-e of competition would stimulate the

invention of machinery and such subdivision

of labour, as would economise resources and
so attain the largest amount of product at the

least cost. He further showed how the in-

creased wealth of the nation must affect the

employed beneficially as well as the employer;
and thus while self-interest is the motive
actuating all classes, the greatest common
benefit is the result. Within the Si:)here

proper to their special studies the work of

the political economists cannot be challenged.

They did not create, they only investigated

laws ; and we might with equal justice com-
plain of the law of gravitation as deny the
influence of such principles as that of Supply
and Demand or the rules which affect values.

This is not the place to enlarge on the
many benefits which have followed obedience
to these principles. The enormous advance
of commerce in modern times, the increase

of wealth throughout the community, and the
consequent enrichment of life with manifold
gifts of civilisation, ai e universally recognised.

But "man does not live by bread alone."

There are fields belonging to the social Avell-

being of a country, which do not fall within
the scope of inquiries into the economics of

commerce. There is a dark side to the glow-
ing picture of material prosperity drawn by
the political economist. The law of Supplj^

and Demand, and a prosperity based upon
self-interest, may work cruelly as well as be-

neficially. Its motto, " Laissez-faire," or in

other words, " Leave alone, do not interfere,

let evils work out their o^vn cure," is but
an equivalent for the " Survival of the Fit-

test" of the naturalist; and this implies

the correlative sinking, suffering, and social

destruction of the Aveakest. The fittest rise,

whilst those that are not so fit fall under
the relentless wheels of modern progress.

The strong, the industrious, the rich prosper

;

the poor, the lonely, the feeble, the ignorant
—some deserving, some undeserving— fall

behind. And thus the violent contrasts

Avhich we now deplore are created—enor-

mous wealth and frightful poverty, luxury
and misery, palaces and hovels, classes which
possess all that the eye of man can desire,

and classes sunk in the most wretched degra-

dation. We have a minority enjoying
riches, and a vast majority more or less

poor, some being in comparative comfort,

and a mass destitute of the very decencies

of civilised life. There is a school of poK-
tical thinkers which regards such conse-

quences with complacency. It would permit
the law of Survival to wreak its vengeance in

society as well as in other fields, believing

that the progress of the race is best served

through the law of Social Evolution, whereby
the worthless and the weak perish, and the

best elements continue. Whatever truth

this hard and cruel law may express, its

advocates appear to us to forget that there

are other laws which may be brought into

play, through which the causes that have
produced the worthlessness may be removed,

and a moi'e universal social health promoted.
The evils connected with modern progress

as founded on self-interest haA^e been fre-

quently pointed out. We will but indicate

three of them.

(1.) While it may safely be left to certain

classes of labour to protect their OAvn interests

—as Avhen we see trades' unions formed to

guard against the poAver of capital—yet there

are other classes of industry, notably those

connected with female labour, which appear

to be helpless. Competition, unchecked by
any union, has them in its relentless grasp.

If proof is required, we refer to what has
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m this maga-been pi'eviously published

zine.*

(2.) If the subdivision of labour has its

undoubted advantages, yet it has moral and
intellectual results which, if not guarded
against, are of a most pernicious character.

The occupation of a lifetime in the perform-

ance of one mechanical detail, must have a

cramping influence on the intellectual and
moral development of the individual so en-

gaged. Adam Smith dwells with suggestive

interest on the number of hands a pin must
pass through in its manufacture, and shows
conclusively that the cheap rate at which
pins can be purchased arises from this minute
subdivision of labour, whereby the man who
has only one small detail to attend to, acquires

a dexterity and can produce results other-

wise unattainable. But what must be the

effect on the man whose life is spent, from

morning to night and from year's end to

year's end, in the execution of this little

mechanical act ? " This enormous produc-

tion of things" says Bishop Martensen,
" takes place at the cost of men." f We can

easily perceive that imless a man has some
healthy relief in domestic comfort, amuse-

ment, or in some fresh pursuit, the tempta-

tion becomes very great to excitements of

an unhealthy nature—anything, if only

the monotony of toil can for a time be

dispelled ! But the possibility of gaining

such healthy relief is enormously lessened

if the subdivision of labour equally affects

the female popixlation, and if domestic

life is rendered comfortless and rejDulsive

because the wife or mother knows nothing of

domestic economy, having been herself from

girlhood but the mechanical performer of

a similar detail in some factory. Still more,

when the lives of such persons, thousands of

whom are congregated in the same locality,

are surrounded by physical conditions which

afford scarcely one bright object or aim to

which they can turn for relief. Within, it

is the one-roomed house Avith its stifling air

;

outside, there are the grimy streets and a

murky smoke -laden atmosphere, and not a

resource open save the public-house and gin-

palace. Can we wonder that consequences

ensue which give some warrant for the sweep-

ing condemnation of the social Pharisee who
points to the unthrift and the drunkenness
of the working-man as the cause of his laps-

ing into hopeless penury and discontent 1

But are we not bound to go farther, and ask

* See " The Sins of Cheapness," Good Words for January,
1S85, page 36.

t " Social Ethics," p. 138.

whether there are not causes for the unthrift

and drunkenness, and consequent "lapsing"
of the masses, for which more than the work-
ing man is responsible ? Is that society not
still more guilty which adopts the maxim of

"Leave-alone," and takes shelter under the
law of the " Survival of the Fittest," while
it contemplates with philosophic indifference

a crowd falling out of the march of progress

and perishing socially 1

(3.) Another etfect of this law of self-interest

being left to work unchecked by other laws,

is the spirit of antagonism which it produces
between man and man, class and class. While
the two sides represented severally by em-
ployer and employed, capital and labour,

landlord and tenant, depend on one another,

so that the prosperity of the one is connected

with the jirosperity of the other, yet the

spirit in which they regard each other has

unfortunately of late years been becoming
one of jealousy and opposition, rather than

of brotherhood. The attitude of the em-
ployers and of the trade-unions is too fre-

quently one of open warfare, and in many
places the landlord and tenant stand equally

at variance. In commerce the adoption of

the principle, " Every man for himself," leads

to that keen desire to gain an advantage which
often degenerates into practical swindling.

Sympathy may flourish within circles where
class interests lead to a certain unity. In

the rush for riches and in the fierce struggle

for existence, they, whose cause is a common
one, may herd together for attack and de-

fence. But the spirit of human brotherhood

vanishes in the Avild war of competition.

And thus, while society as a whole advances

and wealth accumulates, scattering wealth

on its way towards increase in the hands of

individuals, and while some rise to the first

rank, and whole sections of the community
gain improvement, yet the solidarity—to use

a clumsy word—is not that of fraternity but

of utility, or rather of selfishness. And all the

while the bitter sediment is being deposited

in the lower strata, where the social debris

of this great advance is left to sink and

fester in the purlieus of poverty and untold

wretchedness. The exaggeration of indivi-

dual freedom, each unit being guided by
self-interest, thus leads to a half-concealed

warfare, and to the excitement of those pas-

sions which warfare of every kind is sure to

generate. Man needs more than room to fight

his way; and a society governed by selfishness

must reap consequent distrust and alienation.

We do not deny that there are other prin-

ciples at work, not because of, but in spite
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of, the hard doctrine of self-interest and the

necessitarianism of the law of Supply and

Demand, and the fatalism of the " Survival

of the Fittest." Increase of wealth brings

to the community a thousand blessings that

make themselves felt in innumerable direc-

tions. The better and more generous spirit,

too, that is in man cannot be confined within

the channels pointed out by self-interest.

Charities in diverse forms flow forth abun-

dantly from the treasuries of the successful,

and religion arid patriotism do not sound the

trumpet-call to duty wholly in vain. But no

one who contemplates the evils which aftect

society Avould assert that charities, hoAvever

lavish, are an adequate cure, or indeed any

cure at all. It is not charity that is required

primarily ; and at the best the call of religion

or patriotism is Aveak as a child's voice com-

pared to the imperiousness with which self-

interest appeals to men in all secular affairs.

The reaction from this condition of things

is Socialism in its many forms—from the

justifiable insisting en limiting the freedom

of the individual when it presses cruelly on
the young or helpless, up to the wild dream
of the anarchist who proclaims all property

a theft, and all law, human or divine, as a

crime against "the Rishts of Man."
Socialism stands in direct antithesis to the

leave-alone policy of the pciitical economist.

If that attaches primary value to the free-

dom of the individual or oi trade. Socialism

in - its extremer forms would destroy indi-

vidual liberty, and merge all property in the

State or in the community, and make the

individual a drilled unit in the complex
machine which is to distribute the gains of

all equally among all. It is the old dream
of many an ideahst since Plato wrote his
" Republic " and Sir Thomas More his
" Utopia."

But it would be manifestly unfair to re-

present all Socialists, far more the Socialists

of our own country, as the apostles of

anarchy. Indeed, the schools of thou2;ht

which may be classified under the general

title "Socialistic" are so various, that it is

difficult to speak of them as a whole without
using terms which would be unjust to some,
and inadequate in respect to others. Social-

ism may be viewed as including the purely
beneficent teaching of the so-called Christian

Socialists ; the humanitarian, though to our
minds mischievous, proposals of Mr. Henry
George ; the Communistic but now aban-

doned dreams of Fourier and Commettant

;

the Socialism which believes in God and
that which would efface all religion ; the

Socialism Avhich respects family life and that

which denounces marriage ; the Socialism

which to some extent recognises private pro-

perty, and that which calls all property theft,

and would convert the State into a joint-stock

company ; the Socialism which simply con-

templates legislation in favour of the op-

pressed and suffering, and that which
breathes of nothing but blood and iron—the

wild destructiveness of the dynamitard and
petroleuse, to whom the Reign of Terror and
the slicing of the guillotine bring memories
of a social paradise whose only fault was its

brevity. It is therefore evident that it is

impossible to use the term " Socialism " with
such accuracy as to be saved from a certain

confusion Avhen dealing with it as a whole.

All of these schools have, however, this

in common— in more or less pronounced
forms they aim at the reformation of society

by means of State interference with what has

hitherto been recognised as private property,

and the limitation for the same end of the

freedom of contract and of trade. But when
stated in this general fcim, we are again

forced to recognise the inadequacy of our

definition, for the extent to which that in

terference may be carried must affect the

opinion we form regarding it. We beheve, for

example, the interference already exercised

by the State in forbidding the employment of

women and children in certain trades, or in

limiting the hours of labour in others, to be

legitimate and beneficiah Only a very small

section of Socialists in this country would, on
the other hand, advocate the confiscation of

property in order to secure an equal division

to all and everybody.

It is not our purpose to discuss the politi-

cal aspects of these questions, or to show
how terribly foolish and dangerous are all

those extreme systems which proclaim en-

forced equality, and dream of securing

thereby a regenerated world. No legisla-

tive arrangement can extinguish human sin,

destroy the law of heredity, eradicate

ambition, and prevent the consequences

which must arise from the difi"erences of

genius, strength, and capacity among men.

At the best it would be the burdening of

the able and industrious for the benefit of

the idle and incompetent. And yet even in

its most advanced and destructive form, the

dream of making earth once more an Eden
by the effacement of religion and the en-

thronement of equality and fraternity (which

could only be reached through untold blood-

shed) is the hope of millions, and oh

!

the charm which its idealism has for the
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Its watch-words are

promise a human
suffering and unhappy

!

fascinating, for they

brotherhood to the lonely, with freedom

from grinding care and from the slavery of

ill-paid and dreary labour. It gives voice

to the cry of the poor and of those who
yearn for a love they receive not. It is

the longing of the weary and heavy-laden

for some rest from a toil, whose rewards never

lift them from life-long misery. We need

not wonder at the greediness with which
even the wildest proposals are hailed by
thousands, who feel themselves thus helpless

under the despotisms of Europe.

Nor do we discuss here the political ad-

vantacres or disadvantages of the more sober

measures which are so frequently brought

forward in our own country at present.

Whatever practical shape these proposals

may take, their discussion must at all events

prove beneficial. If evils exist in society,

there is nothing better than to have them
thoroughly exposed, and remedies of every

kind carefully considered.

"Wliat chiefly concerns us in this paper is

the relationship in which Christianity stands

to both systems.

As popularly taught, Christianity has

very little to do with either; for if it is

no more than a "plan of salvation," or a

creed or an ecclesiasticism through which
the individual is to be made ready for

death and eternity, it can be so held that

it may, without any great shock, be made
to consort with the tyrannies of self-interest,

remain powerless in vieAV of the separations

ivhich divide class from class, and be pro-

fessed on Sundaj^s or on the sick-bed by
the very persons who transgress, in all

secular relationships, the Letter as well as

the spirit of the Gospel. But no one can

read the Bible, and weigh the meaning of

the Old-Testament prophecies—every page

of which teems with applications of divine

principles to secular affairs—or can listen

to the teaching of Christ and His apostles,

v.'ithout feeling that we have, professedly

at least, in these writings a key to the

questions of society now, as well as then.

We will, however, only attempt to indi-

cate here some of the relationships in which
Christianity stands to the systems of the

Political Economists and Socialists.

(1.) Christianity is at one with the Political

Economists in respecting the rights of pro-

perty and individual liberty.

(2.) It is at one with the Socialists in their

protest against self-interest and the Survival

of the Fittest being permitted to wreak their

consequences unchecked by those other laws
of love and brotherhood among men, which
are surely quite as authoritative. Christ-

ianity gazes with horror on the social wreck-
age which has hitherto marked the course
of modern progress, and it proclaims the
law of brotherhood with a voice infinitely

more commanding than that of the Nihilist

or Red Eepublican. The worship of humanity,
as taught by them, is abaseless sentiment, and
can never lead to fraternal duty with a power
comparable to that Avhich is inspired by the
law that first places man in his true relation-

ship to God. " Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart and soul and
strength," is a command which gives force

and possibility to the fulfilment of the other,
" Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thj'self."

But if the Church of Christ has been untrue to

the principles of the gospel, it ought heartily

to thank the Socialists for having reminded
it of these principles, although preached by
them sometimes of " envy and strife," as far

as Christianity is concerned.

But while Christianity, as thus standing

between the two extremes, can show its

agreement with what is true in both, it also

deals effectually with the evils which dis-

figure them.

(3.) For, in reference to the rights of pro-

perty, wliich it recognises, Christianity utterh-

condemns the selfish indifferentism of the
'• Leave-alone " policy of the economists and
their heartless attention to the accumulation

of wealth, as if that were the summum
bonum of social prosperity. It preaches

the all-commanding duties of property as

enforced by Christ. It denies that self-

interest should be the primary basis on which
the body politic ought to rest. " The king-

dom of God is not meat and drink, but

righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Hoh'
Ghost." It respects the rights of property, but

it touches the root of all the evils that have

created the miseries and jealousies and sepa-

rations of the time ; for it is the worship of

Mammon instead of God Avhich has been the

sin of Christendom. While Jesus Christ has

been recognised in that department of life to

which the name "religion" is attached, and

Avhich belongs to Sundays and churches and

creeds
;
yet it has been before the idol of greed

that the same men have bowed the knee,

when theyhave entered that other department

of life which is called " secular," and which

belongs to the week-days, the exchange, and

the factory. And Christianity cannot brook

such compromises. It should be its fimc-

tion, if it fulfils the will of the Master, to
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dethrone this Mammon-god of the political

economist, and to place supreme over the con-

science of the nation the laAvs of righteous-

ness and peace and love. Christ indeed de-

clines to be " a judge and divider " between

selfish brethren struggling each for the largest

possible share of the inheritance; but He
commands both to beware of the covetous-

ness which has caused the bitter quarrel.

He asserts liberty. "Whilst the property-

remains, is it not in your own power 1 You
are responsible for it ; it is undoubtedly

yours ; but it is at your peril if you use it

without any sense of a higher responsibility

than what self-interest imposes. 'Thou shalt

not lie to the Holy Ghost,' or profess the

love, justice, and generosity which are the

essence of my gospel, while you pay your
workmen or seamstresses starvation prices,

and make your wealth out of their flesh and
blood, and draw your rents out of houses

that are inhuman dens. You are not to

profess my name on Sunday, and worship
gain and overreach your neighbour every

other day in the week." "Thou shalt ren-

der to all their dues." Christ always places

righteousness and love first; "Seek ye
first the Kingdom of God and His right-

eousness ;
" and he expects men to run the

risk of suffering loss for the sake of the

right. "Blessed are they that are perse-

cuted for righteousness' sake, theirs is the

ELingdom of God." These principles are of

the essence of His religion. Prophet and
apostle, Old Testament and New Testament
are charged with them. It is therefore in spite

of the Christianity we profess that the evils

we deplore have been allowed to rise. Let
society be inspired with the love of God and
of man which are thus taught, and the ques-

tion of the masses will be easy of solution.

Class separations will be bridged from both
sides of the chasm. For it is because society

has been founded on the non-Christian prin-

ciples of selfishness and Mammon-worship,
that selfishness and Mammon-worship are

now confronted by selfish force, and are in

terror for " the goods " they have so long
"kept in peace." Eeverse this, bring the
ideals of Christianity into secular life, and
all will be changed.

(4.) In a similar manner does Christianity
meet Socialism. The Anarchist and Nihilist

seek equality, but they would achieve it by
tearing down, by physical force, and in

hatred of the rich and governing classes.

"We shall have deserved well," says Mr.
Marr, "if we stir hatred and contempt
against all existing institutions." Christianity

also seeks equality, but it is through the Spirit

of Love, which is " enriched while enriching."

Again Socialism of the better type would
distribute wealth by the compulsion of State

interference, and by the votes of the majority

assigning property, or limiting its possession,

as that majority may determine. The
Socialism of the New Testament, as seen in

the Church at Jerusalem after Pentecost,

if it had "all things common," did so as the

free outcome of the enthusiasm of a new love.

It was not the result of the "Stand and
deliver" policy of compulsion, but the natural

effect of a love which delights to share. And
this leads to another contrast between State

Socialism and Christianity.

(5.) It is true that Christianity can never

be indifferent to the enactment of such laws

as tend to the Avell-being of the poor, the

Aveak, and the miserable. It must be in

sympathy Avith that State compulsion whose
object is the prevention of Avhat is cruel or

demoralising, or the promotion of Avhat is

humanising and elevating, limiting the hours

of labour, granting protection to Avomen and
children, compulsory education, support of the

poor, enforcement of sanitation and improve-

ment of dAvellings, public libraries, and such-

like. All these may be regarded as express-

ing a national feeling inspired by Christian

principle. On the other hand, moral actions

Avhich are the result only of compulsion have

no value in the eye of Christ. Freedom is

essential for the acquirement of goodness.

A right-doing towards others, which is neces-

sitated by statute and not by love, has no
place in His Kingdom. A regenerated societji^

can therefore never be produced by external

force from above or beloAV. It must be from

Avithin, and be the issue of the free play of the

moral and spiritual influences which it is

the proper function of the Gospel to inspire.

The absolute success of State Socialism might

therefore accomplish many objects Avhich the

philanthropy of Christianity Avould be glad

to Avitness, but in itself a State compulsion of

goodness Avould not be a distinct gain in the

lisrht of that religion which seeks the volun-

tary actings of a Divinely-inspired love.

But Ave need our faith in Christianity to

be increased as a power sufficient for this

regeneration of society from Avithin. The
movements of the time, Avhich to many seem

adverse to that faith, are according to our

belief God's OAvn method for rousing His

Church, and for re-creating a life which has

been alloAved almost to perish. They are

His rebuke to dogmatists and ecclesiastics

and formaKsts of all sorts ; they are His call
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for the re-assertion of the true gospel of His

Kingdom and for its revival in power. And
what He says to all He says to each one of

us, "Seek fix'st, not your own profit and

success in the wild struggle for riches, nay

not even the salvation of your own soul, as

a matter of self-intei'est ; hut seek first the

kingdom of God and its righteousness ; the

kingdom of the Father, and in Him the

brotherhood of man ; the kingdom whose law
is love, whose yoke is duty, whose banner is

the cross, and Avhose victories on earth are

those of human helpfulness and social well-

being. Seek first that kingdom and all

other things will be added unto you : pros-

perity, it may be, here on earth ; but if not,

then that life eternal Avhich is the life of

God, Whose name is love."

SUMMER AND WINTEE.

MIDSUMMER morn : the year's young
queen

Flings showery gold o'er hill and mead,
Her bright train mingles with the green,

White cloud-skirts of ethereal brede
;

The benison of heaven's love lies

Deep-dwelling in her brave blue eyes.

And life and love breathe in her breath,

With fragrance and bird-song

sweet

;

Her presence kills the woi-m of death

;

The children revel round her feet

:

She comes, God's messenger, to bless

Man with immortal happiness.

milade
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Mid\vinter noon : the young king-year

Comes clothed in panoply of steel

;

Tlie furry clouds float in his rear

;

Earth rings beneath his armed heel

The pride of life's young vigour flies,

Light-flashing, from his keen grey eyes.

In glee the lads shout by his side,

Their blood-beat pulsing brisk and warm
The stark woods strip their arms, and bide
With sinews stiffened for the storm :

For winter comes with strength to bless

Man with immortal heathfulness.

We change, grow old, and sink and die,

Fade Avith the rose, melt with the rime
;

Nature abides immortally
Unchanged in youth, untouched by time

;

For dress she flings off green for grey,

But her young heart knows no decay.

J. DOW.

JEHUDAH HALEVI.
TN the far-off days, when religion was not
-*- a habit, but an emotion, there lived a
little-known poet Avho solved the pathetic
puzzle of how to sing the Lord's song in a
strange land. Minor poets of the period in
plenty had essayed a like task, and have left

a literature the very headings of which are
strange to uninstructed ears. " Piyutim"
" Selichoth," what meaning do these words
convey to most of us ? And yet they stand
for

XXVI—oii

songs of exile, sung by patient genera-

tions of men who tell a monotonous tale of

mournful times

—

" When ancient griefs

Are closely veiled
In recent shrouds,"

as one of the anonymous host expresses it. For
the writers were of the race of the traditional

SAveet Singer, and their lot was cast in those

picturesquely disappointing Middle Ages, too

close to the chivalry of the time to aj^preciate

its charm. One pictures these comparatively
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cultured pariahs, these gaberdined, degenerate

descendants of seers and prophets, looking

out from their ghettoes on a world which,

for all the stir and bustle of barbarous life,

was to them as desolate and as bare of

promise of safe resting-place as Avhen the

waters covered it, and only the tops of the

mountains appeared. One sees them now as

victims, and now as spectators, but never as

actors in that strange show, yet always, we
fancy, realising the barbarism, and with that

undoubting faith of theirs in the ultimate

dawning of a perfect day, seeming to regard

the long reign of brute force, of priestcraft,

and of ignorance as phases of misrule, which,

like unto manifold others, should pass Avhilst

they would endure.

' "A race that has been tested
And tried through fire and water.
Is surely prized by Thee,"

cries out a typical bard, with a too-conscious

tone of martyrdom, and a decided tendency

to clutch at the halo. It is an attitude alto-

gether a trifle arrogant and stolid and de-

fiant to superficial criticism, but one for which
a deeper insight Avill find excuses. The com-
placency is not quite self-complacency, the

pride is impersonal, and so though provoking,

is pathetic too. Something of the old long-

ing which, with a sort of satisfied negation,

claimed " honour and glory," "not unto us,"

but unto "the Name," finds expression again

in the unrhymed and often unrhythmical
compositions of these patient poets of the

Selicha. Their poetry, perhaps, goes some
way towards explaining their patience, for,

undoubtedly, there is no doggedness like that

of men who at will, and by virtue of their

own thoughts, can soar above circumstances

and surroundings. " Vulgar minds," says a

last-century poet, truly enough, "refuse or

crouch beneath their load," and inevitably

such will collapse under a pressure which
the cultivated will endure, and " bear with-

out repining." The ills to which flesh is

heir will generally be best and most bravely
l)orne by those to whom the flesh is not all in

;dl ; as witness Heine, who. o voice rose at its

sweetest, year after year, from his mattress
grave. That there never was a time in all

their history when the lusts of the flesh were
a whole and satisfying ambition to the Jew,
or when the needs of the body bounded his

desires, may account in some degree for the
marvellous capacity for suffering which the
race has evinced.

These rugged Plyutim, for over a thousand
years, come in from most parts of the con-
tinent of Europe as a running commenta,ry on

its laws, suggesting a new reading for the old

significant connection between a country s

lays and its legislation, and supplying aii

illustration to Charles Kingsley's dictum,

that " the literature of a nation is its auto-

biogra})hy." Selicha (from the Hebrew,
nrrrD) means literally forgiveness, and to

forgive and to be forgiven is the burden and
refrain of most of the so-called Penitential

Poems (Selichoth), whose theme is of sorrows
and persecutions past telling, almost past

praying about. Phjut (derived from the Greek
-iToi-qT-^s) in the early Jewish writings stood

for the poet himself, and later on it was ap-

plied as a generic name for his compositions
;

but from the second to the eighth century

there is decidedly more suggestion of martyr-

dom than of minstrelsy in these often un-

signed and always unsingable sonnets of the

synagogue. Especially about the contribu-

tions from France, and subsequently from
Germany, to the liturgical literature of the

Middle Ages, there is a far too prevailing note

of the swan's song for cheerful reading. The
Spanish writers, however, happier in their cir-

cumstances than the rest of their European co-

religionists, sing, for the most part, in clearer

and higher strains, and it is they Avho, to-

wards the close of the tenth century, first

add something of the grace and charm of

metrical versification to the hitherto crude

and rough style of composition which had
sufficed. Even about the prose of these

Spanish authors there is many a light and
happy touch, and, not unseldom, in the volu-

minous and somewhat verbose literature, we
come across a short story (inidrash) or a

pithy saying, with salt enough of wit or

-pathos about it to make its preservation

through the ages quite comprehensible.

Hep, Hep, was the dominant note in

the European concert, when at the beginning

of the twelfth century our poet was born.

France, Italy, Germany, Bohemia, and
Greece had each been, at different times

within the hundred years which had just

closed, the scene of terrible persecutions.

In Spain alone, under the mild sway of

the Omneyade Kaliphs, there had been a

tolerably long entr'acte in the " fifteen hun-

dred year tragedy " that the Jewish race

was enacting, and there, in old Castille,

whilst Alfonso VI. was king, Jehudah Halevi

passed his childhood. Although in 1085
Alfonso was already presiding over an impor-

tant confederation of Catholic States, yet the

Arab supremacy in Spain at the beginning

of the twelfth century was comparatively

unshaken, and its influence, social and poli-
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tical, over its Jewish subjects was still para-

moTint. Perhaps the one direction in which

that impressionable race was least perceptibly

effected by its Arab experiences was in its

Uterature. And remembering how distinctly

in the elder days of art the inflnence of

Greek thought is traceable in Jewish philo-

sophy, it is strange to note with these authors

of the Middle Ages, who write as readily in

Arabic as in Hebrew, that, though the hand

is the hand of Esau, the voice remains unmis-

takeably the voice of Jacob. Munk dwells

on this remarkable distinction in the poetry

of the period, and, with some natural prefe-

rence perhaps, strives to account for it in the

wide divergence of the Hebrew and Arabic

sources of inspiration. The poetry of the

Jews he roundly declares to be universal, and

that of the Arabs egotistic in its tendency

;

the Arabs finding subjects for their Muse in

traditions of national glory and in dreams

of material delight, whilst the descendants

of prophets turn to the records of their own
ancestry, and find their themes in remorseful

memories and in unselfish and unsensual

hopes. Past and future with the Jewish

poet are alike uncoloured by personal desire,

and even the sins and suffering of his race

he enshrines in song. If it be good, as a

modern writer has declared it to be, that a

nation should commemorate its defeats, cer-

tainly no race has ever been richer in such

subjects, or has shown itself more willing,

in ritual and rhyme, to take advantage of

them.

Whilst the leaders of society, the licentious

crusader and the celibate monk, were stum-

bling so sorely in the shadow of the Cross,

and whilst the rank and file throughout
Europe were steeped in deepest gloom of

densest ignorance and superstition, the lamp
of learning, handed down from generation to

generation of despised Jews, was still being

carefully trimmed, and was burning at its

brightest among the little knot of philo-

sophers and poets in Spain. Alcharisi, the

commentator and critic of the circle, gives,

for his age, a curiously high standard of the

qualifications essential to the sometimes

lightly bestowed title of authorship. "A
poet," he says, "

(1 ), must be perfect in metre

;

(2) his language of classic purity
; (3) the

subject of his poem worthy of the poet's best

skill, and calculated to instruct and to ele-

vate mankind
; (4) his style must be full of

* lucidity ' and free from every obscure or

foreign expression
; (.5) he must never sacri-

fice sense to sound
; (6) he must add infinite

care and patience to his gift of genius, never

submitting crude work to the world ; and (7)

lastly, he must neither parade all he knows
nor offer the winnowings of his harvest."

These seem sufiiciently severe conditions

even to nineteenth -century judgment, but
Jehudah Halevi, say his admirers and even
his contemporaries, fulfilled, them all.

That a man should be judged by his peers

gives a promise of sound and honest testi-

monj^, and if such judgment be accepted as

final then does Halevi hold high rank indeed

among men and poets. One of the first

things that strike an intruder into this old-

world literary circle is the curious absence

of those small rivalries and jealousies which
we of other times and manners look instinc-

tively to find. Such records as remain to

us make certainly less amusing reading than

some later biographies and autobiographies

afford, but, on the other hand, it has an
unique interest of its own, to come upon
authentic traces of such susceptible beings

as authors, all living in the same set and
Avith a limited range both of subjects and
of readers, who yet live together in harmony,
and interchange sonnets and epigrams curi-

ously free from every suggestion of envy,

hatred, or uncharitableness. There is, in truth,

a wonderful freshness of sentiment about

these gentle old scholars. They say pretty

things to and of each other in almost school-

girl fasliion. " I pitch my tent in thy heart,"

exclaims one as he sets out on a journej^

More poetically Halevi expresses a similar

sentiment to a friend of his (Ibn Giat) :

—

" If to the clouds thy boldness wings its flight,

Within our heaits, thou ne'er art out of sight."

Writes another (Moses Aben Ezra"^'), and

he was a philosopher and grammarian to boot,

one not to be lightly suspected of sentimen-

tality, "Our hearts were as one : now parted

from thee, my heart is divided into two."

Halevi was the absent friend in this instance,

and he begins his response as warmly :

—

" How can I rest when we nre absent one from another ?

Were it not for the glad hope of thy return
The day which tore thre from me
Would tear me from all the world."

Or the note changes : some disappointment

or disillusion is hinted at, and under its

influence our tender-hearted poet complains

to this same sympathetic correspondent, " I

was asked. Hast thou sown the seed of friend-

ship ? My answer was, Alas, I did, but the

seed did not thrive."

It is altogether the strangest, soberest

little picture of sweetness and light, show-

the gaudy, tawdry phantas-

the age. Rub away the paint

Brother to Abraham Aben Ezra, the great traveller.

mg beneath

magoria of
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and varnish from the hurrying host of cru-

saders, from the confused crowd of dreary,

dehided rabble, and there they stand hke a
" restored " group, these tuneful, unworldly
sages, " toiling, rejoicing, sorrowing," with
Jehudah Halevi, poet and physician, as

central figure. For, loyal to the impulse
which in times long past had turned Akiba
into a herdsman and had induced Hillel in

his youth and poverty to " hire himself out

wherever he could find a job,"* which, in the

time to come, was to make of Maimonides a

diamond cutter, and of Spinoza an optician,

Halevi compounded simples as conscien-

tiously as he composed sonnets, and was
more of doctor than of poet by profession.

He was true to those traditions and instincts

of his race, which, through all the ages, had
recognised the dignity of labour and had in-

clined to use literature as a staff rather than
as a crutch. His prescriptions were probably
such as the Pharmacopoeia of to-day might
hardly approve, and the spirit in which he
prescribed is perhaps also just a little out of

date. Here is a grace before physic which
brings to one's mind the advice given by a

famous divine of the muscular Christianity

school to his young friend at Oxford, " Work
hard—as for your degree, leave it to God."

" God grant that I may rise again,
Nor perish by thine anger slain.

This draught that I myself combine,
What is it ? Only Thou dost know,
If well or iU, if swift or slow,
Its parts shall work upon my pain.
Ay ! of these things, alone is Thine
The knowledge. All my faith I place.
Not in my craft, but in Thy grace." + (1)

Halevi's character, however, was far enough
removed from that which an old author has
defined as "pious and painefull." He
" entered the courts with gladness :" his

religion was of a healthy, happy, natural

sort, free from all affectations, and with
no taint either of worldhness or of other
worldliness to be discerned in it. Perhaps
he was not entirely without that com-
fortable consciousness of his o^vn powers
and capabilities which, in weaker natures,

turns its seamy side to us as conceit, nor alto-

gether free from that impatience of " fools
"

which seems to be another of the temptations
of the gifted. This rather ill-tempered little

extract which we are honest enough to ap-

pend appears to indicate as much :

—

" Lo ! my light has pierced to the dark abyss,
I have brought forth gems from the gloomy mine ;Now the fools would see them ! I ask you this :

Shall I fling my pearls down before the swine 1

ITrom the gathered cloud shall the raindrops flow
To the barren land where no fruit can grow ? " + (1)

• Talmud, Yoma 356.
+ Those marked thus (1) have been done into verse from

the German of Geiger, by Miss Amy Levy.

The little grumble is characteristic, but in

actual fact no land was barren to his hopeful

sunny temperament. In the "morning he
sowed his seed, and in the evening he with-

held not his hand," and from his " gathered
clouds" the raindrops fell rainbow-tinted.

His love songs, which a trustworthy tradition

tells us were written to his wife, are quite as

beautiful in their very different way as an
impassioned elegy he wrote when death
claimed his friend, Aben Ezra, or as the

famous ode he composed on Jerusalem. He
wrote prose too, and a bulky volume in

Arabic is in existence, which sets forth the

long and somewhat legendary history of a

certain Bulan, king of the Khozars, who
reigned, some historians tell us, about the

beginning of the eighth century, over a terri-

tory situate on the shores of the Caspian Sea.

This Bulan Avould seem to have been of a

hesitating rather than of a sceptical turn of

mind in religious matters, and honestly

anxious to be correct in his opinions. His
anxiety becomes intensified by means of a

vision, and he finally summons representative

followers of Moses, of Jesus, and of Mahomet
to discuss in his presence the tenets of their

masters. These chosen doctors of divinity

argue at great length, and the Rabbi is said

to have best succeeded in satisfying the

anxious scruples of the king. The same
authorities tell us that Bulan was regularly

converted to Judaism, and commenced in his

own person a Jewish dynasty which endured
for more than two centuries. Over these

more or less historic facts Halevi casts the

glamour of his genius, and makes, at any
rate, a very readable story out of them,
which incidentally throws some valuable side

lights on his own way of regarding things.

Unluckily, side lights are all we possess, in

place of the electric illuminating fashion of

the day. Those copious details, which our
grandchildren seem likely to inherit concern-

ing all and sundry of this generation, are

wholly wanting to us, the earlier heirs of

time. Of Halevi, as of greater poets, who
have lived even nearer to our own age, his-

tory speaks neither loudly nor in chorus.

And yet, for our consolation, there is the

reflection that the various and varpng records

of " Thomas's ideal John : never the real

John, nor John's John, but often verj'^ unlike

either," va.ay, in truth, help us but little to a

right comprehension of the "real John, knoA\'n

only to His Maker." Once get at a man's
ideals, it has been well said, and the rest is

easy. Thus though our facts are but few and
fragmentary concerning the man of whom
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one admirer quaintly says that, " created in

the image of God " could in his case stand

for literal description, yet may we, by means
of his ideals, arrive perhaps at a juster con-

ception of his charming personality than did

we possess the very pen with Avhich he wrote

and the desk at which he sat and the mi-

nutest and most authentic particulars as to

his wont of using both.

His ideal of religion was expressed in

every practical detail of daily life.

" When I remove from Thee, O God,
I die whilst I live ; but when
I cleave to thee, I live in death." *

These three lines indicate the sentiment of

Judaism, and might almost serve as sufficient

sample of Halevi's simple creed, for, truth to

tell, the religion of the Jews does not concern

itself greatly with the ideal. It is of a prac-

tical rather than of an emotional sort, rigid

as to practice, but tolerant over theories, and
inquiring less as to a man's belief than as to

his conduct. Work—steady, cheerful, un-

tiring work—was perhaps Halevi's favourite

form of praise. Still, being a poet he sings,

and, like the birds, in divers strains, with
happy, unconscious effort. Only "For Thy
songs, God ! " he cries, " my heart is a

harp ;" and truly enough, in some of these

ancient Hebrew hymns, the stately intensity

of which it is impossible to reproduce, we
seem to hear clearly the vibrating of the

strings. The truest faith, the most living

hope, the widest charity, is breathed forth in

them; and they have naturally been en-

shrined by his fellow-believers in the most
sacred parts of their liturgy, quotations from
which would here obviously be out of place.

Some dozen lines only shall be given in illus-

tration of the universality of the Jewish hope.

"Where can I find thee, God ? " the poet
questions; and there is wonderfully little sug-

gestion of reserved places about the answer :

—

" Lord ! where art Thou to be found ?

Hidden and high is Thy home.
And where shall we find Thee not J

Thy glory fills the world.
Thou art found in my heart,
And at the uttermost ends of the earth.
A refuge for the near,
For the far, a trust.

" The universe cannot contain Thee ;

How then a temple's shrine 1

Though Thou art raised above men
On Thy high and lofty throne,
Yet art Thou near unto them
In their spirit and in their flesh.

Who can say he has not seen Thee ?

When lo ! the lieavens and their host
Tell of Thy fear, in silent testimony.

" I sought to draw near to Thee.
With my whole heart I sought Thee,
And when I went out to meet Thee,
To meet me, Thou vFast ready on the read.
In the wonders of Thy might

* From Atonement Service.
1

And in Thy holiness I have beheld Thee.
Who is there that should not fear Thee .'

The yoke of Thy kingdom is for ever and for all.

Who is there that should not call upon Thee 3

Thou givest unto all their food."

Concerning Halevi's ideal of love and mar-
riage we may speak at greater length ; and
on these subjects one may remark that our
poet's ideal was less individual than national.

Mixing intimately among men who, as a
matter of course, bestowed their fickle fa-

vours on several wives, and whose poetic

notion of matrimony—on the prosaic we will

not touch—was a houri-peopled Paradise, it

is perhaps to the credit of the Jews that this

was one of the Arabian customs which, with
all their susceptibility, they Avere very slow
to adopt. Halevi, as is the general faithful

fashion of his race, all his life long loved one
only, and clave to her—a " dove of rarest

worth, and sweet exceedingly," as in one of

his poems he declares her to be. The test of

poetry, Goethe somewhere says, is the sub-
stance which remains when the poetry is re-

duced to prose. When the poetry has been
yet further reduced by successive processes
of translation, the test becomes severe. We
fancy, though, that there is still some con-

siderable residuum about Halevi's songs to

his old-fashioned love—his Ophrah, as he
calls her in some of them. Here is one when
they are likely to be parted for a while :

—

"So we must be divided ; sweetest, stay

;

Once more, mine eyes would seek thy glance's light.
At night I shall recall thee : Thou, I pray,
Be mindful of the days of our delight.

Come to me in my dreams, I ask of fiiee.

And even in my dreams be gentle unto me.
" If thou shouldst send me greeting in the grave,

The cold breath of the grave itself were sweet

;

Oh, take my life, my life, 'tis all I have,
If it should make thee live, I do entreat.

I think that I shall hear when I am dead.
The rustle of thy gown, thy footsteps overhead." *

(1)

And another, which reads like a marriage-
hymn :

—

"A dove of rarest worth
And sweet exceedingly

;

Alas, why does she turn
And fly so far from me 1

In my fond heart a tent.
Should aye prepardd be.
My poor heart she has caught
With magic spells and wiles.
I do not sigh for gold.
But for her mouth that smiles ;

Her hue it is so bright.
She half makes blind my sight,

* * * *

The day at last is here,
Filled full of love's sweet fire;

The twain shall soon be one,
Shall stay their fond desire.
Ah ! would my tribe could chance
On such deliverance." * (1)

On a first reading, these last two lines

strike one as oddly out of place in a love

poem. But as we look again, they seem to

suggest, that in a nature so full and whole-
some as Halevi's, love did not lead to a selfish

* See note on p. 7S0.
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forgetfulness, nor marriage mean a joy which

could hold by its side no care for others.

They go far to i^rove that love at its best

does not narrow the sj^mpathies, but rather

makes them widen and broaden out to enfold

the less fortunate under its happy, brooding
wings. And though at the crowning moment
of his life Halcvi could snare a tender thought
for his tribe, with very little right could the

foolish, favourite epithet of "tribalism" be
flung at him, and with even less of justice at

his race. In truth, they Avere "patriots" in the

sorriest, sincerest sense—this dispossessed

people, who owned not an inch of the lands

wherein they wandered, from the east unto
the west. It is prejudice or ignorance maybe,
but certainly it is not history, which sees the

JeAvs as any but the faithfullest of citizens to

their adopted States ; faithful often to the

extent of forgetting, save in set and prayer-

ful phrases, the lost land of their fathers.

Here is a typical national song of the twelfth

century, in which no faintest echo of regret

or longing for other glories, other shrines,

may be discerned :

—

" I found that words could ne'er express
The half of all its loveliness

;

From place to place I wandered wide,
With amorous sig-ht unsatisfied,
Till last I reached all cities' queen,
Tolaitola * the faii'est seen.

« • • *

Her palaces that show so bright
In splendour, shamed the starry height,
Whilst temples in their glorious sheen
Eivalled the glories that had been ;

With earnest reverent spirit there,

The pious soul breathes forth its prayer."

That "fairest city seen" of the Spanish

poet,t might stand indeed for the London
or Paris of to-day in the well - satisfied,

cosmopolitan afiections of an ordinary Eng-
lishman or Frenchman of the Jewish faith.

And who may blame this adaptability,

this comfortable inconstancy of content ?

Widows and Avidowers remarry, and child-

less folks, it is said, groAv quite foolishly fond
of adopted kin. With practical people the

past is past, and to the prosperous nothing
comes moi'e easy than forgetting. After
all—

" What can you do with people when they ai'e dead 1

But if you are pious, sing a hymn and go ;

Or, if you are tender, heave a sigh and go.
But go by all means, and permit the grass
To keep its green fend 'twixt them and you," 4-

And in the long centuries there has been
time and to spare for the green grass to

Avither into dusty Aveeds above those desolate

dead whose " place knoAA's them no more."
That Halevi Avith his " poetic heart," Avhich

k a something different from the most mctri-

* Hebrew for Toledo.
+ Alcharisi.

} E. B, Browning.

cal of poetic imaginations, cherished a closer

ideal of patriotism may not be denied.
" Israel among the nations," he Avrites, " is

as the heart among the limbs." He Avas the

loyalest of Spanish subjects, yet Jerusalem
was to him, in sober fact, the city of the

Avorld.

In these learned latter days, the tiniest

crumbs of tradition have been so eagerly

pounced upon by historians to analyze and
argue over, that Ave are almost left in doubt
Avhether the very A B C of our OAvn history

may still be Avrit in old English characters.

The process Avhich has bereft the bogy uncle

of our youthful belief of his hump, and all but
transformed the Bluebeard of the British

throne into a model monarch, has not spared

to set its puzzling impress on the fcAV details

AA'hich have come doAvn to us concerning

Halevi. Whether the love poems, some
eight hundred in number, Avere all Avritten to

his Avife, is questioned; whether 1086 or

1105 is the date of his birth, and if Toledo
or Old Castille be his birthplace, is contested.

Whether he came to a peaceful end, or Avas

murdered by wandering Arabs, is left doubt-

ful, since both the year of his death '^ and the

manner of it, are stated in different Avays by
different authorities, among whom it is hard
to choose. Whether, indeed, he ever visited

the Holy City, Avhether he beheld it with
" actual sight or sight of faith," is greatly

and gravely debated; but amidst all the

beAvildering dust of doubt that the researches

of AA'ise commentators have raised, the cen-

tral fact of his life is left to us undisputed.

The realities they meddle Avith, but the ideals

they leave to us undimmed. All at least agree,

that " she Avhom the Eabbi loved Avas a poor
Avoebegone darling, a moA'ing picture of

desolation, and her name Avas Jerusalem."

There is a consensus of opinion among the

critics that this often -quoted saying of

Heine's Avas only a jDoetical way of putting a

literal and undoubted truth. Our poet, in-

deed, on this subject has only to speak foi

himself.

" Oh ! city of the world, most chastely fair;

In the far west, behold 1 sigh lor tliee.

And in my yearning love 1 do bethink me
Of bygone ages ; of thy rained fane,
Thy vanished splendour of a vanished day.
Oh ! had I engles' wings I'd fly to thee.

And with my falling tears make moist thine earth.
I long for thee ; though indeed thy kings
Have passed for ever ; what though where once uprose
Sweet balsam-trees the serpent makes his nest.

Oh ! that I might embrace thy dist, the sod
Were sweet as'honey to my Iwid desire." (1)

Fiftj' translations cannot spoil the true

such fervid Avords as these.

• No authority gives it later than 1140.

ring in such fervid Avords as these. And in
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a world so sadly full of "fond desires " des-

tined to remain for ever unfulfilled it is plea-

sant to know that Halevi accomplished his.

He unquestionably travelled to Palestine

;

whether his steps were stayed short of Jeru-

salem Ave know not, but he undoubtedlj-

reached the shores, and breathed " the air of

that land which makes men wise," as, in

loving hyperbole, a more primitive patriot *

expresses it.

' Rabbi Seira.

And seeing how that " the Lord God doth

like a printer who setteth the letters back-

ward,""'^" there is small cause for grieving in

that the breath our poet drew in the land of

his dreams was the breath not of life but of

death.

KATIE MAGNUS.

"The Lord God doth like a printer who setteth the Irticvs

backward ; we see and feel well His setting, but the i^riut we
shall see yonder in the life to come." —Lutheu's "Table
Talk."

TKAYELLEES' SIS^AKE STOEIES.

By FREDEKICK WHYMPER.

II.
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scathed itself. At last, however, the cobra

managed to inflict a poisonous wound, when,

as though aware that it was all over with

her, the poor rat rushed into close quarters,

firmly gripped the snake's neck with her

teeth, and never let go her hold again. The
cobra plunged about furiously, but to no
purpose. A death grip was on its throat, and
both the duellists fell in that combat.

In spite of its viciousness and almost because

of it, the cobra is the snake selected by the

so-called " charmers " for their exhibitions.

They assert that the cobra is really the only

snake which will show fight, all the rest

being sluggish, and while prone enough to

bite, cannot be taught to perform any tricks.

The fangs are usually extracted ; though in

Ceylon Dr. Davy asserts that the snake-

charmers trust to their dexterity alone to

avoid the stroke, and do not remove the

venom teeth. The usual mode is to make a

cut under the upper lip of the cobra, then

turning it up to expose the parts which con-

tain the poison—that is, the duct and reservoir

just above the teeth—they cut them out with

a knife, and burn the place all round with a

hot iron. After this Mr. Cobra is, of course,

comparatively harmless.

Du Chaillu has given us a story of a snake-

charmer who suffered by his temerity in

playing with a snake, the fangs of which had
been left intact. The naja, or great water-

snake of Equatorial Africa, Avhich grows to

ten feet in length, has many of the charac-

teristics of the cobra, being venomous, and
having the power of erecting itself. There
was, on the Gaboon, a negro from Goree
noted for his daring in handling these and
other serpents. One day he appeared with a

huge naja, and began to amuse himself and
a crowd of natives by teasing the reptile. At
first, when Du Chaillu saw him, he had the

snake coiled round his body, but took good
care to hold it firmly just below the neck,

and it was obvious that he had to use a con-

siderable amount of strength, for the muscles

of his arm stood out in bold relief. Then
with his other hand he took the tail of the

snake, and giving it a vigorous swing, un-

folded the reptile from his black body, which
was shining with perspiration and excitement.

He next threw it away, then suddenly ran in

front of it and teased it with a light stick.

" The man," says Du Chaillu, "became bolder

and bolder, more and more careless, and the

snake probably more and more accustomed
to the mode of warfare of his antagonist,

and just as the monster stood erect the man
attempted to seize its neck, as he had done

many and many a time before, but grasped
the body- too low, and before he had time to
let it go the head turned and the man was
bitten ! I was perfectly speechless ; the
scene had frozen my blood, and the wild
shrieks of all those round rent the air. The
serpent was loose and crawling on the ground,
but before it had time to go far a long pole

came down upon its back and broke its spine,

and in less time than I take to write it down
the monster was killed." The French doctor
of the settlement was fortunately at hand,
and applied prompt and powerful remedies.

The man suffered intensely for some time,

his body becoming swollen, and his mind
wandering ; his life seemed to hang in the

balance. At last he was able to get about,

though complaining of great pain in the

region of his heart. A short time after the

accident he went out, as he said, to cut wood
with his axe, but suddenly split his own
skull in two. The man had become insane !

Sometimes the tables are turned, and the
snake itself becomes the charmer, fascinating

its victim. The story goes that a young
girl of thirteen, living with her parents

in Franklin County, Missouri, was found to

be gradually wasting away in a decline,

at length becoming little more than a mere
skeleton. A peculiarity of the case was
that she could not be induced to eat in the

house, but always insisted on taking her
bread-and-butter, or what not, to the banks
of a neighbouring brook, where she would
remain for hours together. At length her
anxious father determined, unknown to her,

to watch her movements.
One day she had been sitting quietly on

the bank for some time when she returned
to the house and asked for food. This
was given to her, and she Avent back to the

brook-side, her father stealthily following

her. To his horror he saw a huge black

snake slowly raise its head into the child's

lap, and take pieces of bread-and-butter from
her hand. If she ventured to take a bite

herself the snake hissed and showed signs of

anger, when the child would tremble like a

leaf, and immediately give her food to the

reptile. The father was completely paralysed,

and groaned in his agony. The noise dis-

turbed the snake, which glided away, and
was, for the time being, lost to sight. The
child refused to answer any questions, indeed,

she appeared incapable of so doing. It was
determined that she should be allowed to go

once more to the bank where she had been
accustomed to sit, in order to allure the snake

to its doom. Next day, then, the girl went
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" Fascinating its victim."

with her little meal to the brook-side, and
the moment the reptile appeared the father,

who was on, the watch, shot it through the

head. The child fainted at the sight ; the

snake writhed and died. The poor little girl

never recovered the shock, and came to her
senses only to swoon again and again, till

she expired, apparently in great agony.
What was the mysterious influence ?

The virulence of snake-poison, and espe-

cially rattlesnake-poison, is something almost
inconceivable. A case came under the writer's

notice a few years ago in California, which
is different in its nature from any he has seen

recorded. A friend, Mr. S , a successful

vineyardist in the beautiful Sonoma Valley,

employed, as do all the vine-growers and
Avine-makers of the Golden State—a number
of Chinamen. One of these, while picking
grapes, was bitten in the arm by a rattle-

snake. He was immediately taken to the
house, and a messenger sent for the nearest

doctor. Meantime his arm was placed in a
foot-bath, filled with native brandy just from
the still, and as strong as brandy can be, the

expectation being that it would dissolve

the poison out of the Avound. Every effort

also was made to induce the Chinaman, who
was in the greatest agony, to drink a quantity

of the same spirit, the general belief being

that if the victim can be well filled up with

the potent fluid, and made intoxicated, his

chances of living are much greater. Teeto-

tallers have not the ghost of a chance. The
Chinaman absolutely refused, and when he

expired, which was very shortly afterwards,

unfeeling people said, " You see, he'd rather

die than drink that abominable California

brandy." The point of the story is that Mr.

S , wishing tomake the Chinaman keep his

arm well soaked in the brandj-, put his own
hand on it, and in the liquid, of which there

was a quantity not less than four gallons.

He stated to the writer that he was not aware

of any scratch or abrasion on his hand, yet

he was immediately poisoned, and for a long

time afterwards Avalked about feebly, his face

of a greenish-white and corpse-like appear-

ance. Although he had the best medical

advice, and survived, it was very doubtful
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whether his system had not heen permanently

mjured. Onl}' a part of the poison had
evidently dissolved in the brandy, and was
diluted and difhised through several gallons

of it, but there was sufficient virulence in it

to kill a dozen men. A very recent writer,^-'

Avho brouofht a South American rattlesnake

home with him, says that "rats, of which this

one ate many while in my possession, fell

over Avhen struck, shivered, and were dead

in a second or two Avithout a cry, as though

shot; and this from tAvo tiny pin-wounds,

not easy to find even on dissection." An
American experimentalist records the effects

of the poison on even vegetables, which he

inoculated with the point of a lancet. They
were healthy and fresh when the point was
insei'ted ; next day they were withered and
dead, and looked as though scathed by
lightning. Fayrer transmitted the venom
through the blood of a series of three animals

with fatal results to all. Yet the flesh of any
of them might have been safely eaten ; the

attendants and native servants always took

away and ate the fowls poisoned in the course

of Fayrer's experiments.

An Australian gentleman, some years ago,

was the cause of a venomous snake com-
mitting suicide, by poisoning itself.f He
had pinned a black snake to the ground by
means of a forked stick, and unintentionally,

in his haste, by the middle of the body. No
sooner had he done this, than the snake got

in a violent rage, and instantlj^ buried its

fangs in itself, making the spot wet, either

with viscid slime or the deadly poison. It

had hardly unburied its fangs when its

coils round the stick suddenly relaxed, a

perceptible quiver ran through its body, and,

in much less time than it takes to write

it, lay extended and motionless, as though
gasping for breath. In less than three

minutes from the time it bit itself it was
perfectly dead. A post-mortem examination

showed the blood colourless, as though the

poison had destroyed the colouring matter.

Waterton, hoAvever, Avho made a labarri

snake bite itself, by forcing the poisonous

fangs into its belly, says that it only appeared
rather dull and heavy for a short time, and
in half an hour Avas as brisk and vigorous as

ever.

Harmless serpents have a great antipathy

to the rattlesnake, and often attack it. The
chain or ring snake is carefully pi'otected

from destruction for this reason in the

Southern States of America. In California
* Arthur Stradling-, in The Squire, Nov. 1SS2.
+ Communication to Ike l.aunccston Examiner (Tasmania)

(juoted in Nature, May 13, 1880.

the same snake Avill creep up stealthily to

one till AAathin a fcAv feet, then make a sudden
spring, and coil round it, crushing it to

death. But its greatest enemy is the hog,

either A\dld or domesticated. A Avriter in

The Field testified to the same thino; in regard

to the cobra. He had seen pigs bitten over

and over again in the snout and face, Avithout

the slightest ill-results, and generall}^ coming
off A^ictorious. In the Western States of

America it is said that an old soav Avith a

litter to provide for, Avill hunt the rattlesnake

and alloAv it to bite into the fat of its cheeks
again aiid again ; Avhen the reptile is tired

out, it Avill seize it by the head and rip it

to pieces through its teeth. If a hog is lean

and the fangs strike the circulation, it Avill,

hoAvever, die from the wound. The mrm-
goose, a bird knoAvn as the kingfisher of

Australia, and secretary-bird of Africa, is

well knoAvn, in some of the AVest Indian
islands, almost ahvays to come off victorious

in its encounters Avith the rattlesnake, and it

has even been proposed to breed it specially

for its extirpation.

A correspondent of the Standard * has

I^ractically settled the question of poisonous

snakes v. mungoose. During the earlier

part of this Avriter's service in India he had
belicA-ed tliat this bird Avas proof against

even the poison of the cobra, liut a conversa-

tion Avith Sir Kobert Walpole, at that time

commanding the Oude diAdsion, convinced

him that he Avas Avronsr. The General offeredO
to supply him Avith as many cobras as he

needed, if he AA'ould experiment Avith them,

Avhich he gladly undertook to do, and one of

the bathin;! rooms in his buniraloAv at Luck-
now Avas soon stocked,

mungooses," he says,

services of tAvo snake-charmers, I made the

folloAving experiments, Avhich extended over

three mornings, in the presence of several

officers and of the Deputy-Inspector General
of Hospitals. A mungoose and a cobra—the

power of the latter to inflict a deadly Avound

being first tested upon a chicken—Avere

brought together in a confined space and
made to confront each other. They mutually

recoiled, and it AA^as only when they Avere

brought into actual contact that their blood

seemed to be roused, and then they fought.

It Avas like a fight betAveen a heavy dragoon

and a light infantry soldier. The cobra

Avould come flop doAvn upon AAdiere the mun-
goose Avas, the latter skipping nimbly aAvay,

and, in its turn, pouncing from behind upon
the head of its adversary, and crushing it.

• Januai-y 22nd, 1883.

, "Procuring some
" and securing the
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There were several rounds of tlois nature,

the cobra showing signs of distress at the end

oi each, and eventually lying as if defunct,

rin'cc cobras were thus sacrificed, each of the

three mungooses escaping through its superior

agility. All of them bore marks of the

sobra's teeth, their faces having blood on

them ; but in no case, I beheve, did a cobra's

poison fang enter any part of a mungoose's

body. I now got a snake-charmer to force

the "poison fangs of a cobra into the fleshy

part of the thigh of a mungoose.
_
All the

three mungooses Avho had come off victors in

the encounters above described were thus

dealt with. One, overpowered at once by

the virulence of the poison, seemed suddenly

to lose its natural activity and remained

quiet. It died, in the usual way after snake-

bite, in fifteen minutes. Another died within

the hour, but the third lived three hours.

It is therefore evident that the mungoose in

contest with a poisonous snake escapes solely

through its superior agihty, and that it is no

more poison-proof than any other animal."

The same writer states that the idea, which

has been prevalent, that the mungoose after

having been bitten finds an antidote in some

herb or other, is quite chimerical. He adds

that these birds make affectionate pets, but

have themselves a very strong liking for hen's

eggs and young chickens, and it is therefore

doubtful whether the ravages they perpetrate

in the poultry yard would be compensated

for by their reputed poAvers of scaring away
poisonous snakes.

The rattlesnake sometimes, as the follow-

ing example shows, takes a great deal of

killing before it Avill give up the ghost.

Mr. Stradling tells us, in the article before

cjuotcd, that wishing to preserve a specimen

from South America intact (externally) he

resorted to poison in the form of prussic

acid, instead of the simpler processes of

chopping off its head, or giving it a blow on

the tail. So he gave it two drachms of

Scheele's acid,* a quantity suflftcient to kill

at least a dozen men. The snake's head was

held with a loop of string rove through

the eye of an iron skewer, and its mouth
forcibly opened as the liquid was dropped

down its throat; the box in which it was

confined was shut iirhnediately, so that one

might have expected the very fumes of the

volatile acid to have choked it. Yet it pro-

duced no eft'ect whatever ! Four drachms

more were then administered, which only

served to make it someAvhat drowsy and
* A preparation exactly double the strength of that used

occasionally in medicine, the extreme dose of which latter is

eight drops.

lethargic. " We began," continues the nar-

rator, "to think Ave had the veritable old

serpent himself to deal with." In despera-

tion Stradling rushed out and purchased an

ounce of chloroform, and clutching the rep-

tile by the neck, poured the Avhole of it doAvn

his throat ; as Hans Breitmann observes :

" Dot fetched him : he stoot all sphell-bount."

The vibrations of his rattle grcAV fainter and

feebler, and in a fcAV moments he had SAvelled

the ranks of the majority. The six drachms

of prussic acid (360 drops) first taken by the

snake Avith seeming impunity, Avould have

killed thirty or forty persons.

Yet, on the other hand, there is a story of

a rattlesnake killed by a mouse ! The poor

mouse had been put in the cage of a female

snake Avho had some of her young offspring

about her. She, not being hungry, took no

notice Avhatevcr of it. The mouse gradiially

became accustomed to its strange companions,

and seems at last to have become so famished

that it nibbled aAvay at the head of one of

the youngsters, Avhich died in consequence.

Probably the first and last case of a rattle-

snake killed by a mouse !

Hitherto Ave have dealt Avith snalces and

serpents which live for the most part of their

existence on the surface of the earth. Some
fcAV years ago, hoAvever, scientific men Avere

puzzled by the description sent from Southern

Brazil of a gigantic earth-Avorm,--' a veritable

underground monster, hitherto unknoAvn to

naturalists. The stories told of this animal

by the natives are undoubtedly for the most

part incredible and fabulous. " Who could,"

says Nature, " repress a smile at hearing men
speak of a AA'orm some fifty yards in length,

and five in breadth, covered with bones as

Avith a coat of armour, uprooting mighty pine-

trees as if they Avere blades of grass, diverting

the courses of streams into fresh channels,

and turning dry land into a bottomless morass 1

And yet, after carefully considering the dif-

ferent accounts given of the ' Minhocao,' one

can hardly refuse to believe that some such

animal does really exist, although not quite

so large as the country folk Avould have us

believe." The folloAving are only a fcAV of

the statements made in regard to this new

monster.

About eight years before the date of the

communication (1878) a " Minhocao," nearly

a metre (39 inches) in thickness, but not very

long, and Avith a snout like a pig, Avas ob-

served by a Brazilian in the neighbourhood

* Vide article under title of " A New Underground Monster "

in yaiuie,, Feb. 21st, 1678, founded on information sent to the

Z-ioloriischc GarUn by HeiT Iritz MuUer, of Itajahy, Southern

Brazil.
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of Lages. He did not dare to seize it alone,

and while calling to his neighbours for assist-

ance it vanished, leaving, however, palpable

signs behind it in the shape of a trench as it

disai^peared under the earth. Similar trenches

were also noted by other observers, some of

them being large and deep enough to impede
the progress of a traveller. Some years pre-

viously one Antonio Jos6 Branco, having
been absent with his whole family eight days
from his house, found, on his return, the road

undermined, heaps of earth being thrown up,

and large trenches made. These commenced
at a brook and followed its windings ; their

breadth is said to have been three metres

(about 10 feet). "The path of the animal

lay generally beneath the surface of the earth

under the bed of the stream ; several pine-

trees had been rooted up by its passage. . . .

Hundreds of people from Curitibanos and
other places had come to see the devastation

caused by the Minhocao, and supposed the

animal to be still living in the marshy pool,

the waters of which appeared at certain times

to be suddenly and strangely troubled. In-

deed, on still nights, a rumbling sound like

distant thunder and a slight movement of

the earth was sensible in the neighbouring

dwellings." In another district, one evening

in 1849, "after a long course of rainy weather,

a sound was heard in the house of a certain

Joas de Deos, as if rain were again falling in

a wood hard by, but on looking out the

heavens were seen to be bright with stars.

On the following morning it was discovered

that a large piece of land on the farther

side of a small hill had been entirely under-

mined and was traversed by deep trenches

which led towards a bare open plateau covered

with stone." Elsewhere a black woman going

to draw water from a pool near her house,

found the whole pool destroyed—had the

snake drunk it up ?—and saw a short distance

off an animal, which she rather vaguely de-

scribed as being " as big as a house," moving
off along the ground. The people whom she

summoned arrived too late ; the monster had
apparently plunged over a neighbouring cliff

into deep Avater. In the same district a young
man saw a huge pine suddenly overturned
when there Avas no wind and no one to cut

it. On hastening up to discover the cause, he
found the surrounding earth in movement,
"and an enormous worm-like black animal

in the middle of it, about twenty-five metres
long, and with two horns on its head."

From all these stories it would appear that

in the high districts where the Uruguay and
Parana have their sources, there is some large

animal which leaves its tracks and burrows
in the earth. The writer of the article

quoted suggests that it may be a relic of

the gigantic armadilloes which in past geo-

logical epochs were so abundant in Southern
Brazil.

The reader mil observe that the narration

just given comes from America, and, at least

in the northern parts of that great continent,

snake stories are pretty commonly rather
" tall " yarns. The backwoodsmen, however,

generally have a vague faith in a reptile called

by them the hoop snake, wliich, according to

obscure authorities quoted by them, for they

rarely pretend to have seen one themselves,

resolves itself in a circle when about to at-

tack, and, holding its tail in its mouth, trun-

dles itself like a hoop at the intruder. It

will roll down a hill fast as "a streak of

greased lightning." They will tell you even

how the bold hunter will put his deer-knife

in advance of the hoop, and make the snake

commit suicide. Their theory of the wheel

is paralleled by that of many ancient fisher-

men concerning the salmon, which, they tell

us, achieves its wonderful acrobatic leaps by
catching its tail in its mouth and suddenly

letting it go Avith a spring. Another once-

popular story is to the effect that in times of

danger the mother snake opens her mouth,

and lets her youngsters run down into her

stomach for shelter, this probably having been

based on the occasional finding of small, half

live snakes in the bellies of bigger examples.

One of the latest American stories concerning

snakes of which the writer is cognisant, is to

the following effect. A farmer noticed a little

snake in the grass, about a foot long, and be-

fore killing it turned it over with the muzzle

of his gun. To his surprise the snake ran up
the inside of the gun-barrel, no doubt think-

ing it a most secure hiding-place, and it could

not be shaken out. As he was going home
he saw and fired at a hawk overhead. The
hawk Avas not hurt, but seeing the snake in

the air pounced upon it, and caught it on the

fly. The narrator adds naively, in support of

the story, that the farmer is a brother of a

magistrate, and a church-member !



A YISIT TO MELEOSE.
By THE Eev. WILLIAM BURNET, M.A., Vicar of Chimplesham-with-Stradsett.

TXrHERE is Melrose ? it may be asked.

' ' Is it Melrose Abbey with its rich his-

toric associations ? Not so romantic or

venerable a spot, gentle reader. Yet has it

a romance of its o^\'n, the romance of real life

on its darker side, albeit lighted up by mani-

fold ministries jof mercy and ghmpses of the

Better Land. Though situated within seven

mUes of Charing Cross, it is beautiful with

not a few natural attractions—a fair Eden,

were it not for the sorrow and suffering

which it is designed to alleviate. Probably

many will at once recognise it under its

more prosaic title, as the Hospital for In-

curables at Putney. A visit to this charming
suburb of the Metropolis afforded an oppor-

tunity of seeing a noble Institution, of which
the inhabitants of Putney are justly proud,

for it is one of the glories of our land. It

was with anticipations of pain rather than of

pleasure that we wended our way there.

The very word " Incurable " seemed to call

up visions of human affliction without a ray

of earthly hope. While ordinary hospitals,

abounding as they do in scenes of distress

and suffering, are brightened in many cases

by the prospect of recovery, here are brought

together those whose maladies man's highest

skill has failed to conquer, and whom, after

the most careful inquiry, competent medical

authority has pronounced hopeless. The
sight of some two hundred fellow-creatures

in various forms and shapes of illness, which
nothing but death can cure, could not fail to

be distressing to a sensitive heart. When,
however, one looked round at the natural

charms of richest foliage, choice flowers, and
ever-widening views of hill and dale, with the

waters of the winding river sparkling in the

sunsliine, and then surveyed the palatial

mansion where everything is provided that

Christian charity and medical experience can

devise to alleviate their lot, a burst of deep
thankfulness was the first predominating
emotion.

But before describing the interior and its

occupants, a word about its history may be

of interest. It was in 1854 that Dr. Andrew
Reed, a prince amongst modern philanthro-

pists, asked this country, " Shall we have a

Home for Incurables 1 " He answered the

question by setting the movement on foot liim-

self, and at his own cost. He had ascertained

that some six thousand persons were annually

dismissed from the London hospitals as in-

curable. Adding as many who never entered
these houses of heahng, he concluded that at

least twelve thousand hopeless sufferers were
every year thro^vn upon the uncertain sup-

port of private benevolence. Many of the
leading physicians and surgeons of London
gave their names in support of the scheme,
and a meeting was held at the Mansion
House, on July 31, 1854, to incorporate "a
Eoyal Hospital for Incurables." Dr. Eeed
drew up its constitution, whose chief features

remain unchanged to the present day. The
relief was to assume a twofold form, a house
for the most needy and urgent cases, and a

pension for the rest. The benefit of both
kinds was to be for life, and the disposal of

it in the hands of the subscribers. Dr. Reed's
earliest helpers in this good work were chiefly

a few personal friends. He acted himself as

the honorary secretary. A room in the

Poultry was engaged as an office. A pro-

spectus was circulated and candidates were
invited. The first election took place at the

London Tavern in March of the same year.

Six persons were admitted to the charity,

although as yet no hospital had been built,

and the funds in hand seemed to afford little

security for the payment of the pensions.

Their first care was therefore to obtain a

temporary home. A small but suitable house

was taken in the village of Carshalton, where
this little group of patients was comfortably

lodged. Such was the humble cradle in

which the Institution was nursed during its

tender infancy. It was a vigorous child and
grew so rapidly that a larger old-fashioned

house in Putney had to be taken in 1857 for

its reception. This too was quickly filled,

and another added to it close by, fitly called

the Branch. All this time the benevolent

doctor was the life and soul of the Home, and
paid frequent visits to it. But his large

heart longed for its extension and perma-

nence. He had set his mind on a site at

Coulsdon, in Surrey, adjoining the Asylum
for Fatherless Cliildren. Tliis was even pur-

chased, and plans drawn out, which should

include separate buildings, where aged couples

might live together. But some of the Board
disapproved of the scheme, and it was
abandoned. Indeed his own lamented death

in 1862 decided the matter, and it was per-

haps well that it did so, for shortly afterwards
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Melrose Hall, near Putney Heath, came into

the market, with the superior advantages of

its natural surroundings and vicinity to

London. A plain, substantial mansion, with

25 acres of richly-wooded grounds, it was

originally erected by a London merchant,

and was then surrounded by a splendid park

of 200 acres. It afterwards became the subur-

ban residence of the Duke of Sutherland, and

the scene of luxury and princely hospitality

where eminent statesmen and men of letters

were often entertained. The last tenant

had been an Egyptian Pasha, for whom it

had proved too quiet, and he with his retinue

departed after a few weeks, leaving traces of

their sojourn which were not removed with-

out great expenditure of brushes, soap, &c.

The north wing Avas at once added to the

house by the Board, as soon as it was taken,

and in 1867 the south wing. As the require-

ments of the charity grew, a third enlarge-

ment was made in 1881, for the accommoda-
tion of one hundred more patients, besides

the erection of a new assembly-room, dining-

room, and other additions, at a cost of about

£28,000. This new wing was opened by His

Eoyal Highness the Duke of Connaught. On
this a debt of £5,486 still remains.

Thus, step by step, this noble institution

has risen from a modest rural cottage to a

magnificent palace, furnished with everything

which human skill and loving care could

devise for the comfort and well-being of the

inmates. Still the admirable idea cherished

by the fovmder from the first has been closely

adhered to throughout. Though called a

hospital it continues to be a home. No chil-

dren are there to make the long corridors

ring with their merry laugh and gleeful sports.

No parents regulate its affairs with the ties

of human affection and the loving discipline

which it renders so easy and natural. But
family life no less truly binds the members
of that large household together. Their com-

munity of sorrows is astrong unitingl)ond, and
their centreof opinion as well as of authority is

a judicious, large-hearted mother, Avho, wdiile

she accepts the homely title of matron, is at

once recognised as a Christian lady of high

culture; with the tenderness and skill of an

experienced nurse she combines the firmness

and discretion indispensable to the manage-
ment of so large an establishment.

To her, then, the visitor applies for per-

mission to see the Home, and at the ap-

pointed hour is sure of a gracious reception.

Having passed through the noble hall, still

retaining traces of ducal grandeur, he is

ushered into the assembly-room. Here the

ladies who are sufficiently strong pass much
of their time in each other's society ; reclin-

ing on luxurious sofas or easy-chairs, they
are some of them busily plying the needle in

embroidery or other fancy work, while others

are reading or writing. The oak floor, the
rich panelling and moulding of the doors and
ceiling, seem to link the present with the

hospitalities of the past. Modern comforts
are not Avanting. The walls are papered in

shades of green so soothing to the eye, a
crimson carpet deadens sound, and fine lofty

windows aft'ord a cheerful look out over the

lawn and grounds, while the eye can stretch

over miles of varied undulating scenery be-

yond. Picttu'es adorn the walls, and a fine

chamber-organ enables patients of musical

gifts whose fingers are not crippled by rheu-

matism, to soothe their companions with
strains of sacred melody. This instrument

is also used at the religious services held here

on Sundays, and for the daily family prayers.

On these occasions the whole household,

except the bed-ridden, assemble here. A
Church of England service has been held

here for nearly twenty years on Sunday after-

noon by the Vicar of Putney, a good example
followed by ministers of difterent denomina-

tions who in turn conduct another service in

the evenings. These means of grace are

much valued. The room is also used for

concerts, lectures, and other pleasant gather-

ings. In the winter on Founder's Day is cele-

brated the birth of one whose memory is still

green in the minds of many. At such times

as many as one hundred and fifty inmates are

often present. A special speaker is appointed

for the evening, and a reply given by some
descendant of Dr. Eeed, still interested in

the success of his great work. Music and

general conversation follow, and then all

separate with a cheerful good-night. What
a succession of occupants has this room seen !

How various the sad histories of those whose

places now know them no more ! How
many the examples of afllictions meekly

borne and turned to eternal gain !

But our meditations are soon interrupted

by the matron, who waits to show us the

other features of the Home. Closing the

door Avith a cheery word and a genial smile,

she leads the Avay to the A^arious wards on

the same floor and the stories above it.

Wards they are conventionally called, but

very different are they from the dismal long

dormitories with their roAVS of beds so pain^

fully monotonous in our ordinary hospitals.

They are rather Avell-furnished bedrooms,

occupied by perhaps half-a-dozen patients.
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Each has her own snug nook with table, easy-

chair, flowers, iUuminated texts, wardrobe,

bookshelves, various nick-nacks, souvenirs of

friendship in which the female mind delights.

By a happy arrangement the more con-

firmed invalids are often placed in the same
room with others less heavily afflicted. The
latter are thus diverted from their own trou-

bles by helping to minister to the wants of

their more suffering sisters and cheering

them with land words and news of the out-

side world.

Not a few there are who can never leave

their couch ; but the aspect of cheerful trust

and thanld"ulnes3 for the many mitigations

of their lot is very striking, and speaks

volumes for the atmosphere of Christian

love and genial sjinpathy Avliich pervades the

institution.

Several ins;enious mechanical contrivances

are in use for the relief of sufferers. In some
of the rooms mirrors are so placed that

those who can never rise or change their

position can see the reflection of the grounds
and carriage-drive, and even distinguish the

forms of those who are passing to and fro.

By this means some whose windows are on
the side of the house looking towards the

Crystal Palace have been able to watch the

splendid fireworks from a distance of four or

five miles. Chairs on wheels are always at

hand for the conveyance of patients along
the corridors, or for airin2;s in the a;rounds.

They are so constructed that those who have
sufficient use of their hands can easily propel

themselves ; while the attendants are ready
at the call of others to draw them wherever
they wish to go. Another kind of movable
frame on wheels is provided for epileptics

and others who cannot walk without danger,
on which they can lean and move about in

perfect safety. Then the hydraulic lifts are

a great boon. They are large enough to

take five patients at once, even with their

chairs, and are worked at fixed times each
day. In this way many are enabled to dine
and sup at a common table together, can
meet their friends in the assembly-room, and
attend services or lectures there, as well as

In fact, nothin.go out for walks or drives

seems wanting which can alleviate suffering

or minister comfort.

The library, too, should be mentioned, an
extremely snug room, where those who are
able and studiously inclined can pass many
a quiet hour in reading or writing. The
number of books is considerable, and is often
increased by gifts from friends of the Insti-

tution. A smoking-room is also provided for

the gentlemen, and although the use of the

fragrant weed is strictly forbidden elsewhere,

those who find it a solace may there smoke
the pipe of peace to their heart's content.

This leads us to notice the sin2;ular dis-

proportion of male inmates to female in the

House. At the time of our visit it was, I

believe, about 40 against some 150 women.
The entire population is somewhat reduced
in the summer by the absence of some on
visits to their friends, though the relative

numbers remain about the same. The same
disparity holds good among the out-pen-

sioners. Is it that the gentler sex are oftener

the victims of incurable diseases, or that they
are less able to battle against them Avithout

the help of others ? So it certainly is here,

and we may be thankful for it. A man has

far fewer resources in himself wherewith to

beguile the tedious hours of illness. If he be

ever so bookish, he cannot be always reading

;

nor does he take kindly to needlework, draw
ing, painting, and the like. AVomen, again,

are naturally more patient, while the mascu-

line intellect, accustomed to an active life, is

more apt to fret, like an imprisoned bird, be-

hind the bars of his cage. Still one rejoiced

to hear that many of those stricken, disabled

unfortunates bear their lot right bravelj'.

For years, perhaps, prosperity was theirs, full

occupation, vigorous health, family joys. An
accident, failure in business, or the undue
pressure of care changed the whole current

of their lives, and their strength gave way
never to return. So they were left stranded

wrecks on the shores of time, helpless and
hopeless, if such a noble charity as this had

not come to their relief. A few active spirits

with indomitable energy make employment
for themselves. One, for instance, is an

amateur carpenter. When quite young he

fell from a tree and fractured his spine. From
the waist downwards he has no sensation,

and may be said to be half dead. It was not

thought he would live to enter the hospital

;

yet his face now wears the appearance of per-

fect health. Unable to rise or walk, he uses

his skilful fingers in making boats, book-

shelves, fret-work, &c., such as a trained,

able-bodied workman would not be ashamed

to turn out.

Another man, almost blind, is diligently

threading "lass beads on wire, which he makes

into miniature baskets, chairs, and tables.

Those, however, are the exceptions, and most

are restricted to mental occupations. One grey-

headed man, with pale face and limbs strapped

to liis chair, is a zealous biblical student. He
stimulates research and soothes his pains with
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the aid of a roomy snuff-box. The blind

Scotchman, whose broad, intellectual fore-

head is in strange contrast with his nerveless

limbs, is the Poet Laureate. That quiet old

gentleman, answering with words few and

slow, is the champion of chess. A tall young

man of courteous speech is the chief singer.

The different schools of politics have their

advocates in this little world. Polemics are

said to be happily unknown there. The great

essentials of religion are doubtless felt, by
some at least, such a rest under their heavy

crosses that they care not to argue about them.

One particularly painful case was pointed

out. It is that of a man between fifty and

sixty years of age, who has been twenty-five

years an inhabitant of Putney. He is the

victim of lock-jaw, and is kept alive by food

introduced through an opening made between

his teeth. His face wears the bright ex-

pression of one in full health, and his voice

is firm and cheerful. The poor fellow has a

sister on the other side of the house as

grievously afflicted as himself. Some of the

patients are blind, and a goodly number of

embossed books are provided in the library for

their use. One lady is also deaf and almost

dumb. She is besides prostrate with paralysis.

The touch is the only avenue left open to her

mind, and when her hand is gently touched a

thrill passes through her sensitive frame and

lights up her impassive features, while the

lips move rapidly in a half-audible response.

She is wonderfully cheerful in the dark soli-

tude of her spirit, and the secret of her peace

may be traced to her well-used Bible in raised

characters. The Prince and Princess of

Wales visited her in 1879, and were much
affected by the sight of this noble soul in

captivity.

Useful employment is the chief solace of

some who have sufficient strength to follow

it. One is the post-woman of the House,
whose delight is to cheer her companions
with welcome messages of sympathy and news
from absent friends. Now that the Parcel

Post has been introduced she will hardly find

herself equal to the additional demands upon
her limited powers. Another is the distri-

butor of magazines supplied by thoughtful

friends ; while a third, basket in hand, goes

from room to room with tracts. But space

will not allow us to tell of all the rays of

light and comfort which here brighten the lot

of many a sufferer in this modern Bethesda.

To not a few it is even a Bethel, Their soli-

tary chamber and bed of pain become to such

the land of Beulah, illumined with ever-

nearing views of the Celestial City.

There is only one really dark reverse to

the picture. It is the thought of the many
destitute and afflicted ones outside, who for

want of sufficient funds are at each election

left to wait another year with that hope de-

ferred which maketh the heart sick. Addi-

tional gifts from those who are blessed with

health and ample means might make many
of those sorrowing ones rejoice, either as out-

pensioners in receipt of a small income to

supply those comforts they so much need,

or as inmates for the rest of their days of the

happy Home at Melrose,

TWO YEAES m PAEIS.

By E. heath, Author of "Edgar Quinet, his Early Life and WRiTrnGs," etc.

FOURTH PAPER.

THE dreadful Paris depicted in the older

novelists has in a great measure passed

away. To find its shreds, its rags, its latest

bubbles, its stagnant froth, Zola has to take

his readers into the most private haunts of

vice ; for the life of the city common to all no
longer affords material for Dantesque draw-
ing. If you love the glare of lights and find

music in the clatter of glasses ; if it amuses
you to watch human ephemerae fluttering

round the sin Avhich will scorch their wings
and bring them to the ground, you may find

enough in the boulevards to gratify your
taste and to give you the notion that Paris

is nothing but a huge Vanity Fair, But if

you are for peace, for meditation, for pictur-

esque eflects 3^ou will prefer an evening stroll

along the quays and over the bridges. On
some of the latter you might fancy yourself

in a quiet country-town rather than in the

metropolis of the world, so completely have
all the distvu^bing elements been attracted

by the theatres and the caf^s. From any of

the bridges you see interesting effects of

light and shade, often rendered specially

striking by the reflections of the red light

at the prow of the steamers. There is always

something fine in a series of lights along any
river, but in Paris the scene is enhanced by
the harmony of the buildings, and by the
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memories which attach to them. There is no-

thing more interesting in London than West-
minster Abbey, but if it stood on an ishxnd in

the midst of the Thames, it would throw an
air of romance over the whole metropolis.

It is this incomparable position which gives

Notre-Dame such a character, and makes it

so important an element in the picturesque-

ness of Paris. These islands, affording such

uses, and in so small a space, so many quays
and bridges, are one of the chief reasons

why Paris is so interesting. In the day-

time old Paris seems to have vanished for

ever, except perhaps in some parts of the lie

de St. Louis, but when night comes, espe-

cially when the sky is stormy and moonlit,

Paris by Moonlight.

there is a weird-like dreaminess about Notre-
Dame and the quays, and it does not require

much imagination to recall the city of the
massacre of St. Bartholomew and of the
Reign of Terror.

From Meudon, famous for its cur6, the
creator of Pantegruel, to Charenton, still

more famous as the French synonym for

Bedlam, the Seine is an endless source of

XXVI—53

pleasure to the Parisian. Elsewhere people

run away at every opportunity into the

country or the seaside ; the Parisian has no
such desire, nothing can equal the pleasure

he finds in his own familiar but charming-

Paris. For three sous he can make a voyage
from Auteuil to Bercy, and see pictures in-

exhaustible in variety of subjects, and in the

charm of their composition and colouring.
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The steamers, light and elegant compared to

our citizen type of boats, contain both on

deck and in the saloon-cabin a perpetually

changing series of groups of individuals full

of character and interest. Go early in the

morning before the gay world have thought

of rising and you will see a company of

people Avho, though they mean business, have
each an eye open to the least bit of pleasure

they can gain by the way. One smokes and
dreams; a second, prodigiously fat, drops into

his seat with an audible pufF; there is an
ouvrier deep in the Intransigeant, while the

clerk opposite jokes with a friend or reads a

feuilleton ; and here too is his like from
London or Manchester armed with a Cook's

ticket and a guide-book ; there is a grisette

in her thin waterproof, her brilliant eyes and
her sallow complexion telling what a hori'ible

Moloch is modern civilisation. One sees

constantly in Paris the face you meet so

often in the early Italian pictures ; finely cut

features with a small mouth and narrow jaws.

It is not only the result of living in the

centre of civilisation, but of over-work and
its reaction, dissipation. This overwork is a

thing that might easily be avoided, and we
are glad to believe that something is being

gained in this way, but not much. " Ferme
sur les Dimanches et les Jours de Fetes " is

often to be seen on the shutters of the shops

in Paris, but we wish we could think that it

meant the conversion of the entire population

to a belief in the necessity of ceasing for one

day out of seven from money-getting.

Whatever some may say of the dreariness

and stupidity of a London Sunday, it has,

however, the merit of protecting the feeble

against the strong, the toiling serf against

the greed of commercialism. If any one

would behold a Parisian Sunday in its most
popular aspect—for we do not discuss the

religious side of the question—ths plass to

go to is outside the gates of ths Jardin

des Plantes, and on to ths Pont d'Auster-

litz. I cannot recall seeing any ons drunk
or any kind of misbehaviour on thsse occa-

sions, though thousands of all class 33 are

there. Not that they do not eat and drink,

for the Parisian must always buy something
for his children when he takes them out on

Sunday afternoon.

The Avenue Victoria on Sundays and fete-

days affords a good idea of the part the

Paris omnibus system plays in the life of

the city. When it is a wet afternoon that

system must appear to a Londoner simply
perfection. Broad shoulders and strong

elbows obtain no advantage. Whatever loss

there may be in the way of politeness, all

is so perfectly fair that a soldier would
not be expected to yield his place to the
most fragile of demoiselles. Whoever wishes
to enter an omnibus must go into an office

close by one of the stations and obtain a
number, which number entitles its holder
to a place in due order, and all he has to

do when the omnibus arrives is to wait

among the gr-oup at the door until his number
is called. The system, however, it must be
confessed, rather breaks down on fete days,

when it is customary at very crowded stations

to issue half-a-dozen tickets or more of the

same number, the holders of which are all

let in one after the other. It is hard to tell

why this is done, except it be to keep up
people's patience by the illusion that their

turn is six times as near as it really is.

Correspondence tickets are issued, so that you
can travel from one end of Paris to the other

for 3d. If you do not want to use more than

one omnibus, and ride on the imperial, a

most agreeable way of seeing the city, the

fare is only IJd. The Paris omnibuses being-

all in the hands of one company, which, of

course, is well looked after by the authorities,

the city is so mapped out that a person with

but a little knowledge of the city has only to

buy one of the tAvopenny guides sold at

the omnibus-stations, and in a very short

while he can acquaint himself with the forty-

nine routes, and with the various signs , by
which he can recognise during day or night

the omnibuses which ply along them. The
results appear to be as beneficial to the com-

pany as to the public.

In 1881 the Paris Omnibus Company netted

a gain of 2,804,376 francs on returns amount-
ing to 36,106,250 francs! They possessed in

that year 13,292 horses and 1,845 omnibuses

and tramcars, which during the year travelled

between thirteen and fourteen millions of

miles, the number of persons conveyed
amounting to 180,396,104, of whom
28,882,567 made use of the correspondence

tickets.

What a business the omnibuses drive

during the six weeks the Salon is open

!

Much more happily situated, and far more
extensive than the Koj^al Academy, the Salon

is at once the most ancient, the most inter-

national, and the most popularly managed
Art Exhibition in the world. Its first

exhibition took place in 1667. Up to the

Kevolution it rarel}' contained as many as a

hundred pictures. In 1870 there were more

than five thousand works exhibited. Among
foreigners, and even among the native artists,
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the American, Dutch, and Scandinavian

painters take the lead. Some of the finest

works in every exhibition are from painters

of these nationalities, several of whom, if

classed by their school, ought to be denomi-

nated French. There does not appear the

slightest jealousy, though they sometimes

obtain the substantial reward of having their

works bought by the State.

In the State, Art finds the noblest of all

patrons. Not that the State can afford such

prices as the individual capitalist, but the art

it encourages is of a higher character. Not
only the French Government, but the various

municipal authorities in Paris, and of the

chief cities of France, give commissions for

the decoration of the halls in their public

buildings, or purchase pictures for that pur-

pose at the Salon. A favourite object of

decoration is the hall in the Mairies, where
the civil rites of matrimony are celebrated

;

accordingly many pictiires are to be seen in

every Salon bearing on this subject, generally

more or less allegorical. But many other

departments of human life, especially those

connected with Education and Labour, are

being continually illustrated for the authori-

ties.

Space would fail me if I were to attempt
to dAvell on a number of other points in

which the socialistic ideas which prevail so

largely in Paris have enabled the authorities

both in city and State to render life more
and more easy for the mass of the people.

The effect this wonderful progress in well-

being has on the Parisian is forgotten by
those who seem to delight in producing
alarmist reports of "Disturbances in Paris."

We were there when the bread riot took

place, in which Louise Michel was the prin-

cipal figure. My children had gone that

afternoon to the McAll meeting in the Rue
de Rivoli. While at the meeting, a troop of

horse soldiers was heard clattering down
the street, and it was evident that some
present were alarmed. But the children

came back through the knots of people assem-

bled about the Hotel de Ville, without see-

ing anything to make them afraid ; and
Louise Michel was arrested a day or two
after in front of our house, at the mouth of

the Eue Mouffetard, without its creating the
least difficulty.

One Sunday afternoon, the Atheists of the
north of Paris invited various eminent repre-

sentatives of religion in the city to a debate.

We went, and found ourselves in a great and
rather revolutionary-looking hall. A motley
gathering had assembled, and the red cap

was occasionally to be seen. Ouvriers
mingled with just such persons as one would
find in our chapels and Sunday-schools.
The presence, however, of these young
ladies did not seem to alter the habit.s

of the place, as several persons smoked and
regaled themselves with beer. The Pro-
testant pastors were heard with respect, and
just enough interruption to show that what
they said, told ; the only man badly received

was the advocate of Catholicism, and the
audience would hardly hear him, though he
persisted for a long time with much courage.

The sense of the mass of the meeting
was expressed by Jules Guesde, who said,

"Gentlemen, you cannot settle these questions

by debate ; it is an affair of the stomach."
Material comfort, unfortunately, is be-

coming in Paris, as it is in all France, too

much the great object of life, and where
people feel thus they do not give themselves
up very readily to revolution. The one
thing that the Parisians have to complain of,

and especially the poor, is house-rent. I

went to a meeting on the subject in a hall of

a miserable and doubtful character ; but
though I heard plenty of violent words I

saw nothing alarming, and the people were
quite lambs beside those who in London
make up our middle-class political meetings.

Soon after the Louise Michel manifesta-

tions, the socialist students of Paris convened
a meeting at the Salle Rivoli, in the Rue St.-

Antoine, to which they invited the working-
men in order to confer with them on the best

means of delivering the persons who were in

detention on account of these manifestations.

Arrived a little before the time, I found the

hall absolutely empty ; at the time the meet-

ing was announced to commence two or three

persons had dropped in. After waiting an
hour or an hour and a half, during part of

which time I walked about the Rue St.-

Antoine, filled with ouvriers having nothing

to do but amuse themselves, about sixty or

seventy persons had collected at the meeting,

and two young men mounted the platform.

One took the chair and the other opened the

subject of discussion :
" Should they make a

propaganda in favour of an amnesty, or

should they use revolutionary means 1

"

When he had finished, a rather bourgeois-

looking person made a speech calling for a

programme. This was replied to by a pale,

intelligent man, but not to the satisfaction of

the previous orator, who again mounted the

platform. Then came an unfortunate per-

son, who had such a frightful cold he coukl

scarcely speak ; the concluding scene being
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the appearance on the platform of a remark-

ably beautiful young lady, arrayed in a

scarlet scarf thrown transversely across her

bust, and a cap of liberty on her head, who
recited a tirade against marriage.

Here was a meeting, on a subject calcu-

lated to arouse passionate feeling, supported

by an extraordinary attraction, held in a

great music-hall, adorned with vulgar magni-

ficence, opening on the main thoroughfare of

Paris, not far from the Place de la Bastille,

on a Sunday afternoon, when the working

men had a universal holiday, it being pay-

Sunday, and yet only sixty or seventy per-

sons could be induced to attend—the speakers

waiting for them quite an hour and a half,

and among these sixty or seventy there was
not one blouse ; there was one man in a bhie
jacket and trousers, and another in white
linen, and a third in an apron, but nearly all

the audience were well dressed.

One week evening I went to tliis same
hall to hear a lecture on the Religion of

Democracy, by M. Reveillaud. The hall

was quite full, the audience being largely

composed of working people, and there was
no more fear of disorder than there would
have been at the Metropolitan Tabernacle.

After such experiences one might naturally

conclude that the Protestant evangelist had

The Paris Omnibuses.

a far better chance of conquering Paris than
the revolutionist. It would be too much to

say that neither of them have any at all, for

if the people really thought that they were
going to be deprived of their past gains and
prevented from future progress, it is certain

the revolutionist would soon have half Paris

at his back. As to the Protestant evangelist,

it is far more difficult to estimate his influ-

ence, or possible influence, in Paris.

Everybody who takes an interest in the

(Euvre McAll must remember the story of its

origin. Entering a caf6 in Belleville full of

M^orking men, Mr. McAll gave away some
tracts. "They say," said one of the ouvriers,
" we have no religion ; but I can tell you if

some one would come and teach us the true

religion we should be very glad to learn."

It is fourteen years since this was said, and the
ouvrier population of Paris has not belied its

spokesman. The venerable M. Rosseuw St.-

Hilaire has borne this testimony to those who
attend Mr. McAll's numerous meetings :

—

" I watched them attentively, prepared to

detect on their countenances the smile of

derision or incredulity; but no, they were
respectful, spell-bound, their looks as well as

their ears engaged in receiving each word
which entered their heart as seed into the

earth, there to yield its fruit."

There were few things in Paris Ave were
better acquainted A\dth, and we can testify
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that the Lehaviour of the audience at these

meetings was always sympathetic and, I may
add, docile. If anything happened to dis-

turb the solemnity of these meetings it had
a childish, amusing character, which I take to

be essentially Parisian.

Miss Booth no doubt has had some rougher
experiences, but nothing, as far as I am aware,

has occurred in Paris equal to the violence the

Salvation Ai-my has had to encounter in Eng-
lish towns. I believe Miss Booth is held in

honour by Parisians. A young citizen of high

character and great intelligence, moving in a

sphere altogether alien to nineteenth-century

Christianity, told me how much hewas touched
bythe courage of theEnghsh girls who sold Un
Avant on the Boulevards, But I am far from
pretending that these movements represent

religious feeling in Paris. The wonder is that,

being so English, they have received such a

welcome, a proof that there is no real antagon-

ism in the hearts of the two peoples, and that

what the Belleville ouvrier said is the fact.

And my impression is that his words were
more true than he supposed. Hundreds of

the Parisians who seem most opposed to re-

ligion, and especially to that of their prede-

cessors, have a religion of their own. For an
account of that religion, its genesis and de-

velopment, I must refer the reader to an
article I wrote Avhile in Paris, and wliich

was published in the British Quarterly Review
for July, 1883.

Its results I have faintly indicated in these

experiences, which, of course, do not tally

with those which are current in good society,

or come to us through Catholic sources. We
should not accept a French account of Ger-
many, knowing the vanquished are hardly
likely to do justice to the conqueror. So
Catholicism and its compeer, Imperialism,

ought not to be regarded as credible witnesses

with reference to the moral condition of Paris

since the fall of the Empire. No one can
understand a man or a people unless he s^th-

pathises Avith them; so no one can judge
Paris fairly who is violently opposed to the

faith and conduct of its people. No doubt the
Parisians have given the adherents of these

two causes plenty of reason for their animosity.

But it ought to be remembered that Paris

has never yet gone so far in its opposition to

Roman Catholicism as a man, rightly deno-
minated "the conscience of France," urgently
recommended. Whether this is a good or a
bad sign is not a subject for discussion in

these pages. Only those who wish to come
to a right conclusion would do well to make
themsely acquainted with the quarter of

which St. Sulpice is the centre, and to note

particularly the image shops which cluster

round the statues of Bossuet, F6n(^lon, Mas-
silon, and Fiddlier ; and go on an Easter-day

to St. Etienne du Mont, and behold the sale

of charms almost over the very grave of Pas-

cal, and in connection Avith the tomb of St.

Genevieve, It would be still more helpful

if they would study the history of French
Catholicism during the present century, more
especially that of Liberal Catholicism, giving

attention to the attitude of Montalembert
towards the Coup d'Etat, and that of de Brog-
lie towards the Third Republic.

Those who are ready to believe that in the

short space of fourteen years the Parisians

have become ape-like in face and screech Like

baboons, may find in such researches as I have
indicated that the decadence has deeper roots

than the lamented changes produced by Sedan.

I confess that I was sometimes miserable in

Paris, and saw things with the unsympathetic
eye of the foreigner, but in my most jaundiced

moments I never caught sight of the human
apes and baboons to which a distinguished

Catholic authority has lately compared the

Parisians. What I saw was a certain style

of face and form shared by the educated youth
in all the great European centres of civilisa-

tion and by the youthful members of the

wealthy classes in the United States—an ex-

treme delicacy of form and feature with a

slight touch of sadness. It recalled the type

so beautifully rendered by the Florentine

painters of the time of the Renaissance, and
results, I believe, from the same cause—an
ebbing tide of enthusiasm and a passion for

culture. But what among us is chiefly to be
met with in upper circles is in Paris frequent

among the people.

London and Paris do not differ so much as

we suppose, the universal culture and the
decay of religious faith are bringing us all to

one likeness. AVhat we want, to save Europe,

is a Christian Renaissance. In this expres-

sion all who have read so far Avill concur.

Well, the auguries are favourable, everything

portends its near approach, and we may offer

at this juncture, Avith a certainty of a speedy

answer, the prayer Edgar Quinet puts into

the mouth of Prometheus.
" lonf^-expeoted God, the oracles are Thine ;

Come as the swallow comes, in the sweet harvest time ;

The corn is ripe.

The world prepares Thy cnidle, why delay Thy birth ?

Thy infant cries alone will fill the silent earth,
Of heavea the type.

" A cry goes up for Thee, man tears his aching heart,
He thirsts for God, he strains in every part

To catch Thy view.
Wilt Thou the uprooted tree shall bloom once more
And yield the blessed fruit it erstwhile bore J

Then faith renew."
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I
WAS getting very weary and turned

longingly towards home, after one of

my periodical visits round the outskirts of my
parish. As my tired horse jogged on, my
thoughts were more painful than joyous

when I recalled the homes I had visited. With
every desire to benefit my people, I felt

there was an unexplainable something that

was wrong.

I had two more parishioners to call upon

;

they were sisters, but so unlike that each

visit I paid to them increased my wonder at

the relationship. In fact, to be candid,

woman was a mystery to me. I would not

own to a disappointment in my own home

;

but now as I rode through the bare lanes,

with the tall gaunt trees standing in the

waning light of the bleak winter afternoon,

it was not the chilly atmosj^here that made
me feel a winter cold within. The frost had
got into my life as surely as my eyes beheld

it on fence, hedge, and tree.

"What is it?" I asked, as I had often

done of late. " Whose fault is it 1
"

I loved my wife, and no home was more
joyous than ours whenwe began our life's jour-

ney together ten years ago. But it was not

the same now ; why I could not tell. From my
own hearth I travelled in thought to others,

and kept on asking if it was so with them.

That wintfy day God answered my question

in a manner that was as strange as it was
beneficial. How little did I dream, when
my horse stumbled and fell, that his doing so

was to be the occasion of my learning a lesson

which revolutionised my life !

I had intended to visit my favourite of

the two sisters last, because I felt the glad-

someness of her happy manner a stimulant
to my own jaded self, and liked to carry the

influence with me the rest of my journey. As
the accident, however, occurred near her house
I had no alternative but to lead my lamed

steed to the hospitable door. To my dismay
I found Mrs. Graham from home; but before

I could express regret, a hale, hearty, jovial

old man gave my limping horse to the care

of a servant.

Following the happy-looking old man, I

was met indoors by a bright old lady. There
was no resisting the sunshine which their very
appearance seemed to spread around them.

" You must not think us stransjers," said

the sweet-looking old lady, as she invited mo
to join them at dinner. " Our daughter, Mrs.

Graham, has made us acquainted with you
and all her friends by description." Then I

heard how Mrs. Graham had gone with her
husband to minister to her mother-in-law in

a sudden illness, which it was feared would
prove fatal.

" I see from whom Mrs. Graham inherits

her bright, cheerful face," I remarked, as I

looked upon this delightful couple, with the

same pleasurable feelings as one looks on an
interesting picture. "I often wonder how
it is her sister, Mrs. Cecil, is so different."

"Excuse me," interrupted the old lady,

with almost girlish animation, " but being a

man you might go on wondering all your
life, and die without finding out the truth.

Your sex is not far-seeing where women are

concerned, otherwise you Avould soon see

that our children's faces only reflect their

lives, and that it is the husbaiid who colours

those."

My face must have looked the surprise I

felt, and though I joined in the hearty laugh

of her husband, I failed to see anything

laughable in his Avife's remark. Nor could I

understand the significance of his caressing

action as he gently patted her hand, and with

a half-sigh, half-laugh, said

—

" It's all because we men do not think.

No, no; we do not think."

After dinner it was quite a refreshing
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picture to watch these old figures in their

exquisite courtesy, the old lady bringing he

husband's pipe with an expression of simple

pleasure in waiting upon him, while he

placed her chair by his, arranging the cushion

for her back and the footstool for her feet.

As I noticed all this there came a sense of

something wanting in myself.

"We only want Maggie and Robert to

be quite a round party," said Mr. Mervyn, as

he sat the very personification of content.

" Come, wife,- you began preaching, and

crave out hints of a sermon, and left Mr.

Austin Avithout the means of puttmg m the

text, and finding out the application. Come,
come, finish your work."

"May be, dear, Mr. Austin is not inte-

rested in it ; but I should like to interest

him, and enlist his efforts in Avhat you and I

know to be no small mattQr, and we feel

alike," she went on, half speaking to me, yet

addressing her husband (her whole manner
so sweetly sure of his oneness with her),

"that our dear Lord is on our side, and

pities the sad mistakes so constantly made
by His children."

I assured them that I was longinsi to solve

the problem—how man in some yvay was
accountable to w^oman for an error, wilful or

otherwise, on his part towards her.

" Just so/' said the old lady, with glisten-

ing eyes ;
" and yet no great mystery after

all. A few words sum up the case. You
need but to keep your eyes open, to see

that the icant of demonstrative love and spn-

pathy in little things is the cause of end-

less troubles. Ah ! I see you think the

mountain has indeed brought forth the

mouse ; but unless you had watched, as I

have watched, how lives are wrecked, you
could not imagine what those simple but
important words mean."

I was amused at the one expression used by
the old man, who seemed to sum up the whole
mountain, as his wife called it, in his oft-

repeated " We do not think, that's all the

mischief, we do not think."

"Mr. Austin, have you ever thoroughly
studied women—say of your own congrega-

tion ? You have the fault-finding ones ; the

loud, self-opinionated ones; the not-to-be-

put-down ones, with their woman's rights

and wrongs ; and the timid, easy-going sort.

But how many of the real, genuine, cheery,

good-natured, heart-happy, hearty laughing
ones are of the number ? You never thought
of it ? Of course not, but I can tell you the

reason why the latter are so few, and the
others so numerous, is because the start in

' life began wrong, and gets more so every year

they spend together as man and wife. If you
care to think upon this, I can better show
my meaning by telling you of our early life

and love, and how I came to find it all out."

" Tell him, my dear," said the old man, in

his hearty, cheery manner. " Your position,

Mr. Austin, favours you, to help m.any out

of the pit we got into, and an old woman's
story may have some interest for you."

I felt quite sure of tliis, and as the Avords

fell from the lips of that happy-faced old lady

they Avere as arroAvs darting into my heart.

"When we Avere married," she began, "I
was ignorant of the duties and responsibilities

a AA'ife is suddenly thrust into. What a

change it is from being a merry young girl sur-

rounded Avith brothei's and sisters, ever lean-

ing upon her mother for counsel and resting

securely in a father's sheltering care ! What
fcAv cares the girl has ! The home life is

generally too busy a one to find room for

monotony. At least that wa^ my girlish

experience; and from it I stepped into my
neAT house, full only of bright anticipations,

AA'ith scarcely a thought of anything beyond
gloAving desires to be the very best Avife any
man ever had, or should have. One thing

AA'as certain. I had an infinite capital of loA^e.

That never, never Avas to fail. It might

increase, though there seemed no room for

more, but diminish it never could. You
knoAv it is every Avord of it true, dear," she

broke off, as her husband stroked her Avhite

hair, such a gentle caressing motion the most

inveterate hater of " spooneyism " could have

felt no repugnance in Avitnessing.

" Thank God! yes, yes," answered the old

man. " But avc do not think, dear. It

seems but the other day Avhen we began our

life together. Yes, go on, tell Mr. Austin

Avhat drafts I dreAv upon the capital. He has

not got into clear sailing yet ; . go on and

clear aAvay the fog."

" Well, then, I began my married life as I

told you. One thing, my dear, good, Avise

mother insisted upon, and Avhich I lived to

bless her for, and that Avas, to take no help,

but to work Avith my oaati pair of hands. This

seemed the first shadow in the sunshine, for

like most people I Avas not ambitious of being

behind my acquaintances in the social scale

;

but I gave in to her instructions. I thought

I could not have too much time to prepare

nice dishes to surprise my husband Avith my
skill, and to say all we had to each other.

But three months had not passed before I

had gone over to my mother's Avay of think-

ing; for I could not all at once leave the
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nineteen years of unbroken companionship

of our home circle, and not miss the home
ways and faces. But after the first novelty

of being my own mistress had passed, though

it was as dear and as cosy as ever it was, yet

it seemed so silent; and I found, even with

all my work, more leisure than I knew how
to employ, and would sit impatiently wait-

ing for my husband.
" I thought then that never did clock tick

so loud as ours. We had never noticed the one

at home. Time crawled now : it did not fly

as it used to do when we were all together.

I did not dare to own there Avas any dissatis-

faction or disappointment lurking in my heart.

Sometimes the discontent was with myself,

especially after any calling of my husband
to account for a falling off in his care of me.

Then he would make me more than ashamed
of my doubts, and be his own loving self in

chasing them away. Ah, Mr. Austin !

"—as

she broke off pathetic love was shining from
her eyes—" the devotion of the lover is so

sweet, so dangerous in its wondrous surprise,

to the girl who is suddenly raised from being a

mere ordinary mortal, to a pinnacle of dizzy

elevation by the worship she receives, that

she becomes blind to everything except that

he has found out perfections she is only

all too willing to believe are real. This

dazzling happiness loses its brightness more
or less slowly, and too often sets in gloom

;

and all because there has been a false start

in life. When my dear husband," she con-

tinued, looking half sadly into his sympa-
thetic face, " dropped one by one the

endearing ways of the lover, and took up
all the civil rights of husband, then my
hard fight began. Efforts, laughable to me
as an old wife, but which as a young
untried one, were as very thorns in the flesh,

grew irksome from want of appreciation.

There was no word of encouraging sympathy

;

and when, womanlike, I showed the disap-

pointment, not always in the wisest manner,
he would chide me for being so foolish as to

suppose he could not feel gratification unless

he expressed it. Then I would see for a little

through his spectacles, and think my nature

must be changing. Your sex never know
what evil you are doing with your ' silent

gratifications ' or 'mental appreciations.' If

you only expressed a little of it, you would
reap a harvest of reward from your loving

notice of the little things of life. And this,

Mr. Austin, is just what I want every young
husband to learn. It is this want of de-

monstrative love in minor things that makes
the wife's tones sharp, brings the lines on

the brow, and the hard feeling to her
heart.

"Time went on, and cares and duties multi-

plied. We had fewer moral battles, but the

truce brought neither peace nor joy. I got

irritable over things I Avould have laughed
at formerly. But, dear, dear," she said

merrily, " such things try the temper, and
tax the patience, but never give the heart-

ache. It is living day after day, month after

month, with a sense of your husband being

too busj^, too much absorbed in his own
interests to be observant of yours, unless

recalled to the fact by yourself, as you try

hopelessly to recreate the bright anticipa-

tions the lover had inspired.

" You Avill laugh at one of my wiles to

make my husband come out of himself ; but

most women Aveave similar devices, until,

Avearied Avith repulse, they sink into the cold,

apathetic, or sullen Avays we have all knoAvn.

I determined, as I sat one evening await-

ing his return, to try what effect imi-

tating his example might have; so I said to

myself, if he is in one of his ' yes ' and ' no

'

moods to-night, I Avill leave him to enjoy it,

and go straight to bed. So when I heard

his dear self unfastening the gate, I fled to

Avelcome him with all the love in my heart

shoAving itself in my eyes. Noav you must
not," said the old lady with a sAveetness inde-

scribable, "think I was too hard upon a

weary man seeking the home-shelter after his

battle with the world, in expecting more
than I got. I do not, hoAvever, subscribe to

the allotted path generally chalked out for

men, and must affirm that his Avork is not

a Avhit harder to him than that of the true

Avoman is to her. So when my old husband,

then young and buoyant, came in, and gave
me the privilege of doing all the entertaining, I

determined to come in for my rightful heritage.

"When he sat dx^inking his tea, stretching

his limbs across the warm comforting hearth,

evidently enjoying to the full his fireside, I

made trial of gaining some interest from his

day's doings. It was the veriest crumbs of

information I could extort, either by direct

question or the most insinuating suppositions.

I then tried Avhat effect giving my OAvn and
the children's doings (for Ave had two) might
have. Most women know the exasperation

of retailing these particulars and of having

only a ' Yes !
' or ' No !

' in various keys for

response. When all is done they have the

mortification of feeling they had not been

appearing to the best advantage, and had
bored their listener into the bargain. So
Avhen my husband took up his book I said
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carelessly, ' As you seem quite comfortable,

I am going to bed.'

" I saw his surprise, and wondered if he

would miss me ; but to bed with the children

I went, and of course punished myself. He
only thought I was tired, and not in the best

of tempers ; so that was all the interest the

unwonted move had for him.

"There was one verse had a strange interest

for me. It was as if my dear Lord under-

stood me and such as me. ' The Lord hath

called thee as a woman forsaken and grieved

in spirit.' Who but our Father could know
the meaning of those words, 'grieved in

spirit,' and ' a wife of youth.' You must
think that over, Mr. Austin ; it means more
than many have supposed.

" The next day that verse rang in my ears,

and set me thinking. I was humbled and
ashamed of the pettish action of the preced-

ing night, and began to see clearly such ways
were unworthy of a wife and mother. That
afternoon I spent begging guidance from the

pitiful loving Father who understood 'a

woman grieved in spirit.' At night, after the

children were in bed, and we sat as usual by
the fireside, I—trembling from head to foot,

like Esther when going into the presence of

Ahasuerus—determined to stake our future

happiness on an appeal, and stammered out,

'John, will you put aside your book and
give me all your attention 1

'
"

" Excuse me, my dear wife," said the old

man, putting down his pipe, and suddenly
assuming a gravity and dignity that impressed
me strangely. With one hand on her shoul-

der, the other upraised, he turned impressively

to me. " Mr. Austin, will you allow me to

tell the rest of my wife's story 1 I confess

that it seemed childish to expect a man to

turn liimself inside out, and change his whole
life, for what I failed to see was of any im-

portance. I knew my home was my all on
earth, my time given to procure the comforts

of it, every hope and thought centred in it.

I felt ill used when my wife took me to task

in a manner that seemed to suggest I had no
right to the title of a good loving husband.
I was touched to the heart though to see the

pain in her face, as I expressed all this. There
was no mistaldng the fact that she spoke
from conviction, and I told her truly I would
lay down my life to insure the happiness of

herself and our little ones, and promised, as I

had so often done before, to try every effort

to secure it.

"
' I am coming out of the battle van-

quished as ever,' she said. ' I cannot get to

your vulnerable part. But if you would only

treat me as you do your dog I would be
content.'

"This was going a little too far, and I

could not help showing my displeasure, but
before I could express it she rose to leave the
room. At the door she paused, half Avist-

fully, half reproachfully, and said, 'You may
think as badly of me as you Avill, but love
that dog as much as ever you may ' (he was
lying on the hearth, a splendid Newfoundland
I had had before my marriage), ' and never
show your love by pattings on the head, and
by a cheery "good fellow," and then see how
much Avaggiug of the tail you will get. He
would cease in time to noticeyou any more than
another member of the house; and wives
may also grow hard and indifferent for want
of the little loving demonstration that would
save them.'

" Sir," he continued with impassioned fer-

vour, " I never felt more angiy with a fellow-

creature in all my life than I did at that

moment with my wife. All I had ever read,

seen, or heard of the follies and weaknesses of

woman played riot through my brain, and
in proportion as I thought of myself and
brother men, she and her sex grew heart-

lessly small.

" It was Rover putting his nose into my
hand brought me down from my pitying

exaltation of self. 'You would never turn

from me if you got less notice—we under-

stand each other, and that's enough, isn't it,

old fellow V but even as I said it my sense

of security suddenly seemed very frail.

" I thought, Mr. Austin, that night as I

never had done before, and to make sure I

determined to test what my Avife had said.

From that night I systematically set myself to

overcome habit ; first with my dog, and if

that proved what was predicted, I deter-

mined to make it the business of my hfe

to begin home life afresh.

"I repressed every accustomed show of

affection or notice of Rover, and what it cost

me I never can tell, when I noticed his

grieved surprise shining through his be-

seechincr eves as his barks and bounds
brought no response. Not one word did I

breathe to the Avife ; I determined to make
my observations free from all comment. For
years he had been my daily companion, and
I would have given much if he Avould have

stayed now at home instead of going as usual

Avith me to and from business. I felt there

was something positively cruel in my con-

duct to the faithful creature; instead of

bounding before me, with his joyous bark,

and then sobering into a close pressure at
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my side, he began to lag behind. It went to

my very heart to see his cowed manner as he

stole to his accustomed place in my office. I

often wondered which of us sufiered most.

He next took to lying nearer my wife, as we
sat in our usual places, after the children

were in bed. ^Vhen she would leave off sew-

ing to stroke his head I noticed the response

growing from a faint flap of the tail to a

decided wag. It took time for all this, but
in the end he shunned me ; and one morning
he was nowhere to be found as I started for

business. That was the longest day of my
life. I wanted to get home to think things

out and to see what had become of the poor
fellow. My wife told me afterwards how
she hated herself for having spoken as she

did, and thought my manner towards the

faithful creature was a tacit reproach for her

supposed jealousy of him, and so she tried to

make up for my neglect by extra attention.

I could understand that old Dutchman who
could sell his dog, but could not sell the wag
of his tail. My dog at the sound of my voice

now held his tail tightly out of sight. I had
gone far enough I concluded with the animal,

and now meant to regain my old place in his

affections ; so, to the utter astonishment of

my mfe, in my old tone and manner of pat-

ting the knee, I called ' Here, Eover ! dear old

fellow.' Never tell me dogs are devoid of

expressing feeling; as surely as my Avife

looked her surprise, so did he his, as he slowly
rose and stared me in the face, without the
slightest wag of the tail or any bounding to

me as I expected. It was my turn at asto-

nishment. No 'Come here, sir!' stern or

coaxing, moved him. After surveying me,
as if I were a curiosity, he turned to put his

head into my wife's lap.

"Like the lightning's flash, my conduct
to that dog ; his to me ; and that of my wife
to both, opened a page in the history of my
life that was full of horror. I went to my
room and locked myself in, and on my knees
I thought it all out. If we only thought,
oh ! sir, if we only thought, there would be
no use for the Divorce Court. I thanked
God who had given me a Christian wife, and
that her love to Him had kept her heart
pure. Many questions forced themselves
upon me. I thought if it Avere possible to go
into the history of the ruined lives in the
world, how many would be traced to a lack

of attentive sympathy toAvards the Avife.

There must be something, you cannot but
admit, that turns the Avarm, girlish love into

indifference and all other evils. That experi-

ment Avith my dog seemed full of an aA^^ul

reality. Hoav many men had acted similarly

to their Avives—loading them Avith caresses

and every attention when Avooing, and after-

Avards leaving the loving nature to fall back
upon itself, or Avorse still, into the poAver of

another, Avho takes up the influences laid

aside by the husband !

" I feel in my inmost being if every man
Avould but continue his first loving sympathy
—Avliich is the need of the Avoman's nature
—his wife Avould be so much a part of himself,

that the aspect of married life Avould soon
present a A'ery different phase from what it

does at present.
" I Avill not make much further demands

upon your patience," continued the old man

;

" but I, John Mervyn, Avent from my room
another man. I must OAvn there was a

shamefacedness at commencing the part I

had mapped out, but when I Avent back my
dear wife gave me interest for the kiss Avhich

Avas to be the harbinger of better times. I do
not think I disappointed her ; eh, my dear ?

"

It seemed to me the plcasantest, yet
strangest sight I ever beheld, Avhen the old

man put his hand under her chin and looked
in her face Avith his "eh, my dear?" and she,

Avith her eyes glistening Avith tears, said

—

" You got so good, so thoughtful, that my
versehad to be changed, and I had to givevery
earnest, very prayerful heed to the caution

of St. John at the end of his first epistle.

Since that time Ave have gone hand in hand,

helping yet leaning upon each other; and
knoAAdng Avhat it is to be so nearly ship-

wrecked, you cannot wonder, Mr. Austin,

at my trying to prevent others from falling

into the like peril."

I was already full of as many new thoughts

as I could Avell bear, and felt thankful Avhen my
kind hostess shoAved me to my room. As I

sat at the brioht fire, I felt conscious that I

Avas undergoing somcAvhat of the same expe-

rience so graphically described by the old

man Avhen under conviction. " Could it be

true," I asked myself, "that my Mary missed

anything on my part in our home life ? Was
I ministering to others and starving my other

self 1 " I felt the hot blood mount into my
cheeks as I travelled back in thought to our

early life, and a Avoman grieved in spirit

seemed to ansAver at almost every point in it.

I must have sat a long time, for the fire

Avas quite out Avhen I turned into bed. I

Avas feverishly anxious to be home, afraid

—yes, I may as Avell confess the truth

—

afraid to meet the physicians bcloAv Avho had
shoAved me my disease. After what Avould

have been a most enjoyable breakfast in such
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company, I Avas glad to be once more behind

my horse, whicli still limj^cd. This at any
other time would have been a matter of con-

cern, for with five children and so many
needy ones in my parish, I was not free to

be indifferent abont expense. But just now,

I was miserably curious to see if the cause of

the growing irritability of my wife, and lack

of hearty interest in my plans generally,

arose from myself, or from the burdens inci-

dental to a wife and mother. She certainly

had a laborious time. Night was taxed as

well as day. But why did it strike me noAv

for the first time ?

Keenly now I noted how listlessly my wife

welcomed me. She was kind and thoughtful

as ever for my comfort, yet I felt the want of

the bright elasticity, the joyousness of spirit,

that shone so unmistakably in the old lady I

had left. I felt terribly shy in making trial

of new ways, but do it I must. So when
dinner was over, instead of going as usual

direct to my study, I took the clrild from
her arms, and began in my new capacity. I

felt her surprise without looking, and though
my arms ached (I wondered how she ever

managed so much of it), would not accept

her repeated requests not to tire myself. The
dear little Avoman, she always thought of me,
and I took everj'^ attention for my comfort
as a matter of course ! I found myself again

and again unconsciously echoing Mr. Mervyn—" We do not tliink. That is it. We do
not think."

I did not feel the least shame in carrying

out my determination to emulate the pleasant

picture of that courteous old man. If my
Mary and I were spared to an old age, what
more could I Avish than to be such a true

sjDecimen of a Christian gentleman 1

The dull monotony of daily life soon began
to ripple and murmur Avith returning life.

The hard lines on my Avife's broAv gradually
smoothed, and there Avas a surprised pleasure

hovering on her lips. I greeted every sign

with the most intense satisfaction. Never
since my courting days had such delightful

emotions been called forth ; it Avas like the
health}'- excitement the hunter experiences in

the chase.

We seemed to grow younger ; I am sure

my wife looked ten years so. And I could
have laughed like a schoolboy when I saAv

the colour steal faintly but surely into her
cheek, as for the first time I Avlieeled her
chair before the fire.

" Be courteous " noAV had a different mean-
ing to me. It occurred to mc that St. Peter
might have put into bracketau," except in

your OAvn household," jiulging from the fre-

quent oblivion of the exhortation in the

every-day details of many family circles.

I never could put into Avords the joy
mingled Avith much remorse Avhich I expe-
rienced Avhen my wife at last broke through
her Avondering gladness, as Avith streaming
ej' es she asked me one day, "If I Avere ahvays
going to be so good and kind."

I Avanted to solve this human problem,
even as my old friend did his canine one, so I

asked Avith a feigned coldness, " Had I ever
been other than kind ? " (I could not consci-

entiously apply the other adjective) and Avas

startled out of myself Avlien she almost Avildly

implored me not to notice her fooHsh Avords,

fearing lest she had broken the spell by
noticing it.

" My darling," she said with such piteous

entreaty that I Avas on the verge of becoming
the lover, AAdth every aggraA'ated symptom,
but pulled up in time, and Avas a model of

the undemonstrative husband—" oh, do not,

for pity's sake, be your old self " (that was a

nice home-thrust, if you like). " I could not
live and bear the old time again. You have
been lately just AA'liat—Avhat I used to sit and
picture many a time before I was your wife.

Yes, yes, dear, you were ever kind ; but bear

Avith me, just this once. I really thought I

Avas a sober, settled matron, and am surprised

to find myself Avith all the feelings of the

girl aAvakened ; but it is the result of your
loA'ing consideration of late, and that is so

precious—so—so I do not knoAv Avhat to

say," she broke off with a great sob ;
" but

do not take it from me. The AA'ork, the care

of the children, dearly as I love them, taxes

my nerves and temper at times almost be-

yond endurance, but since you became so

—

so
—

" (she stammered fearfully in expressing

herself) "so sympathetic, I wonder what has

become of the burden. I feel " (another

pause) " so gladsome that I could positively

do double the amount of laboxu'Avhen you look

so cheery, and just say as if you really felt

it, ']\Iary, you must be tired.' My heart

positively leaps—do not laugh atme—it docs,

and I feel as if
"— (a stammer here of the

most prolonged description, and then it came
forth Avith the force of a bomb-shell)—" as if

I could never do battle enough Avhilst you
are so mindful of me."

Mr. Mervyn did not feel more astonished

AA'hen his dog tux-ned from him to his Avife

than I did Avhen mine finished up Avith such

an outburst of feeling. From that time avc

made it part of the business of our lives to

shoAV and express love and sympathy in the
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" little things " of daily life, and not to be

content with merely feeling them.

But not at my own hearth was this resur-

rection of happiness to stop. I hungered to

impart it to others ; and now, instead of think-

ing alone in my study about my people, my
mind and desires were imparted to my wife,

who astonished me Avith the practical interest

she evinced.

When we discussed homes that we were

longing to make as bright as our own, she,

more quick in discerning than myself, proved

an invaluable help. It was her penetration

made me make trial of one I never could

have attempted.
" It is of no use, Mary," I argued, " you cer-

tainly are at fault this time. Mrs. Thomas
never could have been other than a scold.

She makes my blood curdle when she eyes

that poor frightened husband of hers, and, in

that voice nobody ever could mistake, says
' Benjamin !

' No wonder he goes lower into

his boots when she gives laim the full benefit

of his name."
"William, you must," urged my wife.

" For that poor man's sake you must do it.

I believe you are afraid of her," she said,

laughing. " And I do not wonder, but I mean
you to try ; and I shall put out what little

strength I have to get them into unison with

each other, and we must succeed."

I did not feel altogether pleased at my
wife being so persistent, for if my congrega-

tion contained one woman who could answer
to the many descriptions of that greatest

plague in life, a scolding wife, the Mrs.

Thomas under discussion Avould have taken

the prize. This specimen of womankind
must, I thought, have always lacked any
loving gentleness ; so after thinking it over

I gave my decision. " Some cases are in-

curable, and I decline to undertake this one."
" Now," said my wife with a look I had

learned of late meant business, " you are not

to be looking out for the drones in the hive,

you must really take hold of the more active

sort, just because of the mischief they are

doing to all around them, not only for the

sake of the husband, but for that of every
other husband. There, look on and jeer at

woman, and say, often truly, the tongue of

a woman is sharper than any sword, heedless

of what may have made it sharp. And I

have been thinking of a speech bitterly flung

at that same Mr. Thomas, which makes me
believe that he after all may have been at

the bottom of the mischief. Once I heard
her say to him, though I forget what brought
up the remark, ' Gold wasn't good ^ough

for me to eat off when you married me, but
after a bit an old platter was too good,' and
that told me that he had proved careless and
indifferent, and so turned all her sweetness

into gall."

" If she ever had the sweetness in the same
proportion as she has gall now she must have
been a honeycomb ; but to satisfy you I will

find out what kind of a 'girl' she was."

How difierently we look at any one Ave

wish to benefit ! Fi'om Ben being but one
of the multitude he became one Avhom I

found myself always thinking about ; and so

I determined to take the first opportunity of

gaining his confidence.

I felt how very delicate the task was that I

had undertaken ; so to avoid the appearance

of interference with his private affairs, I

told him Avhat I had learned that winter's

night, and how in practising the lesson my
home had become so blessed. He quickly

caught up my meaning.

"I wish, sir, I do indeed with all my heart,

I could do as you and the other gentlemen

have done with your wives—make my home
happy too—but she can't be made diflerent.

It's against her nature ; I don't mean to talk

behind her back, for never could any man
have a more thrifty manager in everything

than she is, but she can't help finding fault.

What would you have me do 1"

I really felt puzzled how to answer him.

When I suggested how he might show little

attentions that never failed to be acceptable,

he worked himself up to the highest pitch of

excitement and told me that nothing he ever

did was right, and when he had tried to please

her it ended in blunders, bringing moretrouble
on his offending head than before.

"Well, Ben, I am really sorry for you,"

I could not help saying. " Yours is the most
difficult case I have met with. You must try

to do your part, and some Avay I trust we
shall bring your Avife to think upon the

matter."

I felt for the poor fellow as he stood with

the tears in his eyes and said so hopelessly,

,

" Mr. Austin, I have rougher Avays than gen-

tlefolks have, but I could love my wife as

well as the best of them if she would but let

me. A more loving girl no man ever had
than she was when I married her. But all

that is changed. ' Anything for a quiet life
'

is my motto noAV."

A light broke upon me as he spoke ; here

was another victim from want of thinking,

and, to his astonishment, I told him I feared

after all he was the culprit.

"Me ! Mr. Austin," he cried, his astonish-
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ment bloiiding with a good deal of indigna-

LxOii. • Me ! Surely, sir, you are not in

earnest. Why, I never crossed her willingly

in my life. I never was given to fight with
talk, for I can't abide squabbling, and would
sooner give up, even when I am right, than
have words."

" I believe all you say ; still I tell you I

fear you are the innocent cause of a great

deal of your home life being so stormy."'

" Well, all I can say," he interrupted, " if

you can make that gospel truth, Mr. Austin,

I'll enlist for a soldier, and fight for ni}'

country. Hang it—excuse me, I can't help

slips of the tongue—but if ever I began the

fight of words at home it's time I went off"

somewhere else."

I could not restrain a laugh at his energetic

play of hands, face and figure, as he testified

his disbelief in my judgment. " I must get

you to go back to the first year of your mar-
ried life," I said, becoming grave again.

"Now, think if you ever gave your wife

cause to upbraid you with want of attention

to her, or whether you were quite as careful

about her comfort as you were when you
were seeking her for a wife."

The face of the good farmer might have
furnished an enterprising artist with a whole
portfolio of expressions. There was some-
thing ludicrous in the amazed uplifting of his

eyebrows, even his hair seemed to sympathise
with the feeling; yet, as his thought travelled,

there was a touching look of sorrowful per-

plexity that said he was not quite sure if he
were not a transgressor, and that he was
prepared for the agitated question, if it could
be possible his wifehad become so hard through
ills fault.

" I did not love her a bit the less when I

took to running over to have a chat most
nights Avith Tom Trayer at his farm ; he was
a bachelor, and said he was dull all by him-
self. Time did go quick. I was a bit late

sometimes. Now I come to think of it, at

first Eebecca kind of laughed and teazed me
about not wanting her company ; but I never
gave it a thought till this blessed minute.
Well," now he queried again in a kind of

stupid amazement, " you don't mean to say
she would be hkely to take on over that ? eh,

Mr. Austin 1 You don't think it, now do you?

"

"I do indeed, Mr. Thomas, believe this

may have been the beginning of the storm,"
I said, trying to overcome a great impulse to

laugh at the extraordinary contortions of his

face. " Mind, it was not the visits that did
the mischief ; it would be the seeming indif-

ference you would evince towards your ^viie

when you returned or before you went, leav-

ing her to find her own relaxation from house-
hold cares, whilst you pursued yours without
reference to her."

"Maybe! maybe!" he said half dubiously,

"but Rebecca had a sharpish tongue even
then, and I am not to blame for that."

" You hope the responsibility after all may
not rest on your broad shoulders ; but in

spite of the sharp tongue, can you as an
honest man say your every-day life at first

was not calculated to make it sharper. I

want you to judge yourself impartially

;

your Avife must do the same for herself. If

you long for peace, Ben, judge yourself, leav-

ing your wiie out of the question."
" Well, then, ]\Ir. Austin, fair and square,

I can't help calhng to mind how Rebecca stuck
to it through thick and thin, that I made fuss

enough at first, l)ut that I had got that I

didn't care for her. Say what I would I could

not drive it out of her. She was on a wrong
tack altogether. She was a sight more aggra-

vating than the stupidest calf I ever had to

tether yet, so had to do by her as by many
of them, let her go her own way, and that

didn't please her, though I meant no harm."
"I know your meaning exactly ; and what

you intended to bring peace really widened
the breach. I have had my eyes opened, and
understand better the nature of woman. Your
letting her have her own way by saying

nothing was to her only an additional proof

of your indifference. Now, Mr. Thomas, you
must just begin your courting days over

again, and keep up—mind, I repeat it—keep
up the loving attentions."

" My gracious ! Mr. Austin," was the half-

frightened exclamation. " You might as well

tell me to pull nettles, and declare they

wouldn't sting. It's no go, sir, believe me

;

it's gone too long now. If I made the bed,

as you seem to think, I must grin and lie

down on it. But I thank you all the same,

and your good lady for her kindness in want-

ing to help. I shan't forget your sympathy."
The hearty hand-shake was a sure pledge

of his words ; and wlien I asked him if he
would have my wife and me to spend an after

noon at his homestead, it was delightful to

see the half-despairing, half-hopeful look he

gave, as he assured me he guessed if things

ever did come round my wife could manage
it, as his had got " amazingly took up with

her of late."

Having through that wife of mine got into

the difficulty, I intended she should help me
out of it, and I found her willing and able to

follow up the attack.
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Some days after the interview with farmer

Thomas, I drove over with my Avife to pay the

proffered visit. As we rode through the Avell-

kept pastures, the bleating sheep scampered

off on our approach, and the lazy comfortable

cows blinked at us as we passed. Next came
plentiful stacks of corn and hay, and then

we pulled up beside a pretty flower-garden,

just blooming in all the beauty of a summer
day. I looked at my wife to see if she felt

any trepidation at the meeting before us, for

truth to tell I would have turned back if

an 3^ decent pretence had presented itself, but

never had she looked more unconcerned or so

bright and cheerful.

"Suppose Ben has blundered out our real

object in paying this visit," I suggested.
" We shall feel we have stepped outside the

limits of the ministerial province."

"Never fear," she answered back cheerily,

" we shall have a nice afternoon—admiring

dairy, garden, farm, children, and all else
;

and if you and I cannot help poor Ben a bit

after that Ave are a disgrace to humanity.
Ben hailed us AAath every manifestation of

subdued delight, but his smiles Avere suddenly
quenched at the admonishing " Benjamin !

"

Avhich fell from the lips of his Avife as she

hurried to greet us, finding time, as she did

so, to inquire in her usual snappish man-
ner, " If he expected the horse to unharness
himself."

I looked at my Avife despairingly, but she

at once made herself so pleasing to our hostess

by the commendation she bestoAved on the

orderly kept surroundings, that I gladly

slipped aAvay after Ben, and enjoyed the

freedom of the outside of the house, Avith a
pity I had not felt before, for both its master
and mistress. " Be not Avearj^ in Avell-doing,"

came as a help in Avhat Avas not a pleasant

duty. After a really enjoyable afternoon,

and, taking it altogether, not very unpleasant
meal, considering the skirmishes made upon
good-natured Ben by his Avife, Avho never let

a chance slip of admonishing him on any-
thing he said or did, I began to think that if

Ave meant business Ave must begin it soon.

So, after the children had been duly caressed,

I ventured, Avith a mild laugh, to telegraph
to my Avife that she had better take the lead.

But Mrs. Thomas auspiciously did the very
thing herself, by remarking she was fairly

puzzled to see hoAV much younger my Avife

Avas looking, and hoAv different in every Avay
to Avhat she had knoAvn her.

" You Avould never guess, Mrs. Thomas, if

I asked you to try. But I Avill tell you the
secret. It is carrying a t.appy heart about."

"You look surprised," I addcJ, as our
hostess stared from one to the othrr^ '-'hV.,

Avhat will you think or say, Avhen I tell you,

I only found out a little time ago that I Avas

the unconscious cause of Mrs. Austin Avear-

ing such a Avoebegone look and manner? She
Avas actually foolish enough to suppose I had
groAvn indifferent with possession, and I am
obliged to confess I acted as if I had, but
since Ave came to an understanding and
found out our mistake, Ave agreed to start

afresh and help each other. Do you not

think it has been a good thing for us ?

"

" Judging from your looks I should say it

has. Some folks, though, are as blind as bats

and as stupid as oavIs, and Avould never know
Avhat ailed them. I have slaved ever since I

Avas married, and never so much as got

'Thank you' for it. It's no more to some folks

than any other woman Avould have done."

The gall Avas exceedingly bitter that oozed

through every word. That Mrs. Thomas
believed she Avas hardly dealt by, there could

be no mistake, and the supposed cause of it

plunged his hands deeper into his pockets,

Avith an appealing look at me and then to my
Avife.

" You need not try to make Mrs. Austin

suppose I am not speaking the truth, Ben-

jamin. I don't care Avho hears Avhat I have

to say. I Avork early and late, and am not

thought so much of as some Avives Avho never

do anything but drag their husbands to

niin."
" Mrs. Thomas," said my Avife, with a

gentle sAA^eetness, " I was struck greatly the

other day Avhen I read Avhat to me Avas a

startling but significant Avarning. The Avriter

was speaking of a professor, if I recollect

rightly, at one of the universities, Avho Avrote

something to this effect :
' My Avife never

kept me Avaiting for a dinner since I mariied

her; everything in my house has been ordered

Avith punctuality, and the greatest painstak-

ing care, not a penny spent unneeded, and
yet Avith it all, I never could love her ; she

Avas a machine, not a loving Avoman.' A
man needs and must have more than a cold

round of Avell-ordered duties, and he resents

being called upon to admire the performance

Avhen it is demanded in a tone of complaint.

I guess," continued my Avife, turning play-

fully to Mr. Thomas, " you on your part

never thought a Avord of loving commenda-
tion was Avhat your Avife AA'as hungering for,

or you would never have Avithheld it."

" You may be very sure of that, Mrs.

Austin," Avas the hearty response, though I

noticed the stealthy look cast at his Avife, as
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if expecting to be called to order. " I have

been thinking a bit lately, and if Eebccca can

think a bit too, I am in hopes our crooked

ways Avill come straight. I make a clean

breast of it, and tell my wife before you and

the minister, I am ready to take the blame

for being a little too free and careless in our

younger days, and if she will not be so hard

upon a felloAv, I will try and make up for

shortcomings."
" For my part," began his wife, " I think

this is nice conversation for visitors. What
have I got to think about, I should like to

know 1 I have always done my duty."

Ben looked "cornered," and his hopes

began to ebb towards despondency. Just as

things seemed going on so smoothly, his

unlucky remarks had brought him into

rough Avaters again.

My wife, with her clearer understanding

of character, left Een and me after this out of

the discussion, and became judge, council, and

jury all at once.

Mrs. Thomas sat for some time after her

last remark with ruffled plumes, her whole
bearing full of injured feeling. By degrees,

as my wife argued and showed so unmis-

takably that nothing but kindly, generous

sympathy was moving her on the other's

behalf, the face relaxed, grew grave unto sad-

ness, then melted in passionate emotion, at

which stage thought retreat the better

wisdom.
Ben had been listening intently to the

conversation ; though after the attitude his

wife assumed at his remark he had withdrawn
into his usual listless, nervous self. That the

argument was bearing for, not against, him
his face told only too plainly. When she

to this sta2;e in the arcrument thegot

strange contortions, I had with such dif-

ficulty kept from laughing at before, now
broke out with startling force and kept me
for a time spell-bound. At last I left the

room, and began walking to and fro in the

garden "without noticing that I Avas passing

and repassing a window. A suppressed cry,

or rather howl, drew my attention to the

fact, and on looking in I was transfixed at the

look of fright upon the face of the girl, who
during the afternoon Mrs. Thomas had in-

formed us she had just hired for low wages,

because of her exceeding simphcity or
stupidity. I Avas just in time to see the back
of her master as he left the kitchen, and to

hear her say, with terror depicted in every
line of her face, " He's cracked, as sure as

my name's Ann Stubbs. Oh, lor ! he'll be
a-mui'dering of us in our beds. Why he Avas

the quietest, nicest gentleman I hever set

hyes hon, couldn't say boo to a goose, and
to see him a-laughing and a-snickering all

over his face noAV ! He must be took sud-

den hke."

The girl spoke in Ioav tones, but I could
hear every Avord distinctly ; and so genuine
Avas her fright that I Avas just going to re-

assure her, Avhen the return of her master
drcAV my attention to himself, and certainly

if I had met Mr. Benjamin Thomas for the

first time, I should have echoed the girl's

verdict as to his condition. The contortions

of face Avere marvellous, though in every one
I read intense satisfaction. Action stood in

the place of AA'ords, as Avith a stealthy look
doAvn th^ passage, then Avith a quick rubbing
of the palms of his hands, accompanied by a
pantomimic play of every feature, he strode

quickly up and doAvn the spotless boards.

As he encountered the frightened stare of the
round black eyes Avatching him so intently,

he suddenly stopped and inquired sharply,
" What she had got to stare at 1

"

" Aint it enough to make a body stare, to

be grinned at like that '? I didn't knoAv you
Avas cracked, or I AA'ouldn't have come, you
may rely."

" What do you mean ?" demanded Ben
sternly. " Stop that noise and let me have
a look at j'ou," he added as he turned her

face tovrards the AvindoAv.

" 'Ands horf or I'll bite yer. You ain't

a-coming any of your tricks over me, master
or no master. What do you come a-larfing

and a-scroAA'ing of yourself in that cracked

Avay for, if yer ain't silly ?

"

I could not restrain myself ; and never in

my life did I laugh more heartily. The per-

plexed face of the cause of it only aggravated

the situation. Ben got clear of the kitchen,

and wanted to knoAV Avhat it Avas all about,

Avhen my Avife stood beside us Avith a Avon-

dering look. Not often had she seen me
convulsed Avith such merriment.

" I am glad," said Mrs. Thomas, " to hear
a hearty laugh, for it's many a long day since

this place heard that sound. And noAv, Ben,
thank Mrs. Austin, for if ever I become Avhat

I ahvaj's prided myself I Avas, 'a good wife,'

you Avill have to thanlc her for it."

" Then j'^ou must thank Mr. Austin, Ee-
becca, if I become a 'good husband.' I mean
to try ; and I tell yoxi Avhat, sir," he said,

turning earnestly to me, " I think it AA'ould

be no bad thing if you Avould marry us over

again, and let us start fresh ; it all came Avrong

through not starting right."

PELTON LEA.
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December 6th.

Read Psalm xiv. and Daniel Iv

A EELIGIOUS Babylonian, wliile acknow-
-'--*- ledging the existence of the God of

Israel, would deny His supremacy over his

own national deities, and might ask in no
spirit of blasphemy, "Who is Jehovah, that

He should be able to deliver out of my
hands ? " But this man was not religious

;

he refused to acknowledge the authority of

any deity whatever. Man was the highest

type of being that he knew in the universe,

the master of his own destiny, and subject

to no higher authority than that which he
and his fellows could establish and maintain.

He walked in the great Babylon which he

had built, calmed b}^ no sense of responsi-

bility, asserting his right to say and do just

what pleased him best—the representative,

not of speculative atheism, but of something
far more pernicious and far more widely
spread, viz., practical unbelief, which, as a

deliberate perversion of a natural instinct, is

alwaya a sin. Religion is no invention of

priests, but a great verity of instinct, as old

and as universal as human nature, because
essential to it. Nebuchadnezzar, because
false to this instinct with the light he
possessed, would have been equally false had
he possessed the truth we know. His infi-

delity was due, not to his circumstances, not
to his ignorance, but to his selfishness. He
was to be condemned, not because, tried by
the HebreAV standard he was superstitious,

but because, tried by the standard of Baby-
lon, he was impious and profane.

And his impiety Avas the more heinous that

his prosperity was so great. As he surveyed
the eminence to which he had been exalted,

and regarded the nations prostrate at his

feet, he might well have trembled before the
occult powers which the fathers of his race

adored as alone able to raise up and cast

down at their pleasure. But, alas ! the very
continuance and excess of fortune fostered

disregard of providence, so that, slighting

its blessings, he failed, as many of us do, in

its trial. It is strange that we should
be unable to realise God's power until it

is exerted against us, and that we should
regard Him as weak or as non-existent so
long as He is good. And seeing that the
constancy of His kindness tends to make

us arrogant, we may be truly thankful that
now and again He allows the angels of

adversity and sorrow to meet us in the
path of life, to remind us of the Supreme
Hand that gives and can as easily take
away.

For we do not get rid of God by simply
denying His existence. The unbehef that
hides God from our thoughts can never hide
us from God or place us beyond the reach of

His influence. No scepticism as to the un-
changing laws of nature can prevent their

operation, nor can the stoutest denial of God's
sovereignty prevent it from crushing every
one who comes into collision with it. In
accordance with the whole teaching of Scrip-

ture, God is represented as punishing this

impious man by depriving him, in one day, of

his realm and his reason. For all noble facul-

ties, and all grand opportunities are designed
to foster and perfect within us the conscious

ness of God, and when we pervert or prove un-
worthy of them, they diminish or are re-

called. In this case, intellect having given

way under the pressure of pride, the man
was driven forth a raving maniac, to teach

the world that he who disregards the resjjon-

sibilities of human nature must be prepared
to renounce its dignity.

Now though thisjudgmentwas peculiar, and
though madness in this form does not fall on

every profane unbeliever, it nevertheless sug-

gests the everlasting principle and universal

law that degradation is the inevitable fruit

of practical atheism. Individuals here and
there may escape the consequences of un-

belief, but the unbelieving community can-

not. The races whose religious customs
are so few that they can hardly be de-

tected, whose religious beliefs are so weak
that they can scarcely be expressed in words,

are invariably the lowest in the scale of

humanity. In civilised races again, the

classes which form the most dangerous forces

that law has to confront are those who have

never owned, or who have renounced, the

obligations of religion. On the other hand,

the grandest civilisation Avhich the world at

any time or any place can boast can be

traced to the strength and purity of the

religious sentiment, and may instruct us that

man is noblest when rendering purest service

to the Supreme, and most degraded when
that service is denied or withheld.
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As we love life therefore, let us beware of

anything that would tempt us to lose touch

of that power which alone can ennoble our

nature, and let us dread above all things the

curse which drives men made in God's image

to herd like the beasts, as if there were no
better life under the sun than to scramble

and fight for the offal of the world. Let us

break the spell of this madness by teach-

ing men to lift up their eyes to heaven.

"When we recognise Him in whom we live

and move Ave shall see how irrational

our past life has been. Once we dis-

cover that God is greater than our reason,

and sublimely worthy of our faith, our

reason will return to us, and we will become
qualified for its other enjoyments. Only
thus do we come to ourselves. Our best

powers will never be unloosed till we yield

to the divine voice calling us to behold the

glory of the only-begotten Son. When He
confronts us as the image of the invisible

God, He will convince and rebuke us of mad-
ness, and yet while teaching us how un-

worthy even of ourselves we have lived. He
will also assure us how practicable is the ideal

of life which He came to make ours by His
death. Surrendering ourselves to Him in

simple trust, we will become transfigured

like Him
;

gazing, as in a glass, upon His
glory we shall be changed into the same
image, even from glory to glory.

December 13th.

Read Ecclesiastes ii. and Matthew xi. 2.5—30.

Though our Lord speaks to those who
labour and are heavy laden. He does not
promise them release from their labour or

exemption from their load. To millions who
are chafed by the harness and fretted by
the struggle of toil, there are times when
this would be considered life's highest boon.
And God has mercifully met their necessity.

He has commanded the holy night to distil

upon them its nepenthe of sleep ; He has
appointed the weekly truce of the Sabbath in

the battle of hfe ; and He has filled the
sanctuaries of nature with fragrance and
music that His tired children may learn that
His service here is not all labour. Valuable,
however, as are these gifts of God, they are
only in their season enjoyable, and would if

prolonged become intolerable. It is toil to
the soul to be listless, and so wearied by
inaction we turn to labour for rest ; therefore
we may be sure that He who knew our
nature, has offered a much higher blessing

;

not release from toils and burdens of nature,

XXVI—54

but a rest in the soul and for it, which will

make all labours easy, and all burdens light.

For after all it is the desire of the soul

which is hardest to satisfy. The wants of

the body are easily met by the world around
us, but if the soul be not content, no possible

world can appease it. Restlessness is a
plague of spirit which the fairest paradise

Avill not cure. On the other hand, if the

soul be at peace, it is beyond the power
of circumstances to disturb it; yea, seeing

that the soul makes its own world, it will

compel even the most adverse things to

minister to its repose. Thus Christ could

speak of His peace as unbroken under pres-

sure of direst affliction ; and thus have
men learned of Him to assert their soul's

serenity amid the wildest storms of for-

tune. In Him they have found the rest

which is the opposite, not of effort, but
of passion, the content which reigns in a

heart which neither envy nor regret can
trouble, because brought back into union
and sympathy Avith the purest and best of

all wills possible, it has the peace which
passeth understanding, even the peace of God.
And that is why Christ calls upon all who

have wearied themselves in vain endeavours

to discover a state of rest, not to abandon
the struggle but rather to make a new
and earnest effort, and come to Him. In

fellowship with God, whose nature is repose

so perfect that were the universe to rise

against Him Ho could not be moved, they
will find their rest ; but this they can only

realise through the mediation of Christ.

Unto Him therefore they must come, with

their labour and load, and be ready to take

upon themselves the additional burden—His

yoke. Withdrawing their life from God's con-

trol, they have become the slaves of powers
which they detest; but bringing their life

under God's control, they find the highest free-

dom which the creature can desire. For what
is freedom but the service of love, the homage
which we joyfully render to the authority

which we revere 1 He who toils for his country

not for hire, but for patriotism, becomes a hero

in his service. And when we serve Christ as

children who delight to anticipate a father's

wishes, our obedience ceases to be a burden
and becomes our very life. " It is a yoke,"

says Augustine, " which is to the soul as

plumage to the bird," a weight which enables

it to soar, and which gradually proves the

highest lightener of life.

Now this yoke is Christ's, first because

He bears it Himself. He Avill lay it on no
one, but He hopes that all who behold Him
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bearing it will of themselves take it up.

And that is why He tells us to " lear-n of

Him," something which He alone can teach

us. There are many precious truths which
He confirmed which we could have learned

fi'om others. Thus, the wise of every

nation under heaven could teach us, that it

must be well with the righteous, and ill

with the wicked ; that there is something
nobler than happiness and grander than
profit ; that hardest duty worthily performed
is better than pleasure selfishly enjoyed;
that it is folly to labour with such pains to

gather aroimd us treasures which moths cor-

rupt and thieves can rob, and true wisdom
to store up within us treasures of faith and
love. But from Himself alone could we learn

that to meekness and lowliness of heart, the
spirit that for love's sake suffers itself to be
despised and rejected, is granted the rest of

God. The yoke of Christ was the will of

His Father in heaven, and the "wall of His
Father, was the redemption of the world.

The burden which lay upon the Father's
heart our Lord took up, and because it was
a burden of love, it became a weight of

glory. Even so does He promise us freedom,
relieving us of that crushing weight of self

which is the cause of all our restlessness.

Eest must ever be a stranger to a life that
is centred in self and is concerned for its

own well-being. It enters the soul just in

proportion to its expenditure upon objects

nobler and higher than self. It is the por-
tion of those who seek not their own good
but Christ's glory, and who desire to be
ruled by the Spirit that made Him for

our sakes accept the cross. Let all there-

fore who have laboriously and vainly been
seeking rest, whether by the pursuit of

happiness or discipline of self-culture, learn
of Him who found God's rest by taking on
Him all the weight of our sorrow and sin,

to take from out our lives this service of

self. When we cleave unto that Son of

God who for our sakes became son of man,
when we seek fellowship in His sufferings
and desire to be made conformable to His
death, we shall have rest, not simply pro-
mised and far away beyond the grave, but in

real experience here and now. We that
believe do enter into rest, for the heart that
is steadily set upon doing Christ's will must
be kept by that peace of God which the
world cannot give, and never can take away.

December 20th.

Eead Psalm Ixiii. and Matthew xix. 16—30.

How easily might any other than Christ

have treated with ridicule the renuncia-
tion upon which this request, " Lord, what
shall we have 1 " was founded. One of them
had given up, for His sake, a place in the
customs, and others had abandoned a poor
trade with very precarious profits. They
could hardly be worse off now than they
were before they were called, and in smy
case the " all " which they had forsaken could
not compare with the earthly all which at

this period they hoped to obtain in His
service. But He, who knew what was in

man, met the request with clemency and
wisdom, for, though the heart naturally

exaggerates its sacrifice, in this case the
sacrifice was real. It is just as difficult

for the poor fisher to leave his boats and
nets and humble cottage, as for the rich

man to abandon his wealth and luxury. In
any case because it was their " all " which
they had forsaken, they ranked in Christ's

esteem with the greatest heroes and martyrs.

Weighed in the balance of His kingdom,
the widow's mite is as valuable as the offer-

ing of Barnabas, for the offering is accepted
according to what a man hath, and not
according to what he hath not.

And so, admitting the validity of their

expectation, He proceeds to assure them of

a large and royal recompense, and yet in

such a way as to correct their misunder-
standing and purify their motives. Because
they had followed and helped Him at such

cost in the renovation of this perishing

world, they would when its regeneration was
complete, be found glorified with Himself,

sitting on twelve thrones, judging the twelve

tribes of Israel. His promise can only be

apprehended in its grandeur when we re-

member on' what His own dominion is

founded, and wherein His glory consists.

His kingdom is not like any worldly king-

dom men are acquainted with. It is the

reign of the purest and truest and best in

the hearts that can appreciate and love Him.
His supremacy rests upon the work which

He has undertaken • and the sacrifices which

He has made for us. Even thus is it with all

His followers. Their strength consists in love,

and by sacrifice is their love made regal. In

the weakness of love's surrender we have

God's strength made perfect. Just in pro-

portion to the work which we undertake,

and the sacrifices we make for our fellow-

men, will be our spiritual influence over

them. Thus not only is Christ ruling the

world now, but those men who learned so

to bring their lives in loving surrender to

the truth which they received from Him, are
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judging the whole Church with Him. They
did not comprehend it then ; but soon they

came to realise that the kingdom of heaven

was not a material state awaiting them, but

a hfe to be received even now within them.

AVhen they learned to measure success in life

by loss instead of gain, not by goods enjoyed

but parted with for love's sake, they began to

reign with Him.
And so rewards in Christ's service are

not arbitrary, but are determined by, and

correspond to, the state of a disciple's mind

and heart. According to the degree of self-

surrender will be the degree of power and

dignity. In a kingdom where the prize is

service, and the competition is not for the

highest but for the lowest place, pre-eminence

must depend upon humility, so that the

loftiest sphere will be occupied by the low-

liest spirit.

And seeino; the fundamental test of

entrance to that kingdom is complete sur-

render of self, reward in it cometh not of

merit, but is in the order of grace, the natural

result of receiving and permitting the Holy
Spirit to rule and mould our lives. This

should help us to understand and apply the

magnificent promise with which our reading

concludes. Many in every community can

testify that Christ has fulfilled that promise

to the very letter. For one friend abandoned
for His sake He has given them many ; for

homes parted with in His cause He has

opened entrance into other homes and hearts,

and if because of the gospel they gave up
one cherished way of serving God, they have
found the sacrifice a stepping-stone to larger

service. But while this is true, it is not

God's method to reward the sacrifice of any-

thing for Him by granting the same in larger

quantity. In most cases this would prove

far too poor a recompense, and might seem
as if God despised the gift. No ; the reward
is increase of life and love, which enables one
to make the sacrifice. ^Yhen one dearly

beloved is sorrowfully yet lovingly resigned

to Him, no other gift of affection may fill

the place made vacant, but the great gift

of God and the sense of His love can fill

it. We will have a hundredfold greater

cause for thanksgiving, in giving up any-
thing for Christ, than we could have in

retaining it for ourselves. For every
earthly good surrendered for Him, Christ

gives at once a real possession in Himself,
and an everlasting fellowship with all who
are in Him, that makes all things ours. And
so Christian discipleship is not sacrifice after

all. There is no loss in it, but infinite in-

crease and everlasting gain. It is the exchange

of the corn of wheat for the wealth of har-

vest, the emptying of the heart of what can

never satisfy that Christ may fill it with

God's life and love. And seeing that God is

His own best reward, to ask recompense for

serving Him is as if the eye should be re-

warded for resting on scenes of beauty, or

the ear for being ravished with melody.

Serving God as we know Him in Christ is

love enjoying its object. So let us ever ask

not. Lord, what shall we have ? but. Lord,

what wilt thou have us to do 1

December 27th.

Eead Psalm xvi. and John xiv. 1—G.

Let us never forget or undervalue the

authority with which these words were

spoken. Philosophers and men of science

alike can only speak with hesitation as to the

meaning of the life we lead, because as to

whence we have come into the present

world, and whither we are going from it,

they have to confess the most profound

ignorance. But Christ is perfectly familiar

with the subjects about whose existence they

could only speculate. He knew the secret

of God, and so death was no secret to

Him. Most naturally therefore does He
reveal the mystery of the hfe beyond, and

set His seal upon the longings and presenti-

ments which are implanted in every human
being, telling us to trust the soul's expecta-

tions, for He who suggested would verily

fulfil them.

Then how explicit is His revelation, clear

and yet profound as the azure depths above

us, rich with consolation that can never be

exhausted. Our Lord spake very seldom of

heaven, just because His disciples were

unable to receive what He had to declare.

Even yet, the hearts of many of us are

still so gross that we can conceive of no

other celestial glories than those Avhich

St. John in the immaturity of his expe-

rience, and long before he penned these

blessed words of his master, sought to

catch and convey to us in his Apocalypse.

The effect of this is a sense of dissatisfaction

and even unbelief in regard to this cardinal

article of our creed. For the heart cannot

find rest in mere splendours ; its heaven con-

sists neither in golden streets nor jewelled

walls, but in the permanence of its affections

;

and if instead of trusting to our own imagi-

nations we would only attend to the revela-

tion of Christ we would find all we need.

His heaven is glorious because it is simple,
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sublime because it is homely. The very

words in which He discloses it make the

heart burn within us. " In my Father's house

are many mansions." What other heaven
can the soul desire beside that ?

For taking these words at their scantiest

significance, do they not assure us that we
shall live hereafter, that we shall live together,

that we shall live together with Christ in the

presence of His Father ; that earth with all

its loveliness is not God's only possession,

so that if we are called to part with it, we
may be sure of other worlds at least as lovely,

in which neither Christ, nor those who are

with Christ, can be lost to us. Now seeing

that we are assured of this it may be unwise
to attempt to define further what is shadowed
forth by each separate word employed. " My
Father's house " was the phrase by which He
designated the temple, Avhich, to His disciples,

was the dearest and most beautiful spot on
earth. To be cast out from that holy and
beautiful house, as He told them that for

His sake they would be, was for them fate

worse than death, and so it would come
with a promise better than life, that they
had a more abiding temple beneath whose
roof they could securely build their nests

for ever. But instead of promising an exact
counterpart of the golden and marble
magnificence wliich they must forsake. He
was assuring them of the reality of which
that was only the symbol, viz. a home with
Himself in God, whose house is the universe.

So again though "house" suggests stability

of blessedness compared with our present
fleeting enjoyment, and " many " variety of

blessedness adapted to the wants of every
soul

;
yea, though " mansion," meaning

originally a resting-place on a royal road
where travellers found refreshment, seems
to combine in the vision of the future the
promise of endless progress, as well as end-
less repose, we do Avell to hold by the cen-

tral essential truth so plainly revealed, that
heaven is the home of the glorified Saviour,
where God is seen and felt to be our Father,
where, as His blessed children, we shall

enjoy our immortahty, because intent upon
His business, and conscious of His love.

This heaven He has gone not to create, for
He speaks of it as already existing, but to
prepare in it a place for us. He had to over-
come the sharpness of death in order to open
it, and to enter it as our forerunner to secure
our admission. For heaven is communion
with God, and as we have not by nature the
hohness which alone can fit us for His pre-
sence, we need a Redeemer whose eoina;

away by Gethsemane and Calvary's cross
was essential to bring us to God. Just as
essential for the preparation of our place in
heaven is His presence within it. Thus only
does it become a reality to our thought, and
an object of our desire. Otherwise it might
have been to us a spot in the geography of
the universe, a name to be heard with indif-

ference, just as we hear of some rich and
beautiful land beyond the sea, till some one
dearly beloved goes forth to find or found a
home within it. So Christ having gathered
the hearts of men to Himself, has by His
going away to His Father made heaven a
centre of everlasting and increasing attrac-

tion, for where the treasure is there must
the heart be also.

And if by His presence He is thus making
His Father's house a home to us, dearer and
more attractive day by day as we seek with
tears and heartaches those who have left us
to find safety ^yith Him within its containing
walls, so is He coming again " to take us
unto Himself." This promise we may surely
interpret as implying that when we must
ourselves go forth from this familiar mansion
it will not be as Avanderers to be lost in

death, but as those who are called by a well-

known voice, and are led by a famihar hand.
And yet in order that it may prove as

much to us, we must take it as intimating
to us that return in the Spirit whereby, fill-

ing us Avith the life of heaven. He prepares
us for the place. For heaven is no charmed
circle in which, if we only find entrance, we
must be happy ; it is the house of a family
which no one can ever reach who is not
kindred. To the selfish and unrenewed heart
it would be no home, but a place of exquisite

misery, whose delights would be torlnent, and
from whose society it would surely shrink

away. Therefore He had to come back to

teach even St. John, who loved Him, that

it was not in heaven that he must seek God,
but in God he would find heaven; and to

convince St. Peter, who was ready to die for

Him, that not even martyrdom could fit Him
for fellowship with his beloved Lord, but the

life of the Holy Spirit in his heart. So if

heaven is to be a joyful hope to us we must
let Christ return, and bring its hfe into our

lives, and so prepare us for meeting God,
who is Infinite Truth and Love. Only by
receiving into our si^irits the Spirit of the

crucified and risen Son of God, Avill heaven
unclose itself to us, and the more He reigns

within us the more abundantly will an

entrance be ministered to its everlasting

glory. .
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